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SENATE OF CANADA
IN THE

SECOND SESSION OF THE EIGITHI PARLIAMENT OF CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEET
FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS ON THURSDAY, THE TWENTY-FIFTH•

DAY OF MARCH, IN THE SIXTIETH YEAR OF THE
REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, T/eursday, March 25th, 1897.

The Senate met at 2.30 p.m.

PRAYERS.

NEW SENATORS.

The following newly appointed Senators
were introduced and took their seats:-

Hon. DAVID MILLS.
lion. GEORGE ALBERTUS CoX.
Hon. GEORGE GERALD KING.

THE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

His Excellency the RighL Honourable Sir
John Campbell Hamilton-Gordon, Earl of
Aberdeen; Viscount Formartine, Baron
Haddo, Methlic, Tarves and Kellie, in the
Peerage of Scotland; Viscount Gordon of
Aberdeen, County of Aberdeen, in the Peer-
age of the United Kingdom; Baron of Nova
Scotia; Knight Grand Cross of Our Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, &c., &c., Governor General of
Canada, being seated on the Throne.

The Honourable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons and ac-
quaint that House,-" It is His Excellency's
pleasure they attend him immediately in
this House."

Who being come with their Speaker,

His Excellency the Governor General was
then pleased to open the Session by a gra-
cious speech to both Houses.

Honourable (Gtentlemen of the Senate:
G'tle»ien of the House of Cominons:

In welcoming you on your attendance at the second
session of the present parliament, I desire to express
the gratification 1 feel at the evidences which prevail
throughout the Dominion, of the loyalty and affection
entertained by the Canadian people for Her Majesty
the Queen and of the desire to join with their fellow-
subjects in all parts of the Empire in celebrating the
Diamond Jubilee in a manner worthy the joyous
event. And I am pleased to be able also to announce
that in accordance with an invitation from the Im-
perial government, arrangements are being made for
an effective representation of the Dominion in con-
nection with the conimemoration of this historic occa-
sion at the Capital of the Empire.

Immediately after the last session the governnent
of Manitoba was invited to hold a conference with
my ministers on the subject of the grievances arising
out of the Act of that province relating to education
passed in the year 1890. In response to that invita-
tion, three mnembers of the Manitoba government
came to Ottawa, and, after many and protracted dis-
cussions, a settlement was reached between the two
Governments, which was the best arrangement obtain-
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able under the existing conditions of this disturbing strict econoiny in the administration of the Goveru-
question. I confidently hope that this settlenient ment vili, I trust, restore the equilibrium between
will put an end to the agitation which has marred income and expenditure.
the harmony and impeded the development of our
country, and will prove the beginning of a new era to Honoureb& Gentleinen of thc &natc
be characterized by generous treatment of one another, (lenie of the House of Connons:
mutual concessions and reciprocal good-will.

A imeasure will be submitted to you for the revisiont
of the tariff, which it is believed will provide the 1) suhiitted for your approval, are bis amending
necessary revenue, and, while having due regard to tbe Superannuaction Act and the Civil Service Act.
industrial interests, will nake our fiscal system more These and other measures, I commend to your ear-
satisfactory to the masses of the people. nest consideration and express the hope that your de-

You will be asked to giv e your support to a bll liberatios under te Divine guidance will tend to in-
abolishing the present expensive and unsatisfactory crease the happiness and prosperity of every class in
Franchise Act and adopting, for the election of mem- the Dominion.
bers of the House of Connons, the franchises of the
several provinces.

My governinent lias determined that the advan- pleased to retire, and the buse of Commons
tages to accrue, both to our western producers and the withdrew.
business istterests of tthe admnsoe Dotiion, froof tte
comenetion of the t oorks for the et ltargew, uet of te
St. La'rence canais, should nu longer and deferred,
and has, subject to tlîe aeproval of panliatient, taken BILL INTRODUCED.
the initial steps for a vigorourus arosecption of those
vthrks aS n for the perfectitg of the canal systeupc a
the close of tTe year 1898. Bi h ' mAn Act seatIng to Ra olways -

I have nnuch satisfaction in iadforexing yeh that (tMr. Scott.)
arranegemeents have been concpeded rthich, if you
approve, %vHll enable tEe Iiitercoloitial RaiGway to
reach Moîtreal, and tipus share ito the large trafthc THE ADDRESS.
centering in that city. The many Dvaiitaes wich
will feiow from this extension of that railway are
apparent, and have ho doubt you wil gladly a- MOTION.
prove of the proposai .

Aîîprcciating the dificulties encouutered by ouir The SPEAKER reported His Excellency's
farners in psacing their perishable food podcts on
the English markets in good condition, n govern- Speech from the Throne, and the ame was
ment has arranged a copîete systein of c i'l Storage then read by the Clerk.
accomodation at creaneries, on railways, at ports
and on steaniers, by chich these products cai be
preserved at the desired teperature dring the Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved
whole jourmey froin the point of productio to Great
Britain. T e coitracts made for this purpose will be That tle Seîate do take into consideration the
laid efore youps.

It is desirable tiat the iid of the peole of Carada
should e clearly ascertaied on the sbject f pr- on Monday next.

bibitioii, and a ineasure enabliîîg the electors to vote
upon the ques tion ii ie subinitted for your aproval. The motion was agreed to.

The hashring Sa Claiis Convention codstitted
during the past vear to adjust the damages PaYall Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL asked
tc the owners of tbe British sealing vessels, seted by
the cruisers of the United States on the high seas, las whether the terms of the so-called settement
compiete-d taking the evidence submitted to it by the of the school question would be laid before
respective goverments oif tmer aajestd and the the or to the discussion on the
United States, and as adjorned for a tiioe to GIear
the arguments thereon on behaf of both overnment. Address. It would, he said, be difficut to
I induige the hope that a final and satisfactory adj- deal with the important question without

dicatioîî of these long delayed dlaims will iow speedily knowing the exact terms.
ho reaclîed.

The calamrty which bas befalled our felow-sfrectS
ibiIndia bas evoked a widesread syipathy in this Hon. Mr. SCOTT replied that the terms
country. The generus i mnanner in wbic te app al of the settement would be laid before the
for practical tokens of tbis feeling bas been responded
to, bas elicited warmt assurances of gratef u ackow- bouse prior to the discussion of the Address,
ledgment frnm the government of India wbic h ave but
aiso been special y and heartily endorsed by the lin-
perial authorities. respondence on the subject.

bn. S ircott.) B WD L

Gtlelemen of the House of Commions :

The accounts of the past year will be laid before
you.

The estimates of the coming year will be presented
at an early day. They have been framed with every
regard for economy consistent with the fficiency of
the public service. I regret that the receipts froii or-
dinary sources continue to be inadequate to meet the
charges against the Consolidated Revenue. The pro-
posed revision of the tariff and the application of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWDLL-
Neither before nor after ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE. reign is a common ground upon which al

Ottawaparties, ail creeds, ail races and ail classes
Ottawa, Monday, 29th March, 1897. in Canada can unite with loyal pride.

T EIn touching upon the events of the long
O'clockS and glorious reign of Queen Victoria it isO'clock.scarcely possible for an inexperienced speaker

to express his ideas in language that will not
•Prayers and routine proceedings. ýPrayrs ad rotin proeedigs.seem to be exaggerated. Within the sixty

years of that reign, tie British Empire has

NEW SENATOR. shared with the rest of the civilized world a
more miarveflous ad vance in the arts of peace

Hon. JoHN LoVITT was introduced and than can be clained for any similar period
took his seat. in the history of the human race. At the

sanie time the people of Great Britain have

THIE ADDRESS. distanced ail other nations in their vast and
almost fabulous increase in material wealth,

MOTION and in the al pervading inflence whieh
their enterprise as given them in every part
see to be moved,e of the globe.

That the followig Address be presented to H yis In 1837 it may have been a question as to
humble the Governor General, to offer the what language and w at race would lead the

morel marvllou ad vacti h atlf ec

thellecyuha Excellency for civilized world, but a 1897 no one can dis-
Speech whch he ias been plensed to pute that the English language and the

inake to both Hlouses of Parliamnent, namely :- Anglo-Saxon race "must hold that proud
ethe Rigtt Honourable Sir position.

Jodisanced aoAILTOtherGORnao Earl ofvast and
Aberdeen Vicount Forartine, Baron Haddoalo res m e
NlethliM, Tarves and Kellie, in t e Ieerage o the present reign cannot be better i wlustrated
Scotlan(l; Viscount Clordon of Aberdeen, Coîînty tban by referring to Canadian history. In

Ho n . Mb r .n C O X m ve d , - o f th e gl b e

Thao the e o in the s be of ted Initeo 1837 our system of government, while far inEclnd taror Gnercotia; Knight advance of the old Crown colony plan, wasGranle trons of the Most Distinguished Order ofot baed won t in 1897 o freecas
aint Michael an Saint George, etc., ete. o ptaied ta n th Englan ies f I candt be

G o v e ru o r u se era o f C a n a d a . n a m el y : ¯ An a e m u st l d t h a t p o
MAY IT PEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY said that peace and harmony prevailed in

We, Her Aaestys most d ONtifl ai loyal either Upper or Lower Canada at that time.
Mubjects, the enate of Canada in Parlianient thow different it is to-day; Engand with

aSembled, beg leave to offer our humble thanks to wise generosity has given to Canada the
Your Excellency for the gracions Speech which fulles rights of self government, and the
YorExclencybsatesdtobt.osso resuit is that in no other part of the empire

Palaetcan be found a moreloaan ntte
lie said :An unwillingness to, shrink population.lylad otnefrom the discharne of any dcuty that may be While the Queen owes much to tle dis-

entrusted to me by the honoured leader of tinguished une of statesmen who have been
this ouse nust be ny apology for presum- er advisers f rom Lord Melbourne to Lord
ing to occuPy your time thus early in my Salisbury, stili ber own sound j dgment, her
parliamentary experience. patriotic loyalty to the constitution, and her

I have accepted the task of moving the woman y virtues, bave combined to make
address with the greatest diffidence. feel her reign the greatest in English bistory.
that I must ask for the indulgence of the f will now turs for a momeut to a ques-
Senate wben I venture to make my first tion on wich we cannot ail see eye to eye;
remarks before them upon subjectsof sucb I must express my great satisfaction at the
great importance as those contained in the settlement wbic the government bas made
Speech from the Throne. as to the Manitoba schools. At one time the

I arn pleased to know that the first topic agitation on this subject was assuming
to be referred to is one on whic tbere can dangerous proportions, and was a menace

h en two opinions in this chamber, and no to the peace and good feeling which
two opinions in this country. The cele- should prevail among citizens of ail creeds
bration of the Jubilee year of ier Majestys in the Dominion. If the settement wth
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Manitoba does not satisfy extreme views on
either side of the question it may perhaps be
all the more reasonable on that account, and
I believe it does satisfy the vast majority of
the Canadian people who desire no more
agitation of that dangerous character.

There has for many years been extreme
dissatisfaction with the operation of the
Dominion Franchise Act, and it seeins fair
and reasonable to return again to the
provincial franchises as we had them up to
1885.

It is to be hoped that the vote which will
be recorded upon the question of prohibition
and the manufacture and sale of spirituous
liquors will be sufficiently decisive to leave
no doubt as to the wishes of the people. It
cannot be denied that the immediate loss to
revenue from the adoption of prohibition
would involve at least a temporary increase
in taxation, direct or indirect, and that point
will no doubt be discussed in all its bearings,
moral and financial, during the campaign.

The next paragraph in the Speech froin
the Throne to which I shall refer reads as
follows :

A imeasure will be subniitted to you for the rev ision
of the tariff, which it is believed will provide the
necessary revenue, and, while having due regard to
industrial interests, will niake our fiscal systelni more
satisfactory to the masses of the p>eople.

The importance to this country of the
legislation foreshadowed by this paragraph
cannot be overestimated. It is a matter
fraught with consequences too serious to be
influenced by the campaign speeches made
by either political party under circumstances
quite different from those that now exist.
It should, if possible, be taken out of the
political arena altogether, and approached
by both political parties with due regard to
the circumstances as they exist in Canada
to-day. By the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, the Intercolonial Railway
and many other important and extensive
public works a large national debt bas been
created, the interest upon that debt and the
cost of administering the government have
increased out of all proportion to the in-
crease in population. Not only these
charges, but also the subsidies to the pro-
vinces must be raised by customs and ex-
cise, for the time bas not come when the
people of Canada will submit to direct tax-
ation.

Not only have we built up a great annual
outlay. We have created industries upon the

basis of protection, industries in which many
millions of dollars of private capital bas
been invested, and upon the crediù of which
inany millions more of working capital has
been borrowed fron our banking institu-
tions. It is not necessary now to discuss
the merits or demerits of the system under
which these industries have been created, the
fact remains that they do exist, that large
investments have been made, large liabilities
incurred and that legislation tending to
embarrass important interests would be
disastrous.

It has been the hope of the Liberal party
to effect improved trade relations between
this country and the United States. If the
products of our manufacturers, our forests,
our farms, our fisheries, and our mines had
been admitted to the markets of that country
upon fair terms our producers would have
been glad to meet their competition upon
the same basis, but judging from the tariff
measure now under discussion at Washing-
ton it appears to be the settled determina-
tion of the American politicians to shut our
products out of the markets of this con-
tinent, there can be no doubt that this
action must tend to force Canada into culti-
vating closer relations with other countries
who will admit our products upon an equit-
able basis, and to give some tangible recog-
nition of our sense of the value and import-
ance of the great free market of the empire.
Our exports to Great Britain now exceed
those to the United States by twenty-two
millions, and, in fact, exceed our exports to
the United States and all other countries
together, and as we must find the chief
market for our exports in the old land, so
under a freer tariff we must increase our
imports from England, and in thus improv-
ing return cargoes the tendency will be to
reduce rates of transportation as well as to
cheapen supplies to the masses of our
people.

In this connection the plans of the govern-
ment for putting our products on the British
market in better condition by a system of
cold storage, and by better transportation
facilities is of great importance. Products
from every corner of the world are seeking
the great free market of the old land, and
we can only improve our position in that
market by improving the quality of our pro-
ducts, and in delivering shipments in as good
or better condition than those of our com-
petitors. Last year we sent $14,000,000
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worth of cheese and $2,000,000 Worth of Theenlargement f theSt.Lawrence canas,butter to England and there isro3obuttr t En land and thee is i'oom for the extension of the Intercolonial Railwaygreat increase in the butter export. In to Motreal, and other matters referred toorder that we inay get our butter into this in the Speech from the Throne, afford evid-market in the best condition, the Miiister ence of an intelligent, aggressive and vigorous
of Agriculture is providing a complete chain policy upon the part of the government.of cold storage from the railway stations'And I desire to take this opportunity of ex-here in Canada through the shippng ports tending iny congratulations to tlis buse,to the English market. Many creameries and to tis country, upon the fact that wewill be provided with cold storage chambers, have, at this important epoch in the historythe railways will provide refrigerator cars of our country, gentlemen guiding the shipfrom the creameries to the large centres, of state so weiî qualified and so well disposedwhere cold storage warehiouses are found, t 0 extend the coinmeree and to develop theand at shipping points arrangements have resources of our fair Dominion.een made to provide cold storage until theProducts are put on the steaniships. The lon. Mr. KJNG. In rising as I now dominister as also arranged a weeklv steam- for the first time to address ths lon. buseship service to the chief ports in England, and discharge the duty whicb devolves uponand as a resulit we ought to have a great me, I think 1 may farly aim the ineasureincrease in the butter export and also of indulgence which I believe as beento receive a better price for the Cana- accorded on similar occasions to -edian article. In cheese wehvnodia atice n dlese we have now filling the position which I occupy at this
andsplendid po)sition in ths makta sleidd istin n 1 is market, moment, 1 arn conscious that in speaking
cld under te improved system of to the Senate of Canada, am addressing acold storage we ought to be able to body of nen, the majority of whom conscien-hold our advantage if flot to improve even, tiously and hoestly difer fron me in theupon the splendid position we have already opinions which I hold on many importantachieved The trade in poultry should also questions affecting the welfare of this coun-
e improved, and it is evidn thtwemsbinu e ddent that -e ust try, and, I have o doubt, in the renarkscontnue to send eggs in increasing quantities which I may choose to offer before 1 resumeto the British market. It has been estimated, my seat, that there will be found in this
ad t the shipment of dressed beef will chamber soe who consier it is their rightadd from $10 to $15 to the value of every and the proper thing for them to dissent to
transportation cha es tern prairies. The wat have to say; ut froi the manner
steers al-c s the carriage of in w ich the remarks of the on. memberotes ive average nearly $30 ; the carcases who preceded e were received there areOf the sae steers can be shipped as dressed some questio
durin for $ per head, and the shrinkage aree. The first atter to which 1 pro-
five o h journey would not be more than pose to allude to-night is tlievor sever Pounds per carcass. It is be- of is Excelleney's speech delivered atfoy that storage service arranged the opening of this session of Parliament
foir y the governrment on railways and steam- which points to the loyal feeling that
htps vii be of great benefit to the whole obtains in Canada at the present time.catte interest of Canada and particularly to I may say in times past, and in timesthe live stock interest of Manitoba and the not very remote, sone on. gentlemen havewest. In the development of these great thought it worth their while to characterizenatural industries must we look for the real teir opponents, in the heat,growth and prosperity of the Canadian people, election campaign, as disloyal and unpatri-and if we are to be denied reasonable access think phap of anto the markets of our own continent it is of tiat t time

esormous importance that the government neer to return. 1 ake bold to say to-night
should persevere in its well ordered plans that as matters stand to-day, no party infor improving the quality of the products this country has anything to gain wth the
that we must send to England, and in mak- people of this country by haracterizing their
in g Canadian products of the very first opponents as disloyal and uripatriotic. When
quality, and therefore guaranteeing to the I remember that in this year in which it is
Canadian producer the best prices in the my privilege to address the Senate we are tottimate market. have a celebration known as the Diaond
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Jubilee celebration, I am sure I may be per- the standpoint of the province from which I
mitted to say that the people of Canada, one come-that it has been productive of no
and all, feel that a compliment has been paid good, that is, to the maritime provinces. 1
them in the invitation extended to us by the admit there are sections of Canada which
Imperial government to send a represent- have benefited by that policy, but if we are
ative from Canada to take part in that cele- to be guided and governed by the statistics
bration, and I may be permitted also to say placed in our bands, it must be clear to every
that in the present premier of Canada I one of us that the progress made in Canada
feel, as one, that we have a gentleman well during the time in which that policy has
fitted to represent not merely a party in been in operation bas fot been such as we
Canada, but the whole Canadian people. had a right to expect. Will any hon. gentle-
I do not know that it is at all necessary for inan say that 1, as a New Brunswicker,
me to venture to make any extended re- should be satisfied vhen in ten years the
marks '4ýith regard to that question known province from wbich I core has only gained
as the settlement of the school difficulty sixty-one souls-when previous to that de-
of Manitoba. I do not intend to deal cade our population was increasing by leaps
with that question at all from its and bounds. We were keeping pace with
legal aspect, as I believe it would be pre- the other provinces of Canada, but during
sumption on my part to make any such ten years of the eighteen since the adoption
attempt ; but I may say here, that I of the National Policy our population bas
honestly believe that the people of this been stationary. What I say with regard
country, from one end of Canada to the to New Brunswick, will apply equally well
other, with few exceptions, indeed, are to the other maritime provinces, but, as
satisfied with the way in which that difli- remarked by the hon, gentleman wbo pre-
culty bas been disposed of. I daresay that ceded me in discussing this question, we
there are tome who are not satisfied. There have to take tings as we find tem, Cir-
was but one way, in niy opinion, to settle cumstances have changed and are chang-
the question. It was referred to the courts ing. I arn to-day as firm a believer in
in the irst place, then it had to be referred a low tarif as I ever was, but when I
back to the people of Canada. If I under- look around me and see the condition
stand rigbt, there are in this country but of things existing to-day in the adjoining,
two powers competent to deal with the republi, anong the people to the south of
question. It might have been settled by us-wen I find that that people are deter-
the legislature of the province of Manitoba; niined to crush us as Canadians and avow
it might have been settled by this Federal that they are going to adopt a tarif whice
iParliament bere at Ottawa, but it was will compel us to forego our allegiance to
settled by tbe help of both the government the mother land, or in other words, wich
of Manitoba and the government of Canada. would starve us into annexation with that,
I believe it is safe for me tg say that recent country, then, if I had advice to offer to the
events have shown that the people of Canada, government of Canada, I would ask them in
in ail the provinces wsere they have had an the revision of the tarife to go slowly. I
opportunity of speaking oct on this question would ask tem to consider weil the steps
at the poils, have pronounced in favour of they were taking and I would go further
that settietuent. I corne now to another and say that until the better judgrnent of
matter wbicih bas been alluded to in tbe the people of the United States reasserts it-
Speech of lis Excellency, and that is the self, 1 would ask teem to grant favours
revision, or the refor, of the tariff. I stand only where favours would be granted in
here to-nigbt as an advocate of reduced taxa- return. Tbey have adopted or rather are
tion in this country. I stand here to-night about to adopt a policy not only of pratec-
as one who bas ail along favoured a reduction tion, but a policy of exclusion as well.
of the tariff; I stand bere to-night as one They have their alien labour laws, and they
who bas ahl along f rom the outset been propose amendments to, the immigration
opposed to the Ntional Policy. I believe law and they propose a tarif more pro-
to-night that a mistake was made when that hibitory than the McKinley tarif. I do
policy was introduced into this Dominion. not know what the effect of it is to, be. I
I ar satisfied, speaking from a provincial ar quite sure if it is to bear bard upon any
standpoint-more particularly speakinrb part of this Dominion it will be upori the
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eastern provinces of Canada. But it may sacrifices for one or two or three yearsturn out that it will prove to us a blessing past in order to be able to demonstrate toin disguise. It is possible, I say, that we the people of this country that we have at
may be able to so arrange matters as to our own seaboards, harbours sufficient tokeep our young men at home. I have faith accommodate the trade of Canada. Theyin the future of this country. I know that have spent their hundreds of thousands of
in the western parts of this Dominion we dollars, and I believe they have clearlyhave a great heritage and great resources. established the fact that in the city of St.
I know that we have a wealth of mines, John, to say nothing of what is well known
and what I ask to-night of this onourable in this House with regard to Halifax, that
HOUse-and I think I would not be doing they are able, or will be able in the near
my duty if I were not to state it thus future to accommodate as much trafflc as it
plainly-is that in any policy which may be is possible to direct that way, and I hopeadopted to open up and develop that western that in adopting this policy of deepening
country it should not be forgotten that the canals and developing the western coun-
there is an east as well as a west in the try, it will be the aim of this House and
Domion of Canada. You may take, as it the aim of the government of this countryis proposed to take, millions, and lavish to see that no more money is expended in
them in deepening canals and waterways in subsidizing lines of steamers to Boston and
this Dominion. You may build the Crow's Portland; but to see that encouragement
Nest Pass Railway, you may build railways should be given to lines of steamers as is
through all that western country, and if the being given to-day, and which may be sup-policy which has prevailed in Canada ever plemented still further to lines of steam-
since confederation is to be continued in the ships to the ports of St. John and Halifax
future then I say that the people of the and other ports in the maritime provinces.
maritime provinces would have good reaon It was not my intention to speak at length
to oppose the expenditure which it is pro- to-night. I am satisfied that I could not doposed to make for the purposes of that the subject justice by continuing my remarks,
nd orwestern country. But I go further I have nothing to say to this hon. House

point this o.ut to this honourable House that is not very well known to most of the
th-night, that if in carrying out the policy hon. members, and therefore I take the libertythe present government, which I believe of seconding the motion made by my hon.is a Policy acceptable to the majority of the! friend to my left.people of Canada, they take care that thetrade which is developed in that great west, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Iand in British Columbia, finds its way to should like to call the attention of the leader

ports in Cana aritime provinces, and to of the House to the promise made by the
ots in C ad, and not to allow it to filter Secretary of State before the adjournmentout through other channels to Boston and of the Senate on Thursday last in reference
hadtheah, as it as been doing ever since we to laying upon the Table the terms of what
fedheo onour of forming part of this con- is called the agreement between the.Federal
federation pGovernment and that of Manitoba before

ifon. Mr. MACDONALD (.)-erthe debate on the Address.
hear.on M.M DOAD(B.C.)-Hear,

hear.Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have already laidflo . i ir. I{I G~ T en sa th m a i- the term s on the T able. P robab iy îny hon.ti on c Mr- ren1 and friend did not catch K -y observation at the
ime provmees will respond and there will time.e no hesitation on our part, at all events, in

contributing our fair share towards the cost Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
of those very large undertakings. I might was not aware of that fact. However, it isbe pernitted to say here what perhaps is not my intention n to make any remarksknown to most of the hon. gentlemen pre- with referen-e to it, not having seen it, muchSent, that the people of the maritime pro- less had time to read it. 1 have, of course,vices-more particularly St. John--are read the newspaper reports, but as I notice
making in proportion to their population that the leader of the government, theand if proportion to their means, large premier, on every occasion repudiates news-
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paper reports, I do not deem it safe to indulge the country? laving made these remarks,
in any criticism upon that which bas ap- which I have done in ail sincerity-J move
peared in the newspapers. Hence I was that the debate be now adjourned.
anxious to see the official document itself.
I shall be able, no doubt, to sleep after I
have read it. I have little fear that it will motion is carried I wish to say a word or two.
keep me awake any part of the night. After I ar grateful at the generous way in wbich
having heard the mover and the seconder ?n bon. friend opposite bas alluded to the
of the address, if the House has no ob- late appointments made to the Senate. le
jection, I would move the adjourniment of bas used very strong language, but not too
the debate. Before doing so I would say strong: aiïd I hope he will End that ail the
that I have listened not only with a appointments made to the Senate and to
great deal of interest, but a great deal every other department of the government
of pleasure to the remarks of the mover r
of the address and also to the remarks of praiseworthy character as the appointrnents
the seconder; though I must qualify it by which have been made.
saying I am more in accord with the obser- lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
vations of the mover of the address than reciprocate that wish.
I arn with those of the seconder. These are
points that I will have an opportunity of Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-fy hon
dealinm with at a later period. Let m say ifriend who ias moved the answer to the
further that I compliment and congratulate address is known throushout ail the
the government on the late appointmnents to Dominion as a gentleman of uncommon
the Senate. I say so in ail. sincerity. I had energy, uncoînmo business ability, of the
the pleasure of sitting in the House of highest moral character, and one wlo hh
Commons with the bon. Senator from Both- an immense experence in public business
well for ncarly a quarter of a century. of varous kinds. Suc a man will be,
awn not aware that upon any great question; I am sure, of great service to us in many
we ever agreed; but I can say this for hm of ie matters that co e befoat e us, and I
that he always dealt witw any question that have the satisfaction of knowing that, as it
came before the Huse, in a matily, straight- bias been his habit to apply bis energy to
forward, I believe conscientious, and I arn everytbing which bhe bas undertaken, so hie
sure intellectual manner. My hion friend i bas accepted the office f senator wit a
frorn Toronto, if I rnay mention bis namne, determination to tbrow into the discharge
Ir. Cox, is a gentleman with whom I have of its dut ies the saine energ, and to give to
been acquainted for a number of vears. it the saie attention, whica ye is known to
I congratulate him, and I congratulate have donc witb regard to other things during
the country, on the appointrnent to the the whol of bis life. lis observations bere
Senate of a oan of bis commercial and to-day show bim to be a thougbtful man with
financial standing in the country. And as regard to public as wel as to other atters.
tom the other thon. Snember from New My hon. fricnd wbo seconded the motion
Brunswick, tough be came bere under comes f rom a different part of Canada. e,
pecuaiar circumstances, I congratulate the too, is a gentleman wit large experience of
country on the accession tos this chaober of business, a successful man of business, and
a gentleman of the ability wich be possesses. w o bas given bis attention ot only to
Tcouga bis opinions are not in accord wit matters of business, but also to public
my own, I a l uite sure e is fully as matters, and is very familiar witb ther.

onest as I arn in the views wich e holds. I expect we shal find in him also a vry
f deern it oy duty to say this ruch in valuable assistant in dealing with the
reference to the composition of this louse, many questions with which we bave to deal.
because appointments of this kind, of men Another of the new senators is a gentleman
of ability, men who have taken an active wbom. we are ail farniiliar witb-with whom
part in the commercial afiairs of the politicians generally are more familiar than
country, who bave heen leading members in they are witb cither of the otbcr gentle-
politics, wi l add, not only to the dignity of men,-I mean adr, Mils, of wborn my bon.
the bouse, but will also add a great deal to friend opposite bias spoken very kindly. Nlr.
its-sha l I say intellectual standing in Mils is one of the ablest politicians in

to te oter hn. embe fro Ne
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public life. He probably bestows upon the confine myself as closely as possible to the
questions which come before him a larger subjects contained in the Speech from the
amount of thought-of deep, independent Throne, and to be as brief as I can. I de-
thought, than most gentlemen can. His habit sire, before proceeding further, to state that
is to study thoroughly every question and I think I did the honourable Senator from
to give the public the benefit of his mature Bothwell an injustice, festerday, when I
thought upon it. He possesses an eminently stated that during the long period I had had
logical mind, he has a good memory and the pleasure of sitting in the other House
other valuable qualities which fit him for any with him, we had always been opposed,
assembly in which he may take part. There particularly upon all great questions. Upon
is no appointment which I ever expect to reflection, however, I find that that was
have an opportunity of making here during not correct. There were occasions on which
the ten or twenty years for which I may be constitutional questions arose, questions
leader of the House, which I expect to be which affected the creeds and nationalities of
superior to that of Mr. Mills. The other lion. the people of Canada, and on every one of
gentleman who was introduced to the Senate those occasions which created discussion-
this evening is less known to me than the and I may say, to a certain extent, bitterhon. members to whom I have referred, but animosities among the different races of thefrom what I have heard of him I expect to people of the Dominion-the then member
find him also a valuable member of the for Bothwell took sides with the govern-
Senate. I have no objection to the motion ment of the day, and in an argumentative
before the House. manner defended the constitutionality of

The motion was agreed to. the position which was taken by the gov-
ernment of which I was a member. It is
only just that I should refer to these mat-The Senate ther adjourned. ters in order that I may put myself rigfit so
far as his parliamentary course, during the
time I had the pleasure of sitting in the
Commons with him is concerned. I refer
more particularly to the Jesuits' Estates

TilE SNATE.Act, which we all know created a greatTHEdeal of discussion and opposition, and to the

Ottawa, Bi-lingual Act in which he as in accord, -uesnY,30t March, 19. with the government of the day. U pon the
The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three very question which bas created so mucho'clock, discussion of late, he delivered one-I think

Pravrs ad rotin proeedigs.I am safe in saying-of the best argument-
Prayers and routine proceedings.Cy ative speeches in the debate in the flouse

of Commons, in which he justified the
BILLSposition taken by the government of theBILL INTODUCL).day in carrying out the decision and recomn-

Bill (A) "An Act respecting the em- nendationsof thelaw lords of the PrivyCoun-
Ployment of children."-(Sir Oliver Mowat. cil But unfortunately-perhaps would not

Bi (B) "An Act to amend the Criminalsay so-afterCode,( 8"nAtt Olie d owthe.) mia delivering that portion of bis speech, whichCode,met the approbation of almost every one, he
wound up with an attack on the govern-

THE ADDRESS. ment of the day for the course they had

THE DEBATE CONTINUED. pursued in reference to the settement of
that question. I can only compare the hon.

The order of the day being called gentleman's position on that occasion tothat of a cbaracter in one of Bulwer's
Consideration of His Excellency the Governor works, IMy Novel" An old Tory coun-General's Speech, on the opening of the Second try gentleman had a son who had visitedession of the Eighth Parliament. the United States and returned imbued with
Hion.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL sid:-lon iSi toCKEN E d s- Republican ideas. The son ran for a seat

sthis House ipropose in the ouse of Commons; this put the
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old gentleman in a rather difficult position as
to how he should vote-whether filial affec-
tion should counterbalance bis better judg-
ment upon political matters-so, wben the
contest came on he says: " My son, I wish
you well, but I always vote blue." Now, it
struck me that this is a modern illustration
of the principle. The hon. gentleman cer-
tainly defended in a masterly manner the
position which had been taken by the govern-
ment, but as he always voted Grit, he had to
get a good excuse for doing as he did. Hav-
ing made this explanation, I join cordially
with the mover of the Address in his remarks
respecting the first paragraph of His Excel-
lency's Address to Parliament, in which he
refers to the loyalty of the people of
Canada, and to the Diamond Jubilee of Her
Majesty, I need scarcely waste time in
discussing, or even referring, to a question
of that kind. It is a matter for congratu-
lation to know that there are very few,
if any, of Her Majesty's subjects in Canada
who are not devoutly loyal to the Crown,
and who have not the highest respect for
the sovereign, who has reigned so long
and stands pre-eminently above-in fact
bas no peer amongst the ruling powers
of the world. My hon. friend passing
from that paragraph expressed lis gratifi-
cation on the settlement of the Manitoba
school question. I wish I could join him
in that congratulation. I wish I could
believe for a moment that the terms of the
agreement entered intobetween Mr. Laurier's
government and Mr. Greenway, meets the
approval of the country as a whole, and par-
ticularly of those who are directly affected
by that settlement. If it were so, I think
it would be a happy augury for the future.
I should be gratified to know that a question
of this kind which appeals to religious pre-
judices and to race feeling was removed
entirely from the political arena. Every
one who desires to see Canada prosper,
should also desire to have removed from all
political platforms questions affecting our
religious belief, or the place of our birth, or
the race from which we sprang. I do not
propose to read a large number of extracts
from the official correspondence on this ques-
tion to prove the soundness of the position
which I propose to take. It has been charged
that the late government made demands
on the Manitoba government in a man-
ner which they were justified in resent-
ing as dictatorial. I deny in a most

positive manner that any demands of a dic-
tatorial character were ever made by the
government of the Dominion on Manitoba.
If those who have paid any attention to this
question will refer to the answer of the
government to the petitions which were sent
in by the bishops and by the laity of Mani-
toba, asking for interference by the Dominion
government; the report made by a sub-com-
mittee of the Privy Council, composed of the
late Sir John Thompson, Mr. Chapleau, the
present Lieutenant Governor of Quebec, Mr.
Daly, and myself, they will find that the
winding up paragraph of that report implores
the Manitoba government, in the most re-
spectful manner, to deal with this question
in such a manner as to remove it altogether
fromthe Dominion political arena. You have
also to refer to the Order in Council which
wns an answer to the reply of the Manitoba
government to the remedial order, and you
will find that the language of that reply was
of such a character that by no possibility
could it be construed into a demand that the
Manitoba government should do anything
other than restore the rights which we be-
lieved, under the constitution, the minority
of that province had been deprived of. We
pointed out to them that in their answer to
the remedial order they had possibly mis-
understood the terms of it ; that there was
no desire on the part of the Dominion
government to force them to take any
course other than to restore as far as they
possibly could, under the direction of the
decision of the law Lordsof the Privy Council,
those rights, and remove the grievances which
the law Lords of the Privy Council had
pointed out as existing in the Educational Act
of Manitoba. I point to these facts to show
that the charge against us that we made
demands in such a manner as to be repulsive
and to induce the government of Manitoba
to resist the recomnendations which we
made to them, is absolutely incorrect and
incapable of being established by the docu-
ments which have been laid before the coun-
try. I say it with a good deal of reluctance
-that the information I received during
those negotiations was of such a character as
to force us to the conclusion, that there was a
determination on the part of the government
of Manitoba to resist any proposition that
might be made by the Dominion government
at that time, in order to keep the question
before the public, to enable hon. gentlemen
opposite to carry the elections, which were
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then approaching, with Mr. Laurier at their
head. Information was received that such an
understanding did exist between them, and
if there was anything wanting to prove that
beyond a peradventure, it was a remark
made by Mr. Greenway the other day in
the House of Assembly when this question
was under discussion, when the leader
of the Opposition, Mr. Roblin, was pointing
out that the terms of this agreement
had not settled the question-that it had
not removed the discontent, nor would itremove the discontent that existed. Mr.Greenway replied that it had accomplished
one thng, and that was it had driven theConservative party out of power. Now,that was the object, I have not the slightest
doubt from the beginning, and I believe theparty now in power was a party to thatarrangement and a party to that under-standing. Whether the people affected aresatisfied with the settlement or not is aquestion for them to decide. I do not agree'vith some of those with whom I act politi-cally on this question. It has been said,repeatedly said, and I regret to say it hasbeen repeated in the House of Commons
lately, that because the people of the pro-vince of Quebec had returned a largemajority against the late government, whoproposed to do justice to the minority inIanitoba, that therefore we should drop thequestion altogether. Now, to me, it mattersnot what position the people of Quebec maytake. If every man in that province wereto record his vote in favour of Mr. Laurier,whether because Of bis race or because ofbis creed, it is a matter which does notaffect the'question at issue one iota. Thesimple question is this, did the constitution
give to the minority in Manitoba certainrights and privileges? Did the parliament
of Canada in 1870, when they passed theconstitution of Manitoba, intend that theminority should be protected in their educa-tional rights, or in the exercise of the rightsand privileges which they had at thattime so far as education and the teaching oftheir religion is concerned ? If so, it matters
not to me whether the whole country shoulddecide against me or not, my position wouldnot be affected as to their rights under theconstitution. Every one who thinks uponthe subject, who came to the decision that
we did upon the question, believing the mino-rity of Manitoba to have rights which should

ae mintained, ought not to be influenced by

the result of the general election, or the
result of any election which has taken place
since then. After all, did the last general
election prove that the Roman Catholic popu-
lation of Canada approved of this settlement,
or that they would be content with the
settlement of the question which has been
presented to this House? We all know that
every candidate in the province of Quebec
pledged himself in writing, by speech, or by
solemn declaration, to do more than the
Conservative party proposed to do, and if
the honest habitants took the word of their
countrymen when it was dinned into their
ears, is it to wondered at ? We know that
they were told, not only by Catholic leaders
but by Protestants also, when this question
of the Remedial fBll was discussed: "Are not
the rights of the minority in Manitoba safer
in the hands of Laurier, who is a French-
man and a Catholic, than they would be in
the hands of Sir Mackenzie Bowell, who is a
Protestant and an Orangeman 7" This was
the method pursued, these were the utter-
ances which were made to th'e voters of the
province of Quebec, and if they believed, as
no doubt they did, the* assurances of the
present premier and his followers, I am not
prepared to say that I blame them so much
for the manner in which they voted. Since the
general election, and since the terms of the
agreement have been made public, there have
been several by-elections, and I heard them
referred to in the House of Commois a few
nights ago, as evidence of the fact that the
country accepted the settlement. Is that
true? Has not every candidate in the by-
elections, in the province of Quebec and in
other parts of the Dominion, stated
that they do not regard this as a final settle-
ment, but that they would obtain more, that
this was simply a beginning of what they
intended to accomplish? Did not Mr. Laurier
bimself state in a speech in Montreal that
this was but an instalment, and that he
would continue to agitate for more con-
cessions? If the people are all content with
this settlement, what necessity is there for
the government candidates pledging them-
selves to agitate for further concessions to
the minority in Manitoba? In all the
elections which have taken place since the
general election, with the exception of one,
the people had pronounced upon this question
before, and the only constituency in which
the people are now and have been directly
interested in this matter-that isSt. Boniface
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-returned a member in opposition to the person wvo utters the sentiment bappens to
Greenway government, and pronounced be for the tiine being. In order that this
against the agreement which we are told has agreement may be fully on record-J will
been accepted by the whole community, and reai it. Tt is as follows
that, too mark you, although the governmentthat,~~~~~ too mar L rte eirto hîxeg~ia shall he introduced ani passed at
candidate had given a written declarationthe legisature of an-
at different polling places that he accepted itoha, einbodying the provisions hereinafter set
the opinions and declaration of Archbishop forth in anendient to the Public Schools Act,"
Langevin upon the question, and that he for the pumpose of settling the educational ques-
would vote, if elected, to have them carried 2o that aein dipue in a rin
out; while in Winnipeg and in other portions after provided.
of the constituency he was pronounced to 1. If authorized by a resolution passed by a
be an admirer of Mr. Greenway and an majority of the school trustees, or
ardent folower of Mr. Laurier's, and thatpresented to the ard ofardet fllowr o -M. Larie's, nd hatsehool trustees asking for religions teaching and
he accepted the agreement which had been signed by the parents or guardians of at least ten
effected. I mention these facts to show that children attending the school in the case of rural
there bas been a system of hypocrisy in district, or by parents or guardians of at least
dealing with this question, from beginning twenty-five children attendin
to end, that there lias not been a straight-
forward, manly stand taken with respect This clause gives the rigbt, on petition or
to it. First we should see whether it is a by a vote of a najority of the school trus-
constitutional question or a religious question. tees, to furnish religious teaching, provided
If it were simply a religious question, I there are ten children in a rural district or
should not take the position that I hold to- twenty-tive in a city, attending the sohool.
day. I hold it to be a constitutional question, Let 'e ask those who conscientiousiy
in which the minority of Manitoba and ah believe that religious instruction sould ac-
minorities are interested. My course bas company secular education, why the limit of
been suggested by thoughts of this kind: if ten children in rural districts and twenty-
the minority of a province who do not think five in cities, towns and villages, should be
as I do are to be deprived of their rights, fixed? If religious instruction be necessary
may it not lead to a similar interference in for ten chiidren, why should nine be deprived
sone other province with the rights of a of it because there does not happen to be a
minority with whose views I am in accord? tenth pupil? Or in the case of a city, town
I maké this explanation because I desire to or village, why should twenty-four cbildren
be fully and fairly understood in dealing be deprived of religious instruction because
with a question in which race and religion there does not happen to be a twpnty-fifth
are too apt to be mixed up. Now, pupil? If religious teacbing be recognized
what is this settlement which bas been at ail, and if it be necessary for the welfare
made ? It is somewhat singular that that of the cbildren, tben it is just as important
same system of contradiction should have thît one child sbould receive such instruction
been carried on to the present day. Mr. as the ten or twenty-five should; and it is an
Laurier told the people of Montreal a short outrage upon the feelings of the parents if
time ago that he had obtained more for his tbey cannot bave the same rights and privi-
countrymen and co-religionists than the late leges as tbougb tbere happened to be tbe
government offered to accept. Mr. Came- number of pupils specified in tbe terns
ron, the Attorney General of Manitoba, whven of the agreement, attending the scbool.
introducing the bill to give effect to this I leave it to any reasonable man to say
agreement, told the people that there was whether there is any concession in that,
no comparison between the demands made whicb should not be extended to ail chil-
by the late Conservative government and dren attending a school. I ar one of those
the concession which had been accepted by wbo believe that the fundamental princi-
Mr. Laurier. I leave it between those two pies of religion sbould be taugbt in al our
gentlemen to decide who is right, and to the schools. I do not pretend to say that I
public to say which of them tells the truth. would approve of sectarian instruction, but
There is the same system, I repeat, of con- the fundamental principles of Christianity,
tradiction, uttered to suit the circumstances in which we ail believe, wbether we are
of the case, and tbe locality in wbicb the Catbolics or Protestants, sbould be taugnt
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to every child who is capable of under-
standing his duties to himself and to his
country. Of course, the next clause is
simply one providing for the manner in
which the teaching shall be done. It must
be by a Protestant clergyman whose charge
includes any portion of the school district,
or by a person duly authorized by such
clergyman, or by a teacher when so author-
ized. I presume that the intention of this
provision is, that if the teacher is consid-
ered fit for the work, he may be so author-
ized by the clergyman. I do not know of
any other interpretation that I could put
upon it. The fourth clause provides:-

Where so specitied in such resolution of the
trustees or where so required by the children's
parents or guardiau ; religious teaching during the
prescribed period may take place on certain speci-
fled days of the week only, instead of every teach-
Ing day.

Another clause provides that there may
be three days in which the Roman Catholics
cati teach religion after school hours, and the
other three days can be devoted to Protes-
tants, if they desire to have their children
taught any religion, or to send a clergyman
to those schools. Practically I look upon the
whole of these regulations as an utter farce.
They can never be carried out, nor would
they meet the requirements or wishes of
those who hold the views of the minority of
Manitoba. The fifth clause reads as fol-
lows:

In any school in towns and cities where the
average attendance of Roman Catholic children isforty or upwards, and in villages and rural dis-tricts where the average attendance of such chil-
dren is twenty-five or upwards, the trustees shall
f required by the petition of the parents or guar-dians of such number of Roman Catholic childrenrespectively, employ at least one duly certificated
Romn Catholic teacher in such school.

It goes on to make the same provision
in case there are a requisite number of
Protestants. I would like to ask any
one who has experience in public school
matters, what benefit can possibly arise to
the children from the provision in that sec-
tion of the agreement ? The teachers are
flot permitted to teach the religion of anysect or of any church, and surely it matters
lot to Roman Catholic child or parent, orto a Protestant child or parent, whether therule of three or a problem in Euclid is

taught by a Roman Catholic or by a Protes-2

tant teacher. I have yet to learn that there
is any particular religion in the teaching of a
child that three times three make nine, and
whether he is taught by a Roman Catholic
or a Protestant is a matter of perfect indif-
ference. Why a provision of that kind
should be made drawing a distinction be-
tween the teachers under such circumstances
must be a marvel to everyone, unless we come
to the conclusion that it is to tickle the ear
and the fancy of men who never think beyond
the fact that they are Protestants or Roman
Catholics. In my younger days this ques-
tion of the creed of a teacher never was
considered. When I was a boy, a large
number of the teachers in the town where
I resided, were educated gentlemen who had
come out to this country under adverse
pecuniary circumstances, and took up teach-
ing as a means of livelihood. No one ob-
jected to them as teachers. No one in the
section of the country in which I lived
objected to any teacher because he happened
to be a Protestant or because he happened to
be an Irish Catholic-I do not say French
Catholic, because in that section of the coun-
try there were very few, if any. The next
section simply provides for the giving of
power to the Department of Education to
make certain rules and regulations in order
to carry out the terms of this agreement.
There is but one other point in connection
with this agreement to which I would draw
your attention, and that is the tenth clause
which provides that when ten of the pupils
in any schoo!, speaking French, (or any other
language other than French) as their native
language, the teaching of such pupils shall
be conducted upon the bi-lingual system.
There is no provision in this regulation for
the teaching of English in the section.. I dare
say my hon. friend from Manitoba will under-
stand this point better than I do. In a sec-
tion where the large proportion of the inhabi-
tants are Roman Catholics and are French
and speak the French language, supposing
that there happens to be the requisite num-
ber of Protestant children in that particular
school section, what provision is there here
that they shall be taught the English
language i There is but one answer to that
question and that is, if the school law of
Manitoba provides that in all cases the
English language shall be taught.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-The majority could
take care of itself.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Ment, it is a matter for themselves. But if
understand my hon. friend very well. I am the question cores up as to recording My
quite sure the majority would take care of vote in favour of the rights, as 1 under-
itself, but it is not the majority I am speak- stand them, of the minority in Manitoba,
ing of. It is the minority in a French sec- notwithstanding the Pope should say
tion where they speak nothing but the himself that it was satisfactory to him, 1
French language. What provision is there should vote for the enactment of a law
in these regulations that the children of which would give to the rinority that
Protestants attending that school shall be which I believe they are entitled. The
taught the English language? That is what next paragraph is perhaps one inore con-
I desire to point out. Perhaps I w as not geniai to my feelings-one with which I
sufficiently clear. could deal with less reserve. My hon.

friend who rnoved the address expressed
Hon. Mr. POWER-Would the hon. pretty strong views in reference to the

gentleman read that 1Oth pîragraph ggain trade question and the tarif Ie pointed
to the fact that millions of dollars had

Hon. Sir MACKENZE BOWELLs(again been invested, and that vested interests
reads the paragraph)-That provides for the should not be interfered with. When one
teaching of French in addition to English reflects upon the past, and what has taken
in the case of ten French children heing in place during the 17 or 18 years in which the
the- school. In a further section of this protective policy of the governinent has been
agreement wh'-re it provides for religious in force, and then reads the utterances of
teaching, it provides for the enployment of the leaders of the Liberal party of to-day, if
a Roman Catholic teacher or a Protestant one could only blot out the nares of those
teacher. It is duplicated. It is made ap- who u tter them and readthem without know-
plicable to oth classes of people, but in this ing who gave expression to those views, one
section it is only made applicable to one and would say they core from the veriest Tories
there can be but one answer to it; I in the land. I congratulate my hon. friends
speak under correction when I refer to it. uonf their conversion. They have been
I do not desire to draw improper conclusions denouncing in the bitterest possible terms
from the reading of this 10th paragraph. If the national policy for the pst 17 years.
the Manitoba school law provides absolutely They have told us, only place them in power
for the teaching of English in ail schools, and they would remove the incubus which
then, of course, my objection is answered; if has weighed down the country during the
not, then the deduction which I draw from last 18 years, and driven the people abroad
this lOth paragraph must be correct- and made us ail miserably poor. The farmers
there is no provision where there is a minor- were ruined ; they were literally under
ity of ten Protestants in a French settlement burdens which they could not possibly carry.
for teaching of the English languago. If the Now, these same gentlemen tel us that we
people who are interested in that agreement must not interfere with rights that have
are willing to accept it as carrying out the grown up under the protective policy, be-
provisions of the constitution, it is not for cause they are vested rights. Why all this
me, and those who think with me, to change? I have not heard my hon. friend
take exception towit. again repeat my fron Bothwell give utterance to any expres-
repudiation of the charge that hasbeen laid sions of that ind. I believe tlat he is
against the late government of havin too ardent a free trader, and moreover
treated the Manitoba government with dis- that he is too honest to give expression
courtesy in any respect, directly or indir- to similar view m to v those which have fallen
ectly. I repeat that it 18 a matter of very from hon. gentlemen with whom he has been
little consequence to me, taking the position acting. Let me say, parenthetically, that I
that I hold, and believing it to be the pos- agreed with the leader of this House when
ition which every states daan and every ho padsed the glowing eulogy he dib upon
public man should hold, whether the whole my hon. friend from Bothwel. I have
province of Quebec or any other province watched that hon. gentleman with a good
should vote acceptance of that agreement. deal of interest during his political career.
If the papal ablegate who is now iu this I have received from hi very much informa-
country, advises the people to, accept a sette- tion, and it was a marvel to me that a
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gentleman who had done so much for his
party, a gentleman who, in season and out
of season, had never hesitated to raise his
voice in defence of the principles which he
Consistently advocated from the time of
entering parliament up to the present
Session, should have been set aside for men
who never did anything for their party.
Notwithstanding that fact, he has the
satisfaction-of knowing that he maintains a
better position to-day in the estimation of
the people generally and of both political
parties, than those who occupy positions
that he was so eminently qualified to fill, if
1 may take the opinion of the hon. leader of
the governent in this House. We have

.ad denunciations of the tariff ad nauseamn.
1 night occupy pages and pages of the
Official report by reading declarations of a
mYost vehement kind against the tariff and
against every man who advocated the policy
of protection, but I shall not inflict the
flouse, or myself either, by doing so.
There is one thing, however, that I
mnay just as well refer to, and that
is, when we take the Liberal platform
and read it, and compare it with the
declarations of the leaders of the party to-
day, we are somewhat amazed that a trans-
formation of so complete a character could
Possibly take place in so short a period.
Was it because of the views which were
presented to the hon. gentlemen during
their interview with the manufacturers, or
was it f rom some other cause that they were
led to adopt the course they take to-day ?
"Oh, they say, you have involved the country
80 deeply in debt, that we must have a
revenue, and it is only by money raised
from customs and excise that we can possibly
obtain that revenue." If they were consis-
tent with the views they formerly expressed,
that they were f ree traders of the
English schools, or that they desired a
tariff for revenue purposes only, there is no
difficulty whatever in raising the revenue.
Why did not my hon. friend take the same
course as the Eiglish free traders ? If heand hs friends were honest in their con-
victions and declarations prior to the
elections, why did they not do as Mr. Reed,
the premier of New South Wales did, when
le was returned in that country ? In
Nèw South Wales Mr. Reed opposed
Sir George Dibbs, and the issue before the
people was free trade and protection. Mr.
Reed was a free trader. Under Sir George

2j

Dibbs they had a protective tariff, not only
against the outside world, but against the
other Australian colonies as well. Mr. Reed
declared himself a free trader. He pro-
fessed sentiments similar to those which have
been uttered by every leader of the Liberal
party in the Dominion during the last
fifteen or sixteen years. In the general
election he carried the country as Mr.
Laurier has done. He met parliament and
at once put his promises into practice,
abolished the customs duties from
the statute-book, and adopted a free trade
policy, pure and simple. He raised his
revenue by a land tax and a tax upon in-
come, etc. If hon. gentlemen opposite are
honest in their professions, why do they not
do the same thing? Simply because they
do not dare to carry out, or attempt to carry
out the policy they announced when in op-
position. Any one who listened to the speech
of the late Finance Minister, the present
Minister of Trade and Commerce, the other
night in the House of Commons would
come to the conclusion that changing
his seat from one side of the HouFe
to the other, has had a marvellous effect upon
that hon. gentleman, both in his manner of
speaking, and in the views which he utters.
He had declared in the past that all manu-
facturers were rascals, great and small ; he
denounced them as legalized robbers and loud
mouthed blatant defenders of a system which
was robbing the people. He compared the
Conservative government to priests of Baal.
He spoke of the shallow clap-trap of the na-
tional policy ; of the Conservative leaders as
wolves, a minstrel troupe and juggling com-
bination--a menagerie-tools and agents of
the manufacturers, whom he describes as
skilled and drilled cohorts of sinister inter-
ests, dangerous to freedom and a standing
menace to the government-a far worse set
of bandits than the Robber Barons of the
Rhine. These are only a few illustrations,
yet the other night he was as bland and as
courteous and as mild in dealing with this
question as my hon. friend sitting opposite
will be when he rises to address the
House. Yes, and he spoke of vested rights,
though when he was in Lanark a short time
ago the reports say that in ringing tones, Sir
Richard denounced those who had made
these investments as loud mouthed blatant
blockheads. He said the policy of the Liberal
party will bring about a cordial union
between Great Britain and the United
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States, and no greater service could which induced them to set ail their opera-
be rendered to the British Empire. If tives to work again in their factories, for the
that is the policy of the Liberal party, reason as gi en by the manager, that the
how it it that their sunny ways have not government did not intend to interfere
accomplished anything in that direction? materially with the cotton duties. We
I find nothing in the Speech f rom the know that the Finance Minister mace a
Throne intimating that a commission is to declaration of the government policy in the
be appointed to confer with a similar com- city of Montreal in an interview in
mission to be appointed by the United whicb he communicated to the people of
States to deal with the trade relations the maritime provinces that the coal
between the two countries. An intimation duty was not to be interfered with. The
of such an arrangement has been given to hon. gentleman forgot his duty as a Privy
the public. Perhaps my bon. friend can Councillor when he made that declaration,
tell me whether that is correct or not. It and any minister who gave information
seems to me, however, that if there was which enabled speculators to take advantage
any such arrangement between the United of the coming tarif changes, committed
States government and the government of littie less than perjury, for every minister
Canada it would have been heralded forth is sworn solemnly to keep the counsel of the
to the world in the Governor General's advice be gives to the tovernor General in
Speech. Is it merely one of those little ail matters relating to the tarif, or anything
side plays for the purpose of letting tbre else, until e bas the consent of the Crown
clown easigy, or have they found out in to vay it before the people's representatives.
going to the United States, thatthey were Only to-day I received a letter from a gentle-
treated precisely as the delegation of man it the town from wich I come, in
the late Conservative governnent was treat- wich he states that a certain person who
ed when it sought extended trade relations bas not been in business and bas no more to
with the neighbeuring republici The hon. do with the liquor trade than e have, bas
gentlemen opposite denouncei the Conser- purchased three or four carloads of whisky,
servative party as being dishonest in their a a my correspondent asks how did he get
professed desire to extenc tbe trace rein- this information-why does a man, who is
tions betweeii the two countries, and they not in trade, speculate in whisky to such
ti the people, "l Put us in power, and the an extent? Has any intimation gone abroai
moment we show our faces across the ine the that the luty on spirits is to be increasei?
United States will at once comne down from If se, this man wiil be enabed to reap a
their high horse and wiIl give us what we profit on his speculation, or if ot, he will
want." Tbey have been met precisely as sel the spirits and lose nothing. If the
we were met. The spirit displayed y the articles wbich appear in the press indicate
late Hon. James Baine, hen he was Secre- the trend of public opinion, I believe tbe
tary of State, was that no system of recipro- attitude of the gevernment on this question
cty would be conceded to Canada until we is beginning to be unerstood. When a news-
were prepareci to cast in our lot with the paper of the political character of the Mon-
United States as , part of that country, or treal Wünessdenounces the compromise upon
to discriminate against Great Britain. He the tariff question as a "mean" transaction,
told us that distinctly, and lie stated it in a it is evident that there is a god deal of dis-
speech mae in Boston; and that is the satisfaction. The itness says:
spirit which pervades the whole of the poli- A meaner attitude could not be taken than that
ticians of the iunited States to-day, if we into whi the beheaded Nova Scotia governrnent
except a few merchants cf Boston and other proposes t lead that province. If there is any
frontier towns and cities which wou l benefit province wich bas neen steadily enouncing pro-
by reciprocal trade relations witb Canada. tection as a wrong and an oppression, an even a

ground for secession, it is Nova Scotia. But the
Then what are we te do-I do not know Nova Scotia governinent is willing to wreck the
that my hon. friend will tell n.e--what are movement towards deliverance frorn this incubus
we te understanc is te be the tariff policy cf for the sake of the interests of a small Cinority of
the present governmenti? Last night I heard people.

the late Finance Minister ask a question What says the Halifax whronicle on this
across the House as te how certain informa- question? The Chronicle is the free trade
tion was obtained by pehple in Kingston journal par excellence-a journal that has
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never had a good word, until now, to utter than a desire to carry out any certain prin-
in favour of protecting any industry. It ciples. There is so much connected with
bas at last come to the conclusion that my this question of the tariff that I could occupy
hon. friend who moved the address has hours in discussing it. There are portions
reached, that large vested interests exist of this address to which I shall refer very
and therefore they should not be interfered briefly. Two promises made to the people are
With, no matter what principle is violated. mentioned in the address-one to repeal
Speaking of the coal duty it says: the Franchise Act, and the other to submit

There are fifteen million dollars invested i the i the question of prohibition to the people by
coal industry of that Province. Several thousand a plebiscite. That the Franchise Act is so
men are employeci and many millions of money i objectionable to the people as bas been
anally expended, so that, " no one can be indiff- stated, I am not prepared to admit. I sayerent tu its maintenance and progress. If no fair further that all legislative bodies such asCOI11cessions are made by the American Congyress,
then no patriotic Canadan, n merainl Cn ,, the Dominion should have control of their
Scotian, will hesitate to uphold the government in own franchise. When you consider the
eding that an important coal industry is inaintain- diversity of systemsthroughout the Dominion,s integrity. you can easilv understand the difference inthe

Now, compare that with the utterance of character of the voters which wouldunderthe
of Mr. Laurier in Montreal when he was system proposed by the government have the

sking for the votes of the manufacturers. right to send nembers to the House of
Then he said: Commons. The principal objection which bas

been made to the Franchise Act lias beenThere are two articles which are raw material of the expense attending it. That, I admit, isevery manufacturer, andi these articles are cucul and an obj
iron, and are they free? If you bave a revenue ajection. I have been opposed all my
tariff, the o')ject will be to develop the country, life to manhood suffrage, but it were better
a1i all raw materiel should be free under such a a thousand times that we should havetmanhood suffrage throughout the whole

Contrast that utterance of Mr. Laurier's Dominion, so that we should all sit in the
with the utterance of Mr. Fielding, the House of Comnmons upon an equality, than
Other day, and then draw your own conclu- to have the various systems which prevail
sions as to which is the honest politician of the in the several provinces of the Dominion.
two. Or what are we to think of a govern- Are we to have a repetition of what I have
'ment where you have the Finance Minister known to take place in my own province.
telhg people that a certain industry is of I will not say whether it was during the
such a character that it will not do to inter- reign of my hon. friend opposite, or before
fere with it, and his organ, because it is he took charge, but I am inclined to think
Well known the Chronicle is the organ of the it was when he was leader of the govern-
Finance Minister, if the articles are not writ- ment? The government decided to have an
ten by himself, affirming that the duty on election. The courts of revision through-
coal must be retained, and the premier of the out the province had sat and done their
government stating it must be f ree. The pub- work, but the government had not notified
lic must draw their own conclusions as to the their friends throughout the country that
principles of these men. Either free trade there was to be an election at so early a
1l correct or it is wrong. If it is right, it is period, and in order to give them an oppor-
the duty of those who advocate it, not only tunity to prepare the lists for the election,
to frame a tariff to meet the requirements of they repealed the law as it stood, abandoned
the country, but to promulgate it at the the revision which had taken place and put
earhest possible moment. If they have not the whole country to the expense of another
the courage of their convictions, as they are revision from one end of the province to the

roving they have not, then they should take other.
the course which they have taken and say
mnanfully that they have changed their opi- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
nion. If they do so they will have my con- remember anything of that kind. When
gratulation on their sudden conversion, but did that occur?
the question will remain whether the removal
from one side of the House to the other has Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
not been the cause of the conversion, rather do not remember the year.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon. extended? Yet these gentlemen talk through
friend is probably referring to something the country as though they had originated
done by the late Dominion government and these projects. The deepening of the canals
imagines it was done by the Ontario gov- has been carried on from year to year. I
ernment. am only sorry that they did not go further.

I wish a decision had been arrived at long
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ago to sink every lock twenty feet, so that

No, it was before the Franchise Act was as the trade of the country justified it the
passed. My recollection is tolerably good canals could be deepened without going to
on that p.int. What impressed it on my the great expense that will otherwise be in-
mind, is the fact that I had to travel through volved in deepening them. If there is one
the whole of my constituency, a county one thing of which I am proud of having done
hundred miles deep and thirty miles wide, when acting as Minister of Railways and
in order to watch my hon. friend's friends, Canals, it is, that after visiting the Sault
that they did not stuff the lists to defeat SLe. Marie Canal with the Hon. Sir Frank
me at the then coming elections. At that time Smith, then a member of the cabinet, we
the Ontario voters' list was used forthe Domi- changed the size of the locks to sixty feet
nion elections as well as for the provincial in width instead of one hundred feet, and its
electiong. I have heard of other cases of a length from 600 to 900 feet long, by which
similar character in other provinces. I lay the canal can be worked more economically.
down this principle: that this Parliament Every engineer connected with the United
should not be subject to the whii or caprice States Sault Canal, and on this side of the
of any local legislature in tampering with line, confesses now that it was an improve-
the voters' list as they think proper. I hope ment and of incalculable benefit to the trade
before they get through that some uniform of this country. Had we carried out a system
system-I care not how cheap you make it, of that kind on the whole of the canals fromu
I care not though it be universal suffrage, the beginning, I believe a great saving
-may be adopted by which we will have would have been effected, and it may be
uniformity. I would rather have a system within the experience of many who are here
of that kind than ore subject to the whim to-day, that it will be necessary to go to
and dishonesty of any political party in any a large expenditure in the enlargement of our
province. Next, we have the question of the canals to meet the requirements of the trade
canals and my hon. friend congratulated the of the country. The very best evidence of
government on what they are doing to im- this fact is that the tonnage passing through
prove the canal system. To read the speeches the Sault Canals, on both sides, during
of those who support the government, one open navigation, exceeds the tonnage pass-
would suppose that the enlargement of the ing through the Suez Canal during the
canals, the adoption of cold storage and the whole year. It is an indication of the extra-
settlement of the Behring Sea c'aims, were ordinary development of our trade and justi-
new subjects ; something which had just fies the adoption of large measures. If
emanated from their brilliant intellects. there has been one ground of complaint
My hon. friend must know that the against the late government-and I admit
cold storage project was being carried out there was-it has been because they did not
to its fullest extent by the late adminis- prosecute these works rapidly enough so
tration and has only being added to that we right have the full advantages of a
by the present Minister of Agriculture. 14 foot canal from one end of the route to
For what he is doing he deserves the other, because the system is compara-
credit. I will be the last to detract tively useless for through trade until the
from any credit due to him for extending whole of it is completed to that depth. As
that principle, but does not the honourable to the plebiscite, I ar opposed to it on prin-
gentlemen know, that in preparing a draft cîple. I think it is an evasion of the consti-
contract for the fast Atlantic line of tution under which we live. I ar of the
steamers the late gpvernment had, in one of opinion that under responsible government
their principal clauses, provided for cold the government of the day, no matter to
storage to the extent of thousands of tons, what party it belongs, should have the cour-
in order that the trade of this country in age to core down with a meaure if they
articles of a perishable character might be think it is in the interest of the country,
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and pass it without evading responsibility by
sending it to the people. That question of
prohibition bas been on the tapis for how
long ?

Hon. Mr. POWE R.-The plebiscite is notas good as a royal commission, I suppose?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-
That is quite true, but royal commissions are
recognized under our system both in England
and here, and the only place where a plebiscite
has been recognized, as far as my recollection
goes, has been in France, when they wanted
to decide who should be their emperor and
who should not. It has never been known in
England. Royal commissions, forsooth ! Does
the honourable gentleman object to royal
commissions? I hope he will change his
opinion. I have no doubt he will when that
return for which I have moved comes down,for there never has been a time in the his-
tory of this country when so many royal
comnissions to investigate nothing, had been
appointed as during the short period that my
honourable friend bas been supporting the
present government. Just as soon as ninety
oronehundred thousand majorityof the voters
in Ontario had recorded themselves in favour
of prohibition, my honourable f riend opposite
found thathehad not the power to carry it out,
and he referred it to the Dominion govern-
ment, promising to carry out to the fullest
Possible extent of their powers as might be
defined by the law lords of the Privy Coun-
cil. You have ail read the little episode
which has lately taken place between the
Present premier of Ontario and the prohi-
bition people in Toronto. I am not prepared
to say that those who went there represent-
ing the temperance people behaved as they
should have done. The liquor men, who
went a few days afterwards, behaved much
more correctly and in a more gentlemanly
manner than the prohibition men. They
neither contradicted the premier nor hissed
hini when he gave expression to his opinions.
My honourable friend opposite (Mr.
Vidal) will agree with me that their conduct
Was no credit to those whom they represented
01n that occasion. In Manitoba they had a
plebiscite and when the people were heardfrom, the government found that they had
no Power. If the plebiscite is taken in Canada
the present Minister of Justice, I am satis-
fied, will find that there is a negro in thefence somewhere. If he does not find some

excuse for not carrying out prohibition, then
I not only misapprehend him, but I have an
incorrect opinion of his powers of manipula-
tion under circumstances of the kind. Like
many others, in the early period of my life,
I was an ardent prohibitionist. Perhaps I
was somethinglike the mover of the address in
the House of Commons. He said those were
his opinions when he was a younger man but
in a " moiient of weakness " he had changed
his view. I happened to pick up an extract
from a Hamilton paper dealing with this
question, in which the writer points out how
often those who have been advocating pro-
hibition in the past when placed in a posi-
tion to put their views on the statute-book
have evaded the question. I am not going
to refer, as Mr. Hardy did the other day, to
my hon. friend who sits opposite me (Mr.
Vidal), when he asked him how long he had
been in parliament and what had he done
towards enforcing prohibition in this country.
My bon. friend did not reply to him and
very properly, but every one who knows
anything of parliamentary practice must
know that my hon. friend was never in a
position to do anything. He might have
replif-d that had he been a member of the
government he might have insisted upon
the adoption of a certain policy or left the
cabinet. He might have added further
that he is simply a private member of this
House and that he bas never failed, on ail
occasions, to express his views fearlessly on
the subject whenever it bas come up for
discussion. Until the plebiscite takes
place, of course I cannot express any
opinion as to its success, but I trust I
may live long enough to cast my vote upon
that question, and that my hon. friend the
Minister of Justice may have the delicate
task of dealing with it when he bas a large
majority in his favour. I frankly confess
that I do not desire to undertake the re-
sponsibility which he will have to assume in
carrying out that law should he have a
majority in its favour. I agree with my
hon. friend in saying that I hope the time
has arrived when these Behring Sea claims
will be paid, and I also congratulate this
country on the magnificent donations which
have been made by the people from one end
of the country to the other towards the In-
dian Famine Fund. The most pleasing
feature, perhaps, of the whole of it is the
fact that some 30,000 children in the differ-
ent schools of Canada have contributed their
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mite towards the relief of the starving to sink or to fall into-shall I say decay-
millions of India. It indicates a feeling of and that there is no intention of carrying
which every Canadian may be proud, and out that portion at least of the policy of
nothing could possiblv have occurred that the late governnent. li connection with
will raise the people of Canada so high in that are we to have any assistance given to
the estimation of the mother country and of the Pacific cable or a cable from Canada to
the whole world, as the fact that over $130,- Australia, in order to assist in developing
000 has been raised in this country to aid our the trade between these two countries? 1 am
starving fellow-subjects in another portion convinced, after nuch study and considera-
of the empire. I think I am not going tion-not only my own study,but on reading
too far when I say that the enterprising the opinions of others-that it is not only
proprietor of the Montreal Star deserves practicable, but if properly conducted, it can
much credit for advocating and opening be made a profitable enterprise to the gov-
what is called theý Indian Famine Fund. It ernments if they undertake it. I am in
will never be forgotten by the people of this favour of a Pacific cable owned by the gov-
country nor by those who have benefited by ernnents and not by a company. My reasons
it. Now, let me ask one or two questions for that are varied. It can be done cheaper.
as to what is not in the Speech. Might I There will be less expense to keep it running,
asked the leader of this House whether and the people whom it will be necessary
there is any intention to carry out the to employ in carrying on and operating it
scheme of the fast line of steamers betw een are so few, that the difficulties that present
Canada and England I It is not mentioned themselves in running railways would not
in the Speech. To my mind it is one of the exist. However, that is a question on which,
most important features of any policy that when it comes up, I shall speak perhaps
could have been inaugurated by any govern- more at length, but in the meantime I should
ment in this country. I was delighted to like the hon. gentleman to tell the
see the other day a letter written by the House and the country what we are to expect
Hon. Alfred Jones of Halifax, advocating a in reference to these great enterprises to
line of steamer between Halifax and Cape which 1 have called attention, and to inform
Colony. That was a favourite scheme of us whether they intend to accept the sug-
mine-not entirely mine, but one in whichl 1 gestions of the Hon. Mr. Jones by aidinand
took a deep interest, and I did hope that the assisting the une between Halifax and the
present government would not only push Cape, touching at tle different West Indian
with the vigour that an enterprise of that ports, which could Le done, and made pro-
kind deserves, the establishment of a fast fitable r ao sure; and the construction of
line between Canada and England so as to the Pacifie cable, or whether at an early
compete withu the greyhounds between the date the papers connected with that confer-
United States ports and the mother coun- ence will be laid before the Huse. There
try, with its cold storage, and to assist tow its are hany other things to, which night ca l
fullest possible extent the important fine the attention of the buse; but I have
between British Colunbia and Australia spoken much longer than I intended on
which is cultivating a trade that is'these ditierent subjects. I congratulate the
growing rapidly ; but that in addition country, that there is to be no revolution, as
to that, we should have a line f rom alifax J understand it, in the tarif. I hope that
to the Cape, where J arn confident a large before we get through with the discussion
and profitable market can e obtained of the tarif, the inbers of the governînent
for the produts of this country. It may ah b3 converted to the sound principles
is true that there cannot be a return of protection to aIl the industries in this
cargo of such a character as would justify country. will not include my hon. friend
the putting onof steamers withouta subsidy. from Botwell, because I do not think it is
The opening up of trade of that kind which possible to convert hi on that question.
did rot exist before, must be aided in the
sare way that you aid in the bringing up of Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In making

cargoof suchi ta chract as wold utf

a child and in teaching it to walk, and that a few remarks on the various subjects which
has been the policy of past governments, my hon. friend bas spoken on, I desire
and I should like to know from my hon.to acknowledge the courteous manner in
friend, whether these are to be alowed mwhich he lias discussed the questions before
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the House-a courtesy becoming to this
Hlouse in the position which it occupies, and
I believe characteristic of it. If he has not
always been fiir in his statements, I am sure
he meant to be fair, and that is all that can
be expected of human nature. The greater
part of my hon. friend's speech was directed
to the important subject of the Manitoba
school settlement. My hon. friend says that
that settlement lias not met with the approval 1
of the Country. I differ f rom my hon. friend
there. While it has not received the univer-
sal approval of the country, it bas received
the approval of the great majority of the
electors. My hon. friend says that
there was an understanding with the Mani-
toba government on the part of the Liberal
party of the Dominion which prevented any
settiement being made by the government of
which he was the head, and of which he was
an important member before becoming the
head. I quite deny that there was any such
agreement. I ought to know something of
it if there was any, and I have never
heard an observation or a word which would
enable me to fancy that any such agreement
had existed. The subject of the schools
1s one of very great importance, be-
cause it involves religious considerations,
and because it relates to the very delicate
as well as importint subject of edu-
cation. Nobody can have any doubt that
there has arisen out of that question
strife and bad feelings throughout the whole
DoIniion. We all recognize the evils inci-
dent to religious strife and bad feeling,
and as Canadians, desiring the prosperity of
the country and the well-being of its people,
we all must feel how desirable it would be
that evils of that kind should cease in the
land. The great objection to the policy of
mny hon. friend while he was a leader
of the government or a member of it
was, that he did not take into account the
Public feeling which existed on this subject,
or the importance of preventing this strife
and this bad feeling. It was in 1890 thatthe Manitoba legislature passed the Act
Which has given rise to all the trouble thathas taken place. That Act, I have no
reason to doubt, was passed in good faith.
t was passed under the impression that

Such an Act was in the interest of Manitoba,
and it was passed under the impression alsothat it was within the power of the provin-cial legislature to pass such an Act. That
impression appears now to have been a

mistake. The Privy Council, to whose
decision we all owe respect and pay defer-
ence, has decided that while the Act was
perfectly valid in point of law, which had
long been thought to be the only matter in
question, the Act gave jurisdiction to the
Dominion Parliament to correct a grievance
which the Act worked to the minority of
Manitoba. That is the result of the de-
cisions, and there is no doubt that the local
legislature, according to these decisions, had
the power to abolish the separate schools of
Manitoba, and there is no doubt also, that
the passing of the Act gave jurisdiction to
the Dominion Parliament to interfere, if
parliament should think fit. The power is
not a judicial one, or to be exercised
judicially. The counsel in arguing for
the minority before the Privy Council
disclaimed any pretense that there was any
judicial authority or any judicial duty on
the part of the government or of parliament.
Counsel declarei that as regards parliamen-
tary action, it was a political question-
that political considerations were to be
taken into account. So it was the duty
of the governinent to do that which was best
for the country in the matter and to remedy
the grievance in some way which would be
consistent with the best interests of the
Dominion. Now, what was the course that
the late government pursued to accomplish
that object7 As soon as the decision of
the PrivyCouncil was known here, steps were
immediately taken to have an appeal which
the minority had the right to make to the
government considered and entertained; that
appeal was made accordingly within a few
weeks after the receipt of the decision of the
Privy Council. The decision at which the late
government arrived was that set forth in
the remedial order. The province of
Manitoba was not prepared to adopt what
the remedial order required. Now, this
matter was a very delicate one. It was
one which had to be dealt with very cau-
tiously and very considerately. What the
remedial order proposed to do was to re-
store the Act as it had previously stood, as
nearly as was practicable. The objection
to that was that it was far too sweeping a
thing to do in so hasty a manner. The effect
of it would have been to perpetuate religious
strife in Manitoba, and the religious
strife would have prevailed all over the
country; and before determining upon
a course so injurious to the country,
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time should be given. The people of Mani-
toba have a strong opinion that separate
schools are not suited to that country at pre-
sent. The people of that province are a loyal
and a law-abiding people and are largely com-
posed of the same people who dealt with the
separate schools of Ontario, in a way that
everybody knows. In Ontario, the grat
majority were non-Catholic, just as theî
great majority of the people of Manitoba
are non-Catholic, and as soon as the posi-
tion of the schools was such that the people
were under no further apprehension of being
coerced by laws which they did not want,
and to which they were opposed, they acted
in a generous and fair manner-generous
and fair according to the judgment of the
minority itself, and that minority have ever
since conceded. Separate schools in Ontario
as constituted at the time of confederation
were not provided with the means of efficient-
ly discharging the work for which they were
created; and the people of Upper Canada
gave them such amendments as the minority
and their representatives thought sufficient
for their purposes. The majority night have
rejected every one of those amendments.
They might have rendered the work of
separate schools more difficult, but they did
not. On the contrary they put the separate
schools into a position far superior to that
which they occupied at the time of confeder-
ation. But they were a loyal and law-abiding
people, and felt this course to be their duty,
and accepted it. And I may add that the
Acts which they passed had the approval of
Conservatives as well as of the Liberal
party. Now, the same spirit, I have no
doubt, will be manifested in Manitoba, and
any steps to coerce the people of Manitoba
into that which they were not at the time
prepared to coerce them immediately, only
allowing a few weeks before the coercion
was t o come into force, was unstatesmanlike,
and injurious to the country, and objection-
able from every public point of view. But
that was the position that the late gov-
ernment took. Now, what was the pos-
ition which the Liberal party took 7
They reco2nized the great evils of
coercion. They believed that the Ro-
man Catholics themse'ves would not, in the
long run, gain any advantage from it, that it
was not in their interest that they should
be in a position of antagonism towards the
great majority of the people ; that the pro-
per course was to obtain such terms as might

be practicable f rom those who represented
the majority in Manitoba; and to bide their
time for such improvement,by means of legis-
lation and otherwise as might remove such
grievances. That was a course which the
result in Ontario and also the resuit in the
maritime provinces would justify being
taken. In the maritime provinces there
is no law in favour of separate schools
and never has been. But so fairly
has the majority governed in those
provinces, so kindly have they acted towards
their Roman Catholic fellow-subjects, that
the system in operation there gives satisfac-
tion to them and lias done so for many years ;
and it gives satisfaction without legis-
lation and merely by administration. In
dealing with this Manitoba matter the
Liberal party considered that these things
indicated the course which was in the
interest of the country and of Roman Catho-
lics themselves. Coercion is a very
bad thing in such a matter ; it is so bad
that it ought only to be resorted to as a last
remedy, even if in such a matter it should be
resorted to then. The leader of the Liberal
party has announced his opinion, and the
party generally concur in it, that it was
better to accept almost any measure that
could be obtained without coercion, rather
than to obtain a more satisfactory measure
by means of coercion. That was substan.
tially the policy announced by the party
before the last elections. The settlement had
not then been made. The Liberal party was
not in a position to make any settlement,
but that policy was announced as the prin-
ciple of the party and it was the principle on
which the party went to the poils. My hon.
friend picks out a sentence here and there
from this speech and that speech, and says
that things were said inconsistent with that
view. I do not think it necessary to follow
my hon. friend in that respect. I do not
consider it necessary to defend my friends in
the other House against charges of incon-
sistency. If the charges are made there,
they are made in the presence of those
against whom they are made. It would be
unreasonable to suppose that any large pro-
portion of our people could have been misled
by inconsistent statements of prominent
speakers because what a man says in one place
is immediately published over the whole

1 country. What lie said in Quebec is
published in Ontario, and what he said in
Ontario is immediately published in Quebec,
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and everything is known. That the general
Poli cy such as I describe it, was generallyknod adl over the whole country is beyondany doubt whatever. Well, the electionscame on, and it is in Catholic Quebec thatthe Liberal party obtained its great majority.

An HEon. MEMBER-Why?
lon. Sir OLIVER MOWTAT-Because

their principles are sound principles, andbecause the people of Quebec believed
in those principles, and thought that thiscountry would be better governed by theLiberal party than by the Conservative
Party, and because, so far as this ques-tion had any influence on the election,they believed the Liberal policy was
the sounder one, and one by which theCathocies would gain the most in the longrun. The settlement was -necessarily afterthe general election. I want to remindthe ouse that since the generalelectio and since this settlement has
been effected, we have had by-elections
when the country knew exactly what hadbeen accomplished, and in those by-elec-
tions the people showed most emphaticallythat in Catholic Quebec and in Protestant
(fntario the same view is taken. The sub-
ject was brought up at these elections and
discussed on platforms and in the newspapers,
and the result of the elections demonstrates
that the public sentiment is that it was aWise thing to acéept that settlement. Andwhy was it a wise thing? My hon.friend points out that we did not obtainthis concession or the other concession,or some of the provisions are not what
they should have been; and that the set-tlement contains some things which are use-
b 's ; and he objects to a French teacher
heing provided for.

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-NO.

.ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In a cer-tain case my hon. friend did.

N on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-NO, I made no objection. I puinted outthat while there was a provision for teaching
Irench there is no provision for teachingEnglish.

.ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.friend knows that the schools are English
schools; the school laws are based on the

assumption that the people are English peo-
ple. We were not providing for the English
people nor for the people who were
non-Catholics. We were providing some
additional guarantee for the French popula-
tion, and some additional guarantee for
the Roman Catholic population. That
tenth clause expressly shows that English
was to be taught. My hon. friend suggested
that that clause only provided that those
speaking either French or some other langu-
age than English should be taugh English.
Would it not be ridiculous to suppose that
they were the only class to be taught En-
glish ? Could any court put such a construc-
tion on the statute ? I do not think my hon.
friend would say so, and I an quite sure no
lawyer could. None of us who are responsi-
ble for that settlement and had to do
with the negotiations say that the settlement
is the best possible. None of us say
that. Each of us, from our own stand-
point, might prefer an agreement containing
other provisions, and perhaps not containing
some of the present provisions. But we say
it was the best settlement obtainable, con-
sidering public feeling in Manitoba, and it
is far better that this settlement should be
accepted than that it should be rejected ;
that it was best for the country; and best for
the Roman Catholics thenselves ; best for
those who are dissatisfied with the settlement
in its present form, because it is hoped and
confidently believed, that the working of
the system will be managed in such a way
as the experience in Ontirio and the experi-
ence in the maritime provinces justify us in
believing. If thatsettlementiseffected I have
no doubt that there will be no further strife
throughout the country. I have nô doubt
both parties will find the advantages of it,
and that the cause of education in Manitoba
will be greatly advanced. It is impossible,
in dealing with this question, not to keep in
mind that the Catholic population in Mani-
toba is a very small one. There are but 20,-
000 Roman Catholics, including women and
children, scattered over a country larger
than England and Wales. How could it be
expected that so small a population could
maintain, except in two or three cases per-
haps, efficient schools for their children ?. It
could not be done. The whole population
is so small and so scattered over the
whole country that it is difficult, even
in large places, to maintain separate schools.
All these things have to be taken into
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account;and weconsidered the settlement was Roman Catholic fellow brothers. Roman
one which, as it was the best that could be Catholics also constitute a large proportion
obtained, the country should sanction ; and of our population and it is important that
so far as the country has had an opportunity they should be educated, and also that they
of expressing an opinion, the country should be contented, and that peace and
has sanctioned it. It is to be remembered harmony should exist between them and
too that even f rom a Catholic standpoint the rest of the population, and we
the settlement is far in advance of the con- believe that this settiement, in view of
dition of the public schools in the Dominion the circumstances I have mentioned, is
and in the United States, which are attended what we ail desire. My hon. friend next
by multitudes of Roman Catholie children, took up the subject of the tarif. My hon.
with the approval of their spiritual advisers, friend says that we have ceased to be free
where there are no separate schools. There traders. My hon. friend's notion of free
is no doubt, so far as I have read, that there traders is that they must either cease to be
is no doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church f ree traders, or must take into account
which says that their children inust never nothing whatever that would justify duties.
attend a public school, that they must Now any free traders who take a view of
attend a separate school or go to none. that sort would be very unpractical men,
Of course they mnust attend separate schools and the free traders of Canada have neyer
wlen they can, but when there are no takeD any such. absurd position. Why, if
separate schools they will take advantage of we are to proceel upon the ground thatmy
the public schools. This settlement provides hon. friend says we are bound to proceed on,
for religious teaching in al] public schools, if we are free traders at ail, we could not
and it provides for it in a definite and even have a revenue tarif.
practical way. There is no such provision Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
for the public schools of my own province. H
I wish there was. I think it would be an
advantage if there was. I do not see why Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-A revenue
it is not practicable. But the fact is that tarif involves a tax upon imports and there-
there is no such provision there, and there- fore gives necessarily a certain amount of
fore from a Roman Catholic standpoint this rotection
condition of public schools is far in advance
of the condition of public schools in Ontario Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
where notwithstanding Roman Catholics does not involve protectionnow.
attend the common schools in the absence
of other schools. It is also far in advance Hon. ir O E poWti ren
of the provisions of the law in the maritime
provinces, speaking still from a Roman Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Catholic standpoint. The law there does not Not at ail.
provide for religious teaching, and yet Roman
Cathoiic children attend the public schools Hon. ir IE M oAtA revnu
there, and for many years there bas been no t
agitation in those provinces to establish quite suficient protection.
separate schools. The condition of the pub- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
lie schools there renders separate schools
unnecessary. We know that in every state
in the United States, no provision is made Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-And then
for religious teaching in public schools. it would not be statesmanlike of f ree traders
is not practicable there, and the provisions or any other set of men, to disregard changed
of this settlement are far in advance of the circumstances and changed conditions.
United States system, from the same stand- Things were possible 18 years ago which are
point. In view of these and other con- not possible now. The changes have been
siderations which if it were desirable to take 80 great we need an immensely greater
up your time I could point out, it seemed revenue than we needed then. That is to
to us plain that this was a settlement such taken into account; and Lhen we are just
as the people of Canada should accept, as now met with a policy on the part of the
an advantage both to the country and to our United States which few of us thought they
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would ever adopt, and which it is only says it now. Since my honourable friend was
recently they could be got to adopt. It ashamed to say it a little while ago, I should
looks now certainly as if the policy of the be ashamed to have to reply to it. An
Politicians who at present have the confidence objection to the announcement to a change
of that country, is to exclude Canadian in the tariff arises if the communication is
products from the United States altogether. made privately, or to some particular per-
It would be unstatesmanlike for Can- son or persons. An announcement which
adian Politicians to ignore that fact. It is everybody hears, which is published from
no doubt our duty to bear in mind the actual one end of the country to the other, is not
conditions, and totake whatever course which subject to that objection. It may be deli-
is thought best for the country after the berately made, it may be made in the inter-
very fullest consideration. I do not sug- ests of the country, it may be made for a
gest at all retaliation, but retaliation is great public purpose. Just before that an-
one thing and our own safety is quite nouncement was made it had been announced
another. I think it was while discussing that a bill was to be introduced in the United

his subject that my hon. friend interrupted States Congress, with every expectation of
himself a little for the purpose of saying its being carried, by which the heavy duty
flattering things about the hon. member of 75 cents should be put on our coal, and
fron Bothwell. I am glad that my hon. while our coal goes into some parts of their
friend appreciates my hon. friend from country, and their coal into some parts of
Bothwell. If he had appreciated him in the our country, it would not do to allow their
past rnore fully than he has done, if he had coal to come in free while our coal was
appreciated the results of that thought and heavily taxed, almost to prohibition, in their
study which my hon. friend f rom Bothwell country, and Mr. Fielding therefore made an
gives to these questions, my hon. f riend announcement which he was authorized to
would not be occupying the position he is make, having reference, not to bituminous
now, or his party would not be in the posi- coal only, which was the only coal we export-
tion they are in now, for they would be ed to the United States, but also to anthra-
doing good to the country instead of harm. cite which we import into Canada. My hon-
My hon. friend next referred to the subject ourable friend wili not find it laid down
of the coal duty. My hon. friend speaks of anywhere that an announcement of that
an announcement which the Minister of kind for a definite purpose, called for by a
Finance made in Montreal as being a very circumstance which was important to the
imiproper thing. My hon. friend says that country, and which we had to deal with, was
the object, of that announcement was to such an announcement as a government has
affect the elections in Nova Scotia. My hon. no right to make. My honourable friend
friend is entirely wrong about that. rather insinuates that communications were

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- made to certain persons of other changes
You are confoundii.g what wa id in the contemplated, in consequence of which mills
lower cou ning wh at a sd the at Kingston have recommenced operations,
elections. at ail o the and some whisky friends of the honourable

member-
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-You never Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,

referred to the coal duties? they are no whiky friends; Vhey are noV

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- in trade at aIl.
Yes, but not to the elections. That was
said in the lower House. H Sir OLIVER MOWAT -Well,

some friends.
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--I thoughtmy hon. friend also did say that.Ho.SrMC NZE OW L-omy h n. fiend alsodid ay t at.Vhey are f riends of my hon. friend ; they are
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI- Grits.

I did not say it, but I meant it. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--If they are

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon- my friends, I should rather they made their
ourable f riend has said it now. He was living in some other wny than by the whiskyasharned Vo say it a liVide while, ago, but he transaction which le mentioned, but my hon.
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friend is quite mistaken in ascribing any in-
formation that they had to the government
or any member of it. I am quite satisfied
that no member of the government has com-
municated anything of the kind, and in fact
I might go further than that, though it is
diflicult to speak at large in the matter, lest
I should say more than I am authorized at
the moment to state,
have done must have
own conjecture as to
the newspapers bave
what bas been said in
Any one who reads the
knows how frequently

from what they
been f rom their
what was likely,
been saying and
public discussions.
public newspapers
some of them tell

what is going to happen. They do not
know but they guess, judging from what
seems probable; and very often their guesses
are right and sometimes they are wrong.
Well if the guesses of speculators in re-
gard to cotton duties and whisky duties
are right, this shows their wisdom and
good fortune in guessing right. If it was not
their own guessing, it may have been the
guessing of friends. But I am not saying
now that they guessed right. Newspapers
guess wrong often, as well as right, and
whether this is one of the wrong guesses or
the right guesses I am not going to say.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Almost
right I should think.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The bon.
member next, I think, referred to the subject
of the franchise and took the opportunity of
expressing a strong opinion that there
should be separate voters' lists for the
Dominion, and that we should not adopt
the local voters' lists under the local
franchise. I think my hon. friend on
that question is in opposition to his
whole party. In every constituency in
this country, those Conservatives that have
to do with preparing and settling the voters'
lists recognize the enormous expense of the
Dominion voters'lists, where they are fair
men and have no bad purpose to serve;
they feel the enormous expense of getting
out these lists, and they are very anxious to
get rid of the expense. and they hail the adop-
tion of the provincial lists as a reformof avery
great grievance. My bon. friend seeis to
treat the two franchises as if they were
wholly diferent, as if one set of people
are voting under the one, and another set
are voting under the other. But there is

really very little difference. There is a small
percentage only in regard to whom there is
any difference-a small percentage only that
can vote at provincial and not at Dominion
elections, or that can vote at Dominion and
not at provincial elections, and the difference
is not worth taking into account, in view of
the immense gain there will be by the
adoption of one list of voters. These are some
of the reasons why we should adopt the pro-
vincial franchise. But then another and very
serious reason--and which one should and does
commend itself to every fair man-is that
the Dominion franchise is in the hands of
the government of the day, and that the pro-
vincial franchise is not in the hands of the
government of the day at all. I know
more about my own province than I do about
other provinces, though I have been study-
ing them too, but in my own province
the provincial government bas nothing
whatever to do with the preparation of
the voters' list. It is all done outside
of them and outside of their jurisdiction.
They are prepared by the municipal author-
ities, some are Conservatives and some
are Liberals. Any appeal is to a county
court judge not appointed by the provinces
and for the last 18 years appointed by the
party in opposition to the provincial govern-
ment of Ontario. It is entirely different as
we all know, in regard to the Dominion
system. The Dominion government ap-
point the revisers, and they may appoint and
they did appoint great partizans, men who
had been actively engaged in party politics
up to the last moment. That is a bad
system, and no fair man will say that it is
a system which should stand. I expect to
find the great majority of the representatives
of the people of all parties in the other House
and the whole of this House, supporting
the principle of the Franchise Bill when it is
introduced. My bon. friend then attacked
us because the Speech alluded to the cold
storage matter and to the enlargement of
the St. Lawrence Canals and yet had not
originated those things. We do not say that
we originated those things. It would be
absurd for us to say that we originated them.
The hon. gentlemen opposite and his party
did not originate them. The statements in
the Speech were merely informing parlia-
ment and public, what had been done in
regard to a great many things where there
is no pretense whatever of any credit being
claimed, so far as origination is concerned ;
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but we are doing more for cold storage than have prosecuted reforma of ail kinds in this
ever was done before. We are giving it an matter. They constitute a large portion ofamount of practical attention never given our people and a very respectable portion.
before, and great good has r sulted frorm it Now it is the desire of the temperance people
and will resuit from it. So with regard to that this question shah be subuiitted to the
the canals. We have no doubt that great vote of the people. They have found in
good will arise from the enlargement of Dominion, provincial and municipal elec-
the canals in the way we propose. 1 tions, they could net get voters to proceed
think the last subject the hon. gentleman on the sole ground of this man being a
attacked was the plebiscite. There may be temperance man and his opponent fot a
a difference of opinion as to the propriety of temperance man. Other things always
submitting this question, or any other, to came into view and were acted upon, so that
the determination of the electors by a direct while the vote of a township, for instance,
vote, but it is not without precedent. The under a Scott Act, might be very largely in
Scott Act provided for a plebiscite. It can favour of prohibition, but often could not
only be brought into force by a plebiscite; elet a majority of municipal councillors
and while the Liberal party were the authors holding that view, thereby interfering very
of the Scott Act our opponents were in much with the enforcement of the act in that
POwer 18 years and never proposed to repeal locality. In view of these and otherthat Act. They had a large majority at considerations, temperanoe people desire a
their back, but as they never proposed its plebiscite, and considering the importance ofrepeal, it is plain that they did not think the subjeet, considering the importance ofthe plebiscite was a bad thing. The plebis- that part of our population, I hold that the
cite has been acted on in municipal matters derand is one which it is a right thing
also; and the mere fact that it has not been for us to grant. A demand to ascertain the
acted on in England is no answer. proportion of sentiment on this subject,

at the instance of these people, was aHion. Mr. MILLER-The Scott Act is a demand which it would have been wrong to
dead letter in Canada-at least it is in refuse, and I hope the Parliament of Canada
Ontario to-day. at this session will show that they take the

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon. My hon. friend is anxious to know whatfriend is wrong. On the contrary I am notthfnind s w Il. OthcotayIrnothepolicy of the government is on severalaware that any province is wholly without points net teuched on in the speech. Lt is
the Scott Act. It was largely adopted at not usual, in a discussion on the answer te
one time; but that has nothing to do with Her Majesty's speech in the old country or
what I arn dealing with now. I am merely His Excellency's speech in this land, te makereferring to the Scott Act as a precedent any announcement of policy which it is net
for which our opponents are responsible as thought fit to make in the speech from the

ell as ourselves, because although they had Throne. I will nt make such an announce-the power to repeal it, they made no propo- ment now, but before the close of the
sitin to exercise their power of repeal. session I probably shal. Before proroga-
With regard to the Scott Act not being in tien ail the subjects my hon. friend refera te
general use now, the temperance people which are nt tuched in the speech willdeclare thatthey find it unavailing because be brought up, and I hope the govern-
if you have the Scott Act in one munici- ment plicy will be found satisfactory te the
pality and the municipalities aIl around it people of this country. My hon. friendhave not the Scott Act, you get no benefit referred at the close of his speech te a subject
fron the Act, but rather evil. Just one that the mever and seconder of the address
word more on that: we all recognize the r&erred te in theirs-the loyalty of the
immense evils of intemperance and those of people of this country te Her Majest, and
us who are not members of temperance the joy we feel at her long reign and that
societies must recognize the immense amount she is still with us. It is my intention te
of good the temperance societies have a- aak the use shortly te join in an address of
complished by the literature they have sent congratulation te Her Majesty fitting thisabroad, by the addrosses they have delivered great Occasiou, and while there are nette the public, by the zeal with which they hany subjects on which we think the sare,
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I feel this is one on which every senator will On the very first day of the opening of this par-
unite with the greatest possible satisfaction. lianent you informed the House that you had

issued your warrants. * * Sir, have these hon.
gentlemen, these sticklers for the constitution,

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- In rising to honoured the warrant of the speaker? They should
offer a few observations on the subjects con- have issued the writs. They did not do so. They
tained in the speech from the Throne, I feel have it in their power to block the warrant of the
it my duty, as others have done, to comripli- Speaker, to block the constitution of the country,

to deprive the people of their rights because there
ment the honourable gentlemen who have is in the Act an unfortunate paragraph whereby
been put in the position on this occasion of the nomination of the returning otticer belongs to
moving and seconding the answer to the them, the fixing of the date of the election belongs

e from the Throne. These entlemen to them, and until they fix a date for the election,
speech until they have appointed a returning officer the
have performed their duty very well indeed, Clerk of the Crown in Chancery is altogether
and it is a pleasure to this House to find powerless to act * * * * We find that to-
that, in exercising the prerogative of calling day two constituencies are disfranchised by these

members to seats in this House, though there sticklers for the constitution. Some forty thou-
sand of Her Majesty a subjects have not a voice on

has been a change of government, there is the floor of parliament. * * * * *
no danger, so far as we have yet seen, that Very well, they (the governnent) are welcome to
the honour and dignity of the Senate will be all means, to all tactics which can be defended

lowered by the appointment of new men- under the law, but I submit to thein that these
s Pe .htacties are base, are cowardly, are criminal, which

bers. The government have, with comn- violate, systematically, wickedly and designedly
mendable pronptness, filled the vacancies in 1 the very letter of the statute and the most sacred
this House, and filled them, as I have already rights of the people.
stated, to the satisfaction of members of the iWill it be believed that the hon. gentie-
Senate, as far as the gentlemen selected are man who uttered this language, who de-
concerned. While this is the case with scribed only a little more than a year ago the
regard to the Senate, I an sorry to say that conduct of the late government in the manner
I cannot express the saine pleasure with the I have quoted, pursued the very course that
action of the government in filling the he had condemned in this strong language?
vacancies in the other House, and it is on What do we find ? The county of Champlain
this point, as well as on a great many has been open for threeorfour months and the
others, that we have to gravely censure election has not yet been held. The writ is
the members of Her Majesty's Government now out, and the election is to take place
for going so strangely back on their early in the following month. The vacancy
professions when they were in opposi- which occurred long after in the neighbour-
tion. If there was any one position which ing county of Wright was filled with amazing
these gentlemen took , more strongly promptitude, while Champlain is still unre-
than another during the long years they presented in the House of Comnions. The
were in opposition, it was that the govern- premier styled such conduct as base, cow-
ment of the day had shamefully abused their ardly and criminal. We have another
powers when they brought on by-elections county, Colchester, which bas been open for
piece-meal instead of bringing them on nearly three months, and in which the elec-
simultaneously, or at least in regular order tion will not take place until some time next
as vacancies occurred. The Prime Minister month. Why was the election brought on
speaking on this subject used very strong in Bonaventure almost immediately after the
language to condemn the action of the late death of the late member, whilp Champlain
government, because he complained, and is still unrepresented ? The explanation bas
complained with some reason too, that they been given that Bonaventure is a fishing
they had not brought on the by-elections community and fishermen must soon leave
simultaneously, where it was possible so to their homes to proceed to the fisheries,
bring them on, and had not brought them while Champlain is a lumbering county
on in the regular order in which the vacan- and the voters are not yet back from
bies occurred, but had ordered them to suit the woods. Now, I know something about
their own political purposes. His language Bonaventure,and 1 know that itisalsolargely
is so strong that I think it will bear repro- a lumbering county. When I inquired of
duction. This is what the hon. gentleman a member of the government why they
said during the session of 1896 in his open- undertook to operate the Bay Chaleur rail-
ing speech : way in the winter without the sanction of
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law nor the authority of the legislature, to pass unchallenged, I am inclined to remind
the answer was that it was to carry the my hon. f riend that these charges were not
lumber of the people of the county of Bona- only made but that grave cause existed for
venture to market. The excuse given for; them. I regret that I do not see my hon.
different practice in different cou rities will friend in the House this evening. He cannot
not hold water. It is not consistent with forget that when he occupied a seat in
the facts. The government thought they another place, one of his colleagues from
had a better chance of carrying Bonaven- New Brunswick had openly advocated
ture and Wright than of carrying Colchester through his newspaper, the St. John
and Champlain, and they took those two Globe, the severance of Canada from the
counties first. They threw all their forces empire to which we belong and its union
there-what they called the Boodle Brigade with the United States. Conservatives felt
when they spoke of theConservatives sending' it their duty, as loyal subjects of the Queen,
their friend, to help their candidates. They to enter their protest against such a
threw all their strength into Bonaventure course of conduct, and I am very sorry for
and Wright, and now that the elections in the reputation of the people of Canada
those two counties are over, they can send for loyalty and attachment to the great
the brigade to Champlain and later on to emupire to which we belong, that this same
Colchester. The premier condemnedsuch con- gentleman, Mr. Ellis, has since that time
duct in the language 1 have quoted and while been accepted as a candidate by the Liber-
we have reason to congratulate the govern- al party, and elected not by a major-
ment on the manner in which they filled the ity of the people of St. John, but by
vacancies in this House, we feel it our duty to a plurality vote, and now represents them
censure them for not only going back on their in the House of Commons. I hope we are
solemna pre-election principles but for having going to have a better record in the future.
followed a course which cannot be fairly It used to be said in England that a Whig in
justified no matter by whom it is pursued. office and a Whig out of office was a differ-
The first clause of the address is one upon ent man alogether. We begin to hope
which under ordinary circumstance, there already that before our Liberal friends are a
would not be very much difference of opinion. very long time in power they will be trans-
It refers to the loyal feeling which pervades formed and will become a very diflerent
all parts of the empire and which animates class of people. I cannot, however, in this
aIl Her Majesty's subjects in every part of connection omit a reference to the fact that
the globe on the occasion of the glorious jubi- a prominent member of the administration,
lee year in which we now live, and in the cele- no less a personage than the Finance
bration of which thepeopleof Canadathrough Minister in the government of the day, led
their premier and probably through other re- an agitation in Nova Scotia for the sever-
Presentatives will take a part during the pre- ance of that province from the Dominion.
sent year. Itis no doubt,a joyful occasion, and The breaking up of this confederation was
Will do not a little, I hope, to strengthen the what he aimed at, by the withdrawal of
bonds which bind the empire together. In his province-the breaking up of all the
discussing this question the seconder of the pleasant and advantageous ties which have
address took occasion to rebuke the opposi- grown up between the different provinces.
tion-I suppose he meant the opposition Mr. Fielding, the present Finance Min-
when he said " certain people who have been ister, was not content with advocating
in the habit of imputing or had in the past that, but he passed a series of resolutions
imputed disloyal sentiments to those who ¡ which he transformed into an election ad-
were opposed to them "-and he went so far dress-dissolved the local legislature and
as to say that no party could gain by such appealed to the people of Nova Scotia on
tactics. I was aware that my hon. friend the question of secession. It may be that
had reference in these observations to the he was not very sincere about it-indeed
Conservatives, and the view which we the facts seem to indicate that he was not,
took of the action of the Liberal party for although he carried the province by a
through their leading men and through the large majority, we have never heard anything
Policies they had proposed within the last more officially about secession. No official act
few years on public questions. I do not of his bas ever been put on record f rom that
feel at all disposed to allow that rebuke time to the present to carry out the plat-

3
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form on which he appealed to the electors of
Nova Scotia. However, I do not think any
hon. gentleman in this House will be inclined
to lessen the censure, or feel less indignation
over the attitude of Mr. Fielding in Nova
Scotia on the plea that he was not sincere
in fact, it would only make the matter
worse. But that is not all: a gentleman
who has been honoured véry much by the
present administration-whotook the place of
the leader of the opposition on the Cable Con-
ference, once demanded that the British flag
be pulled down on Citadel Hill, Halifax.
But it is in regard to a more recent matter
-the unrestricted reciprocity or com-
mercial union cry that Conservatives
honestly and fairly, as I believe, charged
their opponents with disloyalty in the
years goDe by. We know that question was
put forward as a platform by the party.
I believe my hon. friend who leads this
House never identified himself with that
movement. He was too wise, too shrewd
and too loyal to do so, and notwithstanding
the censure of my hon. friend, the seconder
of the address, the public were justified in
drawing the inference, from the position of
the Liberal party on the question of com-
mercial union, that they were drifting into
disloyal positions. I refer also to the remark-
able speech made by the present premier in
Boston in 1891. He was tendered a banquet
in Boston and he made a very remarkable
speech there. He was reported in the
Boston newspapers and the reports referred
to were quoted in the House of Commons
afterwards.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And Mr. Laurier
denied them.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Mr. Laurier
denied the correctness of the American re-
ports, but he said the Toronto Globe con-
tained a fair report of what he had said no
that occasion. Mr. Kenny of Halifax,
charged him with the utterance as quoted
in the United States newspapers. Mr. Lau-
rier replied "I did not see those reports,
but the Toronto Globe contains a report for
which I am responsible." I shall now read
an extract from the report in the Globe. It
is as follows:

In my opinion the conduct of England, of Can-
ada towards the United States during the war was
a disgrace to the civilization of England, of Canada.
The American people could fight their own battles,
they required no help, but when they were engaged

in the supreine struggle for the life or death of this
great nation, when they were fighting for a cause as
great, as holy, as ever engaged the devotion of mens
w hen they had reason to expect the outspoken
sympathy of those nearest to them, it was galling
that Southern privateers could be nanned, built
and equipped in England with the tacit conni:
vance of the British government to destroy
American commerce on the high seas. It was gall-
ing that rebel refugees could find shelter in Canada,
and there with inpunity and without provoking
condemnation plot abominable crimes against
secession.

I have no hesitation in saying that it was
a very improper speech for the leader of a
great party, a Canadian statesman, to niake
in a foreign country. I remember very well
myself-I was old enough to take a very
great interest in the questions which arose
during the civil war in the United States-
that in Canada, although we had many sym-
pathisers for the Southern states who were
the weaker party, and for whom the hearts
of many of the Canadian people went out as
they naturally did to the weaker party in the
struggle-but nevertheless the fact remained
and was undeniable that the great majority
of the Canadian people rather sympathized
with the north than with the south in that
struggle. I am able to sustain my recollec-
tion by the language of a very eminent man
who knew the feeling of Canada well on
that occasion, and who spcke shortly after
the close of the war at Detroit-I refer to
the Hon. Mr. Howe, perhaps the most dis-
tinguished man that Nova Scotia has ever
produced. On that occasion he said:

It is something to be able to say that during the
four long disastrous years of war, just ended, not
a single act of which complaint could be made has
been committed by a Canadian. Notwithstanding
the false reports that were circulated, I do not
believe there was a single intelligent citizen of my
province at least, who did not believe that the
capture of the Chesapeake off the coast of M aine by
rebellions citizens of the United States was nothing
less or more than an act of piracy. And so of the
St. Albans raid. The government of Canada
acted most promptly and nobly in connection with
that affair, and has repaid the money which re-
bellious citizens of the United States had carried
into their territory from the States hanks. As to
their harbouring the rebels and of ex teuding to them
the right of asylum, is there a single American
here who would have his government surrender
that right ! There was not an Englishman nor an
Irishman nor a Scotchman nor an American who
would not fight three wars rather than give up
that sacred right.

At six o'clock the debate was adjourned.

The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 31st March, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day having beencalled:-
Resuming the further adjourned Debate on the

consideration of His Excellency the GovernorGeneral's Speech, on the opening of the SecondSession of the Eighth Parliament.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON said :-When the
louse adjourned yesterday afternoon, I was

dealinîg with some observations which had
been niade by the hon. seconder of the Ad-
dress in reproof of the Conservative party
and their organs for charging their oppo-
nents with disloyalty, and in answer to that
reproof of the hon. gentleman I had pointed
out to the House that there was ample justi-
fication for these charges, and had instanced
among others the extraordinary speech made
in Boston in 1891 by the present Premier
of Canada. In that speech, part of which
I read to the House, the people of Boston
were told that Great Britain and Canada
had acted shamefully towards then in the war
of the rebellion, that they lad harboured
privateers and encouraged rebels to concoct
vile and abominable treasons against the
Tnited States government. In answer to
that I had given the statements of the Hon.
Joseph lowe in his Detroit speech in 1865,
untnediately after the close of the war, made
in the presence of hundreds of leading men
of the United States who knew the truth
of what he said, and on that occasion he
told thema that the Canadians had not taken
part in those treasonable schemes but, on the
contrary, the government of Canada had
punished the St. Albans raiders and had not
connived at the seizure of the Chesapeake.
I think the Hon. Mr. Laurier's conduct on
the occasion to which I have alluded de-
served grave censure, and when he becomes
Premier of Canada we have no right to for-
get that on such an important occasion asthat to which I have referred, when lie
was called upon to speak before a meeting
Of Jnited States citizens, he delivered a
speech which was calculated to stir up

ai

a strong feeling of unfriendliness in the
United States against the people of Canada.
His statements on that occasion were unjust
to this country, and I have given the evi-
dence of the Hon. Joseph Howe to contradict
what was stated by the Hon. Mr. Laurier.
Nearly 30 years had then elapsed froin the
close of the war, and the people of the
United States themselves had learned to
cease shaking the bloody shirt at each other
and bringing up reminiscences of that
unfortunate struggle. It was unbecoming
in the leader of a great Canadian party to
go to Boston, anong United States citizens,
and help them to shake the bloody shirt of
the war of rebellion against his own coun-
trymen. But there are more recent events
than that, which we have a right to canvass
in connection with this question of loyalty.
Two members of this government visited
the capital of the United States during the
present winter-Sir Richard Cartwright and
the Hon. Mr. Davies. They had inter-
views with the President and with other
prominent men in Washington, and were
interviewed by the United Associated Press
reporters, and here is a statement made
on that occasion by the Hon. Mr. Davies,
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in
the government of Mr. Laurier. He was
asked " What would be the result if the
American government declines to make a
reciprocity treaty such as you desire? "

It will result "said Mr. Davies " in an enlarge-
i ment of our trade with Great Britain. We must
trade somewhere and shall naturally trade where
we can make the best bargain. We have in Can-
ada to-day a large element whose influence is thrown
in the direction of a more extended trade with the
mother country as against the United States. We
Canadians believe that our trade should flow
through natural channels, and the natural chan-
nel incline to this country. If we can't trade with
America we shall be compelled to trade with Great
Britain, and once these intimate relations are es-
tablished with the mother country it will be ditfi.
cult to break them.

He evidently implied, in fact, expressed,
that it would be a bad thing to establish
these intimate relations with the mother
country, and told the Americans that if
these intimate relations were established, it
would be very difficult to break them. He
goes a little further and said:

The effect of Canadian competition can only be
felt immediately along your northern border, while
on the other hand the manufacturers of the United
States will secure a greatly enlarged market.
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I notice that the closing paragraph of the
interview rather dashes to the ground the
extravagant statement that has been dinned
into our ears for many years about this great
market of 60,000,000. Mr. Davies, speak-
ing in the county of Wright about that
market, put it at 75,000,000, but talking to
the Americans he said " the Canadian trade
will only be felt in the very fringe of your
American border," so this large market for
Canadians of 75,000,000 has no existence
except in that gentleman's imagination.
But not only Mr. Davies, but another
prominent gentleman was in Washington
last summer and was interviewed, and his
interview was published in the press. I
refer to Mr. John Charlton, and I will read
a paragraph from the published report of
that interview :

Mr. Charlton states he is not here in an official
capacity. lu an interview to-day with a reporter
of the United Associated presses Mr. Charlton in
discussing the question of the desirability of more
liberal trade relations between the United States
and Canada, stated that the recent change of gov-
ernment in Canada had brought the question of
reciprocity to the front. The Liberal party of
Canada had always favoured more intimate trade
relations with the United States. The Conserva-
tive party, on the contrary, had unifornly been
adverse to reciprocity except upon unattainable
conditions. Now Canada was governed by broader-
mindied and more liberal men. Hon. Wilfred
Laurier, the premier of Canada, is a man of broad
views. He is a Liberal of Liberals. His know-
ledge of Ainerican affairs is accurate and extended,
and he ardently hopes for intimate and friendly
business and social relations between the two
countries.

"Canada," said Mr. Charlton, " will unquestion-
ably attempt in the near future to obtain a treaty
of reciprocity in trade with the United States ; a
treaty that will admit to freedoin of mutual inter-
change ail natural products, and will cover, in
addition, as wide a list of manufactured articles as
the establishment of a just equilibrium of mutual
interests shall require. When the conditions of
trade between the two countries are carefully
analyzed," said Mr. Charlton, " it will be fonnd
that the advantages to be arrived froin a free in-
terchange of natural products are 'not entirely
upon the side of Canada. The removal of the
Canadian duty on Indian corn would lead to an
enormous consumption of that grain in Canada for
stock feeding and other purposes. American pork
would be largely used by Canadian lumbermen if
admitted free, and the repeal of the Canadian duty
on flour and meal would enable the United States
to supply Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island with breadstuffs, to the exclusion
of the Ontario and Manitoba wheat. Fresh beef
from Chicago packing houses would find extensive
sale in Canadian cities and towns and the repeal
of the duty of sixty cents on bituminous coal
would crowd out the use of Nova Scotia coal in ail
of Canada west of and including Montreal."

PARTING OF THE WAYS.

One statement, which Mr. Charlton emphasized,
seeins to possess significan2e. He represents
Canada as now standing at the parting of the
ways. On the one hand, are friendly business and
social relations with the United States and the-
graduai closing of the gap which has been widened
since 1886. On the other hand, are Imperial con-
federation, Empire consoli lation, a distinctive
British system, embr.cing the Motherland and ail
her colonies, improved steamships and cable ser-
vices ; differential duties in England in favour of
the colonies and in the colonies in favour of Eng-
land, colonial representation in the Imperial par-
liament, and a movement all along the line for the
consolidation and unification of ail the scattered
outposts of Britain's Imperial world-wide domain.
When Canada shall present her overtures to the
government of the United States for more extend-
ed trade relations, the latter will decide upon
which of these ways she will enter.

Here Mr. Charlton distinctly states to the
people of the United States that they have
the destiny of Canada in their hands and
that whenever Mr. Laurier presented his
proposition, it was for the United States to
decide whether Canada should be allowed
to go on and work a consolidation within
the lines of this great empire of ours, or
whether he should fall commercially into
the hands of the great republic to the south
of us. I have always felt that this course
of conduct pursued by Liberal leaders
when the Conservative party were in
power, of going to Washington and inter-
viewing the government at Washington
behind the backs of the government of
Canada, has been most reprehensible. I
would like to know when any such course
was known to be pursued in any European
country-a member of the opposition going
to a government, a friendly government,
perhaps, and dinning into their ears that
the ruling party were unfriendly to them,
but that when the other party came into
power, they would do what was fair and
right with them. That course has been
followed by several members of the present
government when they were in opposition.
They stepped between the government of
the day and the government of the United
States, and barred the government of
Canala from settling some of the difficul-
ties that existed between Canada and the
United States by saying that the Canadian
government were unfriendly to the United
States. It was unpatriotic and disloyal to
Canada, and borders, in some instances, on
the limits of treason. I refer to the con-
duct of Mr. Charlton when the Wilson Bill
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was before Congress. The Wilson Bill con-
tained a provision which I may as well read,in order that it mav go on the record :-

Provided that any of the articles mentioned in
par agraphs 672 to 683 inclusive when importedram y county which lays an export duty on thesaine or any of them shall be subject to the dutiesexistiîng prior to the passage of the Act.

This was the Wilson Bill as it was thenagreed by the Senate Committee of the
United States. Mr. Charlron memorialized
the Senate over his own signature asfolows:-

But the proviso contained in that will not reachthe purpose intended, but if the interpretation ofVour meimoralist is correct will result in the impo-
t uof American duties upon the articles only,that Canadiai. export duties are imposed upon,and Uy suPplementing the Canadian export duty

govefurthering the purposes of the Canadiangovernrient.

ht is respectfully submitted that this proviso
sho)ui. read as follows:

Provided that if any export duty be laid by anyforeign country upon any of the articles mentionedparagraplis Nos. 672 to 683 inclusive then all
sa(1 articles inported from said county shall bepubjected to the duties existing prior to thepas-,age of this Act.

The United States proposed in the Wilson
Bill that if an export duty were placed byCanada on any of the articles in the lumber
schedule, it should be met with the duty
imposed under the McKinley Bill on thesaine article. Mr. Charlton pointed out that
that would not be a sufficiently severe blow
to the government of Canada, and suggested
that in the event of Canada imposing an
export duty on any one article in the lumberschedule the McKinley rates should apply
to the whole schedule. They seized the
suggestions and put it in the Wilson].ill, and it prevented Canada from put-ting an export duty on saw-logs, becausethe moment Canada imposed an exportduty on saw-logs the whole of the pro-
Visions of the McKinley Bill were revivedagainst Canada as far as the lumber schedule
Was concerned. I have no hesitation in say-
ing that the conduct of that gentleman onthat occasion, going to the United Statesand securing such a drastic measure as that
against Canada, was unpatriotic and thatit bordered on the very verge of treason.dare say that one remark which Imade yesterday afternoon may be chal-
enged by some hon. member in reply,because I heard a similar statement chal-

ienged before now. I charged the Liberal

party, with a few honourable exceptions,
with having committed themselves to the
policy'of commercial union and unrestricted
reciprocity with the United States and I
said that the policy was disloyal to Canada
and to the empire to which we belong. I am
aware that many of these gentlemen have
denied that any recognized member of the
Liberal party ever advocated commercial
union with the United States. In answer
tu that I shall just read a few words from a
speech delivered by Mr. Davies at Cape
Traverse, Prince Edward Island, on the
23rd of August, 1887. I am quoting from
the Patriot newspaper report, and I may say
the Patriot is Mr. Davies's own organ. He
said on that occasion:

The difference between commercial union and
reciprocity is that the former would do away with
all custom houses between the two countries, and
they would have a uniform tariff against the rest
of the world. * * * The key note should be
struck in the lower province. Commercial union
means a uniforn tariff from the north pole to the
Gulf of Mexico. The Reciprocity Treaty of 1856
lie was prepared to accept, but lie was afraid the
Americans were not willing to concede. As coin-
iercial union seemed to be more easily attainable

he was prepared to support it because he believed
it would secure to us wealth, peace and happi-
ness.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to
ask, as a matter of curiosity, what particu-
lar paragraph of the Speech the hon. gentle-
man is now dealing with.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am dealing
with the question of loyalty, which was
referred to by the hon. gentleman from
King's, N.B., who undertook in his speech
to reprove the Conservative party for ac-
cusing their opponents of disloyalty.

Hon. Mr. POWER--The only
in the Address to loyalty is the
Jubilee, and I do not see what
gentleman's remarks have to do
Diamond Jubilee.

reference
Diamond
the hon.
with the

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
seems to be anxious to limit discussion on this
subject. I notice t hat he did not detect
any departure from the rules of debate un-
til I touched the question of reciprocity with
the United States. The question of recipro-
eity is not in the Speech and because it is
not there he thinks we should not speak
about it, but I feel when we discuss the
Speech from the Throne we have a right to
point out what important public questions
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are left out of that Speech as well as those not left altogether in the dark. The mover
which it contains, and if there is one ques- and the seconder of the Address told us
tion more than another upon which this that we are called upon to adopt a
great Liberal government should have course with regard to our own tariff,
spoken, on the occasion of what we may different from what the party had advo-
call their first regular session, to the people cated before, because the United States
of this country through its parliament, it were not friendly because they were
was the question of reciprocity with the not disposed to give us a fair recipro-
United States. They had sent two gentle- city treaty. We have, then, information
men to Washington in the early part of the coming from the mover and seconder of the
present winter and surely it is due to this Address, information which the leader of
House and to the peoplc of this country to the Huse does not condescend to give us;
know what progress these gentlemen made, nevertheless we feel we have a right to dis-
whether they were well received, whether cuss this question and elicit all the informa-
a measure based on the conferences vmhich tion wecan upon it,although it does not seem
they hýd with the United States govern- that we are going to get very much. The
ment was in contemplation. In my pro- hon. gentleman who moved the Address
vince, year after year, in all elections which said, among other thijngs, that he trusted
have been held since the Conservative party the government and the parliament of this
were in power, we had the dis inct statement country would never mind what had taken
that no sooner would the Liberal party get place, never mind what had been said in
into otfice than they would commen ce negotia- campaign speeches and campaign literature,
tions with the governmnent at Washington but go to work as reasonable men and
for the purpose of securing a recip rocity frame a tariff based on the present circum-
treaty, and the Hon. Mr. Davies on one occa- stances of the country. In one respect the
sion, in 1887, pledged himself that if his party advice is very good, but I can hardly think
were returned to power they would have a the other part of the advice, that is that the
measure of reciprocity secured within six members of the government should pay no
weeks from the date of their triumph at the attention to their campaign speeches was
polls. Now we find that, although a rea- very moral and I am sure such advice was
sonable time has elapsed since the elections, not needed because, short a time as this
and although they have sent deputations to government has been in power, they show
Washington, there is no statement in the that they need no mentor at their shoulder
Speech from the Throne explaining why to remind them that they should pay no
that deputation was sent, or what it accom- attention to their previous promises and
plished, or what the government intend to pledges. They are amply able to perform
do on this great question of reciprccity with that service of violating their pledges
the United States. We have no utterance without any prompting from him. But
whatever, and when questioned by my hon while so much stress is laid upon the fact
friend the Leader of the Opposition in this that the McKinley tariff is being revived
House, the Minister of Justice declines to in the United States as a circumstance
give a statenient of the government's policy which should alter the views of the
with regard to matters not referred to in the i government and the attitude of the parlia-
speech from the Throne. I am not at all ment of this country towards the United
surprised that my hon. friend, the senior States, have we forgotten that it is not
member for Halifax who, as far as this gov- the first time we have had to encounter
ernment and party are concerned, assumed the McKinley tariff? We had a McKinley
the position of defender of the faith, should tariff in operation before, and the Con-
at once interpose his objections when hie servative party had to face that tariff
finds a reference made to the question of re- and strengthen its national policy tarif in
ciprocity. I can tell my hon. friend that view of the action of the United States
the very fact that it bas not been referred Congress. It was under the influence of
to in the speech muakes it a legitimate sub- the McKinley tarif that we strengthened
ject of comment, a subject for censuring the our agricuitural duties against the United
government for not having stated what they States, duties that have proved to be greàtly
hoped to do on that question. Though they to the advantage of the farnera of Canada.
have not toid us what their policy is, we are The Conservative government of Canada,
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did precisely what these gentlemen say they
feel themselves impelled to do now, that is,
they strengthened their hands against the
UnitedStates in dealingwith that country,on
account of the passage of the McKinley Billwhen it was first enacted. What did our op-
Ponents say then? Did Mr. Laurier and the
gentlemen now associated with him say that
the Conservative government did right? No,
they sail we had been the cause of the en-
actient of the McKinley tariff and that we
were riveting that tariff on Canada by pur-
suing a retaliatory course. They said we
should do nothing of the kind. I heard Mr.
Laurier in a speech at Charlottetown tell the
fable of the sun and the north wind endea-
vouring to compel the traveller to take off
his coat. It was the same fable he has
told so often wit.h regard to the Manitoba
school question. It served his purpose
Wîth regard to the trade question and our
dealings with the United States, and lat-
terly it bas served his purpose in discussing
the Manitob% school question. He has
been following the sunny ways of patriotism.
That was the course which lie said should
be Pursued then and which was to be pur-
sued should his party attain to power, and
110w we find inklings f rom the speech of the
hon. leader of this House, and ample evi-
dence in the speeches of the gentlemen who
spoke for the government in moving and
Seconding the Address, and we have abun-
dant evidence in the press that they are
going to find a pretext for going back on
their pre-election pledges on the trade ques-
tion, from the reintroduction of the McKinley
tariff in the United States-although that
tariff, as far as it relates to Canada,
was just as hostile under President
Harrison as it now proposes to be under
President McKinley. One little difference
is all that my attention bas been called to,as being more severe against us. There is
an increased duty on white pine, and that isabout the only difference between the Mc-
Kiniley tariff as it previously existed and as
it appears now before Congress; yet lion.
gentlemen opposite condemned our govern-
Ment because we stiffened our tariff tomeet the hostile tariff of the United States.
Now they ask us to excuse them whenthey propose to go back on their pre-election
Pledges, because, forsooth, they have to meetthis same McKinley tariff. The hon. leader
of the House in gently letting himself down
from former positions and in reply, I think

to an interruption, or in reply to my hon.
friend the Leader of the Opposition, stated
that it would be impossible to have even a
revenue tariff without protection, therefore,
he is going to find somne justification for adopt-
ing a protective tariff, because a revenue tariff
there, may possible give incidental protection.
I know that my hon. friend and his collea-
gues, before election, talked about a revenue
tariff, but the only public intimation that
bas been made of what their tariff is to be
is in the matter of bituminous coal, and my
lion. friend will not pretend to say that the
duty on bituminous coal in Canada is in-
tended for revenue only. If that is his object,
I wish him joy of the increased revenue he is
going to get out of that duty. He will get
very little revenue from it. Its object is
simply protection and nothing else, and my
hon. friend is evidently preparing to excuse
himself for departing from his position as
the exponent of the principle of a tariff for
revenue only, because it is possible some
incidental protection inay be given by a
revenue tariff.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Ontario pays a
million dollars revenue on bituminous coal.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And anthracite
coal is free. If the duty is retained upon
coal, the main effect of it is protection.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It lias been one
of the strongest points of objection on the
part of the Liberal party in the upper
provinces that the Conservative goverunment
imposed this duty for protective purposes,
and although it mnay be true that some
bituminous coal had been imported into the
province of Ontario and a duty paid upon
it, still the general trend of the duty on bitu-
minous coal is for protection and not for
revenue purposes. With regard to the pre-
election policy and the course of the Liberal
party on this question, I would just read two
or three words from the Ottawa platform,
which my hon. friend the leader of the
government in this House did a good deal
towards framing. Here are the words :

We denounce the principle of protection as radi-
cally unsound and unjust to the masses of the
people, and we declare our conviction that any
tariff changes based on that principle niust fail to
afford any substantial relief fron the burdens
under which the country labours. This issue we
unhesitatingly accept, and upon it we await with
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the fullest confidence the verdict of the electors of action of the Liberal party in Nova Scotia
Canada. at the present moment. Mr. Fielding makes

Here is the platform of the party, and in this important declaration-and I wili speak
amplifying and explaining that platform a later about the propriety of his making such
gentleman with whose utterances I am a declaration at all. I am now speaking of the

more familiar than with those of any other declaration itself. We find that imnediately
member of the governent-the Hon. Mr. following that declaration Mr. Murray, the
Davies-when speaking in Middleton, N.S., gentleman that followed him in the leader-

in fall of 1893, said that the policy of the ship of his party in Nova Scotia, dissolved

Liberal party was to eliminate every vestige the House and issued a manifesto to the

of protection from the tariff. He said the electors declaring that the object in dissol-

great historical battle between free trade and ving the House before it would naturally
protection was now opening in Canada, and die by efflux of time was the desire
this is the declaration with which I was of tle government to elicit a strong
familiar and with which my friends in the expression from the people of Nova
lower provinces have been familiar for somne Scotia in favour of the retention of the coal
years. This declaration has always been duty. It is a most extraordinary thing that
emphatic, and was just as emphatic after Mr. Murray should feel it necessary to
the announcement of the Ottawa plat- bring such strong influence to bear on the

form as before. Now we come to the Dominion government if lie believed the
extraordinary course pursued by the gov- statement of Mr. Fielding. He will try to
ernment with regard to this question. s cure votes in Nova Scotia on the strength
Speaking in Montreal, in one of the closing of Mr. Fielding's declaration, but the very
days of 1895, the Hon. Mr. Laurier, as was fact that he finds it necessary to premature-
quoted in this House the other day, said it ly dissolve the House and try to snatch a
would be the policy of the government to verdict f rom the people before the govern-
make raw inaterial free, and he indicated ment here passes on the tariff question-all
that coal and iron, as the raw material for indicate to me plainly that in his inner
the manufacturers, would be adinitted free 'heart Mr. Murray believes it is not the in-
under the tariff which it was proposed the tention of the Government to retain the coal
Liberal party should put in force in Canada. duty, but simply an attempet to secure the
He secured. the votes of many manufactur- votes of the people of Nova Scotia before the
ers in Montreal and elsewhere by that state- facts with regard to the tariff corne to be
ment, yet in the face of that statement of known. It looks extremely like it, and I may
the lion. the leader of the government, and say I regard the action of Mr. Fielding in
the public had a right to believe that he making such an announcement as he has

spoke for bis party, we have the Finance made as being very extraordinary conduct on
Minister going to Montreal and receiving the part of a Cabinet Minister. I understood
a deputation of coal men and telling them the leader of the House to say yesterday
that the coal duties were to be retained in that Mr. Fielding was authorized to make
view of the change of circumstances in the that statement. Did I understand the hon.
United State . Here we have an extreme gentleman correctly?
divergence between the statements of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
leader of the government when speaking to That is what he said.
the people, as leader of the Opposition and 1
the stateient of bis Finance Minister. It Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I presume by
is a most extraordinary spectacle to find the hon. gentleman's silence now that I
two prominent men, the Premier and bis heard him correctly and that Mr. Fielding
Finance Minister, putting such diametrie- was authorized to make that statement.
ally opposite views before the country,
and it remains to be seen-within the next Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The gov-
few weeks which of them has been speaking ernment were quite aware that that state-
more correctly. Notwithstanding the fact ment was to be made.
that Mr. Fielding's statement is the later
one, I am inclined to think that after ail Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Mr. Laurier's statement is (orrect, and That implies that they discussed it in the
my reason for that is the extraordinary Cabinet ?
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think we have
had so much of that kind of thing that wehave to go further than to censure Mr. Field-
ai n he indecency of making this declar-
Iti • hen any intelligent man in the coun-
try will understand the object of it was toiofluence the coming elections in NovaScotia-~

iIoh. Mr. SCOTT-I never thought of it.
Hon Mr. FERGUSON-There could beno other object. My hon. friend says henever thought of it. He is the most inno-cent man in the world. No such thoughtever comnes into his innocent heart. He maynever have thought of it. Perhaps he didnot, but there were men around him whothought of it without any doubt, and if this
has lot the object in making the statementith regard to the coal duty why were there

fot advance statements made with regard to
Other industries which have just as good aright to be informed as to the policy of the0oernment as the coal industry has. Isthere any reason that can be shown why thecoal interest was sufféring from uncertaintyas to the tariff more than any other in-terest i

Hion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

t-Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would like totake my seat if the hon. gentleman will tell
Me what that reason is.

then'. Mr. SCOTT-The announcement by
the United States of a duty of 75 cents on
Nova Scotia coal imported into the republic.

to ion. Mr. FERGUSON-What has that
do with it?

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Everything.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-YOur policy is tree trade. What has thePoiiy of the United States government to
do with the coal duty in Canada?

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-That is not the
OrIly product of Canada on which there hasbeen an announcement of an advance in the
.&merican duty. If that were the case there
raiglit be some reason in the statement of
rnY hon. friend, but we know that it is notthe Only one. There are numerous articlesOn which the duty will be increased in the
linited States as well as coal, and the peo-

ple of the country have to look ahead in
making their arrangements in other matters
just as much as in the coal industry, and
perhaps more. Take pork packing for in-
stance. There is a certain season of .the

year when pork packers buy their stock,
when the farmers put it in the market, and
these men have been buying pork all winter,
protected as the market was with 2 cents a
pound duty, aud they did not know and
have not been able to learn, unless some
special friends of the government have been
advised by some one in the cabinet, what
the change in the tariff is to be. The pork
packer has no means of knowing whether the
duty of 2 cents is to remain as a protection
to that industry until the time arrives for
him to sell his stock. Pork has to be pur-
chased some months before the packer can
dispose of it. Farmers in my province were
bringing pork to market in the months of
January, February and March which they
sold at a loss on account of the uncertaintv.
The packers were buying and had not the
means of sending it away during the winter
and did not know but by the time their pork
would reach the lumbermen's camp or the
market where it was sold that the duty
miglit be abolished. Why were not the
pork packers and farmers informed of
the intention of the government, as well
as the coa' miners? Mr. Laurier made
a declaration at St. Johns, P. Q., during
the election of Mr. Tarte, last summer,
announcing that an inquiry was going to
be made-that Mr. Fielding was going to
travel over the country to investigate the
working of the tariff. I felt in my heart
then that the government intended to recede
from their pre-election promises on the trade
question to a great extent and were trying
to get a good excuse for doing it. And that
was long before the renewal of McKinley
tariff was threatened by the United States
Congress. My reason for that opinion
I stated briefly in this House on that
occasion. It was that if they intended
to adhere to their pre-election pledges and
give us a tarif[ for revenue only it was
not necessary to go about the country
consulting the manufacturers at all. The
productiveness of the tax, the revenue
requirements of the country andsuch conside-
rations as these, were all they had a right to
consider, but the moment they went around
with their caps in the hands asking how this
industry and that industry was going to be
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affected by fhe increase or reduction of the What evidence have we of that ? I have
tax, it was at once apparent that they con- no doubt some hon. gentlemen will say, as I
templated receeding from the position they have heard it stated in another place, that
had taken before the elections, and what has two elections which have been recently held,
occurred since then amply justifies the one in the county of Wright and the other

opinion I entertained with regard to their in the county of Bonaventure, in the
course. I feel there has been a vast amount province of Quebec in which the
of damage done to the commercial and agri- government were successful by large
cultural interests of this country, and to our majorities, is evidence that the Mani-

people generally, by this long delay and by toba school question is settled to the satis-
the uncertain sound which the government faction at least of the province of Quebec.
have been making with regard to their But what is the evidence that is coming in
tariff policy. This session has been unduly from day to day with regard even to the
delayed. We have met at a time of the carrying of these very counties? We find
year which they were never tired of con- that the gentlemen who contested these
demning when the Conservatives no matter elections and their friends, and even mem-
what reason they had to give, called a late bers of the government themselves, declined
session, and now when there are grave I to say to the people of Quebec at those
reasons for an early session and an elections that there was a complete and
early announcement of the policy, they perfect and final settlement of the question.
have pursued a course very different from On the contrary, they said-the premier
that which they said was the proper himself said in Montreal not long ago-that
course to be pursued when they were in it was only the first instalment, and Mr.
opposition. My hon. friends on the other Guité who was elected the other day for
side of the House, the mover and Bonaventure, told the people that he would
seconder of the Address and the leader of work hard to get greater advantage for the
the government himself, expressed in their minority in Manitoba. He led the people
speeches very great satisfaction that the there to believe that the matter was not
Manitoba school question had been ami- settled yet, but that the good work would
cably settled. I have been reading the still go on. If that is so, in place of these
newspapers and watching the current of elections being a verdict in favour of the so-
events, and I fail to find any evidence of a called scttlement they are rather a verdict
settlement at all. It is true that some con- to the contrary, and prove that the govern-
ference has taken place between the gov- ment are still holding out hopes to those who
ernment of Canada and the government of sympathize with the minority in Manitoba
Manitoba. We have been told of that in the that still further concessions will be made to
Speech from the Throne, and certain terms their friends in that province. The only
have been laid on the table of this House and election that is really impoirtant with regard
a bill is passing through the legislature of to this question was the local election
Manitoba on the question. The idea when a in St. Boniface, Manitoba, which was
great controversy existed between the minor- brought about by the resignation of Mr.
ity and majority in Manitoba that a settle- Prendergast, one of thesunny ways of the gov-
menthas been reached without consulting or ernment was to provide a judgeship for Mr.
trying to satisfy the minority at all, is a con- Prendergast who had been one of the strong
tradiction in terms. I fail to see that there advocates, in the local legisiature, of the
has been a settlement of that question and rights of the minority. An appropriation
evidence is abundant on the other hand, was put in the estimates last year which it
that the question is still unsettled. It was surnised, when it passed through the
is a troubler of Israel as much now as buse, was to provide a judgeship and a
it ever was. I feel that the mover and salary for that gentleman with the hope that
the seconder of the Address had very he would advise the acceptance of anytbing
small ground when they congratulated the that Mr. Laurier would provide for the
leader of the House on what they called minority, and in tbat way tbey applied
the settlement of this Manitoba school tbe sunny ways of patriotism to settling
question. The seconder of the Address tbat question. There was a settiement in
said that this settlement or agreement was Ir. Prendergast's case no doubt. There
approved of by tbe electorate of Canada. was a settlement even in the case of
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Mr. Donohoe, who appeared before the
rivy Counci against his co-religiunists. appointed, and Mr. Tarte, another member

He has been provided for, but it does not of the government, went up there instead.appear that the parties affected by this I think Mr. Tarte did visit one school up
settlement are at all satisfied with its terms, there in which there was some littie trouble
and until the rights and privileges for which on the question of the commissariat between
they contend are restored to them, it is un- the teacher and himself. I lelieve the
likely that they will be satisfied, and the inquiry he made on that oecasion was his
hon. gentleman opposite need not lay the only inquiry with regard to the state of the
aattering unction to their souls that the schools in Manitoba. The promises which
question can be settled until they have made had been made with regard to the appoint-
Peace with the minority of Manitoba. We ment of a commission and the making of an
Were told when the Conservative govern- inquiry have ail been cast to the wind. Mr.
ment had to deal with this question that Tarte went up there and made some reports
the facts were not ascertained, that it was to bis colleagues; Mr. Greenway came down
foolish on the part of the government of Can- here and the result is this paragrapli or
adatoattemptte deal with this question with- two providing that there may be relîgious
Out ascertaining the facts. How could they instruction between haf past three and four
know what the exact difficulties of the o'clock in certain schools. That is what it al
situation in Manitoba were until they had ends in. These people contended that by thetaken evidence on that point, and they said constitution they had some privileges, which
that as soon as they came into power, they privileges they daim have been taken away.
Were going to appoint a royal commission for The Lords of the irivy Council of England
the purpose of going to Manitoba and visit- found that their contention was right;
ing these schools and meeting the people promises were made by the hon. gentleman's
Who were interested and examining them on leader, the ion. Mr. Laurier, that he would
their oath and taking the necessary evidence, restore the rights of the minorîty in Mani-
in order to find out what the exact nature toba. He was not going to do it by co-
of the remedy should be. Mr. Laurier went ercion, but he would doit more fully thanSO far as to say that on the very day he got in- the late government proposed to do it by the
t Power he would appoint two commissions, rediedial bil. Instead of that, here we have
one to go to the United States, and the other this paltry provision which J ar told by
to Manitoba, and that the leader of thisHouse parties who have more experience in such
Sir Oliver Mowat, would be chairman of the matters than 1 have myseif will be
commission to be appointed to visit Manitoba found perfectly useless and calculated, if
and take evidence on this school question. put into effect at all, to create in theThe whole thing was outlined. My hon. minds of the children a repugnancefriend had achieved some credit among the against religion altogether, because they will

atholics of Ontario for standing up for be kept in haf an hour longer than otherthem, as it was believed he had done, in children. It will create a distaste for re-
connection with the separate schools. His ligion, and instead of being a help, as it
name was used with the Catholic people, should be it will he a detriment. The
ad they were told that this man, who was leader of this buse yesterday denied that
their friend, would be chairman of the com- there was any understanding between the
mission, and they could rest assured that government of Canada and the govern-
What he had done for the Catholics of ment of Manitoba with regard to the ii-
Ontario he would do for their friends in tiation of this troublesone question. HeManitoba. I do not know why this plan does not dispute the fact that the govern-did not materialize. I do not know why ny ment of Manitoba threw this apple of dis-hOn. friend was not placed at the head of a cord into tle politics of this country by
commission of that kind to take evidence in passing the School Act of 1890, but he denies
thashba on this question. But we know that there was any understanding betweenheh -a commission was not appointed, themselves and the Federal government atWhether it was my hon. friend felt that he any time during the course of the events.
Was ulnequal to the task and that the With regard to that subject 1 will take theSun y ways of patriotisn were more word of my hon. friend as speaking for'effl'eýýtuaI than cold facts that he could himself. M e only came into feeral politios
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at a comparatively recent date, but before Manitoba, says he believes they acted in
he came in there were no doubts in my mind good faith, in passing that Act of 1890. He
that there were parties acting in coflusion. thinks they passed that Act believin0 it to be
I need only point to the fact thAt after the ultra vires and because they feit that it was
remedial order was passed and Mr. Mon- thebest measure for education that they could
tague accepted office in the government of possibly pass for that province. This was
Sir Mackenzie Bowell, Mr. Sifton, the At- the substance of what my hon. friend said yes-
torney General of Manitoba, came down terday. I have ratheradifferentopiniontopre-
and entered into the campaign in Haldi- sent to the fouse with regard to that point.
mand against Mr. Montague. If they were I do not want to throw any apple of discord
not acting in concert that would not have between gentlemen wbositso closely together
occurred, we would not have Mr. Sifton in- in this fouse and in the government of the
terfering in an election in favour of the country, but it is only right that the leader
Liberal parti and against the Hon. of the fouse should be put on bis guard,
Mr. Montague, a member of the govern- because when he makes a statement of that
ment who was seeking re-election. But kind, we can turn up statements of hîs col-
we have stronger evidence than that. In leagues in an altogether opposite direction.
December, 1895, just before the legislature He says that the government of Manitoba
of Manitoba was dissolved, the saine gentie- acted in good faith, that they passed this bil
man (Mr. Sifton) came down to Montreal not for the purpose of creating discord, but
and had a consultation with Mr Laurier. for the purpose of passing the very best
He went back, and immediately afterwards measure they thought they could provide in
the legisiature of Manitoba was dissolved the interest of their province. Speaking in
and a general election was brought on. That this fouse in 1894, the hon. Secretary of
general election had a most embarrassing State, who sits beside bis leader now, used
effect on any settlemnent of that question these words
between the government of Canada and The parties who passed the law, I ain qite sat-
the goverument of Manitoba. Tt was natu- istied, fet sure it was thr ft ha i was one
rai to expect that the Premier of Manitoba, evidentiy by a trick, as pointed out by the lion.
in going to bis constituents at that tune inenber front. Boniface, ot done after an agi-

tation by the press or the people. h was doe ay
political tricksters no one else would have sown al

would commit himself very solidly against t this (iscord) jst to reet their own political pur-
any reasonatle legistation towards meeting poses.
the views of the Federal government, and it flou. Mr. SCOTT-Quite correct.
was evident that an appeal was made to don. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What
the people in order to furnisb an answer mistake did my hon. frind make?
which could not be overcome on the part of
anybody that the goverment of Manitoba lon. Mr. FERGUSON--It is the hon
could not meet the views of the Federal Miiister of Quebee himoeu f who has made
goverument in restoring separate sbhools in the mistake. I cal attention to the very
that province. It was evident from the great harmony which seenis to prevail in
fact that that step was not taken until Mr. the views of hon. gentlemen in the govern-
Sifton came down to Montreal and had a ment. The leader says they acted in good
consultation with Mr. Laurier, and that fait; the Secretary of State says they were
step, the Most important one in the tricksters who passsed it.
whole history of the question, was taken Hon. M r. SCOTT-I think so now.
immediately afterwards and at the time the
opposition here were pressing the war with lo. Mr. FERGUSON-I wonder how
ail the vigour they could against the Sir Mac- the bon. gentleman can sit in a cabinet with
kezie Bowel'sgovernment. That action was one of those political tricksters. Mr. Sifton,
takenafterconsultationbetween the Attorney bis colleague, is one of those poitical
General of Manitoba and the leader of the tricksters.
opposition party of that day and the effect dnl. Mr. SCOTT-He bas repented
of it was most disastrous against securing a.
settlement of the question in the interest ofme
the minority of the people in Manitoba. My flou. Mr. FERGUSON-We have no
hon, friend speaking for the government of evidence of that. t must be a dhightful
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condition of affairs in that cabinet. We
have a gentleman in the cabinet who is
regarded, by one of his colleagues at least,as a political trickster.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think he was
in the Manitoba government at the time
Mr. Martin was in.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He was a mem-
ber of the Manitoba legislature and assisted
in passing the Act of 1890. The sunny ways
of patriotism were practised on Mr. Sifton,
too. Mv hon. friend the leader of the
House said yesterday that the remedial
order as it was passed by the late govern-
ment attempted to force upon the province
of Manitoba a restoration of the separate
school as they had existed.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Substan-
tially, I said.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not even with
this modification is the statement correct.
The principle of separate schools was to be
recognized, that the people of Manitoba had
under the Act of 1870,-that the Privy
Council had declared they had a right to,
have. That was the important privilege
that had been taken away. That was the
Privilege that it was intended should be
retored to them. Ail that was clear
enough, but the remedial order did not
profess to restore the separate schools,
either as they were or substantially as they
Were-that is in regard to the state of
efficiency in which they were. There is a
good deal of dispute on the point as to the
efficiency of those schools.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Theywere efficient.'

. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not think
.it affects the argument in the slightest re-
spect whether they were efficient or not. It
Was the duty of the parliament of Manitoba
to make them efficient. It was in their
Power to deal with thein, and if they were
inefficient in any respect, it was their duty
to make them efficient. Thit was what
the governient of Sir Mackenzie Bowell
aimed at when they introduced the Reme-
dial Bill, to restore the right which had
been taken away f rom them, to restore separ-
ate schools, to restore them in a state of
complete efficiency, as far as it was in the
Power of the Federal government to do so.
They could not do everything. There were

some things which it was not possible for
them to accomplish, but as far as it was in
the power of the government of Canada to
restore the schools and put them in an effi-
cient state, they endeavoured to do so. My
hon. friend says that the agreement which
has been entered into between the province
of Manitoba and the Federal government
will, after a while, give satisfaction, and that
the same happy results will follow from it
as have resulted in the maritime provinces,
where there was some trouble in the beginning
over the schools, and where happily in the most
of the provinces at least compromises have
been agreed upon, and substantial advantages
have been given to the Catholic minorities
in matters of education. My hon. friend
says he hopes and trusts and believes that
the same results will follow the action of his
government in Manitoba. My hon. friend
must, however, bear in mind that there
is a very important difference in the case
of the schools in the maritime provinces
and the case of the Manitoba schools. In
all three of the maritime provinces, the
minority had no right, by law or practice,
before confederation to separate schools.
No separate schools were established in ful-
filment of the bargain of confederation, or
in any other way. They never had a system
of separate schools and the minority have
no constitutional right to them, although
they tried to get their views carried out.
When they were fairly defeated at the
polls, and found that they could not carry
their point, they submitted and made the
best they could of the situation, and in a
great many cases, though not in all cases,
they found a majority, not bound by any
constitutional guarantee, ready to give them.
any advantages they desired and disposed
to meet them in a fair and generous
spirit. That is the state of things in the
lower provinces, but the case of Manitoba
is entirely different. The case of Manitoba
is as strong as that of Ontario or Quebec,
where the minorities have constitutional
rights and privileges, and they feel that they
have a right to stand out for them and there
is a feeling in the mind of every man who
respects the institutions under which we
live that they should be treated fairly and
no deduction should be drawn from the
cases of the maritime provinces where
there was no such constitutional guarantee
to prevent thein from having their rights
restored. But in addition to sunny ways
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of patriotism which the leader of the

government and his friends have been
adopting, they have taken another and a
most remarkable mode of dealing with'
the matter. An appeal has been made
to Rome. I notice that when some such
statement as that was made in the House
of Commons the other day the premier'
became verv indignant and requested that
notice should be given as he wished
to have an opportunity to give an answer
on that question which would show what
were the facts of the case. He was indig-
nant that an insinuation should be made
on the floor of parliament that an
emissary had been sent to Rome for
the purpose of securing influence on
behalf of the settlement his government
had made. Notwithstanding the apparent
indignation of the hon. premier on that
occasion-notwithstanding the apparent re-
luctance on the part of the members of the
government in discussing this question, we
cannot ignore the fact that is known to
every inhabitant of this Dominion that there
have been frequent pilgrimages to Rome on
this question. Abbé Proulx, Chevalier
Drolet, Mr. Russell, the law agent of the
government of Canada, and a member of
the government itself, Mr. Fitzpatrick, was
there.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And Senator Lan-
dry was there too.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My bon. friend
may have been there too for all I know, but
I seriously doubt if the hon. gentleman went
there for the purpose of invoking the influ-
ence of the Sovereign Pontiff in favour
of the settlement made by my hon. friend
on the school question. I very much
doubt whether he went there for that
purpose or for the purpose of soliciting
the int'rvention of the Sovereign Pontiff in
the political affairs of Canada. 1 have
serious doubt whether he went there for the
one purpose or the other. Whether he went
there or not I do not know ; but the gentle-
men I have mentioned went there, and it
appears that a representative of the Sove-
reign Pontiff is now in this country who
bas been brought f rom Rome at the solicita-
tion of members of the government-I sup-
pose not in their capacity as members of the
government. I do not suppose they signed
their names to the memorial with their

cabinet designations following, but it is
nevertheless apparent and clear that this
gentleman is here at the solicitation of mem-
bers of the government with a view if pos-
sible to bring the great influence which he
wields to bear in favour of their policy on
this school question. It would really seem
f rom the newspaper reports that have been
published within the last two or three days
-they may not becorrect, but in the end such
statements with regard to gentlemen in this
government, that have been denied have
been found to be correct so often that we are
inclined to attach some importance to the
intimations we have of double dealing in
connection with this question--that we have
not yet heard all the facts in connection
with the gentleman's visit to Canada. The
charge of double dealing is made on the
tariff question and on the Manitoba school
question and many other questions, and it
is now being hinted in the press that there
bas been double dealing on this subject also
and that the ablegate who is now in Can-
ada, was brought here with the impression
in his mind and probably in the mind/of
His Holiness as well, that his visit to Can-
ada was to be undertaken with a view to
taking part in the settlement of the school
question, because he expressed his regret
that the bill had been passed in the Man-
itoba legislature before he entered upon his
work. It is very evident from that-it is
extremely likely at all events-that there
bas been double dealing and that the able-
gate was led to believe if he came here that
the government of Canada would be guided
very largely by his advice in the matter and
that even the government of Manitoba, who
have been officially notified of his arrival in
this country-even the government of Mr.
Greenway would be very glad to listen to his
representations and do justice to the minor-
ity. It would almost seem that this ablegate
bas been brought into this country with the
prospect held out to him and probably to
the distinguished Pontiff who had accredited
him that he would play a very different part
in this question from what he will find he
will be able to do. It further appears that
this gentleman bas been brought to Canada
for the purpose of censuring or' approving
of the acts of the Roman Catholic clergy of
Canada in political matters. It would seem
that be will indicate the lines they should
pursue, and that he bas been brought out by
politicians for thatpurpose. Iam nota Roman
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Catholic. I am a Protestant, and have very Catholics are quite as safe as regards thelittle concern in matters between the Roman influence which the Roman Cathoiic hier-Catholic Puntiff and his clergy, or between archy and cergy exert as they would be
the clergy and their people. They are a: under such influence as the governmentlarge and intelligent body in this country, a appears to have invoked on this question. Igreat church organization which all of us, no wish to read four very distinct opinions uponnatter how much we may differ f rom this Manitoba school question to the Housethem, have to respect. We know that before drawing ny remarks to a close. I
they are eminently able to manige ther wish to quote authorities which 1 think hon.
Own affairs without any interference gentlemen oit d ect. I fe
on the part of parliament or govern- inclined to oppsite e will n e
ments, and I feel bound to say that I assured that each and every one of theWould feel my initerests as a Protestant andthe Mterest of the Protestants o n words I am going to read wil be entitled tothe nteest(-) th Proestntsof hisa great deal of -respect. The first opinioncountry just as safe in the hands of the which I quote is that of the Hon. Mr.
foman Catholic clergy, as far as their Laurier himself. He said in April, 1893influence goes, as I wouid in the hands
of the gentleman who has been brought 1 affirin this at the outset, as 1 read the cçnstitu-
into this ifunet e5u tion of thie country, as 1 read the British Northn t country to influence the settle- Arnerica Act, and the Manitoba School Act, I say
ment of this question. The Roman that there is within the provisions of the constitu-
Catholic clergy of Canada and bishops of tion an appeal given to the ninority of Manitoba
of Canada are Canadian citizens. They wherever they feel oppressed by local legisiation
were born and brought up amongst us. They in the matter of education.
have our feelings and sympathies. They This is a positive opinion by Mr. Laurier,
understand us and they are very much more that there was an appeai, that they had alikely to form a correct judgment on this right of redress. Then, I quote from the
schol question than a stranger from Rome. Hon. Mr. Davies in the debate in Parlia-
We must lot forget that in all the trying ment iast session. He is a gentleman fordays of Canada from the breaking out of the whose opinion 1 ar sure the leader of this
American war up to the present time buse bas great respect. He said
the Roman Catholic hierarchy and clergy of

anada stood nobly by the institutions of the reputation, any lawyer of standing or any consti-
country. During the war of the Amer- tutional authority ever express the doubt that
can revolution their influences was steadily there is a power constitutionally ve8ted in the
exerted to keep the French Canadian governrnent of Canada to hear an appeal, ami that
people in the British Empire and to prevent after they have heard ami aliowed the appeal therethei frm jonin therebls. ot-is power on the part of this parliament to inter-e from joining the rebels. Not-order, if it chose.
withstanding the great military glory thatFrance achieved in the wars of Napoleon
glory enough to inspire the sons of France peading the case before the Privy Counil:
although they were so far away from their The Superior Court held that the separate school
Motherland, yet, during all this time the law of 1871, being a matter which the legisiature
French of Canada were kept steady in their had the right to pass, they had the right to repeal
allegiance to the British Empire and princi- it. That was held in the Barrett case, but itpali thoug theinfuene oftheclegy.also held nevertheless by the Privy Council, thatP olly through the influence of the clergy. the taking away, in 1890, of the rights given inWe know that the rebellion of 1837, as fargievance which gave theas the province of Quebec was concerned minority the right to seek redress in the way that
would have assumed very different pro they are now doing.
portions if it had not been for want This is Mn. McCarthy's admission. Fol-
'of Yl.pathy on the part of the Roman owing on in logical sequence we have theCathoic clergy who adhered loyally to opinion of my hon. friend from Bothwell, in
the government during that period. It a speech delivered in parliament last year,

no concern of mine what this gentle- and contains the ablest constitutionai dis-
"an who has been brought into Canada cussion of that question which it bas been

May do On this question, but I feel as a my pleasure*to read. The finst haif of theProtestant and as Canadian that I am quite speech was devoted to a constitutional dis-a" 8af and the interests of Protestants and cussion of the question, and an admirable
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argument it is, and I commend it to every-
one who has not read it. I am sorry I
cannot compliment hirm with the closing
part of the speech, which is very illogical,
erratic and inconsistent with the early part
of it.

It is also a well settled rule that where there
is a right by law in the supphiant to seek for relief
there is a corresponding duty to hear his complaint,
and if a substantial right or privilege be injuri-
ously affected or destroyed to redress the grievance
and restore the privilege taken away. This legal
and constitutional obligation rests upon every
state functionary from the sovereign down to the
humblest officer to whom any portion of state
authority is entrusted.

I have here a statement that I must read to
the House. It appears that during the
election at Bonaventure double dealing
was practised. There were two manifestos
issued there, one to the Protestants and one
to the Roman Catholics in favour of Mr.
Guité. Here is an extract from the Protes-
tant manifesto:-

All honour to Mr. Guité! In our country inde-
pendent men like Mr. Guité are rare and we ought
to give him our confidence and our votes. If Mr.
Guité had been willing to sign the ultimatum of
the Bishop of Rimouski, he would have been elected
by acclamation. He prefers to fight rather than
to become a slave and lose lis independence. Ail
honour to hii. By signing that declaration Mr.

Here was the declaration of the hon. gentle- Guité would have ignored the fact that in Bona-
man, with which 1 fully agree. When all vent re more than one-third of the electors are

Protestants who cing to liberty of conscience and
these things were established, as they have wish to put an end to the racial struggles which
been by Mr. Laurier and Mr. Davies and are running the province and the Dominion.
Mr. McCarthy in the extracts I have already This was the language addressed to tha
read, then he says an obligation rested upon
every state functionary, from the sovereign third of the population. Iere is the circular
down to the humblest officer, to fulfil the
duty and restore the privilege which had
been taken away. I say, in view of this The Manitoba school question has reached its
law, so ably expounded by the hon. member present phase through the criminal negligeuce of
from Bothwell, endorsed by the declar- the Conserfative party, which by a word or astroke of the peu, could have preveuted the Grreen-
ations of the other gentlemen I have read, way government front putting into force the iaw
trat it was the duty of the parliament of of 1890, which aboiished separate schoois, by dis-
Canada to restore the provision of the old ailowing the bill in accordance with the power
Act of Manitoba, to restore the separatethe

Constitution. The Conservative party has shame-
schools and make themP thoroughly efficient, fury deceived, insute and huiiated our revered
and until that duty is performed there will Episcopate by pe usig their just demands for the
be trouble in this country. That is my own disallou ce of the bi so as to wipe the Green-
honest, candid opinion. It may be very way schoo legistion ont of existence.

This sane Conservative party caused the death,
difficult to accomplish. The difficulties have through disappoienut and chagrin, cf the vener-
been amazingly increased within the last able Bishop of St. Boniface, Mgr. Taché, to whom
year, but when my hon. friend, the leader it had given a promise to re-establish separate
of this use, Sh Mackenzie Bowell, staked rc th tho

cner red o the Feerad ovrnen bthecs

Cis political reputation upon settling that this saine Conservative party, in spite of the oppo-
question upon the unes of the constitution, sition cf Messrs. Laurier aud Blake, incorporated
when he brought down wis Remediad Order the Orange Order, that sect of fanatics whihe
hne cid os prnsen.etpmaiaenverd works for the destruction of our religion.P 7 n The Libera party, on the other aud, uner the

ably presented te parliament by Sir Charles Hon. Mr. Mercier, was the farst to instal as the
Tupper and -supported by the large body deputy minister of a department a priest of our

year bu whe myhon.frind, he ee it hadongiven.aLpromise tore-establishfseparate

of Conservative Protestants and Catholi s hatr. te Frnh and the Cathlica
in that use, if Mr. Laurier had risen t was the Liberai party which, after years of
in is seat and manfully given it his vain promises on the part cf the Coservatives,
support, the trouble would have ended. paid $400, to theJesuits as indemnity for the
But we have the trouble continued roperty cf which they had been njustiy robbed

amongt usbecause Mr. Laurier was more y the English govemnieut.
abl rste to pt was the Hou. Mr. Laurier, who on the floor
anxious for office than te do what was cf the liuse of Comnions am in the presence of
fair foer his weak, strugging ce-religioists the Orangemen at Toronto protested with ail his
in the province cf Manitoba. My hon. might an the energy cf bis s aerb eloquence
friend the seconder of the Address spoke cf against the mise4ab0e attemu t to disallow the

Jesuiit Estates Act.
the electuerate having spoken on this It was again Mr. Laurier who on the floor cf
question, referring to recent by-elections. parliament denounoed the execution of Riel by the
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ory party. In this instance, again, the voice ofthe episcopate ha( as o xct~' îîiîc Hou Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
t eepscoat ha akedl for executive clemiency seconded it.to spare the life of the Metis leader. Once more theclergy and the episcopate were treated as pariahs, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then that isMith Scorn and dislain, and Riel vas hanged.

The churci has nlot pronounced against MIr. still stronger. The Hon. ',Mr. Laurier,sec-
Laurier. The august voice of the Pope has not onded Mr. Blake's resolution, and still that
Made itself heard, and wien the illustrious father same gentleman has gone round this coun-Speaks, e wdul render tnto Cwsar the things that try, and his colleagues have ond round theare Cesar's and unto Mr. Laurier the things that try, ceagues he gare country censuring the giovernient of Sir

John Macdonald because they did not dis-
These counter blasts, one intended toexcite allow the Act of 1890. I never knew the

and to prejudice the minds of the Catho;ics case was so strong as it is. I knew lie was
and the other intended to excite and in the House and silently acquiesced in the

to prejudice the minds of the Protest- resolution, but now, I an told, he seconded

ants, were issued in Bonaventure and it it, and be himself was a prime mover in the
appears they succeeded. Also in the county act of Parliament that put the power of dis-
of 8t. Boniface, in the local election, a simi- allowance out of the hands of the govern-
lai attept was made to secure votes for ment. We know in 1891, when the Blake
the Greenway candidate on the ground bill was introduced in parliament, Mr.
that lie was opposed to the settlement, and Laurier was present and lie took part in
it is believed that nost of the few votes of the discussion on that occasion. Hon. gen-
the Cttholic minority which were given to tiemen who will take the trouble to look at
him were given on the strength of t Insar / will find that Mr. Laurier was

ent gtvenaoe wold sethe ofe state- under the impression that the action parlia-Itietit that lie xvould opposenthe settlinent.metwsaknr a otk wyte
My hon, friend the Secretary of State and ment was takig was to take away the
the hon. premier of this country, since he power of disallowance and to have these

has become the premier, have cersured the educational questions altogether and com-
government of Sir John Macdonald and Sir pletely settled by the Privy Council : that
John Thompson for the present state of the the ministerial responsibility was goimg,
Manitoba school question, inasmuch as they and he approved of that, but wbere he
did not disallow the Act of 1890. In a thought the bill was faulty was that it did

document, from the pen of the hon. pre- not go that far in regard to other measures

mier, he introduced the old argument to us as well as n educational questions. I will
that the Conservatives were responsible just read what he says, and it will more
because they did not disallow this Act. clearly bring out the state of his mmd when

The hon. gentleman appeared to think lie inade his speech:
this parliament has a short nenory. We As I understand the wording of this bill it is
have not forgotten that it was Mr. Blake proposed that on ail questions arising out of the
whi0 introduced the famous resolution in appellatejurisdliction given tothegovernmneitandto
1890 which tied the bauds of the ov- parliamient where the provisions regarding schools

which tiegadth ov- in the provinces is concerned on ail sucli ques-eriment in regard to disallowance and tions which mnay be referred f( the Supreie Court
le introduced it after having declared the decision of the court is to be final and binding on
and declared repeatedl durin the pro- the governient. That is whatever the legislation

gr ared repee drireferred may be under such circumnstances if it isgress of bis speech, that lie brought in tiat pronounced by the Suprene Court to be legal or notresolution at that time and was desirous it legal, or wit hin ie powers of the province that le-
should receive consideration and be disposed cision shall be binding on the governiment and that
of in view of what was hapenin then in shall be ai end of the question. "I submi it it to the
Manitob f P e Minister of -Justice that whenever the constitution-

Atoa in the passage of this very ality of an act has been proposed to the court for
Ac It is true Sir John accepted M r. decision its decision should be binding and final,
Blake's suggestion on that occasion, but it not only on the appellant jurisdiction of the gov-
is equally true that the Hon. Mr. Laurier vernmnent on mnatters of education but on ail other

wa yi tu ha inater asn we.Lau.eWas lu the House and perhaps my lion. inatters as well."
friend from Bothwell was in the House, but I He was anxious that the appeal should not
cld'not search the journals to find out only be final and binding on the govern-
whether he was there that day or not, but ment, on educational questions, but in all
1 know Mr. Laurier was there when that other matters as well 'that the same effect
resolution was passed unanimously. should take place. So, the premier of Canada,

4
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who has so often condemned the government parliament was a eoercive act, and that
of Canada for not disallowing the Act, was it was a very disagreeable and offensive
himself a party to the introduction of the act on the part of the government of
Blake resolutions and bill. He seconded the Canada to pass a law which they said
Blake resolutions, and expressed himself would coerce the province of Manitoba. I
in the way I have read to the House feel assured it is not necessary for me to
when finally under consideration and point out to my hon. friend from Bothwell
adopted by the House, showing that that that is a very erroneous view indeed,
the lion. gentleman was fully committed that ail the talk ve have heard in this
to the settling of this question in the country about a royal commission to ascer-
courts, and that he fully believep that the tain the fact and ail the talk about coercion
decision of the court was to be final and and the offensiveness of it, have only been
binding on the governent of the countr merely political talk for the sake of agitating
and everybody else, when he supported it. the minds of the people. 1 do not think it
Therefore, it does not lie in the mouth will be necessary to argue that point very
of M. Laurier or any of his friends to strongly with the hon. member from Both-
allege, as t.hey have been alleging up to well, because I find he is on record on this
the present time, that the government of suhject, and his views are entitled, in my
Sir John Macdonald is wholly to blanie judgment, to very great respect. He dis-
because they did not disallow te Nanitoba cussed the Manitoba situation in parliament
School Act of 1890. last year, and compared it with the position

cof Quebea at the time of confeceration.
Honi. Mr. M LLS. - suppose the govern- Sir A. T. Gait and soe others ad taken the

nent had some reason for acquiescing in point that the Protestant minority in Que-
that motion. dibec were not safeguarded in the matter of

education as effecually as the Catholic
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-aYes, and they winority in Ontario, and a clause was n-

have neyger gone I)ack on that. The Con- serted in the -British North Anierica Act
servative party believe that action wvas well to meet the case. It is subsection 2 of sec-
taken, and the process of sending that (lues- tion 93, and is as foilows l
tion for solution to the courts las the right jThat al the poers privileges anHi duties, at
ausd proper way to deal with it. The Blake the Mnion y law 'nferred aiin inposed in Upper
BiSl mace it the legal way to deal with Canada on separate schools amd shool trpstees of
it, and thoy saw no reason to change the Queec's Roma (atholiesubjets, sha be, anti
their oninds and they have submitted to the the saine are hereby xtend to t e dissentient
decisions of the Privy Counil, first when Sooint a of the Qeet's Eotuan mathoric subjets in
they were favourable to the governent f Qoiebec.

Manitoba and in the second place when My ion. friend fro Bothwel discussed that
they were in favour of the minority. They quetion in the ause of Con mons ast year
are lovers and respecters of the constitution and pointed out very truly and very conclu-
of Canada, bound to yield respect and defer- sively that if the legisiature of the province of
ence to the decisions of its legal tribua s Quebec had not innediateiy after confede-
and they have done so. But the Hon. ration carried out the provisions of that
Mr. Laurier and his f riends, after' clautse and macle the amendlments necessary
being as fully committed to the Blake in the legisiature of the province of Qutiebec
bill and resolution as were .ir John in order to give the Protestant inority
and his friends, had gone about thethere the sare rights and privileges as the
country misrepresenting the facts and a'leg- s Catholie minority i Ontario posbessed, it
ing that Sir John Macdonadh 's government wou d have becore the duty of the parlia-
was entirelv responsible for the on-disallow- ment of Canada to step in nd enact those
ance of the Manitoba School Act, and that provisions itself, and Bhe (id not see that
that was done becau e they iad no sincere there woud be any coercion in it or that it
regarl for the rights of the Roman Cathoic was necessary to appoint a commission to
minority. Before leaving this question, 1 ascertain the facts. Hie says:
wish to make just one other observation. Ha t the legisiatre failed to give effe t to this
Our friends in the opposition have Hnever provisios onder the constitution, there wotold hae
failed to aliege that the act of the arisen a grievance which vonld have giý en to the
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Protestant 1inority, under subsection 3, the right
'of appeal to inty (uovero Gubeio 3, th i the fate of parties the effect of it w uld
Sappea(lto the G;overnor General in Council,'aebe httelgsa r fMntbwhose duty it would have been to have heard that happeal and to have decided in favour of action, if would have found that they Iost the support
it was unable to secure local legislation, and to f
tave ultimately ordered action in conformity with government of this country. They would
tle facts, anl, if that order was not carried out by have known as they did knpw, that therethe legislature of Quebec, upon the fact being re-Ported here, it would have imposed upon parlia-ment the duty of legislation in kind and in degree the province of Manitoba who believed that
exactly the same as that which, in the first place, the rinority were badly used and would
rested solely on the legislature of Quebec. To have help them, and the Greenwa faction whodiscovered what it was the duty of the Quebec

Parliamen woul (ave 1)e had kept this question alive for years wouldegislatur Parliaent would have been
obhged to have looked to the law of Upper Can- have wilted out of existence and a good sys-ada, as it would have been called upon to force tein of schools would have flourished in
uPOn the people of Quebec, against the will of its Manitoba, giving ail children a good educa-egislature, the school system of another province. the duty of parliaient would have been, not sim-
ply to restore a right or privilege taken away, but, victions. Wliat Sir John Thompson said on
under the compact, to have created for the first this question in 1893 was in une with Con-tiuine the right under the authority of the words servative doctrine, he saidfor the (lue execthtion of the provisions of this
sectiona know , e i ki w, that

lere is the opinion of the hon. gentleman
fron Bothwell, no doubt his matured opinion.
Every word and line of that argument bears
On it evidence of the closest thought and care-
ful consideration and here lie says that no
cOmmission was necessary, that it was only
n1ecessary for the parliament of Canada to
look at the legislation of Ontario and
find what the sections were which prov-
ided for the education of the Catholie
mlinority in Ontario, and to look at the
sectionl of the law as it stood in Que-
bec and find out what was deficient, and
then it would have been their duty to make
an order and if the legislature of the pro-
vince of Quebec had not passed the neces-
sary legislation to follow that order
by a bill-not a bill to restore rights
which had been taken away, but a bill to
Create rights that were provided for by the
compact at confederation, should the
'ajority of the province of Quebec haver.efused to put them on the statute-book
themnselves. That, it strikes me, is a most
Powerful argument. It wouli have been
the Proper course where no right or privilege
was taken away, but in case the pro-
vince of Quebec had failed to carry out the
compact, then the powers of the Federal
parlament would have cone in. I repeat,before leaving this question, that the res-
Ponsibility for leaving this unfortunate
question in the position where it stands to-

ay rests with the hon. gentleman's leader,the premier of Canada. It was in his power
to have aided the passing of the Remedial

ayear ago. Whatever would have been

py p p y , .
candidly and honestly we inten(d to be guided in
that matter simply by the constitution as it will
be expounded by the highest authorities that can
be got to expound it.

That was the only safe doctrine. Any
other course may gain temporary advan.
tages, may sweep a party into power to-day
but it is as likely to sweep it out of
power to-morrow. Any other course may
lead to temporary political triumph, but in
the end it will result in discomfiture and dis-
grace to the party that practises it. There
are just two or three other paragraphs in the
speech that I feel I should say a word or
two upon and they will be very few, for I
have spoken much longer already than I
intended to speak. We are told in the
speech that a Franchise Bill will be sub-
mitted. I believe the measure has been
already brought down in the House
of Commons but I have not seen it
yet. We are told in the speech that the
principle of the bill will be to repeal the
present Franchise Act and to adopt the
franchises of the provincial legislatures and
use these as the franchises for the general
parliament of Canada. I am very sorry
that any such proposition as that should be
made. I feel that it is very dangerous and
that it should not be entertained. Hon.
gentlemen may say, on this question of the
franchise, that it is a matter which relates
more particularly to the popular branch of
parliament, and that it is a question with
which it should be left to deal almost
entirely. I do not think that is altogether
a correct constitutional doctrine, because
the Commons have a good deal to say at
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times on the constitution of the Senate and
we do not feel that they are travelling out-
side of their jurisdiction when they express
opinions on the subject, and if it was open
for then to legislate, 1 would not have any
fault to find with then for dealing with the
question of the constitution of the Senate.
But I go this far and say that if the repre-
sentatives of the people in the House of
Commons mature a franchise bill, if they
cone to the conclusion that the present
law is too expensive and cunibrous and other-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think that Si
John Thompson's bill merely provided that
the provincial lists should be taken as the
basis and there should be revisions of them,
but it did not contemplate the handing over
of the power of revising the lists and ex-
punging or adding naines.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-It declares the quali-
fication of voters for memnbers of the Con-
mons shall be the qualifications in existence
in the provinces.

wise not the best law thrat coula be enactedt, Hoa. Mr.FEIGUSON--Tiat they should
and if they agree upon a well considered be taken as a basis. le was willing to go
measure providing for the registration of that far, but I do not think Sir John
voters and declaring what the qualifica- Thompson or any member of the Conserva-
tion of voters shall be, which shall be an tive party was willing to go so far as to
improvement of the present Franchise Act, hand over the correction of the lists aud the
and send it to this House, we would certainly making of the final disposition of the lists
have a right to scan its provisions carefully to the provinces or to uunicpalities or any
and offer any suggestions we could to make local organizations. However, that might
the ineasure as good as possble, but we be, it would not alter my opinion on the
would be straining our rights a little too far matter even if my hon. friend and the Secre-
to throw it out. It might be so extrenely tarv of State should be right. I have had
bad that that duty would be imposed upon toomuch experience. I have been watching
us, but it would have to be very bad before too closely the conduct of some provincial
I would advise such an extreme step. But governnents of Canada to be willing to
if it is proposed that the parliament of entrust the great and important matter of
Canada is to delegate the power and author- framinug our franchises and our voting lists
ity it lias, under our constitution, to declare to them. I have seen the so-called Liberal
what the franchise shall be of the men who covernment of my own province disfranchise
shall vote for members in our representative ail the Dominion officiais in the provinces
chamber, to provinces, municipalities or even down to day labourers, because a majo-
other authorities, and permit them to make rity of them had been appointed by the
up the lists, I say the members of this Conservative party and were believeid to
Senate have a perfect right to stand up and have Conservative leanings. I have seen
say "No, we will not agree to that ; hold in various other provinces a tinkering and
the matter in your hands, have respect for tanpering with the franchise on the part of
yourselves, see that the franchise is a good the provincial governments which warns
and proper one, but do not hand over the me that it would be extremely unsafe andpower of dealing with the rights of citizens wrong on the part of this parliament to
to vote for members of parliament, to bodies delegate the power and right which it un-
over which you have no control. Keep a doubtedly possesses to make the lists for
tight grasp upon the franchise." itself and declaring by the lists what the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What do you say to qualifications of voters shall be, and create a
Sir John Thompson's bill 7 judicial powerwhich shalldecidewhose names

shall be on the lists, to unscrupulous parish
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Sir John Thomp- politicians. It is something for which I am

son's bill did not propose to hand over the not prepared to vote. I am willing t> yield
making of the lists to the provinces. to the popular branch the right to deal with

this franchise question so long as they deal
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it did- with it themselves and deal with it
Hon. Mr. MILLS-He admitted the fran- wisely, but they shall not, as far as

2hises of the provinces. my consent goes, hand over that power
which we have something to say about as

Hon. Sir MAC KENZIE BOWELL-No. well as thev. I will say a few words before
He used then as the basis. I close on the subject of cold storage. I do
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not know that I have said many compli- in the history of the world which only comes
mentary things about the governnent : f rom at rare intervals. The Canadian government
m'y point of view it is hard to find anything takes cognizance of the unity with the other
very comPlimientary to say about themn, but parts of the British empire which causes us
lnasmuch as they have followed with almost to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of the
slavish exactness the policy of the late Queen's reign, and to bear tribute to the
government in the matter of cold storage, worthy sovereign who has been permitted
and inasmuch as they have kept the matter by the Almighty to reign so well for sixty
1n motion up to the present time, I am in- years over the British empire. I think there
clined to give them a word of commenda- is no more important point could be inserted
tion. in the Speech from the Throne than that

reference to Her Majesty. The liberality of
Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the hon. gen- the British government in providing the

tleman,'s compliment. expenses to enable the members of the Bri
tish empire to acept an invitation to take

on. Mr. FERGUSON-They are fol- part in that jubilee is, I think, without pre-
owing in regard to cold storage the cedent. The prosperity of Great Britain foi'
ootsteps of their illustrious predeces- such a number of years is so great, ber cof-Sers. They are fair imitators, as far as fers overflowing with revenue, enables her

that is concerried. I do not know that to take that proud position in the world in
ere is any question that we are discussing the maintenance of her forces both naval

which is of more importance to the people and military, in commanding that political
of this country than that natter of influence and physical power which gain
Bed storage, thrown as we are upon er respect throughout the world, and

ish trade and meeting active competi- which is now joined in by the rest of the
tors in that trade, competitors who are British empire which extends to the four
ahead of us in cold storage, although they corners of the earth. I feel perfectly sure

ave a longer sea voyage to overcome. that all will agree with me when I say that
trom our nearness to the British market, I believe the present premier of Canada will
there is no reason why we should not put all do justice to the occasion and represent our
the Perishable commodities of our country, countrv in the most worthy mnanner, sup-fruit, butter eggs, &c., on the British mar- ported as he will be by a semblance of theket in just as good a state of preservation forces that we maintain here for the mainte-
as in our own daily market. It can be done nance of law and order and the defence of
ya eoplete and efficient syste of cold our own country, and by the staff that I
torag"e, and I am delighted to'find that the have no doubt will accompany him on that

government are following the lines laid down auspicious occasion. Canada is the leadingfor them by their predecessors on that ques- colony of the empire, both in extent and in
tion, and I believe great good will result to importance. It is so because we are inthe people of Canada if they continue in that advance of nearly all other portions of the
course. British empire in so far as we have become a

federated nationality. Australia is making an
Hon1 . I. BOULTON-We have listened effort to put on record the same federation thisto a very interesting speech fron the hon jubileeyear, but I think that when Canadagoes
ntleman from Prince Edward Island, and there with her premier as the politi-al headthere isý a 1ra elo h ujc hr ih e rme stepitelbaee a reat deal of the subjectof the union which extends from the Atlantic

fatter of that speech with whicli J to the Pacific, occupying a territory on thisagree and I congratulate him upon continent that is second to none in the world
the manner in which be bas presented it. in healthiness of climate and latent resources,
We are called uponm to discuss sone very it is a very proud position that Canada is
"fiportant subjects in the Speech fron the going to take at the celebration of that
hbue~ One of the most important that jubilee commemoration which, though cos-
js been included in the programme of sub. mopolitn in its character, is loyal in its
whi presented by His Excellency, is that sentiment and design. The next para-
Wbiah refers to the Diamond Jubilee of Her graph in the speech deals with
moreay the Queen. It is one of those me- the Manitoba school question. Thate occasions, one of thosermarkedperiods subject has been discussed for a great number
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of years. It is one which has been getting to alter the laws of the province in regard
warmer and warmer in the discussion as the to education-that, the second judgment of
years go on and loses nothing of its interest the Privy Council showed they had no legal
as time passes. So far as my views are right to alter the law of the province in the
concerned, coming from the province of matter under discussion. 1 must take excep-
Manitoba, I consider that my mouth is tion to that statement. The facts of the case
closed for any practical purpose, because the arethese. The province of Manitoba in 1890
legislature and government of Manitoba changed the policy that they had had in
which are responsible to the people, have regard to education, and 1 wish to say that
passed legislation dealing with this question when 1 argue this matter from a constitu-
which I consider is a settlement of it so far tional standpoint, I do not in any way desire
as the province of Manitoba is concerned. it to be understood that I wish to restrict the
The settlement of that question has been privileges of our Roman Catholie fellow-
effected by negotiations between the Domi- countrymen or our French Canadian fellow-
nion government and the government of the countrymen in any way. 1 desire that they
province of Manitoba. The result of those shah have ail the privileges that they
negotiations is contained in the settlement conscientiously believe is their right and
whieh bas been laid on the Table and which the constitution allows; 1 dlaii tre Samne
bas been I have no doubt, at the request of liberty. I beleve the more liberty re have
the Dominion government, passed by the the better. We wil have a contented
provincial legislature before this parliament people and a better govern ent. At te
met. That is to my mnd virtually a settie- saei time, when you ajpeal to the law, you
ment of the question. That settaement must be judged by the law, and therefore it
cannot now be altered, but bas to be carried is absolutely necesý-:ary that we should
not hy the parliament of Canada at the understand what the principles of our consti-
instigation of the dominant party in power tution are in order that we mnay not go be-
in Canada. Those who disagree with it of yond its power and in order tat we ma1 nt
course may not consider theniselves bound restrict the iberty hf the varous provinces
to pass it, but the dominant party in of Canada, or subordinate our own constitu-
power having entered into the agreemnent tional siberty in any way in the carvil r out
and it having been sipned and sealed of our national life. Now Cahonl getllen
by one of the parties-I was roin c to the province of Manitoba changed its law
say at the dictation of the governyent, in 1890. In consequence, there was an
because the first words in the settse- appeal made to the Privy Council t ask
ment are that the province of Manitoba whether that law was constitutional or not;
shah legisiate in accordance with this agree- whether under the restricting clauses of the
ment-therefore to that extent I consider Manitoba Act the province of Manitoba had
that any arguments I migt bring forward a right to pass that law. The answer of the
are futiles so far a altering the position of Privy Couneil was that there was nothig
inatters in regard te that question. There in b far as any rigdts that were acquirei
are, however, constitutional points invived prior to tie union that prevented the prov-
in the discussion w ich C do not think it is ince of Manitoba passing tat law. Thast
wise for me to pass over witoint referring it was intra vires of the promincial constitu-
to them. The Senate should not onl be tion. That, I think was the repowe to the
clear upon, but guard the constitution first judgment. Then the minority sub-
referring to any part of Canada Consti- mitted another case and that was wnether
tutional liberty is one of the greatest prizes there was anything in that law that on-
that any nation can possibly possess. Any- ootituted a grievance within the meamini of
thing fat restricts constitutional iber y is the Act of the province of Manitoba. You
a detriment to the population-it is what see the first judgment alowed that the law
you cal a retrograde wovement in the life was constitutieonal and, therefore, that the
of the nation, and therefore I think tatt province of Manitoba had the right to pass
any discussion upon constitutional matters that law. I am nat gow arguing as t whether
is a subject that is worthy of deing upon. it was a wise law, or vhether it was a just
I do not agree with the leader of this ofuse lw, but whether they had the right to pass
in the statement te mentioned yesterday that law. There was no doubt about that
that the province of Manitoba had no power they had the rigt to pass that law, and
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therefore if they had the right to pass that order to secure this settleinent. There has
law their constitutional liberty in dealing been political pressure used in procuring this
With matters of education was intact, and I settlement while the other was legislative
think it is very desirable that position coercion. It is almost a distinction without
should be retained that they should have a difference. I was opposed to the Ren-
the Power within their constitutional liber- dial Bill that was brought up by the late
ties, that they should exclusively have the government for this reason: not that it has
right to pass laws in matters of educa- not got the perfect right to pass the Reme-
tion, subject to the constitutional restric- dial Act, but the Acthad no right to interfere
tions laid down hereafter. What are! with the laws of Yanitoba. That Remedial
the restrictions ? The restrictions are if Act of last year provided that the pecuniary
there 1s a grievance to the minority means in order to give effect and in order to
in an Educational Act, the Dominion par- make the Act worth anything, was to be
iament have certain powers to hear an provided by the municipalities of Manitoba.

appeal and to act upon that appeal. That Now the government of Manitoba under the
is the Position in which I consider this ques- law of 1890, which was a constitutional and
tion stands. Now the minority made an legal law, said the municipaities should do
appeal and they made out before the judicial one thing and this Remedial Act said they
committee of the Privy Council that a griev- should do another. Very well, that was
ance did exist ani that they had a right unconstitutional, nnd I think would be held
under that grievance to appeal to parliament. unconstitutional in anybody's mind. The
Now, they appealed to parliament and the I Dominion parliament have a perfect right
question is now before parliament. to pass a remedial measure or any other

measure and provide the means to puu that
Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The appeal is not in effect without any aid from Manitoba or

to Parhiament but to the Governor General any one else. But the very moment they pass
in Council, which makes a great differenece. an act which requires another authority to

carry it out, then there is imnediately a
Hon. Mr. BOULTON -The appeal is to constitutional difficulty which prevents it
e Governor General in Council, but it is being carried out. That was the position

or Patliament to justify any act the Gover- last year. This year a settlement has been
nor General in Counicil may take in the effected by negotiations between the two
'nfatter, because the Governor General in governîments. The portfolio of the Interior
Council only exists by the will of parlia- waswithheld from a member of the provincial
ment, and therefore the Governor General cabinet until he was able to announce that
'1 Council has no power to deal with it the provincial government was prepared to
wIithout beingr responsible to parliament, settle upon this basis. That is what I call
the judicial conunittee was precise on political pressure being used in gaining the

e Point that the question was political, settlement and is only another form of coer-
not .1udicial. The anpeal has been made. licion. Hon. gentlemen know the position Iow the question that I say we should have always taken on this niatter and whenrealize in our own minds is this, should I speak of it, I speak as one who knows some-
.the law be altered, should that griev- thing about it, having been acquainted with
ance be removed by the influence of this that country for some years. The ground Iparliament or government exercising itself have taken was always that the Dominion
upon the provincial legislature of Manitoba, parliament had a right t> remedy theor nhudta reaneb md hi that grievance e renoved by this grievance. The grievance had to be ascer-
thinmleniself ? Should it be removed hv tained and when it was ascertained, if

th influence of this parliainent acting upon the province of Manitoba did not volun-
the government or legislature of Manitoba ? tarily meet the minority and satisfy

opposition to the late government them in regard to the matter then thealways contended that there was coercion Dominion arliament could nat. The griev-
under the.Renedial Act. Well, there was ance, to my mind, has always been
eercion ; there was legislative coercion limited to the old province of Manitoba,cinder the Remedial Act, but so far as coer- constituting the Selkirk settlement which
hs is concerned, I think that that coercion was erected into a province by the Act ofhas been used, though in a different way, in 1870. Beyond that there is no grievance
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because there was no population. There was Imperial parliament is limited to the settle-
not a soul west of the old Selkirk settlement ment of the grievance and only as far as the
at the tîme the Alanitoba Act was passed. circumstances require-those are the words
It was a prairie that was part of the North- used, I think-only as far as circuinstances
west Territory. The province of Manitoba require, bas the parliaient of Canada any
as constituted when the Act was passed, juirisdiction in the matter at all and the Act
was only for the exiting Selkirk settleinents itself implies that there can be no compul-
and it is only in theni where the population sion used by this parliament upon the pro-
of 1869 was contained, that the grievance vincial government or legislature, because
could exisi The province has been enlarged the wording of the Act says if the provin-
once or twice since that act was passed. cial authorities do not n ake the necessary
When anybody comes to settle in that coun- changes in order to remove the grievance,
try and take Up a free honestead on the un- then and only as far as this grievance exists
occupied prairie lie cornes in under the laws has the Dominion parliament power to inter-
of Manitoba as they exist. That is to say fere. Taking it from a constitutional stand-
those laws nay be changed, as all constitu- point, seeking honestly to try and preserve
tional laws are liable to be changed, surely the constitutional liberties of the various
no one is going to restrict constitutional component parts of this great country, I
liberty and say they can never be expuiged. think that while the Remedial Bill of the
1 do not think that would be a sound posi- last session was not satisfactory because it
tio.t in any way. was defective so far as the constitutional

liberties of the province clashed with the
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It powers contained in it, in the sane way

depends on the constitution what rights you this settlemnent is defective in so fir as it
have. was obtained f rom the legislature by political

pressure rather than any voluntary move-
Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-No, Maniitoba has ment on the part of the province itself, and

perfectconstitutionallibertywithin itsbounds to that extent there bas been a straining of
the saine as this parliament lias, the prero- the constitution. It is not a grievance
gatives of the Crown as represented hy the removed, but a change of policy on the part
Imperial parlianient only restricting this of the province of Manitoba is the result.
parlianient, and the provinces work with Unfortunately, that change of policy does
freedorn within the specified limits of the not appear to settle the question in so far
Britisli North America Actunder the restric- as the minority are concernEd. It settles
ting influence of the Governor General in it in so far as this parliament and the pro-
Council representing the sovereign. vince are concerned. That is to say, the

appeal ceases and the appeal is satistied wlien
Hon. Mr. MAC)ONALD (B C ) - Then this parliament, which is the judge of the

there is a limit ? matter, tacitly or otherwise accepts tliat
settlement as full satisfaction of the grievan-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The limnit is more ces of the ninoritv. There is no legal power
in niame than in fact. The restrictinginfluence that you can use or go to beyond that. You
in this case is specially provided for whei e can bring pressure to beau, you can bring
there is a grievance an appeal inay be your influence to beau upon this parlianient
iade and the Governor General in Council to pass any measure yuu wish in regard to
nay beau that appeal and may adjudicate assisting that minority to obtain schools in
upon it and apply the remedv if the pro- which to teacli their religion-to have separate
vince itself does not of its own will and schools or anything else you like out of the
accord negotiate with the minority and rec- revenues of the Dominion, but so far as the
tify the grievance themselves of their own law itself is concerned this appeal is now
will and accord. The educational clauses closed.
in the act itself imi lies that in so far as they Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Oh, no.
cast a doubt upon the province doing it. If
a province does not do it, then, and only lon. Mr. BOULTON-Any power that
then, and only as far as the grievance exists, this parliament has under this appeal will
has the Dominion parliament power to pass be closed when parliament has accepted that
a Reniedial Act. You see the power of the settlement.
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Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No. of this parliament, without a fresh appeal
HO being in order, but up to that point so far

liason. Mr. BOULTO--That settlen:ent as their constitutional liberty to amend anynow been put on the statute-book of educational act they chooose to pass, it was
nîtola at the inistance-of this parliament. quite within their bounds. That is theIsal used in that dictatorial form that they position in which, according to my mind,hah ass that legislation and in accordance the question rests that sofar as anv RemedialWith that mandate they have passed it, and Bill is concerned the question 'is settled.hav parhlament is not only bound after they There can be no further action, no further

the been a party to the treaty-unless legal action taken except the pressure thatthe onsider themselves in the position that influence may bring upon the Dominion
United States Sen te assume in the parliament in order to deal with it in some

athe ttion treaty now before them-that other way, but under the appeal authorized
they can reject a treaty if they chose or by the educational clauses in the Manitoba
aecept it. The only difference is that tis Act the matter is settled.treaty was negotiated with the representa-
tives of this parliameit, while the arbitration lHon. Mr. BERNIER-It is as open astreaty of the United States was negotiated ever.
by the executive of the nation which is
subordinate to the Senate in its treaty Hon. Mr. DEVER-What we would like
tiakmn r power. But this treaty was nego- to know is this: Are you, as a citizen of
tiated by the representatives of this parlia- Manitoba and the North-west, any better
ment and the representatives of the pr~ovince satisfied with the recent settlement than you
of Manitoba in accordance with the terms would be by an Act of coercion passed by
that "ere arranged, and now this parliament, this parliament compelling you to do it?
s9 far as the present government has the
Power to dominate it, must accept that H ional BEstion.
treaty. treaty. onstitutional question.

Ho0 . Mr. MACDO N ALD (B.C.)-It does Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I take this ground
not come befor'e a a that this Parliament has no right to pass an

enth Act of coercion. But this parliament if it'lntlas nuthing to do with it. i.
passec a remedial measure that in no wayHon. Mr. BOULTON-When parliament conflicted with the laws of M1anitoba thatacting as a judge hetween the minority and would not be an act of coercion or to pass

the province of Manitoba are satis:,ed that an act giving the population in the Selkirk
a prUper settlemient between the two, then settlements where their schools erected prior

tere is no further action upon the appeal. to 1869, where by virtue of that the mino-
Th at is the constitutional position in which rity now affected were enabled to establishthe province is placed and the constitutional a grievance by taking away the rights thatPosition in which this parliainent is placed. they were enjoying at that time, the riglit
le 1' parliament has a right to pass any of paying for their own schools but withoutlegisation it pleases giving the minority a being called upon to pay for any other.

to0 their separate schools, but they That established the grievance in the minds

ave to provide the means to enable themn of the judicial committee of the Privy Coun-
to do it. They cannot deal with the ques- cil, but those schools were limited to the

ish as under that appeal any longer, and I population of 1869, no grievance can be
thah to emphasize also at the same time established, in those districts of Manitobari t the province of Manitoba had a perfect (the bounds of which have been enlarged and
right according to the judgment of the which was unoccupied open prairie) by rea-
triy Council, to pass that law of 1890 and son of provincial laws passed since the

they have a perfect right under the constitu- Manitoba Act gave local autonomy. Thistio to amend that law. Whether they parliament cannot force the provincialhave the right to amend that law now, government to make any change in its laws
Uilder this agreement I have doubt, because but this parliament can pass an Act reme-

15 an agreement made with the national dying the grievance but it has to provide
90Vernnent representing this parliament the means in some way or other to give

cann0t be undone without the sanction effect to that law. It has not the power to
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direct that the municipalities of Manitoba
shall raise the funds which is the metho 1 in
which all school matters are dealt with. This
parliament has no right or power to direct
the municipality to do so because the pro-
vincial Act of 1890 is diametrically opposed
to it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You misunderstand the proposition alto-
gether. There never was any proposition
made by the Remedial Bill to give power
through the municipalities to tax the people.
It only gave the power to those people to
tax if they thought proper.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. member
has forgotten the terms of the Remedial Bill,
it directed the municipalities of the pro-
vince of Manitoba that they shall not levy

fe

that our constitutional powers may not be
misdirected. The settlement is now concluded
and any discussion that may take place will
be inerely to sift the constitutional points
which must be our guide to legislation for
the future. I think an unfortunate prece-
dent has been established and that it would
have been better to have withheld the politi-
cal pressure and allowed the provincial gov-
ernment to have met the minority voluntarily
and failing their doing so then this govern-
ment could do so and remove the grievance.
The minority I know are not satisfied and
in that way the settlement I have no doubt
will not be satisfactory, but what steps will
be taken or what will follow after al], it will
be impossible for any one to tell, but I feel
strongly impressed with the fact that the
constitutional position is that the appeal is
now at an end.

any rates or puiic school purposes upon
the Roman Catholics. Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The power of this

parliament can not be at an end unless the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Remedial Order is satisfied, and it is not.

We had the right to do that.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You are quite

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And that upon right, but it all depends whether the
the application of Roman Catholics to es- minority is able to command the influence
tablish their schools that they Uhe munici- of this government to say that it is not
palities, shall levy rates on Roman Catholics satisfied.
in order to do that. The provincial law of
Manitoba directs that all the ratepayers in Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That is quite a
the municipality of Manitoba shall levy for different thing. One is a constitutional
public school purposes upon the property of question and the other a question of physical
all within that municipality. You will have force. That is all.
to get the province of Manitoba to chanre
that law to be in accord with the Act of the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You will ack-
Dominion parliamnent before you could give nowledge that if this government has a
effect to the remedial legislation and to that sufficient majority to say that settlement is
extent the Remedial Bill of last year failed, satisfactory, then the question rests, but if
but a Remedial Bill of the Dominion parlia- the parliamnent should say they are not satis-
ment that did not clash with provincial laws fied with what the government bas done,
was quite in order provided the province of then that is another matter altogether. Then
Manitoba had not made this settlement, but I presume the settlement would be turned
the province of Manitoba having made this up and the question would revert back to
settlenient at the solicitation or dicta- its old position. It is natural to assume
tion whichever you like, of the present that as the present government has nego-
government, any further legal proceed- tiated the settlement and has a majority in
ings under the appeal of the minority parliament that they will be able to give
must naturally cease, any redress or any fur- effect to the settlement they themselves
ther redress of that grievance must be an act have created if anv further action by this
of this parliam-nt quite irrespective of that parliament is considered necessary. I niove
appeal. I think I have stated what I con- the adjournment of the debate.
ceive to be the constitutional position in
which the matter is placed as clearly as I The motion was agreed to.
understand it, and it is a question of very
great importance to understand it correctly The Senate then adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 1st April, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

lOn. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the Orders of the Day are proceeded
with, I would like to call the attention ofthe leader of the government to an interview
Published in a government organ last night
With one of his colleagues, the Minister
of Militia, in New York, in which that
hon. gentleman makes some very important
statements. I think the country should
know whether they were made upon the
authority of the cabinet, as was the case,
as I understood it, with the Finance Min-
ister in reference to his statement about
the coal duty. I find in the Free Press oflast night a published interview, portions of
which I shail read. The interview is said
to have been held by a reporter with Dr.
torden, the Minister of Militia and Defence,
at the Everett House, New York, in which
the hon. gentleman said, among other things,
referring to the tariff:

foe have enough territory already, and, there-
fr 1 do not see just why this bill should be
frmed to exclude trade relations between twotriendly countries. We (o not wish any advan-tage whatever in our trade relations. We want togive dollar for d3llar, and to deal on a fair andequare basis. The Liberals of Canada believe in

COnmercial reciprocity and they are not afraid to
tY g0. But they do not believe in annexation, and
they never expect to see it. Why is it then that
toe ey r biill completely ignores the reciprocalnnercial relations that have existed in the pastretveen the two countries? We, of course, willretaîjate and raise our duties.

The points to which I desire to call the
attention of the leader of the government,
are, in the first place, the announcement
that we will retaliate, in the second place,
that we will raise our duties, and, in the
third place, that we intend to put an export
duty on pulp wood and other woods exported
from this country to the United States. I
wish the hon. gentleman to understand dis-
tinctly that I am not finding fault with the
principle of an export duty. On the con-
trary, if the question cornes up, I shall be
very glad to give it my support; but what
I desire to know is this, whether the people
of Canada are to ascertain the policy of the
government through individual members of
the cabinet telling strangers and the com-
mercial community in different sections of
the country what the government intend to
do. I also desire to call his attention to a
paragraph among the editorial items of the
Toronto Globe of yesterday, in which we have
information furnished which the hon. gentle-
man has not yet vouchsafed to give to this
House, nor has the leader of the government
or any of the members of the government
given to the IUouse of Commons. I omitted
in my speech on the address to refer to the
intimation that it is the intention of the
government to extend the Intercolonial
Railway from Point Lévis, or as the leader
of the government designated it in an inter-
view that he had with some pari ies a short
timýe ago, " a field in Lower Canada "-is
Point Lévis to be considered the field, or
did the hon. gentleman refer to the Chau-
dière Junction ? However, the Globe tells
its readers :

The government has granted three hundred
thousand dollars to the Grand Trunk Railway for
the iinprovenent of Victoria bridge, the conditions
being that the Intercolonial is to have running
powers over the road froi Lévis to Montreal.

Now is it nossible that while parliament

This is one portion of the interview to is in session, information of this important
which I1dsne to o the intein's character both as to the raising of duty on
attention.eIrWe of course," continued Dr. imports, the imposition of duties on exports,
Borden, wi retaliate and raise our d . and what is to be done with reference to the
At present we do duty. extension of the Intercolonial Railway, is to
tariff dut twe o not hiscrimnate in our beobtained only from the individual members
and. Ties between this country and Eng- of the governiment in different sections ofThey are on the same basis commer- the Dominion and in a foreign country?CallY." Then he goes on to say in reference

to export duties: Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
Ail of the wood pulp will have to corne from hear.

Chna, and we certainly will place a duty on it. Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-hen, we have white pine and spruce, all of. which
la "se" extensively in the United States. And through a newspaper which represent
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the government? I go further than that. I liament, and I do not know when he will
conceive it a gross violation of the duty of be. I suppose lie was on his way to Boston
any cabinet minister to nake any such au the time he was in New York, to consult
statement, even if it be true, that the govern- medical men there in regard to his con-
nient intend to pursue a course of that kind. dition. Then, with reference to what mny
Perhaps it is unfair that I should, at the pre- i lion. friend finds in a paragraph in the
sent moment, do more than call the attention G/obe, my hon. friend has iad the advantage
of the hon. gentleman to it, and to obtain of me there too. I quite see that lie reads
such information from hini as lie is prepared Reform papers much more extensively and
to give, in order that those who take an in- much more closely than I can find time to
terest in the tariff, both in the imposition of do. I hope it will be of service to him to
duties upon imports and exports, and the do so. I am sure the more he studies
policy of the goverinent upon the question lieform literature the better member of this
of the extension of the Intercolonial Rail- House will lie be and the more efficient.
way and a grant of 8300,000 to a company,
before it has been laid before this House or bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- The
the ot'ier Ilouse eitier by mîessage fromn His better acquainted will I be with the iniquities
Excellency or in any other way. of the party.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--1 should lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-If there
lie sorry to be responsible for ail that New lad been any iniquities, but tiere are none to
York newspaper men publish in their news- le acquaînted with, and therefore my hon.
papers with reference to interviews. I know friend could not I ecome acquainted with
in my own case long interviews have been the iniquities of the Reform party. If there
reported as having taken place when not a was any arrangement made for the use of
word passed such as the newspapers stated. the Victoria bridge or for the enlargement
In fact I have had a long interview reported of it, and as to the other matters referred to in
wlen there had been no interview at ail. I the paragraph whidh my hon. friend lias
do not happen to have seen the article that quoted, it wifl be announced in due course.
my hon. friend has read. No such arrangement as the paragraph

51)eaks of would be practicable unless it lias
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the sanction of parliament, and negotiations

lere it is if you wish to see I are necessarily subject to that ; but when
there are negotiations wit regard to any

-lon. Sir OLIVER MWrAT-I amu not transaction, such as is mentioned in tht
douhting it is there, but I did nott happen paragraph of course there are two parties
to see it. Ail I know about it i, wwat my to those negotiations, and thoug the govf
lion. friend st:tes. Wlat thie policy of the iernment nay say othing about the , the

'ov-ernaent will be on the tarifi w-ihl be very I other party may. We have no contol
shortly stated officially by the Finance Min- over the parties negotiated wit . And

No suh rrnenta the pesaern a rmiagrph

ister in is place in the other House, and e w e a ae uns
the country will be put in possession of what hended w at occurred. AI] those matters
tnt policy is. Tmough iny hon. friend l aas will lie bougt before the public in proper
put bis question to mie, of course lie does îot fo'm wt en tIe right time cores. I an not
expet that I sould ive the information ale to ive my Ion. friend the information
lieue. e does not consider thiat I seuld be le asks for to-day.
justifie in Aiving it liere. htmy tion. friend
is an fr( politi an with a great deal of expe Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Tie
rience and excellent judgment, and he bas no House will be gratified at the lucid explana-
notion thit the poicy of th goveroment on tion theon. gentleman as given on thisques-
the tarif shold be stated lie e and no tion, after which I ave only to draw bis
because of a newspaper paragraph giving attention to a charaeter in Dickens-in
an allegei interview with a meniber of the Oliver Twist-b have no doubt lie knows
governpient who lappened to be in New the claracter very well. I would not com-
York at the tie this occured It is pale my lion. f rriend ith tlat character, but
notI kow that Dr. Borden is very nmet the one to which I refer is the Artful
just now. se i not in his place in par- odger.
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Hon. Sir OLIVERi MOWAT--Is t14e
hon. gentleman describing his own case whenhe nmakes use of that reference?

'IOn. Sir MACIE ENZIE BOWELL-I
ave it to my hon. f riend to inake the

application.

THE ADDRESS.

past, eighteen years the Liberal-Conservative
party have been workinîg under what
was called a national policy but is really a
protective policy. Up to 1878 the tariff was

gradually increased, first of all starting at
12- per cent and then increased slightly,
and when the Liberal party came into power
they increased it to 17J per cent. When
the Liberal-Conservative party came into
power in 1878, they increase:t the tariff

THE DEBATE CONTINUED. again, ard in 1888 when the iron (uties
The order of the day being called, were put on it became an absolutely erotec-

Resuniîitive tariff. We have now had an experience
g the further adjourned debate on the of eighteen vears working under a policy of

Generation of His Excellency the Governor
se s Speech on the opening of the second protection. The very moment the thin edge
'esjiOn of the Eigitl Parliament. of the wedge of protection was inserted,

wvhiclî was only designed by the late 1{ightlionl. Mr OLO O eunng the Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald to be merely
de on M.BOUTLTON-On- resumnin thdebate on the Address which I noved the ad- a readjustment of the tarif to provide for
Journilent of yesterday afternoon, I take up certain cuntingencies which had occurred
te next question ii the speech which is during the United States panic betweene t873 and 1878, protection solely becapne the

A iflensître 'ývii be sîîlinitted to yoi for the tjy and it has grown until nw the coun-revisi),1 of the tarito, which it is believed wif try is working under a protective tarif, not
e the essary revenuîe and w hile h g so hi h tarif as that of our neghbours or,lnehofintere8ts, will the tarifs of some continental countries of

P .flse' ý more o to the masses Of the Europe, but stil n a very high tarif. Now,
if the Liberal party, accordin to soe, have

fecî lin eleen intis use know per- no intention of making an advance towards
interest a have taken for the free trade and that tte Conservative partyPast five years in the discussion of questions remains very stif i their old position, it ay

relatin to the tarifd and trade and commerce. ur said that any one who argues free trade
They diow the stand J have always argued vill stand alone. p ar t ot prepared to ac-
frO athat has been from the standpoint of cede to that proposition, because we ail know
pree trade. In using the terni "free trade," tat there are cicumstances which wil drive

e difficut to et any one to accede to individuals to follow a course to which they
the proposition of f ree trade and to many it had formerly b)een opposed. There are cer-a bugbear because people in Canada take tain circumstances which will drive a nation

opany views of the subject. Many regard to make a change of its policy. It is un-
n.trae as only free trade with the United avoidable wen a man finds his health or

~tates ; others, as free trade with Gireat prosperity failing that a change mnust neces-
ctin wlnl they put diffrent interpreta- sarily take place. It is forced upon him

atfivo e year i Some regard free trade as an unless he continues to swimon the top of arelt tabolition of everythinn connected wave and trusts to Providence to .and himwith Our customs duties. That is, of course the soewhere or other. I do not think that is
extrere of free trade, but what we under- a w," e policy for a nation to prefer. Provi-
stand and the world understands generally dence helps those who help theinselves, andby free trade is that most advanced position to drift on the top of the wave is dangerous.
taken by any nation in regard to the ques- According to the trade and navigation re-

tio aMub a ea s epei a a atk

, and that is the policy pursued by the turns for the past three years our expors
reople Of Great Britain The mother country have exceeded our imports. They have ex-ts alws 5 called a free trade country, but it ceeded the imports in 1895, and in 1896,
erives $o i So me of its revenue f rom the and during the eight months up to the lst

th o of certain eustoms duties. To March last, the exports exceeded the i-at extent it is not an absolute f ree trade ports by $20,0,000. The exports were
country but we are now coming to what I $93,eOOOCO while the imports were ony
cali a Crisis in the history of Canada. For $73,th0,e00. Now, almost every gentleman
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that I meet is of the opinion that that is a are importing, the country must be going to
healthy commercial condition for a nation to the bad.
be in, that the more we export and the less
we import the better off the country is. It Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--It is
is well known to those who hold sound eco just the other way.
nomic views derived froin experience, and
from those who have written works upon Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
political economy, that that condition of ex- man laughs, but it is necessary to apply
cessive exports over imports is an unhealthy your mind to it if you have any regard for
condition of the commercial life of any the necessity of the country, because what
country and we have arrived at that stage I am stating is an absolute fact. It is the
when the country is working at a loss. We first time since confederation was established
are very much in the position of a labourer that that has occurred with the exception of
who works for a sub-contractor and does not the year 1880, I think.
get his pay. As I have stated before on the
floor of this House imports must be paid Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Would
for by exports-that the only pay you you stop all exports ?
receive for what you export from the
bounds of your country, is the imports that Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Certainly not.
come back to the bounds of that country- You cannot stop exports or you come to
that there is no balance of any kind or grief at once, because you have certain in-
description drawn from any source that will debtedness to settle abroad and the way we
make up the deficiency between those two. pay our indebtedness is by exports and if
As a very distinguished banker, in an ad- we do not export we fail to pay our debts.
dress last night, which I had the pleasure But what I wanted to emphasize more par-
to hear, said, there was no money changing ticularly is the fact that in the twenty-eight
between nations. This is the utterance of years that we have been under confederation
Mr. Hague, who has been for fifty years this is the first time with the exception of
connected with banking. He said thet e is the year 1880 that this has occurred. It is
no money changes hands between nations, very easy to account for that condition of
and London is the great clearing house of affairs in 1880, because it was the first year
the world-that that is the place where after re-adjustnent of the tariff when high
heavy balances are worked off by an ex- duties were put suddenly on the country,
change between nations. For instance, we and of course it stopped importation, and
export to the people of Great Britain more importations then fell to $3,000,000 below
than 50 per cent beyond what we import. our exports. But between 1880 and 1894
We import from the United States a great the imports have been exceeding the exports.
deal more than we export to them. A If hon. gentlemen vili look at the trade and
great many people would think, perhaps, navigations returns they will be able to
we would give the balance to the United verify the statements I have made. You
States in the shape of gold or something of cannot obtain light on any subject without
that kind, or rather that we would be send- taking pains Vo inquire as to the accuracy
ing gold to the people of the United Status of the statements that anybody may make
to pay for the imports that we have made with regard Vo it. Vhat I am stating to you
in excess of our exports; but it is not the is a fact, and the reason that our imports
case. London is the clearing house of the exceeded our exports between i hose years is
world. The people of the United States very largely due Vo the borrowings we have
sell a great deal more produce to the people made in order to construct the Pacific Rail-
of Great Britain and export a great deal way and other public works. You have
more than they import, and therefore the only to take the years 1881 to 1890, îind
exchange is purchased in London by us to just in proportion Vo the magnitude of the
remit to the United States. That is the public works and bans that were under-
way trade is conducted between nations, taken, to that extent the imports exceeded
and therefore we have cone down to a our exports, because the very moment we
condition, after eighteen years of this com- go home and seil our bonds in England to
mercial policy, that in eight months' time 1 build a railway or any public enterprise, or
we are exporting $20,t00,000 more than we raise a government ban for a public enter-
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prise, the proceeds of that loan does not this, that if we send $60,000,000 exports to
colne over in gold, it is remitted by exchange, Great Britain, whioh they purchase at free
Whjch is regulated by the importation of trade prices, charging us nothing for enter-
necessaries we require to purchase to con- ing them there, they give us. full value. If

uct those operations, and you can go down we send a steer over there, that is well fat-
and take the exports and imports from the tened, weighing 1,500 lbs., we would get $110
Year of confederation to the present day and for it, while we could not get over $50 for
Can almost see how it is that they exceeded it here. That steer, or any other cargo that
n sole instances and now how it is that we is sent across, is paid for by imports, but
ave cone down to the condition that our when the imports arrive at our boundary

<Xports so largely exceed our imports. If they are met with a duty of thirty-two per
We set to work and construct public works cent-in other words the people of Great
andborrow largely to build them, you will Britain who have bought that $60,000,000
lmmnediately resuscitate the imports and of the products of our labour and industry,
You Will resuscitate the revenue, be- only send back sixty-six per cent. That is
cause these imports are paying duty ail the country is receiving, and that is very
under our present policy, but hon. gentle- largely, in the absence of any borrowing or
men Will realize that the effort on the extraneous condition of afgirs, very largely
Part of an individual to borrow himself due to the fact that the people of Great
rich, or on the part of a nation to borrow it- Britain cen only send us back sixty-six per
self rich has a finality, and cannot go on for cent of the products of their labour to payever. There should be profit enough made for the one hundred per cent that we send
Out of the resources of the country to meet over to them. The purchasing power of
the expenditures and the liabilities necessary the people of Canada is reduced by the
to carry on the public works without having thirty-two per cent that the government
te orrov in that way in order to maintain tack on to the price of the goods imported

e revenue and that profit can only be and I do not think that that position can bereahzed by taking the tax off of labour and combated. That seems to be a self evident
industry. There is one point that I desire to i proposition as to why, iri the absence of bor-

Call the attention of the House to, as a rea- rowing of any kind or description, that we
Son why the exports exceed the imports. I are only able to import from the world at
am not clear myself as to the reason but the large, and Great Britain in particular who
reason which I adduce f rom it is this, that admits our goods free of duty, and onily re-having ceased to borrow from abroad to con- ceive back some 66 per cent of the value of
struct public works on public capital, we are the goods that we have sent to them. Now,
n0w working within ourselves. We are work- somnebody looses that. I do not say thating ail through the country on whbat we are the city of Montreal looses it or that the city
thle to earn, and when we come down to of Toronto looses it, but I say that somebodythat and are thrown back on our own resour- in the country is loosing it. The people
Ces we find that condition that we are export- who are loosing it primarily are those who

g $20,000,000 more than we are importing. have produced the goods which have been
ese exports are absorbed by the public sent across there, secondarily those who are

ndebtedness that we have incurred through hampered in their industrial employment by
and railway bonds and governuient loans the increased cost of necessaries through the
"Ilail that kind of thing. But there is protective tax, and the consequent throw-
aotther position that I would desire to point ing out of employnent such a large
out t0 this House in order to try and con- proportion of the industrial class. The
ine hon. gentlemen who are yet skeptical condition that I want to point out is

thathe principles I advocate-that is that it impairs the prosperity of thethat we export to Great Britain $60,000,000 country, from the fact that those who
of C of the produce of the people produce from the raw material or the

anada and that we only import f rom raw products of the country are theGrea ritain fifty per cent of that. Our ones who produce the real wealth of the
Ports during the seven onth past have country, and to the extent that they are

Oucreased sixteen per cent to Great Britain. prevented in the distribution of their labour
increimports from Great Britain have only by a tax of 32 per cent, to that extent they

ased one per cent. What I argue is are unable to distribute the whole of the
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products of their industry in their various tle would not only have to pay the freight of
localities and are impoverished to that the vessel (oing across but they would have
extent. It is upon that element of the coin- to pay the f reight of the vessel coming this
munity the great tax which supports the way and in order to conduct such an oper-
country is laid and it has now become a ation on a profitable basis, you must have a
question, or should become a question with return cargo. It is that want cf a return
hon. gentlemen and with this governiment, cargo that is driving so much of oui trade
and with the people generally to say, is it to American seaports.
fair or wise in the commercial and financial
interests of the country that those who pro- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-You
duce froin the raw material of the Dominion pay the vessel te carry your stock across te
should be impoverished by a tax of 32 per the market and yen have lone with it when
cent upon the goods that cone back to pay you have paic your freight over.
thein for the product of their labour-not
only the 32 per cent upon the mere imports, I-Ion. Mr. BOULTUN-Ai you have to
but these imports are protected-they are co is to examine the trace returns of Canada
imposed for protective purposes in order to and of tue-United States and Great Britain
increase the vale of certain home industries and ether nations of the world and you wid
which are not natural to the country and see that there is n sucl thing as in
which produces the same effect in our inter- gold. Iv is not a theury I ain pointing eur,
nal trade that is now exposed in the returns it is a condition. 1 can give the hon. gen-
atlècting our foreign tracte. tileman a practical illustration of wliat 1

mean, in our ),eine life. JMy boys wanted
-Ion. 31r. MACIDONALI) (B.C.)-Sup te gev sone lumber te roof their stable and

posinp the von. gentleman proceeds tt rr s o

n n 0 makeHo.ri iMroe t. N-l youshaell o

Great Britain with a cargo f fat catte ail er tun anats

ca i he net get goid for it in Great Britain ho teer, 35 miles away, a small mil working
Can he nt brillg back the proceeds Ial in the woods sawing ties. Tbey wanted oats

soveresee tha ther iske no suc thin asap trfd in

i igaand paid 25 cents for them in lumber at $10
bill of exchiange, less the anieunt of the ex-pethsac.twaa ogdtneteau

Zn peithsa ndit. I calng giethne o. gen-l

change ue need net take cotton or iron green lumber i the cold weather, but the
or any thing else fer it but the bard gold, imaprovenents could not be made by selling
and if it can be done in the case of le lats for 10 cents and buying lumTer at s18,
individual t can be done in the case of the se they went te the mil and freighted t seir
whole country. ats there, and brought hack a return

freignt of lumber, and by doing so they
oaon. Mr. iOULTON-I can very well traded 300 bushels of oats for 7,500 feet ef

answer the con. gentleman. He canns t do lumber. To have obtajned the saine lumber
it. It would be impossible for each indi- in Russell would have taken 1,400 bushels
vidual to coniduct his own foreign trade. of oats. That is what I call a practical ex-

Hon. Mr. COCHR ANE-I haveexported ample of f ree trade in the necessaries of life.
ion. Mr s ofth uANd-I f ha lepr Now, sir, suppose the municipal council

many hundreds of thousands of dollars was to say, look here, we cannot allow that
worth of cattle to Great Britain and I we must protect our lumber erchants, yeu

always get the cash. must pay a tax on that lumber of 30 per

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You get it in cent, not only a tax on the $10, its first
cost but its cost with the value of the f reight
added, making it $15. If they were to do

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-I get exchange so it would stop the trade, because we could
for it. notfindthe $5per thousandtax by sellingoats

at 10 cents a bushel. That is on a small scale
Hon. Mr. iOULTON-Yes, but the hon. what we are doing here on a large scale.

gentleman is wrong. It would be utterly There is not gold enough in the country
impossible to send over a cargo of cattle at a to conduct the trade as the hon. gentle-
profit and bring back on a ship the amount man suggests. The large international
which it represents, in gold because those cat- commerce of Great Britain is carried on by
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ai interchange of about 6 per cent gold, the
te oCanada by an interchange of coin to
thextent of about 5 or 6 per cent and you
ehave to take the condition of affairs as they
exit There is no such thing as bringing
blk a lump of gold for a cargo of cattie or
luluber. it would be an utter impossibility,
80 You have to accept the position that in
ail international trade, it is imports that
Pay for the exports and not gold. My hon.
friend froin Compton sends lots of cattle andWhen he does so he draws on England andthe pay for those cattle comes back to thecountry in goods.

l'on. Mr. COCHRANE-It comes back
tae in cash.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-You purchase theexchange on England which is to buy a draftOr, the merchant in Canada who iniports the
9ods. Any one who understands how

usines8 is conducted will say that is theWay it is carried on.

ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
do y0do with the profit on the goods thato in?

lion. Mr. BOULTON-The profit is
9Pt away. We send out of the country$900000 worth, and we bring back3000,OO worth.

ion. Mr. McCALLUM-Where does thealance go?

ion. Mr. BOULTON-It goes to pay thei1terest on our national and other foreignIndebtedness.

lion. Ir. McCALLUM-We are paying
MOlething with it.

is011n Mr. BOULTON-Certainly, but it
Ita" evidence that we are working at a loss.be - Worth while paying attention to it

cause the subject is of the gravest consid-
eration to the House and to the country gen-
iralY. The condition in the United States
18 exactly the same. There is a protectivehuntry• They export $150,000,000 more
financi ey IMport and you can see what the
day, al condition of the United States is to-
er ou can see the effort that the new gov-
tatehnt in that country is making to resusci-
crindite enue and improve the commercial
goirig hn' but in my opinion they are not

5 e right way about it. Mr. Dingley,

the chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, says : "We have to raise the revenue.
We have lost one hundred and fifty-five
millions of dollars in the last four years in
deficits. We have to replace that, and the
only way to replace it is by increasing the
duties upon the imports." That is contrary
to all economic principles, because it has
been proved by the experience of Great
Britain that if you want to raise your reve-
nue that is dependent upon customs duties
you must lower your custom duties. The
increasing of your tariff only increases
the difficulties under which you are labour-
ing. I should like to read what the Hon.
Mr. Lyman Gage said on the subject. He
is a gentleman who was president of the
First National Bank of Chicago and is now
Secretary in the President's Cabinet. He
enters that cabinet with these views, which
I take from a late issue of the Review of
Reviews :

If a country has trade and commerce beyond its
own boundaries and desires to establish and extend
such trade, then its interests require the use of
that money which is current in the market where
its foreign trade is settled. At the present time
the market is Great Britain. If the United States
of America is to take that position in the world's
progress which we confidently hope for, it must be
by the extension of its trade and commerce with
other parts of the world. Whatever favours this
favours our nation's development ; whatever hin-
ders this hampers and restricts our progress.

Those are the utterances of a member of
Mr. McKinley's Cabinet though they were
uttered in connection with the currency they
are just applicable to the principles of pro-
tection. You have only got to change the
first paragraph and make it read "If a
country has trade and commerce beyond its
own boundaries and desires to establish and
extend such trade then its interests require
to assimilate its tariff or commercial policy
to the market where the foreign trade is
settled. At the present time the market
is Great Britain. Such are the liberal
principles of that gentleman that according
to public report Mr. Gage was invited
by President Cleveland five years ago to
take a seat in his cabinet, and to-day he
is invited by President McKinley to take
a seat in the Republican cabinet. Mr.
Gage is a Republican and although he was
expressing democratic views on the trade
question, he preferred to carry the reforms
that he desired to see effected into his own
party, rather than join the other party, but it
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shows the sentiments with which a member of
the present protectionist cabinet is imbued.
Those are the sentiments which I wish to,
express here-if we want to extend our
foreign trade we have to pursue a different
policy f rom that which we are following to-
day because the tariff as it exists is bound
to draw more and more every year upon the
profits of our industry, and the only way to
resuscitate it is to move in the directionof free
trade. Some bankers who have bolstered
up our smaller manufacturing industries fear
from the condition they are in that serious
difficulties may soon appear. That wrench
is to come some day or other, and the sooner
it is brought about the easier it will be on
the people of the country and our financial
interests. A great many people think that
the abolition of the tariff in Great Britain
was affected by the sliding scale, but that is
a mistake. Sir Robert Peel on the 26th of
June after a century or more of protection,
brought the Corn Laws down from eighteen
shillings to four shillings, and in four yea-s'
time 75 per cent of that four shillings was
to be knocked off and in 1869 the one shil-
ling remaining was knocked off. They were
not afraid of a wrench. The policy of free
trade was commenced in 1843, and absolute
in 1846, and hon. gentlemen can see for
themselves by the great prosperity of the
people of Great Britain what has been ef-
fected in consequence of the abolition of
those duties. It is to come down to a
condition of that kind that I hope the present
government is contemplating. Many people
say the present government do not con-
template anything of the kind. We hear of
retaliation, of carrying on a commercial and
industrial war with the people of the United
States. I must say there is a great deal one
hears that causes those who desire to see an
extension of our foreign brought about to
be suspicious from the present attitude of
the government, but as the hon. leader of
the opposition said they might be after al
only artful dodgers, and while keeping their
own counsel they are really intending to act
honestly by the people. The utterance o
the hon. gentleman who moved the addres
and who, I have no doubt to a certain ex
tent is in the confidence of the government
gave one indication of free trade tendencie
in so far as he said it was desirable to ex
tend our trade in that direction where ou
trade was admitted free. If the govern
ment will only make that first step I sa3

that they will make a very important step.
I am prepared to say that under present
conditions in the United States by their
refusal to consider us as a next door neigh-
bour, we are bound only to consider our own
interests, but for the present while I hope
that retaliation will not be instituted, while
I hope we will show no temper of any kind
or description because any person or nation
gets the worst of it by losing teinper, while
I do not advocate retaliation, I would advo-
cate a waiting policy in any changes of tariff
with our neighbours except in those articles
we may find it to our own interest to jfoster,
to see what their tariff will develop into. I
see that the tariff is to be passed in the
House of Representatives in Washington
to-day and is to go before the Senate. We
are in a position now that we need not be
af raid to show a preference to Great Britain
as against the United States. The action
of United States should cast that fear aside
from every Canadian's mind. We are simp-
ly putting our hands across the ocean to the
mother country and offering to trade with
them on the sameterms asthey tradewith us.
The state of Massachusetts and the state of
Minnesota and California though separated
by enormous distances being part of the
same union trade freely with each other
across the continent, and we should adopt
the same principle and have free trade
with the mother country, but we are not
going to close our doors to any nation
that gives us most favoured nation treat-
ment and enters into a treaty with us.
That is not discrimination, all that the
people of the United States have to do
is to accord to us what we are quite willing
to accord to thein. The fallacy that a market
of seventy million of people is of more value
than a market of five million of people must
be apparent. Everybody knows that the
selling power of five million of people can
not be greater than their purchasing power.
We cannot sell a dollar more to the seventy
millions than we are able to purchase from
them and therefore there should be nothing
in that. We have this condition of things
opened to us to-day. There has been a

- change of government. The Conservative
party had been in power for 18 years, work-
ing under a protective policy. I was a sup-

- porter of the national policy for years and
I do not regret it because it has accompli-

- shed a certain benefit to the country. It
y has enabled us to do a great deal that prob-
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ably We would not have been able to ac-
c0 mplish as rapidly as it was done, and

own us the weakness of protection. Having
PerfOrred it so rapidly, it has been natur-
411Y more expensive, and as soon as I began

o realIze to myself what the commercial
condition of the country was after 15 years
of that policy I came to the conclusion that
a change was desirable and the change which
every loyal and patriotic Canadian desires
's to see closer trade relations with the
mother country.

hon. Mr. MACDONALD
ehange a good thing I

(B.C.)-Why

'Ion. Mr. BOULTON-It may be very
good to you. I acknowledge it is to some,
but Where it is very good for one, it is bad
for One hundred, and it is for the hundred
that I am speaking and not for the one.
then you see commercial restrictions upon
the necessaries of life creating an artificially
high Price you know that the comfort of the

bnfldred must be reduced, and a complete
8uhmergence of the unemployed. When
Prices are raised by any artificial means,
there is a submergence of a portion of

e industrial classes to the extent those
prices are artificially increased and by the
enforced idleness of a portion of the popula-
tiOn by the over production of manufacturedarticles, and a decrease of purchasing power

a lirnited market the national and com-
Irercial interests suffer. When I see finan-
Cial distress emanating as it is undoubtedly

anating when a nation parts with ninety-
gete millions of dollars exports and only
for lseventy-three millions of dollars back

, say it is bound to get serious. The
the al government are in power to-day ontestrength of their policy to abolish pro-tectjon- and to adopt free trade. For 18

ar they have been denouncing theVicione
therse of protection. For 18 years

country has been educated so far as they
Wera prepared to receive that education, to
ci nowledging the claims of the broad prin-

tb Of free trade, and the country expects
beral party to deal with the tarif, not

half-hearted way, but with honesty ofrpae and to carry out principles they
hae . long advocated. So far as I knowthe e 1ews of the people of Canada, they
plect the Liberal party to carry out this

diy and if they fail to do so they will been1OurCed as dishoneet politicians and will

lose the votes not merely of their opponents
but of their friends as well. I am only
pointing this out in a friendly way to the
government. I know the difficulties they
have to contend with, I know the pressure
that is brought to bear on them by large
and very powerful interests, but there is
only one way of coming before the people of
Canada and that is in an honest and upright
way and to carry out the principles that
they have advocated. If the Conservative
party are true to their traditions, if they are
loyal to the British empire and patriotic to
Canada, honest in opposing the Liberal party
only in faults of administration, they will
assist them by every means in their power
to bring about closer trade relations with
Great Britain and promote the unity of the
British empire. Now is the time, in the
Jubilee year of Her Majesty, when the Con-
servative party have an opportunity to sink
political differences and unite in assisting
the Liberal party to carry out that policy
and send the premier home with a resolu-
tion in his pocket oifering the practical
loyalty of Canadians to British policy. It
is not always the duty of an opposition to
oppose what may prove to be a good prac-
ticable policy. Where a broad policy is
brought down, if it is thought desirable that
the proposed change should be made, then
it is the duty of the opposition to help to
carry that out and confine their opposition
to legitimate subjects for the sake of secur-
ing good government for the country. I
hope that the discussion which is likely to
take place on the tarif will prepare the feel-
ing that it is going to draw Canada into
closer commercial relations with the British
empire by trading freely with one another
in the same way that the United King-
dom trades with the rest of the world,
and pursuing a policy which has given
them such prosperity, such physical power
and political influence. If we cast our eye
on the map of the world and look at the
British Isles we cannot fail to realize that
they occupy about the same space upon the
surface of the world as the brain does in the
human body and exercising the same in-
fluence. The reason of that is that their
people have opened their minds to enlighten
men and civilization upon the highest plane
yet developed, and they are gradually dis-
tributing that enlightenment and civilization
through the force of their commercial policy.
If we allow ourselves to realize its force and
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cast in our lot with them, not in a carping
spirit of protection, we will have an honour-
able share in that political influence and that
physical power which extends throughout
the four corners of the world. Now is the
time to show that patriotism and loyalty to
the empire by assisting the Liberal party in
carrying out that policy. Of course, if the
Conservative party are going to refuse to
shake hands commercially with the British
Isles, then the Liberal party will not go
one bit further than the Conservative party
will permit them, because their motto is
business is business. I know that the
people in the country want such a policy.
I have come down sixteen hundred miles
through the country, and have met Conser-
vatives and Liberals, and all have united in
saying, " Let us have free trade with Britain,
but keep up the tariff against the United
States, until a treaty of friendship and
commerce can be obtained." I would say
to my hon. friends from Montreal, no doubt
they will feel that thev will be more or less
affected by the lowerinig of the tariff, so far
as their manufacturing industries are con-
cerned, but I am perfectly confident that
the generality of manufacturers will not be
injured at all, that there will be, compara-
tively speaking, very little loss under any
circumstances to any established industry,

We can in the meantime institute a policy
such as I have been advocating, such as is
mentioned in a great many public news-
papers, and which has been intimated by the
honourable mover of the address. Always
the question is argued, where will we get a
revenue-there will be $7,000,000 lost on
articles imported from Great Britain. I say
put a higher duty on spirits and tobacco.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-We will have pro-
hibition.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have not pro-
hibition yet. All the Australian colonies
have $3.50 on spirits.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-You have that on
spirits now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, we have only
$1.70 excise.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-You have $3.40.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Australian
colonies have $3.50 a gallon on spirits, and
if we were to put $3.50 a gallon on spirits
and increase the excise on tobacco, we
would easily raise the $7,000,000.

An Hon. MEMBER-You would have
smuggling.

because the working of free trade will sus- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have got to
tain them, if not exactly in the same posi- deal with smuggling. Therearesevenmillions
tion, in another position. The experience to go upon to put down smuggling. It is
of the world is that, wherever a sea port is merely a matter of money, and honesty of
made a free trade port, the country for purpose on the part of the employees of the
five or six hundred miles in its vicinity is government whether smuggling can be put
benefited and its trade concentrated there. down or not. But there is the revenue
If we adopt the policy which I have ad- which can be provided at once. Now, is it
vocated, you will at once make the port of better to put the collection of that $7,000,-
Montreal and the port of Quebec the most 000 oE revenue on those who drink liquors
flourishing ports on this continent. The and smoke tobacco or put it on the farmer
same may be said of Halifax, St. John and the miner and the lumberman and those
and all ports accessible to water carriage. engaged in producing from our natural
What is more, I believe the people along the resources and our industry generally and
northern boundary of the United Sates will collect it f rom them on the necessaries of life.
begin to realize at once from the activity of That is what you have got to consider. It is
the commerce and trade that will be developed not a question of direct taxation at all,
under such conditions the benefit of the free' because direct taxation is not necessary, but
trade policy and they will use their influence you have got to satisfy your mind on whether
with their own government to follow a simi- you will impose taxation in that way or im-
lar course. I suppose every one in Canada pose it upon the industries of the country.
will admit that if the people of the United So far as the question of revenue is con-
States will take down their tariff and trade cerned it is out of the question altogether.
on an entirely f ree trade basis such as Great You can put a portion of the revenue on
Britain there will be no desire on the part tea, but it is not necessary to touch teas,
of any one to keep up a tariff against them. in my opinion. I would like to say some-
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thing about retaliation. Of course, a great ment to the fact-had provided that these
d-eal has been said about a retaliatory policy. saw-logs should be manufactured in Canada
llnO. gentlemen have read the interview it would have simplified matters so far as
with the hon. Minister of Militia and we the international difficulty is concerned,
saw what the hon. Finance Minister is re- because it becomes an international difficulty
Ported to have said, that he will not only put when we undertake to put an export duty
a duty on soft coal but on anthracite also, if on anything going into a country that is in
the Anierican people do not consider us the habit of using it and Ontario would
at all in the matter of lumber or coal get just as good a price. 1 think there
duty, but what they are looking to is is more profit to Ontario in a trade of

the great competition springing up on 300,000,000 feet lumber than in a trade of
.he Pacific sea board. China is deliver- 300,000,000 feet logs and certainly a great
'ng coal at San Francisco, and underselling deal more in the general trade of the coun-
anything that goes in there by three or four try. However, that is beside the question.
.dollars a ton. It is that fact that is help- What I wish to say is that when the people
1ng to attract the attention of the Americans of the United States undertake to put $2 a
ai the framing of their tariff on coal. Then thousand duty upon the lumber that goes
with regard to the duty on lumber, it will into their country from Canada and

e a tremendous injury to the northern increased the duty upon wood pulp and the
lulbermen along the borders of Michigan, American lumbermen and Canadian lumber-
aving that duty of $2 a thousand. They men are working side by side, the Cana-
o not want it. It is put on in the interest Jians are cut out-the ground is cut out

Of the southern lumbermen who desire to from under their feet entirely by the fact
shove their lumber to the north and enter that American lumbermen can be so much
Into competition with the lumber which better off by not having to pay the duty on
comes fron Canada, and they propose to do pulp wood and saw-logs that it is impossible
that by taxing our lumber that goes into for us to allow such a condition of affairs to
the American market. I am astonished to continue if we have any self respect and any
see in the trade and navigation returns that interest in our own welfare and in the dignity
there is only cognizance taken in our exports of the country. Lumber is not like wheat or
of 157,000 logs, and they are valued at a fish which can be reproduced from year to
million dollars. I am not overstating the year, because timber limits are perishable.
case when I say that there are 300,000,000 It takes fifty years to grow a merchantable
feet of Canadian logs taken across Lake pine tree, consequently we are parting with

Iuron from Canada to the mills of Michigan something that we cannot replace at any
and there is no cognizance whatever taken rate under fifty years, and it is very doubt-

t that in our export returns. What would ful if the wealth will come back again that
hat show in our export returns if it was we are now cutting off at the enornous rate

Published I do not suppose there is a single of 300,000,000 feet per year. Now, so far as
'tom-house or barrier erected on the north retaliation is concerned, I think it would be
Shore of Lake Huron to prevent the American wiser for the country to confine any retalia-

auOaberMen from taking their whole plant tion to that. So far as retaliation upon
d outfit into the woods from the state of coal or anything else is concerned, that is

thichigan and taking back saw-logs, and all foreign to the principles of any one who
O at is left in the country is merely the duty advocate free trade, and if the hon.0 îitario has collected upon those logs. I minister is intent upon carrying out what
riuight refer also to Lake Superior where the he says in the interests of his province,Baie thing applies in the matter of then, of course, he ceases to advocate the

Wood. What I' wish to point out principles of the Liberal party that we have
18 that fact that there is as large export heard advocated for so many years. The
Of Our mnost valuable raw product going on manner in which the government has been
W othout any knowledge on the part of the formed, out of men who have been unknown
pie of Canada or government. I suppose to the Canadian public at large is somewhat
Ortation could be obtained from the pro- peculiar. For instance the Finance Minister

oe Of Ontario. If the province of Ontario, is not known except by name to the great
W'hen they sold those limits-and it is worth masses of the people, and the Minister of

hile drawing the attention of the govern- Railways and Canals is not known to the
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great masses of the people, while the hon.
Minister of Interior is only known to the
great mass of the people by his connection
with the school question. None of these
gentlemen are pledged to carrying out the
policy that those members of the Liberal
party were pledged to by virtue of their
public utterances for the last 15 years. We
know exactly what the policy of the Min-
ister of Trade and Commerce has been and
what it is to-day and we know the utter-
ances of Mr. Laurier, and the country can
hold them responsible for their utterances
and the policy they have advocated; but
when it comes to other Ministers who have
notbeenbeforethe Canadian public until they
became members of the present government,
they are not responsible to the country at
all and feel more at liberty to advocate the
interests of their own particular locality
than they are to advocate the principles
which should guide the government in con-
ducting the affairs of a large country such
as Canada. With regard to iron, I would
like to say a few words, because it is a very
important subject. We put a duty of $4
a ton on iron, I think in 1888. We put it
on for the purpose of developing the produc-
tion of pig iron. But the iron production
in the country is decreasing and has been
decreasing from the past five years, showing
that that duty has not effected the purpose
for which it was imposed. I can give hon.
gentlemen the exact figures :

Importations of pig iron.

1891 ..................
1892 ..................
1893 ..................
1894 .................
1895 ..................
1896...................

Tons.
81,000
69,000
56,000
42,000
31,000
36,000

So that hon. gentlemen will see that it fell
from 81.000 tons in 1891 to 31,000 tons in
1895. There was a reason for that, because
protection was increasing the amount of pro-
duction. Then, as to the production of iron
and iron ore in the Dominion it is as follows :

Pig iron.
1891 ....23,000
1892.. . .42,000
1893 ... .55,000
1894.. . .49,000
1895 ... .49,000
1896.. . .40,000

tons
Iron ore.
69,000 tons.

103,000 "
124,000 "
109,000 "
102,000 "
88,000 "

We exported of iron ore in:

1873............ ......
1880........ ..........
1885..................
1890...............·· ·
1895 ..................

Tons.

47,000
50,000
54,000
14,000
2,300

In 1891 there was an importation of 81,-
000 tons and a production of 23,000 tons, a
total of 104,000 tons consumed in the coun-
try. In 1896 we produced 40,000 tons and
we imported 36,000 tons so that there has
been a falling off of 30,000 tons in the pro-
duction and importation of iron, nearly 30
per cent less iron consumed in the manufac-
turing industry in Canada. That is the
result only in a short space of five years.
Our mineral return here shows that in the
past year there has been a decrease between
1895 and 1896 of 14,191 tons of iron ore,
which makes a decrease of about 7,000 tons
of pig iron, then see how our export of iron
ore has fallen off. If the imposition
of $4 a ton duty upon the production of
iron in Canada produces that result in five
years, in one of the most important materials
that enters into the industries of the coun-
try, what is the use of keeping a duty of $4
a ton on it, because when you impose $4 a
ton duty to ensure the production of 36,000
tons of pig iron you in consequence of that
compel the government while that duty is
maintained, to put an enormously high pro-
tective tariff upon the whole $12,000,000
worth of iron manufactures that has been
imported in the country. We imported $12,-
000,000 worth of materials made f rom iron.
Now, when you put on $4 a ton duty on that
36,000 tons of iron you are taxing the peo-
ple not only upon the $12,000,000 worth of
material, of which iron is the principal
component, but you also tax them upon
every particle of iron that is manufactured
in the country out.of the importation of pig
iron and the production of pig iron arti-
ficially increased in price, so that you m ill
see what an enormqus tax you are putting
on the industries of the country in the shape
of the cost of tools, machinery and every-
thingthat iron enters into the manufacture of
iron and what for 1 . To induce the produc-
tion in Nova Scotia of 36,000 tons of native
iron ! There is the broad fact that you have
got to study out, and if there has been a
falling off in consumption of 30,000 tons of
pig iron since 1891, is it not evidence that
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there is less iron being consumed or less ma-
nufacture being maintained in the matter of
iron1 and less employment of lafour ? I do not
think hon. gentlemen can for one moment
corne to any other conclusion, and if you
Put all that I have told you with regard to
this alongside of the fact that with our ex-
Ports during the past eight months far
exceedingourinports byS20,000,000and just
taking up this one article of iron-though I
14ight take up many other articles of indus-
try and probably show the same result, you

'ill see more clearly that we are impover-
lug ourselves by a greater exportation,

than importation, and it is further evidence
that the country is poorer by the fact that
We are flot able to consume the amount of
'ron now that we were previously doing.
1 think I have said upon that portion of the
&ddress as much as the patience of the House

pill permit. The next subject submitted to
t Il the Franchise Act. I am not prepared
e deal with that question further than to
express the hope that when the government
toes corne to thrash out the Franchise Act
they will carry out the spirit of our Cana-
dian nationality and make it a national
ranchise. The adoption of the provincial

franchise for Dominion elections is not a
Sound principle. If we want to make a

orogeneous people and maintain the in-
tegrity of this national government I saythis parliament must not in any shape orforru put itself under the control of the
Provincial governments. We have to keep
Pis parliament free from the control of the
provincial governnents. The disposition of
provincial governments is, I may say, rather

'imPoverish the national government. The
9overnment is asked for national aid for en-

thrprises in every province which increasese value of provincial assets. Provincial
governments lay hands violently-I will not
8y violently, because they are no doubt

tio Within their constitutional rights--
UPo" this tax and that tax, and expect the

hOinion government to be carried on and
te country to be governed fromn the Atlantic

• the «Pacific without the resources on whichIt is depending for its financial strength and
Wlthout which the large responsibilities de-

Voling upon this government cannot be
ruaintained. We must not, therefore, put
ourselves under the control of the provincial
governmnts, otherwise the usefulness,
trength and dignity of this government

""9gt be impaired.

We can use the provincial lists or muni-
cipal lists as a basis to ensure the largest
number entitled to vote exercising their
franchise, but the voters' list should be com-
piled under federal authority and simple
machinery established to secure an up-to-
date list. It is easier to lower the franchise
when there is a strong public demand for it,
than to withdraw the power conferred by
manhood suffrage, the franchise is practically
manhood suffrage for the industrial classes,
a step lower would weaken sound principles
of government under existing circumstances.
The national government has incurred a
heavy debt to bind the provinces together
in a national life with a national spirit, and
to make internal trade not only possible but
practicable. We have reached the end of
our tether in revenue under protection,
unless more borrowing is resorted to. When
therefore an enterprise that is going to
develop provincial resources seeks the
strengthening aid of the national credit, the
national governinent should receive an asset
froni the provincial government, if the
national credit is to be maintained, and is
to be utilized for the development of our
country. Therefore the national govern-
ment should not receive its inspiration
through the interests of provincial govern-
ments but through an independent expres-
sion of the national will of the people
through their federal franchise.

We are engaged in an honourable and
great effort to govern as large a territory as
Russia, one might say, upon the principles of
self-government. Our people have been
educated in political life under the Liberal
ægis of the British constitution, and, while
there is still room for a great deal of im-
provement, they are developing a self-reli-
ance and a knowledge of political life that
is enabling them to succeed admirably well ;
but if we are going to assist the British
empire by the national strength developed
within ourselves, we mnust maintain the
strength of the national government, and
the dignified position due to a nation.
Therefore, I hope that when the Franchise
Bill is thrashed out, it will be thrashed out
on that principle. It is quite possible it
may not be brought forward this session,
but it may be introduced to be considered
and discussed during the recess. With
regard to the canais, I think the action that
the government has taken in regard to them
is worthy of every commendation. There
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are one or two canals that require to be Canada should be clearly ascertained on the
deepened in order to give effect to the subject of prohibition." Now, it is impossi-
expenditure we have already incurred, and ble to ascertain clearly "the mind of the
to give us fourteen feet of navigation clear people of Canada" by nieans of a plebiscite,
to the ocean, and that is all in accordance because the only people which will vote on
with the development of foreign trade. a plebiscite will be those who are anxious to
What we want is to have our water com- see the law enacted, and those who do not
munication to reach as far inland as it care to see such a law invoked will not turn
possibly can, because it is the cheapest mode out to vote. It only shows the earnestness
of transport, and it aids the people to en- of those who will turn out to vote for it.
large their foreign trade. With regard to That is the only effect. The plebiscite in
the Intercolonial Railway system, I shall not the province of Ontario has been unproduc-
refer to it, although that is, of course, tive of anything useful and in the province
intimately connected with the duty of Manitoba it is the same way. Ail the
on coal. The rates on the Intercolonial votes taken there only showed the earnesb-
Railway are made so low that it is unprofit- ness of a certain class of the population. So
able to the country as far as freight is con it will be with this proposed Dominion
cerned, but it is done for the purpose of plebiscite; the only effect it will have is to
driving Nova Scotia coal as far west as show a very large vote in its favour in
possible, and with that and a duty of 60 cents Canada, and what is the government going
a ton it is endeavouring to bolster up our to do when they get the vote? Are they
coal industry, I think it is a poor way to going to say this vote does not represent a
bolster it up ; without it we should succeed majority of the people of Canada? There
as well as they do in Great Britain under are so many votes polled at general elections
free trade, and make the coal and iron and you may only get 30 or 40 per cent of
mines of Nova Scotia contribute to the the vote in this plebiscite. Do you expect
workshops of the world. So far as cold under such circumstances the government is
storage and accommodation for creameries going to bring in a bill with a backing of
are concerned, the government deserve only 30 or 40 per cent of the electors to
every credit for the laudable efforts they enforce upon the country a sumptuary law
are putting forth in that direction. It is a which many well-wishers of the temperance
matter of importance to the people of west- cause and advanced thinkers amongst tem-
ern Canada, who have some sixteen or perance worker do not regard as a sound
eighteen hundred miles of land carriage, and principle of legislation ?
who could not possibly export their perish- It is useless to pass a law which the ma-
able produce without the cold storage sys- jority of the people are opposed to. We are
tem, and I am quite satisfied that under the told that if the government increase the
able guidance of Professor Robertson, the duty on liquors it will induce the people to
governinent will be able to develop a sys- smuggle. There is this to be said, if you
tem that will increase the exports of dairy raise the duty on liquors and tobacco and
and other perishable produce to a very get a revenue of seven or eight millions of
great degree. There is another question dollars additional from it, you have got
that J feel I could not pass without remark some money with which to stop smuggling,
and that is the question of prohibition. I but under prohibition you collect no revenue
take strong ground upon that question and f rom the manufacture of liquor and you have
the question of a plebiscite. For my part I no financial means to stop the illegal and
do not think the plebiscite is a constitu- illicit manufacture and sale of it. So far as
tional way of dealing with a question of I am concerned, I applaud the efforts that
that kind, or iii fact a question of any kind. the temperance people are putting forth. J

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think it is
unconstitutional in this way, that it has no
effect whatever. The speech says: "It is
desirable that the mind of the people of

admire their persistence and I like their ex-
ample, but they have got to use discretion
and judgment in forcing upon the country
extreme views which are not sound. We
are surrounded on all sides with inaterial
out of which we can make alcohol. You can
go into your garden, or into the woods or
into the vineyards, the wheat fields, the
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barley field or the corn field and on every that if the country was drawn into any act
hanUd You will find the utmost profusion of that would lead to prohibition, it would be
Inaterial out of which you can manufacture a great mistake. The Scott Act which was
alcohol for yourself. promoted by my hon. friend the Secretary

of S tate was brought about by a plebiscite and
lon. Mr. CLEMOW-That will be free what is the result ? It is, I think, practically

trade in liquor. a dead letter. It is the law still, but the
people do not use it for their self protection,

lon. Mr. BOU LTON-Yes, without any and as the Seriptures say : " The last stage
revenue. What I say is, that if you reduce of that man is worse than the first." If we
the country to that condition and make it adopt a prohibitory law and it failed to
illegal to manufacture or sell liquor, you receive the support and the respect of the
B1Inply drive into dark places the vice majority of the people, when we relapse we
arising from the abuse of liquor which is relapse into a worse condition, and it would
1low being controlled by the governnent and i be better for the temperance people not to
Which is brought alongside of a better class force the hand of the government at the
.f People, and to the extent that vice meets present moment but wait patiently to see

righteousness face to face to that extent is what the effect of their example is before
vice going to be suppressed. But if you trying to rush this question on the country.
drive vice into dark places it will be carried The calamity which has befallen our fellow
on secretly and young people will be drawn subjects in India has evoked widespread
toWards it because you must recollect it is sympathy in this country, and this clause of
going to be very profitable without an the speech has been adopted in view of the
excise law to manufacture liquor, and when efforts put forth by the people of Canada,
You have the manufacture going on the and I would refer particularly to the
len who produce it will go into dark places Montreal Star, and also to the efforts of

tO find customers. The statistics the tein- their Excellencies the Governor General and
perance press furnishes placing liquor at the Lady Aberdeen have put forth and the
head of the cost of consumptial articles is efforts of the lieutenant-governors of the
tnisleading. If all the goods enumerated various provinces, all of whom have
lonlgside of it had a heavy excise added to been the niediums of liberal subscriptions

the original cost, liquor would not occupy from the people. It is a magnificent
the leading place assigned to it. The abuse of offering and it has been taken advantage of
liquor we must all deplore. In the consump- by the Canadian people not only to relieve
t'on of it is a very large proportion of waste. the suffering people of India, but also to call
't is not waste when taken for heathful pur- forth the charitable impulses of th- people.
Poses or in moderation, but when it is taken We all understand that it is more blessed to
'1 excess it is waste. What does the govern- give t han to receive and when the charitable
nient dc? They go round and collect this instincts of the people are called forth on
Wste and bring it into the revenue. It public occasions of this kind it is an
Wou.ld be all waste if we had prohibition, admirable incentive to a higher national
hIut a revenue is created out of that waste character. There is one other subject I
for the support of the country. I fail to desire to take up though it is not referred
see in the Scriptures, that should be our to in the address-it is the subject of the
guide in national life, any law or instruction Canadian Pacific Railway and its connec-
by which the public sale of liquor is pro- tion with the Crow's Nest Pass Railway.
hibited, we can see plenty of instances where It is a subject which has created a great

the abuse of it will be punished, but none deal of interest throughout the country and
Where prohibition is required or called for. especially in the west-our railway commu-
The removal of temptation is not one of the nications and the development of our re-
Principles of Scriptures ; it is self control that sources. The Toronto Globe, no doubt speak-
We are in duty bound te exercise over our- ing on behalf of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
selves in order to restrict the abuses and the way Company, has been full of articles advo-
excesses to which we are tempted, and also cating a bonus or other assistance to their

an example to our neighbour. That is railway for the construction of the Crow's
what 1s enjoined upon us and net the total Nest Pass Railway. Some newspapers have
Prohibition of liquor. I feel quite confident controverted that position, feeling that the
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Canadian Pacific Railway should have no
further strengthening, but rather the reverse,
and that the government should themselves
undertake the construction of that road.
The position laid down by the Toronto Globe
is that the Dominion government, having
entered into an agreement with the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company by which the
latter were to earn ten per cent on their
capital before there was to be any inter-
ference with their rights to levy freight
rates to suit themselves, the government
should take advantage of the present
position and offer a bonus to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, rnaking it a con-
dition that they should forego this advantage
they possessed under that agreement. While
I am desirous of assisting the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway Company in every way that I can
so far as to strengthen its position in the coun-
try and enable it to carry on the trade of
the country and maintain the credit of the
Dominion, I do not agree with the sugges-
tion of the Globe. In the first place, I do
not allow that that ten per cent which the
Globe claims the railway is allowed to earn, is
worth anything. The agreement between the
Dominion government and the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway Company was thatuponthe capital
which was invested in the construction of
the main line between Callendar Station and
the Pacific Ocean, they should be entitled to
receive ten per cent before any reduction of
rates could be called for by the government.
My interpretation of that is this, that if the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company claimed
that as a bond, they should be reminded of
the story of the Merchant of Venice, where
the celebrated case was before the court and
Portia said " the law gives you the bond but
not one drop of blood." That is the position
we have to hold the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company in. If the company put for-
ward a claim to ten per cent, then the govern-
ment should value the line from Callendar
Station to the Pacifie Ocean, and deduct
from that the cost of the roads given to the
company, the money bonuses given to the
company and the value of the land grants
and upon the difference the company is en-
titled to ten per cent. That is the e-xtent
of the privilege that can be claimed properly
or justly under the Dominion agreement not
upon an indefinite increase of capital account
raised at the will of the directors. There-
fore when that is put forward as a reason
why the country should pay three millions

of dollars towards constructing the Crow's
Nest Pass Railway, I say it is no argument
at all. If the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company is to be assisted at all, it must be
on the merits of the project and the require-
ments of the company. The earnings of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway this past year
have been $8,000,000 over and above the
expenses and the fact that the largest profits
earned are in those months in which our
wheat and cattle and heavy products are
being carried to market, are an evidence
that the farming community hears the brunt
of the revenue of the railway.

That $8,000,000 is the net profit which
goes to the payments of the dividends. The
fixed charges have very nearly reached $7,-
000,000. The common stock amounts to
$65,000,000, and on that 2j per cent
was paid last year. As these fixed char-
ges creep up, naturally the common stock
must fall back, unless increased earnings
or assets strengthen it, because the com-
pany cannot go on increasing the fixed
charges and maintain an interest on this
common stock. Three million was added to
the fixed charges during the last year by a
sale of preference shares amounting to about
$3,000,000 and the fixed charges are creep-
ing up 'gradually. I am a friend of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company (though
perhaps too candid a friend), and I wish to
help that work as a national work all that I
possibly can, but it is necessary for the pub-
lie to keep a check upon large co:porations,
otherwise they will bring ruin, not only
upon the country but upon themnselves in
time. The directors are able business men
and so far as railway men are concerned
they are second to none on this continent,
but large corporations which are virtually
monopolies must not forget that the public
are partners with them. The public furnish
the traffic that enables them to pay their way
and meet their dividends. It is their interest
in preventing, if it is possible to do so by
legislation the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company orany other corporation getting into
the position which the United States railway
corporations have reached-that is extract-
ing the last drop of blood which they can
take from the people, and which the Toronto
Globe says is the natural outcome of all cor-
porations, but which ultimately brings un-
avoidable destruction to vested interests
when established upon an unsound basis.
If this is the spirit in which corporations
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act, the public must take the reverse position
and check the growth of capital on the part
Of the companies. The earning power of the
People is limited in their ability to meet
Undue drafts upon it. I wish to see the Cana-
dian Pa-ific Railway maintained in itspresent superior state for the benefit of the
country and for its own credit. When
through our legislation, innocent purchasers

ecoime creditors, we are bound in honour to
sustain them, but when we see that the con-
dition of affairs is growing and increasing
by the increased capital account beyond the
legitimate earning power of the country,
then I say we have to raise a warning
voice. The Canadian Pacific Railway
runs for 7,250 miles in Canada and nearly
9,00 miles ih. Canada and the United States
Jointly. It is a huge enterprise so far asrailway construction and management areconcerned but we who are living in the

interior of the country and have to pay on
an average for 2,000 miles of land transpor-
tation will demand an inquiry into the rates
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, so as totry and reduce them without impairing thecredit of the company, in such a manner
that the prosperity of the country and ofthe people who are producing the raw mater-
'al fromn which the wealth of the country isderived, can be maintained. Every soul in
Manitoba and the North-west Territories is
"PPorted by what comes from the soil
iretly or indirectly and to the extent

that the tariff reduces their earning
POwer or the rates of the railway reduce

eir profit, to that extent is every man,wonian and child in that country im-
POverished. Mr. Hague of the Merchantsbank, who said last night in his lecture the-anks have lost millions in the North-west
justifies my warning. To the extent that the
tana'dian Pacific Railway Company reduces

at rates on our products and leaves a largerinargin of profit to the farmers, to that extentarethe farmers benefited, immigration attrac-ted, and the profits now drawn off are distri-
buted through the country. Totheextentthat
they prosper, will the country be attractive

immigrants and it is that view that the
tanadian Pacific Railway Conpany should
ae The west supports 4,000 miles of that
aw'ay with much heavier rates than the3,000 miles in the eastern sections have to

P&y When the directors of that company
Ineet they simply concentrate their ideasuPon the earning power of the road and the

possibility of extracting dividends and dis-
counting future profits. They do not realize
the way in which large sections and large
communities are impoverished by high
rates. They reduced their rates upon the
Edmonton road and for the farmers at the
foot of the Rocky Mountains to enable
them to get their produce into the mines
but it was only the competition of the
American railways induced that. To the
extent that they reduce the rates, they
support the farmers and to that extent are
they able to attract their friends to that
section of the country. The Crow's Nest
Pass Railway is a project of importance, not
only for the developinent of resources which
show great power of development, but also
for the purpose of turning those resources
on to the main line of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. The more we enrich the Can-
adian Pacific Railway by finding traffic for
it, the lower the rates can be reduced. The
more we allow foreign lines to take that
trade away from the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way the more will the railway weaken and
the further off we will be from getting any
reduction of rates. What I say-and hon.
gentlemen have heard me argue this ques-
tion in the House before-is not to give a
penny to the Canadian Pacific Railway but
to guarantee the bonds of the railway. The
credit of the Canadian government is good
and the bonds will sell at par at 3 per cent,
and the fact of the Canadian Pacific Railway
being able to raise ten or twelve thousand
dollars a mile on the government guarantee
at 3 per cent is a big bonus to them. That
is what I advocate. I further advocate
that we should stop the idea of bonussing
railways in the way we have been doing.
The districts through which the railway
passes should maintain it, bear the charge
of its construction through the traffic.
Where a province is having its resources
developed on the assistance of the federal
government by a railway, there should
always be a land grant as a basis of credit
to strengthen the bands of the federal gov-
ernment in assisting. Cash assets to the com-
pany are no benefit to subsequent traffic.
Where you have a large field of virgin prairie,
of course you put a railway through that
because it will bring farmers and they will
produce wealth and trade. In that case a
portion of the guaranteed bonds should be
set aside to meet the first four or five years'
interest, but in the case of the Crow's Nest
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traffic awaits and demands the railway. that. Then the province of Manitoba guar-
The Crow's Nest route possesses coal in anteed their bonds to the extent of $8,000 a
abundance, freights carried into the mines mile, guaranteed at 4 per cent interest, 30
from the east or the west cannot bring back years to run and abolition of taxation on their
a return cargo as one of the chief produc- franchise. What did that railway com-
tions is gold and the company can fill their pany get? Eight thousand dollars a mile
empties with coal and distribute cheaply under a guarantee from the provincial gov-
along their line to the advantage of their ernment, and they were entitled to issue
railway and the people. bonds to the extent of twenty thousand dol-

In the Rocky Mountains the resources lars a mile. Eight thousand dollars of this
exist to support the railway fully from the were first mortgaged to the present govern-
start, but there is just this to be said ; if the ment as a security for repayment. The pro-
government should not give them any assist- vincial government only took security on the
ance, then they raise money by the sale of railway itself. The subsidy of two thousand
their own bonds at five or six per cent in- dollars a mile and the land grant of 6,400
terest. A bond of the Canadian Pacific acres a mile went into the pockets of the
Railway Company at six per cent interest promoters. That road did not cost over
will not fetch as much in the markets of the eigbt tbousand dollars a mile to build. There
world as a guaranteed bond at three per is not a road in prairie country which under
cent. To the extent that the district is existing conditions cost over eight thousand
impoverished by having to pay a dividend or ten thousand a mile to build. The
of six per cent on those bonds and reduced provincial government gave them a guaran-
capital, to that extent will the freight have tee of eight thousand dollars a mile and, in
to bear a burden. To the extent that the addition the railway had two thousand dol-
interest is diminished by the government lars a mile and six thousand four hundred
guarantee on three per cent bonds, to that acres a mile, and presumably they sold their
extent is the district assisted and the Can- second mortgage bonds for twelve thousand
adian Pacifie Railway Company assisted, dollars a mile. This is a waste of public resour-
and the development of the country will go ces which goesinto the pockets of a few indivi-
on. The Dominion governiment should have duals, and the provincial government should
security for that guarantee by getting the have appropriated all the asets, which were
flrst mortgage on the railway. They should valueless without its guarantee and which
get also certain grants froo the provincial under assistance tendered by the guarantee

pgovernment as a basis. All the provinces of the federal government would not have
except Manitoba and the North-west Terri- been essentialw to the construction of
tories have their own resources, and for the the railway. That condition of things
Dominion government to go on and develop should be stopped. We should proceed
those resources while enriching the province on a different basis. We should regard
in that way, without any co-operation on the the Canadian Pacific Railway as a national
part of the province, is a mistake. The line worthy of assistance on legitimate
province, by so doing, is assisting itself in grounds. We should watch with care and
the development of its own resources and jealously the increase of their capital accout,
sbould assist. That assistance should go to because tlie increase goes on, and the habit
the Dominion governiment and not to the of United States railways has been to dis-
railway. The railway gets the assistance of count the future profits that are to be de-
the guarantee on its three per cent bonds. rived by the growth of the population. What
We had an illustration of that in the rail- we want is that the growth of future popu-
way to the Lake Dauphin district. The lation should assist, assist not to unduly in-
Dominion governent gave first of ail a crease the capital accountof the company, and
land grant of six thousand four hundred thereby the wealth of the Canadian Pacific
acres a mile for one hundred and fifty oiles. ailway, but it should go to enriching the
The projeet hung fire and did rfot go on. promperity of the country, which is due en-
Then the Dominion government entered tîrely to the industry of the people them-
into a contract with them for carrying selves. Those are the views that 1 hold with
the mails, &c., which amounted to a regard to this question. 1 hope that the
bonus, I think, of two thousand dollars a government will assist the Canadian Pacific
mile; they did not accomplish anything with Railway Company to build the Crows Nest
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Pass Railway upon that basis. It will be an ence in requirements. The subject is worthy
advantage to the country and an advantage of most careful consideration before parlia-
inthedevelopmentof those natural resources. ment assigns its present control over rail-
The opposition to it to-day I think would way management to a fixed commission.
probably die out if it were put on
sone such basis as that. They, no doubt, Hon. Mr. MACDONALD B.C.)-In
have in their minds the monopoly of the addressing a few words to the House on the
8outhern Pacific in California and the for- speech of His Excellency the Governor
cible way in which it salted every com- General at the opening of parliament, I
Mercial interest. There is no private will first offer my congratulations to the
company that could approach that line gentlemen who have been called to the
s0 well or build it so cheaply. It is out Senate and I congratulate the House also
of the question the government building it, on the addition to its ranks of men of ex-
because it would cost the government a perience and ability in commerce, finance
large sum of money, and it is an expenditure and parliamentary affairs. The hon. Min-
that the government are not prepared to ister of Justice passed an eloquent eulogy
enter upon unless there was a proposition to on some of those gentlemen-no doubt
bring all our railroads under one national deservedly so-but it struck me it was a
Management, which we are not prepared for fortunate thing he was not within hearing
now. Therefore, under the circumstances .of John Charlton, M.P., or he would have
there is no company that can build the road been arraigned on the charge of seduction.
"0 Well, or manage it so cheaply, as the Such speeches are very seductive. Not
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. All only this House, but the people at large
the country is bound to do is to assist it and will heartily concur in the first paragraph
give it that assistance by the Dominion of the speech on the subject of loyalty, and
guarantee of its bonds. A principle which the desire to celebrate in a fitting manner
if wisely administered will ensure develop- the long and illustrious reign of Her Most
ment without incurring national debt. In Gracious Majesty, Queen Victoria. The
connection with the consideration of our Minister of Justice spoke of an address of
railway management, the Toronto Globe congratulation to Her Majesty on this un-
has been advocating the appointment of a ique occasion. I think there should be
commission on the lines of the interstate more than that-such as a public celebration
commerce commission. It is worth while, at the capital in connection with the muni-
considering carefully before applying this cipal celebration. Something for the en-
raachinery to our system of governinent. joyment of the masses on such an occasion
We have a railway committee of the Privy should be done, so that there should be a
Council and if it powers were enlarged it real demonstration of loyalty.
Would have all the force of the interstate The next paragraph refers to the so-called
commerce commission of the United States, settlement of the Manitoba school question.
and be more elastic in its action. Under In speaking on this question at the last ses-
the United States system we are relegating sion of parliament, I pointed out the poli-
POwers of government and there have been tical immorality there would be in giving a
cOuplaints that this commission frequently member of the Manitoba government the
fell under the influence of the railway com- bribe of a Dominion portfolio for a settle-
Panies in its working in the United States. ment of the school question. It is well known
The railway committee of the Privy Council that the portfolio of the interior was kept
is under the direct influence of the people dangling for months before the hungry gov-
guided by the General Railway Act which ernment of Manitoba. It is well known that
can be amended at any time. The system of the Attorney General of that province, Mr.
the United States is a great network of rail- Sifton, was a strong advocate of public, non-
ways rapidly approaching I think 100,000 I sectarian schools, and that he stumped
railes, covering a large area not only east and Ontario in support of those views. It is well
West but north and south, wbile our system known that he defended the right of Mani-
as yet is comprised in two great systems, the toba to have one common school system in
Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific Railway all the courts of the empire. But now we
systems, the Intercolonial being agovernment find a change come over the spirit of his
railway and in that respect there is a differ- dream-he is willing to modify his once
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strong opinions, and give the Catholics a
shadow and only a shadow of their rights. It
is known that for that change of opinion he
is renumerated with office and a salary of
87,000-a transaction by which he betrayed
his constituents, and sacrificed his convic-
tions. Such a man is not qualified, in my
opinion, to hold any important portfolio. I
fully agree with Sir Mackenzie Bowell on the
important constitutional question involved in
this so-called settlement, The parliament of
Canada conferred on Manitoba certain
powers and privileges within certain bound
and with certain limitations. The provincial
legislature oversteps those bounds, and the
Dominion becomes a party to such a breach
of an Act of parliament, " The Manitoba
Act," without the sanction of parliament.
If that province can break through its consti-
tution in one instance, what is to prevent it
doing so in another, and following liberal
tendencies f rom which I exempt the minis-
ters on the floor of this House-it may de-
clare for annexation next. Therefore, sett-
ing aside the religions questions, the consti-
tutional one is important and may here-
after cause very serious complications. Re-
verse the condition of things-let a Protes-
tant minority be deprived of a right secured
to it by the unanimous sanction of parlia-
ment, and enjoyed in peace for twenty years
after which those rights are torn from it.
Under such conditions, I would like to ask
the Minister of Justice what he would do.
Would he surrender Protestant rights, and
accept an emasculated deformity like that
now offered the Catholics?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He would not allow it
to go for six years. He would stop it
within a very few months. It ought to have
been stopped the first year-the School Act
of 1890 ought to have been disallowed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would not Manitoba have followed the
example of Ontario and re-enacted the bill
the following session?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
experience of disallowing Acts is this : they
have been passed year after year by the
local assemblies. When Australia passed
an Act to tax the Chinese, it was
vetoed twice, and when it was passed the
third time it was allowed to become law.
In the case of the Manitoba School Act, it

was referred to the courts of justice. That
was the proper course to pursue. I remem-
ber speaking to Sir John Macdonald on the
subject and he said that was the wisest plan.
" It will be settled for ever," he said, " but
if it was left to be settled by parliament, it
will be always cropping up." I ask if the
case were reversed, if a Protestant minority
were in the position of the Roman Catholic
population of Manitoba, would the Minister
of Justice submit to such a violation of rights
guaranteed by the constitution ? No, hon.
gentlemen, he would be the last man to
accept anything of the kind. Then why
should the Catholics accept an unjust settle-
ment? Is he a true son of the church who
accepts such a settlement ? I know that
were I a Catholic I would fight for my
rights to the last.

The next paragraph refers to the tariff
about which I will say little, until the com-
mercial and fiscal policy of the government
is before parliament in crystallized form. I
will say this much, that I am in full accord
with the opinion expressed on the subject
by the hon. mover of the address, and a
gentleman of such ripe and extensive ex-
perience knows whereof he speaks. I con-
gratulate him in having the courage of his
convictions-a virtue not possessed by all of
us. A gentleman like the mover of the
address, who has been in close touch with
the financial pulse of the country from 1874
to 1879, must have noticed with surprise
and gratification .the restoration of confid-
ence and business activity, the liberation
and .investment of millions of capital, and
the elevation of the country from a slough
of despond to a condition of buoyancy and
prosperity under the national policy. We
will look for the new tariff with interest.
The next paragraph refers to the abolition
of the Franchise Act and the adoption of
the provincial franchises. So far as my own
province is concerned, I object strongly to
this being done. In British Columbia we
have manhood suffrage, every male person,
being a British subject of full age, who has
resided one year in the province, is entitled
to vote. Such a franchise is highly unfair
to the thrifty citizen and taxpayer. Why
should worthless idle characters have the
privilege of voting for our law makers, and
have a voice in placing taxes on the shoul-
ders of others which they do not bear them-
selves? At the same time, I admit that the
present law is too cumbersome and expen-
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8ive in its operation, and might be amended
with advantage.

The continuation of the former policy to
deepen the canals is to be commended, and
80 is the intention to give improved cold
storage facilities to our farmers.

The programme referring to railways is
Ieagre and unsatisfactory. Instead of
announcing the opening up of undeveloped
Parts of the country, which should be done,
We are told that the Intercolonial Railway
'a to be extended to Montreal. Is it proper
or fair in the government to parallel the
unes of two companies, and enter into com-
petition with them, backed up by the
revenue of the country ? These companies
n'ow are not in a very prosperous condition,
and this opposition by the government will
still further lessen their business and profit,
Whilst a loss to the government matters not,
the country bears it.

With regard to taking the opinion of the
country on the question of prohibition, I
would ask-What is the use of putting the
country to such an expense on a matter
Which is impracticable ? I am in favour of
terperance, but not in favour of a demoral-
izilng comedy on temperance. How is a
frontier line of 4,000 miles, and a seaboard
?f 7,000 miles to be guarded i It is an
n'Posibility, and should a Prohibition Act
ever pass, the largest field in the world will

tio pened for smuggling. Then the ques-
on of compensation for the destruction of

VeSted rights will have to be considered,
Which ineans millions of dollars.

In trying experiments with trade condi-
tion" of long standing the government must
exereise all its wisdom, and remember thatai "rooting out the tares, they root not the
'Wheat also."

. 1on. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-I
18 ed with a great deal of interest to the

able speech from the bon. gentleman on this
Sides who was so severely logical, however, that

.foInd it difficult to follow him in some ofbis arguments, and in one in particular : that
theraore we exported and the less weimported,
.he worse for the country. I was under the
"TlPression that themoreour exportsexceeded

Ourimports, the greater the wealthof thecoun-
In other words, that the more we earn

and the less we spend, the richer we becomeWheInever I have leisure, I shall be glad to
"'at the feet of my hon. friend, and learn
those lessons in political economy which, at

present, are new to me. With regard to the
address, so much has been said that I shall
simply go over the ground hurriedly. The en-
largement of the St. Lawrence canals recom-
mends itself to us all ; and the Intercolonial
Railway terminating in Montreal is a wise
measure, which I think should have the
support of this House. As head of ocean navi-
gation Montreal is, geographically speaking,
a city that cannot be overlooked in any wise
legislation. The same with regard to cold
storage on steamers ; but here let me remark
that hitherto there has been more cold
storage provided on steamers than has been
availed of. One shipowner in Montreal
told me that he constructed storage
arrangements at an expense of I forget
how many thousands of pounds upon fast
vessels, and he had yet to receive his
first contract and with it his first dollar
to carry provisions across to the other
side of the Atlantic. With regard to
the Behring Sea claims, we approve of
any measure between the United States
and Great Britain, with a view to a fair and
amicable settlement ; but it is for the United
States and Great Britain to settle that
question, and not for us, however interested
we may be. As to the Indian famine fund
I am proud, as a Canadian, that we have
done our fair share, and are still doing it to
come to the relief of those who differ from
us in language and in colour, but who are
subjects of Her Gracious Majesty and our
fellow beings. The allusion to the Queen
and the Diamond Jubilee is well thought of.
Our feeling towards Her Majesty is one not
only of loyalty, but of devotion and admi-
ration of-nay-I might say almost of
adoration, one of the noblest and best sove-
reigns any country has ever had. And so soon
as our good Queen shall have passed away-
and may it not be in the near future-I think
that Justin McCarthy's words will be realized
that Great Britain has had the greatest
monarch probably that ever occupied a
throne. A measure we are told will be
submitted for the revision of the tariff
which proposes to make our fiscal system
more satisfactory to the masses. Of course
any improvement in that respect will receive
my support. Then the next subject referred
to is the school question. It is called a
settlement. Do the advisers of the Crown
who have put the word into His Excel-
lency's mouth know its meaning 1 A settle-
ment is supposed to be something final. It
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means an adj ustment of differences ; a re- the agitation which has marred the harmony
conciliation in which both parties to the and impeded the development of our coun-
adjustment or reconciliation are agreed and try." What a grim savagery is there in the
are content. Yet by members of the gov- word settlement in this connection ! There is
ernment in both Houses, we are told it is no man in this community who would not
not final. Arrangement is the word I should wish to see this question disappear for ever
have preferred or modus vivendi or a modus and for ever; but it cannot be carried away
patiendi, rather. An arrangement has been upon the shoulders of injustice. The settle-
come to between the representatives of a ment, I say emphatically, is not satisfactory
distant province and ourselves and the to those most interested, and to those who
government of this country. Well, hon. love thegood nameof ourbeloved country,and
gentlemen, the less a question is understood her respect for established privileges and
the more is said about it, and the greater is rights, and I think it is our duty to say so.
the confusion in our ideas regarding it. I And here I shall take the liberty to read
find nothing in the natural world more re- some words that fell f rom the hon. the leader
sembling this question than one of those of the opposition, and 1 hope they were duly
optical illusions that occur so frequently in recorded. When he was twitted about the
the west, and nowhere more markedly than change that had taken place in the feelings
in Manitoba itself where, in a particular of the people of the province of Quebec-
condition of the atmosphere, the sun's rays how they were misled, or bamboozled,
falling at a certain angle upon a sometimes I should say-what were his words? le
distant scene gives the appearance of terres- did not care how the people of the
trial objects in the heavens, the size and shape province of Quebec had voted; it was
of which depend upon the position of the not a question upon which the people
observer. The man at one place sees them had a right to vote. It is not for the people
clearly ; and the man a few thousand yards of the province to say that an injustice had
away does not see them as clearly, or perhaps or had not been done when the highest tri-
does not see them at all. If he sees some- bunal in the world, the court of last appeal,
thing, it is net like what others see. And had said an injustice bas been done. Now,
so on this question, a question of con- what is the defence set up 1st. That it is
science, which only those who take a con- ail that caii be granted; 2nd. That it is al
scientious view of the question can begin to that is necessary; and 3rd. That it is al
understand or to realize. What is the that the ninority had a right to expect.
position of this subject of investigation? Now, to the first, 1 should say: what was
The situation is simply this: from one end the intention of the Privy Council's later
of this country to the other, we have been decision? Nothing is clearer than that it
pronised a settlement. That means, of was intended to mean the re-establishment
course, a settlement that will be satisfactory of schools such as existed, or sornetbing to
to all, and especially to those chiefly inter- that effect, that would bring justice, relief
ested. Let me ask you, from the opinions and satisfaction to a section of our people.
that have been expressed in pulpits, at public To the second, 1 would say that it is not at
meetings and in assemblies and ii social life, al sufficient; that the time devoted to reli-
let me ask you if the settlement that has gious instruction-onebaif hour in the after-
been reached is a satisfactory one lihas it noon-is illusory ; it is not satisfactory, and,
been a satisfactory one to those who are worse than that, it is deceptive. It cannot
most deeply interested? be made satisfactory, and why h am not

talking now of the religion of any particu-
Several hion. MEMBERS---No, no. lar sect. I arn speaking of the question of

education as proposed as one fronm which
lion. Sir WILLIAM1 wINGSTON-You religion has heen excluded or of any fort of

answer no, and you answer rightly. You religious belief making it non-religious rather
might as well put a worm on a hook and ask, than irreligious. It is impossible to carry
is it satisfied because it ceases to wriggle? out a measure of that kind and give to th.
No, it is not satisfactory, and here I arn people of Manitoba the religious instruction
sorry I cannot agree with the speech fwrom to ehich they have been accustomed for
the Throne when it says : an I confidently many years. 3rdly. We are told the French
hope that this setteleent will put an end to Canadian population of Manitoba is numeri-
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Cally weak ; there are but a few thousand,and why have so much trouble? Well, lion.
gentlemen, if fifty, or one thousand French
Canadians in that district are zeros, how
many times would you require to multiply
those figures to make them anything more
than zeros ? Ten zeros, after all, are but
zeros; and a hundred zeros are simply zeros.
And now that I have asserted that an in-
justice has been done to a minority, that is
nlot a zero in the eye of the law-nor in the
eye of God, and with your permission I shall
lay before you a very short statement of my
appreciation of the case. First of all there
are constitutional reasons, and there are
reasons of conscience. The British North
Amaerica Act guaranteed provincial rights,
and among those rights were separate
schols and schools for minorities. The
protection of minorities is a necessary co-
rollary. Any contravention or abolishment
cal be appealed to the federal government
which has the power to annul such legis-
lation and that is what we desire. Now,the ninority in Manitoba claims that itsrights were abolished. They had schools
froru the very beginning, from the very earliest
days. The first missionaries were sent from
the archdiocese of Quebec by Bishop Plessis,Whose episcopal jurisdiction at that timeextended f rom the Atlantic to the Pacific.
tbid the missionaries go uninvited? No,they were invited. Missionaries of the stampof Mons Provencher and Mons. Dumoulin
d ot often wait to be invited, but the
highest authority at the time, Lord Selkirk,
n behalf of the Hudson Bay Co., invites

them to come and establish churches and
p"ehools and they respond, and when Bishop

essis , the bishop of Quebec, sent his mis-
Slinaries, what were his instructions? In-
Struct thos Indians, and before he sends

he sends his instructions to the gover-
who says " C'est sage," " It is wise."

Y go, and what are they told to do? You
Wh build churches. You will raise schools.
hat schools do you suppose they wouldave I They were long there in undisturbed

?'ssession, and the Hudson Bay Co., to show

«b appreciation of them, gives them land to
Uild upon, and money to help them to build,

endowS their schools and continues to givethe]ýQm
Wied ney every year. The Episcopalians

W1 hRud their rights recognized, and the
by tse Bay Co. gave them land; and by-and-
What tPresbyterians got some 15 per cent of

6the others received. Thus it was re-

cognized that the schools were separate and
distinct, the Presbyterians teaching accord-
ing to their views, the Episcopalians in their
way and the Catholics in theirs. Where a
school was built the missionaries had simply
to ask the government of the Hudson Bay Co.
for a piece of land and it was given, and when
they asked for money it was furnished.
The Hudson Bay Co. recognized that the
missionaries were there for the good of the
country, to teach the Indians to forget their
savagery and become Christians. The mis-
sionaries taught them economy and to be
true and loyal to the Throne. One of the
commissions to Messrs. Provencher and
Dumoulin reads thus:

Les missionaires feront connaître aux peuples
l'avantage gn'ils ont de vivre sous le gouvernement
de Sa Majesté Britannique, leur enseignant, de
parole, et d'example, le respect et la fidélité qu'ils
doivent au souverain, les accoutumant à adresser à
Dieu de ferventes prières pour la prospérité de Sa
Très Gracieuse Majesté, de son auguste famille
et de son empire.

When this matter was alluded to in the
House of Commons, one of the gentlemen
said there, " What business had they with
that I That is a political question." So
far for constitutional reasons. But there
are reasons of faith and conscience. While
listening to the discussion of the tariff and
cold storage and the rest, I recognized their
importance, but they sink into utter insig-
nificance compared with the question of
conscience invulved in this controversy,
because upon the decision depends whe-
ther we shall have a good, loyal, honest
and contented people, or leave them to
drift as they will, a soured and discon-
tented people. They should come to ap-
preciate what religious education means,
and to recognize God in every step of
life, to recognize Him everywhere, and
not put Him in the background as a
deposed statue or heathen god is set
aside when fashions change. Now, it is
apparent, that when men situated as the
minority in Manitoba undertake what they
have undertaken; go to the expense of such
costly appeals; and at present when they
remain despoiled of their schools, refuse to
accept the conditions of the government,
and in the face of every difficulty, at the
greatest of personal and financial sacrifices,
begin the opening of private schools while
paying for the maintenance of public schools,
it is very apparent that some intense con-
viction, some grand underlying principle,
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must be at stake, must be the motive of had the sweet satisfaction recently to put
such heroic endeavours. The answer is my hand in my pocket and to give accord-
plain. It is their right, and their duty not ing to my means in order that the dissa-
less than their right, to bring up their child- tisfied might be instructed according to
ren according to their conscience. Religion their consciences. When 1 first learned
must be in the heart ; it must be taught. that the present leader of the Senate had
Who teaches the child? The parent. The consented - reluctantly, it seemed at the
parent never relinquishes his right over time-to accept the portfolio of Justice,
the child. He educates the child, but I must say it vas with great satisfaction.
supposing he himself is not educated and 1 thought: "Here is a troublesome ques-
has not the time, then he does it by tion coming up and there is no man whose
deputy, lie gets those who will teac i the abilities as a jurist better fit him to unravel
child. It is therefore a question of it. e ruled the destinies of Ontario for
conscience-a very serious question to in- many years wits great ability, and on many
terfere with, and when interfered with, occasions he carried er legal cases across
imposing serous responsibility upon him or the Atlantic and generally with success. Ail
upon them who deprive them of that rigit. that is necessary for a man of that great
It is the sacred riglt and the duIy of parents legal md is to exercise his abilities in the
to bring up their biIdren. You have not direction which is its wont and ail inqustice to
the advantage that I have of being in a the minority in Manitoba will disappear." I
French Canadian community, where the must say 1 do not recognize the work either
Bon Dieu is everywhere ; everything in the of bis head, or of bis hand, or of bis t eart,
house of the Frencb Canadian is intended in the so styled " isettement" which is be-
to nemind ther of God, and everything in fore us. Now, wat are public schools ?
their books and teachings is of the wisdom They are schools where there are ail reli-
and mercy and unbounded love of God. i gions atlong the pupils, and not necess-
it an advantage or not to have chidren arily much of any religion in the teacher,
educated in that way? Now, the school, as and none, none whatever in the matters
t say, is simply a fire-side, an extension of taught for religion must of necessity te
the domestic fire-side, so to speak. 1 may eliminated f roin a non-religious school ?
be competent to teac ay child but if This kind of school is the very reverse of the
F have not the time, send him to bmse, and yet it should be the mere exten-
scBool, and what do I say now? Perhaps it sion of the home and of its sweet and

ay not he quite the thing, but having bealthful influences. Hon. gentlemen have
given to dy children the best education this noticed the struggle tbat is going on in
country could afford, if were asked to Germany and France, and no one would
choose between the religious instruction wish to see our people in Canada reduced to
they bave received and their mathematical the condition of the people in France wbere
and classical instruction, would say, if God is banished froas their sobools and too
choose I must, then classics and matbematics often from their hearts. In Germany forty
must disappear. I wouldi not weigh them years ago, whe re I was at the time studying,
in the balance any more than I should weig I rarely or neyer met a young profes-
tbe maters of time against those of eternity. sional man who believed in Divine revela-
That is the feeling whicb animates that tion. I recollect being in a group of
cinority, that poor distressed minority, at thirty young physicians and not one of them

the present moment, and when I ab told in believed in God. Tbe atbeists would deny
the address that this abortion-this would the existence of God, not aggressively but
be enforced rsettdement "-is to put an end sullenly, but the agnostics, wo pretended
to tbe heartache of that simple and religious, to know nothing about it, acted and
but too confding people, I say no, it will spoke and argued as though they knew
not. Tbey will not risf up against it. No, everything about it and that was the differ-
but what will they do? As good loyal ence between there. And what was the
subjects, they will conform. to the law and resuit? I shal ot offend the susceptibi-
will pay to the government what is asked lities of any one present by stating it,
for public schools, but at the same time but ail thoughtful men were of opinion that
they will work, and if needs be, beg and it was an unhappy day when religion was
raise funds for their own sehools as well. I banished from the schools. And we bave
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the sane state of affairs in France. Is
France to-day what it was a hundred years
'go ! It is as much below it as the earth
1s below the heavens. Some time ago I read
what occurred in a French court of justice.
A Young man was brought up for murder
and the evidence was clear and positive
against him. The lawyer, instead of plead-
ilg that he was innocent said, " I plead
guilty, but in whose behalf do I plead guilty ?

ot the prisoner's is the guilt but your's
gentlemen of the jury, every one of you,
and your's most learned judge upon the
bench, for you have disnissed and put aside
every enblemn of' religion and all knowledge
of Christ, and how can this young man
learn his duty with religion entirely ignored.
The commandments of God have been kept
from hime and he cannot learn it by study-
Ing division or the multiplication table."
T'e young man was condemned and executed
and the jury went upon their way forgetting,

If they could, that they had a share in bring-ing about this result. We, loyal British sub-
jects, are accustomed to look to Great Britain
and I hope the time will never come when
We Will cease tc look in that direction for
e.xateple, and I hope we will have the man-
iness to follow that exanple. There we find
.le, serIlous thoughtful men moving in the

tirec o religious schools at the present
Take Gladstone and Salisbury andtalfour and Morley-all agreeing in the

asOlute necessity of giving to the people
rehigious education. Speaking of non-religious

IV *oh I am reminded of a professional
e8t 1 aid some time ago to one of the north-
r states of the adjoining union. It was tc

t e the most distinguished academies ine state. I had a long conversation with the
r ciPal, and I put a question or two to him

and got answers which amazed me. I asked
c tO the condition of the pupils, and the prin-cipal thought I referred to their moral condi-ieu,which I had notintendedand beingseated

r rue he grasped me by the arm and said :
Ie Octor' it is a hot bed of vice, and God help

do, I dn't know how to renedy it. I have
'nell that I can, but evidently there is a

contling which I cannot reach and cannot
1 t k0 and how it is to be remedied I do

of oW." " Well, what is your system
log instruction ?" "We teach physio-
aot irand all the other ologies, but
the b Of theology. God is kept in
scholakground, and we have very apt

6r.- This is what the good, conscien-

tious Episcopalian clergyman said to me and
he said it with great emotion. " My wife,"
he added, " has tried all she can and without
avail. It is to be remedied," he said, " only
in one way, but it is useless for me to
speak. The Saviour must be brought back
to the schools, and, I hope, it will be
ere it is too late." Let us not blame the pas-
tors when they try to keep out of this coun-
try a system which has been so disastrous in
France and in the United States. Depriving
a child of the knowledge of Divine things
when the parent desires that knowledge to be
imparted is an injustice, and to whom ? It
is an injustice to God; it is an injustice to
parents: it is an injustice to the children,
and it is an injustice to civil society. I
am told that separate schools are not effi-
cient in the province of Quebec, and we ara
asked why give them such schools in Mani-
toba as those in Quebec. They who make
that statement are profoundly ignorant of
what obtains in Quebec. I dare say I
should surprise some,-not many, because
we are too well informed not to admit
the correctness of what I state-that in
no part of the Dominion of Canada is
education at a higher standard; and that
in no part of Canada are there more
educated people in proportion to the popula-
tion than in Quebec. Look at the proceed-
dings of the Royal Society, and one will find
more litterateurs in the city of Quebec alone
than in any other city of the Dominion.
There are too many educated men there.
The professions are overstocked all over the
province, and one gets an education in
Quebec at a less figure than in any other of
the provinces of the Dominion. One may
receive board and education for £21 or
$84 a year and if that could not be given
$70, or $50 would be accepted and in
some cases colleges take pupils for nothing.
If they see a young man who promises well
they will endeavour to fit him for a position
and will educate him. I know some of the
most brilliant lawyers, some learned physi-
cians, and many zealous priests whose classi-
cal education cost them nothing ! If one goes
into Montreal he may at any time hear
French gentlemen speak most classic English.
We have distinguished men going to plead
cases in Great Britain from our province and
the one who overshadowed the whole of
them was Vallières, I may say we have never
since had his equal. He was a Frenchman and

spoke English, when before the Privy Coun-
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cil, in London better, it was remarked, than
the other lawyers. I do not know whether,
if one went to the English speaking provin-
ces of the Dominion one could find quite so
many who are able to speak French, and yet
the French Canadians are as familiar with
Latin and Greek as we are, so that we are
not losing in Quebec. I say the schools
which can produce these results in Quebec
are good and worthy schools, and it would
not be prejudicial to the interests of any
portion of the Dominion were they to be
copied. The people in Manitoba had their
schools modelled after those of Quebec, and
enjoyed them for nearly eighty years
without disturbance; and now having been
ruthlessly deprived of them by violence,
there will never be peace and harmony until
they are restored. But you inay ask how,
after what has taken place at the hustings
in the province of Quebec ? Again I say
with the leader of the opposition in this
honourable House, what difference does it
make ? Does that touch the question of the
rights of the Manitoba majority ? But let
me give you a word of explanation with
regard to Quebec, and I do not think you
will have the harsh feelings against the
French Canadian Conservatives you other-
wise most naturally might have. The ques-
tion of the Manitoba schools hung fire so
long that people began to be uneasy, and
to doubt the earnestness, indeed the honesty,
of the leaders; and then I will say here-
I am sorry to be obliged to say it-some-
thing which occurred at Ottawa in
the month of January, 1896, had much
to do with disturbing the peoples'
thoughts, and they were told, "What ! are
you going to entrust your interests to J
To whom J Men not of our race, nor of
our religion," and they would quote speeches
of the hon. member for Simcoe and of
the former Controller of Customs and others
who evinced in their speeches no love for
them, and they would say "are you safer
with these men or with us, the men of
your own religion, your own flesh and
blood ?" But, there is an awakening, a
very serious awakening, and before long,
I think, in the province of Quebec, and if
it has an opportunity, will show that it is not
less intelligent than it should be. I go a
great deal through the country and while
I never speak on politics when on pro-
fessional business, I hear men who worked
for the present Prime Minister, thinking,

that because he promised, and promised
solemnly, that he would give more than his
opponents would give ; when, I say I find
these people now muttering condemnations of
the settlement, I am convinced that if
an election were to take place in the
province of Quebec to-morrow, except in cer-
tain districts, where party spirit is above
everything else and crushes out conscience
and the duties and dictates of conscience,
there would be a most material change.
But we are asked what is the use of ail
this religion ? I hear, at ail hours of
the day, that science is the thing to teach. I
would ask any hon. gentleman in this room
what branch of science he would wish his
child to learn and to pin his faith to ? That
would puzzle him. I am tired of those
sciences which are as changeful as the
figures in a kaleidoscope-nothing stable,
nothing permanent, but bold and bald asser-
tions. I have found that what was laid
down as fundamental principles years ago
is as nothing to-day. I find in certain depart-
ments of science that there have been com-
plete changes three or four times in the
course of as many decades. Take the very
structure of the earth, take ourselves for
instance. Those of us who have put aside
revealed religion have taken to evolution ;
but that is not sufficient now. Evolution is
not the last vagary of the German mind. It
is old. The new, the bran new is this:
that the whole universe. is one elastie
ethereal mass, ahd in that there are count-
less particles of precise size which are
impenetrable, and which have in addition the
property of inertia and these are supposed to-
conglomerate together and arrange them-
selves in such wise as to form noble man,
with all his courage and manliness, or
woman with all her gentleness and beauty,
or the tiger with aIl its ferocity, and all
from this combination or selection of spheri-
cal particles of precise size inhabiting this
elastic fluid-and such is creation, and in
such wise are we created ! A creation so
independent of an Almighty is at the will
and wickedness of all-and, as a result,
the relative fruition and natural increase of
a people give evidences of where these views
receive the less or the more general cre-
dence.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.).-Is
that what they make governments of ?
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H-on. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON.-I do THE SENATE.
lot know what governments are made of-
but this is the way that men are made Ottawa, Friday, 2nd April, 1897.
which make the governments. While on
luy visit to one of the northern states to The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
Which I have already alluded and speaking oclock.

to y good college friend, the Episcopaliar Prayers and routine proceedings.
flirunster, I saw sone books for the use of the
stujent. This was a school f rom which reli- BILL INTRODUCED.
g1on was excluded. The first book was'
-Diderot in French, another was Voltaire Bill (C) "An Act to commeinorate the
and a third Jean Jacques Rousseau. But, reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria by
as generally happens where no religion pre- making her birthday a holiday for ever."

s in a school, sonething more negatively (Hon. Mir. Macdonald, B.C.)
good is sure to enter. Hon. gentlemen, if
7ou would send your sons to an accadeny THE ADDRESS.
of learning of that non religious character DEBATE RESUMED.
and they should learn to talk French, they
Would be sent to a French master, and hee he Order of the Day having been called
would put into tlieir hands Diderot and Resuming the adjourned Debite on the considera-

oltaire, and if these were not spicy tion of His Excellency the Governor General's
enough, they would have Balzac introduced. Speech, on the opening of the Second Session of

You send your son there would he be a the Eighth Parliaient.
better boy when he returns than he was Hon. Mr. POWER said :-It has been
When he left his mother's care, and where my privilege since the last meeting of par-
.e had learned the only true consoling and liament, on more than one occasion of a
imperishable truths he had ever learned ? It festive character to respond for this House,
la far better to deprive children of the ability and I told my hearers certain things that
to acquire that kind of knowledge than to were complimentary to the Senate. I spoke
eprive them of the ability to acquire reli- of the moderation that this House had

g1ous instruction. In the province of Quebec shown during the time of Mr. Mackenzie's
what have we ? We have a Protestant administration, and I intimated that prob-
board of education and a Catholic board ably the Senate would show a similar mo-
o education, and yet another over-riding deration under the Liberal government of
oh. This supervising board interferes to-day. I said there had not been a great

W y when called upon by the Catholic deal heard f rom the Upper louse for several
board on the one side or the Protestant on years, but that was because the senators felt
the Other. How often does the supervising that the right men were at the helm and that
board meet? I do not know that it has met the Senate could afford, in a certain sense,
0nce in twenty years. Things have gone to go to sleep, feeling that everything was
to 80 Sloothly; the Catholics attending in proper hands and that there was no
tutheir affairs, and the Protestants to theirs, danger of any mishap ; but I took the libertythat the general board is not called upon. of telling them that now, that the Liberal
Ahd such men as Sir William Dawson; administration had come into power, we
the Rev Dr. Shaw ; Professor Robins and should hear a good deal more of the Senatehosts of others have again and again borne -that the Senate would be a much more

l't whny to the liberal Christian spirit active body and a much more important

is th which the minority is treated, and such factor in constitutional work than it had

hav e Condition of things I hope we will been.
th.e some day in Manitoba and throughout

is cOuntry of ours when the proposed Hon. Mr. BOULTON-A good thing for

th ett' ent " will have been numbered with the Senate.
ngs which were not to be. Hon. Mr. POWER-It would be a good

i . Mr. POWER moved the adjourn- thing for the reputation of the Senate if the
eIt Of the debate Liberals were in power for a long time.

While I said this, I must be honest and con-
The Senate then adjourned. fess that I did not think the discussion of
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the address in reply to the GovernorGeneral's
speech would occupy a week in this House.
I am not finding fault with the fact. I
simply state that I did not anticipate it.
The hon. leader of the opposition has dis-
cussed His Excellency's speech at consider-
able length. I do not undertake to say that
the hon. gentleman has discussed it at too
great length ; but I feel that the hon. gentle-
man is above all things a man who is true to
his party, and that whatever his feelings may
be as to the present leadership of the party,
he does not allow that fact to influence him ;
and I even fancy that he was perhaps a little
more energetic and little longer in discussing
His Excellency's speech than he night have
been under other circumstances. There is
not in the hon. gentleman any of the mate-
rial out of which " nests of traitors " are
made. With respect to the hon. gentleman
who sits on the right hand of the hon. leader
of the opposition, when I heard him thun-
dering away for nearly three hours, resur-
recting exploded Tory legends which have
not done duty except before remote and
only partially informed audiences for the
last 10 or 15 years, and when I heard him
misrepresent his opponents and find them
guilty of serious political sins upon evidence
which reminded one very forcibly of Pick-
wick's " chops and tomato sauce," I realized,
more forcibly than I had ever done before,
the truth of the saying I heard f rom the
gentleman who formerly represented South
Wentworth in the other chamber, to the
effect that a she-bear, robbed of her cubs,
was mild compared to the Liberal Conserva-
tive politician thirsting for office. The first
paragraph of His Excellency's speech deals
with the celebration of the Diamond Jubilee
of Her Majesty and refers to the loyalty of
Canadians. One would have thought that
that paragraph might, on the present occa-
sion, have been allowed to pass.

Hon. Mr. .IACDONALD (B. C.)-It
has not been objected to.

Hon. Mr. POWER.-It has not, but we
have been treated to a repetition of exploded
slanders on Liberal leaders, and on gentlemen
who are no longer Liberal leaders. I shall not
go into the charges against Liberal leaders
generally, but one or two of them may be
referred to. One was the old story about
Mr. Jones of Halifax, and the flag. The
incident which was referred to took place in

1869. Mr. Jones is out of Dominion poli-
tics at the present time, and I presume is
not very likely to re-enter them. Consider-
ing the fact that he is out of politics and
that this event took place so long ago, it may
be regarded as barred.

Hon. Mi. FERGUSON-He was on the
cable conference.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was not aware
that the cable conference was a political
body. I am not aware that Mr. Fleming,
who was a member of the conference, is a
politician. That was a slander with respect
to Mr. Jones, and that slander was dealt
with fully in the other chamber in the
session of 1878. This charge which the
hon. gentleman from Prince Edward Island
has brought up here, was brought up by
his present leader, the gentleman who now
leads the Conservative party, and was
effectually disposed of by Mr. Jones in
1878. I happen myself to be in a position
to state that the charge has no foundation
whatever in fact. J was not only present
at the meeting where this language is sup-
posed to have been used, but I was the
secretary of the meeting. It was a public
meeting, and Mr. Jones never used the
language attributed to him, and used no
language that the most loyal man might
not have used. Then there was something
said about the action taken by the present
Minister of Finance in 1886. It was told
us as being a very disloyal act on his
part, that he went to the electors of
his province in 1886, on the question of
repeal. That is a fact, but it was not pro-
posed that that repeal was to be got by
violent means. The proposal was that if
the people signified by a large majority that
they were anxious to retire f rom the confed-
eration, an address was to be sent to Her
Majesty, with a view of legislation being
passed in the Imperial Parliament allowing
Nova Scotia to withdraw from the confed-
eration. I fail to see that there was anything
disloyal to Her Majesty in that. It may
have been, in a certain sense, disloyal to
Canada, but it was not disloyal to Her
Majesty. Then the hon. gentleman went
on to say that, having got into power on
this cry, the present Minister of Finance
acted in a fraudulent way, and never
pushed the matter any further. The ex-
planation of the inaction of that gentleman
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s not difficult. There was a Dominion sometimes as the hon. gentlemen from Marsh
election before the Nova Scotia legislature field, but he is loyal like a good many Con-
Was in a position to deal with the matter, servatives, when it suits him to be loyal.
and at that Dominion election a majority of When the representative of Her Majesty
1nembers were returned by the province of crosses his path, then it is a very different
NOva Scotia to support the government of thing. I propose to read to the House a
8ir John Macdonald; and under those couple of extracts from a letter which the
circumstances a mission asking for repeal present leader of the opposition addressed
could not have succeeded. There could to the Duke of Newcastle when he was Secre-
have been no hope of success ; and the leader tary for the Colonies. There was an election
Of the local government consequently did in Nova Scotia in 1859, and the Conserva-
'lot push the matter. We heard a good tive government, which had been in power,deal about a speech delivered in Boston were defeated in that election as happened in
Sone four or five years ago by the hon. the election which took place in 1896. The
gentleman who now leads the government. government did not accept their defeat, but
t ara not going to discuss that. It appears called upon the representative of Her Majes-
that the leader of the government in this ty, Lord Mulgrave, to forthwith dissolve
country is loyal enough for Her Majesty. the House which had just been elected.

e is so loyal that Her Majesty's govern- They found that they were in a minority of
mQent are anxious that he shall be present to four and they claimed that there had been
celebrate Ber Majesty's Diamond Jubilee; certain irregularities in the elections of some

, as long as he is loyal enough for Her i members and asked that the House should be,Lajesty's government, we ought to be satis- dissolved. The Lieutenant-Governor of Nova
Fled with that-at least ordinary people Scotia very naturally and properly declined
should be satisfied with that. I do not in- to do that. He said that that was not his
tend to say that the hon. gentleman from business-that the trial of those elections
Marshfield, who is so super-loyal -more was a matter for the House and its com-
oyal than Her Majesty's government-need mittees. This happened in the beginninge satisfied. But if we go into ancient his- of the year 1860-this refusal to dissolve.tory in this way, and discuss the past of The House met in 1860 and the government
entlemen who are prominent in public life, were defeated and as the governor wouldthe leaders of the Liberal party should not not give them a dissolution they had to
ave a monopoly of the thing. I think the resign. They resigned I think, about Jan-

nservative leaders should also contribute uary, or February, 1860, and they sent a
ittle of the history. very strong memorial to the Duke of New-

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLT he castle in connection with the Lieutenant-Gov-
old son irM CENIi- e ernor sconduct. Theactionof theLieutenant-

Governor met with the cordial endorsation
Uon.Mr. POWER-Thehon. leader of the of the Duke of Newcastle; and after all this

OPPOsition says " the old story. " Well, what had taken place, on the 29th October, 1860,
are those stories that we have been discuss- i months after the whole thing had been dis-
"'g but very old stories ? I am going to give posed of by the Duke of Newcastle, the
the hon. gentleman some old stories, one of gentleman who now leads the opposition in
thein with which he is not familiar perhaps, the House of Commons addressed a long
though it is not so very old. There is the letter to that nobleman f rom which I pro-
story of 1849. That is 20 years older than pose to quote to the House two or three ex-

e story about iMr. Jones. The story about tracts. Speaking of the refusal of Lord

Otr 5 ones is nearly 30 years old and the Mulgrave to dissolve, this gentleman said to
is 20 years older. The difference bet- the Duke of Newcastle:

Ween the two is that one story is true and A decision has been made which cannot fail to
the Other is not true. There- is no ques- induce, in these colonies, the impression that what
tion about the annexation manifesto and the has been supposed to be self government, is but

naines ga delusion and a snare.
'la""' of the Conservatives which were ap- a li on hn said

pended thereto. I am not going to deal with A little further on he said :
thls 1849 business; but the present leader The people of this province have been content,
of the O sinls a m th s qes- My lord, to pay a salary of fifteen thousand dollars
tione position has a record on this que a year to a governor sent from England, besides a

• e know that he is nearly as loyal large additional sum to keep up his establishment;
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while the state of Mainie, with twice our popula- We renember that the organ of that party
tion, lias the privilege of electing that otlicer froin said some few years ago that if British con-
aong hier people, andi pay in but fifteen hndred nection and the national policy (the 35 per

Can sutc a condition of things be expected to cent loyalty) did not harmonize, then so
give satisfaction, with the levidence forced uponi ns much the worse for British connection.
tîtat we liave no( riglîts wortliyý of a mnoment's con- Thttha wehav norigts orty o a omet'scon That is the story always. I do not believesideration, when weighed against the interest or t e sto alts. T not be
convenience of a gentleman who has beien useful to talkin about loyalty. I think it ay be
the Imperial cabinet before coming liere ? taken for granted that nost Canadians are

Destitute of representation in the Parliament loyal. I am not aware that there are fifty
of Britain, with our most eminent men systema- annexationists in the whole country. I say
tically excluded froni the higlest position in their 
own country, a for wi their colonialexperience further that the election of 1891 as the
and training eminently fit thei, it is iipossille last election won in Canada by the false cry
that the free spirit of the inliahitarts of British of loyalty, and the last that will ever be won
North America, can fail soon to be aroused to the by shan loyalty, as it was also the last
necessity of asserting their undoubted riglit to have election to be won by rotection.
their country governed im accordance vitli the wvell
understood vishes of tlie people. * * * * The next paragraph speaks of the Mani-

In conclusion, Your Grace will allow ne to add, tobaschool question; and before undertaking
tliat slould it prove true that tie colonial ofice to deal with that paragraph, I may be allowed
lias deternimed to sustain tie Lieutenanît-tGovernîor, to make a few observations on what some
in the unconstitutional course pursuîedi by Iii, it h entien h on
will become necessary to lay thje subject Iefore the hon. gentlemen have said on the subject.
Iiperial Parliament, and this country wilI tien .We all listened with the utmost pleasure to
learn wliether the time lias arrived, w lien important the eloquent address of the hon. gentleman
constitutional ehanges have beconie indispensable from Victoria division who spoke yesterdayfor the acquisition of British institutions, as enjoyed
in the parent state. afternoon. That hon. gentleman appeared

I have the lionour to be, to think that the question we had to consi-
Your Grace's, nost obedient servant, der was whether separate schools were or

CHARLES TUPPER, M.P.P. were fot a good thing. That is fot in any

That was pretty stronglanguage, all because sense the question before parliament. Al
the government had not chosen to dissolve Liberals and Conservatives alike who belong
a newly elected assembly. to the faith to which that hon. gentleman

belongs agree that religious education should
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-All pointing to go hand in hand with secular education. I

federation as a remedy do ot in the slightest degree question the

ion. Mr. POWER-There was not agentleman; butHon.Mr. OWE -Thee ws no aJ arn not so well satisfied as to the sincerity
word said about federation, and nothing
thought about federation. It rather pointed to go into the gal ery of the other chamber
to independence, or annexation, so that we the other evening, and I heard an bon.
could elect our own governors, and pay gentleman who belongs to the saine church
them only $1,500. That is rather ancient to which I belong-a gentleman from the
history ; still the leopard does not change province of Quebec, who was speaking in
his spots ; and a few months ago, in the almost as strong terms a- the hon. gentle-
summer of 1896, this same gentleman was man from Victoria division spoke in last
the leader of a government which appealed night. le spoke of the blessings of religious
to the country and which was defeated upon education and the iniquity of purely secu-
that appeal ; and the language which he lar instruction, and how necessary it was
used in another place towards the repre- that children of parents belonging to our
sentative of Her Majesty, was nearly as church should be instructed in their religion
strong as the lanuage contained in th at school. might, under ordinary circum-
document of 1860. stances, have been eonsiderably affected by

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Not a whit too the eloquent speech which that hon. gentle-
strong. man was delivering; but 1 happened to

be aware of the fact that lie had sent bis
lion. Mr. LOWER-Our Conservative own two sons to board at a school belonging

friends are loyal when it suits them; but to a different denoination altogether; so
when doyalty crosses the path of the Con- that the intense interest in the welfare of
servative party it is a bad thing for loyalty. Catholic children which is exhibited by poli-
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ticians of the Catholic and of other denomina- province of Manitoba. I was in favour of
tiOns must be discounted somewhat. With vigorous action on the part of the federal
respect to the hon. gentleman who leads government and parliament. Further con-

e OPposition in this House, I must say sideration and a careful examination after-
that I have never from the beginning of this wards of the Remedial Bill led me to the con-
agitation questioned his entire honestv in the clusion that that bill would be of little or no
matter. I cannot say that I have the saine value, and that comparatively small conces-
feeling with respect to bis leader. Going sions made by the province would be better
back to ancient history again ; the for Catholies not only in Manitoba but
Pr'esent school system, which makes no pro- throughout the whole country than theision for religious instruction at all or for passing of that bill, and better for other
anything in the nature of separate schools, denominations also. It is too late, perhaps

as introduced in the province of Nova it is hardly worth while to go on to appor-cotia by the gentleman who now leads the tion blame for the appearance of this unfor-
tpposition in the House of Commons ; and in tunate M anitoba school question in our
the year 1865, when bis measure was before politics ; but I cannot help making a refer-
the legislature and an amendnent in favour ence to one circumstance which has been

f eparate schools was introduced by Mr. referred to already in the course of this
Levisconte, and was supported by the hon. debate, and which has been mentioned in
gentlemen f rom Richmond who now sits in such a way as would be calculated to mislead
this ouse and ten other gentlemen, I have -that is the subject of disallowance. The
f01otten now whether it was a bill or a primary responsibility for this difficulty rests
readUtion, the hon. gentleman who now with the government who failed to disallow
leads the opposition in the House of Com- the Acts of 1890. The hon. gentleman from

ons and who then led the government in Marshfield took the ground that the govern-
ova Scotia, declared that no such amend- ment of the day were estopped from disal-

Inent would be accepted, as it would utterly lowing the Manitoba Acts of 1890 by the
.troy the school law. At the time of the action of Mr. Blake.lon conference it was well understood in

tOva Scotia thathemaintainedthe same pi- Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.
there I have very grave doubt as to whether Hon. Mr. POWER.-My .junior colleaguedere iS any sincerity in lis expression of a says "hear, hear." It often happens that my

esire that separate schools should exist in junior colleague is wrong, and he is on thisprovince of Manitoba. I do not think the occasion. What are the facts of the case ?&n tner in which lie handled the question In the session of 1890 Mr. Blake had intro-
calthe Ilouse of Commons last session was duced a resolution in favour of referring
cculated to make one believe that there important constitutional questions to theyI5 ver nuch sincerity in his statements. decision of the higher courts, but that reso-
befr e question before pariament, placed lution had not become law. The Act which
separe us byHis Excellency, is not whether turned that resolution into a law was passed
thi at 0chools are a good thing or a bad only in the session of 1891, a long time after

et 18 notwhether the record of the pres- the year during which it was possible toeiit leader of the government or the present disallow the Manitoba Acts of 1890, hadbader of the opposition is all that it might expired. In order to show that it was not
this e point for consideration iswhether understood that Mr. Blake's resolution was
4 settlement, made a few months ago, is to exclude any action of the government ofth es banbe ne h xstnc
conditioes obtainable under the existing a different character, we find that in the

uote 18 of this disturbing question," to debates at the time he is reported as saying
sotle .Excellency's language. This is the this:-
a question; and I have no liesitation in
seing that, whatever else it ma be, the It is nevertheless, and I think with sound
ettleent . . reason, contended, that circuinstances of great

We could is certaiuly better than anything general inconvenience or prejudice from a Donin-
the C have obtained fron the passing of ion standpoint, and involving difficulty, delay or

that emedial Bill. I am free to confess the impossibility of a resort to law, nay justify

before when this question first came the policy of disallowance.

Vigo parliament I was in favour of This was just a case where all these thingsgorous and drastic measures with the did exist. General inconvenience and great
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prejudice from a Dominion standpoint arose bodied in the Acts of 1890, no doubt, comnends
from allowing this law to go into operation, itself to, and adequately supplies the wants of the
because if the law had not been allowed t great majority of the inhabitants of the province.

i<> Ail legitimuate grounds of complaint would be re-
go into operation-if the Acts had been dis- moved if that system were supplenented by pro-
allowed-then a new system of schools would visions which would renove the grievance upon
not have been established in Manitoba. The which the appeal is founded, and were modified so

law having been allowed to go into opera- far igh be necessary to give effect to these
tion, and operated for some years while the p
litigation took place, the setting aside of I suppose hon. gentlemen have seen re-

that law would naturally cause a great deal cently, an opinion delivered by Mr. Blake
of difficulty and confusion in the educational who acted as counsel for the Catholic minor-
machinery of the province of Manitoba. Not ity in the last case before the Privy Council,
only did Mr. Blake feel that there were an opinion concurred in by Mr. Walton, a
exceptions to the rule which he was laying very distinguished English lawyer. That
down, but -Sir John Macdonald in accepting opinion is decidedly to the effect that the
the reolution, declared that it should not be decision of the Privy Council was not

considered as taking away the responsibility intended to insist upon the re-establishment
and discretion of the Dominion government of such schools as had existed before.
and he used this language: Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

The governnent may dissent fron that decision Don't you think you are expressing it too
(of the court to which the reference is made), and strongly ? I do not think Mr. Blake said it
it may be their duty to do so if they differ from was not intended : what he said was thatthe conclusion to which the court has cone. it did not declare that there should be a re-

I think it is worthy of note, in connection establishment of such schools.
with the observations which have been made
with respect to this matter, that two bills Hon. Mr. POWER-He went on to say
which were passed by the Manitoba legisla- that in his opinion, it would be a mistake.
ture during that same session of 1890 were The decision did not mean what some
disallowed by the Dominion government of gentlemen appear to think it did.
that day. One of them was, " An Act to
authorize Companies, Institutions or Corpo- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
rations incorporated outside of this province do not think any one who has been advocat-
to transact business therein," and the other ing remedial legislation disputes the position
"An Act respecting theDiseases of Aninials." that Mr. Blake took on that question.
Another circunstance which we are likely
to forget in dealing with this Manitoba ques- Hon. Mr. P)WER-I have heard state-
tion is that both parties in Manitoba were ments of that kind, and I think in this House.

agreed with respect to this school question. Thehon. leader of theoppositionin thsHouse,
withiý- resec this school questionegovr

There was a provincial general election in speaking of the course of the late govern-
July, 1892, and the opposition of that day in ment with respect to this matter, stated the

their platforni, went further than the gov- other day that there had been no want of
ernment of the day did, because they urged courtesy to Manitoba and no undue haste in

in their platform that if, under the terms the action of his government with respect to
of the constitution, separate schools must this matter. The hon. gentleman's memory
exist, then the Imperial Act should be alter- must have been a little at fault. I find that
ed so as to provide that those separate schools the judgment of the Judicial Committee of

need not exist. Hon. gentlemen have the Privy Council in England was delivered
said here and said elsewhere that the deci- on the 29th of January, 1895. A despatch
sion of the Privy Council was to the effect from Downing street to His Excellency the
that the old system should be re-established. Governor General transmitting the decision,
That was not what the judicial committee bears date the l9th of February ; and we

of the Privy Council said in their judgment. find that on the 26th of February the Privy
They said this : Council of Canada had met to hear counsel

on both sides on this appeal case, and froi
It is certainly not essential that the statutes re- the language of the entleman who was

pealed by the Act of 1890 should be re-enacted or . . . e
that the precise provisions of these statutes should then First Minister it was apparent that the
again be made law. The system of education em. Privy Council here had met before. At that
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t'me, the despatch from England conveyingthe cOpy of the judgment had not Deen re-celved. It must be admitted that was rather
rapid work. I do not think that was the
rnost judicious way in which to approach the
governmet of Manitoba. I think it would
have been wiser to have sent a copy of the
Judgment of the Judicial Conmittee of the

rlvy Council to the Manitoba government
With a friendly request that they should deal
with the matter at their earliest convenience,and, if possible, take such steps as to render
action by the Dominion government unne-
eessary.

"on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ami quite sure the hon. gentleman does not

to misrepresent me or the late govern-
rnent. The government of Canada took no
action with reference to the remedial order
un1til a certified copy of the judgment of the
lav lords of the Privy Council was received
by the government.

hefon. Mr. POWER- have just statedthe facts.

hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
ho gentleman said we acted before a copyOf the decision had arrived here.

"on Mr. POWER-The despatch from
Dowing street bore date the 19th of Feb-
uary, and we find that seven days after-Wards the Privy Council here had met to

hear counsel for the parties. Clearly there
Inust be some mistake there. I think the
Probabilities are that while the official des-Patch was sent at that comparatively
late day, the government may have had a
c e thed copy of the judgment; because I

cil d that the judgment of the Privy Coun-
8il Was delivered on the 29th of January.

it would be well to have waited for the
oi al despatch. However, that is not acalatter of very serious consequence. The

c g on Manitoba in this summary sort of
way tO dO something and the almost imme-
cll issuing of the Remedial Order, were
theculated to irritate the province and putle government of the province and the
lslature in a frame of mind in which they

pere not likely to negotiate in the best tem-
se The truth is, it was a sort of open
ecret, that at that time the Dominion gov-ernIlntha
diss ent had almost made up their minds to
the ve ; and the idea was to dissolve on

eRemedial Order. It may not have been

the case, but that was the talk of the whole
country, and that would explain the vigour
of the action which led to the Remedial
Order, compared with the slowness and want
of resolution in the government's subsequent
action. If, at that date, the Remedial Order
had not been passed, and if the subject had
been approached in a gentle manner-if a
committee of the Ottawa cabinet had met a
committee of the provincial executive, prob-
ably some arrangement might have been
made which would have been satisfactory.
It would have been better than the course
which was adopted. With respect to the
Remedial Bill I do not propose to discuss
it here at any length ; but I wish to say
about it that it would have effected very
little of a beneficial character, if it had been
passed. It proposed to give, and did, I pre-
sume, give the Catholic minority of Mani-
toba the power to build and maintain their
own schools and to assess themselves for
that purpose. I do not think that is a very
valuable privilege. It did not need any
Remedial Bill to enable them to build
schools and pay for them themselves.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That was some-
thing,.however.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a very
small thing. It does not need legislation to
enable people to raise money and put up
buildings themselves.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But it requires legislation to exempt them
from taxation for a systein which they do
not approve.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Remedial Bill
undertook to do three things. It did one, I
think, which was of no consequence and no
value. There were tw) others. Those are
the things that the Reniedial Order set
forth. The next one was the right to share
proportionately in any grant made out of
public funds for the purpose of education.
Now, this the Remedial Bill did not attempt
to do at all, and that was the most import-
ant item. There was only one clause in
the bill which dealt with this vital question
of the provincial grant, and that clause
reads in this way:

The right to share proportionately, in any
grant made out of public funds for the purposes of
education having been decided to be and being
now one of the rights and privileges of the said
Roman Catholic minority of Her Majesty's sub-
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jcts in the province of Manitoba, any sum granted to provincial legislation. They seem to think
by the legislature of Manitoba and ippropriated that the Remedial Bill was a perfect bill, or
for the separafe scho>ls, shail 1) placed to the
credit of the roard of education in accounts to 'e that it was nearly perfect, and that unless
opened in the books of the Treasury Department the provincial legislation came quite up to
and in the audit office. that it should not be accepted. But that

Was the province of Manitoba, which was not the tone which was adopted in 1896,
was opposed to those separate schools going and that is not very long ago. The govern-
to grant noney to them 7 Certainly not; ment of the hon. gentleman opposite sent
and this clause does not even say that it three commissioners out to Manitoba about
shall be the duty of Manitoba to make the a year ago. The report of the commissioners
grant; and there is nothing in the bill to bears date just t'welve nionths ago-" Winni-
compel the province to make a grant, and peg, 2nd April, 1896." What do these
no provision for any substitute for that commissioners propose? This document is
grant, and I do not think any one will pretend headed "Suggestions for settlement of
that the Riemedial Bill would have had any Manitoba school question from the Domi-
efiect in that direction. That disposes of nion coinnissioners for Manitoba govern-
two of the points. The other was ment," and this is the first suggestion:

The right of exemption of such Roman Catholics Legislation shall be 1assed at the present session
as contribute to Roman Catholic schools fron all of the Manitobia legislature to provide that in
paynent or contribution to the support of any towns and villages whîere there are resident, say,
other schools. twenty-tive Roman Catholic children of school age,

That is an important rivilege and there and in cities wliere there are, say, fifty of such
children, the board of trustees shall arrange that

was an attempt made in the bill to secure such children shall have a school house or school
it. I am not going to trouble the House room for their own use, where they may be taught
with the correspondence ; but any hon. by a Ronan Catholic teacher.

gentleman who reads the correspondence Then it goes on to say :
will see that the legislature and the govern- ..mentseefthaitoba ereure ard t igh Provision shall be imade by this legislation that
ment of Manitoba were prepared to fight schools wherein the majority of children are Cath-
that undertaking of the Dominion or the olics should be exenpted froni the requirements of
undertaking embodied in that portion of the the regulations as to religious exercises.
Remedial Bill-to fight it to the death ; and That text-books he permitted in Catholic schools
there would have bren without an uestion such as will not offend the religions views of the

Shminority, and which, fron an educational stand-
a very long litigation, and the result of the point, shall be satisfactory to the advisory board.
litigation no one could tel]. While that
litigation was going on the whole country And this is the important paragraph:
would have been disturbed and people set lu ail other respects the schools at which
by the ears not only in Manitoba, but ail Cathoics attend to be public schools and subjec to
through the Dominion, in a manner which very provision of the Education Acts for the time
would certainly have been very injurious to
the country and very injurious to the Now, gentlemen of the Conservative faith
Catholic minority throughout the Dominion. are claiming that notbing but separate
Hon. gentlemen must renember, and I schools will do. Here are the commissioners
think that gentlemen who are the friends of sent out by the Conservative governnent;
the minority of Manitoba should bear it and this is the way in wlich they speak of
in md, that while there are some five or six I those schools, that in a other respects ex-
thousand Catholic children in the province cept those nientioned, the schoo]s shail be
of Manitoba, there are about 40,000 in public schools and subject to ail the provi-
Ontario and probably about 50,000 in e the sions of the EducationActs for the time beine
lower provinces; and if this agitation were in force in Manitoba. I wish to draw
continued those 40,000 Catholic chidren ino attention to the fact that this provision with
Ontario and 50,000 in the lower provinces respect to the number of children is very
would lose inflnitely more than the minority sike the provision which bas become law in
in Manitoba would gain, if they got ail Manitoba under the recent agreement, only
that they were striving for; and the whoie that instead of fifty children the recent
country would have been kept in a state of agreement says forty. The commissioners
agitation besides. Some Conservative gentle- wbo ere sent out were anxious that the
men at present profess to prefer Dominion province should (eal with the question and
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they were willing to take less than they
asked.

The province offered that
If authorized by resolution of the trustees,

ruch resoîution to be assented to by a majority,
religions exercises and teaching to be held in any
Publie school between 3.30 and 4 o'clock in the
afternoon Such religious exeercises and teaching
to be conducted by any christian clergyman whose
charge includes any portion of the school districts,
or by any person satisfactory to a majority of the
truste w-ho may be authorized by said clergyman
to act in bis stead.

The agreement actually made hy the pre-
sent Dominion government with the prov-
ince of Manitoba is different. The matter
1s not left in the discretion of the majority
of the trustees, but it is provided absolutely
that the parents can insist on having
religious instruction for their children. In
order to show hon. gentlemen that these
commissioners who went out were not dis-
Posed to exact all that they had asked in the
first instance, I may quote their second com-
Inuncation to the Manitoba commissioners:

A few words are necessary as to the. character
of our memorandum. It was put in gneral terms
as a suggested basis upon which our future discus-Sions might proceed with a view to a possible
agreement of all aurties interested It is therefore.

zation greater than usual, in cases of separate
schools. We desire to mninimîize such modification,
and think that to some extent we succeeded.

On the same page they go on to say:
Considering the question of efficiency alone we

think it cannot be denied that the state of affairs
under the system we suggest would be very much
better for the community than that which would
obtain under existing conditions or under the
Remedial Bill if it became law. And if this be so,
even the argument from efficiency is all upon the
side of bringing the Roman Catholics amicably
within the public school system by some method as
we suggest.

Further on they say:
Your argument on this head loses weight when

it is considered that we propose that there should
be in towns and villages twenty-five, and in cities
fifty, Roman Catholic children before they could
ask for a separate room or building, while under
the old law, before 1890, under the Remedial Bill,
and even under your own existing law, the presence
of ten children only is necessary to the establish-
ment of a school district. We must again direct
your attention to the evident advantages in point
of economy of the systen we propose over the old
system, over schools under the Remedial Bill, and
particularly over the existing state of affairs where
an important section of the public has to pay
school taxes, and in addition feels compelled from
conscientious motives to educate their children at
their own expense. There would be no expenses
of organization either general or local.

pp .ropen to some of the objections raised by you, inas- It is perfectly clear that the commissioners
mnch as it does not deal with details, and professes who went out to Winnipeg were not insisting
0niY to lay down broad lines upon which legislation on separate schools or separate organizationmight be drawn.

The problem presented in the school question is at all ; and I am satisfied, without goingtosecure to theni their just and lawful privileges into the thing any further-at least I thinkinder the constitution in such a manner as to cause it highly probable-that, if Manitoba hadthe "inimum of interference with the public school
"Ystem of Manitoba, and i that view we think our been approached in the beginnrng in that
suggestion has merits. sort of way instead of by a remedial order

Further on they say some fairly satisfactory settlement might
have been made then. The hon. leader of

ln reply to your third objection, we beg to the opposition took up the agreement to
urge upon you that the changes we suggest are which our attention is called by His Excel-

ruch less than what we understand to be involved lency the Governor General and discussed it
Wdinorily by the establishment of separate schools. at some iength and could not find that thereb o ot insist upon normal schools. As to text- e . .

,oks, and representation on the boards, as a mat- was anything in it that was of any value. I
ter of practice and administration we find that you do not think the hon gentleman had hisraise 'n point of fact no objection. We do not ask eyes as wide open as he usually has, whenthat the Roman Catholics have a separate right to he read this aper. I find there is a prov-elect trustees or otherwise to have any special
representation on the board of trustees, being con- sion in it for religious teaching which I
tent with the protection afforded by an appeal to consider on the whole satisfactory. It is
Your own Department of Education, and in this provided, first, that there shall be religiousrespect our proposals very materially limit what is ialW1,ays considered tepil i1in instruction from half past three to four

y ctonidere a the privilege essential in con-.' h'dbneltion with a separate schoo system. The pro- o'clock in the afternoon, if authorized by
posed schools would be controlled by trustees resolution passed by a majority of the school
dected by the whole body of ratepayers under the trustees. That was what was offered to theprovisions of your school law. There does not hon. gentleman's own commissioners:seem to be any adequate foundation for yourrema,rk that the carrying into effect your sugges- Or if a petition be presented to the board of
tion would involve a modification of school organi- school trustees asking for religious teaching and
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signed by the parents or guardians of at least ten
children attending the school in the case of a rural
district, or by the parents or guardians of at least
twenty-five children attending the school in a
city, town or village.

I think that is a reasonable limit, ten in
a rural district and twenty-five in a city,
town or village. I should like it better if
there were twenty instead of twenty-five;
but it will be noticed that the hon. gentle-
man's own commissioners in dealing with
this school question, proposed that there
should be Catholic teachers where there
were twenty-five or fifty children in rural
districts and cities and towns respectively ;
and you have to draw the line somewhere.
It is not to be expected that if there be one
Catholic child a room should be set apart
and religious instruction given to that child
by himself. The next provision is that the
instruction is to be given between 3.30 and
4 o'clock in the afternoon by any Christian
clergyman whose charge includes any por-
tion of the school district, or by a person
duly authorized by such clergyman, or by
a teacher when so authorized. The offer to
the former government did not go so far as
that. It said that the instruction was to
be given by a clergyman or by some
person authorized by him and satisfactory
to the trustees. The next paragraph is
that where so specified in such resolu-
tion of the trustees or where so required
by a petition of the parents or guardians,
religious teaching during the prescribed
period may take place on specified days of the
week instead of on every teaching day. I
can understand that would apply where
there was only one teacher and only one
department in the school, and where the
pupils were of various denominations. You
could not occupy the single school-room for
religious instruction every afternoon. An
arrangement would have to be made under
which the Roman Catholic children would
take half the days and the other children
the other half. The fifth provision of this
agreement is that:

In any school in towns and cities where the aver-
age attendance of Roman Catholic children is
forty or upwards, and in villagesand rural districts
where the average attendance of such children is
twenty-five or upwards, the trustees shahl, if requir-
ed by the petition of the parents or guardians of
such number of Roman Catholic children respec-
tively, eniploy at least one duly certificated Roman
Catholic teacher in such school.

I think that is a very important provision
indeed. It provides that in rural districts

where the average attendance is 25 there
must be, when the parents wish it, a Catho-
lic teacher. I am not very familiar with
the distribution of population in Manitoba;
but unless I am mistaken, the result would
be that through the rural districts of Mani-
toba you would have, under that provision,
practically separate schools with Catholic
teachers-I mean separate so far as religious
instruction is concerned.

Hon. Mr. McMIIiLAN-Twenty - five
means a large proportion of Catholic child-
ren in a schogl section.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think so.
I know that a clergyman in Ontario has pub-
lished some letters in which he elaborates that
plea. I have been struck with some figures
given by the reverend gentleman. His
figures go to show that, in a county in On-
tario with which he is familiar, the average
attendance at the separate schools was not
more than one-third of the registered attend-
ance. In the province of Nova Scotia, we
should look upon that as a very low average
attendance indeed. In the city of Halifax,
the average attendance is much nearer two-
thirds. I do not think there is as much
force in that objection as the hon. gentleman
from Glengarry and his clerical friend seem
to think. This agreement does not say that
there shall be only one Catholic teacher.
Suppose the government agreed-as they
probably would if the Archbishop of St.
Boniface' concurred in the agreement-to
take over the Catholic schools in Winnipeg.
There would be no difficulty in arranging
that. I suppose there are a couple of
hundred pupils, and they would have Roman
Catholic teachers. I presume there would
be no difficulty in taking over the schools,
and continuing them as Catholie schools so far
as the teachers and religious teaching are
concerned. I am able to testify that, in the
city of Halifax, where the condition of
things is not so very different from that in
Winnipeg, the Catholic schools were t'aken
over more than thirty years ago, and they
are now conducted, as far as the denomi-
nation of the teachers is concerned, in
the same way. We have not any law for it.
A resolution of the school commissioners
could upset the arrangement any day; and
I am satisfied, once the present feeling
passes away in Manitoba, the Catholies will
be dealt with just as generously by their
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neighbours there as they have been dealt coal owners in Montreal a few days before
with in Nova Scotia and the other maritime parliament met. It was contended that thatprovinces. MHind, I do not say that we are was a inost discreditahie performance. Isatisfied with the condition of things in the shoyld like some hon. gentleman to say in
lwer provinces, because it is not a desirable what way it vas discreditable-how it hurt.
thing to hold one's privileges by the suffer- anybody-how it. gave any man a chanceance of one's neighbours. It is much better to take advantage of his neighbour? I could
to hold those privileges by law, and that is understand if it was proposed to put a
just one of the features about this agree- heavy duty on some article and the Finance
ment with Manitoba, that certain very i- Minister had told one of his political
portant concessions are made law, and al] friends that it as the intention of the
you want is to have that law administered government to do that, so that that parti-in a generous spirit, as I believe it would be, cular friend would have an opportunity toand Our people would have no reason what- make a large sum of money at the expenseever to complain. The provision that the of his neighbours, that would b a highly
parents of ten French speaking children nay discreditable thing, but that the Financeinsist on the teaching of their language is should make a statement publicly,very important. Few English teachers are a statement amounting practically to thequalified to teach French and therefore the fact that if the United States persisted inteachers would usually be French and rying out their proyosals with respect topresumably Catholic. I do not say, I am not the coal duties, this country was fot going
claimmng, that this agreement is all that to take the duty off coal
One could wish. Certainly not, but can we
expect that ? There has been a contest going Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Iow would itOn now for seven years-it is just about seven affect the revenue, announcing what revenuesyears since the conflict began,-and the you are going to take off or put on?
mlajority have made concessions. It is notreasonable to suppose that they would con- Hon. Mr. P 3WER-I do not see how a
Cede everything, but they have conceded a statement that the duty on coal is going togreat deal, and the question now is whether remain as it is, can affect the revenue. Wilas His Excellency puts it, this is the best the hon. gentleman intimate how itarrangement obtainable under the present can i It bas been charged that this was
codtionsi of this disturbing question. N done with a view to the local elections inOne has shown that there was any better Nova Scotia. Certain high toned gentlemensettlement possible. Our experience in the around me say that it is. There are certainmaritime provinces has shown that it is gentlemen in'this buse who seem to attri-possible to get along with much fewer con- bute the lowest and smallest motives to theircessions than are made here, and I feel, for opponents. I am not in the confidence of

c yself at any rate, that I can echo His Ex- the Minister of Finance, but 1 am perfectlyCellencyssetmn.
ethate h st nts. I confidently hope satisfied he was not thinking at al of thea is settlement will put an end to the local election. There was something whichagitation which is marring the harmony and was of more consequence, and it is just pos-
iPeding the development of our country sible that as'the resut of the speech of the

a" will prove the beginning of a Finance Minister the United States Senatetre era to be characterized by generous may amend the TariffBill in such a way thatte 'atent of one another, mutual con- it will not be necessary to raise our duty on
es Ons and reciprocal good-will." coal.
oThe flxt paragraph in the address speaks

of te tariff. Considering that this House Hon. Mr. DEVER--It was just as well
s not supposed to have anything to do with to warn thein any way.the tariff, it would have been just as well thatthis particular paragraph should not have Hon. Mr. PO WER-There is a paragraph
been discussed very much, more particularly with respect to the Franchise Bil, and J wasfe we are to have the tariff announced in a rather surprised to gather fror the observa-fe days. I wish to say a few words with tions made by one hon. gentleman that this
respect to soEne animadversions on the state- House might undertake to refuse to repeal"lent made by the Finance Minister to certain the Franchise Act. I one sense that would
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be rather an advantage to the Liberal party,
as the government would then have the
appointing of those who prepare the electo-
ral lists. If I were a member of the oppo-
sition, I do not think I should be anxious
that that condition of things should exist.
That is one point on which there has been
almost complete unanimity of sentiment
throughout the country; that the Franchise
Act should be repealed. Everybody under-
stands that this is a matter with which the
Senate practically has nothing to do; it is
a domestic matter of the House of Com-
mons. The paragraph with respect to the
canals is important. I cannot say, speaking
for myself alone, that if we had to begin to
spend money on the canals I should be in
favour of it, but having spent millions of dol-
lars to deepen the Welland canal to a depth
of 14 feet, it is absolutely necessary that
the St. Lawrence canals should be deepened
too, so that we can have 14 feet of water all
the way from Montreal to the Upper Lakes.
Then, there is a proposal to extend the In-
tercolonial Railway to Montreal. Speaking
as a citizen of Halifax, I cannot say that
that inspires me with very much pleasure,
but speaking from* a broader standpoint,
speaking as a friend of the Intercolonial
Railway, I think that there is no doubt that
this extension of the Intercolonial Railway
to Montreal-that is, if it is made in the pro-
per way-will be of very great advantage
to the road, that the road will do very much
more business and at much greater advan-
tage than it has been doing it. As it is
now, everybody knows that the freight busi-
ness of the Intercolonial Railway iscontrolled
by the Grand Trunk Railway and by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. If the Intercolonial
Railway gets into Montreal, to the great dis-
tributing centre, it will be quite indepen-
dent of the other two companies and that
it is a matter of very great consequence to
the road. There is a paragraph dealing with
the question of cold storage. I was rather
impressed by the claim made by the leader
of the opposition that in this matter the
government were only following in the foot-
steps of their predecessors. Their prede-
cessors only talked about cold storage,
because the hon. gentleman's leader in his
manifesto said his government had taken
steps to establish buildings for the purpose,
but after the change of government took
place, when inquiry was made, no one was
able to find that any of these arrangements

had been made. These arrangements were
like many of the achievements of that
distinguished gentleman, they were all talk.
I am glad to find that even in this House
every one is prepared to admit that the pre-
sent Minister of Agriculture has been doing
all that could be expected of him in the way
of providing for cold storage, and that it is
likely to cut a considerable figure in the
business of our agriculturists for the future.
With respect to the other paragraphs of the
speech I do not propose to say much.
Every one must feel gratified that Canada
has not been recreant to her duty in assist-
ing our fellow subjects in India. Not know-
ing the character of the bills to amend the
Superannuation Act and the Civil Service
Act I cannot, of course, express any opinion
about them. I understand that one provi-
sion of the new legislation will be that the
widows and families of civil servants will
receive something at the death of the civil
servants. I think that is a very desirable
thing. What the character of the Civil
Service Act is I do not know, but I trust
that one provision of the new bill will be
to bring back again the practice of having
third-class clerks instead of having clerks
who are appointed just at the option of the
government.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I confess to quite
a feeling of disappointment that no one on
the government side of the House has as yet
seen fit to reply to the able, masterful and
interesting speech of my hon. friend the
member for Marshfield. It may be that in
some retired nook of classic shade, some
government Goliah has been diligently
masticating the tid-bits of mental food which
abound in that speech and it may be too
that although the process of mastication
may be found detrimental to the health of
the governmental dentals, that when masti-
cation and deglutition have both had their
perfect work, the House may have the benefit
of the operation. I leave it to the House to
say whether in the speech of the hn. senior
member from Halifax this has been realized.
The hon. gentleman in his opening remarks,
when the "divine afflatus" sat upon him,
said he ventured the prophecy that the
country would be likely to hear more now
from the Senate since the Liberal govern-
ment is in power. Well, I am not at all
surprised that that prophecy hàs received, in
a measure at least, its fulfilment, because if
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ever there was a text we have had it in the to serve a political purpose, it is the cry of
extraordinary conduct of the government of' repeal in the province of Nova Scotia.
the country in their waverinc and vacilla- That cr-y was raised for a special purpose,
tion, one thing to-day and another to-morrow and this special purpose was to maintain in
-never certain of the course they are to power Mr. Fielding and his Liberal coad-
oliow. I think that is a text which could jutors. They educated them up, so to
be considerably enlarged upon and which we speak-if that is not a prostitution of the
are likely to hear a good deal more about. term-they educated up the people of Nova
The hon. gentleman says that he heard the Scotia to such an extent in regard to this
eader of the Opposition in this House mis- matter of repeal that they returned him to
represeut and slander his opponents. power, and when they returnied him to

power repeal was dropped like a hot potato,
th on. Mr. POWER-I said nothing of in common parlance. It was told to go and

e kd. MY reference was to the hon. not to " stand upon the order of its going."
gentleman from Marshfield. The reference of my hon. friend to the

leopard changing his spots is a most unfor-
o .PRDIROSE-In that case I tunate illustration for him. He should giveInade a uistake as to the individual the whole quotation. It runs this way :-

referred to, but the statement is otherwise Can the Ethiopian change his skin or the
correct Ow I presume that the hon. leopard his spots?gentleman is enough of a lawyer to
know what constitutes a genuine slander- Now I make no affirmation in regard to
that if a charge is made which can the cuticle of the Ethiopian but I have

e proved to be true there is no room been told that the leopard can change his
or calling it a slander. I can cite an spots and if the illustration of the leopard

instance in whichi a charge against the is used in regard to the Liberal government
Liberal leader was made, and there are we have often seen the facility with which
Plenty of them. I cite only one, and that is the members of that government can change
the remarkable declaration of the premier from one spot to another. The hon. gentle-
e Montreal, about coal and iron which man should have completed his quotation,
e said came under the category of raw although the governnent's chance of illus-

Inaterials and all raw materials ought to be trating it would indeed be small, " then may
free. Now cones the corollary. When ye who are accustomed to do evil, learn to

r. E. M. Macdonald, the Liberal candidate do well." Then, with regard to the duty on
in the late general election in Pictou county, coal, the govertinent are anything and
rom which I come, found that the attitude everything as time and circumstances re-
o the government in regard to the duty on quire. When Mr. Fielding wishes to curry

was ilimical t is prospects for eec- favour with the manufacturers of Ontario
, he telegraphed in a great hurry to the and the upper provinces, he uses language

premier of Canada to see what the actual like this in regard to coal:
cOurse that he proposed to pursue was. He It is well known that the tendency of the policy
t.eOived this veryDelphic oracle-like declara- of the present governiment has been towards a

on, " the coal interests will be carefully reduction of the duty rather than an increase.

uartheçl .- e used that for al] it was That vill not operate very well down in
worth in the election, and when the ques- Nova Scotia among the miners, but he had
to twas propounded on the floor not then in view when he spoke. He was
th e other House as to what rather thinking of conciliating and coquett-
ests Premier meant by the coal inter- ing with the manufacturers of Ontario andesabeing aeulrecei d carefully guarded, the House he goes on to say:

the very interesting and satis-
iactory reply that it meant that the coal We still desire to move in that direction unless
nterest wId be events on the other side of the line niake it iipos-

e Li e guarded carefully. That sible for us to do so. If, however, it turns outMiy iheral statesmanship, but I think it that the United States duty is raised to a high

G hardly be considered common sense. figure, then we shall claiiii and exercise the right
w as to the cry of repeal, I do not wish to revise our views respecting the Canadian duty,

to use strongajcie u fee hr and we shall feel bound to impose a duty not only
was g adjectives, on bituminous coal, but also on anthracite coal.

isreputable cry raised in any province We should much prefer, however, to move in the
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Other direction, and we shall still hope that nothing coutinued and înost monotonous (llness. This
shall occur at Washington to prevent our carrying condition of things settled down upon te country
our desire. nionths ago and lias continued ever siice with

That was very nice for the manufacturers, conitin lis uonte ami indurv nlt
but it does not suit the miners and others The banks are expe'iencing the fuit effect of al
in Nova Scotia. Notwithstanding the this an loudly complain of stagnation, wait of
statement made from the governnient side enterprise, want of active deniand for uioney and
of the House that there is not much in the diiiiisIl( profits. 'he only thing wliich lias notdimninishied is the liability te losses. This con-
speech to provoke discussion ; it opens up tinnes auJ exlibits no sign of abating. Failures
many debateable subjects. It is a large are constaitly occur'ing. nany of theui wliere
text giving much room for anxious thought. t-ey were least expected, and anongst thoLe wlo
There is the immense importance to the ,ee th(uglit to be prosperous and doing well.

Th le year upon whicli we have eîitered bas so fat'
country of having the provisions of the tariff een iot lt
known and that at the earliest possible mo- years, and if it goes on as it lias legu will eari for
ment. The business of the country from itself a 'ery unenviale nane aniong tic yea's of
Halifax to Vancouver is completely blocked. depression in Canaua. Our rea'lers are well aware

Men o nt kow hatto d. Tq mrchntsof the main cause of this m-retclîed state of things,
Men do not know what tod me s î'iz., the nncertainty as to tarif legiseatron.
are anxious and do not know hat steps to draw particular attention to the
take in the conduct of thieir business. They statement that the uncertainty as to tarif
cannot tell what the tariff is to be. If they legistation is the cause of ail these thincs
were to order largely it night involve then i1" nNotithtandng hathasfallen fronu the
in utter ruin. Still these gentlemen do not h
see that there is any necessity to bring the
tariff dowr. holding back the tarif. These gentlemen

Hon. Mr. POWER--There is a great know perfectly weIl that there is an election
dentof eporing oing~n.pending in Nova Scotia, and they knowdeal of exporting going on. ?just as well that it would not do for them

lion. Mr. PIcIM OSE-The proof of the to bring down a tarif which would con-
statemnent I an making is to be found in the tain provisions prejudicial to the interests
immnuse falling off Of receipts froi the b cus- of Nova Scotia, and, therefore, they withliold
toms. WTy is there any delay in bringikg it. s feel persuaded that whateve be the
down the tariff? It cannot be for want of ostensible eason assigned by the govern-
knovledge of what that tariff should be to ment, this is the eal 'eason for the delay.
suit the country, because after t peregri- If so, is there any lanlguage in the English
nations from one end of the land to the other vocabulary stronenoughtocharacterizesuch
of that maarkable commission that passed dastardly conduct on the part of ten to
throughout tlis country it sure]y cannot be hom "the accident of an accident" has
ignorance that is pleaded. It would be ather entrusted for the moment the safe
an uncomfortable plea to m-ake in view of guarding of the commercial and business
the declarations that vere nmade in the tiTe interests of this great country. They bave
of the late adininistration, wlien those gen- given the introduction of the tariff the go
tleinen professe-i that they knew abl about the by, and gien precedence to a npeasure for
tariff and could fix it up in short order if they the revision of the Franchie Act, a nieansure
were in power. I iave said soinething slîould whicl is not iminediately required, and
be done. The tariff should be brought down eaven if passed could flot gro into operation
to relieve the country from the stress and for months or pehaps years to come, and
stain under which it is nov labourino. In when a uestion twice propouded, was put
proof that this stres and strain is very se- to the Finance Minister as to whethe the
vere and veîy generally feit, 1 eadA an extract governIrent intended to bring dovn the
foui the ]fonelai-y Timnes trade review and tarif prior to the c3th April (nomination
lusèiraiee Chronigle which any gentleman day in the Nova Scotia elections), only a
wo knows anything about business -at ah seini-contemptuous and evasive reply was
vill at once atknowledge is a very reliable elicited, and I predict now, that if the tarif

index to the pulse of the business and com- is brought down before that date it will
merce of this couktry. only be because their hand has been forced

The uMiversa crM tRat cones up froof ofusiness and the lookout on the government ship
circles ie ail directions, in ainostah places, is of has given voice to the warning cry
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"breakers ahead." Then as to the Fran- will give you a short history of it. They
chise Act, it is said to be expensive. I made up their minds to obtain a majority,
daresay that in many regards that is beginning at the root of matters, so to speak,
'luite true, but would it not be infinitely in the civic councils of the towns. To illus-
better to try to curtail these expenses than trate what I mean, I may just say that in
to expose the country to the wretched the last civic election held in Pictou for the
results that would accrue from having the mayoralty, the Liberals of the town at that
franchise of this Dominion under the control time said "this is a matter of merely local
of the provincial governments. interest, let us put in the best man who has

the best qualification for the position, irres-
on. Mr. MILLS-It was for eighteen pective of politics whatever," and yet the

years under the control of the local govern- outcome proved that they brought to bear
al[ their ingenuity and resources to secure

lion. M.the election of this Liberal mayor, and when

but Mr. PRIMROSE-That nay be, it was secured no time was lost to telegraph
ut I think the circumstances will be found to the Chronicle, the organ of the Liberals,

different at present. in Halifax "this is the first time the Liberals

n rhave secured a victory in the town council."

188 SCOTT-No, it was only in Then the municipal councils were managed
in the saine way; put in the best men who
would do most for the county-the most

Sion PRIMROSE-And then again intelligent: what do we care for politics and
int ot derogatory to the dignity of the so on. They filled the municipal cQuncils with

holmimo parliament to have their members their men and par conséqutence and as a

chdg tleir seats on a lot of different fran- sequitur, the civic councils and the munici-
th '·mstead of one common franchise. I pal councils played into the hands of the

k it is. I wish to say just here that the local governinent and the local government
l'on. Mr. Fielding, the present Finance Min- into the hands of the federal government,'Ster, holds his position in the Dominion cab- despite the denial of the Minister of Finance,aet, I am1 sorry to say, largely through the the late provincial secretary of Nova Scotia,
a istance of Liberal-Conservative men in i when he proclaimed ore rotundo from
Nova Scotia, but these men have received a the platform that it was entirely outside theruide awakeniniginth
Libea in the presence of so many functions and sphere of local governments to
Theeral provincial premises in the cabinet. interfere in Dominion politics-look how

local history that is going on now in the wel they did it. From one end of the
that eetions in Nova Scotia will prove country to the other, they had their organi-

What J say is correct, and they will not zations, and they carried it this time ; but I
aeaught nappingagain. Iwasalittle amused think it will be a long tiMe before they carrythat thesclaimerof thehon.leaderofthe House it again. As I said, he proclaimed from thethat the franchise was not under the control platforms everywhere that it was outside the

ofi te governmient but of municipalities. I functions of the local government -to inter-
cOUtgive you a little of local provincial fere in federal elections ; but a change came
L tY history with regard to that. We over the spirit of his dream,and hehas become
Ia-Conservatives in Pictou county have, like Baalam the son of Beor, "the man whose
an egg to say, froin time immeimorial, eyes are opened." As to any consistency

tt sent Liberal-Conservative candidates in their action in regard to tariff, franchise, or
te the Dominion parliament, and we have any other measure, the present government,
been in the habit-I ain not including myself in its corporate capacity, so to speak, con-
nbut other Liberal-Conservatives have been stitutes, to my mind, a unique specimen for
ln the habit of belittling the local elections a national anatomical museum, as a body
and s aying it is a small affair, so long as we possessed of a patent, accommodating, elastic
ticure Our candidate in the Dominion elec- thorax, capable of providing free passage

u we Will let the others go. Some have way for any bolus however big, and grasping
LPiprted by their vote and influence the with vice-like pressure and tenacity any pillLibea candidates. There has been a sys- however small. And while in this connec-
theratci course of procedure on the part of tion I may say that, notwithstanding thethe Liberai party and their followers, and I disclaimers of the hon. the leader of this
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House, it really is rather amusing to note the friend of mine in the state of Maine, an ed-
way in which the government, in the speech ueated man, a school inspector, lie was
froin the throne in regard to improvements aware, as almost any one who knows any-
which it states are to be made, seem to arro- thing of the history of that remarkable state
gate to themselves all the credit of the ini- in the temperance line, knows that it bas
tiation of these measures. I know that has been for over forty years a prohibitory
been mentioned before, but I wish to reiter- state. Notwithstanding that, the fact re-
ate it. I think any stranger picking up that mains-I do not think I an astray in My
speech, who was entirely unfamiliar with figures: I may not have them very ac-
the circumstances, could not come to any curately, but I believe there are at least
other conclusion, with due respect to his 1,200 places in Maine where you can get
intellect. They took ail the credit of the liquor if you want it. 3My friend was travel-
initiation of these measures, while they ling by rail. He is an intelligent man
were only carrying out, so far as anything andli he thought he would try for
good or praiseworthy is concerned, meas- himself how this matter really stood.
ures inaugurated by their predecessors So at the first station at which they stopped
and in so far are simply putting in a dress be went up to a fellow as if he had been to
parade in borrowed plumage. In regard to the manor born and said " Where can I get
prohibition, the speech states that it is a drink ?" The native replied " Over there."
desirable that the mind of the people of He went "over there " to the place indicated
Canada should be clearly ascertained on the
subject. Will the result of any plebiscite
that can be obtained really attain the object
referred to in that speech ? I do not think
so, and the reason why I do not think so is
this, that an experiment was tried in this
direction some time ago and the result of
that experinent proved that the votes that
were recorded bore no proportion whatever
to the whole number of electors, and there-
fore, you cannot really get at the mind of
the people of Canada in regard to this im-
portant matter. I must tell you candidly
my own impression. I do not believe in'
prohibition. I realize to as great an extent

and asked, " Where is the bar? " and was
answered " in there " He went "in there "
and he found he could have got all the
liquor he wanted. That was repeated time
and again at every station. That is a com-
mentary upon prohibitive legislation. The
experience of a state which has been so long
under the prohibitory liquor law as that
state bas been should count for something.
There is as bas been already rernarked by
speakers who have preceded me, at least one
paragraph in the speech from the throne, on
which we all, whatever be our political con-
victions, can find com mon standing ground,
where we shall be most heartily at one, and

as any hon. gentleman in this House, or any- that is contained in the opening sentence in
where else can realize the terrible evils that which His Excellency gives expression to
flow froin the liquor traffie and the abuse of the gratification which lie feels, at the
the use of spirituous liquors, but I (o not evidences which prevail throughout the
think that a prohibitory law is ever going Dominion of the loyalty and affection enter-
to compel people to keep sober. If you tained by the Canadian people for Her
cannot persuade a inman to respect his man- Majesty the Queen, and of the desire to join
hood to have a proper estimate of his duty with their fellow subjects in all parts of the
to his God and of his duty to his fellows ex- empire in celebrating the diamond jubilee in
cept by law, I think it willbe a failure. You a manner worthy thejoyous event. Althougb
nustinduce him to do it from ahigher motive. many members of this honourable House
And in my estimation that motive is to have may well take, and do take exception to
him feel his responsibility to God and his fel- other statements contained in the speech,
lows and toactfrom the impulses of a renewed this one cannot but receive our nost hearty
heart, then it will have a better result than approval and endorsement.
any prohibitory law. I have in my own mind A touching incident is recorded of
another system which I think will be much the experience of a French soldier,
more effective, but I do not intend to detail who being well nigh done to death
it now. Then again, supposing the prohibitory in battle, and having received a very
law is inefficient, lias it not the effect of serious wound in the region of the heart,
bringing all law into disrepute? I think it when under the knife, looked up into
has. I must tell you a little experience of a the operating surgeon's face, and with what
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little reserve of strength w as left to him faint- THE SENATE.
y said, " a little deeper and you will hnd the

emperor"-even so-down-deep down, in Ottaca, Xonday, April 5, 1897.
the Canadian heart-in its penetralia--in
its innermiost Holy of Holies, will bp found The SPEAKER took the chair at Three
e1shrined, the image of that beloved wonan, o'clock.
Whose Splendid qualities of head and heart, Prayers and routine proceedings.

hose magnificently noble character and life,h ae compelled the regard, admiration and
love of all her subjects, througlout the whiole
ar'a of her Wei PlEDBAECNTNEnigh boundless realmn, and THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

h for nearly sixty years bas sat upon the The Order of the Day being called,-rone, Queen regnant of the mightiest em-
pPre Which our w'orld has ever known, whose Resuiiming the furîther a<journed debate on the
Sceptre hodss cons ieration of His Excellency the Governor (.el,-sway ov er lands and o er senscls(lt

from the rising of the sun unto the ging erars Speech, on the opeiing of the second session
down of tî" ,, e ., of the eighth parlikunent.

doe" sameý," and whose mieteor fla, mn
hatever quarter of the world the brcezes Ion. Mr. BERNIER said -In welcom-

of heaven kiss its glorious folds, is the en- ing our presence liere at the opening of the
blen and forerunner of christianity, civil- session His Excellency the Governor Gen-1zation, enlightennent and comnierce, the eral bas been pleased to express his gratifi-

er palladium of civil and religious liberty. cation at the evidences which prevail througb
ofSell may Canada as the forenmost colony the Dominion of the loyalty and affection

sbsucli an empire, join with her fellow- entertained by the Canadian people for lier
jects m ail lands in celebrating right Majesty. It will be my duty, in the coursegOyally the dianond jubilee of such a of iy remarks, to questi>on the accuracy of

Qeen, whbo from the tinie at which she sone other statements contained in the
ascended the throne, down through the Speech froim the Throne, as well as the wis-lapse of long years, has never for one mo- dom of the course taken by the government
the llost her hold upon the hearts and in connection with certain matters. But in
the omage of lier people, but on so far as this expression of gratification is
lif Contrary by her virtues, her noble .concerned, no one in this Dominion concurs
a and beneficent reign, has drawn closeri more sincerelv than i do in such gratifica-

anv Closer the bonds of affection and tion. The loyalty of the Canadian peoplea %bout ber person and lier throne ; for Her Majesty, irrespective of creed, origin
exd from amid the glad acclaim and the or class, is as strong and as full of affe'ctionexultant pawans of the grand celebration of as that of the people living along the shores

tediamond Jubilee Day, will go up, of the Thames. And the celebration of the
adafed on wings of love, froni nany a Can- Diamond Jubilee of oui Gracious Queen is a
dorsed eart and home, eniphasized and en- suitable occasion for her loyal subjects to
felld 'Y Ithe sound of a great amen " f rom give expression to their feelings of joy and-
of esUbjects the world over, into the ear pride, and also to the good vishes they are
Lord oternal, the King of kings and the all so happy to send across the ocean to ler

''d O lords, the earnest fervent prayer, Majesty and to the royal family. Her Ma-
save our Gracious Queen." jesty has adorned the Throne for the last

sixtv vears. )uring ber long and glorious
enon. Mr. BERNIER moved the adjourn- reign the possessions of the British empire

""et of the dehate. have been enlarged to a remarkable extent;
h -civil liberty and self governmenthave steadily

e Motion was agreed to. grown all over the immense doniain over
which she rules ; the colonies have been

brought more in touch with the heart of the
Senate empire. It is under this eventful reign that

Canada has reached its present area, its
prominent position in the world and its
prosperity. The illustrious events of Her

Majesty's reign are the glory of our own
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country, and we heartily join with His Ex- their contention. It is shared by most illus-
cellency and his government in the congratu- trious statesmen of different creeds, and hence
lations which such a commemoration as the any charge made against the Catholics for
Diamond Jubilee must prompt in every holding such views, must fall alike upon
hanlet of this Dominion. There are, these statesmen who stand anongst the
however, some clouds travelling across that greatest of modern times. In support of the
otherwise bright sky. In a distant part of opposite views, some advocate the right of a
the empire physical suffering in its most state to educate the peopie. On this point
woeful form bas befallen thousands and also I shall quote an authority which is not
thousands of our fellow subjects, and a wide- a Catholic one, but which, however, coincides
spread sympathy has responded to the ap- with the Catholie doctrine. John Stuart
peals of these unfortunate people whose dis- Mill, an advanced Liberal, says in his Essay
tress is si lamentable. But closer to us, and on Liberty:
even within our own borders, there is also a T
large portion of the loyal subjects of Her That the whole or any large part of the educa-

y .1. tion of the people shouild be in state hiands 1 go as
Majesty who are now enduring civil and 1 far as any one in (leprecating. It is not endurable
moral disabilities of the gravest nature. And that a governmeut should, either in law or in fact,
while the sympathies of the government have complete control over the education of the

rightfully go to the former, they do not seeni people.

to have, I regret to say, the slightest regard Then on this point also the Catho]ic views
for the latter. While the sun of liberty is are shared by distinguished thinkers, and
shining ail over the rest of the empire, reli- the minirity cannot be accused of holding
gious liberty-- wvhich is placed on the top of views entirely at variance with those of
ail the liberties which our modern tines modern times. What bas been the policy
claim to have conquered-religious liberty is pursued in England? From the year 1870
denied to the Catholic minority in Manitoba. onward school legislation lias been on the
Indeed, there is no religious liberty when the basis of denominational schools, and this
parents are forced to educate their children year that legislation bas been further
contrary to their own religious views. This amended in a way which brings it more
contention is put forth by others as well as fully within these lines, and pledges are
by Catholics. Sir A. T. Galt, one of the given that in the near. future denonina-
fathers of our constitution said one day : tional schools will be given the saine privi-

. . . nleges as the board schools. I have not the'Thlere could be ne greater injustice te a ppula - rsmto os s htIcncnic
tion than to compel them to have their children Psumption t suppose that 1 can convince
educated contrary to their own religions belief. everybody that mny views are better than

theirs ; but I nay say this-in the presence
Mr. Gladstone has said also : of the opinions I have quoted, in the pre-
In my opinion an undenominational system cf sence of the policy of the successive govern-

religion framed by or under the authority of the ments which have held power in England
state is a monster. for the last forty years, are not those who

Lord Salisbury expressed himself in the differ in opinion from me disposed to con-
cede at least that after ail the Catholiefollowing way: views, shared as they are by the most

Nuinbers of persons have invented what I call a illustrieus statesmen and thinkers in Pro-
patent compressible religion which can be forced testant England, are net te be lcoked upon
into all consciences with a little squeezing, and they as quite unreasonable ? And if s0, are not
wish to insist that this should be the onily religion
tauglt througliont the schools of the nation. ose views entitled to some consideration,
* * * * There is only one sound particularly when those views are placed
principle in religious education to which yo under the guar
should cling, whici yon should relentlessly en- could bring my fellow citizens te thatforce against all the conveniences and experiences
of official men, and that is that a parent, unless po
he lias forfeited the right by crinminal acts, lias prevail ; because their good sense, their
the inalienable riglht to determine the teaching fairness, their genercsity, would then medi-
the child shall receive tpon the holiest and mnost a
inonentous of subjects.

peace and harmony, te accept a condition
I need not furnish any other quotations cf things, which looked at as a pure matter

o, show that the Catholics are net alone in cf plicy, commends itself te such men as
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ladstone, Lord Salisbury and others, while be bridged in any other way than by mutual
it is demanded by their Catholie fellow- regard, let us have that regard for each
Citizens in Canada as a inatter of conscience. other. A common law might be the better
It Must be remembered here at once that law, but since that common law is impossible
religious belief cannot be decided by yeas of application to all alike, let us do as Solon
and nays, that it is not a matter in which did, let us make the best law that can be
the law of give and take can work. We are applied to our Canadian people. The people
1n this Canada of ours in round numbers, is not made after all for the legislators, but
ive Millions of p ople, of whom two millions the legislators do exist for every section of the
are Catholics and three millions belonging to people, whose wants, whose feelings and
Other denominations. The two millions can- whose honest and concientious views must
not surely dominate the three millions, but be considered. This is, it seens to me, not
on the other hand the three millions would only justice but pure common s-nse, and,certainly be in the most serious error if they moreover, the expression of an honest belief,
believed that they might finally drive out the that unless those principles are acted upon
wo millions. We are bound to live close by those whose duty it is to legislate in that

together in this land; this is a hard fact. school matter, peace and harmony will never
What are we to do then ? Is it not our re- be restored. The fathers of confederation
8pective duty to live in peace and work acted upon those principles. It is a funda-hnd inm hand for the development of our re- mental principle in the constitution that
sources and the prosperity of our country the minorities should be protected in natters

of education. It was understood that in a
lion. Mr. BOULTON-I do not think community like ours. honest religious belief

anybody wants to drive out the two miillons. had to be recognized. Sir Alexander Mac-
lion. Ylr. MASSON-We muht kenzie, a strong supporter of what is called

conson Mr. MASSN -We must take the public schools, had at last to admit the utter
it aequences of any act we do and abide by impossibility of the working in our communi-
the the hon, gentleman has iust stated ties of the systen. One of the essential

onsequences of the act. reasons of such views was given by Sir A.
-1on. M-%r. PERLEY-That act was sup- T. Galt, in the words which I have already

Ported by a large number of the hon. gentle- quoted but whicli cannot be quoted too often.
Wa's own friends. He said:

. . Mr. BERNIER-But this patriotie o gater injstice t a popula-

4 101. Mr BI R N ie - s pIo riotic tion tuan b coiipel tiein to have their childrenai~~~~~ ~~ iantb tand~ oga ednicated coitirary to their own rcligioum imelief.
section of the population is abused in the
. ay the Catholic minority has been abused Sir A. T. Gait was then concerned about
1n Manitoba. In matters where uniformity bis co-reli iofviews cannot be expected on account ~ oit nQee.A b iko0 Viws annt beexpcte on ccotitbeing called an extremist, 1 cannot see by

f What is most sacred in man, on ac- wbat sort of 'easoning we can arrive at tbe
cOunt of his religious belief, we must agree conclusion that what would be an injusticeto di.sagree, InatqiySoo aeato tbe Protestants of Quebec could be the
le sagree. In antiquity Solon gavea
dason to all subsequent legislators. One rigbt thin
tay he was asked whether he lad given But, perbaps, Sir A. T. Gaît was himself anthe Athenians the best laws that he could extremist. Before proceeding furtber, it
conIceive. His answer was that he had'may be well to state, foigiven to bis people the best laws that could tbe nev members of tbis fouse, wbat Ibe applied to them. Here in Canada, in a!.bave bad occasion to state before, tbat the
cl.ixed community such as ours, there are Catbolic minority do not ask for cburch orcertain matters upon which we do not agree, I parochial scbools. Whetber church schools
UPon which we can neer agree, because it'are better tban state scools I ar not dis-affect ou r

et' Our religious belief and conscientious cussing at present; tbe question does fot
te th It may be that your views are bet- arise bere. I am only stating tbe important
ter than mine ; it may be that mine are bet- fact that cburcb or parochial scbools bave
side oa yours. But that must remain out- not been in existence in Manitoba since it
s. Of ourpolitical parliamentary discussions. became a province. I am merely stating

e strean wbich divides us cannot c also tbis other fact, tbat e ave neyer
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asked for, and do not ask now, for church or
parochial schools. What we lad were par-
ental schools aided by the state, and we are
now simply asking for the restoration of
those parental schools. By the law of
nature, it is the duty and, consequently,
the right of parents to control the
education of their children. On account
of the verv grreat interest that the
state has in the diffusion of knovledge
amongst all classes, it may consider it a
duty to belp the parents in their work
and in the fulfilment of their duties and
obligations in that respect, but it must not
take their place. While the state extends
to the par ents its protection and its financial
aid it has a right to see that the school
grants are not misapplied, it has a right to
exact full compensation in the formn of
knowledge for the money they hand over to

They are as follows

(3.) That it may be declared that the said last
nentionied Acts do affect the riglhts ai privileges

of the Roman Catholie miinority of the Queen's
subjects in relation to education.

(4.) That it mnay be declarei that to Your Ex-
cellenlcy the Governlor ( eneral ii Couneil, it seenms
r&ejuisite that the provisionsof the statutes in force
iii the province of Manitoba prior to the passage of
the said Acts, shoul(l be re-enactel in so fat at
least as inay be nccessary to secure to the Roman
Catholies iii the said] provmnee the right to biild,
maintain, equilp, mîtanage, conduct aiid support
thjese schools in the nianner pros ided for by the
said statutes to sceure to themo thir proportionlate
share of any gianit -made out of the public fuids
for the purposes of educatiom antl to relieve snch
imembers of the Romnan (athlohc churclh as con-
triblite to scli Roman Cathole1 schools from ail
payme(t or contribution to the support of any
other schools, or that the said Acts of 1890 should
be so modue]itied or amen(ded as to effect such pur-
poses.

the parents. The Catholic parents do not T are the groun(s of complaint and
object to that, but what they object to is tbe retcdy prayed for. Wies the Privy
that any disability be placed upon them Council lecided tbat the appeal of the mi-
on account of their religious belief. To use
the words of the Lords of the J udicial Com- e
mittee of the Privy Council rigts and privileges

hlie objection of the Romnai Catholies to schools eumerated in those petitions were igbts
such as alone receive state aid under the Act of and privileges which should Le restored, ac-
189o, is conscientiously aii eeply rooted. cording to their demands, as stated in such

mieiorials. This is as clear as dayligbt. Any
It was for the protection of such conscien- oe is at ]ibertv to designate those privileges

tious and deeply rooted belief that clause 22 and those rights by whatever naine le may
of the Maititoba Act was inserted therein, cboose, but tbese very rigbts and privileges
In the judgment just referred to, their must be restored, if any respect is to be
lordships declared that this clause is " a par- paid to the findings of tle highest tribu-
liamentary compact " which cannot be over- ual of the empire. However, their lord-
looked, either by the provincial legislature ships have thougbt proper to say more,
or by this parliament. They have declared or ratber, to say the same tbing in a dif-
that the appeal of the Catholics under erent way, and to expressly mention
subsection 2 of that clause "is admissible that the denominational scbool system must
on the grounds set forth in their me- 1e restored. Their lordsbips Say in their
morials and petitions." Further on the judgment that "subsection 2 Of section 22
same judgment says that the appeal on of tbe Manitoba Act is the governing enact-
such grounds "is well founded." Even if ment." In anotber place they say tîat this
w'e had only these words to rely upon second subsection "is a substantive enact-
for the support of our claims, they would be ment and not designed merely as a means
conclusive. It would be only necessary to'of enforcing tbe provision wbich precedes
ascertain what these claims are, and what it." And tbey go on to sav
sort of remedy should be given us to remove
all " legitimate grounds of complaint," and

to iformtion;~ ' tctîd to rigbits ami. privileges acqutireti b legishi.to get at that information it would onlygetat ha woldonl rtion 81i)sequecnt to the unioti. Lt cxtends iii teriis
be necessary to refer to the petitions of to riglit or Jriviicges of the inority affccted
the minority. There we would find the i)y an Act passed by tbe legisiature, ani wtil
whole thing. These petitions and memo- tbcrefore secin to embrace ail rigbts and priviieges
rials state the grounds of complaint of the existiiig at te time wbcu such Act was passeti.

'I'lîcir iorî'tslips sec nio justification for puttinig aminority, and the redress to which they
contend tbey <mor entitled. notbîng ii the rriounds setarth n un
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the apparent intention of the legislature, to war- by inspel
ant any sucl limitation. Quite the contrary. to the la

According to this opinion, then, not only 3. Tha
sOme of the rights and privileges existing at right to
the time the laws of 1890 were passed have schools.
been affected, but every one of them ; and 4. Thi
it is useless to say that ail affected rights right to
inust be restored. It is a simple matter of religrious
comion. sense, a niatter of course. Then 5 Th
their lordlships proceed to enumerate those right to l
rights. Thev do so when contrasting the of their
POSition of tuie Roman Catholies prior and 6. Thî
subsequent to the Acts from which there is taxes for
an appeal. Their words are as follows 7. Thi

proportic
hIe sole qiuestion to bie determined is whether 'for schoo

.lgt or privilege which the Roman Catholie of the prtUioit tyreviously enijoyed has been effected by Now,t' ilation of 1890. Their lordships are .nabte to see how this guestion can receiv-e national

it but a afiraintive answ'er. Contrast the legal stat
o of the Roman Catholics iior and subse- ceased tc

,Pelit to tee Aets frein wiich tht- apeal. dBefore vl.ich artite5 0 Patsselj it law tbere existrî1 <u1i,,éoiniiOt
chools. >f whicih the control and m

anagement were view of
1 the haniids of Romani Catholies, who could select words of
t1le books tri be used and determine the character

of the religious teachiiig. These schools receivel It view
fer proporionate e of the money contributed possible t

te shool pliurposes out of the generai taxatioi of the Roma
le province, ani the money raised for these 1r- tion, whic

poses bY local assessmteit was, so far as it fell affected.
e (atihoiei, a.ieilti towards tite sport Now

(If tile ('atîtlie scitools. \Viîat is tue positiont ef LI
t e an Caîtlolic minority under the Acts of rights of

l Schiools of their own dennouitation, con- sincethos
f ecording to their views, will receive no aid of theifth 0I t Sta te. Tlîey mîtcist ilepettil etirely, fo ionc

thlei snle Iti f tion of1çPSitppj. (il)(i tîte conitrîibutionis cf tue Romnan
tl'ohe otnnimity, while the taxes out of wib sectionState ai' ,

th atdi granted to the schlîels proviled for by the Ron

Metr ute fall alike on Catholies andProtestants- those rig
liable temt f s l I 1 se tion can

ir alî assessnent frsiol roet ,th
troee of that assessment are no longer destinted law ; si
but extenît for the support of Catholic schools, restorati
they rud the meais of naitntaining schools which well fouflf nS aI o nore 51l(tLble foi- tue edncation duie

ateîic childret tuait if tiey were d istictvelyjudgmen
ittestant ini their character. privilege

possi ieU. of this comnparison, it does not seeni restored,
the g (i say that the rights and privileges of complaintio>i Ni M' tho<ie iinet-îrty iti relationt tut cîuca-

we( not»nt rights anWl i OItel plier te 1 h0,iave ttot hteen îgtsa
eed. nomninati

stitute t
Thia Paragraph of the last judgment in is that s

states in effect not any
18 That there existed, by law, prior to of a con

, Catholic denominational schools. Council.
That these denominational schools were We can

lider the control and management of the We are
tinan Catholics (this includes the forma- and conc
of , the examination and the certification of the C

teachers, and also the inspection of schools by the

-tors regularly appointed according
w in force for the time being.)
t the Roman Catholics had the
select the books to be used in

Lt the Roman Catholics had the
determine the character of the
teaching in the saine sehools.

t the Roman Catholics had the
evy and collect taxes for the support
lenominational schools.
at they were exempt from paying
the support of non-Catholic sclools.

Lt they had the right to have their
nate share of the money contributed
1 put-poses out of the general funds
ovince.
say their lordships, those denomi-
schools have been deprived of their
tus by the Acts of 1890 and have

share in the financial advantages
e accorded to the other schools, " In
this ceomparison," these are the
the Privy Council :

of this comiparison, it does not seetti
o say that the rights and privikges of
n ('attolie minority iii relation to editea-
h existel prior to 1890, have not been

ion. gentlemen, since such were the
the Roman Catholics in 1890 ;

e rights and privileges, and every one
have been affected by the legisla-
1890 ; since subsection 2 of

22 of the Manitoba Act assures to
ian' Catholics the existence of ail
hts and privileges ; since no limita-
be put upon that subsection of the
nce the appeal, claiming the

on of such rights and privileges is
nded, then it follows froi that
t, that the very same rights and
s which have been affected, nîust be
or else the legitimate grounds of
t are not removed. And since those
id privileges are known as the de-
onal school svstem, and in fact, con-

rie denominational school system, it
vstem which must be restored, and
other one. There is no suggestion
promise in that decision of the Privy

Let us put that in a different way.
not insist too much on that point.
here face to face with a very simple
lusive agreement. Since the rights
atholic minority have been affected
fact of the denominational schools
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having been deprived of the advantages you are the majority, you nay do what vou
which they enjoyed before 1890, as enumer- like notwithstanding our judgxnent. n
ated in their lordships' remarks, it is that other worls, they vou1d take back with one
fact which constitutes their grievance. Then, hand what they vould have given with the
such grievance cannot evidently be removed, other. 1 say that this position is not a
except by the restoration of the saine de- reasonablo one. It is a inisconstruction of a
nominational schools to their former legal very clear iaw, and aimost an insuit to the
status with all the privileges which highest tribunal in the empire. But sone
were attached to thein. In other words, one may object-have fot their lordships
the judgment plainly orders that the said that it is not essential to re-cnact the
Catholie denominational schools must be old statutes? Certainly thcy have said so
restored, with such privileges as are and thcy were riglit in saying so. Any one
detailed in the above quotation. So reading closcly and accurately that part of
long as they are not, so long will the the judgmcnt, vill not find one single hint
"legitimate grounds of complaint " remain, in contradiction of the position I take. Let
so long will the grievances remain, and so us rend that paragraph-1 beg my hon. col-
long will that judgment stand unsatisfied, leagues to pay attention to the wording of
against the command of Her Majesty, as that paragraph
embodied in the following paragraph, page
14 :

pcaied Iby the Act of 1890) should be re-enacteti, or
Her Majesty having taken the said report into that the precise piovisions of these statites should

consideration, was pleased, i)y and with the advice again be maie law. The systeni of education vm-
of Her Privy Council, to approve thereof and to )o(ied ii the Acts of 1890 no (onbt coinmends it-
orler as it is hereby ordered that the reconmnenda- self to, and a(leqnateiy supplies the mants of the
tions and directions therein contained be pune- great inajority of the inhahitmîts of the province.
tually observed, obeyed, and carried into effect in Ail Iegitimate gronnds of complaint would be re-
eaci and every particular. Whereof the Governor moved if tiat sy.tein were muppiemented by provi-
General of the Dominion of Canad.i for the time s Which %vould remove the grievance mîpon which
being, and ail other persons whom it may concern, the appeai is fonnded, and were modified so far as
are to take notice and goveru themselves accori- inig t le necessary to give effet to these pro-
ingly.

No man, whatever nay be his standing First of ail, let us observe that the afir-
at the bar, will be able to convince the mation of the fact that it is not essential
minority that the restoratiin of its denoini- that one thing he done, is at the saine time
national schools is not ordered by this judg- an affirmation that at least somcthing must
ment. Any other view would have the effect he donc. And what is the thing that is to
indeed of placing their lordships in a very be donc? h cannot be anything cisc than
unenviable position, a position of contradic- the removal of what their lordships have
tion with themselves. In one breath, they just defined to be the grievance of the
would have said: the Roman Catholics were Roman Cathoiics; in other words, the res-
enjoying at a certain period certain advan- toration of the denominational schools with
tages, which we define here to be so and so; their privileges. In the second place, in
these advantages have been taken away f rom reading closely that paragraph. one will sec
them; thereby their rights, as protected by at once that it docs not say that the dcnom-
subsection 2 of clause 22 of the Manitoba inational school systcm itself shah fot he
Act which is "a parliamentary compact," rcstored, but onîy that it is not essential for
have been affected so as to constitute a well such restoration, that the precise provisions
founded grievance; the constitution pro- of the statutes under which thcy previously
vides machinery for the redress of that cxisted, should be rc-cnacted. That para-
grievance, and, in conformity with the pro- graph alludes only to certain provisions of
visions of that machinery you must remove the former statutes, to the external arrange-
all legitimate grounds of complaint. And ments of the system, to the exterior v'st-
yet, in the next breath, they would have ments, as it wcrc, in which was clad a certain
said: do not remove that grievance, do not body known as the denominational sehools,
make use of the machinery to which we which body may indulge in a moderate
have referred, let the Roman Catholics change of drcss, but shou]d not be strangled.
strive under the disabilities which the legis- It does not allude to the system, to the thing
lation of 1890 have inflictcd upon thcm; itsclf which existed under those statutes.
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That system was, in the main, the existence tion and modification of the school districts
of the denominational schools with certain be regulated in the same way as they were
Privileges. This nust be restored, although by the old statutes. It is not essential that
YOU may do as their lordships say: You the school rate be levied in the same way.
IIay, in restoring those denominational It is not essential that any of the precise
schools, depart somewhat as to details f rom provisions of the old statutes be re-enacted.
the precise provisions of the statutes repealed IJ go further. We do not ask for the re-
by the Act of 1890. That is ail that is said, enactment of the old statutes. We are
here. There is nothing strange about this, quite ready to accept the Acts of 1890, pro-
it is only a repetition of our memorials. vided they are supplemented by such pro-
Let us read a part of sucli memorials: visions as would remove ail legitimate

grounds of conplaint. Ten or twelve pro-
nentioC t 1o affect th rhts i eass visions would answer the purpose. It would

of the Roman Catholic ninority of the Queen's be hardly the work of four or five hours for
sub.jects in relation to education. an expert in law to make in good faith these

(4.) That it nay he declared that to Your modifications. This, assuredly, shows that
exceîlency the Governor Gieneral in Council, it that paragraph of their lordships' judgmente1n-S requisite that the provisions of the statutes t .
'I force in the province of Manitoba prior to the can be construed so as to be consistent with
Passage of the said Acts, should be re-enacted in ;o the rest of the judgment, and so as to leave
far at lea.st ai may le nece.ary to secure Io the this parlianient free to legislate in the riglit

blid Coaice i, n aig pie e rar t t -direction and adequately. As to the powerInaintain, equiip, manage, eonduct and Slip-,
Port these schools in the manner provided for by of this parliament to legislate, as I have
the said statutes, to secure to them their propor- just said, it is affirmed in almost everytionate share of any grant nade out of the public paragraph of the judgment. In one place,funuîs for the purposes of education and to relieve o th u n n lsuch inembuiers of the Roman Catholic church as t says
coIltribute to such Roman Catholic schools front all Bearing in mind the circuinstances which existed
Payent or contribution to the support of any in 1870, it does not appear to their lordships an
Other schools, or that the ,taid Arts of 1890 should extravagant notion that in creating a legislature

o md0(l/ed or amended 'as to effect such for the province with linited powers it should havePurposes. been thought expedient, in case either Catholics or
Th Protestants becane preponderant, and rights which

th is Petition does not ask for the rep-al of had cone into existence under different circum-
e Acts of 1890 ; it does not ask for the re- stances were interfered with, to give the Dominion

enactnent of the statutes repealed by the parlianent power to legislate upon matters of
Act of 1890 ; it does not ask for the re-enact education so far as was necessary to protect the
Aet fProtestant or Catholie minority, as the case mnight
'tit of the precise provisions of those be.S9athuite We did not ask for any s.ch In another place it says that the precise
for as in our petitions, nor are we askmng steps to be taken in the inatter are definednythin g of the kind now. We are tpsonliy ask- fs e aindmnts he ae by subsection 3 of section 22 of the Mani-
0f19 ing for some amendcents to the Acts toba Act. Let us see then by reading that

0189, such as may be necessary to secure
Our rights, as it is stated in our memorials. sub-clause, what steps are referred to:

With their lordships we say (3.) In case any such provincial law, as fron tine
to time seems to the Governor General in Council

The 'Systemn of education enhodied in the Acts requisite for the due execution of the provisions of
(f 189o no doubt commnends itself to and adequately this section is not nmade, or in case any decision of
ýliPIies the wants of the great majority of the the Governor General in Council on any appeal
lnhabitants of the province. under this section is not duly executed by the

3 eproper provinc-ial authority in that behalf, then,
hich supplement these Acts by provisions and in every such case and as far only as the

Whic. Would remove the grievance and all circunistances of each case require, the parliament
teitimate grounds of complaint. To attain of Canada may make reinedial laws for the (lue
that object it is not essential to re-enact the execution of the provisions of this section, and of
statute any decision of the Governor Generai in Council
pr • -s repealed in 1890, nor the precise under this section.

ns of the same. By the Acts re- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is a limitPeled un 1890 there was a general board there to the power of the Governor in
Cathoication composed of Protestants and Council to interfere.

iiIg e's. It is not essential for the remov.
rng Of our grievances that such board be Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Yes, as far as
estored. It is not essential that the forma- circumstances require. That is what we ask.
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We do not ask for anything more. The power from all payment or contribution to the support of

given by this clause to parliament, of niaking any otier schools.

the remedial laws, surely carries with it to the This is the governing enactment-so much
fullest extent the power of legislating ade- so that even if the judgment of the Privy
quately, and this power being the supreme Council did not exist, that decision of the
power, its legislation would of necessity Go'vernorGeneral inCouncilwould bebinding
supersede the legislation or the action of on ail parties and on this parliament. Surely
the inferior power in case some clashng parliament cannotbe forced to vote a remedial
should occur. Moreover, the power given law, or any law, any more than an individual
to this parliament creates a corresponding member of parliament can be forced to vote
duty for parliament to legisiate whenever it in any particular way. No physical force
has been advised by the proper authority can be used in such cases, no mandamus
that such legislation is requisite. And could be issued, but as an individual inember
wvhich is the proper authority in this mat- would be derelict to his duty if persistently
ter? The Governor General in Council and and without sufficient reason he should ab-
no other, not even the Canadian parlia- stain from voting, though present in the
ment, and here I would read again that 3rd building, so would parliament be in refusing
sub-clause, but I suppose it is not necessary. to carry out the decision of the Governor in

So the Governor General in Council aloine Council in this school matter. As a matter
bas the right to say whether a law is requi- of fact, the present attitude of the govern-
site or not, and their decision in such inatter ment constitutes the most flagrant denial of
is final on each appeal. It partakes of the justice that has ever occurred in our parlia-
character of a judicial act, and cannot be mentary history. Although vestqd with the
withdrawn or modified : it belongs to ail the duty of causing the legitimate grounds of
parties interested in the case, and without complaint of the minority to be removed, ac-
the c>nsent of ail it must remain, so long as cordingtothe constitutionthe presentgovern-
there has been no compliance with the
saine by the provincial authorities. Now
what lias the Governor General in Couneil
decided in the matter ? Acting within their
constitutional powers, they have deternined
that it was " requisite " that the systen of
education embodied in the two Acts of 1890
should be supplemented by a provincial act
or acts which would restore to the Roman
Catholic minority their rights.

And His Excellency the Governor General in
Council vas further pleased to declare and decide,
and it is hereby decIared that it seemns requisite
that the systeim of education embodied im the two
Acts of 1890, aforesaiti, shall be suppleiiented by
a provincial Act or Acts which wili restore to tlie
Roman Catlolic muinority the said rights and pri-
vileges of which such ninority lias been so deprived
as aforesaid, and which will miodify the said Acts
of 1890, so far and so far only as mîîay be necessary
to give effect to the provisions restoring the rights
and privileges in paragraphs (a), (1), (r), lierein-
before mentioned.

And here are the provisions, paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c):

(a.) 'lie riglit to build, iaintain, equip, manage,
coniduct aid support Romnan Cathohe schools, ii
the manner provided for by the statutes whicih were
repealed by the two Acts of 1890, aforesaid.

(1).) The right to share proportionately in anly
grant imade out of the public funds for the purposes
of educationi.

(c.) 'l'lie right of exemption of such Romian
Catholics as cotriblute to Roman Catholic sehools

ment has been an accomplice of the men, and of
the methods of the men, who for the last seven
years have trampled under their feet the
civil and religious liberties of the pioneers of
education and civilization in western Canada.
Last year, speaking on the same subject,
I said the minority would maintain towards
the new administration the sanie attitude
of dignity and moderation that we had
maintained under the previous administra-
tion, urging no undue claims, throwing no
obstacles in the way of an equitable solution
of the existing difticulties, virtually extend-
ing a friendly hand to the administration.
What treatment have we received in return?
I am sorry to say that even the simplest
courtesy bas not been extended to us. AI-
though we were the parties most interested
mn the matter, we have not been in the least
consulted. More than that, we have been
insulted at our own doors and in tLe most
undignified and unjustifiable manner by a
minister of the crown. The sweetness of
the voice of the hon. leader of the govern-
ment in this House will not atone for the
harshness of the treatment. This govern-
ment has followed the same course as the
government of Manitoba. When the Mani-
toba government decided to sweep away
the Catholic schools, not a word of informa-
tion was offered to us. It has been said
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that the policy of the provincial government without any regard for their own pledges.
Was prompted by the alleged defective char- And in doing so, they open the doors wide
acter of our schools. As a inatter of fact, to the accusation that like the government
those gentlemen did not know the exact of Manitoba, what they are seeking is not
condition of our schools; they had never justice, but mere party advantage. Any
taken the trouble of investigating their settlement which falls short of the re-
coldition. Never a hint had come to us quirements of the judgment of the Privy
from those quarters that any improvement Council and of the Remedial order, cannot
in our teaching, or in the management of be a solution of the difficulties without
Our schools, was desired. On the contrary, our consent. In this case our consent has
again and again we had been praised fqr our not been given and the government bas,
Work in the important matter of the educa- nevertheless, passed us over and entered into
tion of the youth, by every one, high and low, an agreement which they knew was not ac-
who had cone in contact with our institu- ceptable to us. It is treatment which is ac-
tions, and those praises were mnerited; because corded only to helots. But we are weak and
n0twithstaiding what bas been said, our weakness is apparently no more entitled to
schools were in as good a condition as their consideration with this Liberal federal gov-
rivals, the Protestant schools. That fact I ernmient than it was with the Liberal pro-
established in this House in 1895. And yet, vincial government. That will not, however.
the government of Manitoba, adding insult affect the determination of the minority to
to injury, swept away our schools in such a insist upon their rights. Shall I remind the
rmianner that the Hon. Hugh J. Macdonald governnent of their pledges? They are
had to qualify the action of that govern- fresh in every memory and cannot be re-
rnent as a brutal one. They had no regard pudiated. It cannot be denied that Mr.
for our feelings, no regard for our rights, no Laurier did promise, in the House of Com-
regard for the parliamentary compact entered mons and during the electoral campaign,
into by the province with this Dominion. that he would give full justice to the minor-
More than that, they had no regard for their ity, and that be alone could do it. The
OWn pledges. Because it must be remniem- pledges of his candidates to the same effect
bered that the party whose leader Mr. Green- cannot be denied. They are so many and
Way was, the government whose head Mr. so well known that I need not take your time
Greenway was, had repeatedly pledged them- in reading them. And yet, these pledges are
selves to the electors, and more especially to disregarded as was the case with Mr. Green-
the minority itself, to maintain in their way! And we are called upon to accept again
'ntegrity the rights and privileges of said mere promises, to rely on the good-will of
nItority. However, they went back on their Mr. Greenway and of his friends. We have
Ownpledges. They had made the promises for been too often betrayed to consent to that.
Party advantages, as was said in the legis- The minority will adhere to its policy of
lature itself by one who was the president claiming its privileges as a matter of right,
of the Liberal Association at the time the and not simply as a matter of mere courtesy
promises were made, and they violated those on the part of a hostile government. InibPledges also for party advantages. When I doing so we may be stigmatized as ex-
recall .those circumstances I cannot agree tremists, because there are some who, unable
With the hon. leader of this House when he to find good grounds to support the so-
says that the government of Manitoba have called settlement, like to resort to that word
acted in good faith. He himself must have as a stigma against the friends of the good

i doubts about that, and surely his col- cause that the minority is fighting. Butieague, the hon. Secretary of State, has. mere words are nothing but wind, and such
e Minister of Public Works bas himself wind will not uproot the tree of our claims,

styled Mr. Greenway as a vulgar politician and of the constitution. The mover and
Without any scruple or patriotism. Now, I seconder of the address did use that expres-

thm orry to say, this government is pursuing sion. Had they pondered a little more
to e ne course as the government of Mani- upon it perhaps they would not have donetoba. They are acting in this matter with- so, because, after all, they were stigmatizing
out any regard for our legitimate grounds of their own leaders. These indeed are extrem-
comtplaint, without any regard for the judg- ists also, since thy admit that their so-called
nient of the highest tribunal of the empire, settlement is not all that we are entitled
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to. Such an admission is contained even in
the Speech from the Throne, wvhere it is
said that it is the best arrangement that
could be obtained, implying thereby that
something more is due. On the other hand,
I must confess that there is also in that
part of the Speech fron the Throne more
than is necessary to convince the mover and
seconder of the address, and I may say the
whole Dominion, that the government does not
intend practically to become an extremist.
The good-will or the ill-will of the Mani-
toba governnient is their rule. That is a
policy which does not indeed require any
great exertion. It is a policy of surrender.
Before the election a policy of sunny ways
was announced, but it turns out that the
beams of the sun are all for the Manitoba
government, and that we are left in cold
and darkness; and the governiment here
insinuates, and the Manitoba government

if they were willing to introduce adequate re-
medial measures. The previous government
wanted to give us something, while the pre-
sent administration does not care to give us
anything, but is satisfied with what their
friends in our distant province are disposed
to grant, however trifling it may be. In
fact, this so called settlement does not give
us anything; it is a complete surrender on
the part of this government, and it did not
require six months to accomplish such a feat.
It could have been done in a inonth. It was
very easy work, where-there was no fight, no
danger, and no credit. As we say in
French,-" a vaincre sans péril, on triomphe
sans gloire." That this settlement does not
f ully renove our grievances, it is useless to
argue, because it is admitted by the govern-
ment itself. It may be well, however, to
mention some details to show how far this
so-called settlement ignores the former posi-

openly declares, that we must be satisfied tion of the minority. Under the old iaw we
with that lot. We think, however, that as had the right-J say the right, and not
British subjects, we are entitled to a mere possibility-of being relresented
all the blessings that are to be derived from on the general board of education. We
British citizenship, and we confidently ex- bad in that general board of education
pect that one day or otlier the sun will a Catholie section empowered to manage
shine over our plains as it does over ail the Catholi schoois. Xe had a Catholie
the other portions of the empire. In superintendent of education. We had
the meantime, we will maintain our posi- Catholic inspectors. We had Catholic nor-
tion like f ree men, and we will show that mal sehools. We had Catholic examiners.
we are not u nworthy of sittiug at the board Ve had Cathoiic teachers. We had Catho-
where British institutions are conceived lic sehool districts and Catholic trustees.
and framed, and given to the people, not We had the selection of text books. We
as an instrument of despondency or treach- had the right to levy taxes on ou properties
ery, but as a generator of freedom and for the support of our schools. We were
justice, and as a guarantee of good faith. exempt from taxation for the support of non-
The government and their organs a 'e taking Catholic schools. We had Our share of the
gi'eat credit to themselves for that so- legisiative sehool grant, and ail these hiave
called settlement. They triumphntly direct been hed by the Privy Coucil to be rights
our attention to the fact that it lias taken and privileges that should not be taken away
them only six months toefectthatsetlement, ifrom us, but which had been affected by the
while the other government had not been school legisation of 1890. Now, the so-
able re do anything duiing the six previous calied settlement gives away each and ail of
aears. ome reasons may be found for that, those privilees. The mere 'eading of the
however. We have noticed tat. every time law ow passed by the legisature of Mani-
the late administration inade a nove towards toha, and which is notbing but the sette-
an equitable solution, they had to face, not ment reduced into law, is a sufficient evidence
onl vthe Manitoba government which as un- 1 of that assertion. iere it is
friendly to them, but the political party
now in power, the men who, sitting at
the time on the opposition benches in this
parliament, were continually obstructing
their policy, which action forms a marked
contrast with the present opposition which
has declared its willingness to help the hon.
gentlemen on the treasury benches now

AN ACT TO AMEND " THE PUBLIC
SU'HOOL ACT."

Her Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the legislative assembly of the province
of Manitoba enacts as follows :-

1. Religions teaching, to be conducted as herein-
after provided, shall take place in any public
sclool in Manitoba;
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(a) If authorized by a resolution passed by the 9. No pupil shall be permitted to be present at
mfajority of the school trustees of the district in any religions teaching unless the parents or
Which the school is carried on, or, guardians of such pupil desire it. In case the

(b) If a petition be presented to said school parents or guardians do not desire the attendance
trustees asking for religious teaching and signed by of pupils during such religions teaching, then such
the parents or guardians of at least ten chilIren pupils shall be dismissedi before the religious
attending the school in the case of a rural school exercises are begun, or shall remain in another
district, or by the parents or guardians of at least room.
twenty-five children attending the school in the 10. When tn of the pupils in any school speak
case of a city, town or village school. the French language, or any language other than

2. Such religions teaching shall take place English, as their native language, the teacbing of
between the hours of 3:30 and four o'clock in the such pupils shall be conducted in French, or such
afternoon, and shail be contucted by any Christian other language and English upon the bi-lingual
clergymlian whose charge includes any portion of the systemn.
schlool district, or hy any person duly authorized 11. All the provisions of " The Public Schools
by such clergyman, or by a teacher wheil S Act" and anendnents and of " The Education
authorized . Departmient Act " inconsistent wth the provisions

3* Where so specified in such resolution of trus- of this Act, are hereby repealed.tees, or where so required by a petition of parents or
gnarians, religions teaching during the prescribed 12. This Act shall cone into force on the
periodi may take place only on certain specified day of Ai). 1897.
days of the week instead of on every teaching day.

4. In any school in towns and cities, whîere the As Mr. Caneron said, in moving the sec-
aerage attendance of Roman Catholic children is ond reading of that bill, this law is the tri-
orty or upwards, and in villages and rural districts n

Whiere the atverage attendance of such children is umph of the Manitoba government and of the
twenty -five or upwards, the trustees shall, if legislature. There is in that law not the
reqîuiîred by a petition of parents or guardians of slightest vestige left of our rights. Is it

hnc1 unber of Roman Catholic children, respec- more in conformity with the judgment of
tveIy, employ at least one duly certificated Roman
Cathlic teacher in such school. In any sehool in the Privy Council ? Tt cannot be, because
towns and cities where the average atten(ance of that judgment is substantially a recogni-
non-Romian Catholic children is forty or upw ards, tion of the rights we had under the old law,and in villages and rural districts where the average and which I have already enumerated. Butattenthalîce of sncb children is twenty-five or tmp- ltu otatmr lsl h w ou
wards, tl tiustees shal, if req uired hy the petition let us contrast more closely the two docu-
f parents or guardians of sucli children, employ at 1 ments. The grievance of the mnority says

least One duly certiticated non-Roman Catholic the judgment is in the fact that " denom-
teacher. inational schools, of which they had the

earried onhr in any shool ain pursnce of the fore- management," and for which " they could

gaiag provisions ant there are Roman Cathioie and select the books to be used and determine
non-Romnan Catholic children attending the school, the character of the religious teaching," have
and the school-room acco emodation does not been deprived of their legal status, of their

it of the pupils being placed in separate rooms share of the legislative school grant, of theirfor' the pnrpose of religionts tecig prov shaeifthon«
shalî 1e mate iw tic regulaions of the h)epartmeut right to levy taxes for the support of such
of Edu1cation, (vhiich regulations the board of school schools, and of the exemption they enjoyed
t(Ustees shall observe), whereby the time allotted as to the support of the other schools
for religions teaching shall be divided in such a
lay that the religions teaching of Roman Catholic They are, on the contrary, obliged to maintainerio en shall be carried on during the prescribed "schools whiclh they regard as no more suitablePeriod 'on one-half of the teaching days in each for the education of their children than if they" tand th-e religions teacing of te nn- were distinctively Protestant in their character."R"o'lan Catholic ebiltiren sitaîl lie carried on dung "
te presc-rib)ed period on one-half of the teachingtayt of each meonth. Thereby, their lordships say, the rights of

6. The Departnent of Education shall have the the Catholics lave been affected-hence
ler to make regulations not inconsistent with I "their legitimate grounds of complaint."

the Prinlciples of this Act, for carrying into effect Does the settlement reniove in any way the
Provisions of tbis Act. . grievance ? No; on the contrary, it affirns

na o eparation of pupils by religions deoni- the position of the local government, and has
Work. thepretension of buryingfor everthose rights,

. Where the school-rooi accommodation at the the spoliation of which, according to the
} o[al cf the trustees permits, instead of allotting judgment of the Privy Council, constitutes

tirent dlays cf t-he week te differenît denonna- the grievance. In support of this contentiont'18for t-be pu rpose cf religions teachin -, -thoe m - ~ ' tbe ~ tb
Pupi lnay be separated wben the hour for religions allow me to red from the speech of the

feling arrives, and placed in separate roons. Attorney General, Mr. Cameron, when intro-
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ducing the measure into the local legis- people. And, in case the school trustees
lature: would have been disposed to refuse such

the enu oftheauthorization, thiere is niot a Catholic fainily
He (Mr. Cameron) regarded the n Manitoba which would ot have gladly

settleinent arrived at as a distinct triumph on the
part of thie legislature and governmrent. hon wd opnte ors fis

partot he egiiatre mi oveilmnt.home to the children to afford them an

And further on he proceeds to point out opportunity to receive that saine religious
that the settlement and the bill based upon instruction for baîf an hour. Then, in so
it are far as this aspect of the case is concerned,

the provision as to the haif hour does not
Precisely in accordance with the declarations of better our position. Does it alter the

the legislature and the gov-ernmiient ever sinice theth eiitr iidtegvrnen vrSlc h nature of the schools as a teacbing institu-
question arose. ton? Mr. Cameron, in the words 1 have

Now, what were in substance these declara- already quoted, positively answers in the
tions ? That they would never restore to negative. Let me state my own views.
the minority its rights and privileges. And The seUlement provides that fronine
this governmnent has agreed to that. Let o'clock in the norning until half past three
nobody be deceived by that clause which in the afternoon there vill be no reference
allows half an hour of religious teaching to any religious matter. In going into the
after the sphool hours. This is not a con-A class-room teachers and children alike will
cession at ail. We were not in need of the have to hang up their Christianity, and God
interference of this government, we were himself, in the hall wituh their hats and
not in need of any atendment to the law of overcoats, and leave them there until the
1890, to use the school premises for that han of the dock lias tomarked the tiine
purpose after school hours It might o have when tnat stranger, who, however, gave
been after four oclock instead of lialf-past His life to save ours, when that Saviour of
three, but this is immaterial. Whether it Our souls will have the option of making bis
is after four or after hatf past three, does humble ingress amongst those children, and
not change the principle. It is after school there, with the kind permission of certain
hours, and the trustees, by virtue of their gentlemen and under certain regulations, of
corporate powers, had the right to author- whieh we know nothing at presient, have
ize, by resolution or by simple permission, some conversation for havf an eour or so.
any sort of meetings in the school premises, Will that haef hour of religious instruction
whether these meetings be, in tîeir nature, given to the children-as a sort of punish-
industrial, political, or religious. The school ment to some of them-have the effect of
trustees had even tbe rigit, by virtue of christianizing that part of the day during
their corporate powers, to authorize in the which God bas been expelled? Not in the
school-house, the celebration of mass one day, least. Fron fine orclock until half-past
and the next day to authorize any other de- three, the school wil sinply be ail unchristian
nomination to have therein its religious school, a school of infidelity, to be succeeded
service, and so on, in succession with every at sunset by another kind of teaching, if,
one of the a. And to prevent it, the legisla- perchance, there is such teachini. B tecause,
ture would have had to pass a law. aving it is provided that rehigious teaching may
that power, the trustees had surely also the not take place every day in certain cases,
power of authorizing haîf an hour of cate- but onîy on every alternate day, and even
chism after the school hours. t repeat it, less f requently. There is even a possibiity
that clause is merely, in anot eser form, the of having none at alI. We were told the
repetition of powers which the trustees have other day by our distinuished colleague
always had, that is, the rending of the schoo] from Rougemont that a friend of his, a Pres-
premises for any legitimate object, ont- byterian minister, had told hi u wit emotion
side of the school hours which power that the schools in the United States ere
they already possessed by virtue of their hotbeds of vice. 1 may quote a similar
being a corporate body and the custodians authority, the New York Methodist in
of those premises. As a matter of which it lias been said that those United
fact, it is perfectly known that in States schools vere "hotbeds of infidelity."
the rural parts of the countr y, the school- That kind of schools comes within the
house is generally the meeting place for the remarks of the Privy Council, that is to say,
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"a school which they (the Catholics) regard the so-called settiement ; it is the 1Qth clause
s no more suitable for the education of relating to the use of the bilingual text-

Catholic children than if they were distine- books. It is said that by that clause the
tirely Protestant in their character." A fact teaching of the French language is provided
which, in the opinion of the Privy Council, for. There was neyer a more erroneous
constitutes " a legitimate ground of com- assertion. That clause has been conceived
plaint " for the Catholics. Their lordships only as a bettpr nethod to teach English.
even go so far as to give an answer to those And let me say at the outset that in sc) far
who maintain " that there should not be as the teaching of the Engiish language is
any conscientious objections on thepartof the concerned, 1 have no objection to such a
Roman Catholics to attend such schools.. teaching. As a loyal British subject, I quite
if adequate means be provided elsewhere admit the propriety of ail of us learn-
of giving such moral and religious training ing the language of our netropolis; as a
as may be desired." To that objection their Canadiar 1 admit, in a general way, the
lOrdships say that " all this is not to the great usefulness of the English language in
Purpose " in view of the law, in view of the business, and in social life; as a member of
" Parliamentary compact " entered into by this body, 1 regret to be unable to address
the interested parties. you ina better form in the language of the

True, in certain cases a Catholic teacher majority. For ail these reasons, and for
1itay get into the class-room. But this also many others, it is my sincere desire that the
'8 of no consequence, because that Catholic English language be tauglit in ail our
teacher will be bound by the law to have schools. It has been taught in the past.
fo religion during the school hours. His 1 neyer learned English eNewhere than
routh will be closed as to his faith. Ris in the Catholic schools. IV was taught
Silence, I dare say. would be in many cases, in the Catholic denominational schools
Perhaps more damaging than the silence of in Manitoba before 1890; it is taught
a Protestant teacher, because the children, at présent in our Catholic schools, not-
WhO are not in a position at such an age to withstanding the spoliation we have been
have a clear understanding of the law or of and we are daily the object of froni an
the circumstances surrounding them, would unfair majority. It wiU be taught in the
construe that silence in a suspicious way, Catholic denominational schoois whenever
and might receive from it impressions of the their rights and privileges are restored. 1
roost unfortunate character. Be that as it do not raise my voice against the teaching
tnay, sure it is that the teacher will have to of the English language. That teaching is
behave himaself as a pagan teacher, and con- quite reconcilable with the love of my
sequently his presence in the school-house, own language and with my desire that it
aithough he may be a Catholic, does not should also be taught properly and thorough-
dhange the pagan nature of the institution, ly, as a matter of propriety, of national pride,es not give any advantage or guarantee to and of practical usefulness. But 1 do raise

etholic parents, if that teacher faithfully my voice against the disingenuous contention
ezrves the provisions of the law. If he that such a clause is a concession made Vo

oes not, then he breaks the law. As he the French part of the population. TFere
goes One way or the other, lie performs the is no such concession in that, and so Mr.
Part Of a hypocrite, or of a violator of the Cameron, the Attorney Genéral of Mani-

i, In the former case he forfeits his toba, said in the speech to which I have
hts to the confidence of the parents ; in the already referred. He put it riglt then,ltter case, he forfeits his rights to his and it is a direct contradiction of the con-

feacher's certificate. In both cases he for- tention of thisgovernment. He said
asits his rights as an educator. As far then
th6  second aspect of the case is concerned, Section 10 provides that whcn ten pupils in a

rangement that we are offered, does school speak French or any other language other
otthan English as their native language, the teaching

ti eonzeayooorrgttde of such school shaîl be conducted in French or
-remove an f our greacs, such other language and Eniglish, upon the bi-dos emve any of ou rgrievances

it5 lnot i[mprove ourcondition; consequently lingual systen. It is absoltely necessary that in
18 iS euacpal.Teei nte French, and German 'Mennonite settlements, the
elquite unacceptable. There is anotherclai hc smd s faogto pupils should learu English by the best methods,Oaue which is made use of amongst ouraneeriee has shown that there is no ethod

rountretmen io brinto them Vo the ui-lingual.
boos
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Remark the high propriety suggested here
by Mr. Cameron, that the pioneers of the
country, that those whose rights and privi-
leges have been specially guaranteed by the
constitution, should be placed on the sane
footing as the new coners. However, we
have it from Mr. Cameron, a party to the
arrangement and a friend of this govern-
ment, that the real intention of the clause
is not for the purpose of teaching French,
but to facilitate the learning of tile English
language. I repeat it here, my objection
does not bear upon the fact that English is
to be taught. In so far as thatis concerned,
well and good. But let not this government
tell us again that they are making a conces-
sion to the French population. They are
simply trying to throw dust in the byes of
the people by reducing to a written law
what was before the practice, and what is
an absolute necessity in practice, fron a
pedagogical point of view. From this stand-
point, it is perfect nonsense to try to teach
a language foreign to the language of the
child without making use, at least at the
beginning, of the language of that child.
That was done before, and that is done now
in every institution where English and
French are taught. Whether one book
written in the both languages is used, or
whether one book in French and one book
in English are used simultaneously, or
whether there is only one book in one of the
languages, the teacher supplementing the
missing book by bis own knowledge of the
other language, it is always the bi-lingual
system that is followed. That is the only
reasonable system, and if Mr. Cameron bas
only discovered that lately, as bis language
would seem to indicate, he must admit that
the French schools, so despised by him and
bis colleagues, have been long and much in
advance of bis public schools, for, when I
began to learn English, some forty years ago,
I began under that systei, and that was in
a French school. Evidently, everything is
not so bad in those humble French or Catho-
lic schools.

One remark more on this subject to show
the utter disingenuousness of that clause :
who ever heard that to teach French we
should use English books. This simple
remark is a conclusive argument against
that settlement in so far as it pretends to be
a concession to the French population, and
to the teaching of its language.

I have demonstrated, I believe that on

principle, that settlement does not offer the
slightest redress to the minority. But let
us suppose for a moment and for the sake
of argument, that it does to a certain
extent. In practice, that settlement would
be unworkable. Let us take the city of
Winnipeg as an example. We must take the
population as it is and where it is. If we
were to go on and make a trial of that
settlement, the first thing that would con-
front us is the fact that our children scatter-
ed in all the wards of the city of Winnipeg,
and consequently, in all the schools, would
be short of the required average attendance
for the working of that law. Consequently,
while the law would stand in the statute-
book, we would not be placed in a position
to take advantage of it. We would not
have the right to engage a Catholic teacher,
nor to avail ourselves of the half hour for
religious instruction, nor to make use of the
bi-lingual system. In fact the law would
of necessity be a dead letter. That is to
say, the settlement takes away with one
hand what it pretends to give with the
other. It is a cruel mockery. It is not only
an injury but it is an insult to the
intelligence of the people and to the high
notions that legislators, leaders of the
nation, must have of their functions. From
a constitutional point of view there are some
two or three remarks which I want to make.
The constitution says, and the judgment of
the Privy Council affirms, that rights and
privileges which belonged to the minority
have been affected. Consequently redress
must be'given to the minority--to the whole
minority, not to a portion of it only. Now,
this so-called settlement, even in case it
should be all it pretends to be, does not give
redress to the minority as a whole, but to
certain individuals of it only, and it gives
that redress to those individuals provided
only they are placed under certain circun-
stances, and provided they are in sufficient
number at one place. That condition of
number, as embodied in the settlement, is
not contemplated by the constitution. For
instance, an average attendance of at least
40 children in towns and cities is required to
authorize the engagement of a Catholic
teacher. If that average happens to be only
39, then the law is not applicable. Apart
from the manifest injury which is done here
to these 39 children, apart from the illogical
aspect of such a provision, there is, from a
constitutional standpoint, a breach of the
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law, because the Manitoba Act does not pro-
vide that certain individuals of the minority
shall be picked up here and there and cer-
tain privileges be given to some 40 children,
and the saie privileges be refused elsewhere
to 39 children, but it directs that the
mfinority, whether its number be 10, 20, 25,

0 or more, shall enjoy certain rights, uncon-
ditionally in so far as number is concerned.
In this regard, then, the settlement is in-
Sufficient, both in fact and in law. The
settlement is deficient in another way.
There is no permanent character about

The minority has grievances, it has
been so declared by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council. A grievance arises
n1ecessarily from a right of which the party
aggrieved has been deprived. Now, the ideaof right implies the idea of permanency.
To be, then, an acceptible measure of justice,
the settlement, even if it were an improve-
raent on our present condition, should be,
for aIl that it contains at least, of a perma-
lent character. Such is not the case with
the present settlement, in so far as it does
iot guarantee that in the future, the would-
be advantages which it pretends to concede,
hall nlot be swept away. It must be borne

iI mind that this arrangement is not ac-eeded to by the local government as being the
outcome of a vested right in the minority,
but merely as an evidence of the would-be
generosity of the provincial legislature and
ec50utive. Coupled with this settlement is
the 8sertion on the part of the local govern-
eient that the power of the provincial

legislature has no limitation in matters of
tdUcation. Mr. Cameron said, in moving
the second reading of his bill:

th' inatter of very considerable importance wasau had here preserved the principle of provincial
? odY in matters of education.... the principal

aoerl interference in our provincial educationanfor er abandoned ; it can never happen that
plly Political party will endeavour to force on the
vineifiee educational legislation which the pro-
Vil'ce does not want.

fe *, if it is true that henceforth thefederal authorities could in no case exercise
the Powers conferred upon them by the con-
8i utionl, and recognized by the Privy

rouncil as a legitimate jurisdiction, for the
eotection of the minorities, it follows that

the local authorities may do what they like,
8o a far as they like in the way of oppres-
vion, and there would be no remedy for theVictins of such ill-treatment. A good dealhas been said about the good faith and the,8j

fairness of the Manitoba government. I
have my own opinion about all that. If
those who speak in that way knew the men
and the situation I venture to say that they
would not insist on that subject. But
for the present, there is no object in dis-
cussing that. Granted that the present
government is well disposed. Who can say
that the next legislature, feeling that no
check can be put upon their action, feeling
that the federal authorities have no disposi-
tion to interfere, who can say that it will
not go back even further than the laws of
1890 went, and wipe out every vestige of
christianity f rom the schools, injuring there-
by Protestants and Catholices alike I Taking
into account the prejudices that have been
so unwisely raised by the Liberal govern.
ment of Manitoba, taking into account the
tendencies which those prejudices have
created and strengthened, the probabilities
are that within ten years f rom now, if we
accepted this settlemnent, our province, and
perhaps other provinces of this Dominion,
would have a school system entirely outside
of all religious influences. Where would the
settlement be then, where would the Roman
Catholices be, where would Christian Canada
be ? The want of permanency which char-
acterizes this so-called settlement is a
capital deficiency which makes it objection-
able in every way, and more particularly, in
this, that it does not bring the same within
the requirements of the constitution as
construed by the Privy Council. The con-
stitution gives to the minority a guarantee
for a minimum of rights and privileges, and
any settlement must not only embody that
minimum of rights, but must assure its
permanency. Such a feature is entirely
wanting in this so-caled settlement.

I must also question the action of the
government for the powers they seem to
have arrogated to themselves in this matter.
It is said in the speech from the throne
that " a settlement was reached between
the two governments." Now, this state-
ment is of a most serious character. It
proclaims that the government has not
acted within the scope of its functions.
Let us read the constitution. Subsections
2 and 3 of section 22 of the Manitoba'Act
read as follow:

(2.) An appeal shall lie to the Governor General
in Council from any Act or decision of the legipla.
ture of the province, or of any provincial authority,
affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant
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or Roman Catholie minority of the Qneen's sub-
jects in relation to education.

(3.) In case such provincial law, as from time to
time seems to the Governor General in Council
requisite for the due execution of the provisions of
this section is not made, or in case any decision of
the (overnor General in Council on any appeal
under this section is not duly executed by the
proper provincial authority in that behalf, then
and in every such case and as far only as the cir-
cumstances of each case require, the parliament
of Canada may make remiedial laws for the due
execution of the provisions of this section, and of
any decision of the Governor General in Council
under this section.

In these clauses where is the power of the
government to make any settlement without
the consent of the ininority I It is nowhere.
The functions assigned to the government
here are very distinct. They are empowered
to hear an appeal, and to adjudicate upon
the sanie. They are a special tribunal, but
they are not parties to the controversy, and
not being parties, they havo no qualification
to make a settlement. They may use their
good offices to bring to a settlement the in-
terested parties, namely : the minority and
the local authorities. If the government
had done that, no one would have grudged
their interference. But when they take
upon themselves to make a settlement with-
out the consent of the most interested par-
ties, then they go beyond the powers assi-
gnedto them by the constitution, and bpyond
also all propriety. In fact, one bas only to
make an appeal to his reason, without refer-
ring to the law, to see the error of such an
attitude. No settlement can be made except
as between the interested parties. This is
quite evident. There is a marked difference
between the action of the late administra-
tion and the administration of the day in
this connection. Thã late government sent
a delegation to Manitoba, but with the posi-
tive instruction not of making a settlement
themselves, butof bringing togetherthemino-
rity and the local government, in thehopethat
a settlement might take place between the
two interested parties. That was legitimate,
but the action of the present government is
not. If the settlement were not deficient,
however, I would not mind that excess of
jurisdiction. We would gladly accept the
settlement without quarelling with the ad-
ministration of the day. But the settlement
being deficient, it is not possible not to take
notice of the manner in which it bas been
broughtabout. Becausethat actionof thegov-
ernment is resulting in wrong conclusions be-

ingarrived at by the public at large. The mere
fact of that arrangement being given out as
a settlement agreed upon by the two govern-
ments, is taken as putting an end to the
jurisdiction of parliament, as shutting the
doc r to any further action on our part based
upon our former appeal, as being practically
the death blow to our claims. If I am not
mistaken, that is substantially the position
taken by ny hon. friend from Mar-
quette. I must take the strongest objection
against such an interpretation of the effect
of the settlement, and to support my views,
I was bound to show at the outset the un-
constitutionality of the powers which the
government has assumed in this respect. For,
the moment we come to the conclusion that
in reaching that settlement the government
has exceeded its jurisdiction, it follows that
the power of parliament, the force of the
remedial order, and our claims, remain as
alive as ever. An act done in excess of a
jurisdiction is null and void, and the nullity
of said act prevents the rights and privileges
which were intended to be overruled, from
being affected. Such is the importance of
the point that I have just now raised. But
apart from that, there are other arguments
to be opposed to the theory raised by my
hon. colleague from Marquette.

He says that " the appeal ceases and is
satisfied when this parliament, which is the
judge of the matter, tacitly or otherwise,
accepts that settlement as full satisfaction
of the grievances of the minority," 'and the
hon. gentleman adds that the ques-
tion is settled " in so far as this parliament
and the province are concerned.' In other
words the proposition of the hon.
gentleman is that, as the matter stands at
present, the jurisdiction of parliament bas
ceased and no further action can be taken
on the appeal.

First of all, it must be observed that the
negotiations have taken place between the
government of Canada and the province of
Manitoba, and not between the latter and
this parliament. So far, this parliament
bas taken no action, and consequently par-
liament cannot be said now to have impaired
its own jurisdiction. And nobody else can.

In the second place, in assuming the right
to make such a settlement, this government
bas exceeded its jurisdiction and capacity,
as I have already shown. Then this settle-
ment, the issue of an unconstitutional trans-
action, cannot be a bar to the jurisdiction
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of parliament. But, moreover, this so-called it is at the utmost but a partial compliance.
settlement cannot be a bar to our jurisdic- In law, in equity, as well as in common
tion because it does not comply with the sense, a partial compliance is equivalent to
remedial order. That the settlement does no compliance at all, when it has to be taken
not comply with the remedial order is a fact into consideration as to whether a legal or
Which cannot be disputed. Here is the parliamentary jurisdiction has been affectPd.remedial order: So, the jurisdiction of parliament remains

It is hereby declared that it seemns requisite that the saie. We are told that parliament
the Systen of education embodied in the two accepts the settlement as a solution of the
Acts of 1890, aforesaid, shall be supplemented by a question. Supposing that this assertion be
Provincial Act or Acts which will restore to the true, it is merely a fact which has no bear-noinan Catholie ifority the said rightq andifathchhsnber
Privileges of whicl snch ininority las reen so de- ing on the right or on the law. Parliament,
Prived as aforesaid, and which will inodify the said I know, has the physical power of refusing
Acts of 1890, so far and so far only as may be to act in the matter, and practically the
necessary to give effect to the provisions restoring immediate result of that inaction is to leavethe rights ani privileges in paragraphs (a), (b)' us in the same position as we would be<«), hereinhefore mentioned. placed in had the jurisdiction of parliament

Said paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) are as really ceased. But, I repeat, the exer-folows: cise of that physical power does not affect
(a.) The right to build, niaintain, equip, man- the legal and moral a-pect of the question.

-ge, conduct aiid support Roman Catholic schools, A highway man may rob or kill a asser-"' the manner provided for by the said statutes . p
hieh were repealed by the two Acts of 1890, by; that shows that he has physical power

aforesaid. enough to rob or to kill; it does not prove
(6.) The right to share proportionately in any that he had the right to do so. A man

grases oaeuntof the public funds for the pur- owing a sum of money may refuse to pay;

(e.) The right of exemption of such Roman he may be imprisoned, and still refuse to
ratholies as contribute to Roman Catholic schools pay; there is no possibility of getting then all payment or contribution to the support of cash froin his pocket; but that stubbornay other schools. refusa is a physical fact which does not

It is not necessary to recite here the take away from that man his obligation to
settlement. It is in the mind of every hon. pay, and does not affect the right of his
gentleman in this House ; and in contrasting creditor of being paid. And so with the
the two documents their opinion cannot be parliament of Canada in this instance.
at variance with mine as to the fact of the Parliament has the physical power to refuse
settlement falling short of the requirements to vote for an equitable remedial law, but
'of the remedial order. Now, the remedial that refusal is not a repeal of the remedial
order is a judgment to all intents and pur- order,does notchangethenatureof the refusal
Poses ; it is final, and cannot be withdrawn of the provincial authorities to act in compli-
'r merely altered in any way, shape or ance with the requisition served upon them,"anner. That judgment belongs to the and is not a repeal of the jurisdiction of
'lltority as well as ro the other parties to parliament, which remains, along with the
the controversy, as does any judgment in rights of the minority, standing in all its
th1y contested case. By the constitution, entirety. The constitution has assigned
the refusal of the local authorities to com certain powers to the Governor General in
Piy with that judgment opens the door to Council and to parliament; it has conferred
the jurisdiction of parliament. And so long on thei the power of protecting min-
athe judgment stands (and it will stand for orities in matters of education. There is
ever); s0longas therafusalof thelocalauthori- for then a corresponding duty to use theirtie's aMU~IÂI. uyL s
etO comply with that judgment stands legal powers when appealed to. It cannot

and it does stand at the present moment); be optional for them to fulfil or not fulfil
7%o ong stands the jurisdiction of this par- that duty ; otherwise, there would be no
liament. There is no authority on this side guarantee for the minorities and the consti-
'f the Atlantic to alter that situation. My tution would be mere waste paper; in other
tontention is that the settlement does not words, it would be a fraud perpetrated upon
'cotiPly with the remedial order in any par- the people. This supposition would be an in-
ticular. But for the sake of argument, let sult to the fathers of confederation and to the
qs SuPPose that it does comply in some way ; various parliaments which went into that
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parliamentary compact. True, the word
" may " is used in reference to the exercise of
such power.-. But in this instance the word
" may " is not merely an enabling word, but is
imperative. I beg to be permitted to quote
here some arguments and quotations which
I find in the speech of our distinguished
colleague from Bothwell, on the consideration
of the Remedial Bill. The hon. gentleman
then said:

WXords of compulsion are never applied either to
the sovereign, or to a sovereign body .... our
constitution, like that of England, imputes the
intention both to the sovereign and to parliament,
to keep faith and to perform all the duties falling
within their respective jurisdictions.... It has
again and again been decided that mere enabling
words do impose a duty in certain cases.

And the hon. gentleman quotes Chief
Justice Jarvis who says :

The general rule derived fron the cases is that
where the statute confers the authority to do a
judicial act in a certain case, it is inperative upon
those so authorized to exercise the authority when
the case arises, and when its exercise is duly
applied for by the party interested, and having the
right to make the application.

That the minority has a right of appeal is
clear from these words of the constitution.
"An appeal shal lie."

Here a right is given, cays Mr. 3Mills, to a dis-
satisfied party, and there is an implied duty
imposedI upon the executive authority to make
that bearing effective.

A question arises here : which is the
judge, which is the executive? The judge is
not parliament, but the Governor General in
Councii. An " appeal shall lie" not to
parliament, but to the Governor General in
Council, says the constitution. And again,
the constitution says that the Governor
General in Council shall adjudicate upon the
appeal and determine what is requisite.
There is not a word in the constitution
ascribing to parliament similar or concurrent
powers. But when that appeal has been
finally adjudicated upon by the Governor
General in Council, then the constitution
goes on to provide, that on the refusal of
the province to comply with the requisitions
of the Governor General in Council, parlia-
ment shall take the matter into its hands as
an executive, and make remedial laws to
redress the grievances in so far as circum-
stances require. If, however, it is still con-
tended that parliament is the judge, then I
say this judge must adjudicate according to
law, as any other tribunal is bound to do;

and the law in this instance is the remedial
order, expounding the constitution as con-
strued by the highest tribunal of the empire.

I am perfectly aware that all these argu-
ments can be traversed by the proposition
that after all the majority must rule in a
parliamentary country. But I say that the
majorities thenselves are bound to rule ac-
cording to the constitution. The constitu-
tion is the supreme authority, not the majo-
rities. If it was not so, we would have arbi-
trary government and not constitutionalgov-
ernment. It can be said also that parliament
is supreme, and that under our political insti-
tutions we cannot help it. Yes, I say, par-
liament is supreme within its jurisdiction.
If they choose to commit a denial of justice,
they have the physical power to do so, and
no mandamus can be taken against them.
Parents also can deprive their children of
the necessities of life, because they are the
supreme authority within the family circle.
But both parliament and the parents in
doing so are ignoring their most sacred duties,
in law and in equity, and in doing so they
trespass upon the law of nature which must
obtain amongst the nations as well as amongst
individuals. Some others assert that the
result of the elections is a decided blow
against the claims of the minority. On se-
veral grounds I take the strongest exception
against that theory.

The majority of the present government
came mostly from the province of Quebec.
Now, you have heard what the hon. senator
from Rougemont has said about that. He
certifies that the elections there went in
favour of Mr. Laurier because he and his
candidates had pledged themselves to a lar-
ger measure of justice to the minority than
the Remedial Bill afforded. I am myself a
witness to the same pledge. I was in the
province of Quebec at the time of the elec-
tion and I know that the electorate in vot-
ing the way they did intended to vote
for the restoration of our schools. In view
of the pledges referred to, there is no doubt
that the verdict of the people in Quebec is
in favour of the settlement of our claims
according to our wishes and not in favour
of a settlement such as the present one.

In the second place, the people is not the
tribunal to which such questions are to be
referred. It was never contemplated by
the framers of the constitution that such
questions should be at the mercy of pre-
judices, of partisanship, or of a misled public
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opinion. These matters were wisely com-
itted to a calmer tribunal. It was re-

ferred to the Governor General in Council,
whose decision must be executed by par-
liamnent. See subsections 2 and 3of section 22,
MIanitoba Act. What would be the result
if the electorate was to decide as to such
fundamental questions I The result would
be that under certain circumstances, the
constitution would be torn to pieces, the
People would in fact reject the constitution
that has been given us by the Imperial
Parliament, and fraine one of its own against
the authority and the dignity of the Crown.
ubstantially and practically the school legis-
ation of 1890, and the stand subsequently

taken by the local government, are thýe
striking out of the limitations imposed upon
thema in relation to education ; it is an
eerachmet upon the rights of others, it
18 really an amendment to the constitution,
an" amaendment to an Imperial Act. Provin-
cial legislatures and this parliament have
.ot the right of so amending the constitu-

tion, and in assuming such right, they
Practically declare that they do not want

tbe b~ound by the authority of the1 uperial parliament, that they do not want
to receive their constitution from England,
but that they want to be free from such
fetters. What is this if not disloyalty in

isguise ? We must be reminded that Eng-
land can make such alterations to its con-
stitution as she may choose through parlia-

,ent because she is an independent power;
'ut a colony, whose parliament, and still
'ore the locl legislatures, which have but a
elegated power, cannot constitutionally

eVolve in the same way. They must obey
hl every particular the constitution that

they have received from the Imperial par-
liarnenlt, or else they put themselx es inTh tagonism with the metropolitan power.

at would be in the end the result of the
lliterference of the electorate in such mat-ters, that is, the substitution of another
constitution of their own make for the con-
titutioln that we have received from Eng-
]ad. The rights of the minority exist by
virtue of the constitution independently ofthe views of the electorate, and as it has
been said with so much force, so justly and

nlthierously by the leader of the opposition
Is thouse, were the whole of the countryucast their votes against us, that would

tht change in the least our claims before
,the b)oinion. Right is right, and none

but the Imperial parliament can, in our
case, impair that right. And it is well to re-
mind here that whatever may be our respec-
tive views as to the merit or demerit of the
denominational school system, the question
is not here whether, as a matter of expedi-
ency, we must adhere to it or not, but
whether the constitution is to be naintained
or not.

We have heard a good deal about the
advisability of making a trial of the present
settlenent. In fact, it seems to be almost
the only argument now offered by this
government in its favour. In response to
such an invitation we must say at the outset,
that no trial can be made of a negative
enactment. We consider that this settle-
ment does not improve our position, very
far from it. It is the re-enactment of the
law of 1890, in different words. Under cer-
tain circumstances, a trial may be given to
something having an existence, but no trial
can be given to an imaginary situation.

In the next place, to make a trial of the
so-called settlement would be an expression
of belief in it. To believe in it would mean
an adherence to it, and to adhere to it would
be a consent on our part to all the principles
it involves, and an abandonment of all the
rights it rejects.

Our adherence to that settlement, even
for the sake of a trial, would be an admis-
sion on our part that from the beginning we
have not been sincere in our fight.

It would be an admission that such an
important question can be settled without
our consent, and against our wishes ; that we
must have in fact no voice in the matter.

It would be an admission that our rights
and privileges can be encroached upon at
the will and pleasure of a majority whose
hostility is so manifest.

It would be an admission that the consti-
tution can be abused, and that the parties
thus abusing the constitution cannot be
checked by the proper authorities.

It would be an admission of the unconsti-
tutional doctrine that the federal authorities
must not interfere to protect the miniorities
in matters of education, a doctrine which
Mr. Cameron has set forth in the local house
as arising precisely out of the negotiations
held between the two governments, and of
the result of these negotiations. Here are his
words:

A matter of very considerable importance was
they had preserved the principle of provincial auto-
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nony in inatters of education * * * The prin.
ciple of federal interference in our provincial edu-
cation is for ever abandoned ; it can never again
happen that any political party will endeavour to
foi-ce on the province educational legislation which
it does not want.

This doctrine is unsound, unconstitutional,
and opens the door to all sorts of injus-
tice, leaving to those whose rights might be
injured, no possibility of redress. Our
adherence to that settlement would be an
admission that the youth should be educated
in unchristian schools. That would be a
moral sacrifice that we have not the right to
make.

It would be a withdrawal froin the posi-
tion we hold now. We have made an
appeal ; we have succeeded in getting a judg-
ment trom the Privy Council which says
that our appeal is well founded; we have
succeeded in getting a remedial order from
the G.overnor General in Council which
upholds our rights ; the matter bas been
brought up to that point where the jurisdic-
tion of this parliament cannot be questioned.
Ail this would be lost to us. Our consent to
make a trial of the settlement would carry
us back to the position we were in at the
commencement of all these contentions. We
would lose the benefit of our past struggles
and sacrifices, we would lose the legal
position we are holding at present. These
are some of the consequences that would
ensue fron our consent to give a trial to
that settlement. There are some others. It
would more specially cut the ground from
under our feet in view of any other course
that we migbt think proper to adopt at some
future time; it would shut the door to our
appeal to some as yet untried jurisdiction.
It would do so even if we were to give that
trial under protest. To recede from an unas-
sailable position in such matters is always an
error, and a cause of future weakness. Now
that the battle is fairly engaged, it is better
for al] parties that it should go on ; we
intend to make our way onward, and let no
fetters such as that settlement to impair our
energy. We will not give our hands to a
seulement which is nothing but a complete
lamentable and disgraceful surrender. We
will not consent to the substitution of mere
tolerance for right. The responsibility which
rests upon our shoulders, does not allow us
to do so.

It is all very well to talk of Mr. Green-
way's good dispositions. Mr. Greenway
made pledges to us in former days, pledges
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of the most solemn and important character
in connection with these very matters. He
bas violated all his pledges. He bas no
more right to our confidence, and nobody
bas a right to ask the minority to place
itself at the mercy of the present government
of Manitoba. We will treat you with justice,
say they to us. Before confiding ourselves to
that promise, we must ascertain what the
word "justice" means in their mind and in
their heart. "Justice" for them is that they
have a right to dispossess the Catholic popu-
lation of Manitoba of their well-earned pro-
pertiesandof theirvestedrights,thatweshould
have no objection toletourchildren be educated
outside the pale of our Catholic belief ; that
they have a right to ignore all the advantages
conferred upon us by the constitution. That
is what they have contended during the last
seven years; that is what they proclaim still
to be justice. In that kind of justice we do
not believe. But let us suppose that the
present government, harrassed by the past
seven years of agitation, would in fact carry
on this agreement in a liberal and generous
way, we cannot foretell what a subsequent
administration would do; or, rather we can
do it. It is as clear as daylight that at a
not very distant day a new agitation would
make it bot for us anew. It would be
argued with great force that, after all, that
half hour of religious instruction does not
amount to much, that it would be just as
well to do away with it, and have purely and
simply secular or neutral schools all over the
province. We would try to have our voice
heard again, butin vain. Again that appeal
to peace and harmony, which is made to us
to-day, would resound all through the ]and.
We would be told that since, in 1897, we
were willing to forfeit much more important
rights, we should again give way and let the
la st vestige of such privileges vanish entirely
In dealing with that question one cannot
refrain from taking a view of the progressive-
movement of public opinion and of the
weariness by which the latter is finally over-
come. In such crises public opinion generally
gets accustomed to the existing situation. It
becomes impossible to move it up once it
bas gone down. Weariness sets in, there
is a want of adequate energy to get back to
an old situation, even if it is admittedly
better than the existing one. That is what
would take place in Manitoba before long,
the Catholic minority would be sacrificed,
and the remainder of its rights buried for
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.ver. This disposes of the suggestion some-
times made that with time we might improve
the settlement itself. That disposes also of
the argument that this settlement is only an
1nstalment on what we have a right to get.
Mr. Cameron, the Attorney General for
M4anitoba, has conclusively set this matter
Clearly before the provincial legislature. He
said in explanation of section 7 of the settle-
litent:

That rejects the systein of separate schools, and
5hows that the intention of the settiement is to
discard it for ever.

Surely, that is clear enough. We have
nlothing more to expect in the future, and
We have everything to apprehend. I have
heard some say that we were ready to accept
the propositions stated in the memorials of
the delegates sent a year ago to Winnipeg
bY the late government-and it is added
that the present settlement does not substan-
tially differ from those propositions. In
reply I say, 1st, that the propositions of the

fbotmissioners were intended only to be a

theasi for subsequent negotiations between
the minority and the parties interested ; 2nd,
thmat the minority has never accepted those
Propositions ; and 3rd, that they differ
nPaterially f rom the present settlement. In
support of this third assertion I have only to
'11Ote the words of Mr. Cameron in this
regard :

t.has )been charged that the government (of
tertoba) has acted perfidiously inasmuch as the

orn8 Of the settlenent are substantially the offer
such 'by the Dominion comnmissioners a year ago.

as. however, very far indeed fron being the

Trte charge was precisely the opposite of the
ht ; there was not the slightest reseiblance
of toaythe comniissioners' offer and the offer

n fact, the government of Manitoba
iejected the offer of last year, as they cailit asgiving, in their opinion, to the minor-
ty their separate schools ; they accept the
ter of this year because it rejects for ever

e Separate schools. The offer of last yeariecognized our rights ; the offer of this year
Practically a burial of those rights.
There is one great difference between the

nd tion taken by the late administration
the position taken by the present

.vernnent. It is this : that the com-
triIers last year were positively in-

Would dlot to make any settlement which
lot be satisfactory to the minority.

This year the government makes a final
settlement without any regard for the
satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the minor-
ity.

Now, as to the minority having expressed
their willingness to accept as a basis of
settlement the propositions laid down in the
memorial of the commissioners of last year,
there is not the slightest ground for the
assertion. His Grace the Archbishop of
Saint Boniface declared his disapproval of
them. I have also expressed my own dissent
from a settlement upon the lines of those
propositions. I beg permission to read to this
House a letterwhich I addressed to the Prime
Minister, as soon as an oflicial statement could
be had in connection with that mission :

I claim full justice for the minority, and the
proposals of the conmissioners do not extend to us
that full justice. Consequently it is my duty to
mark my dissent from such proposals as being in-
adequate- to the requirements of the case. It is
useless to add that I still further dissent from the
proposals of the Manitoba government. It is my
request that this my dissent be brought to the
knowledge of the cabinet."

This makes our position in this regard
unassailable. Let us refer briefly to the
Remedial Bill of last year. That bill gave
us :

1. A Catholic board of education.
2. A Catholic superintendentof education
3. Catholic school inspectors.
4. Catholic school teachers everywhere

and independent of the number of children.
5. Catholic school trustees.
6. Catholic examiners.
7. Catholic normat school.
8. The selection of the text books.
9. The right of levying taxes for the sup-

port of our own schools.
10. Exemption from taxes for the support

of other schools.
11. It affirmed our rights to share pro-

portionately in the legislative grant for
educational purposes.

Now, the present settlement does not
grant us any of the above privileges. It
does not even recognize our right to any of
them, and yet it is tried to make us believe
that it is preferable. It is a wonder to me
that any one should persist in such an
attempt to misrepresent the situation. I
will not insist upon that, however, because
it seems to me that the mere mention of the
facts is sufficient to do away with all mis-
apprehensions in this regard. But I want
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to insist on one of the features of that
bill. It was an undoubted sanction of
the rights of the Catholic minority of
Manitoba, and, above all, it was a sanc-
tion of the principles upon which the con-
stitution is founded with regard to such
matters; it declared that minorities could
depend on the federal powers for their pro-
tection ; and the recognition of those princi-
ples by the final adoption of the law, would
have resulted in peace and harmony all
through the Dominion, because, with the
triumph of that policy, any future desire in
any of the provinces to encroach upon the
rights of minorities would have been dis-
couraged and quieted for ever. This was
sufficient to enlist in favour of the bill the
sympathies of every sincere champion of the
constitution. But it is said that our position
might have been made uncomfortable by
litigation. When the minority gave its
approval to the Remedial Bill, it knew that
litigation was ahead ; but we knew, at the
same time, that, with the judgment of the
Privy Council behind us, with the remedial
order behind us, with the remedial legislation
behind us, with the Imperial guarantees
behind us, with the "parlianientary compact"
behind us, we were in a position to enter into
new contests with a reasonable expectation
of coming off from the same with flying
colours. We were ready then to go .into
litigation, while if we accepted the present
settlement we could not even have the idea
of going into litigation at all. All grounds
of success would be cut f rom under our feet.
Our cause would be crippled for ever.

Make a compromise, suggest others; let
the process of give and take operate. But,
hon. gentlemen, what shall we give? We
have had a genuine jewel stolen, and it
is proposed to let the thief go provided he
gives back a false stone. This is no com-
promise. It is all gain on one side, and all
loss on the other. But, hon. gentlemen
there are some reasons of a higher order to
be advanced against a compromise. The
education of their children is to the minority
a matter of conscience, and in such matters,
as I have already pointed out, the yeas and
nays do not obtain, and although the hon.
leader of this House bas ventured to say that
in bis opinion our conscientious views had
been fairly met by the settlement, we must
decline, with all due deference, bis teaching
in such matters. He is not a judge as to
what my religious belief exacts from me,

any more than I could be a judge for
him in like matters. I am surprised at the
suggestion coming from certain gentlemen.
For instance, the hon. senior member for
Halifax, is one of the most uncompromising
men in this House. Even on trifling things
he holds steadfast to his views. But, strange
enough, when it comes to the sacred interests
of the souls of our children, he advocates a
compromise. This, I cannot conceive. But
I must take the fact as it is, and tell my
hon. colleague that the Catholic minority in
Manitoba begs leave not to act upon bis
ad vice.

The hon. premier, Mr. Laurier, said some
time ago, that the minority, through their
solicitor, had not asked for a restoration
of their denominational schools, and the
hon. leader of this House bas repeated, in
substance, the same assertion. I must take
exception to such a statement. What the
minority asked for is a matter that can
very easily be ascertained. We have only
to refer to its memorials and petitions. Our
demands are couched therein in the following
words :

(3.) That it may be declared that the said last
mnentioned Acts do affect the rights and privileges
of the Roman Catholic minority of the Queen's
subjects in relation to education.

(4.) That it may be declared that to Your Ex-
cellency the Governor General in Council, it seems
requisite that the provisions of the statutes in
force in the province of Manitoba prior to the
passage of the said Acts, should be re-enacted in
so far at least as may be necessary to secure to the
Roman Catholics in the said province the right to
build, maintain, equip, manage, conduct and sup-
port these schools in the manner provided for by
the said statutes, to secure to them their propor-
tionate share of any grant made out of the public
funds for the purposes of education and to relieve
such members of the Roman Catholic church as
contribute to such Roman Catholic schools from
all payment or contribution to the support of any
other schools or that the said Acts of 1890 should
be so modified or anended as to effect such pur-
poses.

That is what Mr. Ewart was requested
to ask as the minimum of our rights-
that is what he prayed for, and the best
evidence that he never asked for less is the
fact that both the Privy Council and the
Governor General in Council have granted
the whole of our demands, as contained in
our petitions. No tribunal ever grants
more than what is prayed for.

Mr. Ewart has cheerfully espoused our
cause, he has fulfilled bis duties with science
and devotedness, and it ivas due to him as
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well as to ourselves that the statement made
here and elsewhere should be at least con-
tradicted

There are many other things which have
een nentioned and to which it would be
expedient to give an answer. But I must
lot trespass too long on your indulgence. I
*ill Only refer briefly to a few other matters.

The speech from the throne says that the
agree'nent is "the best arrangement that

aIs obtainable under the existing conditions
of this disturbing question.

ln answer to that I may say that whenthe Matter was taken into their hands by
the late government, if the then opposition
he generously offered their co-operation for
the settlement of the question, as the pre-
" OPpOsition is ready to do, every rightand privilege to which we are entitled
eould have been restored to us, the question
WoIld have been settled long ago, andrelnoved from the political arena.
. 'must not forget to mention before clos-
in My remarks the fact that the minority
trMLanitoba ha, protested against this set-
tlcent. Resolutions of complete dissatis-
Wheorn have been adopted in each locality

hatere there is a Catholic settlement.
hat dissatisfaction has been emphasized
aint Particularly in the late election of

date Boniface where the Greenway candi-
had h. iself, in order to save his deposit,

'uself to disapprove that settlement.

p .Unstify their former attitude and their
thes t course the government allege that
If tInedial Bill wasuot an efficientremedy.

teir solicitude for our interests is sogreas, why do they not bring a betterran ure? They have lenal lights in their
ralks. Let them frame a bill that will give
da. litthat we are entitled and that will
eupportigation. The present opposition willsUPPort them.

there yeven if there w-re difficulties ahead
by a 0s no statesmanship in avoiding them
a weak surrender. The government of
theutry has no right to give way before
it essailants of the constitution ; they

te uphOld the rights of every section of
People.

Ap '.
the is Made to peace. Let me remind
We Ouse that we had peace before 1890,
peaare not the parties who disturbed that
coatitLet the guilty parties make the

have ional and equitable concessions they
he been commanded to do, and peace and

will be restored as before. We

need peace and harmony in that distant part
of the Dominion, for the development of our
immense resources.

I hope the House will pardon me for keep-
ing the floor so long. As one of the sufferers,
as one coming from the province where the
trouble arose, as one of the representatives
of the rinority, I am in duty bound to raise
my voice here to uphold our claims and to
vindicate the constitution. Do not believe
that we demand to have for our church special
privileges, do not believe that we want to
put ourselves out of reach of the government
action; do not believe that we intend to
raise a generation of hostile citizens to the
British institutions. Our loyalty to our
church does not impair our loyalty to the
Crown. As was plainly said last night
by the illustrious representative of the still
more illustrious Pontiff Leo XIII., our
loyalty to the Crown and to the British
institutions goes hand in hand with our
loyalty to our church. True, our grievances
are the occasion of this battle, but we feel
at the same time that we are not fighting
for ourselves only. Surely we are fighting
for the soul of our children, but we are fight-
ing also for the constitutional privileges of
every province in this Dominion, we are
fighting for the preservation of Christian rule
in our country. The present crisis has more
than a local importance. It seems to me
that we are on the verge of a decided step
in the social movement in this Canada of
ours. Shall Christianity be the rule in this
country or not? It shall not be the rule un-
less positive Christianity is taught in the
schools. If it is not taught, we will follow
the decline in that respect which all right
thinkers observe in the country south of us
where fully one-third of the population are
in the deep sea of infidelity. Such were
the fears of the Duke of Argyll when speak-
ing on Australian matters in the House of
Lords in 1891, he paid to the Roman Catho-
lies this glorious compliment, though him-
self a Presbyterian:

The Catholics had the high honour of standing
alone and refusing to pull down in their schools
the everlasting standard of conscience. This
resistance on the part of the Roman Catholics, I
believe, may be the gerni of a strong reaction
against the pure seculatisin, against which I
venture to call pure pagamism, of the education of
the colony.

Half an hour of religious instruction in
the class-room, after school hours will not
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answer that purpose. It will rather em-
phasize, for the present, the pure secularism,
or pure paganism of the school system, and
lead in the future to the entire removal
from the school premises, and from the mind
of generations to come, ail vestige of
Christianity.

What the Catholics want is not only
instruction, but they want true education.

To educate a child is not only to adorn
his intellect, but it is also to form his cha-
racter, to cultivate the aspirations of his
heart and of his soul. This cannot be done
unless the atnosphere of the school is per-
meated with Christian thoughts. It does
not follow, as is so often said with res-
pect to Catholic schools, that nothing but
religious instruction must be given in
schools. But, for Catholics, it means that
the school work must be opened and closed
with Catholic prayers. It means that the
teacher may, during the school hours, and
in a Catholic sense, refer to the Saints and
the Blessed Virgin Mary. It means that in
teaching how to read, the teacher must be
allowed to tell the young child, that at ail
times, in his old days as in is younger days,
he must not sully his soul by immoral read-
ings. It means that the teacher when teach-
ing grammar must have the right to
tell the child that the language which
he is learning must be used at ail times
for the defence of the truth. It means that
in teaching arithmetic the teacher must
be allowed to tell the child that God has
created everything with number, weight
and measure. It means that in teaching
geography the teacher must be allowed
at least to tell the child that the first
missionaries in Manitoba were Catholic
priestq, who went there at the request of
Lord Selkirk, and who did good work for
the christianization of that country. It
means that in teaching history, the teacher
must be allowed to point out to his children
the action of God in human events ; and so
on with ail the branches of knowledge. It
means also that when disciplinarian measures
have to be resorted to, the teacher must be
allowed to appeal to the Christian senti-
ments of the child rather than to brute
force, civil law, or the law of nature only.
Catholic education is an education where,
while teaching ail secular subjects, the
thought of God is allowed to penetrate
ail the inner parts of the child's mind, as
pure beams of the sun, so that he may learn

everything with a view of becoming a good
citizen and a good Christian. This does not
occasion any undue waste of time on the
part of the teacher or of the child. A mere
look sometimes upon the walls of the school-
house, where are appended Christian em-
blems, is ail that is required. That is briefly
the Catholic cnception of a school. There
is nothing in that to which objection can be
taken, even from a pure human or civic point
of view. In fighting for that conception we
are but fighting for our rights, for the con-
stitution, for our country, for the Crown, for
Christianity, and with the grace of God I
hope the minority of Manitoba will never
fail in this sacred duty.

Hon. Mr. DEVER. I wish to say a word
or so expressive of my regard and veneration
for the Queen.

On the death of William the Fourth, who
was son of George the Third, the Crown of
England had to go to the young Princess
Victoria, who was the daughter of the Duke
of Kent, a brother of the dead king, the
dead king not having any children of his
own.

Hence, on hearing of the king's death,
the Archbishop of Canterbury and other
gentlemen high up in the affairs of state
went immediately to make it known to the
Princess Victoria, who was staying at Ken-
sington Palace at the time.

Lord Melbourne was sent for. He was
then Prime Minister, and a meeting of the
Privy Council was held and the Princess was
sworn in Queen of England.

I remember well her marriage to Prince
Albert and her children being born; the
Crimean war, 1854-55, and its difficulties;
the death of Prince Albert, 1861, &c., &c.

I remember, too, her affliction as a widow,
and the sympathy of her children for her.
But now, hon. gentlemen, nearly ail is over
with the Queen-age is coming fast upon
her, and her venerable picture at present
looks very littie like her bright young face
when I saw her portrait first.

Such is life, even with queens!
But to her people her reign bas given great

strides of advancement.
Knowledge has gone abroad; history has

been thrown open.
Bigotry and ignorance are dying out, and

theologians and tories of ail creeds had better
pay attention to the "handwriting on the
wall."
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It has beensaidthattheschool question has not go to show that Voltaire was an
niot been settled satisfactorily, and that half atheist, or that he was quite as bad as his
an hour is not suticient for religious enemies would like to make him out.
Instruction each day. Well, hon. gentlemen, In looking up and praying to his God,
those who are making their living by theol- Voltaire said :
Ogy are very numerous ; and, if they are so Oh, God; nisunderstood whom all proclaims,

ix 0ious about the religious training of the Hear the last word my humble mouth now frames,
children, I really think they can find means, If I mistook 'twas while thy law I sought,
and ample time, to gratify their deep inter- I may have err'd, but thou wast in each thought,.
est in the spiritual welfare of these children Fearless, I look beyond the opening grave,
if th P And cannot think the God who beimg gave,

ey so choose to occupy the'mselves. The God whose favours made niy bliss o'erflow,
But I fear there are other considerations Has (loomed me after death to endless woe.

hel is sbool cy tlan gret regard fo Cath- Of course he was very severe in his writ-Welbeig o tb chldenandsom Cab-ings, on certain theologians, and when we
olic thinkers would prefer to see theologians cns, o c am the m and e n we

confrine themsqelves to their speculations on comne to look back, on the many errors, com-
divinity, and leave politics severely alone, to mitted by extreme men, who can wonder, at%,int wn ev oiîssvrl lnt Voltaire, denouncing crime, in higb places.
the laitv who can look after them very well. Votan sm gre, m high aces.
Siritua Who can smile, on the accusers and tor-
P ace; but pricuse of mother earth is mentors of Galileo ; who can love the mur-
What we aratr e of opeti derers of Joan of Arc! Who can stand idlyha eare af ter in this age of competition.
Theologians by this time ought to be satis- by, and see a government, for the people,
fied that the government of nations pro- and by the people, taken from them! But,
gresses the wrong way in their hands; at bon. gentlemen, let me leave this unpleasant
all events, we think so. If I were to draw subject, and see what we can sav about the

y conclusions from some f the sp tariff. I have no doubt whatever, but that
that I bave had on tbis of the speeches the tariff will be satisfactorv, this time.'a1haehado hsquestion, I would -

eel that the people might begin to look The men, at the head of affairs are able, and
thrOugh their fingers, and ask themselves honest men, Of course the evil policy of
thquestin, I Ghristianity a fact or an the past cannot be wholly changed in its

uvention,? Wat have tbey to fear about "spots," at once, but it will, I believe, i a
the foundation of Christianity ? [ 'was very short time, and to the entire satisfac-
Unider the itat it was a historical tion of a large majority of the people, of this
fact impression thti a itrclDominion. There are many other points inact but apparently these gentlemen thinkDomn.Teeaeayotrpmsm
otherwise.pTheys to tin tin the address I would like to touch upon,
secure whe Tey seem to think it is only but this must suffice, for the present.

f Cblre wen impressed on the plastic minds
children, there to be believed, whether Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the adjournment

tre Or false, like Mohammedanism or Juda- of the debate.
e Christianity ma well exclaim, " Save Tbe motion was agreed to.

m such friends !"

veroe hon, gentleman, spoke in this debate,
cornfully, of science, especially science

the Jriited States, and how confused the
People were in that country, J presume the

th gentleman meant, also, the science of THE SENATE.
ogy, if not, J would like the hon.

tlernan to explain the great confusion in
s Science, which exists in the several Ottawa, 1uesday, 6th April, 1897.

S 00s8 of theology all over the world. The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three-
se eegentlemen look with contempt on all o'clock.nelce only the one they are schooled in.

n bon, gentleman was also very severe Prayers and routine proceedings.
t .•de Voltaire. He called him " an

ist," and other unkind names. I know A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
ary pople very prone to denounce Voltaire

the never read any of his writings, but Hon. Mr. McKEEN-Before the Orders
following little bit of information does of the Day are called, I wish to rise to a
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question of privilege. My attention has
recently been directed to a newspaper article
which has been copied by the Evening
Journal of Ottawa f rom the Ottawa Weekly
Tribune. This item, to my mind, is scur-
rilous and insulting to some members of this
Senate, at least I regard it so, and I ask for
the indulgence of the House while I read it:

STRoNG BUT -- ?

Ottawca Weeldy Tribune.

Those senators who buncoed the public treasury
by drawing double mileige should be prosecuted
for obtaining money under false pretenses. A
senator should have no further immunity than any
other men when it comes to a question of theft.
It was not enough for those fellows to sit in the
Comtnons and vote with the promise of senator-
ships in their pocket, but they must descend to the
paltry theft of a double mileage.

It is unnecessary to comment on the
character of the item, but I think it is due
to myself that I should make some explana-
tion, as I am one of the parties referred to
here. These criticisms are due to some cor-
r.espondence which took place last year be-
tween the Auditor General and the Clerk
of this bouse. The Auditor General took
some exception to mileage that had been
paid senators who had been brought into
this House during the latter part of the first
session of 1896. For my part, I resigned
my seat in the House of Commons about
the middle of January-speaking froin
memory, about the 16th of January. I did
so in order to provide a seat for the present
leader of the opposition in the House of
Commons. In doing so, I was not without
precedents, and certainly since then my
example has been followed by others who
now occupy seats in this House. I was
called to the Senate, I think, about the
latter end of February. In the interval, I
had been home. I think I was sworn as a
member of the Senate about the 5th of
March, which made the time between my
resignation in the House of Commons and
my entrance into the Senate about seven
weeks When the statement of my indem-
nity was sent me, I agreed to it, and drew
my pay. The question of mileage, as far as
I know, was never raised. In my mind, I
felt I was as much entitled to travelling
fees coming here, as I had ever been when
coming to the House of Commons. I had
been six weeks at home, and in the interval
had been to the States and elsewhere.
During the subsequent session, in the

autumn, my attention was called by some of
my brother senators to the fact that the
Auditor General had taken exception to
mileages being paid: he had- styled them
"double mileages." I went down to see
him and explained the situation as I under-
stood it. I told him that to my mind it was
perfectly right, that I could not conceive of
any other way by which the mileage could
be paid. I added, and I am prepared to
affirm what I said, " If there is any idea in
your mind or the mind of any person con-
nected with your department-that this is
not right, I am willing to hand back the
money: I should much rather do. it than
that there should be any difficulty in regard
to it." He agreed with my explanation and
said he had no fault to find. He showed
that there could be no question as to my
right to being paid my travelling expenses,
and I find that after some correspondence
with the Clerk of this House, he writes as
follows to the Clerk :

AIDIT OFFICE, OTTAWA, 8th Oct., 1896.
Si,-In further reference to my letter of 28th

September calling your attention to the indemnuity
and inileage paid to certain senators for the first
session of 1896, I beg to state that when that letter
was written I was under the impression thatSenator
McKeen was receiving the full indennity for that
portion of the session of which he was a senator
less eight dollars a day for all absent days over
twelve during that period, and over-looked the fact
that he was not appointed from the Commons to
the Senate. Senator McKeen has reninded me
that such is not the case, that a considerable period
elapsed from the date of his resignation in the
Commons to his appointment as senator. I would
therefore correct ny letter of 28th September as
regards his case.

I am sir, your obedient servant,

J. L. McDOUGALL, A.G.

The Clerk of the Senate.

He went on to take exception, which i
need not go into, about the days I was here.
As far as I am concerned, I have only to say
that my attendance in parliament was
checked by the accountant, or clerk, or
proper authority in this House. I never
paid any attention to it myself. I have no
doubt, and as far as I know, the account was
correct; the explanation of the clerk in a
subsequent letter proves it. At all eveits I
was paid only on the saine basis as other
members of the Senate. I am sorry to be
obliged to allude to this, but the press having
criticised my conduct in reference to the
statement made by the Auditor General I
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am in duty bound to notice it. In regard to
the charge that members of the House of
Commons were sitting and voting with ap-
Pointments in their pockets, as far as I am
CrOnerned, that is entirely untrue. I re-
8lgned my position in the House of Commons
without any promise directly or indirectly,
and uP to the day I had the honour of re-
Ceiving a telegram from the present leader
of the Opposition in this House that h- had
4een pleased to recommend me to a seat in
thle Senate, I had no promise from any
mllember of the government or of the party
that I should receive such an appointment.
1 can appeal to any member of the gov-
erunent in or out of office whether I am not
correct in this statement. I am sorry to
have to take up the time of the House with
maatters of this sort, but it was due to myself,
111 view of the criticisms and charges that
have been made all over the country, more
Particularly in my own province in regard
to thiS matter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the hon. gen-tiernan's explanation is entirely satisfactory
to every one within his hearing. It is quite
Clear fron the statement he makes that he
ceased to be a member of the House of Com-
m ons8, had returned home and had been
absent fron Ottawa six or seven weeks and
Was then summoned to the Senate. The
case is perfectly clear and no exception can
be taken to it. With reference to the days

l his attendance in this House or the
th r tiouse they were subject to the rules

parliament, and think the hon. gentle-
Juan is free from any further responsibility
O1 that score. P

TRIAL BY JURY IN THE N. W. T'S.
BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT introduced
Bill (D), "An Act respecting trial by
jury in certain cases in the North-west
Territories."

Hon. Sir MACKiENZIE BOWELL-It
has been the practice, and I think a very
good one, if the hon. gentleman would only
follow it--although there is no rule to that
effect-that when a bill of an important
nature is introduced by the government, a
short explanation is given to the House of
what its purport is, in order to draw the
attention of members of the Senate to its
contents.

Hon. Sir OLIV ER MOWAT-The ob-
ject of the bill is this: The Assembly of the
North-west Territories has passed an Act to
provide for trial by jury in certain cases for
which there was no provision in the North-
west Territories Act of Canada; but it is
doubtful whether that legislation by the
assembly is constitutional or not. The cases
in which they have given these trials by
jury are recited here, and the object of the
bill is merely to confirm their Act. It is a
matter for their discretion to determine, and
what they have done seems quite reason-
able; but 1 propose that parliament should
contirm it to remove any doubt there may
be as to the jurisdiction of the Act they
have passed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And to give them power in the future to
continue such trials?

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
rnight add, as far as the statement made by not said anything about that. I have left
the on gentleman from Queen's, in reference the jurisdiction as it was, and the larger

hadanY Promise of an appointment, he never question as to whether their juriadiction
Sany promise from me, nor did Sir should be extended; at ail events, in thiï

iharles Tupper ever directly or indirectly particular, 1 propose te confirm what they

tienate to me that he desired the hon. gen-
tin an to be called to the Senate until some The bil was read the first tue.
te after the election. Then when the

I tter Was discussed I said it would give THE ADDRESS.
te great pleasure, and I think I telegraphed THE DEBATE-CONTINUED.tO the hon. gentleman to that effect, that it The Order of the Day having been cailed:gave me areat pleasure to recommend himt the Senate. He had no promise what- Resuuîing the adjourned debate on the considera-
e rom the head of the governmen tion of His Excellency the Goernor eeralsfon te had tho speech on the opening of the second session of the

e, 80 far as I know. eighth parliameat.



Hon. Mr. SCOTT said: Before the debate period of 1837 when the Princess Alex-
closes, I desire to offer a few comments on andrina Victoria, ascended the British throne
the observations that have fallen from hon. on the decease of ber uncle, and compare
gentlemen who have spoken in reference to the primitive condition of the country and of
the various paragraphs in the speech His the government with the status of to-day, we
Excellency delivered on the opening of par- will tind that the progress and development of
liament. Before doing so, I wish to express, Canada bas been in a much greater ratio
on behalf of the leader of the governmnent in than has been experienced in other countries.
this House and myself, my recognition of the To give hon. gentlemen and the present
moderation which has mrked the utterances generation one illustration of what I am ad-
of various speakers on the subject. I am verting to in the development of the country,
afraid, however, I shall have to except from at that time, in 1837, the journey from Mont-
those complimentary ternis my hon. friend real to Kingston took f rom two to three days,
from Queen's. and it was made up of six or seven different

changes bystage and boat. To-daywe traverse
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-All right. the distance comfortably in a few hours. At

that time to reach Kingston f rom Montreal,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman we had to take a stage from the city of

is always rather caustic in his remarks, parti- Montreal to Lachine, a boat to the Cedars,
cularly when he speaks with the feeling he a stage to Coteau, a boat from Coteau to
did on the occasion of his address to this Cornwall, a stage from Cornwall to Dicken-
House. My hon. friend froin Pictou also, I son's Landing, and a very primitive sort of
will not say committed any breach of the de- flat boat with astern wheel, such as one sees
corum of the House, but he certainly did not now in pictures of boats that are to be found
bv his remarks elevate thestone of the discus- in shallov streams in Af rica, carried the
si on on the address. I think when he sees passengers to Prescott where a boat of larger
his words in print, if they have not been proportions hrought bim to Kingston. In
revised he will rather regret that be bas reference to progress of government, Lpper
made the comments he has with reference to and Lower Canada were governed by a
the individual members of the cabinet and Governor or Lieutenant-Governor and Ex-
the conparisons fe drew as to their ability ecutive Council. It is quite true we sad
and their position as iembers of the govern- our legisative assembly and legisiative coun-
muent. ci, but they were largely filed with office

The first paragraph of the address is one holders. They had not sufficient indepen-
that naturally evoked an echo, not only in dence to resist the executive authority, and
this cbamber but from the wpole Dominion of it is notorious that time and again the
Canada. In no part of the Queen's broad governinent was carried on against the direct
empire is there a stronger feeling of loyalty will even of a subservient majority in the
and devotion to tbe throne than prevails Louse of Assembly. o-day we rejoice i
throughout Canada. It is a matter of history having probably the most perfect systeni
that those nations wbich f rom time to time of government that prevails in any country
had to stand up for their rights and liberties of the world. There is no part of tbe
have always been the mnost loyal to the Crown world where home rule is so thorough-
or the autbority of the country. On two me- ly understood, enjoyed and appreciated
morable occasions the people of Canada had as it is in Canada. We may have our
to stand up for their rights and liberties, differences of opinion in regard to minor
once in a contest that prevailed in the last questions-the tarif, details of expenditure,
century and once in the erly part of the tbe franchise, and various other matters con-
present century; but apart from that there nected with our system of government, yet
are reasons why the Canadian people sould it musls be acknowedged that, taking it ah
entertain a more than an ordinary respect in ah , there is no syste of government that
and devotion for Her Majesty the Queen. can be pronouced superior to that which
Probaby in no part of the worad bas the exists in Canada. It answers quiker and
saine growtb and deveopment prevailed, so more responsively to tbe witl of the people
far as material progress or civil liberty are than the government of any other land. It
coneerned, as we have experienced in Canad b broader principles of democracy than
durint c ent reign. If we recal the exist even in the United States, where, as
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we all know, even in that body that years That language 18 very decided, as show-
ago attained to such eminence, the Senate ing that, at ail events in the opinion of
Of the United States, the country is ruled Sir John Thompson, it was not worth pre-
by, I will not say faction, but at all events serving the franchise under the federal
by cliques who dominate over every prin- principle that had prevailed for the preced-
Ciple of right and justice. The reign of ing ten years.
Queen Victoria will be in the future, also, The completion of the canais is a subject
Olle of very great importance. Ail admit that basevoked eneralapprovalthroughout
that the tone in the court since Queen Vic- Canada. The business men of this country
toria assumed the throne, has been raised appreciate the importance of having the
high above the plane that marked the lives of canais finisbed at an early day. It bas been
those of her predecessors. The example tbe design of the preceding government, as
that she has set will, in future years, compel vel1 as this government., that the canais of
her successors to assume a tone of equal this country sbould be enlarged. Our pre-
character and respect in the eyes of the decessors had proceeded witb the construc-
People. The British people have become tion of a portion of the vorks. Why al
exacting in the reign of Victoria from the should not have been undertaken together,
noble life that Her Majesty has led. I think, I do not understand, because the capital
therefore that, speaking for ourselves in expended in deepening the Welland canal

ranada there will be no part of the world is practicaily iost; it yields no return and can
where the Queen's Diamond Jubilee will be yield no return until the wbole system is
celebrated with a keener sense of apprecia- deepened to 14 feet in depth. We bope at
t'ol and respect and love for Her Majesty least in tbe course of two years that the
than in the Dominion of Canada. Now, canals wili be deepened to 14 feet througb-
coUning to some of the details in the speech, out, and then vessels can take grain and
a good many comments were made upon the products of the west fron Fort William,
l'ranchise Act. The language of the speech Chicago and Duluth to the point of export
'vas that it was expensive and unsatisfactory at Montreal or Quebec.
ald 1 was surprised to hear hon. gentlemen The proposai to bring the Intercooniai
rather find fault with the language of the Raiiway to Montreai bas aiready evoked
'peech and to express the belief that the some opposition. As hon. gentlemen know,5Ystern in force since 1884 or 1885 was better the Intercolonial Railway bas not been a pay-
blcause of its uniformity than the proposed ing enterprise from a commercial standpoint,
adoption of the provincial franchise. They and, it is believed, and believed I think with
see to have forgotten the opinion expressed some degree of confidence, that the extension
.. ir John Thompson in 1894 when he of it to the city of Montreal, which is an
Iltroduced a bill to abolish the franchise important business centre. wiii e,,able it to
that had been in force for years. I will just compete with tbe other raiiways. Its termi-
J an extract from his speech delivered in nu- ili be at the head of tide ater, and it

e, 1894, when introducing the Franchise wiii be able there to avail itself of those ad-
l• e said1 vantaues that a long railway, such a it is

Th ~change saspooe nti i which ll enjoy by reaching so important a centre1 i hge is also proposed in this bill which
which a few days ago, that the questions upon the city of Montreai. It vill be found
to the b much difference has arisen in the past as i after years that the project was a vise and
adot. asis of the franchise, shall be adjusted by

7hil g the franchises of the several provinces. The on.
What hasadMit that this is a new departure, I deny
irport nheen so widely asserted, that it is in any servations, twitted the present government
priu n Or practical degree a surrender of any with their omission to place a reciprocity
Past. e that we have contended for in times clause in the speech from the Tbrone. It
twe. he number of differences which exist be.
franlch provincial franchises and the Dominion
a IC se as established by our own Act are so few of Canada if we had introduced a proposai
Which e worth the contest and the expense that we knew was wholly without avail atare involved in keeping them up, and the

th to a general system which will apply
re 0on" the local and Dominion legislatures has liticai parties in this
ties for ations as regards simplicity and facili- country bave been committed to the principle
systert economy which cannot exist under a dual of reciprocity. It is on record that in 1878,
slte eh yeras we have been keeping up for thePst few aswhvbn en t when the Conservative party advocated a
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change of governinent by the adoption of
the national policy, reciprocity with the
United States was one of their planks.
The cry was reciprocity in trade or recipro-
city in tariffs. The announcement was made
by Sir Charles Tupper and other leading'
statesmen of the day on the Conservative side
that if they were returned to power, recipro-
city was sure to follow in two years. Pro-'
bably my hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island will remember some of the speeches
made by Sir Charles Tupper at that time,
in which he pointed out that the return of
the Conservative party and their resumption
of power would necessarily bring reciprocity
with the United States. Speaking at Char-
lottetown on September 3rd, 1878, he said :

All that you have to do is to support the
national policy of Sir John A. Macdonald in
order to obtain reciprocity with the United States
within two years. Liberal-Conservatives propose
to bring about a renewal of reciprocity with the
United States, under which the country prospered
in so eminent a degree, &c.

That was the language of the Conser-
vative party. Subsequently, as years went
on, from time to time it was also enun-
ciated that they were in hopes of securing
a reciprocity treaty. We must recollect,
because it is of comparatively recent date,
that parliament was dissolved in 1891 on
the distinct assurance to the people of Can-
ada that a treaty was about to be establish-
ed with the United States and that it was
necessary to have a new parliament in order
to confirm the terms of it. I have in my
hands the official announcement made by
the government at that time, and that was
the plea on which the parliament preceding
the present one was dissolved in 1891. We
know thatseveral members of thegovernment
went to Washington and that they had a
conversation with Mr. Blaine, then secret-
ary. We know, moreover, that without
authority from him they divulged the over-
tures that were made in confidence,
and that were not to be spoken of,
in order to serve their purposes in the
election that followed. We know also that
apologies were demanded and given for that
breach of confidence, so that so far as the
record of the Conservative party is con-
cerned they have not very much to boast of
on the subject of reciprocity. The leaders
of the Liberal party have always advocated
reciprocity and have always been in favour
of it. They recognize that during the last

eighteen years the governnent of the day
were largely responsible for the feelings that
grew up in the United States during that
period, and if to-day the present government
have foundi it impossible to practically secure
any treaty it is largely due to the irritation
and the grievances that grew up during.the
time.

Hon. GENTLEMEN-Oh ! oh!

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hon. gentlemen smile
-I have the record, and can read it, and it
will not be disputed. They will recognize
there is some truth in the observations I
make. I say when the United States re-
fused to ratify the Fisheries Treaty in 1886
and 1887 the course adopted by the then
government in enforcing the treaty of 1818,
was the substantial cause of the irritation
in the United States.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It was
the $5,000,000 they were obliged to pay
under the Halifax award that caused the
irritation.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it was the seizure
of vessels and the enforcement of a treaty
that was not adapted to modern times, a
treaty that had not been enforced for twenty-
five years, because it was not in force during
the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, nor subse-
quently, under the Treaty of Washington.
It is notorious that in carrying out that
treaty one vesse] was seized because being
short of hands, she had put into port in
order to ship a seaman. It is very well known
that they were not allowed to trade or to
purchase anything. It is on record that a
steamer put in for water, having had ber
barrels swept off the deck, and she was told
"Yes, you have a right to procure water
under the terms of the treaty, but you can-
not purchase barrels-you are not allowed
under the treaty to buy barrels." It was
cases of that kind that caused largely the
aggressive attitude assumed by the United
States. 'I do not mean to say that the
United States was not aggressive on its
part, that there have not been year by year
acts committed by them which were cen-
surable in as high a degree. There bas
been on both sides an absence of that
proper feeling that ought to exist and
the desire to cultivate friendly relations
that should always prevail between twO
countries situated as Canada and the United
States are.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- United States vessels passing through the
Oes the hon. gentleman desire the Senate canal I

t'O understand that the government of the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Theday should have allowed the treaty of 1818 E .
to be a nullity? duty that was imposed upon United States

vessels was imposed upon Canadian vessels
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not a nullity, but it under similar circumstances; the duty was

was carried out to an extreme degree. We levied on all vessels passing through the Wel-
have had that question debated in this land canal, not going through to Montreal.
chanber before now--probably before my They had to pay the full dues, whether they
hon. friend from Belleville came into it- discharged the cargo at Montreal or at
and it was admitted by every one who has United States ports west of it.
followedl th' Z 4 =1 I

e c rcums1 ancesU unJ erthat treaty was passed, that it was wholly
unlsuited for the present time.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I never heard it
adMitted in this House, and when the sub-
,)ect was under discussion I always took part
n it. The very contrary was contended for

and when my hon. friend uttered sentiments
one occasion before, such as he has uttered

nOW, they met with general condemnation
<n both sides of the House.

1on. Mr. SCOTT-I am aware that my
hon. friend always took the opposite view.

speak for myself and I think there were
mnany gentlemen on the Conservative side
of the House who took that view. I will
"ed Sir Charles Tupper's view of it, ex-
pressed inl a speech which he delivered in
the ouse of Commons. In addition to
ýhat enforcement of the treaty, discriminat-
Ing dues were levied on United States bot-
Thas Passing through the Welland canal.
the was kept up for several years, until

t flited States declared that they would
pt a corresponding duty on vessels passing
through the Sault Ste. Marie canal.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
btot like to interrupt the .hon. gentleman,

I deny in the most distinct and emuphatic
nn'I1er that there was any discrimination

against United States vessels.

'rln. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
alrely remembers that the dues were levied

w ere only removed when the United
Stas iposed dues on Canadian vessels

sing through the Sault Ste. Marie canal.

gloin-Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
toarn"'lt of Canada gave them privileges
thatthey were never entitIed to.

11e n; Mr. SCOTT-Did not the govern-
9 npo8e a duty of 20 cents a ton on

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend knows
very well that 99 per cent of the Canadian-
vessels went to Montreal, while United
States vessels went to Ogdensburg.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What difference does that make i

Hon. Mr. SCDTT-Hear what Sir Charles
Tupper said when introducing the fisheries
question on the 10th April, 1888, in the
House of Conmons:

We stood face to face with an enactment which
had been put on the statute-book by a unanimous
vote of Congress, ratified by the President, providing
for non-intercourse between the United States and
Canada. I need not tell you that that bill meant
commercial war, that it meant not only the ordin-
ary suspension of friendly feeling and intercourse
between two countries, but that it involved more
than that. If that bill had been brought into
operation by the proclamation of the President of
the United States, I have no hesitation in saying
that we stood in the relation to that great country
of commercial war, and the line is very narrow
which separates a commercial war between two
countries from an actual war. Speaking a year
ago, I pointed out in my remarks, with a view to
prevent the possibility of such an act going into
force, all the advantages that in our present posi-
tion we could avail ourselves of to protect ourselves
against such an unfriendly act on the part of the
United States. I said then that it would be a mad
act. I say so now. No man who knows anything
of the intimate commercial relations which exist
between Canada and the United States could con-
template such an act going into operation without
feeling that it would tear up from the foundation
those intimate social and commercial relations
which exist between these two countries, which, in
friendly commercial rivalry, are making rapid pro-
gress which has attrajted the attention of the
civilized world.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-How does that sus-
tain your contention ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The modus vivendi
was introduced for the purpose of getting rid
of this friction between Canada and the
United States. The difficulty was avoided
in that way. The hon. gentleman must
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think I said
it was an indecency.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
go further than that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At ail events, the
statement was made openly to all the world.
It was made under conditions that I think
the majority of the people of this country
would entirely approve of the statement.
Those conditions were that on the Atlantic
coast and on the Pacific coast the United
States had been in the habit of making large
purchases of coal from the Canadian people.
The eastern cities buy their coal largely from
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton. In the
west, California and the Pacific States

n. They wili nave their effect, no cioubt,
in years to come. We have to raise our
revenue largely on imports, and every one
knows if you want to favour trade with one
country and decrease it with another the
tariff is a very important factor in diverting
trade from one country to another. Trade
will flow in those lines where there is the
least obstruction or impediment in the way,
and surely if we have to tax ourselves-and
it is quite immaterial whether the tax is
paid by the consumer or the importer-the
general principle applies as we have tO
raise a revenue. The feeling in Canada at
the present time is that we should not, at
ail events, make it bear more lightly on the
United States than on the mother country.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.

13 2

recognize that that treaty could never have purchase coal largely in British Columbia.
been enforced had it gone on for a year or The people in the central portions of the
two longer. Dominion bought their coal fron the centralC portions of the United States. It was an

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It will have to be advantage to both countries. It was just as
enforced very shortly now. much an advantage to the United States as

it wvas to Canada. The recent tariff intro-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The treaty was passed duced in Congress proposes to levy a duty on

at a period when the United States was coal going into the United States that is
humbled, properly humbled, while Great p c pD
Britain was at war in Europe, but it was gentleman say that when Canada was
a treaty that was dictated by a strong powersmitten on one cheek that we should adopt
against a weak power. It is not a treaty the Christian principle and turn the other
,that Great Britain would to-day make with cheek to be smitten also without making
the United States. No one pretends that, any announcenent of what it might be neces-
nor do I believe that the British govern- sary fo us to do? I think the responsive
ment would to-day approve of the Canadian utterances that have emanated from the
people enforcing the letter of that treaty.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the course taken by the government. We
Theydo not believe in the principle of retaliation,

They avebut it is necessary in times like the present,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not propose to when a great country like the United States

say anything on the question of the tariff. proposes to strike down an important in-
The policy of the government is enunciated dustry in this country-an industry that 1
in the speech from the Throne. understand has fifteen or sixteen millions of

dollars invested in it in the east and a good
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is the many millions invested in it in the west and

question that we want to know about. employs thousands of men-it was necessarv
that some announcement should be made of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend will what might be possible if the United States
hear it in due time from the Finance Minis- vere to persevere in the line of policy that
ter of this country. Some strictures were they had marked out for therselves in re-
made upon what was considered an improper ference to the duty on coal.
announcement. I think it was charged to
be a disloyal act, in fact, trenching on Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
treason. I refer to the announcement that about t
the Finance Minister made in the city of h
Montreal in reference to the question of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The sunny ways core
coal duties.prhsco a in B
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ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ate sehools. There can he no manner of
low0 is it going to benefit trade with the doubt as to what parliament intended,
niother country retaining a duty on coal? because the; subject -%as debated and an

amendrnent was made to strike out the1iOn. Mr. SCOTT-I am speaking now clause providing for separate schools and it
on, the general lines that the sentiment ofMOn te gnerl ues hat he entmen ofwag contended that if the clause was allowed
Canada proposes that this government shall to remain in, it meant that Manitoa could
adopt. I do not propose to followthreadot. donotprooseto oho~vthe re- not at any future time disturb that legris.
Inarks made by my hon. friend from Queen's lation. That amendment was defeated,
in, the charges of disloyalty that he made
agaist the members of the governnent, but proved by the Imperia] authorities. The
I Wish to remind him that in attacking the
Minster of Finance as a disloyal man, and upon for some 18 or 19 years, so that so far
be mentioned several instances in which he as the constitution is concerned, it must be
thought his coiduct verged on the realm of conceded that the ninority in Manitoba was
treason-he ought to remember that Mr. guaranteed the rigbt to establish and main-
Fielding has been premier of his provincei cforthehas orpreierof is rovncetain separate scbiools. My bion. friend wbo
for the last ten or twelve years; he has been sits opposite, and vho bas alwavs takenan honoured representative, and any reflec- fair and bonourable course in tiis
t'on' cast upon him is a reflection upon the voted against tbe separate schools clause.
people who placed him in the position he has It was carried against bis will but he
Occupied and enjoyed during that long accepted the situation and bas always

Period.expressed himý:elf as convinced that the in-
on.tention of te parliainent of Canada was to

1lion. 'Ur. SCOTT _.1-ll 0-rant to the minority in Manitoba theHon. Mr. SCOTT-He has left the pre- right that tbey sougbt. In my judgnent itniership of that province of his own accord was part of the constitution, and it may
t0 take a position in the federal government seem rather paradoxical, if I say that I do

ft dittawa and I think, therefore, the charge not regard it any longer as part of the con-
Ot sloyalty under such circumstances, need stitution. That may he considered a verye require any refutation on my part. extreme announcement under the circum-

pi g now to what might be called the stances.ece de résistance of the speech which has XhEn the bil abolisbing separate schools
eînbraced a good deal more of the time of in 1890 came up for consideration, ny opinion

the ouse than any other question-I mean was then and is now, that the Act should have
the Manitoba school question, I nay say been disallowed; tbat it was no douht ultra
at the Outset my opinions on that subject vires. My bon. friend smihes. He, I baveare eyel
frevery well known. This subject has been no douht, assumes that dr. Blake's and

quently before the House, and I have not Mr. Laurier's motion bad to do with the gov-
as titated at all times to express myself fully ernment's omission to take any action in re-
to th e opinion I had formed in reference ference to it. Now had they followed the
1 e rights of the minority in Manitoba. hines laid down by Mr. Blake and Mr.
lo Y ay'add that no fair-minded person who Laurier in moving the resohution that an act
187s into the history of this question from of that character-because it was within a
18ihand we need nîot go to the Bill of month after the Manitoba Legislature bad

tk or anytin antecedent to that-but passed the act-had thev followed the
it from the time of its introduction course laid down by Mr. lake, supported

repr the parliament of Canada in 1871, the by Mr. Laurier, we would not to-day be
uelde ntatives of the people of Canada then discussing the Manitoba schooh question.
eited that the separate school systeni as it As bon. gentlemen know, clause 37 f the
liato in Ontario should be introduced into
exeîl' a, and to their credit be it spoken, the IGovernor in Council may refer to the

'tng all the Catholic members who voted Supreme Court for bearing or considera-

power phre iton to expunge the educational in"aymtewhch hnk
re re was a majority of the Protestant eeadtecutsl onirthsie
of Presentative men of this country in favour and certify their opinion thereon to thegraUncGd to Manitoba the rigbt of separ- Governor in Council, & ic." N tw, Mr. Blake,
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following the words in that clause, moved
this resolution on the 29th April, 1890,
about one month after the act had passed
the Manitoba legislature. It was moved on
going into supply:

That it is expedient to provide means whereby
on a solenn occasion touching the exercise of the
power of disallowance or of the appellate power as
to educational legislation, important questions of
law or fact may be referred by the executive to a
high judicial tribunal for hearing and consideration
in such mode that the authorities and parties in-
terested may be represented and that a reasoned
opinion may be obtained for the information of the
executive.

Sir John Macdonald accepted that re-
solution, and I shall read an extract from
his speech on that occasion:

Of course ny hon. friend, Mr. Blake, in his reso-
lution lias guarded against the position that such
a decision is binding on the executive. It is ex-
pressly stated andi that is one of the instances
which shows that his resolution bas been most
carefully prepared, that such a decision is only for
the information of the government. The executive
is not relieved from any responsibility because of
any power being given by the tribunal. If the
executive were to be relieved of any such respon-
sibility I should consider that a fatal block to the
proposition of my hon. friend. I believe in respon-
sible governient. I believe in the responsibility
of the executive, and the answer of the tribunal
will be sinply for the information of the govern-
ment. The government may dissent from that de-
cision and it may be their duty to (o so if they
differ from the conclusion to which the court bas
cone.

Following the suggestion of Mr. Blake
and the acceptance of it by Sir John
Macdonald, had the question then gone to
the Supreme Court of Canada we know what
the judgment would have been. When it
came up in the ordinary way that court was
unanimous in their opinion that the Act
was ultra vires. At that time, the year 1890,
there was no appeal f rom the Supreme Court
on a question of this kind. It was only in
the following year that the law was changed
which allowed an appeal, that such ques-
tions as might be referred to the Supreme
Court could be appealed to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
would not confine Manitoba in any way ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it would.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How?

Supreme Court do you suppose Manitoba
would have appealed against it?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Certainly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There could be no
appeal. We have disallowed other Acts from
time to time and when it was made perfectly
clear that the Act was ultra vires Manitoba
would have acquiesced.

Hon. Mr. MACDONAL) (B.C.)-They
would have re-enacted it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Not if declared ultra
vires. The introduction of the bill abolish-
ing the separate schools of Manitoba was a
rash act. It was not a well considered or
well thought out proposition that emanated
froni the great body of the people. The
man who was principally responsible for it
was Mr. Martin, who afterwards represented
Winnipeg in the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Is it not a fact
that the law under which the reference could
be made to the Supreme Court did not exist
in 1890? Was it not passed in 1891 ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it was passed
some years before that. I am reading from
the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1886.
There is no doubt about that.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I beg the hon.
gentleman's pardon. I think the law allow-
ing the government to refer to the Supreme
Court such questions as that raised by the
Educational Act of Manitoba was only
passed in 1891. I may be mistaken.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, in 1891.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am reading f rom the
statute of 1886:-

The Governor in Council may refer to the
Supreme Court for hearing or consideration, any
matter which he thinks fit to refer, and the court
shall thereupcn hear and consider the sanie and
certify their opinion thereon to the Governor in
Council.

There is no doubt about that fact at all.
My hon. friend is entirely mistaken.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It was only the
Act of 1891 that provided for the reasoned
opinion being given.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the government Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, for an appeal to
disallowed the Act on the advice of the the Privy Council. There was the law as it
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Stood, and the words of Mr. Blake's resolu-
tionl followed the words in the clause I have
read, "for hearing and consideration." That
is the language he used.

1ion. Mr. FERGUSON-But Mr. Blake
Points out in that very speech that the
state of the law then did not render an
appeal to the Supreme Court at all effective.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Under Mr. Blake's
resolution it was competent to refer this
case to the Supreme Court, and we had been
Il the habit of referring cases to the Supreme
Court.

.lon. Mr. FERGUSON-No; you are
Mistaken.

hvon. Mr. SCOTT-There is the fact. Ihae read the Supreme Court Act and the
resolution and Sir John's opinion of it.

i lion. Mr. FERGUSON-If the law, as
then stood, afforded a perfect channel or

flleans of appeal, what was MN1Ir. Blake's reso-
outiOn1 for? i He points out that the law was

lot adequate.

lieak Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Blake's resolution
8Peak o itself, and have read it. He
g a the words of the 37th clause in the
tUPrene Court Act and Sir John Macdonald8tates it, and he states further, that such

0a i""ois Only for the advice of the govern-

tent, that they were not bound by it, that
andY were bound to use their own discretion
that judgment if they did not acquiesce in

delicaoinion; therefore, I say that in so
did the a question as this, affecting as it
U4 th erests of the minority, it was

"Id unsafe for the government to
allowed it, to pass away from theirConOe and authority. We know what the

st quences have been. They have been
that deplorable That was the first inistake

*e ' thade. We know when the caseeO the Supreme Court there was not a
jud of doubt in the minds of any of the
3'1e that the law was ultra vires, but

4fortunia t appealed to the Privy Council,
was ntey, a judgment was given that
with t in accordance at all eventstheby the e understanding that was arrived at

p thparliament of Canada and by the
that parhament. What I say is that
pletel r Judgment cut the ground coim-
tive, y away. The first judg ment was posi-

It was as dogmatic as it was possible to

be. It took up the very words "rights and
privileges " that are referred to in the Mani-
toba Act and declared that there were none
existing-that there were no rights and
privileges. What I contend is this, that in
the interpretation of a constitutional ques-
tion some wider and more liberal interpre-
tation should be put upon the Act than the
narrow one that has been given to it by
the Judicial Committee. The clause under
which the judgment was given reads in this
way:

Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially
affect any right or privilege with respect to de-
nominational schools which any persons had by
law or practice at the time of union.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-If the law of 1886
that you are quoting from was sufficient,
what was the use of passing this one in
1891?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the hon. gentleman
will resume his seat I will explain to him as
I explained before. Under the Supreme
Court Act as it stood in 1890 there was no
appeal from it. In 1891, after the year had
expired and when the power to disallow had
passed away from the central authority, that
Act was passed which allowed an appeal to
the Judicial Committee. There was no appeal
from the decision of the Supreme Court of
Canada as the law stood in 1890.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
I understand the hon. gentleman to say that
there ever was a period since the passage of
the Act establishing the Supreme Court that
either the defendant or plaintiff could not
appeal to the Privy Council ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There bas never been a period since the
passage of that Act in which a litigant had
not the right to appeal against the decision
of any court to the Privy Council. I have
a distinct recollection of a motion having
been made by Mr. Irving, who was then
member for Hamilton, to prevent an appeal
to the Privy Council, and Sir John Macdon-
aId laid down the principle that no action of
the parliament of Canada could deprive Her
Majesty's subjects of the right of appealing
to the foot of the Throne for redress.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I will explain
what the hon gentleman has reference to.
He has reference to cases which come before
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the court in the ordinary way-ordinary and the Supreme Court had declared the
litigants. This was a different matter. The Act to be ultra rires ? Why should the
parliament of Canada and the Governor in government interfere beyond that by dis-
Council had the right under the Supreme allowing? They could not do so if the year
Court Act to refer to that court any ques- had passed ?
tions on which they desired advice. That
has been done time and again. I say that Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Supreme Court
up to the year 1891, when the law was would have done it only by way of, advice
changed, there was no appeal from any to the government. Under the statute a
conclusion that the Supreme Court came to, case is submitted for the information of the
or any special case submitted by the Gover- government, and the Suprene Court if it
nor in Council or the parliament of Canada. came to the opinion they did subsequently-
We have referred private bills to the court we know what their opinion was. We got
to ascertain the views of the court as to it afterwards-that it was beyond the pur-
whether they properly belonged to the pro- view of the legislature of Manitoba to pass
vincial or federal authorities, and various that Act, the government was then amply
questions of that kind have been, from time protected as to any charge of interference
to time, referred to the Supreme Court. with provincial rights. They would have
The decisions were not subject to appeal. A been amply justified, and nobody could
reference of a constitutional question was not have called their act in question, because
subject to appeal until the Act of 1891 was they would have been supported in the line
passed. of policy they adopted by the highest court

in Canada.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do I understand

the hon. gentleman to say that if the Supreme Hon: Mr. BEINIER-What is the-
Court expressed the opinion that that Act clausein the statute?
was ultra vires, that then Manitoba would Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause M of the Su
have no right afterwards to appeal to the preme Court Act. he hon. gentleman wil
Committee of the Privy Council? ? find it in the Revised Statutes of Canada. I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In that year any tFink that is pelfectly clear. I do not think
refeenc to he upree Curt f aspecal'it is susceptible of any question whatever thatreference to the Supreme Court of a special there is ample justification for any govern-case was final.

ment to disallow an Act when advised by
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was cut off the Supreme Court of Canada. Now, we

from any appeal? core unfortunatelv to the judgment of the
Hon.Mr.SCOT-Ys. Acas inlitga-Privy Council which, as I said before, was

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Yes. A case in litiga-aveyca-ctudre-erpoiv,
tion arising between two parties was subject very blut and to my mmd entina
to an appeal and that is what the hon. gentle- ter alure of jsie eae o
man refers to-where there are two parties terriba Ac jhic I he use o the
to a case-an ordinary case in court. Th se is qut in the ju t gen bt
hon. gentleman is quite right in saying that t
either party could appeal if the court con-
sidered it .a proper case to appeal to the takenby the Supreme Court. They .say
Judicial Committee; but what I said was
that a special case, if referred to the Su- h
preme Court during the year after the Mani-

Act (of 1890) prejudicially affects any right or priv-toba Act was passed, was not subject to ap- en
peal and had we had at that time a judg- any class of persans had by law or practice in the
ment of the Supreme Court on the Manitoba province at the tinie of the union.
Act and the government of Canada had They quote the very language of the Man-
thought proper to disallow the Act, I itoba Act and the sa
venture to say it never would have gone
any further. Notwithstanding the Public Schools Act, 1890,

any IRoman Cathalics and inembers of every other
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- religions body in Manitoba are free ta establish

What necesrity was there for disallowance schaols throughout the province; they are free taniaintain their schals by school fees or noluntary
if the hon. gentleman's statýment be correct subscriptions ; they are free to conduct their
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8chols according to their own religious tenetsWjthoub Inolestation or interference.
No child is compelled to attend a public school.

NO Special advantage other than that advantage ofa free education in schools conducted under public
management is held out to those who do attend.

The privileges thus spoken of are privi-eges that the Manitoba minority can enjoyto-day. The minority in any country, 1Presume, if they choose to pay for their own
schools, can enjoy the privilege, but they
completely cut out the possibility of any
1ght or any privilege having been guaran.
ted to the minority. They go on to say :

SWhat riglt or privilege is violated or prejudii-Cially affected by law ?
tt i8 not the law that is in fault. It is owing

tO reigiou convictions which everybody mustepetadto the teaching o>f their church, that
ornanCatholies and mnebers of the Chcrch of
ungîand find theinselves unable to partake of ad-'antages which the law offers to all alike.

whicheir lordships are sensible of the weight
the s Inust attach to the unanimous decision of
th up.remne Court.

e have anxiously considered the able andeaorate judgients by which that lecision has
esupported.

whc they are unable to agree with the opinionh the learned judges of the Supreme Courthave expressed as to the rights and privileges of
Unian Catholics in Manitoba at the time of the

ut thaY hen they gave that judgment, they
th e rght to separate schools clearly out of
t coIstitution. The next clause on which
tire second judgment was given depends en-
rioy On the preceding one. If there were

ghts or privileges taken away from the
her an Catholic minority, what rights are

tr.to restore? In the British NorthAerjcaA
that f Act there is a clause which states
the In any province the legislature, after
Actprovince comes into the union, passes an

th giving special privileges to the minority,
leey cannot afterwards withdraw that privi-

Ge. that subsection had been in the
workba Act there would have been a grou nd-
Tha Justification for the second judgment.
the piause is not in the Manitoba Act and
that i vy Council, strange to say, decidedo thad no bearing on the Manitoba Act-heI that the only clause which really gavetheva a foundation for their second judgment
they eut out from under their feet so to speak.
lawy hou. gentlean-it does not require a
the y layman reading the clauses in
in theanitoba Act, and reading the clauses
%id, eBritish North America Act side by
Wheth i say that the whole case depends oner there were any rights or privileges

granted to the minority in Manitoba at the
time of the union.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
Act passed by the Manitoba legislature in
1870 or 1871 gave them privileges.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the British North
Anerica Act, any province, such as Mani-
toba, for instance, passing an Act giving
privileges to the minority, cannot afterwards
withdraw those privileges, but the Privy
Council held that that clause of the British
North America Act did not apply to Niani-
toba, and therefore, I say, the only founda-
tion they had for the second judgment they
took away by deciding that the British North
America Aet did not apply. The only
words used in the Manitoba Act are "rights
and privileges " in the second clause. The
clause is:

2. An appeal shall lie to the Governor General
in Council from any Act or decision of the legisla-
ture of the province, or of any provincial authority,
affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant
or Roman Catholic ininority of the Queen's sub-
jects in relation to education.

If they had no rights or privileges, as the
Privy Council decided in the first judg-
ment, what was there to take away? They
say in the first judgment the minority were
at liberty to establish their own schools and
to pay for them; but they could not be
relieved f rom the public school tax. In my
mind both judgments were expediency judg-
ments. In the first judgment, the Judicial
Committee had this fact before them, that
the minority was a mere fraction in Mani-
toba, that immigrants were going in from
various countries professing various faiths,
and probably considered it was better, as was
represented by counsel before them, that
national schools should exist in that country,
and there is no doubt they adopted the expe-
diency view that it was better in the future
that all classes should be educated in national
schools. Subsequently, they, no doubt, dis-
covered that a mistake had been made.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
threw the law to one side.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot understand
any other interpretation, because the judg-
nient in the Supreme Court was so clear and
the language of the Act was so clear, that
any one who comprehends the English langu-
age could not mistake it. The judicial com-
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mittee even discussed this word " practice "
and they say " practice " was not wide enough
to cover the denominational schools in force
before Manitoba came into the union. The
committee say if the word "custom " had
been used, it would have been susceptible
of a larger interpretation than "practice "
Did any one ever hear of such hair split-
ting on a constitutional question i The
word " practice " was put in designedly,
because it occurred in the debate on the
New Brunswick school question.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Do I understand
the hon. gentleman to say that the first
clause of the Manitoba School Act is the
only one on which the Catholics can claim
redress ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The lords of the
Privy Council say that the second sub-
section is a substantive enactment and not
designed as a means of enforcing the clause
which precedes it. It is intended to pro-
tect the rights of the minority. not the rights
that we had before the union or at the time
of the union, but rights granted to us by
the province itself since the union.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have already ex-
plained that. The first clause provides that
the province shall not pass any law to pre-
judicially affect any right or privilege with
regard to schools which existed at the time
of the union. The second clause says when
the rights and privileges are affected, there
is an appeal.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The Privy Council
does not say so. The Privy Council says
that the second clause is an enactment by
itself and has no reference to the first clause
-that it by itself is intended to protect the
rights granted since the union by the pro-
vincial legislature; and I maintain that the
two judgments are perfectly consistent-
that the first judgment had relation only to
the rights we had at the time of the union,
while the second applies to rights acquired
since the union.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
has made his speech already. We have gone
very fully into that point. Had the first
judgment been the other way, then if the
province at any time passed legislation or
adopted any administrative action that
affected the rights of the minority, there

should be an appeal to the Governor in Coun-
cil, but the second clause was not intended
to apply where it is decided that there were
no rights or privileges existing at all.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-It was intended
to apply to the rights and privileges of the
minority

Hon. Mr. WAIRK-I must call the hon.
gentleman to order. He made a speech
yesterday that occupied over two hours,
and no one interrupted him, and now he
rises to inake speech after speech while
another inember has the floor.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I explained on a
former occasion, that the question of appeal to
a superior authority was probably taken
from the Separate Schools Act of Ontario,
where there was an appeal to the Governor
in Council from any decision that affected
prejudicially the rights of the minority. Of
course the hon. gentleman is entitled to his
opinion-I wish very much that the people
of Manitoba were of his opinion and that
the people of Canada concurred in that view,
but one cannot ignore the fact that a very
wide-spread opinion prevails that he is not
correct in the conclusions which he has
reached.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Is not the
second judgmuent just the reverse of the first
as to these privileges, and, if so, is not the
second judginent of the Privy Council to be
carried out and not the first one, and if it be
carried out, it is acknowledged that the
rights and privileges which were taken away
from the minority should be restored by the
parliament of Canada ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What I hold and
what I have held al] along is that the second
subsection has no applicability if you take
away the first. The hon. gentleman says it
is a constitutional right which is guaranteed.
Surely if there is a guarantee in so solemn a
matter as an Act of parliament, there
must be some way of enforcing it. In
what position is the minority if the majority
say, very well, you have your constitutional
rights, enforce them ? You cannot go into
a court of law and enforce those rights and
privileges, and if that is the fact, it cannot
be contended that the privileges guaranteed
to the minority have now any value. The
right to separat.e schools has been eliminated
from the Manitoba Act. Our constitution
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is a written constitution, an Act of Parlia-
nient, and it is subject to the decisions of
the courts. The courts alone are the proper
mediums by which laws can be enforced.
Will you name any other part of the con-
Sttitution where there is a violation of it that
the parties who violate it cannot be brought
to book for it ? It is not so with the second
judgment. The Judicial Committee in effect
s8aY if the majority of parliament at any
tirtie choose to adopt legislation in that dir-
ection, we think that can be done; we do
lot point out how it can be done. They

guard themselves most carefully. They say
the particular course to be pursued must

he determined by the authorities to whom it
has been committed by the statute; it is

not for this tribunal to intimate the precise
StePs to be taken." Can an involved con-
clusion like that extract be called a judg-
inent ý If it were a judgment it could be
executed, but it is only an opinion. The
Judicial Committee adheres to views ex-
pressed in the first judgment. They do not
eVen qualify the opinions expressed in the

rst judgment-wich decided that the Actof 1890, establishing separate schools, was
hin the powers of the legislature of
anito'ba-that the goods of Dr. Barrett

be seized for payment of the public
thOOl rate, though he was a supporter ofthe separate schools. Now, as the Parlia-

oet Of Canada cannot alter or repeal therovincial Act of 1890, nor can Parliament
erlct a law practically altering the Provin-

a Act, is it not apparent that the subject
t least full of doubt and embarrassment.

bTe legislature of Manitoba have declared,
i .uajority of 31 to 7, that the Remedial

was ''an unjustifiable attack upon theColIstitutional rights of the legislature and

thepl® of Manitoba, and, indirectly, upon

the8 nstitutional rights of the legislature
ion) PeoPle of every province of the Domin-

provi aId a violation of the principle of
Predeicial autonomy which is without pre-

no in the history in the Dominion."
by view of the hostile attitude assumed
le' allitoba, it would be hopeless to enforce
pasedal legisiation, even if it couid beoed , apart from the important question

te contitutionality of such an Act.

ao on. Mr. BOULTON-And they may
t do s0 if they see fit.

Mr. McMILLAN-Surely the hon.
elan does not think it is permissive 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, permissive. Put
it in operation if you can.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-We tried it
once and you would not consent to it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Remedial Bill
could not be enforced. It never was in-
tended to be passed. It is an entirely novel
proceeding in Canada. Are we going to
administer a separate school systen for
Manitoba ? Can this parliament, year*by
year, and from time to time, make amend-
ments as required; it is clear we cannot.
When you take action once, your power is
for ever gone. Thete may be an appeal once,
We know in so intricate a subject as
the separate school system amendments
are necessary from time to time, and it is
utterly impossible that the central power
here could exercise jurisdiction over the
schools. Every hon. gentleman must recog-
nize that, and I say, therefore, it is now no
longer a part of the constitution, that it
just depends on the good-will of the majority
of the people and our representatives in
parliament whether those rights and privil-
eges shall be continued or restored to the
minority.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Is the second
judgment binding? That judgment declared
that rights and privileges of the minority
have been taken away and should be restored.
If that is binding can it not be enforced ?
The Privy Council have decided there was
an appeal and the minority did appeal to
the Privy Council of Canada, and the Privy
Cou ncil, acting in a judicial capacity, decided
that the minority had rights taken away
from theni and that those rights should be
restored. I say the present government are
bound by the decision of the Privy Council.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the Privy Council
had rendered a judgment, that might be so.
A judgment means something that can be
enforced. Now, the decision of the Privy
Council cannot be enforced. To enforce it
to-day you must get a majority of the repre-
sentatives of the people to make a new law.
That is practically what you ask.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Under the con-
stitution.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yoa must make a
new law. The representatives of the people
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may say " no, we do not propose to make a
new law."

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE -The hon. gentle-
man knows perfectly well that the Consti-
tutional Act says positively that the local
authorities shall make that law and that in
case the local authorities do not give justice
the federal authorities will interfere and
make a law to render justice.

Mon. Mr. SCOTT-Practically what the
judgment of the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council amounts to is this: It is ad-
vice to the federal authorities to request the
provincial authorities to restore to the minor-
ity their rights. But how can you enforce
the advice ? The minority cannot enforce
it, and it depends entirely on the will of the
majority.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No ; on the
federal authorities.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You must pass an Act
to do it, or you must get the provincial
legislature to pass an Act.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The Canadian
parliament can do it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One or the other. It
is a delusion to talk of the second opinion as
a judgment. A judgment is something you
can enforce. What the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council did in the second case
was to answer a series of questions submitted
to them on this subject, and, strange to say,
the Supreme Court of Canada, governed by
the views I have just given utterance to,
that the ground had been completely taken
away by the first judgment, decided against
the rights of the minority. They decided
against the views that they had expressed a
couple of years before. -No one will accuse
Mr. Justice Taschereau of being other than
most friendly to the minority. He is a
French Catholic, whose feelings and senti-
ments are in favour naturally of separate
schools. He gave a very clear judgment
on the first occasion. Read his language
and it bears out what I have said.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That judgment
has been reversed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
talks about a judgment-there is no second
judgment.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The opinion, I
mean.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This country is not
governed by opinions. This country is
governed by laws.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-You say we cannot
make our opinions law? *

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Parliament can pass
an Act in that direction. I do not think
they can make that Act effective where it
contlicts with the provincial and municipal
authorities. The school system of the pro-
vince is so intimately interwoven with the
provincial and municipal system that unless
it has the aid of both the municipal and pro-
vincial powers, it cannot be enforced.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-What then becomes
of the law that says that in case such a thing
is not done, parliament will have the right
to make a remedial order? You answered
me last year that there was no right to make
a remedial order. If that is the case, why
did Mr. Laurier promise a reuedial law ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not here to de-
fend any statements that have been made
before this government assumed the respon-
sibility of office. The cabinet is governed
by the laws of the country. They have to
take the responsibility of administering the
law according to the constitution of Canada.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-You carried the
election on that promise.

'Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
says we carried the election ; we did because
we did not propose to the people to deceive
them by a fraud. The Remedial Bill was a
fraud-it never was intended to pass and it
never could have been effective. I have it
here under my hand and if the time were
sufficient I could show hon. gentlemen by
an analysis of it that it was wholly unwork-
able, unless you had the assistance of the
provincial authorities.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If I under-
stand the argument of the Secretary of State,
he means to say that this clause of the
British North America Act is just a hunm-
bug-that it is a clause which can have no
effect.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said that the clause
sub-section 2, was intended to be operative
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while the clause preceding it was in force. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That was over-
The second clause refers to the rights and ruled by the Privy Council.
Privileges mentioned in the preceding section.
If there are no rights and privileges as set Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It clearly was over-
forth in the preceding clause, you cut away ruled. The Privy Council recognized that
entirely the right of appeal, because there is they had made a mistake in the
nothing to appeal from. first judgment, and they wanted to

correct it, and they wanted to use the
Ho . Mr. BEL LEROSE-That is under parliament of Canada as the channel throughthe first opinion, but under the second? which they might correct it. I think

Sthe parliament of Canada, if it had the
ex an Mr. SCOTT-The second, as I have opportunity and the facilities for doing so,plamed, was an attempt to recover lost ought to correct a great wrong that has beenground, to throw on the parliament of Can- perpetrated, but I do not consider the par-ada the duty of removing the dificulty. liament of Canada has the machinery forThey (10 not point out how it can be done, doing it, and what Jfurther believe is that itthey say it must be left to the parliament of could not pass any statute that could beCanada to remove it. I should like to draw worked when both the provincial and muni-

aetion tu Justice Taschereau's judgment cipal authorities were opposed to it.on the second reference. Certainly lie un- tderstood the question. Judge Taschereau, Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Suppose the
after going fully into it, says : federal authorities were to pass a tiemedial

vilthes, .s Bill and it came into operation, what would
here be the result? No doubt Mr. Greenwayhee il, answering th~is consultation, are not cOwo uld su thseh ol o umttcerned. The law has authoritatively been declared would sue those who would not submit to
to e so, ant with its consequences we have noth- the local legislation of 1890. That would
iflg to do. Dura lex, sed lex. be appealed to England. Could not the

That is alludingto the first judgment of the Privy Council of England decide against
rivy Couneil, he says this court does not their second opinion? The men who sit

make the laws, they simply interpret them in the Privy Council would reverse their se-
accordingt the decisions whiclt guide them. cond opinion if the federal parliament were
They had to be guided by the judgment of the to take that stand.
Pri y Council which declared that there Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have the Remedial

no rights taken from the minority. Bill in my hand and any one taking up its
Tfe ianitoba legisiation is constitutional there- clauses will recognize, if they have any

fore t hcs not affected any of the riglits or privi- familiarity with the working of the muni-no the minority, therefore, the ninority asb cpal system as it prevails in M anitoba,
legislature ha the righit and pwer to pass that which is somewhat similar to that of Ont-iegislat 0"· ario, that such a bill could not be enforced.

A at cannot be disputed now, because the There are so many questions that arise
.c is in force. They can assess the mino- under it, in my judgment it would be

rit for public schools under that Act. Try absolutely worthless.
a test case. I suppose a test case can at any Hon. Mr. MASSON-I offer my thankstanle lie called up. Let the minority appeal to the hon. gentlPUl th imoio ofe aon tgxfortheeman for the informationicschool imposition of a tax for the he lias given us. We have interrupted himCouncil and wlicarry it up to the Privy very frequently, and I recognize the kindness

hey would say c-We have alreadylield that and patience with which he bas answered
e Act of 1890 is constitutional. We can- US.

lot get away from that unless we reverse Hon. Mr. SCOTT- quite appreci-
OuJ iud gment.' That is the position of it. ate that, probably no one appreciates it

The Manitoba legislature had the right and more than I do because I have taken theiower pass that legislation, therefore, any warmest and the deepest interest in the
authorn vith that legislation with the federal subject for years. It is forty years since I

o e dtra vres and unconstitutional. first entered public life. At that time there
That is Judge Taschereau's opinion. was a burning question prevailing in the
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province of Ontario. There was a minority
demanding what they thought would
be right and fair in support of denomina-
tional schools. I was selected soon after
to champion that cause in Ontario. Atter
many years ; it was not accomplished in one
or two, but after many years of agitation I
succeeded in carrying through in the year
1863 a measure which, for the time, at all
events, satisfied the minority and removed for
many years a burning question that had exci-
ted the people of Ontario. Since that time im-
provements in the system in Ontario have
from time to time kept pace with the public
school system. Changes have been made in
the direction of larger privileges and greater
concessions, and to-day the minority in the
province of Ontario are amply satisfied
with the administration of the law, and
peace prevails between the various denomi-
nations. Wherever they are able to establish
two schools, one a Catholic and another a
public school, they are established side by
side, and the people get on amicably. Where
they cannot support two schools they both
unite and support one, and make the best of
the circumstances ; and although this privi-
lege of establishing separate schools exists
throughout the province, there are many
partsof Ontario to-day where they do not exist
for the reason that the Roman Catholics live
among a tolerant population who recog-
nize their rights and privileges and
at all events the system has been
carried on without any friction for many
years, and I predict that the time will
come in Manitoba when the same condition
of things will preiail, that the people will
grant, through a conciliatory spirit, these
privileges and rights that the minority have
been deprived of under the unfortunate
judgment of the court. I believe to-day that
if there was no interference with the people,
more than one-half of the Catholic schools of
Manitoba could be carried on as public
schools with all the advantages of separate
schools. I state that as a fact. I have
under my hand here a public return that
was brought down in 1895, to the House of
Commons, in which a list of Catholic and
French schools is given that had accepted the
Public School Act.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-For
what year?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-For the year 1894.
Those schools were in sections where they

(the population) were all Catholics. In one
section they were Scotch (Jatholics, but the
majority were French. They had Catholic
trustees and they had Catholic teachers, and
they nanaged the schools as they pleaned.
It is quite true that their teachers had to
obtain a certificate from the public school
board, which was quite right and proper.
They had to submit to periodical inspections,
which did not come very often, probably
once in two or three months; I do not know
how often; but certainly not in a way fo
interfere with the administration of the
schools. I say in a case of that kind it would
be infinitely better to advise peace and har-
mony, that those schools should be allowed
to continue, and, if that were done, as years
went by, what has happened in Ontario,
and what has happened in Prince Edward
Island, and in New Brunswick, and in Nova
Scotia, would occur there, that the tolerant
spirit whiclh prevails all over this Dominion,
I am happy to say, would recognize that
the minority should be gratified in their
wish to have denominational schools, sub-
ject, of course, to the proper inspection of
the government, as they would be drawing
government money, and the government
would see that they rendered value in the
secular teaching that they gave for the
contribution* they receivéd f rom the reve-
nue. I was myself a member of a govern-
ment twenty years ago when I had to
deal with the question. The Catholics in
Prince Edward Island, before it came into
confederation, enjoyed in a larger degree
all the advantages that were enjoyed in
Manitoba. But after that province came
into confederation unfortunately one of
those waves of public sentiment which oc-
casionally sweep over a country caused by
reasons we need not now analyse, swept
away that system and introduced a very
arbitrary public school system compelling
Catholics to give up their denominational
schools. An appeal was made to Ottawa
just as the appeal was made from Manitoba.
I was one of those who was consulted, but
unfortunately the law would not allow us
to help them as no provision was made for
separate schools in Prince Edward Island
when it came into the union. The law there
was similar to the law in New Brunswick,
and the Privy Council had already decided
under the British North America Act that
unless separate schools existed by law before
the province, came into confederation that
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they had no locus standi and consequently wehad no power to interfere. The bishop of

a wn came up and remained here

thea having frequent interviews with

Who, subtr of Justice and myself, and the

We s.ect was then threshed out.
We here Powerless and we regretted it.
Wha simply to say, " Live it down. You
have got to submit now. There will be a revul-
""" of feeling, and you will get what you want
through the toleration of your neighbours."
That timne came sooner than they expected.e d not know when it came, but if I am
correctly informed there is now no friction

ý'drte method in which the school system
te ari'1istered in that island. The minoritythere are nearly equal to the majority, and
It h4 8 been managed in a friendly way.
schools a there were no less than 36

reported to be running as publie
chools t. Jean Baptiste, St. Leo
illge and several others, one of them
thik it egarry, another in Ingiesides. I
that Ould have been very much better
to those schools should have been allowed
T continue under the name of pubhe schools.TheY weregttnaith pulcsols
schoolre getting all the benefit of separate
them and, rather than to have broken
branch hand decline to accept the olive
been be that was extended, it would have

Ipon tter to accept the conditions thrust
dobthem, and in years to come, I have no
ben , a good understanding would have
bt n arrived at. Hon. gentlemen must under-
etand that the late government fully recogniz-ed that thw 8
rhed Remedial Bill was a very doubtful
W .d, and they sent commissioners to

'a'e'eg for the purpose of obtaining some
offreeient and terms of settlement wereOfered.h feic

uestio offring the terms, the whole
for ' Was debated as to what was best
frthediminority. Was it best to have a
aeediai Bic l or to have a very qualified
f roes ive provincial bill I will read
bcke oe of the letters written by Mr.
diakeY, Sir Donald Smith and Mr. Desjar-
lar dated Manitoba Hotel, Winnipeg, 31st
Ought Il arguing that some proposal
they say accepted with a view to peace,

In addij tcient w5 .îon to this, we must premise that suffi-
lega pght 1 n given by you to the undoubted

ega P08itj0 n of the Roman Catholies.

Stak eanitoba committee were disposed
CouIcil te rst judgment of the Privy
That w as disposing of the whole thing,

as the standpoint they took-

Under the judginent of the Judicial Comniittee
of the Privy Council and the Remedial Order they
certainly have important rights in connection with
separate schools, and while the Dominion parlia-
ment may have jurisdiction to enforce some or all
of those rights.

You see they do not claim the Dominion
Government could enforce the rights, because
they are most guarded. They say:

And while the Dominion parliament may have
jurisdiction to enforce some or all of those rights,
it is universally acknowiedged that this could be
done with more advantage to all parties by the
local legislature, and for this reason we are holding
this conference.

That is the spirit which prevails through
this correspondence, and they offer terms
that simply differ from our terms in degree.
Our terms are better in some particulars and
theirs are better in other particulars. At
ail events it is simply a question of degree.
At that time, in March, 1896, recognizing
that the government of the day were doing
all they could from their standpoint to obtain
the settlement with Manitoba, had a settle-
ment been arrived at by the commissioners,
I have no doubt it would have been ac-
quiesced in, and thercfore one must acknow-
ledge that probably after all a good deal of
politics have entered into this unfortunate
question. In closing the letter I have quoted,
the commissioners say:

We once more appeal to you in the interests of
the whole population of the province, iudeed of
the Dominion, as well as in the interests of the
minority, to reconsider the lecision at which you
have arrived, and to make some proposal that we
could regard as affording a chance of the settlement
which we so earnestly desire.

Does not that language show clearly that
the Minister of Justice, who was there, and
Mr. Desjardins who represented an import-
ant element, at least felt that it was very
doubtful indeed whether the parliament
of Canada could accomplish anything that
would be of value.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have read the
language. The parliament of Canada may
be able to, but they do not say positively
they have the absolute power; they do not
take that ground at all, and they very pro-
perly urge that there should be some dis-
position on the part of the committee from
Manitoba to yield some of the points which
they were debating.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Will the hon. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You mean as far as
gentleman inform the House what is the the area was concerned 9
difference between the two settlements? Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I can give you a short Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. Ishould like toread
analysis of the two documents. The terms anextractfrom the remarksof Mr. Blake, who
of the late government were that in towns, argued the second case for the minority, who
cities and villages it required 50 children to had in all his public life advocated separate
establish a school, and they were entitled to a schools, who supported them whenever the
separate room in the school or building and question of their being engrafted in the
entitled to a Catholic teacher. The present constitution came up since his advent into
agreement provides that in villages and rural public life in Canada. Whenever the ques-
districts where there is an average attend- tion came up he advocated the establish-
ance of 25, or in towns and cities where ment of separate schools, because he thought
there is an attendance of 40, they are from the experience he had in Ontario that
entitled to a Catholic teacher. The pro- it was conducive to the peace and welfare of
posals made by the present government the people. Recently in England the ques-
go further in some particulars. Provision tion was submitted to him as to whether
is made that in all schools, public or it were better for the minority to accept
otherwise, wherever there were ten Catholic what was offered in the terms prepared by
children in a rural district, or 25 in a city or the present government, or to hope for some
town, that they should be entitled to at legislation through the federal parliament
least one-half hour religious teaching. That that would in any way restore to them pri-
clause was not in the terms offered by the vileges they had lost. Mr. Blake after dis-
late government. The French language was cussing the whole question, says:
not an element either in the first agreement. Ail sies seem to have practicaily agreed that
As to the matter of text books there was no the complete restoration by the parlianent ofdifference in the first or second. The Mani- Çanada (of separate sehools) was impossible in
toba government agreed that text books view of the overwhelming difficulties to which I
should be made acceptable. The question have referred.
of the normal school was not pressed by the That is the difflculty that I have myself
first delegation or the second. The schools, adverted to where you had provincial and
under the proposal made by Mr. Dickey and municipal bodies opposed to the introduction
Mr. Desjardins and Sir Donald Smith, were of such a system. fe goes on to say
not in any sense to be separate schools and
the trustees were to be public school trustees. As to the appropriation of public f nds I believe
They say no thinking mn who knows Canada ai the pro-

vinces cain (oubt that there would 1)e the greatest
We do not insist upon normal schools. As to practical difliculty in forcing on an unwilling pro-

text-books, and representation on the boards, as a vince many other provisions of the Remedial Bil,
matter of practice and administration we find that and that in the attempt the interestl of the Roman
you raise, in point of fact, no objection. We do Cathoiic minority iiiaitoba anl six other pro-
not ask that the Roman Catholics have a separate vinces woul he but too likely to suifer. In this
right to elect trustees or otherwise to have any state of things the limitation of power as to inoney
special representation on the board of trustees, ami the lictates of policy alike seeins to me to have
being content with the protection afforded )y ai pointed clearly to an adjustment whereby the pro-
appeal to your -Departinent of Education, and in vince should agree to substantial concessions, and
this respect our proposals very materially limit having considerel the pro-isions of the settlement
what is always considered the privileges essential now under discussion, I think thein infinitely
in connection with a separate school system. more advantageous to the Roman Catholic minor-

So i wil beohsrvedtha the di netin-ity than any Remedial Bill which it is iii the power
So it will be observed that they did not in-upon

sist upon the separate school systeo in any province of pManitoba.
sense. (Signed) EDWARD BLAKE.

The proposed schools woild be controiled by mHon. Mr. MASSON-That is not a legal
trustees elected by the wvhole b>ody of ratepayers
limier the provisions of your school law. opinion. would just as soon take your

H on. M r. 
AOU LTO N -W as the proposal 

public f n I ei v

of the late government se limited in its Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He is asked for an
operation at all opinion on the subjet, and the whole sub-
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Jeet is submitted to him to ascertain what
he thinks is best to be done. He was known
to be a friend of the minority, who had
argued their case before the Privy Council.

e certainly was in the best position toknow. As a constitutional lawyer he does
lot stand second to any man in Canada, and
I think no higher authority than Mr. Blake
could be quoted in support of the views I
have presented to the House.

b ion. Mr. MASSON-He has given very
ad opinions sometimes.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
lear, hear.

ion. Mr. SCOTT.-No man regrets the
olation of the constitution more than I

do. 1 recognize that no greater blot or dis-
honour could attach to any province than
Will attach to Manitoba for breaking faith
With the people of Canada, because it is
a clear breach of faith. There was no

isunderstanding and no one could deplore
'tore than I do. But let us take a common

nese view of it. What is the use of trying
t'O hide it? Why conceal the facts of the
case Is it· not better to speak out one'sviews rather than to conceal them i If I
ýw there was any remedy by law, I would
b very glad to adopt it. Nothing would
gtv e Me greater pleasure. Nothing would
g'vemflie greater gratification if I felt it was
Within the bounds of possibility itself, but
t '8 because I regard it as impossible, that

Il forced to come to the conclusion that
ave this day stated to you, that I no

tiger regard it as part of the constitï-tiorg of the country. The Privy Councilhave swept awav every chance that the mi-
ority had of e-forcing the constitution, andcon.stitution cannot be enforced it can-blot ie said to exist. A constitution cer-

tinly cannot depend upon the accidental
wha d a ajority of the representativesof a c

ry One under it is protected in his rightsard privileges. It means that there are
cots of law to enforce the constitution.

thers is a written constitution. It is not like
e constitution of England, which is un-

a ritten. In Canada it is nothing more than
day tute, which is interpreted from day to

h In courts of justice, and it is on that we
the aO depend. In Mr. Blake's opinion
th" parament of Canada does not possess

e machinery or the power, if it had the will,

and I doubt very much, under all the phases
that this question has assumed, whether any
government that attempted to pass remedial
legislation could obtain the approval of
the majority of the people. This ques-
tion has got beyond the control of
governments. The great body of the people
have been seized of this question. It is not
a question whether the minority have been
deprived of their rights in Manitoba, it is
an abstract question, " Are separate schools
best for the people or are national schools
best for the people?" That is the question
that the great body of the people under-
stand. They do not take in the refinements
of the judgment of the Privy Council. They
do not take in all the intricacies which
exist through the interpretation of the
constitution of Manitoba. They look at the
broad question, and say it is a question of
separate schools or not-" We believe in
national schools and do not propose to give
separate schools." That is the feeling to-
day, but there will be a change; as years go
by the public will begin to recognize the fact
that a wrong has been cominitted and I
believe when a wrong has been perpetrated
and the people of Canada have been
appealed to after angry feelings have passed
away, that those privileges will be restored.
I believe that time alone can remove this
trouble, if it were not discussed in the public
press, party feelings would soon subside.
How has it been in the province of Ontario?
There were years when it would have been
impossible to get any amendment to the
separate school law, and years would come
when amendments would be made to the
separate school law in Ontario, supported by
all parties without a dissenting voice. The
legislature would unanimously vote for addi-
tional facilities and concessions for the sepa-
rate schools. They were not lashed into
angry prejudices; it was done quietly and
calmly when there was no feeling existing,
and time alone can reinove the difficulty in
Manitoba. We cannot force the people,
because you know very well the people there
do not all take the same view. The minor-
ity are, perhaps, one-seventh, and probably
in point of wealth and influence, they are
not one seventh of the population, and this
dispro,portion is, year by year, increasing. So
you have to judge of the question as it
exists there, and take a practical common-
sense view of whati is best to be done under
the circumstances, and the advice I give is
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to let time heal this breach, as I believe it our policy with reference to the Protestant
will. I have pointed to what time has done sehools and to be unjust and unfair to the
in other provinces where the feeling was minority, then according to the hon. gentie-
just as strong and bitter and determined man's argument there would be no relief
as it is to day in Manitoba, yet after a few f rom the federal parliament. If the argu-
years the people, under happier conditions, ment applies to Manitoba it would also apply
under kindlier noods, were willing to con- to Quebee. The hon. gentleman would ad-
cede to their Catholic neighbours what in vise the minorit in Quebec, which is so well
conscience their Catholic neighbours believe treated, to give away what they think their
they ought to possess in a free country. legal and constitutional right and trust to
No one was injured by it. The existence the generosity of the minority. 0f course,
of separate schools in Ontario does not they could do it in lower Canada becaw e
impair the public school system. I think they know the generosity of the rajority
our systeni of schools in Ontario is as perfect there. But you would give no relief if the
as it is in any part of the world, and there Protestants were badly treated there. 'ou
is a spirit of tolerance. The majority of the would repeat your argument and say "trust
Catholie children of Ontario to-day go to to the will of the people. You cannot trust
publie schools. The very knowledge that Ca- parliament." 1 heard a gentleman Say the
tholics have the right under the law to esta- other day, speaking with reference to that
blish their own separateschools is a palladium question, "before doing that we trust our
under which they are protected, because muskets."
their neighbours know if anything like
intolerance is exhibited the Catholics have Hon. Mr. SCO T-The Protestant s in
the riglit to secede and that of course is a this country are 3,000,000 people. They
protection In Ontarmo, we have large are the influential class. I do not think ther-
numbers of Catholifs, but the number of is a possibility of any question arising which
Catbolic eîdren attending the separate will injuriously affect denomina tioal sahools
sehools in -Manitoba in 1890, vas really in Quebec. I think they can take care of
less than the nunier of Catholic children theinselves. At ail events the ritish North
attendin, separate schooL here in. the city America Act is a w clear on that point, that
of Ottawa. The wvho1e separate tchool I do not think the Privy Counfil could go
population was 3,300 and the whole number wrong. Allow me to read what the law is
attending the schools, being aetually in- on thath
structed, was only two trousand two hua-Y

Union by law conferred ani imposed on Upper
rîit, to adviÀse the mninority of Manitoba Canada, on the separate schools and school trustees
to refpuse the ofier of the olive branch that is of the Q Ieem's Ron (atholi subjects, sha be
handed out to thennot at ail events to accept a'1 the sne are hereby extended to the dissentient

it in those sections where they are ail Catho- hosfteQui' Ptsîn adRnn
lc, whqere they can have trustees and an in- Catholic su ohjects in Quebe.

spector, and where nobody interferes with Hon. Mr. MASSON-If we do not vote
them and nobody disturbs theo, where the the money you are in the ,ame position as
priest is permitted to visit a vl the sclargS aManitoba. You cannot force the province
within hisparish and jurisdiction. The clergy of Manitoba to vote money any more than
are free at any time of day to attend; they you could the province of Quebec. Of
are invited to attend when the examinations course, in Quebec we are disposed to extend
are going on. They are allowed to address privileges to the minority rather than to
the o iîdren, and every satitude is extended urtail thein.
to them. Whv should we therefore say

we are entitled to certain rights and if we Hon. Mr. BOLTON-Does the hon.
do not get them ail we sha take none " Is Secretary of State think this pariament bas
that not very foolish and unwise? It is not no power to pass a law and appropriate its
in hartony with the way we accomplish own revenue to carry out and enforce that
important matters then we are really aw
sincere and anxious to bring them about.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Supposing in the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under the British
province of Quebec we wished to discontinue North America Act the provinces are given
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exclusive control of education, subject only
to the provisions referred to. They have
exclusive control. And, except in those
cases which have been provided for in Mani-
toba and in Quebec, parliament could not
interfere.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-They could not
assist voluntary schools or anything of that
kind.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume this par-
liament could vote funds if it pleased
to support schools in Manitoba or in
any other part of the Dominion. I do not
think they could adopt any provisions affect-
ing the educational question in a pro-
vince, other than in accordance with the
POwer given them in the British North
Amnerica Act.

lon. Mr. MASSON-You have the
noney in your pocket.

lion Mr. SCOTT-This parliament is
supreme. If it chooses to vote money to
the majority or minority in any province it
can do so.

lion. Mr. MASSON-But the land grant
which was set aside when Manitoba came
in Was granted to the schools of that coun-
try as they existed at that time. Denomi-
national schools had been established in
Mýanitoba and consequently you couid take
a part of the inoney which you have in
Your pocket and help the denominational
schoos in Manitoba.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-We are the trustees
for the fund arising from the sale of the
School lands. My recollection of it is this.
We are bound to hand it over to the gov-
ernInent of Manitoba. We could not hand
it over to the schools. The last time I looked
at it, that was the conclusion I drew.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is nothing to prevent the parliament
of Canada fromnamending an Act that they
Passed themselves.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-As the law stands, we
Would have to hand the money over to the
government of Manitoba to distribute it.
We could not distribute it ourselves.

Slion. Mr. MASSON-But you admit the
intention of the legislature at the time was

10f

to give a share of that money to Catholic
schools ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If that is right,
parliament cannot object to it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Unfortunately we
cannot always accomplish what is right.
This is a very prolific subject, and I have
only partially touched upon it. I have very
frankly given the House my views. I dare
say they will not ineet with approval, but I
cannot help that. It is better that I should
be frank and candid. I have had some 40
years' experience of these school questions
and I think I know something about the
temper of the people of this country and I
have a right to say what I think is the best
line of action to take.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-As an adviser
of the government, does the hon gentleman
believe it is prudent to establish such a pre-
cedent as this ? Here is a province almost in
revolt against the law, and you say in order
to make things easy we should sacrifice our
rights and allow that province to be victori-
ous. As an adviser of the Crown, I ask the
hon. gentleman is it not a bad precedent to
establishi ? Other provinces may, under other
circumstances, do the same thing. If the
parliament of Canada must abandon its posi-
tion the British North America Act will not
be worth much.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I may speak
for future governments. They will never
get into such a muddle as the late govern-
ment permitted this question to reach-

Hon. Mr. MASSON-It should have been
settled within six weeks. If such a case had
arisen in Quebec, it would have been settled
within six weeks.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No doubt about that,
but when a question of this kind, which so
much touches ,the sectarian sentiments of
the people, is allowed to brew and develop
for six or seven long years, and is dis-
cussed in the press, and from pulpits, it is a
very difficult matter to settle. You drag
in vast numbers of people who would have
quietly acquiesced in any reasonable line of
action, but who, having once formed
opinions on it,- will not afterwards sacrifice
these opinions until a change comes over
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their feelings. That was the position in
which we found the question. Had we the

opportunity to deal with this matter in
1890, I do not think it would have gone r
very far. I an quite sure it never would i
have got into the condition in which it is
to-day.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle-
man has been speaking exclusively of the f
right of the legislature to legislate on the
subject of education. The second judg-
ment of their lordships says:

Their right to legislate is not, indeed, properly
speaking, exclusive, for in . the case specified in
subsection 3, the parlianent of Canala is author-
ized to legislate on, the same subject.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I desire to make a
correction in connection with the remarks of
the hon. Secretary of State on the subject
of the Franchise Act. In alluding to the
franchise be quoted fron a speech of the
late Sir John Thompson. The impression
the hon. gentleman desired to make on the
House-and a similar attempt has been
made to leave a like impression through the
government press and by remarks in another
place, on the country-was that Sir John
Thompson intended to change the franchise
in such a way as to give the power to the
local legislatures to enact a franchise for the
Dominion. Now, I thinkthat that impression
is entirely incorrect, that Sir John Thompson
never intended to do anything of the kind,
but was diametrically opposed to doing so.
In the very speech from which my hon. friend
read Sir John Thompson gives an emphatic
contradiction to any such intention. The
House is well aware that Sir John Thompson
had strong views on two branches of the
Franchise Act, that is with regard to the
expense of compiling the lists and as to the
power which should control the franchise of
the Dominion. He was speaking on the
question of saving expense when he argued
for the wisdom of adopting the provincial
franchise as a basis for the franchise of the
Dominion, but what was the'language of the
then Minister of Justice with regard to this
parliament parting with the parliamentary
franchise upon which its House of Commons
is elected i He said :

We uphold the feature, which I regard as the
principal feature of the Franchise Act of 1885, and
that is that the revision shall take place by officers
under the control of this parhiamnent and of the
federal government. The great principle which

inderlay the Franchise Act of 1885, was the con-
rol of this parliament over matters connected with
he franchise. It was contended that control
hould exist in two branches ; in the first place, as
regards the laying down of the franchise itself, and
n the second place, as regards the administration
)f the law by which the franchise was carried out.
We have arrived, after the experience of eight or
nine years, at the conclusion which I have stated,
hat it is not worth the effort to keep up the
divergencies that exist between the two sets of
franchise, the franchise as we have it now, and the
franchise as it exists in the various provinces ; but
ve adhere to the second branch of the principle of

control, nainely, that this House and the electors
who returu members to this House ought not to be
unvler the control as regards the exercise of their
franchise of the officers of any other governinent
or legislature whatever in the country. And
therefore we intend to ask the House to adhere to
that principle of feleral control over the federal
franchise. With these reinarks, I.ask the first
reading of the bill.

I think the impression my bon. friend
would have left by his remarks on the
House had I not made this correction,
would be an impression that Sir John
Thompson favoured the franchise which the
present government has submitted to the
House of Commons. No impression could
be more erroneous, or unjustified by the
facts and those uttered sentiments of Sir
John Thompson, than the impression which
my hon. friend intended to convey.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What I endeavoured
to show the House was that the speech bore
out the language of the address ; that it is
expensive and unsatisfactory as it is now.
The extract I read from Sir John Thomp-
son's speech fully confirmed that view that
he adopted the franchises of the provinces.
It was of course to be under federal control.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that bill was
introduced by Sir John Thompson at my
suggestion, and after the bill was read in
parhiament a second time and after that
speech was made, I called the attention of
the clerk, Mr. Bourinot, to the fact that it
did not carry out the understanding at
which we had arrived. He spoke to Sir
John Thompson on the subject, and after-
wards Sir John Thompson came to me and
we took the bill and went into his room and
I think we spent some two or three hours
revisimg it and preparing a number of
clauses for the purpose of carrying out what
was his intention and what was mine on the
subject. I had suggested to him that the
voters' list and the franchise law of each
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province should be unconditionally accepted
as the franchise law of the Dominion. Hesaid he could not agree to that, his friends
could not accept it, that he wished to re-
serve the privilege to any party of votingwherever he had a qualification. He was
flot willing to adopt the principle of one
nu$n One vote. In the bill as it was intro-
duced in the first place, as hon. gentle-
"nen will see on looking at it, there was a
provision for the revision of the lists. I
had suggested to him that it would be very
Much better and very much less costly not
to revise the whole of the lists but toaccept the lists of the local legisla-
tures and to add to them each year
atny names such as those which I have
indicated, and to that he agreed. The
Only point then in which there was a
departure from the local list was with refer-
ence to the principle of one man one vote.

e subsequently came to me and stated it
was 80 late in the session, and some of
hus friends objecting to the measure, that he
COuld not press it through that session but
that he would certainly introduce it the next
sessio1n as it had been amended between usin his room. I make this statement because

think the statement of the hon. memberf rom fRichmond otherwise might mislead
With regard to the views which Sir John

pson actually held on the subject. Theimportant thing in his mind was that the ex-
Pense of preparing a wholly independent list
8hould be got rid of, and that the primary
Preparation should rest with the municipal
bodies wherever they were entrusted withthat POwer by the local legislature.

"hon Mr. MILLER-I have no doubtfhat is stated by the hon. gentleman is per-
feithy correct, and it does not at all inter;ere
with .the explanation and the correctionWhich I desire to make to the House. What
11Y hon. friend the Secretary of State

thesired to convey to the House was this,the Sir John Thompson was in favour of
the eranchise Bill now before the House of
C ornas. That is the bill which would
withdraw the revision of the lists from the
th.lion officers and from the control of
ihis parliament. With regard to any detailsS1 th fraring of the list, I have no doubt
makJohn Thompson may have intended toenake changes which may have been dis-
but with my hon. friend from Bothwell,

it does not touch what we are dealing

with here. The great change in the scope
of the present contemplated Franchise Act
is the withdrawal from all control of this
parliament of the Dominion franchise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-At
what period of the session did this conver-
sation with Sir John Thompson take place?
Was it after the introduction of the bill?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Immediately after
the second reading. Dr. Bourinot has a
distinct recollection of the matter.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not doubt the statement of my hon.
friend; but one thing I can assure him, the
government never did consent under any
circumstances to surrender control of the
franchise just as laid down in the remarks
of Sir John Thompson, which have been read
by the hon. gentleman from Richmond.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the ad-

journment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 7th April, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SENATE RESTAURANT.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to bring
to the notice of this House the fact that
during the last session of parliament the
House of Commons passed an order prohi-
biting the use or sale of intoxicating liquors
in the basement of their part of the build-
ing. I had occasion to-day to go down
stairs, and I find that across the corridor,
near the approach to the other House, there
is a nice little red door, and I also noticed
an opening through to the other part of this
big building that never had been there be-
fore. I understand that that is all for the
purpose of allowing members to come from
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the other House to the Senate to get refresh-
ments of a stimulating character. I under-
stand it is entirely contrary to the order that
was made in this House last session to allow
members of the other House to come here
and get liquor, or to bring other visitors with
them. I have seen members myself come
through to the basement, and I have seen a
numuber of other persons coming with them,
contrary to the arrangements made in this
House last session. Besides that, I think
it is hardly fair to the other House to per-
mit such a thing, because they are desirous
of stopping the use of intoxicating liquors,
and for us to encourage it by allowing a
passage way to be made, which members of
the Commons could use to get liquor, is
really foiling the efforts they are making.
It is detrimental to the character and stand-
ing of the Senate to allow such a thing. I
thought I would bring this matter to the
notice of the Senate so that we should see
whether such a course is in accordance with
our rules respecting the matter or not.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-If the hon. mem-
ber had.inquired a little further he would
have found out that the rules of the House
of Commons have not lasted very long. I
have not been over there myself, but I under-
stand you can go to the House of Commons
side and get all you want of any kind of
stimulant every day, so they do not need to
cone here to get refreshments.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think it is very un
charitable for my hon. friend to refer to the
passage way down stairs as a short cut to
the bar. It is simply a much shorter way
of getting to the Senate chamber than going
round through the corridors, and it would
be better not to hastily attribute bad mo-
tives.

Hon. Me. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
reason for that door being open between the
House of Commons restaurant and ours is
this : one man is caterer for both places and
he must have communication that way for
his waiters to go back and forward, and if
members come that way we cannot prevent
then. So far as the sale of wines is con-
cerned, I do not know anything about that.
There is no bar down there. No committee
has yet been appointed to look after it, and
I suppose when the committee is appointed
it will take up that matter and deal with it
as it should be dealt with.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day having been called:

Resuining the adjourned debate on the consider-
ation of His Excellency the Governor General's
speech on the opening of the second session of the
eighth parliament.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE said-I cannot
let the address pass without expressing the
views I hold on one of its paragraphs, the
second, in relation to the grievances arising
out of the Manitoba legislation of 1890 on
education. I felt strongly on this ques-
tion in 1872 and feel no less to-day wlhen I
have lived long enough to see that I was
then right and that iny predictions as to the
trouble and the agitation that this question,
not being then settled equitably, would pro-
duce for years to come.

Holding such views I remained silent
during the last twenty-five years for fear I
might be wrong and prejudice the case and be
told later that I was responsible for this
mischief which I then predicted, should it be
realized. But now that this question of the
rights of the Catholic minority in Manitoba
seems to be a ruin-and that the present
government have unjustly decided that
nothing more shall be done for that minority,
I may give expressions to my views without
danger to this very important question which
it seems is now a question of the past.

No doubt some of my expressions, some of
my attacks or charges will be unpleasant to
some of the members of this House. Let
them allow me to ask of them to bear me
with for a few moments.

Before I am done, I will put before them
pretty strong evidence of the soundness of
all such charges as I an about to make.
Nay, I will even put before the House the
very words which J made use of when I pro-
tested in 1872 against the course followed
by Sir John A. Macdonald's government in
the case of the New Brunswick school difli-
culty. If so, I surely have a right to make
to-day such charges when I have kept
to myself for over twenty years my
reason for refusing from 1872 to 1896 to
follow the leaders of the so-called Conser-
vative party and waited until time would
tell whether my utterances in 1872 on this
question of education in New Brunswick
were sound and proper, or whether they were
illogical and wrong.
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Let me add, hon. gentlemen, that on this
Occasion, as I have always done in all others
11n the forty-two sessions during which
I had a seat in the councils of Canada, both
before or since confederation, that I will
f3llow the strictly independent course which
I have followed in the past, that I will
express my views conscientiously as experi-
ence has impressed them upon my mind, and
as my Conservative principles show them to
ie to be, without regard to the leader pf

One or the other party, but with strict and
due regard to the importance of this ques-
tion, which to Catholics is unmistakably a
religious question, and I an happy to add
even to very many Protestants. Believ-
Ing, as I do, that both parties are respon-
sible for the trouble and agitation which is
1oW our lot, I will express my views as to
the amount of responsibility which, to my
Mind, rests on each party.

Such important remarks I would rather
make in my own môther tongue, in French,
Out I feel that it would be more courteous
towards hon. members of the Senate if I
venture to make my remarks in the
language of the majority of this House, in
hnglish. This I an ready to do if your
honours will only allow me to use f reely my
notes when necessary.

The course followed by the Tory, or so-
called Conservative leaders during the last
six years in relation to the question of
education in the North-west Territories
and more particularly in the province of
Mianitoba, has the effecù of recalling to my
mind the circumstances which preceded,
accompanied and following the passing in
the legislature of New Brunswick of the
School Act of 1871 and the trçubles and
agitation, which that legislation caused.
The cause of all those difficulties, as I estab-
lished at the time in a speeeh which I intend
to refer'to later on to-day, was the violation by

ir John A. Macdonald and some of his
brother delegates in England in 1867 of a
Solemn promise made by them, when abroad,

a high dignitary of the Church of Rome in

th a Scotia. I propose showing to-day
hat the difficulties we meet to-day in

relation to the schools of the Western
Territories and of Manitoba are the fruits

f those misdeeds of some twenty-five years
ago. So sure was I that such would be the
consequence of the erfidious conduct of

ir J A. Macdonald and of his refusa
to settle this question of the New Bruns-

wick schools in 1872, that I said so from my
seat in the Commons at the time, and so
convinced was I then that such would be
the case that, though remaining a staunch
Conservative, I separated f rom Sir John and
party, telling him that I would never go
back to him. Twelve months after this,
Sir George Cartier having died, Sir John
came to me and asked me to join his govern-
ment. "No," said I, " the New Brunswick
school question, the amnesty promised to His
Grace Archbishop Taché, and the grave
charges which have been made against you
and some of your colleagues (the Pacific
scandal) will always be a barrier between
you and me." So that I kept my word and
never went back to him, neither did I go
back to his successors, until Sir Mackenzie
Bowell having become premier, and he hav-
ing seriously taken the Manitoba school ques-
tion in hand, it became my duty to give
him my help. Indeed, how could I have
gone back to the old chieftain when I had
been discoveringevery day his foul-play at the
time of confederation and which he later on
made use of against my co-religionists and
ny fellow-countrymen. Since those days, I
have made up my mind as to what kind of
a politician the old man was. It gave me
satisfaction, later on, to find that his best
friends had no better opinion of him
than I had myself. Who could have known
him better than his colleague Sir George E.
Cartier, and what was this noble baronet's
opinion given before going to his last rest?
In a solemn declaration made by a great
friend and life supporter of Sir John A.Mac-
donald and Sir George E. Cartier, the Hon-
ourable Louis Archambault, who had been a
member of the Commons as well as a legis-
lative cuuncillor in Quebec .and a mnember
of the Chauveau cabinet in that same pro-
vince, says :

I declare that during the session hehl at
Ottawa, 1872, Sir (eorge E. Cartier, having re-
quested me to take a seat by bis side, at his place
in the House, told me and he repeated to me at
different tintes during that session that he hatd had
a good deal to complain of with regard to the con-
duct of Sir John A. Macdonald towards hiiself
and towards Lower Canada, when they were en-
deavouring to have the Imperial Act passed in
England, establishing the confederation.....

|On arriving in England, Sir John did not want a
confederation . . . . but simply a legislative
union . . . . . Sir John persisted nearly a
nonth in this pretension-Cartier and Langevin
found themselves alone for the province of Quebec,

> resisting such a pretension, for Galt, Cartier told
* me, was of the same opinion as Sir John A. Mac-



donald. Cartier told me that he was indignant at late colleagues, if the reference made to Iim
the conduet of the latter whom he had placed in by Mr. Archambaint was not true. Did lie
power and who could not have mnaintained power
since but by the favour of the legislators froie
Lower Canada, for the majority of the memubers Sir Hector Langevin is stili living, did he
from Upper Canada were hostile to himn-This was ever say a word of contradiction? Neyer.
on his part a task of sincerity and loyalty towards Will he do so now? No, he cannot. Should
Lower Canada and would have caused the destruc- he do so he would bave to contradiet those
tion of himîself, Cartier, politically speaking, and
the placing of the province of Quebec at the mery facts under oat.
and under the control of other provinces..... Then, lon. gentlemen, wehave good evidence
In fact, Sir John wished in playing this treacherous of this perfidious act of St. John, insisting
gaie, to annihilate the province of Quîebec. . . . on

Cartier told me, seeing the bad faith of Sir John,
he wrote at once to Sir N. F. Belleau, who fortu- in lieu of a confederation of the provinces.
nately was thlen Prime Minister, to informu him of Before I go on Nvith this subject of the solemn
the trouble and embarrassment stirred up by Sir declaration of the Hon. L. Archambault,
John and told that if lie received a telegran fron I beg to eau the attention of vour honours
hini to that effect, he shouîld resign iiimîediately. t
. . . . At last, after a month of efforts to bend to the fact that statement
Sir George E. Cartier to his opinion, Sir John put of Sir George E. Cartier, the difliculties
anew the question, Shall we have a legislative about a legislative union, were stirred tp
union Cartier . . . . replied bySa "no"
short enough to give Sir John A. Macdonald to
understand that hie nist not push the mnatter leagues of the Quebec cabinet and not in a
further. . . . . Cartier told nie that from general session of ail the delegates. Indeed,
that time lie had lost all confidence in Sir John, it could hardly have been otherwise. Had
that he had never forgiven him tlhis act of treason he not to aeree with bis co-delegates and
and that lie could never pardon him, so miuch so,
that he had dissuaded McKenzie, then leader o colleagues, before lie could venture to put
the opposition fron imitating George Brown who the question for discussion before the whole
. . . . hiad vilitied anti slaidered the civiland delegation ?
religions institutions of Lower Canada . . .. is 1 caîl the first act of treason of Sir
giving Mackenzie to unlerstand that he inight
possibly fini a means of co-operating withiin. John since confederation. We have also in
. .lhis declaration I an prepared. if need this declaration good evidence of the fact
me, to confirmn under oath. I nay adhd here, the that the late chieftain entertained in bis
evening on the day before the departure of Cartier heart an unmerciful hatred both for Catholies
for England, whither lie was going for his health,

I sw U~t mî~ is e~ieue n Mntrîd-}ireheai-d for Frenchi Canadians, which. explninsI saw himi at his residence in Monitreal-thereh
told me .perfectly the course he folowed, and
England and that he thought lhe should never re- which 1 will allude to in a Moment.
turi to Canada. . . . . He begged nie to re- Wlo knovs not how ingenious such a mean
member what lie told mue during the preceding
session with regard to Sir John Macdonald and Passion is wben it bas entered into the heart
added, distrust hlim, lie does not like the French of a Man desirous of attaining the end he
Canadians-hie detests them-I give you this ad- aims at. History is full of examples show-
vice in order that yon miay be guided by it. ing what a curse this passion is and what

Hon. gentlemen, please do not lose sight inischief it bas worked.
of the important fact that all those hon. So far as I ar concerned I ray say that
gentlemen named by Sir George E. Cartier for over twenty-five years past, it has been
and publicly invited, nay publicly challenged, îuy conviction and I often said so, tlat in
by the Hon. M\lr. Archamnbault to deny his due course of time, now and tben, wben the
statemnents and bis charges, never did, though people of Canada would have to consult the
this declaration was published through the past, traces of sucb a grudge and aversion
public press so far back as more than ten would be discovered in this man's political
years ago. Every one of those gentlemen, acts. Was this a rash suspicion on My part?
Sir N. F. Belleau, Sir A. Galt, Sir H. Lan- Certainly not. Wben you go over the list
gevin, were there in full life. Yet not one of bis misdeeds towards the minority, you
of thenm contradicted those important facts find the tbing to be so and you have to
nor the grave charges made. Even Sir A. acknowledge the souîdness of the judgment
Galt, who was charged with nothing less than passed on bis colleague by the late Sir George
an act of perfidy, never contradicted the E. Cartier, dying and making as it were bis
charge. Sir N. F. Belleau, an old friend of political wiIl as a guide to bis countrymen
Sir John Macdonald, was bound in hon- after he had gone.
our to deny such grave charges against bis Let us put aside ail the political sins
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hich Sir John A. Macdonald may have So far back as 18.58 the Cartier-Macdonald
heen guilty of before confederation. Let administration had deternined to take upus even refuse to advert to the aci, of indem-'the question, so that it cannot be said that

7ty of 1849, as well as to the burning of Sir John vas this time taken by surprise
te. Anne',s market, and let us confine our'nevertheless look at what e did.

fesearches to some of his acts since the con- laving reached England with Messrs.
eration of the British American provinces Cartier, Gait and Langevin, Sir John would

4ean to be seriously agitated in 1865. have no confederation, but a legislative
a Mniay -state here en passant that f rom the union. If this is not treason I must admit

tassing of the resolutions which were to be tat I know not what treaso is.
basi of the Confederation Act, up to the The proof of this charge I have aiready

Jay when the last act came into force, Sir put hefore your honours. It is a part of the
a n A. Macdonald was in a position to be soiemn declaration of the Hon. Louis Archam-uaswerable for the acts which I shall bault, whicli declaration bas neer been
reently recount. Having crossed to Eng- contradicted either by those whom it
d ' was senior member of the Can- accused of havin acted treacherously, such
seia overnmient on the other side of the aSrAe.G'tadSrJh .Mc

0 and 8o acted as premier, as far as old donald, by theii colleagues, Sir Narcisse A.
he Wa was concerned. Add to this that Belleau ad Sir Hector Langevin.
gate a president or chairnan of the dele- But this is not the only evidence which I

as could brin- in support of my charges. Should

ak ng donie with those incidental re- I feel inclined to refer to is ability as far
.I will now go on with my subject. as the mounting of the Protestant herse is

adring the discussion on the resolutions concerned, wouid I not have mucli more to
pdopted by the delegates of the different say
tiosinces to be united (1865) which resolu- Why, if I decided to follow this up I would
atioa Were to be the basis of the confeder- not have done to-day. Every day you
the ct, Sir John A. Macdonald had made discover something new. Oniy a few

ros solemn promises and engagements months ago an old colleague of bis, and
an bis seat in the then Canadian assembly, one of the fathers of confederation, the Hon.
fr had Pledged his honour, to his working P. Mitchell, in a letter published in theror a confederation strictly in accord with the Evening Sun, accused hiîn of being crafty,resOlut.
could ons which he said, in moving them, deceitful, &c.
den i 110 way be amended. As an evi- I now core to another charge, the third.

oil f this statement of mine, the House During the same discussion on the confedera-
I find ow le to quote his own words which tion resolutions, Most serious objections were
Otton the official report of the Debates made by Catholie members of the buse, to

confederation in 1865. He said : sore of those resolutions, but especially to

th ave the honour of being charged, on behalf of the 29th, subsection 3 Ist, relating to

federat.iument, to submit a scheme for the con- cMarriage and Divorce." Day after day
Ie of all the British North America uestions were put to the governent and
tere hile there imay be occasionally, here and ansers given, but members were not satis-
etails expressions of dissent froin some of the fied. At last the government decided to put

5lmost et the scheme as a whole met vith
the gr universatl approvai and the government lias in writing the meaning whicb would be
1 1 gUe t satisfaction in presenting it to this given to the word marriage ia the Act. Sir
tresent ,che government desired to say that the Hector Langevin was charged by bis
the ee as a whole, and would exert ail colleagues vith reading this declaration
of ia.rgenc they could bring to bear in the way from bis seat in the bouse and give ail ex-
ache ent to induce the House to adopt the
that th Wthout alteration, for the simple reason planationsdesired. I quote from the officiai

aty ee . was in the nature of a report of the Debates on confederation in
Theted between the different colonies . . 1865 the very words of Sir Hector. Sircome8e resolutions on their face bore evidencetmrotili.e

a the ure o . These resolutions were
their enture of a treaty, and if not adopted in

to 'lltietcy the Civil riglits forni part of those which, by articlee r d the proceedings would have to be 4 paragraph 15 of the resolutions, are guaranteed
Thiswsnttefrt ii htSrJh to Lower Canadla. This paragraph reads thus

had the ra. Property and civil, excepting those portionsd em iis favour of a confederation. thereof assigned to the general parlia ent.
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Well, amongst those rights are all civil laws t
of I.ower Canada, and among these latter those
which relates to niarriage. ... With the view of
being more explicit, I now propose to read how the
word niarriage is proposed to be understood.

The word inarriage has been placed in this
draft of the proposed constitution to invest the t
federal parliament with the right of declaring
what inarriages shall be held and deemled to be t
valid throughout the whole extent of the confeder-
acy, without, however, interfering in any particular
with the doctrines or rites of the religions creeds
to which the contracting parties may belong.

This is a question of great importance, and the
French Canadian imeinbers ought to rejoice to see t
that their fellow countrymen in the governmnent
have not failed in their duty . . .

A few days after Sir Hector had made
those statements, objections having been
made, Sir Hector rose and spoke in the
following way, which I also quote from the
official report above mentioned :

I made the other day, in the naine of the govern-
muent, the declaration now alluded to
relative to the question of inarriage. The explan-
ation then given by me exactly accords with that
wmîich w-as attixed to it at the Quebec conference
. . . I can assure . . . that the Iiperial

Act relatiug to it will be drawn up in accordance
with the interpretation I put upon it . . .
In order that I may be better understood . . .
I will read the written declaration which I coin-
municated to the House the other evening. This
declaration reads thus :

The word marriage has been placed in the draft
of the proposed constitution to invest the federal
parliament with the right of declaring what nar-
riages shall be held and deened to le valid t brough -
out the whole extent of the confederacy, without,
however, interfering in any particular with the
doctriner or rites of the religious creeds to which
the contracting parties mnay belong.

In order, added Sir Hector Langevin, that no
doubt nay exist respecting it (the declaration) I
have given to the reporters the very text of the
declaration.

No doubt, hon. gentlemen, you are satisfied
that this solemn promise was honourably car-
ried out and that the British North America
Act is in accord with this promise. You
are quite in error. The Imperial Act enacts
the very reverse of what was so solemnly
promised. In order to make good this
statement of mine, let n.e tell you that in
1882 a bill to allow a man to narry his
deceased wife's sister having come up before
the Senate, I at once took exception to the
federal parliament dealing with such a
ineasure. I referred the government leader
in the Senate to the promises which he and
his colleagues had made when discussing the
confederation resolutions.

Sir Alexander Campbell answered that
such was the law. That parliament had not

o deal then with promises but with the
aw as it stood on the statute-book. His
wn words, which I find in the official report
f the debates for 1882, are as follows :
All that I need say is that the tine at whbich

hese expressions of belief were uttered has gone
)y, and we are now to deal, not with what -was
hen expected, but with what has since taken place.

During the discussion on this saine bill in
the House of Commons on the 22nd March,
1882, Sir Hector Langevin is reported, in
he official report of the debates, to have
said :

Those declarations were made in precisely the
same sense as the declarations which I made in
parliament ifteen years ago (1865.) Ve did not
consider then that in placing the words narriage'
and " divorce " among the attributes of the legis-
tion of the federal parliament, w-e were giving that
parliaient the right to determnine what were to be
the conditions of celebration of niarriage, any more
than the other conditions mentioned in the debate
wlhich took place at the time, but we were of
opinion and it vas the intention of the then gov-
ernment and parlianient as well as that of the
legislators and others busying themselves with the
question in London, that the word " marriage
should be inserted muerely to determnine that a
mwarriage contracted in a province according to its
laws, should lie considered as valid in other parts
of the country. Such vas the only qualificatioin
we gave the word inarriage.

I wonder if any other word but treason
can be found to characterize such a treach-
erous act ?

It is the second treason and third charge
which I have made good against the old manl,
and the third charge I have proven.

I now come to another act for which Sir
John A. Macdonald is answerable. This
being .a more vital question than the three
others I have put before the House, and it
being of such a nature that it nay and will
probably create for years to corne agitatiol
and trouble in our country, as it has done
for the last twenty-five years, I propose tO
deal with it at more length. In fact, I pro-
pose to give a full history of it with sone
evidence going to justify my remarks.

To this I propose to add a short historY
of what was done by our predecessors at the
time of the union of Upper and Lower
Canada and what we have been doing since.
Comparing the two epochs will enable nie tO
draw my conclusions. To fulfil this pro-
gramme I have, in the first place, to go back
to the year 1864, when both political parti-
in old Canada were about equally strong-
Neither of the two then existing parties
could accept the responsibility of formilg
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administration. Our head men on both
came to the conclusion that the time

ider come when it was necessary to con-
Whole e question of uniting together the
Amene of the British colonies in North
frorica. It was then known that delegates

ro he provinces of Nova Scotia, Newtu 8nswick and Prince Edward Island were
to 'eet shortly at Charlottetown with a view
frni Orn of those provinces. Delegates
gentiOur province were sent to meet thoseleten at their conference. Our de-,
egate having been graciously admitted,
p proposed a confederation of all theProvinces. The question was taken into
ecidedration by the conference, and it was

antd that the conference should adjourn
Ooeet again in Quebec on the 10th of
hOber of the same year. The day fixedsnving arrived the delegates were all pres-
e and the conference took place. A con-fderatio-.eot n 0À the provinces was decided upon.
eolutons which were to the basis of thetOa Act were adopted, and it was agreed
itted ose resolutions should first be sub-

11n 1869 t he legislature of each province.
tt this project was accordingly sub-s11bteto the provincial legislatures. When8aitting the resolutions in the Canadian

leader y Sir John A. Macdonald, the
o this the House, gave a full explanation
the Project of confederation, insisting on
witheessity of adopting the resolutions
haveal in any way amending them, as I

o already shown, by quoting his own
onrdsro the officiai report of the Debates

pnfederation in 1865.
i , hon. gentlemen, bear in mind this

Portant fact, to which I will have to refereer hon ours to shortly. The project having
eotia opted by the provinces of Nova

dele ' New Brunswick and old Canada,
ates from those provinces left for

gland to.
On thosto get Imperial legislation based
at t~e resolutions. The Act was passed
dele bgnmmng of 1867. So soon as the

ish a had left for England, the Arch-
havi P Of Halifax left also. His Grace,
the .,met them there, insisted on the right
had inorities in the maritime provinces
6tsub an extension of the purport of the
i .section of the 43rd resolution, grant-
tOh taun privileges, relative to education,
Pro inorities in Upper and Lower Canada.
reso~. Was made that the purport of the
be e on above mentioned, should certainly

, eded to those provinces as asked for.

Relying on those solemn promises, the
Archbishop left for home. The delegates
set to work. A bill uniting the provinces
was prepared. In conformity with the
promise made to the Archbishop of Halifax,
the purport of the resolution relative to
education (the 43rd) was extended to the
maritime provinces, and becanie the 93rd
clause of the British North America Act.
So far, things were right ; but this was too
hpnest a course for the old man to pursue.
After he had extended the purport of the
clause to the maritime province, he added
two words (by law) to change the sense of
the clause, and made the clause so ex-
tended of no use to the maritime provinces,

The 43rd resolution reads thus :
The local legislature shall have power to inake

laws respecting the following subjects:
6. Education, saving the rights and privileges

w hici the Protestant and Catholic minority iii
both Canadas may possess as to their denomina-
tional schools at the time when the union goes into
operation.

In introducing this resolution fn the
British North America Act the sense was
aitogether changed in order to prevent the
effect of its extension to the maritime pro-
vinces. Your honours will remark that in
the resolution all rights and privileges pos-
sessed by minorities at the time of the union
will be safe, while in the British North
Anierica Act only rights and privileges
guaranteed by law may clainm to be safe.
The addition of the words " by law " in the
Act renders the extension of the clause to
the maritime provinces of no effect, thev
having at the time no such laws. The clause
in the British North America Act reads
thus:

93. In and for the provinces the legislatures
may exclusively make laws in relation to educa-
tion, subject and according to the following pro-
visions:

1. Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially
affect any right or privilege with respect to deno-
minational schools which any class of persons have
by law in the provinces of the union.

The British North America Act came
into force on the ist of July, 1867. The
whole population of the Dominion, relying
on the honour of their leaders, had' no
reasons to even suspect that they had been
deceived. So it came into the head of no
man to scrutinize the deeds or acts of their
delegates on the new constitution. Satis-
faction existed on all sides. Both deceivers
and dupes seemed to enjoy the new state of
things. This explains how it was that in
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1870, when the pedple of the North-west,
having risen in arms. sent their delegates to
Ottawa with their bill of rights to negotiate
their entry into the confederation, their
delegates had no objection to have
the 93rd clause of the British North
America Act, with a small addition made to
it, inserted in the Act creating the new
province of Manitoba. The bill of rights of
the people of the North-west having been
accepted at Ottawa, the delegates left for
home, hurrying to give their people the good
news of their successful mission. Arms were
laid down. The territories were delivered
to the federal authorities, and the province
of Manitoba began its existence, an exist-
ence which, it seems, will not be a very
peaceful one.

A few months later, in 1871, the legisla-
ture of New Brunswick passed a law, the
effeci of which was to abolish the
privileges as to separate schools which the
Catholic minority then practically enjoyed.
Petitions poured in from all parts of the
Dominion, asking that such an unjust law
be disallowed by His Excellency the
Governor General in Council. This could
not be done unless the conclusion of the
petitions had been recominended by the
Minister of Justice to His Excellency in
Council. Sir John A. Macdonald, then
Minister of Justice, reported in the follow-
ing words:

The undersigned does not, on exainination, find
that any statute of the province exists establishing
such special schools. Under the circumustances he
is, therefore, of opinion that no other course is open
to the Governor General than to allow the Act to
go into operation.

The Act was not disallowed, but went in-
to force.

No doubt your honours perceive where
the act of perfidy rests. In England, when
preparing the ninety-third clause of the
British North America Act, on education,
the delegates had to extend the purport of
the forty-third resolution, relative to educa-
tion, to the maritime provinces, as promised
to His Grace Archbishop Connolly. So they
did; but they added the words " by law,"
in order to neutralize the effect of such ex-
tension to the maritime provinces, where
practically separate schools existed, and
where Catholics had their fair share of ths
school fund, but where such schools were not
recognized by any law. Later on, when Sir
John had to report on the petition asking
the disallowance of the Act, he could auda-

ciously state that the Act was quite conste
tutional, New Brunswick having "no law
as to separate schools at the time of co-
federation.

Such is, hon. gentlemen, in a very
few words, the history of this important
question of the schools in New Brunswick.
Having been foremost in the Commons il'
1872 in entering my protest against the
course followed in England by Sir Joh»
and bis colleagues, I thought it my dutY,
more than that of any other member, to take
occasion of the great present agitatiOn
which bas been produced by somevhat
similar legislation in Manitoba and in the
North-west Territories to bring the whole
facts before this parliament. I cannot be
told, as many others could be, that I waited
until Sir John was dead to attack him o
this subject, since I did so at the time, face
to face with him, when I nailed him to his
seat as I will presently show.

During the session of 1872, the member
for Victoria, N.B., Mr. Costigan, gave notice
that he would move a resolution asking that
the School Act of New Brunswick (1871)
should be disallowed. I at once decided tO
take advantage of this motion to denounce Sir
John and his colleagues for the course theY
had followed in England in the matter of the
schools in New Brunswick. But befor'
doing so I thought I was in duty bound, as
a inatter of courtesy to the man who had
so long been my leader, to go to him and tel'
him what I had determined to do. So I did.
I was very well received by the premier. 1
told him that having decided to attack
him on Mr. Costigan's motion, I thought
I ought to let him know. What is the
inatter, said he : Have you any blame to
throw upon me, what is it? I replied, I hav'8

not come to vou to discuss the matter, but
the moment Mr. Costigan's motion will have
been put before the House, I will let yoe
know the whole of my story. I bowed to
him and retired. On the sanie day, or pos'
sibly on the next day, the speaker haviing
called upon M r. Costigan to make his motion'
the premier rose in his place and asked the
member for Victoria (Mr. Costigan) to let
his motion stand for a few days. On the
20th May, 1872, the motion was put,
accompanied by a beautiful speech of Mt'
Costigan. I was convinced that with the
information I had given him, Sir John would
speak after the member for Victoria in order
to prepare his friend for my attack and des'
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o what the tactics of the premier
he had determined to follow the
hen speaking. In such circum-
was Customary with him to pass

wrote and which I read verbatim in the
Commons on the 20th May, 1872. After
having addressed myself, as it is the practice
in the Commons, to Mr. Speaker, I read as
follows:-

o t e House wnispering t Relyiig on the indulgence of the House, I pro-perin to Relyin onn then indlgnc ofteHusIpo
send a page telling him that he pose to say a few words in English in this i-oflow the member then speak- portant circmnstance, though I iuust say I an but
speaker would then keep his little conversant with that language. But I be-
direction of the premier so that lieve it my duty not to let pass this motion with-

um of e out putting before this House the views I hold on
u er Of members should rise to this important question. Not, sir, that I intend
foor, the speaker could always to say a single word on the constitutionality of the
eclare that " his eyes had caught School Act in question, as it seemns admitted on
r first" The trick was erfect both sides that the decision of hon. Minister of
hn had the p Justice on that point is strictly in accordance to

e floor. law. But the motion which the hon. member for
t Over the matter, trying to find Victoria has placed into your hands, aiming to

s of baffling such a trick, if it was quite another object the exercise of the right of
ed to. I s veto, which the British Anerica Act gives to the
best to let quetly yplace, Governor General, 1 will confine my remarks toe.tto let members of the House the consideration of this view of the question:
at 1 was in no way anxious to True it is that the hon. Minister of Justice has
. Costigan, but when I saw that stated that it was the policy of his government not
Member was utterina his last sen- to use this right except in two cases.
ov'ed b. 1. If the act was coustitutional and there has

kke UP, addressing the Chair, been excess of jurisdiction.
er, said I. " Order," called out 2. If it was injurions to the interest of

er I did not resume my seat, so the whole Doniinion-and the hon. gentleman
the Speaker to look at me. A few added that the school bill in question fell in
ater C neither categories. Sir, the hon. premier is quite, was again called to order, mistaken if he thinks that such a tyrannical law is
nP, and the member for Victoria not calculated to destroy that perfect harmony
t down, Sir John rose up. Sir which he himself had in view to maintain when he
Cartier and Sir Hector Langevin, and his colleagues settled the difficulty with Nova
leir S scotia in 1869. Certaiuly such an arbitrary legis-

eyes towards me, cried out, lation may prove the cause of disastrous results to
. Give way !" " No, gentle- the peace and prosperity of the whole Dominion.
not give way," said I ; "the And, sir, I am sorry to add that hon. imembersas to say whether his eyes caught occupying treasury benches, who sat in the Quebecer ft conference and were delegates to England, are res-dir , or whether it was my ý ponsible for that state of things.

dividuality.") The Speaker rose Had the promises made by lion. members to the'need that I had the floor, and Sir four first united provinces been kept. At the
OWn. . seventy-two Quebec resolutions, which it was then

read mY speech written in rett atirmed were to be considered as a treaty. Had
sh , a f they been the basis of the Imperial Union Act.

Syour honours may judge for and had not the words (by law) been added to the
•I hold in my hands the same forty-third resolution after the words (rights and

.which I then held and read privileges) at the passing of this Act, sir, the min-
in the Commons-there was then ority in New Brunswick would be in a quite

report f different position, the privileges was then indulg-o the Debates-so that, ing would be safe And this House would not
as 1 was that Sir John being have to-day the painful spectacle of the government
for this mischief I am now deal- admitting that the School Act of New Brunswick
any others would, no doubt, be of 1871 may work disadvantageously to the min-

I1n due course of tim. I t ority, but that at the time the union was consu-
ded to k ime. tounrt umated, the privileges which that minority was

daîî tieep this nanuscript, which then enjoying were not guaranteed by law. True it
1timesswear to, and which I is that the forty-third Quebec resolution on educa-Len With y own hand and read tion applied to the provinces of Quebec and Outario

eat in the Co .on Sir Jn A. only and that its purport was extended to the mari-
d • ommons, Sir John A time provinces at the request of His Grace the

ing present in his seat. Archbishop of Halifax, but. sir, I state here from
Lnly declare from my seat in this my place in this House that His Lordship in asking
at the mxanuscript which I hold in you that extension never intended to have this

and wlich 1 . resolution amended contrary to the understanding
e, Whjth w11l now read before I have alluded to.35 the same manuscript which I Does the hon. pre.ier, does the government be.
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lieve that when this important portion of our coin- as in the case of Nova Scotia, but it is the voice
munity, the Catholies of the Dominion, when they of one-fourth of the population of this Dominiol'
will recall to their mninds all those facts and all asking for the relief of their countrymen, not iin a
that lias been done since confederation in favour way opposed or contrary to the law of the laind,
of Nova Scotia, whose case was in direct opposi- but in a way whicih the constitution of this cou,'
tion to the law, will readily submit to such an in- try as provided foi' in view of exceptional cases, of
justice, when they themselves so heartily helped cases of extraordinary nature. It is the voice Of
the governmeit in changing the position in which over a million of Catbolics of this country prayiDå
the Union Act iad placed the province of Nova that this School Act of New Brunswick (1871) be
Scotia. 1 disallowed, that the constitutional right of veto

Does ion. gentlemen believe that the ninority be exercised by His Excellency as an exceptiolt
in any one of the united provinces will at case, as a case better than that of Nova Scotia, as
any time subimit to such an arbitrary legislation a case to no one second if the subject to whicli
and to such an abuse of pow-er. To-day, the mîtin- relates is considered. The Nova Scotia case beini
ority suffering is a Catholic mninority. To-imorrow a imoney inatter, the present case, the New Bru»

8
'

it nay be a Protestant one. wick a denial of religious liberty.
Mr. Speaker, it is in the recollection of lion. Now, sir, imay I ask hon. mnemnbers of tit

ieibers of this House that at the beginning House, to viev this case not as a case betweeo
of the present parliaient, the lion. member for Catholics and Protestants, but as a case of public
Hants, now the honourable Secretary of State for gool, as a case of general interest to the who e
the provinces, with the whole but one, of the population of this country, as a case of justice aid
representatives of Nova Scotia were on the opposi- equity towards ininorities as in the case of NO"e
tion side of this House and were daily comnplaining Scotia.
that a great injustice had been (loue to this pro- Sir, let lion. meibiers pause before they decidl
vintce and that its rights had been disregarded in Let them refleet and say what would be their fee
the Union Act. To sucb a conplaint what w-as ings if the iinoirity in the present case were Pro'
the answer given to thein by hon. gentlemen testants. Would they not think that in such cir
on the treasury benches ? Was it that such cuistances the iinoirity should be protected if the
wvas the law, the written law, and that it could constitution furnislied a mode to (do so?
not be helped ? That there were no renedy. No, Having said so nunch, I have nothing more tO
sir, the mtatter was taken into consideration by add except to express mny hope that ion. gent
the goveriinent, and it vas found that though men, having helped so far in the case of No"'
that the Union Act stated positively that "certain Scotia, a case it was then stated should not

specified grants should he in full settlement of all considered a precedent but an exceptional caoj
f uture deiand, etc., an additional subsidy of the House had now to consider whether it shoti
$1 ,000,(X0 should be granted to Nova Scotia and the not have justice rendered to so great a proportiog
goveriiiient asked this House for the sane. What of the people of New Bruinsw ick in a imatter of
did this House do? This House, sir, concurred in greater importance than that of Nova Scotia,
the views of the goverîînent. This House decided which mnust evidently be considered as an exce'
that though the law was against that province, tionual case for reasons which I have already d'
equiity ani justice demtanded better terns for that tailed and which I need not repeat.
province, and it was so enacted by the great Such were the remarks, or, if hon. gen
miajority of lion. nembers that Nova Scotia, men will allow me to eal it so, such was

iiumnbering but one-twelfth of the whole population m
of tiis Dominion should not conplain in vain, that speech which I made in the Commons j
she shouil receive justice at our hands and that the 20th May, 1872, Sir John A. Macdola
ait annual subsidy of 1(0,(0) d uring tei years being present, on Mr. Costigan's motion to h0
s(il e e to have to-day other com- the School Act of New Brunswick of la
plaints of the nost serious character. We have disallowed. Having concluded my charo
one-third of the population of New Brunswick who I resumed my seat, anxious to hear what 0
iaviitg been ill-treated by the mnajority of that wer Sir John, wlo lad been so quick to rise
provimce, have nade ait appeal to the governmitent order to speak after Mr. Costigan's speecof Canada, askimg for redress, which redress they . S p
did not get for reasons w-hii I have already would make. In vain did I wait
alluded to. We have in addition the admission of vain did the House wait ; Sir Jo
the ion. Minister of Justice "that the Act in had lost his energy. The speech
question nay operate unfavourably on the Catholics had prepared to deliver before I had iinor on other religious dentoui nations."

In such circunistances, is it not the duty of the my charges was ther useless. It Va
goverînent to use all possible and constitutional serious case to deny my accusations wheo
imeans to protect that iiinority, and the govern- had given him good evidence that I k 0 0
ment failing to do so, I say, sir, that it is the duty something of what had passed in Engla4of Catholie niembers of this House, representing c 0110
one third of the whole population of this Dominion The most prudent course for him to f,
to make an appeal to gentlemen on both sides of was to hold his tongue, and he did so.
this House whether Protestants or whether Masson (now the hon. Senator Mas
Catholies, in favour of their co-religionists so then rose and spoke in favour of the mounjustly dealt wit.n.i

Sir, the motion of this honourable memnber for and sat down. A perfect silence prevail
Victoria, is not only the voice of 300,000 individuals the Commons chamber. On both sides Of
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flouse members were anxious to hear what t
the leader had to answer to such serious a,charges, but in vain did they wait. Sir t
JhOn had lost that eagerness which he had c
ad.wn before I had spoken. A motion to i
adjnuru the debate for two days was carried,
cnd the House rose. The day appointed to s
donue the discussion having corne, the t
debnte was continued, but Sir John had
alt Yet recovered He had not a word to
avsWer and to the day of his death, for
ove twenty years, he never made up his
8end to contradict my statements. Hion.
enlemen may not forget that Bishop Con-1ofly was then living and it was, no doubt,

thag to this fact that Sir John thought
ke the safest thing for hin ta do was to
keep slent, for fear a denial of his or antenpt to explain might make things worse;
as thee maintained a prudent silence. Thisote fourth charge and the third treacher-
the aet which I have made good against

ate chief tain.

irhat effect had those treacherous acts of
othn A. Macdonald upon our people?

tai t effect had such a course so detrimen-
Yer ourenational and religious interests ?
littly little indeed I ami bound to admit-so

le that I miglt fairly add, none, none
mostever. Party spirit had blinded our
tain c Sinere politicians. Personal interest re-
and Others, while corruption did the rest
thatheued such a majority to the veteran
ande kept in office for years and years,
t d from time to time use his influence
laderoy our institution slowly but surely.
hav re done us an injury our people would
lowe risen in arms, a storm would have fol-
thi Sir John would laugh and call all

s bac fe de paille, and in order to bring
ma t0 the flock would show himself quite
few danimous towards us for some time. A
th ays later the storm had abated, and

on le party had fallen into line and so
legar after year up to the scaffold of

the dla and from that memorable date to
th eath of the old man in 1891.hearo this ast date to the present day I
yrd ore than I ever did before, I heard

foll patriots complaining of the course
in Owed by the different Conservative ad-

goltranons which succeeded Sir John's
aledrivent in connection with the rights
of e s of the French minority and
o fn the oics Is it at all extraordinaryný frd the t, .e.s,Abbottand wo administrations of Sir John

Sir John Thompson following

he path traced for them by their old leader
nd continuing the work of depriving us of
hose rights and privileges which the heroic
ourage of our ancestors had gained for us-
ndeed it is quite natural that it should be so
-it is the natural consequence of our subimis-
ion to the wrong of our leaders for some
twenty-five years past. How different it
wfould be if we had followed the examples
given to us by our predecessors at the time
of the union of Upper and Lower Canada,
at a time when our position as French and
Catholics was far more desperate than it is
now or than it has ever been since. Long
ago as it was I can not help giving here
a summary of the political history of United
Canada during the twelve or fifteen years
which followed the arrival of Lord Durham
as governor of Canada.

It is well known that Lord Durham was
sent to Canada, after the troubles of 1837,
as Governor General and Queen's High
Commissioner to adjust the affairs of
our province and report to the Imperial
authorities his opinion as to what was
best to be done. He had lie been in Canada
some few months when he came to the con-
clusion that the French population had to
be put in a minority, in order that the Eng-
lish speaking majorityrmight becomesupreme.
In consequence, he inclined towards a con-
federation of all the British possessions in
North America, but lie felt at the sane time
that it was too soon yet to unite under one
government such a large territory, and he
recommended for the present the union of
Upper and Lower Canada under one gov-
ernment, and gave his reasons for such re-
commendations. They are as follows : I
quote f rom his report :

Report of Lord Durham, dated at London, Eng-
land, on the 31st Jaiuary, 1839, to Her Majesty
the Queen.

A plan by which it is proposed to ensure the
tranquil governient of Lower Canada, must in-
clude in itself the ineans of putting an end to the
agitation of national disputes in the legislature, by
settling at once, and for ever, the national character
of the province. I entertain no doubts as to the
national character which must be given to Lower
Canada, it must be that of the British Empire;
that of the majority of the population of British
America; that of the great race which must in the
lapse of no long period of time, be predoilinant
over the whole North American continent. With-
out effecting the change so rapidly or so roughly as
to shock the feelings and trample on the welfare of
the existing generation, it nust henceforth be the
first and steady purpose of the British government
to establish an English population, with English



laws and language, in the province and to trust its bill for the union of Upper and Lower
government to none but a decidedly English legis- Canada. He took the reins of power on the

lature October, 13,and so ucee a
lI any plan which my be adopted for the future 23rd 1839, soon succeeded (an

management of Lower Canada, the first ought to English author says) in influencing the gov-
be that of making it au English province; and erning bodies, the special council of Lower
that, with this end in view, the ascendancy should Canada, and the legislative council and
never again be placed in any hands but those of an asseniby of Upper Cnada to concur in the
English population.

Lower Canada must be governed now, as it plan of the union. I beg to remark that
must be hereafter, by an English population, aind the people of Upper Canada were consulted
thus the policy, which the necessities of the through their lawful representatives in par-
moment force on us, is in accordance vith that
suggested by a comprehensive view of the future liament assembled, while in Lower Canada
and permanent improvement of the province. the constitution having been suspended

If the population of Upper Canada is rightly since the troubles of 1837-38, no legisla-
estimated, at 400,000, the English inhabitants of ture existed at the time except a special
Lower Canada at 1,50,0. and the French at council of some twenty
450,000, the union of the two provinces would not composed gentle-
only give a clear English majority, but one which men chosen by the governor himself to help
would be increased every year, by the influence of in the administration of the affairs of the
English emigration, and I have little doubt that province.
the French, when once placed, by the legitimate In 1840 the Union Act was adopted bycourse of events and the working of natural causes,
in a minority, would abandon their vain hopes of an almost unanimous vote in the Commons,
nationality. but serious opposition was made to it in

The union of the two provinces would secure to the House of Lords.
Upper Canada the present great objects of its The Union Act was sanctioned b Herdesires. All disputes as to the division or amount U
of the revenue would cease. The surplus revenue Majesty the Queen, on the 23rd July, 1840.
of Lower Canada would supply the deficiency of Hon. gentlemen, I will not take up the
that part of the upper province; and the province time of this honourable House, in giving you
thus placed beyond the possibility of locally job- n
bing the surplus revenue, which it cannot reduce, kny opinion of that Act of union, and
would, I think, give as mnuch, by the arrangement of the course followed for its adoption. My
as the province, which would thus find a means of opinion would evidently be considered an
paying the interest of its debt. 1 interested one. I prefer giving you the

No tine should be lost in proposing to parlia- opinions expressed at the time of the assage
ment a bill restoring the union of the Canadas . . p
under one legislature, and reconstituting thein as of this law in the English parliament bY
one province. gentlemen who, or at least a majority of

Those recommendations were accepted in whom, knew Canada or the Canadians only
England, and an "Act to unite Upper and by what they had heard or read of them-
Lower Canada " was presented to parliament and consequently who must be considered
during the session of 1839. • This Act pro- as having appreciated the Union Act as a
vided for an equal number of representa- matter of principle, as a question of right or
tives from each of the two sections, 42 for wrong, of justice or injustice.
Upper Canada and 42 for Lower Canada, Mr. O'CONNELL-The avowed intention ie
though the population of Lower Canada nothing less than the annihilation of the French
was 650,000 souls, while that of Upper Canadians as a party, who have already been treat
Canada was only 450,000. The upper prov-the ritis governent. TheYCanda vasonl 45,00. Te uperpro- hav e been described as the mi-ost excellent and an'1 '-
ince had an enormous debt of nearly 86,000,- cable people in existence, and yet they have beeu
000. The Union Act provided that it should visited as if they were the niost ferocious and
become a debt of both sections, that is to wicked. Nom, after ai thcy have suffered, it i8
say, a debt of the new province. The Act proposel to legislate for thein in the most flippant

and harshi manner. [t is proposed that they shal
also provided that English alone should be be sacrificed to what is called the British partYl
the otficial language of the united provinces. and what is that but an outrage.....

The Union Act was not adopted during sir, against such a precipitate mode of dealill
that session, but was postponed in order to with a grave question; against the infliction J

injustice as the reme(ly of injustice, I enter my n'lose
consult the Canadian people. The Honour- soemn protest. There can be no real union o
able Poulett Thompson was appointed Gov- the Canadas unless the French Canadians are pue
ernor General of Canada, he being con- upon a footing of exact equality with the othet
sidered the best man for the occasion having inhabitants. if we do not inake the proposed

bunion in that way, there are examples to show thil
himself prepared, with the help of Sir James the passingof a mere act of union is no correctiv
Stuarn, Chief Justice of Lower Canada, the to longeexisting evils.
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re O'CONNELL I have seen, with onal power to the strong to crush and oppress theregrt in the otherwise* b rburr, hetews admrirable report of Lord weak0 > 1 trust that in any f uture discussion on the
no 'n, a recommiendation amiounting to this that qeto fteuin h rnl aidaswl

Oliticalprivileges of the French Canadians shal have the powerful advocacy of the hon. andlearne
th ni ilated. What have they doue to deserve inember for Dublin against that proposai, or against
hunî'tThY ar-itnusedb boteey any plan whieh, by uniting the two provinces
hna e y are distinguished by ahnost every

abl al lirtue. They are nild, benevolent, charit- would sweep their language and their religion froîn
famifi exeinplary in their conduct towards their that part of the world. The bil now before the

es, and yet they are to be annihilated as a House is, truly, a bil to enlarge tic powers given
i% to The way to deal with Canada under the coercion bil passed last session to au
stital with he generously, to aineliorate lier already despotic authority . . . 1 cannot but

Ciple tions, and above all, to act upon the prin- complain of the inanner iii wbicb 1 have been
the reonnendel by Lord Durham, of naking trcated by the governmcnt. I presented two
pego vernmeunt depend on the confidence of the petitions, one fron Mr. Lafontaine ant another in-
that • Conciliation is doubtf ul, perhaps, even in dividual, and I was told by the governuient, th't as
by. anay, but it certainly is not to be accomplished the whole question woul be discussed, the proper

eopl hilating the French Canadians as particuhr tiine to hring forward the vomplaints contained in
eon wh o are only accused of bigdfc iinP'ont"'h r ol ccso of.heîng lefective inthose petitions woul<i be when that discussion took

by Oa ed1ucation. That defect can be remedied place. Nosuch opportunity has, however, been
a eans of instruction more attainable aiforded governient are afraid of meeting

re8padin the diffusion of knowledge. In other the question, and here the end of the session.
these et ,hey do not suffer by a comparison withthe Brtsheyton Sir Ç. G~REY- When it is considered that the

i servants,
km . Roinan Catholie religion was the religion o>f Can-

tnt UME-i do object to any principle ada hefore that territory was acquired by England,Whicned lipon the hasis of population, and and that Canada then possessel abundance ofBritishw4s prooged with a view of giving the Catholîc institutions, 1 cannot think of trying to
cannot Population a preponderating influence. 1 roi> that religion in Canada of its just influence.

r lt regret to see a people so amiable as the The hon. meniber for Lskeard las stated, with-
con i anaiais treated with so little justice or ont reserve, that one of his fie8t steps wonld be, torOteratio . . . 1, therefore, feel bound to conpel tic Freneh to renoonce their langitage-aot
cost against the plan of the noble lord, wlicth hir religio i of course, such an intention cou1d

the sa er as nothing more than a continuance of iot be for a moment entertained) but to conpel
asterosyt which has already proved so dis- thei to adopt the English language in ail public

Mr. c BUîproceedings, anti to renounice their present tentîre
go BI r LLER-The vacillation, not of this of lnd ani t snbiit to the breaking up ano
tient ment particularly, but of the British govern- alteration of their whole social system.

dians Or the last ten years bas brought the Cana- \Vieii the boi. nimber for Lskeard propouided
Into their present state. . . . lii plan lie shotid have cmbouied in it an ample

Wre LEADER-. If the proposed union cOupensation to he Roan Catholic clergy. for
ec te .. I h rpsdn the tit> t b abcd b,' the abolition of tiiose

pletel e.ted the Frencli Canadians would be com- tenures of land. We are bound ho preserve there
%er) crushed. The hon. gentlemnan (Mr. Bul-

the rui.Thho.getea M .B-î ecoclesiastical endowmients. NVe conhl not, if westitutis they mulast alopt the lauguage, laws, in-
ng f,'su and religion to, i suppose. of the gove rn- The'-e -t osierations -'' -'

!ng to t It may be righ)t, - - re inany other acor-wc ouau
îCi t ie ofnayb Uic hon, ami iancd aentl- operate as powerful obstacles to the proposedllan th l view of the hion. and learned tenitle-

Can atht the few English Protestants of Lower nion, ainongst others, the iifcrcncc in the pro.
Romana should give laws to the niany French

e, 1ail tCtholctiruo thua of Lower (Canatda exiîibiting a surpulus of
f all thathlc there, but then upon that prin- I()(M> per annuni that of Upper Canada, noil faou British legislature lias been doing spst lerroner of the Irish Roman Catholics nust be

'onan It 'vouldl be absurd to argue that the eth11Cathule fIeai, omn u ij tion of the Honse, is Uic abs4ohîte necessity of doing
tere. ah lics of Irelandi, forming the majoritytiiere iit > 011( e îthîing coiitriiry ho the principles of liberty and of

sub ets onld be in possession of rights as British the British constitution. i wotl next urge the
a%0oud that the Roinan Catholics of Canla,

rights rnng the majority, shouîl be denied those cessihy of holding the pncipies of property
Would beîthbecause they are in Canada. . . . It
'n lang j the greatest tyrany to nake them English Sir ROBERT PEEL-We have two races speak.
feelin age, laws and religion against their own inglifferent languagesoftotallydifférentcnstoms
for Leskand wishes. The hion. and] learned mnember ivn ne ifrnlwadi ilb eesr

nseard seens to think that there is nothing to ascertain what security wonll be given to the
reporte to the French Canadian in Lord Brham'sinterests of the inoity, when teir union sha
report is h • •* Why, one of the chapters of that have heei effected. I know that sone gentlemen

rench Ceadaed Acknowledged inferiority of the lave inplicir confidence in the wisdom and judg-
Suich anasdians.".the s.ý .guî~5 îa on muent of a majonity. I have not iîîpiicit conîfidence

the arguments as these may be borne t by in a inajority, ant inmediateiy after the suppres-
natio ce Of former ages, and of barbarous siom of an insurrection, I have stili less.
(lsgrta tonut 1 m(aintain, that it would be a )atne4g~s bu rîanantut twudb asting I must be wellassured, inconsidleringaiiy measure
acts for de British nation, if by any legislative for uniting the two provinces and introducing
exerci prving the French Canadians of the <lue British laws for the maintenance of BitSOf their ectia rights, me gave atditi- qupreinacy, that the measure will not have the

haetepwru1doay1ftehn n ere



effect of exposing to injustice those who now form which indeed does fot surprise nie. Arising, as it
the majority of one province, but who would be the must do, so far as the French Canadians are con-
miîority in case of a union. Who can deny that cerned-frorn an apprehension of a violent ultra
we are bound to fulfil the treaty under which the Tory British party, whose cbject is, to nionopo-
Canadas were acquired. The religion of the people lize as nuch as possible of the power and patronage
of Lower Canada is Roman Catholic, whose se-uri- of the colouy, and to assume an ascendency
ties we must continue. over ail who do not participate in their

Mr. C. BU',LER-I cannot understand how arbitrary views. The whole conduct of this
any one can cast his mind over the recent history party, and the violence of the language made
of our colonies, or advert to their deplorable state use of by many of those who belong to it,
in everything that respects their governnent, are quite enough to exasperate the French popula-
without coning to the conclusion that, in our tion, and produce aiiong theni the alarm 1 have
whole colonial system, there is some radical vice alluded to. Every neans that ingenuity could
requiring vigorous and searching correction. devise has been resorted to, in order to înislead
The system of governing colonies fron home has this country (England> as to the real state of
had a long trial in the North Ainerican provinces, affairs in Canada. The French Canadians (I can
and going on this principle of combining an speak from experience) are, as a body, a most
irresponsible executive with a representative legis- loyal, aiable people. A few, aud but a few, have
lature, now as it is practically worked in all of been, unfortunately, misled by designing persons
themn. I say in ail, for in truch, the evils to which but wben I left the province, in the end of
we have now to apply a remedy are not to be found February, 1822, everytbing was in a state of perfect
in the Canadas alone. lu every British colony in tranquility. I say, ny lord, let this country dis-
North Ainerica there is the saine collision between coutenance, equally, the niolent on eacli side-
the assembly ai theexecutive. I merely refer to perstie a steady a d impartial course, extending
it (the working of the present system) in order to equal rtgts and equal laws to ail without distin-
renind the H!use that the contest of races in tion of race, and you will find but lattse diffaculty
Lower Caniada is lut one of the nany causes in establishing in the colony the cont econofical,
operating tA produce the present calanitops state the nost lasting, and the nost satisfactory of go -
of our provinces. erni mfents-that which is founded on the affections

Mr. HUME -I would ask if ee (the under secre-popu

tary for the colonie.-. Mr. Labouchiere) does not Earl FITZW'1LLIAM-The whiole history ofthe Colonial Ofice shows that we have treated

knw ha fr îaî yarhespcalconcl f alldd t. inuse.masta neut ol

Lower Canada bas daughed to scorn the whole t i

Canadian people? If we are to have a despotism Mr. HUME Opposition to the wis taes of the
in Canada, I say again, let us have a pure and people led to the state of things which broght
single despotismn, witb sole and undivided respon- about the recent resolution. It appears to me

eu that a geat injustice is about to be perpetrated

tranquility I am1od e hscutyds

The EarI 0F (1OSFORD-Much do I regret! against the FreAmch population of Lower Canada.
that lier Majesty's ininisters have not brouglct for- Tue bill violates the princile of equal justice pro-
thard soine system of legistion of a more perma. mised. It is antended to swamp the French popu-
nent character thau the one now on your lordshipns lation, by not gving the n a fair share in the re-
table. Te delay, pregnent as it is with evil, bas, presentation. In the next place the revenues really
however, in ny eyes, one redeening quality, it lias are put under the co oi s of the hmome govern-
led to t e suspension of the proposition for uniting nient, and it was a sie qued non with the people of
the two Canadas; ad I trust tat it wil, ultii- Canada that the revenues sreould be placed nder
ately fead to the abaspdoeent of thiat project. the absolute control of tlcir representatives.
In my opinion, such a union, if carried, would The Fanl of (OSFORL). . . I consider the
Lroduce rests far differet froni tose anticipated present ineasure fo. re-iiiting the Canadas as a

y its advocates. The Frenc Canadiaes, wlo are most dangerous expeHUiMEO o it, and one of a niost
estia aated at uore thaî two-tirds of the popula- arbitrary a d unjust chaacter. if, as I believe.
tion of Lower Canada, and nearly one-a f of that those w o support it (o so on the gond that the
of both the anadas, are, to a gi, opposedn to it. Frenc F population of the lower povinces are in
Do your lordsbips expect that avy neastre, b avi g an organized state of resistance to Britisli re,
to encounrter such a maze of bostility, can work and British conection, they neyer acted upon
well, o even fait short of alienating the affections more erroneous, more fallacioes grouns. For ny
of the Fr-ench Canadians from the governniemît of iown part I do not believe that in any of our
this country. I mu t ere beg to reach to your i colonies, er Majesty lias for the exteît of teir
lordsip's recollection what occurred in 1822, numbers, a niore loyal, better disposed people, or
when a similar proposai was unsuccessfully urged, people viho, fro inclination, as eell as iunterest,
and gave rise to the greatet excitement in the are more desirous to keep on terns of friendsip
colony, and , believe that, in the exertious then and alliance witl EiglaFO d. I .m aware of the
niade by Mr. Papinea to give effect to the geneal mirepresentations wich have been so industriously
opposition ; ay be traced the origin of that pe and isidionsly, circulated throug this country of
son's subsequent popularity and influence over a an opposite tendncy, but do as ert, asot witbou
large portion of bis countr en, an influence that, fear of contradiction, but without the snallest fear

yowever, p triotically it might at fir have been of any proof beig adduced in support of sulc
used, was, I regret to add, ultimately exerted in contradiction that M-hat 1 bave asserted is founded,
the furtherance of designa decidedly at variance: on fact, capable of te fullet confirmation. Fruch
with the real interests of bis county. I am aware, las been extravagently put forth relative to wbat is
my lord, of the existence of great alarm in Canada, vulganily called the late rebellion ad revolution.
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These are fine sounding and useful terms for those ment, but I say that, if an Act is to pass to unite the
Who have an interest to advance. two provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, it canThere is, and lias been, a certain class of British never carry with it the force of justice.
people, to whom every liberal independent people The Earl of WICKLOWý-The government aremark% be hostile, whose acts and cond uct have been professing to give the French Canadians liberalftarked by a domineering spirit towards the whole institutions, while they are really binding thea
Ofee tpeople of French origin and whose aims hias hand and foot. The fact of this bill uniting people
patronagrrog te touten ev ti en ru aya who are so different in point of taste, habits, cus-
attributed mainly the troubles and animosities toms, religion and general feelings, at once proves
which occurred y its inaptitude for any good, and i my opinion, it

lnder the conviction of the correctness of what can only have the effect of exerting animosities,
have stated, I cannot but consider the proposed ill-wll, quarrels, and finally rebellion.

Ultion.of the provinces as a most unjust and tyran- The Earl of GOSFORD-I oppose the measurelai - act, depriving the lower province of its con- because it is founded on injustice to the French,
etitution for the acts of a few evil-minded men, and whose loyalty I will ever maintain.

a ding them over to be swamped by those who Lord ELLENBOROUGH-The object of the
own such bitter hatred without cause bill evidently is to deprive, as far as it is possible

bh. t em-for swamped they must be by this to <la so by a legislative enactment, the people of
bidiIndeed the legality of such a proceeding may Lower Canada, the people who are of French
I assert that the French population are anxio origin, of any share at all in the goverminent of theI asertth*t te Fenc poulaton re nxius nitd povinces. To ail that principle I entireiyand eager for British protection as well as British object. The ministes of the Crown have certainly

alliance, and that for the great majority of the two objet. e ters of n he eta-
Canadas are opposed to the union. My lords, I succeeded i getting up a majority in the legisla.

Ppose this measure upon two gture for the people of British origim, but I bidcauoseI thini iase fone to gnouinds,-frst, them beware, lest that majority obtaimed, as it has
and tindy independed on becausentatin been by violence and by legislature and electoral
it niost u njust that, because I think fraud should turn into a majority hostile to the

Lord ientireîyconnection with this couuntry, owing, in Lower
agord ELLENBOROUGH-My lords, I entirely Canada, to the manner in which we have treatedee in every word that has fallen froin the noble them, and in Upper Canada to causes which it is(Earl of Gosford) who had just sat down. It not necessary for me to specify. It is for these
th Possible not to say that the generai feeling of reasons that I hope Her Majesty's ministers willehe louse of Commons is favourable to this mea- reconsider the state of the representation with theure'we have likewise the approval of this mea- view of doing away with at the least that addi-
Careby the majority of the assembly of Upper tional cause of discontent.thada. But then they were told and they saw
th t the result of this measure would be to make Hon. Mr. ALMON-What year was that i
the the Lords of Lower Canada--and they were

o told that one of its conditions was that the sur- Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon.
pus of the revenues of Lower Canada should go gentleman is slow to apprehend. If lie willtOthe payment of their debt-it is not, then, sur- not think I cannot think for him. Such
ps* that men, not being practical statesmen,

ouk have been led away by such delusive expec- were the views expressed, and theý judgmentns as these. There may have existed in their given by some of the best minded men in
a th', as I regret to say there exist but too strongly the English parliament, when this very
rethmaminds of the people of this country-the grave question of the union of U erre of those feelings of hostility towards the . pp
people of Lower Canada which are the growth and and Lower Canada was submitted to them.

nsequence of the events of the last few years. Those quotations from speeches made by
OythPposed to this measure on the ground stated gentlemen who knew very little if any-

t e noble duke (Earl of G'osford). I am op- thing of Lower Canada and of French Cana-
thtO it, because I think it the most iprudent,

eost fraudulent and the most unjust measure dians, show that their words were dictated
that as ever been proposed to parliamnent, and at to them by a sense of what was rightsaine time the mîost erroneous; seeing that not and what was wrong. This establishes

ne Of the objects it professes will practically be better than any thing else which I might
fo y it. It has, for its objects to exchangefs
thr Que Governor General and representative of brmg in support of my charges, the truth-

e Queen the governmnent of the majority of the fulness of the complaints so often made at
ri'e of Upper Canade and to plunge into eternal the time by the French population, thatferanchisement a whole people on account of an they were illtreatedffense committed two year g a oo to such an extent, that
that eope. This I consie grossly unjuat. they even were refused their fair share of
of at can be more unjust tian to give the people participation in the affairs of their province,
Of IPper Canada the power of governing the people by all new comers who, whenever their rightTh er Canada I foot had touched Canadian soil, became con-thatEarl of HARDW CKE-Now, my opinion vinced that the new country was theirs and

1foundeduon jouste I cane forprha aycad they alone had a right to have public affairs
ged as likely to be the effect of an Act of parlia- administered their own way.
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Having now, so far, made out my case, I admission of the truthfulness of the charges
have next to show how the Union Act worked made against the governor and bis advisers
and prove to your honours, the truthfulness as to their determination to crush the
of every word which fell from the lips of the French minority not to be detected at once
non-unionists in the British parliament. by His Excellency. He tried to disguise
While doing this, it will give me occasion the evil by sending for Mr. Lafontaine and
also to convince this louse of the desperate asking him to enter the cabinet. Mr. Lafon-
position made for the French Canadians by taine positively refused, giving as reasons of
the new constitution, as also of the hard bis refusal the fact that he considered the
struggle, which, under the leadership of their cabinet mostly composed of the worst ene-
patriotie leaders they had to undertake, mies of bis province, and that bis influence
with no other hope of success than that would be null and of no advantage to'his
always given by the justice of a cause. frîends in an administration wherein the

To do thi:, and in order to establish great majority held views quite adverse to
those facts, it will be necessary for me to bis on the important question of carrying

give here a short resumé of the political on responsible government on sound consti-
history of United Canada, during the first! tutional principles.
thirteen years and a half of the union, that Was not this state of things a hopeless
is to say, f rom the passing of the Union Act position for both Catholics and French Cana-
(1840), by the British parliament to the dians? No doubt it was, but the leaders of
days of Sir Allan McNab, who had given the the party thought they ought not to submit,
best evidence of bis determination and that and that their duty was to fight to the
of bis party to put down all that was French bitter end for the rights and privileges of
in Canada and make the Canadas an English their compatriots and their co-religionists.
colony. At last having become convinced They thought, no doubt, that, having be-
that the afflirs of Canada could not be come aware of the intention of the English
properly managed unless the French Cana- population in Lower Canada and of the lielp
dians had their fair share in their admin- given to them to crush the French Cana-
istration, Sir Allan McNab went to the dians, they had an advantage which the
leader of the Lafontaine party (the Hon. Acadians had not when banished from
N. M. Morin), in 1854, and asked him to' Acadia and dispersed throughout the world,
fomni the McNab-Morin administration-I and consequently that they ought to fight
will show later the conditions of this coali- for better or for worse. So they did. They
tion which have now existed for 43 years, called their friends together and prepared
let me add, en passant, far too long. The an election platform. 41r. Lafontaine issued
Union Act having received the sanction an address to bis electors, assuring them of
of the Queen (1840), the Governor General, bis determination to fight constitutionally
Sir Poulett Thompson, then Lord Sydenham, until justice should be done. The elections
set to work under the new constitution, took place; the results were of the worst
to unite the two Canadas and grant re- character. Mr. Lafontaine was defeated.
sponsible government to the new province. The governor had identified himself with it.
On the 5th February, 1841, His Excellency As evidence of this charge I will quote a
issued bis proclamation, making it known few lines which I find in a letter published
that the Union Act would come into force by Mr. Lafontaine himself in one of the
on the 10th of the same month. He then newspapers of the time-Le Canadien of
proceeded to organize bis cabinet, which he the 2nd April, 1841:
composed of nine members, all of English A patent fact whicli no man can. deny, and
speaking nationality, and a majority of which lias been the results of Lord Sydenliamn's
whom were taken from the upper province. conduct, is the fact that lie lias identified hinself
They were for Upper Canada, Messieurs in the struggle, in our district wlierein lie went so

D far as to cliange the polling places, and in theDraper, Sullivan, Ducn, Harrison and Bald- 1 ountries wlierein lie did so the struggle was
win ; and for Lower Canada, Messieurs accompanied witli violence, effusion of blood and
Ogden Daly, Day and Killaly. Your hou- murder.
ours, no doubt, have remarked that not one The 1st session of the 1st parliament was
single member of the great Liberal party convened at Kingston for the l4th of June.
or Lafontaine party of Lower Canada had The government were sufficiently strong
been called in. This was too apparent an by the number of their supporters. Before
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Parliament met, Mr. Baldwin resigned and before was e]ected in Upper Canada in the
a.t the beginning of the session he gave county of Hastings, whose people electedreasons for having done so. He said, he him to show their sympathies towards the
could not agree with his colleagues on some French Canadians. The new governor,
Of the Most important questions; the result convinced that his advisers did not possess
Of the elections had shown him that the the confidence of the French Canadians,
administration had not the confidence of the called on Mr. Lafontaine to enter the
People. This he had made the governor cabinet, allowing two other seats for those
aware of and had advised His Excellency to of his friends he might desire to join with
remnedy the evil by some changes in the him. Mr. Lafontaine refused, deterinined
cabinet. His advice not having been as he was to fight for justice, with Mr. Bald-
favourably entertained, he resigned. A win and the reformers of Tpper Canada,
certain number of reformers from Upper wbo had already done much service for
Canada also expressçd their opinions and de- Lower Canada.clared they wouldalways be ready to help the On the address the premier (Draper> gave
thwer Canadians in their struggle to have s'Žme explantions as to the ofier made to Mr.
their rights and privileges acknowledged. Lafontaine, and added:
A good many of them were dissatisfied with I arn free to admit that when 1 met for the first
he refusal of the governor and his advisers, rime ii 

the Draper-Ogden cabinet, to admit their since the union the honourable members froi Lower
respnsiblit t te pepleCanada. 1 bad great preju(lices against t.hein.stitutional responsibility to the peopleadvantage of coming in contat

Wiose confidence they had to have, The wùh them sucb prejudices have (isappcared.
govlernmenit were losing ground every daywerelosng roud eeryday Mr. Baldwin foliowed, impeaching the
Wiile the opposition were increasing in
atrength. On one occasion, Mr. Baldwin,8Peakinlg on the question of giving respon- Dn ierruped im in h t Mpa

e government a true interpretation, said : English. Mr. Lafontaine replied in the
ce Guld it happen that I would become convin- followino' words

to that the people of Upper Canada were disposed
au rnjustly treat Lower Canada, I would be The lion. men berwho as interrupted meisoneof

to be their representative. those wbo have been repeatediy given to us as a
friend of tbe French population. Wouldl it be

Lord Sydenham fell sick, parliament was that he has forgotten that 1 leloig to tiat race so
Prorogued on the 18th Septenber, 1841, njustly treated by the Union Act. He wishes

the governor died the next day (19th), inakewbmcb *my tirst speech in this buse ii a
%vas replaced by Sir Charles Bagot, who ne tell himîm, let nie tell tie whole buse whose fair

owed hinself at the very beginning to be judgment in the niatter I readiiy rely up<n, that
quite moderate and naturally conciliatory. even if English was as familia- to nie as Frencb is,

e repeatedly said that with him there 1 w n this s
would be nd distinction as to races or po- conipatriots, bad I for doing se, but. one reason,

tcal parties, and that lie would do his ut- that of protesting agailst the monstrons injustice
ost to make the whole people happy. Sir contained in the Union Act that of proscribing the
harles Bagot called Parliament together language of one-baif of the population of Canada.

Sth eptrubr, 842.TheDraer'This I owe to tbose I represent. This I owe tor the 8th September, 1842. The Draper(Mr.
inistration had -becomeraper)ad s that peace canot be restored th-

derd Sydenham, who had given it life, being ot the activeo-operation of the Frenchanadians.
dead. The government were left to their' Let ie add it is a necessty. No peace without it.

%,n n Ve are ready to grant it, but only under sncb0i resources, which amounted to very conditions and ternis that will keeatte. They thought of increasing their t

8rength and made overtures to Messrs. The idea of the framer of the Union Act was to
afontaineMorin and Girouard, but without crnsh down the French population in this provinc.

A great reaction was taking place tel i lie was istaken. Sc an end egret r-acionwa taingplae wîlnot meach. There aie already sympathies
favour of the Liberals of Lower Canada. between Upper an - Lower Canadians. This ivili

'Re Ieformers in Upper Canada seemed to increase day after day. I repeat without tbe active
icline towards giving justice to the Lower co-operation of my coniptrirts the governinent
caradians. Mr. Lafontaine, who had been of this province cannot le carriei up in such a
defeatdi i onyi oe aaab way as Vo re-establish peace and sucb confidence asefated in his county in Lower Canada by i necessary te carry on the goverdnent of the

caeLord Sydenham, as o said toouertry.
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We have been placed in such an exceptional Sir Charles Metcalfe succeeded Sir Charles
position by the Union Act and in such a minority Bagot. He arrived in Kingston in March,
as to the distribution of public patronage, that it 1
may happen that we will be crushed down, but if so 1843, and called parliament to meet in Sep-
it will be only after we have shown that we deserve tember following. The Lafontaine govern-
the respect of our enemies. ment was strong. The session was prorogued

In the state of slavery, bondage and subjection on the 9th December. A difficulty arose
under which Lord Sydenham lias tried to keep between the governor and his advisers. TheFrench Canadians, I had, as a Canadian, a duty to
perform, that of keeping high the dignity and the governor claimed the right to appoint publie
honour of my compatriots, to which our enemies officers without consulting bis ministers.
have been forced already to give under hommage. The Lafontaine-Baldwin government enter-
This duty, Mr. Speaker, I will fulfil to the end and taining quite opposite views, resigned.neer fail. .When the ca-e came before the House,

He then attacked the government and gave a majority of twenty-two voters approved of
praise to the new governor, who he said he the course followed by the administration.
was sure would deal fairly with the French During nine months the governor had only
population. The situation seemed hopeless three advisers, but at last in September,
for the governinent. The governor called 1844, he succeeded in forming a cabinet,
again on Mr. Lafontaine to help the Viger-Draper, and dissolved parliament.
them. Mr. Lafontaine gave his conditions, Sir Charles Metcalfe, who had already
they were accepted and he became premier violated the constitution when appointing
with Mr. Baldwin. Some of the members public officers without consulting bis advis-
of the late administration joined the new, ers, thought that he might go a step further
subnitting their opinions to those of their and that his influence inight help the
new leaders, who were determined to carry government in the struggle. So he did, and
on the government on true re§ponsible prin- the effect was that, though the Liberals
ciples. The House, by an almost unanimous carried the elections in Lower Canada, tleir
vote, passed an address to the governor, con- allies, the Reformers, were beaten in Upper
gratulatirg him on his conduct, and thank- Canada. Parliament met on the 28th
ing him for having called the French Novenber, 1844. Attorney General Smith
Canadians to administer the affairs of the moved that Sir Allan McNab be elected
country. A certain number of embers who oiSpeaker, Colonel Prince moved that Mr.

adi supported the former administration, Morin be the Speaker. Sir Allan was
fell in lino with their supporters. Theh elected by a majority of three. On the
whole of the Reformers of Upper Canada address the governeint owjority was six.
gave the government their support. The During this session two most important

Tories, headed by Sir Ailan McNab and addresses were unanimously voted to Her
Mr. Moffat, composed the opposition, which Pajesty, one asking for a general amnesty
was very weak. The session was quite short, for a l of8ences committed in 1837 and 1838,
not much more that one month. Th n be- and the other for the repeal of the clause of
gan the cry of French domination" the Union Act prohibiting the use of the
against the government, in which there French language. Those two unanimous
were only two French.speaking ministers votes of both parties in the ouse, especi-
out of eleven, and the assembly, compose ally the last mentioned, which was to
of eighty members, had only twenty French restore the use of the French languge, is
members. Such had been the success of conclusive evidence that the bold stand
Sir Charles Bagot's administration when he taken since the union by the French speak-
was taken very il, and had to resign er ing population, particularly by their
March, 1843. 11e died on the n9th May, leader, Mr. Lafontaiie, hd not injured their
following. Sir Charles Bagot left to poster- case, but on the contrary had helped
ity a most honourable name and an un- theni to receive justice at the hands of al
blemished reputation. He was one of those good thinking mon, and so it does always.
few governors who, by their noble conduct No iiian is indifferent to pluck, courage,
and their very great impartiality, have con- and determînation. Your honours, no
quered the love of Her Majesty's subjects in doubt, still recollect the good words spoken
Canada, and have been much regretted by on this occasion by some of the English
the French minority of the then province of speaking gentlemen. Anongst others Mes-
Canada. sieurs Moffatt from Lower Canada and
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bunlop from Upper Canada, admitted their Draper left the premiership to Mr. Henry
rong. They withdrew all harsh words Sherwood. Mr. John A. Macdonald, known

they had used on previous occasions when for some years past as Sir John A. M acdon-
sPeaking on this question of the French ald, joined the cabinet as Receiver General.
language. They were ready to do all in The Sherwood administration was composed
teir POwer to have French made official of five members f rom Upper Canada and

as English was. But England was four from Lower Canada, of whom only one
slow in rendering justice. It took three was of French origin. The governor
year8 to restore the French language. It had in no way meddled with the reconstruc-
'*as only in 1848 that French was used in tion of the cabinet. On the 2nd day ofthe proceedings of parliament. June, 1847, Lord Elgin opened the session.

Parliament was prorogued on the 29th Mr. Baldwin, seconded by Mr. Lafontaine,
arch, 1845. Sir Charles Metcalfe was moved an amendment to the address, con-inade a peer of the United Kingdom at the gratulating Lord Elgin on his alliance with

Neginmîing of this year, and left Canada in Lord Durham's family, and acknowledging
1ovember. Lord Cathcart became admin- that the granting of responsible government
strator, and was appointed governor on the to Canada by England was due to Lord
l6th March, 1846. On the 20th March he Durham, and the House of Assembly werecalled parliament together. The govern. confident that His Excellency would carry
rient was supported on the address by a on the affairs of the province on sound con-

oj rity of 16. A long discussion arose stitutional principles
relation to a correspondence which Messieurs Alywin, Chauveau, Malcolm

d taken place between the premier, Mr. Cameron, Merritt, Watts, &c., spoke in
Draper, and Mr. Caron, one of the Liberal favour of the amendment, while MessieursParty from Lower Canada, in order to Cayley, Gowan, John Hiiyard Camneron, and

trengthe the government. The govern- John A. Macdonald, spoke against it. The
'lient, though not very strong at the begin- address was carried by a vote of two major-
eng of the session, was rather weak at the ity, id est, 39 against 37.
fed So inuch so that Mr. Draper had on a Mr. Neilson in the Legislative Council,
few occasions to assemble his supporters and nioved a resolution criticizingthe government
te them that lie would certainly resign if for their hostility to the French Canadians.
nOt better supported. Parliament was pro- The motion was lost by the vote of Speakerrogued ou 9th June, 1846. McGill.

Lord Elgin was appointed governor on After parliament had been prorogued,the 16th September, 1846, and took office Lord Elgin, alarmed at the state of affairs
Orl the 30th January, 1847. He soon dis- came to the conclusion that it was bis duty
covered that the cabinet as constituted to find for his advisers men who
ol"d not conmand the confidence of the would command the confidence of the people

People at large. He was displeased with at large. He consequently dissolved parlia-
the fact that the French element was hardly ment on the 6th of December, 1847. The
represeted in the cabinet. He called the Liberals carried the elections in Lower
attention of his advisers to those facts, and Canada and so did tieir allies, the Reform-

owing this advice he called on Mr. Morin ers, in Upper Canada. Parliament met on
afd Mr. Caron to join the administration. the 25th February, 1848. Mr. Morin was
Mrt. Morin refused at once, giving, amongst elected Speaker, against Sir Allan McNab,
Other reasons, the fact that he and the Lib- by a vote of 54 against 19. On the address
er 8 of Lower Canada had allies, tlie Re- an amendment was moved by Mr. Baldwin.
coers from Upper Canada, whonm they and was carried by a vote ot 54 against 20.
CO dnot abandon without good cause. The Sherwood administration handed in
Mrt Caron thought it was better, in the their resignation.
ntiarests of his party, to continue the nego- Lord Elgin called on Messieurs Lafon-

tiations. So be did, but without success. taine and Baldwin. A new cabinet was or-
Iýoth Messrs. Morin and Caron were ap- ganized under the leatership of Mr. Lafon-

p roved by their party. Sone of the mem- taine. It was composed of twelve Liberal
Of the cabinet resigned their office. members. The six members f. om Lower
e were Messrs. Smith and Taschereau. Canada were: Messieurs Lafontaine, Leslie,

few weeks after, in May, 1847, Mr. Caron, Taché, Alywin and Viger. The
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six for Upper Canada were Messieurs Bald- this session. Amongst those was presented
win, Sullivan, Hincks, Price, Cameron (Mal- one which caused great trouble, " An Act
colm) and Blake. Mr. Lafontaine and Mr. granting an indemnity to those who had un-
Baldwin were then receiving their reward justly suffered in Lower Canada during the
for the patriotic course they had followed in troubles in 1837-38." A similar indemnity
and since 1843, when, though they had then had been paid in Upper Canada. 'lhe Tory
a majority of some 25 votes, had resigned opposition became mad. Most violent
rather than submit to the unconstitutional speeches were made against the project in
pretensions of Lord Metcalfe as to his right and outside parliament by Sir Allani Mc-
to make official appointmnents without tak- Nab, Messrs. Gugy, John A. Macdonald,
ing advice f rom his ministers. Their deter- Molson, and others. Sir Allan went so far in a
mination to have the government of the speech outside the House as to advise the
country conducted on sound, constitutional crowd not to submit, but to make a show of
principles of responsible government was their strength at the governor's home. He
then a success. It took a somewhat long himself would be ready, at a moment's
tirne to lay th- foundation of sound consti notice, to come down with twenty thousand
tutional principles, but when you come to men to help the loyalists of Montreal. At
consider the disheartening difficulties in the the grand meeting on the Champ de Mars
way, you cannot help admiring the pluck Mr. Lafontaine's efligy was burnt. Tory
showii by those two great men(Messrs. Lafon newspapers in Montreal and elsewhere were
taine and Baldwin) during seven years in no less violent. Some in Montreal were
their struggle against both the governors still more violent. Before they would sub-
for the time being (Sir Charles Bagot ex- mit to be ruled in Lower Canada by French
cepted) and their Tory advisers. They Canadians the province would be inundated
had determined at the very beginning with blood.
of the union that, responsible government The next day Mr. Blake, from his seat in
having been granted to Canada, it should be the assenibly, showed the unpatriotic course
carried outonsound constitutional principles, followed by the Tories. They were acting in
whatever-difficulties they might me-t with. direct opposition to the course they had
They had the courage to follow up their followed when dealing with the same ques-
patriotic determination, and they had now tion in Upper Canada.
the pleasure and satisfaction of reaping the Mr. Lafontaine took the floor also, and
fruits of their good work. Since that day established that his administration was fol-
(l1th Aiarch, 1848) responsible government lowing in the footsteps of the previous Tory
has been carried out in Canada on sound government.
constitutional principles. The Lafontaiie- Mr. John A. Macdonald spoke with vio-
Baldwin government was strong, having a lence against the indemnity.
majority of about three to one. Has ing to The neasure was carried by a vote of 48
be re-elected,the sessionwas short, parliament to 23. Twenty-four members speaking the
was prorogued in March, after the subsidies E
for the year had been voted. Durin fothemesufor te yer ba Lee votd. Dring the! In the LegiSla ive Council At passed witha
recess some changes took place in the cabinet majority of six (20 to 14). The governor
-Mr. Drummond replaced Mr. Aylwin, who drove to the parliament buildings on the
was appointed to a judgeship, and Mr. 25th April in order to give his sanction to
Merritt took Mr. Sullivan's place. On the this Act of Indemnity and to Soule others.
18th of January, 1849, parliament met. When bis Excellency gave bis assent to the
Lord Elgin was so generous and so courtcous Act of lndeinnity the Tories, who were in
as to himself deliver his address in French. numbers in the galleries, made a terrible
In one of the paragraphs of the address His noise, vocifurating words of despair. They
Excellency made known the fact that the then went out, insulted the representative
Yrencli language had been re-established, of the Queen, throwing stones and rotten eggs
and in another that the Imperial authoriTies at His Excellency and bis staff. In the
had granted a general amnnesty to all Cana- evening a grand meeting took p'ace on the
dians implicated in the political troubles in Champ de Mars, Mr. 2offatt presided.
1837 and 1838. The address was voted by a Violent speeches were made, after which the
majority of 48 to 18. Most important crowd went to the parliament buildings
ineasures were presented and passed during where the ause was sitting. They began
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throwing stones intothe hall, forcing iembers parliament buildings, he said, had destroyed
to abandon it, then entering the hall all hopes of the Tories ever gaining power.
they proceeded to break up everything They could not, he added, even form an
tley could find, and took possession of the administration. The address was carried by
rnace. One of the leaders of this niob, a vote of 44 to 14. In the legislative council
takin- the Speaker's chair, dissolved parlia- the address was almost unanimously voted.
Ient in the naine of the people, and imme- In the assembly the leaders of the Tory oppo-
(iatelv washeard the cry of "fire! fire !" The sition were Sir Allan McNab, Messrs. J. A.

Sholebuildings were destroyed, as was also Macdonald, Sherwood and Cayley, with Mr.
e library. The loss was estinated at Louis Joseph Papineau as leader of some few

500 000. A part of the properties of Mr. extreme Liberals f rom Lower Carada,and Mr.Lafontaine were burnt ; so also were the Malcolni Cameron, who, with some discon-
residences of Messrs. Hincks, Holmes, Nelson tented extreme Liberals from Upper Canada,
and Wilson. Two Montreal English news- had joined the opposition, which then waspapers wrote nost violent articles. " This composed of three classes of politicians : soine
Vas a war of races," they said, " one or the belonging to the oligarchy, others who

Othier Imust perish. Let us exterminate all had signed the annexation manifesto,
that bears a French name." The next day and others who were in favour of
the H1ouse met in Bonsecours market hall. independence. Sir Allan McNabb tried
The first thing the House did was to adopt to bring about a new discussion of
thl address to His Excellency protesting the Indemnity Act, which had caused so
toeir loyalty to the Queen, giving expression much trouble during the previous session. He

their indignation at what had occurred. introduced a bill amending the Act ; but it
eo wledging the impartialhty showni by was not discussed, and was supported by

the Ex cellency, and offering their help for only 119 members. Sir Allan McNab had
maintenance of good order. This ad- now good evidence that the violence used by

' s was carried by a vote of 36 to 16. himself and his friends had ruined the ToryLord Elgin caine to the governient house party. From that day he showed himself
receive the addresses of both Houses. quite another man ; he became moderate.

le Was assailed and insulted. He even was Parliament was opened at Toronto on the8truck, 80 were also some of the members of 14th May, and was closed on the 10th
Paîliament. The course followed by the August, 1850.
governor was approved of by the vast The last session of the third parlianent

thaJo'iy of the people in both sections of was opened at Toronto on the 20th May,
umted provinces. 1851. The address was unanimously carried
ar1liamnent was prorogued on the 30th on the sanie day.

Y, 1849, by Major Genieral Rowan, His Most important measures were discussed
bexellency Lord Elgin believing this course during the session, some of which were

.r in the interest of peace in Montreal. passed while others were postponed.
g not succeeded in their efforts, the Etlorts were made by Mr. W. L. McKenzieories in Montreal and elsewhere in Upper to abolish the Chancery Court in Upper

calnada organized an association which they Canada. Mr. Baldwin opposed and suc-
Ica.d "The British League of North Aier- ceeded, but as he was on this question in a

but its existence was short. It soon minority in his province, he felt humiliated
dsappeared, and was followed by an organi- and handed in his resignation as attorney

in favour of annexation to the general for Upper Canada. Both sides of
nited States. ThE session of 1850 was the House expressed their deep regret at this

Pened on the 14th May at Toronto. A determination. Parliament was prorogued
lg'4N debate took place on the address. Sir on the 31st August, 1851. A few monthsAllan McNab, leader of th;- Tories, was later, in October, 1851, Mr. Lafontaine alsoPartieulard y violent, so niuch so that it dis- resigned as attorney general for Lower Can-

ted some of his friends. Amongst others, ada and the premier, Mr. Hincks was called
hoî"°el sugy left the Tory ranks, and gave upon by Lord Elgin to form a new cabinet.

.niupport.to the Lafontaine-Baldwin ad- He accepted and took in Mr. Morin as
5hylation, stating that be was induced to leader of Lower Canada. This government
!sO b)y the'course followed by his political was a continuation of the Lafontaine-Bald-
ids. The burning of the temporary win administration, having the saine prin-
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ciples and the same policy. Parliament was elected Speaker on motion of Mr. A. A.
dissolved on the 6th November, 1851, its Dorion. The government resigned. Lord
four years' existence having reached its end. Elgin called on Sir Allan McNab to form a
Elections took place. The government cabinet.
was sustained by a strong majority, par- The Tory party was too weak to form a
ticularly in Lower Canada. The 1st session government, so that Sir Allan had to make
of the 4th parliament was opened on the a choice amongst the different parties which
19th August, 1852, at Quebec. Mr. John existed in the House-Clear-grits, Liberal-
Sandfield Macdonald waselected Speakerby a Democrats, Liberals from Lower Canada who
vote of 55 to 23. The address was voted had opposed the Hincks-Moriii cabinet on
by a large majority. The session was ad- j certain questions, and the old Liberal party
journed on the 10th November, 1852, to from Lower Canada who had always fol-
the 14th February, 1853. A measure was lowed Messrs. Lafontaine and Morin. Sir
introduced by the government to regulate Allan called on Mr. Morin to help him and
the representation, giving as before an take the leadership for Lower Canada. Mr.
equal number of members to Upper and Morin refused, giving as his reason the fact
Lower Canada. It was adopted in spite of that Sir Atlan had quite opposite views on
Sir Allan McNab and Messieurs John A. certain important questions which he (Mr.
Macdonald, George .Brown, Badgley, Rob- Morin) had at heart, such as the settlement
inson, who desired to have repre- of the clergy reserves and the seigniorial
sentation by population. The session tenure which Mr. Morin said, Sir Allan had
was closed on the 15th June, 1853. During always opposed. Well, answered Sir Allan,
recess some changes took place in the should we make the measures government
cabinet. The burning of the parliament measures, will you accept ? Certainly, replied
building in Quebec prevented the calling of Mr. Morin, if you come to us, we can't refuse
parliament before the 13th June, 1854. your help. You have my word added Sir
The address was short, the governnent in- Allan. A new cabinet was organized com-
tending to have a short session in order posed of Sir Allan McNab, Messrs. J. A.
to pass an Act for the representat ion of the Macdonald, Cayley, Spencer, J. Ross and
people, to vote the estimates and dissolve Henry Smith for Upper Canada, and of
parliament in order to carry out the new Messrs. A. M. Morin, Drummond, Chauveau,
Act of representation. This was not satis- E. P. Taché, Chabot and Dunbar Ross for
factory to the House, and an amendment to Lower Canada. The new government was
the address in that direction was moved by sworn in on the ilth September, 1854.
Mr. Cauchon and was carried by a vote of Sorne of the Toiy friends of Sir Allan were
42 to 29. In this instance the majority greatly dissatisfied, and refused to follow
hostile to the government was composed of him on account of his change of front on the
all classes of politicians, Liberals, Reforni- most important questions. But the govern-
ers, Tories, Clear-grits. After this vote Lord ment stood strong and were supported by
Elginhada choice of but two coursestofollow, two-thirds of the House. The attorney
either change his advisers or dissolve par- general for Upper Canada (Mr. John A.
liament. This last course he followed on Macdonald) who has always opposed the
the ground that it was impossible for the settlement of the clergy reserves, presented
opposition to form a cabinet, there being a measure to settle the clergy reserves. It
too great a difference of opinion amongst was passed. Mr. Drummond, attorney gene-
the leaders of the Opposition. He pro- ral for Lower Canada, moved an Act for the
rogued parliament on the 20th June and abolition of the seigniorial tenure. It was
dissolved parliament. A general election adopted by the legislature by a majority of
took place in the months of July and 39 votes in the assembley. Lord Elgin was
August. The Liberals carried Lower Canada replaced by Sir Edmund Head on the 19th
but the Tories were in a majority in Upper December, 1854. Mr. Morin who had
Canada. The first session of the 5th par- accepted the leadership of Lower Canada for
liament was opened on the 5th September, the sole object of helping Sir Allan McNab
1854. The Hincks-Morin administration in the organizing of a new cabinet and the
were defeated on their motion to eleet Mr. passing of those measures which he and his
Cartier Speaker of the House. They were followers had at heart, having now accom-
in a minority of three. Mr. Sicotte was plished his mission, resigned his seat in the
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cabinet and was replaced by Sir E. P. Taché, Ris language is an outrage. At last Mr.
alother of the leaders of the Liberal party, Lafontaine rises in lis place and in a beau-
Or Lafontaine's party, in Lower Canada. tiful speech, shows the absurdity of Mr. Pa-

I beg to remind your honours en passant pineau's utterances. 1 quote from his speech
that this coalition of 1854, between Lafon- the following sentences:
taile's party headed by the Hun.A. M.Morin, If in 1842 we had adopted the systein followed
aId the Tories headed by Sir Allan McNab, by some hon. members, would we have been in a
under the party name of Conservatives, has position to ,olicit and press as we have done, for
bee rnaintained to this day while the Papi- the return of our exiled compatriots? If we had

not accepted a place in the admirinistration in 1842,neau party, now the Laurier party, have ai-Ilea paty, ow he Lurir patyhaveai-would we have been in a position to obtain for the
Ways been found opposing it. It is then quite hon. member in particular permission to retun to
Wrong for the Libsrals to assert, as they his country, permission, for the obtaining of which,
often Io thtte ndoalraete1(id not hesitate, in order to overcoîne the

ften do, that they and no others, are theoffer
successors of Mr. Lafontaine and party, my resignation of largely remunerative employ-
When history tells us that Mr. Lafontaine ment which I then possessed? Behold now the
.iniself was quite disgusted, even in his man who, obedient to his old habit of pouriug out

tirne, with the advanced or extreme Liberals insuit and outrage, dares, in the presence of these
Or sch s Mssr. A A.facts, to accuse nie ani also niy co11eagues, of

or the Democrats, venality, of love of sordid eployment ani of
borion, Dessaules, Laberge, Pepin, Doutre, servîtity in the presence of power.

B. E. Dorion, Blanchet, Laflamme, La- leave your honours to appreciate those
rèche-Viger, &c., lead by Mr. Papineau at facts and pmnounce on the absurdity, if not
rst, later on by Mr. Viger, still later on by on. the dishonesty, of the Liberai party, as-

Mr. Dorion and at last by Mr. Laurier the sertLg as they often do, now and then,
Present premier of Canada. Who knows that they and no others are the political des-
nlot that Mr. Vapineau had hardly been cendants of Mr. Lafontaine, whom they
twenty-four months in Canada, after his clain to have been their leader, when he
return from exile, when he was elected for neyer was after Mr. Papineau had entered
the county of St. Maurice in 1847, and gave the Canadian législature in 1847. lavingbis views on the political affairs of the times; now done with those incidental remarks I
and what were those views? Were they not will go on with my subject.Ir, direct opposition to those of Mr. Lafon-
taine At six o'clock the Speaker left the chair.

Mr. Lafontaine, had accepted the union
Of Upper and Lower Canada, declaring at
the same time that he would fight to the
bitter end for the rights of his countrymen Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE resumed his
under the new regime-Mr. Papineau comes speech. He said
"l seven years after, when Mr. Lafontaine, I have now gone over, in as few words

ad 80 far succeeded and declares that he as it was possible for me to use, the political
lnot accept the union, but fight for history of United Canada as far as the

t repeal. Mr. Lafontaine was in favour of question I am deaiing with is concerned,
equal representation for both Upper and during the fifteen years which foliowed the
biwer Canada ; Mr.. Papineau will have arrivai of Lord Durham in 1839, as Governor-
nothing but representation by population. General and High Commissioner, to inquire

Lafontaine opposes annexation to theinto affairs Canada a report to ler
nited States ; Mr. Papineau, favours an- Majesty, the Queen, what was best to be

rlexation and so on. In 1848, Mr. La- done. Short as this summary is, it
fontaine having become premier, first sufficiently shows that this period was one
adviser of the Crown, Mr. Papineau op- of trouble and agitation, that the French
Poses his government, the government of the population had to struggle ail the time in

to whom he owed his return from the order to obtain their fair share in the ad-
'ad of banishment to his native land, iii ministration of the aflairs of the united

1845. Every day Mr. Papineau has an provinCes, as aiso to prevent their annihila-
attack to make on Mr. Lafontaine and his tion as a distinct people and preserve
8overnment, and his criticism is never at an their autonony. They had to force the
end. Indeed Mr. Papineau's charges are of advisers of the chief executive officer ofthe Worst character, he becomes aggressive. the country, nay, the governor general



himself, to administer the affairs of the In this bil is found a clause making French
country on sound constitutional principles, a constitutional language in the Territories.
and lastly, that a part of the English speak- This bil was passed, sanctioned by the
ing population were quite adverse to the Crown, ani becane the law of the land until
French Canadians, is conc)usively estab- 1891, when the so-called Conservative gov-
lished by their determination to put into ernment of Sir John Thonpson asked this
practice the recommendations contained in parliamert of Canada to do away with
Lord Durham's report, which was to change French in the Western Territories. 1 op-
the national character of Lower Canada, posed sucb an unpatriotic measure, but a
make it English, and to trust its government majority in both buses, even of French-
to none but a decidedly English legislature. speaking members, gave their assent to such

This sumimar y of our history at the time bad legislation.
of the union also shows that after fifteen In the Commons the vote stood in favour
years of the niost arduous struggle, the of the bil: even amongst the French mem-
French Canadians conquered their fair bers, the majority gave it their support.
share of influence. The French language In the Senate the vote stood, for this
had been restored to them, and responsible measure depriving the French population of
government was carried on on sound consti- their acquired rights, 39, amongst whom
tutional principles, and their worst enemies were six French senators. Against this bad
had been forced to come to them and seek ineasure on]y five voted, ai French senators.
their alliance. Their names are: Arnand, Bellerose, Girard,

We, their successors, have followed Chaffers, and Tassé.
another course, a course quite the reverse of In connection vith this vote, 1 cannot
theirs. Our predecessors fought to the belp alluding to certain circunistances whieh
bitter end--they refused all alliances which accompanied it.
did not give them full justice. We, on the This hast mentioned bill was introduced in
contrary, have submitted to all kinds of the Senate in Septerber, 1891. 1 imme-
injustices and yet with those who were diately gave notice of a motion to amenc
responsible for such wrongs we kept faith. 1 the lStlause of this measurp, doing away

For soie years past, say twenty-five, we with the French language in theNorth-west
have been discovering all kinds of tricks Territories, in order that French might con-
which we were the dupes of. Did those dis- tinue to be a constitutional language there.
coveries open our eyes? No, it did not. 1 also advised my hon. friend for Repentigny
Such vexatious conduct on the part of our (Hon Mr. Armand), Vo prepare for moving
allies towards us did not change our mind. that the lSth clause be striken out in
We continued giving theni our support-we amendment to my aniendnjent, and by so
kept them in power-we stood by thei in the doing prevent any other senator f rou mov-
most critical moments--we gave themstrength in- to my amendment an amendment of a
which they used to attain slowly but surely general character which, if carried, would
the end they aimed at. We also see the re- prevent a square vote on the question of the
suits of the course we have followed. Indeed use of French in the territories.
we see them every day : our rights and privi- During the interval between the day wben
leges are discussed in the most hostile man- this measure was introduced and the day
ner,soime are gone never to return, others are when those two motions could be made, some
menaced, and still it seenis as if we did not of my colleagues cane tome expressing their
realize the (langer of our position. approval of the course J had followed and

Indeed, we did more than that. Did we assuring me tlat they would vote with ne.
not even directly help them in their efforts One of those senators in particular renewed
to annihilate everything which was French? at different times his approval and bis deter-
Yes, indeed, we did many times, I mean to mination to support the use of French in the
say a majority of us of French origin did so. territories.
Let me quote one of those instances. If I During this same interval, much work was
open the journals of both the Senate and of done outside the Senate room, in the lobbies
the Cormons for the year 1876, I find that by both sides in polities in order to have a
a bill intituled: " An Act respecting the unanimous vote. For the first time I may
North-west Territories" was submitted to say, during my long political career, I was
both buses by the Mackenzie governent. japproached and was solicited to let my mo-
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tiOn drop and follow the leaders on both sides refused as leader of the then government
of politics, who, it was then evident to me, to disallow the School Act of New Bruns-
would give their votes in favour of the mea- wick of 1871, in violation of the policy of
Sure, anid let the bill pass. This I positively his government, which was " to disallow all
refused to do, adding that even if I should local constitutional legislation which could
be left alone with my seconder I would have be injurious to the interest of the whole
a vote taken and recorded. Dominion."

At last the day came when I was atliber- Then was the time to separate fromi him,
ty to submit the question to the House, and when he had given the best evidence of his
ask a vote, and I did so. opposition to separate schools and of his

A discussion took place, during which one determination to do his utmost to prevent
of Our then colleagues, a strong supporter of the spread of the system throughout the
the government, no more a senator but hold- Dominion. But no, the old man was left
1ug a high position under the Crown, left alone. He was lef t to have things his own
theSenateroom. A few minutes afteranother way and the consequences we have seen,
strong supporter of the government also went agitation, trouble, dissatisfaction ever since.
out but immediatelv re-entered the Senate by A quarter of a century has since passed away
another door and went to another senator, and yet we have the same difficulties to m< et
this last one the very senator who had re- to-day. Will they ever have an end? God
Peatedly expressed his approval of my mo- knows. For my part, iny conviction is that
tion and given me his word that be would not having settled them on sound principles
vote for it. A few words were exchanged of justice at the beginning, they will last as

.twVeen them and both went out. A short long as confederation lasts.
time after the three entered the Senate one This example of what our predecessors of
after the other and resumed their seats. French origin did at the time of the union of

The discussion having come to an end, Upper and Lower Canada in 1841,- when
the vote was taken with the result which I they had determined to force their enemies
have made known to this House a ioment to grant them justice, is not an exceptional
ago. The French language had lost a vote. one. It is the tactics of all those who
The Senator who had particularly approved desire to attain the end they aim at, of all
of r motion and promised to give it his those who are determined to succeed in
suPport and who had been called outside their efforts. Was it not by following the
thiS hall as I have mentioned before, having same tactics that the province of Nova
1 ade a complete turn about and voted in Scotia, with a small population of not much
aur of the measure depriving the French more than 300,000 souls, got redress when
tnrity in the North-west Territories of believing as lier people did that they were not

eir constitutional right to use the French fairly treated in the Confederation Act, theylanguage as before. elected as their representatives in the
1aving put those facts before the House, federal parliament, out of twenty members,

eeave it to your honours to appreciate themn nineteen to oppose the government until
each for bimself and I will now go on with thev had received that justice which they

lY subject. considered was due to them. But such
Such has been the course that we, the tactics as those which we, the French Cana-

harenh minority, have followed during this dians and the Catholics have followed for
t t quarter of a century. We have subinitted some twenty-five years past, lead to ruin
t0 all kinds of injustice. We have shown and perdition.
that we have lost that vigour which did so Are there not amongst the English speak-
'uch for us in Mr. Lafontaine's times. Our ing population of our days hundreds of men

People are discouraged at the change they holding sufficiently large views to induce
Oberve in their leaders. Patriotism and the them to come and help a minority whose

axim salus populi was the motto of our rights are trampled upon and whose convic-
cestors. This is now all changd ; 'the tions are ignored ? Are there not in our days,

wtch-word of the politicians of our day is as there were found in the past, large minded
%1ethe party. men amongst our friends of other origin and

ae ould to God, my compatriots had separ- creed who would be ashained to use such a
ated as I did myself in 1872, f rom Sir John force as that given by numbers to deprive aA. Macdonald and his party, when be minority of their legitimate privileges 1
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Surely there are. Believing the contrary enjoyment of those privileges which they
would be judging that oui fellowmen of had a right to.
English, Scotch and Irish origin have My compatriots and co-religionists did
greatly degenerated. But such is not the not do so. Their representatives in the
case. There are still amongst them such cabinet had fot the courage to resign their
men as there were in the past. They would office. For one reason or another they pre-
have been found in proper time. Had our ferred retaining their portfolios. What have
people begun the fight in 1872, as Lafontaine been the consequences? We have been iii-
did in 1841 they would have found i treated to such an extent, that at last, after
Baldwins, Aylwin Blakes of our days who twenty-five years of humiliation, we had,
would have come to their help in their last year, voiente or nolente, to go to war.
struggle for equal justice and religions The leaders of Quebec had to do what
liberty. ought to have been done a quarter of a

I wonder what reasons those who oppose century ago, they had to resign their position
them can giv e to justify the course they in the administration, under circumstances a
follow--Protestants as much as Catholics great deal less favourable than they were in
are astray when they do so. Protestants 1872, when a crisis, such as that we are now
believe in the right of private judgment. in, would and could not have put in such
Unless they are ready to be taxed with great danger the great question of separate
bigotry and be known as fanatics, how can schools. At this lastmentioned time (1872)
they refuse to recognize, be they Catholic either Sir John Macdonald would have sub-
or Protestant, and advocate the prirciple and mitted to the demands of his colleagues
follow it up by asking that they may not be from Quebec, or he would not. If he had,
forced to send their children to and pay for the question of separate schools would have
schools which their conscience tells them are been settled for ail times to core, a great
wrong. No doubt Sir Oliver Mowat was precedent would have been established,
actuated by this principle, as well as by the which would have deprived ail bigots
constitutional law of this country, when he and fanatics, of ail hopes of gaining their
opposed as premier of Ontario in 1890 all points at any later period. If h had not
legislation which interfered with separate subritted, then the Catholics of the Domin-
schools in his province. The bold stand ion, helped as they have been in the past by
taken on this important question of educa- good and honest Protestants, would have
tion by the Protestant leader of Ortario in turned Sir John out of power and given
the House of Assenibly of that province, place, not to Catholic Mr. Laurier, but to
composed almost exclusively of Protestant Protestant Mr. Alexander Mackenzie. Hav-
meinbers, and on the eve of a general elec- ing become premier, Mr. Mackenzie, no
tion, regardless of what would be the con- doubt, would have dune what he did under
sequences as far as he and his colleagues in other similar circumstances. Did he not,
the cabinet were concerned, conclusively and did not his government submit to both
shows devotion to the constitution and to bouses of parliament in 1876, a bil inti-
the principle of religious iiberty which as tuled, "An Act respecting the North-west
Protestants they advocate for themselves. Territories," in which there was a clause
Sir Oliver Mowat did what he considered granting to the French minority in those
right and equitable and the House supported Territories the free ue of the French Ian-
him, and the vast majority of the people of guage, and was it not the Tory governrent
the province approved the course he had of Sir John Thorpson, as I said before,
followed, and sent a good majority of his who asked hoth the Commons and the Sen-
friends to support his government. Had ate, in 1891, to strike out this precious
my co-religionists refused to submit in clause? A majority in both buses, noV
1872 to the treacherous act perpetrated in only of English speaking members, but, sad
England at the passing of the " British to say, a majoritv of even French speaking
North America Act " in the case of the New nembers gave their support Vo such bad
Brunswick school case-they wou'd have work, and from that day, English alone is
found new allies amongst the English speak- the constitutional languae of those Terri-
ing population, they would have been helped tories.
by large minded men who would have been From ah the facts I have pointed out,
happy Vo grant to their fellow men the and from the different circumstances which
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I have shown have preceded, accompanied*
or followed them, I can corne to no other
logical conclusion than the following, id est :

lst. That Sir John A. Macdonald and his
friends, the so-called Conservative party, are
responsible for the dangerous position which
has been made to Catholics, in connection
with their rights as to separate schools, and
Others which I do not intend to deal withto-day. • '

S2nd. That Catholics, and particularly
F'renchi Canadians, have been brought into
the dangerous position they find themselves
n1, by their own fault, by their too great

devO tion to the old chieftain and their un-
l'n'ited confidence in him.

No doubt, objections which I have often
heard of, will be made to-day. Such as the
following-

The vetoing of the Manitoba legislation,
on education, in 1890, could not take place,as the constitutionalty of this Act had been
referred to the Governor in Council, by a
petition of the Catholic minority in Mani-
toba, before the expiration of the twelve

o10Oths given by the British North America
Act, to the FYderal Government to examine
the Act, disallows it or allow it to corne into
force; also because the Blake resolution
adoPted by a unanimous vote of parliament
Prevented the exercise of the vetoing power.

alNow those objections on the constitution-
711tY of this law, which might have sone

force if my proposition was that Sir John
• Macdonald was bound to advise the

Governor in Council to disallow the Act on
account ef its being unconstitutional, have

0bto value in this case, when my proposition
18, as I said before, that this Act ought toave been disallowed because it'was injurious

the interest of the whole Dominion -and
fell under the second rule laid down by

Sir John A. Macdonald and his govern-
n after " the British North America

et had corne into force in 1867. Such
tas mny argument in 1872. when I made an

attack On Sir John, reminding hiin that he
eriself had given as the policy of his gov-

e 't to never use the power of disallow-
'18 provincial legislation except in two cases :

"st- If the Act was unconstitutional and
there has been excess of juri'diction.

o 2nd. If it was injurious to the interests
of the whole Dominion."

If such is the case, and I have sufficiently
own that it is so, I would like to knowwhat Other authority was bound to decidE

except the Canadian government? And
if, as was the case, the government's de-
cision was wrong, was not the Canadian
parliament in duty bound to censure such a
course? Such was my opinion in 1872 ; such
also is my opinion now. Who knows not
the great difficulties those questions of re-
ligion always bring after them, when they
are not settled at once, when they are left
in suspense. Where is the country where
they have not worked mischief when not
disposed of at once and in the most equitable
manner, and in such a way as to convince
all parties that the decision arrived at was
of the nost conclusive character. But even
if my proposition had been that this Act of
1890 ought to have been disallowed, because
it was unconstitutional, the objections I
have mentioned cannot be considered as hav-
ing any great weight since they could in no
way deprive the Governor in Co'uncil of the
exercise of their discretion.

But while I unhesitatingly charge the
so-called Conservative party, now on the
opposition side of this House, with such a
dereliction of duty during the time they
held the reins of power up to the happy day
when Sir Mackenzie Bowell took the leader-
ship of the party, I am happy to state that
I am bound to acknowledge the great change
which bas taken place since then. Whv, hon.
gentlemen, the Manitoba school question
was not only fought for with great energy
under Sir Mackenzie Bowell's administration
at first, and later under that of Sir Charles
Tupper, but it must be said, in justice to
to those hon. gentlemen, that the Remedial
Act having the approval in the Commons
of a majority of 18 imembers would now have
received the sanction of the Crown, making
it the law of the ]and, if the then opposition,
headed by Mr. Laurier, relying on the fact
that four or five weeks more would bring par-
liament to a close, as its five years of exist-
ence would have passed away-if the opposi-
tion, I say, had not set to work, wasting the
time, in order that parliament might expire
before the Remedial Bill could be finally

- adopted.
I cannot help congratulating those two

premiers and their friends for their good
work, by which they have, as much as it
was possible for them to do, redeemed the
errors of their party in the past. Those
two premiers did not succeed ; that is quite
true, but it was none of their fault. They
did all that they humanly could do. They



got the' measure sanctioned and adopted at Catholies cannot follow him, when he bis
its second reading, in spite of Mr. Laurier'turning his back to their common mother
and of his party (of whom a majority of churoi, abandoning ler doctrines, and
Catholic Liberals voted with him) by a ma- condemning her teachings.
jority of eighteen in the Comnions. It was Protestants cannot give him their sup-
after this great success that, in order to pre- port as far as tus question of education
vent the tinal passing of the Remnedial Act, is concerned. If they did, would they not
and prevent it froin becoming law, the op- violate witb their leader the very funda-
position made use of the side issue which I mental Protestant principle of liberty of
have already mentioned, and which certainly judgment? Would fot le and they, by
worked quite disadvantageously to the Catho- human law, force Catholics to do what they
lies of Manitoba, but in no way lessened the believe Divine law forbids them to do?
merits of both premiers, Sir Mackenzie Would that be in accord with liberty of
Bowell and Sir Charles Tupper. Honourjudgment? Have Protestants any right
to those two gentlemen. Mr. Laurier and his more than others to have two weights and
friends are alone responsible for the great two measures?
injustice done, with no excuse whatsoever. 1 will now refer your honours to the last
except it be party triumph or ignorance. part of the second paragraph of His Excel

I must say I have always found the course ]ency's address, at the opening of this ses
followed by the opposition a most irrational Sion whcrein I read the fo]lowing words
one, one of the most ridiculous character un- a settieent was rea between the
der the circumstances, one best calculated to two governments, which -was the best arrangement
shorten the time they might rule over this obtainable under the existing conditions of this
country. Indeed I never think over this (listllrbiig question. 1 coufidently hope that tiis
conduct of theirs without at the samé time setdement will put an end to the agitation whichcondut'ofias mar*redl the harinony and inipeded the (levelop-
thinking of the maxini, Quem vu/t perdere ment of our country, and will prove the begiuning
Deus prius dementat, as if I was impressed of a new era to he charaeterized by generous
with the fact that they were blind stricken. treatient of one anotier, motual concessions auJ
For my part, it has always been my convic- reciprocal good.will.
tion that %1r. Laurier and the other Catholi If it he so---and I believe it is so-that
leaders of the Liberal party knew not t use dificulties arising out of the shool
what responsibility this school question left question i Manitoba have impeded the
on their, shoulders. During last session I development of our couintry who is respon-
said so f rom my seat in this use. I am P sible for the delay during the last year? Is
reported to have said so on the lst of Sep- it not Mr. Laurier and bis friends, who, by
tember, 1896. using, a side issue in April a year ago, pue-

I am stili convinced that Mu. Laurier knew veonted a settement of those difficulties ?
lot wliat was the doctfine of the churcb lie and, coisequenly, is it n t Mr. Laurier and

b-longs te, and that he did wrong, hecause'his friends who have been the cause of the
lie kîew no better. But such ignorance jgreat agitation whic bas marked the
dohes not excuse him, except it be insur- last twelve fnonths, and prevented the
inounitable. But it is not, it 'vas easV for hlm beginning of the new era whicbi the
to overcome it, ie was often put on bis preier seems to desire now, in oder, no
guard. 11e knew wbeue he had to go te to doubt, to enjoy the position lie now holds,
get information ii the inatter. He was in and whicab cost bim no less than an act of
duty bound to do so. If, as some people: treason towards is churc and uis national-
say, Mu. Laurier knew what he was about lity, wbetber lie knew, or whetber lie knew
and knew the teachings of bis churci on not, as I said before, tbe doctrine f bis
tbis question, then I am sorry to say that ehurcl on such a question.
lie was quite wuong and according to sound Again, how can Mu. Laurier confidently
logical principles, that he gave away bis hope that this settemnt of the sehool ques-
cburch and ber doctrines, not for a disb of tion will put an end to the present agitation,
lentils, but for power or the leaders.ip of when le knows-or, if he knows not, when

is patty or something of the kind. le ougt to know -- theat no Catholie
Be that as it may be, the bon, premier'wh bas ay respect for his churcl,

bas lest ail rigt to the support of a ml true and wo is anxious to repain one ef ier
Catholies and of ail faithful Protestants. members, can in an way accept such a

leaer o th Lbealpary ne no tos dffiulie arsig utof hescoo
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Settlement, except if circunstances become
Such that, after due consideration, it should
become evident that, in the interest of the
esole community at large, and in the inter-
est of the question itself, it was better to
tolerate and submit pro ten to such an
i'quitous settlement, having, before doing

r protested against it ; for it can never be
e gotten that no true and faithful Catholie
at ever endorse it or accept it. The Laurier
overnment, by the mouth of His Excellency,so assures parliament that " this settlement

e as the best arrangement obtainable under
e&isting conditions." If circumstances aresuch, whose fault is it? Are not Mr. Laurier

and his frieuds alone responsible for this sad
Position? They had to kill time in April,1896, in order to prevent the Remedial Bill,
acePted by the Catholic community, and
by good majority of the lower House,
re becoing law, and thus defeat the

ttiedY for the injustice done in 1890 to the
that te minority in Manitoba; and, now
at they have done the mischief, they come
0the ask for peace. " Let us treat one an-
ter generously," they say ; "let us makelUtual concessions and show our good-will."

'4 Other Words, let Catholics give up their
th t8 as asked for by such Protestants as
those who will allow all sects to exist in
Cathcountry, but will not consent to allow
dic sto have their own, and follow the

h s of their consciences.

that te Secretary of State said yesterday
put the Remedial Bill could not have been

force, as the federal government
the machinery necessary to do so.

oei 'lot this objection a most extraordinary
school ave not our municipalities and our

ach. conmissioners to find out such

theirInery as will enforce their by-laws and
onthassessment rolls? It is only a few

the d'ist ago that one of the municipalities in
achIct of Ottawa had to find out such

theihiery. They found it and collectedbeor n»fey.

NTrth80, when Canada had bought the
ilo western Territories and appointed the

OVenourable Mr. McDougall as lieutenant
o thoor of those territories, the population
pople territories-true, it was the French
de an-rose up, formed a government
thefir-o and made preparations to defend
err rights. What did the Canadian gov-
O ent do? Did they not send an army?

hangefore any mischief was done, the
1a government thought they might

be wrong-and so they were-and they ask-
ed the provisional government of the west
to send delegates to Ottawa and arrange for
the entry of the territories into the confedera-
tion. Indeed, how many times, in certain
provinces of the Dominion, had not the gov-
ernment to nave recourse to armed force in
order to compel people to abide by the law 1
But above all, is not the government quite
wrong in setting such an example and creat-
ing such a bad precedent?

The hon. Secretary of State said also that,
this Act of 1890 ought to have been dis-
allowed, and in this I entirely concur with
him. Common sense recommended this
course to be followed. But this would have
brought trouble and perhaps made some
enemies for Sir John's government, while
in refusing to do so there was a probability
that the Privy Council in England would
declare the Act intra vires, and so put down
the Catholie minority in Manitoba. And so
it was with the first opinion given by their
lordships.

But even in this last case this Act of
1890 ought to have been disallowed on the
ground that it was injurious to the best in-
terests of Canada, and so fell under the
second rule laid down by Sir John A. Mac-
donald's government after confederation, as
to how the right of vetoing provincial legis-
lation would be used by his government.

Having said so much I have now to draw
my conclusions as to the course which the
Liberal party now in power have followed as
far as this school question is concerned. My
conclusions are :

1. That the Liberal government of the
day have trampled the constitution under
their feet.

2. That they have scorned the decision of
Her Majesty's Privy Council.

3. That they alone are presently responsi-
ble for the trouble and agitation which, as
Ris Excellency said in his speech at the
opening of the present session, "b as marred
the harmony and impeded the development
of our country."

They having protracted the debate on the
question of the Remedial Bill in March and
April last (1896) in order that this legisla-
tion accepted by Catholics, clergy and laity,
and by the House of Commons by a majo-
rity of 18, should not become law before the
25th of April last when parliament had ex-
pired.

4. That they have unjustly refused to car-
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ry on the decision of their predecessors in shall be recorded against the bill as proposed,
office (Sir Charles Tuppers and Sir Macken- if it should ever come to this House. Sir John
zie Bowell's cabinet) whose decisioni was bind- Thompson's opinions have been quoted tO
ing upon them as this decision on the appeal influence hon. gentlemen, but I can tell hon.
of the Catholic of Manitoba was not an admi- gentlemen that the feeling with many here,
nistrative but a judicial act of their pre- was then opposed to that bill, and the pro-
decessors in office the Bowell cabinet. As bability was that it would have been the,,
to the degree of responsibility which now dealt with as it will he now.
rests on each party at the present time, I To the plebiscite I am opposed. It is
should think that the Liberal party, having un-British. I voted against the one submit-
in 1896, defeated the Remedial Bill which ted a few years ago in Ontario. I looked
Catholics, clergy and laity, were satisfied upon it as a put-off scheme, and I will vote
with-and which Sir Charles Tupper's gov- against this one as I look upon it in the
ernment had asked parliament to adopt, but same way.
which the Liberals, led by Mr. Laurier, op- What impelled me to say a word in this
posed and succeeded by a side issue of the debate was, to record my views with refer
worst character to defeat--I consider now ence to the Manitoba school question. The
that the Liberals having come into power, language put in the Governor General's
it is their bounden duty, an imperative duty mouth by the government in reference to
too it is, to give better ternis to the Catho- it, is that this settlement is " the best ar-
lic minority in Manitoba. Failing to do so, rangement obtainable under the existirg
they become answerable alone for the whole conditions." What evidence have we Of
mischief which that minority will have to that ? The government were asked to laY
suffer in the future. on the Tables of this House, all papers iO

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not intend connection with this question. What We
to detain the House long with the few have does not show that they asked for
remarks that I wish to make on this debate. more, or made the slightest attempt to get
It has already been ably discussed on both the question settled according to the line5
sides of the House, particularly by the lion. of the judgment of the Privy Council. The
the leader of the opposition, the hon. judgient said:

gentleman from Marshfield, and those who The whole question to be determined is whether
followed him on that side. Indeed so per- a right or privilege which the Roman CatholiC

tinent were their remarks and so convincing ninority previously enjoyed has been affected by

their arguments that the leader of the the legislation of 1890. Their lordships are unable
to see how this question can reccive any but a

government in this House and his followers afirnative answer. ***Tlieir lordships have decided
have so far failed in answering them, except that the G4overnor General in Council has jurisdic'
by a specious pleading of a hair splitting tion, and that the appeal is well founded, but th®

character, such as w as made here yesterday particular course to be pursued nust be determined
t by tihe authxorities to whom it has been comnmitted

by the hon. the Secretary of State.y the statute. It is not for this tribunal to il"
I will not, hon gentlemen, follow the timate the precise steps to be taken. Theirgeneral

already trodden ground on the different character is sufficiently defined hy the 3rd subsec-

paragraphs of the address from the Throne, tion of section 22 of the Manitoba Act.
more than to make a passing remuark on two This can only mean a satisfactory restor-
or three of them, before I come to the one tion of their school rights to the minorit-
which has caused me to get on my feet. I For the purpose of giving these rights the
endorse all the loyal and patriotic ex- Conservative government introduced and
pressions that have been made in reference tried to get through parliament the Remedial
to Her Majesty's Jubilee. I can't add Bill. This was accepted as satisfactory bf
more than has already been said. As to His Grace the Archbishop of St. Bonifae
the clause in reference to the tariff, I will who had authority to speak on behalf of the

give the government my heartiest support minority of that province, but it was sUO'
so far as it proposes to have due regard to cessfully opposed by the present governmnuIet
the industrial interests, for I take that to and said by them to be not worth the paper
mean protection to the farmer, the manu- it was written on, and then they anxiously
facturer, and the artisan. offered a more efficient remedy, but this 80'

On the franchise patragraph, there shall called settlement is what we have for their

be no uncertain sound from me. My vote promise. They asked the people of thii
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P.uItry to accept this settlement as the best
obtainable, and to draw us off the trail, they
say they got us as much as was asked by
the Sir Donald Smith, Desjardins and Dickey
deputation sent up' by the Conservative
governinent, to try to effect a settlement
with the Manitoba government, when they

aW from the obstruction given to it that it
as in danger of not going througlh the
ouse. I have in my hands the report

tade to the House by that deputation on

butir return, they asked for Catholic schools
lkwere refused. Let me read what theyasked for •
8 uggestions for settlement of Manitoba school
etn from the Dominion commissioners for

-Ntioa government.
siLegislation shall be passed at the present ses-
tow Of Manitoba legislature to provide that in
tWe and villages where there are resident, say,

n -five Roman Catholic children of school age,
chil cities where there are, say, fifty of such

ch ren, the board of trustees shall arrenge that
roeh Clildren shall have a school-house or a school-

for their own use, where they may be taught
y a roman Catholic teacher; and Roman Catholic
parents or guardians, say, ten in number, may

dPei to the Department of Education fromn any
dutoin or neglect of the board in respect of its
and 8 under this clause, and the Board shall observe
de ParrY Out all decisions and directions of the
be d tent on any such appeal. Provisions shallthe e by this legislation that schools wherein
exe iajority of children are Catholics should be
a Pted from the requirements of the regulations

religions exercises.
These are the religious exercises authori-

Zed by the Manitoba national schools.
Fi hat text books be permitted in Catholic schools

ajoris Will not offend the religions views of the
»oint sty, and which fromn an educational stand-

shathola be satisfactory to the advisory board.
board les to have representation on the advisory
board Catholics to have representation on the
for oefu exaniniers appointed to examine teachers
fonid ficates. It is also claimied that Catholicsnorl have assistance in the maint-nance of a
hai school for the education of their teachers.he e

teahexisting system of permits to non-qualified
for ers in Catholic schools should be continued
t ay, two years, to enable them to qualify, and
r be entirely discontinued. In all other

beets the schools at which Catholies attend be
du sehools and subject to every provision of the

toba. t1n Acts for the time being in force in Mani-

The answer they received we read in the
8auie report. It says :

GýOVERNMIENT BUILMINGS,

To the Ilonorale WINNIPEG, 30th March, 1896.
TiUR R. DICKEY,

o-s DESJ RDINS,
e OALD ,MITH, K.C.M.G.

te rert that we are unable to accede to thef the proposition submitted to us. A study
12ý

of its details reveals the fact that it involves much
more than would appear at first sight. The objec-
tions are both general, that is to say, as to prin-
ciples involved, and special, that is to say, as to
practical operation.

1. Separate schools under this clause would
result in a teacher having under his charge a com-
paratively small number of pupils of various ages
and degrees of proficiency. The school could not
therefore be properly graded and could not attain
the degree of efficiency reached by public schools
in cities, towns and villages. Grading of classes
and mutual competition would be destroyed. The
separate school would, therefore, of necessity, be
inferior. Experience elsewhere will prove the
truth of this contention.

2. The organization of the separate sechool would
be compulsory. Neither the Roman Catholic
parents nor the school trustees would have any
option. The voluntary idea upon which, almost
universally, school organization depends, and
which rules even in Ontario, where there is a fully
developed separate school system, is entirely eli-
minated. Given the requisite number of Roman
Catholic children of school age, and the law would
compel the separation withont regard to the wishes
of the parents or the trustees, and equally without
regard to the ability of the district to maintain
another school. It is most probable also that in
such a case it would be held that the Roman
Catholie children had no legal right to attend the
public school. Thus we would by law compel
Roman Catholics to separate themselves and deprive
thei of the right to send their children to the
public schools. There seems to be no precedent
even in separate school legislation for such a
provision.

3. In many cases it would be impossible to pro-
vide a separate building, and the Roman Catholic
children would therefore be assigned a room in the
public school. It seems beyond dispute that nothing
could be worse than the separation of children into
two distinct bodies within daily view of each other.

This answer recognizes that the deputa-
tion asked for what was virtually separate
schools for the Roman Catholics in Mani-
toba. Further on, I still quote from the
Manitiba government answer :

It will not, therefore, be a matter of surprise to
you that we are unable to accede to the proposition
made, or any proposition based upon similar prin-
ciples.

We are prepared, however, to make good the
promise to remedy any wellfounded grievance if
such exists, and we, therefore, submit a plan of
suggested modifications, which we believe to be
free from objections upon principle, and which in
our opinion will remove any such grievance, and at
the same time in no way affect the efficiency of the
public school system, or deprive the Roman
Catholic children of the privilege of participation
in the same educational advantages enjoyed by the
rest of the people.

Our proposition is in the form of an alternative:
First : Should it be accepted as a satisfactory

measure of relief to the minority and as removing
their grievances, we hereby offer to completely
secularize the public school systemn, eliminating
religions exercises and teaching of every kind
during school hours. We desire it to be under-
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stood in connection with this proposition that it is of ail parties interested. It is therefore open to
made as a compromise offer, and not as embodying soie of the objections raised ly you, iuasmuch as
the policy which the government and legislature of it does not deai with the details, ani professes only
the province are themselves desirous of pursuing. to lay (own broad unes upon vhich legisiation
We are willing, however, to adopt such a measure night be drawn.
in order to attain a settlement of the dispute. In addition to this, we must premise that saffi-

It is unnecessary to say that the depu-to the undoubted
It s unecssay t sa tht te dpu-legal position of the Roman Catholics. Under the

tation knew that the secularization of the judgment of the Judicial Coinittee of the Privy
schools would not be satisfactory to the Councîl anl the renedial orier they certainly

minority.have important righits in connection with separateminority.
schools, and whîie the D)ominion parlianment îuay

Second : In the alternative we offer to repeal havejurisdiction to enforce someor ail those rights,
the present provisions of the School Act relating it is universally acknowledged that this couid be
to religions exercises, and to enact in substance thie donc with more aivantage to ail parties by the
following -local legisature, ani for this reason we are hold-

No religions exercises or teaching to take place ing this conference.
in any public school, except as provided in the We must furtber draw yonr attention on to the
Act. Such exercises or teaching, when held, to be flagrant injustice of the present system which
between half-past three and four o'clock in the conpels Roman Catholies to contribute to schools
afternoon. to which they carnot conscientiously send their

If authorized by resolution of the trustees, such children, and we beg to subnit that this fact de-
resolution to be assented to by a mîajority, religious serves due weight and consideration in this con-
exercises and teaching to .be held in any public nection. It is to be further stated that the Roman
school between 3.30 and 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Catholics earnestly cesire a complete system of
Such religions exercise and teaching to be con- separate schools on which only their own noney
ducted by any Christian clergyman whose charge would be expended, a state of matters which
includes any portion of the school district, or by wouId nîetthe observation underconsideration, but
any person satisfactory to a majority of the trus- which you decline to grant. One suggestion was
tees who may be authorized by said clergyman to to relieve yon from the necessity of going as far as
act in his stead ; the trustees to allot the period this h is perhaps impossible to devise a system
fixed for religions exercises or teaching for the that woul be entirely unobjectionable theoretically
different days of the week to the representatives and in the abstract. We had great hope that wbat
of the different religions denominations to which we suggested wouid commend itself to your judg-
the pupils may belong in such a way as to propor- nient as a practicable scheme doing reasonably
tion the time allotted as nearly as possible to the substantial justice to ail classes, and securing that
number of pupils in the school of the respective harmony and tranquillity which are perhaps more
denominations. Two or more denominations to than anything else to be desired in a young and
have the privilege of uniting for the purpose of growing community sncb as is now engaged in the
such religions exercises. If no duly authorized task of developing the resoni ces of Manitoba.
representative of any of the denominations attend, We once mere appeal to you in the interests of
the regular school work to be carried on until four the whole population of the province, indeed of
o'clock. the Dominion as well as in the interests of the

No pupil to be permitted to be present at such minority to reconsider the decision at which you
religions exercises or teaching if the parents shall have arrived and to make some proposa that we
object. In such case the pupil to be dismissed conid regard as affording a chance of the settie-
at d3.3. ment which we th earnestly desire.

Where the school-room accommodation at the
disposal of the trustees permits, instead of allot-
ting different days of the week to different deno-
minations, the trustees to direct that the pupils
shall be separated and placed in different rooms
for the purpose of religions exercises as may be
convenient.

CLIFFORD SIFTON,
J. D. CAMERON.

This, hon. gentlemen, was Manitoba's
answer, which of course the Conservative
Government could not accept. A further
appeal was made by the deputation. It is
dated 31st March, and is addressed to those
acting for the Manitoba government,
Messrs. Sifton and Cameron. I will read
an extract or two :

A few words are necessary as to the character of
our memorandum. It was put in general terms as
a suggested basis upon which our future discussions
might proceed with a view to a possible agreement

This provoked a further reply from the
Manitoba government dated the 1st April.
I will give you the most pertinent extracts
from their reply :

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS,

To the Honourable NINNIPEG, st April, 1896.

ARTHUR R. DICKEY,
ALPHONSE DESJARDINS,
Sir DoNALD A. SMITH, K.C.M.G.

W7e understand that, by Order in Council, your
authority is limited to making a settlement satis-
factory to the minority, and that as a matter of
fact the minority will accept nothing short of
statutory recognition of the right of separation.
We regard ourselves as precluded by our declara-
tion of policy preceding our last election fromi
assenting to such statutory recognition,

We entered upon the task of seeking a settle-
ment of the question at issue in the face of grave
and obvious difficulties.
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Ini the first place, so far as the re-establishment
SO eparate schools is concerned, the question hasor years been considered settled so far as the

People of this province, to whom we are responsible,
core COncerned.

In the next place we have hitherto believed that
a tate aided separate school system, and that only,
WouldlI-be accepted by the minority. This view wehave repeatedly stated, and we have not yet been
authoritatively inforned to the contrary.

appears also that any settlement between thegovernment of the D)ominion and that of Manitoba
11u t, by the very terns of your instructions, be
-Ubaeet to the sanction of a third party, and while
-ai the members of both governments might approve
tf OUr proposition, or any other subnitted as con-
o illg everything that in reason and in equity
Ought to be conceded, nevertheless that approval
r0 0 l(i be worthless without the sanction of therepresentatives of the minority.

ed a Word we are absolutely debarred from con-
sedilg a systein of Roman Catholic and state aidedIn arate schools, while the representatives of the
gorty, and, as a consequence, the federal
govern,leJft will accept nothing else.

lotconclusion we have the honour to state that,
i0tWithstanding the failure of the present negotia-
be the governient of the province will always
Wheparedl to receive and discuss any suggestions
icne may be made with a view to removing any

- ire tes that may be shown to exist in thePrefsent law.

CLIFFORI) SIFTON,
J. 1). CAMERON.

Yoa will notice that one of the extracts

Pa e. just quoted states, that as a third
the 7 is to be consulted any proposition

ey, the government of Manitoba, mnightrak would be worthless. They did not
%art to consult the rninority and evidently
anr government have accepted that stand
ats Went on with the settlement without

0oSuting them.
t us examine the proposed agreement,

t ns for exactly what was offered by the

de 1t oba government to the Sir Donald9 ation with an additional clause or two
shich are worthless. I will read it in full

ord to hàve this precious document onrecord :

ne rms Of the agreement made hy the govern-
for the Canada and the government of Manitoba,
to the s ttlement of the school question (presented
1897) ouse in session at Ottawa, 29th March,

1. L
the n egislation shall be introduced and passed at
aitob at regular session of the legislature of Ma-
fortl embodying the provisions hereinafter set
for the to the " Public Schools Act,"
that hav bpose of settling the educational questions

2a. e een in dispute in that rovince.
after g8o teaching to be con ucted as herein-

Pr ided
ri athorized hy a resolution passed by a

t of the sehool trustees, or,

2. If a petition be presented to the board of
school trustees asking for religious teaching and
signed by the parents or guardians of at least ten
children attending the school in the case of a rural
district, or by the parents or guardians of at least
twenty-five children attending the school in a city,
town or village.

3. Such religious teaching to take place between
the hours of 3.30 and 4.00 o'clock in the afternoon,
and to be conducted by any Christian clergyman,
whose charge includes any portion of the school
district, or by a person duly authorized by such
clergyman, or by a teacher when so authorized.

4. Where so specified in such resolution of the
trustees or where so required by the petition of
the parents or guardians, religious teaching during
the prescribed period mnay take place only on cer-
tain specified days of the week instead of every
teaching day.

5. In any school in towns and cities where the
average attendance of Roman Catholic children is
forty or upwards, and in villages and rural dis-
tricts where the average attendance of such chil-
dren is 25 or upwards the trustees shall, if required
by the petition of the parents or guardians of such
number of Roman Catholic children respectively,
employ at least one duly certificated Roman Catho-
lic teacher in such school.

In any school in towns and cities where the
average attendance of non-Roman Catholic chil-
dren is forty or upwards and in village and rural
districts where the average attendance of such
children is twenty-five or upwards the trustees
shall, if required by the petition of the parents or
guardians of such children, employ at least one
duly certificated non-Roman Catholic teacher.

6. Where religious teaching is required to be
carried on in any school in pursuance of the fore-
going provisions and there are Roman Catholic
childrei and non-RomnanCatholic children attending
such school, and the school-ronom accommodation
does not permit of the pupils being placed in sepa-
rate schools for the purpose of religions teaching,
provisions shall be made by regulations of the
departnent of education (which regulations the
board of school trustees shall observe) whereby
the tine allotted for religions teaching shall be
divided in such a way that religions teaching of
the Roman Catholic children shall be carried on
during the prescribed period of one-half of the
teaching days in each month and the religions
teaching of the non-Roman Catholic children mnay
be carried on during the prescribed period on one-
half of the teaching days in each month.

7. The department of education shall have the
powrer to niake regulations not inconsistent with
the principles of this Act for the carrying into
effect the provisions of this Act.

8. No separation of the pupils by religions deno-
minations shall take place during the secular work.

9. Where the school-room accommodation at
the disposal of the trustees permaits, instead of
allottinig different days of the week to the different
denominations for the purpose of religions teaching,
the pupils may be separated when the hour for
religions teaching arrives, and placed in separate
r10oums.

10. Where ten of the pupils in any school speak
the French language (or any language other than
English as their native language the teaching of
such pupils shall be conducted in French or such
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other language) and English upon the bi-lingual Hon. Mr. MeMILLAN-That does nob
system. settie the

11. No pupils to be permitted to be present at
anyreligious teaching unless the parents orguardians Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes the number on
of such pupils desire it. ii case the parents or the rolîs was 3ad in at-
guardians do not desire the attendance of the n
pupils at such religicuis teaching, then the pupils tendance at the sehools was
shall be dismissed before the exercises or shall
renain in another roon.

Do we get a substitute for separate was that?
schools in this proposed settlemnent ? No, the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The last report.
only privilege we get in the whole settle-
ment is t9 teach religion for a half an hour Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Iut 1 mean
after half-past three o'clock, and in sehool that in rural districts where there ust be
se tions of a mixed population, half an hour 25 in attendance, that would mean a popu-
every alternate teaching day. This is the lation of Roman Catholic children to the
whole bill and all we get for the former extent of 75 or 80 in that district in order
separate schools. to make up that attendance, and that cer-

The additional clauses given, which the tainly is as near the figures as we can get it,
Manitoba government did not offer to the
Sir Donald deputation, permits, where there Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You are entirelY
are 25 of an average attendance in rural
districts, and 40 in towns and cities, that
they can employ, if asked for, a Roman'
Catholic teacher. What a concession! He is ment applies to the average attendancenof
not to mention,however,the word religion till 40 in towns and cities. This clause, there-
half-past three. It is,'therefore, difficult to fore, is of no avail. There is another sop
see where his usefulness comes in. Let us ex-c
amine this sop a little which is given to teaching of French under certain conditions.
try to make the bill palatable. A Roman 1 respect the French and felt annoyed when
Catholic teacher can be employed. How the Manitoba government deprived them of
many school sections in Ontario would ask
what a man's religion is, so long as ee ishere , n t I o lik t
conpetent to teach reading, writing, arith- to see .. ve ae;taedbutI o wat
metic, grammar, geography, &c.? But few, school as
but here it is a privilege, a great privilege, a
indeed ! Moreover, there is another iatter will not accept it in the inanner intended.
in this clause which renders it nugatory in It is amusing to see the fast friends that
rural districts. The average attendance this so-called settleinent bas made. Mr-
must be 25 ; this means, even in Ontario, Clark Wallace says it is fairly satisfactory,
which is more thickly settled, a school pop- Mr. Dalton McCarthy has no objection to
ulation of Roman Catholic children of 75 to the settlement, the Hon Mr. Sifton accepts
80 in every school section, and in the it, it is bis own offer virtually to the Sir
more sparsely settled sections as they must Donald deputation, the hon. member for
have in Manitoba. This average cannot be North Bruce thinks it an excellent settle
supplied. ment, and the three Toronto inembers alsO

Hon. Mr. SCOTT.-Oh, no, you are wrong. are satisfied to leave it where it is. Ai these
gcen tlemen of course, voted against the Remne-

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Beg pardon, dial Bill. On the other hand we have also
I am right. agreeing to this settiement the Reform Ca-

Mr. COI-Thewhoe nuibe ofthohc niembers of Quebee. lIt will please
Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-The whole number oflion. them if accepted as a good settlement in the

children on the roll in Manitoba is about hope that they can square their consciences
3,300; the number attending the schools 11 with their pre-election promises and et theio
1890, was 2,200. out of a fulfilment of their solemn pledges.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Of Catholics? The hon. the senior gentleman for Hlifax
in this House the other day reiterated the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. statement made by the hon. the Minister of
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ublic Works in the other House that over discussing the paragraph of the speech relat-
fOfty thousand Roman Catholic children in ing to the extension of the Intercolonial0 etario are attending public schools. He Railway from Quebec to Montreal he refer-

ert even further, he told us an hon. mem- red to the proposed Crow's Nest Railwayber in the other House who made a strong from Lethbridge to the coast and warned
Speech in favour of the restoration of the the government not to build that road as it
31anitoba separate schools was sending his would be an expensive undertaking and an
gen Childr.en to a public school. The hon. unnecessary drain upon the resources of the
gemtIerian must be hard up to bolster a bad country. Am I right or not ?cause when he would use this, it is no argu- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-No,

ent against separate schools. Let him
I my county and I can tell him never inentioned the Crow's Nest Railway
noWing whereof I speak) that he will find at all. I spoke against the government
Alexandria a separate school second to building the Intercolonial Railway as a

i separate or public in Ontario, I will government work, competing with private
himn further that i can namne him a hnes. That is all I said about railways.

Whfirber of school sections in that county Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-I was notWhee there are not over one or two Protes- present when the hon. gentleman made his
tofhMihies and yet for the accommodation speech. The paragraph I allude to appeared~these they have public schools. This speh The

ano argueytavepbic schooaaT in the Citizen of April 2nd, and is as fol-
tan argument against separate schools, lows:
chn argument in favour of separate -He arned the go'erninent that if they huild

, these people know they can have ,
%parate ch Crow's Nest Pass Railway with public noney,
the ools if they wish them but there would be no end to the expense. The roadu want to be tolerant which is always an should be constructed by private enterprise.
utcOre of a spirit of liberality and justice.!The shool(1 iHon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-If

niot settlehl question, hon. gentlemen, is the hon. gentleman would like it, I shall
So t never can be settled until the

rchtOf the minority in Manitoba is restored,1 give my opinion on that matter. I arn
which w as in Mate sretre opposed to the governnent building any
State as, as the hon. the Secretary of railway as a government work through

ago>iwh in his admirable speech two years the Crow's Nest Pass, or anywhere else.ago, When then in opposition. He said
sat'. It was done, evidently, by a trick, Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--I believe

t8c5pPinted out by the hon. member from St. firmly, and have for many years believed in
pres ace, lot done after an agitation by the the nationalization of every railway and every
Politicalr by the people ; it was done by telegraph line in this country. There is a

aid tricksters (no one else would have difference of opinion as to that policy, but I
o all this discord) just to meet their own believe the day is near at hand when the

e Purposes. I care not whether they government control of such works will be an
Were Grit or Tory." He further said, " They accomplished fact I hope to live to see the
nor rived of those rights by foul play, day when that will be the case. I have

Th sh fair play." seen, and hon. gentlemen present have
satisft , hon. gentlemen, is not nearly all seen, the abolition of toll gates on
for Bactory, and until it is, the agitation gravel roads, macademized roads and plank

ritish fair play is certain to be kept up. roads, and I believe that we, in the most

1101 advanced portions of the Dominion, will a
intentMr. McINNES(B.C.-It was notmy few years hence look back and wonder how
the to take any part in the discussion on we submitted so long to the present improper
Throdress in reply to the Speech from the system of taxation on the travelling,
Otta .il a paragraph appeared in the commercial and industrial community.

a itizen setting forth certain remarks I believe the day is fast approach-
ea 0 the floor of this House by my hon. ing when we will look upon the ownership

attrigue from Victoria, and if those views and operation of railways and telegraphs by
aated to him are correct I am bound to private corporations, by which millions of

diaaen words on the subject, as I hold dollars of the people's money are paid to
fronericaly opposite views. It appears shareholders and promoters in dividends, as

e report that I refer to, that while a thing of the past ; that such works will
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be operated by the government in the in-
terests of the great masses of the people and
not in the interests of corporations. With
reference to the Intercolonial Railway, we
all know that that road was not constructed
as a commercial entPrprise. We know*that
it was built more as a military highway tha\i
anything else. It was located away
back in the interior of the provinces
of Quebec and New Brunswick, through,
probably the least productive portions
of the country in both provinces.
But whatever commercial benefits the gov-
ernment could derive fron the operation of
that road were destroyed a few years ago by
the late government subsidizing the Short
Line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, not
only through our own country, but, I under
stand, through a portion of the neighbouring
republic. I am not at all averse to the
government extending the Intercolonial
Railway from Quebec to Montreal, if by
that means they can secure a larger por-
tion of the commerce of the maritime pro-
vinces and put that road on a more substan-
tial commercial basis. I see no reason why
we should have any delicacy at ail in using
the public money in the interests of the
country, even should it clash, to a certain
extent, with the interest of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, or the Grand Trunk Rlail-
way, or any other railway corporation. In the
past, e ;ery public work that was likely to
pay anything of a dividend was handed over
to private corporations, and it was only those
public works which were run at a loss to the
country that were retained by the govern-
ment. Unfortunately, the Intercolonial
Railway was one of those public works, and
I venture to say tha.t if the Intercolonial
Railway paid a dividend on the money
invested after paying the expense of
operating that road, it would have been
handed over long ere this to some large cor-
poration. Most people, when they think of
the government building a railway, are con-
fronted with the Intercolonial Railway and
askcd, " Are you going to build another rail-
way that will cost the country millions of dol-
lars in construction and perhaps hundreds of
thousands of dollars of a deficit every year "
That condition cannot by any possibility
apply to the proposed railway from Leth-
bridge to the Pacifie Ocean. I have some
knowledge of what I speak, and I say that
from the day that road is built as a gov-
ernment work it will pay a handsome

dividend on the amount of money expended
upon it. The Canadian Pacifie Railway, for
a great portion of its route, passes through
an unproductive country, yet the road pays
a handsome dividend, but from the time you
leave Lethbridge and pass through the
Crow's Nest you will enter upon the coal
lands which, from reports of competent
geologists and others who have examined
them, are pronounced to be the richest coal
deposits on the globe. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, a few days ago, issued a
report, a copy of which I have here, in which
they describe the enormous body of coal
which lies just beyond the Crow's Nest Pass
in British Columbia. This is what they
say :

A inost phenoiienal discovery of coal lias been
made in the Crow's Nest Pass of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Here no fewer than twenty seamis are seen
to out-crop with a total thickness of 132 feet to
448 feet.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
are the thickest seams of coal in the world.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Some of
those seams I am informed are 30 feet
thick, and I understand on the most
reliable data that I can get, fur-
nished by our own geologists, that this
coal area extends from a quarter to half a
million acres. I am also happy to say that
fron tests made in this country and else-
where, the coal is declared to be equal to
the best Welsh coking coal. Immediately
after passing the coal belt, you enter into
one of the most highly mineralized countries
on the globe, extending from there to within
a few miles of the Fraser River, at Hope, a
distance of about 600 miles. Rossland is at
the present time the centre of the mining
interests in West Kootenay, but from de-
velopments that have gone on, and are being
made west of that for some 300 miles, I
believe that Rossland will be of secondary
consideration within the next year, or cer-
tainly within the next year and a-half. I
do believe that every mile of that country
from the time you leave the coal belt that I
have mentioned, until you get down to Hope,
will be pouring in its wealth at stations
located evt ry four or five miles. Every
mile of that country will contribute, and con-
tribute largely to the support of the road.
Therefore I say that, as a commercial enter-
prise, if on no other ground, the Dominion
government ought to take possession of that
pass and build the railway froin Lethbridge
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*own to the coast. They will be justified gold bearing and silver bearing quartz,
in taking that up and building and operating copper, lead, iron and other metals in
it. immense bodies. The output of our mines,

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is the during the last year, was not up to the
route lot covered by a charter now? expectations of a great number of us, but it

can be very easily explained. In British
lioù. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-A portion Columbia, as in all other gold-bearing coun-

of it is covered by a charter, but no matter tries where they first discover gold in the
What charter may be given, the parliament sand and in the gravel beds of extinct river
's supreme and can build whether a charter channels, gold could begot out very easily and
exists or not. But why I urge that that returns were obtained almost in a few days
road may be built and operated and held for or a few months work. Like California,
al time as a government road is that we have Nevada, Australia and South Africa we
oaly four gate-ways through which a railway have been in a transition state from the
can be built f rom the east into British Col- primitive way of nining gold in the gravel
Um11bia. Away in the far north you have benches and in the old streams there. We
the Pine Pass, further south the Yellow have at last turned our attention to quartz
ilead Pass, 150 miles south of that the mining, which is of a permanent character
Ricking Horse Paus, now occupied and con- and will go on for generations, but it requires
trolled by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a great deal of time and capital to develop
and about 125 miles further south again we those quartz mines. Quartz ledges have to
COme to the Crow's Nest Pass, the best of be followed down 15, 20 or perhaps 100 feet
a" the passes. From information that I in some instances, before a sufficient bed of

ave received no later than to-day f rom paying ore is reached, and as a general
gentlemen from Lethbridge and Fort Mac- thing the further down they are driven the

, I learn that there is room for only one richer the Iodes become. A orreat deal of
track for miles and miles through that pass. the ore is refractory. The precious metal is

is a narrow gorge, it is actually a crack found in combination with iron, lead and
th the mountains there, and on each side copper. It is not free milling ore. Smelters
they tOwer up 3,000 and 4,000 feet, and in have to be erected at a very great cost, and

.e Places 500 or 600 feet perpendicularly. I am happy to say that, while most of our
th ing to the fact that we are so situated, ores are not free milling, they carry such a
et wve have only four passes by which you large percentage of copper and lead that it
eOPe in the east can gain access to our pays for the mining and smelting and other

Province by rail, I claim it is the duty of the expenses connected with it, and the miners
movernent, in the interest of the people of have the gold free for their profit. That is

hi country, to hold for all time those why I say that as large a return has not

the They could build railways through been made as many of us expected during
and give equal running powers to all the past year from the amount of develop-

railways that see fit to connect with them. ment and the amount of attention that has
Were 've situated as you are here, in Eastern been called to that portion of the Dominion.
Caanada, it would be entirelv different. You I hold in my hand here the report brought

build railways in any direction youplease. down by the Minister of Mines in theteU have no physical difficulties to encoun- province of British Columbia. It gives one
the luch as are met with in penetrating an idea of the enormous strides that are
a l ocky Mountains. I say, therefore, as being made in the mining of precious metals

COiiercial enterprise, not only in the in that province. The returns are for the
tlotrest of Manitoba, the North-west Terri- years 1895 and 1896. In gold placer
tOres and British Columbia, but in the mining, in 1895 there was $481,633 worth

erest of the whole Dominion it is the of gold produced ; last year the production
a d en duty of the government to build lad increased to 8544,026. In quartz
Control that road. I have no hesitation mining, in 1895 we produced $785,271taying; from the developments that have worth, and last year the output had increased

tke Place in British Columbia from one to $1,244,180. In silver the output in
400o the other, extending over an area of 1895 was $977,229, last year it was $2,100,-

100 square miles, that there is scarcely 000. In copper in 1895 the output was
1quare miles in that province but contains $47,542, last year the output was $190,926.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What a Dominion mint here, I remember making
is the total return for one year. a statement, and I think hon. gentlemen

Hon. Mr. -INiNES- Our total output will find it recorded in the official report:
forn.as yr Mc In--Ou olaroutpu then predicted then that within five or six

for last year was within a few dollars of years, in ail probability, the province that
$5,000,000. in gold, silver, copper and l0ad, I have the honour to represent would be
and that is merely the beginning of an enor- producing probably four or five million

mou ouputinthe near future. I wouid rdcn poblyfu orfv miin
mous output inf the arfutur. a pu dollars in gold and silver. I remember dis-
draw the attention ofth oue oa edrawtheattetio of he ouseto peu_ tinctly that my hon. friend the Secretary of
liar fact : you rarely hear anything about ta t, n i hon. fi e th ougt t a

State, now in f ront of me, thought that
our rich silver mines. It is ail about our that was a very bold statement ; those are
gold mines. U p to the present time, during the very words he made use of. He thought,
the last two years, from $2 to 83 worth of doubtless, that I was drawing on my
silver has been produced in that province imagination, but, I am happy to say that
for every dollar that has been produced in that prediction has been more than realized,
gold. People are bewitched by gold. De a dIcn tas no hn eledny ý~and 1 know there is no hon. gentleman~
inonstrate to investors that you can make in this chamber better pleased with the
$100 per day for 20 years in a silver mine, result than my hon. friend is. That pro-
and take a gold mine and demonstrate with gress has taken place in the last few
equal certainty that you can make :50 per years - sufficient development ias gone
day, and you will find that 19 out of 20 will yathere within the last year or two, and

tkth odpooiinin preference to o0tee1 vti h ls erortotake the gold proposition inEnglish capital has poured in there, to
the silver one. What 1 wish to cail atten-the ilvr oe. hatI wih t cal ateTdevelop our mines, and I predict that inside
tion to with reference to silver minmg 1s of ive years the province of British

ihtth ead mined in connection with ito ieyesth prineo Bris
that thet Columbia alone will be pouring into the
last vear amounted to $748,000. Our silver markets of the world from thirty to fifty
bearig ore is argentiferous galena. Nearly millions a year. You talk of Africa; you
one-third of the total value of our silver ores tilk of Australia, but I believe that they
is in the lead they carry. will not be in the race in the next ten years

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Tell with our province. We have everything
us where they find a market for these there in our favour. We have ten times
metals ? the area of mineralized rock, bearing gold

and silver aid copper and lead, that they
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In the past have in Australia or in Africa. And the

nearly ail the silver ore has been shipped to conditions are favourable to us in British
the United States. Colunbia-more favourable, I believe, than

Hon. 'Mr. 'MACDONALD (B.C.)-Isin any other portion of the globe. We have

there a duty on the ore? one of the healthiest climnates in the world.
In Au>tralia one of the great drawbacks is

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-The duty the want of the prime necessity of life,
on the lead was ¾ of a cent per pound and water. In British Columbia we are supplied
I an sorry to see the proposed amend- from the eternally snow-capped mountains
ment to the tariff in the United States will the whole year round. Timber can only be
raise it to one and a half cents a pounid. got at an enormous cost in Australia and

Africa. In British Columbia vou find, right
Hon. e r. BOULTON-Is that on the over those mines, as fine timber as can be

had in any market of the world. And tak-
Hon. Mr. McINNES-It is on the ing that into consideration, and the favour-

aniount of lead the ore contains. Notwith- able climate where men can work full tirme
standing that, I believe our silver mines are the year round, the outlook could not be
so rich that they can afford to pay that ex- better.
traordinary duty. I am satisfied also that Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Au-
the raising of the duty on our lead will tralia produced 837,000,000 of gold las
result in inducing British capitalists to go year.
in there and establish smelters to do ail the
smelting in our own country. A few years Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Therefore I
ago, when advocating the establishment of say, the outlook in that province is brighter
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to.day than in any portion of the British accrue or flow therefrom. But my idea is
pre. In the past, until a year or a year simply this, that that road ought to be

a half ago, from the fact that our ores built and that it, and the Intercolonial Rail-
Were not free milling ores, we could not get way as well, should be placed under the con-

a English capitalist to invest one dollar. trol of commissioners, men disconnectedle would invest his capital in Central and dissociated every way from politics,
erica, and South America, in every two- that it cannot be used as a lever for any

flny-half-penny country, but not in British party or any government that may be in
Columbia. But when one or two of our power. It is a terrible commentary upon
anelS were developed by British Columbia our people if we are not sufficiently honest
tk United States capitalists, they then to build a railway and operate it as well as
took hold of it, and that strean of gold that a private company. I will refer to my hon.
W s Pouring into Australia in the past, and friend, the leader of the opposition in this
tO Africa later for the development of their House: he has visited Australia and IIuartz mines, is now pouring into our coun- draw his attention to this fact, that nearly
try and I believe such development will take all the railways in the Australian colonies
Pace in the near future as will place us in have been built by the respective govern-the high and proud position of being one of ments and more than half of thethe rattZ
iglrtest, if not the greatest, gold and entire revenue of those colonies is

are producing country in the world. I derived from railways. Many of
Trhe 'ot drawing upon my imagination. those colonies had borrowed money

developments that have taken place at a very high rate of interest in England,Warrant every statement I have made and not only have they paid the interest on
Or the floor of this House. I there- the money they borrowed, but in some in-

dut say th at I believe it is the bounden stances they have had a handsome surplus.I of the government to build that rail- If they can do that in Australia, it is a sad
It is not, as I said before, in the commentary on the people of Canada ifrterest of British Columbia merely, but in we cannot do as well as they have done. Itthe itrs

ntrest of the whole Dominion, and may not be known to many hon. gentlemen
the d of being a drain on the resources of here, but it is a fact, that, owing to sectional
it cuntry and on the tax-payers of Canada, jealousies and rivalry between the colonies
thern be the means, even directly, of easing of Australia, they have different gauges for
are t 0of a great deal of the burden they their railways. The result is that freight
be now bearing. What position will we cannot be carried from one colony to the

in if that road is built? The other without being transhipped. Notwith-
take fron the east here will be able to standing all that, the railway lines pay over
have thvantage of their railways. They will and above running expenses, in many in-
Railwe benefit of the Canadian Pacific 1 stances, more than the interest on the money

and ay that will connect with the new line borrowed. If for no other reason than to
roades now to Lethbridge. Before the see a better railway system prevailing in
coast 1 co)pleted from Lethbridge to the Australia, I should be glad to see the
Nort e the Northern Pacific and Great Australian colonies federated as we are in
trans rnwi. be in there and will cheapen Canada. I may add, in Cape Colony the
oly 8POrtation of every kind, thereby not railway lines are owned and managed by the
th PCn errimg an immense advantage on government. Let me call the attention of
on th fic province and the Territories, but hon. gentlemen to the condition of affairs in

ebO .nost remote eastern province in this England. Less than twenty years ago the
true 'lon. J, therefore, trust that in the British government took possession of every

ent nterest of all concerned, the govern- telegraph line in the United Kingdom, and
controlld1 see that that road is built and the result is that you can send a message of

trolled and operated by themselves. I twenty words for the same price that
sofle agree with the statements made by we have to pay here for ten words.
the 0amOn. gentlemen, that if it was built on Not only that, but nearly every post
colOnie extravagant scale that the Inter- office in Great Britain is; a telegraph
operat ailway was built, and if it was office. They quadrupled the number of
so sanî in the same way, I would not be telegraph offices when they took possession

3 uine of the good result that would of the telegraph lines, and the income from
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the telegraphs there pays a handsome divid-
end on the amount of money that the gov-
ernment spent in buying out the old com-
panies. On the continent of Europe, the
governments in many instances control the
railway lines. It is so in Italy, where they
have one of the finest railway systems in
the world. Many lines in France and Ger-
many are owned and controlled by the
governments of those countries. If they
can build railways in those old countries of
Europe, I see no reason why we cannot do
the sanie here. If it is to their advantage
to build and operate the roads in the inte-
rest of the people, I ask, in the name of
common sense, is it not equally in the in-
terest of the great masses of the people of
Canada, in the new portions of this Domi-
nion, that the railways should be built and
operated by the government for the develop-
ment of that great western portion of
Canada. I have been all over the Dominion
and I am familiar with its resources and the
conditions prevailing from Prince Edward
Island and Cape Breton to Vancouver
Island, and I unhesitatingly say that the
future hope and glory of this country is in
that far western Pacific province. I predict
that there will be a larger immigration into
that province-probably ten or twenty for
every one that will go into the rest of the
Dominion-for the next five or ten years.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What about food
for the people?

Hion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-We are in
close proximity to the illimitable plains of
the North-west Territories and Manitoba,
the finest wheat growing country in the
world. We find now that it is very nuch
cheaper to buy wheat and flour in Manitoba
and the Territories than to raise it ourselves.
The progress and prosperity of British Co-
imbia will be of inestimable value to the
North-west Territories and Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-What is the distance
from Lethbridge to the coast?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The dis-
tance is in the neighbourhood of 700 miles,
and according to the estimates made by en-
gineers who have gone over the different
proposed routes, the total cost of construct-
ing the line will not exceed fifteen millions
of dollars. As a further justification for
asking that the governnent undertake the
construction of that road, I may say that I

have returns from the departments here
showing that for the last ten years, per
capita, our province has paid no less than
$8,422,000, more than an equal number of
people in any of the other provinces

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-low do you ar-
rive at that ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I arrive at
that from the returns I have received from
the departments here. These are official
figures. I take the responsibility of giving
them, and if hon. gentlemen dispute them
I am prepared to furnish details.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-How do you ar-
rive at the figures for Manitoba ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-From the
returns.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But the returns.
do not show all that Manitoba contributes
to the revenue.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I can show
that the figures which I give and the deduc-
tions that I draw from them are perfectly
correct. Taking the annual grant that
we get from the Dominion government for
the support of the local legislature, and
including our share of interest on the
national debt, the salaries of judges and
officials, every dollar that can be charged
against our province in any form or shape,
we have, in the last ten years, contributed
to the Dominion treasury no less than
$5,440,633 more than we have received
from the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
has been the total revenue for those ten
years that you have mentionedi

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It amounts
for the last ten years to $15,249,986-an
average of over a million and a half annu-
ally.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my lion. friend
include in that calculation the interest on
the cost of the Canadian Pacific Railway in
British Columbia ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I include
in that estimate our proportion of the in-
terest on the national debt, of which the
Canadian Pacific Railway represents about
one-third, and we all know that of the sum
paid on that account we in British Columbia
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are Paying our portion, and a great deal
taore. It has often been stated that the
t anadian Pacifie Railway was built for

the benefit of British Columbia. That
8tateient I enphatically deny. It was one
Of the conditions on which we entered con-
federation. Why was the Intercolonial
d ailway built at a cost of over fifty million
thollarsto this country ? Was it not one of

e conditions of confederation? It would
be Just as reasonable to charge the cost of
the Intercolonial Railway to the maritime
provinces as to charge the Canadian Pacifie
14ilway to British Columbia. Without the
Canadian Pacifie Railway British Columbia
Would not be aportionof the Dominion to-day,

d Canada would have been the loser. I
10t disputing that the union has been a

nlefit to British Columbia, but what I say

is this, I take the national debt and give an
estimate of our population furnished me by
the Statistician. He puts it at 140,000,
though I think we have a little more than
that. Allowing for our share of the interest
on the national debt, and every charge that
can be made against the province, we are
losers by $5,440,633 during the last ten
years.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Give us the de-
tails.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I can give
thein to you.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Dispense! dispense!

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--The details
are as follows, and they are official:-

STATEMENT SHOWING REVENUE CONTRIBUTED BY PROVINCES-FROM CHIEF
SOURCES-IN AMOUNTS AND PER CAPITA IN 1896.

Province.

Ontri
tO u.w..............

ei.t ...... .......

ne Edward Island ..h west Territories..
rColumbia ......

Provmece.

Population.

2,219,909
1,561,408

455,647
321,279
195,779
109,177
121,472
140,765

Customs
Revenue.

8
7,806,367
7,738,548
1,442,927
1,086,804

615,218
127,609
40,828

1,306,738

Per
Capita.

$ ets.
3 54
4 95
3 16
3 38
3 14
1 16
0 &3
9 28

Inland Per
Revenue. Capita.

8 $ ets.
3553438 1 60

, ,

8,088,972
301,068
287,738
252, 21

44,829
189,739
295,299

1 97
0 66
0 89
1 28
0 41
1 34
2 09

Publie
Works

Revenue.

28,710

Per
Capita.

8 ets.
0 01

58,550 003
1,0 6 0 002

602 0 001
. .. . .. .. . ... ... . ,...
, . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .

1,381 0 01
11,739 0 08

Postal Per Marine and Per Sa , &c., Per TotalFishries cp ales &c.,nu Per
Revenue. Capita. hee Capita. (Interior) Capita. Revenue pex

Revenue. Revenue.Cai.

8 $ ets. $ $ ets. 8 ets. ets,
. . 1,997,872 0 90 35,681 0 01 13,892 0 007 6 06

836,073 0 53 8,160 0,005 2,983 0 002 7 48
... 297,916 0 65 6,180 0 01 42 0 0001 4 44

202,224 0 62 10,696 0 03 930 0 003 4 92
190,805 0 96 1,670 0 009 84,434 0 43 5 81
41,961 0 38 2,161 0 02 ...... ..... ........ ... 1 97

106,061 0 87 586 0 004 93,207 0 77 3 32
156,882 1 il 26,410 0 18 49.052 0 34 13 08

Revenue per capita contributed by British Columbia . . . . . . . . . ....... 13 08
do do balance of Canada.... ... .. ...... 6 02

Excess do British Columbia ................. 7 06
do in amount calculated on estimated population................. 993,800 90
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STATEMENT showing federal taxation in British Colum-
bia and in the balance of Canada, with amount of
excessive taxation in British Columbia.

YEA

1887...

1888...

1889...

1890...

1891...

1892..

1893...

1894...

1895.. .

1896...

STATEMENT showing Amount paid into and re-
ceived from the Dominion Treasury by British
Columbia during last ten years.

Year. Anount Amount Surplus
paid mn. paid out. paid im.

1887 .......... .1,061 771 666,218 395,553
1888 ........ .. 1,064, 27 716,807 347,920
1889 ........ .. 1,253,512 738,283 515,239
1890..........1,388,214 814,595 573,719
1891 .. ..... .. 1,770,476 911,804 858,672
1892............1,903,601 1,104:361 799,240
1893 .. ........ 1,771,(69 1,096,528 675,141
1894........ 1,681,387 1,310,181 371,206
1895 ......... .. 1,513,423 1,261,864 251,559
1896 ... ...... . 1,841,206 1,188.812 652,394

Total surplus. ....................... 5,440,633

That is another reason why I say that the
Dominion government ought to build that
rond, and that hon. gentlemen in both
Houses should support them in doing so.
We are entitled to it from what we have
done, and froin what we are absolutely cer-
tain to do in the near future. While my hon.
friend from Victoria and myself generally
agree on most subjects, that is one matter
on which we will have to disagree. Owing

RO

8cts. ets. 8 cts.

1398 6 91 7 07 75,9501 621,806

13 09 6 96 6 13 81,339 498,608

... 14 39 7 13 7 26 87,110 632,418

14 88 7 24 7 64j 93,294 712,766

17 72 6 88 10 84 99,914 1,083,067

17 79 6 41 11 38 107,004' 1,217,705

15 46 6 62 8 84 114,597i 1,013,037

13 70 6 18 7 52 122,729 902,922

S 1156 5 73 5 83 131,438 766,283

13 08 602 7 6 140,765 993,800

Total amount of over-taxation .... 88,442,412
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to the reasons I have given, more particu-
larly that we have only four passes through
the Rocky Mountains through which rail-
ways can be built, I believe the work should
be constructed by the government.

Although the Manitoba school question
has been a live issue here for a number of
years, I have never expressed myself on the
subject on the floor of this House.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Wise
man.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Perhaps I
was, but as this is likely to be the last time
it will ever come up before parliament in an
acute form, I may be allowed to express a
few ideas on the subject. I have stated
that I am a thorough believer in the
nationalization of railways and telegraphs:
so I am a firm believer in public non-
sectarian schools. I believe that nothing in
the shape of religion should ever be taught
in the schools of this country, composed as
our population is, of diffèrent nationalities
and creeds.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Would you ex-
clude the Bible I

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes, I
would exclude the Bible. I may be con-
sidered a Godless man, but a great many of
those who are spoken of as God-fearing men,
show by their actions how little sincerity
there is in their professions. We have in
British Columbia non-sectarian schools, and
in no portion of the Dominion cai you find
such unity and brotherly love as prevail ini
that province. You can live in a community
there for years and never know what creed
your neighbours profess. There is no quar-
relling or disagreeing on these subjects in
that province. Our public schools are at-
tended by all denominations, and, instead
of being brouglit up in different camps,
entertaining prejudices against each other,
they are brought up to regard each other as
fellow citizens. They estimate each other
by their worth, and appreciate the merits Of
each other. I was sorry to read in a news-
paper the other day that an eminent gentle-
man, Sir William Hingston, who is looked up
to as a model man in many respects, decried
the public schools because religion was not
taught in them to a greater extent, and
stated that he would prefer that his child-
ren should go without the rudiments Of
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a common education rather than send them bably while the prayers where being read,to what he calls Godless schools. It was were perpetrating some mischief on each
'Y fortune or misfortune, whichever way other. We have all been boys and we know

YOu please to look at it, to be brought up in how it has been with ourselves. I say, leave
schools where the Bible was a text book, the religious instruction to the parents, the
and my experience warrants me in saying Sunday school teachers and the clergy. But
that that condition of things should not be with respect to Manitoba I have only this to
perpetuated. I honour and revere the man say ; I have lived in that western country
who worships his God in his own way, now nearly a quarter of century, and the
Whether he is a Hindoo, a Roman Catholic, or men who have gone there have been men, as
a Presbyterian. I want every man to follow a general rule, who have had very good
the dictates of his conscience and the tenets early advantages, men possessed of pluck
Of his church, but I do not want to have to and any amount of indomitable persever-
send my children, nor would I want other ence. They were men who acted and thought
persons to send their children, to schools for themselves, as nearly all pioneers to a
Where they would receive sectarian instruc- new country do, and I can assure this House
tion. We send our children to the public solemnly, that if this government or any
schols to make them good citizens and to other government attempted to impose upon
fIt them for the duties of citizenship. I the vast majority of the people in the west
would substitute for religious instruction, any thing like what was proposed in the Re-
lessons in patriotism and morality, and I medial Bill, what they regard as a relic of
Venture to say that the result would be to medievalism, the beginning of the end
gve us a more patriotic and moral popula- of confederation would have been near at
tion than by teaching children, parrot-like, hand. I believe, as firmly as I believe
any Particular form of religion. If you turn that I have an existence, that the Mani-
tO the statistics of this country, or any other toba government have gone as far ascountry, you will find that the children they ever will go, and J believe if you wantrought up in separate schools, whether to force them any further, that the minority,

nican, Presbyterian or Roman Catholic, instead of getting the benefits that have
turigsh a greater percentage -of criminals been voluntarily given them, will find them-than those wh'o are educated in the public selves with fewer privileges than they nowtchools. I therefo! e say, eliminate every- possess. My hon. friend from Saint Boni-

ngin the shape of religious instruction face referred to the year 1870, when that por-oUn the public schools, and leave the teach- tion of the Hudson Bay territory was taken
d g of -religion to the parents, to the guar- into confederation. At that time, J am fully
thans, to the Sunday school teachers, and to aware, the population was about equallye clergy. The instruction given by a divided between Protestants and Roman
Sainted mother to a child at her knee, a good Catholics. If that condition of affairs had
iater or a faithful, religious father, will continued to exist, if there was as large a

thee a more lasting and enduring effect on population of Roman Catholics in Manitoba
t fe of a child than all the religion that to-day as Protestants, or anything like the

can be taught in the public schools. same ratio, I can understand then that they
might insist upon retaining rights and pri-

hlon. Mr. BOULTON-But if the child vileges that they had been accustomed tohathneither a saintly mother, nor a religious before the union. But, instead of tlat,father, what then ? there is only one-tenth of the population of
Manitoba that belongs to the Roman Catho-

rton. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) - No lic Church, and allow me to say this, that
Inother can be so lost to her duty to her when Manitoba became a portion of this

ruig as not to inculcate religious ideas Dominion, the majority-I think my hon.
o hae minds of her children, and besides, friend will bear me out in that-of the peo-
0 ave the Sunday schools and the clergy. ple of the Roman Catholic religion were

in sc Most of us have been brought up half-breeds. I ask is it right that we should
Itc.oOls where more or less religious in- be bound by any agreement entered into bytruct1on bas been given, and we know how a handful of such people?
't has been received. The children havelearried it in a parrot like manner, and pro- Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Why not ?
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-No, it is
unreasonable; we would be as non-progres-
sive as the Chinese if we did that. It is a
happy state of affairs that the people of
Canada always accomnodated themselves to
circumstances. We must keep in line with
the progress our country is making.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--It is
an agreenent ratified by the parliament of
Canada.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Precisely;
and the parliament of Canada, if it has the
power of enacting a law, has the power of
repealing it or amending it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It has
not done so.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Here is the
sum and substance of the matter in a nut
shell, so far as I am able to conceive it:
When that appeal was made, when a case
was formulated, when it went through the
Manitoba courts and came up to the Supreme
Court and finally to the last tribunal, the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,
and when they declared that the Manitoba
legislature had acted within its jurisdiction,
that the Act was intra vires and not ultra
vires, I believe then and there that that
question should have ended. I say again,
in the interest of the minority there and
throughout the west and the Dominion of
Canada, that the people should let this
question of separate schools be buried so
deep that it will never have a resurrection.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No, no.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I know
what I am speaking of when I say that the
more you stir it up the greater antagonisin
will be created in the west, and instead of
getting more, the chances are that ti e last
state of the minority will be worse than the
first.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-We cannot have
less than we have got.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-They are
not willing to accept what I believe to be a
most honourable and liberal concession ar-
ranged between the Dominion government,
headed by Mr. Laurier, and the Manitoba
government. And I believe if Mr. Laurier,
the Prime Minister, is never credited with
anything else except the settlement of this

question, his name will be handed down to
posterity as a true patriot and son of
Canada.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-There is nothing
in that settlement-no settlement at all.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
concession lias there been I

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Are they
not satisfied with half an hour's religious
instruction in school every day ? They seem
to want all religion and nothing else. In
that case you have no right to send them to
a public school; send them to your private
or denominational schools. I am perfectly
willing that every denomination should have
all the religious teaching that their parents
and guardians wish to give them in their
private seminaries and parochial schools.
But I am dealing with public schools where
every man, no matter what his nationality
or religious faith may be, has to contribute
towards the support of those schools, and as
I said before, my conception of a public
school is a place to prepare the young of
both sexes for the battle of life, to make
them good and useful citizens and to advance
civilization.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-May I remind the
hon. gentleman that the question here is not
whether we like or dislike the public schools ;
but whether our contributions to them are
to be maintained?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I do not
for one moment wish to interfere with the
opinions of any person; but as I said before,
when the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council of England, declared that the Man-
itoba government had acted within its
jurisdiction, that it was within the purview
of the legislature to pass the Act they did
abolishing state aid to the separate schools,
I say that the question ought to have ended.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER -The first judg-
ment decided that the Act of 1890 was
intra vires in so far as the rights of the
Catholies existing at the time of the union
were concerned. This part of the judgment
of the Privy Council says so:

In Barrett's case the sole question raised was
whether the Public Act of 1890, prejudicially
affected any right or privilege which the Roman
Catholies by law or practice had in the province at
the union.
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That was the only poiht raised then and
that point was based on the first subsection
of section 22. This was decided against us.
Then the Catholies raised another point on
the second subsection of section 22, which is

s ubstantive enactmentitself, and weclaimed
then the privileges arising fron provincial
legislation after the union. The first were
anterior rights, and the second posterior
rights, and the two cases are completely
separate, completely different, based on two
different sections of the Act and claiming

ifferent rights. So the judgments are per-
ectly consistent with each other.

Non. Mr. SCOTT-I would like to ask
the hon. gentleman whether the whole
8tatute was not before the Privy Council on
the first judgment. Barrett's goods were
Seized for taxes payable to the public schools.
tarrett said : "No, I will not pay ; I am a
supporter of separate schools." The question
to be decided was whethrr a supporter of the
Separate schools was liable to pay taxes in
support of the public schools. That was the
Whole case. The Privy Council decided that
the Catholic supporters of separate schools
were liable to pay their taxes to public
chools. The whole law was before the

trivy Couricil. You do not mean to say
they limited themselves to one clause of the

t. No court acts so idiotically as that.
11 0n. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle-

'nan knows, being a member of the bar, that
t case is adjudicated upon by the tribunal

t. the materials of the case-not on some-
thing else.

eeronl. Mr. SCOTT-I know very well that
aery case before the court is decided on theas it stands on the statute-book. The

1oe statute was before every court, the
tlht in Manitoba, the Supreme Court and
the Judicial Comhmittee of the Privy Council,

athol e effect of the decision was that

ay te i supporters of separate schools must

the pa es to the publie schools. Unless
a rivy Council reverses that decision,

aUt, fio supporters of separate schools
or ail time, pay their taxes to publie

SOi 8 unless the legislature relieves them.

IOrl. Mr. BERNIER-That is the opin-
Of the hon. gentleman and T cannot
vaY better answer than the words of

Privy Council :
Iphe 8O1e question raised was whether the Public

ýeh8Act of 1890 prejudicially affected Ya.

right or privilege which the Roman Catholies by
law or practice had in the province at the union.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That Act is still in
force unless it ii repealed.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am not a
lawyer and I will not attempt to discuss this
f rom a constitutional standpoint, but I hope
I have conceived enough of this question to
discuss it from a practical and common sense
standpoint. The statement I made in the
first place was that when the matter was
appealed to the Privy Council in England,
they declared that the legislature had
a perfect right to pass the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Taxing everybody for
public schools.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Subsequent-
ly, in the next case, they declared there was
a grievance, and that an appeal lay to the
Dominion parliament. No person for a
moment disputes that ; but they did not
give any instructions as to what the Domin-
ion government should do. They were too
wise and patriotic to do anything of the
kind. It was an optional thing for the
Dominion parliament to exercise its author-
ity, or to let it alone ; and I think it would
have been very much better if it had never
been brought into the arena of Dominion
politics. I am happy that it has now been
taken out of Dominion politics, and I
believe from this time forward it will
gradually recede until it becomes a
matter of the past. The arrangement
entered into is one that is fair and just-
fairer and juster than the Remedial Bill, if it
had become law, for this reason, that the
Remedial Bill could never have beenenforced.
I do not believe there is any power in Can-
ada that could enforce that Remedial Bill if
it had become law. But here is a voluntary
act on the part of the Manitoba legislature.
They say, " We will do so and so." Not
only have they pledged themselves to do
that, but they have crystallized it into an
Act of parliament. And, that having been
done, I believe the mninority in Manitoba
will receive a great deal more consideration
at the hand of the majority than they possi-
bly could have got if the other had become
law, because that remedial legislation
would have been a dead letter, and it would
have antagonized the feeling of thi vast ma-
jority of the poople of Manitoba. Lsay again
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that I am delighted that the present govern- seat, especially to Ms glowing description of
ment, led by Mr. Laurier, has arrived at a the resources of the province from which he
settlement with the government of Mani- came, and of the wonderful development and
toba, that will quiet the matter once and progress which lie anticipates for that pro-
for ever. I am perfectly satisfied that we vince in the future. 1 may say that I do
have unreasonable and bigoted Protestants not think lis remarks upon this point have
of different denominations, as well as been extravagant, and I have no doubt that
Roman Catholics, that it will not satisfy. lis expectations wiil be fully realized. I
There are some Protestants, and Baptists, cannot say that I endorse fully the remarks
that are dissatified, and will Episco- whidh le made in reference to the govern-
palians, Presbytetians, Methodists say, ment undertaking to build railways in that
" Oh no, you have given a great deal section of the Dominion. I should rather
too much." And I know there are a concur witl the view expressed by my hon.
few-but I am happy to say that that friend who sits on this side of the House,
number is very limited indeed-among the that it is better to leave those undertakings
Roman Catholics, that take the other to private enterprise. I do not propose,
extreme view. The hon. gentleman from lowever, to argue that question ai the present
Richelseu told us that a reaction had time. In the few remarks I make I desire to
set in in the province of Quebec ; that the e refer to some of the subjects which have been
elections there were carried by fraud ad 1mentioned in the Speech from the Tlrone
misrepresentation, and lie stated that if whicliis now untuer consideration.h I sha
there was an election there to-morrow, Mr. i confine my remarks to two or three clauses in
Laurier would >e uirled from powver. itlie speech, and particularly those whiah
What justification ad lie for saying that? have been referred to by tle other speakers
ias not every election that las taken wo have addressed the fuse. The clause

place in Roman Catholic Quebec been whic has received tlie greatest amount of
favourable to the government ? J know attention, and to wlicl the greater part of
there is one tlcat took place to-day in the time of this debate lias been given, is
whid the opposition candidate lias been the one relating to this vexed Manitoba
e]ected, but I tetl you that the reduced school question. Very much that bas been
majority of the successful candidate is as said as related to the past history of tat
great a victory as the carrying of question, the aw bearing upon the case and
the other constituencies. Ctiamplain las the proper interpretation of the different
neyer returned a Liberal since confed- statutes and of the constitution under which
eration; it is a constituency tfat rolled up we are living. This branch of the subject
a majority of nearly four lundred last June, can, no doubt, be more ably discussed by
and wuat is tlie majority to-day? Soe- otihers than it can by myself. Very mudk of
wiere in the neiglibourliood of 160. Is not it, liowever, is only interesting as ma*tter Of
that an evidence that the trend of publie history and does not bear upon the real
opinion anong tle Roman Catholics of practical issue whie is at tas time beforf
Quebec and of other provinces is in favour; the cou ntry. The main facts- in connectioln
of the tovernment? I consIder that it t witi this question appear to be reallY
was a moral vict.ory. Let us accept the beyond controversy. Tliey have be.;n set
sitration. If the areement is ot carried at rest bo the decision whii bas been giveil
out according to t Act placed on tlieeby the udicia Committee of the PrivY
statute-book of Manitoba, we will have just Council. There i, no question that the
reason to complain; but if the compact minority in Manitoba have a real and
entered into between the Dominion overn- substantial grievance. Te rigts and privi
ment and the government of Manitoba is leges whidli tliey 'enjoyed with regard
carried out, any fair minded man must to education from tae time that province
agree to it and say, Amen. came into confederation until the year

1890 were entirely swept away i tbat
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I desire to say a fe year, ly the local leisature of the

words on ths subject before the debate province. The ininority appealed, as theY
closes. I an sure we ail istened wit lia had a perfect rigt to do, to th Governor
great deal of pleasure to ta remarks of the in Council and to this pariament fr
hon, gentleman who bas just resumed lis redress. Th Governor i Council heaird
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their appeal, and issued a remedial order, neither the right nor the power to legisiate,the provisions of which the provincial gov- so far as education was concerned. Now
ern1nent did not choose to comply with, and the sophistry of the argument is this, thatit now remains for this parliament to exer- when a certain condition arises in the pro-
cise the power which is vested in it by the vince of Manitoba which causes a grievance
constitution, and legislate for the redress of to the minority in that province, and there-those grievances. It appears to me the by invests this parliament with the power
Practical question before parliament and be- to legisiate to redress that grievance, we are
fore the country, is whether that power told that this parliament should not exer-
should be now exercised, or whether it is cise that power on account of the state of
better to settle this question under some ar- public opinion in Manitoba. The hon.rangement such as that we are now consid- Secretary of State gave us some other reasons
er'ng. So far as my opinion goes, it appears why this arrangement was best and should

me that under those conditions the right be accepted. 1 do not know that 1 can fol-
.rid the power to legisiate to redress a low that hon. gentleman through ail the

grievance, carries with it the duty and the legal arguments which he addressed to the
àoral obligation to legislate as well. I have buse. Some of them were, to me at al
stened to the whole discussion, and so far events new in their character, and I cer-
have not heard anything which appears to tainly was not entîrely convinced of the

me a good and sufficient reason for pursuing soundness of the argument which he ad-
a'Y other course. The reason which is given vanced. The hon. gentleman referred to the
11, the Speech f rom the Throne is that it is the first judgment vhich was rendered by the
.8t arrangement obtainable under the exist- Privy Council in England, and as 1 under-ilg conditions of this disturbing question, stood his argument, he considered that that
4"d the hon. leader of the Senate, in address- judgment took away theconstitutional rights
l!lg the House a few days ago in reply to of the minority in the province of Manitoba.
my hon. friend who leads the opposition, 1, at ail events, have neyer understood, and
gave the same reason, that it was better t do not yet understand, that that first judg-
accept this because it was the best settle- ment bears the construction which the hon.
m"ent obtainable in view of the present state gentleman put on it when addressing
oe Puhlic opinion in ManitobA. The hon. the bouse the other night, and which 1

e r of the House argued that question understood him to put on it again when
thinks Point of view very plausibly, but I addressing the buse during the interrup-
res that the sophistry of that course of tion this evening. That judgment, as I
for saning will be apparent if we consider it understandit, was simply a declaration that

m . oment. What is the state of public the Acts passed by the local legislature in
iontin the province of Manitoba? It is 1890 were intra vires. It was a review of

totly that the large majority are opposed the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
tion s parliament passing remedial legisla- which declared those Acts ultra vires, and
schoey are opposed to the separate on appeal to the Judicial Committee of the

system. They prefer the school Privy Council in Great Britain they reversed
which they adopted there in 1890. that decision and declared those Acts intraThey have elected a parliament which repre- vires. The second case which was taken toseate eir views, and there is no prospect the judicial committee of the Priv Council

ha thver of the local parliament re-establish- was an entirely different case. They had
previte separate school system which existed then to consider the rights and privileges of
to us tO 1890, or passing any legislation the Catholic minority in the province of

i' ress the grievance of the Catholic Manitoba as affected by the second sub-
it i ty in that province. Remember that section of section 22 of the Manitoba Act.

o e very fact that that state of public
tuto exists in Manitoba that consti- bon. Mr. SCOTT-The whole statute
that e grievance. If it were not was before us. It was a question whether
opii that was the state of publie a Catholic ratepayer was obliged to pay

o -in Manitoba, there would be taxes in support of the public schools.
havgrievance ; the Catholic minority would

vono reason to appeal to the Governor in Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not understandand this parliament would have it in that way. It is true the whole statute

sofra1euain a ocend1o
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was before them, but we have the judgment surprise. It was a surprise for this reason,
of the Privy Council ; we have their re- that the framers of the Manitoba Act in-
marks when they rendered the judgment, tended under that Act to prevent the local
and they certainly say that the governing legisiature of Manitoba f rom passing any
statute was the second clause of section 22 laws which would deprive the Roman
of the Manitoba Act, that that was the Catholic minority, or any minority in that
clause which affected the case which was province Of separate schools. That was the
submitted then for their consideration. intention of the framers of the Act, and
They say that was a substantive enactment, more than that they thought that they used
as my hon. friend from St. Boniface has ex- language which properly expressed that
plained to the House, and under that sec- intention.
tion they decided that the rights and privi- Bon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
leges which the Catholie minority enjoyed,
and which were established by the statutes Hon. Mr. WOOD-I have been handed
of the province after confederation were to-day a copy of a letter which was written
swept away by the statutes of 1890, that by Sir John Macdonald to a nember of the
this was a grievance, that they had a right local legislature of the province of Manitoba
to have that grievance redressed, that they in 1889, which fully confirms that view.
had a right to appeal to the Governor in In 1889 this agitation first commenced.
Council, and that this parliament had the The laws, as we all know, repealing the
power and right to enact remedial legisla- Sepaýate School Acts were passed in 1890.
tion. That is my understanding, at all Sir John Macdonald writes as follows:
events, of the judgments of the Privy
Council. It wa a suprs fo ti rs

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Or I might say
they had the right to say that they did not
wish to assume that constitutional position.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not understand
the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What I mean to
say is that they were not compelled to enact
any legislation by the judgment.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Decidedly not, but
they had the right and power to do it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If they saw fit.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-My contention is that
the right and power to enact remedial legis-
lation under those circumstances where a
grievance is acknowledged to exist and
should be remedied, carries with it the duty
and moral obligation to legislate. The hon.
Secretary of State, in referring to those
judgments described them as judgments of
expediency. I feel that we are, as loyal
subjects and law respecting citizens, bound
to respect the judgments of the highest au-
thority in the empire, and I am not dis-
posed to cast any reflection on them, for so
far as I can see, the two judgments are
quite consistent with each other. There is
no doubt, however, in my mind that the
first judgment rendered by the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council was a general

You asked me for advice as to the course you
should take upon the vexed question of separate
schools in your provioce. There is, it seems to
me but one course open to you. By the Manitoba
Act, the provisions of the British North America
Aet (section 93) respecting laws passed for the
protection of ninorities in educational matters are
made applicable to Manitoba, and cannot be
changed, for, by the Imperial Act confirming the
establishment of the new provinces, 34 and 35
Vic., c. 28, sec. 6, it is provided that it shall not
be competent for the parliament of Canada to alter
the provisions of the Manitoba Act in so far as it
relates to the province of Manitoba. Obviously,
therefore, a separate school systeni in Manitoba
is beyond the reach of the legislature or of the
Dominion parliament.

It was his opinion that the separate
schools in the province of Manitoba could
not be abolished by the local legislature.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Or by the Privy
Council's judgnient.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Or by the Dominion
parliament.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It says that the Mani-
toba Act could not be altered so far as the
minority were concerned. The Privy Council
had decided that it could.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-A,
judgment does not alter an Act of Parlia-
ment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The thing is clear
etiough.
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ion. Mr. BOULTON-It dops not seem
rme that the Manitoba Act is altered in

2nY way. It is merely an interpretation of
the clause.

lion. Mr. WOOD-I do not say that the
Manitoba Act is altered. What I say is this,
that the intention of the framers of that Act
Was to use such language as to make it im-
Possible for either the local legislature or the

inlon parliament to abolish separate
leh s. They thought they did use language

thieh expressed that view, but, unfortuna-

Of V in the judgment of the Privy Council
iereat -Britain the language was not suffi-

ft and they reversed the decision of the
preme Court of Canada. This view is
rue.Out by the very language used by the

the cial Committee of the Privy Council in
e Second judgment which they delivered.

th10n. Mr. SCOTT-They knew more about
' case then.

on. Mr. WOOD -They say it was not
tionbed that the object of the first subsec-
tiot df section 22 was to afford protection
Whi enOminational schools, but the question
coch had to be determined was the true
ohstruction of the language used. Theirlor ships say :

t1
rh faction of a tribunal is lirnited ta con-

forcn the words employed: It is not justified in
reab yto the a rneaning which they cannot

ly bear.

Otr nguage indicates that the Judicial
thi Vittee of the Privy Council entertained
that w that it was the intention, when

Ae ct was passed, that it should make
proetual the separate school system in the
that Manitoba and guarantee it to

aeProvince for all time to come, but they
fbot und .by the language used, and

u8ed dIately in their opinion, the language
is d not clearly express that idea. That
ishePoint which I think this parliament
Suest ar in mind in dealing with this

st on that this whole trouble has, in the
Part Place, arisen f rom the failure of this
that naent to make its intention clear in
Mans subsection of section 22 of the

jud"n Mr. BOULTON-Does not the
a graent also say that the Parliament of

a need not do anything i
lion. Mr. BERNIER-No, it does not

say so: it says that it is not essential to do
such a thing, but they must do something.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Leaving that point,
for I do not wish to detain the House too
long, it has also been contended that legis-
lation passed by this House for the purpose
of establishing a separate school system in
the province of Manitoba could not be made
effective.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I believe the hon.
Secretary of State endorses that view?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I must beg to differ
from him on that point. I must confess
that I did not clearly understand the reasons
which the hon. gentleman advanced in sup-
port of his views. As J said before, I am
not a lawyer, and perhaps not in as good a
position as he is to discuss these somewhat
intricate and involved legal questions, but on
that point I will express my own opinion,
and it is simply this: I believe that the laws
of this country and the constitution under
which we live, must at least have some basis
in reason and common sense, and in my
opinion if this Dominion parliament enacts
any law which it bas the right and the power
to enact, the courts of the country are bound
to take cognizance of that Act. I cannot
see, although the hon. Secretary of State
may be better able to see than I am-
at all events I cannot understand why if
this parliament passes a law exempting the
minority in Manitoba from paying taxes for
the support of schools which they do not
attend, how those taxes can be collected.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The first judgment
of the Privy Council declares that they can.
Of course, that is the whole point in the
first judgment, paying taxes in support of
the public schools.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But if
this parliament passes an Act saying that
they shall not pay themi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This parliament has
no power to pass such an Act.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The Privy Council
have certainly decided that this parliament
bas the right and power to enact legislation
which will restore to the Catholic minority
in Manitoba their separate school system.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You have just read
the opinion of Sir John Macdonald, that
this parliament cannot pass an Act that
would repeal the Manitoba Act.

whether the minority could refuse to pay
them.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The hon. gentleman
is certainly raising an intricate question.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-That opinion, it must H
be remembered, was given before these cases tHon. Mr. SCOT-There are dozens of

were taken to the Privy Council, before we them.

had these judgments of the Privy Council. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I read that opinion to show that the first No, I do not consider there is any intricacy
judgment of the Privy Council was a surprise about the question.
and that the framers of that Act had intend-
ed to frame it in such a way that if their Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do iot think it is
intention had been properly expressed in applicable. I do not think it is a similar
the Act itself, the decision of the Supreme case at all. There is a different principle
Court of Canada in that first case would involved, that this. exceptional legislation
have been maintained by the Judicial Con- specially provided for in the constitution.
mittee of the Privy Council and that would Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-That
have been an end of the whole matter. In - .
my opinion, if this parliament has the right
and the power to enact a law establishing a Hon. Mr. WOOD-That this legislature,
separate school system in the province of under these exceptional circumstances exist-
Manitoba under existing circunstances, as ing in Manitoba to-day, shall have power
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council to legislate to redress the grievance. If
has decided we have, under that law, if it they cannot establish the separate schools,
Nas enacted that the Roman Catholics they cannot redress the grievance ; and
should not contribute by taxation to the if they cannot redress the grievance, this
schools which they did not attend, it would whole part of our constitution which pre-
be impossible for any power in Manitoba to tends to secure the rights of minorities, is a
collect those taxes froin theni. That is my mere delusion and a farce.
opinion at all events. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not calling that

Hon. Mr. MILLS -Supposing an illegal in question ; but, granting the hon. gentle-
tax is imposed in a municipality in the man's contention is true, and the local legis-
hon. gentlemai's province, the rate is struck lature acted in a contrary direction, I amn
and the collector goes round, are the tax- pointing out this, that the collectors would
payers in your province at liberty to refuse have to collect the local tax.
to pay their tax on the ground that a por- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tion of it is illegal, or are they not oblged to Then the question arises as to the legality
pay the taxes and sue for the recovery of of the law.
the portion illegally paid M

lon.MHon. Mr. WOOD-It appears to meHueston. Mr. ce W D I ano a srtht ultimately the only question would be, which
question. any case t is only a question parliament have the right to legislate. That
of legal procedure, I may say I do not think pr b e uein
that the case which the hon. gentleman puts o
is at all an analogous case. Hon. Mr. MASSON-It is the sane as

the revisers' list. You have got to put the
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I just put this be- name on the revisers' list, but you have to

cause it is strictly applicable : supposing the appeal to the court.
Manitoba legislature imposes a tax on,
Roman Catholics and the Roman Catholics Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That would be a
refuse to pay it,, according to our decisions matter for the court to decide ; but the
that tax must be paid. The parties might contention is that, where there is a grievance,
sue for the recovery of thein, but if the whether it arises from one cause or another
local legislature should go a step further -from a law relating to schools, or a law re-
and declare that those municipal taxes were lating to municipal organizations-so long as
Crown revenues it would be a question it forms a grievance, this parliament has the
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r'gbt to legislate to check that
Pariament is a superior power.
that is a question of law.

law. This
Of course,

1on. Mr. MILLS-That is not the point
as bringing under your notice.

tion would have now been settled and this
controversy ended. At all events the late
government, when they were in power, were
willing to assume that responsibility. They
heard the appeal of the minority in the
province of Manitoba and they granted then
aq remea;iàl order and when th l islau, g

Mr. WOOD-J have given my of the province refused to comply with the
OP a1onas to the law upon that point, and I provisions of that order, they introduced a

1iilderstand that the hon. gentleman who in- Remedial Bil into the House of Commons
terrupted me is to address the House to- If that bill had received the support of the
raorrow, and he will, no doubt, advance his opposition in the House, as ny hon. friend

drimon upon that point, but I certainly am from St. Boniface said, there would have
triven back to the conclusion that unless been no difficulty in passing it, and it would
this Parliament has the power to enact leg- have been now upon the s•atute books. The
eSltlOn, such as that I have referred to, opposition, however, opposed it and it was
te ablishing the separate school system for defeated as the life of parliament expired.

eh' Vonnority in the province of Manitoba, I am not going to discuss the motives of the
to create the machinery which is neces- opposition in opposing that bill. There is

la for purpose of carrying out that no doubt they saw in such a course an
the and enabling the minority there to avail opportunity to defeat the Conservative

eeelves of the provisions of the law, then party in this Dominion, and it is admitted
for taly al the provisions in our statutes that they have effected their purpose, and
delh -e protection of minorities are simply a no doubt they feel now that the end bas
beli Sion and a farce. Besides this, I do not justified the means. However, that doeseve, as the hon. gentleman who last not affect the position of this question. Itaddressed the House seens to think, that any does not affect the responsibility of this par-

gerous consequences would resultfrom the liament. The saine obligation rests upon
.fatrnent of such legislation. The leader parliament now as it did then to exercise its

H use government, when addressing the power to legislate upon this question. In-
as Se referred to the people of Manitoba deed, the present parliament is in a nuch

p a very law-respecting, and law-abiding better position to legislate than the last par-
flerite- e paid thein a very just and well liament. The le ider of the present House

ed tribute in that respect, and I fully of Commons has a majority there supporting
Ors. everything that he said. While it him. A very large proportion of those are

prov-dent fron what bas taken place in the persons of his own race and religion, the
a 'ice, that there is a strong preference, class of people in this Dominion who, above
free o public feeling, in favour of all others, are strongest in their views and
the "on -sectarian schools, and opposed to sympathies in favour of the minority in the
the adoption of any separate school system, province of Manitoba, and who should be
evid ' so far as I know, the slightest the readiest to redress their grievances
the ene to show that if this parliament, in and restore their rights. Besides this,

oeercise of the power vested in it by the the leader in the House of Commons
ity thtuto passes a law giving the minor- has the assurance of the leader of
are eparate school system to which they the opposition in that House that lie
tientitled, that there will be any disposi- would have his assistance in p tssing any
such On the part of the majority to resist remedial ineasure of this kind. And another
to egislation or to use any illegal means important matter which he should consider
confpdeve the operation of that law. I have is, I think, that lie ias given a pledge to the

a ence at all events, in the good com- country which he should feel himself bound
sense and the law-abiding principles of to redeem, for he told the people of Canada

Progreat Majority of the people of that during the elections that lie would rest
res )ce, and I believe that they would short of nothing except giving to h*s co-

Pect that law, and that if such a law was religionists in the province of Manitoba thePas8ed, as 1 eiv
passed, a believe it should have been very fullest measure of justice. It is true
gofned. a year or two ago, it would have he advocated a conciliatory 'course, but be

into operation and this vexed ques- promised at the same time if those concilia-
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tory means failed he would exercise the
power vested in this parliament under the
constitution and restore those rights by
legislation. It appears to me a weak
policy, an abandonment of his prin-
ciples, to refuse now to legislate, and
to accept an arrangement such as
we are now considering, simply because
it is the best arrangement they have been
able to make with the province of Manitoba.
It is simply saying " We decline to exercise
the powers which are vested in us under the
constitution and accept as a settlement of
this question any concessions which the
majority in Manitoba choose to give." The
address in referring to this settlement
expresses the hope that this will be the
beginning of a new era to be characterized by
generoustreatnentof oneanother,mutual con-
cessions and reciprocal good-will. I fear that
hope may be delusive. It is certainly a sur-
prising way to introduce an era of generous
trea:ment of one another, inutual con-
cessions and reciprocal good-will by a
breach of faith, by a refusail to
exercise the powers which this legislature
possesses to enact laws to redress the griev-
ances and to restore the rights of a weak and
helpless minority in one of the provinces of
this Dominion, to fail to respect and carry
out the obligations which the highest ju-
dicial authority of this empire have declared
to be a solemn parliamentary compact. The
hon. senior member for Halifax justified the
arrangement which had been made and ad-
vised the acceptance of this settlement on
account of the concessions which he pointed
out it contained for the Catholie minority
in Manitoba. He referred to some of the
concessions which had been gained as mat-
ters of greatt value, particularly the privi-
lege which the minority in Manitoba would
have under the law which bas recently
been passed there confirming this settle-
ment, of teaching religion, having the priest
or clergyman giving religious instruction in
the schools for half an hour before they
closed. I was rather surprised to hear from
the hon. gentleman that he regarded that as
an important concession. For my own part,
I regard it as a concession of no practical
value whatever. So far as my observation
goes, this is a privilege which no class of
persons have sought to avail themselves of
in any part of this Dominion. At all events,
occasions where this privilege has been taken
advantage of, have been very rare. I think,

from my knowledge of the school laws of
the different provinces, it would be quite
competent in any of the provinces of this
Dominion, where the majority of the trus-
tees desire and where the parents of the
pupils desire it, for a clergyman or a priest
to go to the school and giving religious
instruction for half an hour before the school
closed.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL -- That is the
trouble.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Perhaps the hon. gen-
tieman will explain what the trouble is.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The religious
instruction in the schools after hours is the
trouble in New Brunswick. The hon. gen-
tleman must know it.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not think that
is the trouble; I never heard that it was.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-In New Bruns-
wick, I say. It has not been up before the
courts for years without my hon. friend
knowing it.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not think the
remark has anything to do with what we
are discussing.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Giving religious
instruction after school hours or during
school hours.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-During school hours
and after school hours are diflerent things.
The only point I was making-and I confess
I do not see the force of the observation-
was that there were very few instances in
any province of the Dominion where this
privilege had been desired by any class of
people, or where it was granted that any
class of people had taken advantagp of it,
and in my opinion it is a privilege to which
no importance whatever will be attached by
any class of people in any province of this
Dominion, and can never, if it is incorpoe-
rated in our school laws, be of any practical
advantage whatever in the operation of anY
of these laws.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Except as a pun-
ishment.
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1on. Mr. WOOD-Except as a punish-
'nent. Besides that, it does not recognize
the principle that the advocates of separate
-achools contend for. As I understand the
PoStion of the advocates of public schools,their desire is not simply to have a priest or
clegyian to go to the school and teach re-1 'gion for half an hour, but it is to have theWh.le mlorals of the school under the super-nV15 j0 of the church to which they belong.

t is that they may see that the teachers in
the schools are Christian men and women,
in order that the pupils may be surrounded,
.Vle they are receiving their secular educ L-tion, with religious influences, that they may
fear before them the example of a God-
the ing man or a God fearing wcman; that
th . nfluences which surround thein during

rearlier years, while their characters are
he 8 forned, are pure and good, and that

ltvy m,ay learn to respect and reverence ando the Christian religion, and respect those

hatprofess it and practice it in their lives.
'h s y view of the principle for which

te advocates of separate schools con-
alld and it is a poor substitute to
sholW a priest or clergyman to enter a0h for half an hour to give instruction in
Thea -chism or in doctrines of the church.

bon. gentleman who last addressed this
tÇo be enphasized this point, that this was
to he last we were to hear of this ques-
frr They take a great deal of comfort, too,
The the result of the general elections.
Peoelook upon that as a verdict of the
Prespein favour of the course which thedfent government has pursued. There is a
th"Orence of opinion upon this point among
tn te who are in the best position to judge.

Sprovince of Quebec, where the greatest
of ge has taken place, there is a difference
thatPinion as to what bas been the cause ofnot great change in public opinion. I do
pointcare to express any view upon that

Opin' but I will say this, that so far as my
thi5 on and the results of ny observation go,
whi Proposed settlement, or this arrangementZhch ba,, be
vents en entered into, is not at all

Pi meeting with universal satisfaction.
satisfact n ost important of al], it is not
and atoy to the minority in Manitoba,

erW e mnay judge from the sentiment
-regsed by my hon. friend froin St.

this Iace, and others who think with him in
thi 0ue, they are disposed to denounce

esettlement in the very strongest terms.
ides this, there is no evidence to my

mind that this settlement is satisfactory to
the authorities of the Roman Catholic
Church in any portion of the Dominion. It
is true that the by-elections would seem to
indicate that popular opinion favoured this
settlement, that it was accepted by the ma*jo-
rity of the people of the country. Possi-
bly that may be so, but, for my own part, I
doubt that very much. Indeed, I should be
very much surprised if the Roman Catholics
of this country are willing to accept this as
a final settlement of this vexed question, an
arrangement which does not recognize the
principle for which they have been contend-
ing and which they consider of the most
vital importance for the moral training and
the moral welfare of their children. I do
not believe they will willingly abandon
those rights and privileges which the highest
judicial authority in the empire has decided
they are entitled to under our constitution,
especially after they have contended for
them at so great a sacrifice during the past
seven years.

I intended to say something with regard
to the tariff, but considering the lateness of
the hour I shall defer my observation which
I was 'to make on that subject except this-
to express regret that the government have
not dealt more promptly with this matter.
It is a subject of great interest and import-
ance to the business people of this country,
and the result of the action of the govern-
ment at the present time is looked forward
to with the greatest anxiety. I was rather
disappointed the other day when the leader
of the House evaded the question put to him
by the leader of the Opposition with regard
to a statement purported to be made by the
hon. Minister of Militia and Defence. That
statement referred to the imposition of an
export duty on our logs. This is a point
upon which I have, for some years, held a
strong opinion. I regretted very much
when the late government removed the ex-
port duty from logs. In this House two
years ago I pressed on the attention of the
late government the enormous quantity of
logs annually taken from our forests and
rafted across the lakes to be sawn
into lumber in the mills of the
United States. I pressed upon the
government the importance of introducing
some legislation to prevent a continuance of
that state of things. However, no action has
been taken to the present time, and this
country is loosing one of its most valuable
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natural resources. The country derives no
permanent advantage from that class of
business. A number of men come into the
country and are employed in the woods
through the winter. They are gathered
fron all parts of the country; no doubt
many of them are Canadians and many come
f rom the other side of the line. They work
in the woods in the winter time and in the
spring they go away with the logs they take
out and carry their wages with them. The
country gets very little advantage f rom such
operations. If we exclude the profits which

THE SENATE.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE CONCLUDED.

The Order of the Day being called:
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sone speculators in timber limits and people Resuning the further adjourned debate on the
of that class make out of it. In my opinion consideration of lis Excellency the (overnor
the timber of our country is one of the most General's speech onthe opening of thesecondsessionl

important and valuable of our natural re of the eighth paliament.

sources. Such legislation should be adopted Hon. Mr. CLEMOW said: Owing to the
that it will be manufactured in this country late sitting of the House last evening I was
an- be the means of establishing permanent unable to make a few obse! vations on this
industries and building up settlements, the address, and that is the reason why I shall
logs should be converted into lumber in this obtrude myself for a few minutes on your
country and the lumber into articles of consideration. This address differs from
comnmerce. In this way we would build up very many others, because it contains a
thriving settlements and give employment number of subjects which are well worthy
to our people, trattic to the railways, and the consideration of this House and of this
commerce to our sea ports, and furnish a country. I am not going to follow the
large and profitable market for the farmers example of gentlemen who were in oppo-
of Canada. When the question was asked sition to the late government in finding
the other day the leader of the House fault with every address that is presented
evaded it by saying that lie could because it contains measures of which they
not vouch for the newspaper reports. did not approve, and did not contain others
That was equivalent to saying that which they thought should be there. I ali
he did not know whether the Minister thankful for small favours on this occasion,
of Militia made that statenent or not. We and I trust that the House will always take
were not so much concerned about that as into consideration• measures submitted to
whether, if he did make the statement, he them and decide upon them to the best of
was authorized by the government to niake their judgment.
it, and whether that was the policy of the The first paragraph leaves no room for
government. I can only say I hope it is, any difference of opinion. Every one has
and assure the government that if it is I spoken in high terns of the subject 0
shall cordially support them in carrying out which it refers ; that is, the celebration of
that policy. the Queen's Jubilee next June. Upon that

1 intended to say a word about the occasion I have no doubt that every citY,
Franchise Bill. I am sorry to say I would town and hamlet in this Dominion will vie
not be able to give the government the same with each other in naking this celebration
assurance of support with regard to that as suitable as possible to the occasion, and
measure, but as the hour is late I thank will convince Her Majesty and the entire
you, hon. gentlemen, who have remained so empire that there are no more loyal people
late, for the patience with which you have throughout the empire than the people of
listened to me and I shall not detain you this vast Dominion. While saying this, and
any longer. knowing what will take place on the 22nd

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the adjourn- of June next, I am sorry that this city, the

ment of the debate. capital of Canada, is somewhat differentY
situated fron the rest of the Dominion-

The motion was agreed to. Under circumstances beyond the control Of
The Senate then adjourned. the city authorities, it has been arranged, 1



believe, that a celebration shall take place anxious to do ail that he can to pronote a
on the 24th of May, f rom this I do not dissent, loyal sentiment in this country-I ask his

ut Which, it is said, is rendered necessary on assistance and co-operation, in order that we
'ecount of the troops not being available for may have the troops here on the occasion
the celebration on the 22nd of June. So referred to. It is reported-I do not know
fat as the city of Ottawa is concerned, the whether it is true or not, for I am not in the
Celebration of the 22nd of June will be a secrets of the government-that it is pro-blank. While the whole Dominion will be posed to erect a imuseum in Ottawa in com-ablaze, celebrating the Queen's Jubilee, the menioration of the e-ent of this city being
aPital of Canada will be unable to join in made the seat of government. J th:nk a

the dernonstrations. This is a deplorable scheme of that kind, or the erection of
Circunstance. The people of the city take it some remarkable structure, should be de-
%everely and they do not know why, at the cided upon, in order to show that
seat Of government, where the Governor Gen- the people here fully appreciate the
eral resides and who is supposed to be present action of Her Majesty in selecting Ot-O the occasion, the troops will not be tawa as the capital. That is a matteravalable to make this celebration what it that I wish to bring prominently before
should be. I bring the matter for the con- the members of the Senate and of the gov-
theation of the House and government of ernment in time, in order that provision

e country in order that they may find the may be made for it, if my suggestion is
Iaean5 whereby the troops may be had for adopted. The next question' of importance
a celebration on the 22nd of June. It is in the speech is the reference to the Mani-

POsed-a very silly proposition in my toba schools. I do not intend to say very
shall-that the Q ueen's Jubilee celebration much about it; it is one of those semi-
aex take place on the 24th of May. It is religious questions, very difficult to discuss,hel traordinary thing to celebrate an event and J, for one, am not going to d well upon

fore it occurs and is quite contrary to the it at any length. We have had many discus-isahe 18 and desires of Her Majesty, who has sions of this kind, and yesterday had one
'toted that she did not wish any celebration of an extraordinary and unprecedent-

t8ae Place anterior to the date at which it ed character presented to us by the
taked Occur. J hope the government will hon. gentleman from De Lanaudière. I

this rmatter in hand, and find whether regret, and J believe the majority of this
wtecan obtain the assistance of the troops on House regret, that the hon. gentleman
d i occasion or not, because 1 waut it to be found it necessary to refer to occurrences of
OttanctlY understood that the citizens of a quarter of a century ago, and unearth

t a are anxious, and always have been, serious charges against one of the most
elebrate the occasion in a becoming illustrious men of the Dominion-the nant

kioer O the 22nd of June. I do not who lias done more to advance the interests
take what influenced the authorities to of Canada than any one that ever lived or
tik a different course. We made applica- who may live in the future. J am grieved
arraand were told that, owing to prior at what the hon. gentleman from De
the gements, it was impossible to obtain Lanaudière has done, because it is contrary
ae assistance of the troops on that occasion, to the practice and traditions of men. of his
of 'I all know that without the assistance race, and I thought he would be the last man
celeb troops on such an occasion, the to bring up charges of this kind against one

ration will not be worth mentioning. who has done so much for his country, andQeai things, at the place which the that he would let the ashes of the dead
Qert .decided upon as the seat of govern- statesman rest in peace. He seems to have
have't would be unbecoming of us not to kept copies of all the proceedings to
na the celebration carried out in such a which he has referred and they have

o er as will bring conviction to the mind been retained in his possession for years ;
grfer Majesty that the people are not un- why he should bring them up at the present
inak for the honour conferred upon them time, to create further discord among the
ion. 'ng Ottawa the capital of the Domin- people, is beyond my comprehension. J
of th lask the assistance and co-operation hope the hon. gentleman will see that he has

whe leader of this House-a gentleman committed a fatal error in maligning the
whon 1 know to be thoroughly patriotic and character of the late Sir John Macdonald,
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whom he has indicted as the worst of crim-
inals. But what are the facts i It is well
known to every hon. gentleman in this
House that for many years Sir John
Macdonald led this country by a majority
f rom Quebec. I believe I am correct in
stating that that fact caused such displea-
sure amongst his own friends in Upper
Canada that he was not able to obtain a
majority of supporters there, because it was
said he was under French domination.
But Sir John Macdonald was a great chief-
tain; he settled difficult questions of race
and creed, and his whole policy was to pro-
mote peace, prosperity and harmony anongst
the people of the Dominion. But now, when
he is dead and his bones are resting quietly
in Cataraqui ceinetery, these scandals are
unearthed and brought to the light of day.
Surely the public men of Canada have
enough to undergo in their lifetime without
bein2 followed by enemies totheir graves. They
are abused on every occasion. There was no
day of the year during the life of the de-
parted premier that he was not held up to
scorn and ridicule in this country by his
opponents. Surely, after undergoing all
that, and after accomplishing what he has
done in reconciling differences of creed and
class, in his desire to make the population of
Canada a homogenous people, he deserved
something better than the attack that was
made upon his memory yesterday. It was
not only questions of race and creed that he
settled, but great questions of commercial
importance, such as the building of railways
and canals, the settlement of the North-west
-in fact, he was the head and front of all
such undertakings. I think it is nothing
but right that we should bear testimony to
the worth of the man who has done so much
for his country, and not malign him now
that he is in his grave. I merely refer to
the matter now to show that I take excep-
tion to the unearthing of matters of this
kind at this late date, when Sir John Mac-
donald is dead and cannot reply. Would
the hon. gentleman from De Lanaudière
have dared to bring forward his accusations
if Sir John Macdonald had been in a position
to reply ? I doubt very much if he would.
The late premier was a man who was well
able to defend himself on all occasions.
Whatever faults he had, and I suppose he
had faults like other men, Le did bis best for
his country. He was the head of the Con-
servative party-the party of progress in this

Dominion, the party to whom the country
owes everything ; therefore I think his mern-
ory should be revered. With respect to the
Manitoba school question, it has been discuss-
ed from all points of view-legal, theological
and otherwise, but there is one matter to
which I would refer and that is the constant
rubbing into the Protestants of this country
by our Roman Catholic friends that we are
a Godless people, that we want our schools
entirely free f rom any religious instruction.
I tell thoze hon. gentlemen that such is not
the case. Tnere is only one member in this
chamb -r, as far as I know, who came for ward
and made the bald and bold assertion that,
as far as he was concerned, he would certainly
have no religion of any kind taught in the
public schools of the country. As far as the
great majority of the people are concerned,
they dissent from that proposition. The
church to which I belong is just as strongly
in favour of religious instruction in the
public schools as the Roman Catholic Church
is. We are willing and anxious, upon all
occasions,to have a certain amountof religious
instruction in the schools. But, hon. gentle-
men of the Roman Catholic faith seem to
think that they monopolize the whole reli-
gious sentiment of the day. I give them all
credit for their sincerity in supporting their
religion as they think best, and agitating for
separate schools as they think best, but they
should give Protestants credit for being just
as earnest for the spiritual welfare of their
children as they are, and keing as earnest in
promoting the cause of religion. In this
city we have both public and separate
schools. The separate schoolsare conducted,
I believe, pretty fairly. Of course, diffi-
culties sometimes arise in all systems of
scholastic education, but as a general thing
I believe the schools of Ottawa get on very
well and there is no disagreenent between
them. In our high school, we open with
prayer in the morning and have a certain
amount of Scripture read, and I deny that
our schools are Godless. I do not think it is
right to accuse us of being so Godless as to
exclude the Bible and prayers from schools.
It will not hurt any child to hear the Lord's
Prayer repeated, or a chapter from the
Holy Scriptures read, and that is what
we have done, are doing and will
continue to do, I hope, for all time to cone.
As far as Manitoba is concerned, 1 suppose
you may consider the question on the verge
of settlement in some way. Whether the
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present settlement is satisfactory or not re- the difficulty is settled, and others say it is
n1 ains with two parties to determine. Had not. Tine alone will tell what the resuit
the Greenway government exercised for- wilI be. Let us be reasonable and take the
bearance and shown a disposition to meet the best course we car under ail the circumstan-
representatives of the Bowell government ces. We know there is a variety of opinions
When they went to Winnipeg, the matter on the subjeet. Y ou cannot talk to a man
Would have been settled satisfactorily to ail who las a different opinion from your own
Parties, but it was not the intention of Mr. on this subjeet because ho will not bear with
Greelway or Mr. Sifton from the start to you at aIl. You nust either agree witl him
settle this question in any other way than or you are nobody. 1 do fot say that the
through Mr. Laurier. intolerance is confined to any one side. We

have extreme Protestants as, well as extreme
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- RomanCatholics. Iaveneyersaidanything

iIear, hear. on thif l subject before, and I did ot want
to, say anything about it now, but it is forced

lion. nr. CLEMOW-They succeeded in on me by the paragraph in the Speech from
that. Now let then figlt it out tLeemselves. the Throne, and it is ju as well to say once
h i' a 'natter with whicli they are Princip- for ail that this question is now in the hand-

Yoncerned. c believe the minority have of Mr. Laurier and his friends nd tliey must
b4l' deprived of certain riglits, and wlien settie it among themselves.

Possess rigts they do not like to o part The next paragraph refers to the mostWith them. 1 know w would not, but important question in the speech, the tarif.
"hether the Catholics can be placed in the o was glad to hear the other day f rom the

Bare Position as they occupied originaily, is gentleman wlo introduced these resolutions
for the parties interested to decide. The hon. that there was no disposition to interfere
e]tleren have heard the decision of thePrivy seriously with the present tarif, that lie
'001cil read. My lion. friend from Saint wanted to conserve the rigts of ail parties.

n4iface lias given you a fulR account of it, He very justly said that an enormous
anid lie can, no doubt, speak by tlie hour on amount of money bas been invested in the
thle question, because lie is familiar with establisliment of manufactories and carrying
eerY Phase of the subject. I a not con- on business, and that if any great change
«ýersant with it, and talk as a layman about takes place it will ruin those people. ie
thýs1e school matters. 1 simply want equal deplored sucli a state of things, as any 'wise
juntice to aLl men. I believe in equao justice man should deplore it. Under the circum-
t a. and privileges to noe. The rights stances the national policy, whie lias done-
t eamat for myseif, i am prepared to ex- so mucl for this country in the past, should

teld to others. Tlat is the, course i have be continued, and I believe the present
Pnrssue during hy life and wik continue to government are alive to that fact. We
Pirtue in future. I wope that t be difficul- bave seen a number of ministers perambul-

het of race and creed in this country will be ating througl the country from one end to
8 ettled satisfactorcly, because we want every tle other, taking the opinions of their

orI in the Dominion to work harmoniously friends and of tle manufacturers and busi-Reuth lis neighbour for the general good of the ness men of the Dominion. t believe they
UltrY Iit is notsettled satisfactorilynow have come to the conclusion, wfatever their

th e blae must rest on te rigt shoulders. opinions may have been when in opposition,
Tteannot rest on Sir Mackenzie Bowell, who that the policy inaugurated and carried out
did wbat a loyal mnan should do. Hie thouglit by the Conservative government during the
hewa compelled, as First Minister of the past 18 years, is the best for the country.
teran t to obey the mandate from England. It is the best vindication that we could have.ie e shooto the best of bis knowledge and had of the wisdom of the course pursued by

Wstias beaten. Ie lost tie premiership, the Conservative party. Hon, gentlemen
al now a private in the ranks like our- say that altered circu wstances have a great

sele. If Sir Mackenzie Bowe l had re- deal to do with it. No suci thing ; we hlad

ind o power, matters would have been tle same condition of things in the past, the
e untg must accept tine present same trouble to overcome, and we met

.redition of affairs. We find a state of the difficlty by a wise policy. We-
confuion prevailing; one party states that consulted the people who are inter-
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ested, and the Libelals abused us for sities of the country. The next clause refers
having done so. They said that the late to the Franchise Act. 1, with a great manY
government had no right to consult the others, take exception to the Franchise Bill
people, and some members of the othei as submitted to the other House.
House went so far as to sïy that if such a admit that the present Act requires verY
thing were done by their own friends, when serious amendment and inprovement. Lt
they came into power, they would not sup- is too cumbersome and expensive, but
port thern for a moment. Still, their friends with some amendments it could be
have done it, and they support them ; they made to work admirably. Sone hon. gentle
are better able now to judge of the propriety men say, Ilt is ail very well for you to talk.
of carrying out the national policy than they When you were in power you had the
evei were before. I hope they will adhere to patronage, the power of appointing revising
the wise policy of their predecessors, and, as officers." That power is now transferred to
this paragraph says, "make no changes which the present government; but, after ail, what
will affect injuriously any vested interests does it amount to? The hte government, as
in this country." That is the true course a general thing, appointed judges to act, and
for statesmen to adopt, and if they follow we know as soon as a man becomes a judge
that policy I believe that the majority of he is no longer a partizan, but fulfils bis
this House, and of this country, will sustain duties in an impartial way. If there is aaY
them. The question arises whether we are advantage in it, the government can appoint
Conservatives or Liberals. I do not know their own officers in the future, and 1 wish
really what I am at the present time. Some them joy of ail they can get from that. In
people say that every one has gone Liberal; my experience we neyer got anything at ail
but it looks very much to me as if every one througl the revising officers; on the contrary,
had become Conservative. Our opponents our experience was the reverse, because they
have stolen our clothes and are carrying out were considered Conservatives and they used
the policy which the Conservative govern- tu stretch apointsometimesandgive decisions
ment pursued. Their eyes are open n ow adverse to the Conservatives lest theiractions
and they see the true state of things. They might be impugned because of their former
did not see clearly before, but now they do. political proclivities. 1 think the franchise
The whole country is waiting, in anxious should rest with the Dominion, and that this
suspense, to be enlightened as to their policy highest legisiative body should not be subject
on this all important subject, and I hope that to the jurisdiction of inferior bodies. 1
no time will be lost in giving to the public hope that this part of the speech will be
the necessary information on the subject. We amended, and that, instead of changing the
hear occasionally that one minister says franchise, the present Franchise Act wl 1

this and another minister says that, but we be amended and improved without disturb-
are assured that nobody had official autho- ing the principle upon whicb it is based.
rity for making such statements. No min- The next paragraph refers to the cana5.
ister of the Crown should give information I am, and always have been, a great advoe
of the kind to anybody until it is submitted cate for the eniargement and improvenent
to the representatives of the people in of our canais. It has been the policy of the
parliament. I know the old ministry were Conservative party from time immemorial,
as close as oysters on such questions. You and the government are nerely carrying out
could not get the least information fromi the policy initiated by their predecessors.
them, but these gentlemen are inclined to The policy iç rigbt, and I am only sorry
give information to the public before it is that, while so large an expenditure is to take
furnished to the representatives of the peo- place on the St. Lawrence canais, no apprO
ple. I feel strongly on this tariff question. priation is to be made for the construction
I am not a free trader; I have been a pro- of the Ottawa canal. You can deepen the
tectionist from the word go, and shall con- existing canais and enlarge the locks, but
tinue so as long as the exigencies of the you cannot interfere with nature and short
country require it. A time niay come when en the distance. The Ottawa canal ho
the country will be so rich and prosperous advantages over all other routes; it is the
that a change may be desirable, but under shortest route between the east and the
present circumstances the national policy west, and if you can save five or six huti
is absolutely necessary to ioeet the neces- dred miles of trasportation, the matter is
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'of such importance that it cannot be over-1(boked. While I do not find fault with the
Penditure on the St. Lawrence canals, I

k if an equal amount of money were8Pent On the Ottawa canal, it could defy
rpetition. We would have had this

years ago when some money was
tunt upon a portion of it, but unfor-

nately thirty or forty years ago the
aosl suspended under circumstances

atthd the control of the government
ben dattime, and no work has since

e one upon it. We had not influence
,fOugh here to have the work resumed,

puble Other parts of the country had

Pubhic money expended for their benefit
ih should have been devoted to open-

g up this great route. We find that
ol Ien, scientific and practical, capable
subjving an unbiassed opinion on the
thelect concur in the belief that this is
ate .Onl route that can be had that will
fui he main object in view-that is, to

fsh the shortest route from the North-
West to the seaboard. I am told there is a
co»lpaly now willing to subscribe sufficientponey to build that canal, and that a pro-
Ptodlon bas been made to the government
eo POsit that money with thei on certain
ticabitiOns. Whether the propositionis a prac-
pr *e one or not, I do not know, but if it is
theicable and the government will take up
tp rk, no greater boon could be conferred

of th ntry, because the construction
thP canal would shorten the distance

It een the North-west and the seaboard.
garould cheapen transportation, and at the

t'Ile open up an artery through the
coutry thatw

the futrh will be of the greatest value in
thi t In case of disturbance between
We Ountry and the neighbouring republic,
free Ould have an independent route and bee tcr do our business in our own way, and

cure the entire carrying trade of the great
-rh.est

extother proposition bas reference to the
) lOn of the Intercolonial Railway to
ay real. I am not in a position to give
but ter decided opinion upon this matter,
bas i OCcurs to me that so long as a transfer
ther i m b ade, it matters'very little whe-
Wr al takes place at Montreal or Quebec.

al know that the Intercolonial Railway
this el been a paying concern. Whether
or net 8nsion will increase its earning power

yot, 1 cannot say, but it seems to me that
Yobi cal transfer the freight at Quebec as ad-

vantageously as at Montreal, and you can get
running powers over either the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway or the Grand Trunk Railway at
a cheaper rate than you can build a line for
yourselves. However, that is a matter
which requires great consideration, and I
have no doubt, before anvthing is done, it
will receive that consideration at the hands
of the governnent. It is said that an ar-
rangement bas already been made to carry
out this project. I do not believe any
government would be so rash as to enter
into an arrangement of the kind without
consulting the representatives of the people.

The next paragraph refers to cold storage.
Every one knows the advantage of providing
cold storage. In addition to that, I should
have been glad to see a clause in the speech
promising a fast line. That is an important
factor in the trade of this country. I want
to see Canada stand second to no country in
the world, and I want all the communica-
tions we have equal to, if not better than,
those of our neighbours. We surpass them
in our canals and railways, let us surpass
them in our Atlantic service also. I am
ambitious, but 1 have seen this country
grow from nothing up to its present position.
I saw the first line of railway built and
opened for traffic, and I see what the
railway development of Canada is to-day,
and have great faith in the future of the
country. No country bas progressed in
such a satisfactory manner as Canada,
under all the circunstances. With refer-
ence to prohibition, I take no stock in the
plebiscite at all. It is one of those cases
where people do not vote honestly. They
will vote for prohibition one minute and
the next minute go to a bar to drink.
There is no honesty about it at all, and I
take no stock in the plebiscite. If the
government submit it to the people, I be-
lieve it will be rejected.

There are some measures promised ; when
they come before us we can give an intelli-
gent opinion on them. With respect to the
bills dealing with the civil service and super-
annuation, I hope every care will be taken
to make the service efficient, and that no
change will be made which will prejudicially
affect the gentlemen who have so long as-
sisted the government in carrying on public
affairs. The dismissals, since the change of
government, have been simply contemptible.
Employes have been dismissed for taking
part in the elections, and what are the gov-
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ernment doing ? They are dismissing men
for partizanship and filling their places with
friends of their own who will be just as
partizan, and there will be no change in the
complexion of affairs at all. I know the
civil servants of the city very well. I be-
lieve last year they were a little out of sorts,
and a majority of them voted for the
Liberals. I do not know that as a fact, but
I have reason to believe it. Be that as it
may, these civil servants are entitled to
every consideration at the hands of the
people's representatives. I do not want to
see them unfairlv dealt with. I want to
carry out every agreement with then fairly
and honestly. I hope the government will
take that view of the matter and consider
themselves obliged to treat the civil servants
in a fair and just manner.

There is one other matter which has not
been referred to by any one that I wish to
bring up-that is the recent conflagration in
the western block, a most disastrous fire
which will entail a loss estinated at from a
quarter of a million to a million dollars. I
merely sound a note of warning to the gov-
ernment. Thee public buildings are fire
traps. In the eastern block public docu-
ments of incalculable value are stored. If
they were lost, money could not replace
them, yet they are piled up in the upper
portion of the eastern block, which is simply
a mass of inflammable material. Nobody
knows how the fire originated in the
western block-there has been no investiga-
tion or inquiry. Every year thousands of
dollars have been voted to provide apparatus
for the protection of these buildings, and yet
it is not looked after. When the fire took
place in the western block the hose was not
in order a d no water could be procured.
When I first saw that fire two or three
pailfuls of water would have put it out, but
nobody seemed to have an idea where the fire
was or how it could be extinguished. The
government ought to take this matter in
hand and provide some fire-proof building
in which to store these valuable
papers. I have brought this matter
before the House on other occasions.
I have shown where great quantities of
lumber are piled within the city limits, and
if those piles of lumber were to take fire,
nothing could save these buildings from des-
truction. There is water, but no fire
appliance to use it. The people of this city
are amazed at the quiet way in which the

fire in the western block bas been allowed
to pass. Look at our valuable library. I
was intended to be fire proof, yet there is a
wooden casing above the iron work. If that
library were destroyed, nothing could replace
it. The same may be said of the Geological
Museum, which is situated in the worst part
of the city, in a building utterly unfit for
the purpose. This important matter ha-
beeii brought to the notice of the govern-
ment from time to time, but no action has
been taken. If that building were to
he destroyed by fire, money could not
replace the contents of the Museurn.
It bas taken a generation to collect it,
and in a few hours a fire might destroy
it. The goverament should be alive to
the importance of protecting these public
buildings. They should remove all vàluable
papers and inflammable matter from the
eastern block, and make the building
fire proof. If a fire were to take place
there now, all the valuable documents
connected with the North-west, all the
deeds of that country would be con-
sumed, and there is no knowing what col-
fusion would result. Nobody seems to have
thought it worth while to say anythiig
about this matter. They have simply said
" The western block bas been burned, and
men must be employed to rebuild it." The
government hired men from the townshiP
of Hull, and in that way influenced votes in
favour of their candidate in the county of
Wright. All the men f rom the township of
Hull were brought over and given emplo-
ment. But that is not the point I want tO
raise at all I wish the people of this
country to know that every possible care is
taken of our public buildings, and that
the people are alive to the impoitant fact
that these buildings shall be taken care of,
and no expense spared to protect them frorn
fire. Remove the lumber piles. I tried
to have that done years ago and I could not
succeed1. If those piles should take fire,
with a north-west wind blowing, nothine il'
the world could save the buildings. ProbablY
bon. gentlemen do not know as much about
it as I do, but I tell you it is sO.
Timely warning should be given and I do
not believe the government will object tO
it. Let them take my advice, given yearS
ago, and see that the lumber piles are re-
moved. That will serve the public interest,
and we are not to consider the private in-
terests of the mill owners. The duty of the
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overninent is to do everything they can to sought an opportunity of thrashing French-
rotect these magnificent buildings. It would menwheneverhegotthe chance. But on

4 a national calanity of the worst kind if one occasion he found one who was more
alything should happen to the parliament than a match for him, and when he was
Inildings. We are standing in a very worsted a friend said to him, "you did not
angerous position, and the sooner we re- have the best of it this time," and he

i1zethe fact the sooner the governmentthem French is improving."
not apply the remedy. I am sorry I have 1 think my hon. friend, in the cases which
" een able to deal with all the questions he mentioned, shows marks of improvement,

n1ended to discuss, but on some future and upon that improvement 1 feel it my
giwlcuion, I hope to have an opportunity to duty to congratulate hir. The on. gentie-
gie 'ny opinion with reference to certain man omitted oue question on which we voted
blef'es which we are toid are to corne together and which is of some importance

thanr' auacso i, n hnh a

at the present time. I think we voted

rplidnst "N, the separate school clause in
S -MILLS- must begin ob- the Manitoba Act. I do not know what

i8s by expressing my thanks to the the reason for his vote was, but I have a
,'aer Of the oppositioù for the kindly and very distinct recollection of mine. It was

reeat benevolent manner in which he not that I thought the people had flot a right
Thee ot as a member of this House. in the province to decide for themselves,
th% hon, gentleman informed the Huse when their constitution was framed whether

t e had sat for more than a quarter of they should have separate schools or not,
beuthy together in the ouse of Commons, but thouaht with a population of 13,000

ata th preen tieC hnkw oe

during the whole of that period ae there was not a sufficient nusber to settie a
leaon re that we ever agreed upon constitution-that the govern ent ought%he of two or three important questions. rather to have been a terrritorial government
requestions bee mentioned were the Jesuits until there was a larger population within

kh redo Amct a d the Dual Language Biil. I the province. Oterwise there was a pos,
a c o huld add one or two more to that siehe chance for serious difficult if there
Shu should be a large population of a different

Ob ate iference which the hon. gentleman's way of thinkitg, and you migt maintainor t .aware that wna teag eed on ethial groundsthat they oughtnot to
Tiht h anu tw orcathree mpoant usios ath to haee a tuteito raialb gorment

nest ring a l the rest of my politicail a population. 1 ni not goingtosaywietherthf f Acas in the wrong, and the evidence that was a good rule to adopt at that time
ge atnaence was not voting with the hon.. or not; tha was nmy conviction, and I have

let say to y hon. f riend, the seen no reason for aitering the opinion which
thtor the opposition, that I think on then formed. There is this com mon f eature,.
rath wo questions which he mentioned, he however, throughout the whole of British

ti ame over to) my view. The hon. North Aumerica in which we have taken a
Pri man Will, I think, discover that the somewhat different line from our neighbours
theae p pon which he and I voted on to the south of us. All the provinces had,
con. oceasions was a principle perfectly in some formn or other, in practice or in law
whhent with those general lines upon -at all events, in all the provinces from
I h I, and the party with whom Ontario eastward-recognized the right of

s been, during my political career, the Roman Catholics to give religious in-
CO ated held, and scarcely in ac- struction in the schools in accordance
earliane with those which he had on with their faith. We know that in the
hon, .r ccasions held. 1 congratulate my United States, where this right is denied,
has end that in his political career he and where a different practice prevails, they
alad de progress. His mind has broadened have in proportion to the Catholic popula-
just in do not think he sees things to-day tion a larger number in the parochial schools
at the same light in which he saw them than we have in the pt ovince of Ontario

reainide periods. The hon. gentleman in the separate schools, and my opinion is,
told of a'me in this regard of a story I heard that in the province of Ontario we have a.

er a resident of Griffintown, who had a more efficient education given in those
14reat dislike to Vrenchmen, and he separate schools than they have in the United14
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States in the voluntary institutions to which ment. My hon. friend, Sir Mackenzie Bowell,
I have referred. On the school question as Ninister of the Crown, and I daresaY
my hon. friend said that he and I agreed in as a member of parliament, or at ail eventS
our view of the law, but that in voting we bis colleagues in the other chamber, bad
differed-that I agreed with him but voted s(me regard for their own political existence,
against him. I do not think that is alto- and that is a factor which members of %,'
gether an accurate representation of my administration, and members of an elective
view and of bis upon the subject. I agreed House, wifl always take into account, and
with him that there was a parliamentary which you cannot very well censure them for
compact in respect to the schools in Mani- doing Now, my hon. friend referred this
toba. The Judicial Committee of the Privy question to the Judicial Committee of the
Council, in one of their judgments, say so. Privy Cuncil, and bis government obtained
T agreed with himu that the legislation of a decision upon the interpretation of the
1890 broke that compact. I agreed with first subsection of the Manitoba Act-the
him in thinking and in holding that if the one relating to denominational scbools. The
minority desire to maintain the rights and second decision as hiad and the provisiol
privileges which had arisen under that coa- of the Manito a Act relating to another
pact they had a grievace, but at that point! and a diferent class of schools, the separats
I think the views entertained by my sbhools, were expounded in that second judg
hon. friend and myseif, ran in parallel ment. y bon. friend refers to the answer
lines, no further. At that point we parted vhich the governient of Manitoba made to
company. The hon. gentlemqan in dealing the report whic the Committ e of the PriVY
with the subject did notdisallow the bill as he Counci.l here had made, but he seems to have
might have done. The government of which forgotten the f at that the answer of Maie
he was a member, and who ere responsible, toba as given before the judgrp ent-thae
could have disallowed the Act within twelve suanitoba tas acting upoa the assumptiol
months after it was pasoed by the legisiature that she was witin er constitutional rightS
of pvlenitoba. No doubt the overnment and that she tas not violating any compacte
had some reason for not doingso. It oas in the course wich she olad taken but the
not, I fancy, that tbey hat doubt as to the government of Manitoba, after the judg
construction of the law. 0f course, tey ment had been given in the case of eopY
were obliged to treat with respect the differ- and the city of W binnipeg.
ent opinion whicb the legisiature and gov- o.SrMCKNI O EL
ernment of Manitoba held, but y impres- f
sion is, af ter al, that the hon. gentleman and Allow gie to correct the jon. gentleman.

bis colleagues feilt that in the state of publie was not referrioa to tbat. I was referring

opinion on that question, very serious dis- to tshe ansver that was wi iven to the reiedi

content and dlissatisfaction would exist if order which. tbey received.
the government advised the Crown to exer- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not so utder-
cis the power of disallowance, s that the stand the hon. gentleman.
bon. gentleman and bis colleagues reconi e
this fact that thoug a rigt exists under Hon. Sir MACKENZE BOWELL-
the control of an executive or legislative J ay not have been clear enough, but tgov-
body, it io not always expedient or prudent is the matter to wich I was referring.
to exercise that power. These two depart- Hon. Mr. MILLS-Tben it is my du.tY
ments of government stand in that regard t-) accept the hon. gentlemans statewent'
in a soewbat different position fro the Wen the o
judicial department of the government. - venmnted th Mai"q
The duties of the judge are clearly marked Aow e t comrrmcate ho. Manitoba
out by the law. 11e has nothing to do with wat defth go m I w ref eanprrion 
the question as to whether bis views are nter
popular or unpopular-whether trey will
be received with favour by the public or We (leemn it proper also to cail attention to th'
whether the publie wil entertain an un- fact that it is only a few months since the latest

edecision pon the subject was given by the 
fate oral iew. t th i nete Council. Previous to that tine the e vajoritY O

n the smegeswative Assemly of Manitobai hap eith
the legisiative departments of govern- expressly or innptie.ly, given pledges t he
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Itituents which they feel loyally in honour wholly wanting. We have not the necessary in-
4nd to fulfil. formation. When you have worked the public

mind up into a state of intense religious excitement,
th 0*, is it not clear to hon. gentlemen and are fast dividing the country into two hostile

that that paragraph shows that the Mani- camps on other lines than those which secular
toba government admit that they were act- questions nay, you have a different condition of

Ig things from which at present the enils that are
uPon a different construction of the law likely to spring from legislation here are far greater

Olu that given by the Judicial Committee than those which are endured by the minority even
t the Privy Council ? Is it not also clear if everything called for to give you jurisdiction
hat they are saying to the government: ®eist®d-

be1 'Consequence of the pledges which have I think that was a sound rule. Let us
en given by members to their constituents, look at what was done by the government

41d the Position taken by the government that was led by my lion. friend the leader of
Prior to that judgment, this government is the opposition. When it received that jud-

riti n n ILiuiu ta ug
in a Position to act at the present time." ment it seens to me its duty was to have

The governmet could not put itself at communicated it to the local government
ýe in direct antagonism to the position! under the cover of a despatch. It ouglt to

Which it had taken a short time before. have assuned that that governient would

tin1e iust be given. Time is asked for in honestly, at the earliest practical oppor-

eatO comnunication, and if- such communi- tunity, undertake to carry that judgment

ealn had passed from the government of into effect. They ought to have initiated a
e'vilized state to another independent discussion of the subjeet. The correspond-

thalized governmnent, if it had announced ence ought to show everything that could be
t -there were difficulties in the way of said in favour of the view that Manitoba

11p 11g its treaty obligations, and it could had taken, if she were dispo-ed to take a
er act immediately-if the gov- different view. The whole of this provision

ent did not desire war, it certainly of the law is based upon the theory of nego-
rOUld take the necessary concession-it tiation, those rules that prevail between one

it îd exercise the necessary forbearance- sovereign state and another. The very object
able d wait until a more favour- of diplomatie discussion is, by presenting

ot Opportunity occurred. And is everything that can be said in favour of

Pro that a necessity under a constitutional opposite views, to modify and mollify the

th n such as this-under which public judgment in both countries and to

of t. country has for so long a period enable the governments of both to reach a
tTie been called upon to act ? Is it not fair and reasonable conclusion. Now, there

perfectîy obvious that when you place a was nothing done to educate the public.

thwer of this sort, not under the control of There were no despatches written ; there
bue Judicial department of the government, was no communication had. The result was

nieunder the control of the political depart- that extreme men who were in favour of one
tak f the government, you are obliged to view, and other extreme men who were in

8t ito consideration all those circum- favour of another view forimied public
gttnles that the political department of the opinion and you had the country divided

inernent having a duty of this sort rest- upon those lines. I do not think that is
ipon it would be entitled to take into a favourable condition. Then the hon. gentle-

,tasiedration before it undertook to act. I men did more. They appointed a meeting
7no I'n y speech to the House of Com- of the Privy Council and summoned the

o th last year upon the subject, referring government of Manitoba before them during
of the Speech that my hon. friend the leader the period of their legislative session. What

in the government in this House made then right had they to summon the -government
e local legislature: of Manitob i? For what purpose was that

entire government summoned? There was no work
to the 1lY concur in the observations addressed o be doue, no object to be secured by what

aleiitre by Sir Oliver Mowat. Thiere!1
no right Wlhatever given here without full, was proposed. The only effect was to exas-

le and earnest effort made to secure perate the men upon the one side, and on the
eetivel from the only body that can other and to make a practical solution of the

latre deal with the subject-the legis- question more difficult. When we met in% f Manitoba. The effort has not been!
tiol Tho8e moral and constitutional considera 1895, and the government of my hon. friend

l hich alone eau give us jurisdiction, are 1 undertook to deal with the question, after
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some consideration, the subject was post-
poned. Another special session of parlia-
ment was called to deal with the subject,
and it was assumed that negotiations
would take place. The very object of the
postponement was for the purpose of nego-
tiation. My hon. friend who was at the
head of the government, and now leads the
opposition in this House, went to Manitoba
and discussed the prospects of the crop and
the state of the weather with the premier
of Manitoba, I am told, and I think my
authority was good-the hon. gentleman
will correct me if I am wrong-that no dis-
cussion whatever as to the subject of separate
schools took place between my hon. friend
and Mr. Greenway.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not understand what the hon. gentleman
refers to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I refer to the visit
made, after the postponement of the subject
for another session of parliament, by the
hon. gentleman to Manitoba, I think my
hon. friend met Mr. Greenway.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
I did not. I never met Mr. Greenway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And no inember of
bis government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And no member of his government upon
that occasion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say upon
that occasion I am saying that my hon.
friend said nothing upon that question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
never met Mr. Greenway except -to bow to
him when introduced to him, nor did I meet
any of bis Cabinet ministers except to be
introduced to Mr. Sifton by Lieut.-Governor
Schultz, and I have never spoken to him
since.

Hon. Mr. .MILLS-And as to the other
members of the government?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, I do not know about them. If you
asked me what took place officially, I can
tell you.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Of course, I cannot
say anything more on the subject, but I
think my hon. friend had an opportunity in

the North-west and in the city of Winnipeg,
between the two sessions to which I refer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
met Mr. Greenway in Mr. Patterson's roon,
and merely exchanged compliments and went
out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And not a word was
said upon this very important question?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW ELL-Not
a single word, good, bad or indifferent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I think, after al], the
hon. gentleman and I agree as to that. I
say the hon. gentleman failed in bis duty on
that occasion. My hon. friend, I suppose,
was under the impression that because of
that second judgment of the Privy Council,
the government of Manitob t could not do
otherwise than conform to the provisions of it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
might explain to the hon. member so that
there will be no misunderstanding, that
while I had no personal intercourse with
any of those gentlemen, I wish it not to be
interfered that there had not been official

'communications between the government of
which I was a member, and the party of
which I was the head and the governmen t

of Manitoba, because we sent a most respect-
ful answer in reply to the petition from the
bishop and the minority of Manitoba, asking
him, in as courteous language as the Right
Honourable Sir John Thoimpson could put
on paper, to take this matter into their con-
sideration and if possible to come to some
solution which would allay the excitement
that prevailed and grant justice to the
minority.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have in my hand
here a sentence or two from an interview,
while the first of those sessions was being
beld here, between Mr. Ouimet and a repor-
ter of the Citizen. Mr. Ouimet said on that
occasion, and I suppose the government did
not dissent from the views which he ex-
pressed :

All they ask (that is the governient) is to be at
liberty to add to the secular education required in
the public schools such religious teaching as vill
meet the religious views of the minority. I maY
say if that had been provided for in the legislatioP
of 1890 we would never have heard of the Manitob$
school question.

I am not going into a further discussion
of the Manitoba school question, but it seems
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to me that the settlement which has been
had, if generously carried out-and my im-
pression is that it will be generously carried
out-will not differ from that which Mr.
Ouimnet said they were prepared to accept.

course, a great deal depends upon the
90vernmnent facilitating the teaching instead
of Putting impediments in the way. I have
h1 doubt whatever that the government of

Greenway will undertake to furnishOvery facility,'within the terms of the agree-
l t, for the instruction which our Catholic

fello" countrymen require that their children

are receive in respect to religion. There
sightseveral things which I think are lost
sioht of in Manitoba. The Catholie popula-
bree are largely settled together. The half-

with s are m districts by themselves. Now,

in th us, in the province of Ontario, we have

llete county of Kert several French settle-
beet. No separate school, as such has ever
caur¤ established in those settlements, be-cauo e the whole population are of one way

nkifling, and the instruction which is
tion .in a separate school where the popula-
thou 's mixed is given in that school, al-

c ih i s designated an ordinary public

Pro * ow, what is to prevent, in the
vroîice of Manitoba, where you have thirtyOr ferty sections of half-breed population,

ith ldren- of those people being instructed
extheir schools under these regulations upon
efo, a the same lines as they wereinstructed
bfoe re It is quite true that you cannot
gill religious instruction every half hour, or
ap"Y hour, but there is half an hour set"Part for the subject.

1
1 1o. Mr. LANDRY-After the school

ouns.

yÎ'1o. Mr. MILLS-After half-past three.Pour i8 the hour when the period of schooliotruction expires. Four is the closing
Oot throughiout the whole province of
t ?bar1o Four is the closing hour in Mani-

drd from half-past three to four is
ood to religious instruction. Now theO3ection, where the school is mixed, that

thn rotestant children may be dismissed
re - Playang outside while the others are
cou1 ivingreligious instruction inside, and of

ha are nore anxious to go outside and
inseY tan to stay in and receive religious
I herdctohn, seems a very fri'volous objection.
that hat point made by my hon. friend,
instrthe children who are receiving religious

uction have so little regard for it, so

little interest in it, that they would rather
be outside playing.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-A child is only a
child, whether Protestant or Catholic.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend re-
minds me of a story of an old lady who was
suffering from rheunatism. She said she
wished to ee in heaven and her husband
said he wished to be in the tavern. She
said: "I don't know how it is you always
want to be in the best place." If the children
think it is better to be outside playing with
the other boys than inside receiving religious
instruction, they must have just such an
impression as the old lady had. Supposing
that were true, what possible difference can
it make l In the great majority of the
cases the children who are dismissed go home
-they do not remain around the school-room
to play, so those who receive religious in-
struction are not likely to be disturbed, and
if there were no more serious objection than
that J do not think it would make very
much impression upon the public. I agree
with the hon. leader of the House that, in
all probability, if the arrangement is given
a fair trial, what haspappened in Ontario
will happen also in Manitoba-the law will
be amended by the local legislature from
time to time so as to make the schools effi-
cient and satisfactory to the population
whose children are receiving instruction
within them. Having said this much on
the school question, I do not propose discuss-
ing it further.

Let me say a word Or two with regard to
the Franchise Act, which is also mentioned
in the Speech from the Throne and referred
to by the hon. member from Prince Edward
Island and by the hon.- member fromn Glen-
garry, in a somewhat bellicose tone. The
hon. gentlemen intimated that if that
measure came to this House, it would be
the (eath of it-it would never go elsewhere.
I do not think that that threat is at all
consistent with the duties that rest upon
hon. gentlemen as members of the second
chamber.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Of the first
chamber.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Of the upper cham-
ber-the better place above.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps you prefer the tavern below.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say this, that Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I differ alto-
since 1832 the rule has been well settled in gether from the hon. gentleman that public
England, thatwheretheopinionofthecountry opinion has been pronounced upon that
has been definitely taken upon a measure, question.
while the House of Lords may undertake to
amend such a measure, they never undertake Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-1 never heard

to delay or defeat it. No rule is better settled of it in our counties. It is true it was laid

than that. This question as to the fran- down in the platform that the Reformers

chise has been an issue betweeti the friends adopted bere, but that is the last we heard

of my hon. friend opposite and the Liberal of it until now, as being a party questior.

party who are now in power. It was an Hon. Mr. MILLS-Since 1885, every
issue in the last el ction. It was one of the session of parliament we have taken the
questions on which the country pronounced. opinion of the House on the subject.
There has been an appeal to the political
sovereignty of this country on the question, Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I say this in
and the electorate have pronounced in favour justice to the hon. gentleman, it bas been
of the adoption of the principle which the talked of a great deal. The great Liberal
government have promised to submit to us party of this country advocated that, the
in a bill this session. That being so, it is same as they advocated free trade, but it has
not open to this House-it would be wholly not been a question before the country. We
inconsistent with the dignity of this House- are not going to be committed to anything
to avail themsel-ves of the opportunity to before we see the bill. Then we will deal
defeat a measure upon which the public with it, and deal with it liberally. I say,
opinion of the country has been taken, and for one, there should be an improvement on
in reference to which the government are the old system, and there is no doubt at all
obeying a mandate which they received' we will get an improvement, but to say that
from the country at the hast election. we are going to adopt the franchises of the

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Was that the sole
question on which parties were divided ?

local legislatures-one place they may have
universal suffrage, another place, property
qualitication-is something of which I can-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly it was not noG approve. 1 wan the memuers oi d
the sole question, but it was one of the ques. House of Commois, when elected, to corne

tions. In the English parliamentary system, to the Huse under the same franchise.
you seldom have a single question sub- Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not going into
mitted to the country. You sometimes have a discussion of the merits of a neasure that
half a dozen, but if they are embraced
within the policy ofLhe party, if they have we have not before us, but I am stating a
been accepted by its leaders, if they have principle-a principle that was recognized
been advocated and promulgated by the in this country from 1867 until 1885. I
leaders of a party, and the country bas point out to hon. gentlemen that that prin-
returned that party to power, then it bas ciple was enunciated, was formally declared

also declared its opinion with reference to as a part of the policy of one of the great
the measures upon which that party suc- parties in the state, that an election was held,

ceeded. and that the country bas pronounced upon
that as it bas pronounced upon every other

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then we must proposition that the Liberal party had sub-
pass any measure that this government mitted, and just as they pronounced on every
brings in. That is what it amounts to. other proposition which hon. gentlemen

opposite had submitted. That being so, 1
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman am content with simply stating that it would

says we nust pass any measure, not any be a departure f rom the recognized functions
measure, but a measure upon which the of an upper chamler to do, what the hon-
opinion of the country bas been taken em- gentleman f rom Prince Edward Island and
bracing a principle upon which the voice of the hon. gentleman from Glengarry have
the people bas been sought and been pro- declared it was their intention to do.
nounced. I say it is the duty of this House Turning away f rom the subject of the
to acquiesce. franchise, let me say a few words with
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regard to the tariff. I have no doubt what- usual fulness. If I were to follow my ownsder that the present government will con- inclination I would not be disposed to help
ver existing interests. It would be a those who did not help me, and I would noteot strange government indeed thit would be disposed to hurt myself for the sake of
oth o so. There is nothing in the policy hurting them. I think that it is possible
f the party, there is nothing in any principle for us to extend our trade with the mother

en h it is conmitted and which it has country. I think it is possible to do so with-
ncated, inconsistent with that position. out impairing our revenue, and without

the ne ever supposed that in advocating subjecting ourselves to any reasonable re-te principles of free trade in this country monstrance from those to the south of us.
We d ere advocating the ablition of customs I believe that on many grounds it is of con-
orcert but we were advocating certain lines sequence to us, to impress on the mother
i Vietain principles which have to be kept country that we are in the empire and that

Wt in franng a tariff. But these are we are in the empire to stay, that we have
There only ends to be kept in view. no intention of associating ourselves politic-
tutie are a great nany industrial insti ally with the country to the south of us,
h , . existing iii the country that, per- that we bel ieve that with British institutions
th , it would have been advantageous to and the svstem of parliamentary govern-
Le ountry if they had not sprung up. ment that exists in this country, we are

e ng at the question from purely capable of a moral progress- we are capable
if grounds, it ight have beer better of a degree of prosperity arising from moral
least had no existence, some of themn. at considerations which can never be obtained
exst, but existing, having been called into under the constitution of our neighbours, andIstecc

erce largely by the proective tariff, my opinionis that the more clearly weimpress
thergoverýnmîxent is bound to consider upon the mother country that that is our posi-
but · ot sinîply on economic grounds, tion, the more we will do to secure immigrants

gr dis bound to consider then on social fron the United Kingdom to Canada, be-
rounids; because you could not uproot an cause no one of intelligence who is devoted

lirttution and throw out of eimployment a to his own country, would be disposed to
arge number of people connected with it, cone in our midst and become a citizen, ifelesthough they got immediate employnent he thought it was simply a lalf-way house
aeLe\ire, withoLit serious social disturb- into the neighbouring republic. We cannot

and that is also a matter which every do this country a greater service than
tion, nif ent is bound to take into considera- to earnestly impress upon the minds of the
sider Xe are also bound to take into con- people of the United Kingdom that in com-

vtion our environinent. We must not ing to Canada they are coning to a country
t 1  the ianner in which others propose that is part of the empire, and is likely for

hat 'with us, and it is our duty to pursue all time to come to remain a portion of that
terestOur own interest calls for. That in- empire. I agree with what is said in the

rtiay. be based upon economic consid- Speech from the Throne in reference to Her
contids, or it may be based upon political Majesty's reign. There has been no period

iiayerations whicli are not eonomic. It in English history to be compared with it.
tae advantageous to a governinent and You can point to no century of time-I do
cally Ountry to adopt a policy that economi- not think you can point to any two centuries
of Ciuses them to suffer a certain amount of time-where there has been the same
theyoss, if the result is to be that thereby degree of progress that has marked the sixty
neigh ca nodify or change the policy of a years that Her Majesty bas been upon the
are b our- And I say all these matters we throne of the British empire. Within twelve
theseound to take into consideration, and al years the area of the empire has grown from
the Matters, I have no doubt whatever, eight and one-half millions to eleven and
anadgovernment will take into consideration, one-quarter millions of square miles, and its
that th fact that they do consider them and population has increased by 40,000,000.
in their value is estimated and determined The revenues have enormously increased

t' tariff which is proposed, is not any du ring that period of time, and I think that
onrl on that they have departed from some the feeling of every considerate man, must

Pro¡ P ciple which it was important to make be, whether in the Liberal ranks or in
Poînent and to discuss with more than the Conservative ranks, that it is in the
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interest of this country to remain a portion public faith. I say that is the position
of that empire, and to do everything in the adopted by the Liberal party on this very
power of the government of this country important question. Before en+ering upon
to cement Canada durabiy into the great a discussion of the details which have
country of which we formn a part. received the consideration of the House Up

to the present juncture of this debate, I
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-So many obser- might ask hon. gentlemen if they could for

vations have been made upon the Speech one moment conceive that, had Mr. Laurier
from the Throne during this debate that I appealed, for instance, to the electors «f Que-
hope the House will not weary of the bec upon the settlement whihl has been laid
few observations which I may take the upon the table of the House, and which has
opportunity of making upon some of the been entered into t y the two governments,
subjects discussed in it. I have listened will any hon. gentleman in this House-
with a very great deal of pleasure to much no matter how strong a supporter he
that has been said in regard to many of the may be of the present admliniitrati--
questions here debated. and particularly upon conc ive for one moment that the
tthe question which has received greater electorate of Quebec would have pro-
attention than any other subjects which nounced the way they did at the general
have come under our consideration, namely election in June last? I say most posi-
the Manitoba school question. I cannot tively, without fear of contradiction, that
refrain from giving expression to a few Mr. Laurier could not have received one
views which I hold upon this very impor- supporter from the province of Quebec had
tant subject and which nay not possibly he announced upon that occasion that his
be in harmony with the views entertained policy on this question was embodied in the
by inany hon. gentlemen in this House. settlement which ias been laid upon the
According to my conception of this subject table of this bouse, and which to-day lie
-at least of the stage which it has at claims credit for, as having settled this
present reached- I venture to say that most vexed question. I therefore say that
there is a more important phase of the subt- the Liberal party lhold the reins of power
ject than the Remedlial Bill or the settle- to-day by reason of an utter disregard of the
ment entered into by the present govern- representations which they made to the
ment, namely, whether the country will electorate when they appealed to them in
view with approbation a great party, suchl the month of June last. And, therefore, in
as the Liberal party of this Dominion, my humble judgment, the most important
appealing to the country upon a public question to be considered in this alleged
question of this importance and representing settlement is the fact as to whether the
beyond all question the attitude which they public of this great Dominion will counten-
intend to take upon it, and securing not ance uncertainty, inconsistency, duplicity of
only the sympathy but the support of the the kind which has placed those gentlemen
electorate of the country to such an extent as in power. There was a phase, which was
to defeat the late administration and to place dicussed at length, of this subject which in
them in power, and then, having received the past received a great deal of attention
that support and having announced a plat- from the hon. Secretary of State, namely the
form most uncompromising in ité nature, to question of disallowance: That hon. gentle-
immediately disregard the solemn compact man seems to think it necessary to advance
into which they had entered with the elec- soie excuse whereby the blarne for the hos-
tors and to adopt a settlement which is abso- tility and the animosit y created upon t',is
lutely at variance and absolutely in conflict question should be saddled upon the late
with the professions which they had made. administration, so that the present govern-
It therefore becomes, to my mind, a matter ment may be relieved by reason of their not
of consistency on the part of a great politi- having granted to the minority the redress
cal party whether the representations which which the ninority expected, and he formu-
they may make to the electorate are to be, lated, as an excuse for the position taken by
observed in their integrity, or whether they 1 the Liberal party in not being able to grant
can take advantage of circumstances that a larger measure of redress, the fact that
may arise to place themselves in a better this diffliculty might have been remedied
position and thur, sacrifice what I may term long ago had the government exercised



the Power vested in them of disallow- Secretary of State on this important subject,
ance. I have some material here bear- namely, that the power of disallowance
ng Upon this important phase which I should have been exercised, and would have

Will take the liberty of referring to. Hon. % iped out of existence, so to speak, the Acts
gentlemen will remember that it was in 1890 of 1890, and would have quieted this question
that the Manitoba government repealed the for all time to cone. One is struck with the
nld School Act and passed the legislation humour of the reiark made by the hon. Secre-
at Present on the statute book. It was in tary of State, that the power of disallowance
the spring of that year t 1 at the statute was should have been exercised, and thus have
Passed repealing the old Manitoba School quieted for all time to come this question

et. We finid that in the spring of the which has created so much public attention,
saime year the federal parliament was in so much hostility, and so much animosity
session and, at a time when the hon. Secre- throughout the Dominion, and which lias

tary of State says that the late administra- resulted in the defeat of one government
on should have exercised its power of and the placing of another in power. My
isakisnee, we find the Liberal party at hon. friend says that if it lad been disal-

nee taking the initiative steps to pre% ent lowed before legislation had been passed by
e government of the day from in any way which there could have been an appeal from
maitting itself to so dangerous a ground the Supreme Court to the Judicial Commit-

th C consider it to be, namely, the exercise of tee of the Privy Council, the Supreme Court
e veto whiclh they have in regard to pro- would have decided in a particular way ; the

'Vncial legislation. In 1890 the then leader province of Manitoba not having the right
re the Liberal party brought before parlia- to appeal to the Privy Council, would have

nta resolution, protesting on very strong at once recognized that they weie wrong in

roundý against the Governor in Council the passage of the legislation in question,ercising the right of disallowance of those and hence its quietus. My hon. friend might
particular Acts. On the 29th April, 1890, as well say, in regard to mischievous boys,

r. ilake says : that they are better killed in their youth,
gu suant to the notice which I gave some days lest when they become men, they become

the rse to nove in amendment, to leave out all troublesome. My hon. friend seems to over-
17ords after " that" and insert the following: look the principle of British justice, that a
't is epedient to provide nieans wvhereby onao1exPeien to prvdpen hrb n rovince as well as an individual has theof d casions touching the exercise of the power p.

ti( IaloWance or the appellate power as to educa- right to seek redress or to have tested by
fact legiation, important questions of law or the highest court in the empire, any ques-
ja. a «Y be referred by the executive to a high tion which may arise, and particularly

e Mtnodtribnal fora heai end nsi<eratio in questions involving matters of such greatF de( that the authorities ani parties inter-

opii iay be represented, and that a reasoned importance as that embodied in the legisla-
eteetn y bie obtained for the information of the tion in question, the disallowance of which

I 1 oue t my hon. friend so strongly agitated. My
i doubt very much if the Governor hon. friend is entirely in error in saying

0 ouncil at that particular time received that the right of appeal did not exist
'0 d information from the province of at the time of the passage of the

is aitoba as to the Acts in question. One Manitoba School Act of 1890. I say
astOnished- and yet one should not be that my hon. friend is in error, in say-

cton ished when one is familiar with the ing that the right of appeal was embodied

btheting attitudes that have been taken in the amendnents to the Supremne Court
th Secretary of State on public questions Act of 1891. Any hon. gentleman, bythat a flember of the present administra- referring to that Act will fnd that it makes~tIict me fte rsn dinsr-rfin Conc tha c ilf t the Suprem

p hori ould take so strong a position upon a no provision for an appeal to Her Majesty's
nghP eh has always been most strongly Privy Council, that the appeal to Her

Pro t for and advocated and most strongly Majesty's Privy Council from a reference to
amteited against by the Liberal party, the Governor in Council to the Supreme

1  y, n the exercise of the power of disal- Court remained very much in the same posi-
fanc And we find the hon. gentleman tion at that time as it.did at the earlier

same Bothwell re-echoing practically the date when the Supreme Court and Ex-fite enlftunents as those that have been re- chequer Court Act was passed, and we find
P'4ted over and over again by the hon. that it was not by virtue of any provision
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made in the Act to which my hon. friend re- of Canada can pass no measure invading any pro-
fers, and which he says %%as passed, or which vincial right or encroaching upon any provincial

he impliedly says was passed for the purpose privilege.
of establishing this legislation, because we Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is so; it would

find in the Brophy case a special application be ultra vires if it did.

being made to the Privy Council for the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The opinion
purpose of this appeal being heard, and it then expressed by ny hon. friend is the
was under the special leave which was given opinion which I certainly hold, and the
that the appeal was heard. We also find opinion whichi was then followed by the gov-
by reference to the speech made by the hon- ernmient of the day, and which I fancy any
gentleman from Bothwell at the last session public man in Canada must necessarily con-
of parliament, that he himself took very clude is the only wise course to follow under
strong grounds on the question of disallow- such circunstances. But assuming the gov-
ance, a matter on which he seems to have erninent had exercised the power of disal-
changed his mind recently and which to-day lowance, does the hon. the Secretary of
he advocates. If my hon. f riend will re- State think for a moment that the people of
mem ber, upon this occasion he expressed Manitoba would have sat neekly down and
himself on the question of disallowance which permitted a provincial right to be invaded,
he says to-day might have been exercised at would have permitted the privileges which
that particular time which I presume he says were their's to be encroached upon by the
the governient should have doue. government of the day and not re-enact the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that. Act in question? Hon. gentlemen who take
this position must forget the attitude of that

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- province on the Manitoba Railway Acts
You said it might have been doue. whein they passed those Acts over and

and over again after the Governor in Coun-
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You said the cil liad exercised the power of disallowance.

government might have exercised the right And so in this particular, public opinion
of disallowance at that particular time. as then arousd to such an extent upon

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose my hon. this question that the province would have
friend will not deny they might have done sat if necessary from the lst of January to
sol? the 31st of Decenber to assert their rights

under the constitution they had, and
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I assume, if entirely apart from the merits or de-

the government exercise that power, it merits of the School Act would certainly
would exercise it wisely, it would exerciseit have re enacted it until the government of
presumably when it had a right to do so ; the day became convinced that public
but my hon. friend, when in the Commons, opinion was with them upon that particular
took very strong grounds on that question subject. There is another phase of the
and expressed himself in very strong matter to which I would take the liberty of
language on this particular question, and referring, and that is the settlement it-self.
gave evidence of the opinion which he then My hon. friend the leader of this House
entertained that the power of disallowance seemed to express himself as holding the
should not have been exercised by the gov- opinion that a satisfactory settlement had
ernment. been arrived at, and that the public of this

Dominion was satisfied with the settlement.
lion. Mr. M-NILLS-I did not say any My hon. friend selems to be more confident

thingr to the contrary of that to-day. Myhnfredsmstbe oecnien
th upon that particular subject than the Speech

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. gen- from the Throne itself. I trace a little
tleman said : doubt in the Speech from the Throne as to

We must bear in mind that parliament lias whetier this matter has given entire satis

no power to iiterfere with a provincial right. faction to the Dominion. The government
There is no point at which it can come in con- put into the mouth of His Excellency the
tact with such a right. The power by which pro- Governor General, in delivering the speech,
vincial rights mnay be interfered with is the power the very happily expressed sentiment
of disallowance, but this power rests with the Gov-
ernor Geieral in Council, and is restrained by the I confidently hope that this settlenent will pLIt
conventions of the constitution. The parliament an end to the agitation which has marred the
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harrnony and impeded the development of our
to try, and will prove the beginning of a new era

othcharacterized by generous treatnent of one
Will. mutual concessions and reciprocal good-

-10on. Mr. MILLS-"Confidently hope"
is strong enough.

'Ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Certainly, there
are expressions in the English language
Which in form may be very strong, but

imply a certain amount of weakness,
toubt and uncertainty, and I fancy that

is particular expression, couched as I say
fe very choice language, rather indicated a
eeling on the part of the government, at
thattime when they prepared the address,
a they were not at all certain, but hoped,

hat oped very strongly and very confidently,
that the settlement would eventuate in sat-sfaction to all parties. If the address had
aoirPliml'ented the governinent upon the

Oltness and tactical ability which they
aendisplayed in securing this alleged settle-ient I would have been entirely in sym-

pathy with the expressions contained in the
a ress, but when it undertakes4 to say thatsettlement has been reached, I certainly
Mlust differ entirely from that expression.
Mt bon. friend from New Westmins;ter said

tnight that this was the last debate
reach we would hear upon this question. I
th y hope it will be the last debate. I hope
tetsettlement entered into may prove a
clie*lent of this question. Yet I am in-
calild t think we have only reached practi-

n the climax of this important question
ano 1t the finale.

on. Mr. BERNIER-Hear, hear!

Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
ta a question which has kept the Green-
Way governmaent in power since the passage

the School Acts of 1890, that a question
haih has defeated the governnent, which
Withpractically created two hostile camps

pl, a great political party, which has
hasý .the Liberal party in power, which
haienated in the province of Quebec the
Pas fro his flock and the bishop from
sch aty, and which has shaken Rome to
lend an, extent that we find a legate here to

s1t% good offices in endeavouring to
qttle the question-it seems to me that a
aeeo n which has accomplished what Ih e entioned can scarcely reach a finality"Pori the settlement which has been brought

down by the government and which they
say in the address they confidently hope
may be settled and put an end to the
agitation which has impaired and impeded
the development of our country. That leads
me to ask what is the settlement which has
been effected7 The Liberal party, the pre-
sent government, all seem to express them-
selves with the greatest possible satis-
faction at what has been achieved. One
not familiar with this question would
fancy that the late administration had ac-

1 complished nothing in the direction of
securing a settlement, but that the settie-
ment secured by the present government
is absolutely original in its character, and
in no way partakes of the elements which
heretofore entered into the discussion that
took place respecting the settlement of the
question. If hon. gentlemen will look at
the proposals submitted by the representa-
tives of the Greenway government to the
commissioners of the federal government,
and compare those proposals with the so-
called settlement which has been entered
into between the Greenway government and
the present administration, they will find a
surprising degree of similarity between the
alleged settlement of to-day and the pro-
posals then submitted by the Greenway
government. I ask why did not the Liberal
party, then in opposition, express their
satisfaction with the proposal which was
submitted to the House by the commis-
sioners of the federal government upontheir
return from Winnipeg i Why, hon. gentle-
men, they could not find language sufficiently
strong to denounce the proposals made by
the conmissioners of the federal govern-
ment, let alone to entertain for one solitary
moment the proposals made by the Greenway
commissioners to the federal commissioners
at that time, and if hon. gentlemen will ana-
lyse the present School Act of Manitoba, they
will find that practically the saine results
would be obtainable from that Act as are
obtainable under the settlement which the
present government claims to have carried
out and claims a considerable degree of com-
mendation for accomplishing. Take for
instance the teaching of religion in the
schools. AIl hon. gentlemen will, I think,
conceive that the crucial test as to whether
this is a settlement or not is the fact of the
element of religion entering into the teaching
of the public schools in the province of
Manitoba. We do find an element of religion
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in this so-called settlement, but it is of so there is no question, hon. gentlemen, tlt
limited a character as to give dissatisfaction upon comparing the Act of 1890 with dUs
to the minority. I do not express an opinioi particular settement you will find s0 close
as to whether there is such a degree of an identity, particularly upon the veXed
teaching of religion entering into this settle- questions which are at issue, that one is
ment ai would be satisfactory to the minor- surprised that statesmen would seek to pahui
ity, but I say-and I say it unhesitatingly- off this as a settement of the question-
that the minority are dissatisfied with I think there is no better evidence of the
that particular element of the settlement. fact that the present administration does nOt
If hon. gentlemen will look at the view this as a settiement of the difficultY
present Manitoba School Act previous than the action they have recently taken il
to the late amendments being passed, they appealing to Rome and securing the good
will find that under thet Act of 1890 it was offices of the papal ablegate, who is in Canad&
discretionary with the trustees of any par- at the present time, for the purpose of recoD
ticular public school district to have half an ciling-I will not say différences between
hour's teaching every day if they should so them-but reconcilin public opinion in the
decide. Does this settlement give any more province of Quebec to what I pronounce to ho
than that ? I say undoubtedly not. I say a sacrifice of the promise made to the elector
the saie elemnent of religious education whi-h ate of Quebec on this important questiOi
entered into the School Act of 1890 finds a rspecting which the people of the province
repetition in this so-called settlement, and of Quebec expected different treatment. It
that the concessions, or the alleged conces- seems to me that the papal ablegate hO
sions, which have been obtained are no greater entirely superseded the office which wastobho
than tiiose which the minority enjoyed after occupied by the hon. leader of this House.
the passage of that Act in 1890. There was It was he that was to settle this very impork
an objection raised at one time that it was ant question. My hon. friend was to proceed
entirely discretionary with the trustees to Manitoba upon the next train atter the
whether they should permit religious teach- general elections to effect a settlement; but
ing. We find it so provided in this settle- I find my hon. friend has fot been tendere
ment. It is discretionary with the trustees, the pleasure of an excusion to that western
and if they do not exercise their discretion country, where we would have been all verY
in that particular manner, then, on a petition -lad to have sepn him. I find that the offices
from the parents, they shall introduce reli- of the papal ablegate have been secured t>
gious teaching. Every hon. gentleman here perfonn the very important services which D'Y
who may be familiar with the conditions of hon. friend was to have rendered, and which
population in the provinceof Manitobaknows he might have performed with equal satis
full well that if there are as many Catholic facton. There is no question in the minds
children in a school district as we find men- of hon. gentlemen in this House, nor of the
tioned in this settlement, it would result in public, that the hon. leader of the goverfl
the appointment of Catholic trustees in that ment, the Hon. Mr. Laurier, and bis QuebeO
particular district. It is bound to work supporters, entered into the most soleUln
out in that particular way, and those trus- pledges and into a compact as binding
tees, if they are appointed by Catholic they could possibly make, with the electorat
ratepayers-who must necessarily dominate of that province, upon this important quOS
in a district where we find the nuniber of tion. It is unnecessarv for me to point out
children which is mentioned in this settle- that not only members of the present cabi
ment -such trustees would necessarily reflect net, but the rank and file of the party, Col"
the opinions and the sympathies which the sidering that they could not sufficientlY
people of that particular district might hold impress on the electorate of Quebec their
on the question of the teaching of religion sincerity in securing greater privileges for
in t be schools; and they having the discre- the minority than the late governme" t

tion vested in them, would exercise that dis- could, entered into sworn declaration-5 4
cretion in allowing religious education to be written pledges, solemn compacts, sworf in
imparted during the hours provided in the some cases before their ecclesiastical author"
School Act, and the hours provided in the ties, that in no case would they be satisfie
School Act are identical with the hours pro- withsucha settlement aswas embodied in the
vided in this particular settement, 0 that Remedal Bill ; nothing lesl than the co
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Of fesh would satisfy them-the restoration
af the separate schools in their entirety as
48 they had existed previous to 1890. Will
hon gentlemen deny that the premier and
""ost of his cabinet, and the majority which
h hs behind him in parliament, carried the

ro"raIiceofQuebec uponpledges of the charac-

te a have .ust mentioned ? They admit it.
h anot be denied. It is in black and

White; yet in the face of these solemn pro-
thes> We find hon. gentlemen seeking for
the cOmmendation of the country because
b y have achieved what could not be effected
of t late government, namely, a settlement

the is vexed question. Then we find that
he ecclesiastical authorities are attacked on

the ground of calling into action the penal
ties Of the church for a breach of faith, if I
r5y 0 terni it. Why would not the bishops
of Quebec have the right to resent what I
tej1 a repudiation and a disregard of thetolein promises that were entered into withthe by the leaders of the Liberal party andtheir
elect. supporters previous to the general

lon in June. last? Did these hon.
agel1 enl expect that the ecclesiastical

tities, after being humbugged in the
t they were-after being deceived into

L11i a certain amount of support to thehaibl party-were calmly to fold their,hudsan
the and accept the deception practised upon

,o in the violation of these promises andone resent it ? While I do not approve for
in e lomient of the course which they pursued
Yet te suppreSsion of the press, and so on,
,houît was only human nature that they

SIat have sought to resent the deliberate
Part'O of that compact by the Liberal
ev .in accepting the settlement. Who-

W Writes the political history of thei0h question cannot fail to be struck
With the remarkable feats of political
qUestrianship. which have been achieved

u this imp)rtant question. You have
the reenway 1 osing as the champion of
Vine tra Protestant majority in the pro-,

o cf Manitoba passing legislation which
8 at -aracterized by the hon. Secretary of

te fi n the strongest possible language.
eg d that gentleman shortly after pro-

lg to the province of Quebec and, at a

spe.e given to the Hon. Mr. Laurier,
o ng9to the population of the province

an QUleC in the most conciliatory manner
Proving to the satisfaction of the Liberal

ay in that province that he, Mr. Green-
, ad always been their champion and

friend. We have the leading members of
the present government, who were professing
to the electors of Quebec their sincerity-
not only their sincerity but their intention
that under no circumstances would they
accept anything less than the restoration of
the separate schools in all their integrity--
we have these gentlemen performing all the
feats of the accomplished equestrian in
riding two horses round the ring, both
going in opposite directions. I find
no one riding more effectually in the
province of Quebec the Catholic horse
than the present premier, and certainly no
one riding the Protestant horse so effectually
in Ontario. I have a recollection of seeing
some years ago in a humorous paper in
Toronto, a cartoon of the leader of this
House performing a similar feat of eques-
trianship, riding round the ring in velvet
and spangles, two horses going in opposite
directions, to the great satisfaction of the
party to which he belonged and with much
credit to himself. I recalled that cartoon,
when I thought recently of what was
achieved by the hon. leader of the Liberal
party in the late elections, in which they ac-
complished a somewhat similar feat. We
all have a recollection in our young days of
patronizing the circus as it came along, and
observing the facility with which certain
actors would swallow knives, swords and all
kinds of dangerous implements, but we cer-
tainly have seen nothing in our earlier days
to equal the swallowing facility of the
Liberal party in regard to many of these
questions of conflict which by a swallowing
feat they have had no trouble in disposing
of. When the history of the school case
comes to be written, the settlëment may be
possibly pronounced a settlement, but it
will be pronounced as the greatest triumph
of political machination achieved in Canada
in the latter end of the 19th century. My
hon. friend from Bothwell made some allus-
ion to the Franchise Act. It struck me as
peculiarly inconsistent with the attitude
which he will shortly expect us to take upon
another equally important matter, that is
the tariff. My hon. friend propounded the
doctrine, and it is a very salutary principle,
J presume, that public opinion must be ob-
served, so far as legislation in this House is
concerned, in the consideration of al bills
which iay come up from the House of Com-
mons. Where the public have pronounced
upon a question, it is contended to be obli-
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gatory upon this body to accept the legisla. absence of any particulars or details to which
tion which may come from the House of Com- we might make reference. We find some
mons in regard thereto. Of course the hon. allusion made to the tariff. If His Excel-
gentleman has prepared the way for what will lency, in the Speech f rom the Throne, had
be expected of this honourable House when congratulated the leader of the government
the Franchise Bill comes f rom the House of on discovering how to harmonize free trade
Commons on account of its having been and protection, we might have joined, with-
alleged that public opinion has been ex- out any exception, in such congratulations-
pressed in favour of the principle to be em- It always seemed to me that, so far as
bodied in that measure which, I understand, itical scientists in their writings deait with
has been distributed in the other House. I the question of free trade and protections
suppose the hon. leader of the Senate will they deat with them as the antithesis of
expect u-, to observe the same principle with each other. The one lay at the extrenae
regard to the tariff. I did understand that point f rom the other, but we find that these
the Liberal party had appealed to the country hon. gentlemen have at hast accomplished
on the policy of free trade-free trade, pure the happy feat of assimilatîng both free trade
and simple-"free trade as it is in England." and protection, so that a free trade supporter
There, I understand, is to be found the may feel himself quite warranted in
fountain head of all f ree trade. I presume supporting a protective tarif, and the
hon. gentlemen also-at least the hon. most ardent protectionist may find hini
leader of the Senate-will say that this self justified in supporting the so-cahhed
was the great and important subject before free trade doctrities of the goverfl
the country, and, being piaced in power ment. But, as I say, owing to the absence
upon that particular question, they will of any details of this important question, it
expect that this House will carry out is utterly impossible to discuss its merits or
public opinion on the tariff and say that demerits, and hence we shail have to post
only a free trade measure shall be approved pone that for some future time. There is
of. I point out to my lion. friend the one question which 1 should like to refer VO
leader of this House the rather iconsistent -ohat is the allusion which was made bY
position which has been takeî upon this mat- 1 my hion. friend the Secretary of State the
ter, and if ie insists upon urging it in regard other day to the question of the hostile feel-
to the Franchise Bill, to be consistent lie 1ing, prevailing in the United States agaiflSt
will surely urge the saie doctrite in regard Canada. fe attributed the creation Of
to the tarif bill when it cornes down. Te that feeling to the attitude of the late goV
Speech f rom the Throne is usually consid- ernment in connection with its deaing
ered as a bilp of fare, and I notife in the owith wtee nited States government. MY
Liberal papers some ver happy cartoons in lhon. friend had to formulate some excuse for
regard to this particular bill of fare. I the purpose of escaping the failure of the
the Globe newspaper 1 ioticed a cartoon representativs of the present governent
representing a festive board laid out with who proceeded to i t some fee
ail the delicacies of the season, which were weeks ago for the purpose of carrying out
intended Vo represent the various items that much looked for reciprocity which for
contained iii the Speech frosn the Throne, the last eighteen years we have heard could
and most of them were mfarked "expendi- only be efdected by the Liberal party. MY
ture". for t.im, "expenditure" for that, and hon. friend referred to the fact that such a
"'expenditure" for the other, while paolia- feeling of hostility had been created by the
ment was looking on covetoushy, desirous of aniosity of the late government agaidist
securing those dainties so that Mr. Laurier the United States government, as to pr-
might complete bis labours and proceed Vo vent negotiations being entered into by the
Enaand. t struck the at the time that representatives of the governuient whô welt
notwithstanding the fact of it being a bil to Washington a short time ago. I direct
of fare, it is rather a poorly prepared one. the attention of the flouse to the fac
Most of the food is raw. The ingredients that since 1866 the United States havegabso
of the cooking process have not yet entered utehy refused Vo enter into reciprocity wit
into it, and it is difficuht Vo discuss much of the Dominion of Canada To listen Vo the
the Speech from the Throne on account of hon. Secretary of State, one wou d fancy
the generality in which it is couched and the that Vhis was quite a recent occurrence
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-that the question of reciprocity had
never been entered upon previous to
1888 When the difficulties to which lie
alluded arose. I would point out to the

ou01se that in 1865-66--68--69-71-73--75--
78-88-91--92 and 94 proposal after pro-
Posail was made 'by the Canadian govern-
raent to the United States government
bhat a reciprocity treaty should be effected

etween the two peoples, without any
avail or success. Hence it seems to me
t t ay hon. friend had no ground what-
ever to nake such a statement that this
feeling of hostility was created in the manner
Idicated. There is one matter which I de-sire to express my regret about that has

'lot been referred to in the address and
Which I shall not occupy the time of the1louse in discussing-namely, the question
f i gration. No subject was so ex-

ploited in the west by the present govern-
ment in the late election as the vigorous
Policy which they intended to promulgate at

e first session of parliament for the settle-mnenit of that great country, and I therefore
regret to find that, notwithstanding the many
promises which they made, and notwith-

the fact that it was largely owing
o those promises that the west went so

solidly for the present government, we find
those promises disregarded and no mention
whatever made of this important question

touon. Mr. PROWSE-They sent Devlin
Irelanld.

1 o. r. LOUGHEED-There is another
qUestion which has been omitted from theaddre
ai res regarding which the west is very
the lous to have a pronouncement upon fromr tvernment, namely, the building of the
op a Nest Pass Railway. I express no
ti 1on upon that question at the present

be d because it is a matter too important to,
left posed of in the two or three minutes
tio ne. But here are two important ques-
dieejin Which that north-west country is

eeplY interested and upon which theovernme ot Of the day made during the
'le&ttros a strong pronouncement in theIatter. of assisting, to which no allusion has
sileU mfade in the address, I hope that the
tiler'e of the government on these two par-
the ar questions may not indicate that at

.present session of parliament they do
intend to deal with them.

Te m'otioni was agreed to on a division.

THE SESSIONAL COMMITTEES.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved:

That, pursuant to Rule 79, the following sena-
tors be appointed a Comnittee of Selection, to
noninate the senators to serve on the several
Standing Committees, nanely:-The Honourable
Messieurs Clenow, Sir Mackenzie Bowell, De-
Boucherville, Lougheed, Miller, McInnes (New
\Vestininster), Power, Scott, and the inover ; and
to report with all convenient speed the nanies of
the sentors so nominated.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would ask the leader of the govern-
ment why the name of Mr. Macdonald,
Victoria, has been omitted and the name
of Mr. McInnes substituted therefor? I
see that Mr. Clemow is also substituted for
Mr. Allan. That I believe would be in
accordance with the wish of Mr. Allan
himself, who is not desirous of remaining on
the committee. The substitution is a very
good one, but the case of Mr. Macdonald is
different. He has been one of the most
useful members of that comnittee since I
have been a member of this House, and
there must be some reason why his naine
has been left off. If it has been done at his
own request I have nothing further to say ;
if not, unless some very good reason can be
given for the substitution of the one for the
other, I shall certainly move that Mr. Mac-
donald be substituted for Mr. Mclnnes.

Hon. Sir OLIVER NIOWAT-My hon.
friend from New Westminster expressed a
wish to be on this committee. I did not
think that Senator Macdonald cared about
it, and therefore inade the change. There
is no other reason for it. I believe that the
number is fixed by the rules, so I cannot
add to the committee, but I should be very
glad if the hon. senator's name were substi-
tuted for mine, and I shall niove that that
change be made.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Mr.
McInnes asked me if I would allow my
name to go off the committee, and his to
take its place. I told him I would rather
remain on the committee and help him to
get on some other committee, as I had done
in former years. I told him to see Mr.
Scott and lie would help him to get on some
other committee after we met. I behieve,
and have been told since, that a Liberal
member of the House of Commons interfered
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in this matter-that he wrote a letter to
one of the ministers asking him to strike
my name off and to put Mr. McInnes's name
on. It is no benefit to me to be on that
committee, but I do not wish to have my
naine struck out by a trick, and I want to
remain on the committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the hon. gen-
tlemuan is misinformed. I asked the leader
of the House if lie received such a letter,
and he says he did not. I did not eceive
any. Mr. McInnes applied to be on the
comiittee, and thinking it would not make
much difference, his naine was added with-
out any idea or design that it was going to
create trouble.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We should be pursuing a course which has
not been adopted in the past if the leader of
the House was not to be on this committee.
I know in the House of Commons the leader
of the government and the leader of the
opposition are never left off the committee,
and 1, for one, should object to the hon.
gentleman's nmie being omitted. I move
that Mr. Macdonald's name be substituted
for thau of Mr. McInnes.

The motion was agreed to, and the motion
as aniended was adopted.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 9th April, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE DIVORCE COMMITTEE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT, for the committee
appointed to select the sessional committees,
reported the following list of senators
selected by them to serve on the Staiding
Conmittee on Divorce :-Hon. Messrs.
Baker, Boulton, Gowan, Kirchhoffer, Loug-
heed, Milis, McKindsey, Primrose and
Woo 1.

The report was adopted.

DISMISSAL OF GOVERNMENT EM-
PLOYÉS.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MAKENZIE BOWELL moved:

That an humble address be presented to 'Hi&
Excellency the Governor General, praying that he
will cause to be laid on the Table of this House, a
return showing:-

I. The number of commissions issued, and the
nunmber and names of all commissioners appointed
by Order in Council or otherwise, since the Ilth
July last, to inquire into and report upon charges
preferred against any employé of the government,
whether permanent or temporary, of offensive
partisanship during the last Dominion election, or
at any other time.

2. The number of commissions issued, and the
number and names of all commissioners appointed
to inquire into and report upon charges preferred,
or upon the conduet of any officer or other employé
of the government, permanent or temporary, other
than those nentioned in the preceding paragraph.

3. The number and names of all commissioners
appointed to investigate and report tpon any clailr
or claims preferred against the government, and the
finding of such commissioner or commissioners
thereon.

4. The date of, and copy of each comnîsssiol
issued, and the date of the appointment of each
commissioner, his name, residence and designation.

5. The time occupied in each investigation by
each commissioner or coinmissioners.

6. The amount paid or to be paid to each co-
nissioner, in fees, per dicmn allowance, salary,
travelling expenses, and incidentais of all kinds.

7. The number of witnesses suminoned in each
case to appear before the investigating commis-
sioner or commissioners.

8. The amount paid or to be paid to each wit-
ness, in fees, per diem allowance, travelling e%-
penses, or for any other services rendered.

9. The number of bailiffs and constables e'-
ployed in each case, and the amountpaid or to be
paid to each for his services in any capacity.

10. The number and naines of all lawyers retai-
ed or engaged in any way by the Crown to co0-
duct each case, the amount paid or to be paid tO
each lawyer or counsel so engaged.

Il. The nunber and naines of all lawyers ef-
gaged by the defendants in each case, and the
ainount paid or to be paid to each of such lawyers
for services rendered in defending the officer or
other party accused, or for any other services rei-
dered in defending such cases.

12. A copy of all reports made to heads Of
departments, or the His Excellency the Governor
General in Council, by any commissioner or col"-
missioners, together with his or their findings iL
each case; and a statement showing the actiO»
taken thereon by any head of a department, or by
the Governor General in Council.

13. The naine, age, office and salary of any and
every person appointed to any office or emplOY'
ment under the goverument, in the place of, or il1

consequence of any person's removal or dismissal,
as a result of the finding of any comnissioner or
comnissioners.
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]1e said :--It is not my intention to enter
th0 any discussion on the subject matter of
ter question at present. We can deal bet-
ber th it when the information is laid
bfore the House. My reason for making a
isotion of this character is that I think it
I dUnprecedented, in our history at least (and
pie flt know that history gives any exam-e the past) that so many commissions and
pTIssioners have been appointed for the
thrpose of investigating what I think weree ost trivial charges that could possibly

conceived of, and which, in some cases I
lag have resulted in puttingofficials tovery

to ePense in employing legal gentlemen
nesfe nd them, and in summoning wit-se to prove that the charges which were
Preferred against them were not true. I
th e reason to believe that in some cases

conmissioners appointed by the govern-
raent to make these investigations have sorePorted. I should hope that the govern-

et will, in cases of that kind, see that, for
froaPle, a postmaster whose salary ranges
to 400) to $600 per annum, who was put
have the trouble and expense to which I
Whe referred, will be generously dealt with
th e the charges have not been proved, and

uathMen have sustained losses. I might
y that in one case which arose under theold govrmn

Were Overnment, where very serious charges
hiP Preferred against a gentleman, it cost
was • ,200to $1,500 todefend himself. It

ln the North-west Territories and he

eto send all over the country for wit-
the • The government thought, under
havicircumllstances, that the charges not
tl4g been sustained, he should not be

h of that amount, and they paid him.
follope that that precedent at least will be

owed by the hon. gentlemen opposite.

1101n. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I havenoObjectj0 -
pS l fto to the motion, so far as it is

for us to comply with it. There is
of ipragraph in it that we have no means
thatorming the House about, and I think
cat hOuld be struck out. That is the 11 th
Clause which asks for information as to the
-th der8 and names of all la wyers engaged by
kto fendant in each case. We cannot
kao, that, and the amount paid we cannot

and the services rendered we cannota but the rest of the information we
aly obtain, although it will take consider-
tie trouble and will occupy a good deal ofbut we will do it.

15

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am aware of that, but there is no difficulty
in obtaining that information by one of the
clerks writing to the defendants.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, but
I would not be responsible for the answer I
might get from defendants.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think the government could be held
responsible far letters sent by any of those
parties. If the government recognize the
claim as good, they could easily ascertain
through other parties-through the commis-
sioners and through the officers whom they
employed as to the correctness of the state-
ment.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It would
be quite impossible to do so for the return
asked. As a lawyer who lias had a good
deal of practice, I can say positively that a
plaintift's solicitor can not tell the expenses
gone to by the defendant. I understand
from what my hon. friend says now, that
his object is to get these men to be paid the
expenses they have incurred; but you will
observe that he asks for this information
not merely in regard to those who success-
fully showed that they were not guilty of
any of the charges which the commission
investigated, but also those who have been
found guilty as well. I really cannot under-
take to provide the information asked for in
the 11th clause. We have not got it in the
'department and it is not known to the offi-
cials of the department. We cannot pos-
sibly get it except in such a way as my hon.
friend mentions, and I decline to bring to
this House, unsworn statements which the
defendants might make as to the costs to
which they may have been put. With regard
to the repayment of the expenses of those
officers who have been charged with offences
which have not been made good, I think
that may be a reasonable thing; it depends
on circumstances. There may be some cases
in which it should not be done, but I quite
agree with my hon. friend, that as a rule it
is a reasonable thing and I would recommend
accordingly with regard to any such cases.
I hope my hon. friend will not press the
i1th clause; with that exception we can
comply with the order.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
For the reasons given by the hon. leader I
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ask permission to drop that clause. At the
saie time 1 may say I had two objects in
view. First the one to which the hon. gen-
tleman has just referred-that is that these
parties who have not been found guilty of
the charges preferred against them should
not lose more than a year's salary in defend-
ing themselves; and in the second place I
was anxious to ascertain, so that the country
would know what these commissions have
cost net only to the government but what it
has cost those.men to defend themselves. I
move that the 1l th paragraph be struck out
and that paragraphs 12 and 13 be numbered
Il and 12 r5spectively.

The motion was agreed to.

SALARIES OF CIVIL SERVANTS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General, praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid hefore the
Senate, a statement showing for each department
of the civil service, the naines, ages, offices and
salaries of all persons employed either in the inside
or outside divisions thereof ; and those not in the
civil service emiployed by the government in any
departnent, who, siiwe the 13th July, 1896, and in
cases where no commission of investigation was
appointed, have been removed from office by dis-
missal, superannuation or otherwise, specifying in
each case the manner of and ground s for such
renioval, and the length of notice given to the
persons removed, and the amount of superannua-
tion or gratuity granted, if any ; also, showin the
name, age, office and salary or remuneration o any
and every person appointed to the civil service in
the place of, or as a consequence of, any such
removal.

Re said :--There is a slight clerical errer
in punctuation in the fifth line. After the
words " thereof," there is a semi-colon where
there should be a comma. It alters the
sense somewhat, and with that amendment,
I beg to put the motion.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-To ac-
complish the object of my hon. friend and
to inake the motion clear, I think he would
require a little further change. I would
further suggest this, for the purpose my
hon. friend has in view, in making the cor-
rection. The fourth line now reads " salaries
of all persons." I would propose to make it
read "salaries of such persons employed
either in the inside or outside divisions
thereof and such persons not in the civil
service; as, etc."

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I have ne
objection to the amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

RAILWAY TICKETS AND INSUR-
ANCE POLICIES.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved:

That an humble Address be presentel to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that
His Excelleucy will cause to be laid before the
Senate, a return showing the number of railway
tickets sold by the various railway companies Of
the Dominion, those under the rate of two cents
per mile, and those over the rate of two cents per
nile. Also, the nunber of life insurance policies
in force, dividing them as follows

S 500.00 and upwards.
1,000.00 e
2,000.00 "
5,000.00 "

10, 000.00() 6
25,000.00 t
50,000.00 "

And also, the number of infantile insurance and
amount.

He said :-In asking for this return MY
object is to ascertain the number of railway
tickets that are sold, annually, in Canada,
and one of the objects desired to be attained
by that is te compare it with the policy that
has been adopted in England, of leaving
railway tickets untaxed that carry at a loW
rate for the benefit of the working classes,
and taxing railway tickets sold over a cer-
tain rate. The principle which prevails in
Great Britain is te lift the burden of taxa-
tion entirely off the labour of the country,
labour being the foundation of the wealth
and prosperity of the nation, and to put it
upon the profits of the country. And under
that policy a greater distribution of wealth
and greater prosperity prevails in the
British Isles than with any other nation.
One of the methods adopted in carrying out
that principle, is the taxation of railwaY
tickets in the manner I have described. In
England the penny-a-mile rate was found te
be very profitable, and increased passenger
receipts; there is no doubt the sanie results
will flow from a two.cent rate in Canada,
In the sanie way with regard to insurancle
policies, the principle prevails. A stanP
duty is imposed in Great Britain upon all
life insurance policies, commencing at an
excessively low rate on the small amounts,
and increasing as the amounts of the policies
increase. These are two very fair subjects
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'or the Osdris tue relsideration of parliament and it
'1uere, to draw attention to the principlehabe akich this is carried out that Ibave se

life isked for these returns. In regard to
able hurance Policies it is decidedly advis-
to ch 1 something should be done in order
buthec:" will not say the growth exactly,

ollectO check the zeal with which the
Policieon of the money for these insurance
to agens s carried out by way of premiums
llvade th. The agents go so far now as to
orer te kitchens and private premises in
the pick up insurance, and to induce

rWe hring classes to insure their lives.
taildave seen that there is a moral risk en-
Of te noi On life insurance in consequence

ath'e eriranal fraud which exists to such
atte rat as to make it desirable that the

t'on of the government and of the coun-
trys ould be drawn to that phase of the
'f the Or1- It would not be at all a bad thing
taie government were to institute to a cer-
raouoextent a state insurance for small

ts, ay frorm five hundred dollars up
Whoù 00 0. By doing so, the working classes
their esire to make a small provision for
an1d old age, would not be subjected to
insuraveVo pay, the rates charged by life
their oe coflpanies necessary to increase
Iral rates in order to cover the
have risk for the moral causes I
that halready spoken of. The principle
gard theo' vernment have adopted with re-

Vpplied issue of bank notes, might be
1sue einsurance. The government
the lare dnotes under five dollars, leaving
the gvern denominations to the banks. If
8 iranc foverntent were to institute cheap in-

fance aor the poorer classes and those who
sure fofrd either to pay the risks or to

ferrg a large amounts, they will be con-
class a great benefit indeed upon that

Sg the pi flerely for the purpose of elicit-
a fort PrlCle that is involved in this that
eren epapems. I dare say the gov-

Sion. frnay not have them in their posses-
all our Plot , they have the power to call on

r aublsc corporations to make such re-
tuire asa hey fmay deem from time to
1neat as ble for the information of parlia-
tion 8 t the working of our large corpora-
available i oe, if such information is not

ie ll n e departments, the govern-
far ate their way to obtaining it so

a8 I Sir Wisdom it seems proper.
14ot*eir mc OLIVER MOWAT-The

105,t uk, goes much further than

my hon. friend can surely think ne-
cessary for his purpose. To require
all our railway companies during the
whole period they have issued tickets to
give such returns as he asks for is out of the
question. It would involve a large amount
of labour and expense to them which would
not be reimbursed, and I do not think
there would be any advantage resulting
from it. His purpose would be served, I
should think, by limiting the time to, say,
six months.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was a clerical
error not to say annually.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I hope the-
House will not put such a large expense on
the railways. I may say the government have
not such information in their possession. I
suppose we have power by an Order in
Council, to require every railway to make
any return that it may be thought in the
public interest they should make; but I
certainly could not undertake to recommend
the Governor mn Council to pass an order
for such a wide return as my hon. friend
seeks to have. If he is content to say for
the last six months of last year, or even,
perhaps, for the whole of the year 1896, I
think that would involve a good deal of
trouble and some expense, but the railway
companies might be very willing to furnish
it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was not my
intention to ask for anything covering such
grounds as I see the language of the clause
reads. My intention is to get returns for
one year to ascertain information to base the
argument upon.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Then
after the word " sold " introduce the words
" during the year 1896."

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, that will do.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am
afraid my hon. friend is far too sanguine in
thinking that the railway tickets would
prove a fit subject for taxation. I do not
know that any of our roads are paying
dividends that w.9uld warrant a tax of that
kind; certainly most of them are not. Still
the information might be valuable and I
have no objection to the motion with the
change I have suggested. I believe we have
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the information with i egard to insurant e
policies and I have no objection to giving it.

The motion was agreed to.

THE POSTMASTER AT WINDSOR.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN rose to

Inquire from the government, the reason why
Francois Xavier Meloche. deputy postmaster of
Windsor, has been dismissed froin office ?

He said:-Mr. Meloche hasbeen seventeen
years postmaster at Windsor. During that
time there has never been a charge made
against him-he has always been civil,
courteous and obliging, yet without any
warning he has been dismissed from office,
though he has a large family and a wife who
has been an invalid for the last five or six
years.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - My
answer is this: Mr. Meloche was not dis-
missed, but has been placed on the retired
list by an Order in Council, and he was
retired to promote efficiency and economy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Do 1 understand that his place has not been
filled by the appointment of any other man?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not
inquire as to that, and I have no personal
knowledge of the subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The reason I ask is, how can economy be
effected if somebody has been appointed in
his place?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I daresay
nobody has been appointed, but I do not
know it as a fact.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (E) " An Act for the relief of Adeline
Myrtle Tuckett Lawry." (Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, April 27, 1897-

The SPEAKER took the chair at Eight
o'clock, p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

The Senate adjourned at Nine o'clcl'
p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Vednesday, 28th April, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT-

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the Orders
the Day are called, I desire to bring ulder
the notice of the Senate a suggestion whic
has been made to me by some members "
the other House. The Printing Committee
of the House of Commons has been struch
now nearly three weeks, but cannot organilz
or order any printing, so that it is a serious
inconvenience to them not to have the
members of the committee f rom the Senate
named. I would suggest that the H05e
by unanimous consent, adopt the report 0
the committee of selection to-day, so farI
the Printing Committee is concerned.
therefore move that the following senatoro
be members of the Joint Committee on the
Printing of Parliament:

Hon. Messrs. Arnand, Arsenault, Bernier,
Carling, Sir John, K.C.M.*., Dever, Dobson, Ier
guson, MacKeen, Merner, O'Donohoe, Ogilî'
Perley, Power, King, Macdonald (P. E. I.), >
Kindsey, Primrose, Reid, Sanford, Sullivan,
Wark.-21.

The motion was agreed to.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called-

Second reading of Bill (B) " An Act to further
amend the Criminal Code, 1892."
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11- Sir OLIVER MOWAT said: Since
a 1I Was prepared, proposals have beenrCe to arnend difierent parts of the Criminalode, Ind the amendments do not all relate i

Of the same subject. Since the introduction
fro this bill, I have had communications
p.ti hon. members and from others,

ade ng Out other additions which could be
re, Sole of which I am prepared to
It .intend to the Senate for consideration.

teuld be convenient to the House
parhave a fresh copy of the bill pre-
14thl 'Putting in these various amendments
save eir proper places, and, further it will
a a good deal of trouble and
agoOd deal of time if to such proposed
addedruents as may be necessary, I should
the some explanatory notes, pointing out
torra objects of the amendments. The
is" Of the schedule to the bill

arethat article No. 500 should be
aarnded by striking out certain words,
That putting in certain other w ords.
looki 18 Unintelligible of itself without
eflg at the original Act, and I khow from.
isperien 0ehow much trouble there sometimes
a Md uaking the comparison in such cases,
While oW Unsatisfactory it is altogether,
Wouleda few explanatory words in such cases
the mliake the whole matter etear. With
Ordpermission of the House I move that the

er Of the Day be discharged.
1 l0,

are .Mr. ALLAN-When these notes
iationin, is it proposed to give the expla-
i 8e thUnder each clause that is altered ?
the a ere are explanatory notes here, butare ail on one page.

e0on. Sir OLIVER NIOWAT-I had
thos ded, and my manuscript showed, that
each explanations should be at the end of

uce clause Now that I intend to intro-
it ie aditional clauses in the bill, I think
pro 8btter to put those notes in their
in Pr Places and to have the bill reprinted
of that orm. I am all the more satisfied
actual being a good nethod from what has
ltter happened. I have had a strong
clau 'rm one quartfýr against a certain
4 e ifthe writer had studied the clause

0 1nection with the note at the end, he
the effecave found that the clause had not
t ect that he ascribed to it. The same

e daeaY have happened with others, and
h.Y as happened.

tte .r. POWER-I would direct theon Of the hon. Minister of Justice to

the necessity of an amendment which does
aot appear in this bill, that is, an amend-
ment which would render guilty of a crim-
nal offence, any married man who goes
from this country to the United States, and
there marries again and comes back to live
n this country with a woman who is not
really his wife. A bill to provide for such
cases was introduced some couple of years
ago, but it was afterwards abandoned : and I
think it is a very serious omission in the law.
I presume that the minister, having had his
attention directed to it, will see that the
case is provided for in the bill.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My atten-
tion bas been called to the particular point
my hon. friend refers to. Some doubt is
entertained as to whether the Dominion has

jurisdiction to make that a crime which is
not committed in Canada, but is com-
mitted in another country. The crime is
in marrying in the United States in suchi
a case, but I am afraid we have no jurisdic-
tion to r ass a law by which we should punish
here a person who has done something which
was not a crime where it was committed. I
daresay my hon. friend knows that if any one
leaves this country for such a purpose as he
mentions, or in otùer words with the inten-
tion of marrying illegally there, the offence
comes within our law, but where it cannot be
proved that the offender left here for that
express purpose, he cannot be punished un-
der our law. If my hon. friend would draw
such a clause as he thinks would meet the
evil, I shall be glad to consider it, but
having given the matter some attention, I
am not prepared, now at all events, to intro-
duce a clause for that purpose.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps you could
not say the man was guilty of bigamy, but
there is no reason why we should not make
it an offence for a man to come back and
live in Canada under those circumstances.

Hon. Mr. BOULTONI-Under our laws
I presume a man who does that carries the
penalty with hin.

Ti e motion was agreed to.

SECOND READING.

Bill (E) " An Act for the relief of Adeline

Myrtle Tuckett Lawry."-(Mr. Clemow).

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 29th April, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LATE SENATOR BÉCHARD.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the Orders of
the Day are called, I desire to call the
attention of the House to the death of a
senator during the Easter recess. Before
the recess, hon. gentlemen will remember
that the late Mr. Béchard was introduced
in this chamber, and sat here for a few
days. Although a senator for a very short
time, the late Mr. Béchard for many years
was a representative man in this country.
There were very few whose period of
election went back as far as 1867, the year
that the first parliament assembled under
confederation. Since that time the late
Mr. Béchard continued to occupy a seat in
the other chamber, having been elected no
less than eight different times, and in the
great majority of those cases he was elected
by acclamation, thus showing the esteem in
which he was held by the people of his
county. He represented during that long
period the county of Iberville. Subsequent
ly, when St. John and Iberville were united,
he continued to represent the united coun-
ties. Although he rarely spoke in the
House of Commons, he was extremely
popular with both sides of the House. He
was of a comparatively unassuming dispos-
ition, and lie had always a genial smile for
those with whom he was associated, whether
politically allied or otherwise. I am sure
those gentlemen in this chamber who knew
the late Mr. Béchard will deeply sympathize
with his family in the unexpected loss of
that gentleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J
desire to add a few words to what has al-
ready fallen from the hon. member for Ottawa
in reference to the deceased senator. I have
had the pleasure of his personal acquaint-
ance since confederation. He and I were
two of the few who were left who entered par-
liament at the same time, and I think I may
with safety re-echo every word the hon. gen-
tleman has said in reference to the late sen-

ator. He never took a very prominent part
in the business of the House of Commons,
but he was one of those members who a] waYg
had a smile and a good word for every on.
It was my good fortune to be on the nos
intimate ternis with him personally. 'WVe

never had a disagreement, an unkindly word
was never uttered between us, although
we always voted-I think nearly always-
differently upon political questions which
came before the House. He was genish?
good-natured, courteous and gentlemanly 1
every sense of the word. Personally 1
deeply regret his loss and the benefit which 1
have no doubt the Senate would have de
rived had he remained a member of it for
any length of time.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

THE MOTION.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the follo'%
ing committees be appointed :

The Joint Committee on the Library Of
Parliament :

The Honourable the Speaker, and the Honourable
Messieurs Allan, Almon, Baker, Boucherville, de,
C.M.G., Drummond, Gowan, C.M.G., HingstoS,
Sir William, Kt., Landry, Masson, MacInnes (BLr-
lington), Poirier, Power, Reesor, Ross, Scott, and
Wark.-17.

The Joint Committee on the Printing Of
Parliament:

The Honourable Messieurs Armand, Arsenault,
Bernier, Carling, Sir John, K.C.M.G., Dever,
Dobson, Ferguson, King, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
MacKeen, M erner, O'Donohoe, Ogilvie, Perleyq
Power, Primrose, Reid, Sanford, Sullivan, alla
Wark.-21.

The Committee on Standing Orders:
The Honourable Messieurs Aikins, Bellerosep

Carling, Sir -John, K.C.M.G., Macdonald (P.E.L)'
Macdonald (Victoria), McDonald (Cape Breto')'
McKay, Mills, and Prowse.-9.

The Committee on Banking and Coum
merce :

The Honourable Messieurs Aikins, Allan, Bowell
Sir Mackenzie, K.C.M.G., Casgrain, Clemlo'e,
Cochrane, Cox, De Blois, Druimond, Fergusn,
Forget, Lewin, MacInnes (Burlington), McMilla"
Miller, O'Brien, Primrose, Robitaille, Sanford,
Scott, Smith, Sir Frank, Kt , Thibaudeau (De le
Vallière), Villeneuve, Wark, and Wood.-25.

The Committee on Miscellaneous Private
Bills:

The Honourable Messieurs Adams, Armandr
Arsenault, Baird, Bellerose, Bolduc, Boucherville,
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C.M.G., Dever, Dickey, Dobson, Gowan,
, ingston, Sir William, Kt., Lougheed,

1 ariane, McInnes (New Westminster), Merner,
O Br-plaisir, Mowat, Sir Oliver, K.C.M.G.,
5 e'n, O'Donohoe Ogilvie, Prowse, Robitaille,wuall, and Sullivan.-25.

The Committee on Debates and Report-

Te rionourable Messieurs Baird, Bellerose,Ierlaer, Boulton, Macdonald (P.E.I.), McCallum,
icay, Perley, and Vidal.-9.

The Committee on the Restaurant:
The Honourable the Speaker, and the Honour-

dole dessieurs Almon, Bolduc, Lougheed, Mac-
do"td (Victoria), MacKeen, and McMillan.-7.

The motion was agreed to.

T'E COMMAITTEE ON RAILWAYS,TELEGRAPHS AND HARBOURS.

MOTION.

"On _31r. SCOTT moved that the follow-
jgrnenbers be appointed a Committee on

aU.1WaYs, Telegraphs and Harbours:

chhellionourable Messieurs Allan, Almion, Bou-
kenirele, de, C.M.G., Boulton, Bowell, Sir Mac-

icke, K.C.M.G., Clemow, Cochrane, Cox,
,Ni ' R irchhoffer, Landry, Louigleedl, Lovitt,

do aid (Victoria), MacInes (Burlington),
icI n, McCallum, McDonald (Cape Breton),

111 "es (New Westiinster), McKay, McKindsey,
. re, McMillan, Miller, Mowat, Sir Oliver,".G O'Dnooe

R0 och, Owens, Poirier, Po'er
anllordScott, Smith, Sir Frank, Kt.,ýnwbl n d ida..35.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS AND IN-
TERNAL ECONOMY COMMITTEE.

MOTION.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-With reference to the
Committee on Contingent Accounts and
Internal Economy, I would like to let that
stand until to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I was going to suggest that in the forma-
tion of this committee it was decided by
resolution-although I do not know that I
am in order in referring to what has taken
place in committee-that it should be an
entirely new committee, that all the old
members -should be left off. While it is
true that I supported that resolution, I have
grave doubts as to its propriety. I am still
further impressed-and I wish it understood
that I am not making these remarks in op-
position to the suggestion of the hon. gentle-
man, but merely to throw out the hint-I
am strongly of the opinion that some mem-
ber of the government should be on this
committee as it is really a patronage com-
mittee. It has been suggested by some
friends on this side of the House (and I think
the suggestion was a good one) that Mr. Reid
of British Columbia having gone home not to
return this session, bis naine might, without
creating any feeling, be left off, and one of
the hon. gentlemen sitting opposite me sub-
stituted therefor-say the leader of the
House. It bas been the practice in the past

l t. t4UU th l d . th t

he on. Mr. POWER-I notice that the on this committee.
gentleman from Bothwell appears on

a -two committees, one of them- a com-
dratively unimportant one, and I think it is me very much if ny name were left off that8Iraefo thattsbosshudav h committee, as I have no desire to be on it.be 8rable that this House should have the
tienei of the experience of that hon. gen-
therahn on this committee. I understand
Fe . gentleman bas been for several man on it.

ea as on the Committee on Railways and
ona Of the House of Commons. The lon. Mr. POWER-The hon. leader of

(nI Of the hon. gentleman from Toronto the opposition bas made a very judicious
be' Donohoe) is on the list which has j suggestion, that the name of an hon. gente-
ee read; that hon. gentleman bas not man who will not be here during the session

n ere this session and he is already should be omitted, and the name of the
th hree committees. I theref ore move, that leader of the bouse substituted. Although
th ane of the Hon. Mr. Mills be substi- that may be violating the resolution whicht "ted for thate olinMrODnoeonwEa adopted by the committee, it wvîll not
this for thtof Hon. Mr. O'Donohoe onth5 Ofhiyittee. be violating the spirit of it, because it hap-

pens that the hon. leader of the bouse did
amotion amendment was agreed to, and the not attend a single meeting of that commit-s axoended was adopted, tee last session.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I hardly think it a
judicious suggestion, because I find it is the
custom that all the sections of Canada are
represented on this particular committee,
but to-day the North-west Territories are not
represented at all. Up to the present time
the North-west Territories have had two
members on that committee. I have always
had the honour of being on that committee,
and while I do not pretend to be a very
efficient member of it, 1 do the best I can.
Last session my hon. colleague was also
appointed, giving us full representation on
that committee, which I think was hardly
fair or in keeping with the constitution of
the other committees. But now when we
are both struck off, it is somethiig I really
cannot understand. I think inasmuch as Mr.
Reid has gone home, it would not be impro-
per to appoint my bon. colleague to that
committee, and let the leader of the govern-
ment, if he desires to be appointed from
Ontario, take the place of Mr. McCallum, or
any other member who desires to resign.
That wouid leave the governnent with one
member from the province of Ontario. I
think Mr. Reid's place should be filled by
my hon. friend, and we should give every
portion of the Dominion a fair representa-
tion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps the hon. gentleman did not under-
stand me or did not hear me. I said the
committee came to a decision not to appoint
any one on the Contingent Committee this
year who was on the committee the previous
year. It was not because he was from
the West or because I was from Ontario
that we were left off. My hon. friend from
Monck is desirous of being left off, and we
could substitute the leader of the governmnent
for him, and Mr. Lougheed could be substi-
tuted for Mr. Reid. That would not be
strictly in accord with the resolution which
we passed, but the House is bound by that
resolution.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Would the
hon. gentleman be kind enough to inform the
House why the committee came to the con-
clusion to recommend a new committee alto-
gether i Wby was that distinction made
with this particular committee, any more
than any other committee 7 It is something
I cannot understand. Have they been
guilty of some dereliction of duty? Hon.

gentlemen may laugh, but it is only a few
days ago that the hon. leader of the oppo-
sition rose and moved that the name of mDy
hon. colleague from Victoria should be rein-
stated on the Nominating Committee tO
keep it intact, as it was last year. -I should
like to know why all the 25 members com-
posing the committee on Internal Economy
for many many years have been passed over.
Many of them have been there, to, my per-
sonal knowledge, for 16 or 17 years, and I
think it is only due the House that somie
explanation should be given why they are
left off, and new members substituted. I
say--and I am within the mark when I say
it-that you cannot find a committee on
Internal Economy of this House since con-
federation without one or more members of
the government on it. Lt is due the House
that the hon. leader of the opposition and
the hon. gentleman who bas moved this
resolution should give some explanation why
the whole of that committee were summar-
ily dismissed and other gentlemen placed
on it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. f riend opposite is chairman of the con-
mittee. Let him take the responsibility of
explaining.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I had no more to do
with it than to vote against the proposition
that the members should be all new. I was
in a minority; I thought the committee
were not deserving of a vote of want of con-
fidence. No explanation was given other
than the determination of the majority of
the Striking Committee to sweep the old
members by the board. My' hon. friend
from Wolseley wants to know, why the hon.
senator from Calgary was. left off. I sup-
pose that hon. gentleman is capable of giv-
ing an explanation himself, because he was
on the committee and acted with the major-
ity. He voted to exclude himself from the
committee; probably he may be able tO
enlighten the House as to the clause.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-J, for one, have no
special objection to the resolution that was
passed, but I do not and cannot approve Of
the principle of putting men on who are all
new to the functions of the committee. 1
am reminded of an historical fact which
bears directly on this question. If my recOl-
lection is correct, one parliament in France,
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efore going to the country, passed a similar
rlutioni to this forbidding any one then in
eaiament from being re-elected. What was

the eonsequence ? The new parliament was
the parliament of 1793, which brought about
thi reign of terror. I hope this new com-raittee, which is altogether new, will
IlOt repeat in this House anything resem-
tihg the enactments that were passed by
tfe 'fembers of the parliament of the reign

'terror in France.

thon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend,
the Secretary of State mentions the factat he had no sympathy with the motion
absltted to the committee to form an

tely new Committee on Internal
my. My hon. friend was not verysitPhatic in his opposition to that propo-

sition, because while I take a rather active in-
Ia st in the proceedings of the committee I
hde no recollection of any expression of

18ent on his part. My recollection is that
a dvision was taken. Certainly the Yeas
a ays were not called fLr, and if my

friend will ask the clerk of the com-
ittee to produce such a list he will not be

friend arnong the dissidents. My hon.
rom Acadia has alluded to the reign.Of trror in France ; his allusion reminds

Iiittef the fact that the change in the com-
by 'te ight possibly have been prompted

Ste, e reign of terror policy of the govern-
On their advent to power in their dis-

ba of those who served and we may have
in1fspired by the same zeal which bas

reueced those hon. gentlemen in office. In
fre o te observations made by my hon.
the from Wolseley I may say that when
Whquestion came up for consideration as tofrether there should be a representative

eof the North-west Territories on that
oi thtee, with unanimity the membersvaluenominating committee referred to the

ý4 th e services rendered by my hon. f riend
o04i' e past and expressed a regret that
we to the letter of the resolution it
aOUI be impossible to place a represent-
tilu of the territories upon that com-

hort e 'nuch as they desired to have my
hot friend from Wolseley on the com-

itte occupying a position on the coin-
had te as in former years. However, we
iO th sacrifice any personal feeling we had
Ca e 'fatter, because it was desirable to

to out the resolution not only accordinge spirit, but according to the letter. I

might say that in previous years the pro-
position had been submitted to the com-
nittee, but it had not received that favour-
able consideration it met with this year. I
cannot say that I was in sympathy with the
proposition. If my hon. friend, the Secret-
ary of State, will remember I took very
much the same position that he did himself.
I certainly did not vote for or against it,
but as the majority of the committee deem-
ed in their wisdom that it should be done I
submitted with very good grace. I hope
the experiment will not result disastrously.
Certainly it is worth trying and it is not
like the Iaws of the Medes and Persians.
If we find it does not work satisfactorily we
can next session depart from the spirit
of the resolution and introduce into the
committee some of the old members who
have had experience, and who, doubtless,
can rectify any mistakes that may be made.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-The hon. gentle-
man from New Westminster stated in his
remarks that that committee was largely
composed of men who had had an experience
of sixteen or seventeen years upon the com-
mittee. Perhaps it was out of deference to
the prevalence of superannuation that the
change was made.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It is due to the
old members of the committee that some ex-
planation should be given for passing such a
resolution and making such a distinction
between the Committee on Internal Economy
and all other committees. There must have
been some cause to justify the committee in
coming to such a conclusion. If some ex-
planation is not given it will be on record
that, for some unexplained reason, it was not
considered desirable to have any member of
the old committee reappointed.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Was it for their
bad conduct?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE.-If it was advisable
to adopt that policy in the case of one com-
mittee, why not adopt it in nominating all
the other committees ? Why make such an
invidious distinction? I feel sore on the
subject, because I happened in previous
years to be a member of that committee.
I am not at all anxiops to be reappointed to
that committee, but I do not want any
resolution placed on record that the Senate
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has no confidence in one of its committees,
unless it is stated definitely and positively
what the reasons are for that want of con-
fidence.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is rather an ob-
jectionable practice to discuss what takes
place at a sitting of a committee. The hon.
Secretary of State was in the chair and, as
far as I am aware, did not vote, and I found
'nyself, as far as my memory serves, in a
minority of one on the committee. There
were some reasons given in the committee
for the change but in the absence of the
hon. gentleman who gave those reasons
before the committee, I do not feel at liberty
and I do not think that it would be regular
to repeat those reasons now. With respect
to the question raised by the hon. gentleman
f rom Wolseley I may say that I deeply regret
the fact that he was not to be on the com-
mittee this year. Thenominating committee
put on the hon. gentleman from Brandon to
represent Manitoba and the North-west. I
do not mean to say that that hon. gentleman
will give the business such attention as the
hon. gentleman from Wolseley did, but still
the committee did the best they could with
the material at their disposal. There was a
feeling, in the House, I imagine, as well as
among some of the members of the nomina-
ting committee, that a number of gentlemen
had been on this Comnmittee on Internal
Economy for a great many years-I have
myself been on that committee for 20 years
-and there was a not unnatural feeling
that it would be better to have a complete
change and see if an entirely new broom
would not do better work than the old broom
had been doing. I do not suppose this
session is to las, very long or that any very
revolutionary change will be made by this
new committee, particularly as the action of
the committee will be subject to revisal by
the House which contains all the members
of the old committee, and I think that per-
haps we might as well try the experiment
for this session.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The work
of every committee is subject to revision by
this House, and I see no reason why on that
account the change should have been made
which has been made. It is contrary to all
precedent. I do not keow what the reasons
were-I do not know whether there were
any reasons we could recognize. Whatever

the reasons were, it is not thought expedient
to state them to the House now. Ordin-
arily it is of great importance that a numbet
of niembers of a committee should be ex'
perienced men. We who have to do with
public life know the immense advantage l'
every important committee that a number
of its members should be experienced me",
and while it is desirable to have new blood
now and then, there is nothing more
important in the composition of committees
than that you should not exclude experienced
men. I have been a good deal in public
life, both in the legislature of old Canada
and in the legislature of Ontario, and /
never heard of such a thing being done 1D
any committee before, and why i Because
it is not expedient to do it. It is not in the
interests of the committee that it should be
done. Certainly, when suchanunusual course
is taken, something contrary to all precedent,
contrary to the reasons which ordinarilY
govern such matters, we should not be asked
to assent to it without having good reasonO
for taking such a course. The House should
refer this part of the report back to the
committee for reconsideration. I am quite
sure that anybody who speaks here would
be disposed to say that experienced nie",
a considerable number of experienced men,
should be on the committee, and if we are tO
make any discrimination at all, selecting
those who were active and who were know"
to render good service before. On a conl-
mittee such as. this is, it is quite certaill
that there should be a member of the gover-
ment. There is no committee on which it
is more important that there should be a
member of the government than a committe9
of this kind, the Committee on Internail
Economy. Some hon. members have beeni
kind enough to suggest my name to be
added in some way to the committee in sub-
stitution for that of somebody else, but il
consequence of my other duties, I could nOt
possibly attend and therefore it would be a
mere nominal thing putting me there. MY
hon. friend the Secretary of State is on tWO
or three committees already, and if there is
any rule which prevents him being appointed
to this committee

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no such
rule.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT -Then,
there is no trouble about it. I would sug
gest to the House that my hon. friend Sir
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Mackenzie Bowell who is a member of the
m1nittee, might very fairly and properly

bek that this part of the report be referred
to the coinmittee on nomination for

reconsideration.

] on Mr. SULLIVAN - I did not intend
rake any remarks on this question, but I

tik nt is very unfair to put such a resolu-
Son record. yA committee selected by this

]no""se make certain recommendations, and I
Pre0Umne the sane confidence which we

in them before we have in them
loW• I do not think it is right that

the little matters which have arisena the committee should be ventilated
re It is the duty of the House to sup-tt the report of that committee. Onewould

thik by the remarks made by the leader ofthe touse that the state was in danger-
that this committee has to do with thingsthat are weighty and of great moment. As
hir.as I know, its duties are merely the
hîring of pages and the engagement of a few
POple around the Hcuse, matters of insigni-fl0ice, and why should we vote want of
eCfidence in this committee without

'eme nt reason. If it is necessary that aoinber of the government should be on itbtiguard the expenditure, let one be named,
the it i entirely unfair to reject the report of

eoulmittee. If I were a member of that
d Iirttee I would have nothing further to

r eth it if this House resolved to send the
tPort back. I presume the committee gavetho subject the fullest consideration. 1 was
be1 that Cornmittee on internal Economybef0 r
be re and I rejoice to find that I am not to
olda riember of it again. I think all the
the Menibers find it agreeable to be left off
at oXmmittee. I hope this House will not
ar tify itself--pardon me if I use too strong

t tpressi o-will not refuse to endorse
v te commit tee have done. I can seeoid reasons for the recommendation of the
withinittee. Members have been so annoyed
ple theanvassing and applications from peo-
ea at they are to a certain extent handi-
al dand it is very proper to clear themOt and put new men in who will be free
o ct in the best interest of the House and

0f the country.

eon -n Mr. OGILVIE-It is somewhat in-
to fnt for my hon. friend fron Kingston

t' eure the House for presuming to offer
'o1in resembling a want of confidence

motion in that committee when, at the same
time, that very committee has passed the
worst kind of a motion of want of confidence
by kicking out the old committee, and then,
having done so, refusing to give a reason for
it. I do not pretend to say that the com-
mittee have done anything that is wrong,
but if they are such autocrats that they do
as they please without giving a reason for it,
there is perfect reason in what the leader of
the House has said. I was a member of the
Committee on Internal Economy, and I am
very glad to be off it, but I think there
should be a reason given why the old com-
mittee was kicked out bodily. They must
have done something wrong. It could not
be for having done what was right. Some
few years ago, there was grumbling about
this committee, when Sir John Abbott was
premier, and it was then proposed to reduce
the number of the committee to seven, nine
or eleven. Had this nominating committee
done something of that kind, I could have
understood it. I think now, and have
always thought, that it would be a very good
thing, indeed, to reduce the committee.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-They did
reduce the number f rom 35 to 25.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That was some
time ago.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Some four
years ago.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I am aware of that.
Had the conimittee reduced the number
from 25 to a small number, I would have
said they were quite right in doing so, and
in appointing an entirely new committee.
I do not often disagree with my hon. friend
from Kingston, but I cannot, for the life of
me, see why lie thinks it would be passing a
vote of want of confidence in the nominating
cominittee, when that very committee kicks
out a committee of twenty-five members,
without giving a reason for it.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I did not bring up
this matter from any personal feeling, but
because I think the section of country which
I represent should be represented on that
committee. I felt, too, that if for the last
couple of sessions it was necessary for our
part of the Dominion to have all its repre-
sentatives on that committee, certainly there
is no reason why they should all be put off
now. I am quite in accord with the idea
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that we should be represented. I do not on Internai Economy ever since I have been
want to be on it myself ; in fact, I would in the buse; my hon. friend from Halifax,
not serve on it. I have niever asked to be the Hon. Secretary of State, My hon. friend
on a committee, but whatever position I from Calgary, and nearly lall the rnibers
have held I have endeavoured to fill it to who struck these committees, have been ou
the best of my ability. I take exception to the Committee on Internai Economy, so the
the remarks of my hon. friend from King- recommendation was fot made with the in-
ston. The year before last I voted against tention of casting any refiection on any
a report of a committee, and was blamed by mombers of the old committee, because had
members of the committee for the course I they done so they would have been casting
took. To my mind, we are here to vote reflections on themselves, but it was for the
according to the best of our judgment. We sole reason that they thought it better
name a cominittee to report on certain mat- that the committee for this session should
ters. If that report is in accord with our be composed of new members altogether.
views, we sustain it; if it is not, we should The reasons urged by the hon. leader of the
oppose it, and we should not be lectured for goverument in the buse were urged beforO
the course we pursue. The committee can the committee. I know I ar transgressing
report, and we can deal with their report as the parliamentary rules in referring to what
we think proper. That is what I have done took place in the committee; it is not usuai
in the past and what I propose to do in the it is not in accordance with the parliarentarY
future. I brought up this matter, not in practice; but, as it has been done, I naY
my own interests, because I do not want to nierely state the fact that these reasons were
serve on the committee, but because I think urged, and so evenly divided was the cola
the territories should be represented on the mittee that it was onfy carried by a majoritY
committee in common with other parts of of one, and I for one certainly will not co l
Canada, and, inasmuch as Mr. Reid, a British sider it any reflection upon mysef as 9
Columbia member, has gone home not to member of the committee nor do I think
return this session, it was fit and right that the menibers of the committe will-if the
hoe should be replaced by a representative bon. Secretary of State, who was chairxnafl
fromn the territo'ies, and I suggested the of the committee should move to refer this
namt of my colleague, who is both able and clause back for reconsideration. I adi
competent and quito as good as any member here is a great deal of force in what the
of the committee. hon. leader of the goverment says, that l

al important committees, members who haVe
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1 been in parliament for a long time, w11O

do not know why the leader of the govern have had a good deal of experience, should
ment shouid throw thg responsibility on me to be put upon these important committeeS,
move to refer back the report. The hon. that is one reason wby the hon. memibr
gentleman should take the responsibility from iothwell should be put on tho coa
hinseif. I arn not going to objeet to it, and mittee. bis long experience would enable
I do not know that any hon. member does him to take hold of any paork which
objfct. My bon. friend fromi alifax is in wouid be allotted it him. That is the oY
error when ie says that e was in a in- reason that actuated myself in voting in the
ority of one on that committee, eo was in a conimittee for the course which has bee
majority of one with myseof The only rea- pursued.
son given for the course taken by the mover linSrOLVR O ATtapa"
who I regret n say, is not present now, h

was the fact that it was a patronage co- evident from what as been said on ail sides
rittee, nothing more and nothing less and that the ouse would like this to be recol
it was thought it would h better that it sidered, and therefore I move that the report
should be composed of new members who of the striking committee an referred bac
had no been on the committee as the past. to the said combenittee, to reconsider it fat
As for any want of confidence in the mem- as the same relates to the Committee onla
bers of the former committe, I scarcey SemaI Econory and Contingent Accounts'
think that the gentlemen who form She The motion was agreed gv.
nominating committee acted on that prin-
ciple. I mysef had been on the Conimittee The Sonate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 30th April, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

IARROUR OF CAPE
MENTINE.

TOR-

MOTION.

11ol. Mr. WOOD moved:

P That an humble Address be presented to His
Ise ency the Governor General, praying that

n" nxcellency will cause to be laid before the
ch1a, a copy of regulations respecting the dis-
T .g.g of ballast by vessels arriving at Cape
Wick entine, Westmorland County, New Bruns-
har and a copy of the instructions given the
baur inaster, respecting the disposal of such

lue said : I may say, in order that the
- gentleman who is leading the House

'ýay Understand the object of this motion,
that the harbour at Cape Tormentine was
created a separate harbour in 1895 after the
O'npletion of the wharf which the govern-
lient has constructed there, and which was
ished in 1893. The object the govern-

eat had in constructing that wharf was to
Pen a better means of communication at

0 esie Points, between Cape Tormentine and
ape Traverse, with Prince Edward Island.

the fg to the fact that there is no wharf on
island side, this wharf has not been

'lzed for that purpose, but in the mean-
the shippers of lumber in that section of

e country have found it a very convenient
Place for shipping their deals, and last year

ery considerable quantity of deals was
at this harbour from this pier. At
>l 1893-4, very few vessels indeed

d ed there, but those that did arrive
th arged their ballast in the small space
that had been left in the wharf at the time

i,9 construction. That however was soon
thr P. Last year there were as many as

deaI th quare rigged vessels loaded with
th l there for Great Britain. Outside of
the Wharf, about a mile or a mile and a half,
there is a reef extending f rom just opposite
pe. Wharf to wha, is called Lighthouse

it on Jourimain Island. Between this reef

and the wharf, these vessels lie with com-
parative safety in ordinary weather in
thirty to forty feet of water. It appears
that last year, and my attention was only
called to the fact in the fall of the year,
those vessels were allowed to discharge their
ballast while lying at anchor in that part of
the harbour. Of course, they like to do so
because they get rid of their ballast without
any expense, simply hoisting it over the side
and throwing it into the water. Some of
this may be washed away, but a great deal
of it is of very hard material and as anybody
must know forms heaps in the bottom of the
harbour, and if this practice is continued it
will certainly, in a very short time, destroy
the anchorage grounds there. I may say in
the harbour of Baie Verte adjoining, vessels
were allowed some years ago to adopt this
practice, and that harbour has been very
seriously injured. It is very difficult now
to get large vessels to come up into the best
part of the bay and lie there at anchor.
When my attention was called to this, I
spoke to the harbour master about it and
called his attention to the fact that it would
injure and very soon destroy the harbour if
this practice was continued, but he claimed
that under the regulations or instructions
under which he was acting this was perfectly
allowable, that there was nothing to prevent
it-that he had no power to prevent vessels
from doing this. I spoke to him again this
spring, and lie says that he intends to endea-
vour to have them discharge their ballast
further out, outside the reef, to which I think
there could be no objection; but I consider
it a matter of great importance, and my
object in bringing it up now is that the
attention of the government may be called
to it, and that if no regulations have been
adopted, regulations should at once be
adopted before the evil goes any further.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The pre-
sent government has made no regulations
and given no instructions regarding these
matters. I expected to hear, before the
motion was made to-day, whether there
were any regulations by former govern-
ments, but I have not get learned, and my
hon. friend had better repeat the motion on
Monday. Of course it will be granted if
there are any such instructions or regula-
tions.

The motion was allowed to stand.
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APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE
THIER.

ROU-

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:

1. At what date was Judge A. B. Routhier, of
the Su perior Court for the province of Quebec, ap-
pointed ?

2. Since that date, how nany times lias he been
granted leave of absence

3. For how many days on each occasion?
4. Was it at the request of the Governrnent or

of any member thereof that the said Judge
Routhier came to Ottawa, in the month of April;
and for what purpose did he come ?

5. Does the Governnient know whether, at the
time of such coming to Ottawa, or since, Judge
Routhier has obtained a new leave of absence, and
for how long ?

6. Has the Government entrusted him with a
diplomatic mission, and if so, to whom?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-To the
first question, my answer is that Judge
Routhier was appointed to the judiciary of
the province of Quebec on the 9th Decem-
ber, 1889. He had been previously, namely
in 1873, appointed to Chicoutimi, To the
second question, my answer is that since
1889 he has not once been granted leave
of absence. To the third question, as to
how many days' leave on each occasion, I
have already said that there was no such
occasion. In reply to the fourth question,
I have to inform the hon. gentleman that it
was not at the request of the government
nor so far asel know of any member thereof
that the judge came to Ottawa in the month
of April. As to the purpose of his coming,
there is no official record, but I have
ascertained otherwise that he came to'meet
his daughter who " as on her way to the old
country. In answer to the fifth question, I
have to say that Judge Routhier did not
obtain a leave of absence at the time referred
to or any other time. And to the sixth
question, I have to answer that the govern-
ment has not entrusted him with any diplo-
matic mission.

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACbONALD (B.C.) moved
the second reading of Bill (C) " An Act to
commemorate the reign of Her Majesty
Queen Victoria by making her birthday a
holiday for ever." le said : I am much plea-
sed to think that there are questions and

grounds on which both political parties can
sometimes meet to agree, and this is one of
thein. Doing honour to our Queen is a
question in which we can all unite with every
degree of satisfaction. •

In moving the second reading of this bill,
I feel it to be my pleasing duty to say a few
words to you on the life and reign of Her
Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. My
motive and sole object has been to do
honour to Her Majesty, on the eve of the
completion of the sixtieth year of her illus-
tious reign.

Before leaving home in thinking over the
different ways of doing honour to Her Ma-
jesty on this mosý interesting occasion it
occurred to me that it would be a graceful
compliment by the Parliament of this the
oldest, most populous and influential colony
of the Empire to perpetuate Her Majesty'S
birthday and name by such an Act as this.
I have had resolutions and letters of approval
of this bill from diflerent parts of the coun-
try. It has come to my notice that this
idea of "Victoria Day " was suggested by a
gentleman in Milton, Ontario, last October,
and by others in England last January. I
am glad to know that others thought of this
manner of honouring our Queen. I give
them fullcredit foritand hope to be the means
of giving practical shape to their ideas and
mine. If we look at this measure from the
humanitarian point of view, apart from the
honour to Her Majesty, we will see that this
holiday comes at a time of year when the
sun is in the ascendency in our mother coun-
try, giving life and light to the varied
beauties of nature. "When every prospect
pleases," and vernal beauty reigns supreme.
What a boon to the toiler, especially the in-
door toiler, that he or she can with family,
friend and companion, enjoy to the full a
long day in the beautiful country by river
and meadow. These reasons together with
thefact that the24th May has been a holiday
for sixty years should be sufficient grounds
for this bill becoming law although not the
main ground. I will read with the permis-
sion of the House an extract f rom the Cana-
dian Magazine for April dealing with that
day. It is headed "Victoria Day" and is
as follows:

The celebration of Her Majesty's dianonld
jubilee by making the 24th of May a holiday in
perpetuity under the naine of Victoria Day, was
first proposed in " The Canadian Magazine " for
October, at the suggestion of the writer, and since
then it appears that a somewhat similar suggestion
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h made in England by Sir John Lubbock.
ew pas received considerable attention in the

the llost rs, Mid seems to be the inost feasible and
thuotfittinte lus gfroin a national point of view, and

Pubie Popular of the schemes laid before the

fro th.f hle proposals have inuch nerit, but
Pr a h an t atio aspects arc adapted rather

'iprlatetan national enterprise. Others are
u ticable as involving the expenditure of large

Would boney on museums and art galleries which
atest f benefit rather to those of tsthetic

ai~a to the public generally ; while others,
te araeniei a f wic the simestion to have
fnrthenadian arliament beg er Majesty to
of en her declining years with the title

It Q of Canada is a fair example.
to pn1r ' ssible to realize the loss there will be
which tletic and sporting interests generally
about te absence of the May holiday will bring
Preae an%'d the niecessity of taking steps for its

offrds ation, when such an excellent opportunity
The psond lot be lost sight of.

Jec e retent Parlianient by legislation on the sub-centan endear its nenory to lads of the twentieth
at and it may yet be known among theni

The .(Iood Parliament."
to ere 1s no fori of celebration which so a peals
ary 8 and old, rich and poor, as a holilay im

of kee umer, and there can be no better nethod
the lingte n before posterity the great advances and

th nîous progress during Her Majesty's reign
ad Y etarishng, as a perpetual holiday in

elt W l etoria Day.
cloel re a lasting and pleasin memorial of our
of our a ationship with the m er country, and
bilt n tare in the Greater Britain, which has been

the 1 th e last sixty years, as well as a tribute to
hto o'nlly qualities of her whom it is thus pro-b o4 honou

ro e Victoria Day would be as lasting as
e'xpe r" Marbie, it adds nothing to the national

til af ter does not add even an extra holiday,
%d uch tiine as a new sovereign shaîl havedtre the throne No distribution of political

d0 *age or public funds would be entailed by the
fordo the idea by the nation. It would

ost fittil and ourselves a holiday at the
tie.. tln season of the year for ontdoot festivi-

Que' WOnd hand down the naine of the greatest
Poster iother that the world has ever seen to a

ond t that Iust be greatly benefited by theRere tat she has accomplished in her day andWorld,îi; and it would mark an age in the
gei history which is akin toa the Goldencornerce Which science and literature, art ande have made a pro ess too great to be, atPret,,, Proenî mae tia Poesstc rattb
ouktri,' Pegoperly estimate , aud in which the
early t rotherhood of man lias come most

Inadery confess to being aware of my
a qd gacy to place before your honours,
th e fore the country, a word picture of

aestle and reign of Her Most Gracious
s 'in . Queen Victoria, which will do some
Rcien 100le to her many virtues and bene-
Other hone' Iut I expect, and hope that

• gentlemen, with greater powers of

eloquence, will produce word pictures far
iuperior to mine. Well, let it be so; let
every honour that every tongue and pen can
give be given to our Queen, and I will be
satisfied to have my picture hang in the
shade. I am fully impressed with the
knowledge that no panegyric is necessary to
add lustre to Her Majesty's life and crown
or to induce parliament to do her honour
living as she does in the hearts of all of us,
living in the affection and esteem of the
empire, and in the high estimation of the
great nations of the world. The Duke and
Duchess of Kent were living quietly in
Germany previous to the birth of young
Victoria; but in the hope that an heir to
the throne of England might be born to
them, they took up their residence inEngland,
where Her Majesty first saw the light of
day, and where she was carefully reared and
trained for the high office she might one
day fill. Her father, the Duke of Kent,
died when the Princess Victoria was a few
days old, casting the care of the royal child
entirely on her mother, the duchess, to
whom too much praise cannot be awarded
for the natural, womanly and godly manner
in which she reared the Princess Victoria.
Her early training has brought forth fruit
in a beautiful life, and reign. The death of
King William IV., in June, 1837, and
the accession of the lovely young Princess
Victoria, who was living quietly with her
mother, the Duchess of Kent, at Kensington
Palace, her being awakened in tRe middle
of the night by the arrival of Lord Melburne
and the Archbishop of Canterbury, to tell
her she was Queen of England, the dig-
nified manner in which she received the an-
nouncement, and the readiness to transact
business next day, are events so well known
to hon. gentlemen that I will not dwell on
them. The marriage of the young queen in
1840 to her own kinsman, Prince Albert of
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, three years after her
accession, again marks her wisdon in the
choice she made. The prince was a wise,
and prudent consort, and of valuable assist-
ance to the Queen in dealing with national
and foreign affairs. This alliance received
the approval of the nobles and people at
large, and the result fully justified such ap-
proval.

Prince Albert in writing to the youthful
Queen before their marriage, says:

You are queen of the mightiest land in Europe.
In your hand lies the happiness of millions. May
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heaven assist and strengthen you in that high and
difficult task. May your reign be long, ha py and
glorious, and may your efforts be rewardet hy the
thankfulness and love of your subjects.

How accurate was the prince's estimate of
the vast British Empire, and how literal-
ly and fully his beautiful prayer for ler
Majesty has been realized ! Quoting a cou-
plet by Theodore Martin and substituting
she for he, is most apt :

Whatever records leap to light
She never shall be shamed.

We may feel assured that no revelations will
hereafter cloud Her Majesty's name and
reign. Her Majesty is no accidental sove-
reign. Descending by undisputed succession
from a long line of kings and queens, she
has, from the day of her accession to the
throne, to this day, exercised the power of
a sovereign with the power of a beneficent
and constitutional ruler. She has shown
great wisdom and firmness. Her life has
been one of action, swaying great move-
ments and stamping her impress upon
events of far reaching importance. As a
woman, tender, considerate, and affectionate,
yet remarkable for ber firmness, holding
for sixty years a masterly grasp on all affairs
of state, and taking a deep interest in the
often subtle movements and political life of
other nations, Her Majesty's clear reason,
and well balanced judgment often predom-
inating-yet with so much tact, and her
views so systematically moulded, as not to
overstep the limits of constitutional parlia-
mentary government. The British throne
has not before been occupied by so constitu-
tional a sovereign as Queen Victoria, bending
gracefully to the self-governing aspirations
of a free people, who live in the freedom
and elastic strength of the British constitu-
tion. Whilst restraining herself most scru-
pulously within the lines of responsible
government, she has not played a colourless
or neutral role.

When the Archbishop of Canterbury
came to prepare for the marriage ceremony,
it is said he felt perplexed and uncertain
how to act, when he came to that part of
the service where the wife bas to say she will]
" obey " her husband. How could the
queen be asked to obey a man who lyad jusi
been naturalized as her subject! The mat
ter was referred for Her Majesty's pleasure
and her common sense was again shown
She said " I wish to be married like any
other woman."

They were a model husband and wife4
model parents, training and bringing up a
large family in high culture, virtue and godJY
fear, and to be useful members of the col-
monwealth. We find the royal sons serving
in the two great branches of the public
service, the army and navy, with credit and
distinction, and we will long remember withl
pride and satisfaction their noble and charin
ing daughter, the Princess Louise, whom "o
had in Canada for five years. Her MajestY
and her consort possessed of every enoblin1g
quality, and highly gifted intellec.tually,
leavened and elevated the social life of the
empire, and were a guiding star to other
nations.

We all know how long and how deeplY
Her Majesty mourned the loss of her Wise
and excellent consort, Prince Albert, and
how in her own affliction she, with her k4d
heart, tried to sooth the afflictions of other
widows in the land. We also know thate
Her Majesty has from time to time visited
military and other hospitals, to cheer and
comfort some of her loyal wounded soldiers'
and other afflicted persons. On one occasion
the Duchess of Sutherland presented a supe'
bly bound copy of the Bible to Her MajestY
on behalf of a number of loyal English '
dows. The Queen replied :

My dear Duchess-I an deeply touched by tbe
gift of a Bible from many widows and by the very
kind and affectionate address which accompanied il.
Pray express to all these kind sister widows the
deep and heartfelt gratitude of their widowed
queen. But what she values more is their apPre-
ciation of her adored and perfect husband.

Although Her Majesty's reign is ternmed
a reign of peace, it can only be so considered
relatively, but when compared with the col-
dition of the empire even 100 years ago, 'e
will bear that happy term-peace ! gon-
gentlemen can look back on many anxiî0"'
restless years, and on many great battle"
fought during Her Majesty's reign, crown
with victory to the British arms. Many
us can remember the Crimean War, entere

i into to preserve the integrity of that blot 011
Europe-the Turkish Empire-as a bUffer
state between the Russian bordes and ciV
lized Europe; also the widespread and 1or-
rible mutiny of the native soldiers in In-

- dia; the Chinese War; the New ZealaâO
War; with various smaller wars in Africa,

. Afganistan and other parts of India, but
upon the whole, when compared with other
not very remote epochs, the Victoria era In1af
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ell be called one of peace. Although joice in their allegiance to the sovereign
that noble and glorious achievement the whose throne and emblem of power sits in
aboltiOn of slavery had been practically the small British Isles. Her Majesty has
t' r years before, yet during Her Majes- ever been gracious and loyal to this country

tls reign the final settlement was accom- of ours, bestowing many favours on it, and
n shed. · After thirty years of agitation conferring well earned titles of distinction
Sthi subject humane ideas prevailed. on our most prominent statesmen, in which

Grte rights were satisfied by payments by we have an honourable and living illustra-Great Britain amounting to $100,000,000 to tion in four gentlemen on the floor of this
t1i5h planters, $2,000,000 to Spain, and House.

the0,000 to Portugal. Henceforth in It must be great satisfaction to all of uss COuntries the traffic in human beings to know that Her Majesty with her increas-
fhoud cease-and the black man be free ing years is a sovereign and ruler in fact,forver- and not in name only. We can look with
for er great rulers are remembered in pride, and much satisfaction to the arrange-

neent ways, and for different reasons- ments now being made in London by the
for for prowess in the battle-field, some British government for the reception offor ilsdon in affairs of state, some for folly, some of the public men of this country, who

hos'tY intrigue and immorality-many of have been invited to take part in the cele-
ree reigns are not marked by much pro- bration of Her Majesty's diamond jubilee.
p freedom, or the upholding and devel- It would take up too much of your time

Of nt Of constitutional rights. The names were I to dwell on what all of you realize, asl ther Iionarchs may be written in mar- much as I do, that is the growth of population,
i and bronze, but that of Queen Victoria the progress in educational facilities, the

The ylngraven in theheart of a loyal nation. enlightenment of the people, the progress of
Victorian era will be marked as the civilization, the arts and science, the enormous

tor enlightened and progressive in the his- expansion of commerce, our ships, and the
tory of the nation, including that of the British flag to be seen taking the first place
linen1 erous Colonies. The principles of par- on every sea and ocean and in every land
in tn'etary government by the people were and clime-and nearly all this great devel-
the r infancy when Her Majesty came to opment during the reign of Her Majesty.
divi rone, and this great Dominion was Having placed before you a few facts, in
CrOw into petty colonies, governed by connection with Her Majesty, I think I may
hieon COlony governors, or one-man govern- now say a few words about her loyal sub-
Peop with no regard for the voice of the jects. We may justly consider Her Majesty
ba ,' and the country was torn and kept most fortunate in ascending the throne of
of t by faction and rebellion. The genius the British Empire in the latter part of the
i British people, together with the 19th century, when the lust of conquest

Pdal ideas of Her Majesty, and a clearer had ceased, when the lines of demarcation
rig rftandin by her ministers of the between the great nations of Europe had
cioud Of a free people, removed a dark been firmly settled, and when the old rivals,
Wt Of dis.content from this country. France and Great Britain, have been found

the freedom of self-government the fighting side by side, when the science of
iry marched on to progress, culminating constitutional government had fallen into
ArnerieWelding of those separate North well defined grooves, when art, commerce,

t rican colonies into a united Dominion science, discoveries in steam and electricity
fic retching f rom the Atlantic to the Pac- became largely developed, when literature
5,0 0 0nder one stable government, over and other intellectual pursuits were more
their,000 of people-proud to call Victoria sought after than war and rapine-and

he queen. The marvellous power and when swords could be turned into plough
o o of the British empire can be seen shares. Happy is the queen who rules such

poe We consider that the territories and a people. Happy is the queen who in this
are 1"lns of India, Australia and Canada century of progress, rules so many millions

large enough to form three great of the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman

loyalta yet so strong is the sentiment of race, who carry with them to the different
habity and content that pervades the in- quarters of the globe, the elements of civili-

16 of those countries, that they re- zation, progress and self-government, feeling
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secure in the knowledge that the ever
vigilant eye and the mighty arm of the
ruler of the British empire will shield them
in every remote part of the globe should
their rights be invaded by any foe. Hon.
gentlemen, such a queen, and such a people
have made the Victorian era what it is-
our pride and the pride of the empire.

The preamble sets forth what the bill means.
The Interpretation Act defines all the public
holidays in the country, among others the
24th of May, the Queen's birthday, and this
Act extends that day perpetually, and here
I think an amendment would be very proper,
calling the day "Victoria Day" and that
amendment could be made in committee of
the whole. The other paragraph of the bill
refers to the bank holiday. It will be neces-
sary to extend that, the same as the other
day is extended.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I quite agree with
all, or nearly all, that has been said by the
hon. gentleman who has moved the second
reading of the bill. I do not think the
powers of man can fully describe the good
traits of Queen Victoria and the benefits and
blessings that the British Empire bas reaped
from the reign of Her Majesty Queen Vic-
toria. I am not going to make a long speech
on that point. I believe she bas been, and
is still, a model woman, a model wife, a
model mother and a model sovereign. While
I say all that, I am not disposed to give my
support to the bill now before the Senate,
and in a few words I will try to give the
rpasons why I am opposed to it. I do not
consider that we are justified in imposing
upon the people of this country a tax equal
to one-third of one per cent of their annual
earnings.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That is a very
heavy tax indeed, and I think if we look
forward to the next 50 years and see the
great struggle that the labouring classes
from this time will experience in making a
living for themselves, that they will scarcely
be able to look back fifty years and say it
was a blessing that the Queen's birthday
was made a public holiday. I think her
record is such that it requires no act of
parliament to embalm her memory in the
minds of the present generation, and so long
as the English language is written and

spoken, her memory will never be forgotten•
But, hon. gentlemen, I do not think we are
justified in adopting the course suggested or
mentioned by a celebrated character whO
was prepared to sacrifice all his wife's rele
tions for the benefit of his country, and I
do not think we are called upon to sacrifice
a great deal of the earnings of the pOOr
people of this country to commemorate
Queen Victoria's birthday, because I hoPe
that the sovereign who rules Great Britail',
when Her Majesty is laid in lher grave, will
be as good and celebrated a sovereign a
Her Majesty is to-day and, as the yc&rs
roll on, each succeeding sovereign of Great
Britain will be a model of purity, honestY
and integrity.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend the
senator from British Columbia who has
submitted to this House the bill now befOre
us, has asked me to second the propositifl,
and I have great pleasure in doing so. I do
not take the same view of the subject which
the hon. gentleman bas taken who bas juse
addressed this hon. House. The observatiOn35

which the hon. gentleman bas made with
regard to the tax on the people of this
country on account of having a holiday
taken from their ordinary pursuits, does not
impress me as much as it impresses the hO!'•

gentleman himself. At the time of the ge'
formation, a great many reformers held tO
the view that there was no obligation to
observe Sunday and they be'ieved that it
was wrong to impose upon the people Of
England the legal obligation of observillg
that day as a day of rest, and if the Viee
just expressed by the bon. gentleman were
a sound one, there would have been great
force, from an economic point of view, in
the opinions advocated by those reformers5

in England who thought it was improper tO
impose upon the people the obligation to
observe Sunday.

Now, in my opinion, a day devoted as a hOb-
day by a nation is not a day taken from th6

industrial pursuits. On the contrary, we
that the progress of a community in materfia
prosperity largely depehds upon their inte '
lectual progress, and upon the moral fibre
which they exhibit, and neither the continued
industry during the seven days of the week
nor devotion to the ordinary pursuits lor
both together are enough of themselves tO
secure the general prosperity of the coJl'
munity and the wealth of the nation at large
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re is perhaps an objection to making a
that ay a perpetual holiday ; but no measure
a may be enacted by this parliament is like
a la" of the Medes and Persians-unalterable.
o take it that that provision of the bill is

nothing more than the expression of loyalty
tnd good-will on the part of the people of
it cOuntry towards Her Majesty, and if
the rere found at some future period duringte eign of some other prince inconvenient
to continue this as a holiday, it would be no
if the n upon the memory of Her Majesty

ehold Parlament in existence at that time
ehould undertake to repeal the bill. With
egard to the holiday, the birthday of Her

4 iesty, it is an extremely convenient sea-
aO 0n which a holiday may be observed,

ad that being so, I see no objection
og fver to the adoption of the 24th
of tay as a holiday as proposed by the bill
8ide thon. gentleman now under the con-
thin r0n of this House. There are many

rgs which have happened during the
repg of ler Majesty which makes it appro-
try te on the part of the people of this coun-
try o commemorate Her Majesty's birth-
day So far as Canada is concerned the
Ilt hbas been one of singular interest to us.
t asbeen during Her Majesty's reign that
ba hprincipl of parliamentary government

~en fully recognized. And this subject
ta rought under the attention of Herreity 8 advisers at an early period of her
ig bY statesmen of this country. These

"temen, stood at the point where the
ceys Part. They had an opportunity ofinentdering the English system of parlia-
rep y government and the American

&Pbeiran system ; and after very full deli-
On, statesmen like the Hon. Robt.

oldwin and the Hon. Mr. Lafontaine came
e conclusion that the adoption of the

greatl Parliamentary system would bertlY to the advantage of the people of
pretish North America, that it was to be
adPreferred to that system which had been

PTe , by our neighbours to the south.
goe gnited States government has under-
rgn. grt changes during Her Majesty's
rei t was at the beginning of this

a g b, as it was at the time of its institution,
drepublicani system. It then became a
chtah ) ; and it has now become an
Pre Y. It was a government by the re-Sentativesa
large. , a government by the public at
qQali no it is a government by the least

16 section of the republic. Against

that system of prcgress in political des-
cent, we have been largely protected by the
wisdom of those statesmen who insisted
upon the introduction in this country of the
English parliamentary system, and it was
during Her Majesty's reign that that good
fortune fell in the first instance to the peo-
ple of Canada and ultimately to the popula-
tion everywhere of the British Empire.
And I may say to hon. gentlemen that it is
during Her Majesty's reign that we have
here introduced a federal system of govern-
ment, a system which has reconciled the
English parliamentary and representative
system with an indefinite extension of terri-
tory. Under that union, although we may
differ as to the wisdom of many of the mea-
sures-either on account of legislation or in
spite of legislation-and I care not from
which point the matter may be viewed-this
country has made very great progress. That
being so, I seeno impropriety, on the contrary
I think it is well, that we should adopt the
measure of the hon. gentleman, not with a
view of tieing the hands of those who may
succeed us in the discharge of public duties
after our duty has ceased, but as a present
expression of the opinion of the people of
this country through those who speak on
their behalf, of their appreciation of the
great advantages which they have enjoyed,
and of the great progress which this country
and the empire has made, under the reign
of Her Majesty Queen Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 3rd May, 1897.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEGOTIATIONS FOR RECIPROCITY
WITH THE UNITED STATES.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

The motion being called:
That an humble address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General; praying that
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His Excellency will cause to be laid before the
Senate, a copy of the commission and instruction
to the ministers who proceeded to Washington, to
discuss the question of reciprocal trade between
United States and Canada ; specifying the coin-
modities in which reciprocity was sought, together
with the reply of the United States authorities to
the ministers on this subject.

Hon.Mr.MACDONALD(B.C.)saidl: This
notice of motion has been on the paper for
some time now, and since it was put there
a great many changes have taken place in
the trade policy of the neigbouring republic
and of Canada as well. I do not intend to
go on with the motion to-day-I intend to
drop it. My object was to show the govern-
ment that reciprocity in farm products
would be most injurious to British Columbia.
We have no surplus to export, while the
neighbouçing states of Washington and Ore-
gon have a very large surplus, and our pro-
vince is their only ma-rket. As it is now,
even with a duty, they invade our market
and keep down the prices of our farmers.
If free trade in those articles were given, I
have no hesitation in saying they would
swamp our farmers entirely and ruin them,
and we could not carry on farming in our
country. That was one of my objects in
bringing up this motion; the other is this:
knowing that hon. miînsters had gone to,
Washington on the subject of reciprocity, I
wished to know how far they were proceed-
ing and what they proposed to offer to the
United States in return for free trade be-
tween the two countries. I am now satisfied
that those gentlemen got no reply of a
definite character-in fact, the United States
would not, at that time, hear of reciprocal
trade in any shape or form. This is a very im-
portant question, and it is one that should not
be entered into as a hobby by any party or
government. It should not be entered into
lightly. I know the Liberal government
think they have the means of influencing the
United States government to giving us a
market of 70,000,000 in return for our
market of 5,000,000. I never thought they
had such means. Our neighbours know
their business well, and I do not see how
they could possibly give us their market of
7.0,000,000 in return for our market of
5,000,000. However, reciprocity has now
got a set-back and it is more distant than it
has been for a number of years before, and,
therefore, I wish to say nothing more about
it now. Although the whole subject of the
preferential tariff would properly come up

on my motion, I shall not deal with it now.
The most important point in that tariff will
be discussed by Great Britain-it will be
forced on her by Belgium and Germany, and
will be discussed with the government here.
I ask permission to withdraw my motion.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Why cannot the
farmers of British Columbia produce as
cheaply as the farmers in the United States ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I take
the facts as they are-they do not do so,
and we are importing a great deal, even with
a duty. Ours is a mining and lumbering
country chiefly.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do you want to
tax them for the benefit of the farmers?

The motion was withdrawn.

BILL INTRODUCED.

(Bill 26) " An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada.-(Sir Mackenzie
Bowell.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Before the
Orders of the Day are called I desire to direct
the attention of the House to a telegram
that appeared in this morning's Citizen from
Victoria, B.C., which I shall read for the
benefit of hon, gentlemen. It is as fol-
lows:

CHANG MAKES A KICK.

HIS ROYAL NIBs OBJECTS TO THE FUMIGATING
PROCESS.

VICTORIA, B. C., May 2.-When the Canadian
Pacific steamer " Empress of China " arrived on
Tuesday, she went into quarantine at Williams'
Head because of two cases of smallpox on board.
The incident attracted but little attention. Dr.
Watt, the " the line officer," ordered ail passen.
gers "lined " for 24 days, because smailpox cases
had developed, while the Northern Pacific liner
" Victoria " was permitted to proceed before the
full time was up a few months ago.

When the " Einpress's " steerage passengers
were taken ashore they were stripped and disin-
fected with an odorous bath, and their clothes taken
from them and baked. That was ail right. When
the quarantine officials approached the cabin pas-
sengers on Thursday and politely said : " Your
turn next," there was wrath and indignation fron
the Knickerbockered Londoners, who protested
against the impudence of daring to offer to bathe
them. They even indulged in threats of resistance.
There is aboard His Excellency Chang, a special
envoy from China, who will represent the Emperor
at the diamond jubilee in London. He is accom0
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ee'd by a large suite of gorgeously attired Chin-ese, -Who do ltu n
look Dot understand western ways, and who
of Ch horror on an attempt to put the Emperor

hina Ey proxy, under fumigation.
tion xcellency has refused to undergo fumiga-
heeand lot only has the Dominion government

appealed to, but Lord Salisbury and the
hinst representative in London have received

witrtests. Chang says he will go back to China
he i liprocee(ling to London, though in that case
order ikely to lose his head for disobeying the
if ars from the Emperor. He says, furthernore,
Great B - laid on him, it means trouble between
base rtain and China, as the person of an an-
operao is sacred. The officials have suspended
t Otta and await orders from the authorities

they desire to know of the government if
th ave been applied to by the quaran-
tie Oflcer at Williams' Head for instructions

et how they should act with regard to
"hk0  Persons who are characterized as

nickerbocker Londoners" and the Chinese
o he? The gentleman who is in charge
it quarantine station is a man of abil-
rt) cool and collected, and possesses all the
ijd ary qualifications to exercise a proper

ch1ent in a matter of that kind, very
if he eetter than the minister himself, and
volunta r o far forgotten himself as to

how hly apply for instructions here as to
bok he was to deal with the knicker-
Sthkire Englishmen and Mongolian nabobs,
the he was at fault. But, knowing
ha 9entlenan as I do, I believe that he

Ot applied for further instructions from
gove ta until he heard from the Dominion

ade bment or certain representations were
'ove y interested parties to the Dominion
think tent. In all matters of this kind I
the would be very much better to let
aidu arantine officer exercise his own cool
the deiberate judgment there and then on
ago • fnfortunately some few years

a ycolleague from Victoria knows,
Chi was imported several times from
Seq a0nce in particular • The con-
act, cwas that the city of Victoria was

YPth laced under quarantine for several
died * A great number of our citizens
of an the city itself was put to a cost
to 1e ar-y $oo,000, all, I may say, owing
of th incapacity and criminal neglect
hi8 ree Principal officers. He has gone to
abo tard, consequently I will say no more
gove at, but I would impress upon the
auchra enlt that the less they interfere in
be atters, the better will the regulations
ýPrired Out. If the threat that the

asuade be true, that he will not

land but will return to China rather than
submit to fumigation, I would say,
and I believe nineteen-twentieths of the
people of the province I hail from, and of
the Dominion, will also say, " go back and
never return ; we can get along very well
without you." I claim that if the Prince is
the man he ought to be, representing a great
empire like China, he ought to submit to all
rules, regulations and laws of a foreign
country when he comes into it. If the
published report is true, I strongly object
that he and other first-class passengers
should be subjected to the same uncere-
monious manner of fumigation that the
coolies in the steerage had to undergo. But
if it was done properly-and I know from
my own knowledge of Dr. Watt, and those
under him, that the greatest delicacy and
consideration would be had for their feel-
ings-no objection could be taken to the
carrying out of the regulation. I might
mention that in the past the government
of Canada have been altogether too
solicitous for the tender feelings of Chinese
in our province. Twenty years ago,
a certain gentleman who occupies a seat in
this House, happened to be mayor of the city
of New Westminster and had to act as
police magistrate. The Chinese cases coming
before him were so numerous that the
jails were crowded, and he ordered in
certain ca'ses, where there was not as much
cleanliness observed as should be, that the
Chinaman's queue should be cut off. The
attention of the authorities in Ottawa was
called to it and f rom that day to the present
time the laws there discriminate in favour of
the Chinese as against our own race and all
other races. A Chinaman convicted of an
offence and sentenced to a term of three,
five, ten or fifteen years in the penitentiary,
is allowed to enter that institution and wear
his queue the same as if he had not been
convicted of a crime, while the white man
is shorn to the skull, as close as possible, for
various reasons. There was a misapprehen-
sion abroad at that time-and I want now
to disabuse the minds of the government in
reference to it-that it was owing to some
religicus belief the Chinese considered it
necessary to retain their long hair. There
is not a scintilla of truth in that. The
reason why the Chinese feel that they are
bound and compelled to retain the queue is
that it is a badge of loyalty-a badge of
subjection to the Emporer of China-if they
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once lose their queue they are not allowed
to return to the mother country. They are
looked upon as outcasts.

But apart from the sanitary point of view,
apart from cleanliness altogether, I urge it
on a still more important point, and it is
this : I believe it would deter the Chinese
from committing crime more than any pun-
ishment that could possibly be inflicted upon
them. I merely mention this so that when
the government take, as I believe they will
take and must take, a firm stand and place
all classes there, no matter what their posi-
tion or grade may be, on the same footing-
that they will not allow them to enter our
country and disseminate amongst our popula-
tion the seeds of that fatal and loathsome
disease.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I sup-
pose you want the government to take the
cue.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am giving
the government a cue and I want them to
follow it until they root out small-pox and
all discrimination in favour of the almond-
eyed race.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-Would you give
his highness the first bath ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I would
give him a bath at any rate. An unwashed
Chinese prince is just as likely to dissemi-
nate disease gerns as an unsoaped coolie. I
am sorry that the Minister of Justice is not
present to-day, because this is a matter which
should come under the jurisdiction of his de-
partment. However, theSecretaryof State is
present and I trust that he will draw the
attention of his colleagues to the matter at
the earliest possible date.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware that
the attention of the government has been
called by any of the authorities in British
Columbia to the incident that the hon.
gentleman has drawn attention to. His
remarks will of course appear in the Debates,
and I shall call the attention of the Minister
of Agriculture to the subject, and I have no
doubt he will give it his best attention.

VICTORIA DAY COMMEMORATION
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itse'f into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (C) "An Act to

commemorate the reign of Her Majesty
Queen Victoria by making her birthday a
holiday for ever."

(In committee.)

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.) said-
It has been suggested to me that a proper
name for the holiday will be Victoria Day.
I, therefore, move that the following words
be a.dded to the first paragraph, "which
holiday shall be called Victoria Day."

Hon. Mr. ALMON-In amendment to,
that, I move 'that the Chairman do now
leave the chair. While I yield to nobody
in this House in my loyalty to .the Crown, I
take no credit for it. It is dyed in the
wool and I could not help it if I tried.
Both my paternal and maternal grandfathers
were natives of the then British States of
America, and fought on the British side
from the capture of Bunker's Hill from the
rebels until the battle of Eutaw Springs,
the last battle in the war. Therefore,
any remarks that I make in opposition to
this bill must not be put down to any dis-
loyal feelings. I give great credit to the
hon. gentleman from Victoria, who is mov-
ing in this matter, for the exuberance of his
loyalty, but in this case I think his loyal
sentiment has taken a wrong direction. I
object, in the first place, to this measure be-
ing introduced in the Senate. If it is to be
introduced anywhere, it should originate in
the House of Commons, and should be
brought in by a inember of the ministry. I
disapprove likewise of this measure making
the Queen's birthday a holiday in perpetuity.
Are we able to do that 1 We may have the
legal right to pass such a measure, but can
we do it? Think of the number of holidays
which have been created by legislation in
the past. When I was a boy, the fifth of
November was kept as a holiday; how is it
now? Very few ever think of it and no-
body celebrates it except a few fanatics.
The saime remarks applies to the anniversary
of the martyrdom of Charles I. That was
a holiday at one time. I do not think there
is a man in this House who knows the date of
it. I have no doubt that the bill which made
it a holiday passed with a great deal more
enthusiasin than was shown in this House
last week when the hon. member's measure
passed its second reading. Then, is it a
compliment to tell Her Gracious MajestY
the Queen, who we all hope will live long to
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r over us, what we are going to do after other recognized churches,
Woud it be right to erect a furnish opportunities for giving thanks towoulone to a man who is still alive ? It God for ail his great mercies. Then theresould be a doubtful compliment. I know I is Labour y

Was take it as such. I remember when I much better name for it,-when tradesmen
re cving through Brooklyn cemetery, on and mechanics must drop work and lose

there casion seeing a magnificent monument their $1.25 or $3 a day. They subrit to a
told that it ed whose it was, and I was loss, fot of one day only, but of three. The
34r. To i was erected to the memory of preparations for the day make them lose the

nsend, a man who manufactured day before, and many of them do not recover
1 arti.d>a I said "dear me is lie dead?" f rom the effects of Labour Day for sone time

told "no, but people driving through after. They are more tired on the day after
,,et eyand seeing this beautiful monu- than on Labour Day. Therefore, they lose

bei wld inquire whose it was and on three days. One day in seven ought to be
at it was the monument of Jacob enough holiday. In Nova Scotia, there are

thwnend, Who manufactured sarsaparilla, four months of the year in which the labourer
ery WOuldd7olimmediately go to the nearest out of doors is not able to do any work.

8a rggrid adask for a bottle of Townsend's In addition to that, the main portion
of ri. That was the practical effect of the labour is on the wharfs, taking

eoting this monument. The hon. gentle- out the fish and drying them. That

for ti aytell me that there are precedents can only be done on a fine day.
Ro ls wegslation-that in ancient Rome When that takes place the labouring man
ýInelus was put to death and immediately himself, and al his boys from twelve up to

tuenta god. That was perhaps a compli- t of age, be at
The h In, but hie had to be killed first. wgsi itn il nttedyn rud
eludisame happened with the CSsars in- If this bil passes they must not work on the
and ,g ero Claudius and with Caligula Queen's birthday. Now, how much does a
the ai the brutes that followed after farily lose? The hon. gentleman from
That did ey were all made gods likewise. Victoria dces not think the loss is of any
diatel not do much harm, because imme- consequence, but I ar inclined to think that
killed7 af tetheir deification, they were the loss is considerable. Supposing the Im-
was th. aheway in which they were deified perial parliament fixes some other day to be
that th a member of the Senate moved observed in commemoration of the glorious
Passedu Emperor be made a god. That reign of Queen Victoria what would we do
the ulanimously. The reason of that was then? Woulditnotbebetter for us to wait
agaijt 8 tors were afraid that if they voted and see what they are doing in England
parti. , they would be accused of offensive before we pass a bil of this kind? There

Th snship and have their heads cut off. are iilany other things I could Say which I
thit Was a serious offence. Nowadays, in shah leave to other hon. gentlemen. There
fro untry, if a man differs in opinion is one other way of commemorating the
et e government of the day, his head is Queen's Jubilee which does not entirely meet

i but it does not do much harm, with ny approbation, that is, sending young
aill he knows that very soon his head womentotheNorth-westasnurses. However,

near put on again and in the very it mayhavethis good effect: if theycome from
th Uture he will give his executioners Nova Scotia they will certainly be good look-

op cong. Another reason that J am ing, and therefore, as we ail know that pity
injud to this is, not only because it is is akrn to love, tender feelings will spring up
a lar ,cous ut because it injuriously affects between nurse and patient and matrimony
do element of the population. On whom will resuit, which will produce its natural
law e tax fall? It does not fall on the consequences. If it does, they will have

, the doctor, the clergyman, or the plenty of employment at home. I think
re theant whose ships are at sea, but it falls that they would make remarkably good
Wi the abouring man-the man who delves wives. They can work in the kitchen

graS.pade and pick. Think of theW't e~ spd netk .Tiko h and in the byre and at everything to, assist
athe airan there is on labour in these days. their husbands to get on in the word, and
hi Irst Place we liave Thanksgiving Day, they might cali their littie ones Victoria ifhl 1 disapprove of, because Sunday, and they like. I trust when they get to the
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latter stage, that they will not be too hard it will be observed, and if those who corne
on their husbands-that they will allow them after us in the next reign think proper to

to have a little to say in the government depart from the principles we have laid
of the house and the dependents connected down, it is perfectly easy for them to do sO.
with it and likewise, while treating their The birthday of William IV. was noe

dependents kindly, let thein know that the observed in this country, nor was the birth-

kitchen and the parlour are not necessarily day of George IV., and if such a motion had
on the same floor. been made with regard to the birthday Of

George IV., I do not think it would have
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it would be been acquiesced in. There was not the per-

extremely unfortunate, after carrying the sonal admiration for either of her uncles
second reading of the bill in the Senate. which exists for Her Majesty. I remember,
if we are to kill it in committee. This and there are other hon. gentlemen Vho
country is jubilant now, and very properly will remember, that the birthday which was
so, at the glorious reign of Queen Victoria. observed during the reigns of George IV.
It has been most meniorable in the annals and William IV., was the birthday of George
of British history. We in Canada have III., who was the reigning sovereign before
a great deal to be thankful for. When Her their time. I can remember frequently
Majesty ascended the throne the two great going out to see the militia parade on the
provinces of the Dominion were in a state 4th of June. That was the day, and it was
of rebellion and dissatisfaction at the exist- kept up, not only during the reign of George
ing order of things. Her Majesty, listen- IV. and of William IV., but for a long tilie
ing, as she has always done, to the advice into the reign of Her Majesty Queen Vic-
of wise counsellors, who were always in toria. The first date that I am able to find
touch with the feelings of the age, sent a when it was proposed that the natal day Of
delegate to this country to consider this Her Majesty Queen Victoria should be
subject. I need not go over our past his- observed as a holiday was in the year 1850-
tory. Every hon. inember is familiar with Up to that time we had practically bee
the introduction of responsible government observing the birthday of a sovereign whO
in Canada and the happy results which had been dead since 1819 or 1820. I will
flowed from it. I do not propose, there- refer now to the report of the two Houses,
fore, to travel through the events of Her Upper and Lower Canada. Some hoil
Majesty's reign. Everybody knows that it ruember called attention to the fact
has been one of the happiest, as far as that it was the Queen's )irthday and the
Canada is concerned-and I think I may buse decided that it was a very proper
speak for the empire also-that history thing to adjourn. Lt was moved by Mr.
records. The hon. gentleman's first objec- Allan Macnab and seconded by Mr. Hill
tion is that the bill should originate in the yard Cameron, and ordered that the further
House of Commons. I cannot agree with consideration of the question they vere-dis
him. I think it is quite proper that it cussing should be postponed until the fol-
sbould originate here, if any bon. member lowing Monday. Lt being the birthdaY
thinks proper to bring it forward. As tolof lier Majesty Queen Victoria, it was
making the Queen's birtbday a holiday dur- tmoved by Mr. Baldwin and seconded by Mt
ing the lifetime of Her Majesty, it has Price that the bouse should adjourn ti Me
always been observed as a holiday for the Monday followin, and the bouse adjourned
last thirty or forty years. accordingly. It wi l be observed that ther

was a good Liberat governnent in office at
Hon. Mr. ALMON-It is to if aking it a the time. Since 1850 the day has been oh-

holiday after ber death that raise the served. n 1855, I tink, it was in Upper
objection. I arn the hast person in the wor- Canada, the day was selected as a proper
to object to the holiday during er Majesty's day instead of June 4th for the miitia tO
life. turn out. Under de Militia Act of 1855 

ind tbat in Lower Canada they had bee i
Hon. 'Mr. SCOTT-The real effect of the keeping up the 19th of June as tbe day for

bil is to continue the day as a holiday as calying out the militia, but in Upper Canada
years go by. I hope that during the lifetime it was decided that the Queen's birthday
of Her Majesty and for many years longer should be selected. It does seem to me that
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t Wonld be unwise in this jubilee year to
all theract any movement of this kind which
It is ah people seem to acquiesce in so easily.
·e i. appy compliment, and surely it is a

ost ent Worthy of being paid. The
ot b at can be said about it is that it may

t 0 bserved in future years.
1 on. Mr. ALMON-I hope not.

erOfl Mr. SCOTT-As far as we are con-
th 5  the parliament of Canada, by passing
happy gislation, would be paying a very
Que comPliment to Her Majesty the
the When I first noticed the bill upon
i gave er paper, it w as not a matter to which

VerY m uch thought, but after its
'ne do used I do not think it would re-

thin - oUr credit to throw it out. I
were We should all regret it if that course

down adopted. We should at least send it
chta bo the HOuse of Commons and let that

er take what action it thinks proper.

treatn. Mr ALLAN-I have listened with
Beere Pleasure to the remarks of the hon.
think y of State. For my own part, I
b aio more appropriate compliment could
cou { to lier M1ajesty, and none which
gee e found to commend itself morehe ally t the people of this country than
thasal at is sought to be paid by the

li of this bill. My hon. friend from
it i% a ,Jects to the bill because he thinks
t0 le rt of left handed compliment to pay

day haajesty to pass a bill that her birth-
d l be observed after her death.

.o Mr. ALMON-Bear, hear.
ag o.Mr. ALLAN-I believe there are

the d any anniversaries observed after
they e 0 Of the individual whose memory
Patrick niremrate. St. George and St.
Yet ek Were gathered to their rest long ago,
tie' erve these days to the present

this a 10 not think that the making ofSliday for all time to come is open in
aem4ber to the objections which the hon.
peet r from ]lalifax has made with re-

Sany, the working classes. The people,tion odo Would suffer from such legisla-
ýhantsjd be nIuch more likely to be mer-it i O elr professional men, because although

e arthea to be a holiday it does not pre-Worki 1 abOuring men or the fariners from
1s a rg if they please. For instance, if there

pect of bad weather the farmer may

gather in his corn or hay as on any other
day. I have over and over again seen
men working on the Queen's birthday
the same as any other day, and wherever the
necessity exists for work on such a day, no
one would suppose that such an enactment
as this would forbid it. There have been a
great many objects proposed as commemor-
ative of this long and glorious reign of our
sovereign, and most of them have partaken
more or less of the nature of charitable or
benevolent institutions. I know of no
scheme of that kind (differing entirely
as I do from the remarks which the hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax has made) which would
commend itself more to the nation than the
commemoration of the reign of Victoria by
the establishment of the Victorian Order of
Nurses which has been set on foot by Her
Excellency the Countess of Aberdeen. I
do not think that the manner in which
the hon. gentleman from Halifax alluded
to the establishment of this order is
right or deserved. Every one knows how
much, in these days, the science of nursing
has supplemented the science of medicine,
and how often it is that the nurse is more
necessary and good nursing more effectual
than medical treatment, and anybody who
has taken the trouble to make the inquiry
will find that in the very part of the world
to which my hon. f0lend referred-Manitoba
and the North-west-there have been cases
over and over again where there has been
great suffering and where death has ensued
simply because there was no nurse to send
to the house of sickness. We know also that
even in our own cities and towns there are
many people with limited incomes who can-
not avail themselves of the services of the
professional nurses at the charges which are
now paid, and it would be an estimable boon
to them if this order of Victoria nurses were
established and they could have nursing
given to them at rates which are within
their means. How far this scheme may be
too large a one for the present, I am not
prepared to say, but I do- say that it is
worthy of all support and of anything that
can be done to carry out the scheme and
make it a perfect success.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Are those nurses
pledged to celibacy when they go up to the
North-west ? If they are not, I think it is
very inappropriate. For my part, I hope
they will all get married.
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Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The hon. gentleman
is hardly serious in asking me to answer
questions of that sort. It seems to me this
bill is one which is particularly appropriate
as a compliment-I should hardly call it by
such a name-but as an expression of
loyalty and affection for one who has been an
example to all the world, as sovereign, as
wife, and as mother. It is an expression of
feeling on the part of this parliament, as
representing the people of Canada as far as
we can by legislation in that direction, that
for all time it shall be called Victoria Day
and serve to keep in the memory of our
people the long and glorious reign of
our gracious sovereign. It is an expression
of our loyal feelings. It would well become
this parliament to adopt this bill, and I do
hope most sincerely that it will be passed.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Much as I
regret to have to differ from my hon. friend
from Victoria in regard to this bill, I con-
sider it my duty to give expression to the
view which I hold on the subject. I am
only too glad to express my accord with the
sentiments so well and so eloquently ex-
pressed by him in his speech when he intro-
duced this bill, and to also agree with the
very happy and very loyal sentiments which
have been to-day expressed by hon. gentle-
men. But to my mind this matter does not
resolve itself into a question of degree of
loyalty but a question as to whether it is
expedient in the interests of this Dominion
that this particularmethod should be adopted
of commemorating Her Majesty's reign.
My hon. friend the Secretary of State, as
well as my hon. f riend f rom Bothwell, seemed
in theii remarks, to recognize the inex-
pediency of this measure, inasmuch as they
both gave expression to the idea that this
particular form of commemoration could not
very well be observed in perpetuity. My
hon. friend from Bothwell made the. state-
ment in seconding the bill that there was
nothing to preclude this House or the
parliament of 'Canada from at any time
repealing the bill, and my hon. friend the
Secretary of State re-echoed the statement
to-day. Thatistantamounttoanacknowledg-
ment of the fact that it would be against
the best interests of this Dominion
that a day should for all time to
corne be entirely set apart and all busi-
ness on that day suspended because Her
Majesty had reigned so well and successfully

for sixty years. I doubt if any member of
this House or of the House of Coimons
would have the boldness at any future tinie,
if this bill did become law, to move that i
be repealed. I venture to say that the
loyalty of the people of Canada is of so ad-
vanced a character that any one who would
do so would be taking his political life il'
his hands. It proves conclusively that We
inust enter into the consideration of this
measure, not as a mere matter of sentimentr
but as one involving very considerable in-
terests. It is very well for hon. gentlernen
not actively engaged in business pursuit&
and who do not come in direct contact with
the various ramifications of business life, tO
move that a day for all time be set apart and
that business be tied up for twenty.four
hours each year in perpetuity. I should
like to point out the far reaching consequence
of adopting a holiday of this particular kind.
Hon. gentlemen must first take into coO-
sideration the fact that it means every
government office throughout this whole
Dominion shall be closed-that the depart-
mental offices shall be closed and the
government offiçials shall cease for the daY
to perform their duties. My experience Of
the departmental business of Canada 1i
of such a character that it is noý
being done too speedily at the present
time, and if a further day is taken
away from the discharge of those particular
duties, I fancy that the public will noe
have to complain at any rate of the expedi-
tion with which the public business is trans'
acted. The post offices throughout the
Dominion will be closed. It is unnecessarl
to point out the inconveniences to which the
community will be subjected by reaso Of
that fact. The custom-houses throughoUt
the whole Dominion will be closed, cons e'
quently the business of the country will be
subjected to very considerable inconvenience.
We must also consider the fact that every
court throughout the Dominion f rom the
Atlantic to the Pacific will be closed on
that day, and litigants who have been at-
tending at very considerable expense the
trial of their cases, will have to kick their
heels about the court-houses of the country
pending the observance of this day as
holiday. Parliament is usually in session
that period of the year, and parliament l
have to be adjourned and the country put
the enormous expense of parliament bei1g
detained for another day during the sessioO.
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Inaddit
the a on to that, there is the fact thatte ak 8 of the country will have to beeloted
bue.i, t is not an ordinary matter for the

8inae df the country to be suspended dur-
necesariay and the displacement which it
the fact involves to take place. There is
luatu in 'e considered that it affects the
ter t g of bills and notes, which is a mat-
'nnnIy e considered by the business com-

"on Ir. SCOTT-It will give one day"'ore grace.

ir. LOUGHEED-One day more
that Point out to my hon. friend that
note, bu e all ri ht for the maker of the
r'th'er u for theholder of the note it is
seriou an inconvenient and sometimes a

anuf atter. In addition to that the
try iî turing establishments of the coun-
'nerce e Stopped. Every mart of coin-
ever lchbe closed up. I do not say that
le throuanic but a great body of mechan-
ee Oughout the Dominion will have to
ail h. ork, and on whom does the cost of
afod, affall 1 The mechanic cannot well

"hic after ernerging from a winter durincr
able ti e must have lost considerable valu-

e, to observe this particular day.

d Mr. MILLS-It may save him a

eration in passing this bill. The hon.
Secretary of State gave utterance to very
loyal sentiments to-day, and they are pecu-
liarly applicable to the day we are celebrat-
ing, namely, the Queen's birthday, just now
a statutory holiday, and one that bas been a
holiday almost since ber accession to the
throne. It bas been celebrated more loyally
of late than at the period to which my bon.
friend referred, a period which was brimming
over with loyalty, but which did not afford
such a demonstration of it as to absolutely
make it a statutory holiday. For many
years past it bas been a statutory holiday
and is so to-day. What I wish to point out
is that this adds an additional statutory
holiday to those now on the statute-book.
The law is so framed that, immediately the
Prince of Wales ascends the Throne, his.
birthday at once becomes a statutory holi-
day. Consequently, we add to that particu-
lar holiday the one now suggested. My bon.
friend from Victoria passed a most glowing
eulogy on Her Majesty. I can assure him
that I do not yield to any one in my senti-
ments and feelings of loyalty, and I am
satisfied that every member of this House is
quite as loyal as those who have expressed a
preference for the passage of this bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

i l 0 Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But I would
it j11 4Mr LOUGHEEDJI hope so, but point out to my hon. friend that while hie

w Mr.b refers to the fact that this will undoubtedly
that tet heP to pay a doctor's bill. I fancy'be a pleasing tribute to Her Majesty, there

, doctors who have to rely on the'is probably not to be found among ail ber
?f the aes of the mechanics for the payment subjects throughout ail her vast empire any

nc .find this holiday at least an one who has spent such a life of industry
ence in this regard. and bard work as fer Majesty. That same

illon Mr. BOULTON-The mechanic empire bas been built u by the unceasing
Il "ot be obliged to lose his day.idustry of tose who establised

ir. OG ls hsdy it, and if we desire to pay a tribute to fier
Ir. LOUGHEED-I would simply Majesty, we cannot follow a more loyalwer Y hon. friend in this way, that course than to imitate her example, keepingle theb comn- in mind that it bas been mainly due to bierPelled te imarried man maynobecm

esals lose bis day, the manufacturingthe ent Will be practically coebi unceasing vigilance and industry and close
litwil bepraticllycloed y!attention to the aflairs of the empire, that

ork. er portion of the workers quitting sbe bas reached the high pedestal on which
ery p Y bon. friend f rom Victoria, in she stands. If we want to pay a tribute to
Pt'in language, referred to the younger fer Majesty, we cannot do better than on
i adf the community wandering over ber birtbday to exercise our labour and our

Partiuavalley picking the daisies, on that duty in building up the commercial and in-
e h ay, but what about the married dustrial life of this Dominion the brightest

fro the find it difficult to keep the wolf gem in ber crown, and thus add to the ag-
aurroUnde door ? The holiday may not be grandisement of that empire to which we are
&hes ded by so much romance for them. proud to belong, and over wbich we hope8eatterb have to be taken into consid- she may be long spared to reign.



Hon. Mr. DEVER-After the excellent flatterers, Isaying thus far, we have îooke
speech of the hon. gentleman from Calgary, on thee, to be superior to the nature
it is not necessary that I should say much mortals. But now we are sure thou
on this question. He has pointed out clearly superior." But, turning to his flattere'"'
that the adoption of this bill will involve a Herod said: "J, your king, ar just CO1n
great loss to the working and commercial manded to depart this life, and fate
classes of this country. I rise to say that I soon disprove your false flaUery. 1 1"0
do not yield to any man a greater admira- rust die, and receive my destiny, as it
tion for Her Majesty the Queen than I do. deterrined by ry God."
I have studied her private and public life, Hon. gentlemen, 1 admire the Queefl
and I think I know them fairly well. I not for her greatness, but for her virtue$
am also familiar with all the great events, and deep consideration for the feelings
improvements and blessings that have come others, rare qualities to be found under th9
to her people since she ascended the throne. mantle of power and wealth. These will be
Peace and charity for suffering humanity the ornaments of her hfe ami reign all
have been her ruling character, and I am will be a guide to future generations, 9
prepared to say, God save the Queen from well as to that of our own, to follow lier
all her enemies for all time to come. But, example. I would be very sorry to see db
saying this, hon. gentlemen, and much more Senate help to put so silly a law as this 0
that I feel for the Queen, I am not pre- the statute-book to be repealed shortl, 0
pared to endorse the doctrine propounded the hon. member for Bothwell puts it.
by our hon. friend from Bothwell-that it that is the best that can be said for i4
would be no loss to labour to make the day surehy, as sensible men, we should not 5t
an idle one for ever. Because, if this is here silently, and rake each and every hOfl1
sound philosophy, why not inake all days member in this Senate responsible for
idle, and let the toilers at labour have a by allowing it to pass uncballenged.
grand good time doing nothing. Neither I believe ler Majesty would discountenafl
am I prepared to accept the desire of the sucb legisiation as this, if she had the oppor
early reformers to abolish Sunday as a day tunity. She has always avoided sycophalcY
of thanksgiving and prayer, to the origin of and fûlsome flattery. and in this, bas S
all the blessings we enjoy in this mundane shown ber great wisdoin and superioritY.
home of ours. No, I rather prefer clinging a wornan, and as a Queen.
to the injunction in that book of the wis-
dom of ages which says: "Six days shalt
thou labour and do all thy works, and the
spventh thou shalt rest and give honour and
glory to God." No idle day here. [n fact,
I look on it as profanity, bordering on idol-
atry, to place on the statute-book any day
set apart for human glory for all time, no
matter how much we may admire their
many virtues.

We find fault with others for doing this,
and yet we commit the same fault our-
selves, under other forms of law. I trust
this House will show no such weakness in
this case. Manly loyalty is one thing, but
overdoing it is another, that should be
avoided by all people who pride themselves
in being governed by that book of books,
the Bible. There is a possibility, too, bon.
gentlemen, of us becoming fulsome flatterers
of kings and queens in this way, and this
weakness, I find, is no new thing. It is as
old as the hills. We can find a very re-
markable case of it recorded in Josephus,
where King Herod, being surrounded by his

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am very much
surprised at the turn this discussion has
taken. When this bill was introduced 1
believed and hoped that it would pass with-
oup dissent, but hon. gentlemen now seer O
think that the labouring man is going to
despoiled of a day's work. I am satisfi
there is nobody in this whole broad Doe'
inion but will bail with satisfaction the
passage of this bill. The people are willing
to sacrifice one day, or even more, for the
purpose of commemorating the glorioUS
events that have attended the long reigil
Her Majesty Queen Victoria. Hon. ge"
lemen oppose the bill because the labouriug
classes will lose one day in the year: ho
many days do they lose now for the coIN
memoration of less important events ? 1"
bill that we could pass would be received
with greater favour by the people than th's
measure. When people pass away, no inatter
how distinguished they may have beeO'
they are soon forgotten, and it is -very prOPer
that our people should set apart a day tO
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rîDrrnenorate the reign of Queen Victoria. you, hon. gentlemen, only the highest ad-
thi, itze the fact that every member of miration and love for our gracious Queen, and

sta luse is loyal to the Crown, notwith- I may have greater cause for it, owing to the
tathig the Opposition that has been shown circumstances which followed her accession
etoiS lsbill, but some hon. gentlemen are to the throne, than some hon. gentlemen
ervig Under a mistaken idea that they are here. The year 1837 was the first time in

their g the interest of the poor man. I hope the history of the lower provinces when theeïr 0 Pstte ofteoerpoicshe h
I ehoPOsition will be withdrawn, because Catholic inhabitants of those provinces were
take regret exceedingly to see a vote given perfect political freedom and liberty.
go ab is question, and that it should The year of Her Majesty's accession to the.
of a road that there is the slightest division throne, the test oath was abolished, and
The i'on in this House on such a subject. Catholics sat in the House of Assembly in
year was some disloyalty in this country Halifax. The law had been passed some
The ago, but that bas all passed away. time before, but it was only in 1837 that it
this reception that this bill bas met with in was carried out practically, when two
iri 0 a try shows that there is no disloyalty French Acadians took their seats in the
v ada. It has met with general appro- legislature. The governor at that time
bil e have been told that if we pass this issued a commission for them to be
but lrhament will be closed on that day, sworn without being obliged to take
parla at difficulty can be got over by calling the test oath, and the same law extended to
80 that eut to meet the first week in January magistrates and others. I may say, on be-
24th t he Session can end before May. The half of the Catholics in the provinces, that
day. Thay is a very proper time for a holi- our perfect civil liberty also dates f rom
a OV hroughout the country the seeding the accession to the throne of Queen Vic-

are and the people need a rest. They toria. That is one reason for my great ad-
and W asking for half of every Saturday, miration and love for the Queen, but that is
Whole o ably by and by they will want the not the question before us. I ask my bon.
Wage Saturday. Men get just as high friend from Victoria to take my words in

a a ow as they did formerly, and they the best possible sense. The age when such
Zelebrard to give one day in the year to the propositions as this is were possible or were
Th ey are of the reign of Queen Victoria. in good form, bas passed. Even under an

da ail bot likely to look upon it as a lost absolute monarchy such a motion would be
1nefit all, but rather regard it as a great deemed as one from courtiers to the court

conferred upon them. and not as one from civilians such as we are.
A perpetual festival in honour of any

Fierio1' Mr. POIRIER-This is a very person who has had existence is, accord-
oti atid delicate matter; but since the ing to history, a religious feast. In

take as been put and a vote has to be no case bas such an honour been bestowed
ehirk th it, 1, for one, do not intend to upon a living person, and it reminds us of
eXpli vote, and I feel in duty bound to the very apt saying of a Pope to whom was
of y Why I shall vote for the amendment proposed something similar to this in refer-
Vote on. friend from Halifax, lest My ence to a great person still living. " Gen,

a a del'd be misconstrued. If the subject tlemen," said that Pope, "never canonize a
erbe qeate one for the majority of the living man lest he may fall into some error

till 4r8 of this House to vote upon, it is before he dies." Canonization is only for
ded ] re 80 for those of us who are descen- the dead ; perpetual feasts are only for the
Of anoth a race who formerly were subjects dead. Look back at history f rom the
have er sovereign, but who are now, and remotest period ; look back to the greatest
ihabit for over a century, as loyal as any men who have adorned humanity from
Who .Žts or itizens of this Dominion, and the Greeks and you will not find any pro-
What e nd to be so in the future. Because position going to the extent of this.
Cana said of the French population of Alexander, the conqueror of so many nations,
the la y a former Governor General, that was, if I remember well, adored as a god,

ritiah ruoanon to be fired in defence of but bis feast was not perpetual; nor was that
e in North America will be fired by of Pericles, that great man of Athens,' who

As for ,yaadian, may yet prove true. gave bis name to bis century. But take Eng-
self, I have, with all the rest of land before Queen Victoria; it had great
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sovereigns. Was ever such a proposition made
during the time of Elizabeth, the "virgin
Queen," so-called, orof HenryVIII., to whom
England,as aProtestant nation,owes so much?
No, not even courtiers would have dared to
do it, because it would have smacked too
much of the act of a courtier. I beg that
my words be accepted in their best sense. I
have too much respect for my hon. friend
from Victoria to utter or even to think any-
thing that would be disrespectful towards
him. Look at France: Charlemagne of
France and Germany never had any such
festival bestowed upon him ; nor did Louis
XIV., who reigned longer than Queen Vic-
toria; nor did Napoleon the Great; nor did
Charles V. of Spain; nor did Washington.
You cannotfindin history aprecedentfor this
legislation. Hon. gentlemen are establish-
ing a precedent of a very grave and, I am
afraid, of a ridiculous nature. True, the
Romans did it, but hon. gentlemen must re-
member that before they established such a
feast for a Roman emperor they began by
making him a god, and if it be enacted that
Queen Victoria be a goddess, then I will
vote for this bill. No, I would not even
vote for a motion that would make our
gracious and beloved Queen a goddess.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is no intention to do that.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Because she would
have to die, and I would be very sorry to
see her depart, even for a better world. It
has been said that this motion should have
originated in the House of Commons. I do
not see the necessity for its originating there;
if it should originate anywhere, I think it
should originate in England. Why should
we be more loyal than Englishmen ? Are we
in fact more loyal than Englishmen I If not,
then why this expression of ultra loyalty I
I do not know that even in England they
would doit, nor that the 24th of May is made
a legal holiday there. Men in.their lifetime
have been honoured by such feasts. I think
that is proper, because itis nothing but human,
but to prolong it to the hereafter is some-
thing that does not pertain to man ; it
is something that pertains to standing
or religious institutions, and to make a
thing immortal is something that pertains to
the divinity. This bill, I hope, will be
crushed here, and will be got rid of without
too much being said about it. It should be

referred back to oblivion from whence it
should never have come, in my estination.
If it should go there it would be a very deh
cate matter for the other House to deal with,
and should it pass what of it then? 1IaVe
we not a 24th of May celebration now? e
we need a double enactment for one da
concerning a living person when the bireb
of Christ has only one ? I do not see the
sense of it. If it was not already a feast,
would vote for a feast of obligation duri%
the time of Her Majesty's reign ; but what
will be the consequence of this unheard 0'
precedent in history? By this bill we are
doubling the feast and we cannot feast la
twice over the sanie day.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What about Washilg'

ton. His birthday is a perpetual holidaY in
he United States I

t
Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Is the hon. gentle-

man absolutely sure of that ? Independelle
Day and our Dominion Day do not gi"
divine honour to individuals. It is a celebra-
tion of a standing event. The Jews had 't
in the celebration of their great victories ; but
they were memorable facts. Independefl0
Day is not a festival making George Wash-
ington something like a God nor is the
day of his birth a perpetual holidY.
Queen Victoria- is not a God and she was
die and be judged like the rest of us, with
better chances likely up above. When the
Prince of Wales succeeds to the throne We
shall have two feasts. When he reigns theo
will be a precedent for establishing the seco .
and so on with his successors. Now the spiri
of the age is to diminish those festivitie
When the French revolution occurred there
were 87 festivities commemorating the birth
or death of Christ and his saints. Now those
holy days are reduced to a very-few in nle'
ber. They were formerly established for '
religious purpose, but also to help or to relieve
the working man. The tendency now is 
diminish those holidays which come betwen
him and his daily bread. Even in England'
after the refcrmation, after Protestantis0

was established as the religion of state, the
Church of England preserved about thirtl
religious feasts. How many are there noe
The tendency of the age is to diminish thee'
even to the detriment of the commemoratio
of the great saints of our religion. Sh
we corne in now and increase them i.
principle I am averse to it. As I
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efore, ,no one here bas a greater
tha iration, respect and love for Her Majesty
thin 1 have, but as the principle is some-
it unprecedented in history, I am afraid
I ght be taken as a reflection upon her., dherefore, hope the motion of my hon.

pa ,-the senior member for Halifax, will
thi5 , and that we will hear no more about
thavebill, and that the other House will nothave.tit.

Obn. Mr VIDAL-If the bill which is
laW before the committee was a bill origi-
has the observance of the holiday whichbeen proposed, very much of what bas

n advanced might be held to be appro-
of te and opportune, against the observance
to th oliday as causing manyinconveniences
Cape-suffered by the public in their various

te cties, labourers, doctors, merchants and
these Clhings. Now, it occurs to me that if

hich alleged evils, or inconveniences
hhid result from the observance of a
celday of this kind really exist, we have

and bad them brought fully before us
Indamed up in bis usual clear, precise,

. generally convincing way by our
the friend from Calgary. We have in
lu arguments which he brought before the

of the a pretty clear and distinct summary
the loss to working men resulting from.

B stablishment of a holiday of this kind.
if thin appears to me that to be consistent,
Queen g~ that the observance of the

birthday bas been fraught with
it has done so much injury to the

itsbury-if it bas interfered so much with
ago *5iuess and prosperity, he should years

nti this House have proclaimed these
of Ma ents and boldly moved that the 24th

ay be no longer a public holiday.
it dtoj• Mr. POIRIER-I am in favour of

ng her lifetime.

Mr. VIDAL-For forty years bthe
allttry has been observing the day with
a tee evils attached to it, and no petition
ab r Come to this House to ask for the
daogauon of the Queen's birthday as a holi-
coyu*toes not that indicate that the
an1d dry generally is satisfied with it,
With not wish it altered or interfered
to o -fnd so we have a clear indica-
of the the Public approval of the observance
attae holday whatever inconveniences may

to it. Did not my hon. friend admit

this? Did not he say that if this bill were
passed into law no one would dare to rise
up and move for its repeal? He gave
away the whole argument. He said no man
caring at all for his political existence would
dare to offer a bill to repeal the observance'
of the day. Considering that this country
for a long term of years cheerfully kept this
holiday, and agreeing most fully with the
sentiments uttered by the hon. Secretary of
State and my hon. friends who have taken
that side, I do trust that this House will not
hesitate to approve of the bill which has
been introduced by my hon. friend from
Victoria.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE.-I spoke a few
words against the introduction of the bill on
the second reading, and the speeches of hon.
gentlemen to-day have not convinced me
that I took the wrong position. I feel a
little stronger on that point than I did when
the bill was first introduced. It appears to
me the introduction of this bill is the result
of a little overflow of loyalty. I will not
attempt to say for a moment that the hon.
gentleman from Victoria has not been loyal
for the last sixty years, as loyal as he is to-
day, and I think the remark will apply to
my hon. friend from the Rideau Division.
He could not have been more loyal than he
was this time last year or ten years ago. He
is no more loyal to-day than he was then,
because I believe that at that time and at
the present time lie is prepared, if need be,
to shed bis blood for the Queen of England
and for the British Empire. But I think
he is a little unfair to the bon. gentleman
from Calgary, inasmuch as he interpreted
him as applying his remarks to the present
observance of the Queen's birthday. I did
not understand the hon. gentleman from
Calgary in that way. He is perfectly
satisfied, and so is everybody else, to
observe that day as the Queen's birthday
till her death, and if the people who may be
alive at that time wish to perpetuate the
memory of her great and glorious reign we
have no objections to it in the world. But
the position we take is that this is not the
time for us to declare to future generations
for ever that this day shall be a perpetual
holiday, because we hope that the coming
sovereign, whoever he may be, will be as
great a benefactor to this nation as Queen
Victoria bas been. As the years rolls on
and civilization progresses, we have a right
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to expect that the Prince of Wales, if he
comes to the throne, will exceed, even, the
glorious reign of Queen Victoria, and we
want at the beginning of his reign to
establish his birthday as a public holiday,
not for any work or good be has done in the
past, but as an incentive to him to reign in
imitation and in the glorious succession of
his beloved mother. A remark lias been
made that this bill ought not to have origi
nated in this House, and to some extent I
agree with that remark. We know that
the House of Commons is supposed to re-
present the great masses of the people, rich
and poor and high and low, but this cham-
ber to some extent is supposed to represent
the upper and the richer classess.

Some hon. MEMBERS--No, no.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I say yes. Why?
Because no man can occupy a seat here unless
he is worth $4,000 in real estate, while the
members of the House of Commons need not
be worth a dollar. I take it if you made
every day of the year a public holiday it
would not be any sacrifice to the members
of this chamber. It would not be a sacri-
fice of a ujeal's victuals or an hour's sleep.
What effect would it have on the labouring
classes of the country ? It would mean
starvation. There is a fund open now for
the establishment of a great in-4itution for
the trained nurses of this Dominion, and I
would suggest to my hon. friend as a very
appropriate way for the overflow of his
loyalty to double his subscription to that
institution, and if that does not suit, treble
it and so on. I think, on the ground that I
have already alluded to, the House of Com-
mons would be the most appropriate place
for this matter to be introduced, because the
House of Commons represents the labouring
people whom this bill would affect most. I
take the ground also if a measure of this
kind is introduced at all, it should be intro-
duced in the motherland, where they have
had close intercourse with the Queen. We
hear nothing in the newspapers of anything
of this kind in the old country, and I think
it is time enough for us to follow her example
when she takes action. If we would follow
her example in this as in other matters we
would not be far astray.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I
mention the fact that Sir John Glover
brought up the subject, but it has not made

any progress yet though it bas been discussed
by some of the papers in the country.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It has not mad8
any progress. I take it that the introdlc-
tion of his bill is nothing but a compliment
to Her Majesty the Queen. If I understand
her character and noble principles, she would
not give her assent to such a bill if she had
it in her power, if she felt it was to be a sacri-
fice of the interests of the labouring classes,
She would not want to impose any additional
taxes upon the people ; she does not wish tO
burden them in any shape or form whatever
for the sake of her memory, and I would
say if this bill had to receive the sanction Of
the Queen and she vetoed it, that it would
commemorate her glorious memory mor
than the passing of such a measure would
do. I think the arguments advanced bY
the hon. gentleman from Calgary are SO
strong and conclusive that the House would
do well to adopt the resolution of the hon-
member for Halifax, and I shall certailY
support the motion that the committee rise.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
who just resumed his seat has informed the
committee that this is not the proper House
in which to originate legislation of this kind.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Not good taste.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And that if it is intro-
duced at all it should be introduced in the
House of Commons, because the Senate did
not represent anybody, and if they repre-
sented anybody it was the wealthier class Of
the community and not those who are in les
prosperous circumstances. I think the col-
stitution indicates the restrictions which are
imposed upon this House in regard to legiS-
lation. I am disposed to obey those res-
trictions in the constitution. I am opposed
to introducing measures here that the col-
stitution says shall not be introduced here.
I am not prepared to put further restrictiosl5

upon the authority of this House by abdi'
cating some of the functions that necessarilY
belong to us. I think, hon. gentlemen, that
our influence is sufficiently restricted as it is
without proposing further restraints up"
that influence, and if the doctrine laid down
by the hon gentleman were acted upon I ta
not sure that the community would not in-
sist upon the abolition of the House alto-
gether as an unnecessary institution. The
one hon. gentleman said that this was a
foolish proposition and that the arguments in
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favour of the bill were inconclusive. I may
frigratulate the hon. gentleman upon hisfanness in what he says in regard to the

of those who differ from him,
the I cannot congratulate him upontie excessive politeness of his obser-1Vtions: Another hon. gentleman has
told Us that if it were in the interest
hol he community to have this as a

hiday the same line of reasoning woulddo avay with any industrial day and that
We should make e very day a holiday. I do
tt see that this inference logically follows,tat the establishment of a holiday wouldwork against the industrial interests of the

ntry I pointed out on the second read-
ex that arguments of this sort were to some

dnt used as well as arguments of another
8abb against the obligatory course of
fort- Observance at the period of the re-
bt ation, and immediately succeeding it;
0f o one has maintained that the people

england would have been in a higher
aOf industrial development and would
abbe eOyed greater prosperity to-day if no

int had been recognized by the law.
ad Opinion there is a great deal of

adlantage in rest and in the recuperative
from "2ges derived from a day of rest and01a holiday, which far more than com-
losasate the industries of the country for any
of a heich they may sustain in consequence
to n day being taken. By the recogni-
of h of Sunday you take away one-seventh
by th industrial time from the community;
thi8 brecognition of the day provided by
ti.'Il You take away . portion of the
that th oes any hon. gentleman suppose

at would make an appreciable differ-
'onc',erofaras the industry of the country is

in the industrial progress of the
frindfonI do not think so. My hon.

ec froin Calgary spoke about the interfer-
the the industries of the country, about
Sutgrea losses the labouring classes would
Selve , about their anxiety to devote them-

ea to industry. Let me say, Mr. Chair-
lanthat the great majority of those who
anId , are m'en who labour for themselves
this for others, and there is nothing in-

pil t nposing the slightest restraint
indu then, if they are disposed to engage in
have th Pursuits. And what is more, we
do hk day as a holiday at present, and I
thi know that the industrial classes of
of thcoutry have failed to avail themselves

Sday to quite as great an extent as any17 qut

other. In fact, while my hon. friend was
making his speech, I wondered what he
was in this House for. As far as my
experience goes, we do business in this
House in a very leisurely way, and I sup-
pose my hon. friend will be so industrious
and so anxious to find something to do, he
will be like a fish out of water in being a
member of the Senate at the present time,
and then my hon. friend f rom Calgary, I
think, approved of the observations of the
hon. gentleman f rom Prince Edward Island,
that this was not the proper House in which
to introduce a measure of this kind.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would cor-
rect my hon. friend. I hope he will not at-
tach to my observations any inference of
that kind-that I take the ground that this
is not the proper House to introduce this
bill. Dominion Day, as a holiday, originated
in the Senate, and we have power to origin-
ate such a bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am glad my hon.
friend says so. We have very little to do
at the present time, and I thought it would
be too bad to reduce our work. I think
the hon. gentleman from Acadia spoke on
both sides of this question. He said you
should not have a holiday while a person
was living, and you should not have a holi-
day while the person was dead. It was im-
proper to canonize the living because the
living might go wrong, and it was improper
to bear in memory the dead, because you
are making gods and goddess of them sim-
ply because this had been done with the
Roman emperors. The hon. gentleman said
also that there was no case of the birthday
of a dead tatesman being observed. There
is the case of Washington whose birthday
is observed.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Was that day to be
kept during his lifetime or after his death?

Hon. Mr. MILLS -It is kept after his
death.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Was not the resolu-
tion made after his death-and not during
his lifetime ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say for the
information of my hon. friend that we are
observing the Queen's birthday during her
lifetime, and if our friends are at liberty to
observe it after her death surely we are at
liberty to say so.
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Hon. Mr. ALMON--I do not think you people of Canada. Take the establishment
are at liberty to quote the case of Washing- of responsible government, the union of
ton, which bas nothing to do with the ques- those provinces, the abolition of restrictions
tion of making Her Majesty's birthday a upon colonial trade, the abolition of the
holiday after her death. Washing'ton'2 navigation Iaws and a bundred other things
birthday was not made a holiday during his that bave taken place during the reign of
lifetime, and I think the bon. gentleman ler Majesty that bave improved the coin-
knows that as ell as I do, and perhaps a rmerce of this country, and t say that no
good deal better. more appropriate day can be selected for

teaching ho e principles of English parlia-
ion. Mr. MILLS-u think the bon. gen- mentary government to a people, and to

tleman'sknowledeis at fault. TheQueen's induce the i to cherish those principles, than
Birthday is now a holiday-lier Majesty is by perpetuating the birthday of ler Majesty
living. This bill continues it after her demise; after Mhe bas departed. If the people of
the people in the nited States do as nuch this country choose hereafter to abolish this
in the case of Washington. I was ad- day as a houiday, and I do sot think thev are
dressing nyself not so ruch to the argudaent likely soon to do so, but if they choore to
which. the hon. gentleman fgroe Halifax ad- do so no one pretends to question their rigbt,
dressed to this liose as I was to the argu- and if they are free to do so why this
ment Thich had been addressed to tbeextreme effort to protect them in tbe
House by tbe hou. gentleman f romn Acadia exercise of a right or privilege '%Nbich
who objects to canonizing the liviUtg byStbey ill enjoy as fully after this
recognizing a holiday wbhil they were alive, measure goes on tbe statute-book ar
and whio objected to deifying, them atter 1 they will enjoy if we rcfrain f romi
their death y making tbeir birthday a hou- putting it there. lion. gentlemen have
day, and so the hon. gentleman's argument asseverated tbeir loyalty. I ani not question-
wvas that you should not have a holiday at ing the loyalty of any bon. gentleman, but I
ail. I think there is one feature of this say the opposition to this bil is a most un-
matter which the liouse has to some extent fortunate way of exrbioting that loyalty. It
lost sight of. What is the great object of makes a very bad impression. I remember
having what you may cail political as dis- standing on the platfo m at a railway station

tinguisbed from religious holidays at all? on one occasion wen a party was arguing
It is the teaching force and value of tbose that he wvas 'as much a friend of prohibition
days What as tbe object of observing as the clergyman to whom he was talking, the
certain days amongst the Jews-one of the party certainly being under the influence of
most distinguished people of the old world, drink at the time. The minister said to
one of tbe people ho contributed as much as him, h you may be so, but, sir, you do
any other to the progress of humanity h It was tot smell like it." And I say to these
the commeoration of the great deeds bon. gentlemen, you may be just as loyal
achieved, the great works accomplished by as we are on this occasion, I a not question-
their ancestors, and by the establisnment of ing that, but I say that the manner in which
holidays and by recurrence to a discussion of it is exhibited by refraining froin a vote on
the events of that period to 6ix these great the second reading when tbat vote could ho
events in the minds of generations that recorded, and by asking for a division in
existed long after the events temselves committee ben that vote cannot be re-
hadoccurred. Itwasone method ofimpressing corded, is a most unfortunate way of exhibit-
the great facts of history upon the people. It ing their devotion toh ler Majesty and their
was one way of keeping aliveand developng a appreciation of tbe great and important
spirit of patriotis r anongst that people, and events in the bistory of this country that
I say to-day, looking at the condition of bave transpired during lier bajesty's reign.
this country upon tbe accession of Queen
Victoria, looking at the condition of tbis hon. Mr. ALMO N- think tbe bon.
country to-day, and looking at the great gentleman said the navigation laws were re
events that bave transpired during ber pealed under Queen Victoria.
reign, there can be in no country a more
appropriate day to be observed by its people Hon. Mr. MILLS-Tey were repealed i
than the birtdday of lier Majesty by the 1849.
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1On.* Mr. ALMON -They were very Aberdeen for the establishment of a system
'Iluch altered before that time by Huskinson. of home nurses, and other methods by which

Her Majesty's reign can be commemorated,
thato. Mr. BOULTON-I do not consider and by which a new era is being inaugurated

a althe question before us is one of loyalty of Christian love and Christian charity, an
I do not dispute the loyalty of any example of which Her Majesty the Queen

larn in Canada. No matter what political and the members of her royal family have
Party Or what class he belongs to, the same constantly set. I say they are going to con-
Princples of loyalty influence him, Nor do fer upon our industrial population greater

believe that it is intended to enshrine lier benelits by far than anything this bill can
racous Majesty as some have represented, take from them by the perpetuation of thisqnV 'flore than the erection of a monument holiday. I only hope that the opportunities

ther a would be an enshrinement, as it was may, f rom this time forward, more frequentlye considered by some of her Indian sub- occur by which those charitable instincts of
at an• None of those arguments move me, our people may be brought into play, namely,

ry rate, in supporting the hon. gentle- helping one another so as to confer greater
Co 1n bringing forward this bill. It is to benefits in that directiun. In Great Britain

emorate the reign of Our Gracious the Banking Act provides for seven bank
rg who has been bles-ed by Provi- holidays. In Canada we have not yet

site to reign over the British empire for arrived at seven bank holidays a year,
Y years, the longest reign, I was going and this is an appropriate occasion to add

Bay, in the history of the world. I do one at a convenient and pleasant season of
tOt know whether I am correct in saying the year. Great Britain is one of the great est
provide t only that, but the blessings of industrial populations in the world. I do
far ae nte have rested on that reign in so not think there is any to excel it, and

p the principles of our British civiliza- they having thought it advisable and
the have been extended to every corner of necessary to have seven bank holidays,
the World and upon the foundation laid by which are generally observed by the

eroes of the past, the great empire has working classes as days of rest and
built up during that sixty years, which enjoyment from labour, to say nothing

i yads pre-eminent before the world about private holidays, we I think
onl th • loyalty, strength and governed need not hesitate on that account. I
de e Principles of Christian civilization. I was struck by the remark made by the

0n think that the question of the honourable member f rom Bothwell, in so far
weigthe*s of the working classes should as in ancient times perpetuation of the
pulso in this debate, because it is not com- memory of individuals was in vogue, for the
day ryon any man to remain idle on that purpose of commemorating, as far as pos-
he • e is not working in his factory, sible, the deeds they had done in their life-
in ay 'be working in his garden or perform- time. Now, I think that there is a greater
hi ome Other industry if he is not enjoying reason why Her Majesty's name should not

sprl with his family on that beautiful be perpetuated in the way this bill is8Prrig rmoholid ing, which has occurred as a seeking to-day. .We have as an example
roeriay for the past sixty years. The com- of what the effect of commemoration of
to èration of this jiibilee, which is now these days has upon the public mind. I
the indelebrated, is conferring benefits on would cite the Day of Independence in the
than ustral population of Canada greater United States, the 4th of July. That day

any loss which they can sustain by was unfortunately ushered into that great
rOstehb.ding the object of this bill. The country in the midst of war, bloodshed and
i artable instincts have been brought revolution, and the result of perpetuating

agat ay The greatest movements of the that day has produced exactly the opposite
Pie adthe request of the Queen and the effect that we desire to produce by Victoria
prosand Princess of Wales, are now being Day, but it bears out the honourable mem-ed for the benefit of our industrial ber's idea. Another thing I consider this
Canad , both in England and here in bill will effect, and that is that we in Canada

aer f nd elsewhere. The hon. mem- are acknowledging to the world that we
that Toronto has referred to the efforts believe in the sovereign who has reigned

e been put forth by Lord and Lady over us for sixty years. We believe in the
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British constitution that gives us that
sovereign. John Burns, the great labour
leader, came out to the United States a few
years ago, and spent some three or four
months in the great republic where he
was striving to inculcate the British princi-
ples of labour unions, and confer with his
fellow workers. When he returned to
England, what did he say? He said lie
preferred to have Albert Edward Limited as
the principle of government than the system
of government which prevailed in the United
States. This bill announces to the world,
so far as we are able to announce it, that
we respect our sovereign and desire to per-
petuate the system of government under
which we live, and that the successor to
Her Majesty will have the sane loyalty
from the people of Canada as has been
offered to herself. And I think if a jubilee
portrait of Her Majesty the Queen was put
up in every school in Canada with the words
printed in red letters-" In Memory of
Good Queen Victoria, her birthday on the
24th May is made a perpetual holiday for
the children," succeeding generations of
children are not likely to forget her or
abolish the holiday.

Hon. Mr. ALMOiN-As. I have been
very much misunderstood, and as this House
persists in thinking my resolution has refer-
ence to the keeping of Her Majesty's birth-
day during her lifetime, I am af raid that
a vote would confirm that opinion, and I
beg leave, with the consent of the seconder,
to withdraw the motion.

The motion was withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN, f roui the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
was concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 4h May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o)clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE COMMITTEE 01¢ CONTINGENT
ACCOUNTS.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT, from the committee
appointed to nominate the standing commit-

tees of the House, presented their third
report. He said: I imay say that the coin-
mittee is the sane as it was in the first
report, with one exception. It was suggested
to the committee that one of the main
reasons for sending back the report to the
committee for reconsideration, was the ab-
sence of any inember of the government on
the committee, and as one of the committee,
Mr. Reid, had already left Ottawa, the name
of the Secretarv of State was substituted.
With that exception, the committee stands
as reported originally to the House.

DISCHARGING BALLAST IN CAPE
TORMENTINE HARBOUR.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. WOOD moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the (overnor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate
a copy of regulations respecting the discharging of
ballast by vessels arrivine at Cape Tormentine,
Westmorland County, New Brunswick, and a
copy of instructions given the harbour master
respecting the disposal of such ballast.

He said : I make the sarne motion as I
made the other day when the premier pro-
mised me a reply.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I am advised by the
Department of Marine and Fisheries that
there are no special regulations referring to
vessels arriving at Cape Tormentine in
Westinorland, N.B. There are, however,
rules and regulations that affect all harbours
generally, and I shall be very glad to place
in the hands of the hon. gentleman the rules
of the department, which probably will
satisfy him. I find one of them reads as-
follows :

No ballast, stone, gravel, earth or rubbish of any
kind shall be unladen, cast or emptied out of, or
thrown overboard from any ship or vessel whatever,
in the port or harbour or at the entrance thereof,
except at the places set apart for that purpose by
the harbour master and under his direction, under
a penalty of $50 for each and every offence, to be
paid by the owner, master or other person havinlg
the charge of such ship or vessel.

I presume there is a harbour master at
that port and that if his attention were called
to it it would be his duty to see that the
rules of the department were-enforced. That
is all the information that could be obtained,
and I suppose, in view of that fact, the hon-
gentleman will drop his motion.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes.
The order was discharged.
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UJLBILEE COMMEMORATION CORPS.

INQUIRY.

11on1. Mr. BOULTON inquired:
fa contingent of four or eight from one or two

Sthe regiments in Manitoba, cannot be includedhe Jubilee Commemoration Corps from Canada?

Re said: I understand from the public
Press that there is no one included from the
'9 Oth Battalion of Winnipeg, nor do I under-

d that there is any one going fromanite bsayoegon r

mercial life but it is a policy that we have
inaugurated ourselves in the French Treaty
that was negotiated in 1894 and 1895. We
have adopted it as part of our commercial
policy, and in doing so I think we have
taken a very wise step indeed. The French
Treaty was passed in 1894 and 1895 by a
very large majority on both sides of the
House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think not.

20 a o take part in the contingent qf Hon. Mr. BOLLTON-J was speaking
th nen who are to be sent to England for more particularly of the bouse of Commons

jubilee commemoration. I would ask and the vote that was given there. Having
the government could not give a share of adopted as our commercial policy the

rePpresentation to Manitoba. wito Great Britain, bn this

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I am aivised than an tiated in 1894 that I am about to speak of,
Otcer and six mien will be sent from Mani- t
toba to be included in the 200.

to do so, 10 reconsider the determination of
THE TREATY WITH JAPAN. the governmenî not to be included in tbis

treaty. Japan is a nation of 38,000,000,
INQUIRY. living on the western isies of the Pacific

lion. Mr. BOULTON Ocean as the British Ises are situated on
rose bthe eastern shores of the Atlantic. These

nok the govern.ment if the date upon which two nations occupy islands in the two oceans,
neg• i required, under the terms of the treaty and both contain enterprising populations.
Jagotiated between the Imperial government and The inhabitants of the British Islands weVe .il July, 1894, and the suppleientary con-Vent' kno foCetreshvOUn o aof. July, 1895, lias elapsed ?
be not, is it the intention of the governnent to bas sprung into exiteîce and the commer-
and iluded im this most favoured-nation treaty; cial life of the world of recent years, butadii ask for papers? in the few years that it bas stood before the

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The time expires on wor]d, it has shown it possesses great Capa-the 2 5th of August, 1897. The policy of City for the extension of foreign trade, for
the government was adopted by an order in thejiberality of the measures it as passed in
Canducil dated the 30th of October, 1896, order to encourage and develop foreign
for Ct was decided that it was not expedient trade. YLost favoured-nations treaties are
for Caniada to deetoHeraî. e for the ptirpose of developing foreign trade
h aa to adhere to the treaty. Wei

ave suffered so much from favoured-nations and extending the trade of a country be-
lauses in treaties that we prefer not to be yond its own boundaries. This treaty vas

included in them. negotiated in 1894 and the British govern-n
lion Mr.ment has always since 1880 adopted the

OtnMr. eBOULTON-Since I put this principle of notifying the colonies that such
encece On the paper, I have found by refer- a treaty has been made and that any colony
that to the Trade and Commerce Report that does not desire to be included in that
in thny question was answered practically treatycanithdrawiftheyseefit. In1879
oe anner in wvhich the lion. Secretary when protection was inaugnrated by a re-

e tate bas answered it, and that adjustment of the tarif, the government of
rePî.t of the Privy Council replied in that the day expressed the desire to withcraw
to - er, but at the same time, I should like from favoured.nation treaties, again in 1892
practie MY reasons why I think that if it is Sir John Abhott by address of both bouses
pea able the question should still be re- asked the British government that Canada
nat his question of most favoured- be released from the favoured-nation
portnc treatnent is one of very great im- treaties by denouncing them because pro-
been ade It is not only a policy that bas, tection and reciprocity does not fit in with

adoPtpo by Great Britain in ,er com them. But free trade does. During the



reign of protection the policy has been imanufacture of the dominions and possessions of
to withdraw from these treaties. The Japan Her Britannic Majesty fron whatever place arriv-

treaty was negotiated in 1894, but there was a ing, than on the like article produced or manufac-
u tured in any other foreignt country ; nor shall anY

supplemental convention in 1895 of the same prohibitions be maintained or imposed on the im-
treaty and therefore it extended the time portation of any article, the produce or manufac-
for us to elect whether we would be included ture of the dominions and possessions of either of
or not down to August, as the hon. Secretary the high contracting parties, into the dominions

and possessions of the other, from whatever placeof State says, of this year, leaving still three arriving, which shall not equally extend to the im-
months upon which the governnient, I portation of the like article, being the produce or
presume, would be at liberty to change its manufacture of any other country. This last pro-
mnd if they saw fit to do so. As I feel vision is not applicable to the sanitary and other

prohibitions occasioned by the necessity of pro-
that it is a matter of importance to the tecting the safety of persons, or of cattle, or of
commerce of Canada, with a view to extend- plants useful to agriculture.
ing our foreign trade I ask this question for
the purpose of giving expression to such Article 6 deals in the saine way, and is as
views as might lead the governtnent perhaps follows:
to reconsider the stand that they have taken. No otier or higher duties or charges shah be
We occupy a peculiar position in regard to imposed in the dominions and possessions of either
these most favoured-nation treaties that of the high contracting parties on the exportation
have been negotiated by the government of of any ar- icle to the dominions and possessions of
Great Britain in so far as the treaty can be the other than such as are, or may be payable on
rejected or acceptedby theGovernor Generai the exporttion of the like article to any otherrejetedor ccetedy te Gveror ene-alforeign country ;nor shmaîl any prohib)ition, be
in Council. But, if we negotiate a treaty implosed on the exportation of any article from the
ourselves as we did with France in 1894, dominions and possessions of either of- the two con-
that treaty has to be brought before parlia- tracting parties to the dominionsand possessions of
ment. Parliament had to give its sanction the other which shal not equally extend to theexportation of the like article to any other couiintry-
to the French Treaty in 1895, but parlianent
has nothing to say to the acceptance or re- Article 9 deals with tonnage, &c.
jection of the treaty of 1894 negotiated by
the governnment of Great Britain wth No duties of tonnage, harbour, pilotage, light-
Japa -overncent of Geas iprtan wTerehouse. quarantine, or other sinilar or correspond-
Japan which is just as important. There ing duties of whatever nature or under whatever
are a great mnany valuable things in this denomination, levied in the naine or for the profit
treaty. I will read one or two of them to of the government, public functionaries, private
show exactly the trend of the treaty. It is individuals, corporations, or establishmiient of anY

nmuc onthe nesof al te comerialkind, shail hc imnposeil in the ports of the do-
very uch on the lines of all the commercial a possessios of either country upon the
treaties that the government of (jreat Nessels of the other country which shall not equallY
Britain have mnade. Article 1 says : and under the sanie conditions be imposed in the

like cases on national vessels in general or in
The subjects of each of the two high contracting vessels of the most favoured nation, such equalitY

parties shall have full liberty to enter, travel or of treatment shal apply reciprocally to the respec-
reside in any part of the dominions and possessions tive vessels, f rom whatever port or place they maY
of the other contracting party, and shall enjoy full arrive,and whatever imay be tleir place of destina-
and perfect protection for their persons and pro- tioli.
perty.

Article 3 says. :Articles 15 and 17 are as follows

There shall be reciprocal freedom of conîiierce The high contracting parties agree that, in all
and navigation between the domîinions and posses- that concerns commerce and navigation, any privi-
sions of the two high contracting parties, etc., etc. lege, favour or inununîity which either cemtracting

party lias actually granted, or may hereafter grant,
Article 5 deals with the most favoured- to the gov ernment . ships, subjects or citizens of

nation treaty any other state, shall be extended inimediately and
unconditionally to the governient, ships, subjects

No other or higher duties shall be imposed on or citizens of the other contracting party, it beiIg
the inportation into the dominions and possessions their intention that the trade and navigation of
of Her Britannic Majesty of any article, the pro- each conntry shall be placed, in all respects, by the
duce or manufacture of the dominions and posses- other on the footing of the nost favonred nation.
sions of His Majesty the Enperor of Japan, from The subjects of each of the high contracting par-
whatever place arriving; and no other or higher ties shall enjoy in the dominions and possessions of
duties shall be iimposed on the importation into the other the saine protection as native subjects in
the doiinions and possessions of His Majesty the regard to patents, trade marks and designs, upon
Emiperor of Japan of any article, the produce or fulfilnent of the formalities prescribed by law.
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Article nineteeri stipulates that the col- into force in October, 1895. It vas passed
olies have the optioi of accepting or reject- in the Statutes of 1894. N 0w we are dealing

ihthe treaty, provided notice is given with a new state of affairs. Under the tarif
in two years of the passing of the con- that has been brought down of late by the

vention. Article. twenty-one provides that government we are dealing very largely
the treaty shall not take effect until five ith the rost favoured-nations treaties, ho-
Years after its signature so that the treaty cause amongst the resolutions which are part
does not core i for-ce until 1899, although of the tarif brought down b the govern-
i as signed in 1894. The idea that pre- ment-resolutions which 1 heartily approve
. 's in my own mind is that these commer- of, and which are certainly u the right

cial treaties are exceedingly valuable con- une as far as extending the foreign trade of
cess1ons to both countries which are parties Canada is concerned-amongst the resolu-
tO thern. They give Canadians all the rights tions is found this clause

"'dprivileges that the native Japanese er,-lf thi c ha Mh'atvlapnsie- Wen the cnstorns tariff of any country ad-oy 1 their own country-their right to trade mits the prodlcts of Canada on terms which on the
and their protection. Every advantage that whole, are as favourable to Canada as the terms of
"' enjoyed by a native of Japan is enjoyed the reciprocal tarif herein referred to, are to the
by a Canadian if he goes there and trades countries to vhich it iay aiy, articles which
ere. It is the sae ay with the nativesgroth, produce or anufacture of such
0fr' Iti h ai a wt h aie- country, Cwhen iniportedi direct therefroni, nîay

apan. We give then the sanie advan- then lie imported direct into Canada, or taken out
thges and terms in our country. I think of warehouse for consomption therein at the

. to an enterprising nation that is spring- educed rates of duty proviiled in the reciprocal
to an , tariff set forth iii schiedule D.

. g iuto life, very active life, indeed-a great
ndustrial Community living within reach of Now, under tlat c1auce 1 contend Japan
Water communication of our western coast, vould be entitled to be adritted to Canada
it 's a very valuable addition to the com- upon the sane basis as we are according tornercial freedom of Canadians having that any other foreign nation. The only condition
tr ety in force. It is only to be in force for is that the teris of their tarif shah be as
tMeIve Years and docs not come into opera- low and as favourable to Canada as the
tion for two years more, and like ail these tarif of Canada is to foreign nations of thetrete itda

eat's it can be denounced by giving one world. Now, the Japanese tarif is a very
s notice so that whatever difficulties lov one. It is practically and virtually apresent themselves in the working of a free trade tarif. Ten per cent, I think, is

treaty of that kind, it does not exist for about the highest duty they impose, and
Ilore than twelve years. As I said before therefore, if these resolutions do contain
tiiese most favoured-nation treaties what in reading ther they are supposed to

aen adopted by the Canadian government contain, the right of any nation to enter
8 Part of our commercial policy. We into tra(e with Canada upon terms that

egotiated the French Treatv in 1895. are as favourale as Canada is giving toThen
this treaty that passed in 1895 is other nations, then I say that in ail justice

t that whatever favoured-nation and honour we are bound to extend to Japan
reatment we ogive to any other power, the favourahie terms that this resolution

the Wil also give the saie to France ;accords. If we have to do that we may as
re, any concession that we make well take advantage of ail the benefits that

p any other nation we have to pive to are to be derived from the treaty of com-
Ptece under that treaty. The French merce that ias been negotiated by Great
Te y is not based upon rights that the Britain, a treaty that lias been negotiated~giun an Geran teatis ar. with great câro iii accordance with old

Begum and German treaties are. Thec
iaeldurn and Gernan treaties were negot- established usages, after the experience ofiated i 1 ,%.) I.

that 2e 186, and they give them rights centuris of foreign trade Jt 15 for
deo e accord to Great Britain in any having introdured a new state of affairs
of ossions in our tariffs. The peculiarity since the governrent deaît with this par-

retat position is that any concession j ticular treaty sore few ronths ago, to
these n gives to us has no effect on consider whether, having introduced this
are two treatie, but any concessions that resolution, it is Dot worth while to take ad-

e gven by us to Great Britain have an vantage of ail the concessions of favoured-
T r r t in t rce i e wenere 9 I t was passd

tt UPOn th-ni. T~ith he mostc favoured-menations treatieswe eaei oo be-n
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to give Japan the benefits that this resolution doing soin consequence of those two treaties,
confers. More than that, there is reason wbich not only give Germany and Beigium

d h1 l- i Th t tt4e -, . 4 - t . A ý
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un er t ese reso utonus. e pire a% - l bvc 1(Vialu»LU4uiW O
bude of the government on the tariff, a resolutions as we are passing here, but to al
tariff, I presume, taken with great caution, those nations who have the benefit of most
so as to proceed step by step, feeling our favoured-nations treatment on the samebasis.
way under the new condition of affairs. In taking that step the government is pro-
The government have so far only acknow- bably doing wisely in so far as it is a publie
ledged Great Britain in the concessions that notice that that disability does exist, and
are contained in this resolution. Great that if the people of Great Britain want to
Britain giving Canada absolute freedom of have that preferential trade and want to have
trade, these resolutions have been framed it alone, the burden rests with them to den-
especially to take advantaoge of that--I wiil ounce those treaties that place them in that
not say especially to give preference to position. Whether the government of Great
Great Britain, but to take advantage of Britain will forego their commercial policy
that commercial forin of life that, where a which is interwoven and bound up in these
nation admits our products absolutely fre, commercial treaties whieh she bas ith soe
we are losing in the transaction if we tax 7.5 foreign nations, remains to be seen. 1
the return goods that corne back here to very much doubt myseif whether Great Bni-
pay for those products; and, therefore, tain will decide to take anv such step as that.
when we remove taxation fron the pro- But besides that, these resolutions favour
duct that the people of Great Britain send Belgium in the same ofay that 1 daim Japan
t Canada in payrent of the produce that will be favoured by these resolutions by
we send to ber ptople, we are justified in virtue of the fact that the tarif of Belgium
taking this resolution and supporting it is much lower than the tariff of CAtnada.
f rom the standpoint of self-interest, quite if these resolutions mean anythig at al,
irrespective of disc ri imination. The fact they mean that the riitions having a
that Great Britai admits our products lower tarif than Caada are to ave the
f ree, and that this phase of the tarif does benefit of those resolutions and that upon
confer that discrimination upon the mother the merits of the question itself, quite apart
country, has been hiailed with delighit from f rom any treaty obligations, quite apart
ail classes in Great Britain, and by all from any international law that may be inter-
classes, I think, in Canada, excepting those woven with those questions tbe fact that
extrene protectionists who can see no good Belgium la-s a lower tarif than Canada has,
in any policy that does no protect themv; upon the meits of that point alone, Belgiu-
but the masses of the people, w o are going is entitled to enter er goods at the mini-
to enjoy a totally different phase of com- mue tariff and in consequence of Belgium
tercial life under these resolutions, bail baving to enter tergoods on the minimum
theni with deligt, and join with the people tarif, Germany cones in, quite irrespective
of the iother country in thinking that the of the clauses in the treaties of 1862. For
greaterextension of tradebetweent e mother the same reCson, France, in consequence of the
country and Canada that is going to take treaty whicho we negotiate&in 1894, cones
place the greater they, the consumers and in exactly on the saine basis. It is wise for
masses of the people, are going to enjoy the nus to be ean on those points, because tey
benefits of it. But the goveanment bas seen are matters of very great moment. If we
fit so far, not to acknowledge that those propose to alter our international arrange
resolutions apply to Germany and Bel- nient y these means, we probably would
gium, because those countis by treaties find we are wading in rather deep ater
negotiated in 1862 have favoured-nations There is so much interwoven with these
treatment in Canada under the British treaty treaties that it is a matter of very great
of that date. Now, I pnespme that the oh- difflculty for us to get a clear perception of
jet which the goveryiment bas in tiew in what it eads to. So far as it leads to Ger-

countr n nd that is gobigp oing to ak

inp i to t many, France and Belgium entering Canada
notice of Great Britain and the natons of in competition with Great Britain under
tbe world that that anomal does exist, that that minimum tarif, welcome see resolu-
so fan as our m oakis a faoured arrangement tions because they are in esne wtb wbat I
witbin the empirei wne are precluded fro bave been adocating for the last six years.
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I am heartily in sympathy with the govern- advantage of the purchasing power which
n't to that extent. When the motive can she gives to our produce, and everything

con<strued that it is to exclude these else. I think that the statement in theseeoreign nations and to enter into a trade resolutions is far more liberal and enlight-
Zollverein with Great Britain and Great ened and likely to lead to far better results
]ritain, only, then it leads to all kinds of than the policy of preferential trade leading
dcffiulties that we cannot perceive the to imperial protection. The secret of Eng-
end of. National law is made for the land's great purchasing power for all our
Preservation of peace and the good produce, ip the fact that the competition
government of the people in any country, which exists in those islands gives such an
8 international law is projected for the economic force in the prosecution of their
Peace of the world and good government of foreign trade, that it draws the wea'th from
the nations of the e'irth. This question of every corner of the world to the British is-
rnost favoured-nations treatinent is at lands and the expenditure of that wealthPresent closely bound up in our international enables them to give such prices in Great

igations and therefore I would rather Britain to those who trade with them, greater
eee that liberality of idea on the part of the than any other nation of the world can
government extended to these nations in afford. There is no market in the United

s8equence, to the lower tariffs that exist States equal to the market of Great Britain
ew South Wales, Belgium, Japan and for our products. There is no market inilaiy other nations, which admit them into Germany or in France or anywhere equal to

'flpetition with Great Britain in Canada, that of Great Britain. That is to say we
nuder that minimum tariff that has been get the benefit of the very highest prices,
tablished. I think the government would and when that state of affairs existq, I think

Sisely in taking that step, although two that the purchasing power of the people oftect' are not wise in principle. High pro- Great Britain would be greatly impaired iftive , as in France, can be quite as effec- she were to tax the wheat of all foreign
.y maintained under a maximum and nations-nine-tenths of the wheat that
nIrnum as under a single tariff. So far as she finds it necessary to import for food in

Pol. POlicy of the Conservative party or the order to give a benefit to the one-tenth the
î dOiy Of the Liberal party is concerned, colonies have so far been able to supply.
beto nt think there is very much difference The very fact of lier putting even a small
Ueteen them, so far as they would affect margin of protection upon the food she
e international obligations. The Con- requires would immediately reduce her
Solve policy of preferential trade purchasing power to the extent that thetd produce exactly an identical eflect if taxation of the necessaries of life wouldnd8" carried out that the policy inaugurated impair the purchasing power of her people
ndy dithese resolutions would have. The and to that extent the market for the pro-

the difference between them would be that ducts we have to sell would be impaired,
Great onservative party a k the pople of especially when we know protection is never
the Britain to pay them something for satisfied with a little. Therefore on both
ee privilege of a lower tariff. I never could grounds I think that the policy that is sought

ale at such a policy was a wise one. I for by the Conservative party does not con-
Yhe looked upon it as a selfish policy. If tain the elements of advantage to Canada or

nited States to-morrow were to pull to the British Empire which we all have a
free ther tariff and say " we will trade warm spot for in our hearts, as thee reso-

Yith you " would not Canada gladly do lutions do. Moreover, if we had preferential
Pull d Germany or any other nation were to trade under the Conservative policy Belgium
frPl OWn their tariff and say " we will trade would be admitted just the same and France
fre With you," would we not do it? But when would be admitted just the same as all the
na ritain gives us all she can, and has foreign nations who have favoured nation
t'O More to give, then we say '. You pay treaties would have admitted under these

r n kind if you want the benefit of resolutions. If the Conservative policy were
thin thin Canada's markets." I do not carried out; Belgium and Germany would betak that is a loyal or patriotic plan to admitted exactly on the same terms, unless
the With a nation that has accorded to us the British government denounced the

advantages in trade and commerce, the treaties. There is another feature which bas
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only lately cropped up to our knowledge by
the discussion in the German parliament and'
that is the discussion of the most favoured-
nation treatment between the 'United
States and Germany. And what do we
find there? We find according to Baron
Marshall Von Birbersteinthat most favoured-
nation treatment is accorded to Germany
in the United States because in 1828
there was a favoured-nation treaty nego-
tiated with the United States by Prussia,
one of the states of the German Empire, and
because one of the states of the German
Empire was accorded favoured-nation treat-,
ment in 1828, although the German Empire
itself has not got a treaty to that effect in
force with the United States, the treaty
with the German Empire remains in force!
through the effect of that treaty of 1828,
and Germany is anxious to retain that fav-
oured-nation treatment, although seeking
to retaliate upon the United States in some
other form in consequence of their high
sugar duties against Germany. Now, if
we find that the United States has a
favoured-nation treaty with Germany, be-
cause of the fact that one of the German
states negotiated a t:eaty in 1828, and we
were to ask the Imperial government to
denounce the treaty with Germany, because
we form a state of the British Empire in
the same way as Prussia formed a state of
the German Empire -if we were to force
the government of Great Britain to denounce
the treaty wvith Germany, anti the British
government acknowledges our freedom where
oui own interests are concerned-what pos-
ition would we be placed in so far as com-
petition in the German markets would be
concerned with Canada? The United States
that have the same products to sell as we
have would have favoured-nation treatmient;
Germany would have favoured-nation treat-
ment in the United States market while we
would not. I look upon it that favoured-
nation treatment in any market between
two countries develops trade between those
countries. I an not one of those who
think we should restrict trade between
nations I think we should expand.
it, and the more we expand it
and are able to hold our own in foreign
markets the better we are able to hold our
own in our home market. Somé people say
we would be flooded with German and Bel-
gian goods, and goods from ail parts of the
world. I do not myself consider that that

is an evil at ail. That is an advantage tO
any country. A great many people say that
the money goes out of the country. The
money does not go out of the country at all.
There is a certain amount of currency cir-
culation necessary for the maintenance of
whatever commerce we are enjoying our-
selves. The greater international trade
there is, the greater foreign trade there is,
the larger the currency required there will
be. We nay run our currency up to twenty,
thirty or tifty millions, just in proportion to
the foreign trade that we develop, because
the development of the foi eign trade means
internal industry. You cannot possibly
develop foreign trade unless you have an
additional amount of industry in some fora'
or another, whether it is in handling goods
that come in or go out, or the manufacture
of our natural resources or free imports, or
whatever it may be, to the extent that we
develop that foreign trade, to that extent we
have to increase our currency, and it is only
that currency that is handled by the people.
If we were to send 1,000 five dollar bills of
the Bank of Montreal to London, the same
$5,000 would be sent back again to Canada
by express. If we were to send 100 dollar
bills to Japan, those sanie 100 dollar bills
would come here intact, just as soon as it
possibly "ould. Everybody knows perfectY
well that the currency of Canada does not
pass in) -other countries. It is only current
for the trade of Canada itself, and forms a
very small portion of the value of our total
trade, and that ought to dispel the idea that
is prejudicial in the minds of a great many
people when they approach this questionl,
that when we admit the products of a foreignl
nation, wiiether it is manufactures, or pro-
ducts, or anvthing else, that we are sending
money out of the country in order to pay for
them, and that we are parting" with our
mioney. There never was a greater fallacy,
and I think that the hon. gentleman frorn
Peterborough, the president of one of our
lare banks, will bear me out in saying that
there is .no such thing as money passing be-
tween nations, except what is necessary tO
regulate our traffic in the great clearing
market of the world, London. Therefore, if
we import goods from France, Germany or
Japan, or any other country, those goods
are paid for witlh the products of the
industry of the people of Canada, and we
must be working at something or other i'
order to pay for those goods, and to the ex-
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tent that we import, even if these goods are ficits and we are now working witbin our
flooded in upon us, which some bon. gentle- own means. There have been no imports cor-
Men regard as a calamity, there has got to ing from the old country in consequence of
be people in the country in order to consume any borrowing ýhat we have made for public
them and to reproduce the means of paying works or new enterprises or anything of
for them, and those people who are repro- that kind. Consequently the condition has
furting those means are enjoying the com- prevailed for the ast three or four years
forts of those imports both in the materials that our exports have exceeded our imports,
necessary for their industries and for the that is, we have parted with so much of the
necessaries of life to the extent they are produet of our industry and we havecheapened to them. received back into the country nothing in

return for it. It hias been. absorbed to pay110n. Mr. MACD(O>NALD (B.C.)-What the interest on our liabilities that had to be
becones of the balance between exports and paid abroad. Now, that condition of afiXirsimports if we do not get it in money î cannot be impressed upon the minds of hon.

'ion.Mr. OL~LoNOfgentlemen too much because it is one of thelon. Mr. BOULTON-Of course if the conditions upon which it is necessary to
country is wealthy and had investments'dwell in order to convincà lion. gentlemen
abroad or is doing a large portion of the that a successful commercial policy that has,rying trade or from any extraneoussources beenpursued by Great Britain for thepast5Owhatever outside of our national trade, we years is the true policy that brings vealth,wil port more than we export in order prosperiîy, contentment and a fair distribu-

be paid for it; on the other hand if we tion of vealthto thepeople of the countrygen-
no investments abroad-if we are not erally. I think we have one of the greatest

dotieg our own carrying trade but it is being object lessons that can be given to any
by some other nation and we owe'nation. In Great Britain during the lastnIoey to other nations, our exports have to year, in last year's budget the revenue

go Out from Canada in order to pay that exceeded the revenue of the year before.
'ndebtednes, whether it be for railroad There bas been ai increase in the revenue

bod or Public indebtedness-whether itbeçI orpbilnetdns- te tof 1896 of $ 12,000,000, a portion of the
Private loans or whatever it may be, that national debt paid off to the extent. ofnonlley has to be transmitted-not that S537,000,000, and an increase of 5 per centn Ioney but Canadian products have to be in the foreign trade of the country. Now,

tanmitted to the nation to whom we owe wven people talk of the poorly paid labour
he noney in order to pay the liability we and poverty existing in Great Britain, it

Iencurred that is the way inports exceed must be apparent that that revenue could
hvOrts and exports exceeri imports. We not Le raised if such poverty existed and if

imported for the last 10 or 15 years a such poor wages existed. There bas neyerreat deal nore than we have exported, but been such prosperity exbibited b any nation
thereson of that is we have been boro,. ing i the world as bas been sbown by the

a We have borrowed during the last people of Great Britain year after year, and
th or 15 years many millions of dollars and that prosperity is nost noticeable amongst
out •oes not come out in money ; it cones tle vorking classes. The rate of interest re-
hav il the goods we require to use. You turned to the large capital invested in the
tion only to look at the trade and naviga- cotton industry being only two Per cent.

.return and you will see without any During the past thirty years there bas only
iaulty that there has been very little been one or two deficits. In tbirty years

of briai in the import of bullion and export there lias neyer leen a surplus beyond $16.-
Uhtion. It lias been just about the same. 000,000. slowing how carefully the thing is

rWhatever we import or whatever we borrow done-that there is not an excessive amount
rhatever credit we have brought, that of taxation taken out of the people oneP1roi i5su t

prod,18 supplied to us and paid for by the year and a lesser amount of taxation taken
threuet of other nations. But for the last out another year. That is the fact 1 (esire to
bore or four vears we have not been convey. 1 am very glad to see the stand

rao ing any oney beyond borrowing that lias been taken by the government in~0e ynoney be
that y to supplement our debt liabilities making an advance toward that position.w nive infcurred in consequence of de- J think myself that the position the coun-
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try stands in at the present moment is neighbours from whom we already purchase
rather a dangerous one, because the govern- nearly double what they purchase from us;
ment is evidently halting between two poli- but because we are obliged in self defence to
cies. I do not say halting between two adopt that policy, it is no reason why we
policies, but it has that effect. The tariff should hesitate in lowering down our tariff
is of that character that it is very in favour of Great Britain who purchases
easy to go back to protection if pro- from us nearly double what we purchase
tection should get the strongest and it is froin her, until it reaches absolute free inter-
in a position to go forward if those who hope change of trade in our own inter est; and
for that policy should be the strongest. My if in pursuing a commercial policy that tends
contention is that there is no safe ground to give us the power to compete in the large
between the two policies, one of f ree trade markets of the world, we should Aave to let
and one of protection. If you protect, you those foreign nations in with whom we are
must protect so that it does protect and con- allied by most favoured-nation treaties, it is
fine the trade of the country to its own not going to check the advantages of that
border. We know what effect that has upon commercial policy, but rather increase theml.
the country. We know that it is not an When our manufactures have attained that
equal distribution of the wealth of the peo- strength that the economic force that free
ple and we know that it has brought us into trade with Great Britain will impart we can
the difficulty the country is in to-day, be-, then face any competition no matter what
cause no one can say that the country is quarter it may come from. It is time enough
really in a prosperous condition or that our when foreign nations denounce our commer-
labouring population are finding employment, cial treaties, and commercial allies leave us,
Then the other policy is that of free trade to draw closer the ties of the British Empire
such as we have it in Great Britain, which and develop an imperial commercial policy
develops the wealth, the strength, the poli- for mutual support and strength. The
tical influence and every advantage any government have said they must pro-
nation should desire to secure-it has been ceed by slow stages, but slow stages are
all accomplished under their commercial dangerous, as he who hesitates is lost, and if
policy. I say that there is no safe policy you do not walk right pass the grog shop
between those two. We must make up our firm in your determination to stick to your
minds to go down to the one or coine up to good resolutions you nay be tempted to give
the other. I do not thirik there can be any in and so get back into your old habits. The
doubt about that and my anxiety in seeing only way is to go right on and give to the
the position the tariff is in at tire present people of the country that inherent strength
moment, although it has abolished certain which free trade with Great Britain Vil,
evils in connection with our former tariff, undoubtedly give. Free trade gives ar
yet from the smiling faces we see upon all economic force to the people of any country
those who enjoyed protection before, it is and gives thern the power to compete under
quite evident that they are satisfied that the most favourable conditions in the markets
they have still a protective tariff and that it of the world and it aiso gives to them the
is not the revenue tariff that was designed same power to hold their own in the market

at home against all comers. I have spokei
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hear, hear. longer than I intended te te-day, but I con-

fess that it takes a long time te con vinco
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am prepared te hon. gentlemen longer than it dees the

admit that the stand the Congress of the younger cnes on this mattor. I think whefl
United States is taking under their new the government have made up their
tariff it is impossible for us to lower our mmd fuliy and entiroly te adopt that
tariff to them, although there are some of policy which they promised te adopt
their products such as iron, coal oil and coal, hofore they came inte power, , that this
etc., that we can take advantage of, for our Sonate wili faîl in reyally and heartily te
own advancement. It is, however, one support them and help them in carrying it
thing to let in our neighbours, except on an eut, at any rate if they do net it vill net ho
even keel, along a stretch of 4,000 miles te for the want cf hearing good sound political
exploit our country with tieir manufactures, economy from yeur humble servant which the
while orecting pi hhibitory barriers against us, object lesson of fifty years cf unexampled
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Prosperity in Great Britain in pursuance of come in, it is perfectly true that by our telegram
that policy justifies. of the 12th January we assented to these clauses,

whether we fully understand them here or not, and
o are responsible for thein. But with respect to the
o. Mr. SCOTT-I arn afraid I owe the extensions of the nost favoured-nation treatment,

Senate an apology for having asked them| that was never contemplated by the government,
to allow the hon. member from Shell River that was not included in our instructions, and, so
to speak to the question. He availed him- far as that is concerned, was entirely beyond the
self of the opportunity, and certainly has wish of the government.

idened his remarks far beyond the legiti- That shows that, at all events, the late
mate scope of the question upon the paper. government were not favourable to the

do not propose to follow him, because on extension of this favoured-nations clause,
hquestion of this kind it is only fair to and certainly the present government

the House that notice should 'be given be- entirely coincide with the view then formed
fore a debate upon it, but I rise for the pur- on the subject that they ought to be left
Pose of expressing my dissent from the state- entirely independent.
'flent that the policy of this country is to
enter into favoured-nations treaties. I think Hon. Mr. BOULTON. I should like to
On Onlly one occasion have the people of this point out that I think that that remark of
country had an opportunity of expressing an the Finance Minister was in reference to
Opinion on that subject. All the earlier France admitting only twenty articles, while
treaties were entered into by Great Britain we admitted a larger number.
without consulting Canada The govern- . .
'Ient of the day may have been consulted, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Minster of
but I am not even aware, as far as my own Finance said while they had no objection
experience goes, that they were consulted in to reciprocal trade in the articles named in
mnany of the treaties in which the favoured- the schedule,they declinedto let the favoured-
nations clause bas been imported, and it ex- nations clause be inserted, and it was for
tends far beyond the treaties with Belgium that purpose that I rise to express iy dissent
and Germany. There are, I think, some 18 f rom the conclusion that the hon. gentleman
or 20 cuntries with whom treaties have drew that this country was really committed

1 made by Great Britain in which the to the policy of the favoured-nations clause.
favoured-nations clause is inserted and in We found it very embarrassing, and I can
Which the colonies of Canada have been in. assure hon. gentlemen that when the present
luded, Canada being specially mentioned in tariff comes to be discussed, it will no doubt

Some of them, more particularly those with be brought forward as a very embarrassing

elgiumî and Germany. The treaty with feature of it. So far as the trade with
France did not receive the approval of this France is concerned, the entering into that
country but I think we were rather drawn treaty has not developed the trade we had a
into it by the excessive zeal of our high right to expect, if there was any value
comaissioner, and there was a desire that attachable to the treaty that was made. We
he should not be placed in an embarrassing sold to France in
Postion. There was by no means a unani- 1879 ......................... $714,000

ons0U5 consent of this chamber and the other 1880.......................... 812,000
ouse when the treaty came up for discus- 1881.......................662,0(0

iO r more particularly in this chamber. 1883.......................... 617,000
hen it was submitted first in 1894, thelate government were not at all cordial in While last year we only sold $588,000

aceptance of the treaty. I find that the worth, the year before $385,000 worth and
mnance Minister, who had charge of the the year before $544,000 worth, so that the

treaty in the other chamber, speaking on treaty bas not, at all events, benefited us
tle 17th of July, 1894,'on the subject,said : particularly in developing an export trade.

tharliamient will not be asked to ratify the treaty Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was her
of thear.I think it is also well to state that one high tariff.
keep hi vpewints which the government have to
clause. v, a with respect to the favoured-nations Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We do not gain much

Whatnde may have been our unider- bstanding with res ect to all the other clauses of the by the favoured-nations clause so far as
reaty as to artic es which were to be allowed to France is concerned. The whole aggregate
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trade that we have with France is only treaty was ratified by parliament in 1895,
$3,302,000, while our aggregate trade alto- and that no matter how many there were in
gether is $239,000,000, so you will see it is this HIouse, or in the other House, who dis-
a mere fragment. The trade with Japan is sented from theternsof that treaty,it became
rather better. Of late years we have been absolutely the bona fide law of the land, and
developing our trade with Japan, but we as such, we have to deal with it. When the
consider it would be extremely unwise for question as to its effect upon the trade of
us to accept the proposdl made by the Im- the country is put before the Flouse, and we
perial authorities to become a party to that will have an opportunity of discussing it, I
treaty. I do not propose to discuss the may take the opportunity of giving my
question that the hon. gentleman bas inci- opinion as to the results, and I may not
dentally alluded to, as to what the effect differ very much from the hon. gentleman.
may be of the particular clause of the tariff But I take that subject to be apart altogether
which gives to any country which adopts a from the present question before the House.
tariff as low as ours a reciprocal right. Of What I desire to know, before going any
course that will be discussed when the tariff further, is whether the government has
comes up to this chamber. At present our taken any action in reference to the treaty
opinion is that it applies only to Great negotiated between England and Japan,
Britain. We may be wrong ; it is quite im- and if not, whether it is their intention to
possible to lay down any positive decision on ask the Imperial government to relieve
that subject, but we consider that the word- Canada from the provisions and obligations
ing of the proposal will not embrace those which would devolve upon ber if she became
countries with whom we have the favoured- a party to the treatv. I might state that
nations clause. for a number of years past, particularly since

the late governnent took very strong grounds
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I against the favoured-nations clauses as they

do not know that under present circum- exist at the present day, and as they affect
stances it is advisable to discuss this ques- Canadian trade, the Imperial government
tion, particularly as it applies to the tariff, have, upon every occasion, submitted the
which will come before the Senate in a very treaties which they negotiated with other
short time. At the same sime, I an very countries to Canada, asking whether she
glad that the hon. member from Marquette was desirous of becoming a party to those
has brought the question under the notice of treaties, and in every instance when I was
the House and of the country, because it is a meniber of the cabinet, the government
of very great importance that the country decided not to become a party to any treaty
should know the extent to which the pro- which restricted us in the management of our
visions of the tariff are to apply. I claim own affairs, or in the levying of a tariff. It
the indulgence of the House for a few re- is well known that a few years ago, when Sir
marks in reference to the position in which John Abbott was premier of this country,
the hon. gentleman from Marquette bas both Housespassed anaddresstoHerMajesty,
placed the Conservative party on this ques- asking to be relieved f rom the provisions of
tion ; and also, if I may be permitted to that treaty, for the reasons which I have al-
point out, that the hon. Secretary of State ready indicated. While I was on a visit on
bas confined himself to only one portion of behalf of the governrnent, on the question of
the question as it affects the French treaty. trade, to the Australian colonies, this ques-
Speaking to the latter first, the hon. gentle- tion was also discussed.- The House will
man pointed to the position taken by the remember the constitution of that coun-
government, as it was announced by the try prevented Australia from entering into
Minister of Finance in 1894. Whatever any preferential arrangement with their fel-
may have been the opinion of the govern low colonists or with England, unless they
ment at that day, as announced by the Min- gave the same terms to all foreign countries.
ister of Finance,, I think it would have been Hence, when we pointed out to them that if
much better and much more consistent with we made concessions to the Australian col-
the information which he desired to give to onies in connection with the trade which
the country, had the Secretary of State men- existed between Canada and Australia, par-
tioned that, notwithstanding the expressions ticularly the lumber trade, that we should
of the Minister of Finance in 1894, the be then making concessions to them which
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would enure to the benefit of the whole lum- England, but I would add 5 or 10 per cent
ber trade of the Pacific coast of the United to that as applied to all foreign countries.
States, from the fact that they were pre- I would do so for this reason; being an in-
Vented from giving us any concessions that tegral part of the British Empire, receiving
Were not given aiso to all other countries in so many advantages as we (Io, our parent
the world. I pointed out at once, and the cuantry should have advantages that we
8overnment pointed out, that we could not would not give to foreign countries.

expected to give a preference while those
COncessions which we gave would be to the, Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the policy
84vantage of the United States to a greater of France.
extent than to us, unless we could send car-
goes of lumber and other articles exported Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
froin British Columrbia to the Australian That is the policy of France, and it is a
Colonies, at a cheaper rate than they could right policy. I would be prepared to go the
.i sent from Olympia Sound and the lumber length alniost that France bas gone in her

ricts of that portion of the United States. trade policy. She bas a minimum and a
That was the position in which we found maximum tariff, and she says to all the
Ourselves, and when the colonial conference world, " if vou will cone down with your
Was held in Canada, that matter was brought tariff to our mriimum rates, you shall have
urnder the notice of the conference in my those advantages in our markets." I would
Pêning address, I having been honoured go fur ther than that, while I would accept

with the presidency of that conference, and that policy, I would say you shall have ad-
%trong resolution was inoved asking the vantages in our market if you give us entry
itish governinent to denounce the provi- into your markets upon equal terms; but I

$'o'$of those treaties in order that we might would hold a higher tariff against foreign
in a position to enter into preferential nations than against England. That bas

angmensif we thought proper, with been the Conservative policy in. the past011r fellow colonists and also with England. and is the Conservative policy to-day,
tngland, however, bas declined to denounce and the only reason why that policy was

ose treaties, for reasons which it is unneces- not initiated and attempted to be put in
sary for me to enter into at present. I wish force long ago,.was because Great Britain

Point out to the hon. member from Mar- refused to give us that permission, stating
9uette that he bas misunderstoodthe position she could not do so under the favoured-
of the Conservative party and of the late nations clauses of ber treaties with foreign

overnment on this question. We were nations. That is what I desired more par-
alwayslin favour, and strongly in favour, of ticularly to say, because I did not wish it to
Preferential trade with England. We were go to the worldthat the Consrvative partyin
beirous, if possible, to get a quid pro quo, their trade policy were determined to grant
ut if that could not he obtained. we were no concessions to Great Britain that theyquite willing, if the favoured-nations clauses were not prepared to give to others, unless

aere repealed, to say to Great Britain, while they received something in return.
at the same time having such a tariff as
Would.properly protect our own industries, Hon. Mr. MILLS- would ask the hon.
do '111 give you an advantage that we gentleman whether there has been any ap-
do not give to foreign nations. That is plication to the British government for the
d e Position of the Conservative party to- denunciation of those treaties, since that of
day, and has been ever since I have known Sir A. T. Galt in 1893.
anything of this question, I do not wish
tO 3e nusunderstood on this question, I am Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
7aot receding one iota from ny principles of Oh, yes, the address which was passed by

Setion, which are diametrically opposed both Houses of Parliament in 1892 was sentto the Opinions of the hon. gentleman from to the imperial government, and also the re-
Marquette, but if 20 per cent was sufficient solutions of the colonial conference which sat
tProtect an industry in this country and in 1894 in this city. We have been met in

give employment to our artisans and every instance with a refusal, on the ground
taturers, then I would say I would make that their trade with foreign nations under
t4t 20 per cent as the tariff applied to the favoured-nations clause was so mucli grea-
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ter than it would be by the adoption of what annulled by the British government.
might be called a colonial policy, that hon. gentleman will keep in mmd the
they could not denounce those treaties. tion which I have asked him, whether
Hence we have been hampered in this has been any understanding betwee
niatter. In reference to the present tariffColonial Office and this government
resolutions I must confess that I an sone- this question. I pointed out on a
what at sea. I should like to ask the hon. occasion, when I was addressing this
gentleman how he can come to the conclu- that the extraordinary course has been
sion that the minimum tariff is only appli- by the government of keeping parli
cable to England at present. We all know in ignorance of what had takEn plac
that since the last election in Australia, that we have had to obtain our i
New South Wales has adopted an abso- tion from the columns of newpaper
lutely free trade policy, taxing ber lands, Ottawa correspondents. First we
imposing a tax on incomes, and adopting the declaration of the Ministe
other modes by which a revenue is raised, Finance in reference to the coal
and abolishing altogether the protective and then we have the declaration
principle. How do you come to the conclu- Borden, the Minister of Militia and De
sion under your tariff resolutions to exclude to a New York reporter, as to the retal
New South Wales, and particularly as she measures which were to be brought befo
is part of the empire to which we belong, frum House. Now I suppose the correspon
the operations of your tariff? Belgiuin, which appeared in yesterday's Globe is
Switzerland and some other countries are I taken as an authoritative declaration
believe in the same position; you will find by what has been done and what is t
looking at the different tariffs that they are place in this natter. The correspo
lower than the Canadian tariff; hence, tak- indicates that a conversation and ne
ing the words of the resolution, their tariffs tions took place between Mr. Chamb
" on the whole " being lower than ours, they when he was in the United States no
must of necessity become a party to this ago visiting bis relatives there, an
treaty and have all the advantages, so when Richard Cartwright, the present Minh
you talk of a preference to Great Britain, Trade and Commerce, and that there M
to my mind that is a mere illusion. It is an understanding core tobetween these g
attempt to introduce a policy of free trade men as to the course the Imperial g
in this country, as the hon. gentleman indi- ment would take in case tbis present
cated a few moments ago, under the delusive was introduced and adopted by the Co
hope and under the pretense of granting to The article winds up in this way:
Great Britain concessions which you are not It bas transpire also that when Mr.
granting other parts of the world, and the herlain was in America last Septemner
intense feeling of affection and loyalty to the parents of his wife at Denvers and w
Great Britain has so operated upon the by Sir Richard Cartwright, the possibilities
minds of the people of this country, that trade situation were rather freely (is

~' hile no arrangement was at that time con
without looking at its ultimate results on the as it coul( not le, as the forrn of the presen
trade of the country, they accept it, because was not then determmed, it is probabl
they say "you are going to give preferential the Colonial Secretary Iearned a good dea
trade to Great Britain," and at the same the aspirations and hopes of the Canadiannient. In the diplomnatie contest that must
time they are denouncing the Conservative the refusal of the government to extei
party as being opposed to it. I say here, on maximum duties upon the new tarif to Ge
behalf of the Conservative party, that there and Belgian goods, it is believed that Mr.
is not one tittle of truth in the charge which berlain will be found strongly supportil
is made against them on this question.
Hampered as they have been in the past, My hon. f riend no doubt will say th
they have obeyed the mandate of the is a mere newspaper report, but we
Colonial Office and refrained from doing that enough of newspaper reports and of t
which they desired to do. They knew from tercourse which takes place betwee
the correspondence which had taken place leading journals supporting the gover
between the Colonial Office and the Cana- and the government itself, that these f
dian government, that if they attempted are generally tbrown out in order to
any such legisiation as that, it would be tain what efect they will have up
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Public, and in order to prepare them for
what is to follow. That is a common course,
not Only in this country, but in ail other
cuntries. Are we to accept that dseclara-
t'on' as semi-official ? Are we to understand
that Mr. Chamberlain is to approve of the
c lews ad the interpretation given to these

uses, and to decide that they do not come
el hin the meaning of the favoured-nation

use 1 I for one, if he does so, shall bail it
lth delight, because I shall consider that

the step in the direction of accomplishing
tnat which the late government had been
trylg for four or five years to accom-
Plish, and the sooner Canada is in
that Position the better it will be for ber,
and the better I believe it will be for the
People, giving us as it will a wider scope
to deal With ail questions affecting our trade

omd cOierce. If the hon. gent!eman and his
ernmentcan onlysucceed in breakingdown

that barrier which has existed for so many
Years, and secure f reedom of action in matters
of trade and commerce, by the denunciationOr repeal of those clauses which hamper us
atthe present moment, he certainly will have

hy comendation, and I am quite sure he
ave the commendation of every mem-

ber f the Conservative party ; but under the
frent circumstances I have grave doubt,

f0 What has traspired, that the Imperial
Pt'ernmaent or the Colonial Secretary will
Put the interpretation upon those clauses
Whch bas been put upon them by the Min-ter of Trade and Commerce and those whohsve addressed the House of Commons upon

cols subject. If he does not, then ail these
ntitries who are parties to the favoured-

avon Clause will come in and reap all the
a vntages without our receiving one iotaotod in return. I should like to ask him
effcther question: Have they consideçed the
fnet that this tariff will have on Francea'der the provisions of the treaty that was

opted by parliament a couple of years ago

In. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.

Son. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We language of article 2 is so plain that

cannot misunderstand it:

toaly commercial advantage granted by Canada
"e n ird Power, especially in tariffmatters, shall

col oyed filly by France, Algeria and the French

1on. Mr. SCOTT-It says third power.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know what my hon. friend means when he
says it refers to a third power. If these
other countries come in, France will
have the benefit of the minimum tariff. I
should like to see the government come
down in accordance with its pledges and
promises with a revenue or free trade
tariff pure and simple, as they declared
they would ; then the country would know
precisely the position it was placed in,
and act accordingly. They should not be-
wilder the minds of those who have not
studied the question and lead them to a
belief that they are granting concessions
to England which they are not giving to
other people, and thus induce them to submit
to a reduction of the'tariff.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall endeavour to
answer the hon. gentleman's questions seria-
tirm, although I do not propose to go into
a discussion of the whole question, which
is a very wide one, at the present moment.
In reference to the treaty which was passed,
the negotiations were exchanged in July,
1894. It was then supposed that everything
would have been completed within two years.
I believe that the proposals were submitted
to the government of Canada at that time,
as at the time of the change of government
we found that repeated communications had
come from the Colonial Office asking for a
final decision as to Canada's intention in
regard to the treaty with Japan. They
apparently had not been answered. They
were left unanswered, and in October last
we came to the conclusion to answer them in
the negative. They were repeated after the
change of government, and we assumed from
the policy adopted by our predecessors that
that was in the line of their intention as
they had not shown their acquiescence. I
think that in July, 1896, the Imperial
government, with the concurrence of Japan,
had the time extended for one year in the
hope probably that Canada would become a
party to it. In reference to the point as to
whether New South Wales comes within
the terms of the recent tariff, I am
clearly of opinion that it does, and when
any exports from New South Wales are
entered in Canada, and when the opinion
of the Commissioner of Customs, who
is the oflicial naned in the resolution, is in-
voked, I have no doubt he will hold that
New South Wales comes within the terms of
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the tariff, and will be entitled to enter goods for Canada and what was best for the mother
at a reduction of one-eighth or one-fourth, as country, and we were glad to find that the
the case may. be, according to the time at universal expression of the British press on
which the goods are entered. In reference both sides of polities was in support of the
to Belgium, I am quite aware that the tariff action that we had taken, and there was a
of that country is, relatively to the tarifis of general approval by the English people,
Germany and France, a low tariff; but if I whatever the opinion of the English goverf-
correctly understand that treaty, on the ment might be, and there was a prety
whole it is not as favourable as the proposed wideiy expressed opinion in the British
treaty Canada is offering to the mother House of Commons, which was a clear mdi-
country and to New South Wales. Of cation of the views of the British people on
course, if it can be shown that the treaty that subject; bt so far as our consulting
with. Belgiur conues withini our conditions, the Imperial authorities is concerred, oe
necessarily Belgiur will be inbluded. It is did nothing of the kind. Ns doubt ques-
a mere matter of fact, which cannot be ascer- tions will arise as tu the views they or wa
tained without investigation. At the present rnay take on that tuch discussed question
moment, as 1 arn advised, Belgiur does ot of the favoured-nation treaty, not only with
corne within the term of the tarifH. Now, Belgiu, Germany and France, but widi a
in reference to the general policy of the Con- number of other countries. it hil be tioe
scrvative party, we csn only gather that, as enough to deal with that when we are fored
far as the tarif are concerined, by their acts, to. In the meantime, we have laid down
and certainly the effct of the tarif of the the principle that we think the lower tarif
late administration was that British good does no apply to any other country than
were taxed higher than the gods of any Great Britain and Ireland and New South
other country-not specifically, but that was Wales.
the effect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend has
only to look at the figures. You will find in
the aggregate of importations the goods
coming from Great Britain casse relatively
at a higher amount ; that would be the effect
on the whole of the amount imported.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will discuss that when the tariff comes up.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--It is explained in this
way, that the very highest duty was kept up
on woollen goods and certain classes of iron
goods which are chiefly imported f rom Great
Britain.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And liquors and wine.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no, that does not
come within the category at all. In refer-
ence to the hon. gentleman's question as to
whether this government consulted Mr.
Chamberlain about the tariff, all I can say
is, they did not. The authority the hon.
gentleman bas read from is one that I do
not accept. We acted upon our own judg-
ment and our own view as to what was best

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or
in other words the favoured-nation clause
does not cover it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is outside of that.
We do not directly give a preference to
Great Britain. We offer the same terms to
all the world ; we do not name Great Britain
or any particular country. We say any
country whose tariff is, on the whole, as low
as the tariff we now submit, niay come in
and obtain a rebate of an eighth now,
and a rebate of a fourth when the second
year bas gone over on all importations fronm
that country. Any country may adopt tO-
wards Canada, if it pleases, our own tarif
as a basis and come within it. It is a mat-
ter for each country to decide. The offer is
open to. Germany, Belgium, France and
every other country at the present moment.
The facts are clear and undoubted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why did not the hon. gentleman apply that
argument to the trade question generally I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What is that?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman said the late tariff dis-
criminated against England, owing to the
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character of the goods that came from that
cOuntry. The tariff stands in the sane posi-
tiOn that your preferential tariff does, and
yet you say one discriminates and the other
does not.

hon. Mr. SCOTT-The point I make is
that on the amount of goods we importedfroin Great Britain, on the given amount,the duty collected was larger than the duty
collected froin the United States or any

ther country. That is on the amount of
e ilmportations.

"On. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the state-
t:ient made by my hon. friend from IMar-
quette be corrlect that the tariff of Japan

nIl' flot exceed ten per cent on the whole,
how does My hon. friend reason that the
goods of Japan can be excluded from thePreferential schedule of the tariff?

11 on. Mr. SCOTT-I do not reason that
at al. Xapan is entitled to corne in, andthe ofroee

e ofer is open to any country. Our offerO Preferential trade is open to all theworld.

Son. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then the
derunciation of the clauses of the Japan
treaty will not exclude Japanese trade ?

MO nr. SCOTT- No, we had nothing
to do with a Japan treaty; we did not de-

ace it ; we simply said we did not want
to ente. into any treaty with Japan. In
toe 'tncipient stages we declined to be a party

tOtat treaty. We make our tariff and itif ter countries to come in on our
Policy. It is free to the United States,
aeat Iritain, France, Germany, Japan and
whthe.world. We make no discrimination
hate and it is quite improper to say

e tariff is limited to any particular
tountries because it is not. It speaks fortself s words are clear and intelligible

and it i8 for any country to so frame its tariff
asý t justify the preferential tariff being
&PPied to that country.

1101. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I call
ton to a point not referred to by the

. 'lember f rom Hastings. First, the hon.

t eber from Mai quette has raised one of

b 'rost important questions he has ever
Wight up in this House; that is the treaty

Japan, and I think i would be derelict
18j

in my duty if I did not warn the government
not to give preference to the productions
of that country in our markets. We all know
that no Europeans can compete with the
Chinese or the Japanese in manufacturing, and
they are entering into that forni of industry
largely now. The United States, seeing the
adaptability of the Chinese and Japanese in
this line, are building large factories in
Japan and are producing cottons and fabrices
of all kinds and probably will produce iron
and woollens. I have no hesitation in saying
that they could in two or three years close
up every factory in this country and in
America.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They give you too
much for your money.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Yes,
they could swamp all our factories. I was
glad to hear the Secretary of StAte say that
they would not be bound by any new trea-
ties made by Great Britain if they did not
desire to. Great Britain can make treaties
that Canada cannot possibly afford to accept,
and why should we be bound hand and foot
by foreign countries? I regret that the hon.
gentleman from Shell River does not agree
with nie on the matter, because I think it
would be a lamentable thing, and an injury
to the country if we allowed Japanese goods
to come in under favoured-nation clauses. I
hope the government will resist anything of
that kind as long as it possibly can, and not
allow this country to be bound by any
treaty made with China and Japan. The
competition of Germany, Belgium and
France is nothing compared with the com-
petition that there will be from the people
of Japan in a year or two. It is alarming
our neighbours to the south of us, and that
is one reason they are raising their tariff
barrier as high as they cai.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-.-My hon. friend
appears to misapprehend the statement made
by the hon. Secretary of State, that the
reduced schedule will apply to Japan as well
as to England.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Sup-
pose they have a ten per cent tariff in Japan,
they must receive Canadian products, less
the ten per cent,,in order to come under our
tariff.
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DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the Secretary of State
when I nay expeet that return for which
I noved on the 9th of April 1 ist in refer-
ence to the appointment of commissioners,
&c.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am afraid it is
rather an extensive document to get up.
T will make inquiries. The information
comes from the different offices, and notice
was sent tà all the offices to prepare the
return.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is only the operation of six or seven months,
and surely the return cannot be very long
for that period.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was necessary to
improve the service very niaterially.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I hope the
leader of the opposition has not forgotten
that when he was in power, I moved for
returns and had to wait more than two
years for them. However, I think it is the
duty of the government to bring down
returns ordered by the House as soon as
possible.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There was another return moved for by the
hon. gentleman from Brandon in reference
to the same subject. Will the hon. gentle-
man take a note of that also 7

THIRD READING.

Bill (E) "An Act for the relief of
Adeline Myrtle Tuckett Lawry."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (26) "An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada."-(Sir
Mackenzie Bowell.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottdwa, Wednesday, 5th May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE FINANCIAL CLAIMS OF PRINCE
EDWARD JSLAND.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excelleucy will cause to be laid on the Table of the
Senate all correspondence which has taken place
since the 13th July last, between the government
of the Dominion and the provincial government of
Prince Edward Island regarding certain financial
claims of that province upon the federal govern-
ment.

He said : As this correspondence, if any,
covers a very short period of time, we may
reasonably expect that it will be brought
down very soon, and we can discuss it then.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no obection
to this motion. I think there is a very
linited correspondence. The only paper I
have been able to find is a single letter and
the answer to it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then we may
expect that the return will be brought down
very soon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

The motion was agreed to.

RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER HILLS-
BOROUGH RIV ER.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON inquired:

Whether the Federal governnent have agreed to-
co-operate with the provincial government of
Prince Edward Island, in the construction of a
railway and passenger bridge over the Hillsborough
River, connecting Charlottetown with Southport ?
If so, what is the estimated cost of the bridge, and
what proportion of the cost is intended to be borne
by the federal government ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No agreement as to
co-operation with the provincial government
in the construction of the bridge referred to
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has been reached, but the question of the
construction of such a bridge has been dis-
Cused between the provincial premier, the

oIn. Mr. Peters, and the Minister of Rail-
'ays and the Minister of Marine and Fish-
erles, and a sum of $7,500 has been placed
In the estimates for the coming year for the
Purpose of making a survey of the bridgeand arriving at an estimate of its cost. At
present there is no estimate of the cost of
the bridge.

on. Mr. FERGUSON-And there is
ftO arrangement as to what proportion the
federai government will pay. The usualainount, I think, is 15 per cent on large
bridges of that kind.

c on. Mr. SCOTT-The ordinary amount
cntributed for railway bridges in the past,1 think, has been 15 per cent of the cost-
at is speaking from recollection ; but I
o ot know in this particular case that any

gement has been made.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not even 15
Per cent.

the purpose of enabling them to come to a
decision as to the propriety of building that
railway, unless we are to understand that
the policy of the governrment is to be ex-
tended to bridges other than those which
are used for railways.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 am not prepared to

go so far as that, and I did not state that
the government's policy was to build this
particular bridge. What I stated was that
the sum of $7,500 was put in the estimates
for the purpose of making a survey and as.
certaining what the cost would be. The
mere ascertaining of the cost of a public
work, does not involve the construction of
it. It might cost more than the government
feels justified in contributing. That I am
unable to say, ai d there is no use in dis-
cussing questions which may or may not
arise.

THE STFAMER " PETREL."

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:
lion. Mr SCOTT-That is the ordinary That an humble Address be presented to His
bsiy, Isthink paid by the Dominion for Excellency the Governor General; praying that
ny years on railway bridges, but in refer- His Excellency will cause to be laid before the

ene this particular bridge, do not know enate, a copy of the contract or charter by which
h tho steamer " Petrel " has been employed for win-ether that rule is to apply-whether the ter navigation between Prince Edward Island and

aount is to be more or less. It would not the nainland during the present year, and ail
be any less, of course, but it might be more. correspondence between the Department of Marine

and Fisheries, or any officer thereof, and the
eOn. Mr. FERGUSOIN-As it will not owners of the said " Petrel" relative to the said

we are then to understand that there contract or charter.
to b areAiso, a stateient of ail expenses inctirred by

fredea grant of 15 per cent. My hon. the government of Canada, in the outfit, repair
send ays it will not be less, are we to and maintenance of the said steamer, and in the

"'Iderstand that 15 per cent is guaranteed. paynent of wages to ber officers and men, giving
the name of each employee, and the amout paid

Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman or to he paid each.
rather strains the lan u e I made use of. Also, a statement showing the nuniber of round

s5tated gag trips made by thc steamer, between Cape Tor-
Ithat under the policy of the late meutine and Cape Traverse, or any other port in

0er n t-and I presume that this gov- Prince Edward Island, from the Ist of Decem ber,

ernmaent does not propose to depart from it, 1896, to the 5th of April of the present year, with
Osucourse it is open to them to do so-the the date of sc trips.
UMiSal Cotiuini uligbieAiso, a statemient of the numnber of passeugers,

contribution in building bridges that and the quantity of freight carried by the said
ed by railways has been 15 per cent steamer between the ports aforesaid, and the

dîte cost. I know of no reason why a amount received for carrying such frei ht and
'ferent rule should prevail in this particular passengers, for the above-mentioned period.

case.P And also, a statement of the number of mails
carried by the said steamer, during the same

lion AT T period.

'ay , I presume, it is implied that the rail-
ti is to be built ? If it is not the inten-

on of the government to construct the rail-

thv what necessity is there for ascertainingcost of building the bridge, unless it is for

He said : I will ask hon. gentlemen
to allow a very slight amendment to this
motion. When I put the notice on the
paper, it was just a day or two after the
5th of April. Time has intervened since
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then, and it will be more complete if this
information would extend to the 1st of
May, which is the period when the winter
navigation entirely ends in the lower pro-
vinces, and spring and summer navigation
commences, and with the consent of the
House I would ask to be allowed to amend
the motion by inserting the 1st of May in-
stead of the 5th of April.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not intend
to make observations at this stage of the
motion, further than to say that the employ-
ment of this steamer "Petrel" has been a
huge blunder from beginning to end. She
has been, as I have no doubt when this re-
turn comes down, will be seen, a source of
large expense to the tax payers of Canada,
and she bas performed no service whatever.
She bas been lying idle with an expensive
crew on board, at great cost to the country-
she bas done absolutely nothing. I question
if she has made three round trips during the
four months, and she bas been maintained
at the expense of the Dominion. The utter
unsuitability of this steamer for the service
must have been apparent to everybody f rom
the time it was put there. There was
nothing but amazement felt that a boat,
utterly unfit for the service, without the first
qualitication for the service, should be kept
there during the whole of last winter.

on the subject, but I have no objection to
bringing down the return.

The motion was agreed to.

SUPERANNUATION OF THE INSPEG-
TOR OF DOMINION CANALS.

IQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I should like to
ask if H. B. Witton, Inspector of Dominion
Canals, has been superannuated, and if so,
what reason 'bas been given for relieving
him of his duties.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend has

given no notice of his inquiry, but I will as-
certain and advise him to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--With the con
sent of the House, I shall read what the
Hamilton Herald says about it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
woul-i suggest that the hon. gentleman put
it as a notice of motion, so as to give the
Secretary of State an opportunity to ascer-
tain whether it is a fact or not. In the
meantime, I may say that the article which
my lion. friend wishes to read is a very
good one.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We had better wait
until .we have the facts before us.

Hou. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There is noth-

Who owns the boat ? ing very wrong in it. The article is as
follows:

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is what
we want to find out. She belonged, I be-
lieve, to some company at Collins' Bay. She
is a mere tug boat, utterly unfit to grapple
with ice. She could not even make an ex-
periment. When the information comes
down, as I hope it will soon, it will be ap-
parent that what I have said is true,
that the money bas been absolutely and
entirely thrown away without any benefit
whatever, not even in the way of experiment.
because she bas effected nothing.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
to the address going. I am not famihiar
with any of the facts. I presume when the
papers come down we will be able to ascer-
tain whether the statements made by the
hon. senator are correct or not. In the
meantime, I have no information whatever

MR. WITTON'S RETIREMENT.

A report comes froin Ottawia that H. B. Witton,
of this city, inspector of Dominion canais, has been
superannuated. No reason is given for the retire-
ment of Mr. Witton from active service. He is
still in vigorous health and capable of fulfilling his
duties for some years to conie. It may be that the
head of the department of railways and canals, in
reorganizing the departmental staff, has devised
somne econonical plan of eombining duties without
impairing the efficiency of the service.

Mr. Witton is known in Hamilton as one of ojîr
most cultured and scholarly citizens, a gentleman
of vast erudition in nany fields of knowledge, and
with the ability to make practical use of it. He is
known atOttawa as one of the most efficient officials
that the Dominion has in its service. For eighteen
years he has filled the post of inspector of canals,
and during all these years his work bas frequentlY
been the subject of special conimendation. Some
years ago the writer was told by a friend of Sir
John Macdonald that the late Premier had in his
hearing remarked that Mr. Witton was one of the
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model public servants, and that there was nodePartinental officiai in whose judgment and ini-

tegrity he placed more reliance than upon those of
r. Witton. On one occasion the Premier re-uired a special report, and an exhaustive one,

renpecting the Dominuion canals prepared in a short
tor.e. The work of preparingit fell to the inspec-

SWhen it wvas presented, Sir John renarked,
Idon't remember ever having read a more lumi-

noua and complete report from a government

t 'hile Mr. Witton's numerous friends in Hamil-O will regret that he is forced to retire from
Pubie service while he is yet able to do good workor the country, it is still pleasant to think that
h'8 retirement from active duty means for him
dore leisure to cultivate the studies in which he
4elights and which he has so freely used for the
henefit of his fellow citizens.

Of course I would be out of order if I
.hould speak of Mr. Witton's character. I

tbhieve he is known to most of the people of
.18 country, and there must be some reason

given before the people of this country will
satisfied that that is a just act. He is

n ex-M. P.; he has been member of par-
lialnient for some time, and he is well known.
j 'niii flot say anything further on the sub-
ject, because I nay have occasion to put a
sess onon the paper before the close of the

"on. Mr. SCOTT-I will find out the
facts for you to-morrow.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

(Bill 23) 'An Act to incorporate the
rethdist Trust Fire Insurance Company"

(Mr. Aikins.)

) BIl2' "An Act to incorporate the

of the House, and it was moved that the
name of Mr. Reid be dropped and a member
of the government be selected to serve on
the committee. The Secretary of State's
name was therefore mentioned as the name
to be substituted for that of Mr. Reid.
With that exception, the committee remains
as was reported by the committee of selec-
tion.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL - The report now
brought under our notice has taken me com-
pletely by surprise. When the matter was
discussed in the House a few days aý.:o, the
very general expression of the opinion of
the House wae rather against the principle
which has been acted upon in the selection
made by the committee. It is certainly a
new thing to learn that the entire member-
ship of a committee of this House should be
completely superseded by new names. There
are several objections to such an action. I
think those which were enunciated by the
hon. Minister of Justice in his place
were unanswered. It is exceedingly impor-
tant that in any committee, and more espe-
cially in a comnittee of the character of the
Committee on Contingencies of the Senate,
that there should be upon it persons who
have had experience in the working of it in
former years, but there is not a single mem-
ber of this committee who was on the com-
mittee last year.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The Secretary of
State is on it, and Mr. Miller.

noyal Victoria Life Insurance Company " ade by t IAeeTje putti chnte
(Mr. Forget.)maebth omte sptignte~Mr.Porgt,.>Secretary of State in place of Mr. Reid. The

Tlu~COM ITTE O COTIN impres.sion made upon my mind by the dis-THE COMMITTEE ON CONTIN-
GENCIES. cussion that took place in the Bouse was

that the Senate did not concur in the view
MOTION. of making an entirely new committee. AI-

thion. Mr. SCOTT moved the adoption of though we have no daim to be informed of
the third report of the committee appointed what inok place in the committeestill we were

noinnate the senators to serve on the inforned that in the cornittee the matter
several standing committees for the present was decided by one vote. Where the com-
SessIon. Le said:-It will be in the recol- mittee was so equally dividedit appears to
etion of hon. gentlemen that when this me a very proper thing that the question
counittee made their report they were should cone up in the bouse s0 that the
ini5 tructed to reconsider that portion of it matter can b(ý more fully discuseed and the
elating to the Internal Economy and Con- vot upon it decisive. I am quite well
f get Accounts Committee, and by order aware that objections have been made
Otthe House this report was sent back, but against dealing vith the report of a com-

'*ithout any particular instructions. The niittee in the way in which it je proposed tocoIImittee met in accordance with the order dead with this-that it je disrespectful to
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the committee, and that its members would Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It appears to
have cause to feel personally aggrieved and me that the nominating committee acted
be unwilling to serve if the House ventured strangely in regard to this matter. They
to interfere. That is a very- poor argument made a clean sweep. We should have men
indeed. Our committees are generally ap- on that committee of some experience, but
pointed for the purpose of going more fully what have they done ? As far as I know, and
into detail and obtaining information from I believe as far as the members of the House
ontside which could not be got in the chamber. know, the committee always discharged
Where there are matters of that kind which properly and honestly to the best of their
could be more fully discussed in committee, ability their duties in the interest of the
my own feeling would be to lean towards sup- country. But what have the selecting coi-
porting the action of the coinmittee, but mittee done? They have swept them all
this is not a matter of that nature. It off and we have not heard one reason given
was announced to us clearly and dis- for it.
tinctly that the principle upon which the
committee had acted was that they would Hon. Mr. PROWSE-By a resolution.
disniss the former committee and appoint an Hon. 'r. McCALLUM-Yes; by a reso-
entirely new committee. and they gave no Hon. of cCALLUM-Ye a res-
reason whatever why this should be done. lutiono wanto en havomgiev-
Possibly there was an omission on the part ance I do not want to be onthat committee.
of the House in not giving specific instruc I have been on the Committee of Banking
tions, bit I should think, from the views and Commerce first in the House of Commons
expressed by so many senators, it was un- and then in the Senate for 25 years, and
necessary to give special instructions. It have always tried to do my duty on that
appeared to me that the feeling of the House cmmittee to the best of my ability, but my
was decidedly in favour of 'retaining a num- name bas been struck off, 1 do not knoW
ber of those who had been on the committee why. There must be some reasorq. There
before. So f ir from thinking that there is must be some clique work about it in some

any disrespect shown to the cmmittee, I way. I am willing to attend if the House
think it would be rathe r a relief to its mem- insists, but I say we should have. some of
bers that the responsibility of the appoint- the old hands on that conmittee who knoW
ment should be taken froi them and assumed something about the working of it, and not
bythe House. Holding these views, I desire have a clean sweep altogether.
now to move in amendment to the motion Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I can
before us, that the third report of the com- affirm here that there was no intention to
mittee of selection be not adopted, but that cast the slightest reflection on the old com-it be resolved*that the Committee on Internal mittee. It was quite the other way. We
Econony and Contingent Accounts for the know what the arduous duties of that com-
present session be composed of the following mittee are. We know how members are
members-I have a list here of the twenty- button-holed about the corridors for in-
ive nam7es comprising the committee of the creases of salary, and a member moved in

last session, with one or two changes. Mr. committee that the Internal Economy Com-
Mills is put on in place of Sir Oliver Mowat, mittee be entirely new and all the old mem-
as Sir Oliver never attended the meetings of bers be left off. I looked upon that as a relief
that committee and bas other duties inter- to the old members, and that new members
fering with his acting upon it. I need not should take their places and bear a part of the
read the names. It is the re-appointment of burden that the old committee had been
the former committee simply with the cbanges bearing for a number of years. The hon.J have mentioned. gco ubro er.Tehn

gentleman from Sarnia bas noved an amend-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I take exception to ment to the motion, but I should like to

my name being on that committee, for this ask him what is the difference between
reason, that the North-west Territories have having members named by the Secretary of
always had two members on that committee, State and the members he bas nanied 7
and we have been told that one is sufficient. What difference will it make to the House
I wish now to have my name struck off and or the work of the committee ? Of course,
the name of my hon. colleague left on the if the House wish to restore the old coin-
committee. mittee, I have nothing to say, I shall be
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perfectly satisfied. The one committee is striking all the committees, every province
jUst as well qualified to carry on the work should be represented. We have as much
48 the other. right to be represented on that committee as

o oany other province. To show the result of
n. -Mr. PROWSE-I took a little ex- not having a member from Prince Edward

Ception to this report when it was first Island on that committee, I would just call
rought in, and I see no reason to change the attention of the House to the singular
Y mind now. When the report of this way iii which the committees have been nomi-

eolmlmittee was first presented to the Senate, nated. Prince Edward Island has four mem-
the leader of the opposition took exception bers in this House out of a total of 81. In the
tO the formation of the Striking Committee JointCommitteeonthe Library of Parliament
1i the first place, inasmuch as there was a Prince Edward Island is not represented at
Change in it of one individual member of all. I do not object to that, because there

thes House, and went so far as to move that are only 17 members of this House on that
e name of the hon. member from New committee. The Joint Committee on the
estminster be struck off, and the name of Printing of Parliament is composed of 21

Y hon. friend from Victoria substituted for members, and Prince Edward Island is
'hat amendment was carried by the represented there with three out of its four

llouse. If it was necessary to retain the members, an unreasonably large proportion
Old memibeers of the Nominating Committee, from the island. Then in the Committee
'would lot the same argument hold good in on Standing Orders, the island bas two out
eference to the Committee on Contingen- of the nine members, a larger proportion

nes, nless there was some sufficient reason than we have any right to expect there.
given Why it should be otherwise ? As a In the Committee on Banking and Com-

enber of the old committee last year. I merce we have one; while in the Committee

thave n0 objection to my name being left off on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, a
Yis year. But when I am told by a member very important committee, composed of 35

Was he Striking Committee that this change members, on which we have a right to have
accomplished by a resolution of the one member at least, if nôt two, because it

t 'ittee-a formal resolution passed by is nearly one-half the Senate, we have no
te comrmittee, disqualifying every man who member at all fromn Prince Edward Island.*
to thn it last year-then I take exception I think after this, every province should be

the report. If the change had been made represented on the , Striking Committee to
theh ordinary way, and every member of prevent such an anomaly as appears in the

rte old cormittee had been left off, and new case of the Printing Committee, where Prince

'.ers put on in their places, we could have Edward Island is represented by three out
C0 olbection to it, but when the comnittee of its four members, and in the case of the

e to a deliberate decision by resolution, it Committ0e on Railways, where Prince
8 a reflection on every senator who was Edward Island is not represented at all.

a' elber of that committee last year, and
4 Ore this House sanctions such a resolution Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Icanassuremy hon.
We should have a full explanation why it friend that as far as the Striking Committee
bel done. There is a popular quotation, I are concerned, they acted from the very best

lieve, about "dissembling your love, but motives. There was a general feeling' of

aph-did yOu kick me down stairs 7" That dissatisfaction outside respecting the actions
pe to the position taken by the hon. of the lare committee. Whether that feeling

posed r from Victoria. The resolution pro- was justified er not I cannot say, but I
ver bY the bon. member from Sarnia is a argued in this way-if such is the case, I

ey Proper one, and a very just rebuke to do not want to draw any invidious distinc-
take conmittee for the course they have tion, and ihe better plan would be to appointren. I wish to make another remark with an entirely new committee so as to preventreferer
coel to the composition of the Striking any feeling that one man was sacrificed for

be aittee- It was composed of nine mem- the benefit of another. That was the motive
ther . this House, and for severai vears past that influenced me. In reply to the hon.
1d has not been a representative of Prince member from Prince Edward Island, I may

Ward Island amongst them. I think in a say the intention and the principle laid down
moluittee appointed for the purpose of was that each member should be on no more
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than three committees, and we tried to carry turb the whole arrangement. That was the
that out as well as we could. Afterwards reason why they simply substituted the name
we found that that was not the feeling of of the Secretary of State for that of Mr.
the House. They sent the report back to Reid. It is a matter of very little conse-
the committee, and I said " Let us retrace quence, in my opinion, and a great deal toO
our steps." If we have done wrong, if we much has been made about it.
have been acting in a mainer not agreeable
to the House, let us renominate the old Hon. Mr. McKAY-The remarks which
committee, I did not want to discriminate. have dropped from the hon. member froO0
But the majority of the committee said no, Ottawa have confirmed a little story that J
let us merely susbtitute a member of the heard with regard to this. I was told that
government for Mr. Reid, who is not here, there were three or four members of the old
and return the report to the House. The committee that it was desirable to get rid
Striking Committee were anxious to do what of, and they had not the courage to put
they considered right and proper, but there those off, so they nominated an entirelY
was a lurking feeling outside of dissatis- new committee. I was told that I was one
faction with some members of the com- of those they wanted off.
mittee.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Will the
Hon. Mur. CLiMuv-I nevernheardt tat.

hon. gentleman inform the House what that Hon. Mr. McKAY-That does fot matter
feeling was? much. My object in rising was to say that

I arn pleased that I am n fot on the comwit-
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not know. tee. I have been a member of it for fifteel

You often hear dissatisfaction expressed in years. I have an intîmate knowledge of the
a variety of ways, and if you ask the ground ias and outs of it, aid I am quite relieved to
for it, none can be assigned. You often hear think that I shah not be a member of the
charges made against a government, and new cominittee. To show that 1 ar in
when you ask why, you can get no reply. So earnest about it, I intend to vote againsb
it was with the late committee, and we the arendment of tie hon. gentleman fr
thought that if such a feeling existed to any Sarnia
extent, the best way was to appoint an
entirely new committee. What does it Hon. Mr. ALMON-I an inclined i-
amount to after all? One member is as this case to support the proposition that We
competent to discharge the duties on that concur in the report of the committee.
committee as another. When we appoint our committee we should

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Then why pass theas we do our wives-for better

resolution iorworse. In the first instance I think
resoltionthey were wrong, but, havin)g reconsi dered

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Becauseeverything their report and fading they are right, I
is done by resolution. am willing to vote for the adoption of the

report. Tîiere are som-e hon. gentlemen left
Hon. Mr. PIHOWSE-Oh, no. off that committee that I should like to see
Hon. Mr. a. on it, and, if te modesty of the hon. get-

CL O -Ys a reslutio tlemnan f rom Colchester will allow me to saY
so, I think hle was one of the nost usef-d

Hon. Mr. McCALLUt-Of non-con- hembers on the committee. The patient
fideace and sympathetic way in which le spoke t

wiows and orphas, even when lie denied
Hon Mr. CLEMIOW.--No, it is not a their request, wal such that they went t

resolution of non-confidence at ail]. It was with a smile.
a question whether we should have an- entirely
new committe-, to obviate any il-feelingee Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

existing, outside. My proposition was to do not know that I should have made any
reappoint the old comnittee, and the princi- rerarks on this question had it not been for
pal argument agaist that in the committee what has just fallen from the hon. gentl 
was that owing to the distribution of mem- mcan from Cochester. Al I can say is, it
bers on the other corînittees it would dis- was the first intimation I heard of ank
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objeetion to him, or that any objection was
made either in the committee or out of the

em1ittee to any particular member of the
kOl o ittee. It is new to me, and I should

tke very much to know as one member of
that Comrnittee who put a story of that kind
atd circulation. It never entered my head,and i nlY hon. friend from Monck says our

'ol on15 a want of contidence motion, I can
dey Say that it was voting want of confi-
thence in overselves, because I voted with
te majority in the committee.

that. Mr. McCALLUM--People often dothat.

e On: Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
, particularly when they know they are

kaè for the position they hold, or should
thy ht they are unfit for the position, if
take do not. J must differ from the view

en by the hon. gentleman from Prince
by ard Island, ind also from the view taken

.e hon. gentleman from Sarnia on this
qestion. ]Has it come to this, that a mem-be Who is appointed to a committee has to,
be ere as long as hé lives ? If so, there is

) ecessity in the future for appointing a
tha'nittee with any other instructions than
8fuch hey shall report the old committee, with
aca alterations as may be necessary to fil
whiichees. That is really the principle
fr bas been laid down. My hon. friend
cause Prince Edward Island says that be-

I!LU50 1 mfoved for the substitution of theiarae of the hon. member f rom Victoria on
he  oininating cominittee for that of the

a e from New Westminster, ergo,
'nconsistent in advocating an entirely

noew Commnittee on Contingencies. I caii-
rOtese what one has to do with the other.Ot of the rea sons why I moved the
Inot'01l referred to was because I had
stitu . for believing that the sub-

o'n of the name of the hon. gentle-
tahh from New Westminster for that ofthe h1on gentleman fromn Victoria was at
il nstance of a prominent member of the
righse Of Commons, who, I thought, had no
any to interfere with the composition of
oy tohcomittee of the Senate. If a member
if the House of Commons, as I understoodce Whip of the House of Commons, could
"O"' here and interfere in the composition
o y conmittee there must have been
true reason for it. Whether that is

Oth oo not, I am not prepared to say ; my
a rity was the member for Victoria him-

self, and consequently I have every reason
to believe it. I had no desire to give that
as a reason, or to raise any dispute on a
question of that kind had I not been ac-
cused of inconsistency in the course I have
pursued. Supposing I moved to strike out
the name of any person and substitute that
of another, it would not be inconsistent on
my part if I vote that an entirely new Com-
mittee on Contingencies be appointed. As I
mentioned to the Senate before, in speaking
on this subject, the question of non-confid-
ence never entered the minds of any of us
nor did I hear au objection made to any mem-
ber of the old committee. It was urged, as
has already been stated, that it was better,
as this was really the only patronage com-
mittee of the Senate, that some of the new
members who had not been on the old com-
mittee should have the privilege of exercis-
ing their influence to get their friends into
whatever small positions there were. I was
quite willing, and would much rather be
left off the committee. That was the only
reason suggested for the course that was
adopted. It is a matter of no conse-
quence to me personally whether the report
is adopted as presented or not. On
a former occasion I made a sugges-
tion, which was acted upon later, that
this being a patronage committee some
member of the government should be upon
it. When the hon. gentleman says there is
no one of experience on that committee, I
need only point to my hon. friend f rom
Toronto, Mr. Aikins, who was on this com-
mittee for years and years ; surely he has
sufficient experience to know what to do.
Then my hon. friend from Bothwell was for
many years on the Public Accounts Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, and I am
sure that his experience is equal to that of any
man in this House. There are others whose
nanies 1 could mention on that committee who
were members of the committee years ago.
The hon. gentleman from Richmond is a
very old member and certainly has had ex-
perience enough to conduct a committee of
that kind or any other committee, so that
so far as the composition of the new com-
mittee is concerned they are just as capable
of conducting the business as any members
of the old committee. I make this explana-
tion because my hon. friend thinks I am
inconsistent in the course that I have taken.
The course that I took then I shall be pre-
pared to take on any other occasion when
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the same reasons present themsel ves for
doing so.

Hon. Mr. MoINNES (B.C.)-One word
in explanation. Will the hon. gentleman
kindly inform the House on what authority
he heard that it was at the instigation of a
member of the House of Commons that my
name was placed on that nominating com-
mittee?

Ho'n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the hon. gentleman had had hip ears open he
would have heard what I said. I stated
distinctly my authority was the hon. Senator
from Victoria.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-All I have
to say is that that statement is incorrect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-As
far as you know.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-As far as I
know, and I think I ought to know it. If a
member of the other House came over here
and made such a request I would know it.
A gentleman did ask me if I would go on
the Joint Committee on the Printing of Par-
liament of both Houses; hut the statement
with reference to any member of the House
of Commons coming over here and asking me
to go on that nominating committee as far
as I know is incorrect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then there was an interference on the part
of some member of the House of Commons
as to the composition of these committees.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C. 1--I think
it is most unfortunate that a question of
veracity should arise between members of
this House, and I do not wish to pursue the
thing at all. I spoke to memb-rs of the
government on the subject, and I heard that
a member of the House of Commons had
written to members of the government here
as to the matter, and I went to the hon.
member for New Westminster, and spoke to
him, and he said : " It is quite possible that
a member of the other House has done so,"
indicating a whip of the other House. That
is my information.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I do not
know what Mr. Sutherland may have writ-
ten to a member of the government, but so,
far as I was individually concerned, I knew
nothing of it, but I know that, looking over

the names of the membets composing the
Joint Committee on the Printing of Parlia-
ment, he said: " We would like very much
to have you on that committee," but he said
nothing as to the Nominating Committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It appears to me that
we are drifting away from the question before
the House. What took place before the
Nominating Committee was struck is hardlY
in issue just now. It is desirable that I
should say a few words to-day, because the
position which I have assumed is apparentlY
inconsistent with the position which I took
when the original report of this committee of
selection was before the House. If hon. meW
bers bear the language in their minds, they
will remember that at that time I thought it
desirable that the report of the committee
should be adopted, and I think it is onlY
due to the House and to myself to say why
I have since changed my opinion, or why 1
propose to vote differently from the way la1
which I should have voted then. The eqn-
mittee made their report. When that re-
port was submitted to this House, it was re-
ceived, one inight say, with almost uni versal
disapproval. There was no defence for the
action of the committee. The leader of the
House pointed out that the action of the
committee was without precedent in pari-
mentary history, that the proposal was
that all the experienced members should be
taken off the committee and an entirely new
committee formed, that that was unwise and
contrary to all parliamentary precedent. I re-
member the hon. leader of the opposition in-
dicated that the hon. gentleman from Both-
well was a gentleman whose services would
be very valuable on the committee. The
amendment which has been submitted by
the hon. gentleman from Sarnia, provides
that the hon. gentleman f rom Bothwell shall
be on the committee, and we shall have the
benefit of his experience. Now the position is
this, hon. gentlemen : the House, apparentlY
unanimously, referred this report back
to the Committee of Selection with
instructions to reconsider their report;
and naturally it would be expected that the
committee would have reconsidered their re-
port with some respect to the opinions which
had been expressed in the House. The
leader of the House and the leader of the
opposition and a number of prominent gen-
tlemen in this House, disapproved of the
policy which the committee had adopted of
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exluding all the mùembers of the old com-
"1 ittee from the new committee. When the
c»11tflttee met, that expression of opinion

nthe ouse was entirely disregarded;
tfeel' hon. gentlemen, that while it is a

rn&ttr of indifference to me whether during
ther iX Weeks or s ) that we are likely to behere, I am on the committee or not, and while
a 1 Stated the other day, the probabilities are

0t 0 serious harm can come from appoint-
ing the comrnittee as reported by the Com-

"wicee of Selection, I think the principle
he is really at stake is this-whether,

a nl the House has in its wisdom instructed
itmaittee to do certain things, the com-

ex ee is at liberty to act in defiance of the
pxressed opinion of the House. I know very

Well that the hon. gentlemen who compose
b th ittee of Selection did not intend
il eir action to defy the opinion of the

, but in the future, when the parlia-
lemesry history of this little transaction

the eto be read, it will be understood in
i nse, that the committee having been

Structed to reconsider their report, and1ira1bi.l_

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-One word in ex-
planation. It appears my remarks, charging
the hon. leader of the opposition with incon-
sistency, were based on an insufficient
knowledge of the circumstances. I wish to
withdraw that imputation now, because we
have had an explanation from the leader of
the opposition giving us his reason for mov-
ing that the names be changed on the
Nominating Committee. From the infor-
mation which he received-whether that
information was correct or not, I am not
prepared to say, I think he was quite justified
in changing the nanes as was done in the
formation of that committee, because there
was sufficient reason for it. What I have
already said that I objected to, was that
there was not, as far as this House was con-
cerned, sufficient reason given to us why a
resolution was passed declaring that every
member of this House who was on the
Contingent Committee last year was dis-
qualified from being on the committee this
year.

Opirj Y to report in accordance with the Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-When this
of th as expressed by the leading members question came before the Senate the other

o IbOuse, had failed to do so and had day I was astonished to see that such a
substantially as they had originally sweeping change had taken place and no

reasons given for it, so that I felt that the
n Mr. MACDONALD course followed has been unreasonable. As

the 1n. Mr.lmaDn0AD (B.C.)--Wifl far as the question of reference is concerned,
gentleman read the order of refer- I must say that I do not look at it in the

to*the committee' sane way as some hon. gentlemen. The

l"on. Mr. POWER-I shall not read it. question of reference was a general one to
r kno what it was-" That the third reconsider. There has been a change made

rep of the Committee of Selection be in the report, and this shows that there has
referred back to the committee for the pur- been a consideration. A minister of the

Ple of reconsidering the sane so far as it Crown has been appointed in the place of

relates to the Commrittee on Internal Econ- another member. If the House desires to go
'y and Contingent Accounts." further and persevere in its determination,

as shown in the discussion which took place,
eO Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-To re- that is to say, persevere in its determination

enaider, not to reconstruct. to have the old members back, then I should
think the only way open for this House is

l 'on. Mr. POWER-To reconsider in to appoint a new committee and instruct
h ght of the discussion which had taken them to that effect. The present committee

look ' the House. That is the way I having shown by their report that they
,nhat it. I do not think it is of very cannot carry out the view of the House, it

prih. onsequence, except so far as that is evident that they had reasons for their
e pe is concerned, and I think the course which they cannot make public.

are Of the members of the committee That is quite sensible and quite reason-
to ilt involved at al. The House owes it able. The House cannot oblige the
out btelf to see that its intentions are carried committee to do things they do not consider
Out bY the committee. For that reason I they should do. Since that day I have gone
he Ote for the amendment moved by the over and inquired so as to form my ópinion

m1 emaber from Sarnia. as to the changes, and I was told that
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there was something wrong with some of the
members of that committee. For my part
having now such information, I approve of
the action of the committee and shall
support the report. It was rather difficult
to say that this member or that member
should be put off. It would be a reflec-
tion on those gentlemen and the best way
was to make a sweeping change. Although
I am not in favour of the House rejecting
the reports of the committees, I say that
sometimes it will happen that committees I
cannot abide by the wishes of the House and
if a committee thinks they are doing
right they are justified. It is often the case
that committees do not submit to the in-
structions -of the House. Committees are
not obliged to go by the instructions of
the House in the inatter when they feel
they cannot do it conscientiously. In the
present case if the House bas any confidence
in the committee they ought to accept their
report.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I feel a little diffi-
culty in giving a vote on this motion. I
was one of those who voted that this report
should be referred back to the committee.
This committee bas brought in the report
again with a slight change. Whether that
change would meet the view of the House so
far as the reasons that induced them to send
back the report is a question. But at the
same time it presents itself to my mind in
this way; this committee is a nominating
committee of the House and we have ap-
pointed them for that purpose. They have
all the names before them and they select
the membersaccordingto provinces, localities
and capacity. We are asked how to accept
in exchange for the report of the committee
a nomination paper of perhaps one or two
hon. gentlemen. I do not think the nomi-
nation of one or two hon. gentlemen could
be equal to the nomination of a nominating
committee that we have appointed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This committee is
the same as last year.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then we shall be
placed in this position: that the hon. gentle-
men can vote either for the committee as it
was last year with the three changes, or the
committee as it is this year with one change.
I would prefer myself, if the House is not
satisfied with the nomination made by the

committee, that the report should be seat
back to the committee rather than attelpt
to condemn the comnittee for the action
they have taken. As the hon. gentlenan
from DeLanaudière says, it is not uncommonf
to send back a report three or four or five
or six times before the House accepts it.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I should like tO
make one remark upon this question. 1
think there are many amongst us who do
not care very much whether it goes one
way or the other. There are very few
amongst us who desire to be membe rs of
that committee, but I think there is one
consideration that should go a long way tO
influence the vote of this House in this
matter. You have disturbed all the other
committees to form this committee. I know
that certain hon. gentlemen who were me-
bers of very important committees have been
struck out of other committees to be put
upon this one, which is also considered to
be an important committee. If hon. men-
bers vote for this amendment they are strik-
ing out those members from this important
committee after they have been struck out
from other important committees. Their
legitimate sphere of influenoe is restricted
:o much, and I do not think it is fair, and
in voting on this occasion we should take
that into consideration. You have laid
down the rule that nobody should be on
more than three committees, but, as a rule-
it bas been attempted to put every member
upon at least two committees. If the amend-
ment moved by the hon. member fromi
Sarnia is adopted, it will have the practical
effect of placing certain members on one
committee only, and some other inembers on
four committees, which does not seem to Me
a fair proportion.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-When this wat-
ter first came up I thought it might perhaPs
have been better if some of those gentleme
who have been formerly on that committeO
had been retained on the new one, on the
same principle that in selecting a grand
jury, sometimes a part of the old panel has
been rAtained so as to secure men of e'
perience. After hearing the explanations
which have been given this afternoone
have changed my mind on the subject, and
I shall support the action of the Nominatng
Committee and I do so also because I think
it is an exceptional course of procedure to do
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o erwioe. The House generally accepts the committees, and other members on no com-
on Of its committees unless there be mittees at all

8o nething in it very much out of the way.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(P.E..)-After
WhatOn. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In reply to hearing the discussion, as far as it has gone,
said the hon. member f rom St. Boniface has I have corne to the conclusion to support the
eftee here is no rule of the House to the report of the committee as it is before the
th t that no inember should be on more House.an three Committees. That has been the
Praetice, but you cannot find a resolution
Pased by any conmittee or by the House Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
thbere it has been so provided. It has been think it is due to the House that an explana-
the custom, so that if the new committees tion should be made, and I am very sorry
thould be struck it will not disturb one of the chairman of the committee has not
the colymittees that have already been taken upon himself the responsibility of ex-
apPointed. plaining it. Acting upon the rule suggested

by the hon. member f rom St. Boniface, when
thon. Mr BERNIER -But itwillrestrict there are a number of new members appoint-

the ifluence of certain members who have ed to the Senate-you are aware that on

4en ofl other important committees. You many occasions there are vacancies and that
are restricting their influence to one or two the committees have to be filled up-perhaps

i swhile you are increasing the in- wrongly filled up, acting upon the rule sug-
fne oftmembers who are already on both gested, and according to the number the rule

c re (Ifittees and whom you are putting on provides for, that in order to put the gentle-tis comnrittee men that have been appointed to the Senate
on some committees other members have to

on. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-There be put off. That is the only way in which
8Oething in that. AB..Vthere may can account for my hon. friend fron Monck

e"8 Of the ouse are Ane gre iressin- having been lef toif the Comrnittee on Bankiug
tha thth Hose reunder the impression

that there is a rule as to a member not and Cofmerce and put on the Committee on
bei1y nmr hntre omtes u Internai Economy and Contingent Accounts.0on mure than three committees, -but 1

h the louse distinctly to do not know that that is the case but it
that Suhi no the toansest. suggests itself to me that that is the reason. I

Such ~find that he ison twoother commiittees. That
beonutofR.EThatieis the reason whysuch changes areofteniade.

10LrE IRcanime Why my hon. friend from York is left outae been a merhber of that selecting altogether is somethingthhat must have been

and ant wsha overlooked by every memeder of the com
it was the practice. mittee. I cannot account for it. I think,

under the circumstances, it would be the
110- te TEMPLE-I fnd, inlooking duty of the bouse in the future, although

a'ert ruo h ae

four rnetni% utes, that there are threo or the committee's duties may cease, to see that
r iesnters on different committee!, and he is placed upon some co mittee or somre

a e been who belong to this House are rnember struck off where he is on three or
comittees at ail. I do not four committees. There is another reason:

fe this rule. It may be the rule of there are many gentlemen who are connected
ouse, but I have been in the House of with different institutions who apply to be

InOr1 8 for a great many years, and I placed on certain committees for which they
riV t was not the rule there to leave are peculiarly adapted and they should bea 0on off. I recollect myself that I was placod on those committees, but the delicate

y n'he Railway Committee for a number of question arises as to whorn you should strike
, and also on the Banking and Com- off to make way for him. The better wayr'ce Committee and a third committee, but to meet the wishes of ail the members of this

1 ad this is the only committee I am on Senate and put them on just such com-
I do not care about it, but it looks mittees as they desire to go on, would be to

shIar, in a House like this, that there repeal that rule liriting the number ond some m bembers on tsree or four each committee.
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The question being put on the amend-
ment it was declared lost by the following
division:-

CONTENTS:

The Honourable Messieurs

Clemow,
Cochrane,
Cox,
Dever,
Dickey,
Ferguson,
Lovitt,
MacInnes (Burlington),
MacKeen,

McCalluin,
McInnes (N. Westm'tr),
Mills,
Perley,
Power,
Prowse,
Vidal,
Wood.-17.

NON-CONTENTS :

The Honourable Messieurs
Aikins,
Allan,
Alinon,
Baker,
Bellerose,
Bernier,
Bolduc,
Boucherville, de
Boulton,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie),
Carling (Sir John),
Casgrain,
De Blois,
Forget,
Hingston (Sir William),
Kirchhoffer,

Landry,
Lougheed,
Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Macdonald (Victoria),
McDonald (C. B.),
McKay,
McKindsey,
M cLaren,
Merner,
O'Brien,'
Owens,
Primrose,
Sanford,
Scott,
Sullivan,
Temple.-32.

The question being put on the main mo-
tion the saine was declared carried.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 6th May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-With the
permission of the House, I should like to
call the attention of the leader of the Senate
to a return which I moved for more than a
month ago, and which was ordered at the
time, but which I understand has not since
been brought down. I would ask the hon.
gentleman if he can give us some indication
of the reason for the delay.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What was the return ?

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-With re-
ference to the dismissal of members of the
civil service.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The return, I presunie,
involved work in the various departments;
the order was sent over to these departments,
and I suppose they are working at it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is not com-
plete ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It will take a
year to complete it.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I am bound
to accept the explanation given by the hon.
leader of this House, but in view of the re-
mark made by the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, in the other chamber, that the
civil service of the country had been prac-
tically undisturbed, it seems curious there
should be such great delay in bringing dowl
that statement.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume his remarks-
applied to the inside service.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The service was
turned inside out.

HUDSON BAY NAVIGATION EXPF-
DiTION.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to
Ask the government, what is the name of the ves-

sel to be sent on the Hudson's Bay navigation ex'
pedition ? How old is the vessel ? Her tonnage Y

er steam power capacity? Also, how nany of a
crew is required to man the vessel? And the nane
of the officer in charge who will make the report,
and if Manitoba, North-west Territories and Bri-
tish Colurnbia are to have a representative to ac-
conpany the expedition? When will they start,
and when expected to return?

He said : It is within the knowledge of
this honourable House, as well as of most Of
the people of Canada, that there has been
considerable agitation about the building of
a railroad to Hudson's Bay, and hon. gentle-
men will remember that last session the
hon. member from Marquette and myself
suggested that it would be a proper thing,
before a charter was granted to build the
road, to ascertain whether the straits and
channel were navigable. I understand the
government have taken steps in the matter
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in order to test the navigability of thestraits. I am not justified in condemning
their action on street rumours, although I
ieard it said that the vessel they are employ-

thg for that purpose is very inadequate for
t service. 1, therefore, put this question

011 the notice paper, and now ask the ques-
tion. If the answer is not a satisfactory
One 1 imay have some further remarks to
Ofi'er.

Ion. Mr. SCOTT-The name of the
vessel is the " Diana." As to the age of
the vessel, she was originally built some 20
years ago, but was rebuilt in 1892. Her
gros8 tonnage 473, and net tonnage 275

S The capacity of her steam power is
horse power, and the number of the crew

W11 Probably be 25. They have not been
selected yet. The name of the officer in
Charge will be Commander W. Wakeham;

a'pt. Burke of the Royal Navy has been
lelected to represent the interests of the

wailWays to be built to Hudson's Bay, and
anes Fisher has been selected to represent
anitoba and the North-west Territories.

t 's believe I the expedition will start about
e 20th of May.

t Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Is it
rue that Commander Markham declined to

go on the expedition on account of the
Vessel being unfit for the work '1

1 01. Mr. SCOTT-No, it was for private

TuE SUPERANNUATION OF THE
INSPECTOR OF DOMINION

CANALS.

INQUIRY.

o0. Mr. McCALLUM inquired:

aee . ton, Dominion inspector of canals,
8uperannuated, and if so, for what reason?

11011. Mr SCOTT-On account of age,Mr. witton, inspector of canal revenue, was
Plaed 01 the retired list with an annual
alowance of $680, and the office of inspector
'eas abolished, the Treasury Board having

66Ported accordingly. Mr. Witton's age is
o ears; service, 17 years ; average salary

the past three years, $2,000. The
asury Board finding that Mr. Witton
eligible within the meaning of the Civil

tie"'a SUperannuation Act, and that his
rlSTXSent would be in the public interest,

19

he was placed on the retired list with an
annual .allowance of $680, and the office of
inspector was abolished.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then Mr. Witton was retired on account of
the abolition of the office, and not on account
of age?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Both; lie was over
age.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am aware of the fact that he was over the
age for superannuation, but Mr. Witton is
as capable to-day of discharging the duties
of the office as when he was appointed.
Does not my hon. friend think that in cases
of this kind, where men have given up
their business and accepted offices under
the government, which they are supposed
to hold during good behaviour and ability
to perform the work, that they should be
allowed something in addition to the mere
pittance given in proportion to the number
of years of service ? Take the case of Mr.
Witton as an illustration. As was pointed
out by the hon. senator from Monck, a
more efficient officer there is not in the
Dominion of Canada, intellectually and
otherwise. He is a most industrious man
and possessed of more than ordinary ability,
as has been proved by his reports. The
Superannuation Act makes special pro-
vision for cases of that kind, where the
office is abolished. In those cases, par-
ticularly if a man has been appointed after
a certain age on accountr of special qualifi-
cations, it has been customary to add some
few years to his time of service in order to
give him a living retiring allowance. If
the hon. gentleman will refer back to 1874
and 1875, when he was a member of the
Mackenzie government, he will find cases
where they retired men for the ostensible
reason for which Mr. Witton has been
retired, and in some cases those officials
had only been in the service for three or
four years. They added ten years to their
superannuation allowance, which was, I
think, stretching the law somewhat to
an extreme. At the same time, the law
gave them the power to do so, and the
special provision for cases of that kind is
when an economy is to be effected by the
abolition of the office. In a case of this kind,
where a gentleman of known ability, who
has performed his work with great assiduity
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during the time be has occupied that office, years performing the duties of an office
is retired sone consideration should be ex- vhich bas been in existence for, over fifty
tended to hini. There are other cases to years. The present government-and 1 maY
whiclh I miight call the attention of the lion. add, because I do fot wish to be unfair, the
gentleman. Men appointed as superintend- saine question was under the coniideratio
ents of canals, who were compelled by the of the late government as to the abolition of
rules of the department to give up their offices-have acted on reports found in thO
former occupation by which they were offices, and rernoved these men without ore
obtaining a living, and making as much moinent'snoticeandthrownthem onthe world
inoney, if not more, than by the salary per- to pick up and regain the profession they had
taining to the office, but looking upon it as lost, sinply because they were required tO
a life appointment they accepted it and give it up. I ask my hon. friend whether
were compelled to give up the practice of under circumstances of that kind he does
their professions, were actually dismissed on fot think the country would justify the add
the first of a mont h and received no notice ing of aý number of years to their super
of it until the 6th or 7th of the next month, annuation allowances. These officiais in the
while they were still performing their duties cas's to whicb I refer could not be super
-no intimation was given that the offices annuated, because they bad paid nothing intO
were to be abolished. I findi no fault with the superannuation fund. When the late
the government for abolishing any office government in abolisling an office bad to dis
that they think is not necessary, pro% iding charge an officer who did not contribute tO
the work pertaining to it can be perforned the superannuation fund and wbom we could
by sonebody else, but under circumstances n,,t place on the superannuation list, put
such as those to which my hon. friend has an item into the estimates granting him a
called attention, and those to which I have gratuity and I neyer knew anybody in the
referred, I think the government would be buse of Commons to object to granting a
justified in extending some consideration to six nîontbs or twelve montbs'gratuity. That
the men they are dischargiîîg. is what I eooud ask on behasf of the gentie-

men to whom I refer. In reference to Mr.
Hon. iMr. MILLS-)id you ayply that Witton, I think no one would object 

rule to the inspectors of weights and mea- five Ir ten years being added to hiS
sures? service in order toh give bi an alowance at

bis age, aving given up his business as lie
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- did when lie entered the sevice, to enable

would under the same circumstances. If huin to live comnfortably for years.
my hon. friend desires me to enter into that
question, I shall be glad to do so. I would
not apply the rule in a case where the gov-
ernment had appointed 50 or 60 inspectors
of weights and measures and paid them
salaries amounting to $60,000 or $70,000,
without ever placing instruments in their
hands or giving them directions to do any
work. That is a different thing altogether
from the class of cases to which I have called
attention. But that is not the point at
issue. The cases to which I desire to call
attention are of much graver character than
those to which I referred, where the officials
had several years added to their terms of
service by the bon. gentleman's government
in 1874 or 1875. I am referring now to
cases where men have been compelled by
the Department of Railways and Canals to
cease practising their profession on the
ground that they were receiving more than
$1,000 a year. They have been a few

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no recollectioL
of such a gross case as the bon. gentleman
calls attention to having been perpetrated
during Mr. Mackenzie's administration, Of
two or three years' service being favoured by
a ten years' extension. Of course, it is quite
impossible to discuss cases of that kind un-
less one had all the facts. It is scarcely
proper to bring the matter up in that waY,
but I doubt whether there would be any case
so extremely gross as that to which my hon.
friend refers. I am quite aware that the
law authorizes the government, if they thinlk
proper, to add a certain number of years tO
the tern of service on the abolition of ail
office. It was the constant use made of that
power by the late administration that led
the present administration, when they were
in opposition in the House of Commons, to
the declaration that itshould bediscontinued,
that the officials are well paid for the tiine
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tha they have beei in the service, and they ment cannot be charged with being derelict
Th11 get their superannuation allowance. in their duty or inconsiderate to their em-
Thextra years is entirely a premium, and ployés when, in the interest of the public

very few cases can it be said that a service, they find it necessary to abolish an
Public officer is deserving of that extreme office and compensate the occupant in thefavour that it authorizes. Of course, it is way pointed out by the law.
the OPen to the government to do it under
to daw They are by no means compelled Hon. Mr. ALMON-It was with much

ao o. In reference to Mr. Witton's case astonishment and regret that I heard yes-
itani not prepared to discuss the merits of terday from the hon. member for Monck
witbecause I arn not familiar with it or that the axe had taken off another head. I
The the services he bas performed. regret this very much, because Witton was
byease, as presented to the government an old friend of mine. I will relate to myservhe Department of Railways, was that his hon. friends in this House, who are not
in icesrwereno longer required. He was acquainted with it, a littie history aboutvereceipt of a very good salary-probably Mr. Witton. He came out fron England,
vey nmuch better than had be not been where he served bis apprenticeship as a
dken into the public service; so that it bouse painter. He was in the employ of
riggenot Occur to me that he bas any special the Western Railroad in Hamilton. He
abîh to complain because he gets a reason- made nany friends for himself among bis
as thfair retiring allowance-quite as nuuch fellow-workmen, in the first place by bis

e. governrment expected or anticipated. skill, by his urbanity of manners, and by
in reference to the inspectors of weights the good qualities which he showed. It was
mneasures, I think my bon. friend is determined by the then ministry, before the

hot when he says the instruments were election in 1873, that a mechanic should be
forin their hands, but I am credibly in- chosen to represent the city of Hamilton.

ed that they were in their hands. The He and the late Mr. Chisholm were elected.
WOe service was new. It was the inau- I was elected for thel-Houseof Commons at theeuration of a new service in Canada, and, of same time and sat next to hiin, and made bis

1e it could only go into operation acquaintance in the library, which was not
adually, and the government which in that majestic dome where it is now, but

eve2Cceeded that of Mr. Mackenzie swept was in different rooms throughout the
eery Officer away, and within a year re- building. There was scarcely a book in the

aponted friends of their own. Could any library that be did not know where it was,
their d aring case be cited as illustrating and there was hardly ever a book which I
of th isrespect of the sanctity of the position wanted of which be would not know the
best' eOffice holder ? There was the very contents and everything about it, and in
be Pssieevidence of it, and there would conversation with him I found that be was
ce ty in pointing out hundreds of a good Latin scholar. I renember but little
ie the ten years where the govern- Latin myseif, but I can tell a good scholar

o disaissed officials without giving them, when I meet him. I asked him how be
dreatays notice. I know that in the' learned it, and he said, "Oh, very easily.

three ent Ove'r which I preside, there were After my work was over at night I wouldan or four gentlemen dismissed without take the dictionary and grammar and studyhour's notice. Latin." He took up French books and
read not only the tities but extracts f romt

oh. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- them, and I asked bin, "bow did you learno were they 
In the sanie way,

with the dictionary and the gramamar." I
t l on. Mr. SCOTT--Mr. Morgan was one. was frequently in the library at the time.

the îM not contradicted. He was met in Being the member £rom Halifax I wanted te
with obby and told he was superannuated find out soretbing as to the lobster trade,
nU a day's notice, and there were a the season for lobsters and tbe habits of the
lrat.of officiais in that department. lobsters. He recommended tbat we should

pr ions can be given. The government search the Srithsonian Instibute reports,
proper Y acted on what they believed was a and we looked tbrougb ail of tber and a1e 0ct andI, and I presume this govern- number of others, but could not find eut
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what we wanted. He had at that time a good I have often used language in reference to
knowledge of French and Latin. I met him some of the lIon. gentleman's temperanCe
some years after in Halifax, where he went fads, or things of that kind, which I ought
to establish some agencies, and I said to not to use, but when I met him the next
him, "What have you learned since I left morning I had the same good natured bow.
you?" and he said "J have learned the I felt that the hon. member had forgotten
German language," and I arm convinced he anything that was disagreeable. I trust lie
was a good German scholar. Some years after, will use his influence to get any additional
when I was up in Hamilton staying with Mr. 1 recompense that can be given to Witton.
Turner, I said to him " What have you been lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1learning since? «He said II have been learn- Hon Si . E BOWELL-I
ing the Sanscrit language." Most of you are must ask the indulgence of the Huse for a

aware that the Sanscrit language is the lan- moment, because I think, from the remarks
guage of old India, but now it is a dead of the hon. Secretary of State, it resolves
language and only used in the books. It itself into a question of veracity as between

is used very much as Latin was used in the him and me as to the custom-

middle centuries-the language in which Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no. I said I had
educated men wrote their works. He showed no recollection of any case of the kind where
me a paper from Calcutta which contained ten years had been added.
a notice of his being elected an honorary
member of a Sanscrit society. He was Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELIL-l
also a member of the Sanscrit society of desire to say that I am not in the habit of
Boston. I think when any one has the talent making statements unless I have pretty good
which this man had, and when we consider i authority for them, and I would like to call
that he was a mechanic and that he taught the attention of the hon. gentleman to the
himself all this, it would shame many of us. public accounts as published by the gov-
He knows more than a great many who have ernment for 1895. On reference to these
had the advantage of college education. I accounts he will find a statement of the
think it is a slur on the mechanics of Canada superannuations which have taken place for
that he should have his head lopped off in a great number of years past, and if he wil
the way in which it was done, and no extra look at them be will find that in one case,
years added to his service. They feel that the abolition of office in the case of MIr.
there is a man who has been up in the Brennan-a bailiff, not a very inportantV
House of Commons; he has been given a office-he served six years and he had ten
situation, and the Liberal government come years added. On the saie page the hon.
in and turn him out without any notice. member will find that in 1877, a period in'
and bis salary is reduced to the very low- which be himself was in office, the Rev.John
est ebb. I remember on one occasion Cameron, clerk statistical office, Halifax,
when Mr. Turner, with the hospitality served three years and bad ten years added
for which Scotchmen are proverbial, enter- 1 to bis superannuation allowance, making the
tained Lord Stanley and suite, who resided retiring allowance thirteen years for three
at his house during their stay in Ham- years' service; reason assigned, abolition Of
ilton, dined them in a room the ceiling office. Then, if the hon. gentleman will turn
of which was frescoed by this same Mr. to the next page he will find that in 1878
Witton. A short time after I- dined in T. B. French, clerk in the Public Works
the sanie room with Mr. Witton, and we Department, served thirteen years. 11e
were both treated with the same kind hospi- was retired, not on account of ill health,
tality which had been shown to Lord Stanley not on account of the abolition of office, bue
and his suite. I do not think Mr. Witton because they were reducing the staff. Je
would like me to mention these things, as lie served thirteen years and had ten years
is a modest, unassuming man, but I think added. I do not know whether that Was
it is my duty to do .it. I do not often by his government or the succeeding gov'
beg, but I hope the government will take ernmnent. Then Mr. Nutting, a clerk in the
his case into consideration and treat Mr. statistical office, Halifax, was retired in
Witton as leniently as they can. I do 1877 after five years' service with ten years'
not know any man who has less political added. In 1877 W. A. Ryan, a messenger,
aninosity than the bon. Secretary of State. served a teri of three years and had ten
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Years added. I repeat what I said, that I should keep men in the service vho are not
do nlot find any fault with the government required. If Mr Witton is not required I
for what they did, and the hon. gentleman think they should dispense with him. But

as unfair in putting it that way. He said the Iast part of the answer is not satisfactorye government should not be found fault to me. The hon. Secretary of State says
With. I made the statement that if it were that the abuse of the power by the late ad-
he abolition of an office, if the government ministration prevents them doing Mr. Witton

thought it was not necessary at the present justice. That is no answer. I say the gov-day, I found no fault with them for abolish- ernment, no matter what their redecessors
ng the office and retiring the official. But may have done, shou!d do justice though
cotended that while doing so, if the man the heavens fali. It is no excuse to say,
ae's fitted for his work, under the law they because tiere was an abuse by a previous

hati the Power to allow him soniething, and government, that they would not do justice
"tey should do so. In order to justify that to Mr. Witton, and I hope he will look into8taterent, I said that there were several the matter and try and do a little better,

Caes where his government had retireti and add ten years more to bis time. That
Oicers with only three years' service and is ail that I ask. I ar satisfied with theidded ten years to it. I desire to put answer and I hope that the services of other

right as to that. gentlemen who have nothing to do wilI be
1 10f. Mr MILSMr.dispenseti with. I hope that justice will be

re Mr. MILLS-Mr. Vankoughnet wasdon to Mr. Witton. In that case sha
etired without anything. He had been be satistied, but I shah watch very closely
nY years in the service and he was fit for to see if anybody else gets that position.

hi.5 Work. must not find fault now; an satismed with

the answers and will be satisfied with o1r.
Y0on. Sir MEACKEIN7ZT E BOrJr Witton's superannuation if they wil only

Sairrn allow hlm the proper retiring alowance.
r.y was $3,2UU and

nijot leave him penniless.
his retiring

1 1 tn. Mr. POWER-I think it is a pitythe on. leader of the opposition did not
disc the same view at the beginning of the
Theussion. I rise to a question of order.

e on gentleman from Monck does nott attention to a matter and then ask a
question. If he had done that, under the

atice of this House there might be a
geeussiOl of unlimited length. The hon.

hisemîan asked a simple question and got
h8answer ; and under the practice of this

se, as well as of every other legislative
a discussion after an answer has been

boa 1l irregular. I am surprised that the
n leader of the opposition, who has served

"0 go9 a time in the House of Commons,
so often sin against that rule in this

haon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
frien een following the example of my hon.

rirdOpposite.

liro. Mr. McCALLUM-I wish to ex-
0f th mY entire satisfaction with the action

e government. I do not think they

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall be very glad
to bring the remarks of hon. friend under
the notice of the government.

METHODIST TRUST FIRE INSU-
RANCE COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved the second
reading of Bill (23) " An Act to incorporate
the Methodist Trust Fire Insurance Co."
He said : This bill contains the ordinary pro-
visions of a fire insurance bill, and the
title designates the property to be insured :
it is to be confined exclusively to Methodist
church property. This bill has been under
the notice of the General Superintendent of
Insurance, and he concurs in the provisions
of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 7th May, 1897.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved:

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three That when the Senate adjourns to-day, it do

o'clock. stand adjourned until Wednesday, the 12th instant,
at eight o'clock in the evening.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (26) " An Act respecting the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-As
the report of the committee indicates that
there is no amendment, I move that the bill
be read the third time.

Hon Mr. BOULTON-1 rise to insist
that the rules of the House as to this bill
be followed, and that the bill be not now
read the third time, but that the third read-
ing be postponed until the next meeting of
the Senate. My reason for asking for the
postponement is to point out that this de-
benture stock is being raised for the purpose
of providing means to meet the interest-

Hon. Mr. POWER-You can only object
now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-My object in
rising was to give notice that I shall move
an amendment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no objection to allowing it to stand,
if the hon. gentleman desires, until the
House meets again. I was under the im-
pression that where there was no amend-
ment to a bill, it could be read the third
time on the day that it was reported f rom
committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was the rule,
but it was changed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
sec by the 70th rule that it can not be read
now. I move that the bill be read the
third time on Wednesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the hon. Secretary of
State whether he has made any inquiry as
to the return to which I called his attention
the other day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I gave instructions to
have inquiry made in the different depart-
ments. Some returns have been received, I
understand. I gave instructions that letters
should be written to the departments that
are yet in arrears with those returns.

THE YUKON DISTRICT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C) inquired:

If it is the intention of the government to give
a lease of one hundred miles of the Stewart River,
in the Yukon District, for twenty years, to a cer-
tain comnpany for the purpose of mining, or dredg-
ing for gold?

He said : I have given but short notice of
this, on account of the adjournmient and
the importance of the question I am asking.
When I saw the notice in the Victoria
paper I thought it was a large concession to
make to give one hundred miles of one river
to a company and for a term of twenty-one
years. If it was proposed to give a short,
distance for a term of seven years, it would
be ample to test the matter. Then again,
the royalty p-oposed to be taken by the
government is too small. Twenty-five cents-
an ounce would not be enough if any gold,
was found there. I hope the government,
will consider the matter carefully and not
lock up one hundred miles of the river tO
any company for a term of years. If the
intention of thegovernment is to conserve the
rights of miners on the banks of the rivers
one company should not get all these conces-
sions. There is room in one hundred miles
for four or five comnpanies. Last year a
lease was giver n British Columbia of niii0
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'nles of a river, and that is quite large
enougli to give to any company.

on. Mr. SCOTT-As the hon. gentle-
'tan has observed, tenders were called forand three have been received. The tenders
have flot yet been opened. As lie antici-
Pate., those tenders will be subject to certain

ndtions, which will be formulated by the
epartnent. Until the tenders are opened

ahe Considered it is quite impossible to say
Whether the government will be ready to
ease that number of miles.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
aere the tenders asked for on the basis of

8ease of 100 miles of river?

10. Mr. SCOTT-The tenders were
advertised on that basis.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
n0n the basis of a royalty of 25 centsan ounce.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the conditionsWere not named. My recollection of the
c 4 ertisement was that tenders would be

ive.d for, leasing 100 miles of the StewartItiv.r.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-At so much per'fle?

on. Mr. SCOTT-No, it was a fixed

Mr MACDONALD (B.C.)-A
"!OyaltyofqSth ofe25 cents per ounce is mentioned

'1te advertisement.

• Mr. SCOTT-I think not. The
eo ns were not advertised.

Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I saw
em advertised in a Victoria paper.

thRI. Mr. SCOTT-I was not aware that
aeY were The only advertisement that I

Th *Yself seen simply called for tenders.
the conditions have been brought down in
tion of Commons, where the same ques-

Was asked a while ago.

VHn Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-In the
'Vnria paper there is a whole column about

rivaer. havng rights to the banks of the

'RlnoU Mr. SCOT T-I only saw the an-
Rouscement of the minister in the other

se. The answer that lie gave, and my

answer now, is that until the tenders are
opened and the conditions considered by
council the government will not be in a
position to say whether they will lease the
100 miles or not.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
think several companies might go in there
on one hundred miles.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is unfortunate that the hon. gentlemen op-
posite are again violating one of their prin-
ciples, that is, encouraging monopolies.
Here is a proposition to give a monopoly of
one hundred miles of a river to one company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not done yet.
There has been no lease granted yet.

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-The
fact that you ask for a tender for one hun-
dred miles of the river is evidence of the
policy of the government.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
a most dangerous concession to give.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I ask
the hon. Secretary of State if the govern-
ment has adopted this as part of the general
policy for the developnent of the Yukon
country-that is, leasing large stretches of
river in this way ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No proposition to
lease any distance on any river has so far
been entertained.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I ask
what has given rise to the adoption of this
very exceptional course?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I am quite unequal to
answering a question of that sort.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think it is
desirable in leasing the river that the gov-
ernment should inake provision for with-
drawing fromiî it if it should be thought
advisable in the public interest, the same as
the government have done in leasing
ranches in Aiberta.

ROYAL VICTORIA LIFE INSU RANCE
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, in the absence of
Hon. Mr. Forget, moved the second reading
of Bill (27) " An Act to incorporate the
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Royal Victoria Life Insurance Company."
He said: The object of the bill is to incor-
porate the company to carry on the busi-
ness of life insurance in all its branches
and forms. The only powers given to the
company are those which are necessary for
the carrying on of the business. The com-
pany is made subject to the general clauses
of the Insurance Act and of the Companies
Act. Hon. gentlemen nay see by reading
the names of the parties asking for incor-
porat ion, that they are all of financial stand-
ing and ability, giving ample guarantee to
the public.

The motion was agreed to
was read the second time.

and the bill

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Jednesday, 12th May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS
COMMITTEE.

FIRsT REPORT ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER, from the
Committee on Internal Economy and Con-
tingent Accounts, presented their first re-
port. He said : As the report is merely a
formal matter, I move that it be adopted now.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think it is about
time to call the attention of the Senate to
the great delay caused by the late appoint-
ment of this very important committee.
Parliament has been in session now some six
weeks, and here is the first report of that
committee. It was evident a few days ago
that it was regarded as a most important
committee, so much so that there was not
a man on that committee last year that was
qualified to be a member this year. This
committee has an amount of important work
to do. The session is now drawing to a
close, but this is the first time we have had
a report from the committpe, and the whole
report is simply to reduce the quorum down
to nine.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Does the hon. gentl-
man forget that this committee was onlY
appointed the day before it met ?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That was no fault
of mine..

The motion was agreed to.

FEDERAL OFFICIALS IN PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to inquire

Whether the goverument is aware that Mr. If.
James Paliner, a cominissioner appointed by thei
to investigate charges of partizanship against feder-
al officials in the province of Prince Edward Island,
wrote a letter to an accused officiai notifying hirn
to appear and containing the following words: " I
may say that if you would care to see me before
the investigation takes place, and talk the matter
over, I will be glad to see you at any time, between
three and five o'clock, this afternoon."

He said : It is not ny intention to make
any observations, but simply to ask this
question and to say that it has a " business
is business " smack about it. At present I
merely ask the Secretary of State whether
he is aware this letter lias been written.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tlhe government is not
aware that Palmer wrote any such letter.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (28) " An Act respecting the Ontario
Pacific Railway Company, and to change
the name to the Ottawa and New York
Railway Company."-(Mr. MacMillan.)

Bill (12) " An Act further to amend the
law respecting building societies and loan
and savings companies carrying on business
in the Province of Ontario."-(Sir Macken-
zie Bowell.)

Bill (18) " An Act to confer certain
power on the Board for the management Of
Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterial
Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland."-(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (25) " An Act to confirm an agree-
ment made between the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company and the Hull Electric
Company."-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (48) " An Act respecting the Domin-
ion Building and Loan Association."-(Mr.
Power.)
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l(3 "An Act respecting the Canada
Atlantic Railway Company."-(Mr. Clemow)

ill (44) " An Act respecting the Wel-
Power and Supply Canal Company,

ited."-(Mr. McCallum.)
Bit (41) " An Act respecting the River

pt. Clair Railway Bridge and Tunnel Com-
7. -Y>(Mr. McCallum.)

kaBil (50) " An Act respecting the Atiko-

ac Iron Range Railway Company."-(Mr.Mcnne., Burlington.)
Br (37) " An Act respecting the NiagararacId Island Bridge Company."-(Mr.

nnes, Burlington.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tlursday, 13th May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three10clock.

?rayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.
Bill (27) "An Act to incorporate the

(yal Victoria Life Insurance Company."-
r McMillan.)

METIHODIST TRUST FIRE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

on. akr. ALLAN, from the Committee
{23) 1ng and Commerce, reported Bill
Trust An Act to incorporate the Methodist
Trud ire Insurance Company," with an

the ent. HneR said: I may explain that
ply amendment was one really to sup-
that Omission inserting after the words
pa i lot more thai 6 per cent should be

fi o the paid-up capital stock subscribed."
"ove that the report be adopted.
The rnotion was agreed to.

]" 4.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
"""ed the third reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed under a
suspension of the rules.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (F) '"An Act respecting forged or
unauthorized endorsements of bills."-(Sir
Oliver Mowat.)

Bill (G) " An Act respecting the juris-
diction of the Exchequer Court with respect
to railway debts." - (Sir Oliver Mowat.)

CRIMINAL CODE BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I intro-
duced a bill some two or three weeks ago
for the amendment of the Criminal Code,
Since bringing in that bill, I have had quite
a number of communications respecting
various clauses of the bill, and also regard-
ing new clauses which seem proper. I
propose to withdraw the bill which I intro-
duced and to give to the House a new
bill containing most of the same clauses
and some additional ones. I move for leave
to withdraw the bill entitled: "An Act
further to amend the Criminal Ccde," and
to introduce a new bill with the same title.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask whether that bill contains the
memoranda the hon. leader promised to give
us for the information of the Senate, showing
where the alterations were made, and the
effect they would have? The hon. gentle-
man stated his intention of doing that on a
former occasion.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
not done it with regard to all the clauses,
but I think I have done so in the case of
all as to which the hon. gentleman would
like to have the information.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the first time.

TERREBONNE ELECTION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose
to inquire:

Whether any action has been taken to bring to
justice Mr. Petit, the defeated candidate at the
last Dominion elections, in the County of Terre.
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bonne, for a violation of the provisions of para- resign if another person gets it," whether
graph f of article 133, of the Critminal Code, in that man is to be punished by dismissal frow
writing the following letter to a tenderer for a
government contract .-

" I have received from the Department of Public positive proposition for a consideration to
Works, at Ottawa, a letter informing me that you obtain a contract is allowed to go f ree
are a tenderer for the supply of---for the public alt
buildings at . As your tender is the saine t bi ea tion brousthc
as that of another firmi, they write to ask me to b
whom the contract niust be given. I now write to this question under the notice of the Senate.
know what you intend to do for me in this matter. He then said
1 wilc await your reply. Business is business, as
you know.

And if not, why not ?

He said :-My principal reason for bring-
ing this again under the notice of the
Senate is the remarks made by the Post-
master General a few days since in the
House of Commons, in reply to a question
put by the nember for Annapolis, inquiring
the reasons for the dismissal of a Mr West
from the postmastership of the town of
Annapolis. The answer given by the Post-
master General was that it was on account
of what he considered to be a violation of
the spirit of the Criminal Code, which
provides a penalty for tratficking in public
offices, or selling and trafficking in govern-
ment contracts. That case, to my mind,
was of a very trifling character-if I
may use that expression-compared to
that of Mr. Petit, who made a direct
and positive proposition for a consider-
ation to obtain a contract for coal. In the
case at Annapolis, from the documents
which were laid before the House of Com-
mons, it appears that the postmaster, Mr.
Corbett, placed his resignation in the hands
of the memiber for Annapolis, Mr. Mills,
who telegraphed to the then Minister of
Justice,the Hon. Sir Charles HibbertTupper,
that Mr. Corbett would resign if Mr. West
was appointed to the position. The then
Minister of Justice transferred that
telegram to the Postmaster General and
the appointment was made. In the
documents which have been laid before

It is stated that Mr. Petit denies the accuracY
of what has been published as bis letter. He bas
to be officially called on for an explanation.

Then he adds :

When an answer to the official communication to
Mr. Petit is received, or a reasonable time bas
elapsed without any answer, the government will
consider what course is to be taken.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-When the
hon. gentleman says it is stated that Mr. Petit
denies the accuracy of the letter which bas been
publised, iay I ask hii by whon is it denied-
by Mr. Petit himself ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have not the
denial from himself personally; some one else bas
stated that he denies it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh.
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am aware that

lie denies the accuracy of the statement, but he is
to be written to officially, and then his communi-
cation will be public property.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--And if it
is ascertained that he is the author of the letter, I
presume the lion. gentleman will take steps to'
bring him to justice, in the saine way that the late
Minister of -Justice did in the case of the Connollys
and the case of Mc(reevy.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I don't want tO
anticipate or wake any announceiment before I
know all the facts of the case; and then I will con-
sider it.

What I desire to ask further is, whether
the official letter was sent to this gentleman
inquiring as to whether lie was the author of
the letter in question, and, if so, what was
the answer, and what action the government
have taken thereon. I may add that I have

parliament there is nothing to show that seen a notice of some letter from Mr. Petit,
there was any corrupt bargain in that himself in the newspapers, in which he
case. However, I am not going to argue acknowledges that he wrote the letter, but
that question now, because I have another he gives an explanation why he wrote it,
notice on the paper which will probably stating that the "business is business" re-
justify some further remarks on the ference related exclusively to the expenses
subject. What I should like to know is if the to which he was put.
offer of a postmaster, or any other official to
resign on the condition I have mentioned, Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-With re-
without any consideration for the resignation ference to the parallel which my hon. friend
other than that which is interpreted to be draws between the Petit case and the case
corrupt from the fact that he says IlI will which the Postmastr General spoke of, but
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Re"" to forget that Mr. Petit had no office for the prosecution mentioned in the ques-
fromtever. The man West was dismissed tion and as to why, I can ony conjecture.
inhoffice , but there was no similar power The duty of taking action in such a case was
with hands of the Dominion government with the Quebec government, for it is to the
ofreference to Mr. Petit, for he held no provincial governments, and not to the
post Then my hon. friend spoke of the Dominion government, that the administra-
caseasr General having said that West's tion of justice belongs. The Quebec govern-
cas a violation of the code. The Post- ment bas, since the date and publication of
On ( rr (eneral did not go so far as that. the letter, been in the hands of the politicalfoneferring to his lanage, it will be party to wbicb Mr. Petit was and is an

that what he said was, that it was in- active and influential opponent; that gov-
Corstent with the spirit of the Act. Of ernrnent cannot be suspected of desiring to
eo"re the spirit is one thing and the legal screen Mr. Petit; and the hon. member's
postay be quite another thing. The question shou]d have been addressed to that,
Otheaster General did not allege that government, instead of to the Dominion

vie' legal effect of such an act was a government. 1 presume that the Quebec
he 1a of the statute. On that point government had good reasons for not prose-

a id nothing, but he was of opinion cuting Mr. Petit. The Dominion govern-
that s think we were all of opinion- ment can only interfere in criminal prosecu-
Act thh an act was within the spirit of the tions as a private prosecutor may; and when
b)e sort of thing which was meant to i does interfere does so with the concurrence
hCvc dellned, and which, perhaps, would of tbe government of the provinee in which
the en condemned if it had occurred at the offence bas been committed, and furtber,
did t'me to the legislature. What West (so far as I know) so interferes only wben
of its be-o resigin the place in consideration the offence is one of fraud on the Dominion
his ing conferred upon another person, excbequer, as in the Connolly case. It is to
a ion-iniaw, I believe. Now, if it is be presumed that the Quebec government did
i teg ate thing to resign an office not prosecute because of being advised and
upolseration of its being conferred believing that under the circurstances a
took another in whom the resigning officer conviction could not be obtained. Mr. Petit
diffe ai interest, is there any substantial denies that he had any such meaning or pur-
of rencebetween that case and the case pose as his letter fias been interpreted
resian Oicer getting $1,000 for the by bis political opponents to intend. What
he gnation 7 No one would doubt that if the article in the code does is, to make
that a resigning in consideration of $1,000, punishable any person who Idemandsexacts
a wd Would be within the letter of the Act, or receives from any person any compensa-
tin hic hedid was to resign for a considera- tion fee or reward for procuring or furthering

oaluethh might be of much greater money theobtaining for or any otherperson
ethan $1, In order tobring the casebenefit

it h the Act in case of a money payment, governnent." Mr. Petit is not pretended
pay lot be necessary that the money to have received anytbing, and he denies
re l should go to the officer who was that he "demanded» anytbing, or meanr to

rno g If he chose to stipulate that the demand anything, or had any tbought of bis
would boud go to another person the case letter being so understood. le insists that
that a th within the statute, but I repeat if that has been the popular impression from
Vesthe tPostmaster General said was that the letter, it is anunfounded impression ; and

Act. tsaction was within the spirit of the it is claimed on bis bebaîf tbat the words
case I IY hon. friend, in referring to the whicb he bappened to use do not necessarily
sore otwhich his quesions relate, added bear sucb a meaning; that a court could not
however er questions. I shall confine myself, so construe them as matter of law ; and that
tion , in the answers I give to the ques- the facts outside of the letter make
rot seen th he put upon the paper. 1 have ridiculous tbe idea of sucb a meaning being
9uestiot original letter mentioned in the intended ; that the person or firnm to whom
it is , but I have no reason to doubt that the letter was addressed belonged to the
Stanccorrectly set forth at all events in sub- opposite political party, and that it would

far as T knowh be tbe heigbt of absurdity to suppose
that Mr. Petit, an intelligent man of the
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world, would have placed himself in the great deal of pleasure this year in the fous6

hands of his opponents by making the " de- of Commons the premier admit that everY
maud " which the letter is said to imply, man would have a fair hearing before he Wa5

and which wculd be a violation of the code. dismissed, and 1 ar perfectly willing and iý
That lie would do this supremely absurd and gives me great pleasure, to commend d'e
incredible thing for the chance of getting government for doing a thing of that kind.
f rom a former political opponent the trifling 1 ar just as free to commend as to find fault
sun which would be paid, if anything would where wrong is done, and 1 do hope tha'
be paid, for obtaining a contract for supplying those men dismissed some time ago will nOý
to the government 37 tons of coal, it is said, no be debarred now from appearing and making

jury would believe. Such considerations as their defence.
these may, for all I know, have had weight
with the Quebec government; and Mr. Petit's Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Commissions have n0t
political opponents may have thought a con- been issued in ail cases. Where the evidence
viction either out of the question or not pro- was clear and undoubted it was not nec6s
bable enough to make a prosecution worth sary to issue a commission, and it was nOV
while. I cannotgive my hon.friendanyfurther the policy of the government to reopen the
assistance towards ascertainingwhy no action cases. The offices were held during pleasure
has been taken against Mr. Petit for a vio- and they were hable to be dismissed at anY
lation of that article in the criminal code time. The government were satisfied tha
which is mentioned in his question; my the charges were clearly brought home, and
hon. friend will have to refer to his Quebec there was no necessity for the issuing of e
friends for more fuwl information, if ee wants commission.
more.

DISMISSALS FOR PARTIZANSHIP.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) rose to
inquire:

Whether the employés of the governnent who
were dismissed previous to the appointment of
commissioners to inquire into cases of partizanship
at the last general election will be entitled to
al ear before the said comnissioners in their own
defence ?

He said: This question may seem now
like locking the stable after the horse has
been stolen, but on account of the changed
policy of the government, I think it would
be very unfair if those men who were dis-
missed would not have the advantage now
of the clemency and the change in the
policy as to those dismissals. Last session I
took very strong grounds on this subject of
dismissing workingmen on the approach of
a long and cold winter, on hearing the
Minister of Railways in the other House
announce that he would not allow those men
any defence ; all he required was certain in-
formation, and on that information he would
dismiss the men summarily. I am glad to
hear that policy has been tempered and
changed to a certain extent, and that com-
missioners are appointed and that those men
will have the chance of defending themselves
before that commission, and I heard with a

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-It appears tO
me, from the evidence before us, that the
present government have adopted the policY
that " to the victors belongs the spoils," and
I regret exceedingly that that is the case.
In the Senate last year the Minister of
Justice told us that he did not believe i1n
that policy, that he was as much opposed W
it as anybody. My hon. friend asks for a"
investigation. I can tell hon. members tha
employés on the Welland canal have been
swept out without any investigation, with-
out being guilty of political partizanship or
anything else. They took no notice of anY-
thing. The speeches of ministers in the
other House and their practice do not agree,
and I think that the Minister of Justice in
this House, if he has any influence with the
government-and he should have-should
use that influence agaýinst adopting the
policy that " to the victors belong the
spoils." Has he considered seriously what
effect it will have i If this principle 1S
adopted, how can you expect to have a goodq
honest civil servant in this country, because
every man that is in the employment of the
government will be looking for what amount
of support he can give to his party. It is
not honest service, but how much support
can they give the government. How can
you expect to have good civil servants whel
every man is looking out for himself, and
knowing that when the other party counes
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Power he must go out ? I say that the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is that Mr. Ellis?
goe should consider where they are

as ing to land. I care nothing for it, as far Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, he is dead

t1 an individually concerned, as far as my as to employment: I got through with him
e goes, but I look to the future, and I long ago. I have nothing to do with Ellis.

hagre exceedingly that the government This is another man. I say he is a good marn

the shôwn by their actions that they adopt and I always stand up for the good employés

hre Pohey "to the victors belong the spoils." of this country. I was speaking of the

th gret it more than any other feature of charges against this man. What are they ?
the Poicy-more than doing away with One of them is that when Sir Charles I'up-
that national policy even. I do not know per, then prime minister of this country,

et 1 blarne the members of the govern- went to the town of Thorold he delivered a
the so nuch as the people who are posting political speech and this man's daughter

enrt.Tis is going to react on the govern- read an address to Sir Charles Tupper.
renf •For every man they dismiss, there What a great crime that was! Another of

Wh orty applicants for that position, and his crimes was that he volunteered, along
w'eat will be the result I They will please with others, after hours, to put up a stand0fle and displease thirty-nine. from which Sir Charles Tupper could speak.

Another point was that his horse was in a
thon. Mr. MILLS---They will displease political procession, though he was not there

their OPponents, according to your doctrine. himself. Somebody had gone into his stable
and taken the horse away and rode the ani-

order. Mr. McCALLU-I have read the mal in the procession. These are the chargesCads that the Minister of Railways and that are being investigated now on the Wel-
is said to have given as to the canais. land canal. I believe he is one of the most

ordes.tion very much if he has given those industrious, clever and active employés on
ird".;I question if he said, " Do not dis- the Welland canal to-day. I do not say

if asayody without just cause." Of course that the government of the country are
ou have no use for a man, it is right doing this, but they are listening to

be th to, dismiss him, but what is going to people bjehind them and the investigation
an heresult? How are you going to have is being held because somebody wants his

y onest civil service in this country, if place. There is a pretense of fair play in
It dare going to have them all politicians? holding this investigation, but I have shown
fIleuieds on what amount of political in- you the nature of the charges that are being
fluece a servant of the government is going investigated. It makes very little difference
whet rng to support the party in power, to the country if they sack ail the officials.
and ther he is to retain his position or not, That is not what I care for, but it is the

tower Conservative party will come into effect that it will have on tbe public service
blacr s0me time. Of course it looks very of this country in the future. Having the
the now, but what will be the result when responsibility which they hold, the govern-

eY cone into power? These other people ment should keep clear of the policy " to

pt . turned out of office and other men the victors belong the spoils." You do not
What. , The ' government should consider know where it is going to end. The hon.
ohf they are doing now. In many parts gentleman f rom Bothwell shakes his head,
youd country, particularly on the canais, but he must know what the effect of that
atand she good, honest men who under- policy has been in the United States. When
uot the business, and put in men who do a man got into office there he made ail he
the understand their business, and what is could while he was in office, because he
bilh cnsequence? This country will have a knew that at the next change of govern-
that f damages to pay-I am satisfied of ment he would be dismissed. So long as I

Il think the other day there was an have a seat in this House I shall raise my

ainvtgation proceeding on the Welland voice against the adoption of anything of
-aal They made charges against a good the kind in this country.nar-a valuable man to the people of this

toatry-and according to the instructions Hon. Mr. MILLS-Ido not, any more than
ina cthe Minister of Railways gave the man my hon. friend who has just spoken, favour

arge of the canal . the doctrine "to the victors belong the
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spoils." I think it would be singularly un- Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-What about
fortunate if that should beconie the doctrine Mr. Dickson of Hamilton.
of any party in this cHon. Mr. MILLS- I am stating a general

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--You have that proposition, and I intend to state my pro-
policy now. position fully. I know, myseif, instances

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think sa. I where parties have been removed f rom office

think there is an important principle associ- and where their cases have been discussed
ated with our system of parliamentary gov- in the other Chamber as cases of grievance,
ernmient that my hon. friend, perhaps, has but I know that some of those parties were
somewhat pushed into the background. We presidents of Conservative associations :
have two classes of administration officials - know that they took the platforn, spoke at

one class political, who are responsible for public meetings, and did the best they could
the conduct of public affairs, and the other to secure the election of those who were their
class, who are intended to be, but have not political friends and the defeat of those who

always been, non-political. The permanency were on the opposite side politically. Every
of their position, I understand, depends upon man who does so takes his political life inl
two things-upon the faithful and honest his hands. He has made up his mind that

discharge of their duties, and their taking in office he will share the fortunes of his
care that they do not convert offices into party, and he has no right to any better
political offices that the law and the consti- position or fortune than his party. Whenl
tution intended should be non-political offi- they go out of office he should go with
ces. It is essential to the good government them. What the country wants 1s

of this country that the non political officials an honest and ' faithful public service,
should remain out of politics, because in the and it is impossible to have that
discharge of their duties it is important, not as long as the non-political officers
only that those duties should be well dis- of this country take an active part in1
charged, but that the political heads of the parliamentary elections, and become the
government should have no reason to think agents of the government for the pur-
otherwise; should be as ready to trust those pose of promoting the political interests
who, before they entered into office, were of the government i Who does not remen
political opponents, as they are to trust those ber the case of immigration agents who were
who are amongst their own friends. Now, brought down from the North-west Terri-
I do not understand that any man who has tories by the late administration to take
accepted an office of importance, an office to part in almost every by-election in this
which an annual salary is attached, has any country, and who does not remember the
right whatever to enter the political arena large number of persons who were removed
and take an active part in the discharge of from office, who, in 1878, had not gone on the
public duties as a citizen. public platform, but who, it was said, had

d

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We all agree
to that.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-What about this
man's daughter?

Hon. M r. MILLS-I am not disposed to
discuss the question as to the indirect mis-
chief that may be done. That is not the
question that we have before us.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Yes, it is.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, the question that
we have before us is whether the govern-
ment have discharged persons who are, or
who were, their political opponents, who
have taken no part in the ptrliamentary
elections that have been held.

gone into the counties, from wnicn tney hia
come when they were appointed, to take part
in political contests? I remember very well
when the late Alonzo Wright had removed
from office, in one of those buildings, parties
appointed to office in 1873 or 1874 from his
constituency, on the ground that they had as-
sistedinorganizingapoliticalparty and bring-
ing out a candidate to oppose him. They
were removed. I never said a word against
that removal. I thought the gentlemen
who did that took the risk of being removed
if their friends were defeated, and they were
properly removed, if the facts were as stated.
I have heard laid down here propositions
from which I entirely dissent. If any
gentleman who was a Conservative, I care
not how strong his feelings may be, who
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tOok 110 part in the elections, who remained self, I am here to hold all governments, no
Ileutral, who devoted himself to the discharge matter to which party they belong, to that
Of the duties with which he was entrusted, sound policy, because I foresee evil con-
has been removed from office, a wrong has sequences that will follow in this country if
den done, and the rule laid down has been they adopt the policy " to the victors belong

eeparted from ; but, so far as I know the the spoils." It is not a British or a Can-
e, that has not been done in any instance adian policy. It is a Yankee policy. Are we
ere an employé has been removed. I going to introduce it here ?
w that, to-day, there are many persons

tained in the public service who, from my Hon. Sir MACKENZ I E BOWELL-I
point of view, ouguit to have disappeared noticed the answer given by the Secretary
Withnr1 a fortniglt from the time the new of State to the question put by the hon. mem-

4 IInistration was formed. ber f rom Victoria as to whether persons who
o .Mwere dismissed prior to the appointment of

-enatn ir. McCALLUtM- believe the the commission would be allowed to appear
UPper wil credit what I state that on the before the commissioner to answer the
aner lgevel of the Welland canal, in a dist- charges made against them. The answer, if
have Oseventeen miles, at least ten men I understood him correctly, was that when
av beeen discharged who took no part in they had what they considered sufficient

e on excepting they may have voted- evidence to justify the removal of an official,
. iMr. POWER-Were not those there would be no necessity to appoint a com-

teMporary employés? mission or permit parties so dismissed to
'-Mr appear before commissioners. What I

buMcCALLUM-That true, ask is whether he adopts the policy laid
te Orne of them have been there for five or down in the other House that a mere com-aytears. It shows that the government plaint on the part of -a member of parlia-%Id their friends go on the principle " to the ment, for the time being, or by the person

votd beiong the spoils," because these men who was defeated in the elections, is suffi-
are diagainstthegovernmentcandidates they cient evidence, without any furthur investi-
the iscarged, while others, who supported gation to justify the government in dismis-t candidates of the present government sing an official-because that is the doctrine
trongly at the last election, have been put which has been laid down. From my youthththeir Places and the hon. gentleman up I have always been tauglit that no man,thinks there is no harm in that. under the British constitution, is considered

lon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman guilty until proved guilty. We all know that,

aemnrbes 'Mr. Bodwell's case. He was no inatter how serious a crime may be, or
PosIted on that canal and he disappeared. how many persons may have witnessed it-

even though the judge and the jury had
Mr.0n. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes,Iremember witnessed it, the offender is not properly

an odwell and I could tell the hon. gentle- condemned until he has been tried and given
ha1hre about his dismissal f rom the canal an opportunity to defendhimself. That is the
he would care to hear. I know all reason why we object so strongly to the doc-

boht the case but I am not going to deal trine laid down by the present government.
wah it now. Let the dead rest; I do not While on my feet, I should like to ask the
boa t0 disturb them at all, but when the hon. gentleman from Bothwell-and I regrethor. gentleman wants to create an impres. tosee that he has left the Chamber-wherehei ere that the government is doing just- draws the line between the political and non-
lwishthe public employés and does not political offices? Are we to understand that
belo carry out the policy " to the victor a non-political officer is one who receives an

engs the spoils," I say lie is mistaken. annual salary, or is the political officer one
e dvernment are carrying out that policy who is employed by the day, because
furishay and the proof of that has been we have both cases. We have plenty
of ,"sed. Last session, when the Minister of cases in which men have been removed

ifstice said in this House that lie was not from positions which they held, for no
iot vour of that policy, I said I was glad other reason than that a complaint had

o ,ear him say so, and I added that no been made by a member of parliament, or
uld do more to hold to that than my- by a defeated candidate, that a certain man
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did a certain thing during the elections.
Are we to understand that all officers
whether they be of a permament character
or of a temporary character, are to be re-
moved because they go and vote? The law
gives them the right to vote, and if it is to
be understood in the future that no person
receiving money from the Dominion govern-
ment is to be allowed to vote, whether the
money they receive be for the payment of a
day's wages or a month's salary, the sooner
it is known the better, and the sooner, if
this theory is to be practically enforced, the
government put on the statute-book a law
prohibiting the exercise of the franchise, by
anybody who receives remuneration from
the government for services rendered, the
better it will be for the country. The case
to which the hon. member from Monck
has called attention is one of very great
hardship. The statement made by him is
simply this, that the only partisanship dis-
played by the official was that his daughter
read an address and presented a bouquet of
flowers to the then premier, and that his
horse was present in a political procession.
Is that to be considered offensive partisan-
ship? When I had the honour of adminis-
tering the Customs Departnent, when an
application was made to me by an officer as
to his right to exercise the franchise, whether
in a municipal or a political election, my
answer was "you have a right to vote, but
take my advice, do not take any active part,"
and I believe that was the advice always
given by the members of the government to
which I belonged. As long as a man con-
fines hinself to voting, it is an exercise of
tyranny in a free country to turn him out
of office because he has exercised the right
which the law gives him, as he thinks
proper.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What authority on
the government side has laid down the
doctrine that an officer is not to be allowed
to vote ? I have not heard any one.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not aware that I said any one did. I
asked the question where is the line to be
drawn. The hon. member from Bothwell
drew a distinction between political and
non-political officers. He said that if a man
takes an offensive part in politics, he should
be dismissed. That principle was recognized
by Sir John Macdonald in speeches made in

the House of Commons, and was concurred
in by the late Alex. Mackenzie and by Mr.
Blake. That was a principle recognized by
both parties so long as I have had anything
to do with political life-that if a man
becomes offensive-if he abuses the powers
that be and places himself in that position,
he takes his official li:e in his hands and
must take the consequences. No one has
denied that, but what I want to know is
whether the mere complaint of a defeated
candidate, who feels sore on account of his
defeat, should be sufficient evidence to war-
rant the discharge of a man who has done
nothing more then to go to the polls and
vote, so far as we know or as far as any
evidence has been produced. In the case
to which my hon. friend from Bothwell
referred-that is, the case of the late Mr.
Alonzo Wright, when a member of the
House-he proved to the House and the
hon. member for Bothwell should have
stated that fact,'that these men not only
organized an opposition against him, but
they were offensive to the greatest possible
degree to himself as a member of the House
and as a candidate, and also to every member
of the government, whom they denounced
in the vilest possible language. That was
the reason for their removal f rom office, and
in the instance that has been also mentioned
in reference to Sir Charles Tupper's dismissal
of some clerks down in Tru.ro or Moncton, 1
am not sure which, there was evidence that
that man had not only taken an active and
offensive part in politics, but that he had
abused the personal character and reputa-
tion of the candidate who was running at
that time, and of every member of the gov-
ernment; that was the reason he was
removed, not because he had simply gone
and voted as every British subject has &
right to do under the law. The sooner this
country knows whether this vicious and
pernicious practice is to be persisted in by
the members of this government, the better
it will be for the service and for the whole
country. I should be very sorry to see, il
the case of a change of government, the
principle that has been carried out by the
present gentlemen in power, adopted by any
leader of the Conservative party. My bon-
friend from Monck says that things look
very dark just now. That is quite true,
but he must remember that the darkest hour
is just before the dawn. The time may be
rapidly coming when these gentlemen mnaY
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te taught that the policy which they are missed, but were the Conservative party
Pnttîng in force to-day-a policy which is not in the habit of employing hundreds of
oung disowned anid which is being wiped labourers just on the eve of an election, and

f existence as far as possible in the after the election was over they had no fur-
h ited States-may recoil upon their own ther use for them. Nobody found fault with

the Mr. SCOTT--I have yet to hear ofthe first case which lias been brought up in
whieh it has been charged that the present

einistration dismissed a man because he
lrel .exercised his electoral franchise.

csn gentlemnen caxnnot point to a single
Case WIere the present government inter-
aerel with the franchise of any man. In,

Cases where dismissals have taken place,
that ebevidene lias been produced to show

ey were active political partisans.
Hlon. Nir. McCALLUM-Not at all.

theo Mr. SCOT T -The rule laid down in
liehfsouse is one that has been accepted byboth diçe,

them for that. It was an abuse of their
power to enploy men on useless work. We
know in the city of Quebec, during the Con-
servative regime, men were employed to
shovel snow off the heights down onto the
river, and employés of that kind of course
have been dismissed. Lock labourers are
only employed for the season, and not paid
from November until the following May.
The instructions were given by Mr. Blair,
and he could have had no personal knowledge
of individuals. The instructions which I
myself heard him say he lad given to the
officials in charge were that any man who
had performed his duties faithfully, who was
a good labourer, should be retained. Of
course I know nothing personally about this.

o0n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--I do know per-
Sno. 'sonally.

n Mr. SCOTT--I beg the hon. gentle- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Blair acted with
s Pardon In 1878 the Conservative the best possible intentions. His disposi-

Party did not issue commissions and made tion was not to dismiss except for cause, but
The .iry. They dismissed men capriciously. it is notorious that at the end of a season,e disissed the postmaster at Hull be- when you have no longer work for hundreds

euse lnS son canvassed against Mr. Alonzo of men that are employed on the canal sys-Wrght. They had no other reason what- tem of this country, they are dismissed and
the And they dismissed Mr». Buckingham, i paid off and have no claim to be re-employed

eputy M inister of the Int-,rior. I could the following spring. No doubt, f rom year
'-ozens of cases where dismissals were to year, the best men are continued. At-

de without any inquiry ; simply by mere tention bas been drawn during the present
rice the administration dismissed them. session to men who have been dismissed.Tei

ha, Pr"nciple that the present governmnnt The men naturally apply to their political
Proceeded on bas been this: that allies, and say, " Oh, I have been dismissed

hre a member of the House of Com- because I have been a Conservative and
ars states over his own signature that so voted the Tory ticket, and because I favoured

pari has been guilty of active political ny political friend',; " thev give that as a

eredsanship, interfered in the election, inter- reason and it is taken up. We know that

tok h-or the party that appointed hini, and Istatements made by men under those con-

O 1ght s political life in his hands, that he ditions are not always reliable. Men, I
that hto be ismissed. That is the principle think, feel a grievance in such a case and

aet as been laid down. [f the govern- ascribe a cause, and, of c->urse, they may or
their Were to follow up the example set by may not be right in that case. But all I
thir Predecessors they would dismiss one- can assure hon. gentlemen is that it was thetird ofth eso, thw-l i
try e whole civil service in the coun- desire of Mr. Blair that no good man should
to but, as a matter of fact, what propor- be removed from the canal service although
of thas been dismissed ? Not one per cent he was only temporarily employed. It is

hf civil servants of this country have quite possible he may have been misinformed
abi ism1ised. It is quite true a consider- in many cases. He has to take his evidence

aie numnber of men who have been tempor- second-hand, he has to rely upon officials-
1 y 'riPloyed as labourers have been dis- officials appointed by the late administration,
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in whom at least my hon. friends opposite
should have some degree of confidence, and
if mistakes are made, the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals should not be charged with
them.

Halifax has raised a question of order, and
there it has always dropped. If any subject
at all is open for discussion on a question,
it should be open to every member of the
Senate, or else we should enforce the rule

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I wish to say W ""' ' z" > ' "

one word more on this question. The lion. question at al. I should like to see the
Secretary of State says that Mr. Blair was point of order decided by the Speaker.
consulted and gave instructions about this The SPEAKER-In my opinion, discus-
mnatter. The gentleman that gives instruc-inttr Tegetemnthtgie isru-sions on these inquiries are entirely out of
tions on the upper level of the canal is the order, but I could not take upon inyseif,
defeated candidate for Haldimand at the after the permission the Senate has alwayS
last election. I know that no fault has been
found with the parties who have been dis- n
missed. They dischared their duties well.the icussion should be

mîsed.The dichagedther dtie wel.stopped to-day. If the Senate do not want
But the government even descended so low
that a bridge tender getting $15 a month should so decide. I woul( like very nuch
was sacked, and another put in his place, to hear an expression f rom members of the
for no reason in the world except to make j Senate on that question.
roona for their hunnry supporters, so that
they cotild grive in returii political service Hon. Sir UJACKEN,ýZIE BOWELL-
when the time anis qs. On the point of order I ar fully in accord

with the rernarks iade by the Speaker. Are
Hon. Mr. POXER-I rise to a question we to understand that in future a persoil

of order. We have allowed this discussion Vo saking the inquiry can give any explana-
continue although it as been irregular t n e

~ater a, o the rsons the eae s always

almost from the 1Leginning. As we have t to be understood that he simpiy asks
spent about an hour over the matter now, the question and receives the answer That
we had better proceed with the regular busi- is the practice, I know, in our House of
ness of the House. The lion. gentleman ComnIons. it has not been the practice
from Victoria asked the question which here, nor is it the practice in the fouse of
appears on the order paper and that ques- Conmons in England. There you are
tion has been answered. We had a dis- allowed Vo discuss a question, provided you
cussion ranging from one end of the coun- keep strictly within the question before the
try to the other, about dismissals in connec- ituse for the time bein i
tion with tue civil service, whic[ is

altogether out of order ; and further, these
discussions are simply repetitions, with no
improvement, of discussions, which have
taken place in the other chamber. It is
not a dignified occupation for the members
of this House to discuss second-hand these
party questions, but if hon. gentlemen do
wish to discuss them, they should put such
notices on the paper as will enable thein o
proceed in accordance with the rules of
order, but I for one shall ask the House to
insist on enforcing the rules of order.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Onthe point raised
by the hon. member, I should like to see
that question settled once and for all,
because I think ever since I have had a seat
in this chamber, discussions have been
allowed on questions put to members of the
government. After being continued for an
hour or so, generally the hon. member from

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
stated the rule very, very broadly.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

an stating the rule from my own personal
experience in listening to debates in the
House of Commons in England. It was a
surprise to me, because I discussed the
question with Sir Henry Holland, now Lord
Knutsford, as to the difference in the prac-
tice in the House of Commons in Canada
and the practice in England. A member
rises in England and puts the question.
He gives his reasons for it, and the Minister
of the Crown answers that question, and
any suggestion or any questions arising out
of that answer can be replied to by the
menber who puts the question, and by everY
member of the House, but he must not
introduce any extraneous or new matter.
If that is to be the rule here, I should be
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Very glad to have it adopted, and my only
reasOn for asking the question is to ascertain

hether the Speaker's ruling to-day goes to
that extent, or whether it is to confine the
gentleman who pyts the question simply to
the reading of the question and receiving
bis ain onwer.r

member from Monck. He referred to a cou-
ple of charges, one of which was that some-
body had taken somebody else's horse out of
his stable and gone to a political meeting. I
would like to know whether the hon. gentle-
man thinks those are proper subjects to be
discussed in committee.

'Ion. Mr. ALLAN-I suppose on a ques- Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is far too abs-
tior' Of order I may be allowed to say a few truse a question for me to answer off-hand.words, and I would like to say from my own
experience in this House that no incon- An Hon. MEMBER-The hon. gentleman
verlience has arisen from the practice which will have to give notice of that question.

hae the inquiry stat th e reason wh rne Hon. Mr. ALMON-This was something
akes that inquiry, and saying what whe has which did not take place at Runnymead or

to ay in explanation of it. The realincon- the famous hunting grounds of the hon.
lence has arisen when, after the minister member for Bothwell. It took place in

aanser he mater ite Ontario, and I think when the hon. member
ai'9vnhis answer, the matter is taken up sek fRnyedadteBho

a discusse by members al over speaks of Runnymead and the Bill of
U use and new matter brought in. The Rights, he might discuss more important
,esut is that the minister has to answer matters.

agan to fresh objections, and it makes the ion. Mr. SCOTT-Rule No. 20 reads asrebate -almost interminable. I think if the' folows:
relaxtion of the rule is allowed, by which
the eber making the inquiry can speak1 A senartor nay speak to any question before the
t bO it, that -nC u1 Senate ; or upon a question or on an amendment to

esired s all that can reasonably be e proposed by himiself ; or upon a question of order
sone e I know when I occupied the chair arising out of the debate; but not otherwise, with-
oe fw years ago, there was a discussion out consent of a najority of the Senate, which

0'l -inquiry with reference to certain shallbe determined without debate.
s in connection with the public works, I think the rule has been stated by the

td Which the House allowed so much lati- hon. senator from Toronto. The objection
dthat the discussion lasted three or is that we introduce matters not embodied

ays. in the question, and it is exceedingly incon-
'Il Mas venient, because hon. gentlemen are not

bn theMr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It has prepared to give explanations of matters to

quest. s custom in this House to discuss which their attention has not been called.
at 1 On calling attention to certain mat- J think on a question the speaking should

d I can not see any difference, except be limited to the gentleman making thelecilial nebetween caliinc, attention to
Vaatter and ane a c t inquiry and the minister who replies. The

ply te an asking a question. If you the- hentleman who asks the question should

SaPet in the word " resolved " it has the have a right to speak, and the iember of
1otd frect. If it was understood we could the government replying should have the
rot udo the matter on a question, we would right to answer him, and if a further

reso o but would put in the word explanation was required, the senator put-
20 o ed. It has been the custom for ting the question on the paper would have

tYears, and it now amounts to a rule of a right again to speak.
th elt use, that in calling attention to any
f th it can be discussed by any member Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-I would direct

th eouse and replied to by the member my hon. friend's attention to Rule 55 on
"'ade the inquiry. page 92, which provides that the House can,

tha M ALMON-It is very important
"atadiscussion should take place on the

to the brought before the House. I listened
to ahon. Inember for Bothwell, who rose

tunswer some remark made by the hon.

in its discretion, permit a debate of this
kind to take place. If my hon. friend
would refer to that Rule 55 he will see a
very great latitude is given to the House in
the event of the House tacitly consenting to
the debate proceeding.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Read the rule. direct the attention of the hon. gentleman
f rom Calgary to the fact that·what he cited

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--The rule reads as a rule is not a rule of the House. What
as follows: he cited as Rule 55 is simply one of the

When a question is asked by a senator, the articles in the manual which was prepared
senator putting the question and the senator by a former clerk of this House for the in-
answering ought to make only sueh observations formation of members and does not bind theas theyv may deemi md<ispenlsable to be understootl. toio ebradde ltbn h

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am out of order
perhaps-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
nian is clearly out of order ; he has spoken
once.

the decorum which is expected to be found
in a serious deliberative body like this, will
become simply a mob of respectable gentle-
men. I was going to move that the flouse
do now adjourn

Several hon. MEMBERS-Lost, lost.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am going to close Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think perhaps it
with a motion to adjourn. I wish to would be desirable if we invoked the opinion
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and no debite is allowed except by leader of the House at all. The hon. leader of the oppo-
Senate. (In the House of Lords, 10 Mav, 206), sition said that this matter could be looked
and particularly in the Senate, this rie is gener- at from two points of view, and he wished
ally disregarded, and lengthy debates often follow. to understand which was the correct point ofIf the senator questionng or answerng, is allowed v .
by the Senate, tacitly or otherwise to offer any view. Lt bas never been contended in this
opinion, argument, or inference, other senators House that the hon. member who asked a
may clain the saine privilege. question had not the right to make reniarks

I submit to hon. gentlemen present that upon it, nor that the minister replying had
the debate has not trespassed the rule of not the saine right to speak to the question,
the House, which has been duly observed and I do not think it has been contended
here. that the meimber asking the question had not

the right- to say something in reply, but the
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-How can you rule which has been observed in late years

limit discussion? If a senator cannot get -and no one should know it better than 1,
the privilege of saying what he wants to
say, he has a right to move the adjormnsa, e asnrihttomveth a*oumninent from discussing questions when in oppoe
of the House and then he can speak. Every sition-is that where a member merely asks
hon. gentleman has the means in his power a question tbere can be no general dis-
to discuss it. 1fcussion on that question unless with the

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I believe the old consent of the House; but the practice was
custoin which has been followed here introduced some twenty years ago by the late

in the Senate could be continued without Sir David Macpherson, borrowed from the

inconvenience. The only trou ble arises froin House of Lords, of calling attention to a

the fact of one gentleman speaking twice or subject and concluding with an inquiry, and
four times on the sanie question. I believe the practice was that on a question of that

if the rule of this House was made that an sort, prefaced by calling attention to some-
hon. gentleman should be allowed to speak thing, there could be a general discussion,
only once on the same question, it would be and hon. gentlemen must remenber that in

satisfactory. All this trouble would not addition to that our rule requires, as does

arise, and that objectiotable feature of the the rule of the other House and of every
debate being disposed of, and only one speech deliberative body,that the discussion shall be

by one member being allowed to be made, 1 pertinent to the notice on the paper; and if

think it would be much preferable that the you ask a question you cannot go over the

old rule should obtain and that by tacit con- universe and talk about matters in general,
sent of this House, when a question is put which has been the practice adopted here
and a speech is made by the member putting during the last session. The hon. leader of
the question, other members might be allowed the opposition will remember that when he

to speak once on the question, and the minis- led the House this rule was enforced in the

ter of the Crown might wait until the dis- way that I put it, and, unless it is enforced
cussion. was pretty well over and then given now, this House, instead of being a delibera-
his answer. tive body and conducting its business with
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of the Speaker for our future guidance as to who is travelling ail over the province taking
ow far that rule should go. evidence and receiving charges against

t 1on. Sir OLIVER o iOWAT Ias, and the resuit is that the officiais
tre is oobe M W TI pseail o ver the province aie in a state ofhe object.in the Speaker's giving 1i terrorism. Charges have een preferredjdgment at the present moment. Perhaps

he would like to consider it. gis hn,&dtedoo k wwbhe wuid iketo cnsier i. 1 accusing them. A very deplorable state
The SPEAKER-With the consent of of things exists, as far as the officiais of the

bol', wembers 1[ Will DO na mv decision province are conceried, and the other
ttt to-mnorrlow.

INVESTIGATION OF OFFENSIVE
PARTISANSHIP CASES.

INQUIRY.

"on. Mr. FERGUSON rose to inquire:

y hether the government is aware that James F.
Edw ' of Alberton, in the province of Prince
Ilent Island, bounty officer, under the Depart-
ner Marme and Fisheries, and Alexander Ban-
for ni Warburton, of Charlottetown, law agent
gave eovernent of Canada in the said province,
ve dence of offensive partisanship by taking

\ient and active part in the recent by-election for
t Prince ? If so, is it the intention of the

ernment to authorize tieir conimissioner, Mr.

ýheth tPaler, to investigate the matter ; and
interfe the governinent regard active and violent
ne erence by their officials in favour of govern-
ofc candidates as a good cause for reioval fron

le aid: In rising to make the inquiry
Wih stands attached to my name on the
luescel paper, 1 may say that, apart f rom the

Io forder that has just arisen in this
I do not think it is desirable that a

Very exhaustive discussion should take place
conection with this subject of dismissals
o'n 'ffice until the very important papers

the for by my hon. friend, the leader of
pposition, and my hon. friend from

i eton, havd been brought down. I think

hae eextraordinary that these papers should
%ertaiben delayed so long. They should

thIs. hnhave been before the House ere
ts Then we would have everything before
be and I feel sure that if these papers were
tfore the House, it would not be possible
sa 1Y hon. friend the Secretary of State to
of that not one per cent of the employés
the government have been dismissed since

present government came into power. I
fec certain, as far as the province I belong toÏ Oncerned, that if the returns that have

4'l askedfor werebrought down,it would be
Iti that a much larger number have beenterfered with and dismissed, and that is
rotv • Aperfectreignof terror exists in that

ice A commissioner has been appointed

natural consequence arises from this state
of things, that a great batch of expectants
of office is created and is getting larger day
by day, pressing the members and pressing
the government to make dismissals. It is
a state of things that ought certainly to be
brought to a close. It is very deplorable
to have such a condition of affairs as I know
exists in my province, and I believe exists
everywhere throughout the Dominion. My
object in asking this question is to ascer-
tain, if possible, from the members of the
government whether they have one rule
for what they catl offensive or active parti-
sanship so far as it applies to Conservatives
in office, and an altogether different rule as
applied to those who are friendly to the ad-
ininistration. I dare say my innocent friends
in the government benches will rise when I
am done and say they are not aware of active
interference by the nien named in my inquiry
In my place as a member of parliament,
I now state in this House, with the
responsibility attaching to my words tiat I
know must attach to them as a member of
the Senate, that these gentlemen that I have
named took a very active and, what I sup-
pose would be called by their opponents
an offensive part, in the recent by.-elections.
I saw them myself at public meetings. I
heard them addressing meetings. It was a
matter of current report that Mr. James F.
White, bounty officer, canvassed the
county with bounty cheques in his pocket-
that he travelled the whole extent of the
riding, speaking at public meetings in the
interest of the Liberal candidate, represent-
ing him, in fact, in his absemce. I know
this, because I heard him speak and I arn
informed he carried bounty cheques around
with him, using them to influence votera
in favour of the Liberal candidate. I
make this statement so that the members
of the government cannot say that they are
not now, at least, aware that these gentle-
men pursued this course in the contest. I
want to know whether, with this informa-
tion before them, the government think this
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is a subject for inquiry into the conduct of
these gentlemen or whether they are going
to take the ground, which they must take if
they say this is riot a subject for inquiry,
that active and offensive political partisan-
ship is all right as long as it is exercisea in
favour of the candidates of the government
of the day. I hope we shall get some tangi-
ble ground to stand upon.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The department has
no knowledge whatever of these gentlemen
having taken a violent or active part in the
recent by-election for West Prince, and
they have no intention of investigating the
matter. If the facts are as stated by the
hon. gentleman they are following the bad
example set by their predecessors.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, no.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I arm credibly inform-
ed by an hon. gentleman, now in his place,
that the practice of the late administration
was to have these bounty cheques given to
the canvassers in election contests.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that right?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am so advised by an
hon. gentleman in this chamnber. I am ad-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He is simply a tem-
parary agent of the Department of Justice.

PROMISES OF PUBLIC GRANTS IiNZ
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that
His Excellency inay be pleased to lay before the
Senate, copies of all telegrams sent between the
15th and 27th of April last, by the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, to Bernard D. McLellar-, or
any other person in West Prince, Prince Edward
Island, promising grants for harbours, piers or
breakwaters in that constitueucy, different from or
in addition to, amounts stated in the estimates
now before parliamnent.

He said:-I do not propose to make any
observations on this resolution, but simply
to move it and wait, as we have to wait, for
information from members of this govern-
ment, with very great patience until this
return will be brought down. I should
think that, heavily taxed as they are and
vast as their labours are, it will not take very
long to prepare the report for which I an
asking. I hope in five or six weeks at least
they will be in a position to bring the infor-
mation down to this House.

vised that that was the practice-that it was Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
done in Nova Scotia. to the address if there are any such papers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I am not aware that there are any, but I
Was it correct to do it 1 shall call the attention of the MNIinister of

adMarine to the matter.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I do not think it Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I happen to

was, whether it was done by the one govern- on. Mr Fe happn t
ment Dr the other. As to Alexander Ban- know that there are papers.
nerman Warburton, he is not a government Hon. Mr. SCOTT--If there are, they
afficial in any sense. will be brought down.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is he not? The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, lie is a lawyer who DISM ISSAL 0F CAPTAIN McKEN-
has been employed temporarily by the, ZIE.
Department of Justice-who may be em- INQUIRY.
ployed only for a week or a month. He H
cannot be called an oticial of the Crown.
He is simply the agent of the Department of Whethcr the following telegram was sent te
Justice there, and he has never been recog- Captain William NcKenzie, of the dredge -Cai-
nized in any degree as an official of the'ada,' and if olethe there were any charges
government nor has he ever been restricted hglnei
in his action. ST. J0, .1;, 27th Aptil, 1897.

Hon.Sir MACKENZIE OWELL-Has 1)refiae 'Cainadat'LvrpoN
he, as a lawyer, any greater claim than a day captain e the 'Callown oe wai sn t plte

labourerCaptainWiiaMez, of the drdg' Canaa'u-wllknl lc
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In charge. Report me nien's time and ail in porters of the present government, and thisCûnfection with dredge before you leave. notwithstanding their professed declaration
(Sgd.) "W. J. McCORDICK, of policy as voiced by the premier in the" Supermtendent. Hansard of last session. 1 quote from page

lie said:-Before asking the question 506 as follows:-

S wstands on the Order Paper in my
age 1 wish to express my own personal The PRIME MINISTER-No minister would

gratification at having with us once more Pretend to dismiss any officiai unless he had an
he ho hopportunity to defend himself ; but when the casethe bon. Minister of Justice, the leader of is within the personal knowledge of the minister

the louse in his accustomed place from himself, under such circumstances there is no cause
ti ch he has been detained by indisposi- for inquiry. When the minister is not cognizant

w hI am sure every senator in this of the facts himself, whenever the case is broughtchamber h . y to him by extraneous evidence, those statementshopes, with me, may be only of a must be substantiated, and every man must be givenjcporary character. In regard to the sub- an opportunity to defend himself. I do not want, for~e~~ omy inquiry, I have to state that my part, and I am sure the government does not
aptain McKenzie, who bas been kinown to desire-and I can speak for the government onne fa this matter-to act arbitrarily on this or any othercra long period of years, is a thoroughly subject; everyone must be given a fair opportunityeapabue, competent, reliable, honest ship- to be heard before he is dealt with.

r% ter. He was placed in charge of the
dredge "Canada " on the decease of his pre- I read, in contrast with the above, the
kecessor, Capt. Thomson, who was likewise action which bas been pursued in connec-
e 'on to me for many years, and was an tion with Captain McKenzie. An anecdote
qually competent and reliable shipmaster, recurs to my mind, in this connection which,

p"fectly able to discharge all the duties I think, is illustrative of the promises and

th 0uired of him in thr position of master of professions made by the prime minister in
dredge. Captain McKenzie came in as the extract which I have just read,

uestsorto Captain Thonson. His appoint- and the government's action since then.
ent 'as made in this way, as I was informed A gentleman, on a certain occasion, with

On reference to the documents in the the assistance of his amanuensis, drew up a
departments my information will be found document having reference to matters to b,

Wor correct--the Departinent of Public attended to in the future, but in the in-
]orks sent over to the department of terim he heard that call which none mayrie and Fisheries aist of three names, hear and say it nay, and so he " shuffled off

a ng, as that department was in a better this mortal coil." His amanuensis, in subse-
i"tin to judge of the fitness of the quently looking at the document, deemed itnerto indicate whic of these three was incomplete in one particular at least, so he

of htitted to discharge the duties required took his pen, and sitting down, wrote:
ahdim inthe Position of master the he dredge, "P.S.-Since writing the above J have died."
zie, of the three naines Captain McKen- Now I think I could very well interpolate,
th was selected. J wish to know why, if after that extract from the Iansard. on

these thins are so-and I would be very behalf of Mr. Laurier, the premier, " P.S.-
Sorry to sate anything that I did not know Since writing the above, I ha% e died." I
" b correct--f iMcKenzie is the should not like to transgress any rule of this
e an that I have described 1im to be~, House, but J did not observe until yester-
dapabl in every respect of discharging the day some remarks which were made by the

he les required of him, why is it, except that hon. Secretary of State in the debate on the
th happened to be a Liberal-Conservative address. He thought proper to animadvert
tat hi" services were retained until just on certain things I had said, and quote

aeer the local elections and then he 'was things that I never said at al]. It was in
b1inmarily dismissed. As a consequence of connection with dismissals. MUy hon. friend
h"ig thus summarily dismissed at that time said:

eas deprived of the vote he might have My hon. friend from Pictou, I will not say com-
f t therwise. This is simply an instance nitted any breach of the decorun of the House

bnhat is transpiring throughout the whole but lie certainly did not by his remarks elevate
iS of the Dominion of unjustifiable and the tone of the discussion of the address. i think
idefensible dismissIls o w when lie sees his words inwriting and theyhave not
eient is ias of worthy and effi- been revised, t wili rather regret that he has

eetofcers so as to make roomn for sup- made the comments hie hias with reference to the
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individual meibers of the cabinet and the com- steamers was handed over to whom, do you
parisons lie drew as to their ability and their suppose? To a ship broker? To a man of
position as members of the government. any experience whatever in shipping, or

I did not do any of these things. I did shipping concerns, or shipping management?
not hear the Secretary of State distinctly No; but to a dry goods man, and you niay
at the time, or I should have replied to hini ransack the maritime provinces and
at once. My remarks were not directed so I am certain you will not get a
mucli against men as against their methods more active or, thoroughly offensive
and measures. The men nay be super- political partisan; yet that dry goods
latively good, but in my humble estimation man is the man who, forsooth, has succeeded
many of the mnethods and measures of these the other gentlemen who were dismissed for
men are hyper-superlatively bad, and this political partisanship. "Consistency thou
case to which I have referred is an example. art a jewel." I do not see it, however, in this
It is a glaring example of the most repre- inatter. That change took place on the plea
hensible system of political tactics that was that these men were political partisans. I
ever put in operation in any civili: ed coun- think in that case that the justice
try-a system of which in its entirety the of the Liberal government was blind,
present Liberal government are the origin- but blind to the right. J have
ators and sole and only Canadian patentees. tried, as best I could, to place before
Not so with the Liberal-Conservative party. the House this case of Captain McKenzie, a
Sir John Macdonald set his face as a flint thoroughly conpetent, reliable and worthy
against this obnoxious procedure and his fol- shipmaster, of long experience sailing out of
lowers have followed him. Of course, I am the port of Pictou, reputable in every res-
better acquainted with the position of matters pect, no fault to be found with him unless
in my own province and county than in mnany it be that lie was a Liberal-Conservative, yet
places further away from where I live. I nay that short, curt telegram from Mr. McCor-
say that in my own county it is within dick was sent to him and he was dismissed
my personal knowledge that in one of the at once and his successor installed in his
most important departments of the govern- place. Here is a case for the exercise of the
ment a gentleman was installed under the fine subtleties of the lion. member for Both-
administration of Mr. Mackenzie, who was a well, and I commend it to him to discover,
Liberal, and all of whose relations are if lie can, the existence of offensive political
Liberals. He is in that same position to-day. partisanship in it If endowed with speech
He was never interfered with by the Con- I am sure that this and similar cases would
servative party, because he was a thoroughly say as did the devils of old "Our naine iS
competent man, who discharged his duties legion."
satisfactorily to the government that ap- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Such a telegram was
pointed him and to the government that sent Nm Cap-
succeeded theone whicb appointed him, and he n chares mad on
is in every re-pect a worthy and reputable M

is a oungthe dredge were only for one season and Cap-
official. In that department is a young ce e
man who is competent also and is a Liberald
-in fact he is what one mnight call a rabid sent season. No investigation was made.
Liberal. I do not think I ever knew of a 1 Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I anticipated
man so unobservant of the proprieties, so far that answer, and if I did not state the fact
as political partisanship is concerned. He it was simply an omission on my part. It
made himself actively offensive in every is strange that in the history of the past
election that came around, yet that those appointments should run on year aftçr
man was retained in the service of year for years, and that this pleasbould only
the Liberal Conservative government. be offered now, nainely, that they are annual
I may quote also a case referred appointments. I think iL is a weak answer,
to before, in the House of Commons at least under the circumstances. If there 18 any
-that is the dismissal of gentlemen who force in the plea, is it that Captain McKenzie
were Conservatives, who had charge of the was dismissed because the man installed in
governmxent steamers entering the port. bis place wasabetter man? WereCaptain
These gentlemen were dismissed without a McKenzie's duties discharged perfunctorilY
noment's notice, and the agne~cy of those or improperly, or what was the reason?
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I hven. Mr. SCOTT-Since I took my seat government ; and if so, at whose instance and
thbi been informed by an hon. senator in request ? 2. Has he left for Eugland, and why
athi 1ouse that this captain had been an lias he gone there ?
avt"e Political partisan. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Lieut. Sutton, of "B"

lo Mr. P Squadron of the Royal Canadian Dragoons,
under th, rPIMROSE-He cornes then is one of the officers who have been sent

government/s general categoryl to England to be attached to one of the
dre . Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman Imperial regiments for instructional pur-

a bto the discussion some observations poses.
rp ty 'ne in the debate on the address in Hon. Mr. LANDRY-In accordance with

to the speech f rom the throne, and he the rules?
Purpo 5 Eny remarks to an entirely differentPv e froI what I had intended them. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
coh bservations had reference to what I Hon. Mr. LANDRY-No, in violation of

the ho red the very singular comments that the rules.
f th"' gentleman male on the personnel

1e government. THE ABSENCES OF JUDGE
} . R OEROUTHIER.

ake • Mr. PRIMROSE-But I did not INQUIRY.
Sany Such comments. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The other day I

the"" Mr. SCOTT-It is so reported in inquired of the government :
iake tha, I heard the hon. gentleman 1. At what date was Judge A. R. Routhier, of

at the tsatements myself, and I thought the Superior Court for the province of Quebee,
a tine they should not have been made appomited?

th h 2. Since that date, how mnany timues lias lie beenan Seak'he Would afterwards regret them. granted leave of absence ?
1 eaing of the governmenthesi:..

As to .t lie said The reply of the Minister of Justice was
to tarig ia conistency in their action in regard as follows:
present franchise, or any other measure, the
to5  goveriiienit in its corporate capacity, so To the first question, my answer is that Judge
forant', Constittitesto mymind, auniquespecimen Routhier was appointed to the judiciary of the

fapate
1
onalanatomialmuseum,asabodypossessed province of Quebec on the 9th December, 1889.

of ri-t, accommIî)<odating, elastie thorax, capable He had been previously, namiely, im 1873, appointed
big, and ilig free passage way for any bolus however to Chicoutimi. To the second question, miy answer
city an grasping with vice-like pressure and tena- is that since 1889 lie has not once been granted

nectio YPillhowever snall. And while in this -on- leave of absence.
er of th aysaythat,notwithstandingthedisclaim- Chicoutimi is in the province of Quebec,
theri amus3in o the i Hs, ih tre l s and when I asked the question, at what date

to) inpro vin the speech froni the throne in regard was Judge Routhier appointed to the Super-
erm t o vements which it states are to he made, ior Court of the province of Quebec, theinlitiatio arrote to themiiselves all the credit of the Minister of Justice should have stated thatio o~f these measures. it was in 1873, and not in 1889. The first

Wa And 8.he goes on in a style which I think answer to that question has created thedignitief. impression that Judge Routhier was not
On. e r PRI appointed in 1873, but in 1889, which is notPRIMROSE-I am only sorry the case. To show the government that Ie' thn t I think the history of current have not got the right answer I thought it

lnt tY8 subhtantiating my method of better to give notice of these other questions
which are as follows:

U'LEAVE 0F 1. Is the government aware that since JudgeSUTTONS' E OF Routhier was appoimted judge of the Superior
ABSENCE. Court for the province of Quebec he has made

INQUIRtY three voyages to Europe, which lasted respectively,
the first, eight months; the second. three months;

the l Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire of the third, three months, as appears by the follow-
gOvena'ent : ing documents:

1asiu Li 1. " ' he Morning Chronicle, August 30, 1875 :
Sthe g enantF. H. C. Sutton,of "B" Squadron " Passengers per SS. Sarnatian for Liverpool,VînnipeRyal Caiadian Dragoons, stationed at from Quebec, 28th August, 1875:.........Hon., recently received any favours from the Justice Routhier, Mrs. Routhier......."
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"The Morningtl Chronicle, April 11, 1876:-
"Passengers per SS. Sarmatian, Aird, from

Liverpool, at Portland, April 10: ...... Hon. Judge
Routhier, Mrs. Routhier and infant......"

2. " The Monting Chronicle, June 20, 1882
" Cabin passengers per Allan Royal Mail SS.

Parisian, Jas. Wylie, commander, fron Qtiebec to
Liverpool, June 10, 1882 ........ Judge Routhier,
Miss Routhier.....

" The Moruning Chronicle, Septeniber I1, 1882:
"Passengers per S. Sardinian, Capt. Dutton,

from Liverpool, Quebec, September 10, 1882......
Hon. Mr. Justice Routhier......"

3. " The Morning Chronicle. November 17, 1883:
" Cabin passengers per Allan Royal Mail SS.

Parisian, James Wylie, commander, fron Quebec
to Liverpool, 17 November, 1883:.....Hon. Judge
Routhier ..... "

"Le Courrier du Canada. 14 May, 1884 : -
"His Honour Judge Routhier and Miss Routhier

arrived at Quebec yesterday by steanier Parisian.
Miss Routhier has spent nearly two years in Paris
where she finished her education, and during the
last months, accompanied by her father, she bas
visited France, Spain, Algeria and Italy."

2. Is the goveriment aware .that Judge
Routhier lias himiself published an account of these
three voyages in threc volumes, entitled : A
Trarers l'Europ (Through Europe)," first volume,
written after his tirst voyage ; " A Trarers
l'Europe (Througîh Europe)," second volume, pub-
lisheil after his second voyage ; A Trarers
l'Espaynîe et Voyaye dans lt Nord de l'Afriqu
(Through Spain and a Journey in the North of
Africa)," published after his third voyage, the
whole proving in an irrefitable manner the absence
of the honourable judge froin the country during
three different periods ; the first time froi the
month of August to the month of April, the second
time froma the imonthi of June to the monthi of
Septemsber, the third timîe, from the month of
Noveiber to the month of May ?

3. Is the governmient equally aware that in 1889,
in 1892 and 1896, Judge Routhier made three
journeys to Manitoba and British Columbia,
which lasted respectively : the first, live weeks ;
the second, three mokî,ntls the third, three nontls
as appears by the following documents

1. " The Courrier dt Canada, 9th September,
1889 :-

" The Honourable Judge Routhier left on Sat-
urday (7 September) for British Columbia with
Miss Routiier."

Le Courier dt Canada, loth October, 1889
" Judge Routhier lias returned from a journey to

British Colutibia."

2. Le Courier du Canada, 16th May, 1892
" Episcopal excursion ...... The excursion

will comprise twenty-four bishops and ecclesiasti-
cal dignitaries .. ... Departure fron Montreal
Mondîlay, 16t h May ...... .O the 4tlh and 5th
Junse the visitots will be at New Westminster and
Vancouver ...... Oi the 6th and 7th Juine they
will visit Victoria, after whici they will return to
Canada (Montreal). 'T'le Honourable Judge
Routhier will take part in the excursion and will

give an account of the episodes of this interestini
journey. . . . . .. "

" As for me," says Judge Routhier, at page 328
of his account of the journey (fron Montreal t
Vancouver), 'I did not return till two months
afterwards.' "

3. The Herald of the 3rd August, 1892, pub-
lished the following despatch :

(Translation from the French.)

"Winnipeg, 3rd August. Judge Routhier Of
the Superior Court of Quebec who is now in the
west is, according to rumouîr, the commiiissioier
sent by Prime Minister Laurier to nake a report
to him on the possibility of effecting a settlemitei
of the schools question."

And La Patrie added:
" In fact, according to our information, Juidg0

Routhier is the delegate of Mr. Laurier in the
west and we believe we know that he has had liu
terviews with a good number of priests and layifel
of different parties in Manitoba on the subject o
the sehool difficulties."

The Mail and Eipire, 5th August, 1896, re'
produced the following despatch fron Winnipeg:

(Translation fron the French.)

"A despateh received fron the east to-day, cOn'
firming the rumour recently put in circulatio'
about the settlement of the schools question, has
caused much excitement here. The despatch saYO
that the coimmissioner sent hy Mr. Laurier is nO"'e
in this province. Who is this commissioner .
Where is the mnystery ? The name of Judge
Routhier of the Superior Court of Quebec is nsCW
tioned, but friends do tot believe that his presence
in the province has any political signiticatioll'
His Honour came to Winnipeg to see his daughter,
Mrs. Sutton ........ He is now at Pincher Creek,
near his son."

Le Manitoba of the 19th August published the
following item :

" His Honour Judge Routhier, who left (Winin
peg) some ten days ago with Miss Routhier to go to
his son's at Pincher Creek, N.W.T., is to return to
Winnipeg at the end of the week."

Le Manitoba of the 2id Septemtber said:
" The Honourable Judge Routhier came back

last week from Pincher Creek where he went to
visit his son. He will le at his daughter's, Mrs
Sutton, unttil the l5th instant (Septeiler)."

L'Erénement of the 19tlh September said
" With mucli courtesy the Judge (Routhier) said

that he regretted not to be able to grant us a
interview, seeing that lie is comupletely a strange
to politics. He lias been at Winnipeg at h.8'
daughter's, MIrs. Sutton, wlere he passed so
weeks. He also went to Pinclier Creek to his son '
where lie renained four weeks. That was his
journey."

4. Ca a juige be absent so long and su freqieitlY
without asking pernission, and is it not a m1atter
of fact that Judge Routhier has never obtainee
leave of absence?

5. Is the governnent informed, by rumour or
otherwise, that Judge Routhier is soon about to
undertake a new voyage to Europe, and is it the
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!Ofn of the governinent to entrust to him any lumbia, lasting respectively as alleged by
WhuOr whatever? If so, what mission and to the hon. member. As respects the year 1896

Sir ER I became aware casually, as did I believe
30th A. ir OLIVER MOWAT-On the other of my colleagues, that the judge visi-

tanpril the hon. menber inquired how ted Manitoba in that year, but not that the
ra"Y times Judge Routhier had been visit had lasted three months, as the hon.
'lente leave of absence since his appoint- member states, or what time. The legal

of Que the Superior Court for the province vacation in Quebec lasts from the 1st July
to the Judge Routhier was appointed to 1st Septeinber. The courts, I am infori-
Quebec fuperior Court of the province of ed, do not sit during this period, nor until
ber, 188 or the district of Quebec, in Decem- 16th September. It appears from the state-
a Jud 9- He had beenpreviouslyappointed ment in the hon. member's notice that it was
Vinceof of the Superior Court of the pro- duringthisperiodthatthe judge'svisitin1896
tini.f Quebec for the district of Chicou- to Manitoba and British Columbia took place.
that In may answer to the hon. member on To the fourth question I have to say:
Point ocasion I mentioned the second ap- A judge may not, without asking permission,
Q1aebec't (which was for the district of absent himself f rom his duties for such long
and I ) as having been in December, 1889, and frequent periods as mentioned in the
havi. mentioned the first appointment as question. Further, it is not a " matter of
dat .8 aeen for Chicoutimi at an earlier fact" that Judge Routhier never obtained
judge h I stated that since 1889 the leave of absence. On the contrary, I find
abse' de not once been granted leave of from the records that previous to 1889 he

,. The answers I gave on that occa- thrice obtained leave of absence by Orders
the ere the answers furnished to me by in Council in 1875 and 1876,-1st, for five
kthnIoper officers, as I had no personal months, by Order in Council, dated 20th
answedge concerning the subject ; and those May, 1875 ; 2nd, for six months, by Order
Of the b were correct. The present questions in Council, dated 8th September, 1875 ; and

hion. Member go back to Judge Rou- 3rd, for three months, by Order in Council,
&ivers appointment, and I am now to dated 7th September, 1876 ; these Orders
relate { answers to thein. So far as they covering the period of the absence during
artece , ave of absence during the period these years alleged by the hon. member. It
aasweraent to the 13th July, 1896,1can only is further of record that the judge obtained
anWe ly the like means as I gave the leave of absence for three months by Order

T0 t O the former occasion. in Council, dated 1st of June, 1882 ; for five

sa Th first question now asked I have to months, by Order in Council, dated 15th
k<1y: hat I am not aware, and so far as I'October, 1883; and for six months, by
moent ay colleagues of the present govern- Order in Council, dated l5th October, 1887.
entr not aware, except from the state- I do not find any other leave of absence by

berthatd .e in the notice of the hon. mem- Order in Council than those I have stated.
a sin 81 ce Judge Routhier was appointed Whether any further leave was granted by
vinee of the Superior Court of the pro- the Minister of Justice I am not aware. By
to O Quebec he had made three voyages an Order in Council, dated 29th Septeuiber,

T0 ope, lasting for the periods alleged. 1882, the Minister of Justice is authorized
That he second question I have to say: to grant to judges without an Order in
ray Colat aware, and so far as I know Council, leave of absence for any period not

awargue of the present governnient are exceeding one month in any year.
'ra the except from the statements made With regard to the judge's visit to Mani-

othice of the hon. niember, that Judge 1 toba in 1896, I have further to say that the]ROUt1896, Ia havese furhe toun soy thatththree o had published an account of these judge was not " a commissioner sent by the

h thage. siPrime Minister, Honourable Mr. Laurier, to
O a the third question I have to say : That make a report to him on the possibility of

le t aware and so far as- I know mv effecting a settlement of the schools ques-
awaregues o the present government are not tion;" and that he was not a "delegate of
the notexcept from the statements made in Mr. Laurier in the west," on the subject of
Years cOf the hon. member, that in the the school difficulty or on any other subject,

w 1889 and 1892 Judge Routhier made notwithstanding what is stated on these
journeys to Manitoba and British Co- points in some of the newspaper extracts
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which the hon. member has mentioned in his seil, any appointhient to or any resigna
notice. any office.

To the fifth question I have to say : That Then the Postmaster General comnentd
I have not been informed by rumour or upon this clause of the Act as follows:
otherwise that Judge Routhier is soon to
underta'e a new voyage to Europe, and I Now, 1eaving out that part of the section %vinoh

Ldoes not apply, the clause reads:
am not aware that any such information has Every one is guilty of an indictable offence WIiW

reached my colleagues by rumour or other- directly or indirectly selis a resignation or an offce-
wise. It is not the intention of the govern- The selling of the oifice is giving the office t»

ment to entrust to Judge Routhier any another-nian for a consideration, a Vatuable C"
agor. PO eELL- That is a new version of the law-

RESIGNATION 0F THE POSTMASTER The Postmaster General continuing ad
UF ANNAPOLIS. ded:

MOTION. t nay be a new version of the law but one 
the bighest legal anthorities iii this country, at 811

Lion. 4Sir, MvACKENZJE BOWELL events has expressed lus opinion that this trans8c'

moved tion was contrary to the sprit of that section.
oesMr. POWELL-Who is lie ?

Eeihat vehe ryrss bere t The POS giASTER ancal Oliver
r prayg that i t I dieot tkeationaiyselfonr nî offres

is ExceUency will cause to he laid before thenTs erlingofthelessl woul iiotn avehesi tatedto
Senate, a copy of the opinion e. iven to the H pS) itr,

Mr s. POWlL-iThat tis tanwaveriono uteaa.

able the PoTnMater General ly the Honourable froin the circunstance, was one tinat should a0
Sir Oliver MoNvat, Minister of Justice, iii wvhich have been allowed to stand. It Nvas uuot a resiglîll
hie decided that the conditions 00(1er which ',\r. Ition in the ordiuary course.
Arthnr W. Corbett, postniaster of Annapolis,
Nova Scotia, resigned and the appointoient of '%Ir. The interpretation put upon this clause Of
HeMy A. West f0 saîd office, came wîtlin the the Crininal Code is to my m rd a vell

Hneaning of the provisions of the Crininal Code strained one, and for that reason t shoud
and therefore an indictable offence. like the opinion of the piinister of Justice

THe said :-I reiterate what I stted a few as given to the PostRaster GeOieral
moments ago when asking a question in; wh ich guided him in the dismissal of Mr.
reference to the conduct of Mr. Petit, and I West from office. The quotation frown te
think il desirable that if the Minister of Cribinal Code, as read by the Postmastet
Justice has given the opinion Hndi- General, and the facts in the case, to aiY
cated by the Postmaster General, that it is md, and I think to any ordinary readet,
of sufficient importance to be laid before the hvoud lead to the conclusion that tare wsa
country, that the countryshould know exact- no valid consideration, as conteisplated hY
ly the reasons and arguments which led hiin this law, which would deprive Mi Coret
to the conclusion to which he came in or Mr. West, his successor, of the Mr.e
reference to this case of Mr. Corbett. It is 1 which he eld. The section reads :
imnportantu tana every fostmaster in the coun- Every one is guilty of an indictale offence Nl10

try, whether he be a temporary employé, or directly or in(irectly sells or agrees of sel "
whether he be appointed by Order in Coun- appointnent or resignation of any office.
cil, should know the position he occupies andM
the extent to which the Criminal Code ap- Supposing Mr. Corbett, as bas been sug
plies to parties desirous if obtaining a suc- gested, did say to Mr. Mills, the member for

cessor to the office which he holds. The Annapolis, that his resignation would b
Postmaster General, in referring to this ques- sent in if his son-in-law would be appoint-

tion the other day when the papers were ed-because a good deal appears to have
moved for in connection with this dismissal been made not only by the Postmaster Gel'

stated in making his explanation: eral, but by the Minister of Justice here,
that that made it a much more heinlO"1

Now ny hon. friend refers to the. Criminal offence, because Mr. West happened to be
Code. I did not proceed uîpon my own opinion. the son-in-law of Mr. Corbett--are we
I did niot proceed upon nîy own construction of understand, that the provisions of the
the law. The Crinimal Code that refers to such . . .bte-
cases is as foll:>ws: " Every one is guilty of an i Criminal Code are so strict, that a gentl
.dictable offence who directly or indirectly sells or man holding an office which is paid by cola.
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'5isO nand not by appointment by the Gover- 1 think it will take ail the dexterity of
?o Oy rderi oni.btsîp~b the my hon. f riend the Minister of Justice. topost yOr in Council, but simply byth

inthIaster General himself, could not say defend the position lie bas taken here,his old age, "If a certain other person is while he exonerates in an indirect way, as
aPOited, my resignation is at your dis- bo has done to day, the act of a man who

sich s there any valid consideration in writes to another and clarns a consideration
riea Proposition ? Did it come within the for getting him a temporary contract for the

ning of the law where it says that supply of a few tons of coat. It is true my
who dry .ne is guilty of an indictable offence hon. friend says the thing was so paltry in

selh lrectly or indirectly sells or agrees to it character that no one would believe that
O$ce ny appointment or resignation of any Petit would ask for a consideration for it
s an If the mere suggestion of that kind and more than that, Mr. Petit denied it, and,

ignndictable offence, it is wel thatevrShQU.î1dicai ofe , i swel iha every 1therefore, having denied it, it is sufficient
kno hsould know it, and that we should for my hon. f riend to accept the denial
futu how far that is to be enforced in the because of its, what he terms, absurditv, I
if ture Would it be an indictable offence admit the legal position he takes in reference
l1rØ tlon. Mr. Laurier should say to the to the duty of the Attorney General of Que-

On, Sir Oliver Mowat, " If you wil assist bec in cases of that kind. I say that it was a
the 8 this election, you shall have one of violation of the Criminal Code placed on the
sucecerst Positions in my cabinet if we Statute-book for the very purpose of prevent-
bla Is it an indictable offence if Mr. ing such transactions. I think the country

s the Minister of Railways and Canals, will hoid him responsible and say that he
Sy to Mr. King, ''If you will resign your should have taken the same course that Sir
to . o il the House of Commons in order John Tbompson took in order to punish those

ge e 'ne a seat so that I may retain my who hid committed wrongs against the laws
ou shawhich is a valuable consideration, of the country. The lion. member says that
io thai have a seat in the Senate? " And the Ministers of Quebec are my friends.
'\ at to apply to my hon. friend Mr. They are, personally, I believe, nost of them
11 een, who resigned his seat in the my friends so far as I know, and, I trust,

Ohase of Commons in order to give Sir politicaily as well, but the fact that they
t Tupper a seat there, to enable him e y friends is no justification for the

retain the position which he had failure of the Minister of Justice to do his
IecePted under the late administration? duty ; it is sinply a littie sie vind to
of that is to be the interpretation ticzle the ears of thos<ý who read it, to
prtle , let the world know it, so that a say "Another ought to have done it." I
n ltay not in the future place himuself admit my friends have left undone many
the Position of having to go into the dock things they ought to have done, and in this

a Wer for a crininal offence, in making case 1 quite agree witli the hon. gentlemanbirgain h poitical friend thatt hifh n"Witlî a pltclfin h hatey shouid have punished him, but I
have wll give him his services he shall say further than that, that as it was a natter
hav e valuable consideration to which I affecting this government, tey shouid have
disee alluded. I do not desire to pursue this taken means to prusecute the man who ha
d thjrkn to any unnecessary length, but I the law, and if tbey were not pre-

of sufficient importance that pared te do that, I think it is going a very
ihould know, precisely the position in long way to punish a man who has been

for a fWe are placed. Is it a criminal offence appointed to an office sinply because bis
Pro ather, as he very often does, to deed a father-in-law asked that he should be ap-loperty to his son in consideration of his There was not a scintilla of prooflove and affec'ion for that child ? There is that there was the slightest consideration"0vauabî'
that waie consideration received other than di.rectly or indirectly. On the contrary,

la th. ca parent would owe to his child. West bas made a soleinn declaration,
oiis cse it appears Mr. West was the whicb we find in the officiai reports of

Said - aw of Mr. Corbett, and Mr. Corbett the buse of Commons as read there
poiI holrd this temporary office in Anna- thé otber day, tbat there was no considera-
it.' I will resign if my son-in-law gets tion, that there was no understanding
that îI's there anything very criminal in witb Mr. Corbett, either directly or mdi-And if that be a criminal offence, rectly, that h was to give dim anyting or
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that he resigned on those conditions. More Postmaster General stated that he and hiO
than that, Corbett makes a similar declara- colleagues were of the opinion that that
tion; and Mr. Mills, the member for Anna- came within the spirit of the Criminal Code
polis, states distinctly and positively that no My hon. friend asks whether such a case Ï
understanding existed between him and stronger than that of the Minister of R&1l-
West or Corbett in reference to this matter ways for whom he says a gentleman resigied
as to any consideration, directly or indi- his seat in the buse of Commons upon the
rectly. It is said that because Mr. West consideration of getting a seat here. My
happens to be a Liberal, therefore, it is an lion. friend assumes that that was the bar-
evidence that they are administering the law gain there. So far as I ani aware thec
as it exists on the statute-books irre-pective was no such bargain. The member re-
of politics. It is true that Mr. West states cognized the importance of the mirîis
in his own affidavit that he has been a ter getting a seat in the House of Commong
Liberal all his life; that his father always and resigned in order to give hini the se5ý
supported the Liberal candidate. But Mr. 0f course it is a comnon practice and 3
West was obnoxious to the gentleman who necessary practice-a common practice Sk
was elected to the local legisiature, the ways under our systein of government.
Attorney General of Nova Scotia, Mr.
Longley ; and he demanded the dismissals, did
and the fact of his demanding the dismissals n
was quite sufficient for the Postmaster q
General to seek the opinion of the Minister Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I (o no
of Justice, and the Minister of Justice gave think a bargain of that. kind ought t
an opinion such as I have indicated, and such made. I do not think the Minister of Rail-
as has been stated by the PostmasterGeneral, ways or the other Minister referred to ought
which Mr. Mulock contends justify the to make a bargain that they will give e
dismissal of this man from office. Now, let scat in the Senate, or any other consider&
us know what the law is, as interpreted by tion, for a member of the buse of Commofl 8

the Minister of Justice. Let it be published resigning. But nothing of the kind took
to the world and we will understand in the place. This motion asks for a copy Of
future that no man will dare to say "if you my opinion. That is the material part Of
give this position to another man I will the motion, and iy answer to it is this
resign; " for if lie does, he comes within the There was no written opinion on the
meaning of the provision of the Criminal subject ; and no opinion written or unwritterl
Code and is subject to indictment. I hope as to the case referred to coning within
the Minister of Justice will comply with this the legal or technical meaning of the
request which I have made in this motion, provisions of the Criminal Code, and, ther8
and that he will not tell us that he gave no fore an indictable ffence. When after
written opinion, but that it was a mere verbal wards informed of the case it seemed tO
one. Perhaps I might say to him, as an hon. me, in common with my colleagues, 0
gentleman belonging to his party said in the being within the spirit as distinguished
House of Commons on one occasion when he from the legat effeet of the code, but there
noved for returns, and received the answer was no written opinion either way. MY
that there were no official documents, that hon. friend seemed to think that if au
only an oral correspondence took place- answer or opinion of that sortwas givel
"well, bring down that as well"; or if he has even orally,still it ought to bebroughtdown;
not given a written opinion to the Post- but I do not knowhowto hringdowna»
master General, that he will write one in opinion that is not in writing. Perhaps D
order that we may have an authority upon hon. friend can explain how it can be donO.
which to act in the future. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Write it, and then you can bring it doWn.
Hlon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.

friend stated his version of the case which led
to the inquiry in the other chamber. The another matter.
actual case in substance is that Postmaster Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Corbett resigned his office in consideration of You asked me bow to do it and I have told
bis son-in-law being appointed toG it, and the you.
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Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is the House at a very early period, s0 that
g'ive riging down a copy of an opinion we may understand in future that whengîve11  My hon. friend desires that I should these gentlemen make promises they intend
irte One now. The motion of my hon. friend to carry then out, and that they will have
thereOtion which cannot be granted, because some littie regard to their own status and
a 1s no such document as the motion position. I would not say for a moment

for a copy of. that the hon. gentleman received any con-
~ Mr.LOUGEED-ightsideration for coming here, but I weil

th Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I say toremember reading a letter from a prominentdhe inister of Justice, as he is bringing politician now occupying a prominent place
Cod" somfe amendments to the Criminal in the cabinet, stating that he would take a
hie, Would it not be an opportune time for prominent part noteonly in this chamber,

tcrystallize into law that which he: but in the government of the country. I
thprÛ to be a contravention of the spirit of compliment the hon, gentleman on his lack
co aw, and that which the Act is infirm in of memory in respect to promises.
the g If my hon. friend is sincere in
d Opinion he expresses-and I cannot Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.doubt is sincerity, although I doubt the friend talks about my reforming the Senate.

1dness of his law on the subject-he can I do desire to reform the Senate. I think we
anflstrate that more effectually than in have done something of that kind, as ail hon.whicOther way by embodying it in this bill gentlemen admit that snce my appointment
Which has been introduced to-day in lieu of here valuable additions have been made to
ture One which was withdrawn ; but I ven- the Senate, and as long as I maintain niy
friend say in this regard that if my hon. present position, I hope to make other vaht-
Wi Would embody that in the statutes he able additions to the Senate, but any legal
p rot find either branch of parliament reform in it can only be accomplishedwith the
irepared to endorse the desirability of pass- consent of my hon. friend and those aroundthng a law providing that such a matter as him. So far 1 have found them very reason-that Which has been discussed should be an able, and if I see occasion to bring in a mea-ifeonce againwst the criminal law. sure of that kind, I sha look with confidence

O Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
1o0- friend says there was no written opin-

delgiven On this question ; and as he
nes to give a written opinion, desiring I

ePepose in the future that he should noteld by it, there is no necessity to press
ter 'lotion. The hon. gentleman says theree 10 Promises made. I may call the at-
re Un lof the hon. gentleman to a letter I
gentlsome little time ago in which the hon.
the Semnan stated that he was coming to
that enate. I would not like to insinuate
to . at was the reason which induced him

wh' 8t in the last election the party with
wicb hoe is now connected, and thë govern-
power O which he is a member, to obtainwas r in this country. But there evidently

8 onYe sort of correspondence, and there
if have been some kind of promise that
they succeeded in winning the elections
here O. gentlemnan was to be offered a seat
that h ecause he promised in that letter
Othe was going to reform us and do someoergood tbing
at 8 gs which I look forward to
refor e not distant day, and I hope the1 1lation1 will take place on his side of

to the support of my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM---I do not see
how this postmaster could be brought under
the operation of the Criminal Code. He
might have had a hundred reasons for asking
that this man should be appointed before he
resigned. He might have had the welfare
of the public at heart, and might think he
was a proper person to fill the office. It has
never been proven that he received any con-
sideration. My hon. friend the Minister of
Justice, when he comes here, says he is to
reform the Senate. I think the Senate will
reform him and he needs to be reformed a
good deal. I hope we will do it kindly and
deal gingerly with him. We have known
him a long while, he is pretty fair, on the
average, but we are not willing that he should
have his own way altogether.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
view taken by the hon. leader of the
House with regard to the dismissal of Mr.
West, the postmaster atAnnapolis, is rather
remarkable. My hon. friend has not gone so
far as to say that Mr. Corbett had come
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within the provisions of the Criminal Code
in having resigned conditionally, but he
says ie came within the spirit of it. He
does niot say, and no person has insinuated,
that Mr. West did anything wrong at
all. It does not appear that Mr. West
knew anything at all about the con-
dition. If it was a very bad thing on the
part of Mr. Corbett to make this condition,
it does not appear that Mr. West knew
anything about it, yet Mr. M est has been
dismissed fron office on account of this con-
dition which Mr. Corbett is alleged to have
made, or somebody made for Corbett when
he tendered his rrsignation. Now it amounts
to this, that my hon. friend's law, and the.
rule t hat le lays down, comes very near touch-
ing upon the course taken by my hon. friend
hinself in announcing, as he did a little more
than a year ago, tha t in the event of certain
things happening he intended to resign his
office as premier of the province of Ontario
and take a seat in this Senate and a port-
folio in the new government to be forined
by the Hon. Mr. Laurier. It does not appear
to me that my hon. friend's arrangement at
that time differed very much from what Mr.
Corbett did, Corbett it is alleged announced
that le would resign on condition of a certain
thing happening, which did not appear to be
very mucl iin his ow ninterest. My hon.friend
said he would resign if a certain thing hap-
pened, which certainly was not inimical to
his own interest at any rate. But the point
I ain urging is that the party according to
the Minister of Justice to be punished is
the one who accepted the position; there-
fore the Hon. Mr. Hardy should be turned
out of office in consequence of his coining
into office because of a bargain about uffices

should like to ask the Minister of Justice
when I may expect the returns I moved for
a month ago in reference to the commissions
issued and the reports made in connecti0l
with the investigation of offensive partisa-
ship, and also the return moved for by niY
hon. friend from Brandon the sanie day or
the day afterwards.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I explained the
other day to the hon. gentleman, a circulaIr
was sent by the Secretary of State to the
various departments asking them to prepare
the return. The return has been received
from sone, but not from all of the depart-
ments to which the circular was sent. Hon.
gentlemen will remember that when I was
on the other side of this chamber and re-
turns wet e moved for, they came down some-
tines during that session, and more fre-
quently during the next session, and verY
often had to be asked for week after week.
In fact, returns have been brought down by
the present administration which were
noved for twa years ago. There was a re-
turn relating to an official in the city Of
Winnipeg, and that return was made after
the change of governnent, and brought

own by the present administration. 1
mention that as an illustration to shoW
that when those returns were moved for
they were not brought down promptly bY
my hon. friends opposite.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The act of the present government is justi-
fied by the action of the late government-
is that it?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

mide between Mr. Laurier and Sir Oliver Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Mowat just as Mr. West was dismissed Then why mention it?
because he came in in consequence of the
conditional resi-nation of Mr. Corbett. If Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is just to show
the Minister of Justice's law is true in the there were similar delays before.
one case, I think it should be held good ail
round, and therefore my hon. friend must Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
have done something which, if it did not There may have been good reasons for that,

exactly come within the letter, at all events' but you have ad now nearly a month tO
trenched on the spirit of the criminal law, make the return. The commissions are SO
and the Hon. Mr. Hardy should be punished numerous and the reports so voluminous

because my hon. friend the leader of the that it has taken six weeks to bring down
Hlouse did what was wrong. a return of the commissions issued since

· the hon. gentlemen have been in office ?
OFFENSIVE PARTIZANSHIP.

DELAYED RETURNS. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I might bring it dowl
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- as far as it is complete, if the hon. gentle-

Before the Orders of the Day are called I man desires.
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1_on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
want it all.

d1 On. Mr. SÙOTT-I understand half a
dozen departments have made returns.

11on- Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Want to know the extent of the commissions,

(t 1 want also to have added to the return
the commissions and investigations since that
rptUrn Was moved for.

n. Mr. SCOTT-Some investigations
going on fow.

GREAND TRUNK RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

th on.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLmovedte third reading of Bill (26) " An Act
lePecting the Grand Trunk Railway Com-pany Of Canada."

Otn. Mr. BOULTON-I gave notice theOther day that I would move:
thi hen the Order of the Day is called for the
Gradreading of Bill (26) " An Act respecting the
folro Trunk Railway Company of Canada," the

ng amendments

fo ? I, ine 18.-After "state," insert the
itsng wordIs : " and to meet the interest upon

P.urties at six per cent."
pro e2, line 24.-After " sterling " insert " and
Prsded that this debenture stock shall not be
inter for the purpose of maintaining the rate of
oif the t SIX per cent upon any of the secuirities

te Chicago and Grand Trunk which were
stek Up by the issue of consolidated debenture

fi oki 1887."

tfter I had given that notice, I realized
rit would be more regular to follow the
'apr practice and refer it back to the

way Committee and, therefore, I put1POIt the notice paper the following notice:
thirdat When the Order of the Day is called for the
Grand eading Bill (26), An Act respecting the
ra eth runk Tailway Company of Canada, he will

tirne tat the said bill be not now read the third
Ce bt that it be referred back to the Standing
with ittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours
defic. nstrieetions to so amend the bill that the
Trun Y in the revenue of the Chicago and Grand
tapi ilWay shall not be paid by adding to the
literest acout of the Canadian company, the
traffie upon which has to be borne by Canadian

ais is a very important question that I
the broPngb to deal with, and I hope that
that th . members will give me the attention

e unaPortance of it justifies.

oy O. Mr. POWER-It is almost six

21and the hon. gentleman has indicated

that he is prepared to make a long speech
on the subject, and I think it is a matter
for the hon. leader of the House to say
whether he shall call it six o'clock or declare
all the orders adjourned.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The remainder of the
orders are second readings of private bills,
and it would be better to allow that bill to
stand till to-morrow, and go through the
unopposed orders.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then I move the
adjournment of the debate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the Minister of Justice desires to be present
at this discussion I would not object to the
postponement of the motion until to-morrow,
but it seems to me that it is one of those
simple questions that has been discussed
not only in the other House but also in the
committee, that I would prefer going on
with this bill and getting rid of it. If it is
the will of the Senate it should go to the
comnittee to make the changes, the sooner
it is done the better. On the other hand, if
we dispose of the matter to-night, as I think
we can do in a very short time, it would
relieve the officials of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, from remaining in the
city to look after what they consider to be
their interests.

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
on the whole it had better stand till to-
norrow.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think if this mat-
ter, which is an urgent and important one,
is to be postponed, it should be with the
distinct understanding that it should be
dealt with first thing to-morrow.

The third reading was postponed.

ONTARIO PACIFIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (28) "An Act respecting the
Ontario Pacific Railway Company and to
change the name of the company to the
Ottawa and New York Railway Company."'

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved that the
bill be referred to the Committee on Rail-
ways, Telegraphs and Harbours to-morrow.
He said :-It is important that this bill
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should be proceeded with, because the finan-
cial operations are just about ready awaiting
the passage of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I must object to the
suspension of the rule. J am a member of
that committee, and also of another coin-
mittee, and J would be unable to attend the
meeting to-morrow morning.

The motion was dropped.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (12) " An Act further toamend the law
respecting Building Societies and Loan and
Savings Campanies carrying on business in
the province of Onfario."-(Sir Mackenzie
Bowell.)

Bill (18) " An Act to confer certain powers
on the Board for the management of the
Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland."-(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (25) " An Act to confirma n agreement
made between the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Hull Electric Company."-
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (39) " An Act respectingtheCanadian
General Electric Company, limited."-(Mr.
Cox.)

Bill (35) " An Act respecting the Canada
Atlantic Railway Company."-(i r. Clemow.)

Bill (44) " An Act respecting the Welland
Power and Supply Canal Company, limited."
-(Mr. McCallum.)

Bill (41) "An Act respecting the River St.
Clair Railway Bridge and Tunnel Company."
-(Mr. iMcCallum.)

PROHIBITORY LEGISLATION.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would like to ask the Secretary of State
when we may expect the bill promised in
the speech from the throne in reference to
the subject of prohibition, in which the pro-
mise is made that a measure enabling the
electors to vote on the question will be sub-
mitted for our approval. I have understood
that that was to be introduced in this House;
if so, and as it is a bill of great import-
ance, J would like to ask the hon. gentle-
man at what period of the session we may
expect to see it I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite unable to
say at present. I will have to consult my
colleagues.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will you endeavour to give us an answer
to-morrow ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is a matter of vital importance.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 14th May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A QUESTION OF ORDER.

The SPEAKER-Hon. gentlemen, before
proceeding with the business of the day,
I beg to bring before the House the answer
I have to give. Yesterday the hon. senior
member for Halifax raised a question of
order in the discussion of an inquiry made
by the hon. gentleman from Hastings, and
the Senate having been kind enough tO
allow me time to consuit the authorities
handed to me by the lion. member frorm
Montarville, I am now ready to give mY
decision. If I am not mistaken the point of
order raised was : that it was irregular and
out of order for hon. gentlemen to speak and
prolong a debate on a mere inquiry made by
an hon. member, after a minister of the
Crown had answered to that inquiry : and
that it was particularly irregular to intro-
duce in that discussion extraneous or new
matter of which there had been no notice
given. I do not believe that it may be
pretended for one moment that any hon.
gentleman making an inquiry or asking a
question should be limited to the mere read-
ing of the question or inquiry. I see noth-
ing that would prevent that hon. inember
from adding remarks which he would think
proper to make his inquiry more intelligible
to the House and to the minister of the
crown who is called to answer him, provided
always that no new statement, no neW
inquiry be made, of which there was no
notice given, this seems to be quite obvious.
And I quite agree with the hon. member
from York that it would be quite unfair to
a minister of the crown to be obliged tO
give an answer o any question of which
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e had no notice. I think that notice
.1ng required for an answer on the part

of the hon. minister of the crown, it shows
evidently that this notice is given for the
Purpose of enabling him to get information,
toake a properanswer to the House; so I

fot believe there can be any difficulty
that point. I quite agree with what

as been said that the rule of the Houseshould be accordingly amended so as to pro-Vide that no new matters and no new state-
'elts should be introduced beyond those
f Which notice has been given. There is

1o doubt that great latitude lias been al-
thaed in this House. It is also adnittedthat, When there is no particular rule to
guide us in the Senate, we are to follow the
les and practice of the House of Lords.

' In his last edition (the 10th), page 206,fiays:

clear. I refer to article 55, not of the rules
but of the forms and procedure of the Senate.
This article or rule says:

When a question is asked by a senator, the
senator putting the question and the senator
answering ought to make only such observations
as they may deem indispensable to be understood,
and no debate is allowed except by leave of the
Senate. In the House of 'Lords, and particularly
in the Senate, this rule is generally isregarded,
and lengthy debates often follow. If the senator
questioning or answering, is allowed hy the Sen-
ate tacitly or otherwise to offer an opinion, argu-
ment or inference, other senators nay claim the
saine privilege.

As I said this is not a rule which bas been
adopted by the House ; it is only an article
in the forms of procedure. It bas been the
practice in the House of Lords for a member
to give notice, that he will call the attention
to a certain subject, and then ask a question

br
of the government. That, practice has een

U' the Lords debate is permitted in putting introduced in our House since 1877. It bas
estio, aeing 1>efore te use. I tuet beenallowedsince, thoughsometimesobjected

Ili z committee on public business, while recog- to. On an inquiry, on one occasion, a mem-
ig and approving this practice, recommnended ber has not been allowed reply. In 1888,

notice of questions should be given in the the Hon. Mr: Miller, formerly Speaker, ex-
't waxcept n ases of staning rder cons pressed himself strongly as to permitting

at when "it is intended to inake a stateinent, or debate on a mere inquiry. It is evident that

1ea discussion on asking a question, notice of the Senate bas never since laid down any
orde ion should," in that case, "be given in the distinct rule to limit debate. As it bas beenoer% of the day and notices." And under tlese
Coniti e ns da delates are freun raie allowed by my predecessors in the chair, to

1Portlint ay, s wre fallow the practice of the House of Lords to

only in May, but if we look at Bouri- be introduced in this House, I would not

%ayse edition, page 381, Bouriot undertake to overrule what they have allow-

Th' ed. Though it will be perhaps better to
he procedure in the Senate on such occasions adhere to the 20th rue of our bouse whicb

11 ute different fromn that of the Connions. MuchIre latitude is allowed in the upper House, and says.
dat eoften takes place on a mere question or A senator mnay speak to any question before the
iýUiry, of which, however, notice nust always be Senate, or upon a question or an aniendnent to be

t0rn when it is of a special character. Many at- proposed by hinself ; or upon a question of order
'uePts have been nade to prevent debate on such arising out of a debate, but not otherwise, without

gi,8tions but the Senate have never practically consent of a najority of the Senate, which shall be

u p the usage of pernitting speeches on these determined without debate.
I.a . 10s-a usage which is essentially the sane

.uo the Lords'House. The observations mnade on I do not think that a mere inquiry should
the occasions, however, should be confined to be considered a question before the Senate

e Persons making and answering the inquiry, and so as to permit prolonged discussion. Atifothers are allowed te offer reînarks these should
rathera in the way of explanatio es or ith the least, as Bourinotsays, the observations made

of eliciting further information on a question on such occasions should be confined to the
Public interest. persons making and answering the inquiry,
ln view of the latitude alk,wed by the except in the way of explanation or with the
1 01e of Lords, whose practice we follow view of eliciting further information on a
en there i8 no particular rule of the Se- question of public interest. So, in accordance

thte against it, and the latitude allowed in with the 20th rule, any other gentleman
t fl ouse we have only against that lati- could speak on the question or inquiry only
tIde our own rule. The bon. gentleman with the consent of a majority of the Senate.

n'I' Calgary cited an article which is not a But as I already said as the practice bas been
of O the fHouse, but if it had been a rule allowed by the Senate, it would be unbecom-
the House it would have made it very ing on my part to overrule the decision or

2
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the tolerance of the Senate when I see no say that it will be brought down as soon as
distinct rule laid down to limit the debate. it is ready.
Nevertheless, I would suggest that, when a GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COM-
mnember puts a question, he may give his rea-
sons for it and the minister of the Crown
answers it with all the explanations he may THIRD READING.

think proper to make his answer intelligible. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLnmov-
And any remark or suggestion arising out ed the third reading of Bill (26) "An Act
of that answer can be replied to by the mem- respecting the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
ber who puts the question. Any other mem- pany of Canada."
ber, if tacitly allowed or with the consent of Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved:
a majority ot the House to speak on the That the said bil be not now read the third
matter, should confine his remarks strictly tinie, but that it be referred back to the Standing
within the question before the House and Cominittee on Railways, Telegraphs ani Harbours
introduce no extraneous or new matter. That with instructions to so anend the bil that the
is my humble judgment of the matter, and 1 deficiency in the revenue of the Chicago and Grandc Trunk Railway shaht not be pai'l by adding to the
am subject to be ovei ruled by the Senate. capital aeon of the Canalian Company, tbe

DLYDRETURNS. interest upon which bias to be borne by Cauadian
DELAYED RStra.c.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-With the He said :-When this bit was introduced
permission of the House I would like to ask 1 gave notice of my desire to move this
the Minister of Justice, whom I congratu. amendment. There is a principle contained
late on his improved health and rejoice to in ihis bull that I thought was desirable
see in his place to-day, when we may expect shculd le brought to the notice of this
to get the returns which I moved for five or House, and I hope to convince bon. gentie-
six weeks ago with reference to the dis- men before I finish that I acted wisely in
missal of employés from the civil service, bringing it to the notice of the -enate.
and which I understand have not yet been This hon. fouse is constituted specially for
brought down. the purpose of supervising legisiation which

may have been hastily passed in the lower
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The returns which fouse of legislationthepurport of which may

have been forwarded to the office have been bave beenoverlooked and wbich is not
brought down. I directed the deputy min-
ister to-day to send a circular to all the de- The bill that is now sought to be passed
partments which failed to furnish the de- is for the purpose of providing for the defici-
tails and to give me a memorandum of the ency in the revenue of the Chicago and
cause of the delay. Grand Trunk Railway. It is interest tO

THE PEBISITE ILL. provide for that deficiency by creating capi-THE PLEBISCITE BILL. ;
INQUIRY. tai stock of the Grand Trunk Railway o

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Canada in order to make up that deficiency.
should will be able to show you that the Chicago

the adjournment last night, as to the inten- and Grand Trunk ailway is a railway of

tion of the government nit, as to the 335 miles, and the Grand Trunk Railway is
tio ofthegoernentwmt rfernceto healtogetber 3,506 miles long. The Chicago

Plebiscite Bill. I think it has been under-
stood that the bill was to be laid before the ta30 i , absorhs ne-eiget of
Senate and considered first by the Senate 3et e ran Tnk oaithy
and that it was being drafted by the Hon. t e o an e Grand Trunk Railway
Minister of Justice. C ould the hion. gentle -ThCicganGrd ukRilyhs
maintrm Jtie. ould he hon gretie- not earned the interest that is claimed hy it
man inform the House when w areie upon the securities that are in existence.
t have it, in order that we may ave some-2,000 or something like
thing to do. It is a very important ea-600,000, in the past year is now sought to le
sure, attracting some little attention in the made up ly the issue of capital stock wbich
country. is w le chargeable to the Canadian section of

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is now the road. The Chicago and Grand Trunk
in the hands of the law clerk. I expect Railway is not under the legisiation Of

s get his draft of it to-morrow, and I may Canada, but under the legisation of the
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8tate of Michigan. It draws its author- far as those two questions are concerned, we
ity from there, and is governed by the are here more especially to guard the in-
rules and regulations of that state. While terests of the public in dealing with a ques-

is Under the general management of the tion of this kind. The public have only
Grand Trunk Railway it is to all their representatives in Parliament to regu-
ntents and purposes a separate road late these matters and see that their interests
a'd in tha t unlike the. amalgamation are protected and preserved, and to see that

Canadian branch railways. What they are not improperlv oppressed by exces-
t coltend and maintain is that the efforts sive demands on the part of capital in
tO pay dividends not earned on the United taxing their industry. So far as the doines-
States portion of the line, but to be paid by tic arrangements of the Grand Trunk Rail-
addng to the capital stock of the Canadian way Company are concerned, having their

t'on of the line is unjust in principle revenue and the distribution of their revenue
. 1s especiallv unjust to the great pro- among the various securities is, I vcknowl-
Ince of Cntario which has to bear the edge, a matter of domestic concern. If

hurden of the rates of this charge. The those securities are so distributed that they
rand Trunk Railway is especially a Can- operate injuriously to the credit of the coun-
ian road. It lies in Canada almost try by means of interest on the capital that

entirely, and Canada has to furnish the has been invested in the promotion of a
tratic for 3,200 miles that is on Canadian great railway like this, it becomes of sone
soil. ion. gentlemen from the maritime moment to this hon. House, how far the dis-
provinces cannot enter to the sane extent tribution of those revenues had effected the
iito the merits of this question as the interest of the country at large. In order
People of Ontario, Manitoba and our to show how far the policy of this House, and
western provinces can, because we the policy of parliament is, and I may say hashave to pay rates on the railway mileage in been in the past, with regard to the Grand

th er to transport our produce to the markets Trunk Railway-and I may say the policy of
that onsume it. The maritime provinces the Grand Trunk Railway Company itself-

avethe Intercolonial Railwav and their own the effort on the part of the Grand Trunk
taflhc is not burdened with any interest at Railway Company has been to moderate the

onl the capital stock that created that rate of interest, to get all the securities tha+,
oad. The Grand Trunk Railway is bur- have been outstanding into one class of
ened-I will not say burdened, because it security called the consolidated debenture

snt necessuary to consider it a burden- stock, which in the main has been retricted
t in addition to the running expenses of in its borrowing power to 4 per cent inter-

acporting our produce there is interest est. Some portions of the consolidated de-

thecapita that is necessary to provide for benture stock have been issued at as high as
he construction and operation of these 5 per cent, but I wish to draw a distinctiin
, es, and the question of the amount of between the class of stock we are asked to
intrest that should be paid, the burden of authorize now and the issue contained in the
capital that should be borne by the people that consolidated debenture stock. The securities
8UPPly the traflic, is a point of very great now sought for are fixed charges anmounting

noment to - the people of Canada. Hon. to six per cent or five per cent according to
getlemen in discussing this and similar the class of security, and the obligation is as
thestio frequently take the ground long as those securities are out to pay that

thiS is a purely domestic matter 6 per cent or 5 per cent, but the consoli-
the Grand Trunk Railway, or any other dated debenture stock says that the Grand

railway that may be under the consideration Trunk Railway may borrow capital in order
'of arliament, but it is a mistake to con- to acquire and consolidate its indebtedness

r it in that light. We have to consider at a rate of interest not to exceed 4 per cent.
that there are two parties to this question, If it be in the interest of the shareholders of

u"'e Party is that which supplies the earning the company to have it 3 per cent, it may be
POwer to the railways of the country, and that or it may be only 2 per cent for that
te other party is the representatives of the matter-it is not to exceed 4 per cent, but 4
o pitall that has gone into the construction per cent is not the fixed rate. That has been,

that road, who if unchecked may make and is, the policy of the Canadian parlia-
greater demands than are justifiable. So ment, and it is desirable that all those
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or sumns as theC proprie-tors of tue conipany entituu
THE GRANI) TRUNK RAILWAY ACT. K0  tei eneral or special geîeral meeting assein-

Abled may, roin time to time, deternine : Provide
Assetedto 9th pri, 184.always, that the total interest payable upon the

3. The company may, from time to time, in securities and iaterest.bearing obligations .f

addition to the powers granted by the Parliament schedule A t) thîs Act îrieutioîed, ontstanding
of Canada, under the Act 37th Victoria, chapter froni tine to titne, ani the iaterest upon the coi-
66, borrow and raise for the purposes hereinafter solidated debenture stock issned under this Act:
specified at any rate of interest not exceeding five shah fot at any tiîe exceed the sum of four hun
per cent per annuin, such sum or suins, as the pro- dred and eighteen thousand eight hundred and
prietors of the conpany entitled to vote, in general forty-five pounds sterling per annum.
meeting assembled, may, fron time to tine, deter- 4. The debenture stoc hereby authorized to be
mine, by the creation and issue of a perpetual issued, as ani when created, and the interest
debenture stock to be called "Grand Trunk Con- thereon, shah rank on an equality with the four
solidated Debenture Stock ": Provided always, per cent consohidated debenture stock issued by
that the total interest payable upon the entire loan the conpany, or to be isaued, under the powers Of
capital, including the existing charges and the the Act fortyoseventh Victoria, chapter fty-ti
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security holders whose securities brought a debenture stock already issuel, and for the timfe

greater rate of interest than 4 per cent should being outstanding, shall not, at any time, exceed
"'Gthe sun of seven hundred and fif ty thousand pounds
conform to the policy of the Grand Trunk sterling per annuin.
Railway Company itself and the policy of 5. The consolidated debenture stock hereby
this parliament at the instigation of the authorized to be created, or the proceeds thereofi
Grand Trunk Railway Company. Some shall be applied ly the comupany to the following

hon. gentlemen will no doubt say, " What purposes, that is to say g i s(a.) In redeeniing and getting in the existing
have we to do with that, we cannot force charges upon such ternis and conditions of pur-
people to give up those securities, we cannot chase or exchange as nay, fron time to time. be
force a man to give up his 6 per cent secu- agreed upon between the company and the respec-
rit if he chooses to hold on to it 1 Irant tive holders of the said charges, a sun not exceed-

Sginc the suin of five millions tive hundred thousand
that, but when those parties come with pounds sterling (5,500,000);
the 6 per cent securities to this parliament (b.) In the purchase or exchange of the existiog
and ask that the people of Canada bear the perpetual five per cent debenture stock mentioned

unearned interest which was beyond the in the said schedule hereto nunbered two, a sui
not exceeding eight millions eight hundred and six

powers of the people living on the Chicago thousand pounds sterling (8,806,000);
portion of the line, to pay, we can say we (e.) And the reimainder of the said consolidated
will not allow the people to pay compound debenture stock by this Act authorized to be

interest by increasing the issue of consoli- created anti issued, and any suis remaining out of
8 . the suims inentioned in the preceding paragraphs.

dated debenture stock to rank Panl*ý (a and 1> after the said existing charges and de-
passu with other consolidated debenture benture stock mentioned therein have been pur-
stock for the purpose of paying that interest. chased or exchanged for consolidated debenture

If the road does not earn that interest, they stock r sha le applied to the putting down of a
double track or second liue ot rails, first upon the

must do without it so far as this parliament portion of the line between Montreal and Toronto,
i. concerned-we will not put on the shoul- and then upon such portions of the conpany's rail-
ders of the people of Ontario the burden of ways as the directors may, froin time to tiie, dle-
paying thp interest on the accumulated termine, with ail cecessary works, uîachineîy and

appliauces connecteti therewith, and also to the
revenue which has not been made by the purchase of additional rolling stock and other gen-
Chicago end of the line. As the burden is eral purposes of the company ; and the companY
increased on the Canadian end of the rail- shall render to the government stateinents of the

way the reater the burden on the eople of application of the proceeds of the additioial de-
r on benture stock by this Act authorized.

Caniada will be. The dehentures that we We have further the Act of 1887, which
sanctioned. we must stand bv. and if the road dea with the securities of the Chicago and
fails to earn it the country suffers in credit or
the people are oppressed to the extent that Grand irunk Railway, assented to 23rd

the rates have 'to be increased, in order June, 1887 :

meet interest out of ca ital which is added 3. In aldition to the amounts which the company
are authorized to borrow and raise under the Act

to the already overburdened capital of the thirty-seven Victoria, chapter sixty-five, forty-fifth
company. I have here a copy of the Victoria, chapter sixty-six, and forty-seventh Vic-
statutes mentioned in this bill. This bill toria, chapter fifty-two, the company miay borrow

draws attention to certain statutes--the and raise for the purposes hereinafter specified, by
the creation and issue of perpetual consolidated de-

Acts of 1884, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1892 and benture stock, to he called - Grand Trunk Consoli-
1893. The first Act referred to is that of dated Debenture Stock," bearing interest at any
1884. It says rate not exceeding 5 per cent per annuin, such sumli

d
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c]id sha, subject to the priorities of all existing
stoges, and to five per cent perpetual debenture
stc entioned in schedule number two to theexptnentioned Act and the payment of working
penses as now defined, become a first charge1
Ia and over the whole of the undertaking, rail-

ays orks, rolling stock, plant, property and
efftsf the company ; but the holders of the said
Wheth dated debenture stock of the company,of ther issued prior or subsequent to the passing
Of thi Act, under the powers conferred by this

l orrmer Acts, shall not, as amongst them-
5. åbe entitled to any preference or priority.herebe additional consolidated debenture stock

hereY authorized to be created, or the proceeds
follow-, shall be applied by the company to the
excha ing purposes, that is to say : In acquiring byinte nge. purchase or otherwise, the securities and
'nterest-bearing obligations mentioned in scheduleOrf this Act, upon such terms and conditions of?elase or exchange as nay, from time to time,
resaed upon between the company and the
tion holders of such securities and obliga-
Pro and to the general purposes of the company :oded always, that the interest on such of the
COnsohdated dehenture stock as may, fron time to

pay be issued under this Act, and the interest
inse "Il the securities and obligations mentioned
bei hedule A to this Act, outstanding for the time

ng, shall not at any time exceed the sum of four

hundred and eighteen thousand eight hundred and
forty-five pounds sterling.

6. The securities and interest-bearing obligations
acquired or purchased by or in exehange for the
consolidated debenture stock hereby authorized to
be issued, or the proceeds thereof, shall be held as
subsisting and continuing as a security pro tanto
for the benefit of the holders of the Grand Trunk
consolidated debenture stock ; but unless and until
any default shall be made in payment of any
interest on such stock, the revenue derived from
the said securities and interest-bearing obligations
shall be considered as part of and included in the
general revenues of the company.

7. The charges mentioned in schedule number
one of " The Grand Trunk Railway Act, 1884,"
and the five per cent debenture stock mentioned
in schedule number two of the said Act, which have
been or nay hereafter be purchased or otherwise
acquired by the company as provided in the said
Act, shall, until the whole of such charges and
debenture stock has been so purchased or acquired,
be treated as subsisting and continuing as a
security pro tanto for the benefit of the holders of
the consolidated debenture stovk for the time being
issued by the company, in the saine way in all
respects as if such charges and debenture stock
had been duly transferred to and were held by
trustees for the benefit of the holders of the said
consolidated debenture stock.

SCHEDULE A.

SCJEDULE of Securities and Interest-bearing Obligations of Controlled Railways.

l1cago and Grand Trunk Ry...do do
and Trunk Junction Ry....

75t'iGrand Haven and Mil-uee Ry..............

mich do
1 dlan Air Line Ry ..........

do R y.......... .... ..... . .. . . .

Description.

1st mortgage............
2nd do ...........

Ainou

6,000,000
6,000,000

Mortgage ............. .

Equipnent mortgage....
Consolidated mortgage..
lst mortgage ............
Consolidated mortgage..
lst mortgage (Midland

2,000,000
3,200,000

ake Section) ..............
oionte alUcoe Junction Ry ..... lst mortgage............
tionR and Champlain June-

Grand Ry .... · · ·. ..· · · · · ·.. lst do ............ak runk, Georgian Bay andChie Erie Ry.......... ... 1st do
cego and Grand Trunk Ry... Indebtedness for cars and

other property on which
letroit interest is payable.....

, Grand Iaven and Miliaukee Ry................ Indebtedness for steam'rs,
cars, land and mortga-
ges on which interest is
payable..............

nt. 3 Annual
Interest

£ p.c. £
1,239,6001 6 74,376
1,239,600 5 61,980

800,000 5 40,000

410,958 6 24,657
657,534 6 39,452
310,000 5 15,500

1,571,600 5 78,W

525,000 5 26,2W
51,700 1-59, 821

172,600 5 86

301,200 5 l15,510

310,0271. ....

195,411

7,785.230

21,308

11,781

418,845
,7

ave 4 ~ coipany, under an agreement, takes 25 per cent of the gross receipts of its railway, which on an
ge of lSix years have amounted to $3,997.29, or in other words 1*59 per cent on its bond indebtedness.

Date of
Maturity.

Jan. 1, 1900
do 1, 1922
(Jan.1, 1901
X do 1, 1934

Nov.14, 1918
do 15, 1918

Jan. 1,1902
do 1,1912

May1, 1908
Nov. 1,1896

Jan. 1, 1902

Aug. 1, 1903

327
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The next Act is that of 1888, assented to thirty-six thousand nine hundred and twenty.one
May 4th, 1888 . pounds sterling per annun.

5. The additional consolidated debenture stock
hereby authorized to be created, or the proceeds

3. In addition to the amounts which the con- thereof, shall be applied by the company to the
pany are authorized to borrow and raise under the following purposes, that is to say: in acquiring, by
Acts thirty-seventh Victoria, chapter sixty-five, exchange, purchase or otherwise, the securities
forty-fifth Victoria, chapter sixty-six, forty- and charges included in schedule 1 to this Act,
seventh Victoria, chapter fifty-two, and fiftieth upon such ternis and conditions as may from tilme
and fifty-first Victoria, chapter fifty-seven, the to time be agreed upon between the comîpanlY
company may borrow and raise for the purposes and the respective holders of such securities and
hereinafter specified, by the creation and issue of charges, and to the general purposes of the col-
perpetual consolidated debenture stock, to be pany.
called "Grand Trunk Consolidated Debenture 6. The securities and charges so acquired by
Stock," bearing interest at any rate not exceediiig exchange or otherwise shall be held as substituting
four per cent, per annun, such suin or sums as the and continuing as a security pro tanto for the
proprietors of the company entitled to vote in benefit of the holders of the Grand Trunk consoli-
general or special general meetings assenbled fron dated debenture stock, in the sane way in ail
time to tiwe determinîe : Provided always that the respects as if such securities and charges had been
total inrerest upon the authorized securities and -luly transferred to and were held by, tistees for
ch11arges included in the schedile to this Act, the benefit of the holders of the said consolidated
which shall not have been acquired or exchîanged debenture stock ; but unless and until any default
by the company, as liereinafter provided, shall shall be made in the payment of any interest on
not, at any time, together with the interest upon such stock the revenue derived fron the said secu-
the consolidated debenture stock issued under rities and charges shall be considered as part of
this Act, exceed the sui of one hundred and and included inthegeneral revenuesof the company.

SCHEDULE No. 1.

Anui Date of
Security. A mount. - interet ofSecuriy. :î+ tenti naturity.

Northern Railway of Canada, Five per cent. First Mortgage Bonds 679,000 5 33,!7 *Toy l"92
do Six per cent Northern Extension ..... 150,7W 0,042 july 1, !93
do Four p. c. Perpetual Debenture Stock 363,5 4 14,534
do Six per cent. Second Mortgage Bonds 500,00 6 :,000 N, due
do Six per cent. Third Mortgage Bonds 100,000 6 6,0(m)

Hamilton and North Western Railway, Six per cent, First Mort- 9
gage Bonds ............. ........ ..................... .... 450,000 6 ' o(K

Joint Companies, Six per cent Equipient Bonds. ... . ............ 200,000 6 12,000
Northern and Pacific .1hnction Railway Company (Leased Line),

Five per cent Mortgage Bonds........ ......... ............ 457,800 5 2,890
Northern and Pacific ,iunction Railway Company (Leased Line),

Share Capital (8200,000)..... ... ...................... .. 41,095 189
North Simneoe Lease (Rental), Six per cent Mortgage Bonds (5300,000) 61,643 6 3,700

do Stock (850,000)............ ... ...... 10,273
Lake Simi*coe Junction (Lease) Stock, 34,100 ...................... ... ......
Peterborough and Chîenong Lake (Rental) Stock $150,000 .. ........... 2- 616
Northern and Hamilton and North-Western Railways Sections,

Anount required to meet expenditure for enlargenent and im-1
pro enent . ... .. ... .. . ..... ... .. ... .. .. 100O,000 4 4,000

£2,663,861 . £136,921

,SCHEDULE No. d.

0F 6 PER CENT PREFEPENCE STOCKS.

Preference Stock, of the Comnpany, original]y isslned iiy th-oter a av Comnpany cf Canada' 150,(0

Preference Stock cf the Company, originally issued b'y the Hamilton anti Ncrth-Western R*y. CO. 170,000

£3,0000
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ASSENTED to 10th May, 1890. and included in the general revenues of the coin-Ir addition to the ainounts which the company pany.
hrt orize to borrow anà raise under the Acts

ifth 8reventh Victoria, chapter sixty-five, forty- Tie Act of 1893 contained the follow-
r oi ito chapter sixty-six, forty-seventh ing

r chapter fifty-two, fiftieth and fifty-first
a, chapter fifty-seven, and fifty-first Vic- 1. li the interpretation of this Act, unless the

sain .h t fifty-eight, and over and above the context retjuires a dfferent interpretation, the
fortheounts the company may borrow and raise, words the company " shah mean the company
and i8 purposes hereinafter specified, by the creation create
to e sue of perpetuai consolidated debenture stock, ami the words h sail comianies shah nîan
Stockcalled "Grand Ti unk Conisolidated Dedenture the (rand Trunk Railway Conpany of Canada,
4 Per )enearg interest at any rate not exceeding the Jacques Cartier Union Railway Company, the

msuc sum or sums, not in
afease exceedling the respectiv-e amiounts herein- aythBeurniJueioRilyCmpy

enttlen "tionied, as the proprietors of the company
assemle o votein general or special meetings and (.hensong Lake Railway Company, the Lake

Phole froi tine to timie determine; and the Süncoe Juntion Railway Company, the randthoe amnounît to be issuedi tînder the proison of ntl 5ae't hah n> isise initerecte pr'ovisionis of Trnink, Georgian Bay andl Lake Erie llailway Coi-
sun f shall not in toe a reate exceed pany, the London, Huroi, and Bruce Railway Coth-

Th eve Million dollars.an Gueph Raila o any, the
herebe additional consolidated debenture stock Btantfoitl, Norfolk ant Port Burwell Railway
tihere atthorized to bc created, or the proceeds 1'onpany, the Wellington, Grey anti Brute Rail-
follt shall be applied by the Company to the way Company, the Waterloo Juntion Railwayfoîî<t 1 nS PUrposes, that is to sav Company, the Nort:- Siîncoe Railway t olnpany,

Sai ot exceeding three million dollars ant the Cobourg, Blairton and Marmora Railwaythe St. Clair Tunnel Company in the con- ai MininyPletio1  opn Copa.
ee their tunnel, and the works and appli- 2. This Act inay be cited as Th (hd Trunk

the , roequired in connection th)erýewithi, for whichiAt 83
frolay shall be entitled to take and have 3. Te agreenseinent enterei intt by tue sait

t le said tunnel coinpany, siares and nortgage conpanies, ani set out in the sciielule to this Act,
ters of the said company, or either, on such1 is erey conirîed ami nate vali, ant shal intu ani5  at such rates as the directors of the ail courts ani plaees be taken ami held to be iegal,tunInel i.
t <i )pany and this company from time to valîd ant hinding ii ail respects wlsatsoeN er, asPee upon •ully anti completely as if tue sait agreeinent ant
or t A su not exceeding three million dollars, ci and every clause thereof verc set ont nt

the t a<tmpletion of the doubling of portions of letgth and enacted ii tiis Act asd tie said cons-
ail thek tf the ccmpany's railway and providing palles nainet ii the said agreement are hereby~sieîaitiosat ees vaciiioito anialgamnateti; andi froin and after the pastding of'(Ilie litions and niecessary accommodation re-

f tI. connection therewith t:is Act the saii conpanies shah forii ani he one
th. A further sumn, not exceeding five hundred cospany ier tie naiie of ''lie (;anl Trnk

ath dllars, to be advanced froin tine to timse Raîlway Company of Camida," on tie tenis anti
ity s idland1i Railway of Canada, on sncb uch u- contitions set out in tie said agreent ant in

thi e directors of the company dieteimsine,- titis ct m itii tie capita aiso iitMitloiiei in sai
p'vsu shall he employel in the general imii-

of Casut of the property of the Midland Railway e copany ay, after te date of union(1' ~ientioneti ii tise said agreemuent, ils adtditions to
,duoa suin not exceeding five hundred thousand the se-eral aitounts of Grant Trînk cossolîdated
betroit to be advanced, froim time to time, to the debestune stock iîîentioîed is and aîtiiorizel by
Ce , Grandhaven and Milwaukee Railway tse sevenad statutes referred to ii section 3 of
t%%o any, on such security as the directors of the chapter 48 of tie statutes of 1890, ant also in aidi-
suc opanies frot timse to time deterinine; andti
tio Uli shall bu. used in the acquisition of addi- tiste, ant over and above antis additios to tie
niprov rolbng stock and buildings, and in the'Irl nt ltusildinogs89, antiidie nost aovriaed iya ter 3d of adtise tatutes
r rîeent of the property of the said Detroit,g(.nTCî m iwukeRiwv onas ainunuts heretofore authorizeti by assy statute orgeellaen andl MNilwaukee Railway Companybî:Âî V. statutes of Canada (ail of which by this Act are

froîn tares, bonds and securities so acquired mate applicable to tie coinpasy forîned by the
au( iree Tunnel Company, and the securities said union) in order to get il the borrowed capital
and f romi the Mitdlant Railway of Canada, referred to i colui three of tie first part of

ti o he Detroit, Grandhaven and Milwaukee scieduhe X înentioned is tie said agreement as is
co ti olnpany, shall be held as subsisting asd not nclude' in tie scieiles to the sai1 above

fthe as a security pro tanto for the benefit nentioîed Acts, or asy of tsen, hornow and raise,
debe nltlers of the Grand Trussk consolidated for the purposes is the saii agreement întioned

if i re stock, in the saine way in all respects asd specîfied, by tie creation and issue of perpet-
truisteesuc shares au securities were held by uni consoiidated debesture stock, to be caliedes for the benefit of the holders of the said Grand Trunk consolidated debenture stock, bearingn"Ii3 defa •ebenture stock, but unless and until interest at a rate sot exceediîg four per cent perou such at5t is Made in the paynent of any interest annui, suds sumn, sot exceeding seventy-fi'e hou-

securititock, the revenue tlerived frot the said sand pousds sterling, as a nsajority of the proprie-ansd s shal be consideed as part of tors preseut in person or iepresented iy proxy
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(entitled to vote) at general or special meetings as- PART Il.
sembled determiiie. SHARE CAPITAL.

5. The additional Grand Trunk consolidated de. Four per cent guaranteed stock ...... 8 25,402,996 0
benture stock hereby authorized to be created and First preference stock. ............ 16,644,000 00
issued, or the proceeds thereof, shall be applied by Second preference stock ......... ... 12,312,666 67
the company in acquiring or getting in by exchange, Third preference stock .............. 34,884,535
purchase or otherwise, the said securities and obli- Ordinary stock ..................... 99,913,2886
gations in the next preceding clause of this Act
mentioned as heing omitted from the schedules in S 189,157,48
the said several Acts in the said next preceding
clause referred to, upon such terins and conditions SCHEDULE X.
as arc, fron time to time, agreed upon between (31entionfre in the amnnereX Agreement.)
the conpany and the respective holders thereof ; PART I.
and if there is any surplus it may be applied to the Borrowred capital,
general purposes of the company.

6. The Grand Trunk consolidated debenture
stock issued or to be issued under the provisions of Column 1. Column 2. Column 3
chapter 52 of the statutes of 1884, of chapter 57 of
the statutes of 1887, of chapter 58 of the statutes
of 1888, of chapter 48 of the statutes of 1890, and Name of Company. Held by
of chapter 39 of the statutes of 1892, shall, together Total Grand Held bY
with the Grand Trunk consolidated debenture Capital. Trunk Public.

stock hereby authorized to be created and issued, ________

also the consolidated debenture stock authorized to
be created and issued under the provisions of section S ets. $ ets. S
12 of this Act, as and when created and issued, and The Montreal Com-7
the interest thereon respectively, rank equally as T .i 1 839,986 67 332,393 33 507,593M
one single consolida ted stock, and shall, subject to Com aunsubec t Crnany .... 86,O0010 8,006
all the priorities of existing charges, and also to The Midland. .-- 10,201,993 33 2,742,366 67 7,459,626 Cd
the tive per cent perpetual dehenture stock men- The Lake Simcoe 5Comnpany...... .. 251,606 66 2,51,6W0661j
tioned in schedule number 2 to the sail chapter 52 The Georgian Bay
of the statutes of 1884, and to all the provisions Company......... 1,680,000 00 484,720 0 1,195,280 Co
relating to the company as to working expenses as The Huron Com-1
set forth in the schedule to this Act, be and be- The Brantford
come a first charge upon the whole of the under- Con any......... 123,126 67 123,126 67-
taking, railways, works, rolling stock, plant, prop- The Wellin gton M 1pro ýCoin pany.. 2,589,066 66 2,065,9l00 0 2,166
erty and effects of the company ; but the holders e W6aterloo Com-
of the said Grand Trunk consolidated debenture pan... ...... 105,000 00 105,000 00
stock, whether issued prior or subsequently to the The North Simcoe
passing of this Act or of the said former Acts in Company.......... 300,000 00 .3000 00
this Act abQve referred to, shall not as amongst 17,089,425 99 7,403,759 33 9,685,66 66
themselves be entitled to any preference or _

priority. PART IL

SCHEDULE A. capital 8tock,

(Mentioned in annexed Agreement.)
PART I. Nane of Company. Amount.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY. ---

Borroirel Capital.nThe Jacques Cartier Copany .........c .W 000 0
___________________________ -The Montreal Company.................. 25006

kThe Beauarnois Corrpany .............. 300. 006The Midland ............ ........... 66,tit 66
The Peterboro' Copany .... ............ 00

Description. Ainout. he Lake 3410006The Georgian Bay Copany ...... 5....... 50325
Thee uron Company 5...................14>,

___ ___ ___ ____ The Gaît Comnpany.....................23640 W0
dThe Brntford Conpany ..... 0........... 4

c. ~ esThe Wellington Company 2....... 21120
LoanCapial- p. C cts.Loan Caia-P The Waterloo Company................ 70,000 o0

Grand Trunk .......... ..... .... 2,016,260 The North0 Si0coeCompany............. 000
-Northern and Hamilton and The Cobourg Comnpany ................. 1i,00,00 <

Nrorth- western ............. 6 2,696,619 99 î 929>544
Northen.... ....... ........ 5 3,015,386 67

Bonds matured but ot paid off To. be.. ct9,733 34
Debenture Stock- ob ovreasiseto ofteaemntere

Grand Trunk ., .. ........ .... 5 20,782,491 67 annexed mentioned.
Great Western...............5 13,252,322 67 Hon, gentlemen will see by the rate
Grand Trunk................4 48,396,371 99 interest which is put down in the schedulee
Northern................... 4 1,693,551 that the Act which I have referred o

91,862,737 66 1887 was for the purpose of issuing aon. , 0 ll0
hdated debenture stock and acquiring thO
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%tcurities. The Act in clause No. 7 states
a i.obl here is any portion of the outstand-

Of the igations of these securitiesin the hands
sist Publie that these securities shall sub-

ere hed remain as they are as if they stillwoere held by trustees in common for the
the lsecurity holders in addition to
fat tconsolidated debenture stock. The
Grand t the securities of the Chicago and
d Id Trunk Railway mentioned in sche-

Ive 50 subsist, or in other words remain
I the so1on as there are any outstanding

ethe hands of the public, authori es the
e1pany trhP17 y to charge as revenue charges
ih,00 or nearly $900,000 a year, not-

Wthst andin the fact that the conpany
then a very large proportion of them under

te4 Per .en ýt re r cent issue of consolidated deben-
now k, and the higher rate of interest is
capbilg perpetuated by the issue of the
cotal 'under this bill and the revenues, and
eo8equefl y the rates of the company are

0e ng charged in perpetuity with this
Th 0 a year interest on unearned income.

q Grand Trunk Railway Company has ac-
i ired a Portion of those securities amount-

bea O £260,ooo of the tirst mortgage and
aecong six per cent and £605,000 of the

the nortgage, bearing five per cent andtho f h .
, sokf the securities for cars and roll-
-?uab , anounting to £301,000, and pre-

"7abY froi the large amount of interest
InUt'O ()denanded, stock of the railway

e "8alo be included in addition to the bond
000 and because there are only £260,-
ther4 the first mortgage acquired, and
000 Ftill outstanding the suin of £979,-

toIf the first mortgage bearing six per
haad £633,000 of the second mortgage
whole fiVe per cent interest, therefore, the
'%eveno these securities subsist and the
Tr, e "'s claimed by the Chicago and Grand
PUttRailway as if not one of these were
Railhsed or owned by the Grand Trunk
are cl Company, and the dividends which
to 'me under those securities amount

eighh o8,000. That £178,000 is one-
and t the revenue of the whole line,
llnder t• that ainount that is now souglit
Qpjitli bill to be made up by the issue of
1 w' '.and paid out of the capital account.
tha th8t read this bill in order to show
stron e POsition I am taking is a perfectly
are ne, because hon. gentlemen say there
0 grants contained in it required for the
ad t r .ailway construction account,at a Portion of this money is for that

purpose. I contend that no portion of this
money is for improvements at all, it is alto-
gether for the purpose I speak of-the
maintenance of the revenue of the Chicago
and Grand Trunk Railway portion of the
line. It is not for the purpose of construc-
tion of any portion of the section of railway
in Canada at all. Here is the Act :
An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Railway

Company cf Canada.
Whereas the Grand Trunk Railway Company of

Canada has, by its petition, represented that its
net revenue fron the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, has been
insufficient to meet in full the interest on all the
borrowed capital of the company and the other net
revenue charges, and that although the deficiency
has been tenporarily provided out of the general
funds of the company, it remains a charge against
future revenue, and that it is expedient that the
coipany should be authorized to charge the same
to capital account,-and that the conpany, under
the provisions of chapter twenty-five of the statutes
of 1878,has entered into working arrangements with
the Chicago and Grand Trunk Railway Company,
and is the holder of the greater part of the ordi
nary stock of that company, and a large proportion
of its bonded indebtedness,-and that the Chicago
and Grand Trunk Railway Company has not been
able out of its own funds to maintain its hne and
works in an etficient state, and that the company has
been compelled from time to time to make to them
advances for this and other purposes, and that it is
anticipated that further advances may be required,
and that it is expedient that the company should
have express powers to make the same to that coin-
pany,-and that it is expedient that the company
should have power to increase its capital; and
whereas the company bas prayed for an Act con-
ferring the said powers and for other purposes, and
it is expedient to grant the prayer of the said peti-
tion: Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the ad-
vice and consent of the Senate and House of Com-
mons of Canada, enacts as follows:-

1. This Act iay be cited as The Grand Trunk
A(-, 1897.

2. The expression " the company " wherever
used in this Act, means the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada as now constituted.

3. The directors nay at any tine after the
thirtieth day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-seven, charge the capital account of the
conpany with the sums by which the net revenue
up to and inclusive of that date may have been
insuthieient to meet the interest to that date upon
the borrowed capital of the conpany and other
net revenue charges ; provided that the amount to
be so charged to capital account and the tine and
mianner of charging the saine shall be subject to.
the approval of the proprietors in general meeting.

4. The directors may, in addition to the advances
already made by then to the Chicago and Grand
Trunk Railway Company, from time to time inake
further advances to that company. Any sums so
advanced shall be included in the accounts of the.
half year in which the advances are made, and the
amount thereof shall be stated in the balance sheet
and accounts of the company.
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5. In addition to the amnounts which the Con- revenW of the company is supplemented by
pany is authorized to borrow and raise under the the revenue that is received from the Inter-
several Acts following, that is to say, under the
Grand Tr'unk Railway Acts 1874, 1882, 1884, 1887, national Bridge Co., the interest on the
1888, 1890 and 1892, and the Grand Trnk Act, Toledo, Saginaw and Muskegun bonds and
1893, the company may borrow and raise for the interest on controlled lines acquired bv the
general purposes of the conpany hy the creation issue of a 4 per cent debenture stock, and the
and issue of perpetual consolidated debenture . . ' d
stock, to be called Grand Trunk Consolidated net earmngs of the Chicago and Gran
Debenture Stock, bearing interest at any rate not Trunk Railway amounting to £56,000, mlak'
exceeding four per cent per annui, such sum as ing a total net revenue of the Grand TrUnk
the proprietors of the company entitled to vote in R ailway Company, £707,000 sterling, orgeneral meeting assembled shall from tine to time in round nunbers $3,500,000 for thechalfdetermnmne ; provided always that the aggregate
amount of the annual interest on the lebenture year ending December, 1896. That revenue
stock to be issued under this Act shall not exceed has been charged with the deficiency il the
tifty thousand pounds sterling. 825,000,)000. .earnings to meet interest of the Chicago and

6. The debenture stock by this Act authorized Grand Trunk Railwa for the half ear and
slhall rank equally and be consolidated with the
debenture stock issued or to be issued as Grand the Detroit, Grand Haven and Milwakee
Trunk Consolidated Debenture Stock under any Companv, in the first instance amountiOg
Act now in force and shall be subject to all con- to £67,000 and in the second instance t

.this at ia nt tke efeet unless a util £24,917 of the Detroit, Grand Haven ad
suibmittedl to a general meeting of the comnpany Milwakee Company. That leaves a surplus
and accepted by a mnajority of the votes of the to the good, after paying al] the net revenUe
persons present at such meeting or represented by charges, including those two amnounts, Of
proxy entitled to vote thereat ; provided that £39,086 which the next clause saysnotice of the submission of this Act at such mneet-c c
ing lias been duly given; and the certificate in
writing of the chairnan of such meeting shall be The above net revenue surplus for the haf Vea
taken as suticient evidence of the acceptance of of £39,086 deducted from the net revenue deèfic-
this Act, and such certiticate shall be filed iii the ency at the 30th June last, of £3W6,769 leaves a
office of the Secretary of State of Canada and debit balance of £2t67,(683 to be carried to the
notice there>f published in the Cunrula n Oad:at, next ialf year's accounts.
and copies thereof certified by the Secretary of
State shall be taken and necepted in all courts of Now, that amount of £267,00O is the
law as iutficietnt evidence of the acceptance of this anouit that is referred to in the first partAct. of this bill, where it says that the net reve'

Now, capitalized at 4 per cent t hat amount nue from the 1st January, 1894, bas becU
of interest, namely, £50,000, means an in- insufficient to meet in full the interest on al
crease of capital to the extent of six million the borrowed capital of the conmpany. This
of dollars. That six million dollars, as I con- £267,000 has reference to that phase of it
tend is sought for by the Grand Trunk Rail- I which is now to be paid for by increasing
way for the purpose of adding to the capital the capital stock of the company. In this
of the Canadian part of the road under our report-half yearly report of the company-
legislation, in order to pay out of capital the we see a reference made to the Chicago and
deficiency in the annual revenue of the con- Grand Trunk Railway Company. It says the
pany which they have not been able to meet gross receipts of the Chicago and Grand
by that portion of the line in the United Trunîk Railway forthe year 1896 amounted O
States-the Chicago and Grand Trunk Rail- £647,657 as against £574,557 in 1895. The
way. I have here the last annual report of working expenses were £57 1,000. Hon. gel-
the Grand Trunk Railway Company which tlemen will see that the gross earnings of the
I obtained from the library. I could only ChicagoandGrand Trunk Railway are £647,'
get the last half yearly report; however, 657 on 335 miles, or $9,000 per mile of rai-
for ail purposes necessary it is quite way, as against a gross revenue on the whole
satisfactory. It was made as recently as mileage of 3,506 miles of £4,000,000 ($20,-
April last and here we see what the revenue 000,000), or $6,000 per mile of railway, show-
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company is. ing a much larger proportion of gross incoO'e
The gross receipts for the half year amount per mile on the shorter line but a smaller net
to $10,400,000-£2,079,745, very nearly revenue. The net revenue of the Canadiaa
-eleven million dollars. The net traffic company is 30 per cent of the gross, whil
receipt out of the gross revenue of the com- the net revenue of the Chicago anld Grand
pany is £616,000 or $3,079,000. That net Trunk Railway is only 9 per cent of th'



gross, how is the 91 per cent absorbed, and case and £600,000 of the second mortgage
de Y should the Canadian company be bur- 5 per cent in the other case and the whole
t wned with the 19 per cent deficiency, while' of the bonds for cars and rolling stock and
lar Proportion of gross earnings are so much so on, but there still remains outstandingeg0er . These are facts which will bear in the hands of the public of the first mort-

anation and should be elicited by the gage securities amounting to £979,000 or
paway Committee before this bill receives 'nearly $5,000,000 bearing 6 per cent

£56 ientry sanction. The net profit was interest-that is still in the hands of the-
'ea000 as against £20,000 the previous public, and of the second mortgage bonds of

of r.Those the earnings on account the same railway there is still in the hands
Wate Chicago and Grand Trunk Rail- of the public £633,916. There is a foot note,
'«Y- There is a net revenue amounting at the bottom of the page upon which these
abOv 641-that is a net revenue over and items appear, by the company. It says:
the e the expenses-the difference between "This is a contingent liability as the Grand

"eexPenses of running the road and the Trunk Railway Company is only responsiblegoceipts from its operation. Then the report for this interest when the respective com-
ý on1 to say that the net revenue charges panies fail to earn it, and then only so

il189 year were £178,232 against £179,008 far as it is responsible under trafic and
£ 8. So far as I am able to judge, that other agreements." You see the company

Gr, 2 3 2claimed onbehalfof theChicagoand itself acknowledges that it is not an actual
that dTrunk Railway Company istheamount liability. Not an obligation except so far as
Whol referred to as being one-eighth of the trafficagreements make it, liableto alteration.
The erevenue of the Grand Trunk Railway. It is only a liability in so far as traffic and
Was revenue of the Grand Trunk for 1896 other agreements make it a liability and
hal8 87,000,000 or thereabouts, three and a those traffic and other agreements apparently"I~f r threabuts
half lihons were the earnings of the last transfer to the Chicago and Grand Trunk
it p year, and the previous half year brings Railway securities one-eighth of the whole

UPto about $,
000 thh $7,000,000. Of that $7,000,- revenue of the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
Trk is the net revenue of the Grand pany, and this bill now seeks to appropriate
chi > £178,000 is now claimed by the and capitalize these advances.

cao and Grand Trunk Railway securities
gheir share of that revenue, and the report Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Did they guaran-

e •fl to say " There was, therefore, a defi- tee those payments ?
18967in meeting the net revenue charges of
that of £122,000." The reason it is put Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, except under

WaY is because the £56,000 of the profit traffic agreements liable to alteration, but if
ductnt that I have already referred is de- those securities bad been transferred under
cetej .from the £178,000, leaving the defi- the Consolidated Debenture Stock Act of

y 1 the interest earned by the Chicago 1887 then the Grand Trunk Railway would
#60 0 rand Trunk Company of £122,000; or have guaranteed them. But the Grand
a600 for the past year. It is these two Trunk Railway did not guarantee them only

a ur'ts particularly of lat year that I have as far as traffic arrangements guarantee
Ua Y referred.to-the £267,000, the accu- them.

of the deficiency since 1.894 in the revenue
thich company itself and this £122,000, Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They have paid

of the the deficiency in the earning power the deficiency?

What Ilicago and Grand Trunk Railway is
this bill seeks to pay by increasing the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They havenoright

of whicof the Canadian company, the traffic to burden the Canadian people with the lia-
'aith in Canada has to bear the cost of bility, they have no right to ask us to increa-

i~ notaing this unearned interest. But this se the capital of the Canadian portion of the
8110 the whole, because we would be far line and throw the responsibility of paying
The gon te ,000,000 asked for here. the deficiency on the Canadian people.
aerand Tru k Railway Company have
aenti a portion of the securities here Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If they agree to

of the fd, anounting to, I think £260,000 it among themselves, what have we to say
rt maortgage 6 per cent in the one to it ?
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They may agree be paid by the issue of the $6,000,000 cOO-
to it among themselves but they come here solidated debenture stock and whatever
and ask us for legislation we are the party balance there may be over and above that is tO
of the first part, and they are the party of the be taken for future deficiencies because theY
second part. Now are we going to consent anticipate still further deficiencies from the
to have compound interest added to the bur- same reason. Now that is the purpose o
den of the people of Canada for the pur- this bill. It is not for any other purpose but
pose if meeting a deficiency of interest which to provide for the earning power of the Chi'
has been incurred in the United States to the cago and Grand Trunk Railway which it ig
extent of one-eighth of the whole revenue of unable to sustain and to meet the intereste
the Grand Trunk. Is that an equal distribu- £178,000, on those heavy securities which are
tion of the burden of sustaining this line? now outstanding and which have been paid
Are we going to consent to this legislation, for so far by advances out of the Grand Truflk
which, if it means anything at all is going Railway Company's cofers. Hon. gentenlen
to put a burden on tl e people who supply the are we going to perpetuate a principle that
trafic in the province of Ontario of furnish- is fraught with very great danger to Ouir
ing the interest on that capital? I think if greatest commercial interests: that is the
hon. gentlemen will look at it closely and transportation interestsof Canada. The prin'
try to disassociate from their minds the fact ciple is unsound. Is there any business n1ao
that this is not merely a domestic question in this honourable House who wou Id say that
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company compound interest is to be heaped up and
itself, but a question between the Parlia- liabilities to go to outside parties at the rate
ment of Canada as representing the people of compound interest? Does any busines
and the Grand Trunk Railway Company, man expect to stand long upon a basis Of
they will pause before granting this legis- that kind ? Is there any business man in
lation. They come to us and ask us for this House but would not say that six per
something which would be unjust and cent upon securities of that kind is excessive
improper to our own people to allow to go The rate of interest which most corpor,
into operation. The Grand Trunk Railway tions of that class are satisfied with is three
Company have paid the interest upon those and four per cent. Why, hon./gentleulenl
anounts that are spoken of-that is the if this principie of legistation is to be col"
£979,000 of first mortgage which bears six tinued, the Chicago and Grank Trunk
per cent interest still in the hands of the way woud be in possession of the whO e
public and tho £633,000, second sortgage railway in thirty y ars.
at ffve per cent interest whic.h is still in the
ands of the pubiic and they have paid those Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This rate wasco

advances in the past as they say and there years agoa?
bas been a deficiency which. bas been met Hn r OLO - mqÎeaâ
ot of the genera finances of the country. Ho. u bo n puoeint th e awhoiO

iNow these are the two arnounts which they of that r o irty ds, aut thatheiite
have so advanced, £536,000 sterling to the that a of int ere h d ds k
Chicago and Grand Trunk Company and us tho conepayicni corne hi ereant a5'
to the Detroit, Grand Haven and Milwau- s
kee Coinpany £269,000. Those two surs adding to the capital stock of the copaY
have been paid by the Grand Trunk Co - Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-ow can theY
pany to the security hoders ; that £536,- t avoid it
000 sterling represents the accunulated
advances of the past to make up the IHon. Mr. BOULTON-By ietting sonle'
deficiency in the net revenue of the coin- body else go without their dividends if it 
pany itself ani £122,000, deficiency of the obigatory upon the to continue trafiwu
past year which I have aiready referred arrangements that produce that effect.
to and which I presurne is not included
in this £536,000, and the £267,000 the defi- Hon. Mr. POW ER-The hon. gentleo
ciency in net revenue of the Canadian com- must see that this bill can only core ne
pany's-are the three items amounting to operation upon the resolution of the eeti g
nearly £1,000,000 altogether, $5,000,000, at whieh ail the parties itwrested must bO
that 1i the amount that is now sought to present.
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eion. Mr. McCALLUIM-The hon. gent- that I have already spoken of, amount toustn has read all but the 7th clause. It $325,000,000 upon the 3,500 miles of road.
ýust be satisfactory to all the parties before A very small portion of those outstanding

goes into operation. obligations receive any. interest or return for

10 Mr. BOULTON-I have not finished
1aysPeechyet The hon. gentleman from Hali-
fothlives down there by the sea and knows

nothiig about railway charges and nothing
hout the traffic receipts for long hauls and

the cals my attention to the fact thatthe COlnpany need not do this unless
they hoose. It is not a question
it is er the company need do if, or not ;
the 8a question whether we will allowth mpCO any to do it ; whether we are going
bt Upon the shoulders of the people a
thehn greater than they are able to bear,
the~y ave to bear the liabilities incurred in
the nited States, by deficiency of revenue.
leg two railways are subject to different
two atve authority, they are practically

(iliferent railways though under one
atagemIent. They are seeking legislation

Petu e bands of this House in order to per-
aatle that state of affairs, in order to

of e up the deficiency I have already spoken
t 178,0 is equal to 4 per cent on the

at ofthe 335 miles of railway valued
$70,00 a mile, an excessive charge.

reat the Grand Trunk Railway has been a

yeacorporation in Canada for the last forty
in -a It bas done a great work in the

but devI opment of Canada since 1851,
teit has done more to discredit the

o 7rest of Canada than we can overcome in
f try 10ong period, because a large portion

h money that was paid into that road
threl sunk. I will not say it has beenthiugh any fault or mismnanagement of the

discrany itself. I will not say there is any
tuadit to be attached to any one, but unfor-

.telY there is discredit attached to Can-
be. a consequence of millions of securities

pS locked up in centres of capital on which
day have never received one cent from that
hotj this. It is desirabý if we can by with-

e legislation of this kind, force on the
Trur's sof securitiesof the ChicagoandGrand

c k Railway the desirability, nay the ne-
csaity of their complying with the laws of

e a and exchanging their securities for
teJ 4Per cent consolidated debenture stock

aic ha been thepolicy of the Grand Trunk
the'ay Comupany itself, and the policy of
bl· eoPle of Canada. The outstandinglgatins of the Grand Trunk Railway
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the money invested. lion. gent emen w
be surprised when I tell them that the
revenue of the Grand Trunk Railway for
1896 was able to pay 24 per cent on all their
outstanding obligations.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Stock included?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, stock in-
cluded.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-After
deducting the working expenses I

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, the net
revenue was $35,000,000 last year and the
whole of the outstanding obligations, in-
cluding stock and everything else of the
Grand Trunk Railway amounts to $325,000,-
000. You have only to make a calculation
to find that £7,000,000 is about 21 per
cent on those outstanding obligations. I
mention this to draw attention to the fact
that Canada is not deficient in its power to
meet the interest on the capital invested.
The fact that ¶ianada suffers is due to the
policy adopted in the past, and which is
now sou ght to be perpetuated by the passage
of this bill. If certain security holders are
going to enjoy 6 per cent and the rest noth-
ing, and they come and ask us to enable
them to pay the deficiency which the
road does not earn, by increasing the
capital of the company and making it
cumulative revenue, you are putting them
further and further away from seeing
any portion of their money at any
period of their existence. It is also to avoid
that particular condition of affairs that I
have drawn the attention of the Senate to
this bill. I will just quote from the Grand
Trunk Railway half-yearly report to show
you what the outstanding liabilities of the
railway are. Here we have a statement of
the various securities, that is a statement of
the capital authorized and credit by the
company by the various Acts. Then we
have in No. 2 statement the stock and
share capital credit showing the proportion
issued. Then we come to loans and
debenture stock, toting up altogether
£21,000,000 sterling, or nearly $105,000,-
000. That is the total debenture stock.
The details added altogether make ýtermin-
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able bonds £3,377.000. Debenture stock,
per account No. 3, £18,507,000, share capital
account £40,000,000, Canadian Government
advances £3,111,500, toting up £65,940,549
sterling, or, turned into dollars $325,000,000.
Those are the total outstanding obligations
of the Grand Trunk Railway. The revenue
last year was $35,000,000.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That would be
enough to pay 10 per cent.

Hon. Mr. CLEMIOW-Do you mean to
say there is only £3,000,000 due to the
government of this country?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the capital
without interest added.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the out-
standing obligations from all sources, S325,-
000,000. The net revenue last year was
$35,000,000. I think for the credit of
Canada that is not a bad showing. In
Australia the railways dlo not all pay on
their capital as much as 21 per cent. Some
of theut pay as much as 3 per cent. In
Great Britain the railways pay on their gross
capital about 3 in that pogulous country.
In the maritime provinces there are nio
charges for interest, because it is a govern-
ment road. Their train mileage earning only
amounts to 0-69 per train mile. The train
mileage earning on the Grand Trunk Rail-
way amounts to 1 03, and on the Canadian
Pacific Railway 1 40 per train mile. That
is the comparisoh between the three large
roads. What I desire, and what I think
every one in this House desires, is to
see that this condition of affairs
if it is as I state, is not perpetuated. And
I have asked that this bill might be referred
back to the committee in order that they
may further investigate the question which
I have brought before this honourable House
in detail. Further than that the managers of
the Grand Trunk Railway who have to be
considered in this matter can appear before
the committee and correct any misstate-
ments that I have made, and point out
more fully to the committee the position
that they desire to place us in, and try and
controvert the position I have already taken
here. I feel quite sure the hon. mover of
this bill, row that I have drawn his atten-
tion to the facts, will co-operate with me by
referring this bill back to the Railway Com-
mittee in order that there may be a more

thorough investigation. If the bill wa
asking for capital to improve the transporta-
tion facilities or to add to their privilege, 1
would raise no question, but to charge the
traffic with compound interest or unearned
revenue I must protest against. It is a ques-
tion which more fully concerns the province
of Ontario than any other portion of Canada,
and as representatives of that province both
the hon. gentleman who moved the adoptiont
of the report, and the hon. gentleman who h&a
moved the third reading of the bill will see
that I am not asking the Senate to do anY-
thing that is out of the way or improper,
and to give the Grand Trunk Rail way autho-
rities an opportunity of explaining their
position to the committee, and to refute the
position 1 have taken with regard to the un-
sound financial position that is sought to be
promoted by the passage of this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
do not deem it necessary to enter at ail
length in the way of reply to the very in-
teresting speech made by the hon. gentleman
from Marquette. He seems to have pre
dicated his whole speech upon the assunl-
tion that the Chicago branch of the Grand
Trunk Railway is a separate road, under a
lease, or some special arrangement with the
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, while th'
fact is that the Chicago branch is just 0s
much a part of the great system of the
Grand Trunk Railway as is that portion Of
the road running from Island Pond tO
Portland. If the Grand Trunk RailwaY
Company were asking permission to ac-
quire a road in a foreign country, or to
acquire running powers over it, or it was tO
be a separate entity by itself, then I would
admit there would be a great deal of force
in the statements of the hon. gentleman who
has just addressed the House, but when Ve

consider the fact that at the period whel
the Grand Trunk Railway sold that portion
of the road lying between Quebec and Rivière
du Loup, a distinctand positive arrangement,
which is embodied in a statute, was niade
with the government that a portion of the
money, if not the whole of it, which was paid
for the Rivière du Loup portion of the Grand
Trunk should be devoted to acquiring 3
road which was to give direct connectiOO
with the great centre of trade, Chicago, it
will be seen that there is no ground for his
position. It was under these circumstances
that the Grand Trunk Railway acquired the
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PortionknownastheChicagoandGrandTrunk

tni&, and to day it is as much a portion of
Gth 0randTrunk Railway Company's property

% i the road between Montreal and Toron-
tý he ee they are just as responsible for
h interest which falls due upon bonds

thued when they purchased that road as
e t are for any other liability which may

ad against them. If the arguments
talneed by the hon. gentleman were crys-
tallized into law, they would simply mean
hoî hose corporations and individuals who
T,,d the bonds of the Chicago and Grand

runk Railway bearing six per cent and five
i r cent interest, would be deprived of their

vestnent to the extent of two per cent or
of Pr cent. I am informed that the effect
h carrying out the suggestion made by my

fr'iend would be, not only to deprive
hPeulators of the difference in interest that

e ays should be paid, but that a large pro-
o Of these bonds bearing six per cent,

f 119g due in 1 900-£6;000,000 of the bonds
due three years hence-are held by theGra Trunk Railway superannuation and

Prtvdent fund association, an association
thred and constituted under the laws of
te m0inion, for the purpose of providing a
of thelance under certain cases for employés
Pla e road. To adopt the hon. gentleman's
and tWould be to deprive that association
S these men who have invested their
tY. 1n order that they may have some-
i4 in case of accident for their families,

la t which they have a right to under the

delon. Mr. BOULTON--We could get a
triled statement of that at any time.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Th1 You have to do is to look at the statute.
thestatute tells you how many bonds

t are. It 'was in the schedule of the
of 1887.

lon. Mr; BOULTON-I have read that
tement.

lion- Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-aeil what more does the hon. gentlemanknow?

lione Mr. BOUJON-You said these
the Uties are-held by the representatives of

provident association.

lion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Ythat a portion of these debentures are

held by the association. I go further. I
could name gentlemen in Canada who have
invested their means in the acquiring of
these bonds, simply because theybear a larger
rate of interest than other Grand Trunk
Railway securities, and they considered it a
safe investment. If the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company whenthese bonds fall due, think
proper as probably they will, to make another
issue of bonds at 4 per cent to pay them off,
no harm is done to the parties who hold
those bonds at the present time, because the
bonds will then fall due and they will receive
the full face value of them. I think it would
be wasting the time of the House for me to
enter into the statistical statements made by
the hon. gentleman ; nor, I frankly confess,
am I in a position to do so in that intelligent
way that I should like to do, but I was
somewhat startled when the hon. gentleman
informed the House that the net revenue of
the Grand Trunk Railway for the past year
was $3-,000,000. If I am informed correct-
ly, the whole gross earnings of the road did
not amount to that by many millions.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Who is your
authority?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My authority is Mr. Wainwright, who has
just sent me a statement to that effect.

Hon. Mr..BOULTON-Mr. Wainwright
told the committee the other day that the
net revenue of the Grand Trunk Railway,
varied between $5,000,000 and $7,000,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Supposing that to be true, that is not what
the hon. gentleman informed the House. He
said the net revenue was$35,000,000. There
is a vast difference between $7,000,000 and
$35,000,000.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I accept the cor-
rection-it was $7,C00,000, the context of
of my speech will show that $7,000,000 was
intended, but which in my mind I had
computed at £7,000,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the net earnings of the road were $35,000,-
000, the House will at once see, and so would
the country, that there would be no necessity
to come here for this legislation. Every
one must deplore, as much as the hon. gen-
tleman does, the fact that the Grand Trunk
Railway has not been as successful as was
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anticipated when the late Hon. Sir Francis
Hincks issued his prospectus. I have a dis-
tinct recollection of the issuing of those
bonds and the inauguration of the road.
The hon. gentleman says he is not prepared
to blame any one-neither am I. We have
to deal with the facts as they are, and the
facts are these: they want to do precisely
what the Great Western Railway did some
yeai s ago, increase their capital account
to meet the liabilities of the road.
They ask now to be put in a position,
with the consent of the shareholders and
bondholders and those who are interested,
to add to their capital account, to enable
them to meet the interest on their
bonds as they fall due, and to expend the
balance of the money in such a manner as
they think will add to the earning capacities
of the road. The very statement that the,
hon. gentleman read from the pamphlet
shows, that during last year the earn-
ings of the Chicago branch of the Grand
Trunk Riailway were a great deal larger than
in 1895.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like also
to state that it was far greater than the
average earnings of the whole line.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What! the Chicago branch 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The'earnings of
3,500 miles amounted to £2,078,745-about
$1 1,000,000-and the earnings of the Chi-
cago portion amount to £647,657--over
,3,000,000, but the net revenue of the
former is 30 per cent of the gross earnings
while the net revenue of the latter is only
9 per cent.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
that statement be correct-and I accept
it as such-the acquiring of the Chicago
branch of the road was to the ad-
vantage of the Canadian company rather
than its disadvantage. What I wanted
to point out was that the improvements
which the Grand Trunk Railway Company
have made, and propose to make, on the
Chicago branch will enable it to earn more
than it has earned in the past, and the
better the state of efficiency in which that
road can be placed, the greater will be the
advantage to the whole country generally. I
repeat the statement that I made at the
beginning-the Grand Trunk Railway Com.

pany are just as niuch responsible for the
debts and interest which fall due upon the
bonds against that section of the road as they
are for any other portion of it, and anythiig
that the Parliament of Canada can do to
assist them in making their road second to
none on the continent, which will enable
them to earn a larger amount annually at a
less expense, it is our duty to do so. And
then we must not forget the fact to which
the senior member for Halifax called atten-
tion, that not one single step can be taken
by the Grand Trunk Railway Company tO
increase their capital debt by the meals
suggested in this bill, until the whole matter
has been submitted to a general meeting of
the company and accepted by a majority Of
the votes of the persons presenlt
at such meeting, or represented by
proxy, entitled to vote thereat. This
is simply a power asked by a great
corporation to relieve itself at the present
moment of an indebtediiess which exists, and
that too after they have obtained the consent
of every individual who is interested in the
welfare of the road. I hope the hon. gentle-
man, after the short explanation which I
have made, will not press his motion to a
vote, because it is highly in the interests Of
the country, as well as of this railway, that
the bill should become law.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The railway col-
mittee of the House having done me the
honour of electing me chairman imposes
upon me--at least I feel that it is soýthe
duty of justifying the decision at which theY
have arrived in reporting the bill without
amendaient. Itis justone of those cases which
occasionally occur where I think the princi-
ple generally acted upon inthis House strictlY
applies, where the decision of the committee
ought to receive the sanction of the House,
on account of the advantages possessed by
the cominittee of ascertaining and exanining
into al] these details to which our attentioni
has been directed by the hon. gentlernaa
from Marquette. In that committee these
same ideas were brought forward, not at the
extreme length they have been to-day, but
probably with greater clearness and more
force, and we had present before the col'
mittee one who is competent and able tO
answer and explain every one of these argu-
ments, the assistant general manager of the
railway, who distinctly showed to the col-
mittee that the charges made by my hol-
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ýrien1d were without foundation, that the I Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not know
tlterests of which he, under sd'me hallucina. whether my hon. friend means on account
r on seems to consider himself here the sole of the length of my remarks.
representative and guardian-the public in-

threst and the interest of the country-he Hon. Mr. POWER-Oh, no.Showed that these interests were not in the
8lightest degree affected by the action pro- Hon. Mr. ViDAL-Then with reference
P ed eoee aket the actis pro- to another point of the hon. gentleman's

totwithtaenin htms on. frid by remarks, one would suppose, to hear his
aouitsndig domestic matter, it is argument, that the bill was one either to
strictly a domestic matter. It is a matter i make a grant to the Grand Trunk Railway
ihich the outside public have no particular Company, togivethemsomeadditionalpower,
enterest. Ail the interests of those in a or endorse their bonds, that the country wastonnected with it are most ca y and as deeply interested in this matter as if theydih tar ts carefu]lyan

lstinctly guardel, as the hon. member for were called upon to do anything. They are
batSinfgs has shhwn, in the clauses of the not called upon to risk a dollar or give a
dll, Which require that nothing shall be dollar. They are asked merely to give
done in carrvinoutits unless it power which the letter of the law seems to1app ro vn . u't provisions pows tis! ie 1d o nwta h prto
tproved in'the proper way by a majority of require-- do not know that the spirit of

a=se interested namely, the bondhokers t would-of transferring their accounts
thd. shareholders. Now it was clearly and from one book to another. In their own
stinctly Proved to us, that so far as the financial management it is a matter of con-
anting of this power to the company to venience to them. As a matter of fact there

f akethis change--and it is a mere matter is no difference whatever to others.
f cage in menttit-i cocrndst ol

have nge in account--is concerned, it would Hon. Mr. MIACDONALD (B.C.)-Parlia-
than no inre injurious effect upon Ontario called

UPO an oter artof anaa; her met i caiedupon to wipe out a lot of
OuldPn any other part of Canada ; there interest earned by bondholders.

the b lot be the slightest difference. How
sye ho°.gentleman can try to awaken the Hon. Mr. VIDAL-No, not at all. Every

canapathies of Ontario on this question, I bondholder is entitled to get, and actuallyounderstand. does get, all the interest his bond calls for,
Ap n hon. MEMBER-We have no sym- and there is no intention to make any

pathies. change in that. There is no wrong done to
want any bondholders. I believe aIl parties feel

Mr. VIDAL-We want sound iderable confidence in the present finan-
is eet and not sympathy. The matter cial management of the Grand Trunk Ra
inenfe on which we should exercise our judg-li~~1ent whic ihul exrîeorj <way Company ; that they are doing veryjQd t and the appeal to sympathy is in1 my well indeed managing tbeir une admirablyJidgInett quite out of place. If any sympathy18 t0 be xtendeouthef proace f n pt and economically, and in fact the infornmation
abov ail the Ontrio given to the committee assured us that this
s dll other parts of the Dominion, very branch of the une wbich bas been
Gran"d be strongly in sympathy with theGr'and Strn*l in symathy wit ih spoken of, the Chicago and Grand Trunk
Which Trn. fecaus t is n wr Railway Line will pay well, but requires

ch as done for any part of Canada asmoney must
Onc as the Grand Trunk has done for betakenbenta r.In my private judgment it wouldf
iny a fair thing if the whole of its tinc announcement to us that when that

off 0b-dnes ti the Dominion e w e written was done there was a strong probability-a
hasdet hold that the proinceof Ontarîo certainty you inight say--of the earningseff i hed tha the .r-i o nai being sufficient to meet ail the expenditure
ene r in actual benefit from the exist- th
a and maintence of that road a much requîred.

lar anount than all the indebtednessa large commtte wch heard the
,wic lyb hw i teidhens objections and every argument against it,

ern ay be shown as owing to the gov- fullvanswered, and as the large majority
of ihtcommittee were satisfied that the

iÏon. Mr. POWER--I think this House bil was a correct one and its principles
oeltitled to sympathy on the present were rigbt, that it should be allowed to pass

2 hana any one else. into baw. When an appeal is made to this
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House to reject the decision of that com- is concerned. They will not be one road
mittee, sme stronger reason-I do not until the consolidated debenture stock covers
know that any reason was given at al], but the whole operations of the company. It iS
stronger reasons than those advanced by the desirable, in the interests of the companY
hon. member for Marquette should be given and in the interests of the country, that
to justify the House in ignoring the judg- every one of the outstanding obligations Of
ment of the committee so carefully arrived the Grand Trunk Railway Company should
at-not with haste, not without sufficient be brought under the operation of the con-
examination, not without hearing at consi- solidated debenture stock, which is a policY
derable length the objections which might that has been laid down by the Canadiani
be maie against it. I think, therefore, in Parliament-a policy that has been asked
justice to< the committee as far as for by the Grand Trunk Company, and it is
the essential fairness of the bill and 'only the obstinacy or selfishness-I do
the necessity of granting, it, and where not care what you choose to call it-of
public interests are so sufficiently and fully those who hold debentures of that kind at
guarded, that not only have we no right to six per cent which the earning power of the
send the bill back to the committee, but the people who live adjacent to the road on the
bill ought to receive without any great diver- Chicago and Grand Trunk Railway portion
sity of opinion the third reading now asked of t he lin-e have shown an inabilitY
for. to maintain, and that the whole burden

of my remarks has been to bring forward to
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Hon. gentlemen this honourable House that position. I -do

will allow me to reply to the remarks made, not desire to place this honourable House il,
especially when the hon. gentleman who has a position of refusing to refer this bill back to
just resumed his seat seems to consider that the committee ; I prefer rather to take the
I am assuming a position that I have no position of withdrawing it, because I se6

right to assume to discuss the interests of that while there is a great deal of sympathy
the public in a question of this kind. round me for the position I have taken, J

have so far failed to impress hon. gentle-
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I did not assume men of the importance of the question 1

that. I claimed that you assumed the right have brought to their notice. '1 do not
to do it as beyond that of others. want to put my hon. friend on my right

, from Ontario, and I do not want to
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That I put myself put my hon. friend from Sarnia or the

forward as a champion of the rights of the leader of the opposition in the position of
people-a position I am very proud to occu- appearing to ignore the rights of the province
py. Our two large companies, the Canadian of Ontario, which bears the main traffic of
Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk Rail- the Grand Trunk Railway in Canada, and for
way, bear similar relation to their American that reason I shall not press the amend-
connections, and if the principle is laid ment. There is also the further reasoni,
down that unearned interest on the Ameri- that this has been brought upon the
can connections is to be put on the Cana- Grand Trunk Railway Company without
dian main lines, the sooner the champions any notice; they have already paid this
increase in number the better. I just wish money, and while I have relieved myself
to say one or two words in regard to this of any responsibility so far as the issue of this
mat ter in reply to the hon. member who capital is concerned, the Grand Trunk Rail-
moved the third reading of this bill. He way Company having paid this money, having
ignores the construction that I put upon relied upon parliament being as generous an.d
the bill, which is a question of paying out I may say as reckless where this company 1
of capital account interest which is not concerned as it always had been in the paSt
earnedonthe United Statesportionof theline, in order to recover that money they have
and putting the burden of paying those divi- advanced, I would ask the permission of the
dends upon the Canadian portion of the line. House to withdraw my resolution, trusting
Now the accounts of the Chicago and Grand at any rate that what I have brought before
Ti unk Company are kept quite separately this honourable House and before the coun-
from the accounts of the Canadian company. try and before the Grand Trunk Railway will
They are two distinct roads, so far as that lead the company to act more judiciously rn
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e Management of their finances so that the
brincPle of this legislation may not again be
rOught before parliament.

a1l --Ir. McCALLUM-Before thisWalldnent is withdrawn I desire to say one
rivd •ran tell my bon. friend from Shell
.er. that I will not permit him to say thatt .¡n the disgraceful position of ignoring

ther ghts of the province of Ontario. The
be"* nember also said that the senior mein-

er ·for Hahfax had no interest in this at all-
su lives down by the sea and does not con-
theie anything. Y ou make a great fight for
vi rovince of Ontario. I live in the pro-
thne of Ontario, and I say to you here thatte Provice of Ontario, and every man,Wora and child in it, owes a debt of
Attlwh to the Grand Trunk Railway.h h at are they asking here? When myk. friend read the bill to the House he
kipPed the seventh clause. It was like a

in a case in court reading what was

what urable to his own side, and omitting
Why was favourable to the other side.
the flot Put the case fairly as regardsRailhicago branch of the Grand Trunk
Chieway? IHow are they going to keep the
dg go branch in order, so as7to accommo-
dte the traffic Icoming f rom this side unless
th et assistance? They have built a
te thunder the river at Sarnia to expedi-
hote traffic in the west. And yet myf riend would say, "let that branch go
PartIo I take just as much interest in thisgntof the country as any one; but the hon:
get an talks about the people of Ontario
aee thinks we cannot take care of ourselves
aeause we do not choose to support him in
aly Whim he may take hold of. And afterail he h "e say aehodo.An f
feit as said, be withdraws his motion. I
i iclned-but I shall not do it-to
Shalit On having a vote taken: However, I
the Iwaive that. I think he would be like

St rose of summer left blooming alone.

Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
a very important consideration involved in
iveotio of the hon. member from Shell

er, and it i, this : If the bondholders
they hareholders of these roads were distinct,
set yould be taking the funds of the one

Ot bondholders to pay the debts of the
Other But now we are told that both roads
ae ufnder one management. They haveaes -e accounts for each branch, which

it Somaewhat puzzling and misleading.

If the road is under the same management,
why separate accounts? That is at the
bottom of the misunderstanding, and t bat is
what the hon. gentleman from Shell River
bas seen. If the road was owned by differ-
ent bondholders, of course it would be unjust
to allow the bill to become law. But we are
told by the hon. gentleman in charge of the bill
that they are the same bondholders nearly
man for man, and that takes the force out
of the argument of my hon. friend opposite.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to explain
that I did not intend to say anything to
offend my hon. friend on my right, and I
should not have used the word " disgrace-
ful." I wish to withdraw that.

The amendment was withdrawn.

The question being put on the main
motion, it was declared carried, and the bill

.was read the third time and passed.

DOMINION BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER ipoved the second
reading of Bill (48) " An Act respecting the
Dominion Building and Loan Association."
He said :-This bill is simple in its character,
and is similar to several bills we have already
passed. This Dominion and Loan Association
has been doing business in Ontario and
also in other provinces under the Ontario
charter; they are now anxious to secure, in
place of that, a charter from the Dominion
Parliament, and they cone to us asking us
to give them a Dominion charter.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

ATIKOKAN IRON RANGE RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington) moved
the second reading of Bill (50) " An Act res-
pecting the Atikokan Iron Range Railway
Company." He said :--This bill seeks to re-
vive an Act already passed by this House,
and asks for an extension of time. I
believe the bill to be perfectly legitimate in
its character.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.
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NIAGARA GRAND ISLAND BRIDGE 4. If not, and a " reasonable tinie having elapsed
COMPANY'S BILL, without any answer," has the governient decided

what course it intends to take in the matter?
SECOND READING. 5. If so, what was that decision, and the reason18

which led to it. '
Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington) Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I shah

moved the second reading of Bill (37) " An
Act respecting the Niagara Grand Island er the Ist, 2nd and 3rd questions to-

:-Thscomany gether, and my answer is this: Before the
Bridge Company." He said:-This ntended officia letter was sent to Mr. Petit
charter will expire shortly and the purport a letter was received from him which ren-
of the present bill is to ask for a short exten- dered unnecessary a prior communication tO
sion of time. The. company wish to keep the
charter alive for the purpose of being pre-
pared to go on with the work, which they N . .t
expect to have to do at any moment, and no thîs: The deis otte anm atter
exclusive privileges of any kind are being sidering the 1oe case, was for this gover-

gether, and. myaseCstis:Bfrh

ment to take no further action in te matte;

The motion was areed'to, ai-id te bill and for the reasons fhim which e in-
'as read the second tûtne. answer to the hon. member's former questions

on the saine suI)ject ; these reasons beingy
The Senate adjourned. biefly, that under the British North Anieric%

Act the administration of criiinal justice
in the provihce of Quebec elongs o the prO-
vincial governmentof Quebec thatthe alleged

THE SENATE. otiènce of M r. Petit is not of any f raud upoil
the Dominion exchequer perpetated or de-

Otta , Moiday, 17111Î ay, 1897. sgned ; ake n ueither is it a matter of ;agnl
tude in point of amount; and that under ail

Tu e SPEAKER took the Chair aw Three the circumstances the case should be eft tO
o'clock. the unfettered discretion and judgminent Of

the provincial governuent as to whether
Prayers and routine proceedings. the otience is sufficiently proved by the let-

ti to the tmentdeQers, in the face f Mr
THE CASE F NR. PETIT. Petit's denial of the purpose inferred furoi

the letter, and in the face of ec facts which
tuay seem to support such denial.

Hon. Sr MACKENZIE BOWELL rose Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Might I ask the hon gentleman if he wio,
('ail tic attention of tAie tenate to a speech dli- and whether on the facts a conviction could

verd by thes iuîister of o tustic , on thegs.d daY ,f reasonably be expectedtlay that letter of -r.
Oetober, 1890, as per the O)ticial Report of the Petit before the Senate?
Debates, te whice the said Mieister t ef iJustice
proTn HCed that M O. Petit, the defeated candioase
in the Çoiity of Terrehoînie, nt the general eaec- Hon. Sir OLIVER faeOWAT-Yes.
tioIis N 1896, would be -y osicially called s u d for an
explanation of the letter written 1)y bin, to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BO ELL-I t

tederers foi the srpy of coal to certain de- ill obviate the necessiy move to have it
paitoberts of goverunicut. in which lie Petit, (lone. I ask for the letter because I thiik
sked wat the telerer interded to dofor iie.

i the tnatter, as 'business is bsiness you know,' it would be well that ail these documents
ind that ounen a anser to the official coin- hould be on record, in order that the coUn
ntinnication was re"eived, or a reaso ale tine try may sec how the criminal laws are
had elapsed na itoout ay answer, the governant administered under the direction of lty hon
wou m consider what course it would take,- i
asd will i tquire tendere i to d for him

1. Whether Mr. Petit was, as promised y the which le takes in reference to the provincial
Ministei of Justice, "ofvieilly caed ou " for such governments, and I also desire that the
explanation? country sawould know tat the spirit, strained

12. If not, why niot ?
3. If oticialy called on " for an explanation, though it may be, of the Jaw, may lead tO3. ehonir M aCKENZI Eae ou proved

was auMighteIvask the hetofa n e homa if heo ilt
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0 have had anything to do with the viola-

a irOf that law, even in spirit, while we have
dirirect proposition made, which is in effect a
diret violation of the law, allowed to go un-Plished for the reason which the hon. gentle-
t.er tas suggested, that it is such a small mat-

that it is not worth looking after. It re-
buinds One of a story which I might repeat,
bei hich perhaps is unnecessary to relate,1 g a Small matter the crime is not a very
great one. It is the first time that I have
earned that a crime, if small, is not to be
Pised, that it must be a great crime

Or tre the magnates of the law will stoopOr attempt to ,uinish i

knew that the responsibility of the admin-
istration of justice was with the province,
and they were politically hostile to Petit;
yet they took no steps whatever. Why did
they not ? I suppose there is only one ex-
planation of it, and that is, that on the whole
they did not consider the case clear enough
to be the subject of a prosecution, and there-
fore did not go on with one. I do not say
whether Mr. Petit's letter is or is not a vio-
lation of the criminal code, but I say the
point is not so clear that one is to assume that
the violation is clcar. I can assume it, and
my hon. friend can not assume it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think my hon.
.ron. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon. friend, the leader of the opposition, is rather

trieid Ouflht not to forget that the adminis- unreasonable. Ample time should be allowed
at of justice does not belong to the the hon. gentleman's colleagues to prosecute

elister of Justice, does not belong to the the man who gave away the information and
deral government-that when the federal told on Petit. Full opportunity should be

government takes part in any criminal pro allowedtoprosecutethis man before theleader
acution, it is just as any private prosecutor of the House should beasked to deal severely
Ould, and necessarily with the concurrence with Petit. To drop irony, I may make this re-

r the provincial government. I am not mark, that although my hon. friend is a

for the administration of justice very eminent lawyer yet, to my simple mind,
eept l thatwhere a man is sentenced to be the case seems j erfectly clear. I could not

Punlished, the jurisdiction to change that sen- imagine a clearer case than this was of an
nce or to limit the amount of it belongs to attempt to sell political influence. As to

Il18 Excellency theGovernor General ; but, I the other point that my hon. friend makes,
not recollect any other case just now i that crimmal pros utions belong to the

Oer e we have any executive jurisdiction local government, tl re is no doubt it would
ver criminal justice. Mv hon. friend must have to be prosecuted there,but there is very

thit take it that I am responsible beyond easy ways of getting at this man if the
, for it is not the case. I have respon- Minister of Justice wishes to. le can inove

eibility enough without that-responsibility the provincial authorities, just as Sir John

eluough imposed upon me, which I endeavour Thompson, his predecessor, moved the pro-

Sischarge to the best of my ability. The vincial authorities when the Connolly and

aol ember assumes that there has been McGreevys were prosecuted. When, as now,
'lhilation by Mr. Petit of the criminal code a scandal arose in connection with a depart-

asat is lot so clear as my hon. friend ment of the federal government.

as"lnes it i 1. I am not prepared to say Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlem an
that awyer, that there has been a violation of himself can set the law in motion just asatprovision' of the code. All that I know well as the Minister of Justice.

0h evidence of the offence is the letter and
at may be inferred froin the letter. Prima, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, but I am

the letter would seemn to have the not paid for doing such things.

but lng that my hon. friend ascribes to it;t when you examine it critically, it by no THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUES-and hnecessarily implies what is so inferred; TION.

efit nve find a number of factsinconsist- INQUIRY.
thee the hon. gentleman's construction,

hfacts have to be taken into account. Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
cthat is for the court. If my hon. friendahooses to have Mr. Petit nrosecuted, he is Has the present administration, or any of its
t liberty Pmenbers, asked for the intervention of the Capital
heat hey to do so. The Quebec govern- Holy See, or the sending of an Apostolie delegate

have lot chosen to prosecute. They to aid, directly or indirectly, in causing the
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Catholic minority of Manitoba to accept the coin-
promise arrived at between the federal govern-
ment of Manitoba on the subject of the Manitoba
school difficulty?

Hon. Mr. MOWAT-My answer to that
question is " No."

DISMISSAL OF POSTMASTER
LA VOIE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:

1. Was Mr. Louis Lavoie on the 23rd of June,
1896, Postinaster of L'Ile aux Grues, in the County
of Montmagny?

2. Has he been since that date disnissed from
office by the present administration?

3. Why ? And what is the nature of the accusation
brought against him?

4. By whom was the accusation brought?
5. 1oes the accuser generally enjoy the gitt of

infallibility ?
6. Was the accused officially made aware of the

accusation brought against him, and had he an
opportunity to refute it?

7. Has the Post Office Inspector been required
to hold an inquiry and to make a report?

8. Has an inquiry taken place, and what is the
report of the officer making the inquiry ?

9. If the person disinissed protests his innocence
and completely denies the truth of the accusation,
is it the intention of the governinent to grant an
inquiry or to refuse all justice?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Mr. Louis Lavoie was
on the 23rd June last postmaster at L'Ile
aux Grues. He has been dismissed on the
charge, made by Mr. Choquette, M. P., that
he was an aggressive partisan, distributed
Conservative literature and charged Mr.
Laurier and Mr. Choquette as being traitors
to their race and religion by reason of their
vote on the school question The statements
made by Mr. Choquette, M.P., were accepted
as fully establishing the accuracy of the
charge in question and accordingly no further
inquiry was held, and no good purpose
would be served by the matter being re-
opened.

THE DISMISSAL OF ALFRED DUBÉ.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:-

1. Was Mr. Alfred Dubé on the 23rd of J une,
1896, an employé of the government as section-
man on the Intercolonial Railway in the County of
Montiagny?

2. las he been since that date discharged from his
work hy the present administration ?

3. When, why, and upon whose complaint ?

4. What is the nature of the charge brought
against hin ?

5. Has the charge been proved ?
6. What is the nature of the proof?
7. If no proof exists, has the accused at least a

diploma of infallibility ? Granted by whom ?
8. Has the accused been made aware officially of

the charge brought against him, and has he liad a'
opportunity to refute it ?

9. What was his reply
10. If the person disinissed completely denies

the truth of the charge brought against him, pro.
tests his innocence and offers to nake it clear, is li
the intention of the governuent to grant an inquirY
or to refuse all justice?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1. Yes ; Mr. Alfred
Dubé was employed as section-man on the
Intercolonial Railway, in the county Of
Montmagny, on the 23rd of June, 1896.

2. Yes; his services were dispensed with
on the 15th of September, for active and
offensive partisanship in the last general
elections, upon representations made by Mr.
Choquette, M. P., fron personal knowledge,
so that no investigation was considered
nece-sarv.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-On this question 1
beg to state that he never acted as a parti-
san. He did not even vote, though he had
a right to vote. He never took any active
part at all, and he is ready to prove it.

INTEREST BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT introduced
Bill (I) "An Act respecting Interest," and
moved that it be read the first time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is usual, in introducing a bill of this charac-
ter, to give some explanation of its provl-
sions.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--It has
been ascertained that lately a frightfullY
large rate of interest is sometimes charged
and recovered, even so much as 5 per cent
per day-nearly 2,000 per cent. EverybodY
feels that it is an outrage that a provision of
that kind should be enforceable, and the
courts in Quebec, where these cases have
been made public, have felt difficulty in not
enforcing it. In gross cases it is proposed
by the bill that there should be jurisdic-
tion to prevent the enforcement of such
agreements. It is not easy to determine
how that had better be done. I shall b
glad to consider any different views that
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ay be expressed on that subject; the manv and most important and nectssary
aornQ Of the bill is to provide, where the improvenents in the criminal law of the

o""0unt of interest exceeds a named per- country. These improvements are carried
Cogitage-I propose 8, but that is a matter out in the very best and most scientific way.

a detail-that the judge should have Instead of inaking arendments to amend-
large discretion. Further, if large pay-

in11ts have been made on accountof excessive men as h s been e re in ant
hare, t is proposed that the judge shaH by far the better course to wipe out the

out in the very best todamost scientificseey

dlr is8cretion to apply what may seemsubrasonable towards the principal. It is a
ackleet the difficulty of which I quite
the oWledge, but the evil is so great that I
withllit we should endeavour to grappleWit.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Of as not a bill been introduced in the House
omlnons dealing with this question ? I

neerstood that Mr. Quinn, the member for
olef the divisions of Montreal, had intro-ducedab

of a bill dealing with the question.
eurse that would not prevent the hon.

Y eUan from introducing his bill ; what
shnt was that if a bill of that kind

comfle up froin the House of Com-
WO what would our position be-we

ours, have to make the two harmonize, of

1n. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Oh, yes.
The bill was read the first time.

%INAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.
Sir OLIVER M')WAT moved the

to reading of Bill (H) " An Act further
Th end the Criminal Act." He said:-
topie blembraces a very great variety of
ers, and I don't know that it would be a

arSubstantial service for me to commence
idol ussion on them now. They embrace1 % O 1 t P r v iio n s
tar provisins entirely distinct in their

cha e-quite a number of them are of that
seea &ter. I propose, therefore, to take the

as "d reading withiout a discussion so far
o a concerned, and to discuss the var-

coP0 sions of the bill when we get into

ple on Mr. GOWAN-I am very much
f.llaed that My hon. friend has deferred the
bfoY1ideration of this ineasure until it is
u the comnittee, it contains so very

c ubjects which it is important to dis-
i r detail. I have read the bill over, and

say that to my mind it contains

o1iginal enactments and to re-enact the
whole, as altered. Two or three pages of
the bill I find comprehend changes of not
more than a dozen words, but they are all
important in themselves, and it would be
quite impossible to discuss them except in
committee, when there could be free inter-
communication of ideas.with respect to the
subject. When I say there are in the bill
many valuable and very necessary improve-
ments,there are some that strike me as rather
novel, and perhaps I might mention one-it is
with respect to the new invention by which
continuous action is represented in photo-
graphy. There is a clause against print-
ingandexhibiting photographsof prize-fights.
While I personally agree with my hon.
friend in his view, it is a question whether
he might not have to include the struggles
of what are technically called football scrim-
mages, and various other forms of sport. A
great many people do not object to uepresen
tations of these things, and we have to look
at it from their aspect. It may be, as is
said by some, demoralizing to see a painful
scene represented, but, on the other hand,
there are those who find in themn aids to
piety. I am very doubtful about that
clause, and that is the only one that strikes
me as being open to very serious discussion.
It is doubtful whether it will find favour in
this House. We must bear in mind that in
this country we are a nixed people. The
Anglo-Saxon and the Celt bas a certain
element of character which, I am afraid,

might be described as brutal. I entirely
approve of the measure as a w1lole, and I
shall have, perhaps, something to say on
some of the details which are very important,
in committee, where the whole subject may
be better and more effectually discussed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I cordially endorse
what has been said by the hon. gentleman
from Barrie. The bill is a valuable one, and
contains a number of important provisions,
but, like my hon. friend, i was struck by the
novelty of the particular clause to which hie
has referred.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is an interference
with the pastimes of the people.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, I think so.
To be consistent, if parliament is going to
pass the clause which has been referred to
by the hon. member from Barrie, it should
prohibit the newspapers fromn publishing
accounts of those prize fights. A newspaper
reaches a thousand people for the one person
who sees the kinetoscopeinoperation. Ireally
donotthink that there is anything immoral or
improper in looking at a representation of a
prize fight I perbaps may sink a great dis-
tance in the opinion of my fellow senators
when I say that if I had a comfortable seat
I should not think there was any-
thing improper or immoral in looking at a
prize fight myself. I feel that, ia endors-
ing a provision of this sort, I should be con-
demning myself. The line of action adopted
by the hon. member from Barrie is the most

now, but possibly when the bill is in confl
mittee I may have something further to saY
on that point.

The bill was read the second time.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT-

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT POSTPONED.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE, in the absence Of
the Chairman of the Joint Committee o'
the Printing of Parliament, moved the
adoption of their First Report.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-It bas not been the
practice in this House to adopt a report of
this kind until it lias been first adopted il'
the House of Commons. This report con-
tains a recommendation involving the expend-
iture of money, and its adoption should be
postponed.

proper and convenient. It is a desirable Hon. Mr. POWER-The point raised by
thing that the Minister of Justice should be the hon. gentleman from Truro is well taken.
given some notice, at the second reading, of This report provides for the expenditure
the clauses of the measure likely to occasion of money, and it bas been our uniforw
discussion in committee, so that he may give practice not to adopt the report of the joint
those clauses further consideration and be committee until it has been adopted in the
further prepared to deal with ob;ec- other House.
tions when they are brought up. I. may
venture to make a further remark with The motion was allowe-d to stand.
respect to a number of clauses in this bill
which go to render more stringent the THE CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COM
provisions of the existing law, which are MITTEE.
intended to protect the chastity of women
and girls. We should remember-and that
ground was taken in this House when the Hon. m
measures which are now on the statute-book
were under consideration -weshould be care- adin of teecon ner oftY
ful lest, in providing legal protection, we and ingentcoe o te ene
tend to take away moral protection. It
is not desirable that reliance should be Hon. Mr. POWER-[ do not propose tO
placed on legizlative enactinents inistead of niove against this report, but tîere is one
on the virtue of the female herself, and the clause in it Vo which my'attention bas bee»
tendency of too much legislation is to bring directed and which does not, 1 may franklY
about that result. Of course, where the say, meet with my approval. The 9t1
person who is sinned against is of tender clause reads as follows
vears, it is the duty of parliament to pro-
ect ber, and there are other cases where it Your coinmittee reconmncnd that the chaillila»

is the duty of parliament to interfere too; of your coninittee be authorized Vo eniploy a co-
but as a general thing where the male and petent person as shortland and type--vriter tO

n asit the Iaw clerk for the reiainder o-f thefeinale parties to an offence against morality session, and to (eterifle the mode and rate
are standing, so to say, on an equal footing, payinent therefor, and inasinuch as sudi assistance
it is questionable whether it is desirable is needed froni the beginning of a session, and the
that parlianent should interfere and punish conmittee is not appointed for sone tine latere
one rather than the other. I do not p they also recommeI( that the present chairnpao beauthorized to make siRnilar arrangements for the
pose Vo say any more on the subject just next session of parhianent.
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ha o ubt the employnent of type-writers standing that the law clerk, in consideration
if thets be a very common practice, and of his having this assistance, shall discharge,
appoit were any great necessity for the as he was in the habit of doing up to about
IYmake ment by the committee I should not three years ago, the duties of clerk of the
of the ny observations on the matter. One various committees. Hon. gentlemen who
Co .great objects ôf this House and of the are members of any committee, as I am for
porittee on Internal Economy which re- instance of the railway committee, must
keeP o the House, in the past, has been to feel that it is rather absurd that the com-
as down the expenditure of the session to mittee should sit there, and that an officer,
i low a figure as possible. Our experience who has a great deal to do, apart from hisras hlection with type-writers in the duties in connection with that committee,
Patt has been that they are occasionally should act as clerk of the cominittee and
writer "Pensive, and consequently a type- the law clerk should sit by doing nothing
8ervice, ould not be employed unless the but sinply listening, and being prepared to
absolteo One are absolutely, or very nearly give his legal opinion when called upon.
ledge oy necesary. Now, f rom my know- As the law clerk at present attends the
of the f the business of the House I an not meetings of the committee, it really would
Write Opinion that the services of a type- not involve much additional trouble-alrnostprer i, the law clerk's office are, at the no additional trouble-for him to do the
thirn ltime, absolutely necessary, or any- work of clerk of the committee. I thinki dike absolutely necessary. that the hon. gentlemen who compose the

pt dlot remember any session, during the Conmmittee on Internal Economy, might veryPasit ;)ot
clerk, years when the business of the law well say that if this assistance is given to the
this s Office was lighter than it has been law clerk hereafter lie shall, as he did
were 5n, and [ think only twice before in the past up to some three years ago, dis-
re9isite services of a type-writer called into charge the duties of clerk of the various
times tid. In former sessions we some- committees. I think that is only a reason-
WOuld a great many divorce cases, which able proposition.
the i naturally give a good deal of work to
one a clerk, this session there was only Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think my hon.
irla ivorce case, and that was disposed of friend from Halifax took the lead in having
borne remarkably short time. It must be the change made to which he now alludes.

Period mind that up to a very recent
clerk the law clerk, whose title is law Hon. Mr. POWER-No.i Of the Senate and clerk of com-ittees had to attend to meetings of the Hon. Mr. MILLER-I beg pardon, if J

iommittees and act as clerk of those am wrong ; I thought it was so. The matter
wertt(ees. Some three years ago there is altogether under the control of the chair-
the a number of divorce cases before man. The chairman is not to employ a type-
preente, and as the law clerk had to be writer at the instance of the clerk unless hehresent at the meetings of that committee, is satisfied that the work requires it. It isoher oaÊuthorized to secure the services of not under theý control of the clerk, butOther Oicers to act as clerks of the various, under the control of the chairmnan of the
habit comittees which lie had been in the committee, who is responsible for any extra

presurf atbending as clerk. The great services he puts the House to the expense ofPressureo
has niot busines's in the way of divorces at the hands of the law clerk. It is in very
which continued, but the arrangement good hands and there will be no difficulty.
du Was made to relieve the layv clerk
the that session has been continued, and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The opposition to this
done b which in earlier years was pa agraph might be overcome if the first
of Ce bY the haw clerk--the work of clerk portion of it was allowed to go. There is
other fitees-s now being discharged by no doubt that, during the present session,
do teificers who, as a rule, have more to the law cerk has been engaged with a num-
the l ves, apart from this business, than ber of bills, more, probably, than he had
th a i clerk has. I cannot help feeling time to attend to. He bas been looking
adopted t s paragraph of this report is after several bills for the Minister of Jus-

Should be with the distinct under- tice, more particularly the bill relating to the
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Criminal Code, which has had to be re- State and the Hon. Vr. Mills took Part
printed at least twice, and I, therefore, sug- and it was represented there, and Rot Col"
gest that the ninth clause should read: troverted, that at the beginning of the ses-

Your committee recommiend that the chair-1sinbor h cm te w atal
manoour o iittee reuininnd t e i r . appointed, a considerable amount of wo ision before this committee was actually

.-. '-~.-~- . -~.-~ .

coipetent person as shorthand and type-writer to
assist the law clerk for the remnainder of the
session.

And leave the question as to whether the
services of a shorthand writer may be en-
gaged at the next session an open question.
There is no doubt, at the beginning of the
session there is really not the necessary work
that would involve the enployment of a
type-writer, but towards the end of the ses-
sion the work accumulates and there are
bills which the law clerk bas to give atten-
tion to, and he also attends to various com-
mittees. As it new reads, the chairman
would really be called upon to appoint a
shorthand writer

Hon. Mr MILLER-No, he would not,
unless he thought it was necessary.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The clause reads:

And inasnucl as such assistance is needed
fromn the beginning of the session.

There is an affirmation of the principle that
it is really needed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It may be needed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The latter part is
broader, J think, than the House would ap
prove of.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is utterly irre-
gular to amend a report of a committee in
the House without unanimous consent, but
a slight mistake of that kind may very pro-
perly, I think, be amended and by making
the clause read, " may be needed " the diffi
culty would be overcome. In the 10th
clause we should insert the word " working "
before the word "day " in the last line of
the clause. I't is a mere clerical omission
and it is not contended that the individual
should receive wages for a non-working day.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I wish to
state that I would like to pay the greatest
deference to the hon. gentleman from Hali-
fax, who has just spoken with reference to
the report' at the same time, this report
was adopted in the committee after a full
discussion in which the hon. Secretary of

had to be done, outside of his ordinarl
labours, by the law clerk, and on that ac-
count, in case the occasion arose and it w'a
necessary to employ a type-writer, that the
chairman should have an opportunity of do-
ing so if he thought fit. That was the In-
tention of the report of the committee. At
the sa-me time, I do not wish to assume anlY
responsibility in the matter any more than
the House wishes me to do. It is not a
matter of very grave importance. It is onlY
a matter of about $40 a month. That i'
about what was conceded at the sitting o'
the committee. I do not wish to assume
any responsibility that anybody in the
House objects to. I should be quite willi'g
that the recommendation of the hon. the
Secretary of State or the hon. men.ber frof1
Richmond should be adopted, and whatever
alteration is to be made in the section might
be made by the House. With reference to
the remark made by the hon gentlemnîl
from Richmond, I am satisfied the intentiol
of the committee was that that should onlY
include working days, and it would be quite
right that it should be modified in that way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move to strike 0 ut
the latter part of the ninth paragraph, and
my hon. friend on my right has suggested
that it should read "may be needed " in-
stead of "is needed," and that the word
" working " should be inserted before the
word " day " in the tenth clauie.

Hon. Mr. POWER-T learn now, for the
first time, that the law clerk had a good deal
to do during the past few days. I was not
aware of that fact, or I should not have, per-
haps, made my observations as strong as I
have, but I think, with respect to the ninth
paragraph, that the chairman may or maY
not exercise the power which is given himu i'
that paragraph. It authorizes the present
chairman to make similar arrangements, 1
presume, if it is necessary for the business
of the House, but not otherwise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-'You
might add those words " if he deems it
necessary."
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11On. Mn. POWER-- understand the
notiOn is to strike out everything after the
Word " therefor " in the third line.

The amendment was adopted.

lIon. Mr. SCOTT--Then, I presume, the
Word <"workinu" will be inserted before the

clrd "'day " in the last line of the tenth

The amendment was adopted.

1on. Mr. BERNIER-I do not agreewith the third clause of that report. By thatlause Ernest Bérubé is appointed a per-lei messenger. There is another mes-
nger, Mr. Gagnon, who is senior in every
ay to Mr. Bérubé. As a matter of justice
e should niot discilminate between our

heesengrs without cause, as is proposed
Othe , bY P issing one over the head of the
Whirs. Gagnon entered the service in 1885

Bérubé was here only in 1886.

on..Mr. POWER-I would ask if Mr.
thrbé was not in the House as page before

utie.

1886 o Mr. BERNIER-No; lie came in
if, , according to what lie says himself, and
"e eCOtlider the time they have both acted as

s,iOnial messengers, Gagnon is still the
theior Of the other. Both were appointed on
tah ame date, but the seniority was given to

r"on, because of the fact that the report
Î,Omm1Tended that Gagnon should be paid

Pai the 19th January, whilst the other was
We only from the 3rd March. Whether
ae"scnider the time spent in another way,a age or otherwise, or whether we con-
'id<r the time they have acted as sessional
the setgers, Gagnon bas the precedence of

other in every way. I do not want to
ltISist unduly, but it seeus to me, as a matter
ir ustice that we should not discriminate
t tht w I take it as a matter of justice
that "agnon should be appointed. I move

that the words in the third paragraph of
ause " Ernest Bérubé" lbe struck outud that the words "Moïse Gagnon" lbe put

eir place.

on. Mr. MILLER-I am very sorry myn friend bas thought proper to bring this
beitter before the House. He brought it
.efore the committee and I think the deci-

81on of the committee was almost unani-

mously against it-unanimously in favour of
the appointment of Bérubé, both on the
question of right and on the question of
merit. I think my hon. friend is wrong in
his figures. Bérubé was in the service of
the House, I venture to say, before this man
Gagnon. I may state that Gagnon was
brouglit into the House, not as a servant of
the House, but as a body servant of an
invalid member, and afterwards, thiough
compaseion, taken on, and his chief duty
since that time has been his attendance on
that invalid senator. At the tiine this was
done I did not object to it. Many gentle-
men condemned it, and said it was not right.
From motives of delicacy they did not speak
out, but as my lion. friend forces us to speak,
I am not af raid to utter my opinion on the
subject. With regard to the merits of the
question, the man Gagnon is not equal to
the duties of a sessional messenger. He
speaks only one language, and is a lazy
man besides. He bas been a timber culler-
employment for which I have no doubt
he is admirably adapted, I think the service
of the Senate would be just as well
off if he had never been taken from that
work and brought in here as a servant of a
member. If he had the right by seniority
to the appointment that lie claims-which
lie has not-on the ground of his other dis-
qualification for the duties of the position,
I, as one meinber of the committee and of
the House, would not be disposed to sup-
port him. The committee almost unani-
mously recommended this young man Bérubé
on the ground of faithful service, lie having
been fourteen years in the service of the
House and not a mark of any kind against
him, and because lie is qualified by his alert-
ness and a willingness to do his duty, and
possesses all the qualifications of a first-class
messenger. Of course my bon. friend can
use his own judgmnent in the matter, but, in
view of the decision of the committee on the
application of my hon. friend to the commit-
tee a few days ago, I am quite surprised that
lie should bring the matter before the House.
The motion lie bas made is out of order; if
lie wants to make a motion it must be to
send the report of the conmittee back for
reconsideration, because I am very sure that,
unless there are absolute instructions from
the House, which a coimimittee would be
bound to obey, if given the committee w ould
adhere to the deciion it bas already arrived
at on the subject.
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Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER--While it
was the intention of the committee, no
doubt, that seniority in every case should to
a certain extent be taken into consideration,
I do not think it was in any way the idea
of the coimittee that it was the only thing 1
to be considered in naking the appointment.
Supposing all my hon. friend said was cor-
rect, that Bérubé was appointed, and the
other man, his senior, was passed over, which
is all be can contend for--though somhe hon.
gentleman says that is incorrect-the ex-
pression of opinion in that committee was
such that there was no hesitation whatever
in saving that Bérubé was far better quali-
fied for the appointmient than the gentle-
man he advocates here. That committee
whicl is composed almost entirely of Con-
servatives, chose a man who was announced
to us as being a Liberal, because be was
represented as being a better man and more
fitted for the appointment than another who
was reported to be a Conservative. That
shows the temper of your committee is such
that all that is necessary to place before
them is the fact of merit, and that they will
accept that before any other consideration.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Considerable lias
been said on this occasion, and perhaps un-
necessarily said. While I have no feeling
at all against the gentleman who has been
recommended by the committee, I think a
good deal has been said in reference to his
opponent, or competitor, which perhaps might
have been left unsaid. I have been in the
Senate some years, and I niust say I am
satisfied of the good behaviour and good
conduct of both applicants for the position,
and I do not think it is very becoming for us,
when we cannot give the position to both of
them, to try to injure the character and
prospects of the defeated man. I believe
they both try to do their very best, and I
have found them accommodating and civil
in every way. One applicant happens to be
a very large man, and that appears to be
one of the greatest faults that he can have;
but I do not think it should weigh very
much with the members of the Senate. At
all events there is one matter which should
be taken into consideration-he is a married
man, depending upon his little earnings to
support his wife and family; and the other
is a young man who can perhaps do better
without the additional salary than Gagnon
can. I feel like supporting the proposition

made by the hon. gentleman from St 1BOi'
face, Gagnon being senior. Although it 1
said that he has not been as long in the ser-
vice of the Senate as Bérubé bas been, yea
be has been longer in the public service. 11
that regard I think he is fully entitled tO
the position.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I agree with the hon-
gentleman from Richmond as to the uniW'
dom, if I may use the word, of this niatter
being introduced in the Senate after having
been so fully discussed in the committee and
there decided by almost a unanimous vote
There can be no question in the mind of atuY
one acquainted with Bérubé as to his eminent
fitness for the position. He has proved
himself a capable and faithful emplOY®
since he was admitted as a page. His abilitY
as shown in his attendance at committees
has always been such as to merit the approVal
of every committee on which he bas served.
I think the selection made by the committee
was a very wise one, and it is a pity that it
should be questioned in the House. .

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-It has been allOst
insinuated that I have given wrong dates iD
my statement. I have in my hands here
official documents whicli show that Gagofl
has been in the employ of the Senate since
December, 1885. I have here a certificate of
the assistant accountant of the Senate, shoe
ing that Gagnon was employed as sessional
messenger by the Senate before the other.
am very sorry to observe the promptnes
with which some hon. gentlemen question the
statement of members of this House. -I ha
not made any statement, without knowil'g
what I was doing. As to the merits of the
two men, as the hon. gentleman frol
Richmond bas said, I have a perfect right to
exercise my own judgment. I think that as
one is as capable as the other to performn the
duties of the position, the senior should be
appointed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-My hon. friend
will find that Gagnon was brought on by a
gentlemanl as his servant before he wa
engaged by the Senate, and was one or tVwO
years about the House before he was actually
employed. Whether any gratuity was givel
him at the close of the session I do not knoW>
but that he was longer in the employ of the
House than Bérubé I think my hon. friend
is incorrect.
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'f BERNIER- do not wish to recent judgient in one of the Quebec courts
oeon the House an amendaient whic 1 enforcing interest at the rate of tive per cent a

day. If we remember rightly the usurer was Mjr.
wOuld be lost if pressed, and , therefore, Lafortune, since appointed on the prison conumissionask leave to withdraw it. by Sir Oliver himself.

The motion was withdrawn and the report
as adopted.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Otta>la, Tuesday, 18th May, 1897.

'The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
OClock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

]ILDI-NG SOCIETIES AND LOAN
AND SAVING COMPANY'S BILL.

RtEPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

l1ion. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
(1Banking and Commerce, reported Bill

re"pcAn Act further to amend the law
.ecting Building Societies and Loan and

tha ngs Companies carrying on business in
Pt rovince of Ontario," with an amend-

the ': He said :-I may explain that part of
eitie was struck out. As originally intro-d4ced in the House of Commons, the bill

contained several clauses relating to loan
cotpanies in Ontario which were all struck
0 ut exePt this one clause, and therefore it
eaits necessary to make that alteration in the
ttle of the bill in order to make the title
amd the bill itself agree.

thon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL moved
at the amendment be concurred in.
The nlotion w*as agreed to.

APPOINTMENT OF
FORTUNE.

MR. LA-

INQUIRY.

.th 'nMrPROWSE-Before the Orders of
ti ay are called I wish to call the atten-
to Of the Senate, and especially theattention of the leader of the House, to a
taragaph which appears in the Citizen of

miorning. It reads as follows:

oif 8rOliver Mowat brought down a bill restrictive
ry Yesterday. This was in consequence of a

I bring this matter to the attention of the
hon. gentleman so that he nay have an
early opportunity of contradicting and
denouncing this paragraph in the Citizen, as
well as the conduct of the wretch who had
the brazenimpudenceand dishonesty to exact
from any individual five per cen tperday. Not
satiýfied, I understarid, with taking five
percentinterestper day, lie enforced his claim
by an action at law, and through the fault
and failure of the law, he was able to recover
the amount. I hope, for the credit of Canada
and for the credit of those who govern
Canada, that thi- statement contained herein
is not true, that this wretch bas been
appointed to a responsible position under the
government.

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO
JUDGES' BILL.

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT introduced
Bill (J) "An Act respecting the Suprenie
Court of Ontario and the Judges thereof,"
and moved that it be read the first time.

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman kindly explain the
contents of the bill? I desire to call his
attention, before he does so, to the question
asked by the hon. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island. As a matter of ordinary
courtesy, I think the bon. leader of the House
should at least answer the inquiry. He may
not be responsible for the appointment which
bas been made, or the appointment may
not have been made, but the House will agree
with me that the hon. Senator who called
his attention to the subject is entitled to
some answer.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not
reply, because I wished to make inquiries
before answering. I had not seen the article
in the Citizen which the bon. gentleman
read and know nothing of what is alleged in
it, but I shall make such statement, on a
future day, as the case requires.

With regard to the bill introduced, there is
no restrictionin regard toappealsfroml)ntario
to the Supreme Courtof Canada as regards
the value or amount in question between
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the parties. In regard to most, or probably Hon. Mr. LANDRY-In the other pro-
all, of the other provinces, there are restric- vinces?
tions. Some years ago the Ontario- legis-
lature passed a bill limiting the appeals to Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In the
the Supreme Court in order that unneces- other provinces.
sary appeals might be avoided, or appeals The bill was read the first time.
where a small amount is claimed. It has
been held by the Supreme Court here, I
understand that the provincial legislature A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.
has no power to limit appeals. It i.- said Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
that if a provincial legislature could limit Might I ask if the government has made 1P
appeals to the Supreme Court of Canada, its mind as to any adjournment next week 1
they could practically abolish thein, and Monday and Thursday will be holidays and
therefore the limitation of appeals to that on Saturday there will be no sitting. I
court is a matter for the Douinion legis- should like to inquire as to what course the
lature. Last session an Act was passed governlent intend to pursue, whether they
repeating the limitations of the previous Act, ill eet on Tuesday and Wednesday or
but expressing them differently, under the adjourn over the week. We really have no
idea that if expressed as in the new it might business before us. I merely brin« the
be held that the local legislaturehad power to matter under the notice of the. giinater nderthe otie oftheleader of the9
deal with the subject. The limitations are' governent, in order that he may consider
inaccordwiththepubliesentinent of Ontario, it. I have no particular wish one way Or
and. there is the analogy of the limitations the hec the other.
in the other provinces. That is one section
of the bill. The other section is to provide Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--We shall
for the residence of the judges. There is no consider it, and I shall reply to-morrow.
statutory restriction in regard to the judges
of the High Court and Court of Appeal in Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am opposed to such
Ontario as to where the judges should reside. adjournments. Even if we have no business,
There is a restriction as to where the judges we must pretend that we have-" assume a
of the Supreme Court here should reside, virtue if you have it not."
namely in Ottawa or within five miles ; and it
is'doubtful where the jurisdiction to limit The Senate then adjourned.
liesinthecase of the provincial courts. Alate
Minister of Justice held that a province had
no right to pass a bill providing where the
judges of the provincial courts should reside. THE SENATE.
I do not know whether he was right in that
or not, but that view was acted upon, and Ottawa, Wednesday, 19th Mfay, 1897.
the Ontario legislature has not thought fit to
deal with the subject because of the question The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
whether they have jurisdiction to do so. o'clock.
Of course, it is quite a reasonable thing that
the judges of these courts should reside at the Prayers and routine proceedings.
place where they sit as courts, and incon-
venience is found where they do not do so. HULL ELECTRIC RAILWAY COM
Therefore, I propose a clause requiring then PANY'S BILL.
to reside in Toronto, or within five miles, just AMENDMENT CONCURRED IN.as the Supreme Court judges of Canada
reside here, or within five miles. Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I would ask the 1on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-.
hon. Minister of Justice if the limitations in ported Bill (25) "An Act confirming an

agreement between the Canadian Pacfic
the other provinces were enacted by pro- Railway Company and the Hull Electrie
vincial or federal laws? Railway Company," with an amendment.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-By the He said: The amendment is one which
federal laws. was proposed by those who are interested
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t h bill. No objection was made to it. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1. Mr. J. B. Prouix,
f th nerely a clause to protect some rights was erployed as section man on the Inter-

e City of Hull. colonial Eailway in the county of Mont-
The anendment was adopted. ragny on the 23rd of June, 1896.

P 9. lis services were dispensed with at the
THIRDREADNGS.request and upon the representation of Mr.THIRD R EADINGS.

Choquette, 'M.P., that Proulx b.ýd taken an
Bi (44) " An Act respecting the Wel- active and offensive part in the late Dornin-

Power and Supply Canal Company, ion elections.
ed.-(Mr McCallum.)

Bl(41) "An Act respecting the River Hon. Mr. LANDRY-At wbat date-
Clair Railway Bridge and Tunnel Com. when and why

MacInnes, Burlington.)
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 have given the rea-

wasr~ emlyda -eto a nteItr

-'-' LLM i.~t tkJO ' jL J. son why, but I am not in possession of the

Bil (74) " An Act to incorporate the date.
adOnal Life Assurance Company of Can- H

(Mr. M nnes, B.C.) though I have ten questions here, only two
Bill (79) "An Act to incorporate the or three of thern have been answered.oiXlnion Portland Cement Co."-(Mr.

Cleinow.>Hon. Mr. SCOTT---The reply covers
Bill (78) " An Act respecting the Ontario everything but the date. Prouix was dis-

Accient nsuanceCo."(Mr Powr.) charged for active and offensive partisan-cidenit Insurance Co."-(Mr. Power.) h.
I (34) "An Act to incorporate the'

Canadian Securities Company, of Montreal."
(Mr. Bernier.) 1 Hn Mr A Rt c

Ciill (88) " An Act to incorporate Les e
'terciens Réformés."-(Mr. Bernier.) Hon. Mr. SCDTT-The proof was a state-
Bill (83) "An Act to confer on the Cor- ment made by a member of the ouse of

f"s8ioner of Patents certain powers for the C
relief Of the Mycenian Marble Company of 1,I m enia Hon. Mr. LANDRY-And the tenth

JandaLiitd.-(r.Mcilan uthoh-Ihaei tno qusins ereony w

H1E DISMISSAL OF J. B. PIROULX.T11F ]DSMISAL F J B. ROU X.:Hon. Mr. SCOIT-There is no answer to
INQUIRY.iNQUIRv.the tenth question. The mani was discharged

lion. Mr. LANDRY inquired at the instance of a meber of the House

. \Vas Nlr. J. B. Proulx on the 23rd of June,
189, an employé of the government as section- been guilty of offensive partisanship.an ou the Intercolonial Railway in the County of11ontmagny ?

h-2. las he been since that date discharged from Hon. Mr. LANDRY-But the accused
hi Work by the present Administration? person denies the trth of the charge. L it
3. When, why, and upon whose complaint the intention of the government to grant4. WV hat is the nature of the charge brought an inquiry justiceagainst him ? t
. Has the charge been proved?

6. What is the nature of the proof ?
d. If no proof exists, has the accused at least a tention of the governînent to have an inquiryiloma of infallibility ? Granted by whon? on the subject.

th 8. lias the accused been made aware othcially of,
the charge brought against him, and has he hadl an0PPortunity to refute it ?

9. What was his reply? be put in possession of the date of that
t0. If the person dismissed completely denies dismissal.

the truth of the charge brought against him, pro-
tests his innocence and offers to make it clear, is
it the intention of the government to grant an in-
luiry or to refuse all justice? that t:morrow.
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THE DISMISSAL OF CHARLES
BOUFFARD.

INQUI RY.

Hion. Mr. LANDRY inquired:

1. Was lr. Charles Bouffaird on the 23rd of
Jiine, 1896, postiaster nt Berhier-en-bas, iii the
county of -Iontmi îtyagny

2. Has lie been since that date disiîissed fron
office by the present Administratiom

3. \Vhy ? And whbat is the nature of the accu-
sation broiglit against i tii

4. By whoim was the aceisatioi brouti, ?
5. Is the accuser generally enjoy the gift of

inifallibility
6. Was the accused officially made aware of the

acciusation brouglit against Iim, anil iad lie an
oppoitunity to refite it ?

7. Has the Iost Office inspector been required
to ho<l a i inquiry and to inake a report ?

8. Has an 1 iquiry taýkei place, and wlat is the
report of the oficer iakiig the inquiry

9. If the person dismissed prote-sts his iiioceice
and complete v denies the trutl of the accu-usation,
is it the intention of the governmuent to grant an
iniquiry or to refuse all justice ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -Mr. Charles Bouffard
wias postmîaster of Berthier-en-bas on the
23rd of June, 1896, and was relieved of his
oice on the statemuent of Mr. Choquette,

to be given an accused official to defenîd
himself or show that the charge is not ti Ue?
I put this question, because I think it is
weil that the exact position of affahirs should
be known. I should like to know, also,
whether the same courtesv is to Le extended
to senators that is accorded to nem bers Of
the House of Coinnions. If a meinber Of
the Senate states distinctly that any nma",
heing an officer of the governmnent, has
taken an active and offensive part iii
election, is the accused official to lie dis-
niised w ithout any inv-estigation of the
case-is the sztateient of the senator to be
taken, as it appears to have been taken jn

the case of IJr. Choquette?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Every case nust stand
ufon its individual erits. I an not pre-
parer to announce a ny policy on the part Of
te governient with reference to the course
they may adopt, furtier than this, tiat the
stateient made in the House of Coiioni'
and accepted by both sides-

Hon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL- o,
no.

M.P., that Mr. Bouffard had conducted Hon. Mi. SCOT F-I se undertood it-
himself as a strong political partisai during that if a nieinbcr takes the responsibility cf
the recent Dominion elections. The govern- making the statement that a 1erson, hoid
ment, being fully satisfied with Mr. Cho- ing an cilice under the -overninent,
quel te's statement, did not think any further' been guilty cf active er offensive politiCel
inquiry necessary, and does not consider any partisanship, that is quite sufficient tojustify
good public purpose will be served by re- the governmnent in disiissing him, and that
opening the matter. is the policy the geverrnent has been felioW

ing, except in soine inlividual cases whuere
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- it may have leen considered neuessarv te

How does that agree with the statement have an investigation. I an not aware that
made by the premier last session, that no there has been anything said or done te
man would le dismissed until after a full cenflict with tiat principle.
and ample investigation lad taken place,
and the accused was given an opportunity Hon. Mr. FELIUSON-That was thecf efndig imslC inmîciple laid down in the case of a daYof defending himself? ?r

labourer, but net in the case cf a high'
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The salaried officiai.

premier said so this session as well. lin. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.>-"

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-He certainly said heard the pre àÂer announce in the Heuse
à in Seteniberlast.cf Cemmemîs this session that ne one olit in September last.disissed without ein given a fair

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW ELL-Are hearing and trial.
wle to understand that the policy of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have ne doubt this
government in future is to be that a man is to man had a fair iearin'
be declared guilty and dismissed on the mere
statement of any member of the House of Hen. Mr. LANDRY-The peîîcy Of
Commons, without regard to the individual's the government, as announced by the pre
innoence or guilt, and that no opportunity is mie ast session, as that noe one in the
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'thly of the government would be dismissed DISMISSALS OF LOCK MASTERS ON
heout a fair hearing. The only exception THE GRENVILLE CANAL.
e inade to that was in case a Minister sawthe accused party doing the act of which he INQUIaR.

accused-saw him personally. In that Hon. Mr. OWENS inquired:case no iquiry was needed, because his per-
sonal knowledge was sufficient, but with 1. Was the dismissal of Thomas Forenian, lock-
that exception it was declared b the Prime master ont the Grenville Canal, in consequence of

]t ethe investigation held there by Comuissionern'1hister that no man would be dismissed LaBelle?
without being given a chance to answer the 2. Does the governnent intend indemnifying
eha m%'9Badeagainst him. '\r. Foreman; if so, to what extent ?

3. Does the governnent intend paying Mr.

THE FiRENCH TREATY. Foreman his superannuation; if so, what amount?

MOTION. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The answer to the
ien. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL first question is yes, and the answer to the

ruoved - second question is that it is not proposed to
T hat an humble adlress be presented inde1'nnify Mr. Foreman in any way, nor

htanc he adress bepren to is would it be proper to do so. The answer to
1cellency ta the third question is no, Mr. Foreman willEýFxcellencyý wvill cause to be laid before the

eniate a tabulated statement showing tefect not be superannuated. A proposition is now
h tle commercial treaty between Canada and being considered by the government with

-r'lite lha, Lad tion the trà-de and revenue o h
baimini a h a n th t e three of the reference to returning to him the money he

iedi t)ie(li the saI e lo has paid into the superannuation fund.
, so far as relates to the various articles

tovered b)y said treaty. Hon. Si MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman inform us as to

lion. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection whether this gentleman has been in the ser-
to the address. vice over ten years-that is, whether he has

lien. Mr. BOILTON-s tiat statement paid into the superannuation fund for tenHI'tetid on. Mr. BOUL hat sa years, and if so, upon what principle are
itenide I te be up te date? ithey acting in refusing his superannuation

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I allowance?
lear they could not well do that. It reads Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Without referring to
11 that way. i am under the impression that rannuation list I would net be able
ur statistics would o ly show a correct the supea. I am le t presen t to ans e

staten~~~~~~ent~ utehe3tJuebo ve, esay. I arn unable at present te answerattemnent up to the 30thi June ; however, I thesquestion.
ahll be prepared to accept it even up to

that tiie. My object is to ascertain what
the operation of the tariff is, particularly as REPORT OF COMMISSIONER
't extends to all countries that have the ad- LABELLE.
vantage of the favoured nations clause. In
îOking at the trade and navigation returns,
Iotice that goods are imported f rom the lon. OWENS moved

tIiited States which come within the pro- That au lumble address be presented to lus
visions of that Act. I take it for granted
that they must be goods of French origin, His Excelleucy %vill eau-e to be laid hefore the
and production, which have been imported Seîate, a coî>y of the report of Couniissioner
tnto the United States, purchased in the LaBelle re the investigation held hy him at Gren-

'UlltedStaesand'bru(,it ntoCanda.ville anid t hace's l'oit, abouit thie rninth of Decern-
nited Stateslast aso, of ail correspoence relating there-

Unider the treaty they would be entitled te to, both hffore and since the said investigations
the low rate of duty as if they came direct were held.

fromi France, while we, under the treaty, are
restricted to direct importation from Cana-
da to France. Goods going to Liverpool answer to ry previeus question would be

~ttdtrashipedfron Lierpol e Prissucli that I would find it unnecessary te askantd n fro Liverpool to for the papers mentioned in this motion, butwould not have the advantage of the treaty. I an surprised te hear from the hon. Secre-
The motion was agreed to. try of State that ne indemnity will be given

23j
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to Mr. Foreman, and that he will not re- minister would attenpt to dismiss any
ceive superannuation. Foreman was a lock- cial without giving that officiai an oppor
master who had been engaged on that lock tunity to defend himself. Everyone w0 0 ]d
for thirty-three years. For the first four'be given an opportunity to defend hinseif
years he was engaged as a labourer in the before he was deait with. We have had a
summer and a carpenter in the winter. similar declaration in this House from Sir
During the last twenty-nine years he has Oliver Mowat, the leader of the House.
been engaged as the lockmaster, appointed Even the Secretary of State, who is soime-
by an Order in Council. During that what severe, has said that employés on the
twenty-nine years he has contributed regu- canal, who were good reliable officials, should
larly to the superannuation fund, and ;c- not be dismissed. 1 challenge the House,
cording to the laws of this country would and I challenge the Secretary of State to
be entitled to the full superannuation when show me in any way that Foreman has not
his thirty years had expired. The fact that been a reliable and competent official. Hne
he has now entered upon his thirtieth year is one of the most reliable and conipetent
was sufficient to justify the government in persons upon the canal ; but this matter does
paying him the balance of the thirtieth year not apply only to Mr. Foreman. It applies
and holding that he would then be entitled to the officials upon the canal generally-
to his full superannuation. Foreman has Upon the close of navigation last season, the
been discharged in a most wanton mai- lock labourers and other labourers upon the
ner. I presume he was declared to be a canal were notified that their services were
political partisan, but Mr. Foreman was not no longer required and that they would not
an offensive partisan. He might have had be engaged for the future. It was stated
his own opinions, and recorded his vote, but by one of the hon. members in this Bouse
he was not an offensive partisan and never quite recently that that has been the course
acted as such. Moreover, he was one of the pursued every year. Now, I will say
most competent lockmnasters on the canal; that that course has not been adopted in the
no gentleman in Montreal would venture to past. Those men have been paid up to the
sav that there was a more competent official en:I of navigation. They were not paid during
than Foreman. It is very poor encourage- the winter when they were not working,
ment, I must say, to the civil servants if a but they held themselves in readiness to re-
gentleman, after having spent thirty-three sume their positions when work commenced
years in the service, is to be dismissed and again. We have had men upon the canals
thrown upon the street, and now the gov- who have held those positions for 25 and 30
ernment turn around and as the Secretary years, vear after year, holding the same
of State intimates to-day "We will send positions onthecanals. Last year,at the close
hlim back his money." What would you of navigation, those men were turned out
think of any life insurance company, who upon the country. They were notified that
had been receiving premiums for twenty- they would not be employed again, and you
nine years from a policy-holder, that would can realize, hon. gentlemen, the position it
turn around and say, " We will not pay you, puts a man of that kind in, to be turned
but will refund you the preniums you have upon the world at this time-nien who were
paid into the company." reliable and competent an'd understood their

work properly, after being so many years
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-We would say they employed upon a governnent work. They

were thieves. were not in a position to take up other
work. They were rendered unfit, to'a cer-

Hon. Mr. OWENS-Then you would call tain extent, for agriculture or other work
them by their proper name, and what would' which they might have entered upon earlier
apply to a conpany would apply to a govern- in life. We have here before us those hon,
ment also. The system that has been gentlemen week after week denouncing the
adopted in Mr. Foreman's case has been spoils system as it is carried on in the United
carried oit throughout. I do think it would States, and yet their colleagues in this
be well to know exactly how the government government are carrying on a system ten
does stand in this matter of dismissals. We times wor3e, in so far as its effect upon
have had front the Prime Minister in the the civil service is concerned. They
House of Commons the declaration that no are dismissing the men from the canals
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ad Other public works without any these promises they had the authority of
arge whatever, or if thereis anycharge the government for making them, for it was
aist them, the officials are not notified -of only yesterday I received a telegran fromuict thtthCImîscarge and are not given an opportunity Grenville announcing that the dismissals
defend themselves, and as in this case of were being made and would be carried into

Oreman's they are dismissing officials who effect to-day, and to-day I met in the city ahaebe- they dmssn
ive been contributing to the superannua- political partisan of the government who

ter fund year after year. We have been infornied me that the dismissals were to be
bto believe that those officials appointed made to day. Therefore, instead of one per

y nOrder in Counicil could not be dis- cent, there have been 100 per cent dismissals
wsed without an Order in Council, but if on the Grenville canal alone. I ask is that

lay judge f rom appearances, this govern- the way you would treat old employés of the
ruedit are dispensing with that formality and government, men who have been in the

uss1ing those officials without an Order service 20 or 25 years. Here is a case of a
th eoucil because it is quite certain that man 29 years lockmaster, and for four more

e colleagues of the Minister of Public years employed on the saine lock, yet he has
orks and the Minister of Railways and been disnissed. Is that the way you are

anals are not aware of the wholesale dis- «oing to elevate the standard of the civil
nussals that are being made in those de- service ? These gentlemen are being dis-
Partments. The other day during the debate missed because they are political partizans.

this House, the hon. gentleman from Now, I would like to ask bon. gentlemen,
othwell declared froni his seat that oinly whom (o you think is being appointed in the

Ore per cent, or not one per cent, of the place of the officials dismissed 9 Why they
cialS have been dismissed. are appointing the most offensive political

partisans in the country. They are appoint-
on. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear. ing the political heelers of the Liberal

party in that county, men who
theon. Mr. OWEN- am not questioning are entirely unfit for the positions in

veracity of the hon. gentleman from which thev are placed. I believe soie of
hwell. I do not mean to say that he these mei have gone so far as to sell the

Vished to deceive this House or tc, create a appointments. I am credibly informed
'sron g impression, but I will say that the that some of them have been
ton. gentleman was entirely in ignorance of selling the positions of labourers

e action of bis colleagues. He was not upon the canal, and those are the gentle-
aiWare of the dismissals that had been made men fron whoI the representatives of
ty the Minister of Railways and Canals and these counties receive their inspi, ation
the Minister of Public Works, or he would as to who should be dismissed and who
'lever have made such a statement in the should be appointed in their places. As
Senate Over 90 per cent of tie officials we have heard in this House from the
"P'n the railways and canals--both upon the Hon. Secretary of State ; the government

tawa canal and the St. Lawrence canals- received their information from thehave been disniissed. I will take the case: Liberal member of a county, and upon his
of the GrenvilIe' canal, which I think will information they did not consider it was
ftirly represent the others, and I may men- n'cessary to hold any investigation. It
toni that at the close of navigation last fall would be interesting to know from what

e government disnissed all the labourers source the Liberal meinber, or the defeated
"Pon the canal. Before the opening of navi- candidate, in the county received bis infor-
gation this sprinz, out of the seven lock- mation. Why, it is froin the class of poli-
fliasters on the canal, four were dismissed ; ticians I have been describing, and men

the same time they were dismissed the are being dismissed that they or their
Iolitical partizans and heelers of the govern- friends nay be placed in office. In the

enlt in the county, and it was stated that the case of Foreman, they had an investigation
re ainder of the lockmasters, the collectors upon a charge that was brought in writing
and the other officials would be dismissed so from a party in the rear portion of the

It n as the provincial elections were over. county, a man whom Mr. Foreman never
It was quite evident those gentlemen knew saw, who accused hiim of canvassing

ereof they spoke. When they made him in the election. Foreman since drove
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out to see that party, and met him, and the Hon. Mr. SCOTT--There were not called
man told him: "I know nothing about for more than a day or two ago. i have 110
it. A certain party came here with a explanation to make vith regard to the
declaration written out, and asked me if 1 statements made by the hon. gentleman and
would sign it. He said there was nothing must await the arrival of the papers in order
in it but just to sign it, and J signed that I can ascertain how far his statemnts
it." That is the class of men from whom the are correct. The other day when a siMldar
Liberal representatives receive the informa- subject was under discussion, it was not I
tion that comes in. Those pretended inves- who made the statement that no man wOuld
tigations, such as LaBelle had in Grenville, be dismissed on the canal except for cause. 1
were simply that he came down to urenville, said that the hon. Minister of Railways had
and spent a night or two with the acusers,and made a statement-and I believe he adhers
in those particular cases, notified the officiais to that statement-that any employé Who
to come there. They came in; there was no had not interfered in an offensive manner if
evidence taken under oath Any of those politics, and who was a good, attentiv'e
parties could come in and make any state- honest man and attended to his work, would
ment they wished. None of the evidence be retained. It was purely a question Of
was taken down. There was no stenogra- nerit, outside of the political question. if
pher, nor did the commissioner who was he interfered as a political partisan, lie
there take down any of the evidence. He would be dismissed. As to the number of
heard the statement that was made. One emplovés who bave been dismiis-ed, i myself
of the officiais in particular had a lawyer t, stated that J did not believe that more than'
defend him ; but the commissioner told him, one per cent of ail the employés of the goV-
"I cannot hear anv lawyer I cannot hear ernment had been dismssed, and I beliese
anything of the kind." He did not hear the if the figures were compared with the figures
defence. He makes his report to the gov- after the change of government in 1878, it
ernment, and the accused hear nothing would be found that the number of those
further about it except that they are dis- who were dismissed for cause would be less
mis-ed. Now, if that is the Lib ral inter- than the number dismissed on that occasio'-
pretation of British fair play, if that is the
way the Liberal administration is to be
carried on in this Dominion, I may say,
"Lord, help our civil service."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bon. gentleman
lias rather taken the members of this House
at a disadvantage. He has made statements
purporting to be based upon an inquiry into
Foreman's conduct without our having the
papers before us. J have no information
other than J gave the House.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-My question w as
before the House for the last seven days.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was simply a ques-
tion, and there was no intimation that any
debate would arise until the papers were
before us. The hon. gentleman 'of course is
quite within his right, although it is scarcely
fair to the House that a debate should take
place until the evidence is before the Senate.

Hon. Mr. CI)WENS-My
making my remarks now is
similar to those called for by

reasons for
that papers
me-moved

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-For cause ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The former gover-
ment were so:ie time in power and the ew-
ployés believed that thev should be col-
tinued there in perpetuity. They did nlOt
recognize that any other ihban the then ex-
isting governwent should be sustained, and
so they freely interfered iii elections. No
doubt appeals were made to them to (o sO,
and if a man chose to take his political life
in his hand, as adrnitted by both political
parties, he had no right to complain. If
his friends were successful, he made it a
justification for advance and promotion. If
they were defeated, of course, he simplY
had to take the consequences of it. The
present administration do not believe in
continuing the employment of men who
actively interfere in politics. They are paid
by all the ratepayers of this country and
they have no right to take sides. If they
do so, J say there is ample justification for
their being dismissed. When the papers
come down in this case we shall see whether

for early in the session, have not been pro- there is any justification in this particular
duced yet. instance for the dismissal. I have no doubt
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the Iinlister fairly considered it, and the information sought for now by the hon.

hat sum ought to be returned gentleman from Argenteuil. That return,
con 1r. Foreman wvill, no doubt, receive due 1for some reason or other, has been kept
p"",ideration, and whatever is right and back. Numerous must be the number of

per Will be done. Where a muan is dis- commissions, and voluminous must be the
a sed for political reasons, he forfeits his evidence in the reports of these commission-

iranenuation ; but it may be that he is ers appointed to investigate cases of offen-

pai entitled to have the money he bas sive partisansbip, if it takes longer than six
ret in, with the governnent interest, weeks to prepare the return.
reurned to hin. That is a matter towhich the government have not yet come to Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I hope to have it this

thW Positive policy, but I am inclined to week.
k that that is the conclusion that they Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Thewill iv at.SrMAKNI BW L -h
arrive at- hon. gentleman speaks of those officials who
1on.Sir NIACKENZIE BOWELL-The take an active part in elections-he guards

tements made by the bon. Secretary of it, I notice, on every occasion by saving
te should not be allowed to pass without " offensive partisanship," a termn which I

So0Ue little remonstrance. To begin with, j never heard defined. The law gives the

le laid down this extraordinary doctrine, right to every office holder to cast his vote.
glat this q n baso If lie beeomes offensive and abuses the gov-

tlatt is qesion lisoniy been ueiore Lte r
enate for two or three y ernment and acts in what I might term an

o ungentlemanly manner, he renders himself
on. Mr. SCOTT-This particular one. liable to punishment. There is no evidence,

however, given in any of those cases that
ar . Sir M ACK ENZIE BOW EL L-I there bas been conduct of that kind on the

he speaking of this particular case. Then part of those who have been disnissed. Is it

are goes further- and says that these questions to be understood that it is only the party
are not usually discussed until the papers who casts his vote, or commits the offenceare before us. The very object of having a to wbicb the hon. gentleman bas referred,

tfn On the notice paper asking for certain against the party that happens to be success-
touments is to enable the member who puts ful in these contests--

here, to give his reasons for so doing.
nat lias been the practice in the past. I do Hon. Mr. MILLS-That has been your

know, from what has taken place in the rule.
Ouse during the last two months under this

tresent governmîent, what their policy is, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
r It seems to me thev have one policy to- That bas not been our rule There has been

day and another policy to-morrow; one min- no such rule laid down and no such practice

e anounces a particular principle which carried out, except in cases of the character
Just in itself, and to-morrow it is violated indicated by the hion. Secretary of State. I

Y the stateinents of one of his colleagues. challenge the lion. gentleman to give me a
hat is the position in which they have single instance of the kind. I know lie in-

Place' theinselves. It is the duty of stancel two or three cases the other day-
every minister, when a notice is placed if I ani not to be called to order for referring
Pon the paper, to make himself acquainted to a previous debate-in which the late

Witl the facts in order that the House may Alonzo Wright had two or three officials
be put in possesion of thenm. We all know dismîissed for interfering in an election in

iat papers when laid before the House the county of Ottawa. That occurred a
ve no opportunity for a menber to discuss nunber of years ago. The bon. gentleman's

the question to which thev relate, unless he nemory is tolerably good, and lie must know
Makes a motion to refer then, or a motion that in those cases it wvas shown to the
of Condeinnation. So far as that is con- House, beyond a question of doubt, that the
cerned the lion. gentleman's position is not accused persons had become personally of-
in accordance w ith parliamentary practice fensive to Mr. Wright, that they had con-
Or usage. Had the returns for which I deinmed in the most virulent manner every
toved some six weeks ago been laid before member of the government at that time.
the House, probably we would have had the i If the hon. gentleman can point out to me
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any case where the individual was dismissed tical friends, was appointed in his stead.
merelv for voting. or on the ipse dixet of any If this doctrine is to be adhered to ii the
particular member, I am quite willing, not future, and if we are to understand that
only to stand corrected, but to apologize to no official is safe in voting, let us place
the hon. gentleman for what I have said. the employés of the governnent in a posV
Recent experience had taught us that the tion in which they will know that. Let Us
most violent politician who goes into a con- pass a law and disqualify fron voting anY
test and supports a particular candidate, is one who receives the slightest remuneratio
the first man who is rewarded as soon as our from the public! treasury. It has been the
opponents have an opportunity of doing so. practice in the past that every official should
My bon. friend f rom Argenteuil has told us exercise his franchise. No one bas que5 '
that the very wvorst of political heelers have tioned it, and it is only now that the spolls
been appointed to fill the places made vacant systen in its worst features is being intro-
by the dismissal of those officials who were duced. The' bon. gentleman says that the
dismissed for no good reason, so far as we Conservative party has been so long 1he
know. I know of a case which occurred about power that office holders thought they should
twenty-five miles from where I live, where a hold their offices in perpetuity. I dare saY
collector of customs was dismîssed. I am if hon. gentlemen opposite should be as long
not finding fault with the disnfissal, if they in power as the Conservative party were,
(the government) had reasons which induced'tbey would hardly care to engraft upon QUV

then to dispense with his services. It was institutions the worst features of the United
not on account of political partizanship. States system, or declare that because their
Who was appointed to fill his place? A man party bas been in power for a number of
who was obliged to run away from the years, therefore, those tbey have appointed
country in order to avoid being sumxnoned should ot exercise the frantlie. The bol
before an election court to give evidence gentleman takes the grround that because a
wbicli lie knew would not only have con- great majority of cae public oficiais were
victed the party with wbicb be was con- appointed by the Conser ative toverniet
nected, lbut would probably have disqualiSied and are Conservatives, ergo they ust be
iapf a dozen of thepf for some years. The disouissed.
hon. gentleman may remeteber the Dark
Lantern Brigade that veint trough the Hon. Mr. SCOhT-No.
county of Lennox some vears ago. Tbe
man who carried the dark lantern and went Hon.SirMtACktENZIE BOaELL-Yes,
about in disguise, and who afterwards was that is the policy-disnissed to pakle roofi
obliged to leave the country to avoid appear- for those wbo have Cot een in that fortu
ing before tbe court, is the one who bas been ate position. e wisb to he understood- 1

given the responsible position of collector of find no fault with a governnent for ap-
customns in tbe town of Napanee, as a reward pointing, its own f riends. CEvery goverfiment
for bis iniquities during the election to whbei does that, but J say they sbould Daot kake
I refer. Now, this is not the only case. Ho vacancies for tbe purpose of appointing their
could occupy the buse for sorne time in friends or rewarding tbe very worst charac
desaibing special instances. Tbe prncipleon ter of political beelers tbat infest constit,
wbich ion. gentlemen opposite act appears to ecies durias elections. That is the position
be tbi, lev that any mnan wo dares to exercise take. If there is a complaint against this
bis franchise witbout offensiveness in doing lockastei on te Grenville canal. w y wa
itc is to be reoved, and the ost offensive lie not given an opportunity to defend hint
partisani wo can be selected from tbeir own self, in accordance ith the eclaratiO
party is appointed to fi the vacancy. I made by the premier and by the hon. getler
know tbe case of a postaster in imey own man who sits opposite to ve, a short tice
county, who was con plained against ey one ago, tbat people should not be disrnissed n)-
of tbe leaders of the Reforn party, tbe man less they iad an opportunity of defending
who wanted the position hirself, and they theiselves ? The ion. Secretarv of State
found some tu'penny ha'penny irregularity, and the bon. member for Bothwell, who
which might occur anywhere in a country know so well what the Criminal Code Of
post office, and the official was dismissed this country is, and what the rights of
and be who complained, one of their poli- Britisb subjects are-not to be declared
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uty Without being proved guilty-stand
11 i rthis House and say that on the mere
terberent-I care not though it be of a

co ber of parliament-that a man has
oinitted a crime, he shall be punished

"ilfout an opportunity of defending him-
-one knows better than the Minis-

ter f Justice that if a man commits an
tho aY murder and it is witnessed bytheusand of people, he is not hanged untilhe nds

c 8 had a fair trial before twelve of his
cois rymen and proved guilty. Surely ites -e that this system of terrorism shouldcease in this country, and that men should
at least have an opportunity of saying

ah er they are guilty or not, before they
Punished ba y dismissal or in any othe~r

promulgated as a public man, and he thinks
the public interests will be promoted by
the adoption of those views in parliament-
that what he subscribes to in his capacity as
a public man would be in the public interest
if acted upon. He appoints those to office
who supported and continued to support his
principles and his opinions. The hon. gentle-
man says that the government appointed
political Leelers. What ioes he mean by
political heelers? Those who did service, as
those did service whom he appointed to
office. If they are disreputable men, who
ought not to be appointed because of their
disreputable character, that of course, is an
objection, but that disreputable character
cannot be (lue to the fact that they support-
ed the opinions and principles of their party,

io . MJLL ît for I think the hon. gentleman will concede
is important, in to the government and those who support

he sinIg this question, that we should see them the saie liberty of judgment which he
whicher we agree upon the principle upon claims for himself-the sanie sincerity of
rete a government should proceed in conviction which he claims for himself, and
Pub1ice to the retention or disnissal of he ought not to deny to them the saine means
the li servants. The position laid down by of maintaining and upholding those views
the on. leader of the opposition is scarce;y and opinions which the hon gentleman claims
the Cne upon which he acted as a minister of for hinself. The hon. gentleman has not
in rowi during the 18 years that he was conceded that to the government. He says

e or upon which those with whom he that the government of which he was a
associated acted. member did not disiiss parties from office

unless they were offensive partisans, but I
challn Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I understand thata man who having accepted a
.nglenge the hon. gentleman to show a permanent position under the Crown to which

case in the eighteen years that I was an annual salary is attached, lias accepted
i Office in which I took such a course. the position of a non-pohtical public servant

l and having taken the office of a non-politi-
thalnges MILLS-The hon. entleman cal servant, lie is no longer entitled to enter

i tgesh me to do certain things. Let me the political arena and to take an active
Y that the hon. gentleman, in the first part in the conduct of public affairs in the

Place, appointed his political friends, I sup- sanie way as those who are political servants
Ps he appointed those he considered most of the Crown. If lie does so, then lie takes

theserving, and in measuring the deserts of his political life in his hands and should,hose whom he appointed to office, he con- share the fortune of other political servants.
8idered what they had done for the purpose If the government are beaten, the members

Promoting the views and principles to ôf the administration are not allowed to
Whib he subscribed. I suppose that, as retain their offices under the Crown. If the

ell as any literary or intellectual qualifica- governient ,vhich a person actively upports
tO", was taken into consideration by him, who holds a non-political office is defeated,
ad sO far as my experience goes, it was the lie cannot plead that permanency of

Per nount consideration in the appoint that non-political office for the purpose
the hs that were made. I do not think that of maintaining hiin in his position against

te . gentleman derogates in the least his actual conduct. He has no right to
fro the propriety of that course, if it be a do so. Why, one of the important objects
heer course, by calling those political under our parliamentary system is not
helers who do service for their party. merely to have in the service of the Crown

The hon. gentleman, I assume, sin- men of experience, but men who are faith-%rely holds the views that he has ful and whose fidelity cannot be questioned



in the public service ; but how is the gov- cials in the constituency which had bec
ernnent going to trust the permanent represented by the Hon. Sydney Smith.
officers of the Crown if these men have Tiere are many cases in which such dis-
appeared in every town and village, in every missals have taken place, and let me say
schoolhouse wherever a public meeting this, if hon. gentlemen will take the trouble
has been held, actively opposed to the to look over the list of sesional messenge's
members of the administiation? They and sessional clerks of the House 0
have forfeited the confidence of those who Commons at the close of the parlia
were politically opposed to them by the ment of 1878, and compare that list of
course they adopted. They are disqualified sessional niessengers and sessional clerks
by their own personal voluntary action for with those who were engaged in 1880, lie
continuing in the public service. They have will see that there was almost a couii
no right to ask to be retained, and I do say plete sweep made of the p rsons employed
this, that the hon. gentleman did not re- in the House of Commuons, and the defeice
tain-his governmient did not retain those was that these persons were not in th
who went on the platforn and took an active permanent employ of the gGvernment, an
part in the election. They did not maintain it was open to the government to notifY
those who took an active part in elections - them to attend at the beginning of the
who did not go on the platforn, and no com- session or not as the goverument pleased.
mission was issued and no inquiry was lad, Let me mention another case of a clean
and parliament knew nothing of the facts sweep-the case of those who were ap-
beyond the declaration of the minister. pointed to posts under the Weights and

Measures Act. The leader of the opposi'
Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Will the hon. tion referred the other day to the fact that

gentleman let me set himu riglt in one mat- those persons had been appointed and had
ter? He made a statement just now which, drawn their salary up to the time the new

to my own personal knowledge, is not government came in without having the
accurate as applied to the district f rom appliances necessary to discharge the duties
which I come. I know a most active, ener- of their office. The hon. gentleman in that
getic and offensive partisan Liberal who was is entirely mistaken. I am speaking of nY
retained under the Liberal-Conservative own personal knowledge. I take the case
governmient, and is there vet. of Mr. Watts, of the county of Bothwell;

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not kniow the
particular case to which the hon. gentleman
refers, but I know many cases where the
rule acted on was the rule which I have,
stated. 1 believe no government, from the
period of confederation-in fact in the ante-
federation period-dism> issud the country
postmaster who was rewarded for his sel-.
vices by a small percentage on the amounts
he collected. It was in t be public interest
that he should accept the poition, and it
was rather for the acoimodation of the
public than for any advantage to himsclf
that such an Office was held, but the rule
vas laid down by the leader of the Con-

servative party, Sir John A. Macdonald, at
the very outset of confederation, that those
who took an active part in the elections, who
were per:nanent officials of the government,
to whose office an annual salary was at-
tached, ouglt not to be retained in the pub-
lic service, and that proposition was enunci-
ated by him in the discussion which arose
in reference to the dismissal of certain offi-

of Mr. Spettigue, of the city of London an0

county of Middlesex; of Mr. Campbell, of
the county of Elgin-all those persons were
employed as inspectors of wveights and nmeas-
ures. They all had the instruments which
had been purchased for their use to enable
them to dischar2e the duties of inspectors,
and by statute every one of those was re-
mnoved from oflice. A new distribution of
the oistricts was created and a new class Of
inspectors appointed. Not one of those men,
although they belonged to the civil service,
and lad, I believe, paid into the superannua-
tion fund, was reappointed to office under the
new Act. It was a bold measure, no doubt,
to remove so many, but it was easier to do
so by an Act of Parliament than it was to
have done so by the exercise of the dis-
cretion of the Crown. But it was done,
and done effectually. The government of
the day acted upon the assumption in that
case that to the %ictors belonged the spoils.
Now I say that would be an exceedingly un-
fortunate position to take. I do not thiIk
that is the proper course. I do not think
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tht the government ought to remove for when my hon. friend deals in general prin-
Poitical reasons any man inthe public service ciples, I wish to point out to him that thoseW10 as not been an active political agent principles have not been observed in regard

y thissary during the election. I do not to the particular cases which have come undervg tat a governnent employee ought not to the observation of this House, and which
thie* The law gives him that right. I have been discussed by members of it fron
bt 't is unfortunate that the law does so, day to day. The position taken by the
exeras long as the law gives hii a right to Conservative party to day, and by the
diserects the franchise, lie may use his own country, is that those general principles have

.t"o with regard to" that; but if he been absolutely ignored-that public ser-
the into the streets and canvasses, and on vants have been decapitated-that they

Yie atform and speaks in favour of the have been deprived of their offices, and that
at of his own Party and against those of their rights have been completely disre-

o er if he takes an active part in the garded, irrespective of the fact as to whether
acazation of the party if he takes an they were political partisans or not. I sub-
iepart in the preparation of the voters' i scribe to almost everything that my hon.

the i doin all thesethings he is laying aside friend from Bothwell has said to day, and
aracter of a non-political officer, and is said with equal force on another occasion,
nng that of a political partisan and is but when we come to apply these principles

entitled, nor is it in the interest of the to the actualities we are called upon to face
offie seicece that he should retain any almost every day with regard to these di-

Every man in the public service- missals, I must say that the government has
t'Oeratter what his position may be in the certainly called upon itself the severest de-
PeIanent service-ought to know that if nunciation from every man who appreciates
h es in active political work he must the principle of fair play being applied tore the fortunes of his party. He cannot officials in the public service. I was quite

" 'wre fortunate than they are, and if they startled by the proposition laid down
gout of office he should go out of office with by the Secretary of State to-day-

S. e ought to know that when he en- a proposition which goes very much further

Orils in1 a conte-st, and I say that that is the! than any which hie hias hitherto laid down
Oly healthful and proper rule, and when it with regard to this subject. We were
aid becones known and acted upon by both startled to hear, in answer to the case, pre-

es, I think he will hesitate before he en- sented by the hon. gentleman from Inker-
ages in work of that kind We want in man, thac notwithstanding the fact that a
e Public service non-political men equally public servant lias rendered thirty odd years

eest, equally faithful in the discharge of of good and faitlful service to the govern-
er duties, no matter whether their chief ment of Canada, that nothwithstanding the

O¾s to one political party or the other, fact that that public servant had contributed
W e Will never have such as long as we to the superannuation furnd during all thoseheste men actively engaged in political con- years, lie, at the caprice of some individual,tests lu t

The c the permanent service of the country. possibly a member or a commissioner ap-Y cannot have the confidence of those pointed for the purpose of investigating such
o are opposed to them. They have no cases, or some political partisan in tle dis-t to expect it. If the public service is trict in which this particular official resides,to he an efficient service-a service after the at the caprice of such an individual this

11glish kind and not after the United public servant, who has spent almost a life-States kind, then the public officiais ought time in the service of his country, can be
.0 elstain wholly fron taking an active part not only deprived of his office but his super-
th elections either upon the one side or upon annuation allowanc, wiped out with one
the Other. stroke of the pen. Although my lion. friend

the Secretary of State, in that serious and

b 1  .r. LOUGHEED-Mucli that has solemn manner in which he usually con-
Wie" aid by my hon. friend fron Bothwell veys information to this House, has
eot be accepted by those who at present seriously laid this down as the policy of

ibtute the opposition in this House, and the government in this particular case,
ti1 be accepted, I fancy, by the Conserva- and presumably is to apply to other similar
tive party generally as sound doctrine ; but I cases, I must certainly dissent from that
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view of the Superannuation Act and refuse political sympathies. And I feel satisfie
to sub'-cr;be to that bping the law of the that ieither branch of parliament will cOn
land and dissent from the policy of applying sider the governnent justified in proceeding
it to any case. I say that when a mai has to such an extent in loing , iolence to a sense
been such a length of time in the public of justice, as bas been done in this particular
service as to bring him within the Super- case. I might say, while I amn on my feet,
annuation Act, it is mandatory upon the that I ain quite prepared to accede to the
government, on dismissing that man, if he principle laid down by the government, th&t
bas done good and faithful service in the if a public servant conducts himself so
discharge of his duty while in the employ of offensivelv in participating in political conl
the country, to give hini the superannuation flicts as to lose the confidence of the head O
allowance to which he is entitled by that the department which nay preside over the
Act. It was never the intention of parlia- particular branch of thie service in which he
ment-it was never conceded to be the is employed, he cannot expect to be con-
spirit of the Act, that it should be left with- tinued in the public service. It would be
in the caprice of the minister to say that unreasonable to retain men of that character
such a servant as the one under discussion in their employ provided they are guilty Of
here to-day should have his superannuation partisanship of so prominent and so offensive
allowance, which he i as earned during a character as to obtrude it upon the coun-
thirty odd years, wiped out because, try to the detriment of the proper discharg
forsooth, of sonebody saving he bas been of their duties.
guilty of offensive partisanship. I have
looked through the Civil Service Act, Hon. Mr. PRIM ROSE-Under the trend
and through the Superannuation Act, which the debate has taken this afternOon
and I do not find that because a public and considering the character of some Of
servant nay interest hinself in public mat- the answers which were given by the Secre-
ters, he. therefore, forfeits the rights to tary of State, especially to my hon. frien.d
which he would be entitled under the law. the member for Stadacona, I feel that it i'
1 do not subscribe to the principle laid down my duty to take part in the debate. And,
by ny hon. friend froi Bothwell, that a in doing so I shall refer tW a question which
public service must be necessarily a non- I asked theotherday, and to which I received
poltitical service. I find no such principle a certain answer froni the Secretary of State-
as that expressed in any of the Acts under I do that because I have now under inY
which the public servants of the country are hand information whici will prove verY
employed. I can very well fancy a case in clearly to this House that the lion. Secretary
which a public servant may to such an extent of State was not correct in the answer which
seriously interfere with the discharge of his he gave to me in regard to Capt. WVn
publir duties by takinîg an interest in poli- Mackenzie's dismissal. But before passin1g
tical mnatters as to prevent him from faith- to that, I wish to imake some comniments re-
fully discharging those duties; but so long garding the answers that were given by
as he discharges those duties faithfully and the hon. Secretary of State to my hon-
well, I say there is nothing within the four friend from Stadacona, for instance this
corners of the statute-book relating to the question :
employment of public servants that would If the person disnissed completely denies the
justify the government in taking the posi- truth of the charge against imii, protests lis
tion which they have taken in regard to this innocence and offers to muake it clear; is it the
particular servant, namely, that by reason intention of the governnent to grant an inquiry
of his having been a political partisan, if you or to refuse all justice.

eoose to so term it-although the Secretary Does any hon. member in this House
of State does not accuse him of being such- think it is a satisfactory, or in any sense
that lie is hereby disqualified from the bene- a sufficient answer to that query to say that
fits of the Act. I say that even though he they have been informed by a member of the
may be a political partisan, if he discharges House of Commons that this man was a politi-
his duties faithfully and well, as he is called 'cal partisan ? Is that a suflicient answer? I
upon to do under the Act by which he is say no, it is an answer far more in consonance
governed, he is entitled to all the benefits with the spirit of the autocratic goveriment
and advantages of that, notwithstanding his 1 of Russia than of the Liberal government of
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canada8
by aa In regard to the case brought up annual or permanent appointment. In

n the dismissal of Capt. Wîn. Mae- regard to this matter and others like it, it
nle, the general answer given to pretty is high timue foi the govetment to give up11alYee qusto propounded,

that O e Y question propounded, namely, using the plea of offensive partisanship as a
Ther ePolitical partisaniship, does not hold. scapegoat to send out in'o the wilderness,
thae only one other answer given- that bearing the incubus of their political sins

PPointientwasanannualone. Nofault upon its devoted head. When no other
dschu with the style in which this man reason cani be assigned than siimply that of

handard the duties required of lirm at the otiensive partisanship, which has time and

di8-s bf the government. He was simply again in this House been proved to be in
tar 1ssedI on the plea offered by the ec regard to the cases which have been cited

a ç.r of State to make room for a Liberal inapplicable, I think it is time it was given
aPointee. I (o not for one moment wish up.
reyhork. gentleman liere to infer from any
al arks 1 may make that I would wish at Hon. Mr. OWENS-In justice to myself
tar of y the impre-sion that the Secre- I think I should say a few words in reply to
he k State would make a statement which the remarks which have fallen fron the hon.
far fuew to be incorrect. I should be very Secretary of State and the hon. senator

have o doing anything of that kind; but I fron Bothwell. The hon. gentleman froin

Prov no i my hands information which Bothwell bas defined the question of po-
sy es clearly that the following was the litical partisanship to a certain extent. I

aYtiX adopted in reference to these dredges am sure every member of the House, or the
ac 1 ere are the facts in regard to Capt. majority, would agree with the hon. gentle-

aenzie: man in so far as their action in relation to
Niack offensive political partisanship is concerned;

t 2nd nzl1 w1sa pinte<d etther fon Nl but where we do differ is as to the means
SoIperiitenlent. which they should adopt to find out who are

n this er .r e those offensive political partizans. If it were
forMs hini tht wic was shorted msmpl proved that oflicials whom they charge with
The abeing offensive partisans, were such no hon.

ai'th as at any rate no limitation in it, or gentleman in this House would say a word inC.i,,g to i la -aeis:nOt« gor in udicate that the appomtment wa their defence, but what we do object to is
dredr the season. The ciston with these .

tges, the "Canada" and the "St .Lawrence w when officials, good reliable men who attend
the afal of the year to pay off the crew-ithat is to the duties of their office, and do not take
an .18 including the mates-but the captaiis part in politics, are held to be offensive poli-

Winwere always kept Ly the steamers tical partisans and are disnissed. Now iner and thr.oughout the whole year. CrewsWere re-engaged in spring, the captain and engi- relation to the subject under discussion, theileei ,;naedl pin,,e ati
erf r e permanent otlicers. Thompson, fori- dismissal of officials from the Grenville canal,
'C lite "St. Lawrence," and Lloyd, when in the I an in a position to know whereof I speak.
Were laid always stayed by them wherever they The officials on that canal have not been118 up, and of course their pay went on as

0ol. ad st fall the "Canada" was laid up at Liver. offensive political partisans: There are

e -ani the crew were, as usual, paid off. amongst those officials <n the canal gentle-
Winte ptain and engineer reinained in lier all men w ho have influence in the county. One

er. e aof them is a gentleman who was at one time
S ere is a paragraph to which I ask the the Conservative candidate in that county,

al attention of the House--as proving and probably no one man could exert a
trY Contention that beyond successful con- greater influence than that official, but what
toversy the appointment of captain and is the fact ? Since his appointmient to the
angineer of these dredges were permanent public office he bas never raised his hand or
agd lot annual, as claimed by the hon. the voice in the interest of his party. He was a,

ecretary of State. political f riend of my own, and I had occasion
eiairs were being doue and Mackenzie was re- to take issue with him in reference to that.

lightg 9Instructions during the winter and spring I considered, although he was a public offi-
Xa rup to the tine of his dismissal and of course cial that it did not take away his right to

eceiving full pay. be a citizen ; but holding a public position,
a think this makes the matter very clear he would not do the first act in the election

to 0 whether or not this was simply an in the interest of his party. That is the
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class of men who are held up to-day as poli- will look at the Order Paper he will notice
tical partisans. that not only the questions which I have

asked, but the motion for the papers was
Hon. Mr. POWER-Was he dismissed? upon the Order Paper since the 7th May-

twelve days--and certainly the governiment
Hon. Mr. OWENS-I received a tele- cannotclaimthatthey aretakenby surprisei1

phone message that he was dismissed, and I reference to this matter. Thev find that the
heard f rom one of the hon. gentleman's poli, action of tieir colleagues, who have been
tical friends that he was dismissed to-day. making those dismissals, is utterly indefelnsi'
It was promised by the hon. gentleman's ble, and they now say that the inatter is
political friends that he would be dismissed sprung upon them and they are taken by
after the provincial election. The reason surprise in this discussion.
he was not dismnissed before was this-the
government knew that if they dis.issed The motion was agreed to.
him he would take off his coat and go out
into the county and work, but, being a DELAYED RETURNS.
publie officiai, lie did not raise his voice in
politics. The hon. Secretary of State makes
the statement that the remarks which I Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
attributed to him were made by theM - Orders of the Day are called, I wish to ask
ter of Public Works-that his employés the hon. gentlemen on the treasury benches
on the canal who were good reliable officials when we nay expect some of the returns
should not be dismissed. Unfortunately 'asked for by menibers on this side of the
the professions of these men do not tally House, some of whicb were inquired for earlY
with their practice ; and, while the lion. in the session. There are sone three re-
leader of the House, an'd the hon. Secretary turns I moved for myself, none of which
of State, and the hon. gentleman from would call for any delay in preparatifl;
Bothwell are perfectly sincere in their One is referring to the steamer "Petrel,
statements to-day,· their colleagues, the showing wbat ber work bas been during the
Minister of Public Works and the Alinister and there another relating
of Railways, are taking just the opposite better terms, or correspondence with the
course-dismissing the officials on the canals government of Prince Edward Island with
fron one end to the other-dismissing men regard to any new financial arrangement
who have not taken any part in the elections between that province and the Dominiofl-
and who are not political partisans. The My hon. triend said he thought perhaPs
hon. gentleman from Bothwell bas asked me there was nothing more than one letter uponl
to define the meaning of " political heeler." that subject ; I think we might have that
A political heeler is one of the lowest politi- letter. There is also a motion which I made
cians in the ranks of a party. There are asking for a telegram sent by the Minister
always sufficient of them to be found, of Marine and Fisheries. Those are three

h I ld

and they af-e not absent from the Ieurns È I have LskcU for wnicn Wou

ranks of the Liberal party. Those are men require very little time to prepare.
who are clamouring for office-asking to
have officiais on the canal dismissed. When Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will make inquiry
I refer to those men as political heelers, I do about them. In reference to the better
not say that honesty or respectability do not terms paper, I find that they have for soine
belong to both parties. No doubt honest time past taken documents over to the PriVY
and respectable men can be found in the Council, and I have given instructions to
Liberal party, but these are not the men who have themn hunted up. We have a number
are asking for dismissals. The clamour of returns, but I think the Post Office De-
comes from the lower ranks. My reason partment has not sent in returns, and
for rising was to reply to the speech from possibly one other department. I saw the
the hon. Secretary of State who, in opening Postmaster General on the subject, and
the debate, stated that the government were asked him to hurry up the papers as much as
taken at a disadvantage-that this matter possible, and he promised them before the
was sprung upon them to-day and they were end of the week, when I hope all the other
taken by surprise. If the hon. gentleman returns will be complete.
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CIIIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT the bill as it at present stands, and it may

BILL. undergo several changes, would it not be
better to have it printed after it leaves the

EXTRA COPIES. committee?

Iln. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Before Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-These
the Orders -of the Day are called, I wish to gentlemen are applying for copies and want
%ake a motion. The officer in charge of the them for the purpose of înaking suggestions
distribution office says there is an unusual which we could discuss in Committee of the
dernand for copies of the Criminal Code Whole.
Atuendment Bill, and suggests that there
hou1ld be an additional number printed, 250 Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED-Jt is onl the
PoPies in English and 100 in French, and I members of the House who could discuss

rove that the House make an order to that suggestions in Committee of the Vhole and
we are supplied with copies.

lion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Sir tMACKENZIE BOWELL-
think the lion. Minister of Justice is right.

do~~on Mr.t LOU HEE -I isio onl thelyi od

h i . .Iave sent ha f a dozen copies of the bi
requiring an expenditure of money myself to police magistrates and those who

ectly by a vote of the House. I know in have been in the habit of acting in cases of
t e Popular branch we were not pernitted this kild, asking them for suggestions
O do that. The course pursued iii the Com- as to clause; perhps the Minister of Justice

ons, when extra of copies of any docu- dlesires the same thin.

tuenfts were required, was for sone
hol member to inove, sometimes a minister Hon. Mr. MILLS-In that event it
and sometimes a meiber of the opposition, would not be well perhaps to go on with the
that it be referred to the Printing Conmmittee second reading >of the bill to-morrow-we
and they would order it. would requime t > have more time.

lion. Mr. MILLS-I will call the hon. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-We will
gentleman's attention to the fact that we get suggestions up to prorogation. We may
Provided a shorthand writer for the law as well dispose of what we have now.
clerk, which implies an expenditure of

Bo.oney b n r. SCOTT-Tt ma be in the
recollection of hon. gentlemen that a motion

lion. Mr. McKAY-That comes out of to revise the bill was made two days ago,
the Senate funds. and no objection was taken to it. I think

motions of this kind have been made.

lion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Perhaps the best way is to refer it to the

That comes out of the contingencies of this .rmting Committee and in the meantime to

louse, and we have a riihtcto dispose of. gve the order. It can be referred to the

our continigencies as we please. We can Printing Comnitt, e, who can take cog-

aPPoint messengers, and that incurs expendi- nzance of this at a later stage.

ture. We can appoint a clerk and give him bon. Mr. POWER -I do not know the
assistants, but this is a matter which comes strict parliamentary rule, but I know the
Out of the general expenditures o>f the rule that the leader of the opposition lays
Country. My hon. friend, if ie has contin- down has not beei adopted in this House in
gencies in his own department, has power the past. Some three years ago the hon.
tO order these copies printed if he pleases, gentleman introduced a very long bil

but the regular way, I know, as been, in respecting insolvency, and that was re-
the past, to refer it to the Printing Comn printed, and 1 do not think there was ever
Inttee. I do not suppose he desires to any reference to the Joint Committee for

depart f rom the ordinary rule in matters of authority to do it.
that kind.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-As this bill on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Will go into committee to-morrow, and pos- Hon. Mr. POWER-It was an expensive

8ibly the House may not see eye to eye with job, the reprinting of that bill, and inasmuch
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as we have a right to order the printing of!
a bill in certain numbers, we have a right
to order any additional number which may
be necessary for the use of members. That
bas been the practice at any rate. I do not
undertake to say what the strict rule is, but
the practice which the lion. gentleman pro-
poses to lay down now has never beenadopted,
in ths House in the past.

be very convenient if we had these copies
before going into committee.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When a motion of this kind is made, I do
not know that it has ever been objected to:
the chairman of the committee takes it 1n
hand and gives the order for it. He takes
that responsibility and I have no doubt the
hon. gentleman behind me (Sir John Car-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLâ- ling) would do it.
There is just this difierence, if 1 mav be
perinitted to point it out ; the bili he refers .Hon. Sir OLiVER MOWAT-I do o
to was the Insolvency Bill-a long and to do anyth
expersive bill. That was never referred to we followed the English practice as cloself
the Printing Comaittee. It vas introduced as we could. When I was in a diflrent

by the government, and the printing of it position, motions of this kid were constan
charged to the department «where it was ly made and constantly carried. No 0le
originated, and when it was reprinted the thought the British North America Act re-

same charge was made again and it was paid quired they should be sent first to any par-
for out of the contingencies of that depart- ticular committee. It certainly seems a

ment. That is quite a different thing from cumbersome and roundabout way. I under

moving for the expenditure of money. The (stand my hon. friend suggests that instead

g-neral rule and practice of our whole con- of the moton bemg carried now,.
stitution is that no member of this House can should be taken cognizance of by the chair-

make a intion which necessitated the expen- man of the coinmittee without its being

diture of public money or appropriate public carried.

nhoney for any purpose other than comes Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-
fron the ministry of the day by message Yes. My hon. friend from Bothwell knoWS
from the Governor General. The way we very well what the practice is. The chair-
used to (et over the dirnculty was by the man in the bouse of Commons takes cogiz
mode I suggested-moving that it bereferred ance of it and it is done.
to the committee. The hon. gentleman from
London is chairman of the committee, and Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT.-What is
he would take cognizance of it and would to be done with the motion in the meantilue?
proceed to have it done so as to avoid delay. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-
I am not prepared to say that the Secretary Drop it. However, I will not press "-Y
of State is not correct, because it may have objection if the hon. gentleman wishes the
escaped the attention of the members present. motion carried.
I do not remember it, but we have got into
the habit of doing things'sonewhat irregu- USURY IN QUEBEC.
larly very often and probably this was one
instance of it. I think we should not set a AN EXPLANATION.

precedent which is noc constitutional, small Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-An hon.
as it may be. member of this Hoise esterd reafd an

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the matter is
referred to the committee on printing the
additional copies of the bill will not be ready
when we go into committee to-morrow, and
that being the case, I think the wiser course
would be to adopt the suggestion made by
the hon. gentleman fromn Calgary, and have
the bill reprinted in such numbers as may
be required as amended in Committee of the
Whole.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It would

article froi the Citizen in which he sug-
gested that a Mr. Lafortune, who had been
lately appointed as one of the commissioners
for investigating the affairs at St. Vincent
de Paul Penitentiary, was the person whO
had been lu the habit of charging 5 per cent
a day upon his loans. I had heard nothing
of it and was therefore unable to make anY
observation upon it. I have made inquiries
and this is what I have learned : Mr. David
A. Lafortune, advocate of Montreal, who has
been appointed commissioner for the St.
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incent de Paul Penitentiary investigation,
a fo the man who recovered judgment
day. note bearing interest at 5 per cent a
day. The latter is Ambrose Lafortune. Theperson
Th. 5 appointed is David A. Lafortune.
Thr -an s Ambrose Lafortune, a trader.
the i ro connection whatever between

t O gentlemen.

THE PRINTING COMMITTEE.

ADDITIONAL MEMBERS.

3 on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
wfore the Orders of the Day are called, I
WOeld ike to direct the attention of the
o aý,te to the message sent from the House
oflembons to-day appointing an additional
rule er to the Printing Committee. Our
Ru, provide that there shall be 21 members.

80 reads:
The j;

Ment 't Coniiittee on the Printing of Parlia-
senatorsiereto there shall be appointed twenty-one

Thto• -
Tha limits us to the number. I notice

Sthe committees from the House of Com-
h os that they have 22 to our 21, and they
Ste now added another which makes 23.

Ought probably that the appointment of
so*e erry might possibly be in the place of

Sother person, but I find the motion
the b the Hon. Mr. Laurier was to add

ittn amte of Mr. Perry to the Joint Coin-
y on the Printing of Parliament.

ruV1 e it not be well for us to change our
Ille, eaving it optional with the Senate to

at as many as they think proper-at
of as Imany as are appointed by the House
each mons ' It is a Joint Committee and

Ilouse has always been represented by
numbers. I call the attention of the

]he to that, as I think it is a matter
Were e should stand upon an equality.

1 n. Mr. SCOTT-Our rule is positive,aPparently. It would involve changing our
e suppose it is not a matter of suicient

prportance to warrant taking it up at thePreent stage of the session. We might
Cohsider our rule, if they are going to depart
froQ the former practice.

do on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Sflot know what their rule is, but the sug-

te on 1 Made is that if the Commons have
we r t to appoint as many as they please,

24uld have the same right.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the House of Com-
mons were to appoint 90 members on the
committee, we could not appoint an equal
number.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes,
we could. The constitution gives the power,
on an address asking the Imperial Parlia-
ment to increase the number of senators
in this House, to add to our number ;
whether the power which is given us would
be sufficient to make up the 90 I do not
know. I have not looked at it yet. If not,
we might in a grave matter of importance
like this have the constitution changed in
that respect.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (48) " An Act respecting the Dom-
inion Building and Loan Association."-(Mr.
Power.)

Bill (39) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian General Electric Company, limited."-
(Mr. Cox.)

Bill (12) " An Act further to amend the
law respecting Building Societies and Loan
and Savings Companies carrying on business
in the Province of Ontario."-(Sir Mac-
kenzie Bowell.)

THE SENATE DEBATES.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the adop-
tion of the first report of the Cominittee on
Reporting Debates. He said : The contract
made with Holland Bros. in 1885 does not
cover an extra session. The tenth section of
that contract provides that, in the event of
an extra session, a special agreement shall
be made. Had the work last year been
done under their contract, they would have
been entitled to .a balance of $3,182.86.
The reporters have consented to reduce this
sum by $682.86, leaving $2,500 due them,
and this amount the committee recommend
should be paid.

The motion was agreed to.

JURISDICTION OF THE EXCHEQUER
COURT RESPECTING RAILWAY

DEBTS BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT rose to
move that the second reading of Bill (G)
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"An Act as to the jurisdiction of the Ex-
chequer Court with respect to railway
debts " be fixed for Friday next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
it the intention of my hon. friend to refer
this bill to the Railway Committee or to a
committee of the whole House? There are
so rany private interests involved in the
passage of this measure that it would be
better to refer it to the Railway Committee,
where the parties could appear on behalf of
those whom they represent, and whose in-
terests might be affected by this bill.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I entirely
approve of the suggestion. Perhaps, in view
of that, we might take the second reading
to-day and refer the bill to the Railway
Committee. I move the second reading of
the bill.

The motion was agreed to,
was read the second time.

and the bill

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 20th May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SONGHEES INDIAN RESERVE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved:

1. That it is desirable that the Songhees Indians,
on the reservation in the city of Victoria, be re-
removed as soon as possible to a more suitable
locality in the country.

2. That the legal rights of the province of British
Columbia, if any, in abandoned Indian reserves, be
ascertained withont delay, and a settlement of that
question be made as soon as practicable.

3. That a suitable reserve having a sea frontage
be selected for the said Indians; that it will be
advisable that Mr. J. W. McKay, of the Indian
Department at Victoria, from his knowledge of the
country, the Indians, their requirements and man-

ner of living, and three head men of the village
should be associated in selecting the reserve and
the site for a new village.

4. That houses be erected for the said Indians
suitable to their requiremeuts, out of the funds to
their credit.

5. That an allowance of money of about one hUn'
dred dollars be made to each family, to provide
food and clothing for the winter, out of the flunds
in the hands of the government to the credit of the
Songhees Indians.

6. That on the accomplishment of the reconl'
mendations in paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 of these
resolutions, that the said Indians be coinpelled to
remove, should they not do so voluntarily.

7. That the said reserve be forthwith surveyede
laid out in lots or half lots and disposed of at
auction to the highest bidder.

8. That the surplus funds from the sale of the
reserve over and ahove the price paid for a neW
reserve, the cost of erecting houses, the cost of re-
moval and any advances made, he placed to the
credit of the said Indians.

9. That it is desirable that the new reserve be
occupied in severalty by the headls of families whbo
may wish to enbark in agricultural pursuits.

He said :-As the subject matter of this
resolution is new to the present governme0t,
I should like if they would give me thei'
attention for a very few minutes until 1
explain briefly the meaning of this resolU'-
tion. The question is a very old one and
was before the former government for a
number of years to try to get those Indians
removed f rom the reserve at Victoria. The
town has grown around the reservation and
it is an eyesore to the people, and a detrl
ment to the town, and it is a very great
injury to the Indians as well. They are
brought into contact with immoral, drunken
men, who do them a great deal of injury il'
many ways, and therefore it is desirable--
especially desirable for the Indians-that
they should be removed as early as possible,
far more desirable than it is to please the
inhabitants of the city of Victoria. I
believe there have been negotiatiofli
going on for a number of years between the
Provincial and Dominion governments on
the subject. There is a legal questiol
involved, that is, the right in the province tO
an Indian reservation when it becom65

abandoned or not occupied by the Indians,
and that has been the hindrance to the
removal of those Indians. I believe there
has recently been correspondence, and that
the Provincial government desire or expect
to get the reserve after another reserve ha
been purchased. The provincial governmelt
expect to have the balance over and above
the price of the new reserve paid to theffi
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and that, I take it, is the question which
prevents the matter being settled. I do not

nkow how it stands now, or what its legal
atpect is* I dare say the Minister of Jus-

e ill be able to tell us exactly how it

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
as it ever been referred to court ?

On. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
tht know how it stands. Some years ago
the bomninion could have had a very hand-
SOme sum for this reserve, I think $250,000,
troln the provincial government. At that
tire they could have sold it to advantage,
a3d nOw I do not suppose it will bring over
fo0 or $40,000. There is no demand
or land in that part of the country. Atpresent there is a great stagnation in real

eye te, and no one wants to buy, although
tVery one wants to sell. With regard to

e third paragraph, of course it is evident
hon. gentlemen that Indians require a sea

rontage for the reserve, because they live
chiefy by fishing, and the reason I men-
tioned Mr. McKay, is that he is-a gentle-
trlan thoroughly acquainted with the coun-
try and the Indians and speaks the Indian
ag9uage well, and knows all their manners

Sd ustoms, and knows what would suit
tler. The fourth paragraph should com-

nId itself to the House, that out of their
ownl money houses should be erected on the
reserve, and the fifth paragraph is that $100
4 alolved to each family. I mention this
arnOunt because the Indians have spoken to
4le several times about it. They are aware
that there is an amount belonging to them,thedproceeds of rents from the reserve now

. by the government, and when they re-
cire that money for the purchase of food and
h ng, they do not see why they could not

e a part of it. If they were given a certain
thount of money in hand to buy supplies for

te inter, then they would be willing to move
t e new reserve ; otherwise there would
the some trouble in getting them away from
tselold place. I think that will commend

. . to the government as well. The
initer of the Interior, in whose depart-

r4enit this matter cones, is not at all familiar
th this question, and therefore I mention
ese Iatters in detail, because I know my-

""lf what the feelings of the Indians are.
ASter the reserve has been selected and some

their own men associated with Mr. McKay
24J j 1j u

in making the selection, then I should make
them move. There are very few of them,
and by having the government steamer
they could be transported in a few hours to
the new reserve, which I believe will be
within eight miles of Victoria. Then I
should recommend that the old reserve be at
once surveyed and sold, pending of course
the question of the settlement as to the
rights of the province, whatever they are.
The land might sell for a fair price. At
all events it would sell for more than would
buy the new reserve, and for more than
would build houses for the Indians, and
give them a certain amount of money in
hand.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I fully appreciate all
the hon. gentleman says on the subject of
the advantages which would accrue to the
Indians if they were moved to a more suit-
able place, and I also fully appreciate the
great benefit it would be to the city of Vic-
toria to be relieved of what must be an eye-
sore in having a body of Indians within the
limits of the city. As the hon. gentleman
observes, this question bas been going on for
a very great number of years, and efforts
have been made to overcome the conditions
which now prevail to let the Indians remain
where they are. It has always been, how-
ever, the policy of the Indian Department,
where the Indians are on a reserve, that
they should not be forcibly removed. We
must obtain their consent. I understand in
this particular cise the Indians would not
consent under certain terms : that is, that
the Indians should be paid for any indi-
vidual improvements they may have made
on the principal portions of this reserve
in Victoria, and that a reserve should
be obtained in a portion of the country
somewhat more removed, or on the margin
of the ocean, that would be suitable for
them. The reserve to which they would be
removed would be of coniparatively small
value, and the main ditficulty, as far as I
can gather, between the federal government
and thegovernmentof BritishColumbia is the
question of the difference in value. Assuming
that the land in Victoria is worth $30,000
or $40,000, the few hundred acres that
would form the Indian reserve in an out-
lying district remote from any settlement,
would be only worth so much per acre,
probably one or two or four dollars an acre.
That difference the federal government con-
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siders the government of British Columbia
should pay, inasmuch as they then would be
able to sell the land within Victoria now
occupied by the Indians, at a very consider-
able price, just depending upon the market
value at the time the land would revert to
them and the exchange would be made. It
is just a question of the money difference.
The Indian Department have furnished me
with the specific answers, and probably hon.
gentlemen might desire that those answers
should go on record in order that the people
of British Columbia should be apprised of
the difficulty in the way of the arrangement
fron the standpoint of the Indian Depart-
ment. The memorandum reads as follows:

The removal of the Son hees Indians from their
present reserve has formed for some time the sub-
ject of communication between the Dominion and
Provincial governments. The present administra-
tion is quite seized of the desirability of removing
the Indians to a more suitable location, but as
trustee and guardian of their interests it devolves
upon it to provide that mn effecting the removal
the rights and interests of the Songhees Indians
shall be fully guarded. When the question, there-
fore, came before it an Order in Council was passed
and communicated to the provincial authorities,
setting forth that this goverument was ready to
instruct its commissioner to proceed at once in the
mnatter upon the government of British Columbia,
intimating its assent to the following statement of
the scope of the proposed commission.

The hon. gentleman is probably aware
that a year or two ago a commissioner was
named on each side, one to represent the
federal government and one the provincial
government, and in arriving at the basis on
which an estimate should be formed as to
the difference to be paid, the British Col-
umbia government objected to any terns
being defined of paymeut as between the
value of the two properties.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Who were
the commissioners ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- do not know. Per-
haps they may be named in this paper. The
document continues :-

1. The commissioners to select a tract of land
as a new reserve for the Songhees Indians, and to
value such land and the land comprised in the
prssent reserve, assessing the difference in valua-
tion, such difference to be made good by the pro-
vince, either by a money payment to the Dominion
government as trustee for the Indians, or by the
allotting of additional land to the satisfaction of
the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, it
being understood that such land as the province
may set apart for the Indians will be conveyed in

fee simple to the Dominion government, and that
the laid comprised in the Songhees reserve Will
revert to the province.

It was taken as a subject solely by itself
and dealt with on its own merits and de-
merits.

2. The commission to value the improvements of
individual Indians upon the Songhees reserve, such
Indians to be compensated by the province therefor
by a money payment through the Dominion go-'
ernment, or by the making, at the cost of the
province, of improvements of equal value upon the
land selected as a new reserve.

3. The commission to negotiate with the Indians
as to their removal, and to fix the time, and to
make all necessary arrangements for such renioval,
the expenses of such removal to be borne by the
province.

4. The expenses incurred by each commissioner
to be paid by his respective government.

a. Nothing which may be agreed to by the two
governments and the Indians in respect to this
inatter to in any way affect the claim of either
government as to other Indian reserves in the pro-
vince.

6. The report of the commissioners to be subject
to the approval of their respective governments,
and the Indians of the Songhees band to bc con-
senting parties to the removal.

The provincial governnent replied accepting
the terms stated with the exception of the pro-
vision for the compensating of the Indians for the
(lifference in value between their present reserve
and the new reserve which might be set apart for
them, and intimating, in effect, that the new re-
serve should be taken as a fair equivalent for the
old one.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-That
is the whole difficulty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would seem absurd,
as one might have a market value of a
couple of thousand dollars and the other of
thirty or forty thousand dollars, aceording
to the value of property at Victoria : it would
be a rather unfair thing, because the differ-
ence in value would go to the funds belonging
to the Indians. It would not go into anY
other funds and it is their property, practi-
cally, the federal government being simply
trustees. It would simply be a breach of
faith for the federal government to acquiesce
in any other proposition. It seems so
apparent that one cannot understand why
there should be any hesitation in carrying it
out.

Although anxious to meet, as far as possl-
ble, the views of the government of British
Columbia and the legislature of that province in
the matter, this government felt that it could not,
without disregarding the interest of the Indians
for the management of whose affairs it is respon-
sible, agree with the proposition that the sit6
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Which might he selected by the commission as a
the reserve should be acceptel in exchange for

ýOngh 1e tract at present occupied by the
ooes Indians, and accordingly informed the

the that it could not agree to a reference of
Vide ýe8tion to a commission without it being pro-
the , at such commission be directed to value
hlec resent reserve and the site which might be

t , .and to assess the difference between
rhein, Such difference to be made good by the

o0 cial government.
S drect answer has yet been received to thisrnepression of the position of the federal govern-

iein the matter, but a resolution of the Legis-
in-th Assembly was transmitted intimating that
'r th. Opinion of the assembly the terms which theprovincial governnent agreed to as the scope of the

Proposed commission should he concurred in bythe federy
prov e ral government. On the 17th ultimo, the

. incial authorities were informed that a con-
ehaeration of the resolution had not led to any
thange in the views of this government, and up tohe Present no further communication from the pro-act.l government has been received upon the

2. The question of the rights, if any, of British
ndb 1 a in reserves in that province is, under anmederstanding come to between the two govern-

rnprs, to be made the subject of a reference to the
pre1e Court, and the law departments of both

geovrnments have been in communication to that

heenis Controversy about these reserves has
1  1going on for a long time, because in

Ing over the file I find that in 1875 I
ade a long and elaborate report on it in

stran of having the matter settled and,
ge to say, it cropped up again twenty

Odd years after.
1n the event of the reinoval of the Indiansthing arranged for this government will see thathew reserve is advantageously situated and

coeptable to the Indians.
& 5 The amount at the credit of the Songhees
cns is not sufficient to warrant the government

com"mitting itself to the proposal as to erect-
oug Uses and granting an allowance out of the

ifds at their credit of $100 to each family, and,
l. e amount were sufficient, the capital of an

y5l1n band could not, under the law, be used as
roPosed without the consent of the band.

6: It Would be contrary to the established Indian
lyof the government of Canada to compel the

is lns to remove, and under the law their consent
essential.
rA t this stage of the negotiations for the re-

Inoa of the Songhees Indians it would be pre-
antre to lay down any policy as to the subdivision

8nd disposal of the present reserve.
d.8; • hatever moneys may arise as a result of the
le1'5Psal of the present reserve will, after meeting
ergt'imate charges, go, as a matter of course, to the

9 i of the Songhees Indians.
a9 In the event of the Indians being removed to
oanew reserve under the law as it stands the title
Of the whole band to the reserve must be recog-
be .d• Subject to such citle, location tickets may
h0 'Ssued to individual Indians for their holdings

upon the reserve, which location tickets secure
them in possession of such holdings. It would be
impossible for this government to go further than
the issue of location tickets in the way of providing
for the holding of land in severalty by the In-
dians, unless such Indians should elect to become
enfranchised under the enfranchisement clauses of
the Indian Act.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
reply is very full and ample. I am very
glad to see the government intend to re-
serve the rights of the Indians in any sur-
plus there may be in that reserve. The
chief difficulty is between the two govern-
ments as to what their rights are and what
they ought to receive, and I do not think
any settlement really will be had unless
some agreement is come to have an arbi-
tration in which both parties agree to sub-
mit to whatever the award is. That is the
only way to arrive at it. The province has
rights in the matter and the Indians have
rights. Whatever surplus there is over and
above the value of the new reserve they
have a right to share in. As to the build-
ings, the new houses for the Indians, that
would be with their own money, in the
hands of the government, and not with the
funds of the government or of the country.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I would
ask the hon. Secretary of State if the gov-
ernment have the power, with the consent
of the Indians, to dispose of that reserve.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is where the trouble comes in.

Hon. Mr. McINN ES (B.C.)-I would like
if the Secretary of State would give me an
answer to my question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps before the hon. Secretary of State
answers I might supplement the question.
It seei:ns to me, looking at this matter while
I had the honour of occupying a position on
the other side of the House, that the diffi-
culty consists in the claims which the Brit-
ish Columbia government make to the land
in case of the removal of the Indians, and
that really the point in dispute is, if the
Dominion governnent purchases land and
establishes the Indians upon another reserve,
when the Indians remove from their present
location, the lands that they now occupy
should revert to the province instead of the
Dominion. If that point were settled, then
the Dominion would be in a position to ne-
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gotiate at once independent altogether of to the British Columbia government ail its
the British Columbia government, because daim and interest in the land. Lt would
they could purchase other lands with the revert by the consent of the band to the
Indians' money and locate them upon a new trustee and the provincial government, sO
reserve and sell the present reserve to any that there would be an absolute tirle. There
purchaser in British Columbia, placing the
surplus required, after establishing them
upon another reserve, to the credit of the
Indians and pay them annuities as they do
in Ontario. That seems to me to be the
difficulty existing in the settlement of this
question, and if the government would act
in accordance with a portion of that report
and submit it to the Supreme Court for a
decision as to the actual ownership in case
of the removal of the Indians, that would
settle the question, and then both govern-
ments would be in a position to act as they
thought best in the premises.

is no trouble on that score. The only
trouble is the British Columbia government
want to make an equal exchange for lands
of an entirely different value.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The reason
I asked the question a few moments ago was
this: Some nine or ten years ago the latO
Mr. Robert Dunsmuir, who built the Esqui-
malt and Nanaimo Railway, which railwaY
runs through a portion of this reserve,
applied for the whole of the reserve to the
then Sir John A. Macdonald government.
The reserve comprised, I think, one hundred
and ten acres. The Droposition was favour-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question is a ably received by Sir John A. Macdonald.
very wide one. It might be that the Mr. Dunsmuir ofiered $60,000 for the reserve,
Supreme Court would decide that the In- and the transfer was ail but accomplished,
dians owned the whole of British Columbia. but it feu through on the eve of a general
It appears that the British colonists took election, or something of that kind.
possession of the land, entirely ignoring the
Indians. They never made any treaty with Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It feu
them fixing reserves, and I remember, when through in this way: the Indian agent il
I was in the government 1hefore, acting for Victoria told Sir John A. Macdonald that
the Interior Department and Superintendent they could not sel it.
General of eldean Affairs, having a very
long correspondence with the British Col- Hon. Mr. MCOINNES (B.C.)-My hon.
umbia government, pointing out the unfair- friend's statement may be correct, but my
ness of the course they were taking. They information was and is that the Indians at
endeavoured to corral the various bands of that time consented to the transfer-that is,
Indians on small reserves, quite unsuited to the purchase of 400 acres of land some five
them and quite contrary to the policy that miles further west of Victoria. 1 think it
has been observed in all the provinces of the had a frontage of one-haif a mile or a quarter
Dominion How far that question has been of a mile on the Straits of Fuca. They con-
settled I am not at this moment prepared sented to it, and out of the $60,000 that
to say, but it then was a very embarrass- Mr. Dunsmuir was to pay for this reserve,
ing question, the British Columbia govern- a sufficient amount was to be used in paying
ment maintaining that the Indians were not for the erection of suitable buildings for the
entitled to any property. They claimed the' Indians on the new reserve. I must confess
whole of the province, although the Indians I cannot see myseif that the local govern-
had made no surrender. Applying common ment of British Columbia have any parti
sense principles to the particular subject cular right to that reserve, if an arrange-
under discussion, it cannot be doubted that ment can be entered into by the government
the Indians have a right to the lands that here and the Indians for a new reserve. My
they are now placed on within this compara- idea is that the reserve ought to be auctioned
tively small reserve in the city of Victoria. off, and the proceeds, after paying for a new
There would be no difficulty about the title. reserve and the necessary buildings and al
If an exchange was made and the difference the expense in connection with it, should be
paid between the new reserve at a remote placed in the hands of the Receiver General
point, costing a few thousand dollars, and for the benefit of the Indians. What my
the value of the reserve in Victoria, the friend has stated about the demoralizing
federal government would of course release effect of having those Indians almost in the
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y centre of Victoria, I cannot emphasize
a0dstrongly. It has a most demoralizing

selv degrading effect on the Indians them-
of hîd unfortunately, upon the low class

te people, as hon. gentlemen can well
uerstand in seaports like Victoria and

y.Inmralt. For the sake of the city of
etoria and the whites living there, to say

uothing of the Indians themselves, I would
8 at the very earliest moment they can

4e enioved from there, they should be re-
anOed• It will be a benefit to the Indians
thd the white people of Victoria. I trust
that the present government will lose not

'ne oment longer than they can help inoaving that accomplished.

110n1. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I will
the draw the resolution. I will not ask

hOuse to adopt something which they
very little about.

INSPECTOR OF FISHERIES
FOR PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

INQUIRY.

lion ir. FERGUSON rose to:

JaCal1 the attention of the Senate to the fact thatmes Yeo, of Port Hill, Prince Edward Island, was
geeolTMended on the 6th July last, by the late
frernnment for the office of Inspector of Fisheries
da rince Edward Island, and that on the 16th
by f September last, the present administrationSOrder i Council, declared that this was not an

tointnentfron which His Excellency's approval
ha kogb withheld, but that nevertheless effect
ad notdbeen given the aforesaid recommendation

rder in Council,-
Aid inquire why Mr. Yeo has not receivedloti1e of his appointment ?

i' said : This matter was brought up inthls Iouse last year, and on that occasion
.]aY hon. friend the leader of the Senate ex-

Plained that the question of giving effect to
con8 Order in Council was then engaging the
Co-deration and attention of the govern-

ent. It is within the recollection of hon.
entlemnen that on the 8th of July last the
overnor General instructed his private

eeretary to send a memo. to the late govern-
bent writh reference to the number of re-

COIiînendations to appointments that had
ben uMade on the 6th and 7th July last year
ea'd that the Governor General had signed
hse. Statements had been made here and

esewhere that these appointments were not
proved. It appears f rom this memo. that
ey were signed by the Governor General.

The private secretary said so distinctly, but
that he desired that his approval should be
withheld f rom all those appointments which
came within a certain category, that is,
where new offices were created, where vacan-
cies had existed for more than one year, or
where superannuations had been ordered
without having been applied for. The pre-
sent government. on the 16th day of Sep-
tember, passed an Order in Council defining
these different appointments, declaring which
of them came under the category from which
the Governor General's approval should be
withheld, and declaring further another
class, which was placed under schedule " D,"
of those from which it was not intended
that the Governor General's approval should
be withheld. I pointed out last year that
Mr. James Yeo had been appointed
inspector of fisheries, and that his ap-
pointment was included in the category
of those appointments from which His
Excellency's approval was not to be withheld.
I called the attention of the leader of the
government in this House to the subject and
his final answer was that the carrying into
effect of this appointment, among others,
was .receiving the consideration of the
government. It appears that it is still
under consideration or, if anything has been
done, it has not transpired publicly, as far
as I am aware. Mr. Perry, the gentleman
who was defeated at the last general election,
had been, I believe, performing temporarily
the duties of the office up to a very recent
date-until he was at the by-eleLtion re-
turned again to the House of Commons.
Up to the present time J have not learned
of the appointment of Mr. Yeo, which .was
recommended in July last and which was
not disapproved or placed in the category
to be disapproved by the Governor General.
The recommendation having been signed by
him, as stated by the private secretary in
his memorandum, and the present govern-
ment having on the 16th September formally
passed an Order in Council declaring that
this was so, and that this was an ap-
pointment which was not to be disapproved
by the Governor General, I think it is a
most extraordinary thing that effect has not
been given to that Order in Council. Has
it come to this, that a minister in any de-
partment is able to override and overrule an
Order in Council passed by the ministry as
a whole ? It would really seem that the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries has under-
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taken to appoint persons to act temporarily Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
in public positions, and that this can go on That, I understand, was after this memo.
for nearly a year notwithstanding that an was laid before the Senate.
Order in Council has been passed by the
government as a whole declaring that a re- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it would be after
gular appointment has been made and ap- that.

proved by His Excellency the Governor Gene- Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-
ral. All I can do is to call attention once Was Mr. Yeo notified of the cancellation of
more to this matter. It may be, although that Order in Cou ncil?
it has not transpired publicly, that Mr. Yeo
has received notice of his appointment. It Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume he was. I
may be that his appointment bas been can- cannot speak positively, but I presume he
celled. If so, it has been very recently. was.
We want to know in what position this Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As a matter of
matter stands at the present moment. fact he ras not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My bon. friend is not
quite accurate in making the statement that
His Excellency approved of all the names
that were contained in what is called Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
schedule " D." His Excellency the Gover- Mr. Perry, the defeated candidate, per-
nor General returned, as you remember, the formed the duties of the office until lie ran
papers he had not formally approved-he for the buse of Commons a couple of weeks
had, I think initialled them in the margin. ago. Was he performing the duties of the
In the opinion of the Minister of Justice, office under au Order in Council or by order
all those appointments that come within of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries?
that would require to be submitted for His
Excellency's official approval. Mr. Yeo's Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I canna tell.
name was never submitted for the approval- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
of His Excellency, and in October last an Was there any written instruction piacing
Order in Council was passed which I will Mr. Perry in that position?
read to hon. gentlemen:

The committee, with reference to the following Hon. Mr. SCOTT- think not.
recommendatios Of the Treasury Board, contained. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
in the reports referred to in His Excellenndate
rnenioramîuin ami relating to appointent i ekoni adjs endeetd n
the Departent of fMarine and Fisheries, report as this was the compensation for the defeat. I
follows think the hon, gentleman sad better acknow-

(3) James Yeo, reconmended as fishaery inspector led Wae the truth at once.
for Prince Edward Islana. The comcnittee do bootr
consoder that if tMoulhe e iho the public interest to
miake this appointment, as the circumnstances uncîer TH1E DISMISSAL 0F CAPTAIN
which. he was recomninended, showed tliat political McDONALD.
considerations alone, aHd not the public interest,
proipte(W the submeission of his wiie for the iOTION.

Mr.Pery n ha poiton

Iton. g Hon. Mr. FERG SON oved

The conmittee, therefore, advise that the
appointinent of Mr. James Yeo as fishery inspector That an humble Address be presented to His
for Prince Edward Island be not confirmed. Excellency the Governor General, prayig that

m ad r to as His Excellency may be pleased to lay before the
The co mittee subMit the foregoing for your Senate, ail correspondence relating to the removal

Excellency's approval. of John N. Mc onad, as captin of the stea
dredge "PPrince Edward, "an the appointment of

So that the reference was practically cari- William Sharparkin to the said position.
celled hy this Order in Council. He saidm: sis transaction-J suppose we

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL may cal it a transaction-the dismissal of
Was that Order in Council approved by His Capt. McDonald and the appointment of
Excelency? Mr. Wm. Sharp Larkin, is one that cannot be

defended. Capt. McDonald was for twelve
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. years employed in diffrent capacities upon
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the dredge. He had served from the lowest open to cross examination. 3r. McQuarrie,
pOsition on that dredge until, in the course the opposing counsel, asked him "did you
Of promotion from time to time, he became get any whisky for distribution at the last
captain. He was made captain on the death election?" is reply was follows:
of Captain Doyle, a little more than a year 1 got a barrel at the station in Tweedies naie
ago. I have very good reason to know that at Aiberton. 1 got it by order en(orsed to me.
On the death of Capt. Doyle very many Caie to order. I took theni home. Marked
8 PPlications were made by persons, with groeeries. I cau't say Tweedie requested me to
Plitical claims on the late administration, take them to my place. Whisky in the package.
for the position thus made vacant, but thegais. took this tofor he osiion husmad vacntbuttueTweed ie's. This mas in May, I think early in
government, on the recommendation of the May. I delivered them in 48 hours. Tweedie
department and departmental officers, %vas an active friend of Perry's at elections ani he
deemed it best in the public interest that and I active about petitiou. Tweedie sampled
the appointment should be filled by the pro- them.
"lotion of the best man on the dredge, in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the opinion of the department, and that was Sample what The whisky?
'dOne by the promotion of Capt. McDonald,
who had served long on the dredge Hon. Mr. FERGISON-Yes. I put
as a faithful officer and who had no claim this authentic information before hon. gen-
Whatever except his merit. Last winter tlemen, and I want to point this out as an
Capt. McDonald received notice that his evidence of the institution of the spoils
services were not required, and some two system, at least as far as Prince Edward
Weeks ago, I understand, Mr. Wm. Sharp Island is concerned. In order to make a
Larkin was appointed to that position. I
know that the hon. Secretary offled the petition against the return of Mr.
Pressed the view that public servants ouglt Hackett-who was unseated, as hon gentle-
tO be non-political,-that they are paid by men will remember, because one charge out
the entire population and should not, there- of a great many in the partîculars had been
fore, be strong partisans. No charge of any proved, that one man had given another a
kind has ever been preferred against Cept. taste of whisky out of a bottle-yet this
h1icDonald, and it bas never been alleged man, the petitioner in the case, had, him-
that lie was a political partisan at al]. He self, according to his own admission on the
Was simply notified that his services were no witness stand, distributed a barrel of whis-
longer required, and an extreme, ardent ky. 1e said it was a ten gallon keg.
POlitician bas been appointed to succeed him. This man is rewarded for the lowest
t is well, perhaps, that hon. gentlemen stamp of political service by being appoin-

should know who this person is who bas ted captain of a dredge, a position for
been appointed to that position. Larkin which be bas no qualification. No greater
Was the petitioner in the West Prince elec- outrage upon the public service ba been
tion trial and there is no doubt whatever perpetrated. Under the late government
that he bas no qualifications for the the appointments to this dredge were settled
Position which would entitle him to the by promotion, as I have already mentioned,
aPpintment, and that his appointment is and Mr. McDonald received the appoint-
enltirely and wholly due to the fact that he ment by ordinary promotion witbout the
served the political party that is now in the interference of politicians at ah; but we
ascendant in the matter of the protest in have this man now dismissed and a political
the election trial of West Prince. In order beeler appointed in bis place. I need not
to show the kind of man Larkin is, I have amplify on the subject. I merely move for
on1ly to read, from the official report of the the return, and when it is brought down I
West Prince election case, an extract from may have sometbing further to say about it.
the evidence taken at that trial to show the
sort of man who has been appointed in the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am extremely sorry
Place of Capt. McDonald, an old faithfui to hear the disparaging character given by
Publig servant whose promotion was due y bon. fiend opposite of the people of

tireIY to bis mneet. This man Larkin was Prince Edward Island, and I was particu-
Put On the witness stand in order to prove larly shocked to hear that this distribution
his ttatus as a voter, and of course he was of whisky had occurred in a Scott Act
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county. I do not like to challenge the truth man that the governrent has appointed to
of the hon. gentleman's statement, but I the captaincy of the dredge.
confess I feel somewhat skeptical that the
people of Prince Edward Island would break Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh no, it was the
the law in so open a manner, particularly at general character of the people there.
a time when their calm judgment was re- Hon Sir MACKENZIE BDWELL-My
quired to record their votes for the proper hon. frorn Prince Edward Islan

d t at theM ect.ions The fa-.tQ of friend

the case I am not conversant with, other '
than I am furnished with them by the de-
partment. I learn that Captain McDonald
had not been employed during the winter.
In January he was advised that his services
were not required. Subsequently, some
months afterwards, when the dredge was
called into requisition another person, the
one named by my hon. friend in not very
complimentary terms, was appointed to the
position. The department did not regard it
as a dismissal, inasmuch as in the winter, if
I am correctly advised, it is not usual to
continue the captain under pay. Whether
last winter was an exception to the rule ob-
served in former years I cannot say, but
during last winter, at all events, the services
of the captain were dispensed with while the
vessel was laid up, and in the spring of the
year another person was appointed to the
position. However, the papers will be
brought down.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not find
fault with the non-employment of Captain
McDonald during the winter time. It is
not customary to pay men when they are
not employed. The complaint is that he
was not engaged as usual at the opening of
the season-that he was not notified to take
his place in May as he had formerly been
for years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The House will be somewhat surprised at
the answer given by the hon. Secretary
of State. First of all he tells us that he is
somewhat skeptical as to the correctness of
the statement made by my hon. friend on
my right.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-About the distri-
bution of whisky in a Scott Act county.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
He can scarcely have paid attention to the
statement made by the hon. gentleman. Ini
giving expression to that opinion he casts a
reflection on my hon. f riend, and at the
same time discredits the solemn oath of the

an extract from the evidence of this man
Larkin. It is not his own statement merely.
It is an extract f rom the affidavit made by
Larkin himself, yet my hon. friend says he
is skeptical as to the correctness of that
statement. He not only doubts the veracity
of the man whom he has honoured by
appointing him captain of the dredge, but
he also casts a reflection on my hon. friend
who has read an extract from the record of
the Supreme Court. He made no statement
upon his own responsibility. And with the
information that he evidently has him-
self of Mr. Larkin, being skeptical of the
truth of Larkin's affidavit, let us hope that
he will see that he is removed from so
responsible a position. If not, I think the
hon. gentleman will not be doing his duty
either to his government or to the country.
There is another point connected with this.
The excuse is constantly given in cases of
this kind that an officer who was removed is
not a permanent officer, and, therefore, it.
cannot be considered as a dismissal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS- He was not removed;
simply not reappointed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-
Thank you. I am very glad, the ministers
have got somebody to put them correct and
to instruct them as to the style of the
answers they should give to questions of'
this kind. What I wanted to poiût out-
and I think the hon. gentleman from Both-
well knows it just as well as I do-is, that
there is a class of officials in the Dominion
known as " temporary permanent." That is
what they are termed and have been termed
in the different departments. That is the
class of men who are employed f rom year to
year, their business ceasing in the fall, or in
the spring, as the case may be, and then
re-employed when the interest of the service
requires it. Take the case of Montreal:
there are scores of officials who are appointed
during the summer to work assisting in the
loading and unloading of dutiable goods
when they arrive at that port. It is just
the reverse in Halifax. Halifax becomes the
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winter port and during the winter there are
a large number of men put on to perform the
saIme character of work that is performed in
Mo0ntreal. When the summer comes, and
the vessels cease to make Halifax their
terminus, then these men are not employed,
not being wanted. It is the same thing in
the Winter season in Montreal. These men
are employed year after year. In this case
a faithful servant was employed some eight
or ten years, and had worked himself up
from almost a labourer on the dredge until he
becamae the captain, and now he is removed
for this person who purchased whisky in
order to corrupt electors, and who is so
u.ntrustworthy that my hon. friend is skep-
tical of his affidavit made before the Supreme
Court. However, I will leave the case with
the government. It is a fair illustration of
the policy pursued by members of the govern-
raent, and in that course of dealing I wish
them luck.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I am sorry the hon.
gentleman did not see the point of my re-
Marks.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
took what you said.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite sure the
o,. gentleman from Marshfield did not

4derstand me in the same way as my hon.
frlend who has just spoken. I did not dis-
Pute the statement he made as to the fact
'hferentially that the distribution of this keg
Of Whisky was in order to corrupt the elec-
tors: I, in a jocular kind of way, expressed
riY regret and skepticism that the people
Of Prince Edward Island could be s0 easily
corrupted by whisky.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I said nothing
at al] about the people. I only spoke of
this official of the government. He himself
Or, his oath admitted that he had obtained
thiS liquor at that time and for that purpose.

.lon. Mr. POWER-I am rather sur-
Prised at the incredulity of the Secretary of
.tate, because the impression upon my mind
18 that there is no place where whisky is
tnore keenly appreciated than in a Scott
Act county. I just wish to direct the atten-
tion of the House to the rather solemn pro-
SPect which is before us. The hon. gentle-
nian from Marshfield has told us that the
spOils system is in full operation in Prince

Edward Island, and the hon. gentleman has
apparently set out with the intention of
calling the attention of the Senate to every
single case of dismissal, or removal or sus-
pension which occurs on the island. Now,
if the spoils system is in full operation in
Prince Edward Island as the hon. gentle-
man asserts, and if the hon. gentleman per-
sists in the course he has begun, this House
will have nothing to do, during the remain-
der of this session at any rate, but to consider
those cases of dismissals and suspensions in
Prince Edward Island. I was going to sug-
gest that it might be better for the Secretary
of State, in the interest of the general busi-
ness of the House, to plead guilty and say
that he would not contest any more of these
assertions.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-A good sugges-
tion.

Hon. Mr. POWER--But there is just
this about it-the hon. gentleman from
Marshfield makes those statements where
there is no one on the other side who is
familiar with what has taken place in Prince
Edward Island. Now, in the other Cham-
ber, there are gentlemen on both sides of
politics who, I assume, know what has taken
place, and if a statement is made there
which, while it may not be absolutely true,
gives an altogether false colouring to the
position of things, that statement can be set
right. Hon. gentlemen must see that in
this House that is not the case. I am not
accusing the hon. gentleman of intentionally
colouring those statements, but every one
knows that unintentionally and insensibly
one's views of facts are coloured by bis poli-
tical feelings, and it is to be regretted that
the time of this House should be taken up
to so great an extent as it is in discussing
matters where they can only be discussed
from one point of view, where we have not
the information on the other side. I ven-
ture to say that the hon. gentleman is aware
of the fact that this captain, who has not
been re-employed, was a good Conservative,
and 1 venture the further assertion that if
any one of those men who has not been re-
appointed to the position which he held-
not a permanent position at all, but the
position to which he was appointed each
season-had voted Liberal he would not
have been re-appointed by the late adminis-
tration. It is perfectly absurd, those hon.
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gentlemen assuming the air of a virtue which moralization of the service that they have
they never possessed, and which no party in been doing away with it as far as possible.
this country does possess. Where a man is
a permanent employé it is right and proper Hon. Mr. POWER-J did not say the
be should be continued, and if an employé is ecretary of State should declare that the
not, strictly speaking, a permanent employé, g s
if lie is a man who bas given satisfaction and opposed them. 1 said the best way was tO
not rendered hinself objectionable in taking plead guilty so that the charges wou]d fot
too active a part in politics, I think that he be brought up day after day.
should be re-emiployed, but I unfortunately Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.J>-l
am not as strong a party man as most politi-
cians are, and as long as we have the present h
system of government in this country, i like to see that course pursued.
absurd to expect the government of the day Hon. Mr. POWER-No.
to appoint their enemies to positions and to
give their enemies employment. It never Hon. %r. MACDONALD (P.E.J)-But
was done by any government since con- if the various dismissals in the provinces
federation, and I think the day is remote were brougbt up day by day, it would
when it will be done by any government. occupy the time of the government duriig
It is not creditable to the Senate that the the remainder of the session to explain and
time of this House should be taken up by justify the dismissals wbich they bave made.
discussions of this kind. When there is a With reference to the parlicular case under
case of a man who bas been a permanent consideration, I happen to know something Of
employé and who bas given no substantial the circumstances under which McDonald
reason for being dismissed and bas been dis- had been captain of that dredge. The dredge
missed without inquiry, then that is a matter bas been laid up during tbe winter seasofi
to call attention to, although I think myself witbin sight of my residence, within a buw
that the other chamber is the place in which dred yards of it, and I could see tbis man
it should be discussed. going down day by day during the winter

season to that dredge, and perforrning wbat
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)- do duties he bad to perform there until be re-

not agree with the views of the bon. gentle- ceived bis dismissal from tbe goverfient
man f rom Halifax on this matter. There is some time in tbe spring. 1 ar not quite sure
no doubt it makes a government feel uncom- of the montb, but it was somewhere near the
fortable to find that the various appointments openingof navigation. 1ýow,tbatgentieman
and dismissals they have made during the was known by every person who was ac-
time they have been administering the gov- quainted witb tbe working of the dredge, tO
ernment does not meet with the approval of be one of the rost efficient men wbo could be
the opposition, neither does it meet with placed on that dredge or on any similar vessel
the approval of men who are not swayed by in any part of the Dominion. He bad served
political influence throughout the country. bis time, as stated by the bon. member for
Those men who look to us to get a prudent Marsbfield. He was twelve years in tbe
government, a good and wise administration employment of tbe government in the
do not approve of the system of dismissals dredge. 1ewasalongtimeworkingonthat
that bas been in vogue since this govern- dredge in one position or another and bis
ment came into power. The bon. gentleman efllciency was the cause of bis being promot
says that the Secretary of State or the gov- ed. Other gentlemen, wbo were strong friends
ernment should plead guilty to the number of the government tben in power, applied
of dismissals that have been made, and that for tbe position, but the goverament con-
they should take their stand on that. I sidering tbat tbis man bad every right and
believe if they took their stand on that every daim to it, from bis superior knoW
question, and said they would dismiss from ledge of the working of thb dredge, appointed
office all those who have opposed them, they bim to tbat position, and I am quite sure it
would find that the country would not ap- bad tbe approval of every person who was
prove of that system. We know that system not swayed by political considerations. Tbe
was pursued for many years in the United bon. gentleman said that be was sure that
States and they found it led to sucb de any person wbo bad not voted for the late
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8oVernment would not have been retained stated by the hon gentleman from Halifax,
1n Office. That is a statement which I cer- that I am in the habit of putting a notice on
tai11y must dispute, for within my own the order paper in relation to every dismissal

nflowledge a very great number of the em- made hy the government in Prince Edward
ployés of the government in the province Island. In fact, 1 have studiously abstained
fron which I come were opponents of the this session frorn making motions or putting
COnservative government and they were anything on the order paper until the infor-
retained in office. mation has core down, unless it would be

where sorne special feature attached to the
The motion was agreed to. case, such as, J think, attached to those

1FF_'R1EY BO NTIE CLAMS. which. J have made to-day, particularly this
F ERYsubjectof appointments made on the recom-

MOTION. mendation of the late government and
solemnly approved by Order in Council by

lion. Mr. FERGUSON moved the present government in September last

That an humble address be presented to Hisn
Pcellency the Governor Generail, praying that the departments and afterwards, as in the

i Excellency nay be pleased to lay before the case of this one, cancelled by the govern-
Senate a return showing the names of ail persons ment itself and another man put in the posi-

Who filed similar claims for fishery bounty before tion. If I were to cail the attention of
t islaus F. Perry, acting inspector of fisheries
lrince Edward Island, up to the 2Oth day of April
t ; also the names of ail persons who filed similar paper for every dismissal that has been made

Claims before James F. White, bounty officer, up to in Prince Edward Island since this govern-
the saine date.

r nd also, showing the tamnes of ail persons who mn r io he a very vl-
received fishery bounty in the West Riding of ecord indeed,
1 rince County, in the months of March and April have been going on incessantly in that pro-5 -SV. vince frorn the time this government came

The motion was agreed to. in My on. friend from Halifax is of
opinion-or at Ieast he very often expresses

LIGHTKEEPER AT FISH ISLAND, the opinion-that this House is not a pro-

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. per place to ventilate such matters as this.
I heard my hon. friend say that re-

INQUIRY. peatedly last session, and after that, almost
lion ~îr FEGUSO ros tofor the sake of getting peace with him, onlion. Mr. FERGUSON rose to this side of the House, we agreed to drop

Call the attention of the Senate to the fact that these motions, and some of bis friends put
Charles E. McDonaid, late acting lightkeeper at

i5h Island, in the province of Prince Edward Is-
th, ha been renmoved fromn office, notwithstanding day in discussing it after the opposition

that he was recommenced on the 6th day of .ulyhad practically given up the discussion.
st, for permanent appointmnent by the late Some time before that 1 had dropped a

il inistration, and that the present administration
as declared by Order in Council, on the 8th'notice I had on the order paper in relation

5 ePtemnber last, that this was not a recoin- to such a matter. 1 do not agree with my
)lenlation from which His Excellency's approval hon. friend that this is not a proper place to

.as withheld. And inquire, why effect was not bringup a matter of this kind. A non-
given to the Order in Council of the 8th of Sept- political civil service should be regarded as
eber egacy belonging to the Dominion of Can-

ne said : This case is very similar to Mr. ada, and the House of Commons should not
ýeo's case, and it is not necessary to discuss be considered in so great a degree the cus-
't in detail. It is the sane in every respect, todian of that great inestirable right which
except that in this case Mr. McDonald has we should have of having a non-pobtical
been superannuated and another man put perranent civil service in this country.
1in charge of the light. In all other respects, I ar sorry to say that the day is almost past
the appointment was made under the saine and gone when we can lay any such daim.
circunstances and received the Governor We talk disparagingly of the neighbouring
General's approval in the same way as the republic in this matter. Why, they are
Other did. I will just remark in connection practically in a betterposition in the UnitedWith those motions that it is not correct, as States on this question than we ever were,
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even under Sir John A. Macdonald. But
as compared with the position in which we
stand under this government, the United
States is very much before us. I was recently
in New York, and in conversation with
sonie of the leading men learned that they
had established the competitive system for
appointments to public positions, and the
only discretion the government has is toselect
one out of the three highest on the list of
those who had engaged in the competition.
They have taken appointments practically
out of the hands of the politicians, leaving
them only the choice out of the three highest
names on the list of those who have cm-
peted. In Canada, at the present moment,
we have lost every vantage ground that we
gained for a long time. We were gaining
ground on that question by the firm stand
which Sir John A. Macdonald took upon it;
more was due perhaps to Sir John than any
man. We knew well in our province how
firm a stand he took when in 1873 the pat-
ronage of the province fell entirely into the
hands of the Liberal party who opposed the
confederation, and who, it was believed,
had not a fair claim to the patronage. Yet,
owing to the events that took place in the
autumn of 1873, the change of government
resulted in the manning of the Prince
Edward Island Railway and the filling of
the civil service of the province, after con-
federation, entirely from the Liberal party.
In 1878 a great many dismissals were
made from the local civil service at
the time of confederation, and in 1878 a
very strong pressure was brought to bear
upon Sir John A. Macdonald to disiniss
those parties who were appointed in 1873
and subsequent years, and give a share of
the patronage of the province to the Conser-
vative party. It is a matter of notoriety
there that Sir John Macdonald's govern-
ment firmly resisted, and it was a great
source of weakness and annoyance that such
should be the case. From 1878, the Liberals
had the entire control of the patronage of
the province, as they came in in 1873 and
reversed the appointments under the local
government, and manned the railway and
had the entire patronage in their hands, and
the result was a great deal of dissatisfaction
existed from that time forward among the
Conservatives, but, as I said before, Sir John
A. Macdonald's government firmly and
emphatically resisted. I did not intend to
make this statement, but I was led into

making it because of the remark of the hon.
member f rom Halifax, who seems to be par-
ticularly a defender of the faith for the
government, for whenever their explanations
are plainly not satisfactory, my hon. friend
gets up behind them and endeavours tO
help them out of the difficulty in some way
or other. I do not expect any very different
reply with regard to this subject than
that which I received to my other motion in
reference to the appointnent of IMr. YeO.
As I said before, the cases are almost entirelY
alike, and I suppose I will be treated with a
somewhat sinilar answer, but it does seem
to me to be an extraordinary thing to keep
these appointinents standing in this position,
theGovernor General hating not disapproved
of them, having signed the recommendation.
1 know my hon. friend shakes his head, but
here is what was done :

The memorandin with reference to Treasury
Board's report Nos. 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 26 0
and 2653, which are returned herewith subject tO
this memorandum and signed by the Governor
General, having been submitted to him on the 6th
and 7th inst.

And then the private secretary goes on tO
say that pending further consideration of
Council he wishes his approval to be with-
held from some of these recommendations,
and he then describes what they are.
He wishes his approval to be withheld fromn
the following :

First, where new offices have been created,
where vacancies have existed for more than a year
and where superannuations have been made, or
where appointments have been made and filled,
superannaations which are not asked for.

But beyond that the private secretary says
the Governor General approves of these.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He signed them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, they are not
signed.

Hon, Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, and this
is all embodied in the Order in Council of
the 16th September, which reads:

The Council is of opinion that the several re-
commendations set out in the schedule heretO
annexed, marked "A," come within the category
of those from which your Excellency withheld
your approval, and that those set out in the
schedule hereto annexed, marked " B," cole
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Within such category, and the Council advises|
aiccordingiy.

«Ccrdngy. JOHN J. McGEE,
Clerk J f the Privy Council.

And still, in the face of that, this appoint-
Ment, which is included in this schedule'
"'B," has'been held over for more than nine
months, and finally the person holding the
appointment has been notified that his ap-
POintment has not been confirmed, and
another person is appointed to the position.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-His Excellency did
'.ot sign the particular appointment. He
signed the reports of the Treasury Board, in
Order to identify them. They were init-
ialled in order that they might be identified,
I understand. The classification was made
by the Clerk of the Privy Council, and, as
I explained before, the opinion of the Min-
'Ster of Justice was that, in order to carry
Out the appointment in schedule B, it be-
caMe necessary to secure the direct approval
of lis Excellency the Governor General.
Before going into the merits of this parti-
cular case, I wish to say a word or two on
the general question which my hon. friend
bas brought up so very frequently before
this House, that the Conservative party,
When they came into power in 1878, were so
delicate and tender to the interests of the
civil servants then in the employ of the
government that they were not disturbed.
What was the fact that everybody knows who
'sfamiliar with the subjecti That they made
very great changes, that they never gave
any explanation, that they never issued a
cOmmltission, that they dismissed men without
giving the slightest explanation why they
dislissed them, simply the word "dismissed";
and when in the session of 1879, an address
w'as carried in the House of Commons for a
return of all persons who were dismissed
froi the public service between the 14th day
of October, or some day in October and
the beginning of the then session, what
'as the result? The government never
brought it down. They refused the
information to parliament and the country,
and I have here under my hand the Journal
Of the House of Commons of 1879, from.
Which I will read extracts to the House:

Return of all persons dismissed, superannuated
or resigned since the mnth of October, 1878,

shOwýing the position of such persons, &c.

The order was made but notbrought down,
and has never been brought down to this

day. In the following year a motion was
made in the House of Commons showing
the names of persons disnissed or removed
from the publie service, the reason for such
lismissal or removal, also names of persons
who have resigned, and so on, or who have
been superannuated between the 13th
February, 1879, and the 23rd February,
1880. The date of the first return was ad-
mitted, because it was supposed it would be
brought down f rom time to time. It never
was brought down. This report was laid
before the House but it only includes a cer-
tain class of officials. It does not include
the lower ranks, or what might be called the
temporary employés. And what does it
say ? Of course they do not give a reason.
They say there is no work, not necessary
and so on. I will read some of the names:

D. V. Pelletier, dismissed, no work.
R. Luttrell, dismissed, abolition of office.

Re held a very important position, superin-
tendent of the Intercolonial Railway, and
they abolished the office to get rid of him.

W. A. Jones, dismissed, abolition of office.
P. D. Finley, office abolished.
H. A. Case, bridge inspector, office abolished.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The office was
renewed the other day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The office was renewed
in 1879.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, not till the
other day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Peter Huff, light-
house keeper, officeabolished. John Murphy,
paymaster Intercolonial Railway, dismissed
in 1875. W. McKechnie, dismissed. He was
superintendent of the Prince Edward Island
Railway. G. Cunningham, engineer, dis-
missed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL L-
Does it say Mr. McKechnie was dismissed?

Hon Mr. SCOTT-Yes, both McKechnie
and Cunningham dismissed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
there any reason given ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It says, " Alexander
MacNab to replace these two." That is the
only explanation given.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
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recollection is McKechnie was sent to Luc Letellier, Lieutenant Governor of Que-
Manitoba. I will not be positive. bec, who was disnissed. He was disrissed

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the note is " dis- as sumrarily as the others were.
missed; superintendent of Prince Edward Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-15
Island Railway; Macnab to replace these any reason given
two." Capt. V. B. Armour, dismissed,
keeper of Red Island Light ship, superseded lon.Mr.SCOTT-Thereisno reasongiven.
by F. Larivée. John Clarke, fishery over- These are just the words-" Hon. Luc Letel-
seer, Prince County ; Isaac Thompson, fishery lier dismissed, Lieutenant Governor of Que
overseer, Queen's County, and Martin Mc- bec." There is no comment. John F. Baker
Innes, fishery overseer, King's County, dis- dismissed, office abolished; le was custom ap-
missed and no reasons given. There was praiseratSummerside, Prince EdwardIsland.
one official appointment made in place of Then there was James F. White, dismissed.
the three. Alfred D. Deschenes, keeper of he was sul-collector of customs at the out-
Upper Traverse light ship, superseded by port of Cascumpec, Prince Edward Island,
Capt. Ed. Pelletier; A. St. Denis, keeper of C. Desormiers, clerk in post office at Winni-
light at Ste. Anne de Bout de L'Isle, super- peg, dismissed. Cowan, another post office
seded by A. Deschamps; Joseph Pilon, cierk at Winnipeg, dismissed. G. A.
ketper of light at Ste. Anne de Bout de Carman, coilector of canal tous at Ottawa,
L'Isle, superseded by Wm. Cummings; F. disnissed. Robert Gilmor, dismissed, re-
X. Dionne, keeper of lighthouse, Matane, duction of staff. I arn not reading the
superseded by Octave Desjardine. I am not names of any of those who were super-
going into the cases of all those who were annuated.
superannuated or removed for some alleged
cause, but those simply dismissed and no
reason whatever given. Louis Berg was no
longer required. He was immigration agent Hon. Mr. SCOTT- -I am inclined to think
on the Intercolonial Railway at Halifax. Then there was Nixon, inspector of
A. Cauchon, was dismissed. He was clerk penitentiares at Winnipeg, disrissed. G.
in Montreal canal office. Lieut. Col. F. B. E. Laughlin, dismis
Lees, services no longer required. Lieut.

Liut D. assat J n A.eer of the public worksCol. R. Burt, district paymaster, Lieut.G. Millage, H. Egan, F.
Wylie, Col. W. H. Brehaut, Lieut. Col. Wm. Lawior-in fact they seem to have made a
Cunard, Capt. Ed. Mallandeine and Capt. dean sweep at St.John,cornrencing with the
F. D. Beer-all those persons were dismissed assistant engineer, including draughtsmen,
without any reasons being given-services paymaster, two cierks, and even down to
no longer required. messengers. Then there was John Mc-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is Cormick, sub-coiiector of customs at Cardi-
not that a reason9 gan, P.E.J., who was dismissed. rhen E.

V. Bodwell, superintendent of the Welland
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is a very snall Cana], was transferred to British Columbia.

reason to give. John McCormick, sub-collector of customo

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A at Cardigan was dismissed. J. V. Ellis,
very good reason I think. postmaster of St. John, N.B., was dismissed.

very J find immediately foliowing there was a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then there was John return asked for of the appointrents made
Brown, dismissed to re-instate Wm. John- within that tine. I will not weary the
stone, harbour master at the port of buse with reading it, but it extends over
Chatham, N.B.; Lieut. M. W. Strange, a great many pages. I have calculated
dismissed, abolition of office. He was pay- thenuiber and 1 find in that short period
master of Militia district No. 3, Major S. in which they disrissed those 1 have men-
Sampson, dismissed, abolition of office. tioned there were between 500 and 600
Thomas Nixon, abolition of office. He was appointments made, very considerabie ap-
agent of the North-west Mounted Police at pointments. The list I have read did not
Winnipeg. John Parr, paymaster, abol- take in the inspectors of weights and
ition of office. Among the rest was Hon. measures. The other iist includes them, but
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totals up 553 appointments which were
Vade.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-In how long a
period i

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Between the 13th
ruary, 1879, and the 23rd February,

1880. These were only the high positions
'important officers, not the temporary offi-

eers-not the men on the Intercolonial Rail-
Way or on the canals, but all important
Offices, with salaries ranging from $700 to
.3,000 a year, showing that the Conserva-

tie party made pretty good use of their
tine when they came into office. I do not
think they are quite in a position to make
the statements they do, when they refused
to bring down the returns asked for by par-
larment of the dismissals between October
and the meeting of parliament. A very
considerable number of dismissals took place,
and we have no record of them at all and no
WaY of getting at them. I called for return
to-day from the clerk who has charge of that
Particular work, showing how the addresses
from the Senate were answered in past
Years, and I find that very little at-
tention was paid to us when we were
on the other side of the House. Only
a very small fraction of the addresses carried
bY this chamber received any attention.
Very few were brought down, and then, as
a rule, they were only submitted the follow-
lng year-about one-third or one-fourth-
rarely half of the returns moved for in this
chainber were brought down. The informa-
tion was refused. Honourable gentlemen
Opposite exhibit a good deal of indig-
nation because a return cannot be procured
Within a reasonable limit of time. I do
not myself justify the withholding of a
return : the order of the House ought to
be obeyed, and I certainly have exerted
ma2yself to the utmost to obtain returns from
the various departments, and I hope to
have, within a day or two, all the returns
that have been called for. In asking what
was the practice of the late government
With reference to those returns, I said to
the clerk, " Get the facts," and I found, to
my great surprise, that only a small propor-
tion of the returns called for by this House
each session were produced. I have a list
of them which I shall submit later on. I
cannot lay my hands on it at present. In
view of that it is scarcely consistent or fair

25

to throw out insinuations against the action
of the present administration. The late
government did not issue commissions: they
simply dismissed without giving any reason
or any explanation to parliament, and with-
out bringing down the papers, so that we
have no record to-day of the dismissals made
in 1878. The late government were in
power for some 18 vears. During all that
time it is to be presumed they appointed
what, if the appointments were made f rom
ourside of the House, would becalled "politi-
cal heelers." They appointed those who had
served the party longest and most earnestly.
This government proposes to do the same
thing whenever the opportunity occurs.
They propose to appoint good men to office,
but amongst their own friends, so as to
somewhat equalize the service. Hon. gen-
tlemen talk about the introduction of the
United States "spoils " system. All the
dismissals by the present government will
not tot up, if you include all the canal
labourers and railway labourers, three per
cent of the employés of the government.
Can it be said that we are adopting the
"spoils " system, and that there have been
wholesale dismissals when less than three
per cent of all those in the service of the
government have been dismissed i It must
be remembered that this large body of em-
ployés are, as a rule, Conservatives. There
are very few friends of the Liberal party
in the service, and therefore, the Liberal
government is at a considerable disad-
vantage. I do not propose to cast any re-
flections on the civil servants, but it is
quite natural that they should have their
affinities and leanings. They are human
and they are no doubt more friendly to
those who appointed them than to their
opponents, and it is scarcely becoming to
charge the government with introducing the
" spoils " system when the number of dis-
missals is limited to so small a percentage of
the service. With reference to this par-
ticular case, I shall re4d an extract from the
Order in Council dispensing with the ser-
vices of this man. It is as follows:

On a report dated 4th March, 1897, from the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, stating that the
keeper of the light at Fish Island in Malpeque Bay,
Prince Edward Island, died soime time last year,
and that after his death the light continued under
the control of his widow, Mrs. McClelan as care-
taker who up to the present time has remained in
that position, recognized by the Departnient of
Marine and Fisheries as keeper, provisionally,
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although at present she lives at Indian River, and
the light house is closed up during the winter.
The Minister further states on the 6th day of July,
1896, your Excellency's then advisers recommended
to you for appointment to the keepership of said
light, one Chas. E. Macdonald, a young man about
19 years of age, and that your Excellency by memo.
agreed to sanction such appointment, but that your
Excellency has not yet officially signed saine. That
the young man, Macdonald, was a relation of the
widow McClelan, and was by lier employed as an
assistant or helped about said light, without any
sanction by the Department of Marine and Fish-
eries. That grievous complaints had been made to
the department of the unsatisfactory character of
Macdonald's appointment, of his inability to dis-
charge the duties of lightkeeper properly. That
on one occasion last summer while lie was engaged
by Mrs. McClelan, as assistant, a fishing boat was
upset and sunk a short distance off the lighthouse,
the fishermen clinging to the mast head to escape
from drowning, from which perilous position they
were rescued by a boat from a lobster factory some
distance away, and although their perilous position
was seen by Macdonald, and no steps were taken
by him to rescue them, although a small boat was
at his disposal at the time, which it appears to the
Minister had lie been an efficient lightkeeper lie
would have made use of for such rescue.

The Minister adds that the agent of the De-
partment of Marine and Fisheries in Prince Edward
Island has reported that the present arrangement
is most unsatisfactory, and that the light is of such
great importance in his opinion as to require the
appointment of a responsible and experienced man
as keeper, the person named Macdonald being, in
his opinion, too young and inexperienced and quite
unfit for this position. There is a comfortable
cottage in connection with the lighthouse in which
a married man could live with his family, and in
the opinion of the Minister it would be preferable
to have such a man appointed to this position.

The Minister having made inquiries as to a
suitable man to fill the position recommends that
the Order in Council for the appointment of Chas.
E. Macdonald be not signed by Your Excellency,
but be cancelled, and that Wm. Sinclair, of Han-
ilton, lot 18, P.E.I., be appointed keeper of Fish
Island Light, at a salary of $250 per annum, being
the saine as allowed the late keeper.

The committee submit the above recommenda-
tions for Your Excellency's approval.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There must be
some mistake as to Mr. Macdonald not
acting as lighthouse keeper. I am surprised
that such a report should come from the
department.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It says that McClel-
an's widow continued to live there.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not think
she continued to live there.

Hon. Mr. ARSENAULT-I know the
case of the lighthouse keeper. This young
man was two years employed about the light-

house while McClelan was ill. He was a
grandson of the lighthouse keeper, and he
kept the light for two years before the oli
man died. After McClelan's death, sorne
time in the fall, he kept the light uitd
winter. He was an able young man and
gave satisfaction. I know all about it, and
because a boat upset near the lighthouse and
this young man did not go to the rescue, he
is dismissed. He may not have had a boat-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The report says he
had one.

Hon. Mr. ARSENAULT--He may not
have seen the boat upset. I know of a case
where a man was appointed who is deaf.
He cannot hear anything, and one might
drown near him and a lighthouse keeper
could not hear his cries.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Who was the
man '

Hon. Mr. ARSENAULT-A man naned
Wiggens. This man Macdonald is a good
man, and there was no reason for dismissing
him. Of course they had to do it, but no
investigation took place. It is the sane il'
this case as in others. At Wellington there
was a man who bad charge of the post office
for fourteen years. No fault was found with
him. He was a faithful man, yet he was
dismissed without notice and without inves-
tigation, and they appointed another man
who came there six months before his appoint-
ment-a young man who has no standing in
the place and will.not be able to remain
there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not my intention to weary the House by
following the hon. Secretary of State in
reply to the statement he has made, but I
will call attention to the statement made by
him, and that too, with the book in his hand,
that there was no reason given for the
removal or superannuation of those whose
narnes he read out.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I mentioned specifi-
cally that I did not refer to any except
those who were dismissed, and I gave the
reason for dismissal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1I
think, on reference to the official return, the
hon. gentleman will find that my statement
is absolutely correct. He said that a large
number had been dismissed, and no reasons
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Were given for the dismissals, and he said
further they were of course all his political
friends. I find among the names he men-
tiOns was Lieut.-Col. Maxwell Strange. I
'fonder if there is anybody in Ontario who
s lot acquainted with Lieut.-Col. Strange,

Of Kingston, who represented that city in
the local legislature. Will the hon. gentle-
'nai tell me that he was a Grit or had any
Liberal tendenciesl

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I think he had. I
Was in the House with him.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE
What ? Liberal tendencies?

BOWELL-

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, so far as pro-
vincial politics are concerned.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
had the honour of lis acquaintance and I
know the position he held in this country,
and it is a libel on lis character to say
that he is a Liberal. With every name that
the hon. gentleman read the reason for lis
removal was given in this return that he
held in his hand.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I gave all the reasons
-I read them.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then why did the hon. gentleman say that
no reason was given ?

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Where no reason is
given I stated it.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There are very few instances in which no
reasons are given. The hon. gentleman and
his party so crammed each department of
the government with hungry politicians who
desired office, that when the government
caine into power in 1878 they were obliged,
in the public interest, to dispense with them.
The hon. gentleman says also that no com-
missiOn was issued: the very cases to which
he refers, those of Mc Kechnie and Cunning-
hain, were investigated by commission. A
coimissioner was appointed to inquire into
the expenditure and working of the Prince
Edward Island Railway, and it was on his
report that these two offices, to which the
hon gentleman referred, were abolished and
ole person was placed in office to transact
the business at the salary of one. Murphy
Was removed for the same reason, but in all
such cases gratuities were given to those

25j

whose services were no longer required, there
being no work. Another man was dismissed
for intemperate habits. In the cases of
McKechnie and Murphy, the reasons are
given why their services were dispensed
with. In three or four instances in Prince
Edward Island three or four offices were
combined in one. The hon. gentleman
failed to point out to the Senate that a
single official had been appointed in the
place of those whose services were dispensed
with on account of there being no work, for
which reason their services were no longer
required. One case occurred in my own
department to which the hon. gentleman re-
ferred as being a dismissal without reason-
that is, the appraiser at Summerside. I have
a distinct recollection of that removal, and it
was simply because the office was overstock-
ed and there was no necessity for such an
officer, and there never has been one since.
The hon. gentleman called attention to the
case of the bridge inspector. That was an
office which was abolished, and the expenses
of it saved to the country, and it has been
vacant for eighteen years. Only the other
day the government, of which the hon. gen.
tleman is a member, filled it up again by
appointing Mr. Killam, the defeated candi-
date for Westmorland. Is it possible that
this office is required at this particular time,
or is it because they desire to find a place
for a defeated candidate ? I do not say that
Mr. Killam is not fit for the position. If I
have any recollection of the gentleman,-
and I think I have met him on a number of
occasions-if the office was required he is
eminently fitted to fill it, but what I want
to point out is (if it were not unparliament-
ary to say it) the dishonest manner in which
these facts are laid before the Senate.
When we have a statement read to the
House the whole of the facts should be
given, in order that they may go to the
public with the reasons for the dismissals.
There are not a half dozen instances in the
whole of that return, so far as I had an
opportunity of looking at it, where the
reasons for the removal are not given-
either that the office was not required in the
interests of economy, or the joining to-
gether of a number of offices and embodying
them in one, or some good and sufficient
reason for the course pursued. If the
hon. gentleman had pointed out to the
Senate that the late government had dis-
missed all these people and then appointed
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others in their stead, without reason other
than their political tendencies, he would
have made a point. I am surprised that any
minister of the Crown should constantly
refer to what he calls the dismissals of the
inspectors of weights and measures. The
official returns show that inspectors of
weights and measures had been appointed
by the Mackenzie government, extending
from Manitoulin Island down to the Labrador
coast, and that the inspector of weights and
measures for the Labrador coast had been
drawing his salary for a year or two and
never had the instruments in his hands;
even if he had, there was nothing to weigh
except a few fish caught in those locali-
ties. I am not going into the subject now,
though I have the statement before me.
Yet we are told, because the late govern-
ment saved to this country at one stroke,
some $60,000 or $70,000 which had been
squandered, that they dismissed men on
account of their political tendencies. There
never was a more accurate statement made
by my hon. friend to my right than when
he stated that pressure was being constantly
brought to bear on the late government-
I experienced it in the Customs depart-
ment-for the dismissal of officials in the
maritime provinces, particularly in Prince
Edward Island, and this pressure was
constantly resisted. It was contrary to my
own views of the management of a depart
ment, or the principles uponi which any
government in a British colony should be
carried on, and I can say for the late Sir
John Macdonald, that in no case did I
know of a position in which he did not put
his foot down in the most peremptory man-
ner and refuse his consent to the removal of
any man, unless it was for good and suffi-
cient cause. There was one appointment as
to which I must correct myself and explain,
so that I may not be misunderstood. It is
one that has been referred to repeatedly,
and that is the case of Mr. Buckingham.
He was known to be a very violent politi-
cian. He was known to be a man who had
made himself extremely unpopular in the
position he held under the late Alexander
Mackenzie when that gentleman was premier.
I knew Buckingham very well; we were
both connected with the press and I had
often met him. It was always alleged
that if anything tended to make the
department over which Mr. Mackenzie
presided unpopular it was the domineering

manner and the insolence of his private
secretary, Mr. Buckingham. Just as the
Mackenzie government left office they pro-
moted him to a deputy ministership in
the Department of the Interior. Sir John
Macdonald said he had no confidence in
him, and would not submit any confiden-
tial work to a man who had acted to his
own chief as he had done. Sir John did
not dismiss him, but transferred him back
to the position of chief clerk, which position
he had formerly held in the Public Works
Department. That i. the only case on
which my hon. friend can lay his hands and
say that a man was removed by Sir John
Macdonald from any position he had held.
I regret exceedingly that I feel it my duty
to rise again to speak on a question of this
kind, but I could not allow the statements
of the Secretary of State to go to the
country in the bald manner in which they
have been made.

The motion was agreed to.

CONFERENCE WITH THE PAPAL
DELEGATE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:
1. Has the present government or any member of

the present administration had any interview or
conference with His Excellency Monseigneur
Merry del Val, the delegate from the Holy See to
Canada, on the subject of the Manitoba school
difficulty, with a view to lead through his inter-
vention, the Catholics of this country to accept the
Laurier-Greenway compromise?

2. When did this interview or this conference
take place ?

3. Has the goverument or any member of the
present administration discussed at any time with
the Apostolie delegate, the constitutional side of
the Manitoba school question, and has it or he
really given Ris Excellency the assurance that all
constitutional agitation to restore to the minority
its rights guaranteed by a parliamentary compact
would cease on the part o the legislature, Pro-
testant as well as Catholic, from the moment that
the Laurier-Greenway compromise should be
declared acceptable ?

4. Ras the government or any member of the
present administration, as a matter of fact, given
His Excellency the Apostolic delegate the assur-
ance that the violation of the constitution in so far
as it concerns the rights of the Manitoba minority
if it is accepted by the Catholics of this country,
would not in any manner constitute a dangerous
precedent for the minorities of the other provinces
of the confederation ?

5. Has the government or any member of the
preseut administration, at any time, undertaken
any engagement with Ris Excellency the Apostolic
delegate on the subject of the Manitoba school
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diffculty or of the Catholic minority of Manitoba,
or of the minorities of the other provinces, and
What is this engagement ?

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer to the
first question is that no interview or con-
ference.by or on behalf of the government
has taken place between His Excellency
and the governmient on the Manitoba school
question. Conversations on this question
between His Excellency and individual
meibers of the government have no doubt
taken place, but such conversations have
been unofficial. The . second question is
covered by the answer to the first. In
answer to the third question, the govern-
uient has not discussed at any time with
the Apostolic delegate the constitutional
side of the Manitoba school question.
Ildividual members of the government have
'to doubt discussed the question with the
delegate. The individual opinions of mem-
bers of the government on a hypothetical
question are not a proper subject for in-
quiry. To the 5th question the simple
alswer is, No.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (84) "An Act to incorporate the
Continental Heat and Light Company."-
(Mr. McMillan.)

Bill (K) " An Act to amend the Act re-
lating to the Red Deer Valley, Railway and
Coal Company."-(Mr. Boulton.)

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (18) "An Act to confer certain
Powers on the Board for the Management of
the Temporalities Fund of the Presbyterian
Church of Canada in connection with the
Church of Scotland."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (28) "An Act respecting the Ontario
Pacific Railway Company and to change
the name of the Company to the Ottawa
and New York Railway Company."-(Mr.
McMillan.)

Bill (25) " An Act to confirm an Agree-
ment made between the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company and the Hull Electric
Company."-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (35) "An Act respecting the Canada
Atlantic Railway Company."--(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (50) "An Act respectingthe Atikokan
Iron Range Railway Company."-(Mr. Mac-
Innes, Burlington.)

Bill (37) "An Act respecting the Niagara
Grand Island Bridge Company."-Mr. Mac.
Innes, Burlington.)

EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called:

Second reading Bill (A) " An Act respecting the
employment of children."

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved
that this Order be discharged and be put on
the Order paper this day two weeks.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why not pass the second reading to-day,
and take the next stage when the House
meets after the adjournment?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The reason
I do not wish the second reading to take
place to-day is that I have grave doubts as to
our jurisdiction to pass the bill. It is a
desirable thing to have some legislation of
this character. In some of the provinces
there is no legislation, and in other provinces
the legislation is different. I have thought
that I might alter the bill in such a way that
we would have jurisdiction. But I should
not like to ask the House to pass the second
reading at present.

The motion was agreed to.

TRIAL BY JURY IN NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved the
second reading of Bill (D) " An Act re-
specting trials by jury in certain cases in the
North-west Territories." He said :-The
North-west Territories Act legislation of the
parliament of Canada provides that the
judges of the Supreme Court of the Terri-
tories shall determine all questions of fact
as well as of law without a jury, except in
certain specified cases. One of these cases
is where the claim, dispute, or demand arises
out of a tort, wrong or grievance and in
which the claim exceeds $500. Where the
claim is a large one, exceeding $500, the
trial is to be by jury if either party
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denands it. Since the passing of that Act
some years ago, the Legislative Assembly of
the North-west Territories passed an ordi-
nance, I think it was in 1893, providing
that an action for slander, theft, false impri-
sonment, malicious prosecution, seduction,
breach of promise of marriage, should be
tried by jury without any limit as to amount
claimed. These are all actions of tort,
and are within the terms of the Act passed
by the parliament of Canada. The assembly
has undertaken to say that all those cases
are to be tried by a jury, even if the amount
is less than $500. That is the substance of
what bas been done. I think that if is very
reasonable we should assume that the legis-
lative assembly of the Territories could best
judge as to what would be proper to do as to
the mode of trying such cases. The ordi-
nance appears to have been acted upon, and
I am not aware that any doubt has been
raised as to the jurisdiction of the assembly
to pass it until quite recently ; but it has now
been doubted, and decisions to the contrary
have, I understand, been actually made.
I propose to confirm the ordinance, to give
it the same effect as if it were an Act of
parliament, and to (o that as of the date
of its passing. It was the Act of the people
of the Territories ; it was acquiesced in and
acted upon ; and there is no reason why we
should not give the effect of law to what in
this matter the assembly thought reasonable
and proper and in the interest of the country.
That is the only explanation of the bill which
seems to be necessary.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
the Minister of Justice willdoubtless reinem-
ber thatI pointed out to him sometimeagothe
desirability of there being some uniformity
in legislation in the North-west Territories
regarding juries, I suggested-and I think
my hon. friend entirely agreed with the
propriety of the suggestion-that if any
further legislation should take place upon
this particular subject, entire power should
be given to the North-west assembly to
legislate upon the subject, and I did under-
stand from my hon. friend at that tine that
he would so frame this bill as to vest in the
assembly the necessary power to enact
legislation regarding juries. At the same
time I pointed out that there was already
upon the territorial statute-book law-an
ordinance respecting juries which has never
come into operation, owing to the fact that

the federal government having legislated
upon the subject the territorial assembly is
thereby precluded from bringing into opera-
tion legislation regarding the same subject,
and which apparently would be in conflict
with the legislation of this parliament.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Is there
another ordinance besides that set forth in
the bill?

Hon. 'Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, there is a
complete ordinance regarding juries which
has been on the statute-book for some years,
pending the action of the Department of
Justice in the matter of recommending to
parliament the repealing of certain sections
in this Act, so as to permit of that ordinance
coming into force: and I furthermore would
point out to the Minister of Justice the
impolicy of two legislative bodies deal-
ing with the same question, and neces-
sarily as I think coming into conflict with
each other in the matter of legislation. Of
course it is conceded without any question
that at the present time all legislation re-
garding juries' cases must einanate from
this parliament. It is now proposed to
practically vest in the assembly a like
power to legislate upon the same subject.
I need not point out to my hon. friend the
many difficulties which have arisen by rea-
son of the conflict of the exercise of legis-
lative powers between the federal authori-
ties and the provincial authorities. It is
therefore very desirable that this should not
occur in regard to this matter, because
enough complications have ensued in the
Territories owing to the peculiar situation
in which we are placed, rendering all legis-
lation of the Territories subject to federal
legislation. I understand that this is simply
the second reading of the bill and that we
are not going into committee to-day upon it.
Might I point out to my hon. friend also
this fact, that the Minister of the Interior
has brought down, or is about bringing
down, a very comprehensive bill regarding
many amendments to the North-west .Ter-
ritories Act, including amendments dealing
with the administration of justice both
civil and criminal, in the Territories, and
it seems to me if the disposition of the
government be to amend the Act relating
to juries, that this legisiation should be
enibodied in that bil!. There are already
clauses in the bill prepared by the Minis-
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ter of the Interior dealing with the ques-
tion Of juries. And as it will operate as
a. amendment to the North-west Terri-
tories Act, this legislation should be em-

ied in that Act, but if my hon.
riend will permit the matter to stand I

shahl be vèry glad to go into the matter with
im personally.

ilion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I should
like to take the bill one stage to-day. I
have been considering with the Minister of
!1terior the bill which he intends to bringlIto the other House. It is still under con-
ideration-and I am not aware that we

are likely to have a difference of opinion
about it, but there is a good deal to be con-
Sidered as to how far it should go, and so on,
and the bill is not ready. I am expecting
t.at we shall put that bill through this ses-
s1o1, but it was thought extremely desir-
able at the time I brought this in that the
rxnatter mentioned in it should be settled at
allevents and therefore I have drawn this
bill for that purpose. I quite agree that if
the other bill is brought in and passed this
session this bill should be dropped, what it
Provides for being contained in the other
bil. My hon, friend suggests that it is not
desirable that there should be a possibility
of conflict between the Dominion parliament
a"d the local assembly on matters with
*hich the local assembly has to do, but that
Possibility is not to be avoided. We cannot
divest ourselves of the jurisdiction which
Parliament has now with regard to the
Xorth-%west Territories, and whatever power
Parliament has to deal with these subjects
'ill necessarily continue. The bill which is
Contemplated by the Minister of the Interior
anId Myself is a bill which would give power
tO the assembly to deal with this particular
subject, but then the conflict which my hon.
fnlend suggests as a thing to be avoided, it is

,()t Possible to avoid. There will still be juris-
diction in parliament if it chooses to exer-
cise it, as well as in the legislative as-
erbly. My hon. friend has referred to

4110ther ordinance dealing with the subject
Of juries, and rnuch more extensive, it seerns,
than the one which I have mentioned.
1 have not had my attention called to that
other ordinance, and I do not know that
t is desirable that it should be confirmed.
lie Prefers that a large jurisdiction should
be given to the assembly in order that
they may make such ordinances as they

deem necessary on the subject.
in favour of the assembly

I am quite
having the

jurisdiction in regard to property and
civil rights which the provinces have. I do
not see any reason why they should not have
that enlarged jurisdiction ; and probably the
bill of the Minister of the Interior will so
provide If this bill becomes unnecessary
in consequence of that other bill, then, as I
said before, this bill will be dropped.
Meanwhile, I should like to take it a stage
to-day.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I suggest
to the hon. the Minister of Justice the wis-
dom of providing in the bill that it shall not
affect pending cases? My hon. friend will
doubtless remember that I suggested that
when the bill was first brought down.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
we may discuss that. It does not strike me
at present that it should not affect pending
cases. If parties to such cases wish them
to be tried by jury, I do not see why they
should not be. However, I will look into
that matter further.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (1) "An Act respecting interest."-
(Sir Oliver Nowat.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 21st May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RESIGNATION OF JUDGE JONES.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved :

That an hunble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid before tne
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Senate, a copy of the resignation of S. I. Jones,
Esquire, late judge of the county court of the
county of Brant, together with all correspondence
with any department of the government, in refer-
ance to, or in connection therewith ; also, a copy
of all petitions sent to the government prayiug for
the appointment of A. D. Hardy to the position
made vacant by the resignation and superannuation
of the said Judge Jones.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
to the address.

The motion was agreed to.

DISMISSAL OF MICHEL ST. PIERRE,

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:

1. Was Mr. Michel St. Pierre on the 23rd of
June, 1896, postmaster at St. Paul du Buton, in
the county of Montmuagny ?

2. Has he heen since that date discharged from
his work by the present administration ?

3. When, why and upon whose complaint?
4. What is the nature of the charge brought

against him ?
5. Has the charge been proven?
6. What is the nature of the proof?
7. If no proof exists, has the accuser at least a

diploma of infallibility ? Granted by whom ?
8. Has the accused been made aware officially of

the charge brought against him, and has he had
an opportunity to refute it?

9. What was his reply?
10. Has the Post Office inspector been required

to hold an inquiry and to make a report ?
11. Has an inquiry taken place, and what is the

report of the officer making the inquiry?
12. If the person dismissed protests his innocence

and completely denies the truth of the accusation,
is it the intention of the government to grant an
inquiry or to refuse all justice ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Michel St. Pierre
was, on the 23rd June last, postmaster of St.
Paul du Buton, in the county of Mont-
magny, and after the last general elections
satisfactory evidence was furnished showing
that the postmaster in question, during the
election, had conducted himself as a political
partisan, using vulgar and insulting language
towards Mr. Laurier and Mr. Choquette, the
member-elect for Montmagny, charging thein
with being traitors to their race and religion;
that the postmaster used his office as a poli-
tical committee rooim and distributed from
it election literature, and after the election
charged Mr. Choquette, M.P., with having
been guilty of illegal acts in connection with
the election. Therefore Mr. St. Pierre was
relieved of his office on the 23rd November
last. The charges were substantiated by the

statement of Mr. Choquette, M.P. N0
public interest would be served by re-open-
ing the matter.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I just bring to the
notice of the hon. Minister this fact
that the post office was never made a
committee room. There was a discussion at
the door of the post office between Mr. Cho-
quette and myself by general consent, but
Mr. Choquette having hinself spoken on the
gallery of the post office in a public meeting,
the government should not claim the right
to-day to dismiss that postmaster.

THE DISMISSAL OF XAVIER
SIMONEAU.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr, LANDRY inquired:

1. Was Mr. Xavier Simoneau on the 23rd of
June, 1896, an employé of the government as sec-
tion inan on the Intercolonial Railway in the countY
of Montrmagny, and was he fulfilling his duties to
the satisfaction of his chief ?

2. Has he been since that date discharged fron
his work by the present administration ?

3. When, why, and upon whose complaint?
4. What is the nature of the charge brought

against him ?
5. Has the charge been proved ?
6. What is the nature of the proof ?
7. If no proof exists, has the accuser at least a

diploma of infallibility? Granted by whom?
8. Has the accused been made aware officially of

the accusation brought against him, and has he had
an opportunity to refute it?

9. What was his reply ?
10. If the person dismissed completely denies the

truth of the charge brought against him, protests
his innocence and offers to roake it clear, is it the
intention of the government to grant an inquiry or
to refuse all justice?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, Mr. Xavier
Simoneau was employed as section man on
the Intercolonial Railway in the county of
Montmagny, on the 23rd of June, 1896.
His services were dispensed with on the lst
September, 1896, at the request and on the
representation of Mr. Choquette, M.P., that
the said Simoneau had taken, to his personal
knowledge, an active and offensive part in
the recent elections.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That violent poli-
tical partisan wrote a letter to the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals asking for an
inquiry and he has not received an answer
yet.
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THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUES-
TION.

INQUIRY.

lion. Mr. BERNIER rose to call the
attention of the government to the following
Paragraph published in the Montreal Star,
01 the 12th May instant:

1ofnourable Charles Fitzpatrick, Solicitor Gen-
eral, passed through the city this morning en routetO Ottawa. He expressed himself as more than
fatisfied with the result of the elections ; thereWere a few resuits which he would like to have

changed as for instance, Quebec West and Gaspé,
but, on the whole, the Solicitor General was a very
appy man. He was extremely sorry to learn of

Mr. Charles Marcil's defeat in Gaspé, while full of
praise for the gallant fight he made. Mr. Fitzpat-
rick now considers the school question as buried
or ever. " The people of Quebec have once more

own the rest of Canada, and the world, that they
are on the side of liberty-liberty of thought and
liberty of conscience."

And inquire:-
1. Whether the words and the views attributed

to the Honourable Solicitor General in the above
Paragraph are correctly reported ; if not, what did
the honourable gentleman say on that occasion ?

2. Whether the above paragraph does represent
e views of the government on the Manitoba

school question? If not, what is the policy the
goverminent of Canada intends to pursue henceforth
with regard to that matter ?

3. Is it the opinion of the government that the
definite solution of the Manitoba school question
1a to be made dependent upon the result of the
elections in any of the provinces of the Dominion ?

4. Can the electorate, in the opinion of the gov-
ernment, alter the rights of the ininority ?

le said : I have no intention of raising
an1y debate on this matter to-day. I merely
1quire whether the words and the views at-
tributed to the hon. Solicitor General are
correctly reported.

iâon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am in-
forrned by the Solicitor General that he
'lever allowed himself to be interviewed, and
'lever said anything on the subject of the
late elections in Quebec and their bearing
on the Manitoba school question. The
Views and policy of the government on the
Manitoba school question have been re-
Peatedly stated, and I have nothing to add
o what has been publicly stated on the sub-

Ject. It is not the opinion of the govern.
11ent that the definite solution of the Mani-

toba school question is to be made depen-
dent upon the result of the elections in any
of the provinces of the Dominion. The
1Tajority of the electorate, througli their re-
Presentatives, and within the limits of the

British North America Act, but not beyond
those limits, can alter the legal status of any
legal rights theretofore possessed by a min-
ority of the electorate on any subject. Of
course, the electorate cannot (as a rule) alter
the moral obligation of moral rights as such,
which may belong to any of their number.
I do not understand that on either of these
questions as to legal and moral rights there
can be any difference of opinion.

A SUPPLY BILL.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the Orders of
the Day are called, I desire to make the
announcement that it is quite important
that a supply bill, to the amount of $26,000,
should be passed by parliament in order that
the Jubilee Contingent may leave for Eng-
land and take part in the jubilee proceed-
ings there. I understand the House of
Commons is about to pass a bill of that
kind, and I would ask, if it comes up this
afternoon, that the Senate should agree to
suspend the rules and pass the bill, in order
that His Excellency may come down at five
o'clock, or whatever time is convenient, and
give his assent to it.

SUPREME COURT OF
BILL.

ONTARIO

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved the
second reading of Bill (J) "An Act res-
pecting the Supreme Court of Ontario and
the judges thereof." He said : The object
of the bill is to limit the appeals f rom the
Ontario courts to the Supreme Court of
Canada in certain cases, according to the
amount or value of the disputed claim.
There are such limits with regard to every
province, I think, except Ontario, but it was
thought that there was no occasion for any
limit as far as the Ontario courts are con-
cerned. The people are finding, however, that
there are too many appeals provided for the
law in that province, and some years ago its
legislature passed an Act providing that ap-
peals should take place in certain cases
only. It has been held by the Supreme
Court that a provincial legislature has no
power to pass an Act of that kind-that if
it had the power of limiting appeals it would
have the right of preventing any appeals at
all, tha no line could be drawn, and that
such a matter ought not to rest with the
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provincial legislatures. Last ; session the the Ontario Accident Insurance Company. "
Ontario legislature repeated its former legis- He said : This is a bill respecting the On-
lation on the subject, but differently ex- tario Accident Insurance Company. It
pressed, under the hope that the language seeks to enlarge the scope of the insurance
now employed would reniove the difficulty in contracts of that company by giving them
regard to jurisdiction. I do not think permission to insure not only against acci-
it has removed that difficulty, but the dent, but sickness resulting from accident,
limitations being very proper limitations, and also to insure against sickness not end-
and being in accordance »with public senti- ing in death. These are the objects of the
ment, and having an analogy to what bill.
has been done for the other provinces, I .
propose to ask parliament to adopt the limi- The motion was agreed to, and the bil
tations desired by the Ontario legislature. was read the second time.
That is the first clause of the bill. The bill
contains a second clause which 1 wiîh state LES CISTERCIENS REFORMÉS BILL.
the object of. At present there is no law in SECOND READING.
Ontario requirîng judges of the High Court
or of the Court of Appeal (those two courts Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved the second
constitute the Supreme Court of Ontario) reading of Bil (88> "An Act to incorporate
to reside in the province or at its seat of Les Cistérciens Réformés." 1e said This
government. They have always so resided bill relates to the Order generally known as
until lately. Sometimes one and sometimes the Trappists. They are associated for reli
two have resided elsewhere lately, and this gious purposes, and they want incorporation
has been complained of by suitors and law- for the management of their property.
yers and judges too. Both the Exchequer
Court and the Supreme Court of Canada are The motion was agreed to and the bill
limited with regard to the residence of the was read the second time.
judges. These judges must reside in Ottawa
or within five miles of Ottawa, and I pro-
pose that a similar provision be adopted BILL.
with reference to the O)ntario judges of the EODRAIG
High Court and the Court of Appeal-insECOND EADING.
other words, of the Supreme Court there. Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
Those are the two clauses of the bill. reading of Bill (83) " An Act to confer on

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

NATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE COM-
PANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MCINNES (B.C.) moved the
second reading of Bill (74) " An Act to in-
corporate the National Life Assurance
Company of Canada." He said: I think
the bill only contains the usual clauses in
the Acts of incorporation of such companies.
There is nothing out of the ordinary in it, so
far as I have been able to see.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

ONTARIO ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (78) "An Act respecting

the Commissioner of Patents certain powers
for the relief of the Mycenian Marble Com-
pany of Canada, Limited." He said: The
object of the bill is to renew a patent which,
through an inadvertency, had been allowed
to lapse. The parties mentioned in this
bill are the owners, by transfers, of the
patent, which was originally obtained in the
year 1891.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

FORGED ENDORSEMENTS OF BILLS
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved the
second reading of Bill (F) " An Act respect-
ing forged or unauthorized endorsements of
bills." He said :-The principle of what is
proposed by this bill is in accordance with
the probable intention of the statutory
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enactments now in existence, and also with
1 QPerial enactments, but the provision on
the subject in the Dominion Act does not
correspond with the English legislation,
nd has been found extremely defective.
t either does not go far enough, or goes too

far, and is open to objection upon other
grounds. It is desirable to niake the law
clear. The subject is one of great practical
naP'rtance amongst traders and others.

The bill as expressed will strike anybody, I
SUPPose as being extremely reasonable. If
lnecessary I may point out wherein the
present law is defective and requires somesUch provision as this bill proposes. The
rPortant clause of the bill is this:

If a bill bearing a forged or unauthorized endorse-
18 Paid ini good faith and in the ordinary

Course of busin ess, by or on belhaf of the drawee or
cceptor, the person by whom or on whose behalf

eco payment is made shall have the right to
hcover the amount so paid fron the person to

whi111 it was so paid.

That is very reasonable ; if the person to
whom a bill was paid had no right to receive
Paytentit is reasonable that he should repayWhat hehad no right to receive. If he got
Paid in consequence of a forged or unautho-
riZed endorsement, he was not entitled to the
'n"Orey. Then, it is provided further that the
roney pay should be recoverable from any
endorser who had endorsed the bill subse-

uently to the forged or unauthorized endor-
semen"t. That is in accordance with the
PrineiPle that every endorser guarantees the
PreviOus parties to the bill, and, every subse-
1tr't endorser is liable to make good theWeakness arising from one of the previous

thdorsements being either forged or unau-
orized. The rest of the bill is to make

proveion to prevent any unjust use being
Of what I have read :

rovided that notice of the forged or unauthorized
dororseient is given to each such subsequent en-
af 5 er Within the time and in the inanner herein-
fror tentioned ; and any such person or endorser

'i hom said ainount has been received shall
en e the like right of recovery against any prior
en Orser subsequent to the forged or unauthorized

Orsement.

that notice inust be given within a rea-
e nable time. The substance of the proposed
ltXatinent is the law in ;most foreign coun-
res. and is the law likewise in the neigh-

ý0nri11g states. These are some of the
-'jections to the present law which we

ProPose to remove by the bill; first, the

existing enactment applies only to a cheque.
There is ao reason why the enactment should
be confined to cheques. A cheque is, by sec-
tion 73 of the Act, defined to be a bill of
exchange drawn on a bank payable on de-
mand. The enactment should cover a bill
of exchange, whether drawn on a bank or on
any other institution or person, and should
not be confined to bills payable on demand;
a bill payable at or after sight, or after
date, etc., should be included. A second
objection to the existing law is that it is
confined to the case of a forged endorse-
ment. There is no reason why this should
be so. A forged endorsement does not in
its result differ from an unauthorized endor-
sement, and the English Act covers both.
For example, where a clerk or agent of a
firm who was not authorized expressly or
impliedly to endorse bills for the firm chose
to do so and gave the money and misapplied
it. In a case of that kind there is no reason
why the same remedy should not exist at
the hands of the banker as in the case of
forgery. The existing enactment declares
that if the drawee of the cheque pays the
amount, &c., he shall have all the rights of
a holder in due course for the recovery back
of the amount so paid froin any endorser
who has endorsed the same subsequent to
the forged endorsement, &c. It will be
observed that the right to recover back is
given if the drawee pays. The English Act
contains the words " in good faith and in
the ordinary course of business," and I
propose that this be qualified in the Canadian
law.

Hn. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Is
there no right of that kind to recover ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am ex-
plaining that our present law does not ren-
der it necessary to show that payment was
made in good faith or in the ordinary course
of business. If a banker or any person else
on whom a bill is drawn is to be relieved
it should only be if he acted in good faith
and in the ordinary course of business.
If the "rights of a holder in due course,"
here referred to, are merely the ordinary
rights of a holder of a bill, they are confined
to a remedy upon the bill itself against the
prior endorsers. Now before the holder of
a bill can sue a prior endorser the bill must
have been presented for payment on the day
when due and must have been dishonoured
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and notice of the dishonour must have been
given within the limited time to the endorser
sued. If the section means this, then the
bank paying the cheque is practically given
no relief whatever, as the cheque was not
dishonoured, and in probably 99 cases out of
a 100 the forgery would not be dishonoured
in time to enable notice to be sent to the
endorser or person receiving the money. If
this is the effect of the section, then
it does not go far enough and gives no
practical relief. On the other hand, if the
section intends to give the bank paying the
cheque the right to recover back the amount
from the endorser, &c., without giving notice
within any limited time, then the section
goes too far. I do not know that I need
point out the other defects. In committee
of the whole I shall give any details that
may be desired and any further reasons
there may be for the provisions proposed.
I believe they will bring the law more
nearly in conformity with the English law
now, more nearly in conformity with the
commercial laws of countries generally, and
more nearly in conformity with what must
strike all as just rules on this subject.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

RED DEER VALLEY RAILWAY
AND COAL COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved the second
reading of Bill (K): " An Act to amend the
Acts relating to the Red Deer Valley Rail-
way and Coal Co." He said: This is a bill
for the purpose of extending the time for the
completion of this railway, and also an
amendment giving them the right to enter
Calgary by way of the Calgary and Edmon-
ton Railroad, as well as by way of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

MILITIA CONTINGENT BILL.

1ST, 2
ND AND 3 RD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (111): " An Act for
granting to Her Majesty the sum of $26,000
required for defraying certain expenses in
connection with the Militia Contingent to

be sent to England for the Jubilee of lier
Majesty in June, 1897."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the rules
be suspended so far as they relate to this
bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second and third times and
passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (51) " An Act respecting the Lange"-
burg and Southern Railway Company."'
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (52) " An Act respecting the James
Bay Railway Company." - (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.)

Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Medicile
Hat Railway and Coal Company.",-(Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington.)

The House was adjourned during pleasure.

BILLS ASSENTED TO.

After some time the House was resumed-

His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir
John Campbell Hamilton-Gordon, Earl Oe
Aberdeen ; Viscount Formartine, Baro'
Haddo, Methlic, Tarves and Kellie, in the
Peerage of Scotland ; Viscount Gordon Of
Aberdeen, Cour.ty of Aberdeen, in the Peer-
age of the United Kingdom; Baronet Of
Nova Scotia; Knight Grand Cross of Our
Most Distinguishe- Order of Saint Michael
and Saint George, &c., &c., Governor General
of Canada, being seated in the Chair on the
Throne,

The Honourable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons, and
acquaint that House-" It is His Excel-
lency's pleasure they attend him immediatelY
in this House."

Who, being come with their Speaker,

The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery read
the titles of the bills to be passed severallY
as follow:

An Act to incorporate the Royal Victoria Life
Insurance Company.
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c A1 Act respecting the Grand Trunk Railway
an1 P&y of Canada.

LAn Act for the relief of Adeline Myrtle Tuckett

pln Act respecting the Welland Power and Sup-Py Canal Comfpany. Limited.
Ri Act respecting the River St. Clair Railway
ridge and Tunnel Company.

Act to incorporate the Methodist Trust Fireurance Company.
Act respecting the Dominion Building and
Association.n Act respecting the Canadian General Electric

inpany, Limited.
thAn Act to confer certain powers on the Board for
P e Management of the Temporalities Fund of the
thee Yterian Church of Canada in connection with

Churcl of Scotland.
C Act respecting the Ontario Pacific Railway
to thP y3, and to change the nane of the company

thtawa and New York Railway Company.
CA Act respecting the Canada Atlantic Railway

orpany.

il Ac respecting the Atikokan Iron Range
iCompany.

r t respecting the Niagara Grand IslandIRige Company.

To these bills the Royal Assent was
Pronounced by the Clerk of the Senate in
the Words following:-

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 31st May, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (71) "An Act respecting the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (72) "An Act respecting the Lake
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company."-
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (19) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba and South-eastern Railway."-(Mr.
Bernier.)

Bill (33) " An Act respecting the Calgary
and Edmonton Railway Company."--(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Sier Majesty's n Bill (54) " An Act renpecting the North
Governer General name, His Excellency the American Life Assurance Company."-(Mr.doth assent to these bills. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the

leoUse of Commons addressed His Excel-
ncy the Governor General as follows:

Y rr PLEASE YouR EXCELLENCY:

8The Comimons of Canada have voted certain
dehies required to enable the Government to

ray the expenses of the Public Service.
1u the nane of the Commons, I present to your
Ihelency the following bill:-An Act for grant-for d e -r Majesty the sum of $26,000, required

the 1rayig certain expenses in connection with
the ilitia Contingert to be sent to England for
Whi chbilee of Her Majesty in June, 1897, to

e bill I humbly request Your Excellency's

To this bill the Clerk of the Senate, by
a' Excellency's command, did thereupon

G Rer Majesty's naine, His Excellency the
Overnor General thanks her loyal subjects,

accepta their benevolence, and assents to this bill.

After which His Excellency the Governor
Geeneral was pleased to retire, and the HouseCommrnons withdrew.

The Senate adjourned.

Bill (58) " An Act respecting the Temis-
couata Railway Company."-(Mr. McMil-
lan.)

Bill (80) " An Act to revive and amend
the Act respecting the Quebec Bridge Com-
pany."-(Mr. Landry.)

Bill (105) " An Act to amend the Act
respecting the protection of navigable
waters."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (91) "An Act respecting the Sun
Life Insurance Company of Canada."-(Mr.
Ogilvie.)

Bill (40) "An Act to incorporate the
Maritime Milling Company, Limited."-(Mr.
Power.)

Bill (17) " An Act to incorporate the
Winnipeg, Duluth and Northern Railway
Company."-(Mr. Boulton.)

Bill (55) "An Act to incorporate the
Minden and Muskoka Railway Company."-
(Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (49) " An Act respecting the Riche-
lieu and Lake Memphremagog Railway
Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)
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Bill (103) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Fire Insurance Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed).

Bill (73) "An Act to incorporate the
Kaslo and Lardo Duncan Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. McInnes, B.C.)

Bill (43) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Southern Railway Company."-(Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, June 1, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES.

Rules 49, 50, 53 and 54 having been sus-
pended in so far as they related to certain
bills,

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) said:-
Hon. gentlemen will observe the wholesale
suspension of rules with reference to many
bills from the other chamber. It is all
owing to the conflict between our rules and
the rules of the House of Commons. The
House of Commons rules only require notice
in the Canada Gazette, while ours require
notice in all the provinces where the bills
are going to operate, and many people simply
look at the rules of the House of Commons
and present petitions accordingly, and the
result is that all this conflict takes place. I
would suggest that we should appoint a com-
mittee to confer with the House of Commons
so that we can arrange the same rules for
both Houses. As it is now, all this suspen-
sion of the rules takes place on account of
the difference in the rules of the Houses. I
do not know what would be the best way of
removing the difficulty, but I think a con-
ference would be desirable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I was under the im-
pression that an advertisement in the Canada
Gazette applied equally to both Houses.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-So it
does, but under our rule notice must be given

in every province where the bill is going tO
operate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But I have alwaYs
understood that the interpretation put by the
House of Commons Committee on the rule,
or on the advertisement, was that they mus'
advertise in the different provinces where the
enterprise is to be carried on.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C).-No.
About twenty bills were brought up here
to-day, and they passed the Commons, and
were only advertised in the Gazette.

HER MAJESTY'S JUBILEE.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is, I
am sure, the common sentiment of all of Ils
that the Parliament of Canada should, 0
behalf of the Canadian people, unite with
the other parliaments and legislatures and
peoples of the Empire in presenting congrat-
ulations to our Gracious Sovereign on the
happy event of her attaining by the good
Providence of God the sixtieth year of ler
Reign-the longest and most glorious reign
in our nation's history; glorious as regards
progress in everything which constitutes a
nation's greatness and a people's well-beilg•
As respects our Queen herself, Canadians
rejoice to recognize her many excellences;
the practical wisdom and prudence which
during all her long reign she has manifested;
her unceasing interest in the welfare of ber
subjects everywhere ; the noble examuple
which she has always shown to them and to
the world ; and the good influence which she
has exerted as a Christian, as a sovereign, as
a wife, a mother and a personal friend. 1
am about to move, seconded by my hol.
friend opposite, that an humble address be
presented to Her Majesty giving expression
to these sentiments.

One delightful thing about Her Majest's
long reign is, that compared with any sifi-
lar period of British history, her reign Of
sixty years has been pre-eminently a Reign Of
Peace. There has, during her time, beeln
but one war between Great Britain and alY
European nation; and it is specially pleasant
here in Canada to remember that the tWO
countries to which the great majority of Ou'r
people belong by birth or descent were in
that war allies, and that throughout the
war British and French soldiers fought side
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bY side in common cause. It is pleasant
for us furter to remember that between
the two nations there has been peace for
eighty years and more; that for as long a
tle there has been peace with the neigh-
houring Republic also; and peace with all
Other nations of the world which have any
colsiderable representation in our popula-
tion. Need I say that every Christian hopes
and prays that this peace may be lasting ?
it Was as a step towards making it so that
the Official representatives of Great Britain
and the United States recently agreed on a
treaty which provided for the settlement of
future differences by arbitration instead of

war, and good men and good women of
both nations rejoiced greatly when the
agreement came to their knowledge. Un-
happily, the treaty has not been accepted

y one of the representative bodies
Whose concurrence is necessary on the part
of Our neighbours. But it is the glory of
OUr nation, that its Queen and its parlia-
Tnlents and its peoples hailed the agreement
with unanimous approval. If it had gone
into effect there was and is every reason to
believe that the example would soon have
been followed by other civilized nations;
and the time thus hastened, of which the
1oly Book speaks, when men everyWhere
shall beat their swords into ploughshares,
and their spears into pruning hooks; when

ation shall no longer lift up sword against
ation; and men shall not have occasion to,

learn the art of war any more. Meanwhile
Our nation stands as high as it ever did in
ability to cope with foreign foes whoever

ney may be; and in ability to maintain
te country's high position in the world.

The number of its people and the resources
Of the empire have, during the sixty years,
ilncreased relatively more than those of the
Other nations of Europe; and the nation has
"ot fallen behind in anything of what in
Tnodern warfare is necessary or useful for
attack or defence ; but its people, I hope, do
rlot love war as in less enlightened times
they may have done ; nor do other civilized
Peoples. Men of patriotism and humanity
and intelligence everywhere, realize more
than in former times what a dire calamity a
great war is ; that it is a calamity generally
t both the successful nation and the unsuc-
cessful. They realize how burdensome to a
nation is the cost of war ; how intense the
Individual sufferings which it occasions; how
great and extensive the miseries which it

creates on both sides; and, above all, how
it intensifies and perpetuates international
hates; and what a setting back it generally
gives to human progress.

I have said that the Queen's reign as com-
pared with any previous period of the same
length has been a Reign of Peace. It has
also been to the nation a reign of great ma-
terial and moral progress. The territory of
the empire has been greatly extended; its
population has enormously increased ; and
its wealth has multiplied, and has at the
same time become somewhat more widely
diffused. Of territory, several million square
miles have been added to the empire, part
in Asia, and part in Africa. Russia is the
only country in the world which now com-
pares with it in extent ; and the area of
even Russia is somewhat less. As regards
population, the advance is still more striking.
It is a common notion that on this side of
the Atlantic alone nowadays do cities grow
much. But take some of the great cities of
England. During Her Majesty's reign the
population of London proper has increased
from 1,700,000 to about 5,000,000; Liver-
pool has grown from 200,000 to 600,000;
Manchester from 220,000 to 405,000 ; New-
castle from 68,000 to 190,000 and so on.
Take the Island of Great Britain as a whole,
its population has more than doubled during
this one reign. Or addingIreland, the popu-
lation of the United Kindom has advanced
from 26 millions to 40 millions, or nearly
double, notwithstanding a large emigration.
Such has been the ad vance of population.
In developed wealth, the increase has been
much greater. If in the Queen's reign the
population of the British Islands taken to-
gether has increased from 26 to 40 millions
or about 50 per cent, their wealth according
to the best estimates has increased during
the same period, not by 50 per cent, but by
not less than 200 per cent, and even accord-
ing to some estimates, by not less than 300
per cent. The exports and imports are in
value about five times or perhaps six times
what they were in 1837. An interesting
illustration of the comparative wealth of the
nation is, that while nearly all other nations
have in the present generation increased
their debts with appalling rapidity, Great
Britain since the Crimean war has actually
paid off nearly £160,000,000 of her debt.
She paid off £8,500,000 in the fiscal year
just terminated. Her credit as a nation
stands at this day higher than it has ever
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done before, and higher than that of any more, and the power of 30,000 forses, and
other country. Besides the money needed making the passage in less than six days.
for her own domestic and national uses her So again, in the early years of Her Majesty's
people have been able to lend to other nations reign the commercial steamfleet of the
upwards of £2,000.000,000 sterling. It is a nation had an aggregate capacity of 87,000
matterforpatrioticrejoicingthat thus in spite tons, now its aggregate capacity is nearly
of partial and severe trade depression and six million tons. Another illustration of
other drawbacks, every test of national pros- the changes in this department is, that
perity continues to indicate a high standard while in 1837 ships were almost exclusivelY
and steady progress of well-being in the built of wood, now every vessel of any size
beloved parent land. is built of iron or steel.

Look for a moment at some of the more Going on to some of the other great facts
prominent matters in the nation's progress. which distinguish the present year as con-
Take railways. It was in Her Majesty's pared with sixty years ago, there is the tele-
reign that there was opened the first im- graph. Accustomed as most men now living
portant British railway on which the loco- have been to there being telegraph lines
motion was by steam; and now the British everywhere, it is difficult for them to realize
Islands alone have over 20,000 miles of rail- that sixty years ago there was not one elec-
way; and the railways in the great colonies tric telegraph line in the Empire. Now,
and possessions of the Empire aggregate a these lines are everywhere in the United
still larger niileage. The total expenditure Kingdom, and are in all other parts of the
on the railways of Great Britain before Her Empire as well, facilitatingbusiness, facilitat-
Majesty came to the throne had been £30,- ing travelling, facilitating communication
000,000 stirling. The capital now invested for all purposes, bringing every part of the
in its railways is estimated at seven times kingdom within an hour or so of every other
that sum, or £200,000,000 stirling. The part, and closely connecting with the parent
investments in Canadian railways are as land its most distant colonies and posses-
great ; not to speak of other parts of the sions. To such a condition has the telegraph
Empire. from time to time been improved that it has

Take again the case of ocean steamships, become practicable to send on one wire si.
which during Her Majesty's reign have come messages at the same time-three each way
to be regarded as a necessity of ocean navi- -and to send th3m with a speed of 600
gation for both passengers and ·freight. I words a minute; while a speed of 400 words
allude to this subject with all the greater a minute is said to be usual. When such
interest because the first steamship which facts are first related the imagination almost
steamed across the Atlantic was one of fails to take them in. The invention of the.
Canadian build and Canadian ownership- telephone followed that of the telegraph, and
the " Royal William." This occurred shortly is still more wonderful; and there are other
before Her Majesty came to the throne, and well known applications of electricity during
some years before the Atlantic was crossed this reign no less wonderful and beneficial
by the " Great Western" and the " Sirius" - than the telegraph and the telephone.
the steamships which I believe are usually Amongst the many other striking examples
assumed in Britaintohave beenthefirststeam- of national progresa during ler Majesty 5
ships that successfully performed the voyage. reign, I do not know one more important
Of these three ships the " Royal William" or more significant than the Penny Postage
was a ship of but 363 tons; her engines were system of Britain, and the three-cent posk
of but 200 horse power; and she took 19 age system of Canada. A penny now carnes
days to make the trip f rom Pictou to London. a letter from one end of the United Kingdom
The " Sirius " was double the size and had to the other; and in Canada three cents
double the power of her Canadian prede- carry a letter f rom any part of Canada tO
cessor, her tonnage being 700 tons, and her any other part of Canada or any part of the
engines having the power of 700 horses; she United States. The old postage rates are
made the trip from Cork to New York in forgotten by the present generation, but
18 days. All three ships were wonders. some of us recollect when in Canada it cost
The steamships now crossing the Atlantic us 7j cents to send a single letter sixty miles
are very giants in comparison ; some of or any less distance, however short. The
them having a tonnage of 12,000 tons or charges increased with the distances; and
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with the rates then charged a letter froin Britain has more than doubled since Her
lalifax to Vancouver would cost nearer $3 Majesty came to the throne, the number of
than 3 cents. High rates are to a large extent paupers in the island receiving relief from
aitar to correspo'ndence ; cheap postage faci- the poor rates bas not only not increased,

tites trade, promotes friendly communica- but has actually diminished by several

h,, and makes life more comfortable in ai thousand persons ; the number of poor re-
thundred ways. Its value to the people of ceiving relief sixty years ago was upwards
the motherland is illustrated by the fact of eleven hundred thousand and by
that 18 times as many letters are annually the last returns the number bas gone down
delivered now as were sixty years ago. In to eight hundred thousand. It is lamentable
9anada the increase has been still greater, that there should be so many as even this
I c f'Oýt very much greater. reduced number. The future, however, is

1in the case of these great departments of hopeful. I see no reason why the diminution
Progress and of many others, it is delightful should not go on until, for those able and
sh know that ail classes of the comnunity willing to work, poverty shall have disap-
Share the advantages, both directly and peared from the earth. Who does not wish
nedirectly. The progress made in so many that this may be soon ? The education of
tudenterprises has afforded to multi- the people is calculated to greatly help this
tudes of the people new avenues of employ- much desired result ; and increased atten-

ent, and, to multitudes more, has afforded tion to the education of the masses is being

h vantages, directly or indirectly, in a given everywhere throughout the British
pndred other ways. Looking at the devel- Empire. Take on this subject the case of
ped wealth of the country as a whole, it is England. It was in Her Majesty's reign

thappy circumstance to know that, while that the Imperial Parliament made its first
t wealth is still in fewer hands than every state grant for promoting education, and the

itelligelt lover of his race vould like it to amount of it was but £30,000 sterling. Now
has the comparative number of the wealthy the annual state grants in England are near-
as largely increased during the last sixty ly £9,000,000 sterling; and the chief benefit

Years both in the old lands and in the rest of this large sum goes to the poorer classes
Of the Empire the number of persons of of the British community.inoderate means has increaed still more; More important still than ail these mat-and, what is much more important than ters is the progress of the nation in religion
e' en these facts, the condition of wage- and morality. If there is more infidelity
aore tha s greatly inmproved. Statistics now than there was sixty years ago, there is

IV that, in proportion to the population, still more of deep faith in Christianity, more
o10re persons of the class of wage-earners of spiritual life, more of religious zeal, more

get employnent than in former days ; and, of active morality, and more liberality in
when enmployed, most of them, as a rule, contributing to religious objects. There

ceive higher wages than they used to do. never was a time which more abounded than
. addition to this, the money they receive do ail these to-day in the British Empire.r their work in the old land has a greater One of the signs and results of this state ofPnrchasing power therethanthe sane amount things is furnished by the criminal statistics.

noney had sixty years ago. The conse- Thus, shortly before Her Majesty's reign
qaence is, that in the old land the wage- began, the conviet population of Greatefirners or working classes are better fed and Britain was estimated at 50,000. The popu-
better lothed than they were before Her lation of the country bas doubled since then,eajesty's reign; that they are also being but instead of the number of the convict
for r educated, and thereby better prepared population having doubled, and being now
for the battle of life, and better fitted, too, 100,000, the number bas actually dwindledfhithe riglit exercise of the political power to 6,500 ; and this number includes convicts
rhic , in this auspicious reign, they have who are out on tickets of leave.
received. In Canada, the masses are, I During the last sixty or seventy years,ecme, taking ail things into consideration, the imperial parliament has passed very

better off now than in the parent land. much valuable legislation. Of the measures
hs a further illustration of the progress so passed none are more important than

k we rejoice over, it is interesting to those for the extension of the franchise to

2hat, though the population of Great which Her Majesty bas given her assent
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and thus made law. These measures have
extended the frapchise far beyond what
had previously been accomplished by
the celebrated Reform Bill of 1832, though,
that bill was regarded by many at the
time as revolutionary, and by its illus-
trious author as at ail events a fin-
ality. The extension of the sufirage in the
fatherland is leading, in connection with
other causes, to increased thought being
given by an increasd number of capable and
benevolent thinkers to the condition and
improvement of the masses. Common sense
rejects many of the theoretical schemes and
suggestions of socialists and others, but
humanity hopes that the problem may not
be found insoluble of ameliorating much
further than hitherto the condition of the
masses. and therein of affording full employ-
ment at fair wages for all men and women
able and willing to work. In the interest
of humanity all of us would like to believe
that the solution is not only practicable, but
is not far distant.

I have so far been speaking chiefly of the
Empire as a whole, or of that part of it
which to most of us is the Motherland. Let
me say a few more words about our portion
of the Empire. Canada has had its share
in the sixty years' race of progress. What
was the condition of Canada when our Queen
came to the throne? This great territory
which is now Canada consisted then of some
scattered provinces, and of a vast unde-
veloped and unsettled territory outside of
these provinces. The provinces had but little
intercourse with one another, and I am afraid
felt but little interest either. In one of the
two greatest of them there were racial antag-
onisms of the bitterest and most formidable
kind. Lower Canada had then a population
considerably greater than Upper Canada had,
and politically and socially almost all the
French-speaking population were on one
side, and almost all the English-speaking
population were on the other. That miser-
able condition of things has since passed
away, to the advantage of all ; a large degree
of mutual esteem and respect now prevails
amongst the different races which compose
our population ; and mutual good will is
increasing amongst us year by year. As
bearing on this subject let me, as a Can-
adian of British ancestry and a Protest-
ant, say here that some of the most
patriotic, loyal, amiable and able men that
I have ever met in public life have been

French Canadians and Roman Catholics.
There was no such race antagonism in the
other provinces as there was in Lower
Canada, but there was in them all much
political discontent. In both Upper and
Lower Canada the discontent broke out il
rebellion on the part of a portion o• the
inhabitants. There was certainly much
reason for the discontent, though most Of
us think that rebellion was not the remedy.
There was no responsible government in anY
of the provinces. The wishes of the people
expressed in a lawful way through their
elected representatives in maitters of both
legislation and executive government were
disregarded. The legislative council of every
province-the second chamber-consisted
wholly of nominees of the governor of the
province, or of the English governnent
looking on at a distance of 3,000 miles, and
was often or generally not in sympathy with
the sentiments of the people of the province,
and vetoed the legislation which the people's
elected representatives desired. Then again,
the executive administration of . public
affairs was wholly in the hands of persons
owing no responsibility to the people. The
people or their representatives had no control
over appointnents to the legislative council
or to other public offices. The proper
method of governing British colonies wias
not then understood. It has been learned
during Her Majesty's reign; home rule is
its principle ; and home rule was established
in the British provinces not long after Her
Majesty had begun to reign. The first step
towards it in Biitish America was the union
of the provinces of Upperand Lower Canada;
responsible government was soon afterwards
conceded to the united province, and subse-
quently to the other provinces. The provinces
thereby became self governing ; and it is an
historical fact that f rom that time disloyalty,
and discontent with the political situation,
gradually disappeared, It was in about the
middle of Her Majesty's reign that the next
great movement in the constitutional historY
of the country took place, the Confeder-
ation of all the provinces of British North
America except Newfoundland. The Con-
federation was at first of the three princi-
pal provinces only, and these became one
Canada. The remaining British territorY
was soon afterwards added by the
Imperial Parliament without money and
without price; British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island successively joined the
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Confederation afterwards; and the result There has been a remarkable increase
is that Canada now has an area capable of in other grains also; and in agricultural
naintaining a great nation; an area equal products generally ; an enormous increase
or more than e(ual in extent to the area of likewise of timber eut in our forests, of
the United States ; and nearly as large as minerals taken from our mines, and of fish
the whole of Europe, the seat of so many taken from our waters ; and an increase
great nations. Our constitution was of our also of goods manufactured in the country.
Own choosing and preparing, but its franers Take a few other particulars of progress.
Were human and could not foresee all the Sixty years ago there were but fourteen
future resuits of the provisions of the Con- miles of railway in all Canada-one can
stitutional Act. Some of us think that our hardly realize the fact. This was the rail-
30 years' experience of the working of the way from Laprairie to St. Johns, which was

anadian constitution has shown it to have opened in July, . 1838. Now, there are
defects which might and should be removed; 16,000 miles in operation in Canada ; and
and sorne of us-a minority in this honour- a thousand million dollars have been expend-
able Rouse-think that the laws passed dur- ed in building and equipping these railways.
1'g the 18 ye irs of continuous rule by one Then again, sixty years ago Canada had
of our political parties were not always not a single steamship on the route between
Such as they ought to have been; and that Canada and Europe; for the " Royal
the administration of public affairs during William," on arriving in England, was sold
the saine period was-not what it should there, and was put by the purchasers on
have been. But I refer to these things now other and better paying ocean routes. Now
for the purpose only of adding that, however Canada has 14 distinct lines of steamships
Strongly some of us feel these matters, we crossing the Atlantic to and from the ports
at the same time feel and rejoice to acknow- of Montreal and Quebec.
ledge that even with the constitution un- Another of the many striking illustrations
amliended, no country or state has a constitu- of Canadian progress is furnished by the

oIn which on the whole is superior to ours; postage systein of which I have said some-
that none has a better parliament than our thing already. Take one fact of many. It
Parlianent is notwithstandinig what we con- was in 1851 that the control of the postal
Sider its defects and shortcomings; and that system was transferred by the Imperial
nonie has on the whole a superior body of government to the provinces, and a reduced
legislation take it all in all. rate adopted of 5 cents per ý oz. on letters.

,,If as some of us think, many things Subsequently the rate was further reduced
oave in past days been faulty on the part to 3 cents. The number of letters which
of parliament and government, and if we had previously been sent through the post
think that our prosperity has thereby office annually was 86 thousand ; the num-
been much less than it might have 1een, ber now is 115 millions. In other words
Yet, we rejoice as Canadians that, not- while the population has little more than
Withstanding all drawbacks and difficulties, doubled the number of letters sent has in-
things are not worse than they are, creased more than 1,300 times. Think
and that during Her Majesty's reign of all that is implied in this enormous in-
Canada has been going ahead in con- crease of correspondence, both as aflecting
Stitutional freedom, in extent of territory, business of every kind, and as affecting
and in most other important respects ; and friendly communion among our people.
that its progress las not been slight, if not There has been a like enormous increase in
"0 great as was hoped. In illustration, take newspapers. The number sent through the
Our growth in population. This has been post office previous to its transfer to provin-
ess than we had all hoped for and expected. cial management was 101,000 ; it is now 124
but yet, from 1,400,000, which was the po- millions-an increase almost as great as in
Pulation when our Queen's reign began, it the case of letters. Newspapers, take them
has become five millions. What the all in all, are valuable educators of the people.
Population produces year by year lias in- In other educational agencies also there has
ereased far more than the population has been great progress ; and the results are
The wheat now raised every year is said to illustrated by the agreeable and promising
. e forty times what the territory which fact that while the number of children
18 now Canada produced sixty years ago. attending school 60 years ago in the whole

26J
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territory, which is now Canada was 92,000, your loyal Canadian people joined those of other
the number now is nearly a million, or say parts of the empire in expressing their heartfelt
10 times the number attending school 60 ae et the grace of G4odthenation hadfor hialf a century enjoyed the inestimable beetit
years ago. of yoir Majesty*s constitutional and belieticient

Canadians are a mixed people. Besides the rie, they stated their earnest hope that your
two great nations from which most of our Majesty minght be spared for manv more years tO

population is derived, there is amongst us a reign over lo su s , and to-dal wae con-
representation of many other nations and tenplate with renewed satisfaction the fact that
races ; and all our people, to whatever your Majesty is still the head of the state. Not
nationality or race they belong, unite in onlly have none of your illustrious predecessors sat
respect and affection towards our countr 's on the throne of our country for so extended a

period, but im the history of the nations of theQueen. We all believe and know that she world few monarchs have ruled so long, and nione
has been a blessing to the nation. And not have been so universally honoured and reverei.
to our nation alone. By her wisdom and Looking back across the sixty years which lave
thoughtfulness and firnness, she bas repeat- elapsedi since yonr Majesty ascended the throne,

e n r it is impossible not to be iimpressed with the
edly been instrumental in preventing war, immense strides which during that periol have
from which the nations engaged, including been made by the civilized world iii all that coi-
our own, could not but have suffered much, stitutes the moral, intellectual and physical well-
tbe victors as well as the v hd. fer ,eing of nankinîd. The Gospel of our IDivinethas a h (luised. Teaclier has been preached i the renotest coriiers
own subjects in every land she bas cared for of the earth ; teniperance in all things lias becomne
and loved, as they have loved and revered more than at any previous period an accepted rile
her. She has rejoiced when they have re- of humian conduct ; more adequate proviioni has
joiced, and bas sorrowed when they have been made for suffering humanity ; the ainis-

shae tration of justice has been placed upon a iioresorrowed. In every relation of life, sbe bias humane and otherwise satisfactory basis ; great
been an example ot gooc as regards every advances have beei made in science and the arts ;
duty. Those who have been her constitu- and the literature of the Victoriai eia surpasses
tional advisers, and thus been brought into tlat of any fomer period in brealtli of thoughtaii( genemal excellencue, as w~eii as iii Vohtuie an"
closer intinacy with her, in public matters, p appreciatioi. Iy the establishment Of
than others, testify to ber keen sagacity, maiiway ant steansliip comunication, the natlg-
her clear intellect, and the careful personid uration of a inprovel postal systeni, the inveli

b~ ~ ~~ý to-llcafis tioji of the electrie telegrap)h anid teleplîoîîe, asattention which she gives to public afairs. te geera iitilizatio of electri power
In executing the functions of her high office,
sle bas adapted herself frankly and cordially comfort aîd coneiee of the people have beel
to the requireinents of popular government, iiinieisely increaset. Duriig the saine period the
and she has thereby, as well as by ber whole empire las beei enlarged, aîd its scatterel nel-and rivte,'reai srenth-bers brouglit into more intiniate felioNvshl w ithconduct publi and private, greatly strenth- nother lad. Yor
ened the British monarchy in the estimation \ajestys voloiies in North Aiîîerica have !vltl,
of ber people. Nor is it only amongst ber bààt mie exception, heen graduially coîsolidated
own people that she is held in higli regard , to a îîîiitet Donion, the people of whichiave
but also in every civilized nation in the eii, Ioîtl o he cotne o beait

an thes loyea fture racte aictra p eo rasovi furasse

worldt monarcical and republican. Wben to tb of t

in God's good. time Her Majesty shall bave . We trust that wve, andi your NIajestyýs subjects
passed froin this world to anotiier, she wil in other parts of the empire, ay contiue for

So uly years to cole to ejoy the beefit of yolrgracios and peaceful n me; ani we earinesly priay
Queen Victoria. In comînon witb British that He wvho is the suprenie King of kiiîgs miaY
subjects everywhere, Canadians thank God eîîdow yoîîr Nlajesty witlî every iilessingf iii what
for the long, andi bessed reign of Canada's remans to youi of this life, atI yith eerlasting
Queen. felicity in the life to conie.

To 1he t Mast Excelent lIac.ieyw llon. Mr. MASSON- l in cominon with
other meanibers of the Senate wo remained

MOST GILIcIous SOVEREIO seated during the reading of the address, do
'Ne, yoiur Majesty's royal andi dutiful smîjects, not wishi it to lie understood. that w-e wisbe3I

the Senbate and of Canada in Parlia- to sbow any-disrepect in remaininte in Our
nient assenibled, ieg to offeo our sincere congratu- seats. think the proper course is not to
lations on the happy coînpletion. of the sixtieth rise. The bon. gentleman speaking, is iv
year if your auspicious reign.ic

\\'lien, on the uiebiorable occasion of your ing tbe address, and tis is simp y a otion.
Majesty's olden Jubile, t e representatives of I wis to iake this explanation because
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soine of the members of the Senate remained of any project of law or of policy, which in
seated. the opinion of her legitinate advisers, was

for the good of her people or the strength
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- of her empire ? We must not suppose that

11oniourable gentleinen, in seconding the the Queen's authority is small or that it
otion for this address to Her Majesty, 1, cannot be exercised. No public man who
Cominon with the Minister of Justice who bas had any experience or bas studied our

has 'noved it and many others present, have constitution can be ignorant of the ever alive
heen privileged to live through the long and ever present powers of the Crown.
Period of the Queen's reign and, therefore, The reign of George III. was marked by
have been a witness of ail the memorable constant personal rule and constant conlicts
events we now desire to commemorate, and with ministers. The reign of George the
to which the honourable mover of the IV. was marked by the King's determined
address called attention. There is also this hostility to measures which the good sense
som'evhat pathetic element in this celebra- of later generations approved of as essential.

, namely : That in the nature of things The reign of William the IV. was marked
%e must contemplate the close, at a by the King's very vigorous hostility to the
Period whih after sixty years of rule we popular demand for enlargement of the fran-
sincerely hope to be remote, of one of the chise, which aroused bitter and dangerous
lýOst memorable, and beyond all the most ill feeling among his subjects. But during
lIeneficient reigns in our history. It was the reign of Victoria, Her Majesty bas never

t'e oast of one of the Roman emperors stood in the way of what the general opinion
aIt he found the city brick and left it of the country considered the path of pro-

fnarblie. His boast was confined to a single gress. Her Majesty bas been indeed a great
city, vhich, great as it was, vas yet but a stateswoman. All the qualities which we
sniall part of the empire over which be usually attribute to a great statesman have
ruled. Queen Victoria, if in the mood for been and are hers. To be patriotic-to be

asting, might exclaim, that she found humane-to be far-seeing--to be industrious
ber empire comparatively veak and will -to have knowledge, courage, convictions
eave it widespread and strong beyond the and faith-to be conciliatory-to be fond of
rearns of any Roman ruler of them all. peace, yet ever ready for war-to be prompt
t would be gross flattery to contend that and vigorousindefence of the national honour

e progress of the empire to greatness was -to be sincere and sympathetic in regard
ue to the special or exclusive exercise of to national sufferings, whether at home or

the Queen's abilities. That progress bas abroad-these are some of the attributes of
heen the result of the labours of statesmen statesmanship, and with pride we may assert
anl Soldiers, of merchants and missionaries, 1 that Queen Victoria possesses them all.
th anufacturer and traders, of those The leader of the government in this

at go down to the sea in ships, and House bas already given us in his address a
those who have felled the forests and relation. in brief, of the great progress the
tilled the fields all over the empire. empire and the colonies have made during

1ut it may be claimed for the Queen that Her Majesty's reign. It is not necessary
she bas been one of the hardest labourers that I should follow him and repeat that
iln the common cause of an advancing British tale of material progress, so great and
civilization. She lias utilized the genius and so rapid, that language and figures
ecCOnciled the jealousies of statesmen. She fail to give it fit utterance. There
bas watched keenly the career and rewarded are many amongst us still who remem-
the labour of soldiers. She bas encouraged ber how at the commencement of Her
enterprise ; and ber authority bas followed Majesty's reikn, this country was in the
and protected the pioneer, the settler, the throes of a disastrous rebellion. Now, the
huisbandman, in every region which bas been contingent which will represent Canada at

ed by their labours. More than this the Jubilee Celebration will represent one
nay be said. Is it not true that in of the most loyal portions of the empire.
a long reign of sixtv vears the Queen's There are still more who remember that
lame, the Queen's influence, the Queen's at a later period the vast region of India
authority have never been exercised to was ablaze with revolt. To-day, the con-
Postpone or prevent the accomplishment tingent from India will represent the
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vastest population of loyal people-suffering Canadian land was suffering from a serious
though they have been-that any monarch agitation, but the agitation soon passed
ever ruled. away, and with peace the country advanced

There are those who remember that at in the path of prosperity and extension, sO
the beginning of the Queen's reign, the much so that we can boast to-day of beiig
Australasian Colonies had hardly begun to the jewel colony of England. Loyalty lias
exist. To-day they are the homes of large also increased in the hearts of every class
populations, vigorous, progressive and loyal, and of every citizen. But the French Can-
having survived and surmounted the perils adians did not wait until this reign to give
to which ambitious young nationalities are tokens of their loyalty to the new flag which
exposed. We all can read, and many can re- floated over their beads. At the tinie of
member, how at the commencement of the the Anerican revolution, while the Ne'e
Queen's reign she was but a young girl England colonies hauled down the BritiSh
taking her place, alone, inexperienced and flag, the French Canadians remained loyal
timid upon the throne. After sixty years and went to the fi-ont, and in fact saved
filled with many joys and sorrows, Her Canada to England. Again, in 1812 and
Majesty is once more (as she bas been 1813. their loyalty was put to test and again
these many years) alone, but with an ex- it proves to be true loyalty, and through
perience, knowledge and wisdom greater that loyalty this country of ours could re-
than are possessed by any of those who may main a portion of the empire. On one oc-
form ber government. Then, she had to casion it was said that the last shot that
receive counsel and advice. iNow she can i will be fired in defence of the British flag or,
confer them. Then, she depended for sup- this continent will be fired by a French
port upon the loyal assistance of statesnen Canadian. And to-day, should a plebiscite
and the loyal devotion of her people. be taken, the French Canadians would de-
Now, she is in a position still to command clare their satisfaction to remain under the
that assistance and that devotion in an flag which protects their nation. When we
ampler ineasure. Sixty years of rule en- remember the personal influence of ler
able ber to recall with pride the faithfulniess Majesty, her solicitude for the welfare of
of her people. Sixty years of experience her people, it seems to me a proper occasion
enable the people to recalil with pride the to express a wish, in connection with the
roy-al devotion of their Queen. In common agitation which is now prevailing in the
with hon. gentlenien opposite, in common land. In the distant province of Manitoba,
with all the people of this country, I a portion of Her Majesty's subjects are
and those with whon I act, have peculiar denied the enjoyment of well defined rights
pleasure in giving assistance in the pas- and liberties. Let us hope that ler Majesty,
sing of this address by which we recog- before handing over tolersuccessorsthe reins
nize and commemorate the sixtieti year of of power, will deer it worthy of ber solici
Her Majesty's glorious and beneficent reign. tude to accord to that portion of ber loyal
With unfeigned pleasure and devotion to subjects that justice wbich always engenders
the throne, and a sincere wish that Her peace, and thus endear herseif ah the more
Majesty mnay long be spared to reign over to us.
a happy and contented people, I second
the motion. T

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-(in French)-It Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved:
is not often that the French language is That the said Addr-ss be engrossed, aiîd that
heard in this chamber. When I have occa- lii Honou-, tie Speaker, do sign the saine Of'
sion to speak, I generally address the House behaif of the Senate.
in the language of the majority ; however, Hon. Mi. MACDONALD (B.C.> The
this is, it seems to me, an occasion when the bouse bas been completely t&ken by surs
populations who enjoy the protection of the in this matter. There bas been no notice
British flag should express in their native of motion, and many senators who mit
languages their sincere homage to the woman have spoken on this subject are quite unpre
and to the Queen who bas for the last 60 pared. I find the mover and the seconder
years, adorned the British Throne. When of the motion fully prepared to do justice to
lier Majesty ascended tbe tbrone, our the Hubject. It is placing the bouse at g
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disadvantage to spring the matter upon us
Without notice.

1on. 31r. MILLER-The usual parlia-
4uentary course in a matter of this kind is
for the address to be moved by the leader ofthe governmient in this House and seconded
by the leader of the opposition, and the
dscussion has been confined to them.

The motion was agreed to.
1 On. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved:
VThat a Message be sent to the House of Coin-

1
i1Ons by one of the Masters of Chancery, to

acqlaint that House that the Senate has voted the
sail Address to Her Most Gracious Majesty, and
to request their concurrence.

lue said :-In reply to my hon. friend
roIn British Colunibia, I may state that I

found on inquiry that no notice had been
given of the address passed ten years ago.
The debate on that occasion was confined to
the mlover and seconder, and I thought that
that was the usual course.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (86) " An Act respecting La Banque
u Peuple."-(Ir. Forget.)
Bill (82) "An Act to incorporate the

'Iiming Development and Advisory Corpor-
ation of British America."-(Mr Lougheed.)

Bill (64) " An Act to incorporate the
Br;tish Yukon Mining, Trading and Trans-
Portation Company."--( Mr. McInnes, B.C.)

Bill (70) " An Act respecting the Great
orth-west Central Railway Company."-

(Mr. Clenow.)

Bill (109) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
and Gatineau Valley Railway Company."-
(Ir. Clemow.)

Bill (104) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
Gas Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (87) " An Act to incorporate the
Columbia River Bridge Company."-(Mr.

cInnes, B.C.)

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL
QUESTION.

INQUIRY.

lion. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
1. Did the present governiment, or any niember

Of the present adninistration, upon learning of the
senchng of an Apostolic Delegate to Canada, enter

into communication with the government of Mani-
toba and ask or suggest to it the convenience or
the expediency of delaying the adoption of the law
giving force and effect to the Laurier- reenway
compromise with respect to the school question ?

2. As one of the parties to the conpromnise, was
the Federal government able to nanifest to the
governmnent of Manitobaits desire to sec the adop-
tion of the legislation which was the consequence
thereof deferred until after the arrival of the
Apostolic Delegate? And did it manifest this
desire ?

3. What was the reply of the governnient of
Manitoba ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The answer to the
first question will be simply no, and it
follows, as a matter of course, that the
answer to the second is that no action was
taken by the federal government.

THE JOINT COMMITTEES OF
PARLIAMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved :

That rule 80 of the rules, orders and forms of
proceedings of the Senate be anended by substitut-
ing for the paragraphs thereof numbered 1 and 2,
the following -

1. The Joint Committee on the Library of Par-
lianent, whereto there shall be appointed in the
first instance at least seventeen senators and such
further nuinber as niay be necessary at any tine to
mnake the nnuber of senators appointed thereto
eq u al to that of the mnemnhers appointed thereto on
behalf of the House of Commuons, if the latter form
a najority of the conmmittee.

2. The Joint Conmmnittee on the Printing of Par-
lianent, whereto there shall be appointed in the
first intance at least twenty-one senators, and
such further number as nay be necessary at any
tine to nake the nunber of senators appointed
thereto equal to that of the members appointed
thereto on behalf of the House of Comnnons, if the
latter formn a najority of the conutnittee.

He said :-Since I placed this notice upon
the paper, it has been suggested by one of
the older members of the Senate that instead
of putting it to a vote, or passing it, I should
suggest to the leader of the government here
that he interview the premier, or the leader
of the governmunt in the Commons, to as-
certain whether an understanding cannot be
arrived at by which an equality in numbers
of the members composing these two com-
mittees, should be the rule for the future.
My only object in placing the notice on the
paper was to prevent one House or the other
having a preponderance in number on the
joint committees. If the hon. leader of
the government should think well of my
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suggestion, either himself or his colleague in respecting the protection of navigable
this chamber could interview the premiier in waters." He said :-This bill is simply to
the other House. I would rather that the make provision, in the event of a wreck or
matter should drop than put the Senate to any object obstructing navigation, tiat full
the necessity of reprinting all its rules power be given the iMinister of Marine and
again. I have no doubt the suggestion I Fisheries to have the wreck removed and, if
have made, which I have done at the in- necessary, to place a signal there during the
stance of some of my older colleagues, would time the wreck has not been removed ; and
be carried out if an interview were to take if the parties who own the wreck fail to re-
place between the leader of this House, or move it within a given time and the govern-
his colleague, and some minister in the other ment is put to the expense of the removal,
House. that the cost of removing it can be recovered

lion. Sir OLIVER NIOWAT-1 shal be froin the party who fails to remove it.

glad to take the opportunity of conferring The motion was agreed to and the bil

with the leader of the government in the was read the second time.

other House on the subject. DELAYED RETURNS.
Hon. Sir MACEENZIE BOWELL- INQUIRY.

Then it w'iIl be dropped. Hon. Sir MACKENZIIE BOWELL-
The motion was then dropped. Might I ask the hon. Secretary of State

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL when I may expect that return for which i
moved about two months ago?

POSTPONED.

The Order of the, Day having been called, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 had a letter fromn
Coîmitceof he VhIe one ouBh H one of the ministers saying that it appearedCommiittee of the Whiole House on Bill (H):-

"An Aet further to amend the Criminal Code of to be (uite imposible to brin« it downl
1S92.any reasonable tirne A large auiount Of

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT said:-I the information is not i the department at
propose to ask the House to postpone this aIl. The proceedings before the commissioners have not in nany instances bee
order until to-morrow, and 1 also pro- terminated, and the naines of he witnesses
pose that the three following orders whichi
stand in ny name be postponed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--Be-
fore the motion is put to postpone these
orders, I would ask thle leader of the House
if he proposes to go on with the bills.
First, there is one on the Criminal Code,
and then there is the Trial by Jury in the
North-west Territories, and also one respect.
ing Interest and one relating to the Supreme
Court.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The one
respecting Interest I think we will take up
the day after to-morrow. I will not take up
the second order to-morrow, but I propose
to take up the first order, the Criminal Coue
Amendment Bill, and, if there is time, the
fourth order.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT noved the second read-
ing of Bill (105) " An Act to amend the Act

are not within the knowledge of the depart-
ments and the naines of the attornevs who
may be retained by the parties charged is
not within our knowledge. There is a vast
amount of information which we cannot get.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
shall be satisfied if we can get it by the
opening of the next session, provided the
hon. gentleman will add to the return the
number of dismissals and the reasons, and
the commissions appointed since the date of
the address for which I moved, and up to the
date at which the return is presented to this
House, which would make it complete.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that the understanding ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That you will bring it down the first day of
next session?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I hope so.
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SECOND READINGS. reported Bil (K) "An Act toamend the

Bil (51) " An Act respecting the Langen- riaig to the Bed iee aley
ur and Southern Railway Comnpany."--RiwyadCa opn, ihaedan otleurciwv Cipay" ments. He said : ht is well that 1 should ex-

Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.) plain the alteration which has beenmade.
Bill (52) " An Act respecting the James Although it was thought èxpedient to strike

~Y Rîhvy Cmpay."(Mr Madonldout the whole clause and insert a newRay ilwvay Company."- (Mr. Macdonald,
E.C . )clause, the committee considered it to be

Bill (71) " An A et respecting the St. Law- preferable to make an amendment. This
rece and Adirondack aendment nerely changes the tie. As

( MacInnes, Burlington.) the bil came to the conmittee, the tern of
MaclnesBuringtn.)three years wvas inserted as applying to the

Bill (72) " An Act respecting the Lake concement of the time of paying of the
itoba Railway and Canal Company."- percentage and the completion of the road.
rlacInnes, Burlington.) The committee in their judgment thought it

Bii (19) " An Act respecting the Mani- better to make an alteration here, and they
toba and South-eastern Railway Company."have ade it two years froni the commence-

(Ir. Bernier.) ment of the of this first percentage,
Bill (33) " An Act respecting the Calgary and the extended the time for the comple-

ari (y tion to four years. That is the substanced Edmonton Railway Company."-(Mr.
Lugheed.)

"An ct rspecing he Nrthsimply in oider to give phraseology and in
B (54) order that it may be easily read. move

merican Life Assurance Company."--(Mr. that the aniendment he concurred in.AllaneA

Bil (91) "An Act respecting the Sun Te motion was areed to.
Lfe Asurance Company of Canada."-(Mr. n o n th -

mngilvit.s. He si: t is well thath u -

Bill ) "An Act to incorporate the Min- pension of the th rule in regard to this
Altgsh bil. It has been introduced in the Senate
and there is no telling exactly how long the

(MVir. Dobson.> session will last and the promoters are

leBill (49) Il An Act rcspecting the Riche- anxious, to have the bill sent dowvn to the
lU and Lake Memphremagog Railway Coin- Hueo omn.Jsa o ehr

'PnY.'pfre Clemow.) to-morrow and therefore make the motion

Bill (4a eAnn Act respemting the Canada now.
bthern Railway Con The motion c ias agreed to.

treee Burlington.w

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 2nd June, 1897.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved the third
reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
the read third time and passed.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three Bill (M) " An Act to aniend the
O'clock. panies Act." (Sir Oliver Mowat).

Prayers and routine proceedings.

DEER VALLEY R AILWAY
COAL COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

AND

lion. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee
01 Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,

Com

A CANADIAN MINT.

MOTII.

Hon. 'Mr. McINNES (B.C.) rose to move:

That in the opinion of this House, it is both
desirable and expedient that the government
should, at the earliest possible date, establislh a
inint in Canada, for the purpose of coining all the
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gold, silver and copper currency necessary to meet been greatly restricted for the last few years
the conmnercial requirements of the country. in that country, that the net seigniorage or

He said :-I ar sorry that the advocacy profit on silver alone was last year no less
of such an important question as the estab- than ;2,503,056. And the net profit on
lishment of a Canadian nint, has not fallen silver since 1878 has amounted to the enor-
to the lot of some -one better qualified and mous sum of q78,145,603. So far, I have
more familiar with the mnonetary institu- been unable to get accurate returns showiflg
tions of this and other countries than I am. the profit made on the coinage of nickel and
I am fully aware of the fact that many of copper, but we all know they are much
my hon. cIleagues in this chamber, are, or greater thao on silver, and must have
have been, presidents, vice-presidents, direc- amounted to several millions during the
tors and managers of banking institutions, period I have just named. The foregoing
and many others who are not, or who have figures will give some idea of the immense
not been directly connected with btnks, profits made on the coiiage of silver and the
have had long and varied business exper- profitable use to which our neighbours tO
ience, I therefore know and feel that my the south of us have put the principal portion
audience this afternoon is a most critical of their silver bullion. Now, I will take
one. However, having twice within the hon. gentlemen a littie nearer home and shoW
last nine years, called the attention of this what our governnent bas done in the mat-
branch of parliament-a branch, in my ter of buying silver bullion and copp-r afld
judgment, better qualified to consider a having it coined in England. I have here
question of this kind, than the Commons- a detailed statement furnished by the fi
to this subject, I shall again endeavour to nance department, covering a period of
present such data, yes, such incontrovert- fifteen years f rom 1881 to 1896, showig t
ible evidence, as, I believe, will convince amount of silver and copper coined in Eng'
every hon. gentleman of the urgent neces- ]and and the profit made thereon, and J bave
sity of at once carrying out the object of the no doubt the figures given will surprise bon.
reslutioi before the House. Each year gentlemen t as ch as thev surprised
makes it not only more apparent and desira- your humble servant vhen he first saw thefli
hhe, but also more imperative, that theh oere it is
goverwment shoula estabii such an insti e -
tution ino our country-our country, Ourcoppr
Lady of the dorth, not cviOur Lady ofpr
the Snowsf" as yaMr. Kiplif1g as libellously Toth
caled our beloved country. 0f ail the ear Silver. Copper. Totel. Pin Ents
grreat and b)eau tif ul daughters of the
mlanhty mother of nations, there is noue so

no db note so beautiful and altogethert i g w h
lovely as our Lady of the North, 'Miss Cana- 1882. 650,000 20,000 67asmu a t s 3u2r 9p
da. I propose, in the flrst place, to Iay i 50,ý00 20,0 520,000 sra wh,3eh4 26

388. 0»,000 20,90) 320,1 00 (;.-, ;!5 66>
before you such facts as wvill put it bi-yond 1885. 1.30,04m) 25,000-) 128,000 300 70
ale doubt, beyond a l cavil, that a mint can 1886.. 185,000 15.000 i2tm,000 5, 150 

17. 260,M<0 15,000 27,5,00.> 82, 1 94 17
be establiished and operated at a direct profit, 1 . O S
that it can be made a payin institution, a 188G.. 186,5E5 Nil. 18;,585 53,4 3
source of considerable revenue, and not a 1890.. 1"5,000 10,000 165,000 of49,763 2t
mit o the e. 100.0 10,000 110n0on 34s8o1 
oea ou ther ay f teorth, Missle Ca- ý1892.. .98,000 16,525 414,525 13217 94
pose. In the second place, 1 will show tbat ls93.. 160,000 10, 10,000 679324 4

there is no country in the word to an 188. 34,0529 20,00 34,50 83'454 60
.1885.. 1 12,000 S000 368 3

equal population, or of anytvini like the 1886.. 14,o0o 10,00 210,000 0,10 211
same commercial importance, or producing 1 , 22000 ,

the precions metals in such quantities-to 3,46,114 Nil. 3,5 3,774
say nothing of our illimitable resources and1

possibiities-but bas its own mint and coins Nearly one million dollars net profit. These
its own money. By reference to the report figures show that our government bas made
of the director of the mint of the nited an annual net profit of $66,540, fo the last
States for 1896, page 26, hon. gentlemen fifteen years in aving its silver and copper

will find, though the coinage of silver has coined in England, notwithstanding we had
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to pay the royal mint three per cent for had a mint in Canada. Immediately before
Coining our silver, and a Birmingham manu- the union of thQ two crown colonies-Van-
eacturing firi ten per cent for coining our couver and British Columbia-in 1867, a
opper. We paid the royal mint $103,863 mint was established in New Westminster,and the Birmingham firm 824,252 or a total and I am credibly informed that the entire

fort28,115 for coining our silver and copper cost of building and plant did not exceed
othe last fifteen years, an annual average $20,000. After striking off a few S2.50,

o8,540 for work which, I subimit, ought 85 S10 and S20 gold pieces, the mint
iO have been done here at home and which, was ordered to be closed by the late

'f done here, would have been to the mani- Sir James Douglas, who became the gover-
lest advantage of Canada, as I will show nor of the united colonies, and for no otherb er On. The gold product of Cinida has or better reason, it is alleged, than it wouldbee'n Over 873,000,000 in the last thirty- be the means of allaying the intense
emght years. Of this large amount the Pacific jealousy t hat existed between the rival
prOvilce contributed over $6 1,000,000, Nova cities of Victoria and New Westminster.

otia over $11,000,000, Ontario, Quebec To the courtesy of Mr. Courtney, deputy
of thhe Territories the balance. Nearly all minister of finance, and Mr. Toller, the
sh. 18 immense amount of bullion has been head of the currency department, I an in-
thipped out of the country-principally to debted for a great deal of valuable inforim-
the United States--at a loss of over five per ation bearing on the subject under consider-
cent to the producer. I believe you will all ation. Among other things they informed
agree with me when I say that the principal nie there is about $10,000,000 in gold in
Portion of that gold should have been coined the Dominion treasury, nearly every dollaralid retained bv us for the purpose of develop- of which is United States coin. As hon.

og and enriching Canada instead of a foreign gentlemen know, the government is required
untry. Siice J gave notice of this motion to keep in the treasury, at all times, twenty-
lave been frequently asked what seignior- five per cent in gold and guaranteed secur-

ge Or profit is made on the coining of gold. ities, of which fifteen per cent must be gold,
ehere is practically no profit made on the against al] Dominion notes issued up to
tinage of gold in either England or the 820,000,000. Over that ainount dollar for
e lited States, other than enough to cover all dollar in gold nust be kept on deposit.
expense in connection with mintage, the de- Again, froin the sane source of information
gree Of fineness of the gold coin of both coun- I learn that our chartered banks have in
tries being almost identically the same. The their vaults over $6,000,000 in gold, all of

rofits made by the mints of those two coun- which is practically United States gold
es are not derived from the mintage of coin. In round numbers, between the gov-

gold, but from the coinage of silver, nickel ernment and chartered banks, we have
d copper. As to the cost and op-ration nearly S20,000,000 in foreign gold coin. J
a Inint, J find there is a general impression ask, is this creditable to Canada ? Is it

abroad that it would involve the expenditure creditable to the government ai d people of
a very large amount of money. That a great gold and silver producing country

ltIPression is an erroneous one. A New How much longer is this humiliating
firm that manufactures all the condition of affairs to continue? How

Machinery and dies for the United States much longer are we to be dependant on a
flIts has offered to supply all the plant foreign country for a gold eurrency ? How
necessary to mint two million pieces annu- much longer is a national spirit, a national
ally, for S25,000. Add to that say 850,000 sentinient to be checked or suppressed ?for a suitable building. and the total cost How much longer withhold a Canadian gold
ieed not exceed $75,000 to establish a first currency which would be a token of our
cla 8 modern mint capable of coining all the growing importance, and an evidence of our
gold, Silver, nickel and copper currencyneces- national prosperity ? I ask, yes, I appeal
8ary to meet all the commercial reluirements to hon. gentlemen to assist in having this

this country for many years to come, and $20,000,000 of foreign coin replaced by a.e annual cost of operating such an institu- beautiful gold coin, on the one side of which
tion should not exceed S,ooo or $9,000 or there would be the profile of our venerable
Iore than we now pay annually for minting and beloved sovereign, and on the other our
Our silver and copper in England. We once national emblems, the beaver and the maple
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leaf. Why, I ask, has our government given to the contrary. If not in the Paciic
made the United States goldîcurrencv a legal province, then I unhesitatingly say it should
tender? Was it to avoid the trivial expense be in Ottawa. My answer to the second
of coining our own gold bullion ? If so, let question is this, taking everything into Con-
us be logical and go one step further and sideration, our gold coin should be precisely
niake the United States greenbacks a legal the same as that of the United States iO
tender also, and thereby avoid the trouble degree of fineness and size, and, consequent-
and expense of manufacturing Dominion ly, of exactly the same intrinsic value. The
notes. The entire cost in connection with denominations I suggest are S2.50, _ and
the government currency is in the neighbour- 1S 0, as being the nost convenient. SuCh
hood of $100,000 annually. To effect a coins would doubtless circulate just as freelY
saving iiin the cost of printing our paper cur- as do those of the United States. However,
rency, we have taken the note-printing con- as I have said, these are matters of detail
tract from a Canadian firm and given it to and give me little or no concern at present.
a foreign company. The decision of the What I an anxious about is to have a mint
government was based on sound economic somewhere in Canada, the question of its
principles, and, 1 an satisfied, will meet location can be subsequently determined.
with the approval of the tax-payers generally. The following is a statement showing the
If the economy could have been effected by per capita amnount of gold, silver, and paper
transferring the contract from a foreign cor- currency in circulation in the thirty-fourbc

poration to a Canadian company, the trans- principal countries in the world
action would have met with universal ap-
proval. It is just such a course I ask the AmouNT of Gold, Silver and Paper CurrencY
government to pursue in dealing with the in Circulation-per capita-in the prin
coin in circulation, to transfer the coinage cipal Countries of the World.

from foreign countries to Canada, and I -
have shown by facts and figures which can-
not be controverted, that the policy which EI advocate will not only establish a new in-
dustrv in Canada, giving employment to our -

own people, but will result in an actual c ets. S ets. e cts. $ ets
financial gain to the Dominion. There are United States.... .... 9 35 8 78 5 90 94 '3
two mints in Australia. The Sydney mint United Kingdoi ........ 14 86 3 10 2 84 20 80

was established forty-three vears ago, and France.............2 1 1 2c eru>aiiy ...... .... ..... 12 91i 3 ! 3 , 12 41192
the one in Melbourne about fifteen years Belgiuin................ 7 98 9 05 11 1 24
Jater. India has also two, one in Calcutta Italy .............. . 3 25 1 26 5 45 9

Switzerland........... 5 53 0 70 4 77 10
and one in Bombay. All four are branches Greece ................. ( 23 0 68 6 45 7 36
of the Royal Mint. The right of coinage Spain .................. 2 14 2 74 5 72 10 6
has not been conferred on those self-govern- Portugal ....... 1 i 3c Routîitat ........ 15 1 9(; 2 19 Il3<ing colonies, and before a mint can be estab- servia.................. 65 0 74 1 30 2 60
lished, permission must first be obtained Austria-Hungary...... 3 76 1 46 4 59! 81

from the Imperial government. Canada is etherlands...... . 11 6 2Norwa . ............... 3 75 1 00 1 90) 65
in a totally different position in this regard. sweden............... 1 77 1 02 . ... 7
Section 91 of the British North American Denmnark........... .... à 17 2 35 2 00 l

1Russia ............... 3 88 () 35 3 70) 7 93
Act gives us absolute control over cur- T09rkc............. 27 1 82 4 09
rency and coinage. We have taken Austrlia.. . ........... 26 53 1 43 ... . 27 «)

full advantage of the currency, but not g 3 1 2
Mý\exic) . .. ...... 0 7 70ý 0 32, 84of the coinage privilege. A couple Central Ainerican States. 09 2 14 1 43 3 66

of questions of detail have been South Aierican States.. 1 il 97 15 28 17s
frequently asked me within the last few " ·pa ·.......... 1 81 1 99. 3 33

J India ... -_ .1 . ý 3 2È 012 ,33
weeks, namely,-Where would you have the 1 Ciiia. ........ .... 2 08 2 08
mint, and what would be the denomination Strait Settlements. 63 68 .. 8>3
of the coins? My answer to the first is that Cana a.......... 2 1 0''3*q 16Cub........... 8 833 0 83 ....
the mint should be in that part of our country Hayti. ... ............ 4 00 4 50' 4 10 12 60
producing the principal portions of the Bulgaria ................ 0 24 2 06 .. 2 30

Sia...........0 12 38 66,7
metals to be coined, namely, British Colum- Hwaii.... 4.. .4 50 0 00
bia, unless some very good reason can be
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analysis of the foregoing details shows have had dozens of communications, letters
at twenty-three out of the thirty-four and resolutions, passed by the different boards

countries have paper currency, and I am of trade from Victoria, B.C., to Sydney in
Stry to see that Canada stands sixth on the Cape Breton, sent me. Over 42 of the boards
1st. The countries that have a larger paper of trade have expressed themselves, with only
urrency per capita are the South American three exceptions, in unqualified approval of

1ates, -5.28 ; Portugal, $11.71 ; Belgium, the establishment of a Canadian mint. I have
11.1 ; Netherlands, $6.77 ; Greece, $6.45; their communications bere, but I do not pro-
hiie Canada bas $6.03. Eleven countries pose to read all of them to the House. I will
ave no paper currency : three have no i take one as a fair sample of all, or nearly all,

d al] have silver. Only nine have less and that is from one of the principal, if not
Silver than Canada, fourteen have less gold the greatest, commercial Boards of Trade

eand tw enty-eight have less paper. Australia in the Dominion. It is from the Montreal
bsnine tiniies as mnuch gold per capita. 1District Chamber of Commerce. I will
reat Britain has more than five times as read the memorandum that has been sent

'nuch gold and three times as much silver. me, and also the resolution passed, approving
erance has over seven times as much gold of my course in this matter. It is a report
and over twelve times as much silver. of the Joint Committee on Finance and
Gerrnany has nearly five tiies as much gold, Legislation on the proposal for a Canadian

d. nearly four times as much silver. The mint, by Mr. J. X. Perrault. And I may say
nlited States has nearlv four times as 1 here that Mr. Perrault is the ex-president

ruch gdand eight times as inuch silver. of the Chamber of Commerce, and a geile-

the apita Canada stands only twentieth on man to whom I owe a great deal, on account
e t as to the amount of noney in circu- of the valuable information lie bas furnished

lation, having, bet ween gold, silver and paper, me, and also on account of his sympathy and
oy $9.82. We have nearly twice as much courtesy in this matter. This resolution
pWer currency as gold and silver combined. was adopted at the general meeting of the-

.e have not a quarter the amount of silver Montreal Chamber of Commerce on the 2nd
coin We should have. I know that the April, 1897, and reads as follows:
ranagers of the British Columbia banks
0niplain bitterly that they cannot get any- Tthat, 7 THE, MOXTREAL DISTRICT Cii IBER OF

thing like the amount of Canadian silver i COMMERCE.
ceey require and apply for, especially fifty

nt Pieces, and the consequence is they have General monthly meeting, Friday, 2nd April,
tO Send to Seattle and Portland for United 1897.

ates Silver. The aggregate amount of gold, Mr. Jos. Contant, president, in the chair.
aver and paper currency in the thirty-four After debate.

Counitries under review, is as follows :-Gold, The following report and resolution were unan-
84,143,700,000 ; silver, $4,236,900,000 ; inously adopted:-
Paper, $2.558,000,000, making a grand total Report of the joint coniittee of finance and

f10,928600,000. Of that amount Great legislation on the proposai for Canadian mint, by
ritain has $584,000,000 in gold, $121,700,- Mr. J. X. Perrault, adopted at the general meeting

0 i of the Montreal Chanber of Commerce, of the 2ndtot n silver, and $111,800,000 in paper; a April, 1897.
0al f 817,5000,000. France, $772,000,- It seems that the time has arrived for the

00 in gold ; $492,200,000 in silver, and Dominion of Canada to coin its own specie and
000 00 in paper ; a total of $1,342,200,- thus free itself of the necessity of importing its

000 era P -0 i gold, silver and copper coins, as it is done to-day.20 ermany, $675,000,000 mn gold ; Our gold, silver, nickel and copper mines which
7000,000 in silver, and $126,100,000, have recently so extensively been developed, are a
Paper, a total of $1,008,100,000. The sufficient indication that, having at home the raw

nI'ited States, $672,200,000 in gold, $631,- naterial, manual labour asking for employnent, it
400,0 in s ais the government's duty tocreate this new industry,
t00o i siver and $424,400,000 in paper. which will benefit the whole country so exten-total $1,728,000,000. By these figures it sively.

be seen that the four countries just On the 1st of February last, we find in the official
iarned have about one-half of the money of Gazeftt, that there was in the banks of Canada

the World. I will now call your attention, i"ng January an average specie reserve of
thoinu t t ,8 544,645, If we add to this the governnent

n, gentlemen, to this fact, that since I reserves and circulation, we easily arrive at an
lrt Placed this notice on the order paper, I approximate total of $20,000,00.
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In the United States, the coinage in 1896 was as
follows :~

Gold coins..........S5878,490
Silver coins ......... 11,440,641
Nickel and bronze .. 869,327

Making a total pro-
duction of, .... 871,188,468

Representing a t otal
coinage of ....... 78,330,772 pieces.

Knowing tliat this coinage of specie is a source
for the state of considerable profit, hesiies giving
profitable eniploynent to a large nunber of people
both in the workshops and in the ottices, we are at
a loss to understand why the governnent bas not
yet interested itself in this question.

Taking the experience of the United States as a
point of coniparison, we tind that last year (1894)
the receipts of the three goverfinent mints at
Philadelphia, Sat Francisco and New Orleans
have aggregated $3,384,069, and the expenditure,
in whiich labour amnounts to 8805,351, anouited
to S1,1(63,563, leaving to the governmient a net
prom of $2,220,502 on the operations of the year
1896, equal to 19) per cent on the working ex-
penses.

This profit is due to a large extent to the depre-
ciation of silver, the price of which on the London
market in 1896 bas been niaintained at an average
of S0. 6 7 1 cents an ounce, equal to $0.52 per gold
dollar, the equivalent of gold to silver being in the
proportion of I to 30-58.

The price of coinage at the Philadelphia mint for
each dollar worth of coins bas been 80,009,386, and
for the whole of the United States $0,011,452.

The Chaniber of Commerce, at its last meeting,
after approving in principle the establishment of a
Canadian mint as entirely desirable, lias been
eibarrassed by doubt with regard to the righit of
Canada to coin its ownil money.

The opinion of the Chamîber's legal adviser, con-
sulted on this question, leaves no doubt on this
iight, which has been exercised for years by the
Australian governmnent. Mr. Beaudin's opinion
confirns in every way the opinion expressed by
Mr. J. X. Perrault at the last meeting. It is
based on clause 91 of the British North Aimerica
Act, which states that amuîoigst the sulbjects uider
the jurisdiction of the federal parliaient are
" Currency and Coiniage " whiclh can leave no
doubt that Canada lias the riglt to coin its own
noney.

REsOTXTION.

Whereas the federal goverîînment lias so far
issued ouily paper money whici is printed in
('anada, our silver and copper specie being coined
iii England and our gold reserve consisting entirely
of foreigin pieces-and

Whereas the coinage of Canadian money would
give the goveriimnent considerable revenue and
profitable employnent to our working men ;

Resolved, that the Hon. Minister of Finance be
respectfully requested to put a stop to the impor-
tation of foreigo coins by establishing a national
iint for the coinage of the gold, silver and bronze
coiiis requîired by the Dominion of Canada.

Here is the view of their legal adviSer,
dated the 24th of March, 1897, addressed
to S. Coté, Esq., Secretary of the Chamnber
of Commerce, Montreal :-

MONTREAL, 24th March, 1897.
S. CoTÉ, Esquire,

Secretary of the Chanber of Commerce,
Montreal.

SIR,-Inl answer to your favour of the 20thi in-
stant requesting that I should inforn yo if the
Canadian constitution authorizes the federal go.
vernnent to estabijli a mint for the coinage of
gold, silver aiid copper coins.

I have the lionour to answer tl at I entertainl tl
opinion that the federal governiment lias that aU-
thority.

Referring to the British North America Act, 30
and 31 Viet. cap. 3, sec. 91, paragraph 14, I find
that the exclusive legislative authority of the Cain-
adian parliaient extends between other sibjects
to the following :-rurrency and coinage. As to
currency, parliament has declared whîat would be
the mîoney in paper or coins whici would be ad'
opted as legal tenders in Canada.

Vith regard to coinage, Canada orders its coins
at the British minut by special arrangement be-
tween the two countries. But in examining thie
Imperial statute establishiig the mint, I do 1 ot
sec that colonies are prohibited froi coiniing their
Own money.

This Iiperial statote is the 33 Vic., chap. 10,
sanctioned in 1870, therefore posterior to the COW
federation Act.

According to section il of this Act, paragraph
8, Great Britain lias reserved the riglt for herself
to establish branch mnints in the several colonies,
but I do not believe that this lias been inserted in
the Act with the intention of proliibiting tle
colonies froi establishing mîîints for theiiselves.
This disposition lias the effect, according to 111Y
opinion, of allowing the Imperial Privy Couîncil to
establislh by simple proclamation, a branch of the
British mint in any colony whicli wouild make
application for it. For, in referring to section 19
of -the sane Act, we find that it will apply to the
colonies only in case that the Executive Couicil
shiould issue a proclamation to that effect, which,
fron the context of the Act, could only be done by
inutual arrangement between the colony and the
Imperial Governiment.

Your obedient servant,
S. BEAUDIN, C.R.

So that there can be no question as to the
right of Canada to establish a mint for her
own coinage. It will be remembered that
a few weeks ago, in the debate on the
Address in reply to the Speech from the
Throne, I spoke of the mineral development
taking place in the Pacific province. 1
know that several hon. gentlemen were Of
the opinion that I was a little too sanguine;
I thought myself that I was taking an
exceedingly conservative view of the situ-
tion of affairs in the Pacific province. To show
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ti hon. House that I was largely within
e mark, I will quote f rom the annual

eport of the Department of Interior, since'ssued, sone extracts fron the reports of
or. Ogilvi relating to the far North.west
ortion, of our domain, which not only

tonfirm vhat I said at that time, but go
a great deal further. He bas made several
rePorts from tifne to time, at intervals of a
e*weeks, just as he could get carriers to

take his despatches to the coast and have
eni transmitted through the mails to the

departrnent here. The first that I will quote
s dated «Fort Cudahv, Sept. 6th, 1896. He
gays :w

has just arrived fron Bonanza Creek thatlien worked out S75 in four hours the other day,thd a 1) ngget has been found, which assures
aln iaracter of the ground, namely, coarse golda.d plenty of it, as three times this cati be doneMitl sllice bioxes.

They worked that out with no other appli-

cannot yet send particulars. I ani confident from
the nature of the gold found in the creeks that
nany more of theni-and rich too--will be found.

FoRT CUnAnHY, 23rd January, 1S97.
I have just heard from a reliable source that the

quartz nentioned above is rich, as testel, over gne
hundred dollars to the tont. The Iode appears to
run from 3 to 8 feet in thickness and is about 19
miles fromî the Yukon River. I will likelv be calledi
on to survey it, and vill be able to report fully.

Placer prospects continue more and more en-
couraging and extraordinary. It is beyond doubt
that 3 pans on different claims on Edorado turned]
out $204.00, $212.00, and $216.00, but it nust be
borne in mind that there were only three such
pans, thoughi there are nany running fromn $10.00
to $50.00.

Hou. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How
would it do if they had the mint there ?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-If you had it there
you would not pay anything for the gold.

¾'ees tlan a common pan, such as a tin Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That, hon.
Wash b)asin or milk pan. In another report gentlemen, will give you some idea of what
dated 6th November, 1896, he says: our placer diggings in that northern portion

ln the liue of these finds farther south is the of the countrv are. I believe without a

a""r gold field in British Columbia ; so the pre- doubt, from the report given by Mr. Ogilvie
en nPtiOn1 is that we have in our territory along the and other reputable information that they
oftern water-shed of the Yukon a gold bearing belt are the richest that have ever been found in
e xilefinite width, and upwards of 300 miles long, any country. Itisaveryconservativeestimate
eClusive (if the Britisl columbia part of it. that I make when I say that the output of

Again on 9th December, he reports: that province this year will amount to at
Siice ny last report the prospects on Bonanza least $10,000,000, possibly $12,000,000,

ertek and tributaries are increasing in richness and and, as I mentioned a few weeks ago,
takent until now it is certain that millions will be the conditions are very favourable for

el' Ot of the district il te next fe years. mining in that country, and the area isOn(I olnie of the dlaims prospected the pay dirt is
great extent and very rich. One man told me enormous. All over that vast area, there is
s lerday that lie washed out a single pan of dirt scarcely tensquare mileswherethey are not un-

1ne of the claims on Bonanza and found $14.25 earthing large ledges of quartz-bearing gold,
btOf course that may be an exceptionally rch silvert$35 to $7 per pan is the average on that , copper and lead. The healthiness of

thm it is reported, with 5 feet of pay dirt and our climate and the inexhaustible supply of
t0 fwidth yet undeternined, but it is known to he water and timber, will enable us, I believe,p0 feet even at that ; figure the result at 9 to 10 to go on doubling and trebling our produc-l""us to the culuic foot, and 500 feet long:- nearly - dobigadtel u rdc

at $acu e cpan-oteis"rthtion until within the next ten years, we willprdein foortt oftiftyoldeenormous.5  be producmg from forty to fifty millions
Aniother claim bas been prospecteA to such an in the precious metals, besides lead and

atent that it is known there is about 5 feet pay dirt copper. I believe firmly that within the
feetragmg $2 per pan and width not less than 30 next few years we will stand, if not at the
tl Enough prospecting lias been done to show
rihat tlere are at least 15 m tlis extraordinary head, certainly very near the head of any

chess, and the indications are that we will have gold and silver producing country in the
ab 4 tilies that extent, if not all equal to the world. But what is the condition of affairs ?above at least very rich. We have no mint. All this bullion is shipped

Then the last report he sent out on the out of the country at a great loss. Where
2 2nd and 23rd Jauuary, 1897, is as fol- does the gold that is produced away in that
1ONS : Yukon country go? Is it to any bank

A quartz Iode showing free gold in paying uan- in British Columbia, or to any bank in
tes lias been located on one of the creeks, ut I Canada? No; it is shipped direct to the
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mint in San Francisco, at a direct loss to creet distance, the hon. gentleman in the pOe-
the producer of from five to ten per cent. I be- tic lights of his introduction and bis perora-
lieve, as far as the branch banks we have tion. I will begin at the termination of his
out there are concerned, that it would be a remarks, and say that we are all ready to ad-
very considerable source of revenue if that mit the wonderful mineral wealth of British
gold bullion was taken down to our branch Columbia and to congratulate ourselvcs and
beiks in British Columbia, and drafts British Columbia, and ail connected wvith
made upon them for England and other parts that province, on the fact which, I believe,
of the world. We would, by that means, is indisputable. The extracts which the hol-
keep within our own borders, the gold and gentleman read from the reports of 31r.
silver that we are producing. Ogilvie sounded a great deal like circulars

We have a great and mighty country, and which we are ail receiving at the present
it is for us, who are directing the destini es moment, inviting us to take stock in ail sorts
of this country, to avail ourselves of every of enterprises, but, notwithstanding that, we
opportunity and every privilege and every ail admit the substantial accuracy of the
right that we can in order to further and to claims made for the ioineral wealth of the
make it that great and glorious country that Pacific province. The point at which I di-
I believe it eventually will become. We are verge from the bon. member is in bis nOs-
all Canadians, either by birth, by adoption, trum for utilizing that wealth and claiming
or by naturalization. We love our country, imaginary profits for the realization of that
an we delight in furthering her interests in, wealth by the establishment of a mint. lie
every possible way that we can. We have, seems to imagine that the moment you cut
as Canadians, many things which we have the precious muetal produced in British Col-
just reason to be proud of and to be grateful umbia into pieces and stamp it with an eßigY
for. Wehaveaconstitution, althoughnot per- of one kind or another you, by some process
fect, possibly the best that bas ever been de- or another, increase its availability and its
vised, combining as it does ail that time and actual amount. That is an entire delusion.
experience have proven or shown to be good î
in the monarchical and republican forms of Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I did n0o

government. We areproudof our educational say anytbing of the sort.
institutions, which are equal, if not superior
to anything in the world. We are proud, Hon. Mr. DIUMMOND-I ar prepared
and justly proud, of our vast domain, cover-
ing as it does nearly three and one-half
millions of square miles. We are justly
proud of our incomparable natural resources,
resources which, if only partly developed,
will place us among the great nations of the
world. Canada, though destined at no dis-
tant date to become a great nation, I firmly
believe will not be a separate or independ-
ent nation, but a consort nation-a nation
indissolubly united in the bonds of eternal
love and affection to that great and glorious
empire of which we are proud to be a part.
Adopt the resolution before the House, and a
Dominion mint will soon follow, which will
contribute in no small degree towards bas-
tening the realization of these, our fondest
hopes and anticipations.

Hon Mr. DRUMMOND-I venture to
offer this hon. House a few plain remarks
upon the resolution or motion which has now
been submitted to us by the bon. member
for New Westminster. I feel myself entirely
unable to rival, or even to follow at a dis-

to show that the claim made in the resolu-
tion, that we should establish a mint for the
purpose of meeting the commercial require-
ments of the country, is an entire mistake.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I did not
make my argument for British Columbia
alone. I was speaking for the whole of the
Dominion of Canada, not for British Coluim-
bia alone, because my native province,
Nova Scotia, bas produced in the last few
years eleven and a half million dollars of
gold.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I understood
the bon. gentleman to advocate it for the
whole Dominion, and very properly ýo, and
my contention is that there are no commer-
cial requirements which are not at present
satisfied and well filled by the existing
arrangements. There is no demand in this
country fur gold coin as acirculating medium.
The time may come. I should not like tO
put myself on record as saying that we should
never have a gold currency. The time may
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ne when we may want it, but at present or thirteen thousand dollars per annum.ere is no demand whatever f rom the public The hon. gentleman shakes bis head. Couid
hol a gold coinage. Not only so, but if we we start a mint and entrust to that mint

a gold coinage, it would entail in wear goid and silver and other precious metais
. tear a ioss more than equivaient to the without putting in charge a gentleman of

circulating medium which exists at the pre- respectahility and position? I think fot.
sent monent, and fortunately for us, at pre- I estimate the saiary for that inan at $2, 500sent the government notes and the bank a year at the very least.
bai1 which take its place are accepted as gold
ai Over the country, and notwithstanding Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is fot enough
the finanîcial trouble of our neighbours, have
onln held to be equivalent to gold not Hon. Mr. DEVER-No; $5,000 a year.
Thy Within our borders but beyond them.
Th lon. gentleman narrated to you the Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND--You could fot
nloros -sums spent by this country for imagine that anyone wbo could be employed

thedcomage which at present exists. HeCong wihatpeen xst.leto wvhomn you would entrust vast suais wvould
told Us that it cost us eighty-five hundred e paid a smailer salary than that. I putand Some odd dollars per annum to make the salary of the manager at 81,500 a year

cge, and I understood him to put it as a bookkeeper chief engineer $1,500;
aftter of economv that we should establish assistantengineer and other assistants

a irt of our own and save this amount, or $1,000, making up a total of $8,500 for
large proportion of it. Is that probable? salaries. J once more desire to say thattake that point first. He presented an do fot present that as anything but a vague

estimate that would seem to amount to approximation, but if we take the experieuce
this, that the establishment of a mint, of any governinent-of this governnîent n
Whether in British Columbia or in Ottawa, particular if you will-based upon, practi-
th ld cost $75,000. My own estimate of caiiy, almost universal suffrage, with pat-

m4 1ount soinewhat exceeded that sum, ronage at its disposai and applicants and
and I think we should be fortunate if we political adherents to gratify, 1 maintain
equipped and built a mint at a lower rate that no such enterprise can ever be conducted
than probably S100,000, but I accept his on an economical basis. Passing over this
estuIate as a basis of calculation. He bas question of economy which, after ail, is a
an estimate of $25,000 for the actual subsidiary onu, die next point in the hon.fachinery necessary. There is no manu- gentleman's statement which appears iiabiefacturing enterprise with which I ain to misconception is the statenentof the enoi-
acquainted-and the operations of a mint mous profits to be reaiized from a mira.are strictly those of a well organized manu- Take the United States. le produced a
taory -but w rites off f rom its plant a cer- statement from the United States author-
ta". sum per annum for depreciation and ities of the great profits which that country
arious losses incidental to manufacturing, had realizei from its mint. 1 have no

cwieh every one is acquainted with. Ten per hesitation n saying that those profits
cent I Write off from the $25,000, and you are practically and entirely fictitious and
bae i first charge of $2,500. Now, the imaginary, and that the United StatesOperations of a mint are something novel in mint, i dealing with its silver coinae in
an Country, and I do not pretend to speak as particular, bas inade a loss, and no profit
factexpert, but, being acquainted with manu- wbatever. Lt is ail very veil to take the
a ru ing, I can make a reasonably fair guess, silver whicb goes irito the constitution of
for should say, to make che start necessary silver dollar and sav that it cost in tie open
fot such a Imint, would entail a salary list of market as bullion 50 to 60 cents-soniething
enouess than $8,500 per annum. Curiously between the two figures, caîl it 60 cents and
earuh the estimate I put down before I tbat it passes, wben coined, as one dollar.
8r0 mIy hbon. friend's speech was just That would look like a profit of 40 cents on
i per annum for wages. Then the fuel, the dollar for the mere putting of that silver

theurance and other charges, inevitable as in shape and stamping it, wbich is a mere
theY are, would bring tie whole annual fraction of tbe 40 cents Now, if the United
cot Of the mint, equipped for a reasonable States could issue that silver dollar and keep

orrtirten thusof coinrs erbanut

n currency, to a ttwelve it out and never see it again-get sonehod

wihu2utn7nchreagnlmno
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to pay them a dollar for it and be done with Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Can it be true
it-they would certainly have made a profit that in the province of British Columbia
of 40 cents, but can they ? How many mil- not one-fourth of the silver coinage which is
lions of dollars in silver are lving in the wanted exists? I know nothing whatever
treasury vault at Washington at this moment of the fact, and must accept it on the hon.
unused ? gentleman's authority, but it is a verv re-

markable thing. There is a plethora of coin
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Five hundred millions. on this side of the Rocky Mountains. In

the hands of the banks and of the Receiver
Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Thev are no General there is a million and a quarter

dollars or thereabouts, of silver coinagebet ier or 'vorse intrinsically than NvhenE
they are silver bullion, and yet we are which is not wanted as the currencv of the
told that there is a profit made on the country. In 1870 our government procured
coinage of that silver at the rate of three million three hundred thousand dollars
40 cents to the dollar. On the coin- worth of silver coin. The nation was start-

ing of gold there is no profit whatever. The ing in business at that time, and it needed
British mint will take your standard gold c In the next sixteen years it coined
and turn it into sovereigns to an equal am- just about the sane anount, ccming up to
ount, with a snall percentage of alloy to 1896, and now, as I happen to know for a
harden it, which pays for the cost of coin- fact, the government has been entreated to
ing it. The hon. gentleman pictures to us order no more silver coin because there is too
that the gold produced in this country, in much already. Not only is there enough for
Nova Scotia and British Columbia, is wasted the business of the country, but there is
and thrown away, sold below its value, and moi e than enough in the coflèrs ,f the banks
claims that if we only had it in coins we and they cannot get rid f it.
would save the whole of that and realize a
fortune. Nothing of the kind. The gold Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
that goes out of the country fetches within is more United States silver and nickel cur-
an ace of its intrinsic value. rencv in circulation in British Columbia

than Canadian currency. What the reason

Hon. M,1r. POWEIR-Within one-eighth is I do not pretend to say, but it is a fact.

of one per cent. Hon. Mr. DRIUMMOND-Then I draw

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The posit overnent's attention to the fact thatHon.Mr. RU)Iý\IND-lie osiion'they can inake a profit of 40 cents on the
of the government at present is this ut dollar b' substituting ours fo the foreiitL
takes a piece of paper and stamps on it $1, $2 coin, and the sooner that United States
or $4. The cost of each bill cannot be over coin is turned out of the country and ou"
five cents including the raw material, and own çubstituted for it, the better. The
the profit is therefore 95 cents. Take silver. government have plenty of our own silver to
We pay sixty cents for a dollar, coin it and supply the demand. Not only would the
pass it so far as the country will take it, and mint cost us at least fifty percent more to
make a profit of 40c. So long as the country produce what currency we require, but the
is contented with the paper currency, and mint itself would be idle for ten months of
rather prefers it, to a metallic currency, the the year at the least. 1 do fot follow the
country is better served by supplying print- hon. gentleman with approval when he
ed notes than by circulating coin. That is speaks of this proposed mint turning ah the
beyond all question. If that is so, where bullion of British Columbia into coin. Take
are the profits of a mint ? I d not see the example of Australia, on which lie
them. One point in the hon. gentlemans relies. Everybody knows that the currency
speech struck me as being very renarkable. of Australia is the gold sovereign and shil-
He says there is not in the province of Br- lings and pence, and it would be absurd ot
tish Columbia one fourth of the silver coin to have it coined in Australia. The position
which is wanted. Can that be? of Canada is different. If ever there is a

Hon. Mr. McINNES-I said Canadian
iand is absorbed into the mass of British

coin. currency. You newer go to London that
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o lot find Australian sovereigns about
e Plentiful as British sovereigns. At alla'vents I defy you to get any considerable
anount of gold in your possession that is
ot Part Australian. But our position would

oentirely different. If we coined gold coin,
of thOne Sgle dollar of it would ever go out

ountry. It would not go to England,
cae the Americans would take precious good
eare they did not take it.

ta n. Mr. McINNES' (B.C.)-We wouldthke precious good care that we did not take
t0er We would get rid of tlheir' S20,000,-
000 Ohat we have here now, and substitute

would follow the institution of a niint if one
were in operation-naturally we should
coin our own bullion. Not a soul would
lift up his voice against that proposition.
It is a reasonable one. But we could not
possibly, unless we followed the example of
the United States, utilize much more silver
coin than we have at present, and the cry
would be at once raised "here we lave a
mint. It is languishing for want of vork.
There is not more than two months' work
given it in a year, and salaried officials are
idle and being paid for doing nothing.
Let us coin soIme more. Let us have an
unlimited coinage of silver." Here, then,
we have a full fiedged bi-metallic agitation

iu 0~~ ~sartei iii Luis counry , an(~ 'vu nav e ait our
e Mr. DR{UMMOND-They would finances upset. Look t the south and see

e ery glad to get it back again. The what it has clone for the neighbouring
vith us Of it f rom that country was watched republie. I said already that I acquit the

d ery great jealousy. When a Cana- hon. gentleman of any sinister motives
p anker went down to New York and whateve', but I aii fot so sure that the

Prcured gold, it was regarded in New York people who have aiced hin are not prompted
the sh ton as a disloyal act for which hy such motives, ani 1 would not hke to
futre should be some punishment in the

We have certainly a good deal of
era States gold coin here, but the gov-
it ent did not import it and do not hold the hon. gentleman suppose have aided me
lose has an intrinsic value. We never Hou. .DI- cannot tel

any noney by it, because if it went to . n entirely.
1 gland it would be melted and converted i

that tritish coin. I maintain, therefore, lon. Mr. McI'-ES (B.C.)-lere we
a e institution of a mint would not be have 42 boa'ds of trace in Canada endorsing
d Profitable operation at all. There is the proposiion.
therand for gold coin in this country, andM
Pur ps enough silver money to serve our quoted one. It 'as not the Montreal Board
,a, ses. As for copper money, it is a of Tende. It was the French Chambre de
sider a atrial which for my part I con- Comme'ce, and the gentleman who addressec
itth ecessary evil. The less said about him W;is r. Perrault, a man of extreme views,
bit e better. I look upon the resolution'although I would not wish to say that myseif.
ere theouse as utterlymistakenona con-

exi hasis. No commercial basis for a mint Hon. Mr. McJNNES (B.C.)-Is he a f 'ee'

If thneither economy nor anything else. traderÎ
pure resolution ended there, and were a
gie acadeinic resolution to which we might

SOur assent without occupying our minds think he is.

do flot it, all would be well. While I Hon. Me. POWER-Would the lion.
New wthink that the hon. gentleman for gentleman allow me to ask a question? I am

estminster meant any more than askina for
look Upon the matter, I cannot fail to to knov anything about it. Does it not
stabi 9 ith some degree of alarm upon the strike the hon. gentleman that it is just as

tr hinent of an institution in this coun- easy-much easier in fact-to print an un-
f Or th al the apparatus and preparations limited quantity of ireedeeinable cureency
o ver agitation such as recently brought as to coin an unlimited quantity of gold?
to anghbours to the south of us very close
politicalruptey, and upset them financially, Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-It is easiee in

'2a.iY and every other way. One resuit one sense, and it is thot in another. We do
has
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not confer that privilege on anybody who to the actual transactions. In Paris there
desires it. The government would hold the is a great deal more gold exchanged tha
mint under its control, and would stamp the there is in Loidon, and I do not think it is
metal. There is another question, and a any indication of the prosperity of the
very important one. The goverinment has country. So long as there is enough cL'
just seen fit to take the printing of its notes for the wants of a comnunity that is sui-
froni a Canadian company, and transfer it cient. There is not a single place in this
to an alien company. Now we are asked, country where a man who bas a dollar cafl-
with that as an examuple, to do the exact con- not get a dollar's worth for it. The govern-
verse and take the stanping of our metals ment have one, two and four dollar bills
from the niother country and bring it here, lying in the Receiver General's office, anld
on national principles. I cannot see the let them provide the currency out of that.
least connection,except that the one balances The country is perfectly sati-fied, not o01Y
the other. However, I do honestly think with the Dominion notes, but als with the
that the institution of a mint here would be notes issued by the banking institutions.
a dangerous experiment, inasmuch as it do not deal with this matter as one at a',
would be the beginning and would furnish affecting the banking institutions. I do noci
the appliances and the apparatus of bi-met- think the banking institutions, issuing a
allie agitation, which migh t do grievous harm currency of their own, should have a voice
to the tinancial position of this country. in this matter at all, if it cones into contl'a-

vention with the rights of the public, but l
Hbelieve there is enough currency for this

gentleman closes, I wish to ask another countr
question for information. It struck me, y
when my hon. friend from British Columbia Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Do you
was speaking, that probably the argument in think it would interfere with the circulatioli
which there seemed to be the most force, was if we had a gold coin ?
that which was derived from the great (lis- H
parity in Canada betweeti coin and paper. think it would make any lifference.
The statistics which the hon. gentleman
quoted show that the disparity was greater Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Does the
in this country than in any other civilized hon. gentleman think that the amount
country, and I wished to ask whether there paper noney in circulation is no ind1catiofl
is anything in that. as to the commercial standing of a natioli

Hon Mr. DRUMMOND-I do not think If not, how is it that the Soutu Amei
there is anything whatever in that. The republics, Portugal and Gi.eece-coutries
proportion of actual currency, paper 0o, that have the largest paper money circu
and everything else, is srmaller in London t

Hon Mr.tcal DnRUMMNDNo I dwno

than in any other part of the known world. di
Do not let une be misunderstood. The sta- Hon. Mr. DRMIMON D-Theycan easiîY
tisties of the hon. gentleman did not cover bankrupt themselves if they like.
that point. I believe that ovpin ninety
per cent of the actual commercial transac- Hon. Sir OLIVER s iOWAT- y hon
tions in London arc done without the pass- friend who bas introdtced this motion a,
ing of currcncy of any kind or description. I presume, accomplised his bject.r ie

desired to have the atter discussed, ad

tion ofe any contie inhais théord- ,r

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is more than
seventy per cent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is ninety-seven per
cent.

Hon. Mr. DRU MMOND-Then so nuch
stronger is my argument. If you go to
Paris, however, is it not so? The less civil-
ized a community is, in a commercial sense,
the smaller the margin its currency bears

the facts which he had collected biougih
to the attention of the House and the coun-
trv. The facts are very interesting. NIY
hon. friend has evidently taken great pain'
in considering this question, and bas posses-
sed himself of very valuable material for
coming to a conclusion upon it. Primafatj«C,
to one who had not previously thought of the
subject,he would seem to present acaseof cofi
siderable force and one which needs attention'
I am much obliged for the information he
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has furnished us. I an glad he has given at an expense of not more than S5,000 an-the inatter such attention. He has stated nually. Had that mint been allowed to go
i side of this matter-the side which he on, i would have furnished a Cl e gold,

thinks the correct one, and now we have silVer and copper necessary for this country,
heardthe other side. I have not before had an, instead of having the $20,000,000 of
the pleasire of hearing the hon. gentleman United States coin in the Dominion Trea-

rlo 1n Rennebec speak in this House. I am s.ury and in the vaults of the banks we
aId that we have heard him now. He has would have a beautiful Canadian coin. I

e'entlv spoken on a subject on which he repeat, if for no other reason than national
!ias a great deal of practical thoughtful sentiment, every Canadian ought to favour

rIation, and I am sure we are ail glad everything that will have a tendency to
have his side presented in the manner in place us on a footing of equality with other

which it has been. We know now a great deal countries. When travelling in the United
both sides of this question, and the discus- State , and speaking on the subject of the

n not one which will be fruitless in gold currency, I have often felt humiliat d8 Oferespects. HaiiatiHaving attained the object when I have been asked " What is your gold
I hn, friend hiad in moving the resolution, currency"? and I have had to reply " we

bOuld suggest to him now that he had have none," that the only gold in circulation
er withdraw it. in my native country is United States coin.

I contend that that condition of affairs
Shlon. iMr. McINNES (B.C.)-I suppose 1 should not exist any longer. We should
lead have to vield to the requ-st of the be patriotic and true to ourselves as Cana-
le er Of the government, although I must dians, lookin not only to the present but to
cotfess that I am loath to do so, inasmuch the future. We should have a mint and
ti s is the third time that I have brought coin all the gold, silver and copper currency

not latter to the notice of the House, and, that we require. True, it might interfere
Iot5 thstanding what has fallen from the to a certain extent with the notes issued by
heOi. gentleman fron Kennebec, I claini that the banks. I believe the main opposition
or as lot in the slightest degree answered to the establishment of a mint in CanadaOrrfue arumn
beted any argu Ient I have adduced. proceeds from the chartered banks of this

eslgnedly or otherwise-I suppcse other- country, and the quicker the interests of the
e he led the House to believe that a mint people of Canada, wherever they may conflict

OUld be an expensive institution to carry with those of the banks are consulted, the
• The estimate that I have made-and better. From the communications tliat I have

itthink I have given the subject a received from every board of trade, forty-two
the hmore attention, with all due respect to in number, expressing hearty and unqualified
the ton. gentleman, than he has-is that approval of the project that I advocate, I
bet total expense in connection with a mint is believe that they will go on agitating this
As "een eight and nine thousand dollars. matter until the government, whether it

stated during my main remarks, a great happens to be Liberal or Conservative, will
r flber of people have the idea that it be compelled to accede to their request.
aluires a large amount of money to establish With the permission of the House I would

operate a mint. Half a dozen of a staff withdraw the motion.
that Coin all the gold, silver and copper,
'e e would require here in Canada.

th danger that he apprehends from Hon. Mr. MILLS-Before the resolution
e establishment of a mint is imaginary. is withdrawn I wish to say a word or two on
clair that there is nothing like the same the subject. Though the estimate of profit
anger of wrong doing in connection with a which the hon. gentleman has given to th•
It that there is in connection with issu- House may be accurate enough, so far as the

aïuthor'Omiînion notes. I speak with some mere gold and silver circulation is concerned

rl ity and personal knowledge when I he overlooks the large amount of profit t
ofy that a mint could be operated at a cost the Treasury of Canada from the actual lof

lot more than eight or nine thousand of Dominion notes in circulation, and which
ars for the whole year, inasmuch as we loss amounts to a great deal more than all
one in, New Westminster, which, had it the profits to be derived from a mint which

" continued, could have been carried on the hon. gentleman has estimated.
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Hon. Mir. 3McINNES (B. C.)-Whom
does that fall on ?

Hon. Mr. 'MILLS-It falls upon the party
who held the notes. But let me point out
the difference between the loss of a bank
note or a Dominion note and the loss of a
g!old coin. If I lose a ten dollar gold coin, it is
an actual loss to me and to the country. If
I lose a ten dollar note it is a loss of 810 to
me, but it is a gain of 89.95 to the bank.
So that so far as the countrv is concerned,
there is a loss of but five cents. That is a
matter of some importance to take into con
sideration. Then just oneother matter with
regard to the bank note circulation. 3My
hon. friend seens to think that it is a great
misfortune to a country that paper should

circulation is required to be larger than the
gold or silver that the bank holds in reserve,
or the capital that could be iade profitable
upon a full gold reserve. You are enabled
to do a very large business on a moderate
amount of capital, which you could not do
under the other sytem. It would have tO
be money having an intrinsic value, which
is not necessary under the systeni that e
now have.

The motion vas withdrawn.

TAXATION OF CANADIAN
LANDS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. -Mr. BOULTON rose to

PACIFIo

circulate to so large an extent--I think he said
.46 per capita of the population-and that in Inquire if the otficial legal opinion of the \liO

ter of -Justice w-as ohtaimued to jus ify the reP)
this respectwe are very nearlyin as bad a posi- given by the Minister of the Interior to Mr.
tion as the semi-barbarous countries that Lister's question in regard to the exempto
constitute the South American republics. I fron taxation of the Canadian Pacific Ra
think there is a great ad vantage in a redeem- way lands, nanely, that said exemption for twentycruto bscuears dated froi the issue of the patent for
able paper circulation. In this country the each individual parcel and not from the date Of
bank circulation is largely due to the very the letters patent incorporating the company?
great confidence that the people of this
country have in our banking institutions i He said :-I desire to explain to the

and, if you were to substitute a coin circula' Minister of Justice my reason for havi1'

tion for a paper circulation, you would have given this notice of motion. This, to us i
a monetary system that would be altogether the W'est, is a very serious question inde ,
wanting in that expansibility which attaches and the position that the government takes

to oui present system. WlIat are the facts ? upon the interpretation of the Act that gives
Take an ordinary banking institution in any an exemption from taxation for twentY
one of the towns of this country in a great years to the Canadian Pacifie Railway is 011e

producing district. You have that circula- of very great importance. I will read to
tion, at certain periods of the year, half a you the question, which I saw reported 1

dozen tines greater than it is at other the public press, that was put by 3r.
tines. Upon what is the circulation Lister to the Minister of the Interior. 3r

based ? Is it upon the gold and silver Lister asked:
coin that the bank is required to hold in
reserve ? Not at all. It is based upon the LANI GIRANTS TO THE CANALIAN
warehouse receipts which the banks hold PACIFIC RAILWAY COIPANY.
from the parties engaged in business, and Mr. LISTER asked:
are paid when the produce is shipped, perhba ps How much of the land grnit to the Canîadian
at Montreal or some other point. Now, 'Pacific Railway Company has been patented1

the wheat we say is just as good a basis for Does the exemption from taxation on the la
that circulation as gold itself, because it is grant run fron the date of patent for each parce'
just as'certain in its value, the market value e an, ior omg the at a o ie ettc ray Calt
at which it is purchased, and any system pany and providing for land subvention?
which would have the effect of driving out The 3INISTER 0F THE INTERIOR <Mr.
our paper circulation, if that were possible, sifton). I would like to let the first questiol
and substituting for it gold or silver coin, stand. Information has been furnished to nie by
would, in umy opinion, seriously inconvenience the departmuent to answer the question, but I -

not absalutely sure of its accinracy, and I wi-sh .to
the auricultural population of this country ntasueysreoisacrcadI. h c examine it more closely before the answer is g9V
at certain seasons of the year, when their As to the second part of the question, the exen'P'
products are put upon the market and the tion runs fromn the date when the patent issues-
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8ince the date of that reply, May 26th, the Now, hon. gentlemen can readily see that
h"- Minister of the Interior bas replied to if 17,000,000 acres of land now held by the
the first part of the quettion that 1,425,925 Canadian Pacific Railway Company are to
Of the C.P.R. land grant has been patented. be exempt fron taxation for twenty years

Imust take exception on behalf of our from the date of the issue of the patent for
Wesern country to the reply that has been each individual parcel of land, it enhances
given hy the hon. Minister of Interior, be- the value of that land grant over and

use I think it is open to very grave ques- above what it would be if the municipal
.uc indeed whether that is an accurate taxation was to be levied twenty years after
udgrMnent on the question or not. It cer- the incorporation of the company. It istainly is not in the interest of the people contrary to the principles of government in

whose interests we are supposed to represent our municipalities that we have instituted
sixteen years out of the twenty have in our western provinces.

eiapsed since incorporation and only about
a' tillioni and a half acres according to the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Did you say

1inister have come under the operation of the 17,000,000 acres in the province of Mani-
exemIlption clause of, the charter. There is toba ?
very grave doubt indeed as to what the Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-No; Manitoba
iueaning of the clause that gave that ex- an. Mr.hBOULTON .

em1ption is. It is, of course, a legal ques-
ton, but if the governrment gives its ad- lon. Mr. LOUGHEED.-The lands in
theion to the principle that is laid down in Manitoba are not exempt for twenty years.the reply of the Nlinister of the Interior,
then naturally the public who are the pur- Hon. Mr. BOULTON.-No, it is the land
ehasers of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the North-west Territories. When the
stock, can hold the government to account province of Manitoba was enlarged to the

th havimg announced the fact that that is twenty-ninth range, the Act that constituted
e interpretation, and the correct inter- the province and enlarged its boundaries

of the lan: grant as it was made provided that it should be subject to the
'l 1880. I see here in the (iien of 29th terms of the contract of 18S0, so that, so far
of Mlav, a telegranm fron Montreal as fol- as the point that my hon. friend from Cal-

gary raseci, tnat the province or Manitoba
PAC'IU RAJLWAY STOC'K is not included, it is only that portion of

Manitoba which formed the original pro-
BOOMING. vince. In our municipal organizations we

Mosi-~ALM~'28. recournize that wvhen anyone has acquired aMoNTREAL, 'May '28. C
At Present Canndian Pacitic Railway stock ri(ht to a quarter section of land by enter-

attrctingu a attention, both aiong te ing it at the land office, bis land then e-
s eelators and upon the London market. In fact, comes anenable to taxation. Whcn the

t .he present time there seeins to be more of a country was handec over to Canada in 1870,
.e8ire to deal in this security thait las existed ail those who lived in the country at the
nece the Baring panic in 1893.
In London this iorning the stock was qutoted at

w Whici is the highest tigtire foi 1897, it hiaving came in under the p-inciple of taxation
s low as 46Ï on the war scare about six weeks without any patent being issued at ail.

l The price on the local iarket this iorning
5ric whiich is just about equal to the London Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Before the patent

The reasons for the better feeling in Canadian vas issued
citic Railwvay is the increased traffic earnings,

ich have recently averaged S60,0(00 per week H
beneae, together with the inproved western patentwasi-sued. Notonlythat,butwhen

uaiaaesi o a settler in that western country enters a
atttorney, General Camneron, of MaLnitoba, whlo is

the resent at the Windsor Hotel, said recently that quai-ter section of land and bas homesteadedte free land of that province is about al taken up, it becomes hable to taxation, and at the
this will naturally direct attention to the rail- end of the three years he becomesalo< holdings, wvhich ailount to soinething like

fo >,O4I(00 acres. These seenis to be the reasons
fr the present hetter feeling, and the general not he claimed, or may not issue for ten

years after he is entitled to it, but the muni-
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cipal authorities and the local government
recognize that the land, notwithstanding
that fact, and whatever rights a man may

nosei n helandi are liable to taxation

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Is not that a
inatter for the courts C The governnent
cannot affect thei one way or the other ?

424

More than that, when a pre-emption is lon. Mr. BOULTON-When a imiember
secured, by the payient of S1O, of the of the governmsent has announced to the
adjoining 160 acres, that also becones liable world froin his place in parliament, that the
to taxation so long as that man occupies it exemption is for twenty years after the
and clos.es it up froni right of entry on the issuing of the patent, it is necessary that we
part of anv one else. It is on that principle should protect the public w ho invest in the
that we govern ourselves with regard to this s.ock of the Canadian Pacifie Railway so
point, because it has been a very important that they shall not cone back to the gov
question as to how mnany should be included ernment and say "that is your decision.
in the expense of maintainingour municipal We bought the securities on that ground
organization. The clause granting exemp- and no protest was entered against il.- It
tion from taxes is No. 16 in the Canadian is also necessary to protect the settiers front
Pacifie Railway Act of 1880. It provides: a prejudgmnent of the case by a _inister of

the Crown. It is to enter a protest against
16. The Canadian Pacifie Railway, and all that position that 1 bring the questiou before

stations and station grounds, work shops, buiid- this honourable Ilouse to-day. It is a ques-
ings, yards, and other property, rolling stock and tion that we are justly entitled te consider for
appurtenances required and used for the construc- the
tion and working thereof, and the capital stock of
the company, shall be forever free frot taxation tion of this parlinînent. My contention is
by the Dominion, or by any province hereafter to that the taxation commences froin the time
be established, or by any municipal corporation the Canadian Paciflc Iailway Company was
therein ; and the lands of the coipany, in the d
North-west Territories, until thev are either sold g

or cctpie, sah isebe ieefren txaton .-r)0 I years to run from the tiîne they were granted,or occupied, shall also be free fromi taxation for 20
years after the grant thereof froin the Crown. before being obliged to realize upon them or

pay taxes, unless tbey seli them. Now, the
The ground I take with regard to that is question is whether that twenty years is tO

that the exemption for a tern of 20 years be extended to forty years in consequence
was given so long as the land remained in of thiN interpretation, or uîtil they are dis
the hands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. posed of. My contention is that the grant
The moment that the company sold-one was made to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
year after or five years after the incorpora- Company when they were authorized by
tion of the company-the lands became 1 parliament to issue ]and grant bonds, whjch
liable to taxation, but so far as the com- they did, and that permission was incorpo-
pany's ownership of lands was concerned, rated in this Act o 1880. The Canadian
they had the whole 20 years absolutely free Pacifie Railway Company must have been
from taxation. The ground taken by the granted those lands before tbey could issue
Minister of Interior in his reply is that if the ]and grant bonds. 1here can be no (oubt
Canadian Pacific Railway postponed an of that whatever. They could not possibly
application for a patent for their land for issue $25,000,000 cf land grant bonds unless
15 or 18 years, as the case might be, they
would still have the exemption of 20 years Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-They were
from that date. Hon. gentlemen will see d by statute
that that is a very important point, so far
as our western people are concerned, in the Hon Mr. BOULTON-Here is what the
maintenance of the municipal organizations. statut e says
If they have to sustain their municipal -
organizations. their schools and everything A. Tf copan s ue bo red pii
else for a period of 3J or 40 years, it will be t cf inceprante issue boîsds, erd pc
a matter of very great difficulty and hardship ing provisions for the use cf sncb bonds in tbe ac-
to them. The wording of the clause is not quisitiel cf lands, and such other coititions as tie
twenty years after the issuing of th- patent conpany shah see fit--socli issue te be for $*25,-
but for 20 years after the grant thereof by 000,00X. And sbouid the company inake suchissue of tnio grant cnds, uden they shah deposit

he Cin gthed in tse ands. Tie eyt he tet

the Crown yearsn te run f the timerthe weecgrated,
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The hon. gentleman will see by referring they can be subject to taxation, during which
tO clause 16 where it says "shall also be f ree period they must select their lands, and the
trou taxation for 20 years after the grant fact that they have not selected those lands
th ereof from the Crown." In clause 17 I for eighteen years after they were granted,
lae Just read, it reads " secured upon the under the conditions I have spoken of, does

granted and to be granted to the not entitle them to another twenty years
co0Ipanjy '" the words " grant " have the saine after that time has elapsed. If their conten-
ýeaning in both clauses of the charter of tion is held good on that 17,000,000 acres of
neOrporation, there is no reference to pa- land they still hold they are to have an ex-
ents which are subsequent details of the emption of forty years instead of twenty

. company built as far as Oak years. If that had been the intention it
-in 1881 and 500 miles farther in 1882. would have ben set forth in the statute.

lhereby becoming entitled to some ten mil- I an quite aware that it is open to argu-
acres of the land grant. ment and is a legal question, but it seems

There nust be a limitation of the 20 years to me it does not do to allow a question
andI contend that that is from the date the of that kind to go without entering a

tads were granted which commences with protest againt the po-ition that has been

« release of land grant bonds as evidence taken. I maintain, in the interest of that
titie. Now, these lands must have been western country, if it is to be successful,

ranted to the Canadian Pacific Railway it is impossible to keep 17,000,000 acres of

theipany when they undertook to issue land, the burden of vhich has to be supported
eir land grant bonds. They could not in municipal organizations by settlers there,

Possibly issue those bonds unless thev were and allow a company which is enjoying the
entitled to the lands and the lands had been ownership of that 17,000,000 acres of lands
grarlted. 1- keen them from the market and hold them

On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ce the hon. gentleman contend that the
rating of the lands to the Canadian

Pacifice Railway Company dates from the
ssageIof the Act, or from the time they

the their bonds, or f rom the granting of
fe patent ? If the 20 years is to commence
bro1 the granting of the lands, that is

y statute Then I should like the hon.
gentleman to tell us how lands could be
ta -ed which had never been set apart so

that the municipal authoritiescould ascertain
ands on which to levy the taxes.

.'iegrant bonds were issued in order to
as mloney, under the law placed upon the
atute-book. If the lands were not set

Part, or given to the Canadian Pacific
is 1iaY Company, before the patents were

how could a municipality by any
hs'ilhty know the lands to tax until the

Patlts had been issued, and they knew
lands belonged to the Canadian Pacificway.

t on. Mr. BOULTON-I quite under-
and the position the hon. gentleman pre-

, but the statute has provided for that.
"ie understand that the Canadian Pacific

a tway Company may not yet have selected
tleir lands, but there is a period of twenty

Years which must be allowed to elapse before

without sale until those settlers have created
an accumulated value for them in that way,
for a period exceeding what was intended
by parliament in making the grant. The
question arose something the same in the
transfer of the country by the Hudson
Bay Company. That company made a bar-
gain with the Canadian government that
they were to pay so much and the company
were entitled to the selection of lands in the
North-west to the extent of one-twentieth.
There was a great difficulty in getting the
Hudson Bay Company to accept those terms.
They resisted and wanted a larger proportion
of the lands, and they wanted better terms.
Here is the reply in the letter by Lord
Granville to Sir Stafford Northcote, dated

DoWsINo STREET, 9th March, 1869.

SiR,--Earl Granville lias had under review the
correspondence which lias passed respecting the
proposed transfer to Canada of the jurisdiction and
territorial rights of the Hudson Bay Company
in North America * * * *

It is due, both to the representatives of Canada
and to the coipany, to add-that these ternis are
not intended by Lord Granville as the basis of
further negotiation: but a final effort to effect
that amicable accommodation of which he lias
almost despaired, but which lie helieves will be
for the ultiniate interest of all parties.

If this be rejected either on behalf of the
Dominion or the company, his Lordship considers
that his next step must be to procure an authori-
tative deciSion as to the rights of the Crown and
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the company, anil with this object, lie vill
recomineud Her Majesty to refer their rights for
examination to the Judicial Coinmittee of the
Privy ('ouncil, whose decision will form a basis for
any future legislation or executive action which
Her Nlajesty's Goverinent nay tind necessary.

Lord Granville is aware that a proposal of titis
kimd wvill require consideration ; but lie hopes you
will lose iv) time beyond what is necessary in
acquainting himi) with your lecision.

I ai, Sir,
Your iost obedient servart,

FREDERIC ROGERS.
Sir STA FFORD NORTHCoTE, Bart., &C.

of right and justice, from the principle Of
their own interest in the successful develoP
ment of that country, and for that reasol
think myself, that while there is a doubt, i'
would not be at all unwise on the part O
the government to remove it by such a
reference as I have already spoken of, to the
Iniperial government. In the meantime
make this inquiry in order to ascertaili
the Minister of Justice takes the saime
ground. I do not ask for a legal opinion a
all, but to ascertain if the Minister or
Justice has given his official authority forC ir

That arose fromn the fact that the Hudson the reply to Mr. Lister's question,
Bay Company of those days made a claim whether it was made upon the personaJ
for a far larger right to the sovereignty oi responsibility of the Minister of the Interior
that country than they actually possessed, under whose official control the lands are
and the Impeiial government said: " If you I want siiply to take the question out
are going to block the way and obstruct, the arena of doubt by the interpretation Od
by excessive demands, the policy which is the officers of the Crown, which wOul
now sought to be carried out, we will have remove from any municipality, or any p'o-
to inquire into wvhat your rights are by ref- vincial governnent, the right to contest the
erence to the Judicial Committee of the clain at some future period, and it is for
Privy Council, in order to determine then, this reason that I nake this inquiry.
and if we find that your rights of sover-
eignty to the title of the land is confined to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Minister of the
Rupert's Land alone," which was the settle- teoio di t he hat oJ tie
ment along the Assiniboine and the Red
River for a certain distance and did not goat
beyond that, "if you denand more we will b n
have to make an inqluirv." This matter Ifaucy that the only opinion whicb
is just about in the saine position. Here is
an open question-a question that is of very Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

great moment to the people in the North- suppoe the minister cannot shirk th'
west, whether this exemption is to lapse at responsibiiity, if 1 may use that expressiOfl
the end of 20 years from the date the lands Of the statement made by one of his Col
were granted-that is earned by the coin- e
pany when they becane entitled to it in the r
saine way that the homesteader becomes en- of the Interior had stated that the lands were
titled to his land by virtue of an entry and n t e 0 years after the issue
payment of a 810 fee. The question is a t pae.
live and important one. I do not think it
is wise to go on and leave it open to doubt, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tbe Minister of the
because any gentleman can see the value of Interior gave that opinion, based 01
17,000,000 acres of land, any portion of case that carne up in court. ie gave at as
which is to be exempted fron taxation for bis opinion.
40 years, is a much more valuable asset than
if it were only exempted for 23 years. The Hn i ma EN 1OWELLh
patent, I consider, is a mere detail of the
grant, and ownership is attained entirely
upon the fulfilment of the conditions by thecase went Vo the Supreme Court. It
which an individual settler, or railway cor- diri not go Vo the Privy Council, but it le"
poration or any one else, become entitled to on the decision of the court wbich is prob
the land. It is for that that the grant ably noVyet a final judgment.
which is referred to here. Tuat is my
opinion, and th: people of the North-west Hon. 3fr. LOUGHEED-It could
are of the saine opinion, from the priciple have been under that section, becuse,

4% 26
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Years have not elapsed since the patent 'vas Quebec is a military city and a soldier's faults are
granted. soon noticed here. Our representatives vill rub

shoulders with the best troops of the Empire and
will need to be at their best. A large proportion

BILLS 1 NTRODUCED of them are undoubtedly men to whom not the
slightest exception can be taken and who would

An Act respecting the Great do credit to any country. But the crazy-quilt,
orthern Railway Company."-(Mr. Belle. patch-work appearauce oi the detachnieut is pain-

rose. fully apparent on parade and it is hard to say how

Bill (98) " An Act respecting the Hali- thi is an doria ieQ C
burton and Mattawa Railway Company."- Ti es I a d stord h a
(3Ir. Dobson.)

gentleman who saw the parade that he did
THE RESIGNATION OF JUDGE not considerthedescriptionatalloverdrawn.

JONES. As an old volunteer, I should 'ery much
regrret to see a regimnent composed of men, as

ion. Mr. SCOTT-I beg to lay on the described here, going to London to represent
table the return asked for last month with the forces of Canada, and 1 am quite sure
reference to the resignation of Judge Jones, the leader of the governmen-, who bas a love
and correspondence connected therewith. for his country, and I am quite sure also bas
All the correspondence is brought down a very great respect for the volunteer forces
except what was marked " confidential." n Canada,

that I have-that if this he correct, there
A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE. bas been a lamentable fault on the part of

the officers, and that immediate steps should
Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- be taken to have it remedied.

Before the orders of the day are called, I
WOuld like to call the attention of the Gov- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
ernmiient to an extract from the Quebec heard nothing of the matter which ny hon.
Chronicle with reference to the Jubilee Re- friend bas rn ntioned. It spens extremely

giea I ofo nw'hte yhn mrobable that the officers who are re-.ent. I do not know whether my hon. 1Pfriend has seen it, but I bring it to his notice sponsible for the selection of the nen sbould
1t order that, if true, the defects in the se- have selected such persons as that extract
lection of the volunteers may be remedied. described. It is possible, but extrerely un-
ît 1s under date June the Ist, and reads as likely. I wili communicate with the acting
fllowvs iNinister of Militia. I quite concur witb

what tbe hon. gentleman, as a volunteer, liasThe tirst appearance of the Jubilee Regiment on sai( as a o
aleon Su, 1 - 11 11 jý ,a nd lietnn tf hid i dety

nay as , as ntie( n y ester ay se voked considerable adverse comment.
It n1llules a number of men, to whou it is no

IsresPect to say that they should never have been
elected for the purpose. The regiient ought to

te best possible representation of Canadian
anhood. Those nemibers of it who do not enter1
to this category are, of course, not responsiblefor the fact, but the cominanding officers who

8elected them are far froum blameless. Either theircorps mlust be nost miserable ones as a whole, or
favouritisim would seeni to have decided the choice
Of the men, for it is hard to imagine many of theina.thing like the best possible representatives
pf their reginents. A number of them are of poor
PhYlique, others have a miserably unmilitaryCriage, and a good few would stand quite a lot ofshing up and tidying. If, to ail this, poor
rlarching and ill-fitting uniforms are added, theresiut can be imagined. In short, our proposed
Picked Jubilee contingent, inteuded to (o Canada
ere(it, M'ill fall far short of its object if someiarked improvement is not at once visible. This
bestic1sm is made in no carping spirit, but for the
bet interests of ail concerned and it is to be hoped
thatsomue better showing nay soon be made, for

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-I do not know
that I quite heard or understood the para-
graph, but if it refers, as I understood it
did, to the uniform of the men, I will vouch
for it that that uniform is in order, but as
for the fitting, I can only say that the
government requested that these articles
should be prepared by measurement, which
was specially sent up for every man for the
force, and with a great amount of care and
pains these articles were prepared at an
actual loss to the company who were engaged
in the manufacturing of about $200 or $300,
the instructions being given simply to manu-
facture these in accordance with the desire
of the department, without reference to their
cost, that they shall be a credit and honour
to their country, and a credit and honour to
the company who were engaged in their
manufacture. If there is any mistake with
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reference to the costume or dress of those Bill (78) "An Act respecting the Ontario
men, it arises from the measurements and Accident Insurance Company." -(Mr. Vi
not from the manufacture ; it arises from dal.)
the men not standing in a soldierly inanner,
or stooping, or crouching, possibly in another SECOND READINGS.
forin. There is a inistake somewhere. It
does not belong to the government and it Bill (56) " An Act respecting the Medi-
does not belong to the manufacturers. cine Rat Railway and Coal Company."-

(Mr. Power.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I an glad the Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the

hon. gentleman has brought this niatter to Dominion Portland Cement Company.
the notice of the government. I think it (Mr. Clenow.)
will be found to be an exaggeration. The
selection was made f rom a diversity of corps. Bill (34) "An Act to incorporate the
One hundred and fiftv have been selected Canadian Securities Company of Montreaj.
froin all the corps of the Dominion, not hav- -(M r. Bernier.)
ing been selected as privates, but as sergeant- Bill (84) " An Act to incorporate the Con-
majors, sergeants, corporals, and so on, and tinental Heat and Light Conpany."-(M.
of course in the city of Quebec, where they McMil]an.)
have been accustomed to seeing nothing but 1
our regular trained soldiers, well set up,drill- Bil (58) " An Act respectig the Temis-
ing together for a certain length of time, I couata Rai]way Company." -- (Mr. Mýn Zn Millan.think probably some of the criticism in Que-
bec may have resulted from that fact. I am Bill (80) " An Act to revive and amend
satisfied the country may have confidence in the Acts respecting the Quebec Bridge Coi-
the Adjutant General, who is an old soldier, pany."-(Mr. Bernier.)
and who will get the men together as rapid- Bill(17) "An Act to incorporate the Win-
ly as he possibly can, and I think Canada nipeg, Duluth and Northern Railway Com-
will have no reason to be ashamed of any of pany."-(Mr. Boulton.)
her sons.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
reason I brought this to the notice of the
government was in order that they might
call their officers' attention to it, because it
may not be true. I did not mention, nor is
there anything in the article which I read
which speaks at all of the quality of the
clothes which these men had on. It said
they did not fit. It is possible the manu-
facturers may have made to the orders given,
and they may have been given to others
whom they did not fit. That is presuming
all the time that the article which I read is
true.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The
were made for larger men.

clothes

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the
chair.

After Recess.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (74) "An Act to incorporate the Na-
tional Life Assurance Company of Canada."
-(Mr. Power.)

(Bill (73) "An Act to incorporate the
Kaslo and Lardo-Duncan Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (103) " An Act respectirg the Cana-
dian Fire Insurance Conpany."-Mr. Mc-
Kay.)

Bill (40) " An Act to incorporate the Mari-
time Milling Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (L) " An Act relating to the Canada
Investment and Agency Company, Limited."
-(Mr. Drummond.)

Bill (86) " An Act respecting La Banque
du Peuple."-(Mr. Villeneuve.)

Bill (82) " An Act to incorporate the
Mining Development and Advisory Cor-
poration of British America,Limited."--(Mr.
McKay.)

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS ACT AMENDMENT

BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the' Whole on Bill (105) " An Act to
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atûend the Act respecting the protection of It lies certainly within the three mile limit,
n1avigable waters." if that has any force. The law would proba-

bly have some effect. This is a question that
(In the Coiimmittee.) has been before the House a number of years.

111)- Mr. SCOTT-Tlîe object of the bill I rem -mber, when occupying a seat on the
. on Mr. SCOT T er ojetaoite bil other side of the House, introducing a some-
15 to enable the Minister of Marine and what similar bill, but for some reason it did

isheries to remove from navigable waters not become law. I am aware that the wreck
ructions that may not possibly be in the in Victoria harbour is an eyesore, but it is a

navigation now, but that may be an splendid place to erect a beacon and it is a
Obstruction in the luture and may prevent beacon itself to keep people f rom running onthe department from placing beacons at de- the rocks. No one can understand how thesirable points. I will just read the words wreck took place, except through carelessness
that are introduced. Clause No. 4 in the or dense fog, because it lies not a great dis-bill is substituted for clause 4 in the pre- tance from shore. My reason for referring to

sent Act, and I will read the amendment : it is that I suppose the government has con-
Section four of The Act respectinu/ the Pro- sidered the question as to the power which
n ofari¡a Waterschapter ninetry one of they would have to remove the vessel, be-

e Revised Statutes, is hereby repealed and the cause it is not in the channel-it is in a place
1 substituted therefor where she never ought to have gone, I take
4. If, in tie opinion of the Minister of Marine . r e if sc

and est i ti y itfor granted if she were remnoved, no otherndFisheries, the nîavigation cf any niavigablle it focewr enoen te
vater as aforesaid is obstl ucted, inpeded or ren- vessel, knowing where the rock was, would

(lered muore ditticult or dangerous by reason of the run upon it.
Wreek, sinking, or lying ashore or grouînding of
aY vessel, or of any part thereof, or of any other Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Would the bil

The, w rd-include the saw-dust in the Ottawa River?
The words following are the new por-

tion: Hon. Mr. SCOTT- J am afraid not.
Or if by reason of the situationl of any wreck or The changes made in clause 5 are in har-

anly Vessel, or of any part thereof, or of any other mony with those in the preceding section.
thing so lying sunk, ashore or grounded, the navi- In the fifth line, it reads
gationi of any navigable water, as aforesaid, is, in" In manner aforesaid likely to be oc-
.he opiion of the iiister, likely to be obstructed, ,,

unPeded or rendered more difficult or dangerous, casioned "-they are the new words and
Or, if in the opinion of the mninister, any vessel or also from the word '" thing " in the seventh
Part thereof, wreck or other thing cast ashore, line'tranded or left upon any property belonging to
ler Majesty in the right of Canada is an obstacle Or, with sueh authority has eaused to be re-
or obstîîruction to such use of the said property as nmoved any vessel or any part thereof, wreck or
n',aY be required for the public purposes of Canada. other thing cast ashore, stranded or left upon any

Those are the words inserted. One of the
Principal objects is to remove a wreck now
in the harbour of Victoria. It is not exactly
' 1ing so as to obstruct navigation, but it is
a great eyesore to the people of Victoria. It

is lying at a point where the minister thinks
a beacon ought to be erected, and the
language of the clause as it stood would not
enable then to remove that wreck. The
r.

such public property as in the last preceding
section nentionel.

Hon. Mr. MfILLS-Is it a charge upon
the public revenue?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, this is simply an
authority to reniove it. They must have
the power from parliament to expend the
money. It is simply taking the power.
The expenditure may not be incurred.

'els Of the clause is the law as it now stands.

IlHon.SirrMACKENZIEIBOWELL---Ilion. Sir MACKENZIE BO\VELL-I think under the general law the owners of
suppose there is no doubt as to the power to the vessel would be responsible.
Pass this Act and to put it in force in case

's passed. I know where the vessel to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
which my hon. f riend refers lies, but it is
Outside the harbour. Whether it would be Hon. Mr. DRUMM(>ND, from the com-
considered in the sea proper I do not know. mittee, reported the bill without amendment.
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CRIMINAL C O D E AMENDMENT make our objections if we can have an
BILL. opportunity. I only desire that. In deal-

ing with the Criminal Code of the countrY
IN COMMITTEE. it is not advisable to take hasty action.

The House resolved itself into a Commit- There are clauses in this bill that unfortun-

tee of the Whole on Bill (H) " An Act ately are not the result of deep consideratioi,

further to amend the Criminal Code, 189:)." but which seem to me to be the result of
imprudent thought. I would suggest

On the second clause' to the Minister of Justice that if I amn

Hon.SirOLI V ER MOWAT-Thesecond entirely correct-(and if not,) I would be

clause is expressed in two lines, and refers disposed to be properly reproved and

to the schedule. We will have to take up properly brought to order-that with such

the schedule :legislation as this, it would be better foi
us to have a committee of the best legal

The Criminal Code is hereby ainended in the minds to consider same, and not change
manner set forth in the fotowing schedule. the law of the land immediately, but with

he first part of the Criminal Code which the very best and wisest and nost prudent

I propose to amend, is the third section of consideration to make such anendments
if they should be found necessary, but not
for the mere purpose of gratifying some-I

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-I would suggest to was goiing to throw in an adjective there-
the hon. the Minister of Justice that the bill some person who cornes along and says,
now proposed to be dealt with by this I"You cannot walk on a Sunday" and "You
committee is somewhat of an important one, must not have an exhibition of so and so,"
and touches particularly the individual, and that it would be better to refer a bill of
also calls for consideration from the lega, such a character as this to the wisest con-
fraternity. Would it not be well if the sideration of the best legal ninds we can
Minister of Justice, in \iew of the important obtain selected f rom both Houses.
legislation now intended to be submitted I simply throw out the suggestion,
here and carried through, were to allow the 1 and whether it be good or bad, I am willing
privilege of handing to every member in this to obey the decision of the House, but the
chamber a copy of the bill with the right to Criminal Code of the country should not be
examine, and at the next session of parlia-' mnde on the mere ipse di.it of sonebody
ment to make such amendments to the who imagines there is crime committed
Criminal Code as would be approved of by and not provided for and the legis-
the country? I do not claim that i am held lation of the country should not be made
in very high reputation as, a lawyer, yet I on the application or peculiar whin of any
have had the privilege of dea'ing with one body; the liberty of the subject should
criminal cases under i he criminal code of not be taken away in that manner, and so,
New Brunswirk, as also under the criminal for that reason, I think the bill should be
law of Canada, and I can see great objections referred to a committee, and we could then
Vo the passing of such a general Act as this, deal with the matter at the next session.
notwit hstanding it has been submitted to us
by the Minister of Justice. I make the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I ani not
simple suggestion, with all due respect, quite sure that I understand what my hon.
because I have recognized indeed the wealth friend wishes to do here. He seems to refer
of his information and the strength of his to some particular portions of the bill to
judgment, not only in reference to criminal which he has objections. When we come to

matters, but havingreadhisdecisions on other those portions his objections may be stated.
matters of grave importance, wherè ques- There are portions of this bill that lawyers
tions of law between one and the other may be necessary in order to judge of their
have arisen, and I would think that this propriety, but there are other portions that
body should not deal with an Act such as is are matters 6f policy of which anybody can
presented to us, without the gravest con- judge quite as well as alawyer can My hon.
sideration and without the wisest prudence, friend wishes the bill to be considered by
and the submission to each person of a the ablest lawyers we can find for the pur-
chance at least to personally consider and pose. I certainly do not belong to that class
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yself, but there are members of this House that marked 92, because I understand there
ho do belong to it, and we shall get is a good deal of opposition to the next, 97a,

the benefit of their judgmnent as we go and if 97a is not adopted by the House,
through the bill. There are also other then 92 will not be necessary.3Wyers in the House of Commons, and whenthe bill goes down to thein those able lawyers Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I quite

Consider it. I think we are quite com- approve of the hon. gentleman's suggestion.
etent to go on with the various clauses of I never thought of going on with 92 except in

the bill, and if there are any of the'n that connection with 9 7a. The only object of 92 is

there is a special diffliculty about, and to make a definition, which we already have,
t he House do not see the propriety of of a prize fight applicable to the use of that

an justnow, these can beomitted without tern in 97a. The question is whether the
t aying the whole of the bill. I propose, Senate is prepared to adopt the principle oftherefore to go on with the hill, if the 97a, aind that is a point on which I now pro-

e permits mie and to explain each of ceed to make some observations. The House
e lauses as I move it. The first amend- will observe that I am not introducing anynent is in the third section of the Criminal new definition of what a prize fight

ode of 1892. In section Y of hie clause is. I an proposing no change in the
ere referred to I find these words: i law in that respect. I an proposing
The exniession superior court of criiiiina juris legislation about a prize fight, but iean

t n means and inelu(les the following courts in nothing more by the prize fight than the
ovince of Ontario, the three divisions of the law means now. It bas a bearing upon
Cour1t1 of Justice. the propriety of passing 97a to know

Sinee the passing of that code those divi- exactly what the law does now forbid as510r' have been abolished. There are no prize fights. Sections 93, 94, 95 and 96
ivisons now of the Hligh Court of Justice, show this. These sections have been in the

ad it renders the Act therefore inapplicable law for very nany years-since, I think,
o the present condition of the High Court 1881. They were introduced then by the

8nd of the judges there under the legislation, hon. leader of this House, Sir Alexander
Wihch the Ontario legislature has passed, Campbell, in a governrment measure. My

w which was within their jurisdiction to hon. friend opposite was a member of
ass. The change requires a very slight the government, and no doubt gave his

arenidment. Instead of the words I have hearty support to what was done then.read the clause will read: The bill passed this House and went

11 the province of Ontario ay divisional court he House of Coinons and there
the Iligh Court of Justice. oas again in the hands of a meiner

of the government as a gaverniment

h That may seem to hon. members who measure. Whatwasitthatwas forbidden?
ý "not followed the legislation on the Pief(is h luewih1a o

ib Ject to be not a very material difference. introducing to the ouse makes te re-
t the difference is very essential. presentation of prize tights by a certain

tefore the change there were in fact method, a criminal offence-the exhibition
b ree branches of the high court. Each in that way of prize figlts such as are now

ranch had its own judges. That is illegal. The prize figbts which are dealt
oger so. There are no branches now, with are now illegal, and being illegal it is

aid Courts are held from time to time by such proposed that this representation of thern
Judges as are prepared to attend to them. should be made ihlegal also. Tt is be-

e Judges do not now belong to one court lieved that a large part of the evil that
thlore than to another and when they sit in arises from a prize fight itself will arise also
tht ,ay they are called a "divisional from a representation of it by means ofturt.3) these wonderful machines which, have lately

The causewas gree to.been in% ented. WVe are, of course, makingThe clause was agreed to..c
no objection to the use of these machines.

el 11' Mr. POWER-With respect to the Thousands of harmless scenes are or ay
clause which we are just coming to I would be represented by thetu. What we pro-
8"ggest to the Minister of Justice that it pose to the House to render illegal isrgigt L.~e better to postpone the first portion, the representation of an ilegal thing-
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nanely, a prize fight. These prize fights the consequences of any wounds that wer
are admiitted on all hands, I believe, toaeanitdoaihnsJ eieetoreceived. Tiien the 9tith clause inakes it
be brutal exhibitions which ought not to offence to leave Canada with the intention
be sanctioned in any civilized country, to engage in a prize fight ithout the linitS
and our law on the subject corresponds of Canada. If any hon. member desires tO
with what has been done in various states look at vhat took place in this Iou5e
of the neighbouring country. I believe when the bil on this subject Ws

there is only one state in the union which before the buse, he \% iii find it i th"
permits prize fights, so general is the SenateDebates, session of 1881 at page
impropriety of thein recognized. I shall read and the following pages. My hon. friend e-
the sections of the existing Act to show hind nie (Mr. Power) savs now that he 5hould
how prize fights are dealt with by our laws, rather like to be at a prize fght if he
to show the propriety of our forbidding also could et a good seat there, but he knows
the representation of them by one of these is a bad thing and objects to prize
new inventions. The law renders guilty of being perrnitted. Anongst his observe
an offence under the Act and lable to tions ii 881 he said this: u If a r -
punishînent any one who porter toas alwed to attend his presenc

would encourage the fight." My limn

of~ CaaaCfan Io.mmerdsrst

or publislies, or c'alses to be sent or foriend, therefore, was against reporters beiiig
we t bltor otherwise be made known, any ciw-

lenge to tiglit a prize ighit, or accept any sncib permnitted to 1)6 present, because their pres-
allenge or causes the ;anîie to le accepted, or ience would encourage the fight. inythinegoes into training preparatory toiei or acts that woul'D encourae thef18,t pg l3

andthgfllwigags.Myhtn frind boe-

as tramner or' seconi to aîy person wlo nhtends to friend would object to. I think there is great
force in that view, althouh I ai not sure

Naw, that is gioing a great aay, but in it was acted upon in the bi that was passed
ISSI both sides of the touse, and both But my ion. f riend failed to see how the
branches of pariament w ere satisfied that presence of the sureon would lend aiY
the public interests required that enactuent such encouragement.
-that prize fights were suc bad thincs-
that they were so iminoral. and did so inuch Uon. M_ýr. LOUGHEED-It would have
harin, that a challenge to a prize fight should rather a depressing efect.
le made a crime, that accepting a challene
should be ma le a crime, that anv endeavour Hlon. Sir OLIVER M.ýOWAT-3My lion.
tos irocure an exhibition of it should aectfriendsaidfurther onthatoccasionthatprize
miadletiaie. Theni,tlie 93rd section nuakes ifughtsw~ere freqlueiitly attended by inore ser-
it ai offence to be engaed as a principal in ious consequences than duels on the continent.
npize ibt. The 94th section nakes it an y hon. friend thought, in soue respects,

offece to he present at a prize w ,glit as an they weie stili more objectionable than
aid, second, surgeon, unpîre, baek"r, assist- duels. I aa ndlad to know bow strong Y
ant or reporter, or who a savises, encourages hon. f riend's vies are on this point, becaus
or proinotes such ights. I have no doubt 'an observation of bis to wvhicli I have
the licn. nembers of thi s ouse who were referred just now has tsisled people as to hi
present theni, and whe approved altogether attitude with regard to tbese prie tightsS
of these sections, will answer the ob- Every one who spoke when the matter Nvs
hections that may be toade to tbew by up in 1881 condesuned prie figting in very
any other lion. meber; and I observe strong language. The bi went down to the
amongst those wbo were present was my hon. House of Commons, and the mebers ther
friend oehind me (Mr. Power) po spoke conoîrred in tbe propriety of the po
ahen i e natter was going throug the visions in the bil ; nd, after some diS
bouse anl( concurred in what other lion. cussion iii reg-ard to one or twvo of the clauses,
onencbers said against prize fights, except, Ithe bi was passed i the for n
think, liewas rather ii favour tpen of a sur- wshi a it camte down fhroi pres
eo n being permitted to be presenit. What House. Some prenhers of the ors-

the flouse ultiinately determined on that of Co udons were very stronf in their
point was that he could fot be permitted to expressions in regard to these exhibi
be present at the fight, but that there was no tions and the evils arising froh then. One
harn ii his couBing in auterwards to re umove hon. gentleman, Mr. Wright, spoke Of

4312--
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their being " brutalizing " exhibitions.

Ilhey are survivals," he said, " of a barbar-
Oui age, the relics of a bygone time when
cock fights, bull fights and bear baiting were
POPular amusements." The bill was in
Charge of the Minister of Justice, Mr. Mac-
donald of Pictou, and in his speech he dealt
With several points showing the strong
OPinion he entertained against these exhibi-
tlons. He said: "My own impression is
that after this bill passes, should a reporter

sent to it from my hon. friend's news-
Paper (that is the Mail), both the reporter
and the hon. gentleman would deserve the
Punishment which the bill seeks to impose."

Plumb said :
I think that one of the worst features of thel'ize fight is the brutal report of it which fre-
netly appears in the newspapers, and these re-

they e ail the more to be reprehended because if
theY were not published, those who engage ino n and attend these contests would be deprived
of Ole of the chief incentives to such encounters.

Then again he spoke of them as " brutal
a1d demoralizing contests," and a little
1,ter on speaks of the " disgusting and
'emloralizing details." "J do not think," he
sa d, speaking of one of the other members,

e would lend his countenance to such
Coltests and I think he would be one of
the first to prevent the perusal in his own
faniiîY of the brutal and disgusting details
of the Semi-savage encounters of the prizelinfg.")

t have heard the objection suggested
that these details in the newspapers were
ad and that if we dealt with the exhibition

struck at by the bill we should also forbid
hose newspaper details. That may or may

be true. It is quite clear that the
representatives of the people and the hon.

meibers of this House thought it very
?bJectionable to publish all these details. But

Iewspaper reports are objectionable much
1ore 0 are such exhibitions as this clause
ProPoses to forbid. They are open to all the
Objection which the newspaper details are
t en to, and stronger objections because
they represent the fight in a vivid way. All
ahdcharacters are represented as large as life;
g every blow that is struck, every motion

efthe body, every expression of the count-

occure is represented, not as it would
cur at one moment, but the wholenje is there, from beginning to end, and

teoPle see it all as if they were present at
the fght itself. Now, if the fight is a wrong

28

thing, a representation of it in this way
must be wrong also. This bill to prevent
the exhibition of these prize-fight pictures is
a corollary to the law which forbids the
fights themselves. The machines by which
the exhibition is made have only been in-
vented very recently. In 1881 it would not
have been thought such things were possi-
ble. Let me read a few sentences more.

Another hon. member said :

We usually find that persons who attend such
exhibitions are of a most degraded description;
men of vicious propensities and accustomed to
sensual indulgence of almost every kind.

Another said:

Do not understand me to be saying anything
in favour of the degrading spectacle of prize fight-
ing.

And you get that " spectacle " as distinctly
from these representations as you would
from the prize fight itself. This hon. gentle-
man goes on to say, speaking of prize fight-
ing :

It nust be so shocking that I am sure if the
member from Annapolis has seen one he will never
go to another * * * * The quicker we do
away with these disgusting exhibitions the better.
The quicker we can arrange to settle our disputes
by some other ineans than by fighting then out by
nere brute force, the better it will be for society.

I suppose hon. members quite understand
the nature of these various machines and
what they accomplish. It is wonderful.
Those who have seen them say it is
startling to see how exactly they repro-
duce moving scenes. One lady speaking of
it, and whose words J find recorded,
said that at an exhibition by one of those
machines, not of a prize fight but of a railway
in motion, she could hardly help screaming,
because it seemed as if the locomotive was
coming down upon her. The picture was as
large as the car, and had every appearance
of being the very thing it represented. I
have introduced these clauses for the con-
sideration of the House at the instance of
persons that we must all respect. The
clergy of various denominations have written
to me on the subject. The last letter I
received was from the Anglican clergy at.
Kingston, where one of these exhibitions,
the first to take place in this country, was
to have taken place yesterday. I do not
know whether it has taken place or not.
It was advertised as the prize fight between
Corbett and Fitzsimmons, but I believe it was.
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really another prize fight altogether, I am not None of our people have any pecuniary inter-
quite sure that the artist was successful in est in them, and, there is no difficulty in the
taking the representations of the prize fight way of the kind we are often met with. 1
which has excited so much interest lately. I daresay many newspaper proprietors
do not see how any one can doubt that if a be very glad if the law prevented any of the
prize tight is such a bad thing, as all seem details of a prize fight being given in the
to agree it is, such legislation as is now pro- newspapers. A newspaper is obliged or dhe
posed should not be adopted. Every state proprietor thinks is obliged, to publish these
in the union except Nevada excludes prize details when other newspapers do it but
fights. Elsewhere prize tights take place some of them would be very glad not to have
by stealth when they do take place, and to (1 s0. Other proprietors of newspaper
every one present is liable to be arrested which have fot this feeling do not waft
and severely punished. I do not see how them to be made iltegal, because the publiCa'
any one can doubt that this representa- tion of reports of prize fights add to their
tion of prize fights is injurious. Manytinofpiz igs i njrou. Mayprofits. But there is nothing of that kifld
persons would go to the representation of which could be said to stand in the way Of
them, attracted by the wonderful machine the legisiation I ar now proposing.
by which they are represented, who would therefore ask the committee to agree that
not be present at the tight itself. To illus- every one connected with such exhibition8

trate the immense harm that is done by shah be guilty of an offence and hable tO
them, I may mention that I read shortly whatever penalty may be thought reasoW
after this fight of two fights between boys, able. I put in the bil the penalty I fii'
one in Pniladelphia and the other I think at in some of the bis introduced in the state
Sault Ste. Marie in our own country. legisiatures of the United States. Bis Of
In one of these fights one of the boys had this kind, since it was known there were tO
his arm broken, and in the other one boy be sueh exhibitions, have been introduced
was killed on the spot. Those instances in most if not ah the state legisiatures which
just illustrate how important it is that boys are in session; and a like billbas been intrOe
should nct te encouraged by any means to duced into the United States Congress, the
engage in this sort of fight. If boys quarrel bih in Congress having reference to the Dis'
and fi.ght out their quarrel, the law does not trict of Columbia and the Territories whiCh
forbid that, and I am not asking that the are not yet states, and over which Congres8

law should forbid it. The letters from bas jurisdiction.
Kingston implore me to if possible to get this
bill passed in time to prevent the exhibition Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Have theY
to which I have referred. That of course was been passed?
impossible. I have letters fron various
benevolent and religious societies in all parts Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I ai
of the country, and I presume that we ail informed that they have been passed, il
regard with respect those societies. They are Maine and Michigan, by the last account,
instituted for the purpose of doing good to and perhaps in other states since, but theY
their fellow creatures, and there is no class have, at ah events, been passed by those twO
more entitled to our sympathy and respect. states. I have named five thousand dollars as
1 have had resolutions and menorials from the penalty. That should not be thougbt
al parts of the country. Religious news- too much, because we want to prevent those
;papers have taken up the subject in the exhibitions. By putting a heavy penaltY
ýsame way. I have letters from mothers we are sure to prevent them, and the pen-
imploring me to not put in the way of their alty wiIl neyer be invoked, because it Will
children encouragement to the harm which effectually prevent the entertainnient being
is received by attendance at such exhibi- given. But if we put a low sum the exhibitOrs
tions. The most moral and religious part will say, "we shail make by this exhibition
of the community have a strong opinion so much that we can afford to pay two Or
that th, se representations should be pre- three hundred dollars, perhaps five hundred
vented. There are one or two other things dollars in a large city." I am, myseif, il'
connected with preventing them now which favour of the large penalty, suci as We find
are worth observing. There is no vested in some of the United States bis. Th'
interest now in representations of this kind. i penalty is not to exceed five thousand dollars
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and n1ot to be less than five hundred dollars, the mails, or having in one's possession, a
and imprisoninent, not exceeding twelve photograph of any such exhibition. Clause
talths, with or without bard labour. 94 deals with the punishinent of those

liOn Mr.MACDNALDengaged in a prize fight, as principals,
Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That backers, seconders, or as reporters, and the

ection, in my opinion, does not touch the punishnent is not as severe as the punish-
raost demoralizing part of this whole affair. ment imposed by the present clause on those

ethirk the detailed reports in the news- who exhibit pictures of a prize flght on the
Papers are far more demoralizing than the kinetescope.
inetscope pictures. The pictures only This clause provides the penalty to be

give the attitudes, but in the newspaper you imposed upon the backer, seconder or en-
ve all the brutal details of the slugging. courager in one of these prize fights. I think
should like to see the Minister of Justice the buse will agree with me that that

4dd to the clause a penalty for publishing offence is certainly a more serious one than
details. The boys that the hon. gentleman the offence attempted to be prohibited here.
reerred to did not see the vitascope pictures This 97th clause says:
of the fight, but saw the details in the
flspaper, and they had a miniature fight

ole was killed. The suniary conviction to a ealty not exceedinge' Olewa kile. heboys red hoe 5,0, ani flot less than $5(x>, or to finprisonmnent
reports with avidity. I would not only im- for a tern not excee(ing twelve nonths, with or
Pose a Penalty on our own papers, but con- without lard labour, or to both, who exhibits by

fiscte enaly o ouro~v paprsineans of the biograph, vitascope, kinetoscope,cate newspapers from the United States kineiatograph or any kindred device or machine
"1"&lfltlihg such reports. any mictlre or representation of a prize fight.

11o9. Mr. MILLER-I agree with the This offence is pot as serious as the one
reatPortn of terearks have rohibited in the statute and it is punished

punihmennisoottioneerehsetewpuish

f rom the hion. Ministerof Justice, andawith reater severity. Then the clause pro-

who cexhbtpitrs fapiz ihto h

ei aoubt also that this r-buse agrees
h him in the greater portion of what he

bJs just now said. Prize fighting we have
y Our laws made a criminal offence. We
nroW it to be brutal and demoralizing, and

therefore it ought to be discouraged by the3 5 Of any civilized country. While, how-ever, I agree fully with the hon. gentleman

the ribciple with regard to the character of
le rutal exhibitions, and consider that,

1cally, condemning prize fighting we
l also condemn anything which would

Ie it notoriety or make it attractive, or
S h '%Would spread its demoralizing influ-
t.', such as these representations men-

ed in the clause under consideration
Would certainly do, we must logically also3PProve of any such enactment as is here

templated for that purpose, but I think
ý at the punishment attempted to be enacted

1ur lOgether out of proportion to the offence.
C aw, as it stands at present, is severeenough, and when this law was being

acted I thought its provisions were quite

4'ere enough, and I so expressed myself,
th Y view will be found in the debates of
gt day. But the law for the prevention
thaual prize fighting is not as severe as

r bill now attempted to be enacted for the
epresentation of it, or for sending through

28y

Brings into Canada or procures to be brought
into Canada to or for him, or posts for transmis-
sion for delivery or through the post any picture
or other material or appliance to be used in such
an exhibition as is described in the next preceding
section.

To punish such an offence as that with a
penalty of five thousand dollars or two years
imprisonment, would be reverting to the
days of the blue laws in some of the United
States. We can trace in this extreme pen-
alty the influences which the hon. Minister
has told us have been at work in promoting
and securing this law, and we know these
people are the very worst advisers in cases
of this kind. They generally make fads of
these questions, and all faddists are sure togo
to extremes. It is not necessary for me to do
anything more than to point out the un-
reasonableness of the penalty proposed, the
want of proportion to the offence defined in
this clause to convince the House that it
would be very unwise to pass that clause in
its present shape. Instead of five thousand
dollars five hundred dollars would be quite
enough, and if the clauses stands as part of
the bill, I would ask to have it amended to
read this way :

Everyone is guilty of an offence and liable on
summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding
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five hundred dollars and not less than five dollars,
or to inprisonment or a terin not exceeding three
months-

I would not say hard labour.
who exhibits by means of the biograph, vitascope,
kinetoscope, kinematograph or any kindred device
or machine, any representation of a prize fight.

I think that punishment would be quite
adequate to the crime, and believiug as I
said just now, that logically we ought to
punish this offence in connection with prize
fighting, if we condemn prize fighting itself,
I think some punishment should fall
upon the persons who do anything to
spread the demoralizing effects of prize
fighting amongst the people. I shall, before
we adopt the clause on this subject, move
the amendinent as I have just read the
clause, unless another motion to strike out
the clause altogether be carried. In that
case there would be no need for my amend-
ment, but J would vote against any motion
to strike out the clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. Minister
of Justice has made special reference to me
in connection with this matter, and perhaps
I may as well say a few words to justify my
position. J do not approve of prize fights.
They are very objectionable ; and I think the
law which we have on our statute-book is a
right and proper law, but I do not think
that the clause which is now before us, is
such a clause as should become law. [t is,
no doubt, very desirable that all people
should be religious and should say their
prayers morning and evening, but we cannot
legislate to bring about that very desirable
result. It is a very desirable thing that all
people should have refined feelings, but
we cannot change their feelings by legisla-
tion; and as my hon. friend f rom Richmond
says, the clergymen and refined ladies, who
take an interest in the public welfare, are
undoubtedly some of the best people in the
world and the best meaning people, but it
would be unfortunate if our legislation were
put·in the hands of people of that class, be-
cause, after all, the laws which we make
have to deal with the ordinary, everyday
human being who is a mixture of good
and bad. We do not make all sins crimes.
There are a great many sins which are not
made crimes by law, and as the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond said, this legielation
runs in the direction of that Connecticut law
which made it an offence for a man to kiss

his wife on a Sunday. The Puritans, S·

called, who came after Charles the First,
and before Charles the Second, and who-
governed the country between the tiei
when Charles the First ceased to reigl
and the time when Charles the Second
began to reign, were, no doubt, the major'
ity of them, well meaning people. TheY
were God-fearing people, but they made
religion so odious that, for the next fiftl
years at any rate, immorality and general
blackguardism were popular in England; and
J fear that, if we in Canada go on witb
legislation of this kind, going as far as this
legislation proposes to go, we shall tend
to make virtue, in a certain sense, unpopular,
and certainly to make the law unpopular,
which is something that should not be
done. Now, hon. gentlemen, I contend that
a fight in itself is not a thing which is
improper to look at. The fighting instince
is very strong in human nature, and one Of
the favourite amusements or recreations Of
mankind from the very beginning has been
to look at a contest of one kind or another.

lHon. Mr. ALLAN-Roman gladiatOrs
for instance.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We know, from our
spiritual reading, that the life of man is -&
perpetual warfare ; and that is a kind Of
fighting which of course is a duty with us,
but there are a great many other kinds Of
fighting. For instance, in the classic day'
of Greece, amongst the games which were
looked at by the cultivated Greeks vas
boxing. That boxing was not altogether like
the prize fighting which is condemned by
our statute. The fight was not for money.
It was for a crown of leaves, or something Of
that kind ; and it was never claimed, and
has not been claimed in modern times, that
there was anything specially degrading 1n
the Greek boxing or that it was an improper
thing to look ataboxing match in those times,
any more than it was improper or degrading
to look at a wrestling match, or a rowing
contest, or any other test of strength or skill.
Then, under the Romans, we had gladiatoriali
combats, which were objectionable, inasmuch
as they involved 'human life as a rule. In
the middle ages there were tournaments,
mock battles, and occasionally people were
killed at those tournaments, although not
very often, and they were looked at by th'
most refined people of the time, and stateOS
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l'eu and warriors took part in them, whilst as J can see, any more improper in lookin
the highest ladies in the country where they at it Éan looking at two men in a univer-
Were held looked on. Probably we are sity engaged in the same sort of exercise. 1
t tter Off without them now, but I do not cannot understand how the lon. gentleman
thhink the tournaments demoralized the who thinks that it is so demoralizing that
IPulation very much. There are other these representations should be Iooked at
kirlds of offences which are more calculated fails to see that, according to bis own logic,

tdeoralize than tournaments. it is much more necessary to prohibit the
The hon. leader of the House is a man of publication of the reports of those prize

Peace, unidoubtedly, but he has beei en- figbts than it is to prohibit those represen-
eged in contests of a very exciting and tations, for the reason, as J said when the

resting character. The hon. gentleman bill heing read the second time, that
tes' engaged in many election con- for one person wbo wi]l look at the kineto-
t.ss, and to use the language of the scopic representation of a prize fight, 100 or
entg, has always knocked out his oppon- 500 will read the detailed account of the
i While fighting is not a bad thing in prize figbt in the newspapers, and the fact

, the question is whether those repre- that these newspaper reports are publishedSentations are bad. I contend that in itself in that wayand read shows that the oldAdam
a fight between two men, who have been is in most of us stili. J do not know that the

ained carefully, is not such a bad thing; leader of this hcn. liuse ever reads the
ad 'do not think it is particularly hurtful accounts of the prize tigbts in the nevs-,r deioralizing to look at. I dare say there papers, but I dare say there are a good many

everal hon, gentlemen here who, in their gentlemen who probably wouid vote for a
ier days, have taken lessons in sparring. measure like this, who do see and read the

ae a.sparring match betweentwo students reports. There is another feature about
a University, for instance, is not looked the representations wbich are dealt vith

taeon as objectionable, while no state under- by this clause under consideration; a refined
takes to condemn the learning of sparring in lady, or gentleman, wbose taste does not

tliversities and colleges, yet as far as regards lead tbat way, bas no temptation; there is
appearance of the thing, a contest be- no temptation to go and look at the kineto-

aweenI two evenly matched students in scopic representation of a prize figtbut that
Slversity is very much the saine as a con- lady or gentleman bas the newspapers in ber

adbetween two equally matched pugilists, or bis hands every day, and those written
then the danger in a prize fight is n'ot accounts of prize figbts are very bard to

Particularly great. There is really more avoid. In every way, hon. gentlemen, tbe
d ger to human life and limb in a game -easons for making it a penal offence to pub-
aRugby football than there is in the lish reports of prize figbts are stronger
therage prize fight. Now, what is the thing than the reasons for probibiting tbe kineto-

at iakes the prize fight objectionable? It scope views. I feel that we should not'make
that the fight is fought for money, and as offences of things wbich do not seriouslyaresult of that, all sorts of low and rascally interfere with tbe

i ents gather around the ring. thougb they be desirable tings. 
age and gambling, the use of bad langu- do not think we should make tbem crimes

and all sorts of demoralization gather and tben visit them witb such very heavy
Whd the ring just on account of the money penalties as are inflicted by this clause, and

r'W is involved. Now there is not any for tbat reason I propose to vote against the
the5 ey in1volved in the kinetoscope-I mean clause..People who look at the kinetoscope are

i ifluenced by any of these things. They
see a representation of a fight. The Hon. Mr.ALLAN-When mybo.friend

Oney element does not come into it, as far began to speak it seems to me the effect of
th Jy are concerned ; there is none of bis observations was sinply to make the

Sganbling, swearing or drinking or any House believe that tbee really was ne
th' Other demoralizing practices which difference between a boxing match, or a

y accompany prize fights. They simply match witb the gloves at a scbool or a college,
in a representation of two men engaged or even a figbt between two school boys, and

%Parring, and there is nothing, as far one of these regular prize fights.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Between the repre- towns, and their views in regard to the per
sentations. nicious effect of low and debasing subjectS

are very strong and decidied, and they refer
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-But before the close especially to what is the custom now-J arn

of his speech he characterized these prize sorrytosayin the cityof Toronto--to placard
fights in as strong language as the hon. leader the valis ii every direction with the repre
of the House had done. I quite agree with sentation of these wretched plays that re
my lion. f riend opposite, that you cannot by produced in some cheap theatres, and it ha
legislation make people religious. You have beenfoundoverandoveragain that with soule
to enploy other methods for that, but you cf thr juvenile offenders they very often have
can do a great deal in the way of legislation their first lessons in vice and crime largeY
to preserve the morality of our people, to pre- helped on by the exhibition of these large
vent then fron takirig an interest in low and painted posters, inducing them in that way te
vicious contests, and in that way we can, by go to these penny theatres and making thew
legislation, do a great deal for our country. familiar vith vhat is certainly a very lo'i
I do not sce how it is possible to agree that stite of morality indeed. Now, in regard to
the legislation which has already passed both theseprizefiglts, Icannot conceive,from what
the Senate and the Commons on previous I have seen myseif of the kineto.cope, anY
occasions with respect to prize fights thing more thoroughly real than the exhibv
is sound, without its following logically that tions which take place there, and in rnY
the proposal which is now made by the hon. judgment, those vho winess them see as
Nlinister of Justice in these clauses should much of the thing as if theywereatthe
be enacted. The lion. gentleman says it prize tight themselves. I cannot think that
would be far better, or at least there is exhibitions of that kind ca be otherwise
much greater necessity, for legislation which than demoralizing, or that tiere should be
would prevent the publication of a full strong effort made to put them down.
account of these prize fights with all their thesaietimea penalty of $5,0OO isexcessive,
outrageous details appearing in the papers andlshould be disposed to put that nt amuch
where they will be read by so many people. lower suin, but 1 would not reduce it to $500,
But my hon. friend will find that there is because that would nake it inoperative but
no more popular exhibition in our towns if the tlrst penalty was either 81,000 or ý500
now than the exhibition of the kinetoscope. and the other ý100, it vould commend itself
Old and Young go to see it. Large numbers to the fouse and vould be better than as the
of people with their families, and large num- bil stands at present. 1 do sincerely hope
bers of children go to witness these exhibi- that the fouse will give its approval to botb
tions and it would not be known before of these clauses.
hand whether, in the course of these exhibi-
tions, you would not have one of the prize Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It seems to aie a
fight pictures brought out. If my hon. f riend this clause which we are now discussing is
has ever been present at any of these exhibi- necessary corollary to legislation we have
tions, he will know that they are very often already passed in regard to prize fights. We
illustrated byword of mouth by the exhibitor. have put legislation on the statute-buok tli&
While I partly agree with what lias fallen prize fighting is demoralizing ,nd brutal, and
fron my hon. friend opposite fron Cape should be banished from the country,and thie
Breton, that the penalty is rather severe, Clause is now brought into existence in conSe
yet we must remember that these kineto- quence of a new state of affairs, through the
scopes are money-making machines, and that recent eectrical inventions of the vita5copey
unless you make the penalty sufficiently etc., which produces in life-like form the
onerous, they will be very inuch inclined to whole scene of the prize fight before us
run the risk and pay the penalty. That is a I think myself that there may be a limit to
view of the case which ought not to be over- the class of legislation that we are now seek-
looked. I wouldlike to mention in connection ing to place upon the statute-book; wlether
with this subject that I have come in contact'that limit is reached or whether we are g&
a good deal of late wi+h gentlemen who have ing beyond it may be an open question in
taken a very ictive interest in matters con- the minds of a great many people. I cer-
nected with juvenile offenders, and with the tainly think it is not reached yet until
juvenile population in our large cities and ý put this clause upon the statute-book.
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troughly approve of the art of self defence. people to-day should do exactly what I did
ehoroughly approve of our young people in those days. In mny advanced years I

rnghow to defend themselves, not for the believe it is proper for me at any rate, to
Purpose of developing neaner passions and inculcate better ideas, but I just wish to

th ngpowerswhichtheartof self-defencegives observe, with regard to the bull fights, that
t1Inl except for the defence of right and the it develops in the nation a species of cruelty
denice of their weaker biethren. To that for which the Spanish nation bas the

ot.it it is a noble art, but prize fighting, character and when enough horses had not
zs carried on, is debasing and demoral- been killed by the bulls the ladies and all

g and develops the evil passions that are would call out for more horses. Unless
our natures. It is for that reason that the horses were killed and danger was ex-

SCivilized countries legislate against it, and hibited in that respect, the bull fight was
think the necessity for this clause is made not a success. When you know and have
te apparent if we believe that to be the seen how the national character is developed

e.&se The whole scene is put before us in life- by just such exhibitions as that, it behooves
like form. You have only to add the phono- us to consider seriously whether the hon.
graph to the vitascope and there you hear leader of this House is not right in putting
the utterances and probably the oaths and this legislation upon the statute-book. We

brythmg else contingent upon the prize have our athletic clubs all over Canada,
t Some peopleethinkourlegislation should wlere the athleticism of our young men is

t be of too paternal a character, and 1 saw developed, and it behooves us to see that it
the Citizen this morning quotations from is developed on the right lines and not in the

tYrd MaCaula, a man of very high author- direction of prize fighting, hazing, etc. I
lai the past, who spoke of paternal legis- saw the other day an account of what

o11 and the undesirability of its proceed- was practically a prize fight in one of
thg too far. But we have to recognize this, our athletic clubs, I think in Canada,
that the world is advancing aill the time ; where there were 6,000 people witnessing it.

Wo arld, am thankful to believe is getting It was practically, to al] intents and pur-
rtealthe time. The hon. gentlemian poses, a prize fight, but they had gloves on.

fronm Halifax went back to the days of the H - they ha goei
Omans and Greeks, but the world is very Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It was not in

different to-day from what it was theti. Canada.

Hon. _Mr. BOULTON-Then it was in
ton. Mr. McCALLU-M-In regard to the United States. However, that lias been

their muscle? developed in the United States by just
exactly vhat has been described here, by an

"on. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, muscle is all exhibition of the vitascope, and other neans'ight, but anythinîg that develops the evil to train youth in the wrong direction,
bePSonS is wrong. I have been where the and aC the hon. gentleman from British
bufiughts were on constant exhibition, and Columbia bas said, by the distribution

iate seen 10,000 ladies and gentlemen of the information in all its worst details
re issing a bull fight. The horses, of a very in the newspapers. The vitascope, to bewretChed class, were gored and were treading sure, does not show us all the people

UP0In their own entrails, and it was the most who are looking on-the angry faces as'Igraceful exhibition, as far as the unfortun- one paper describes it-and in one case
eorses were concerned, that you could the cheers for the victor were drowned

agine. There was a certain element of by the screams of the unfortunate man who
tger from the bull to the men, but ten or got the knock down blow, a blow probably

hve helpless horses were killed in every in a vital part, below the ribs. He was in
such extreme agony that his screams could
be heard above the cheers, and in the other

Mr. ADAMS--Why were you case the wife of the contestant was there,
urging ber busband on and telling him to
strike the other as hard as he could.

thIon. Mr. BOUTLTON-Bjecause I was in
e neighbourhood. I do not wish to stand Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman

"P in the Senate and say that the young appears to have read these reports.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, I read them.
I quite agree with the hon. member from
British Columbia, that it would be a very
desirable thing if the hon. leader of the
House would add to the bill that a stop
should be put to the distribution of these
reports if that were practicable. Some
hon. gentleman said that the exhibition
of the vitascope did not affect this thing,
but it does. It makes the value of the
prize fight so much greater. I have no
doubt the patent right to the vitascope
is worth some thirty or forty thousand dol-
lars. It is impossible to say what it is worth
vhen they come to sell their patent right all

over the continent; in the same way the
reporter, who reports the accounts for the
newspapers, collects large sums a portion
of which no doubt goes as gate money. All
that induces the continuance of prize fight-
ing, so long as it was confined to a narrow
element of the population it was not a force,
but the wholesale exhibition of the fight to
all classes must reduce the moral of the young
people growing up. For that reason, I feel
it my duty, looking at it from a national
standpoint, as far as the education of our
youth is concerned, to support that motion.

messenger that was sent to him ; and do yOu
mean to tell me to-night-you people who
preach so much morality-that harm was
done by virtue of this system of electricity,
or the biograph as it is called, when that'
flash revealed the messenger delivering the
message from the great national conventiOln
of the country in which he lived, "You
have heen selected by the people in coW-
vention," and the reply was handed
back with the words, "carry to the
convention my thanks for the nomination."
Out went the light again and another picture
appeared. It taught at least that every
woman in the land should have her
children clean. There was a nice little
tub of water, Pears' soap was used and
the kid was thrown into the water, and
thus was this form of morality taught. To-
night I am told that no man in this chamber
can speak on this subject unless he is graY-
headed-that no man can proclaim the word
of truth unless he has reached a certain age.
Is it possible that I am to sit here for ever
and ever and be told that I should not be
heard until my hair is gray I The hon.
Minister of Justice says that lie lias a
petition from some woman, and fron the
W.C.T.U., and from such and such religious

Hon. Mr. ADAMS-Just a word before and benevolent bodies in favour of this b 1.
the question is put to the House. I desire Is our legibiation to be founded on letters
to say that the discussion has at least and petitions from such persons addressed
proved that the passage of this section wil to the Minister of Justice, and is the
do a very great injustice. The more one criminal code of this country to be modi
reads and studies it, the more he must lied and changed by their representations,
necessarily be convinced that wrong must and are you and 1 and other members
be done, as stated by the hon. gentleman of this chamber not to have a word to saY
f rom Halifax. What harm can there possibly about it? Are men of great experience il
be to us if ten prize fights are held within the life-men of superior intellect, to give awaY
Dominion of Canada to-morrow morning 1 because the Minister of Justice bas been
so long as you and I do not go to see them 1 asked by some old women to make this
We know nothing about them outside of important change in the criminal code of
the papers. I witnessed an exhibition by Canada 1 I ask with ail due respect-and
the biograph the other day in the state of the hon. gentleman must neyer misunder-
New York. It gave to me the very best stand me that I have not that for him-
intellectual lesson I could receive. The New 1 does the purview of this very section of
York Central Railroad as it was flashed the law, now under consideration and
out by a system of electricity and placed on incorporated in the criminal code, belong tO
a piece of canvas. It represented in coin- the provincial legislature and the police
pleteness the arrival of the train and each magistrate? How can it be criminal tO
one of the porters and passengers could be have an intention? The act must follov the
seen waiting for the stoppage. The next intention, to make a man guilty. The mere
thrown on the canvas was the Pennsylvania intention to go to a prize flght, which naaY
Railway train coming round the mountain at iot happen, cannot make a man guilty of
the rate of 60 miles an hour. The next was the offence. He must be an actor; he must
the message handed to McKinley, now the form part of the illegal act to make hini aes by the special icriminal. According to the doctrine laid

tosieo the Ministe ofSusictndisth
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'OWn here to-night, if a man started out in people opposite the Herald and the Journal
e iorning with the intention of going to a bulletin boards and what was the result ?

prize ßght, he is a criminal. If that be the I did not find any man under the influence
doctrine entertained by this House, I cannot of liquor, I saw or heard no altercation, and
approve of it. Whether my opinion amounts when the announcement was made that Mr.

a rOw of pins or not-whether men treat Fitzsimmons had defeated Mr. Corbett, the
Iliewith indifferenceornot-thereisnohuman people dispersed quietly. Not only that, but
beîng who possesses common sense in this where the fight took place, under the sanc-
World, but will say that that doctrine is un- tion of the law enacted by the legislature ofsound, whetheritisheldbythe Minister of Jus- Nevada, there was not a man, woman or
tier any onehele. Iagreewith the hon.mem- child found guilty of disturbing the peace in

r hfrO Richmond that we should look the vicinity of the ring when the contest
atthis 'fnatter in a fair and reasonable way. occurred. We ought to keep our own skirts

at right have we to make a man a crimi- clean : if we do that, we need not be looking
when he is not one? What right have for an excuse for condemning other persons
to issue a bulletin from this chamber simply because we may suspect that they

Proclaiming that men or women are immoral may intend to do wrong. If every man
M+en We have no proof to warrant us in does what is right, and performs his honest
aying sO. A lady wrote me a letter the duty there is no necessity for the enactnent

other day, and on the top of the envelop of laws such as these, which rather tend to
e e the words " For God, for home and make the country immoral than to make it

fatherland," and she said: "Mr. Adams, better.
You please use ail your influence to help

egislation which prohibits certain olasses of Hon. Mr. MILLER-On consultation
terature passing through the mail." With with some of my hon. friends, and at the

anY kindly disposition--because you know I suggestion of the Minister of Justice, I have
Irish-I wrote ber back asking her consented to change the nature of my

bWould she kindly give nie the names of the amendment, and I now beg to move that all
bocks, and I never heard fromn her since. I after the word "exceeding" in the second
Would advise the hon. leader of the House line h'e struck out, and the following sub-
o let this legislation drop. I see on the stituted: "one thousand dollars, or to im-

cars here in Ottawa the announcement that prisonment for a term not exceeding three
he biograph will be exhibited at Victoria months, or to both."
.ark; if the exhibition were to be the

?îeture of a prize 'fight, that would be an Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
illegal act under this bill. To be consistent, Would it not be as well, if the clause is to

Sa .Step further and declare that if a be adopted, to make the penalty positively
ristian minister, at the altar or in the one thousand dollars? If you say " not ex-

PUlpit, on Sunday or any other day of the ceeding one thousand dollars " and strike out
Week, uses an unchristian expression against the minimum, it would leave too much to
aflother denomination, he should be liable the discretion of the niagistrate.

t'nprisonment or a fine of five thousand dol-

tars for using that expression. Do more than Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Leave out the
a prevent every newspaper from pub- whole clause.

ing that expression, and say that if any
"vspaper gives the people an opportunity Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tread what the Christian minister declared That is another point. If you bring, a case be-
rf his pulpit on Sunday, he shall be guilty fore a magistrate who is favourable to these

an offence. Go further still, and say that prize fights, as many of them are, or who sees
You or I read it we are guilty of an offence no harm in the exhibition of these pictures, he

hor which a penalty shall be providèd. Now, might under the clause as it stands, impose a
ow does the exhibition of a prize fight penalty of a dollar or two, because you say

Peture, or the publication of the details of "not exceeding one thousand dollars." I am
e fight hurt you or me ? We are told that it speaking f rom experience in this matter,

tha a dernoralizing effect. At the time of and I daresay the lawyers in this Houss
e fight at Carson city, I was in New York may have had cases of a similar character

I stood amongst twenty thousand come before them. In carrying out the



customs laws, there are many clauses which are used, and, perhaps, people killed during
provide for a maximum penalty, but no mini-. the contest. By this bill, we propose to
mum, and flagrant cases of miscarriage of, make a criminal offence of a thing which

justice have occurred. Where the magis- is not now a crime in any sense-
trates were in sympathy with the smugglers, It is true that a prize fight itself is, accord-
as many of them are, and think smuggling intg to our laws, an offence. Under the e-
no harm, they have imposed most ridiculous isting law a fight can be illustrated in a
penalties. To illustrate, I may mention a paper and the details of it published, and
case that occurred in my own province. A scattered broadcast throughout the land, and
smuggler made a proposition to an officer of even if this bill passes, the saie thing cai
the custois to enter into partnership with be done, and I look upon it, as some hon.
him ;he was to allow the goods to pass, and gentlemen do, that such a distribution Of
was to have a certain proportion of the the details of the fight is more demoralizing
profits. That was a direct and positive in- than a picture of the tight thrown on a can-
fringement, not only of the Custois Act, vas by means of late scientific inventions.
but of the Audit Act, but there was no Entertaining those views, and believing that
minimum penalty. The law provided for there is iothing (emoralizing in the repre
the imposition of a fine not exceeding sentation of a prize 6ght in that way,
a certain amount, and imprisonient, but ruove that the clause be struck out of the
no time was specified. What do you bil
suppose the sapient magistrate did ? He
fined the man twenty-five cents and sent the c
him to jail for ten minutes. He easied mauep
his conscience by arguing in this way-the
officer did flot take the bribe, therefore, the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No.
man who offered it was flot as inalty as he

C Hon.r. DE BOUCERVILLE-oe

would have been if the oticer had taken it. h
I can give vou a dozen cases of an analogous shoul. If it is wrong to use these instiu-
character under the law to which I have
called attention. If it is necessarv, in the Ought to confiscated.
interests of morals in this country, that that Hon. Mr. MILLEI-I think it would he
clause should be adopted, I hold, for the well to take the sense of the committee 011
reasons I have given, that the imposition of
a penalty not exceeding a certain sum. and lottetown.
without any minimum, will prove, in many
cases, to be worthless. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I vish to say a word

o cr two wvith regard to the observation madle
Hon. 'Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)--I do. by the lon. leader of the opposition that We

not agree with the views which have been ought not to leave to the magistrate discre
so generally expressed on this subject by tion to say %hat the minimum punishint
most of those who have addressed the House. should be. J would cati the attention of niY
I do not see that there is anything improper hon. friend to this fact, that there iniy be a
in the representation of a contest between very cheap exhibition by boys, and if yol
two men, where that contest is held under were to fix the amount at one thousand doh
fixed and well defined rules, which have been lars, an exhibition that is net intended for
drawn up by persons who have gone through gain but simply for amusement would subject,
the sane performance theiselves. Under those parties to the vory higb penalty which
the clause which is now proposed, it would you naine. It seems to me we could not do
not be at all objectionable to have a repre- anything which would make this provision 0f

sentation of a contest with swords between the law, if it becomes part of the law, more
two persons, or of two men fighting a duel. unpopular than by a punishment of that sort.
In my opinion, such a contest is just as de- I agree with the hon. gentleman who moved
basing and demoralizing as a prize fight. the amendment that this clause in its general
Neither would it be a violation of the law, features from the provisions that the crin'-
if the bill passes in its present shape, to mal code contains with respect to prize
have a representation of a riot, in which flghts, but J do not know exactly how far lY
brickbats are thrown and in which weapons hon. friend the Minister of Justice intends tO
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carry this provision of the law. The clause Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-That should not
reads " any kindred device or machine." I be struck out for this reason: when I came
daresay hon. gentlemen have seen the repre- fror Kingston last Monday this villanous
sentation to the celebrated prize fight and instrument was being exhibited under the
m'any other things bound in small volumes naie of the feriscope, so it is necessary to
with flexible covers. If you turn the leaves have some such words as you mention. 1
rapidly SO that you see more than two of thou(ht the debate referred to would deal
then in a second, you have all the character- withthe beneficial effects of the nanly art,
iatics of the vitascope in that exhibition. and 1 was going to have sorething to say
Xou do not have it in a magnified form, but on it. Prize fighting is already condemned
You have it, and I am inclined to think that by law, and J do not see why the discussion
these words " with any kindred device took the vide range it did as to those exhi-
Would cover those little pamphlets, or books, bitions. If prize fighting is bad, these exhi-
that are published at ten or fifteen cents bitions are bad also, and J shaîl vote for the
each, and of which there are thousands bill.
scattered ail over the country. Now, is it
the intention to include these? Wiat it H
eems to me is objectionable in these exhibi- inIocently transmit or deliver the view in
tiolis advatJ spoei ol et~ question rnighit be mulct in the fine provided

.n, ando what I suppose it would be the for in thissection. I would point out theJetof the lawv to prevent, is the bringingtOg~~~. o a arg nmbe ofperonsnotofdesirability of attaching the penalty only
thehrof a large number of persons not ofthe M s rel clasi h oruiy with reference to when it is knowingly done.

e rnst orderly class in the community- i
not of those who are devoted either to intel Hon. Mr. POWER-Js it not better toleetual or to moral improvements, and who 1 test the sense of the comrittce as to whether
ar enerally brought together on these the clause shah pass at ai first? Then, if
Ocasions by those who are seeking to the committee decide the clause shah pass,

ake gain out of tieir curiosity, and we can consider the anen(ment.
if the law forbade exhibitions of that The committee divided on the amendment
Sort for gain, without touching those
that Myehbti rvt os in to the amendment, wvhich was rejected.

thtmay exhibit in private bouses i
e evening, then you would neet all that Contents, 16 non-contents, 90.

. usually aimed at in the criminal law, and The amendment, reducing the ainount of

. you did that, then I do not see what ob- the penalty, was declared carried.
Ject is to be gained by subsection " B," be-
cause if you provide for the punishment of Hon. Mr. LOIGHEED-I understand
the Party, my opinion is five hundred dollars that only refers to the first subsection. I
WOUld be a very high figure, quite enough think paragraph "B," in its present shape,

e most effectuai, with the confiscation of is very objectionable.
the instrunent. If you do that, it does
ot seem to me that you would require any- amendment bas been made, and a dozen

thi.g further, because there would be no
oect in bringing into Canada those photo-

graphs or representations that are alluded Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED moved that para-
t in Subsection " B." graph "B" be struck out. He said: It

lionSir ACKEZJEseems to, me that the substantial offenco,
o Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- against whicb this section provides, is fulhy

subsection " A " cover the posting met by paragraph "A," naniely, the exhibi-
OfPictures or placards aboixt tecity ? tion.

"O- 3r. \IJLS-There would be no Hon. Sir OLIVER M-NOWAT-We want

.bect 'nputting up placards of an exhibi- t rvn h xiiin
Sbat yo5 aHon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is fully

You provide for the confiscation of the covered by paragraph "As"- Exhibitions
liant e and punish any public exhibition exhi u

narymean of the eicrpe, oitiscesart

gthughyou would accomplish arl that is da

. f pe1 ft is b t. 1IaTvÂ Ju'he exhi-
fp s e n pu o e'ce regua onn bition must first take place in order to bring
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it within paragraph "A." Now, we want
to prevent it from taking place by punishing
the bringing in of the pictures.

Hon. Mr. LOUG HEED-I would ask my
hon. friend how he is going to know that
the picture is brought into the country until
something is done to exhibit it 7 My hon.
friend is not aware of the intention in the
minds of those who are going to contravene
the law until some overt act is committed.
But if the exhibition is restrained, surely
that is what the paragraph aims at. I would
not have so much objection to paragraph
" B " if my hon. friend would introduce into
it soine provision which would protect inno-
cent persons who might engage in trans-
mitting, posting or delivering the scene.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What
would you suggest?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would suggest
the use of the word "knowingly."

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
that is reasonable enough.

Hon. M r. POWER-The suggestion made
by the hon. gentleman f rom Belleville is one
which the hon. leader of the House might
very well have considered, that this clause
should be limited to cases where these exhi-
bitions were for gain, or at any rate to
where they were public exhibitions. Why
any one who chooses to have a picture of
thiskind brought in and used in his own
bouse should be guilty of such an offence as
this and rendered liable to a penalty of a
thousand dollars, I cannot see.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
see any difference in the evil arising fromi the
exhibition whether it is in a man's private
house or a public place. The whole prin-
ciple of the clause is that it is a bad thing
that the pictures should be exhibited, and
the number there to see it is a small matter.
I am surprised that it should be thought
possible that a parent would bring such
exhibitions into his own bouse, and if he
does so he should not be exempt fron the
punishment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would just mention
the fact to which I have referred already:
you may have a small volume with a flexible
cover containing one hundred or two hun-
dred photographs or figures. You may turn

them over a page at a time and they are as
innocent looking as any other photograph
which may come under your observationl-
Now, as long as you do not turn them over
rapidly, they do not come within the con-
demnation provided for in this section, but
if you turn them so that more than two of
them pass your vision in a second, then yol
have the offence. That is the position which
m.y hon. friend provides in this bill, and it
makes it possible that a party may be fined
a thousand dollars for a perfectly innocent
exhibition.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon-
friend is quite fanciful in regard to that
matter. My hon. friend thinks if you do
not see the moving pictures of the fight il'
the book which he speaks about, and which
I never heard of until to-day, and never
have seen, that the book is a harmless one.
You may have your pictures that are to be
exhibited in public where they will not be
seen, but that does not take away the
offience. They may be in a dark roomf.
There are a thousand ways that they may not
be seen. At night the darkness may prevent
their being seen. I do not know whether
my hon. friend thinks this little book he bas
spoken of will come under the clause or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it is doubtful.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
think it would come under the clause as
framed, but on principle I do not see why it
should not be made to come under it if the
pictures are so arranged as to represent the
fight. That is the very thing we are legislat-
ing against. If manufacturers are making
a book to represent, in this realistic way,
the fight, why should not that be prevented 1

However, I rather think that the little book
would not come under the clause. Per-
haps we should amend the clause so as tO
cover them. I fancy that they would not
come under the clause, because the clause
mentions certain machines by name and
then the words following "or any kindred
device or machine." I think the court
would say, upon a well known principle,
that the word "device " would refer to ma-
chines, and would not include such a book as
my hon. friend mentions. But it should
include everything that falls within the
principle which we are dealing with.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon-
friend insert the word "knowingly."
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lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

"On. Mr. POWER-I do not think the
clause is complete without an additional
Paragraph and I move to add this clause,
Paragraph " C ":

Publishes in a newspaper an account of a prizefight.

ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It had
better be differently expressed-" detailed
aCcount."

lion. Mr. MILLS-You are putting a
controversial expression into a statute if you
Use the word " detailed."

ion. Mr. SCOTT-Not the bald state-
"lent, but there must be a description of it.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I move in
aUendment to my hon. friend's amendment
that the words " detailed description " be
substituted for the word " account."

lion. Mr. POWER-I object to that.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. leader of the House tell us
hOw far we can go in publishing an account

a prize fight under that clause? What
Constitutes a detailed account? Are you
Simply to telegraph over the wires that Bill
an"d Jim had a prize fight, or that Bill de-
feated Jim, or can you go further and say
that one was knocked out and abused
brutally, or how far can you go with it?
linless you want to provide business for the
legal profession

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Oh, that's ail
right.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then you will effectually do it.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT -I felt
difliculty in drawing any clause as to.news-
Papers, and that is the reason why I did not
attempt it, but I do not think there will be
"luch difficulty in accepting my hon. friend's

nlxendment if we put in the word "detailed."
YOU cannot possibly use words in legislation
Which will involve no question at all ; but I
do flot think in this case, for practical pur-
Po8es, there will be any difficulty in know-
'r1g what it means.

deion. Mr. McKINDSEY-It will be all
defeated by publishing ati extra.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Publishing in a
newspaper will not prevent the telegraph
office putting it up with the full details ?

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Would the
publication in a monthly magazine be ex-
cluded by that clause? You might say
"publish in any shape or form."

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The ob-
ject will be attained if we say " publishes a
detailed account of a prize fight."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am satisfied with
the amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend sug-
gested the confiscation of the instruments.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I move in
amendment that paragraph "C" read as fol-
lows: " publishes a detailed account of a
prize fight."

The amendment was carried.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
out that in the Interpretation Act there is
an interpretation of a very wide character
put upon the word "newspaper," but it only
affects those sections relating to defama-
tory libel. It means any paper, maga-
zine or periodical, containing public news,
&c., published at intervals not exceeding 31
days.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The detailed
account might be put up on a blackboard.
"Publishes " I suppose includes everything.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Some hon.
gentlemen desire that we should declare the
pictures, &c., confiscated. We can put in
clause "D " the words, "The said picture,
material or appliance shall be confiscated."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does my lion.
friend intend to include the instrument
itself ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The pic-
tures are what I am aiming at.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The instrument
can be used for legitimate purposes and may
not belong to the person exhibiting the
views.

Hon. Mr. POWER-1 think the sugges-
tion is very important. When we provide
that our own newspapers shall not publish,
we should exclude from the country foreign
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newspapers containing accounts of prize-
fights.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is true, you prevent the pictures from com-
ing into the country, and the use of the
instrument in exhibiting them, but all the
New York papers with the fullest possible
details are circulated through the whole
country. They will sell by the hundreds of
thousands, many more than if our own
papers contained the account. If the clause
is to be of any use at all, there should be a
provision to confiscate every newspaper
brought into the country with an account of
these prize fights, or you simply provide a
market for a foreign article which you pre-
vent our own people from profiting by.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-If we
make it illegal to write about prize fights, I
would suggest that we also make it illegal
for any one in Canada to talk about it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Or to think
about them.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It will be
easy to deal with the case of foreign publica-
tions by a short additional clause. I would
suggest the following clause:

(e.) Brings into this country rny newspaper or
any other printed paper containing a detailed des-
cription of a prize fight.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-That would be very
unjust in some cases. I know gentlemen
who subscribe for foreign papers. Two or
three come into the House and articles of
that description might come in unknowingly
to the gentleman, because he is in receipt of
those weekly or fortnightly papers, and in
case an article of that description happened
to be in a paper of that kind, it is quite
evident it would leave that gentleman open
to the penalty.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Such a
case would not come under what we have
passed. Wedo not propose to punish the per-
son receiving the paper. I think we had
better leave out the confiscation of foreign
newspapers. The clause will then read :

* (e.) Brings into the country any newspaper or
other document giving a detailed description of any
prize fight.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved the
adoption of clause 92.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. OGILV IE, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
and asked leave to sit again to-morrow.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Qttawa, Thursday, Juvne 3rd, 18W97.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NORTH AMERICAN LIFE ASSUR-
ANCE COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(54) " An Act respecting the North Ameri-
can Life Assurance Company," with an
amendment. He said :-I nay say the only
amendment to the bill is to strike out the
last clause, because the committee considered
what was referred to there was sufficiently
provided for by the general law. Under
those circumstances, as the bill has to go tO
the Commons, I might suggest that the 49th
rule be dispensed with.

Hon. Mu. MAcINNES(Burlington)moved
the suspension of the 49th rule in so far as
the same related to this bill.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)
moved the third reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE COLONIES AND THE MOTHER
COUNTRY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. WARK moved:
That an humble Address be preeented to His

EKcellency the Goveruor General, praying that
His Excellency w ill be pleased to take into cou-
sideration whether the present is not a favourable
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t0 to Consider the necessity of drawing more to obey the call promptly. This could not
Clotely the ties which bind the Colonies to the be considered too large a force for Canada1Niother Country, and to each other, and(l -vhether-
Ca(1a as the oldest of the Colonies siould fot je to maintain and have in readiness for the
the first to inake overtures to the other Colonies. defence of the empire, especially when our

geographical position is considered. The
he said :-If I had begun to think of the: other matter referred to was the admission

subject of my resolution only during the of Newfoundland into the Dominion. This
ast week or even the past year, I would owe I thought would be exceedingly desirable.

the Senate an apology for undertaking, at It will * be remembered that I recently
aY advanced years, to deal with sucli an brought the subject before the Senate, and
!IuPortant question, but as far back as 1886, showed several strong reasons for endeav-a reply to a request from Mr. Loring, ouring to effect the union, so as to be
secretary of the Imperial Federation League, able to show the other colonies that our
thsent hin a paper which was printed among Dominion comprised the whole of British
the Proceedings of the league, a perusal of North America. It was not long after

ich will show that previous to that date when the colony was overtaken by a great
had given the subject much consideration commercial misfortune which gave a very

and I have siice bestowed a good deal more favourable opportunity for effecting the
Sit. I trust, therefore, to be able to show union, and it was not the fault of the late

YOu that, to me, the subject is not a new one. governient that the union was not then
any years ago, a branch of the Liberal accomplished. The terns offered the colony

Party in England, known as the Manchester were liberal, as far as in justice to the other
&chool, thought that the colonies were a provinces, our government could go, but

uhrden to the mother country and although though they offered to assume a large por-

they did not go so far as to propose casting tion of the debt of the colony, there still
thel off, they gave them to understand remained a large balance which, unaided, the
hat if they wished to separate they would colony could not possibly have met. Had

reet with no opposition. British statesmen the then colonial secretary agreed to assist,
of the present day entertain very different I have no doubt Canada would have been
view8. They cannot fail to see that Britain willing to contribute a fair proportion of the
stripped of her colonies must soon descend sum required, in order to bring about the
from the high position she now occupies union. Should the question come up again
arong the great powers to that of a second the able statesman who now fills the colonial
ts State. It is to prevent this, and raise office would probably render the needed
the Empire to a higher and still more assistance. With the proposed amendment
cOlmmanding position that the colonies to our militia law, and Newfoundland in the

old be prepared to lend their aid. Dominion, although these are not absolutely
resolution refers to our duty in necessary, but very desirable as placing us in

. Ilmatter, and I trust will recommend a better position to open negotiations with
itself to your honours. Before proceeding the other members of the Empire, we could
to the discussion of the resolution, I shal then say that as our contribution we would
call Your attention to two other matters bring five millions of people, a territory cover-
elosely connected with it. Some of you will' ing (with the exception of Alaska) half the
remember that several years ago I brought continent of North America, a territory ex-
'nder the notice of the Senate how I thought tending from the northern boundary of
Oulr militia force might be improved. I sug- the United States to the extreme north
gested that if, instead of enlisting thirty-five of the continent, with a frontier of several
or forty thousand men to serve for three hundred miles on the Pacific coast, and on
Years as active militia, and then to be dis- the Atlantic from the Bay of Fundy to the
charged and disappear among the rest of the extremity of the continent, that on both our
population, a smaller force, say thirty thou- Atlantic and Pacific coasts as well as in our

sand, should be enlisted for six years, to lakes and rivers, we have the most valuable
Serve as at present, three years as active fisheries in the world, that our Dominion
1fllitia, and remain for the other three contains vast forests of valuable timber, ex-
Years enrolled, at a very moderate cost, as a tensive deposits of gold, silver, coal and
reserve. This would form a force of sixty other minerals, and in addition a vast ex-
thousand, to be ready, if called out to duty, tent of fertile soil capable, in our highly
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favoured climate, of feeding millions, and The offer was accepted promptly by NoVe
yielding a large surplus of food to meet the'Scotia, but Canada, then including bot,
wants of the United Kingdom, and we have provinces, refused to include manufactures
on each ocean a naval station with an abun- and we had to strike them out and confine
dant supply of coal at hand giving our the exehange to naturai products, products
empire a great advantage on either ocean of the farm, the forest, the mines and the
over any other power in protecting our own fisheries, the same as were included in the
commerce and crippling that of an enemy, Reciprocity Treaty with the United States
and a militia force to be ready at all times a few years after. Now, if our government
to reinforce the garrisons of these stations cannot devise soinething better, 1 see
if the necessity required it. In entering on reason why a proposition of a similar nature
the discussion of the resolution before the shouid not be made to the other colonies with
House, two questions ought to be answered. a fair prospect of its being accepted. Assufl
First, what is the object to be attained? ing that the proposai would be accepted by
And second, how it is to be commenced and ai the colonies, the next step 1 sbouid sug
carried out ? The object is to form out of gest would be an agreement among theUi
the whole of the Queen's dominions, now so selves that they would commence sinul
loosely held together, a thoroughly compact taneousiy to reduce the duties on their ini
empire all under the sane sovereign, ports from the United Kingdom and devise
consisting of a great, rich, populous and some other method of raising a revenue tO
powerful centre, surrounded by a num- meet the deficiency, which being accompiish
ber of extensive and prosperous mem- ed, free trade would be established tbrough
bers, each making its own laws, and out the empire and the object of those WhO
administering them, each for the present favour reciprocal trade hetween the mother
raising its own revenue and expending it, country and the colonies would le accouY
each maintaining a proportionate force for plislied. The question to which 1 have re-
the defence of the empire, and the whole ferred may be considered colonial, to be set-
forming a complete commercial union under tled b the colonies themselves, but they
a system of perfectly free trade, where, like vill then have reached a point when impor
the United States, every man would be free tant financial questions will require the at-
to sell the produce of his industry in what- tention of the clearest headed financiers
ever part of the empire he could get the both imperial and colonial, to be found in
best value, and to supply his wants where- the empire. How the revenues are to be
ever he could do it on the nost favourable raised, distributed, and expended. TheY
terms, which ought to result in universal will have before theni the example of the
prosperity. The second question, how the United States, and aiso of Canada, and Mr.
undertaking is to be commenced and carried Chamberlains plan of a zoilverein, and no
out, has to be considered. I have always doubt the able men who will be entrusted
thought that iinperial statesmen, however with the dut will succeed in successfully
anxious they might be on the subject, accomplishing it. The question of a sutti
would feel a delicacy in proposing anything cient supply of food for the surplus popu
to the colonies that would lead to expendi- lation of the mother country is one deserv-
ture, and, therefore, that the niovement ing early and earnest attention with so much
should begin among the colonies themselves uncuitivated fertile sou in the colonies, and
and that Canadians should be the first to so nuch unemployed labour emigratingtO
make overtures to the others. As to how foreign countries or moving f rom the country
to begin, I do not know that I could suggest to the cities where it is not wanted, and
anything better than what proved so suc- where it produces not profit, but poverty.
cessful among these North American pro- It ought to le the fixed polîcy of the empire
vinces fifty years ago. They had all become to direct the unemployed labour to the
protectionists, and enacted hostile tariffs, colonies where the emigrânt, instead of being
which greatly impeded intercolonial trade. a consumer of imported food, woulc become
At length New Brunswick passed an Act a producer of not only sufficient to supplY
authorizing the governor by proclamation to his own wants, but something to increase
admit free of duty goods the produce the exports to the mother country. Il
or manufacture of any other province, order to ascertain ýwbat proportion of the
wpen such province agreed to reciprocate. food imported into the United Kingdom s
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8'pplied by the colonies and other countries be wished that they set more value on the
respectively I have gone carefully over the trade of our empire. Their own tables of
tflperial tables of trade for 1895, and I find trade for last year show that of their whole
that the food imported that year cost 710 exports, to the value of eight hundred and
it s0 18 of dollars and of that large expen- eighty-two millions of dollars, our empire

uiture only 16 per cent went to the colonies takes five hundred and eleven millions
and (ependencies, while 84 per cent or worth, or fifty eight per cent. Of their im-
nearly 600 millions of dollars went to foreign ports, amounting to seven hundred and
countries. Could the circulation of this eighty millions, they take f rom our empire
arge amount all be secured for the colonies, only two hundred and fifty-seven millions,
one can imagine how largely it would con- or thirty-three per cent. Our trade relations
tfbuteo their prosperity, and it might be with then are not improving. The more

111 eted at no very distant day by turning we purchase from themn the more they try
. leliigration from the United Kingdom to curtail our sales to them. Let usinto its proper channel. The following is a hope that we will not require long to take
tatement showing the food imported into from themn two hundred and fifty-four mil-
the Lnited Kingdom in 1895: lions worth more than they take from us.

-__Next in importance to the supply of food

is that of raw material. The woollen manu-

--- Forein Colonial facturers get an ample supplv frem the col-
Countries. Possessions. onies, greatlv to their mutual prosperity,

but nearly ail the cotton is obtained f rom

£ £ foreigun countries. 0f one hundred and fifty-
~d biN . . ~,~ 1618852two m'Ilion dollars paid for cotton in 1895,xen and bls .......... 5,331,960 1,618,852 less than four million dollars ent to the

Ba el anid lamnbs...... .... 1,389),1.)1 393,393
. ... ... ..... 7,422,356 503,623 colonies, thirty-two millions went to Egypt,

........ 2,711,187 186,831and ne hundre ad fourteen millions
Bd all sorts ..... ..... 88,125 389salt1ed and fresh. 3,772,163 789,696 to the United States. Sir Samuel

ter...... .......... 12,6;0,793 1,584,437 Baker, a high authority, said that no other
germe. .. ..... .... 2,555,170 country was better adapted for the growth

........... . ... 2,116,559 2,558,571~'~ 1 at............1,>;7,37 3o13799of cotton than soine parts of Africi, anii as.
S t-- . ... ... .. ý . 8,17,377 3,913,799 ;

t. .. .. .. 5,53.,648 4,755 larue countries on that continent have corne
.... . . . .. . 3,617,782 105,683 I

b2587 ,1 under Bitiîsh influence, and as two ,reatP. . . . .. .. .. ... 20-5,8-57 -2,-117
........ .. 420,747 273,681 companihave been chartered to develop

... ................ 1,048,318 30,962 its resources, it may be hoped that they
>atnor will turn their attention, among othe

eatneatl or flour. . . . .... 6,645,868 1,033,145
t ...... . .. 23!, 624 38,112 things,.to the growth of cotton. Doth
h all kind. . . 2,112,417 746,490 labour and food must be cheap, ad if the
La , alknd . .... .... 5,696,M09 641,889......ail...n.........I ,6,09 f489 cultivation i-i tried and proves successful,

11 · ·.. .. .. .... .. 2,854,924 87,1>17
MIit---.... .......... 469,923 20,727 every bale coming from Africa vould le

......... 1,082,60 5 954 paid for largely in British manufacturps.
P ttn ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,476,640 3,119,10381,46,60 3119»3sEvery one conhing from the United >Stateq

toe. . ... . ... . 671,005 198,917% try.................. 098,061 7,099 must le paid for in cash. The experiiiemmt
ii~.... ........... .599,502 1,382,904 ht pr

ar, refined and raw.. . 16,159,084 1,525,330 oa
antd glucose..... S09,902 8,574 h was not tili IS40 that the Assam Con-

t(fand..... . . . ... . 3,835,425 168,021 pany was formed and introduced the culti-
n anutton, preserved 767,153 741,956 vation into India, and only ten ycars since

S 690,130 6,298 it was commenc(-d iii Ceylon, and last year

Total............. 119,693,724 22,305,160 123 millions of pounds vas imported into
'~1 ti_~ of - England f rom Jndia, 83 millions froin Cey-

ittn times of peace they may attract but Ion and 5 millions from long Kong, making
ttle attention, but in case of war with any 211 millions, aIl produced ithin the Em-

dntry from which a large portion of the pire, while only 34 millions came from China,
is obtained, the result miglit be very which so long held the monopoly of suppiy-

est Tlie United States supply the larg- ing the vorld. If the cultivation of cotton
Proportion, and I do not think there is is tried it may prove as successful as that of

'Y danger of war talk there; still it is to tea. 1 bad not overlooked the German and
29
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Belgian Treaties, but I thought that the formation. It will show that the revenue
best time to deal with them would raised throughout the Empire annuallY
be when the colonies had begun amounts to eleven or twelve hundred
simultaneously to reduce their duties million of dollars, and that our populatiol
on imports from the United Kingdom exceeds three hundred and fifty millions, sO
with the express and declared object of that should a war be forced on us wewill want
adopting a policy of f ree trade for the Empire neither nen nor mone to carry it o Thes8
when the colonies would cease to be strictlv facts no doubt wil lead neighbouring powe
such and become members of the Empire. rather to cultivate our friendship than ifcu'
The treaty powers would then see that the our hostilitv. I have fot referred to indh"
clause in the treaty must biecome inoperative h must, for a time at least, be governed
and might as well be struck out. There is at present. The British West Indies
not much danger of any serious difficulty ought to le treated with great consideratiOl
with eitherof thosecountries. Bothdoalarge The emancipation of their slaves gave theffi
and protitabletrade with the United Kingdom. a great backset, and now they have anotber
They import from Germany twenty-seven in competing with beet-root sugar and,
millions sterling, and export thereto thirty- therefore, deerve tender treatment. The
three millions, being a trade of sixty millions case of India, both eas& and west, must be
sterling. They import from Belgium seven- left to the future. 1 liad decided on tue
teen and a half millions, and export thereto order in w1jich I have laid Mv views before
twelve millions, a gross trade of nearly you, before 1 saw the governmenfs intention
thirty millions sterling. These large trans- of making a discount on the dutes on oods
actions are of too much importance to be iported from the United io. The

fat no doubts willcio lea neghouigeowr

disturbe by ansppseo have taken a tiieir first step what propose
treaties. Our government contains able as the second. Both are reuired, andia
laNvers, and no doubt thev are .satisfied that hope lu th will be sttecesful y carried out,
there is no su ci infraction in their lately 1and that thre ili be no stoppage till the
declared policy, and it is more than probable apolicy of free trade fow the empire is Coh
that the Empire will be able to give loti pletely estabished. I hope the govern dflt
countiies more f avourable trade relations vii send the premier home with very exte 
than they enjoy under the present treaties. si'e powers to arrange matters with the be-
Leagues and oler organizations have been presentatives of the other parts of the empir e
formed with the purpose of bringing about I Hoe wili have an opportunity of makin o'
the object now before you, but so far as I great eloquence tell on a most inportanti
have seen, litte progress has been madle. The audience of statesmen fromn ail parts of t e
subject will, no doubt, he before the great empire. The time to give an impetus tothis
meeting of public men from ail parts of the great undertaking will be most opportune
Empire to be held in London at an early There will be a universal outburst of loyaltY
day, and an expression of opinion by such a to our beioved Queen-and well she deserve
body as this Senate might be expected to it-and a general outburst of patriotisnmnot
have some influence on the discussions of confined to the country of our birth or oP-
that meeting. I would ike to see a first tion, but to the great British Empire, and,
step taken in this great work ; I cannot ex- under such circumstances, when menmie-
pect to see much more, but I hope that many face to face, more may e accomplished i 
of you will live to see great progress made few days than in as many years of negote
in it, and trust not a fet of you wyul be tion.
spared to see it completed. We occasionally
hear hints and even threats of war, but Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Before the
when the Empire becomes coepletey con- motion is carried I wislm to say a word or
soidated, the government will ot course two. Sitting near my hon. friend I was abe
publish its statistics anuaily, and of these to foilow what he said, and I was very gladt
what will most attract the attention of have the opprtunity. I am sorry so mne.'Y
neighbouring powers will be our navy, arnd members of the House were not able to ear
the peace establishment of our armies in the my hon. friend. His voice is now weak,
LUnited Kingdom, India and the other but it is plain that his intellect is as vigorOd
various parts of the Empire. That docu- as it ever was. My hon. friend has attained
ment will contain two pieces of valuable in- a greater age than probably any of us Wia-
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bt if we reach is age we may wel rejoiceleave f absencew ae thenh bis viuou of intell e ise 1 oer to make this new journey, and whlat is thewe have then his vigour of intellect. His 1 lrratioii of this leave?8Peech wa, full of facts and full of figures 7. What reason did the honourale ju(ge give
and Of thoughts. My hon. friend does not in order to otain this leave of absence
bye Ilerely in the past. He keeps pace with 8 Has the governinent or any inember of the

at is going on ; and he is not only inter- preseît administration entruste the hoitourale
ested in the questions of the day, but I judge with any mission whntever, oticino
Observe he takes great interest in our futuré to whoin?
Iikewise his speech was especially directedto te
to Our future. He suggests in his resolutionthat the government should conscier whe- vas passed in 1883, granting to Judge
the" the present is not a favourable time to Routhier five months' leave of absence,
Coniider the necessity of drawing more clo- from November 15th, 1883. The answer
Sely the ties which bind the various colonies to the second inquiry is that there is no
Of the Emir ]ToIeteI Zt isasfcoy torecord of such leave baving b en granted inof th Epre tog-ether. It is satisfactory to

tOW-he has himself alluded to the fact- the year 1889, and the sine answer vil1 ap-
that this miatter is engaging the attention piy to questions three and four. In answer

. the people of Canada, and of all the colo- to the fifth question, leave of absence was
'lies, and of the old country as well, to a granted from the 23rd May, 189î, to the
egree that probably these questions have

riever done before. The interest in them partof the 7th question, as to the reason, it
s iore general, and there is a vreater pros- vas to meet his invalid daugbter in Paris
Pect than probably at any former perio and bring lier home, and to advise his son-
tht~ theveso n in redwlbf in-Iaw iii England about the disposai of cer-at the views of mny hion. friend will, beforec

grea whlehavesom prctici rco-tain real propertv, and the answer to tbe 8thatY great while, have some practical reco-€1ition. I am glad that what my hon. questionis simpIy No.
feinid has said here will be known to many
t1 0 were not able to hear him. I am glad
that the reporters are in possession of what INQUIRY.

the as said, and I assure hon. members that
bey will not waste the time which they lon. LANDRY inquired

ay enploy in reading his speech and in 1. Was Mr. Joseph Bossinette onthe 23rdof
C0I1idering the vievs expressed therein. J June, 1896, postîaster at Cap St. Ignace, in thehave no objection to the motion passing. county of Montnagny

2. Has lie been sinee that date oischa-ge( froanThe motion was agreed to. bis work ly the pesent administration

jug ith an so waeeotiilo

JIDGE ROUTHIER'S ABSENCE.

INQUIRY.
1 on. Mr. LANDRY inquired:

1, boes the Order in Council of Oct. 15th, 1883,
r niting Judge Routhier leave of absence for five

e ths, fix the date at which this leave was to
hin and the date at which it was to end, andat are these dates ?

d 2. bid Judge Routhier obtain leave of absence
tug.the year 1889, during which he made a trip

ritish Columbia w-hich lasted five weeks?
d. id Judge Routhier obtain leave of absenceouring the year 1892, during which he made a
asteney outside of the province of Quebec which

edthree months ?
18 4, Did Judge Routhier obtain during the year
Week eave of absence for a journey of at least ten
9ebs, which he made outside of the province of
tories", to Manitoba and the North-west Terri-

is 1 the governnent aware that Judge Routhier
lasreported to have left on Saturday, May 30th, or a voyage beyond seas?

29j

. en, w y, I and upon wnose conplaint ?
4. What is the nature of the charge brouglt

agaimst hin ?
5. Has the charge been proved ?
6. What is the nature of the proof
7. If no proof exists, has the accuser at least a

diploia of infallibility ? Granted by whom ?
8. Has the accused been made aware officially of

the charge brought against hin, and has he lad an
opportunity to refute it ?

9. What was his reply ?
10. Has the Post Office Inspector been required

to hold an inquiry and to make a report ?
11. Has an inquiry taken place, and what is the

report of the officer making the inquiry ?
12. If the person dismissed protests his inno-

cence and completely denies the truth of the accu-
sation, is it the intention of the government to
grant an inquiry or to refuse all justice ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -I have to make the
usual answer to that question. Mr. Joseph
Bossinette was postmaster at Cap St. Ignace
on the 23rd June, 1896, and on the 29th
September he was dismissed on representa-
tions made by Mr. Choquette, M.P., that he,



as postmaster, had been guilty of offensive practice iii Lowe' Canada-and the Liberaî
political partizanship during the last general representative for the ceunty, ani it w9s
election. The statements made by Mr. considered highly inproper that any otliçinî
Choquette were accepted as conclusive, and drawing pay from the Crown shou]d inter
no public interest would be served by having fere one vay or the other.
the matter reopened.

Hon. M-ir. AL O-m Jcorrect 5'i
DISISSL 0 X VIE FOTIIS.supposing that it has been proved that ai'lDISISSAL OF XAVIER POITRAS.h e been isissed ve

INQUIRY. been guilty of those three things, nauiely,
appearing on the platformn, having. abused

H on. MIr. L ANDR Y inquired :M in
Hon.Mr.hANDRY nquredthe premier at a public meeting, and lhavitig

1. Was Nlr. Xavier Poitras on the 23rd June, abused the Liberal candidate
1896, an employé of the G overnmuent as section-
man on the Interceolonial RPailway in the county Hon. M r. cCOTT-The principle lid

of Montaigny, and wvas he fulfilling his duties te down and fot cballenged in the buse
the satisfaction of his chief ?

2. Has he been since that date disclarged from mons, lias beeiu that w]iere a nenber Of
his work by the present adniinistration ? the House of Connons makes a statenent

:3. \\hy, wlhen and upon ws%-1iee coniplaint? over bis own sîgît ture, or makes it opeIY
4. \Vhat is the nature of the charge brought in the House, that the party charged has

against him ?a. is te charge ? ue rvd becît guilty of offensive political partizail-5. Has the chiarge been proved. 1 1
6. What is the nature of the proof Ysbp, that bas been sufficient justification for
7. If no proof exists. has the accuser at least a tue disinissal of the party.

diploina of infallibility? Granted hy shon.
S. Has the accused been made aware otficially of Hon. 'r. is, if one par

the accusation brought against him, and had he
an opportulity to refute it accuses go

9. What was his reply ?
10. If the person disnissed completely denies Hon. Mr. ALM<)N---Tbe'efoi'e, if li

the truth of the charge brouglht against him., pro-
tests his innocence anid offers to mnake it clear, is charges te person, it anounts to tree
tle intention of the goverinnent to grant an inquiry tbings you mention, and it is taken as pi'Oe
ore t refuse ail justice ? ven i ea

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J give the saine ans- Hon Mr. Ly iropeDRY-I tvould just call
rr te that. Xavier Poits'as wvas euiploved theatention of the Cron. Sechuetary cf Stte

a-, section-man on the Intercolonial Railway te a point ci' to iii bis answers.
on the 23rd cf June last, and bis services
were dispense( witlî at the request cf Mr. Hon. M'r. SCOTT- A do lot kcov tt i
Choquette, M.P., wbo alle ged that hie had am ai liberty to he cross-exanined, I have
been guilty cf offensive partizanship during given the answes, and do nint propose t',
the recent election, and no public interest i lte cioss-exanuined on them.
te be servedi by aaking any furtber inquiry. Hon. M. LANDRY- want to ave

Hon. MNlr. AJ,HN-oPerhaps the Ton. Tth- complete ansleis.

gentleman will tell me what offensive parti- Hon. M-\r. .SCOTT-I can add notbingY te
zansdip is. I bave heard it repeaed ovel i
and oveC aain, and I have been asked wmat
it is. 1 would like if the hon. Secretary cf Hon. use. LAN RY- ask if that mal'
State would tell me. oXavier Poitras as fulfllini r bis dutien te

the satisfaction of his chief
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It meaoOs a Torn.

tizn. accse anOTher,'o the l patia whe

on. Mr. SCOTT-A think the language T o e he
offensive partizanstip " a very clear ex- th

pression. It means, as a' rule, tlat the ofi-t Hon. Sir MACKENZIE B WELL-
cial, the party wbo is reçeiving pay frei the The House and the country are entitle
government, either appeared on the platforin te a clearer anse' from the goverme t
taking an active part as arainst the present than that whic as been given te the jusi.r
administration, or in many instances, de- nernber for Halifax. It is well that the
nounced both the premier-that waf the. country sCould kno what offensive parti-
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zanship consists of, or what constitutes offen- adduced, and ail the answers
sie Partizanship, m order that those who made are predicated upon the assumption
are receiving pay from the government may tlat these parties who have beeu dismissed
now when they put their neck in the were opposing the govermuent of the day.

halter. Is it offensive partizanship for a They did nothing of the ki
Nstmnaster who is paid by fees, to go upon supporting the government of the day; and
the platform and advocate any policy which they were opposing those 'ho desired to

ay not be in accord with those who are obtain that position. The hon. gentleman
expecting to attain power? The hon. Sec- siles. I could refer to a good many action-
retarv of State said a few moments ago that of the bon. gentleman hianseif in 1878 with

ose gentlemen abused the present minis- reference to the civil service, but 1 do not
try. He could not by any possibility have desire to go into the past record either of
abused the present *ministry, because the the Secretary of State or his inte-ference in
Plesent ministers were not in existence at elections. However, 1 repeat a third time
te time. that the buse and the country should

Fo1. Mr. SCOTT-I said the first minis- receive a moe explict anser to the
te" ad the cand questions wih were put to the government

cadiat. t1hat these platie have been dismisse

lon. Sir MACKENZIE 13OWELL-I
a repeating what the hon. gentleman said.

the also added the other as well-for abusing
present ministry and the Liberal candi-

ate who was then contesting the riding. If
"S to be understood that any person hold-

111g a ten dollar otlice-for many of these post-
n'nster's who have been dismissed received
verY trifling salaries, about ten dollars per an-

is to be deprived of his franchise, or
riht to go upon the platform to advocate

thY plicy, the sooner. it is generally known
e better. The answer, I know, to that

'llight be, if they desire to oppose a Liberal
candidate at any election, they must throw
Ip the ottice and tell the country that they

fonot want their ten dollars. I think it is
ell that this matter should be more clearly

ed. The declaration is made by the
O.gentleman who bas just spoken, that a

ittement by a candidate who is a partizan-
we know that the hon. gentleman to

whom, he bas referred is as strong a partizan
as there is in Canada-accusing another
Ilan who differs from him of having op-
POsed him, warrants the Secretary of State

government in declaring that the act
O that official is offensive partizanship,
afld dismissino him. The House is en-
titled to a clearer answer than bas been
gven by the Secretary of State to the ques-

Po Put by the junior member from Halifax.
oes the Secretary of State lay down the

Prineiple that whether an official be in
sPOSition to the government, or a supporter

or the government, the opening of his mouth
or the casting of his vote, is to be considered
k sive partizanship? If so, let the people

o it. Ail the arguments that have been

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -The hon. gentleman
is too old a parliamentarian not to recognize
the rule, that a minisier is not bound to
answer hypothetical questions. The answers
to the questions put by the hon.
gentleman were clear and succinct, and all
I an able to give, and I do not propose to
go back on this question. I have a vivid
recollection of the years 1878 and 1879
when the friends of the opposite party dis-
missed right and left. Take the postmaster
at Hull ; he did not interfere in an election,
but because his father interfered he was
dismissed. J am only going a mile away,
but J could mention a dozen cases.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is one point I forgot, in my disclaimer
againt the assertion made by the hon.
gentleman that the reasons he gives were
unchallenged. He is not strictly accurate
in making that statement.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do that from the
principle laid down, that if any member on
his honour made a statement of that kind it
was proper to accept it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the principle laid down by th- gov-
ernment but objected to by the opposition.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I happened to be
in the gallery of the House of Comnimons
and heard the prime minister in his place
make the declaration that no such dismis-
sals would be made without an investiga-
tion such as would be proposed and de-
clared by a minister and not by a member
of the House.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, by a member of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
parliament. They will after this.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-'I have a good deal Hon. Mr. MILLS-Did they ever do
of sympathy for the present government, otherwise? Will my hon. friend tell me a
and I can understand very well the position single man in the public service wio ventured
they are in under the present circumstances. to take part in an election between 1875 and
I am sorry they have not the courage of 1878 who was retained in the service?
their convictions to take the responsibility
of these dismissals. I know, and I think it Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I can tel you a
is generally known, and it is a patent fact, number of then in our county.
that Choquette has the governient by the Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The father of the
throat, and that he would have disinissed Minister of Marine and Fisheries was kept
theu from power and position unless he had ini all through.
his way in reference to these dismissals. 1
They dare not refuse Mr. Choquette's de- Hon. Mr. MILLS-Simply because the
mand for dismissals, because it is well known government was kept in ignorance of the
he wanted a place in the governent-the fact.
place Mr. Tarte now occupies-and it is on Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
that account that these dismissals are being
made, contrary to the declaration of the No.
prime minister. It is because Mr. Cho- Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Secretary of State
quette is master of the situation just now, referred to Mr. Loucks. Was he not dis-
and they cannot refuse his demands. missed because bis father took part in ai

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I wonder if the election? Was not the party who had beel
hon. Secretary of State is aware, when he appointed fron that couiity in the Depart-
uses the tu quoque argument, that the ion. ment of Public Works dismissed from that
member from Westorand in his plac department at the instance of Mr. AonZO
the other day stated distinctly from his own C h
knowledge that there were more men dis-
missed in the city of Moncton, N.B., in one HLm. Sir 31ACKENZIE BOWELL-
day on the Intercolonial Railway than were No.
disissed during the whole regime of the
Liberal-Conservative party from the time Hon. Mr. M ILLS-And every man who
the Mackenzie government was turned out. was in the public service as an inspector of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite sure the w m
bon. meinber believes the statement, but I Hon. 'Mr.AL O-o
an siure the facts show the opposite. Hon Mr. MILLS--And when new SPa

Hon. Mr. PRI1ROSE-- The facts are pointents came to be made, not one
1uite obtainable. them as appointei, w ether they took part

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why not accept a in the election or not.

staternent made by a semator, if you accept Hon. Mr. ALMON-oas that right?
a statement nmade by a memberd Hon. 't. MILLS-No, do not think

Hon. 'Mr. MILLS-I do not see yet, niy- that was right, but 1 arn pointing out to
self, wvhat principle the hon. gentlemen are hon. gentlemen that the government of which
cailing in question, or what they are com- ýemy hon. friend was a member went
plainin, about. Does my hon. friend, who further than the preent administration.
leads the opposition, say if those who are in
the permanent public service receiving an Hon. Mr. OGaLV sE-Oh no.
annual salary, go upon the stump or go out, Hon. Mr. ALMON-I neyer o. s a mew-
and canvass for theone side or the other, that ober of any government.
they do not take their lives in their hands,
and are not properly dismissed if their op- Hon. Mr. MILLS-The whole class wa
ponent succeeds I They enter into the con- put out without one single exception, outt
test with that fact before them. the hon. gentlemen before they went n
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jllst on the eve of the retireinent of the gov-
nent, took a private secretary, I think,

one of the ministers and made him a
deputy minister. He has not been touched;
but when the private secretary of Mr.

ackenzie, a man of far more than the or-
diuary ability, was appointed as deputy

inister, as soon as the change of govern-
nt took place, Mr. Buckingham was dis-

'fllssedl froi the public service.

h .L Mr. MASSON-That case has beenhackneyed about a good deal, it is one8pecialî case.

.ion. Mu. MI LLS-I do not know whether
It hackneyedl or not, but that was an ap-

01ntlaent made with the approval of Her
kajesty's representative in this country,

cause he, as well as the government whoassum41ed the responsibility of the recommen-
lon, knew of Mr. Buckinghau's ability,

th knew what claims he had because of
the extraordinary duties that had been im-
Posed upon him in the public service. HeaWds appointed but he was not permitted to

retain bis office ; he was dismissed, and the
gentleman has not menti,,ned a single
in which the present government has
ione as far as the government of which he

.a member went in the case of Mr. Buck-

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -
treo was the private secretary to whom
ehn. gentleman refers as having beenle deputy minister just before the late
n'str'y went out of power, and who was
owed to retain bis office ?

11. Mr. MILLS-I am speaking of Mr.
lope.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
d' was not a private secretary. He was

Puty clerk of the Privy Council for some
8xye trs previous to his appointment. and

hoS promoted to the office which he now
S some time before the change of govern-

1on. Mr. MILLS-He had been private
Secretary to Sir John Macdonald.

lion. Sir'IACKENZIEBOWELL-Yes.

death.n. Mr. MILLS-U p to the time of hisdeath.

"on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
0- The hon. gentleman is in error. Sir

John Macdonald recommended him to the
position which he held as deputy clerk of
the Privv Council. Mr. Pope was promoted
by myself while I was prime minister, and
not just before the last ministry resigned, as
the hon. gentleman lias indicated. Hence the
case of Mr. Pope is not in any way analogous
to that of Mr. Buckingham. As the hon.
gentleman has said, this subject is hackneyed
by frequent discussion, and I do not propose,
therefore, to discuss it any more. The hon.
gentleman should try to be more correct, or
he will fall into the saie error as mem-
bers of the governnent that he supports
have fallen into.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
bas not imuproved bis position. It does not
inatter whether Mr. Pope was private sec-
retary to Sir John Macdonald the day he
was appointed deputy minister, or had been
private secretary some months before. It
does not matter whether he held three or
four offices during the time that intervened.
There is the fact that the former private
secretary of Sir John Macdonald was trans-
ferred to the position of deputy minister
shortly before the retirement of the govern-
ment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And he was allowed
to retain bis position.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is where the hon. gentleman is wrong
-it was not just before the change. It was

done months and months before. It was
done before the late government was formed
and long before the elections. It must have
been twelve months before.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
surprised at the argument of the hon. gen-
tleman from Bothwell. He seeks, by show-
ing former evils and hardships, to justify
the wrongdoing of the present government.
His argument can lead to no other conclu-
sion than that, because evil was done before,
therefore evil is justified now. I am sur-
prised to hear an hon. gentleman of bis
intelligence and legal acumen use an argu-
ment of that kind. The thng the govern-
ment should do is this, give a man charged
with partisan conduct a fair trial. I heard
the premier say distinctly that ,no man
would be dismissed hereafter without hav-
ing a fair trial and being allowed to defend
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himself. That has not been done. That to other:-. There was no other reason fl"
policy has not been adhered to. The Minis- it. Why should Mr. Choquette's ipe diit
ter of Railways laid down a different policy in the House be considered suficient grround
-that if any credible iember of the party for turning those people out of office? When'
should charge an official with I eing an ac- these people write to the department, asking
tive political partisan he should be disinssed. for an inquiry, why are they not even answer
Is not that a monsti ous doctrine, that an ed? All those thmngs are tacts, and the hon-
official, on the information of a spy-a iman minister nay ascertain the truth of iyiv
looking for the place, can have that official statements. I do not object at ail to these
kicked out, without giving him an opportu- people being put out who have reallv beel
nity to defend himlself. That bas been done active or offensive partisans, but in al! tiose
in several cases. It is a weak and stupid cases that I have brought up nothing bas
thing to use an argument like that. I do been proved against any one, and nothinîg
not justify the other government for wrong- ean be proved against theni.
doing. They dismissed men when they
should not have dismnissed them. and if they Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In deal
came back to power to-morrow and did such ing with the employés of a government, or
a thing I would raise my voice as strongly the servants of a private individual or fieni,
against them as I do now. It is a most un- they cannot be tried as if they had committ-
jutifiable thing to do in this age and in a, ed some crime. That proceeding is not at al,
country like this. adapted to the case, but w-hen the principle

has been adopted, as it has been ii t!.'S
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The last answer country for very many years practicallY,

of the hon. the Secretary of State conflicts' whether avowed or not, but it bas beel
wîth the first one. I asked if Navier avowed for a number of years-that offensive
Poitras, on the 23rd of June, 1896, was an political partizanship is a reason for dismiss
employé of the governient as section man ing a government employé, the mninistrY
on the Intercolonial Railway in the county dismiss himi on their responsibility to the
of Montimagny, and was lie fulfilling bis House and to the country. They dismiss himu
duties to the satisfaction of his chief. The, because satisfied upon the evidence before
minister answered me that he w'as put out them, thatthe employé has beenguilty. They
on the complaint lodged against hii by M.. go wrong sonetimes; juries go wrong soie-
Choquette, who charged him with oflensive times; judges go wrong sonietim tes ; private
partizanslhip. I asked the bon. gentleman gentlemen, in dealing with their workmen,
why lie did not answer the last part of my servants and employés. go wrong somnetimies;
question-was Poitras fulfilling his duties but it is because of being satisfied ot
The minister, without looking at his notes, his guilt that an employé is dismissed.
told me " No," he had not fulfilled his duties. My bon. friends seem to tbink it a ver-
If he did not fulfil his duties, why put him objectionable tbing that the information Of
out for offensive partizanship ? If you have a member witb regard to this matter sbould
a good reason for putting a man out, why do be acted upon, but this fact should be borne
you look for a bad one and give a bad one iiimd, that the member is the tepresent-
to the House ? Now, I do not complain of tive of the people. He is the chosen rept'&
a man being put out if he takes his seutative of the people-a majority of the
political life in lis bands, but in ail people bave elected hi, and be does fot
the cases I have cited here, I stand in tbe saie position as a private indiVi
venture to say that not one of dual. One of my bon. friendsopposite suggest
these persons had been an active or offensive ed tlat governient employés bad beefi
partisan. Mr. Simoneau, who was put out dismissed on the statenient of some detec
of oflice, was suspected of being a Grit or tive witbout any furtber evidence. 1
Rouge, and he did not work in the election do not think be viii find tbat to be
at all. Mr. Dubé, who was put out, is the the case. Tbe testimony of the membe"
father of twelve children, and though a lias been accepted, but wben that was not W
voter he took no part at all in the elecuion. be had, other evidence was required to satisfY
He did not even go and vote-he abstained the minister, and if auy of ny colleagues
completely from taking any part. Ail these have gone wrong in any cases, parlient
people were turned out merely to give places may condemn them foo hi My bon. frield
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9Iu.st think, he suggests at all events, that it government had been in power for a number
s 11ofnstrous, thing on the part of the of vears before that, and had made nearly

eral party that they slould now disîmiss ail the previous appointments. Naturally
aob1nmn for. ofesv patznhp hnte ery fewN could be dismnissed in 1878,

jeeted to that being done by the late because there had beei comparatively few
ernment in the case of the translators appoinitments by the Liberal government.

and t1 hers. A little reflection will convinýce Wlen the present governnent came intothein, if they will endeavour to form a fair power, thev succeeded a party which hadp 'ion on that point, that the objection been in power for eighteen years, and
ey Iake is not reasonable. The Liberal had made nearly all the appointments held

Party did not wish that to be the principle throughout the whole country. They had
re.ognllized in this country, and, therefore, been in power so long that there was an
adjected to its heing adopted when it was impression among the officials that they were

opted by the Conservative government. safe for any length of timue, and that,
y were overruled in that¯ they were I dare say, led many of them to follow the

su"ccessful in their objection. The Con- partizan course which they would not other-
ative overnment insisted on act- wise have taken. It is no argument
i o that principle and did act upon against the Liberal governîment if they

d The Liberal party had to accept the found occasion, coming into power after
Or t It was a doctrine either endorsed eighteen years opposition, to dismiss a larger
thiid down by the gYovernmient of the day numiber of persons thian the governiment did

t'hieh had the contidence of the people, and which had succeeded one that had been in
c Liberal party were obliged to accept and power only five years. The h n. leader of the

acquiesce in it ; but how absurd it would opposition w 1nts to know if this princip!eth What folly it would be op their part, is to go so far that a man is to be dismissed
principle having been avowed and acted for exercising his franchise. That lias

"Poi by the Cons-rvative government when been always disclaimed. The law authorizes
y themnselves came in, they should refuse a civil servant to exercise his franchise, and
act upon the same rule I do not think every one who has spoken on this subject

tere is any morality in the question either f -r the Liberal party-every Liberal has
Y. It might be the rule of the govern- 1 adnmitted that no objection could be made to

Paent to turn out all officiais on a change of a man for merely giving his vote. i he ob-
They adopt that rule in the United jection to bim must go a good deal further.

aa"tes. It is objectionable, but I do not see My hon. friend opposite objects t, Mr.

stand immoral about it. I can under- Choquette's recomniendation and testimony
dt d a president, who wished to do his being admitted with regard to his ow% n con-

y i every respect, an earnest Christian stituents, and my hon. friend ascribed to
of tl acting upon it, it being the doctrine h im a mnuch larger power than he possesses.Of the nation. The people have returned in favour of the

liOn. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That Liberal party such a large inajority that
t Well Understood in the United States as there is no one mem ber who can exercise the
the policy. power that my hon. friend ascribes to Mr.

ate1o. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Unfortun-
atey it has been the rule here too. DuringCaiteen years the Conservative government

.ted 011 it, and our friends were often
e Ilssed., There is no use asking how many
he dismissed by the one government and

theniny by the other. That depends on
c ircumnstances. But the principle was

» od all question insisted upon and acted
n by the Conservative government.

at regard to the number dismissed. look
gt the difference! When the Mackenzie
bei.nîenit went out in 1878 they had only
bec: fve years.in power. The Conservative

Choquette. Il we were a weak govern-
ment, supported by a small majority, one
supporter night have a great deal of power,
such as he attributed to Mr. Choquette, but
as matters exist, the suggestion is not well
founded. I have thought it right to say these
few words, but I do not think the country
will benefit very much by our discussing this
subject much more. It has occupied the
attention of the House of Commons for
many days and at great length. Everything
that could be said on either side of the
question has been said there, and while it
was very well for us to give to it some
attention here also, I do think my bon.
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friends must agree with me that we have liament, or some meruber of the partv, Nvith,
now said enough on the subject. out any inquiry to ascertain whether the

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The explanation charues are true or false. The Secretary Of

the hon. gentleman bas made is rather fatal ptal asanshi . 1e ait yofni
to many other explanations we have been iH
listening to this session, and, in fact, last n on a

i ener speech or canvassing. Mben my hon. friefldyear. Then we were told that very manyyear Thn tld batver ay asked did tbis niand(1 anything of the kind,
more persons were dismissed by the Conser- b
vative governnent when they came into
power in 1878 than now by the Liberals, ofoens1e bashis onvient phre
but my bon. friend now admits the very be is asked if a man dismissed was guiltY Of
opposite is the case.oppoiteis te cse.that particular kind of political. partizansbil?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I say if whicb be bas defined, be does fot know.
the fact were as represented ; that is my submit it is a inost extraordinary spectle
argument. I do not admit the fact at all. to see Uembers o overnnent

day after day in tbis ause, and admtti g
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend before the world that they are djsmissil1g

distinctly put it this way : that, if a smaller officiais ail over the country for alleged
number were dismissed in 1878 than niow, political partizanship, on tbe mere unsuP
it was because there were so very few Lib- ported word of soe one who is a political
erals in office in 1878, and consequently partisan bimself.
there was not a large number of Liberals
out of whom dismissals could have been Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Wby not ask
made. question in M.r. Choquette's presence i the

Hon. ir OIV'E MOW T-Tht isHouse of Commrons instead of asking it here ý
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is

quite so. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
The bon. premier bas (leclared bere iioWl

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And that in that tbe government are responsible fol
1871 the Liberal party, when they came tbese dismissals. Why shunt the responsv
into power, did not make any dismissals-bility on M. Choquette?
that they entered on the principle of dis-
missing no official for political reasons. I Hon. 'r. MASSON-We (o not knoW
happen to know very well that my hou. friend Mr. Cboquette here. We know tbe hofl.
is altogether wrong in that statement. I Secretary of State and the bon. Minister Of
speak for my own province that dismissals Justice wbo are responsible to the people,
were wbolesale by the Liberal governrnent. and to us for every dismissal that is made
I was one of the persons dismiissed mysepf. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The people avesu-
I was included in one of txose batcb-s taited us in our action.
vho were disnpissed during the month or
two after the Liberal party bad come into Hon. Mr. MASSON-They could ioth
power in 1874. My hon. friend's explana- tbis particular case, because it as arisen
tion is altogether at variance, notwith- since tbe election. Let me put a questiOfl.
standing the attempt to smootb it over, with I agree it tbe bon. gentleman on the
the explanation wTich the hon. Secretary principle that officiais sbould be dismisoed
of State bas made to-day, and which we have for offensive political. partizanship. It is ~
been in the habit of hearing from the wbo]e question of fact. A political partizan,
of them on that side of the use, wben member of tbe other ouse, tels you that
the question of dismissals comes up. The an employé bas misbehaved. Here is e
phase of tbis question I want to enter my senator who tel s you to iny own knowledge
solemn protest against is the spectacle that I say that charge is .A ot true." If you be
we have had presented to us, day after lay lieve Mr. Choquette and not M. LandrY
during this session and ever since this gov- 1 you are acting as a partizan. Dont Y1'
ernment came into power, of a minister of think, as a minister of the Crown, you are
tbe Crown freely and boldly admitting that bound to go ino detail and ascertain pohic
the government bas been dîstissing officiais statement is true and mich is false, because
on the ipse ibeit rf some member of par- Mr. Choquette and Mr. Landry are not re-
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SPonsible for the opinions thev give, but youare responsible to the country for the decision
YOU mnake.

n. Mr. SCOTT-How illogical the
sition of the hon. gentleman is. Mr.

hoquette- was a witness of a fact and makes
a statement of what he saw. The hon.
senator who brings the matter before the
"Ouse was not present at the time and did
]lot hear the statement. He is stating a

a"ntive, and the other witness is stating anarative. The greatest criminal might
botng nnumerable witnesses to say they do

Ot elieve the offence charged against him18 true.

tha11 .3r. MASSON-Mr. Choquette says
that this man who was dismissed was an
thatnsive partizan. The hon. senator says
a the man did not even vote. You can

"'certain which statement is true. I do not
object to the government dismissing em-

oYés for offensive partizanship, but I object
e government, on the word of a member,

ta simple question of fact, disgracing a man
at you are going to say on that man'saord that an employé is to be dismissed, be-

."ase beyond the dismissal there is a certain
grace attached to a man. If a member,

cbO has the patronage of a constituencv,
eOtes and tells you something against an

are you going to dismiss him with-
Ont investigation? Tehat is a principle which
was never acted upon while I was in the
government, to my knowledge.

INCOMPLETE 'RETURNS.

of "on. Mr. FE RG USON--Before the Orders
the Day are called, I wish to direct the

attention of the hon. Secretary of State to
he binsufficient nature of the return which.ought down the other day in answer to a
)ndion of mine with regard to the expenses
het oPerations of the steamer " Petrel,"atween Capes Traverse and Tormentine, I
the ed n that return for a full statement of
the expenditure incurred. I notice by the
thar party that the charter alône is six
housand dollars, and I find only four thou-
and dollars of that is included in that state-

a ent of expenditure. I notice other large
alnts that I know were incurred in that
ervice are not in this statement, and the

total brought down is very much less than
as actually incurred in that service. J also

48ked for information as to the number of

passengers and the quantity of freight
carried and the amount of money collected
for both freight and passengers. Now, I
find fault that information is given in this
way:

Nuinber of passengers, 43.
At $2 each would arnount to $86.
(Have no details as to freight carried.)

How kind for the minister to make this
little calculation for the members of the
Senateand the public. J suppose he thought
that we are not able to multiply 43 by 2. It
is not what 43 multiplied by 2 amounts to that
we want to know, but how much money was
realized by passengers on the " Petrel." 1
asked for details of the ainount collected for
f reight as well as passengers. The answer
is 'have no details of freight carried."
Why has not the department details ? It is
now five weeks since that steamer ceased to
make trips. Surely five weeks would suffice
to bring up details from Traverse or Tor-
mentine as to the freight carried. I call
my hon. friend's attention to the insufficient
information contained in the report, and the
fact that the information I asked for has not
been supplied.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT.-If the Lion. gentle-
man will write a note stating specifically
what he requires, I shall be very glad to
procure it. So far as freight is concerned,
my attention was called to that, and the
answer was there was no record of it here in
the department.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- believe the
hon. gentleman is strictly correct ; there
was no record of it, because there was no
freight carried.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- did not hear that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the Minister of Justice if
this return, which has been laid before the
House by the hon. Secretàry of State relat-
ing to the resignation of the late Judge
Jones, is complete? When the Secretary of
State laid the return before the House, he
made a statement that this was all the cor-
respondence less that which was of a confi-
dential character. He will also see that he
made no reference in the returns to the
latter portion, that is, as to the petition.
All that we have is the resignation of Judge
Jones, the recommendation of the Minister
of Justice to Council recommending his
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superan nuation, and the application of J udge
Jones to have his resignation accepted forth-
with. What I want to ask is, was any
petition presented to the government asking
for the appointment of a successor to Mr.
Jones ? If not, of course it could not be
brought down. I was under the impression
that there were, and if so I should like a
copy of that petition, unless it to was of a

INTEREST BILL.

IN CoMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Cowie
mittee of the Whole on Bill (J) " An Act
respecting interest.'

(In the Conmmittee.)

confidential character. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Tîîe

Hon Si OLVER MOW T-Aterobject of this bill everybody seemts to col"Hon. Sir OLIVER M-ýOWAT-After'
the etur wa ordredJ lokedthrogheut, in; bu t there is n<o doubt great diflicultYthe return was ordered I looked throughii idnotwa xcl èsol ncthe papers to see what they were, and ntJ lokedthe hae awith a view of correctinc, the evii mientiolied

I looked throughi the letters, I have a .1thoC ltes iii the recital. It bas shocked every-
g"ood mnany of themi, but they are all of agod naiyofthmbu te reai o bocv to learn that the courts have foufld
confidential kind. At first I thought some
of them might not be, but I found that all necessart to
were contidential. I am sure if there h oct
was a petition it was of a confidential kind. pail by a borrower of money.
I shall ascertain that, however. how we are to remedy that withoUt

producing other evils is flot so easy tO
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I determiné. 1 am goiug to propose c)W

(o not pretend to say that confidential com- siderable aindments to the bil that
inunications have not taken place, but how brought in, with a view to remed
in the world a petition froni a large city like cvii without incurringotherevils which per
Belleville, of L5,000 inhabitants, ask haps niay be in the aggrcgatc as great 1S
ing for an appointment by the governnent, that -hich the bi is dcsigned to remove.
could be of a confidential character J am at Tue bil as brought in pi ovided that the
a loss to know. ourts should have a discrétion,whee more

thani eight per cent is charged, to deal with
THIRD READINGS. the excess in whatever manner they

Bill (88) " An Act to incorporate Les Cis- h himore than the batiks charge, and, therefore,
terciens Réformiés."-(Mýr. B-,ernierý.)7 nttercensIléorrés.-(M. krnir.)the banks have no interest in oppoin

Bill (83) " An Act to confer on the Com- the bil as it now stands. But there
missioner of Patents certain powers for the no doubt-and hon. members on both side
relief of the Mycenian IM arble Company of have called my attefttion to it-the fact that
Canada, Limited."-(M r. McMillan.) itisoften of immenseimportanceto get moneY

for a ,hort time when it can oniy be got by
SECOND READINGS. gtSECON REAIING, paying a imucli larger percentage than eig.

Bill (64) " An Act to incorporate the And1 an also informed-and 1 have '1
British Yukon Mining, Tradingr and Trans- truiy - that iu the newiy settie

porttionComany. - Mr. n Mcdonldparts of the country money cannot, le got â1
portation the rates at which it can be got in other partS
B.C.)of the country; and that it would beaninjUrY

Bill (70) " An Act respecting the Great to those newly settled parts if no ni ey
North-west Central Railway Company."- could be borrowed safely to the lender
(Mr. Clenow.) more than 8 per cent. What then are we tO

Bill (109) " An Act respecting the Ottawa do? The best suggestion which las yet be6'
and atieauRaiwayCumany."(i made to me is the one I amn going to subtflitand Gatineau 'Railway Company."-Mr

Clemiow.) to this buse. It is a suggestion made

Bill (102) " An Act respecting the Ot- a resut of consultation amongst usiness
t iia (102) an.-(i. lmý. people, persons familiar with the working Of

tawa Gas Company."-(M.interestlawsandwiththe whole matterof
Bill (87) " An Act to incorporate the money &nd tue requirements of the different

Columbia River Bridge Company."-(Mr.ejete of thsbilly seems to o -n rééen to t

McInns, Ne Wesminstr.it nhee ssary to enoe an agreement by hi
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int-and it seems very reasonable- made payable at a rate or percentage pet day, week
at the most grievous cases arise where the or nonth, or at any rate or percentage for any0rower did ot understand that he was period less than a year, no nterest exceedig thecr d e rate or percentage of six per cent per aniitun shall8harged such large intere-t. He may be an be chargeable, payable or recovered on any part ofgnorant man ; but ofi en a man who is not the principal money unless the contract contains a

very ignorant has been deceived in statement showing truly the annual rate or per-
this matter. In conse< uence of that, a centage of interest to which such other rate or

nupercentage is equItivailent.
>IUI]ber of years ago an Act was passed bythe parliament of Canada, and is to befound Then I propose the following as a second

n the Revised Statutes, which dealt with clause :
e qluestion of nmortgages, and contained such If any sum is pay<l on account of any interest

Provisions as would secure that the mort- not chargeable, payale or recoverable under the
g last prece<dng section, such sun nay be recoveredgagor Should be aware of what interest he iack or lelucted fron any principal or intereste s Paying, that the interest could not be payable un<der the said contract.

.oncealed by the form ot a mortgage -that
conç)tceale fro on who wa iin h That is just carrying out the samie view.15, Otleald foînonew-h ~vs gvin th The efièct is to compel parties to state theatter a cursory and perhaps not very'annual interest that is to be paid as wehl

o'telligent examination. The effect of what an ot
as then enacted is that if the real amount as any other particulars that they choose to

of interest does nlot appear in the instrument, insert in the document.
0 terest at all can be recovered. And I Hon. Mr. -MACDONALD (B.C.)-That

'th told-and I have no reason to doubt leaves the rate under agreement open to any
the fact to be that that Act has ainount.
Prevented from that time till now anyserious evil of the kind which the Act was Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, I
intended to (leal with. I propose to adopt a have not limited the amount.

ar principle in dealino- with loansßenerally, and if the committee agree to the
lew which I am going to suggest, I think go up to any amount.

the evil would be met to a large extent Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, pro-
whout producing any corresponding evil vided the agreement states what the annual
elhateVer. I may say here that if the rate is, that the man nay know what he isauses which I move are adopted I propose doing. No greater interest than six per
t Make a change in the preamble. I put the cent cai be recovered unless the man knows

eamble in its present formi in order to call fromn the instrument he signs what the an-
delvtion to the tremendous evil we had to nual interest which he is undertaking toith- pay. ldo not say that that is a full renmedy.

"On. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Is the I (o not say that anything that can be
still living who charged that interest ?'devised which would be a full remedy ; but

ti 1I think what I propose is a very
on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, he is good instalmîent of the necessary renedy andstihi living, perhaps will be found amply sufficient.

We cannot tell until it is tried. If lenders
lon. Mr. CLEMOW-And he got a discover some method by which they can

Jtttlgmenit for it. • recover without the borrower knowing how
"on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes. much he is undertaking to pay, we may have

to deal with that hereafter; but in the mean-

h. on. Mr. CLEMOW-They will beat time, I think what is proposed will be a valu-
On the execution. able protection; it will go to a great length; it

will prevent persons being drawn into agree-On. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What I ing to pay interest which they do not know
ttProosin g is a provision to be sub- they are agreeing to pay. They may know

wicted for the bill which I brought in and what six per cent is, but as a natter of fact
ritte is printed. I propose to ask the com- they do not calculate, in many instances,ee to adopt this as the first clause : what a certain rate per week or month

c hen1eyer any interest is, by the terms of any would be per year ; and here we have a,tract in writing, whether uimder seal or not, man making a business of charging five per
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cent per day. A copy of one of these notes
was shown to me which was in a printed
form, lending at five per cent per day being
apparently as regards this lender a regular
business and we all know a printed paper is
not so apt to be read as a written one. Per-
haps many of us have signed deeds and
looked merely at how they are filled in in
writing without reading the printed parts.

Hon. Mir. LOUGHEED-May I ask my
lion. friend if he intends proceeding with
this bill to-day ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And ask the
House to adopt it without more considera-
tions?

lon. SirOLIVER MOWAT-If more time
is desired, I am in the hands of the Hlouse.
I think we had better go through the com-
mittee stage to-day and have the bill re-
printed. I believe I have made all the
necessary explanation.

Hon. 'Mr. LOUGHEED-Then my hon.
friend will not regard the House as having
acceded to the principle of the bill, notwith-
standing our having consented to its going
through comninittee.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No. I
move the adoption of the first clause of my
amendment.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Do I understand
this bill is intended for the whole of the
Dominion of Canada?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-In New Brunswick
we have a very satisfactory interest bill.
When we came into cotifederation we had
the usury law in existence, and we found
it very inconvenient in many transactions,
and finally this parliament repealed the usu-
ry law and a law was established by which
the legal interest, in case there was no writ-
ing or contract, should be six per cent, and
that, on the other hand, anything that was
reduced to writing, no matter what the in-
terest would be, provided it was within rea-
sonable bounds, should be recoverable in law
and equity. We found, and we find yet, that
money under this arrangement is as low and
lower than when there were restrictions on
the interest imposed by the law of the coun-
try. We find transactions now are carried

on extensively as low as four per cent, five
per cent and hardly any to be found even as
high as six per cent. I feel that I have a
right, onbehalf of NewBrunswick, inasluch
as I kncw they are satisfied with that ar-
rangement, to point out that if it be poss'
ble-and I think it is-that law should not
be interfered with, because it is quite satIs-
factory. Money is lower than it has beei,
and we have not had any such extreme cases
of hardship or dishonesty as have been poilt-
ed out by the hon. Minister of Justice. And,
therefore, I wish to point out that I think
our law should not be interfered with without
due consideration, I have no objection that
you should make a law for Canada, or for
portion- of Canada; but certainly in NeW
Brunswick we are satisfied with our presenît
law.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Does this
bill interfere with the New Brunswick iaW
as to the rate of interest ?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Do you say it does
not?

Hon. Sir OLIVER IMOWAT-I an: ask-
ing for information.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I understood it ap-
plies to the whole Dominion.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
understand in what particular it is an inter-
ference with the New Brunswick law.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It interferes in this
wav: that in cases of transactions not re-
duced to writing it is possible losses might
occur. I can point out a case that happened
before we had the present law in New
Brunswick. A certain party had borrowed
$10,000 and the legal interest at that tiae
was 6 per cent. The party gave a mortgage
on his property for the $10,000. The mort-
gagee died and his heirs wished to recover
the amount, but in consequence of it being
shown that he had taken a small percentage
over and above the legal interest, the whole
mortgage was forfeited.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What I
propose does not change the present law
as regards the rate of interest chargeable.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-If it does not it is
satisfactory.
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lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEI.L-If Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is a difficult
Understand the explanation of the hon. thing to say. A man makes a contract. It

11in-ister of Justice, it simply amounts to is supply and demand, I suppose, but I
this: that if a man who was loaning noney think there should be some law to prevent
at five per cent to-day, was lending $100 a man making such a contract as to pay
at five per cent per day, the note would have 1,800 per cent a year. I do not think we
to read that for and in consideration of that should encourage people, or even allow then
suIm the rate of interest to be paid should be to make such foolish and outrageous bar-
tve per cent per day, which would be equal gains. We know very well there are times
t 1,815 per cent per annumn. I would make when a man can affoîd to pay a large

he suggestion, while I an on my feet, that amount of money for a pressing neces>ity.
iStead of the committee rising and report- You know five per cent is paid sometimes
"1g the bill, the hon. minister should ask the for a very limited period, but any man who
eommittee to rise and report progress. That! pays that amount is sure to go to the wall.
Would enable us to go back into committee But in an emergency it has been paid, and
and discuss freely the amended bill as it will I have no doubt men have been saved from

presented to the House for final adoption. ruin by gettingr money at that rate. All
My hon. friend will see at once why I make these things have to be considered, and I an
that suggestion. If you adopt the bill now glad the Minister of Justice has taken this
a report it for third readind a

reprt t fr tirdreaiig, then there into consideration, and that as far as the laws
Would not be the saine opportunity to dis- are concerned, they will be well considered

1s8 the provisions as if we went back to and will be put in such a shape that there
cofmMittee. will be no mistake in the future. I hope

. Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-At present there there will be something to limit an extra-
18 "o limitation as to interest? ordinary rate of interest being charged per

annum. I think it should take some shape
Hon. Sir IACKENZIE BOWELL-No. that could be avoided.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-As long as it is Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I am extreme-
PtiPulated at so much ? ly pleased that the hon. Minister of Justice
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- has changed the bill materially as lie has
Yes. done, and I think in the shape it is it will

lon. Mr. CLEMOW -Should not there simply act as a signal or danger post to

a limit to it? If a man agrees to pay nake inpecunous borrowers know what
1,800 per cent per year, I think he should they are doing when they are borrowing.
tlot be forced to do it. To my mmd, the new proposal entirely, or

alnost entirely, removes any objections that
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A may Have ariseei to the bill which I know1 noh would not be such a fool as to do that. would have been met with great opposition

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Oh, yes, they will in the House and out of it, and it would be
'd it sometimes. I think it would be a a revival of the old usury laws. The hon.
'bisastrous thing for this country if it were gentleman f rom Rideau was barking on both

own that 8 per cent was the largest sides of the fence; at one moment he depre-
8'lIount a man could collect. I suppose it cated that and at another moment he want-

'as considered to be in the interest of the ed a limitation. If you put a limitation it
rower, but they would find very soon it will sound monstrous and unreasonable, if it

not in the interest of the borrower, is going to be operative at all, and in my
bcause lenders would find some other means view usury is not practised by the bank and
to get over it. They would not lend at that loan companies. It is not carried out to
ae. They would buy a note of hand or anything like the extent in this country that

SOmething of' that kind. I think it is well it is in other countries. I do not think such
the 'atter should be considered, and if there a case as mentioned in the preamble of the
1 8 limitation it should be something bill is anything but extremely exceptional

raliitabe ih and unusual, and it is hardly worth legislat-
ing for. However, I may say that the bill,

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What as now presented, appears to be at first blush
1'itation would you suggest i and on the face of it extremely unobjection-
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able and a step in the right direction. The Hon. Co-I think the suggestion
extent of the usury carried on in this coun- of the lon. gentleman from Halifax to
try, although misunderstood and exaggerated, the maximum rate at ten per cent would
is known to exist, and I hope we will be equally as objectionable as eight per ceC.

given time to consider this bill. There are many cases where ten pe cent
'D would be a much too iow rate of intet-Pst,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I cordially endorse iake the farier borrowing .50 for three
all that the hon. member from Kennebec nontbs. Supposing lie pai 1 three dollars,
division has said with respect to the meri- n
torious character of this bill. I do not et
agree with hin in his accusing the hon.

,rentleman behind me of barking on bothn.at kind, which are great accommodations t0
sides of the fence, and thinking there can be
no steps taken to meet the views of the hon.

Ientleman from Rideau. I would, with a think the measure as proposed hy tbe hon'
good deal of hesitation, suggest to the bon. n tbe other
leader of the government in this House that
something of this kind might be done tourged against the easur
meet the views of the hou. gentleman behind a
Imle. While such contracts reserving very m
large rates of interest might not be declared we a reber t sera e alo -
illegal, still I think we might put a clause r
in the bill providing that no more than anecomlpanies on the instalment plan, wvbere i
certain ratev-whatever rate was considered was impossible to tell the rate, because
to be the highest rate that would be hu-
mane-psould be recovered in court. Thttogetheiiitne-s)oud b rcovre incout.Th tand the boan 'vas repaid Ii annuai inlstaL1
would really not affect the case spoken of by ments. On the face of it the rate of ii.
the hon. gentleman from Rideau division-
the case of getting money for the purpose
of enabling one to live on stock ex-
change, because there is a sort of free Hon. Sir MACRENZIE BOWELL-It
înlasonry arnongst people on stock exclbang,s was thirteen and one-haîf peu cent.
'which would Linder theiiî fromn raising(- anv Hn i.C XTe orwe'spoe

ýn Hon. Mr. CO--I thin thrNer sggesti

quetion of tat kind. f it could e providedr , t i
that ot moe than 10 pee a a per centould be

e ealdity pying a uch large rate. Leislt.itin awuy event, that woulueo stiis i would

kind whc are great acomoain to

view.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under the
Ban king Act the banks are pernitted to re-
cover 7 per cent, and this would be in direct
contlict with that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a chapter
in the Revised Statutes on interest which
applies only to Nova Scotia, but which might
be made applicable to all the provinces, or
might be made applicable to this case.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Theire is a spe-
cial provison for every province.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am suggesting that
this provision which has been inserted as to
Nova Scotia might be made applicable, as far
as regarded the proposed law, to all the
provinces:

Nothing in the three preceding sections shall
apply to the chartered banks.

to put on the face of the mortgage the rate
of interest lie was to receive, and when that
was adopted it put an end to this instalment
plan. The proposition of the Minister of
Justice will be most effectual in stopping
the kind of transactions it is desired to end,
and, at the same time, will not be an injury
to those who want to do a legitimate busi-
ness, and where the rate, though on the face
of it a high one, is an accommodation to the
borrower. I am in favour of the measure as
at present proposed, and T think it will bear
investigation and meet with the approval of
bon. members if they carefully consider it as
it 1s.

The amendinents were adopted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would draW
the hon. minister's attention, before the bill
cones up again, to the section of the Bankilg
Act which authorizes a bank to collect seven
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Per cent, notwithstanding that rate may not forged or unauthorized endorsements of
estipulated. cBills."

1on. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee, çln the Committee.)
reported that they had made some progress lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-At thewith the bill, and asked leave to sit again. second reading of the bil I pointed out the

SJPREME COURT OF ONTARIO occasion for some provisions on this subject.
BILL. This bil is needed chiefly to make clear

what is probably the law now, and what I
IN COMMITTEE. think everybody will agree ought to be the

The House resolved itself into a Com- law, if it is not. The provision I now
taittee of the Whole on Bill (J) " An Act propose is that
respecting the Supreme Court of Ontario If a bi bearing a forged or unauthorized endorse-and the Judges thereof." ment is paid in good faith and in the ordinary

(In the Coininittee.) course of business, by or on hehaif of the drawee( or acceptor, the person by whom- or on whose

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT -Onainout so pai from te person to
t first reading I explained that the first whoin it was so paid or fron any endorser who has
Clause of this bill limits the power of appeal en(orse( the bil sulsequent to the forged or
r1'omf the courts of Ontario to the extent that authorized endorsenent.

the local legislature have attempted by their
l Act to limit it, as it is held by the a principle as old as commerce itself, I sup-~upreme Court that no province has a rig'htý hiP aeal ut then rvnehsargt pose, that every subsequent party is responsi-

th.limit appeals to the Supreme Court-that ble for the validity of previous endoisements.tis requires the action of the parliamýentrequire th acion f te prlimen Then wèe also provide for notice to this party.of Canada. It so happens that by Dominion It may not be discovered for some days after

legilation all the provinces except Ontario
have already a limit according to the amountlu dipute.forged, or an unauthorized endorsenient.

dispute. Then we propose to require that the holder
The first clause was adopted. should within a reasonable time afterlearning

Onl the second clause. the fact give notice to the parties interestedsecondin the manner thiereinafter provided. There
lionSir LIVE MOW T-J oveis always a littie uncertainty in using such an110n. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I move

that this clause be amended by adding the expression as 'withina reasonable time," but
following " but leave to reside elsewhere i it isused in the statutes in other cases; it is
the Province for any specified time may bedefinitey for

arnted f from time to time byo o b every case, and there will be no practical
Ceellency in Council." I have had letters
o1  two judges stating an inconveniencethe clause as printed would create, and I

there cs dn b 1 props iend ment n the A ct ase itho
lireefore propose that in special cases, for a fried poi nt oud the tnto b tenth

ited time, residence need not be insisted stands? There seems to be no substantial
The rnenmen wasadoped.difference except as to the notice.The amendment was adopted.

lion. Sir OLIVER -MOWAT-Jn the
lion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE from the Act of 1891, chap. 17, sec. 4, the hon.

Qornittee reported the bill with an amend- member will find the present law. Theineat which was concurred in, and the bill second subsection of sec. 24 of the Act of
ordered for a third reading. 1890, h. 33, contains the enactmeit there

M. j amended. I explained before that the pre-
eORGED ENDORSEMENTS OF BILLS j sent law is confined to cheques, but there

BILL. is no reason why it should be confined to

IN CoMMITTEE. cheques.
The bouse resolved itself into Committee lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-A cheque is a

of the Whole on Bill (F) "An Act respecting bill of exchange.
30
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MO(WAT-I know, notice that the end forged
but every bill of exchange is not a cheque. shah be given. It might be clained that
Then again the present law is confined to notice of this endorsement given in the
forged endorsements, and I propose to ex- ordinary way would meet the wording Of
tend it to unauthorized endorsements. !this subsection as it is now expressed, but
An unauthoi izet: endorsement stands in J think it should be that the forged or un
reason and everything else in the same posi- authorized endorsement is so forged and
tion as a forg d endorsement. The difficulty unauthorized.
of construing the language of the Act in some Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That iS
other resp-cts has arisen largely f rom the ex-
pressions used, but the principle of the bill, as
1 propose it, is the principle of the law as it is p
now the only substantial variations are gestion which 1 cannot say is objectionablej

suksnda . and therefore I suggrest this arnendment at
that I expressly apply it to all bills, not t bsT
merely to cheques, and then I extend it to the endos etin a fore oice
unauthorized endorsements.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--That is covered
in the Bills of Exchange Act. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Why bas nhYýn ~ hon. friend sh,_rtened up the notice? Under

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is not the law as it stands, a year is allowed in
in the Act of 1891. which to give notice of the forgery.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is in the Act
of 1890, sec. 24. Hn i LVR-O A h

of 180, se. 24.ho]de r might know ail about it in a month,

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In the and not give notice of it for a year. That
law, as it stands now, the protection applies îs not fair.
without any limit as to the way in which
the instrument came into the hands of the Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Have there
hoider. It is thought reasonable by thos been an abuses under the aw as it at pre

n os sent stands ?
gentlemen who have been assisting me in
the matter, that it should be limited to Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-One cal
cases where it lias been paid in good faith.
I do not think anybody would object o quite see how it is open to abuse, and in deal0ing witb such a, subject we ought to remove
that. tha. any chance of that sort. The holder might

Hon.MixLOUGEEDI donotseehave notice of the forgery in a month, but heHon. MIr. LOUGHEED-I do not see!
any substantial difference between the law i i e
as it at present stands, and the amendment, lessness, and not give notice for eleven
except the language as to cheques and bills monts after receiving it. That might have
of exchange. most serious consequences to the subsequent

in inniocent parties. I think he should be
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The law is required to give notice within a reasonable

made more clear. It was found not to be quite time.
clear as it stands now, and it is thought a Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-- agree with
matter of so great importance that I have
been urged to make it perfectly c.ear by oi
distinct legisation.instance.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to direct the Hon Sir OLIVER MOWAT--I think it
attention of the hon. minister to subsection was not considered.
3. The wording is " The notice of the
forged or unauthorized endorsements, &c." Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-18
I do not think that the wording is happy, it not difficuit to decide what is a reasonable
because the notice of the forged or unauthor- time? 1 might cail the hon. gentleman's
ized endorsement would naturally be given attention to a case which came under uis
the same way as the notice of any other own notice-I refer to the filling of the
endorsement. What is required is that rgistrarship where the law is of ain
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hat similar character. When the atten- reasonable time in another might be twelve
to of the ministry of the day, in Ontario, months.

s called to the fact that it should be Hon. Mr. POWER-That shows how
'e Within a reasonable time, a different difficult it is'to fix a limit.

erpretation was put upon it altogether
Gl what the hon. gentleman gives to-day. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--It

That Office remained open for two or three shows that you should adopt more definite

and yet the law required that it language.
duld be filled within a reasonable time. I Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-As to the man-

Sareay my hon. friend may remember. 1 ner in which the notice should be given I

on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-1 was not quite agree as to the expediency of giving it
POlitical life then. in this particular way, but at the sanie time

it indicates that you must do as you would
"On Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh with a protest. There should be some direc-

Ye you were ; it was within the past twenty- tion to the court as to the limited construc-
e years. tion they should give to the words " reason-

'On. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I was on able time," on account of notice being in that
the In the case to which my hon. particular way. I do not know what my hon.

friend refers, what harm could there be friend's view of it is, but it has occurred to

or the delay? The words were directory. me in that particular way. The court might
ere is a reason for immediate notice and a construe it in that sense and that would be

pelalty for a neglect of it. That is, the entirely too short.
hOlder who should have given the reasonable Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Ordinarily
Yeotce, and who gave no notice, or did not it would, no doubt, he too short and that is

have8 for a year, if you adopt the clause 1I the reason why I cannot fix any specific
th e here, Would lose his recourse against time.

Parties. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What I com-
Wlion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- plain of is that it is fixed here-that you0uld it not be better to make it three or practically have given to the courts a mea-

sure by which they are to determine what

on Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, that "reasonable tine " is.

d not be fair to the party who would Hon. Mr. FERGU SON-I am rather sur-

fort. If he got the information within a prised at my hon. friend f rom Calgary object-
igh t, he should give notice within a ing to this, because these indefinite words

asonable time thereafter. "reasonable time " would open the door for

'PiLo11. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL__ any amôunt of litigation.

baiadoes not require him to do that. The Hon. Mr. McMILLAN, from the com-

th Ilight have knowledge of the fact mittee, reported the bill with an amendment

anree hours after the fraud was committed, which was concurred in.
there is nothing here to compel him to The Senate adjourned.

ah notice imnediately. If you say he
.0111d give it immediately after he gets the

atio, I could understand it, but he THE SENATE.
lligde not consider it necessary to do so
u4der this clause just as the hon. gentle- Ottawa, Friday, 4th June, 1897.

iergovernment in Ontario did not con- The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
trar ieessary to fill the office of regis- o'clock.
a r hin what most people would considerraonable time. However, it is a matter Prayers and routine proceedings.
or the lawyers and bankers to decide. A
crnonabîe time is quite consistent with AY COMPA N TON BILL
ee osense, if it were acted upon, and WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

ry person could understand what a REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

anable time really means. Reasonable Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee
el One case might be one month, 1 on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
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ported Bill (33) " An Act respecting the or eighteen years, and have built up a large
Calgary and Edmonton Railway," with centre of about four or five hundred people,
amendments. He said :--Hon. gentlemen, with their school houses and municipal
the amendments made are very few and organizations, and all their homes and
very simple, and the first one is merely everything else. A railway comnes along
striking out the word " will " in line thir- and is built over two years ago, and instead
teen, which is not only unnecessary but of going straight to this point--which i
rather inconvenient. The next ainendment would be very easy forthemtodo-they build
is to supply a very necessarv few words to two or three miles away from the centre Of
remedy a failure to express properly what the village. All through that western coun-
is meant by the clause, by inserting the try the object of the railway companies 1s
words " that portion of the railway " af ter to get all the advantage to be derived fromf
the word " and." The former part relates the town sites. I think hon. gentlemen Will
only to the time-" shall be commenced see that settlers who have gone into that
within two years and completed within five country, and who have been pioneers, and
years," which has reference to the railway erected a centre for themselves, purchased
itself, not merely to the time. These words their lots, and expended their meanl
were necessary. The third amendment is should not he called upon to move awaY
the striking out of the third clause of the from that position in order to transfer the
bill altogether, it being explained by the profit that there is in the sale of lots in &
promoter of the bill that it was not only town site which is growing and increasing
unnecessary but exceedingly opposed to the by the industries of the settlers. It is un-
views and desires of the persons who were just in the extreme. The object of the rail-
introducing the bill. They would rather way company is, of course, to retain that
almost have the bill lost altogether than advantage. It has been a very burning
have it with this clause in it. It is a clause question with the people out there, not only
striking out the requirement that in that particular spot, but in other localh

The route and plans shall provide for the ties where the same thing bas occurred, and
establishment of a station for receiving and des- I think hon. gentlemen should realize that
patching freight and passengers within the present this clause has been put in by the represen-
corporate limits of the town of McLeod. tatives of the people in the lower chamberr

And the promoter urged. upon the com- and it would be a very unpopular and un-
mittee that this would require the com- just thing if we were to obliterate that pro-
pany to make a circuit of great length of tection that has been put in there for three

line which was entirely unnecessary and not or four or five hundred townsmen who have

at all required in the public convenience. located in that district. I give notice-1
The committee were disposed to accept that hope somebody will move it for me in mIY

argument, and directed the amendment to absence-that I will inove to refer this back
be made. to the Iiailway Coinmittee for the purpose

of reconsidering their action in the obliter-
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved concur- tion of that clause three, and having it re-

rence in the amendments. stored. I propose to move:

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Before thesee ot concurrel i but
Ron. r. BULTO -Befre t)esethat it l>e sent back to the Railway Coititnittee Wo

amendments are concurred in, I should like reconsider tleir action in obiterating clause
to say a few words about the obliteration of three.
the clause. I was unfortunately called out
of the committee when this bill was going my hon. friend that, as he is anxious thst
through ; otherwise I think I should havet
been able to give reasons to the committee
why it was desirable to retain that clause in own eloquence and support, he had better
the bill. Of course the promoters of theto the motio
tbill.r 0fe crsea thomoters ofd the which is made, that the last amendment be
bill are the railway company, and theyntcocrei.
naturally prefer not to retain a clause like
that. There are two interests in regard Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If I ara cor
to this question. One is the settlers rectly informed, that clause was put in the
who have been located there for seventeen bih in the House a Comm-Ris by the Mi"
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1ster of Railways, in order to protect all
Parties. Of course if that is the case, if the
bil goes back to the House as it is, it will
nlot be accepted. The result will be that, if
you '1nsist upon it the bill will fall through.

11on. Mr. BO'ULTON-I move that this
amnendment be not concurred in and that
the Clause be reinstated.

Ion. Mr. MILLER-The more regular
a to proceed would be this : where there

i8 hkely to be a division on any one of the
iendments, to take up the amendments
Y and move concurrence in each. I

Understand the first two amendments are
iOt objected to. He night move concur-
rence in these amendments and then take
thsense of the House on the third ainend-
ment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Although this
bill stands in my name, I must say I have
very strong impressions along the line just
stated by the hon. gentlemen from Wulseley
and Shell 'River. As the bill stands in my
name, however, 1 make the motion. 1, how-
ever, for the purpose. if it is desired to test
the feeling of the House, move that the House
concur in the first two amendments, and my
hon. friend can inove his motion in regard to
the third amendment.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved that the
House do not conctir in the third amend-
ment, and that the clause remain in the bill
as it was originally.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Was this
town site sold to the people out there by the
government or by private individuals?

"on. Mr. PERLEY-As I am put down Hon. Mr. BOULTON--It was sold them
8 the seconder of the motion, I must say by the g

that 1 did not understand that my name
Waas to be used in that connection, I agree Hon. Mr. McINNES(B.C.)-What makes
With the hon. gentleman fron Marquette, me ask that is, the mayor of Macleod was
and I hold that the clause should not be down here a short time ago, and he said thatstruck out. Some people came down from it was the government that owned and soldCalgary last winter and laid the matter the town site to the people of the town of
Store me and requested my support and Macleod, and he was complaining very bit-

think they are entitled to have the railway terly that they should start another town
go into Macleod. The pe->ple of Macleod site within easy reach of it to destroy it.
have changed the position of the town site Hon Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My atten-

oce Or twice in order to meet the require- H
'&ents of the railway, and have gone from tion was not called to this bill until it was
one Place across the river to the other with moved here to-day, and as an hon gentleman
the expectation that the railway was to go has stated that the clause which is objected
here. Now that the railway is diverted to was put in at the instance of the Minister
rom that poiit to another point two or of Railways, and in order to do justice to all

three Miles further off, it is doing an injus- parties, I should be glad if the House would
tO the town. I is very inconvenient allow the bill to stand over until Monday,

to the Pioneers going into the North-west Certainly a strong case appears to be made

shoulocating there that a railway company out for what my hon. friend desires.

somred be allowed to build their railway Hon. Mr. MILLER-The clause was
'te woo th miles away fromr the t objected to by the framer of the bill, and

Pion hatwas the case with Calgary. he nobody seemed interested in retaining it-biners spent their last dollar, nearly, in nobody seemed tte in niterest

aft ng homesteads for themselves and in the matter. After the strong expression
chaneards found that the raihway company in favour of dropping -that clause, I feel dis-
ha hgethe town site, and the same thng posed to support the motion of the hon.

appened in the south. It is unfair tofrom Shell River.
the People there who have done as much as gl
the railway company to develop the country Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am perfectly
iMeen who have invested their capital-it content that it should stand.8 an unfair thing to divert the railway from
them and force them to sustain the loss of Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think the hon.
the valuable homestead. leader of House has misunderstood the hon.
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member from Monck in regard to it. This affected really, but the ownership of the
clause was put in for the protection of the town site is affected. That is all.
people of Macleod by the Minister of Rail- The consideration of the report was allo*
ways, and I want it restored as it came from ed to stand until Monday.
the House of Commons. I do not think'
there is any reason why it should not be. THE QUEEN'S JUBILEE.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved that
counsel in charge of the bill told me that Chas. A. Boulton, senator, who is attached
that clause was put in by a private member to the Canadian Jubilee Contingent, which
from the iNorth-west and not by the govern- embarks to-morrow, have eave of absence
ment. during the renainder of the session.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It was put in at the Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not know what
instance of the government. the object of that motion is. I think it s

the first motion of the kind ever made i
Hon. Mr. MILLER-There seems to be this House. If we were granting a privilege

a difference of opinion with regard to the to the hon. gentleman, no one would concede
origin of this last clause, and it would be' it more readily than I, but lie can take leav6

just as well to adopt the course suggested of absence whenever lie pleases.
by the Minister of Justice and allow con-
currence in this last amendment to stand H11on. Mr. CLENLOW--It will save his
over until Monday. allowance.

Hion. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I Hon. Mr. MILLE R-No.
was informed in our comnittee to-day that Hon. Mr. ALMON-1 would suggest tO
the bill, as it passed the Railway Comminttee î add, " and that his indemnity be paid as if he
of the other House, did not contain that were present."
clause-that it was inserted in the bouse of The motion was agreed to.
Commons when there were very few mem-
bers present. It was, as it were, stolen in, THE APPOINTMENT OF Q1UEEN'S
so it is a question which requires sone con-
sideration.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose
The promoter of the bill in the Railway Com- o
mittee said distinctly, he would rather lose to
the bill altogether than have that clause in it. 1. Inquire if the government is aware that the

This is the first I have heard of the govern- question as to whether the power to appoint me
bers of the legal profession to be Queen's couinise

ment taking any interest in it at al]. Cer- in Canada exists in the Federal Government or in
tainly, there was no mention in the com- the Provincial Governments, has lately been the
mittee that the Minister of Railways had subject of consideration and judgnent in1 the Court

suggested the insertion of the clause for the o ppeal foh t s
2. If so, whant is the subject of buech judgnieit?

protection of the people of Macleod. The 3. Has the governmnent appealed, or does the
first that I heard of it was here to-day. government intend to appeal, from such judgmnWt

to Her Majesty's Privy Council in England ?
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The clause did 4. Has the government had any conîmnuicatioO

not, of course, appear in the original bill. withtheProvincial Goverîvn ents ewithreference to

The railway company bring the bill before regulating such appointments for the future?
parliament and are anxious to retain the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-1. The
position they have already obtained of keep- government is aware that the question as to
ing the town site at the terminus of their the power to appoint Queen's counsel has
line. This clause was put in at the instance lately been the subject of consideration and
of the people who, by that action are re- judgment in the Court of Appeal in Ontario.
moved three miles from the town site. 2. The substance of the judgment is that
There are two interests, one, the interests of the Provincial Governments have the power,
the railway, the other, the interests of the and some of the judges hold that the Pro-
people, and of course the railway is not vincial Governments alone have the power.
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The government has appealed from the fore this House the correspondence ex-
judgment to Her Majesty's Privy Council in changed between the Imperial and Domi-
Fngeland. 4* personally have had con- nion governments, and it is for that purpose
dential commvunications with the late I make this motion.

governmnent in Quebec and with the gov-
erniment of Ontario with reference to regu- Hon. %Mr. SCOTT-There bas been no
aing -such appointments in the future. correspondence between the government of
There have been no other communications. Canada and the imperial governnent in re-
With any of the provincial governments on ference to the tariff, and more particularly
the subject. the 16th clause of it, except of a confidential

hiANITOBA SEPARATE SCHOOLS.

INQUIRY.

character which could not be brought down
without the consent of the imperial govern-
ment.

lion. Mr. LANDRY inquired: Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is

.\Vaa the Lair( 1eeuway t. this country to understand that a tariff bill
oii s can be brought down containing clauses which

lanitoba aine, conclutded with the express nten- are supposed to affect treaties in existence
tion that it should be subseqpently muodified in between Great Britain and foreign countries,
eleh a ianner as to render complete justice to the and that any communication that has taken

griethi c y af Mauitoba, hy reol in place between the colonial secretary and
appeal to the Governor General in Council, and as this government is to be refused on the

co)gnized by the .d udicial Cominnttee of the Privy ground that it is of a confidential char-
nii Englandl, anîd by the juigmnent rendered acter ? Are we to understand that when

)>y tii <erj General in Concil?
2 \Vleîtttre the enodifications promcised by the a measure is proposed to parliament, and

Goverjnîent of Manitoba and accepted by the exception is taken to the principle which
<overnmîenit of the Dominion, as the consideration is involved in the clause to which refer-of its acceptance of the actual compromise? ence has been made, that we are not to know

3.itte ths pr sdm nidfctios heen sub whether the Imperial government consentsIlitdto the Apostolic lielegate, ami with what
Plirpose? to the passage of a bill which abrogates,

4. When are theyv to lbe effected? supposing our interpretation to be correct,

1Ion. Mr. ýSCOTT--The answer to the e provisions of treaties which exist be-
firt question is simply no. The t tween Great Britain and other countries ?
thesecod question ismplyuno eanswer to Are we to understand that that is con-
the second question is, the Laurier-Greenway idnilIsohwarwetacran
Coniference bas not been modifled or altered ficlential ? If so, how are we to ascertain

n ed that agreement bas not been submitted whether we have been legislating within

With meodifications. our powers and within the constitution?
How is that to transpire? It is the first

PREFERENTIAL DUTIES IN time during my parlianîpntary experience
FAVOUR OF GREAT that a matter of so much importance as

BRITAIN.this is, as been considered of a confidential
BLITAN.character. I quite understand that com-

MOTION. munications might take place between the

lion. Mr. LANDRY moved the Canadianlion Mr.LAN RY mvedgovernment upon a question which if legis-
That an humble Address le presented to His 1 Iated u would interfere with treaty

Excellency the Governor General, praying that his agreements with a foreign country, but we
EXcellency will be pleased to cause to be laid be- have before us the bill itself, and the gov-fore this House, a copy of all correspondence ex-liesea cpyof il orrspndece x-ernment have taken the resnonsibilitv of in-
ehanged between the Imperial Government and
that of the Dominion on the subject of the tariff troducin it and asking the Parliament of
actually submitted to Parliament, and especially Canada to pledge itself to the provisions of
Oh the subject of clause 16 of this tariff respecting . the clauses containedinthe tarif bil. Objec-
(the preferential duties established in favour of tion having been taken to it on the ground
Great Britain.,,rea Briain.that we are stepping beyond the powers

Re said: As the House will in a few days which have in the past been conferred upon
be called upon to consider the new tariff, I the colonies, and we are net to know whether

is very convenient to have laid be- communications have taken place between
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the Imperial government and Canada or not, Germany, Belgium and otier countries that
or whether we are acting within our powers were parties to the favoured nations clause
under the constitution and with the approval in these treaties. There was no hesitatiol
of the I mperial government that is interested at that time in saying to Parliament frankly
in this matter. Now, I call the hon. gentle- and openly the reasons why we did that.
man's attention to a somewhat Analogous There was no desire on the part of the
case which occurred some years ago. In government of that day to say to parliament :
1879, when Sir Leonard Tilley introduced "True, we did give Great Britain that pre-
the first tariff bill of the late government, ferential treatnient. True, the merchants
in which was affirmed the principle of pro- of Great Britain have had the advantage of
tection, there was a preferential clause in that it for eight or nine years, but as it is con-
tariff bill, and that preferential clause gave to trary to the policy and principle of Great
Great Britain certain rights and privileges as Britain and her general policy, we accede to
to the value of goods for duty which were it." Now, we have a clause introduced in
imported from Great Britainto Canada, which Parliament in the present tariff which pur-
wtre not given to, or conceded to, goods that ports to give a preference to Great Britain
came from other portions of the world. I over ot.ber countries. I am not going to
admit that that clause remained in full force argue the question now as to whether it
for a number of years-I am not prepared does or does not. To my mind it does not
to say now how many years, but I think give preference, because any other country
six, or seven, or eight. The German can take advantage of it.
government, having by some means ascer-
tained that this preference was given to Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Over the United
Great Britaiii and denied to them, and to States it does.
which they contended they were entitled Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
under the favoured nations clause, theBritish Not at all, nothing of the kind. If the
governmnt called the attention of the Can- United States like to come down to the
adian government to this fact, I nay as well termüs of that resolution, they can have al]
frankly admit that at the tirge I had no re- the advantages of it, and so can any other
collection of the provisions of the treaties to country. That is all I said. I do not say
which our attention was called, and perhaps it gave it to any other unless they came
I am not going too far if I say that most within the meaning of that tariff--within the
other members of the government had not meaning of the resolution when placed
either, never having studied them. The upon the statute book. But the question now
matter was referred to me as Minister of is whether it is really and actually a preferen-
Customs to inquire into the cause of the tial clause in favour of Great Britain and
complaint., and looking at these treaties I against the nations that are bound by the
discovered that there was a provision which favoured nations clause in the different
prevented the colonies fron giving Great treaties, to which we have referred, and the
Britain any preference over any country motion made by my hon. friend is to ascer-
with which Great Britain had a treaty con- tain what the opinion of the British govern-
taining the favoured nations clause. The re- ment is upon this question.
sult was that we came down to parliament,
frankly stated the facts, and repealed that Hon. Mr.,SCOTT-There is no information
clause of the tariff act which gave a prefer- yet.
ence to Great Britain. In doing that
Great Britain was asking that the Canadian Hon. Sir MACKENZI E BOWELL-
government should repeal a clause which in- While we are legislating upon a question
terfered with the favoured nations clauses, of great importance, which affects the
and though, upon investigation, it was found fiscal policy and the tariff and the
that it would be a loss to our revenue of be- revenue of the whole Dominion, we are
tweentwoand three hundredthousanddollars told that that correspondence is of a con-
per annum, the Canadian governiment of that fidential character, but the country cannot
day considered it was bound to act in be taken into its confidence. Whether the
accordance with the wishes of the Imperial country would be satisfied with an answer
Government and repeal the clause, or to so of that sort, or with a policy of the kind
amend it as to give the same privileges to that is being pursued, must rest with the
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future when the people have an opportunity opinion adverse to the position t aken by the
giving their opinion. But this question of government bere. My hon. friend referred
shall I sal1y hiding, themselves under the to a case which came, before himiself, when

ae of confidential correspondence--can he was Minister of Customs. I think he
Or n0 Possible effect as to whether it will mentioned the year in which that occurred

not, except it would be to let the foreiga - 1879. The case affords no analogy that I
ons know whether Great Britain accedes see to the question now before the Senate.

Our legislation or not, is a question that There was no correspondence there-and how
We should know. If the hon. gentleman had can the case have any bearing upon the ques-Raid " We had correspondence but A is im- tion of producing this correspondence? There
the tic to let you know what the opinion of is a great difference, too, between what had
for ritish government is upon this question occurred then and what is occurring now.
fr ear that it would give an impetus to the That was an absolute preference to England,deuicn
edands which are being made by the favour- as I understood imy hon. friend.

ions clauses countries, perhaps we Hon.SirMACKENZIEBOWELL-Yes.9ol nerstand 1dm, and we cou id draw an

Ierence from that which probably the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--And here
gentleman would not like us to draw. there is not an absolute pieference given to

Sown convictions are that there has England, but an offer of reciprocal trade, of
ecorrespondence between this govern- which it so happens England can take ad-

e and England, and if there had not vantage at once, and some other countries
w, We should not have had the changes may perhaps be able to take advantage of it

de in the resolutions which have been by and by. Further, it is a well know n rule,

eae \hy have they been made ? Is it acted upon by all good governments, that
as Great Britaim objects to the clause cori espondence is not produced until it comes.proposed to parliament ? If so, let us toaconclusion, evenifitissuchcorrespondence

Wht t and then we will know precisely as then may be properly called for by the
e ought to do, and it will put us in representatives of the people. This corres-

Port tion to say whether we should sup- pondence is still in progress and, besides all
tut re of that kind or not. The the other reasons for not producing it, that
the r will not be satisied with is one which my hon. friend, as an experi-

aswer which the hon. gentleman has enced statesn wi know very wel is a
andthetimeisnotfardistant when they proper ground for not producing correspon-

beobliged to let us know what this dence. When it is concluded, we shall know
itretaand confidential correspondence, if such whether it is such a correspondence as we

ally is, amounts to. have a right to produce. I think my hon.

Pie Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The peo- friend, on reflection, will see that he has no

to lll know that as soon as it is possible ground for objecting to the answer which the
giî've them any information consistently hon. Secretary of State gave.

Mt the rules that govern such matters. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
,lot said friend the Secretary of State has readily confess I am bound to do so aftertaid there was no correspondence. ead il c i al o o d so fTi;

th11 kVlI ft. h1> h i Âi1 Ut f J ti1V

k on Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I.now he has not.

e remar s o t e on. ns er o u s ce 0-_q.

If the Secretary of State had said the cor-
respondence was marked "confidential," I
should have at once accepted, because I

aid. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-But he has know the principle of all governments is not
ti hat the correspondence is of a confiden- to publish or lay before parliament any cor-aracter. Two or three observations respondence which is marked "confidential,"

friend made with reference to what my hon. uniess they have tirst the consent of the
pod has said in that respect. This corre- home government.

to Ce is marked as confidential, and, of
rrse, this alone would preclude one party Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I mentioned that

Was aking use of it, even supposing there clearly. I said it was confidential corres-
*il o other reason. I can say this, I think, pondence and could not be produced unless

9,ver2t any impropriety, that the British we got the consent of the Imperial govern-
Vrument has not hitherto expressed an ment.
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Hon. Mr. MLLS-My lion. friend on the
othersideofthe Ilouse wil remember verywell
the case to which he referred. At the time
my hon. friend and the late Minister of
Justice, Sir John Thonpson,and the Minister
of Finance went to Wahington, there had
been correspondence between the two govern-
ments. That was asked for in the House of
Commons, but it was not brouglt down, and
on that occasion the Minister of Finance allud-
ed to that correspondence, but nevertheless
the miembers of parliament had not that cor-
respondence before them. My hon. friend
'was saying good morning to a gentleman he
bas not met vet. If we had the Tariff Bill1
before us and were able to discuss it, and if
the governinent had acted uponandadnitted
that they hîad acted upon a correspondence
that was not before the House, or undertook
to use it to justify themselves without sub-
mitting it to parliament, and without giving
this Ho-ise the same opportunity of judging
and altering their conclusions as they have
had, there would be- some ground oi coi
plaint. But when corr'espondence iscontiden-
tial and not completed, and when the subject
inatter to which it relates is not before us, it
does not seen to nie there would be any
ground of complaint.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But it is coining
before us soon.

Hon. Sir M\IACKENZIE BOWELL--
However, I might draw attention to this fact,
that at that time they were discussing the
question of policy as between Canada, the
United States and England. You were not
asking at that time to legislate to afflirm any
of the conditions or principles involved in
that correspondence. The difference between
the case to which my hon. friend referred and
the present is this : we are legislating and
putting upon the statute book a provision in
the Tariff Act which nay be within our
power, or may not. I readily admit that it
is time enough to bid a certain gentleman
good morning whîen we mneet him. Let me
hope sincerely that his remarks with referen ce
to the gentleman may be applicable to the
Tariff Bill, and that no man in the Senate
may ever have the opportunity of bidding it
"Good morning."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
will remember on that occasion the govern-
ment was asking the House to justify its
conduct without giving the House an oppor-
tunity of knowing the facts.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As there is nothiog
to bring down we did not propose to bring
it down.

FRENCH TREXATY CORRESPON-
DENCE.

MOTION.
Hon. Mr. LANDRIY moved:

'îat anl humble Address be piesen ted togis
Excelleuney the (Covernor Genral praig t1'His Excellency will cause to he laid before thie
Hoise, a copy) of all correspondence exchange' -
tween the Iiperial (o, ernient an'd that of "le
Doininion on the suibject of the French TreatY.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware that
there is any correspondence. There may be.
Whatever there is will be brought dowNl-

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL,
There is correspondence, but the questionl
whether that correspondence was Ilot la
before parliament when the treaty wv s ra
fied. What my hon. friend, I suppose,wo
like to know is whether there is anv corres
pondence other than what was laid befOi'
parliament, or does lie mean correspondenI
that took place froi the tine of the ratificS
tion of the treaty.

lIon. Mr. LANDRY-After the treatY
was introduced, and after it was changed'
between these two dates.

Hon. Mr. DEVER -It never was change

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (91) "An Act respecting the Seo
Life Assurance Company of Canada. -(
Dickey).

Bill (F) " An Act respecting Forged Of
unauthorized endorsements of Bills.'--(
Oliver Mowat).

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (98) " An Act'respecting the LindsaYî
Haliburton and Mattawa Railway Cool
pany."-(Mr. Dobson).

Bill (81) " An Act respecting the ' 0
Northern Railway Company.'-(Mr. Bel
rose).

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMEN
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.
The House resumed Committee Of the9

Whole consideration of Bill (H) "An A
further to amend the Criminal Code."
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(In the committee.) will find that section 180 forms part of part

On clause 179. XIII.whichdeals withoffencesagainstmorals.
Now, it is felt by the gentlemen of the coni-

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The law, mittee who are dealing with this Criminal
s it at present stands, makes illegal the Code, that seditious and other literature did

seli1g or exposing for sale of obscene books. not come under this head of XIII. I think
tdoes nfot make punishable the manufac- that literature of~a scurrilous character would

ture, which is the worst offence of al], and hardly come under that head either, and it
Without which there would he no sale or ex- was intended, and I think it was provided,

1Sing for sale. The object of the amend- that the scurrilous literature and literature
'ent is to introduce the word " manufac- of a treasonable character should be provided
ture , in addition to the other words that for in another portion of the code. I would
are in the law at ýpresent, and also the dis- respectfully suggest to the hon. minister
trbution and circulation. It would not have that he will probably find on inquiry that
ben omitted if it had been thought of at the provision is made somewhere else in the code.
ti1e. If not, then the provision should be made,

lion Sir M,ýIACKENZTIE BO\VELI - but somewhere else. It does not come under
thUo Si MACENZE BO ELL Allthe head of public immorality.e words contained within brackets are ad-

dRiOl.lo. r.L)U HE-itIas
tios. on. Mr. LO-UGHEED-M-Iit I ask

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-They are the 2inistei of Justice what wav this is
addjt 0 ~5 r chnges lu his ase beitwe to facilitate the 'vork of the post

"Çdditions or change's. In this case I believe c
they are al[ additions. I have made a note office. Ao

)ht4 efltoih iinodrta o.wat is scurilous and what is flot scurrilous?to that effect on the bill, in order that hon.'~eIber miht avethegretes faili inAre t.hey going to exercise j udicial f unctionsýnemblers might have the greatest facility in 1ý
amning the clause. The words I propose

he Minister of Jusic wa way this isbilln u are those in brackets in t Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-They have
now certain powers in case of libellous mat-

'Ir. MILLER-What about the
Pelty-two years' imprisonment?

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
the present law, I have not made any
ehange in that.

On clause 180.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The
amlendmentto the 180th section is for the pur-
Pose of introducing a word which had been
1 the law before, but which has been
4ropPed out, and the dropping of which is
found Iow to sanction the circulation of very
objectionable matter. Originally there was an

etwhichprovidedagainst seditious, disloyal,se1rrilous or libellous matter. All those four
Wo:rds have been dropped from this section,
b ut then other sections sufficiently provide

b r seditious, disloyal and libellous matter,
Ot not for scurrilous matter.

lion. Mr. POWER-I wish to direct the
attention of the Minister of Justice to the
totives which influenced parliament, when
de4iing with this matter before, in leavingout the words which the hon. gentleman
Onted out had been omitted. If the com-

r'uttee Will turn to the Criminal Code, they

ter. You have always to entrust those in
authority with a certain amount of discre-
tion -judicial discretion too. That cannot
be helped. The present stands on the same
footing as a number of other cases wh!ich are
mentioned in the law as it exists. Then,
with regard to its position which my hon.
friend from Halifax suggests, it is not always
easy to find where a mnatter should be intro-
duced. I think scurrilous matter is of the
same character as libellous matter. The words
here are "obscene or immoral." I think it
is immoral to produce anything of a scurril-
ous kind.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Not in a moral
sense. A man may use scurrilous language
which may not be immoral language.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Scurril.
ous would not be a proper word for it in
that case.

Hon. Mr. ALMON -I should like to ask
the hon. gentleman if a publication contain-
ing an article written by Goldwin Smith to
which the St. George Society of Toronto
objected, would come under this term
"scurrilous ?"
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not in stamps or on account. I think all that
recollect of having seen anything that Mr. should be put down summarily.
Goldwin Smith wrote, however objection-
able it miy have been, that could be termed Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELr-I
scurrilous. do not think tlere was any fee paid in the

case to which I refer. It simply advertised
Hon. Mr. ALMON-What he wrote was the soap maker. Does not my hon. frield

considered so objectionable by the St. the Minister of Justice think there is a good
George's Society of Toronto that they deal of force in the suggestion made by the
struck his name from the list. hon. gentleman from Calgary? This clause

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I would direct says it shall be an indictable offence if " auY

the attention of the Minister of Justice to obscene or immoral book, &c.," that can be
something which must have come under the easily understood. That is the way
cognizance of a great many members here clause stands now, but you add the words

-the fact that a business has sprung up "immoral or scurrilous." Now what con
more especially in Great Britain, of issuing stitutes a scurrilous article? I think WY

invitations to " guess." The recipient is hon. friend will say that a good many have
asked to fill in a blank and return the been written about himself inthenewspapers.
circular with a postage stamp or a small There have been a great many written

suin of money. The business has assumed about myself I know. Is this amendment io-

large proportions. I think that should be tended to preventnewspapersfrom publishing

included in this clause. The authorities in such articles? Are the post office officials

London have occupied themselves in break- to decide whether a newspaper contains
ing up business of that kind. They find scurrilous articles? For instance, was 1t

enormous numbers of letters coming every scurrilous to declare that a member of the

day to the offices which contain postage other House was a "slanderer and a liar '

stamps or small suais of money, and the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It would
reward for the successful guess is something be libellous, if written.
which is offered in the way of a prize. I
offer the suggestion that clause "C" should Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL--
also contain the words "or promote compe. , Then, under this clause the newspaper would
titions involving money deposits or promote be guilty of an indictable offence and every
gambling." I throw out the suggestion postmaster would have to refuse to deliver
with great modesty, but I think it is a the Toronto Globe containing that article.
matter which might sooner or later becone I do not know what would become of the
of importance in this country. hon. gentleman's party if the amendment la

accepted. If that is to be the effect of it,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Has it prevailed at do not know but that I shall vote for it.

all up to the present time ?
Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-There bave' Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-A new elemen

been instances in this country. In Eng- of crime not first contemplated in t6.
original clause of the Act is now being 1land it bas grown to very large proportions. troduced which ofte aid no cewith-

Every now and again you can see intetoucdwih cannot be said to core~t
Ever no an agm yo ca se inthein the class of moral evils already dealt

English reports that such arrangements i.tecaso oa vl led eihEglis rke n u an rrammnsents with under section 180 of the code, in facthave been broken up, and immense num-;yuaemkn crii rlblaciia
bersyou are making scurrility or libel a criuii

b offence under this clause. If the matter "q
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- scurrilous, public morals may not necessarily

At the last Toronta fair, there was an im- be shocked. The good of the community
mense cake of soap, and there was a piano may not in any way be injured by the pUb-
offered to the person who would guess the lication of a scurrilous article. One cao
weight of it. Is that the character of the scarcely take up a newspaper nowadaY'
guessing that the hon. gentleman refers to? where a matter is discussed in a very heat

manner without finding scurrilous language
Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Something used. A man thoughtlessly, while heate"d

like that, making it a pecuniary success to with passion, may write a letter of a scur-
the owners by involving a certain payment rilous nature to a fellow man-a letter
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'Which is not slanderous or immoral-and for
this he is to be made liable to imprisonnent
in the penitentiary and subjected to a heavy'

ne. It is monstrous that because a man'
Uses animated lancguagre towards another'
n'On he should be liable to such punishment.

f.rOn. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.
Ifend forgets that libel is now indictable.

scurrilous is the same as libellous-

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then why not
dea with it as you do with libel?

on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Either
a n extensive meaning. It may be of little

eCOisequence or it may be of a great deal of
Consequence. That has to be left to the
courts. There is no other way of doing it.

u annot draw a line to make the whole
thing clear. In all legislation you have to,
take it for granted that sound judgment
Will be exercised by the courts. None of
the cases to which the hon. gentleman has
referred would come under this termn scurril-
(0u5. 1 have had sorne hard things said

ngaillst me, but do not remember any of

them that I would consider scurrilous. I
have read a good deal that has been written
against my hon. f riend opposite, but I do
Ilot think it was in scurrilous language.
There would be no difficulty in saying what
1 Seurrilous any more than in saying what
Sobeous and we have to use such ternis

order to have legislation at all on the
sUbject. I would have no objection to place

U nder some other section, but I was
lnable to find a more appropriate place.
I, before the bill goes througli, any hon.

gentlernan will put in form some suggestion
with reference to the introduction of it in
sene other part of the bill, I shall be happy
to nsider it and to accept it, if there is no
objection to it. I am satisfied that the
Present law does not provide for this class of
Cases

,ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I have no objection
to the terni used, but I think the great
difficulty in the way is to define what would
come under the purview of this clause.
Often you see articles in the papers which,
in one's judgment, may perhaps seem very
scurrilous indeec, and yet if you come to
discuss the language with others you might
find a very great divergence of opinion-
particularly if the corns of the party you
appealed to were not trodden upon by
the article in question . It would be ex-
tremely dithicult to define what is scurrilous
and what is not, in the sense of making it
an indictable offence.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The term was used in
the law for a great many years, and I do
not know that any objection was taken to
it. It was dropped out because other words
were used i the Criminal Code. Under
the old law, every one who transmitted
scurrilous matter was guilty of a mis-
demeanour.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
There must have been some reason for
dropping it from the law before. The word
is vague in its meaning and will lead to such
difficulty in interpreting it, unless the
Minister of Justice has xery strong reasons
for including it in the law, that I suggest that
he drop it. However, if he insists upon it
I shall not press my objection.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
want to insist upon it, but I think it is a
needed provision and should pass. If it
were possible to define scurrilous I should
be glad to do so, and to add a clause for
that purpose at some future stage of the
bill, though in preparing the bill I found
great difficulty in defining it, and I thought
on the whole, it would be better left to the
courts to define it. In sone cases there would
be no trouble at all in defining it; in others
there might be difficulty. That is the

ri'end state an illustration which now occurs way with a great many of our laws until
to him where the present law does not cover they have been a long time on the statute
the case i book and there have been many decisions on

them, and then they become clearly defined.
11On. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is diffi-

Cult to present cases, but we all understand Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-While I am
retty well what scurrilous matter is, and ready to admit that the judiciary of the
t ought not to be permitted. I therefore country is of so high a character that a
think the clause is one which might very man'sliberty is in no way jeopardized, I would
faîrîy be adopted. point out the difficulty which faces a man
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in a country where free speech is recognized: put in some other portion of the code. Still
before he reaches the tribunal which finally on looking over the code, I do not see anY
disposes of his case, he has to face a prelim-
inary examination before a magistrate who;
will consider the legality of the charge made
against him, and who in all probability
would send him up for trial before a court!
of coipetent jurisdiction. For the time,
that man is stamped as a criminai and called
upon to aseume very heavy legal expenses in
retaining counsel and so on. He then ap-,
pears before the court of superior jurisdic-
tion, and at very great expense to himself
is tried for this minor offence of using ani-
nated language, possibly scurrilous language,

towards one of his fellowmen. He is branded
as a criminal. He might possibly be dis-'
charged, but in the meantime he stands in,
jeopardy of being found guilty as a felon.
I submit under the circurustances that no

better place for it.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Sir CLIVER MOWAT-The next
clause proposes to amend the 181 section of
the code. As the law stands now-

Every one is guilty of an indictale offence and
hable to t\ o years imprisonnm et who seduces [or]
lias illicit connection with any girl of previouslY
chaste character, of or above the age of fourteen
years and under the age of [sixteen] years.

I propose, for reasons which I stated il
the note to the clause, to knock out that
portion of it referring to previous chastitY,
and to raise the age from 16 to 18 years. This
provision about the girl being of previously
chaste character, is not in the Imperial Act,
which makes a like offence criminal. We are

such offence as this should be made a crime. neither following the English law in putting
It is not a crime under the present law. in those words, nor are we following what
My hon. friend I venture to say can scarcely we have done in other various parts of Our
point out to this House any illustration own law. For instance, in section 261
where there is an abuse of language on this of the code, it is declared that there
particular line which would warrant the in- is no defence to a charge or indictment
troduction of such a provision in the bill. for an indecent assault on a person

Hon. Sir OLIVER -MUWAT-ihe sug- under the age of 14, that be or she
H o io.r SirOLIVER MOWAT-The su consented to the act of indecency.

gestion of my bon. friend applies to every Then 269 dedis with a similar offence, and
offence with which a man nay be charged. makes no sucb provision. In section 269
The party charged with the offence may not there is no reference to previously chaste
be guilty, but still he bas to go before the character. I need not go over the other
magistrate if lie is summoned for the pur- clauses, but there are several cases of this
pose. Very many do not employ counsel, kind which parliament has dealt with, and
but others do. Some cases are dismissed by has not thought it necessary to put in those
the magistrate ; others are sent up for trial. words. The objection to them is that it is
1t is impossible to avoid it. There is no a difficult thing for many poor girls to prove
more danger im this class of cases than in what they were before. It is suggested that

any other. I do not think that ought to be the converse of this should be provided for;
considered an objection to the passage of and, if the Huse approves of that, I should
the b)ill- have no objection to adding these words:

Hon. Mr. ALMON-A good many of the Uiless it be establishîed to the satisfaction of

objections made to this bill are hypercritical. the judge before whon the case is tried that the
said girl was of a previously unchaste character.

If we laymen expect lawyers to make bills
that we can understand, there would be no There is some objection to this because
use for lawyers or judges. The bill is very we have found by experience that the ex-
good as it stands now, and I have no doubt istence of the clause which we pro-
the lawyers and judges will understand it, pose to strike out leads to false evidence,
and any person who goes before them, if he perjured evidence, on the part of the
does not understand it then, is likely to men charged in regard to the previous
understand it before the trial is over. character of the girl, and more injustice is

done in that way than any just object served
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not wish it to by putting in those words; and the sane

be understood that 1 am opposing this bill reasoning applies to some extent to the
I simply suggested that the clause might be addition suggested I do not find such a
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Provion in any United States laws, any 3tringency of that clause, because obviously
"Ore than in the laws of England. Then the that (ualifying sentence "of previously
ther Point of change which is suggested by ihaste character" will be adduced in

the bill is raising the period of consent from the evidence and every effort made
t1hteen years to eighteen years. I think ail to blacken the character of the victim.
those who have studied the subject, all who A girl suffers not onIy frorn the crime being
take an interest in it-and there are societies cowmitted, but in- addition to that has her
and Others who have made it a special study character svstematicaliy blackened in the

aPpear to agree that this offence should course of the trial with a view of securing
apPly up to the age of eighteen years, that the escape of the offender. If you take out

ris should be absolutely protected Up to from the Canadian Act the words "of pre-
t age. I think that is extremnely reason-

he, and I quite synipathize with those who

thoe suggested the change. I am quite sure
g who favour it are very numerous and
good judginent. Any one who doubts

e Propriety of it, probably has not been
thethe way of learning the facts. I hope
the Senate will not object to passing theclause.

"On. Mr. SULLIVAN-In those cases
where seduction occurs under the age ofeighteen are the girls protected ?

"On. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes. The
ProPosed clause reads:

A of a1 ove the age of fourteen and under theage Of eighteen years.

1ion. Mr. DRUMMOND-There is a
eal'l mlatter to which I wish to refer before

sealng with the main question. In the4econd line I observe the word "and." The

tet of 1892 contains the word " and," but
as amended in 1893 and the word " or"

as substituted for the word "and." We
go back now to the word "and."

On Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have no
Objection to putting in the word " or."

IOfl on.Mr. DRUMMOND---If you look at
the183 in the subsection you will find

e word "or" is put in. There is some
cnfusion as to the meaning of the word

br and the word "and " in that matter,
ause in 1893 it was changed from " and"

Or." However, not being a lawyer IeaVe that to the legal gentlemen. As re-
gards the more important suggestion of the
94estion of the substitution of the age of
eighteen for sixteen, I should like to point
?"t to the House the obvious fact that the

sertion in the Canadian Act of the words
Of Previously chaste character," is of tre-

elindous importance. I think if you
.ifnnate these words and make the limit

en, you do a great deal to increase the

viously chaste character," you greatly
increase the efficacy of the clause as a pro-
tective measure. I would limit the age
under this clause to sixteen, which I think
would be much better. As pointed out by
the Minister of Justice, the words, "of pre-
viously chaste character," (o not occur in
the English or United States Acts, and I
think it was a very important qualification of
the protection given by this Act to let it go
in at all. J would, therefore, suggest the
elimination of those words, and that the
limit be fixed at sixteen.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I agree fully with
what has fallen from the last speaker. There
is such a thing as going too far in legislation
of this kind. In doing so you remove all
moral consideration from the parties intend-
ed to be protected here by attempting to
throw this legal protection over them. J
quite agree with the Minister of Justice that
the qualification, as it stands at present on
the statute-book, is very objectionable : that
is that the previously chaste character of the
girl should have to be proved under that
clause. It is a very improper qualification,
and I would much prefer the English law
and the United States law on that point.
Nor would I desire to see any such provision.
made as the Minister of Justice has suggest-
ed, unless it was proved on the other side
that the seduced girl was previously of
unchaste character. I should like to leave
those two qualifications out altogether. But
leaving those out, I agree with the hon.
gentleman who has just spoken that the age
of sixteen is quite far enough to throw the
shield over young women. We all know
that young women at the age of sixteen
are just as precocious, and understand what
is necessary for the protection of their virtue,
as perhaps, males at the age of twenty. It
would be just as fair to protect males of
sixteen against seduction from the other
sex as to extend any undue protection to
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females at the age of sixteen. There is a Hon. Mr. ALMON-It appears to'l"11
great deal, I think, of false morality on this that the ages 16 and 18 are insufficiellt-
question abroad at the present day. I will There may be some girls even before the age
not use the language which was used by an of 12 or 15 that know everything that they
hon. gentleman here the other evening- ouglt not to know. You have ail read
perhaps it was not strictly correct -that Robbie Burns's work, " The Jolly Bakers,
this sort of legislation emanates from people perhaps the most humorous of ail his
who are not the best judges, female societies poems, and a true picture of low life. You
for instance, of questions of this kind, and will remember where one lady said, " once
who can only look at one side of the ques- was a maid, but I dunno' mind when-
tion. I would prefer to allow the law to That is likely to be the case when a Mal
stand as it is at present, with the simple and his wife and sons and daughters slept
amendment of striking out the words " of in the saine room. I believe that is not so
previously chaste character," leaving the age much the custom in the old country noW;
at 16. I wish the Minister of Justice but J can remeniber when I first commenced
would give the House an opportunity to to practice my profession the married soldier3
express its opinion upon these two questions and their wives slept in the room with the
by putting the two amendments separately, girls in
and then putting the motion on the those days, brought up in that way, did nOt

claue a itis aendd. t woid iveknow everything pertaining to womanhoOdîclause as it is amended. It would giveý '
more freedom if he would move that these If a woman is seduced I do not see why the
words be stricken out of the clause, which man who seduces lier should not be punished
would, J think, meet the concurrence of the no natter what her age may be. And tbere
House generally, and thenafterwardstake the fore 1 would suggesttheae when awomalis
sense of the Ilouse upon the question of age. passions generally cease. I think nature
That would be the fairest way to deal with points to the age of 45, and I would suggt
the clause. that that be the age of consent. Up to that

Hon.Mi' SULJ AN-Jmos deidelv ime there is the animal nature which isHon. MNr. SULLIVAN-I most decidedlyt
object to any change in the age. The Min- împlanted in ail our bosoms, maie or female,
ister of Justice lias given this matter a good and it ceases at that age in women.
deal of attention, and I am sure lie has been when a woman goe4 astray after that age
prompted by onIy the best efforts to improve is entirely in her head she goes astray.

themorlit ofthepeole r tis ounry;would say after that age let her paddle berthe morality of the people of this country, ;
and while sixteen is the age at which own canDe. If she errs fron the path Of
many girls turn into women, there are rectitude after 45 years of age she will fot
cases wliere they do not. It is well to have any children, and wilI not Suger
place that age at a period where the woman the same as younger people. for
is complete, where sle is not a girl. I'that and many other reasons wluich the
know of cases where there have been Christian societies will give, I 'ove, if
seductions at sixteen, but they are remark- lon. gentleman wiIl second it, that 45
able cases ; and I think we should not leave fixed as the age of conscnt.
it at the age of sixteen. If the women
of this country have petitioned and said that Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-TheHuseWill
16 is the proper age, why should we not rcmember, probabiy, that by the English lae
accede to their wishîes ? They know more the age at which persons may legally enter
about this matter than we do, physiologically into the state of matrimony 15 12 for tie
and in every other way. I think it would voman and 14 for the man. And the critile
be wrong to change the clause, and I would of rape cannot be committed by a boy und'r
rather have the limit fixed at the age of 18, fourteen.
wlien womanhood is more likely to be com-
plete than at 16. I know many girls who Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED-I think there
are not women at 16 ; and, therefore, when should be some justification shown befOre
they in their wisdom put it at an age when any anendment is made in the Crimifl
they would be more likely to possess aIl the Code. There seems to me to be too much of a
powers and faculties that women enjoy, it is tendency to pass laws in this direction fr0"'
only right that their view should be sus- time to time, a]tering the weil establishOd
tained. cri evrinal laws of the land, and it seems to oe
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there is no source from which we could get Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The motion
o mluch valuable information which would i before the buse is to elirinate that clause

be desirable to assist us in this matter as and raise the age to 18. 1 do not want to
fromn the Minister of Justice. If go so far. I want to eliminate that clause
the preseit law does not meet the re- and restrict the age to 16. There is one
IUiremaenits of society-does not promote grand principle we should bear in min and
the Publi good, my hon. friend the Minister that is not to ride faster than public opinion
of Justice should be very familiar with that will carry us. If you make it 18 it vill not
fact. 1would, therefore, ask my hon. friend be so eflicacious.
If the judiciary of the country in any way

as pointed out to him the fact that the I
Present law does not meet all the require- une must be drawn somevhere. It is an
'lents of society. Do not the criminal sta- arbitrary une and must be drawn some-
titiics estalish that the present law fullywhere: and if the Minister of Justice had

es esals htthe protection f societ placed the age higher 1 would have endorsedrneets the protection of society ?7
it. I thinik 18 is not at ail too high. Every

tli on. Mr. DRUMMOND-The hon. gen- day of my life I have been brought into con-
emIn should not lose sight of the fact tlat'tact vith cases where girls of 16, 17 and 18,9r lav alone contains the words " of pre- immature nnnds, have 1een mmcd by their

l'iOusly chaste character." The English masters and erploycrs, and hustled off. 1
aw has not got that. We are much less should have been (uite lad if the une had
protected and much more liberal in regard been drawn hiaher Xlthou(h we smiled at
to these offences than they are in England. sorne of the remarks of the junior member
T he English criminal law has received the for Halifax, there was a great deal of sense
attention of the first lawyers in the world, in thein.

id We are on pretty safe ground in follow-
'g the English law, which has protectionb
"P to 16, and no qualifying clause.11P~~~ ~ te1,adn uaiyn lue Code received a very full discussion in this

Ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-The criminal buse in 1892, and that there was an

Particularly in regard to those offences, ainendment to the law respecting these
SEngland, has not been strictly enforced ; i 1

atid if there have been numerous cases of deal of attention vas given to the question.
uorality in that particular direction, it is And ata stili earlier period, I think about

oreason why our statutory law should be 8LOr15,bngetmnwlohv
rade more strict than in England, for in been in the buse for some time will re-

member there s a good deal of discussion

tha is nott toil ride faster tha pulcopno

lion. Mr. DRUMMOND-I am not ask-
lOg that; I want it to be the same. Andthere is another reason : I am not an expert
on the subject, but it is generally stated

at maturity is reached in this country at
earlher age than in England.
ion. Mr. SULLIVAN-That is not so,nothing of the kind.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I am only dis-
cUssing this phase of the question: is there

Justification for our amending the
crihinal law as it at present stands? I

eubmit Unless very good cause can be shown,
.Should not proceed, from session tosession, to tinker with the law, as lys been

doe. I think our law should remain on
the statute-books without constant amend-

except wherein it seems manifestly
wauting in reaching crime.

31

aso ; an . ere s a great deai of force in
what is said by the hon. gentleman from
Calgary that it is not a desirable thing to
alter our crininal law too often. But we
are perfectly safe in going as far as they
have gone in England ; and, therefore, I
concur entirely with what has been said by
the hon. gentleman from Richmond, that
we should strike out this provision that it
must be shown that the girl was of a
previously chaste character. The retention
of these words renders this protection al-
most useless. The hon. gentleman who bas
just spoken, and I think the hon. gentle-
man from Kingston, appeared to be under
a slight misapprehension with respect to
the clause now before us. The idea upon
which this section of the law is based is
that those who are too immature to protect
themselves shall be protected by the law
and shall not be deemed capable of con-
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senting. The age of 16 is high enough,
and I hope the minister will see his way
to adopt the suggestion made by the hon.
gentleman from Kennebec and the hon.
gentleman fron Richmond. The hon. gen-
tleman from Kennebec made one suggestion
which I think should not be accepted or
acted upon, and that is that "or " should
be substituted for " and."

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-No, I did not
say that. I drew attention to the fact that
the word had been changed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Look at the position
we would be placed in if we substituted
" or for " and." There are no ladies
present, and we can talk quite freely.
Everv one who knows anything about life
in the different cities and towns knows
that there are a great many comparatively
young girls who are of loose character,
and if you substitute "or" for "and" there,
any man who happens to fall into the hands
of a girl of fifteen or sixteen is liable to go
to the penitentiary. Now the girl may be,,
to all intents and purposes, in appearance,
and every other way, a woman. So that
having ilicit intercourse should not in itself
be a criminal offence, The seduction is the
important factor and I trust that the word
" and ' will not be struck out and "or"
substituted. I adverted, when this nmea-
sure was at its second reading, to the
fact that it was not desirable to substi-

Hon. Mr. POWER-We have got to look
at these things, not through sentimental eye
glasses, but through the eye-glasses of col-
mon sense; and I have not heard, except
from this association whose inten-
tions are the best in the world, of any
complaint from the average man and wolant
through the country of the existing law
and I an satisfied that if that requireLcenit,
that the girl shall be of previously chaste
character, is stricken out of that clause
we shall have it just as it ought to be.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will the Minis-
ter of Justice tell me how nany cases have
cone before the courts under the CrimilO
Code for the seduction of girls under 16?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I arn not
able to tell. I do not think there are anY
statistics.

Hon. Mr. SULLI VAN-I know of four
or five.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - The
judues have communicated with me on the
subject, and have stated to me that the
present law was insufficient. I have had nO
communication with any judge outside Of
this House. But if they have not commflh-
nicated with me they have had copies of the
bill, and not one of them lias comnunicated
to me that he saw any objection to the bill'
But we have a ver'y experienced judge i"
this House who unotuae isfo res-

tute in the minds of the young women of ent here to-da, and he informed me before
this country the protection of the law for going that he heartily approved of the
their own sense of vir'tue and honour. Now, measure as a whole. He has made sofi'e
if it is felt thlat a young man can be sent to suggestions, most, if not ail, of which I pur-
the penitentiary if he is too intimate with a pose adopting, in regard to the variouS
girl of 17 years, the young man being pos clauses of the bil. With regard to this
sibly not more than 16, you have a very matter of blackmailing, as it were, he said
unfortunate condition of things. And my in the whole fifty years of his term-and
attention has been directed by the hon. gen- that is a very long time, a longer judicial
tieman from Bothwell, who is not here just experience than any other judges have had--
now, to the fact that he was informed by the there had been but two attempts at black-
Chief Justice of one of the Western States, mail.
Michigan I think, that very serious evils had
arisen in that state from legislation just
like this, that a great many young nien were
frightened in narrying girls who were not

ofvery good character. very often through

Hon. Mr. YMILLER-That is under the
law as it is now.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, Of
dread of criminal proceedings; and the next course. That shows that the danger from
stage in the proceedings would be divorce. blackuailing is not very great. It seldoe

can be uccessfully accomplished. I concl"t

Hon. Mr. SULLIVEN-For one inan in the propriety of putting the two questiOns
who has suffered, how many girls have separately to the committee. I suggest that
suffered. we put the question first as to striking oet
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Of the present law the provision of " pre- will come in here, and try to raise the age
VOIusly chaste character." f rom eighteen to twenty.

'Ion. Mr. ALNMON-I think that clause The Committee divided on the amendment
should be left in. which was adopted on the following divi-

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have the comments here of one judge upon
this point, in wvhich he says that in his
OPinion sixteen years is the outside :

A girl of sixteen ought to know enough to takecare of herself. There is too nuch oplportunity~en to ab)andlonedl womien to levv lakîî.

sion :--

Yeas 14, Nays 11.

The clause as amended was adopted.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-With re-
gard to section 182, the law as it stands at
present provides as follows:

1nien of unchaste character for noney will gen- Every one above the age of 21 years is guilty ofally swear anything. Such is my experience. an indictable offence and liable to two years' im-
eheve " previous1y chaste character " should be prisonient who, under promise of marriage,

preserved. seduces and bas illicit connection with any unmar
ried female of previously chaste character and un-

That is the opinion of one judge to whom der 21 years of age.
Sent the bill, but I must confess that that It is suggested that if a man is old enough

Was my own opinion. However, after the and wicked enough to commit such an offence
stimony given by ny hon. friend opposite, lie should be indictable for it, though he may

.my hon. friend from Kingston-two not be 21. Hence the proposed amendment
Physicians who have had great experience- omitting the words which restrict the offenceshall vote for the clause as it stands. to those over that age. That seems extremely

ion. Mr. ALMON-I think the question reasonable. It is urged with great force
of eliminatin. "previously chaste character" by those who are in favour of the change.
should be put to the Huse by itself, Many young men at 19 and 20 are in the
cause I am convinced it should be i- sanie position in every way as men cf 21.
especially after what the hon. gentlema It would be extremely reasonable, therefore,
fom Ialifax said that trouble had taken to say, no matter what the age is, if a man

Place in Michigan from women of bad under promise of marriage, seduces or has
Caracter makin young men marry then. illicit connection with a female of previously
If term g young mn ar the m. chaste character, he should be punished for it.ChrWere proved that thîey were of unchaste
character, they should not have any claim Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the lion. gentle-u" them. I think that clause should be left man think that a boy of 16, who is supposed

to have seduced a woman of 20, should be
on. Mr. DEV ER-Before the vote is sent to the penetentiary. for this long terni ?

taken, 1 wish to say that I think there is a
1iiajority in this House quite willing to re- Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-There ought
ceive the bill as it is. to be some protection for the man in this

case. It would be a dreadful thing to render
lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My motion it possible for a designing woman of 21 years

iS that the words " of previously chaste to profess that a boy of 16 or 17 had seduced
character " in the present law be omitted her under promise of marriage, and place
fronm it. him in the position of either being sent to

Th m o the penitentiary or compelled to marry her.
e There ought to be some limit of age. The

present law fixes the limit for the man at
beion. Mr. MILLER-I move that the age 21. Let us reduce that and increase thet fixed at sixteen, instead of eighteen, in protection of the woman to a certain extent.
th' fourth line of the section. I would suggest 18 -two years older than

lion. Mr. A T IT(TrT do t thi t hs Q the limit for the girl.
Cause should pass in its present shape. I

ould much rather you would place the age
I suggested. 0f course some female

elideavour society or some other association
31j

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Say 20.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I should be as
strong an advocate as any one for such
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legislation as would have the effect of pre- also fuily discussed in both Houses of Par-
venting, if possible, the commission of such lianent, I recollect the discussion especl
offences on the part of boys or young men, ally of this clause was very full, and after
but I can conceive it quite possible that ample time 'as given to it it was considered
cases may frequently arise where such a inadvisable to give any advantage to the
law would be taken advantage of by de- female more than is given in this case and
signing young women. A servant, for in- that the protection afforded to the maie was
stance, in a bouse miight lead astray one of absolutely necessary at that age. I agree
the sons of that bouse, a boy of 17 or 18 ;ith a great deal that las failen from iiY
sie might say, " Oh yes, you will marry hon. friend opposite on one point, that is,

,theafi ngtps vro e shouid not change the criinî:nal law unne-me," the affair ighiift pass over or be e
hushed up for the time, and afterwards cessariiy. We shouid have some good ground
proceedings mîight be brought to punish'for changing it-that it shouid be found to
him for the offence. There is a great work unjustly or not iii the interests of s0
risk of inflicting a dreadful punishment ciety. We have no evidence at ail to induce
upon a young man of that age, who bas us to change the law fioni what it is at pre-
been more sinned against than sinning. I sent. There is so much danger in gîving the
agree with ny hon. friend fron Kennebec, female an advantage over the maie
but I should prefer to make the age 19. I under this clause that difficuities must
thought that was the limit we spoke of present themselves at once to any one 5
yesterday. mmd. Take a young man living in the saie

bouse with a female servant of previousY
Hon. Mr-. DRUMMONý1-1D-I am perfectlylio. M. DUMMND-J an prfetiygood character. lie inay be a very eligible

willing to-accept nineteen. I wanted to go c
as far as possible. What I want to avoid is h norir she ia a cacto et a
the possibility of sending a boy of fifteen or u
sixteen to the penitentiary, or let him fall p
into the clutches of a designing woman Of biackmaii unless you throw Soue protection
twenty-one. Do not forget that at the over the young man in this case it wouid he
present moment the law applies only to a inadvisable, in the absence of any ood
mai of twenty-one. Now you are going to ron ft
make it low, and the lower you go the a T ecy of
nearer vou meet the requirements of the legisiation in this bil goes too far in the
people who are calling out for protection. ri"ht direction. I think the law is very well

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is just as well to as it is now, and the sense of the committee
take a straiht vote on the proposataken on the motion oftak a tra,,h voe o te popoal f te i ithe MNinister of Justice that this clause stand
Minister of Jus-tice. .Miniter f Juce.i part of the bill. Those against it can vote

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I would against it; those who are in favour of it can
accept the age of nineteen rather than reject vote for it.
the clause altogether. Perhaps my lion. friend.
willmove to strike out twenty-one and in- Hon
sert nineteen. young ao1 N-Dt o uftinka

character and knowaedge of the wor d to
Hon. Mr. t nin amend- g in thishcasean

thato the proecto foddtoteml a

ment that the clause be struck out.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Perhaps the clause
miglt be acceptable if the following words
were added: "Provided always that the
male is not younger than the female."

Hon. Mr. MILLER-This matter was be-
fore the committee of both Houses that
framed the Criminal Code; it was fully dis-
cussed, and the danger on both sides was
very calm]y considered. After a considera-
tion of the code by the committee it was

Hon. Mr. MILLER-A young man of 19
may very easily be seduced by a woman Of
21 if she thinks there is any advantage tO
be gained by it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that whel
a girl has attained the age of twenty-one,
and from that time out, she ought to rely
upon her own virtue and her own honour
more than on the possibility of sending a
young man to the penitentiary.
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Hion. Mr. MILLER- -The motion of mylion Mr.MILLR- The otio of lyvages or salary directly or indirectly from
hon. friend from Truro is out of order, him. Though he may not be the master,
because by voting in the negative on the any one u.der such circumstances, an agent
direct motion to adopt the clause my hon. or clerk, vho pays her will be subject to the
friend secures the object lie has in view. saine penalty. As Judge Gowan observes,

lio.- r. cKA -I ndestad terethe person who pays wages from timie to.lHon.- Mr. McK AY-I understand there
is a motion to make thetie is more in contact with a female m-

the ge îneten. ployé than the employer, and it is proposed

lion. Mr. MILLER--If so, the anend- to extend the section in the manner I have
waeent io sa order. indicated.

lion. Sir OLIVER -M AT-It will be iHon. g DReMMOND- would point
Ob'erved that if the clause is struck out we out that the word "guardian " in subsection
anot ake an amedaent after that. Two "A"a ould require explanation and modifi-

aedments have been suggested. One cation, because if
aendment is to name 19 instead of 21,. you will find the youa gt a fale 1em

he other amendment is Ilprovided the male any societ to who m a codurt or judge rray
Itdftt younier than the female."oninsthehm

mentrs ise inr orer indicated

lion. iMr LIUG EED A not wlno b
bhether the Secretary of State intends H

Presing tat aniendment afraid of the society seducin the girl?

lion. Mr. SCOIT-No; I do not. J' Hon. iMr. 1)RUMMOND XVhile I cor-
ndY throw out the suggestion. dially support the insertion of the words

shop or store" in the matter of employ-
lioT . Mr. MILLER Thereis nonecessity ment, I expressly and energetically object

to complicate the question. if the motion to the insertion of the words wdoestic ser-
that the clause stand part of the bio pass in vant." With that addition the law could
the negative, tîjîs clause is stricken out, an(1'not be worked, for obvious reasons. I do
You can move to anend the existing law by not know any person in the world that
ano1)theî notice. We cani get the sense of would not be open to blck ail if you ut
the co)mittee more directly by taking the in the words I domestic servants." It must
V'ote on the straiglit mîotion I)efore the chair. libe obvious to every hon. gentleman that
If the clause is rejected, the la- stands as such a charge as seduction cannj be proved,
18 s now. exceps by circumstantial evidence, to the

The coiiimittee divided on tee motion to satisfaction of a jury. Two-thirds of the
h . edence of suc proof ust and ever will be

adopt opportunity. Nowv, how could a mnan, in
The motion was declared lost. e the clutes of a desining or had wo tan,

ever prove his innocence if the oman is a
on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In regard domestic sevant in his own employ? I

nthro out theik suggestion.

,ection 183, I dare say there wil e nowould suneestcessi
difference of opinion amongst us. The la doesti servant.
ta it stands iow, involves the same principle,

nd We merely extend it to girls employed Ho. Mr. LOUGIEEI-This is practi-
ira shops and as dmnestic servants. there is cally equivalent to raising the age of consent
t10h protection for girls employed in factories to 21 years. You are going to provide for
vote or workshops, oitting the words an enumerable class of cases to .hich this

I now propose to put in, asshop or ould extend. You might as well instead
Stror domestic ser-vice." Perhaps the, of stoppingy at 16 raise the age to 21. It

4iost important of aHl is the last, because a seeUns to me that my hon. friend the Minis-
dan has a greater opportunity to corrupt a ter of Justice entirely overlooks the pwotc-

girl who is emp"oyed as a domestic servant tion whic should be given to the maie class
than' ii any of the other cases. That is of the community. They are quite as iuch
carvried out twice in the clause. In addition entitled incertain cases to protection as the
to that , I propose to make equally guilty female class. It woul( be almost impossible
th' man who selces a girl who receives hei for the head of a household who would the

Th omite iiedo hemtont atsacinofajry w-tid oCh
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charged, say by his doiestic servant or an no substantial danger. My hon. friend says
employé in his shop, with any of these the male is to be protected as well as the
Offences for blacknailing purposes to prove female. We all know it is the female that
that the girl was of previouslv chaste char- is seduced in prohably 999 cases out of
acter. The experience of mîost lawvers is 1,000.
this: and I do not think they my bon.
f riends will doubt what I an about to sav Several hon. MEMBERS--No, No.
-that invariallV a woman however unchaste Hon. Sir OLIVER, 3MOWAT-The pro'-
she îniay be, wvîli iii a court of law swear to portion at all events is very small of the
ber chastîty. It is not necessary to point seductions being by the woman-certainilY
out the influence that a woman of that not ten per cent.
kind very often has upon a jury and even
upon the judge, because a judge is poe.sessed Several lion. 3MEM1BERS -No, No.
of human sympathy and is appealed to very Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-From in-
often by a pathetic tale which is always, . S L MOWAT-From t-
in cases of this character, told with tellinguiries I have made, and reading about the
effect. In ny opinion this is placing matter and hearing others speak who have

premium on blackmail -by which ineans the means of judgig, I bave reason to believe
head of every house is in a position of that the percentage of men who are led
jeopardy of being renoved f rom his family astray is very small compared with the

and placed in penitentiary without being number of wonen who are seduted. Nly
guilty in th-e least degree. This clause wouilion. friend suggests a case of a man having
place him iin the hands of an unprincipled an employé of unchaste character. People
employé. I think the clause should be do not employ servants of that character.
stricken out entirely. Hon M<. 1-( P TFVflT o h-c not

Hon. Sir OLIVER IOWAT--NIy hon.
friend has no faith in courts or juries. I
have. A man may be charged with any
sort of offence, and falsely charged, and a
plausible case made against hini, but it would
be an extraordinary thing to say that on that
account vou should have no law against
offences of that kind. Our wxhole system is
founded on the assumption that whenl witnes-
ses are brought forward in a case and sub.
jected to cross-examination in the presence of,
a judge and jury, as a rule you can ascertain
what the truth is. If they are realily perjured
you can find that they are perjured. You can-
not always do so, but we cannot help that.
This matter stands in the same position as
any other matter. Mv bon. friend forgets
tiat in a case of this kind the girfs testi-
nony would have to be corroborated. No
verdict would be given on the giri's testi-
monv in such a matter unless it was corro-
borated to the satisfaction of the court and
jury. The judge, who has experience, and
the jury, who are presumed to have common
sense, will form a fair judgment in such mat-
ters. Opportunity there is, of course, in
such cases, but where there is positive
evidence that the crime was committed, and
that positive evidence is corroborated by
other evidence to the satisfaction of judge
and jury, we ought fairly to assume there is

enploy them in that capacity.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It may
occur. Why every assumption should be ini
favour of the man and against the wonai,
I do not understand. I do not think it is
reasonable. I see no reason why we should
not extend this clause to domestic servants.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The lion. gentleman
says he does not see why every allowance
should be made for the man and none for
the woman. The fact is we are making no
allowance for the man at all-the penalty is
all en the man and none on the woman. To
illustrate the ease with whici those things
may happen, a man was released from the
penitentiary here not very long ago under
the circumstances I an about to relate. Ile
was accused by the girl of having seduced
her. The girl bad an infant, and I presumfle
the infant would be looked upon as corrobo-
rating evidence to the testimony given by
the woman. This young man was in comfort-
able circumstances. He owned a farm. le
was sent to the penitentiary for seven years.
After be had been in the penitentiary for
two vears, the girl told lier mother that he
was not the father of the child at all, but
that she had sworn against him because he
had a farm and she thought he would marry
lier and give ber a comfortable home. We
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go far enough to protect wonen now. If a
girl takes care of herself, as she ought to do,
she will not get into these difficulties.

ion. Mr. MIILLER-She does not want
go nuch law.

.1O1n. -Mr. POWER-This is another sub-
Ject, whicl, as the hon. gentleman from
Richnond says, was conside-ed deliberately
and at length by the joint comittee of
both Houses and by this House, and I see no
reason to change the law.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
01ut to my hon. friend in answer to his state-
Ment, whichi is, unwarranted, that I have no
con1fidence in the cour ts of justice of the coun-
try that he has himself shown a want of con-
fidence in many verdicts since his accession,
to office of AMinister of Justice. His inter-
vention by way of clemency in pardoning
SO1e criinnals, I think, demonstrates that
there is a possibility of many.men being liable
O err in the nianner I have pointed out.

The hon. gentleman from Halifax has just
ientioned an instance. I could mention the

'1lstance of a prominent lawyer in Ontario
ýhO almost fell a victim to just such a case of
lackmajl as I stated a few moments ago mn1

Which a conspiracy was put up between a
servant girl and ber paramour to blackmnail

er employer. This is not an isolated case.
it has happened over and over again, and
Society is being jeoparlized by such legisla-
tion as this.

lion. Sir OLIVER liOWAT- y hon.
friend says tiat I have no confidence in
courts anti juries, and he referred, in evi-
dence of that, to recommendati<ns for
Pardon having been made by me against the
Jldments of courts and juries. I should
like to know what cases mv bon. friend
refers to. I cannot call to mind a single
c in which I have done so on the evidence
they had before them.

lion. -Mr. LOUGHEED-I an speaking
Of what has appeared in the public press.

lion. Sir OLIVER IOWAT-They are
ail wrong. They are speaking falsely. I
do fnot remember a single instance in which

have pardoned against the opinion of court
'%nd jury, or against the report of the pre?-
%iding judge.

hion. -Ir. LOUGHEED-3My bon. friend
h commuted some sentences, bas lie not?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MIOWAT-That is
another matter. In murder cases the judge
and jury say nothing about the punishment,
whether by death or imprisonment for life.
To commute in such cases is not going
against the judge or jury.

-Ion. 31r. LOUGHEKD-I arn not ob-
jecting to that.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--3y hon.
friend is making a statement on public
rumour which is entirely false. In every
case that I recollect in which I recommended
the commuting of the death sentence, it was
on the recommendation of the jury that I
did it. There is just one case in which I do
not remenber at this moment whether there
was a recommendation or not, and that was
a case in which one of the questions was
whether the man was sufficiently in his right
mind. There was contradictory evidence
before the jury as to what the state of his
mind was. They came to the conclusion
that he had sutlicient mind to be guilty, but
J an not sure whether they recommended
him to mercy. There being that contra-
dictory evidence, [ sent an expert to see him
and to form a judgment, and he reported
that it was not clear, but bis own judgment
was that the man was not in a state of mind
for whichl he ought to be punislhed. I
advised the commutation of that sentence,
and shortly afterwards the man went per-
fectly crazy, showing that the expert was
right.

Hon. 'Mr. LOUGIIEED-Dooes not that
establish what I sav that a man is not
always secure in the hands of a jury?

Hon. Sir OLIVER 1OWAT-I do not
sav that he is secure, because judges may go
wrong and juries may go wrong, but J say
that the charges against me that I am in the
habit of going against judges and juries is
utterly false. -My bon. friend is misled
w-hen lie assumes that the newspapers which
make that statenent are correct. They are
not correct. Tie last case mentioned against
me is one in which I reconmended the dis-
charge of a prisoner who had committed a
very grave offence. He threw vitriol on
another. I had no choice there. Through
some extraordinar-y circumstance, neither
the magistrate who had convicted the man,
nor bis counsel, who is a very able man
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with a large experience in criminal matters,
had observed that the case was one of those
in which the magistrate had no jurisdiction.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He was placed
in the penitentiary nevertheless. It further
establishes what I say.

Hon. Sir OLI\ ER MOWAT-I do not
see how it does. Of course the judge was
wrong, but I an now defending myself.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I amn not at.
tacLing my hon. friend.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-A judge
is not perfect. He cannot remember every-
thing,. Counsel sornetimes make a niistake,
as they did in this case, and when the
actual facts came out I had no discretion.
The man was entitled to his discharge under
habeas corpus, so that the last case that is
referred to, and which I see constantly men-
tioned in the newspapers, was one in which
I had no discretion whatever. It was not I
that thought of the objection or defect of
want of jurisdiction-it was the magistrate
and counsel who discovered it, and the
magistrate advised that there w-as no other
course open than to discharge the man. It
was a crime that I would never have thought'
of remitting if I could have avoided it.
Shortly afterwards the man committed
another crime and is now in the peniten-
tiary, for which I arn very glad.

Hon.Mr. KIRCHHOFFER, fron the co)-,
mittee, reported that they had made sone
progress and asked leave to sit agaîin.

THE PLEBISCITE BILL.

party pledges. Mr. Laurier, it is understoOd,
regretted very nuch the necessity of abandon!nn
the plebiscite bill, which lie regards as the carryinlg
out of a personal pledge. The franchise and super-
anination bills are also to be dropped.

The correspondence states that it was the
result of a meeting of the party called il
caucus. As I have already intimated o1
two or three occasions, we have to ascer-
tain the policy of the government through
the newspapers. The government now aP
pears to be carried on by caucus instead Of
responsible ministers. Would the hon.
gentleman kindly tell us whether this state-
ment is true. There is a good deal of feel-
ing in the country as to whether this law
is to be passed this year or not.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I reallY
never heard it suggested before that the
proceedings of a caucus were to be natters
of public discussion in any branch of par-
liament. With regard to this niatter of the
plebiscite, an officiai stateinent will be made
on the authority of the government at a
very early date.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BWELL-Be-
fore the prorogation takes p lace

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

The Senate then adjourned.

TH1E SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 7th June, 1807.

TH E SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

INQUIRZY. Prayers and routine proceedings.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--

Before the House adjourns, I should like to THE QUARANTINE STATION AT
ask the Minister of Justice if the following WILLIAMS HEAD, B. C.
announcement, which I find in the Ottawa 'MOTION.
correspondence of the Toronto U1obe, is true: lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) imovel

THE rLESITE nHL the following resolution:
It vas announced that the governmnent, in view IResolved, That the condition of the (uarantinte

of the departure of the premier and the (ithticulty station at Williamis Head, British olumbia,
of reconciling speedily the conflicting views as to should he improved ithout lelty, ani advalntage
the form that the questions to be put to the people taken of the latest inprovements in sanitatioln and
should take, would not press the proiition plebis. disinfectants ;
cite bill this session. There is a good deal of That as nnch attention as possible should be
opposition in the H1ouse to the plebiseite proposal, paid to the coifort of passengers, conpatibIle with
and the premier has no desire to see it laid before the precautions necessary to prevent the spread of
the Hotise and defeated in his absence. vhen the disease ;
bill is introluced next session it will be in such That the governient should inpress in the lost
form as to meet with the approval of the supporters enphatic manner on steanship companiCs, plying
of the governmnent and a fair ftulfihînent of the Ietween Canadian and foreign ports, the necessity
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stee advisal ility of fimigating andl disinfecting of clothes to be disinfected by baking. This vas
gera passengers and their I aggage, at the port done up in a bag w ith the number of

en 1arkatioi, as the best and safest way to your berth on it. (No proper arrangements had

ant the spread of disease, as causing the been made for this, -with the result that iany
tes loss of tinie, so important to passenger things got iost and many perishable things got into

ailers, as well as the smnallest pecuniary loss. the retort and were utterly destroyed.) This bag
wvas Supposed to be ready for you, and disinfected,

lie said :--My object in bringing up this at the bath house the next morning. Ou arrival,
rolution is to direct a on tO undressed in the tent, leaving the clothes you

ns ate o . had taken off to be collected by an oflicer for lis-
ie matters in British Columbia, with a infection, and subsequently return to you. then
e to the adoption of the latest and most beneath a warm or tepid shower of disinfecting

pprove 1nethods of disinfecting, with the water and theu into the roomi beyond where voulr
1allest loss of time, and the least incon- clothes wvere supposed to be. They might or might
verle .pasegers an sps. not be there ; if they were, you Iut theml ou, if

eeto pasne h It IS not iot vou huntedi arind in natures garb looking for
ey intention to cast any reflection on the them or waiting till they arrived. Your boxes,
COnipetency or conduct of the quarantine etc., had meanwhile been in the sulphur box ail
Otheer in tfhat province, although I do not night. We were all disinfected twice, once on

a1 board and once on shore.Mi ole the manner of his appoint ment, The question of the use of quarantine at all is a
whieh led to the discliarge of a thor-oughly debatable mne? We have long given it up in
ýÛcient inan. I know very little about dis- England, and yet ve have been more successful in

ni self ; it is a scientific process on keeping out epidteimies than any other country, and
lich th now it looks as if nations were coining to our wayTwih -here are mnany conflicting opinions- of thni.
e subject seems to be yet in the rudi- Of course, any wiere sprinkling of a disinfect-
nDItary state, but the methods adopted in ant over a person and his baggage is an obvious

treat Britain are supposed to be the most farce. If it is possible to keep a disease out by
d'eetive known. With the permission of disifection, it can onl be by most tborough,
the innute and accurate mneasures. That is to say,

ouse, I will give the opinions of some every corner of the ship mnust be thoroughly disin-
etIcal gentlenien of experience on this sub- fected, as also the contents of every box and

Jeet : package, and every particle of clothing nmust, in

every portion of it, he exposed to the process.
ng the p O the R.S. "Empress It is generally conceded by imedical authorities

.n ine- last trip from the Orient were the that, provided that a person or his clothing lias
of t11ug gentlemen: Syduney R. Hodge, a iemober not been in actual contact with a snall-pox patient

Liete Royal College of Surgeons of Eiglaind and or w-ith any discharge froim hîiim, that that person
ertiate of the Royal College of Physicians in eau neitlier contract nor convey the disease.Loidnî, who received bis imedical education at the To detain and disinfect aIl ships and passengers

the o Hospital, the largest general hospital in' withlout discrimination is practically impossible.
,el nid Kingdoi W. Millar Wilson, a Bateh- It is extremnely dithcult to tell, in the case of somne

o-Medicine aud Master of Surgery of the diseases, when to detain and wbeu to set free. It
ersity of (iasgow, wo also studied iin Glas- is also practically impossible to be absolutely sure,
ani vielna and i. K. Tsao, a graduate of too, that there is no flaw or failure in the thorough

" Mcollege, Brooklyn, New York. These gent le- destruction of all disease gerns in a large ship
CO eonsented t an interview on behalf of the with a large nounber of passengers. Experience
repie 1 . and in response to questions put to thei all over the world proves that while quarantiie

riedas follows :gives the maximum anount of inconvenience to
of le .arrangements for disinfecting consist (a) individuals andi interference with trade, it is cou-
th*atig and (/» arrangements for disinfecting stantly breakiig down, and as a public safeguard
rcioan baggage. 'lie latter conîsists of a large is of little or no mise.
w hstlatel on the quay in which all luggage " What do you consider a better way of dealing

c .Would be spoilt by lieat is placed and then witi infectious cases -?

an iiject for several hours to the fumes of burning (a.) A thorougli and complete systein of medi-
i a u.Other thinîgs are disinlfected by dry heat cal supervision at e ery port.

tg disPecial retort in another building. le ship " (b.) Instant remioval on arrivd of every person
f sinlfected by means of large zinc tubes the size actuall sick or sho-wing signs of sickening.

haPort hole, whicli are titted into one of the port fromî aiv infections disease.

psand convey the sulphur fumes which are "(.) Thorough disinifection, wh--ere possible, of

armîed in unlder pressure by an engine. The clothes of and all articles used by or for the sick
c lagement for disinfecting the persons of the person. Where this ls not possible, instunt des-

bath a cosists at present of one sliower truction of sanie.
et tent with no floor to undress in for the "d ) Thorough isinfection of the part of the

t 1en, ani a rooi for the samne purpose for ship -where patient was if isolated fron the rest of
i. lies, aud a third -roomî is provided to redress the ship, if not, of the whole ship.
houkl 1e arrangements are very rough, and, we "(o-) Continuous umedical oversight, from point

hope, are muerelv temporary. e to point of his transit, of every passenger, and liii-bate had to send on shore the night before oui miediate compulsory isolation on any sign of disease., a eomplete change of under linen and a suit This invoives the eomupulsory notification of infec-
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tious diseases all over the couîntry. This is, in rentier the risk of tle infection spreading to
our opinion, the safest aid most reliable mnethod, >aloon very reinote, if iot impossile. And
but involves muuch troulie an(d expense to the qnarantine ail these passeîîgers is on a par Witb
couitry. This is, however, more than counter- quarantining a whole block in this city becalise
baulaiiced by : (1), the greater freedon, the trade case of snîallpox occurred iii a uttle rooiiii one
and travel, (2), the greater safety to the people of coner of it. Theiî, agaiii, why îoîd tîis sîip aid
the country, seeing that it is less easy to evade ber crew iii quarantiîe for forteen uns after dis
such oversight and nothing is left to chance." iîîfccion whcn sle might be aliowed witbOtt

Is this all you have to say? any danger to procee to Vancover, iioad ber
We should like to call attention to the fact cargo auJ retnen Iii ho otter lart of tue

that on page 7 of the quarantine regulationîs scarlet where mariiie niterests are cinseedtv ul a ship
fever and diphtheria, two of the iost virulent dis- cargo be tlîîs needlessly detained aud comnierc
eases, are classel amongst the minor quarantinablejcparîized. lie wlole business, whether it
diseases. Considering how difhicult it is to detect owiiig ho the lack of jigmetît on tle part of tle
tiese two somîetimes, especially the latter, what otlicer li charge of the qiaranhînc or a- other
boundless visions of defective control does this cause, iicates that the tiitie is 01 i) e
render possible ! Further, we wish to say that quîre mb Uic peesent system of quaile
considering how thorouîghly anid promiptly these Williams Hend aiid 10 get sonîething lîcttci iit
snallpox cases on the " Emipress " were separateil place.
fromic the rest of the passengers, as one of lis knows
by personal inspection since arrival iii port, we In alluding to this suweect soîne years ag0'
consider the elalborate fnmigations and washinigs when choiera was in Europe, J pointed Otit
and the inîconveriient detention to which the pass- to the buse the means adopted by t'e
engters wvere subjected entirely unniecessary."Z7 esier îhehd îtrhiincsay United States steainship companies-~thet

Dr. Boddington, a member of the Royal
College of Surgeons, saysr: iskCofthinfectiog o e

quahertn all nee theshe pasegr so t f par

'lie latest autthoritative uîtterance on the subject
of quarantiine with which I am acquaintd is con-
tained iii the M ilroy lectures, lelivered iefore the
Royal College of Physicians of London, duiring the
present year, by Dr. Colingridge, mdical officer
of health for the port of Lonidon, iii which the su-

ject is exlaistively treated. Dr. Collingridge iii
the:se lectures says that "The whole history of
quarantine is a series of illustrations of its fuîtil-
ity, and "aun effective quarantine is practically
iiipossilble iii a commercial contry." Ain abstract
of the lectures is puilislhed in the BEritish Medical
Jourinal of March :20, 1867, aid the samle imiiber
of that jourinal has a leadiing article on the qulestioi
entitled sigiificuittly enougt Tl e Ql'l u tine
Supîierstitiont " oth the lectures and the leading
article -are well worthy of pîe-isal. Both tenîd to
show that the locti iie and practice of quarattine
are iot scieittitic but are founiided on ignorance antd
reared oii folly.

IBut evidence to the saine effect is obtainalle
close at home. The alle chaiîliain of the provin-
cial hoIard of health, a scieitiic main who keeps
abireast of moderi knowledge, is entirely of the
samte wav of thinking as the authorities liere
quoted. lIn his anuîîîal r-eport fuit the yeari 1896

barkation. There can be no doubt that this
w-ould be an excellent plan if it could be
carried out, and I would suggest to the go"
ernmnent that an effort should be made iD

that direction. J would also suggest that
the Minister of Agriculture should call e
committee of experts together, who w-ith the
knowledge of wat is done in other cou-
tries combined with their own experielce
miglt recomnimend a more effective, an
simple method than that now used in Canada.
Great complaints have b-en made of III-
necessary detention iii quarantine, and O
the destruction of clothing. Hon. geltle
man will easily understand that clothing
subjected to 200 or 300 degrees of heat -.
have its fibre and strength destroye 1. Tis
is a serious niatter for sonie people, especiallY

so when they are not compensated for the
loss.

Dr. John C. Davie nakes use of the followinig Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-J desire to say
pithy and striking sentences The first line of a few words with reference to this inatter.
defence, quarantine, is never effectiial. It is flhi 1 must first compliment the aon. gent1eila
possible to iake it perfect. Disease always passes me
through it ani eludes it. . . . . . . Great on the ideas which occurred to his mind ai
Britain has for these reasons givei up qiaî-aiitiiie. bringing forward this subject. I have '1
The d lne of defelce, sanitation, is the true doubt t e were those of humanity afnd
anîd reliaile one.'o

More evidence could be citedi to the sanie effect. triotism. At the same time, J must utter
So much, however, is perhaps enouih for present disclain any idea of impeaching any officia'
purposes. because we have no statement froi> tha

Atravellermakesthefollowingremnarks: officia], and we do not know exactly the
means which he employed. It is very

The excellent arrangemets on the "Empress'' likely that any one disturbed or detained
steamer hv which the first-class passenîgers are tiere 'vould fed chagrined very much.
separated ffrmi the steerage, and the close atteni- tc
tion given hy, the ship's slrgeon, ouglt suirelv Doctors are particularly sensitive on that
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Pniflt, and therefore I take their statements ships. Some of them have gone through a
,eno salis. I only wish to say, course in the old country as well as in

th aeference to this subject of quarantine, Canada, and these men would surely
er s you are aware, it is a very old word, tell a case of diphtheria or a case of scarlet

inpoyed for centuries, but .it by no means fever, which are easily detected, notwith-

, leates that it is the same process as it standing what these gentlemen say to the
years ago. It is constantly changing contrary. Any one would be very ignorant

be the quarantine of to-day is no more to indeed if he could not tell the difference.
Conpared with the quarantine of thirty In New York, when they were checking the

Or forty years ago than any other depart- sanitary police, it was stated that some of
Afent of medicine. The great march them did not know scarlet fever fron a
i science and the progress of medical mosquito bite. There are some men ignor-

t Cquiry have accomplished much. The inves- ant in this respect, but I would not think
igation of medical science has brought to the whole of the remarks of these gentle-

bght certain facts connected with it which men should be received as an attack on the
ave Worked a complete revolution. There officer in charge without his being allowed

ng many wavs of carrying this out, the to put in a defence. I admire the motives
dferent countries of the world follow whichinducedthehon. gentlemantointroduce

Wierent methods. The English system, the resolution, and which we hope will ac-
iVbch the bon. gentleman has mentioned, complish a great deal of good. In the first

l8 generally of what might be called a place, we require to have a thoroughly good

erlent character towards the ship own- man, as thc matter entrusted to him is so

of 'th and very properly so, on account important. What is recommended about
e. enormous advantages which would sanitation and disinfection should be refer-
risked by enforcement of quarantine red to the doctor in charge. Then, with re-

br r.the old method. The idea of gard to the improvements in sanitation and

»eoplng a ship or cargo, or of keeping disinfection, these are easily accomplished.
lsolated for thirty or forty days, as Any man can readily find out the most

e name implies, would be perfectly ridicu- improved system. Different countries have

and would destroy the commerce of any diflerent methods, but if you want to take

lert. Therefore, the English are more the English systeni let it be so. Doctors
Thent but they enjoin rigid inspection. differ and will differ to the end of tinie as

eustoms officer on entering the ship-I regards the merits of sanitation and the
r PPose they are the earliest to enter it- advancemuent in science: We all know how

eort any case to the sanitary inspector and the Jews of the middle ages, by reason of
ae nt once gives it a thorough inspection their cleanliness, were so free from disease
if teprate the unhealthyfromthe healthy, that the Christians used to think they pois-
thee ,ereare any affected with disease, and oned the wells on them; and we all know that
whc are only, by the way, a few diseases London has improved in its sanitation and

are able to be found in quarantine. in its health. Two centuries ago the mortality
lnerly there were three diseases : the there was 80 per 1,000, to-day it is only 23;
pgue yellow fever and Asiatic cholera. The and the British army which had thirty years

hue has long since died away, we never ago a mortality of 20 , at the present time

othr its being carried to England or any has not half that. This shows what good

q.ee country in Europe, and yellow fever can be accomplished by proper sanitation
S not appear often either, nor does and proper bygiene. Now I do not inean to
latic cholera. The American Sanitary convey the idea that there should not be

to nission in 1881 added two more diseases any quarantine or any fumigation. The
typht schedule, viz., small-pox and first thing is to isolate any one affected. As

four fever. Then there remained just the hon. gentleman froni British Columbia

re r ofthese diseases. As to the genera: says, there should be inspection at the point
fenarks of the hon. gentleman about scarlet of embarkation, and any surgeon of a ship

aer, that is not liable to be carried on is derelict in his duty who fails to inspect
ther and not liable to break out, because the passengers when they embark. If any
heoae are always fairly good doctors on disease should break out at s-a the patients

orld' Thy may not be the best in the should be isolated and when their port of
but there are fairly good doctors in destination is reached, they should be iso-
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lated there. I do not say that it is neces- exclusion of disease f rom the shores
sary to fumigate them vith sulphur; apply- British Columbia. No doubt he
ing a certain degîee of heat up to the boil- before his mind the condition of affaira
ing point, or beyond the boiling point, for that existed in Victoria three or fo
dry heat is sufficient to destroy most of the years ago, when small-pox was importt
germs, and thus they should be disiniected tho- from Japan and China and that city
roughly. The quarantine officer in British was quarantined. You could not get ilto
Columubia nay have tfought that sulphur or out of Victoria for nearly six weeks,
was better and perhaps lie gave the sulphur the consequence was that a great number
and the heat too, thinking it was so much !business men were ruined, some 75 or
the better. I cordially agree with the reso- deaths took place, and the city was put to
lutions that are put forward here, and I the expense of nearly $100,000. I h
hope that they will be productive of benefit, no doubt, from that experience, that p
and will lead to the fact of our having the Watt was made a little more careful than he
best system of quarantine that can be estab- otherwise would have been, and justly '0'
lished. It does not require such a great and instead of censuring the present bealth
deal of money. I understand the quaran- officer for endeavouring in every way r
tine systemn at Halifax is very' good. could to prevent small-pox entering OU
I know that more than one epidemic has Dominion, he should be encoui aged in eve'Y
been prevented by passing ships beinig way by the government. I know that WY
brought into Halifax before they crossed the hon. colleague, who has brought this muatter
Atlantic. I hope, therefore, the resolution before the House, does not for a moment in,
will carry wvithout anything offensive being: timate but what Dr. Watt has done his dutY
done to the gentleman in charge of quaran- in the matter. I hope these points that "Y
tine in British Columbia. hon. colleague and the hon, gentleman froi

Kingston have called attention to N %l n0
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) It is quite be overlooked by the government, and tha

unnecessary fori me to add to anything which they will take every precaution possibletO
has been said by the bon. gentleman who prevent diseases from being carried on shi1p
bas just taken his seat. I an glad my lion. board, before passengers leave Asiat'c
colleague has brought this inatter up and countries for our ports.
lias shown the necessity of the greatest care
possible being taken to exclude small pox, Hon.Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection to
yellow fever, cholera and other diseases from the resolution heing adopted by the iolse
entering at the western gate of the Domin- I shall be glad to call the attention of th
ion. There can be no question in my mind Minister of Agriculture to the facts wic
that, in order to exclude those diseases, it have been brought to our notice by the ho1
should be made compulsory on the steamship Senator from Victoria, and to the valuab"'
companies to not onlv fumigate passengers, observations made by the hon. Senators from]
but to have tbem also vaccinated before Kingston and New Westminster. c
thev are taken on ship board in China and quite appreciate the indignation showf lb
Japan. The trip from Japan to Victoria the first class passengers, more particularY
takes 12 to 14 days ; from Hong Kong to the medical men, at being detained at ic
Victoria about two and a-half or three weeks, toria. But it must be remembered that the
so that if passengers are not thoroughly dis- small-poxepidemicin Victoria a fev yearsago
infected and vaccinated before they leave to -which the hon. gentleman from Ne' M'est'
port, if they carry any gerns of disease they iminster bas called attention, was of a very
will certainly break out before they arrive serious character. It was within the pnen'
at Victoria. The government should im- ory of the residents of Victoria that oulY. 
press upon the steamnship companies the short timne before, in consequence of the I'

necessity of having these regulations at- troduction of small-pox into the city
tended to before they take the lower Victoria, very serious consequences follow0'
class of Japanese and Chinese on shipboard. and that disease especially is of such a oath
I feel confident that Dr. Watt, the pre- some character that it is perfectly natural
sent quarantine officer, did everything lie that everybody should stand aghast at the
possibly could to make things comfortable for idea of contamination being introduced ino
the passengers, consistent with safety and the community, and due allowance shOUkl
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t kaade for the extra precaution recently Improvements to telephone service,
r en. The subject is mentioned in the Tele-thermometer,
report of the General Superintendent of' Quarters for crew, &c.,
r~ thda quarantines, from which I shall One 10,000 gallons New York filter,
ead th following extract: Thirtv-two galvanized iron beds, double,

BRritish <ioes Furniture for dining room, and 32 state-
not aPClbia, as far as 1 can ascertain, does ro i
to 1 Pear to have suffered fron disease traceable S
p aggage from abroad. The outb>reaks of small- Other improvements are still under con-

A r 8ee" 1 .to have sprung from actual cases arriving. sideration and now nearly completed. Every
bePeition of such a,<isaster may- iny opinion advantage is taken of the latest improve-

gare~a(ainst more effectuallv 1by other athelarded ag aine mr effectian of hae ments in sanitation and disinfection. Every
Arn an bY a routine dlismnfection of baggage.th1n suc eans I may mention vaccination at attention possible is being paid to the coin-

e portof departure in the Orient of ail passengers fort of passengers, and everv precaution is
n sh 1ng for Canada; daily iedical inspections being taken to prevent the spread of dis-

ve ard; prompt and effielent isolation o t case. The question of disinfecting passen-
oub aly case of declared, threatemîng, or even ,n
ptfldisease ;careful inspection, etc., y te ers bagae at the port of enbarkation has

raltine oficers at our' ports of arrivai ; ani the not been overlooked by the governnent, as
s8ch goneofth people of British Columbia by will be seen by reference to the report of
an .1eral vaccination as nay nake theni secutre the general superintendent of quarantines inTh fferent even if smnall-pox should shp m. i..
terieret it woud the last annual report of the Minister ofkt riî7etica1l t3 ofli be verY (lesiralie thelati

ailada. Indeed, Agriculture. The government is' informedi iggagçe arrivîn(r in ('anad.IdeiA
the .aed i inumy last annual report, in mny opinion by the Canadian Pacifie Steamship Company
wonId be 1rotection of (anada on the Pacific sule that on their steamers plying on the Pacifie
for the sumtlar to tlt I have so often dwelt on
pithe Atlantic side, namely : medical otlicers res- during any voyage the surgeon at intervals

ture -to our government at the ports of depar- disinfe -ts all steerage quarters and vacci-
the the Orient, and inspection, vaccination. and nates every passenger and member of the

sisinfection of luggage and effects before crew who is not able to show a satisfactory

a ratilly,9 however, the ditticulties in enforcing mak Asfrbi a 83arngeet
aretia isinfection of ail luggage at our pots of were made by the late superintendent of

, exceptdig times of threatening epid- quarantines in British Columbia with both
great as to be at present insuperale. the Canadian Pacifie Steamship Company

There is a considerable expenditure in the and the Northern Pacific Steamship Com-
tirection of making the improvements men pany that vaccination of all Chinese and
boned by the hon. gentleman who has ,Japanese imimigrants should be made prior
rought the niatter to the attention of the to enbarkation, and these companies have
ouse. Here are somie of them :-taken great pains and used every eflort to

ti Improvements at Williams Head Quaran carry out this agreement. If anything fur-
t ordered by the Minister o ther can be done I am quite sure the depart-

agriure in March ast at a total cost of ment will be prepared to take suggestions,
out $10,000 and if approved of, will be glad to have

them carried out.
ydrochloric tank.

0 Pen shed on wharf, Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I an
ing stean chamber of disinfecting very glad to hear the statement of the lion.

ue &c., Secretary of State. It shows that the gov-
trolley cars ernment are fully alive to the necessity of

Wree-wa 4-inch cock and 30 feet 4-inch doing the proper thing to put the quaran-
froght iron pipe to shut off vacuum pump tine in proper order. I want to correct a

s team chamber, wrong impression that seems to be in the
8iX large lanterns or hieadlights, mindof my hon. friend from Kingston.Partiin.

tra ritoning boiler room, as shown on There was no charge made by the doctors
ee against the quarantine officer. They just

Chedle and and mentioned what he did. They mentioned
c ese and Japanese passengers, &c., the inconvenience.

fror th to cut off administration section
the corridors of the hospital, Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Was there not

TWo large sinks, a charge by implication ?
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Hon. Mr. MACDOiNALD (B.C )-Not render complete justice to the Cathoî'o
at all. Those doctors did not give an minority of Manitoba by remedying ail ther
opinion about scarlet fever either: grievances.' The answer was " no."

there was no modification understood or 1I'
THE DISMISSAL OF NAPOLEON tended, iy second question was not needed-

DUGAL. It read :

INQUIRf. What are the iodifications proimised by the
government of Manitoba and accepted by the go"*

Hon. -Mr. LANDRY inquired: ernient of the Dominion as the consideratiOf
its acceptance of the actual compromise ?

1. Was -Mr. Napoléon Dugal on the 23rd of
June, 1896, postmnaster at Peauhien, in the county The answer to that question, I think, as &
of Montmagny ? matter of consequence, should have been a

2. Has lie been since that date discharged fromn l y q
bis work by the present administration equally, but the answer to this second qes'

3. When, why, and upon whose complaint? tion is "the Laurier-Greenway conferenc
4. What is the nature of the charge brought has not been modified or altered, and tha'

against him? agreement has not been submitted with
5. Has the charge been proved? modifications."
6. %Vhat is the nature of the proof?
7. If no proof exists, has the accuser at least a Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was correct.diplona of infallibility . Granted by whon ?
8. Hias the accused been made aware officially Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not under-

of the charge brouglit against him, and lias lie had
an opportunity to refute it. stand the meaning of it.

9. What was his reply?
10. Has the Post Office Inspector been required Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question vas

to liold an inquiry and to niake a report ? . 'as the Laurier-Greenway compromise, to
Il. las an inquiry taken place, and what is the which the governmnents of the Dominion an, o

report of the officer making the iiiquiry ? Manitoba came, concluded witb the express ilnte'
12. If the person dismissed protests bis im- tion that it should he subseqtiently modiaie 111

nocence and conpletely denies the truth of the snch a nianner as to render comiplete justice to thl
accusation, is it the intention of the government Catholic miinority of Manitoba by remedyiig
to grant an inquiry or to refuse all justice? their grievances, etc.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1. Mr. Napoléon The answer to that war "No." There 1

Dugal was postmaster at Beaubien (the no doubt about that at all. Then "what
name of the office has since been changed to are the modifications"? Of course if there
Cap St. Ignace Station) on the date men- were no modifications promised as a naturhe

CapSt Inac Saton)onth d~tei~enconsequence to the inquiries giethe
tioned. 2. He lias been dismissed since given,
that date. 3. On the 15th December last, answer would be that.
for offensive political partisanship, on repre- Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The answer is the
sentations of Mr. P. A. Choquette, M.P. Hon.Pr. LA NR-Te as is, ee
4. See answer to No. 3. 5 and 6. The Laurier-Greenway conference has not
Postiaster General considered the statement modified or altered.
made to him sutlicient cause for action. 8, Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Compîromise is the
9, 10 and 11. The postmaster was not called word used in the address. There was On'y
upon to reçly to the accusation, nor was any one agreement. The terms of that agree'
inquiry held or report made by the post office ment were published. I think they were
inspector. 12. The government does not brought down the first day of the sessiof>
intend to reopen the matter. and they have undergone no change. I SVP

pose the hon. gentleman is pointinîg to t
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Will the hon. fact that at the banquet held in Montrea

Secretary of State allow me to ask for a few Mr. Greenway said that in the carrying Ou
explanations of the answer he gave me last of that agreement he would be very glad toFriday ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ aremn hehr ssmtiigi h el
Friday? There is something in the reply consider any substantial grievances that the
that I cannot understand. I asked him on Roman Catholic minority had. That is a
Friday if the Laurier-Greenway compromise matter which does not rest with this gover'l-
to which the governments of the Dominion
and of Mlanitoba came was concluded " with
the express intention that it should be sub. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-My question wa
sequently modified in such a manner as to not if there were any modifications to the



agreement, but if it was understood that cessity, to be taken, as it were, red-handed
1ýodifications would be made. from political contests and placed upon the

"iIOn. Mr. SCOTT-That 'vas not so und bench. Experience, however, lias not de-
ston. Mr the T T-tha wagrent ws u er- monstrated that great evils have resulted

hd at the time the agreement was made. fron that, and some of our very best judges
faa was behieved was that it would be have been warm p)liticians up to the time
f and liberally interpreted. In a mat- they reached the bench, but it is not at all

ke f that kind the hon. gentleman must desirable, in the interest of justice in this
w that that mode of adminstration has country, that men should be appointed toaigreat deal to do with whether a propos1- the bench who have been made the objects

otr Of any kind can be made acceptable or of very strong political or governinent in-Otherse. fluence under the law in connection with the
ho 11011 Mr. LANDRY-I understand the very office. It appears very evident that

on minister to say that no modifications this gentleman, Mr. Prendergast, was in-
were promised. fluenced to change his views on a great

public question owing to his getting an
ion. Mr. SCOTT-No. appointment on the bencli. That in itself

would be bad enough, but when it comes to
E ST. BONIFACE ELECTION CASE. this, that a lawyer has been appointed to an

NQUIRY.important judicial position in this country.
INQURY.who lias coi-ne right f rom the heat of politi-

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I wish to caîl cal cntest, not red-handed merelv, but with
the attention of members of the government his bands soiled by ncts of corruption, as in

an extract which I shall read from the this case-
Ontreal Gazette of June 5th, and which I Hon. Mr. SCOIT-Order Order! I
ay say I find substantially the same in think this is highly iînproper.

other papers:
Ot.e apr Hon Mr. FERGUSON-I amn now speak-

•C 13oNIFACE, A.,5th Junie.-Ini the St.
t 0 nifice election petition case, discussed yesterday, ng o what 1 think is alrost a public

ill be reiembered that wlien the case came scandal.
ore the Hon. Mr. Justice Killan, on April 29,
trial of the prelininary objection filed by Mr. lon. 'Mr. SC(TT-J rise to a question of

%,auzo against the prosecutors of the petition it order. There is nothing before the chair.
s proved that both petitioners, Roy and

ad hinme, had been guilty of corrupt acts. RoyA alo lete in tituchabe
leitte(d he lad been pronised money for driving a y
etioners to the Polls by Mr. Prendergast, the bPresent judge. The chairman of Mr. Bertrand's a matter arisin« out of the local election in

eonittee stated that he requested Mr. Prender- the province ofManitoba. The hon. gentle-
at the day following the election to

ay him, when Mr. Prendlergast gave h im has drawn into it thi e of ajudge
ah order on Mr. J. A. Richard for the anount, vlio has been appointed. We are utterly

ehich was paid by Mr. Richard. The otier ignorant of the circumstances to which the
tttioner, Berthiauie, who supported Mr. hon gentleman bas alluded, and it does seenauzon, in the election the year before, admitted
that aot a week hefore the election that Ber- unfair to attack a judge on a newspaper re-
trd ad Mr. Prendergast had promisedto enîdea- port. I appeal to the hon. gentleman's

r to procure hini an office from the Dominion sense of what is right. It is a local matter
Overnment and lie worked liard to secure Mr. up in Winnipeg, of wli wecannot know
rtra'ils election during the last week before the

When this startling evidence was given
ilowell, counsel for the petitioners, applied for through the Montreal Gazette.

adjourniment to enable hiiim to put Mr. Prender-
gast and Mr. Richard in the witness box, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is the gover-
Was granted. Yesterday norning when the trial ment we are vanting to reach. We are

a resuimedî Mr. Howell stated to the court that not dealing with a local matter, except
i ew of the evidence given at the previous in as far as that local matter trenches upon
oeariig he was unable to ask that the prelimniiary
.bJections should be over-ruled. Judgment accord-

Wast gianen disinissing tpe petition. of Canada.

Sthink it is one of the evils of our present Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.
8YStenh that men have, as a matter of ne- friend is assuming that to be so on a news-
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paper statenent of which he has given no restrictions of the borrowing powers of the
notice to enable us to look into the facts. o hal fot apply o include moneY5

The stateient may be false from beginning borroved by the company on bis of
to end. It seems ionstrous that a judge. ehange or promissory notes drawn, made,
should be charged in this way without an accepted or endorsed by the company.
opportunity for us to look into the case. Ontario legislature has been lealing N

this subjeet, and lias given considerabY
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then I shall be Slarger powers of borrowin'g than it is Pro-

happy to put a notice on the order paper, p
and bring it up in the regular way. c

Hon. Mr. DEVER-If this is going to though it does fot go as far as sonte hae
come up, I think we will have more judges sges
than one, because I can look back at other 1 who, I suppose, are in view in makilg
cases of the kind. Under those circum- restrictions of this kind. One is the
stances, we had better let the dead past lie. holders in the company and the other is the

mnen wvho rnay lend mnotey to the cOll'
Hon. Sir' MACKENZIE BOWELL-It pany. As far as the shareholders a"e

seeins to be a qualification for office. oncerned, their interest is suficientîY
provided for by other provisions of the L1"'

THIRD READINGS. Then, in regard to those who may îeld
money to the company,-and it is thleir

Bill (79) "An Act to incorporate the Do- iîîterest 1 suppose that is specially in vieW
minion Portland Cement Company."-(Mr. in the case of a provision of this kind-tl1
Clemow.) idea is, and I quite concur in it, that we

Bill (84) "An Act to incorporate the Con- may safeiy leave the matter to those %Vho
tinental Heat and Light Conpany."-(Mr. lend the money. They are chiefly bankS,

cillan.) we ay assume that they look into the
standling of the eompany to ascertain if thleY

Bill (40) "An Act to incorporate the Mari- are re-ponsible for what they receive The
tinie 3Milling Conpany."--(Mr. Power.) mere fact of a company having i 00,000 Of

Bill (51) "An Act respecting the Langen- paid up capital does fot show that it i
burg and Southern Railway Company."- soivent company. Their stock may be lt e
(i. 3acInnes, Burlington.) large discount. Their credit may le bad,

Bih ~2)"AnActrespctig te Jmesand tiiere may be reasons for its beingBill (5ý2) "Ant Act respecting the James;
Bay Railway Conpany."-(MIr. Macdonald, bad. Oit the other hand. a conpaiuY
B.C.may have a large anount of aset-

La-They inay have a good deai of înoney and
Bill (71) "-An Act respecting the St. Law-Diii(71 "A Ac î'spetin th St tlîeir capital xnay be wvorth four times it3

rence and Adirondack Railway Company." nth
-(ý_fr. Baker.)inoia mutad eth brovil

-(Mr. aker.>power of those two companies is preciseY

CfflWNIESACT .MENMENT the samne. In the case of individuals, those
COMPANES ACT AMEND ENTwith the have to consider

ACT. ACT. whether the individual is a responsible per
SECOND READING. son or not, and so it must be in the case

a cornpanv. It is no criterion of the respOfi"
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT mnoved the sibility of a cornpany that a certain anot

second reading of Bill (M) "An Act to amend of its stock is paid up. A variety
the Companies Act." He said:-The object of things mus, be considered. Then <iifl
this bill is to give larger powers of borrowing it is only the borrowing powers of these
to companies chartered under the Dominion companies that are restricted. The power
law. A company so chartered is limited in going into (ebt for very many things is 'lt
regard to borrowing noney to two-thirds, I restricted at ail, and reaiiv there is W
think it is, of the capital. The effect of that reason for a restriction of that kind thafi
is found by business men to be exceedingly there is for a restriction in regard to the
embarrassing and not at all in the interests borrowing power. The banks I behieve gr"
of the country. So that it is proposed to quite unanimous in regard to the erbarrass
make this provision, that the limitations and ing character of the present law of the DoW'
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niOn on that subject, and as to its being use-
less for practical purposes. The commercial
conunity generally are of the same view,
and in all the correspondence which has
taken place, I have not been able to discover
that any different view is entertained. The
"latter has been up before the Ontario legis-
lature for two successive sessions, and on
each of those occasions the borrowiug powers
0f these companies have in several instances
Veen further enlarged until now it is far be-
Yond wlat the bill now under discussion pro-
vides for. So unsatisfactory is the Domii-
'lion law on the subject that companies
Which had Dominion charters, had aban-
doned them and taken charters under the
Ontario law. There are other companies
Which have Dominion charters, and who have
got an Ontario charter also, and so I think

are justified in adopting substantially
the amendment proposed.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I ask if
the Ontario Act places no restriction on the
4rrowing powers of the company ? I may
saY that the effect of this Act will be to
give unlimited power to incorporated coin-
Panies to borrow money on the credit of the
?OmIpany, and I would further ask the Min-
'Ster of Justice if it will be hereafter the
Policy of the governnent to incorporate

nflancial companies of this character with-
Out Placing any restrictions upon them. It
8eems to me it would be idle to place a re-
striction upon the borrowing powers of any
cOTlpany, say a railway company or any
0 ther commercial company, under a special
Oharter if, under the General Companies

ct, you are going to give unlimited power

companies to borrow. An individual
suly,when borrowing,,is practically limited

t0 the extent of the capital he may have
Placed in his business. 1 see no good pur-
Pose that can be served by giving to a cor-
oration, incorporated under the sanction of

governmie n t , unlimited powers to borrow
roney. The representations made by

e0Panies to the public are of a different

earacter, and are generally accepted more
adily than those by individuals, and itýeemns to me the number of companies now

1n Process of liquidation is a very good rea-
con Why the government should give very
ilOse scrutiny to such an enlarged power as

sý, ought for under this Act.
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I found

O difference of opinion amongst business
32

men in regard to the enlargement of these
powers and some of the reasons I have
stated. My hon. friend asks whether the
Ontario Act does not provide sonie restric-
tion. I have a copy of the clause in the
last Ontario Act on the subject. It pro-
vides that if authorized by by-law asked by
the directors and sanctioned by not less
than two-thirds in value of the shareholders,
they can borrow money on the credit of the
company, within any limit sanctioned by
the vote of the shareholders? They have
also power to hypothecate or pledge the
property and rights of the company. One
of the absurdities which are pointed out
as the result of the present Act is this;
say a company deals in grain. They have
a very large quanitity of grain-perhaps
four or five times the amount of grain
that their paid up stock amounts to. They
want noney fron the bank upon the credit
of that grain and they cannot get it as the
law stands now if their charter is under
Dominion law. It does seem that one can-
not defend that state of things.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I quite agree
with my hon. friend that if such a company
has an amount of property corresponding to
the amount it wishes to borrow, then it
would be in the interest of the public to
give it ample borrowing powers, but what I
do object to is that unlimited borrowing
powers should be given to a company to
borrow al] the mnioney they choose to borrow
without having any property out of which
that could be realized.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Will the
bank ]end it ? If any improvement can be
made in the provisions of the bill, I shall be
extremely glad to consider it. The bill is
now in the form in which business people
seem to desire it. The point is to increase
the power of borrowing in sone fashion and
to some extent. If the Senate adopt the
second reading to-day, it will be understood
that they only assent to it to the extent of
approving the principle of extending the
borrowing power by some mnethod.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a point that
is probably worthy of consideration in con-
nection with this subject. Clause 37 limits
the borrowing power. The latter paragraph
is this: " But the limitation made by this
section shall not apply to commercial paper
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discounted by the comtpany." This has been
held. I believe, to limit it to the paper of a
third partv.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And here you
propose to give then unliited power in
discounting their own paper.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MO. )WAT--If a bank
chooses to accept it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW ELL-Is'
it not intended to give unlimited power to
all companies organized under the Coi-
panies Act to borrow without any regard
whatever to the securities which they iay
have to offer, andleaveit exclusively with the
banks to see to the nature of their securities ?
How would it affect the shareholders of
such a conpanv if they had a reckless board
of directors, who could go on the market,
or to the banks, and obtain a speculative
credit, if I may use the tern, fat beyond
the assets of the comupany? For instance,
shareholders subscribe a certain anount of
stock, and their liabilities cease when it is
paid up. Then they do what the hon.
Minister of Justice intimated a few minutes
ago they might do, go and purchae large
quantities of grain, say, for instance, two
or three millions of busiels, and the price
falls in the ineantine. The only security
they would have would be the grain, bor,-
rowed, I suppose, on the warehouse receipts.
It night realize a sufficient suni under the
circumstances to repay the bank, but even-
tually would ruin the company and ruin the'
shareholders. However, the inatter can be
more fully discussed in conmittee.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would suggest'
to my hon. friend the wisdon of referring
this bill to the Coniiittee on Banking and
Commerce. It seems to tue it can be dis-
cussed in that comiittee at nuch greater,
advantage than in the whole House.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
we can discuss it better here. The session!
is so fat advanced that if this goes to any
other cominittee than a Commit tee of the
Whole we cannot get it through. I should
prefer to have it go to a Coniinittee of the
Whole House.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Comnmittee of the
whole consideration of Bill (H) " An Act
further to anend the Criminal Code, 1892

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Sectiofl
186B of this bill is as follows :

16 i. In order to prove the ige of a girl or
child for the pirposes of sections 1-3, 1S6. 210
2S2, 2S3, 2S4 and 2S4.A, the following shali besuti
cient primûia0 e ilence :

(n.) Any eitry or record >y an incorporated
society or its otticers having had the control or
care of the girl at or about the time of the girl
being brought to Canada, if such entry or record
has been made before the alleged offence wa.'s co
nitted.

(/,.) Ini tle abseice of other evidence, the judge
or jury before whomu an indictient for the offef<e
is tried, or the justice before whoin a preliiii
inqiuiry thereinto.is held, iay infer the age froih
the appearance of the girl.

Wi th regard to the age of the girl in most
of these. cases, there is great dithiculty in
pro ving the age, and thereby grave offences
receive no puinishmient at all, and the Act
becomes useless. I hear of that from various
quarters from persons who have endeavoured
to enforce these laws. When these societies
take charge of girls, they try to ascer-
tain their ages, and having satisfied theim
selves, thev make an entry accordinglY-
There is no practical diffliculty w-latever in
adopting. the age which societies have in
their recrds. Then paraLraph (b) provides
the judge and jury nay infer the age frol'
the appearance of the girl. In certain cases
thi-s is found to be the onlv way in which, So

far as any one can suggest, it is possible to
meet the case. Veryof ten the girls themselves
do not know their own ages, and there is '10

harm in allowing the judge and jury to infer
the age fron the appearance of the girl. 
is suggested-and on this point I have 110
strong opinion-that it would be better tO
leave this to the judge alone, without a jury.

Hon. MI. MLLS-I think any attemlpt
to do away with trial by jury in those cases
will not be advantageous. The word " jury
had better be there.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Very well
I will leave the words "or jury."
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Hon. -NMr. LOUGHEED-I hope I shall would have to he produced. ler age would
niot be thought captious in taking objection have to be proved beyond peradventure. The
to many of the proposed amendments by the records of ler birth and baptism as well as

noister of Justice to the Crininal Code. the evidence of the parents vou1d have
do not think I an exaggerating when Il to be produced, aid no scintilla of doubt

ay that the public have been very muuch would be permitted to rest in such a case
surprised at the amendments proposed to be on the mind of the court. Now, let us look
lfntroduced by this bill. Many of thein are'on the other hand at the radical change
extremelv mischievous, and I think none of which it is proposed to make in the law n
them more so than the one nov under con- regard to a charge of a most serious char-
fideration. I can scarcely think my hon. acter, which ray be brouht against any

ind is sincere in strongly urging this'individual in the community-namely, that
alendment on the House. It does violence with regard to any girl brought out by a
to the established' principles of evidence. It societv,
attacks the very security on which we rest probably as unchaste as sue can be
for the trial of criminal cases either by the -taken from the gutters of the streets
Judge or judge and jury, and it seenms to there and placed in Canada in a better posi-
4e to introduce an innovation for which my tion of protection than the children of
hon. friend can find no analogy or warrant citizens of this country-insucha caseail that
Whatsoever. Will the hon. gentleman just is necessarv to be done in case an accused per-
consider for a moment some of the innova- son is bèing tried for having illicit connection
tions which these amendments propose to with that girl is the production of the books
introduce into the law of evidence. We of the societv in this country vhere, b;
have alwavs congratulated ourselves upon some philanthropie individual, an entry bas
the security of trial, particularly under our'been made in a book of the age of this girl.
Systemn of EngliQh jurisprudence. The How is that knovledge of the age of the
'aw of evidence by which that girl derived? Lt will be purely guess work.
Security is afforded to the subject bas Tt is simply setting Up judgnent against
been the result of manv centuries of knowledge. Tt is altogether unlikely that the
8rowth. It has been transmitted fronageofthatchi]d willlbe thusinquirediiito. If
he ec(mmon law down to our statute law, lit cannot be aseertained, those who may

and thus has been built up since time im- have charge of this batch of girls brought
I'emorial. Now, during the rnany to this countr will approximate the ages.
centuries that the principles of evidence 1 presume this will be doue with-have been built -up under our systeni of law, out any close inquiry, without having
"'y hon. friend, either under the common made an careful investigation, with-
ah or in the statute law, -ill not find any- out taking into consideration that the
hing analogous to the proposal which he liberty of a ian îay be in jeopardy, and
as introduced here. It proposes to place will enter in those books the probable age of

glish waifs in a position by which they those girls and that book wvl1 he producedCan establish crime against the accused in court and wiIl be admissible as evidence.
regardless of the law of evidence as As ny hon. friend very well knows, there is
Present it applies to Canadian girls. no analogy wbich he can mention bv which
troposes that when these waifs are brought we would be wvrranted in departing 50

el7ni England and landed on our shore those radically from th2 law of evidence
thfO niay be in charge- of them will enter as to introlure this innovation. Ttthe age of those girls in the books depends on the judgment simply of0Df a" n

ar incorporated company, books which persons in charge of those girls as to the age
ae usually kept in anyvthing but a systematic heisalb ntrduinho ok.

'ay Should an entry in books which are Therefore, it is worse than hearsay evidence.
Pe without accuracy or knowledge and It is simply the judgment which may be

r hich you cannot place any degree of exercised by an individual who may not have
liance, be considered suflicient to establish the slightest experience in arriving at a

crile against one on his trial on such a proper conclusion as to the question of age.ýerious charge? In a case where a person Lt must be accepted as the very best possible15 accused of having illicit connection with a evidence for the purpose of establishing a
girl born in Canada, the very best evidence crime. On the other hand, if it i to be the

32J
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result of knowledge that is to be entered up suggest to my hon. friend that that clause
in that book, then the very best evidence be stricken out, or that subsection A be
should be adduced, and the source of struck out, and that a clause be put in pro-
the knowledge from which the entry viding that the evidence of medical men
is made should be produced in the court should be adducible as primaJacie evidence
to establish the, crime of the accused. of the age of the girl. But I think, on the
Furthermore, I would point out to whole, it had better be struck out.
to my hon. friend this anomaly-legal gen-
tlemen here will appreciate the seriousness Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a good deal
of it-my hon. friend purposes to make this of force in the contention of the lion. memll-
evidence and there is no way of rebutting ber from Calgary, but I do not feel that
that evidence except under the present lav there ii enough force in it to induce nie tO
of evidence. If my hon. friend had gone vote with him against the clause. In the
sutiiciently far and said "I will provide le- first place, the hon. gentleman will observe
gislation of equally loose character by which that it is provided in paragrapli A that the
the age may be rebutted, there might be entry or record must be made before he
some justification for it." But you producei alleged offence is comnitted. The exact
a book, and although it is quite apparent to age of the child in this case is not a matter
the judge and jury that the girl may be be- of the utmost consequence. The object of
yond the age of consent, there is no way to the law is to protect a child who is not old
rebut that evidence, because my hon. friend enough to protect herself, and if the child
says it is evidence, and in the face of one of happens to be younger in appearance and
those girls comîing from England, it is utter- otherwise than she is actually, if she happens
ly impossible to rebut that evidence, because to be four oir five nonths older than she
she is practically a foreigner when she comes allears, I do not think that it is suticient
to this country. No one may know whence reason for removing tic proteLtion of the
she bas come or whither she goes, and yet law fron ber; and, as the hon. leader of the
the court by statute is bound to accept as House ointe( out, in the case of those girls
conclusive evidence something which would who core from England, it is very
not under circuinstances be admitted as evi- impossible to secure any entry from the
dence. For instance, if she were borti in'baptismnal registers in the old country. 1 do
Canada, there would e a possibility of the aot think tpa at any serious abuse is likely tO
defence rebutting that evidence, but in arise under this paragraph A. I quite
this case you cannot rebut it, because agree witl the hion asentleman that this evv
you have niiade it evidence, and ail (lence alone should not be suflicient to co'-
the sources from which it bas corne vict. After toie ion. Minister of hustice
are so far renoved fhrom us that it is utterly reads over paragraph B carefully lie will see
impossible to attackit. In the next, case, that it remo uires to c redrafted. The bein-
under subsection B, I notice it is intended ning of t e clause before us is thatr
to leave the question of age to the judge anddefence rettng that evonce t In order to provc tpe age of a girl or cuitl for

this. case you canot rebu icito beas te agecihtehn enlmnta hsei

the purpose of section su and so, the followil1g
other. If my aon. friend, for the purpose of shal be su huicdenot p bi ufici evidence.
attaining the object which lie lad in v vew,
liad provided that the evidence of medical Now paragraph B does not grammaticallY
men should be accepted for the purpose of agree with that. t should say that the
establishing the age of the girl, he night be inference of the judge and jury or of the
able to justify that particular departure from justice shait be priâ fcie evidenceistit
the thel known mies of evidence. Then go on to tel what the judge and jnd'y
there Iould h a possibility of rebutting ay do. I think the hon. gentleman will
that evidence. There would he a possibility see that the language is not harmonious il
of taking the evidence give by niedical its construction. This paragraph B needs
men, and placing other medical evidence of to be somewhat altered in order to make its
the other side, but in this case my ihon. meaning more clear, and I ope the Minister
friend precludes al possibility of that be- of Justice may see is way to providig
inga done. I ould thus point out to hm the that if there is evidence such as described
danger which faces us in placing legislation in B, that evidence shah be corroborated
of this kind upon the statute-book. I would in some way by other evidence, and th.
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hon- gentleman from Calgary has just indi- ing, but I enter my emphatic protest against
cated the kind of evidence which would be going to the extent to which this provides.
reasonable evidence for corroboration-the I say it is entirely unwarranted. It would
evidence of medical men. If the entry jeopardize the liberty of the subject, aid
.Y the incorporated society and the would do violence to the rules of evidence in
Judge or jury, or the magistrate before a manner which should not be countenanced
whom -the girl is brought, agree, one evid- for a moment, and particularly as rebuttal
enice might be looked upon as corroborating evidence would be practically excluded by
the other, but I do not think either kind of the operation of such a law.
evidence-either that set out in paragraph
A or that set out in paragraph B,-should Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
alone and without any corroboration what- There can be no question as to the difficulty
ever be deemed sufficient to justify a convic- of proving the age of the waifs picked up in
ion- the old counitry. Those who have visited

these homes in the old country, are aware
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon. of that fact. They are thrown upon the

friend will see that he would leave wholly world, perhaps without any parents, stunted
1nn1provided for those cases in which there in growth from the manner in which they
Can be no positive evidence of the child's have been living, sleeping about the streets,
age. I put in that second clause expressly so that so far as age is concerned it is a

fleet that class of cases where there could matter utterly impossible to know, and you
e no other evidence of age, and the offender cai only judge froi the size or appearance

Would go unpunished just because of the of the child. I speak from experience, hav-
iniculty - in proving the exact age. ing visited these homes in London, and saw

think it would be a perfectly safe the character of the children that have been
hing to say that a judge or jury may, brought there, and their appearance when

ib they choose-I do not compel thei to do they are first picked off the streets and
ît-ifer the age froni the appearance of placed in these homes by charitable
the girl or child. As to the nedical inen and philanthropic people. They are brought
being called in to express their opinion, I to Canada after being detained in these
do lot know that they are more competent homes for some time, in order to a certain
to judge of the age of the girls than the extent to ascertain what the peculiar tem-
rest of us. I do not see any obscurity in! perament of each child is, and whether there
that subsection. My hon. friend made the is any possibility of reforniation and doing
objection that ,it was sornewhat obscure. I them good by sending them away. I
ko not see the obscurity of it. I do not iook upon this power given to judge or

now by what language I could make it jury to convict upon mere suspicion
tuore smooth. I would adopt any snoother of a child's age, as extremely lange-
anguage if I could find it. Now, when we rous to the liberty of the subject, and I
Sy prima facie' evidence, it means that certainly should, if it were put to a vote,the question is open to other evidence as: record my vote to strike it out.Well. I think the two clauses iay be safely
passed in their present form. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why is nlot

I this principle applied to other crimes as well
- on. Mr. MILLS-Does that mean by an as to tis particular crime ? There are num-inlcorporated society inEngland or in Canada? erous cases in our courts where we observe

an infirmity of evidence, and where, if less
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It might strict rules of evidence were applied, a con-

e either. viction could be secured. There are innum
erable cases of larceny where we have a

on. Mr. LOUGIIEED-So far as I can moral conviction that the accused stole the
earn, no country bas ever gone to the goods, yet you do not ask for one moment
etent which is proposed here. We find to relax the principles of evidence in regard
nntlder the New York Penal Code there to larceny, or a dozen other crimes, and why
s a provision that medical nien may be should special legislation be passed to protect

Called in to determine the age of a 'girl, this particular class of girls ? These children
Where better evidence is not fortbcom- come here and are surrounded by better en
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vironment than in England. They are in about them. When they come here we re-
sonie casespickedup from the gutters in Eng ceive thern and we ara bound to protect
land, where they are rendered subject to ail thein. 3y bon. friend says that we are
kinds of vice and surrounded by the most doing more for these children than we are
vicious influences, and are brought to this doing for our own girls, that we are givfilg
country and we are asked, forsooth, to build thei more protection than our own girls.
a barricade of law round these children to This subsection will apply to our own girls
protect them better than we protect our own quite as w ell as to these children that, coue
children. We are asked to violate the best to the country. It would not apply to this
rules of evidence for the purpose of establish- class more than the other. With regard to
ing a case against an accused, p-ossibly one the first section, the reason we do not need
to levy blackmail against a subject of Can- anv protection that I knov of beyond whiat
ada, and that special protection should be we have now in regard to our own girls in
given to this class of children. I do protest general, is becuuse there is alnost sure to be
nost emphatically against it. sone record of the age of those who are born

Hon. Sir OLIVER MIOWAT--I con-
sidered this clause as one wvhich would be
passed without any ditliculty whatever. Il
had no idea that such indignation would be
excited as my hon. friend has expressed. _My
lion. friend speaks of the proposed provision
as entirely new and for that reason objects

liere. But thein I do not require a record. if
you can prove the age in any other way, I
do not suggest that you should insit upol
a record in the case of our own girls. I
think it of great importance that there
should be ample protection to young girls,
whether bcrn here or in any other country,
and this clause was drawn with that view.

to it, but we are constantly amending the I hope the committee will not reject the
law as ditliculties occur. We ought to proposed provision because it bas been
amend the law. A great deal of injustice. pointed out to me vry earnetly, by those
would be done if we failed to amend the who have been giving attention to this
lawwhen itis found (lefective in regard to any ý,ubject, that soie such provision is abso-
inatter. We are bound to amend it, and lutely necessary, that the offence constantlY
are constanîtly doing it. There are in the law goes unpunished because there is no eVl
provisions in regard to the age where ap- dence that can be given, under the present
parent age is spoken of and recognized as all law, of the age of the girl, and thereby
that is necessary to be accepted. Offenders constantly escape. We are

bound to look after that, and make the
Hon. Mr. LOU(IEED-Not the crim- best provision we can to maeet the case, and

inal law. the records by the societies are help-
ful. There is no reason why they should not

Hon. Sir OLIVER 31OWAT-The law be : rue records. The managers are intelligent
should provide as far as possible for every people-all I have ever had to do with, and
evil. My hon. friend speaks of these the ages of som1e of the girls-I do not knov
children as having been taken from the gut- how large a proportion of them--are
ters, as being surrounded witlh vice and reported to them when they are brought
probably being themselves vicious. Xty hon. out here. Wlen the question is merelY
friend has spoken far too strongly about that in regard to age, I think that mîy hon.
for several reasons, and one is that the per- friend's objections are not applicable at all,
centage of the girls brought out by these and ought not to weigh with us. An
societies who go wrong afterwards is ex- offence may be conmitted. It may depend
trenelv snall. Another reason is that these upon a year or two of age what the offence
societies do not send out children whom may be, and since the present law does not
they believe to be bad. They keep theni afford us any means of proving what it iS,
for whatever time is necessary in order to our duty is to tind some other mneans.
improve their disposition and so on, if they These children should be protected, and by
are not good when they take themn up,in order the best neans our ingenuity may suggest.
to make theni fit to be respectable girls in the
new country to which they are sent. I Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-3Iy hon. frieild
think my hon. friend has done wrong to the -Minister of Justice suis this clause is In
those poor girls in the way he has spoken his opinion absolutely necessary. Has he
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anY information which le would give the the necessity of very strong laws to protect
"Ouse as to the extent of these offences this particular class of immigrants. During
against this class of female children-lowv this period of upwards of 15 years we have
ftr they have been committed in Canada? had, [ fancy, an average of 30 to 40 young

girls, and perhaps fron 100 to 150 boys-
lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There are something like that-and while we generally

no statisties on the subject. have had little dittculty with the boys,
quite often there have been cases of the

l1on. Mr. FERGUSON----My own recol- character referred to by the Minister of
lection bears out one case that got into the 'Justice, where young girls away from home,
ewspapers, of a girl of titis c]ass having from every tie and every affection to guide
een seduced by her guardian at the place and control them, have been brought too

where she was located by the society. I readily under the influence of their tempor-
know there are a gr, at num ber of these ary guardian, and they come to grief, and

People being brought into this coutntrv. I in alnost every such case we have failed
remember crossing the Atlantic on a steamer to bring the criminal to justice.
Where there were 700 on board ; and I know
this work of bringing these children into
Canada has been going n foi- a long time statistics, or do you knov of any that are

and to prove the necessity of this clau-se, published?
't lnust be shown that abuses have arisen. Hon. Mr. SANFORD-Memory fails nie
thfeel vith my hon. fri-nd from Calgary to find one case in which we have brought
that this is a very grave step we are taking the criminal to justice. Our rule has in-
en alering the law of evidence. The cir- variably been to require the parties who
uttances must be verv serious indeed that apply for children to send letters of recoin-

thOd call for such a senius departure from mendation front the pastor of the church
.h establisied law of evidence. My hon. with w hich they are associated, reconmend-
end should be able to furnish us with ing thei to be people of the best possible

facts in order to as-ertain whether this evil charaîct er ; and yer, within ten miles of this
a serious and widespread- one : because, if city, we had a case where the hired mati and

hat fact is esablishîed, it miglt justify us a voung girl of 13 or 14 vears occupied the

l Passing this clause, and imiglt also be same bed-rooim, with sinply a sheet around
held as a reflection upon the societies that the bed to prote-t lier frlom view. He was
a1re bringing out these children, tiat tlhey a hired man, and of the usual class of such
are lot exercising sufficient care as to the men. You can naturally conclude what
class of people 'iito whose hals they are 1 will be the result.
Putting thein. But it is certainly due to us
that 've should know to what extent this Hon. Mr. Mc3ILLAN-I think you
evil has arisen under titis systein of bringing had better put a clause in to cover that.
tese poor childrenl to our country. Hon. Mi-. SANFOID- We should have

n.Mr. SANFORD- Iavin be-in something more than a sheet to cover that.
soiated with one of these homes for the She was very indignant when, in a le ter

last fitteen years think I can speak with dictated by myself, I called her attention to
8orne knowledge of the effect of bringing this extraordinary conduct, and asked her

oung girls into this country, being, as tbey the question, Would she place hier own
are, wvhile wvith the faniy who have child in the samne room with the hired mnan ?
eblgage them w o p c r I asked the question with reference to ber

yond what is supposed to be the protection letter of recommxendation, and so on, and
and care of the family with whoin thev the answer I received led me to find the
are left, who, in ianiy cases, consider only wVonan liad iost indifferent views of ber
the question of how much of labour time responsibility.
ghey can secure with the least compensation. Hon. Mr. L(U(HEED-How does that
Several cases of seduction have come clause protect such cases ?

ler Iy notice, and in no instance have
we betn successful in bi-inging the criminal Hon. Mr. SANFORD-The more severely
t justice ; therefore, I can quite appreciate you define the position of the girl, that she
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is an orphan and dependent, and having such premises for the puripose of being unlawfullY

no friend in the country, other than and and earnrally knowrn by any man, wyhether suC
carnal knowledge is intended to lie with any parti

excepting the superintendent or manager elar imran, or generally, is guilty of an indiictable
of that home, who may be miles away offence anid-
and the dread, the apprehension and the (a.) is liable to ten years' imprisonmrent if sich

fear of the penalty and the possibility gil is under the age of [16] years; and
t(act 1.) is liable to two years' imprisonment if suCle

of bringing the crime bome, maya girl is of or above the age of [i6] and under the age
as a deterrent. With regard to the age, let of [211 years.
me say iere in the case or tie ronie enîruren
as to a very large proportion we have an
assurance as to their age. Quite a propor-
tion of these are the children of people who
were in respectable positions, but owing to
sickness, or poverty, or death they have
been placed in charge of our home, and after
a ternr of from four to six vears of careful
training they have been sent to Canada. 1
an greatly impressed with this idea, that
you cannot too closely surround these
children, for tiey are no more than children,
with the protection that will guarantee their
being taken care of when beyond the reach
of hone and parents and loved ones. It
occasionally happens that al] the members
of the fanily go to church, and the oldest
son ias some excuse to remain at home to
belpi the voun girl to attend to the houseiol
work, and the evil cones then.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I wish to nake
one renark wvith reference to determining
the age. If menstruation bas not occurred
the age could not w-tell bes deterinined, because
the chanrge takes place in passing fron girl-
hood to womanhood when mrienstruation first
occurs. If a girl was 14 and lad menstru-
ated, 1 would consider she was a wonan and
entitled to be placed in tiat position. But
a judge or jury in trving the case could not
deterniine it readily without that fact being
known. It occurs to me-I do not know if
it would be right to put those words in the
law or not-hut I would take it that it
should be "before or after menstruation, lion. Srr U Nl 1W) LA LbL
and that would cover the case entirelv ; y
because there would be evidence then. other clause vhich bas been rejected involves

the principie of evidence iii criminal casel,
The motion was defeated : Contents 13, This provides for the punisbment of the

Non-contents 19. oner or occupant (f a îrope'ty who takes
a female to or ailows te be used for iimlrnI'l

Hion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The next and improper purpeses. I do net see ""Y
clause is the following in substitution for analogy between the two caes. I aur entireY
section 187 of the code: in favour of this clause. Te only <1ue-tiof

1)(r tif any oiewibiirte -Nie O'OC.-ith me is whetlrer we slrould not ,ub)stitutP>
187. Every on1e who, beingL thre owner (r occu-~~f 1

pier of any preinises, or laving, or acting. or assist-
ing' in the imranageieit or conitrol thereof, induces
or knowingly sutfeis any girl of such age as in this 1on. Mr. P(AVER-I think that tis 's
section inentioie to resort te or lie iii or upo Ti one of the fost atrocieus practices that ce"
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In paragraph (a) 16 is substituted for 14;
in paragrapi (b) 16 is substituted for 14,
and 21 is substituted for 16. In the first
line of the section " owner and occupier s
rmade to read "owner or occulier. These
are the only changes.

Hon. Mr. SANFDRD-I think the hof-
gentleman sbould leave out the vord
"owner." It is quite possible for the owier
of the house not to be cognizant of the
circumstance.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Blut i
the owner permits it and has the power tO
prevent it ie should be punislhed for it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--The only part o
this clause that I arn in favour of repîorting
is the anendinent in tre first line-that Il
the substitution of the word "or" fcr "and

in the law as it stands at present. I ain

opposed to the alieration of the law cO'
ternplated by subsections " A" andI "B.
We bave had several divisions of the Col"'
mittee already on the principle invoîved ifl
this clause and the divisions have ail beefl
in the direction of preventing an extensioln
of the law. Tie argunment in this case is
as strong as the otiers, and I think the
coinnittee will have no hesitation in strik-
ing out the clause altogether. I think it
would be well to take the sense of the col'
mittee on the first aimendimrent.



Pssibly exist-that of bringing virtuous crime for years, and I believe that it is very
girls no matter of what age, into houses of uncommon throughout Canada. The hon.
rosjtitution-leading them in there without gentleman from Hamilton spoke about peo-
eir having knowledge of the character of ple getting those orphan boys and girls for the

8uch Places. I do not think the public sense purpose of taking all the work they could
WIllbe at all shocked by our punis;hing that out of them. I know the opposite is often
Ofence with imprisonment, even though the the case. Many of those children are just
grl is 21. as well taken care of as if their guardians

were their parents. Very often they find
.Mr. McMILLAN-If the bon. happy homes and are better off than they

"nister of Justice would change the age of ever would have been in the old country. I
fto 14 and leave iii the 21, I would approve agree with the hon. gentleman from Glen-

't Supposing the girl is 16 ears an garry as to the propriety of fixing the age at
itl old, then'the offender is only punished 14. If you are to keep raising the age why' two years' imprisonment, while if she is stop at 21, let us adopt the suggestion of

10 years' under16years the punishment is the junior member for Halifax and say 45.
tlyas imriomet The crtia tiei Let, us avoid mnaking statemients in this

to yearage.Ithink 14 is:a betterperiod House which will lead the world to believe
leadme than 16. I agree with the hon. that the horrid crimes to which reference is

aeader of the opposition that this clause has made are common in Canada. The best
aeiferent bearing from the one wit which amendment to this bill would be one which
at have just dealt. There cannot be a more would throw it out altogether.

Ocious act thn to keep a house for the
Purpose mentioned in this clause, and the Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the first

shment ought to be severe- amendment substituting "or" for " and " is

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I tbink we a necessary one. The owner must be an
Iould .this clause without any hesita- occupier to be liable to punisiment. After

tio ppass t cl wtout n si the amendment is made, it will read :
the Iatever. It oniy proposes to punish "Every one who being the owner or occupier
k11O.Niers. or occupants of property who of any premises," etc., making the owneringly induce girls to enter such places who connives at the use of bis prperty for

r 14mmoral purposes, and whether the age immoral purposes liable to punishment. We
sve16 or 21 the punishment ought to be all know that in our large cities there areVere.

owners of property who knowingly let their
11011. Mr. ALMON-I hope no alteration houses for such purposes. Under the law
l e made in 'he law wNhich will prevent they cannot be punished unless they are

the punishment of the owner. It would be occupiers, but when you make this change
aSrd to say that le dues not, know what you make a very valuable and important
use his bouse is to be put to. In many amendmnent to the section. That this cr:me
cases the ovner receives a larger rent for bis of enticing young girls into houses of ill
thuse when rented for immoral purposes repute is serious there can be no doubt;

f it were used for anv other purpose. but the law punishes amply at present.
s pretended ignorance of the use of the Consider the punishment-ten vears' im-

ouse should not be excused. If you tix an prisonnment-ten times as much as is some-
artificial age, 21 years is a reasonable limit. times imposed on a man for manslaughter.

That is the age at which a man cati take The punishment is excessive. If the girl is
control of his own property, althougb he over 16, under the second clause, the punish-
nIay have been equally compétent to manage ment is two years. Is not that ample

at 19. The House will vet perceive that imprisonment for inducing a girl who ought
We did wrong in not adop'ting the limit I to have more sense than to enter such a
ProPOsed-45 years. place 7. Som.e bon. gentlemen speak as if it

were either this amendment or nothing-
"on. Mr. OGILVIE-If we were to credit but it is not a question of just and proper

ta hat we heard to-day we would believe and proportional punishment, uut a question
that crimes of this character are common of excessive punishment. The exiting law
'n'Canada. I do not think that is the case. is deterrent enougi, and I do not believe in

"IMontreal I have not heard of such a making it so severe that there will he diffi-
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culty in putting it into execution. Where
a punishament is sa dispioportioned to the
otfnce many criminals escape punishiment
altogether. I wish the connittee to bear
in mind that I am not in the least degMree
mitigating the serious and disgraceful char-
acter of the offence here attempted to be
punished, but what I ask the committee to
reiember is this, that we have already a
section on our statute books which Nvas
placed there after grave deliberation by a
large committee of both Houses and after-
wards adopted after careful consideration
by both Houses of parliament which is, I
think, full and suticient to ieet the case.
WhVat does it say'? It provides for the
imprisonment of the offender for 10 years if
the girl is under 14. That is very proper,
but the punishment is too severe if it extends
t, the age of 16.

ing up houses of prostitution, and thus dis-
tributing those girls through the city aJ
other places to establish rooms has not been
productive of good, and it would have beefl
very much better if a dozen of them had
remained together under close police super-
vision where they could have been looke
after bv the municipal authorities, and where
theevil would havebeenconcentratedinstead
of being distributed throughout the whole
community.

The first amendment substituting "o
for "and " was ado ted.

On subsection " A.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the age
should be 14 as it was before.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-If we vote this
clause out, the law will stand as it is.

Hon. Sir OLIV ER MIOWAT -Would Hon. Mr. MILLS-Imnprisonment for
you have no punishnent inflicted for the years is a very serious punishment for this
offence if the girl is only 16 ? offence. The effect of making so severe *

Hon. Mi. MILLER-.I do iot thimk a punishnent is that in inany cases the parties
escape prosecution altogether. If the perw

tmg more is required than the statute pro~ were shorter you would be nuch more cer-
Vides at present for the pun:shment of this t to have the law effectivel

t h e f y enforced

orenec. i admit it is an aboninable crime,
but the law at present amply punishes it.

Hon. Mi'. POWER-I would suggest
that the Minister of Justice take the sense
of the connuittee on eaeh of the-e amend-
mentsý.

Hon. Sir OLIVER UIOWAT-The Pre-
sent period was fixed very deliberately at e
former session. No harm has resulted froie
it. This is nerelv a maximum. The jdge
will consider wvhether in each case the
maximum penalty should he inflicted. l

d1 b- i ;lici
lio. r.LoU'91ED- shul lkesomne cases 10 years wVoul e an nsu f

to point out the objection wvhichi mnay be punishmment. It seeis to be the feelinb
raised to subsection " B." It has been the House that 16 in section " A " shoulk be

denonstrated very fully in iost cities 1I-that is, the present law should reniaîf

where attempts have been made under the as it is. If that is the feeling of the. cOn

municipal law to break up houses of prosti- mittee I would prefer to substitute 14 to 16

tution. They have been broken up m subsection " A.'

with the result that roons of assigna- The clause as amended was adopted.
tion and other evils of the kind have follow-
ed froni that particular action. Now it On subsection "B."

seems to me that 16 being the age of con- Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That should be
sent, you leave on the street practically, 18 instead of 21.
under this law, girls between the ages
of 16 and 21 who may le prostitutes; Hon. Mr. POWER-I fail to see
you provide no place for thein except these objection there is to punishing a man for
ho uses which are places of reception for inducing a girl under 21 to enter a brothe-
thein at the present tine and you coipel them Any nian who induces a girl to go to a place
to secure quarters and ply their nefarious of that kind for an immoral purpose shoul
tratlic in a c!andestine manner in roons and be punisbed, and this two vears is the
(uarters of thatcharacter. I thinkIamsafein maximum punishment. The court, if there

saying the conclusion has been that all mu. are extenuating circumstances, may let hie'
nicipal action which has been taken in break- off with three montbs or six nmonths.
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Mon. Mr. OGILVIE-If the hon. gentle-
raan from Halifax is right, strike out 21

Ogether. Proteet every woiman, no inatter
what her age is. What the hon. gentleman

gary says has more comiLon sense.
should be the age limit ; but if 21

be the limit, a woman of any age should
prote.ted. .

on Mr. ALMON--45'

on. Mr. MILLER-I think there would
a Objection to tix the age between 14and 18.

in age, and I therefore move that it be from
14 to 18.

The amendment was agreed to, and thte
clause as anended was adopted.

One clause 190a.

section 190a.-By inserting imediately after
section 190 the followig section :

"190n. Every one is guilty of an inîdictable

offence and liable to a penalty ntot e.\eedimtg on-
tIousanid dollars,. or to one years iipr isoir
ment, or to hoth, who lives in a state of open and
notoriîos a<iultery or fornication with another per-
son and without anly clailin or pretense of their

on Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Where
to the does not confine the punishment there is some pretense I do not want to deal

th inducing of a virtuous girl to go into with that whatever the ground of pretense
tt1 hel for the purpose of prostitution. is. Somuetimes there are found to be defects,

1210n.- Mr SCOTT-The punishment is for instance in the license, and strictly speak-
r'uted to the owner or occupier. ing the marriage may not be a legal one.

hI d i Ot i d d bt i4,

lion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The'
Pont to which I desire to call the attention
ff the committee is this: the senior memberfor halifax stated titat thie irducing of a
Shou ous girl to enter a house of this kinddo-îI be punisiable. I would punish the'
fir In matter how old she is, but it goes
Urther than that. If the owner or occu-

Pnt of the house takes a common street
r er, bWho may have been on the street
rear, into his house ie is as punishable

t ais if she were a virtuous grI.

lionl. Mr. NIILLER-The clause applies
. tO the occupier or owner of n house

f lnduces a female to come to his house
r Purposes of prostitution, whether she

cetprostitute or not. I tbink, under a
eethn age, say the age of 18, any person,

8  er Owner or occupier, inducing a per-
go to a brothel should be punished,

Id> not think two years, at the dis-
t'On of the judge, is too little. Therefore,
s.ink the -Ninister of Justice should adopt
8instead of -m.

e ave a in ni ar o, ain no Ou n I
other provinces, to pass laws fron time to
time to legalize marriaue where it was defec-
tive. One was where the law required that
the clergyman should be resident of the
province, and Catholics were married by
clergymen who were not residents of the
province, so they were not married at all.
So that I do not propose to touch any case
where there is any pretense or ebaim of
their being married to one another ; but in
other cases I think it is proper. In Eng-
land such cases are taken cognizance of and
punished by the ecclesiastical court ; but we
have no ecclesiastical court here to punish
thei.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Supposing those
parties say they are married ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--If they
make a claim to be married, I propose not
to touch the case.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Tlhat is all they
would have to do.

Hon. Sir OJLi VER MOW N% AT-T here are
lion. Mr. LOUGHEjD-This clause cases whvere there is no pretense of that kind.
ends t the k er of a bouse of il,-fame A case occurred in the county of Huron,

hoga girl uer 21 years of age in her where a couple of people were living notor-
udse. iously in adultery, not married, and it ex-

lio cited an immense amount of indignation
ison. Mr. McMILLAN -The intention among the people ; and they undertook to

s rotect young girls. A girl at 21 mob them, which they did, because there
iuld be able to look after ierself. The was no law to touch the case or int rfere

rention it to protect girls when they are with thein. I think in those avowed cases
. I think 16 is not sufficiently ligh of adultery there should be a punishment.
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Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think this is courts have subsequently held the marria e
unnecessary, if it is not mischievous, legisla- was not a valid one, and those last vo.
tion. I think it is a great mistake. I would protect them ; but it is a (1uestWO
have known in my life two or three cases whether those last words would protect those
where people would be liable to be punished, 1 who claim to be married and have a
and they are as good living and as honest living somewhere else-those who claim 0
people as Canada holds. be married a second time and have a

wife living. It seens to me under t
Several hon. MEMBERS-Oh, oh clause you may reach a class of persons

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Yes, I repeat it; you cannot at present reach at all ; that 's
they are upright, good people. I am not persons who go to the United States to a
going into the history of the cases, but I ry and return with the wonan whiom
know of three at least. This legislation is have married.
got up, what for ? The hon. minister tells
us it is because of one case up in Huron. Hon. Mr, SCOTT-This clause would fO

rea.h that class.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are other cases.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It should be f ramed
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is one case to meet it.

of it there, and I know something of the
county of Huron myself. I am perfectly Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The claUS
satisfied that that clause 203 is, to say the goes far enough.
least of it, and to use the mildest language, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not intended to
unnecessary, and we would be a great deal .
better if we had less of that legislation here. meet it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMCYW-Is flot tlîat ad"1ll
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not agree with HeO n t

the hon. gentleman from Alma.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-You never do. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, but it is a ques
H tion to my mind whether the latter pat

Hon. Mr. POWER--I have agreed-with the clause would not protect then. I tii
the hon. gentleman as to several clauses in the clause should extend to the case of big-
this bill, but I do not agree altogether as to My where persons are married abroad, b-
this clause. As the hon. member has point- cause I an strongly of opinion that ultii"a
ed out, we are in a different position from tely it will be found that we cannot reacl
wvhat they are in England, where people who that class of cases; and we can reach theil'
are guiltv of notorious adultery can be got by this section if it were altered verballY SO

at through the ecclesiastical court, or could as to include those parties.
at one time. It is a great scandal that
people can with inpunity live in wvhat is Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I tiik
described here as open and notorious adul- dealing with this subject fou the 6ust
tery, and it should be punished but I can- we slould not go too fau, but should ea
not say I can go as far as the next words to subsequent legislation any further en
go, because under that a man who lived ments. I considered the matter, and
with a mistress would be liable to the pen- that the clause shouid not apply t
alties providd by this clause. But I do cases where they went to the United States
think open and notorious adultery should and got maruied. I do not think it
be punished, and if the committee lecide in expedient to deal with those cases.
that way-that is, not to punish the other'
offence-then those words '' Without any H
claim or pretense of being married " should words "or fornication" in the 4th hue of
be struck out. 190a be strtick out. There is no 5uch

provision as thjis in Eng i nd or any
Hon. Mr. MILLS-As to these words country that I know of

"without any claim or pretense of.being mar-
ried," there are cases where persons have 1 lon. Sir MACKENZIE Bo ELL'
been mauried in the Indian Territories wheue Then to make it consistent you should stlike
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Out from the word " fornication "' to the end THE SENATE.
Oýte paragraph.

rOtawa, T'uesday, 8th June, 1897.
to Mnr. POWER-No. I move simplyo trike out "or fornication." The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

o'clock.
The ainendient was carried, and the

elause as amendled was adopted. Prayers and routine proceedings.

on. Mr. SCOTT-It is rather unfortu- AMERICAN BANK NOTE COM-
nate that it should go abroad that in the PANY'S BILL.

on of the Senate of the Dominion of REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.
nada it is proper and right that a man

should live in fornication. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.), from
the Committee on Standing Orders and Pri-

n. Mr. POWER-Nobody has said it vate Bills, reported that the committee had
as%8 proper and right. under consideration Bill (68) " An Act to

incorporate the American Bank Note Com-

thlon Mr. SCOTT-It is the inverse of pany," and had found that the forty-ninth
sons statefr ent. We propose to punish per- rule of the Senate had not been complied

for living in adultery ; but a man who with.
h. nlot married can live in fornication for

i and not be punished. I think it Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I take exception,
rawing the line very far. I think few as being the party who moved the first read-

cases will be proved. It is rather regrettable ing of this bill, to the report which lias been
e should lay down a rule of that kind. brought in by the Standing Orders Com-

minttee. Of course, on principle they are
l'on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I perfectly right, but unfortunately they have

all the hon. gentleman to order. The not acted upon that principle this year, or
clause has been carried. any preceding year as long as I have been

The comiuittee rose, reported progress and in the Senate. Therefore I do not think it
a8ked leave to sit aain exactly the thing, at this late period of the

session, to throw out the bill for this tech-
nicality. This company is applying for in-

BILLS INTRODUCED. corporation. It asks for ne exclusive
power, or anything of that kind. The ques-

bilAt the Safe tion at present is whether the bill is to be
b (106)"AnAct respectingte thrown out because it has not been adver-

ePOsit Warehousing and Loan Company." tised as required by the rules of the Senate.
While I do not pledge myself to support the

bill (30) " An Act respecting the Central bill when it is brought before another com-
ounties Railway."-(MIr. Clemrow.) mittee, still I want to see fair, even-handed

justice extended to this company as well as
(24) " An Act to incorporate the to any other company; therefore, I do not

faitoba and Pacific Railway Company."- think the committee, taking all these mat-(Mr. Lougheed,) ters into consideration, were justified, under
bill (69) "An Act respecting the Quebec the circumstances, in reporting as they have

done, although carrying out strictly the rules
«c ' orency and Charlebois Railway of the Senate and being perfectly within

pany. -(Mr. Clemow.) their rights. J believe that this year there
bit (90) " An Act respecting the Mon- have been some sixteen or seventeen bills

treal Bridge Company."-(Mr. Clernow.) reported upon and with regard to which the

illî (68> "An Act respecting the Ameni- forty-ninth rule has been suspended.

Can Bank Note Company."-(Mr. Clemow.) Hon. Mr. McKAY--Not that many bills.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Well, a great
The Senate adjourned. many, and therefore, on these grounds, they
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should place this bill in the saine position, Cornnittee. It does not seem to nie that
and then, when it goes to the proper com- we ought to treat in that vicarious way this
mittee, they will have an opportunity of one bill, after having pernitted seven others
discussing it on its merits. Therefore, I immediately preceding it to go through and
move that the 49th rie be suspended in so to be reported upon without having COW
far as it relates to this bill. It is merely formed to the rule, but standing in exactly

just and right. In other sessions, had ive the sane position that this bill stands i-
carried out the rule strictly, no inan would Now, the solicitor who was before us, who
try to enforce the rule strictly now, parti- had charge of the bill and who had givef
cularly as the fault lies with the solicitor, notice in the Gazette of the intention of the
who is promoting the bill. As you all American Company to ask for incorporatiol
know, this company came here at a late here, was informed by my hon. friend the
period in the year, and the solicitor had not Senator from this city, that it was the ii
time to advertise. It is a mistake on his variable practice of the Senate not to iisit
part, and he will have to suffer the con- upon this rule, but in practice to act la
sequences if the rule is enforced as accordance with the rules which prevail ii
proposed by the committee. I hope the the House of Commons. The rules of the
House will take all the circunstances into House of Commons require that notice shal
consideration, and allow this bill to be be published in the ,Gazette, and our rule
treated in a similar way to the bills under requires that that notice shall be published
similar conditions this session. in some newspaper in every province of the

Dominion. The rule of the Senate, it nIay
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The be proper in certain cases to enforce. If

hon. gentleman vill have to give notice of the Senate or the committee are of opinio'
his motion to suspend the rules. The com- that there are parties whose interests are
mittee to-day inquired into this matter likely to be injuriously affected by tbe
carefully, and there lias been no case of hard- legisiation, and that they are not likely
ship. The promoters of the bill were notified to hear of it unless notice is given 1.
that they had not complied with the rules the papers of the province, then it 1s
of the Senate, and they treated that notice well, perhaps, to insist upon this rule being
with contempt, and made no effort to coin. enforced, but it it is perfectly obvious to
ply with the rules. It is true we suspended the hon. gentlemen of this House, as it was
the rule in a number of cases, but there was obvious to the members of the committee,
no opposition to those bills, and to-day we that there was but one institution in a"
are told by counsel opposing this bill that Canada that could be injuriously or adver
it would interfere with certain rights. In sely affected by this charter, and that
every case where we suspended the rule, the institution is in this city, and was repie-
committee were convinced that the bill sented before the commnittee, and was tiere
would not interfere with any public or for the purpose of taking advantage of the
private rights, and on that ground recoin- provision in this respect to refuse these
mended the suspension of the rules. The parties a charter. The best evidence we
committee have been too lax during the could have that they had sufficient notice
whole of this session in suspending the was that they were there, and it seems to
rule so frequently. It. causes the Senate to me that their opposition ought not to have
be treated with contempt by promoters of been base 1 on a technical objection of this
bills, who think if they comply with rules sort, but that the bill should have go!'e
of the House of Commons, they can disre- before the proper committee and if there
gard the rules of the Senate, and for those were any valid reasons for not incorporating
reasons to-day I was obliged to give my vote this company, these parties would have anI
to sustain the rules. If the hon. gentleman opportunity of stating those reasons and
wants to bring this bill up again, he will the conmittee charged with the subject
have to give notice of his motion to suspend would have an opportunity of dealing with
the rule. the question upon its merits. Now, J'1

hon. friend from British Columbia says that
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I certainly do not we allowed seven other bills immediately

concur with the view expressed by my hon. preceding this to go through, althOugh
friend, the chairman of the Standing Orders they had not given notice more than this
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COmnlittee had, because there was no objec-
tion. Why, hon. gentlemen, there ha- e been
no objection because parties interested did
"ot know.

hlion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C)-Well,
they ought to Mhow.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Hon. gentle-
men, if the question was as stated by the
hon. meinber from Ottawa and the hon.
member from Bothwell, I would have pro-
tested against the rule being enforced, even
in comnittee, but hon. gentlemen know that
al] our committees have certain rules upon
which they generally act, and the Conunittee
on Standinf Order hav as 1 a ue eore

'10n Mr. MILLS-The reason which my in favour of suspending the 49th rule whenbon friend gave for allowing these bills to bills were unopposed, and that is just the
go o1 ray be a reason for objecting to thebills reason why the hon member fron Ottawa
-for their being opposed by the Committee and the hon. mnember from Bothwell have

o4 Standing Orders, because it mav be an evi- made stateients which were not in accord-
4ence that interested parties living at dis- ance with facts. What are the facts? We have
tant portions of the country, whose interests had before us, durin:: the session, seven bills of

ould be injuriously affected, had no know- which public notice had not been given re-
edge that such legislation was intended. gularlv. and the committee recommended

'he reason which my hon. friend then gave that the 49th rule be suspended, because in
for Permitting these bills to go through is those cases the bills were unopposed. In the
a.ther a reason against their having per- present instance the coimittee had before

Zitted them to go through, and I think the them the very gentleman opposing the bill
tomnittee should consider in every case, coming forward and saying he had been
eOking at the nature of the legislation deceived by notice not being given, and that
alled for, are there parties who have in- therefore, he wvould urge the comnittee to

terests that are likely to be injuriously enforce the rule. Was not this sufficient
affected, and that it is the duty of this House reason to induce the commnittee to stick t(

Protect against the legislation sought. the rule? I should think so. This is faromy hon. friend does not pretend that froin being in accord with the statements
there was any legislation of that sort asked made a minute ago by the two bon. senators,
for. There was one conpany engaged in whose statement was that the bill stood on
4iness of the saine character whose in- the same principles as the others. The

trests were likely to be injuriously affected, other bills were unopposed. while this 1i!l is
anid if they had any grounds for opposition opposed, so that, under the rule laid down
at al], they wou)d have an opportunity of for years past, I should think that bef re
appearing before the Committee on Miscel- charging the cominittee with haviing done
aieous Private Bills for the purpose of such a wrong as that mentioned by the two
tating their objection, and it was for that hon. gentlemen who have taken exception

vomittee to consider whether this Act of to the report of the committee, those two
'licorporation should have been granted or gentlemen ought to have inquired and made
Rot. Looking at the uniform practice of sure of what had been done.
that conmittee during this session, looking
at the practice which prevailed in former Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I did not intend
es8 sions and for a long series of years by this to accuse the committee of wrong doing. I
a4mittee, it does seen to be a rather ex- merely stated facts. The gentleman who

traordinary position that a committee should was there opposing the bill was a resident of
4ke advantage of this provision in its rules the city of Ottawa and the county of Carle-
to object on such grounds to report in favour ton, and he admitted that the notice was

the bill. I think that a wrong has been printed here. He admitted that it was
doe, and a wrong has been done because printed in the Canada Gazette, and there

Of the action of the committee in other cases. was very little opposition as far as Ontario
P pactice that has grown up invited the was concerned. I cannot understand, be-particular course of proceeding of which the cause a party does not oppose a bill, that

'Ormmittee now complains, and that being ergo the committee must allow it to pass. I80, it seems to me that these parties are en- think it just as much in the interest of the
titled to.the legislation for which they have public that the committee themselves should
sOught. inquire whether any wrong is inflicted,
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whether the bill is opposed or not in the vinces of Quebec and Ontario. In thee
general interest of the country, and therefo e, provinces the notice has been given accord
merely taking what the hon gentleman said, ing to our rule: therefore, 1 think there is
I want to disavow any intention of throw- no valid objection to be taken to passing the
ing any slur upon the actions of the com- bil through the committee so far as these
nittee. I believe thev acted in the best provinces in which the notice las been given

faith, but the unfortunate thing is that they are concerned. The oniy*ibjection the
have not been consistent, but they single posibly couid be urged against the actiof
out this one bill anong so many before then the corninittee in favour of the enforcenlt
this year.. It is not a correct principle to of the rule is tlat notice has not been given
have sustained hv the Senate. Make that throughout the whole of Canada in papes
rule whatever it nay be, and have it en- published in the diflèrent provinces of the
forced. There is no member of this House Doininion. That certainly is ratier
who will insist upon its enforcement more technical objection. We know very
than I shall, but, under all the circumstances, although the notice may not be published il
an exception should be made in the case of the papers of the different provinces, that
the American Bank Note Company as has it was publîshed in the Canada Gazpte
been done in similar cases. I merely wish this paper circulates through every province
to bring the matter before the notice of the and every province in that way has
Senate in order that they may understand notice, aithough not according to the stVict
the subject and if they do not agree to rules laid down by the Senate for te guid
proposition to suspend the 49th rule with ance of the standing conmittees. I ther
respect to this bill, or if they insist on the fore think that ve should vaive the objectiOl
notice being given for to-morrow, I shall and suspend the rule to ailow the i tr
give such notice, but I hope they will waive duction of this bil. At the same tinie,
that, because the session is drawing to a believe there are clauses and conditions in
close, and we should [et the bill come up that bill which 1, as one member of the
for consideration on its inerits. We cati Senate, would seriously object to when the
throw it out if it is found to be injuriois. bil cornes before the Committee on Standing

Orders, or before the Senate, but we should
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-This House fot throw it out upon a technicai objectiol

has, laid down rules vhich the com pittee as w he have been urged to do.
on Standing Orders have to follow. In
case the comnittee find that this or that
rule may not be followed they have to be in
a position to make good their recommen-
dation. This case was an exceptional one
and it was the first time that the committee
was asked for the suspension of the 49th
rie on a bill which was opposed, the opposi-
tion being there. What had the comnittee
to do in carrying out their duty towards
the House and towards the country and
towards all parties ? Has it not to follow
the rule? Was it not to do what it bas
done ? The case is now in the hands of
your honour, who nay suspend the rule and
so condemn the act of the coimnittee which
was done under the law as it stands.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E I.)-The
object of this rule is that parties interested
in opposing the bill may have an opportunity
to cone before the committee and express
their views upon it. The only parties, ap-
parently, that have any interest in this bill
are situated here in Ottawa, or in the pro-

Hon. M1r. POWER-Objection havin.g
been taken by the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. Macdonald) the hon. senator fromn
Rideau division (Mr. Clemow) will have
to give notice of the suspension of the
rules. I quite agree with what has been
said by the hon gentlemen from Rideau
division, the hon. gentleman from Bothwell
and the hon. gentleman fron Prince Edwar'd
Island, that the reason of the rule havinI
ceased, the operation of the rule itself should
cease. The object of the rule is that parties
interested should be made aware of the fact
that this legislation is asked for. We have
had the very best evidence that the onlY
party in the country interested in the matter
has been made aware that this legislation 15
asked for, because he is here to oppose the
legisl-ttion. He opposed the legislation i th'e
committee of the other House, and that
committee decided that the bill was One
which should be allowed to pass. It com1es
to this House, and as he has had ample notie',
he should not complain that due notice has
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Ilot been given. The fate of the bill should so and so to-morrow. J have no doubt the
be decided on its merits. Senate will grant his request. If proper

notice of this bill had been given, there
hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-While those right have been hundreds of people to

'PPosed to the bill have been notified to oppose it, because the people of Canada are
be present, the committee took the precau- interested, from sea to sea, i this company.tiol to ask the promoters of the measure, ar surprised that there should be so muchwhether they had not received information talk about suspending the ruies.
roin the clerk of the committee some time i

tgo that the bill was not in order and that
ey should comply with the rules. We J will to-morrow move the suspension of the

the gentleman in charge whether, rules.
notice was given him, he had done so,

and if the notice had been given from thatT

thy, the committee were ready to report to
he Ilouse the advisability of suspending the Biil (103) "An Act respecting the Cati-

t. es; but he said he had not given the no- ada Fire nsurance Copany."-(Mr. Loug-
e- When he did not take steps to do heed.)
ah5 t We asked him to do, why should we

l hat the rules of the House forbidi Bil (L) "An Act relating to the Canadalhattheruls o th Hose orbd 1 Investment and Agency Company, Liinited."

hOn. Mr. MILLS-The lion. gentleman -Si Oliver Mowat.)
gave the same notice to the other seven who Bill (J> IAn Act respecting the Supreme

not act upon it. Court of Ontaro and the Judges thereof."

Mr. BELLEROSE-That does not
thge the condition of affairs, because in TiE ABSENCE 0F .UDGE
te other seven instances it was unopposed ROUTHIER.
i48li on, while in this case the legislation 1

Is PPosed. IQIY

"on. Mr. MILLS-This bill is opposed Hon. 3r. LANDRY inquired

""'Y by parties in the province where due Isthelonourable udge Adolphe Basile Ro-
ilotice has been given. thier who bas )ust heen naîoed local judge in Adi.

ralty of the Exchiequer Court for thie AdînirazIty
îDistrict of Quehec, ani whose appointnient has

1101n· Mr. McCALLUM-Why should mat heen pulished in '[lu& 6auwi« (Jaz*ite of thetot flOice be given in all the provinces of 129tli May last, the saine Judge A. B. Roithierthe o ulsj
tha tOminion'! The hon. gentleman says 1 l st obtained leave of absence for anoîher

il tere is only one person opposing the journey n Europe?b the, 2. la the governinent aware thadt the firat officiai
I If notice had been given in the other act of the new judge in Adiniralty was to naine, orProvinces, how does he know that there cause to he nanied, iinmediateiy, a substitute in the

woild not be others opposing the bill? person of the lonourabe.udge Andrews?
:3. is riot this season of navigation, which coi-

p Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentlemanpshich udge Rothier
Mr.eetatta appiTe ton aigtetea will be away iii virtue of lus leave of absence, pre-
that that applies to alr the other tnost commercial

we passed. am maritime business is transacted?
4. Does the Adiniralty Court usually a<ljourn

Mon (In -ring the seas>n of navigation ?
Mr. McCALLU M-J do iot care ) Vhat is tie osual saiary which Judge Routh-

bouwtheohrbls r o on to be ieî: uisuaiiy receives, whiether on leave of absencedrutthe other bIlls. I am not going tob
. away from the question by a side

outne If we have rules let us carry themnont, fwehvrueleuscrythe Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-To thea far as we can do so without injuring first question my answer is Yes. To the
Wh 7. The rules are there and persons second question my answer is Judge Rou-gNvo apPlY for legislation should have intelli- thier has nanied another judge who is to
gr sflough to comiply with thein. It is attend to any business that nay arise in his
rot '81g very nuch of the hon. gentleman absence. This he has dont- under a statutory

i'de-u to -ive notice that he wiil move enactment authorizing it, and an Order in

mihae3enhndeso3pol o



Council has been passed giving effect to the i MINING COMPANY'S DEVELOP
nomination. To the third question my i MENT BILL.
answer is the leave granted is for a short REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.
specified time, and only to enable the judge
to receive and return with his invalid Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
daughter who is now in Europe. I am not on Banking and Commerce, reported B
aware that the period of Judge Routhier's (82), "An Act to incorporate the miniflg
absence on leave is that on which most com- Development and Adviorv Corpor'atiOf
mercial and maritime business is transacted, British America, Ltd.," with amendments
but whatever business there may be will be He said : The first amendinent is merelY to
attended to. To the fourth question my amend what appeared to b)e an omission in
answer is No. To the fifth question my that clause relating to the stock, in order tO
answer is as a SuDerior Court judgre his make it clear. Then at the end of the
salary is 85,000. le is to receive $1,000 as clause it is not clear--where the conPaly
Admiralty judge. ask power to issue shares, and these pro-

THE DISMISSAL OF SIFROID FOR- bably are given in payment for certain

T LIN FO transactions-whether those shai-es were
TINU. be paid up or not. An amendment is intro-

INQUIRY. duced to make that clear. Then subsectionl
Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired: two of clause five is amended to make clear
1. Was SIr. Sifroid Fortin on the 23rd June, that there shah be uch a majority of sha1'e

1896, an employé of the Government as section holders, both as regards capital stock ard
inan on the Intercolonial Railway in the county the
of Montmîagny, and was lie fulfilling his dluties to f
the satisfaction of bis chief ? 1 îequîred foi the exurcise of ibis po ci

2. Has lie been silice that date-discharged from in subsection three. Those are the
his work by the present Administration nents.

3. Wh tien, why, and upon whose complaint
4. What is the natm e of the charge brouglit

against him ?
5. Has the charge been proved ?
6. What is the nature of the proof?
7. If no proof exists, has the accuser at least a

diplona of infallihility ? Granted ly whon ?
8. Has the accused been made aware officially of

the accusation brought against lim, ani had he an
opportunity to refute it ?

9. What was his reply ?
10. If the person disnissed conpletely denies

the truth of the charge brougbt against hin, pro
tests his innocence and offers to nîake it clear, is it
the intention of the Governnent to grant an in-
quiry or to refuse all justice?

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington) noved
that the amendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.

THIRD READING.

The Order of the Day being read,

Third reading of Bill (105) 'An Act to aiend the
Act respecting the protection of navigable waters.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- am advised by the Hon Mi. SCOTT said :-I find it will bI
Department of Railways and Canals that necessary to amend this bill, givig a
Mr. Sifroid Fortin was employed as section presei
man on the Intercolonial Railway, in the the detinition of "owner" is registe
county of Montmagny, on the 23rd of June, owner, and there may be obstructions cau5e1896. His services were dispensed with on b
the 14th August, 1896, at the request and tered owner and it is for the purpose
upon the representation of Mr. Choquette, giving a fuhier definition. I move that the
M.P., that Fortin had taken an active and bil be referred back to a comrittee of the
offensive part in the late elections. The whole buse to make the ahange.
department did not think it necessary to go
beyond the statements made by Mr. The motion was agreed to,
Choquette, and so he was dismissed fron the (In the Committee.)

se .LL INTRODUCED. Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
Biln (119) "An Act to incorporate La amended by adding the following a

Mutuelle Générale Canadienne.--(Mr. Belle- The expression " owner " nieans registered Or
rose>. other owner or owners at tfe time such sreck
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obtluction or obstacle es is therein referred to
reOccasioned, and shall also include subsequent i Hon. Mr. cCALIMhis is arpecu-

hasersfor eight years, and the on. gentleman
That reference to subsequent purchasers tells us now that tFere is not a me t
'dded in case of a party, wanting to get road buit yet. It ii a project of consider-

eOf the responsibility, sells to somebody able importance to the people of this coun-
elge. try. It is a railway .Yhat runs to the boun-

Ron. Mr. TEMPLE-Do I understand dary of the United Sates, and its tendency
this to, make the trade of the Not-etand

the hon. gentleman to state that this clause Manitoba go through the United States.
Would apply to rafts? I know that in our I ar as anxious as any man in this country
ounty the logs come down the river and to he eole of
fOrmn the rafts which are all registered. The ties possible td give them an outiet to the

baarks of the owners are on the logs, so they ocean, but I ar wholly opposed to allowingare Verv easily distinguished. They could the trade of the Xorth-west to be diverted
14ot collect their logs unless they were regis- from the St. Lawrence to the United States.
-ered. The logs are all registered that are We have spent a large amount of money to
la the rafts. prepare this country to do that trade, and

llon. Mr. SCOTT -It is the registry in we do not want to divert it to other chan-
enels. If we allow the trade to be diverted

the epatmen tht isrefrredto ere in that way it, discriminates against Cana-
r1s1fmeans registered in the Department ofd
àarine. 'ne. of the United States discrirninate against

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- them and we should discriminate in fvour
h1s is an ameridment to the law as it stands of our own vessels. I have no objections to

uPon the statute-bôok now' this bil if we can make the terminus any-
where in Canada, at a port or harbour where

CC li0 . Mr. SCOOT-Yes. The word the shipping of this country can connect
O ner" simply included a registered owner, with it, but I have serious objections to it

auC1 in a variety of cases the obstacle or ob- as it stands now. We have a bih before
struction was in no way registered and so I the committee now for a railway that is to
ruake the change. run from Winnipeg to Duluth, and this

The clause was adopted. conpany take power to amalgamate with
that cornpany, and really the intention is

"On. Mr. D1IKEY, fron the commi to divert the trade of this country to the
reported the bill with amendments, whichUnited States, and not to take it by the
were concurred in. whc Lee.tV e ail know theway the

shipingintrest ofthi coutryarestiffer-
MAxIoB~ANDSOUT WESERNing now, and h)ave always suffered, and theM1ANITOBA., AND SOUTH-WESTERN 1

RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL. only inducement which was given to the
people when the governrnent built the Cana-

TIIIRD READING. dian Pacific Railway was that we would have

r Ion. Mr. BERNIER moved the third the trade of the country going by the St.
redIno il(9 AnAtrs tn Lawrence. If we are going to have this rail-
the g of Bih (19) " An Act respecting

Manitoba and South-eastern RailwayConpany." that ? [shah niove to have this bih sent back
to, the committee. The other day it went

th ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will through the committee because there was no
te hon. gentleman tell us, before the bill map, and we could not see the location. There
ia the third time, how much of the road was no information before the committee. Itis buiît ? was practically smuggled through. I want to

lion. get the expresqion of that committee-I arn
t. on Mr. BERNIER-There is no por- perfectly willing if you put the terminus of
but tof the road that is completely built, the railway say three miles from the boun-
pat there has been some grading on some dary, but I am fot willing that the trade of
art Of the railway, and we are asking for this country shouhd go to the United States
Il et-tension of time to complete the work. in that way, therefore I wihl have to move

Ho.M.MCALM Ti i eu
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that we send this bill b'bck to the committee such strong anopposition tothis bill has made
for further considerati n. I think we can an appeal to Canadian sentiment. fie does
frame amendments t< make it suitable. not want trade to be diverted to the U
There appears to be new life put into this States. I may say wc are as much Cal,"
matter since the bill for the Winnipeg and dians in the North-west as anybody il thC
Duluth Company bas been introduced. The ether provinces. We have a mucli at heart
people of this country, no matter what their 1 the interest of Canada, but precisely becau56

politics and creed may be, should try to keep we are Canadians, we want our share 0f the
the trade of the North-west going by way of good things that may be got frei this par
the St. Lawrence to give employment too liament. Sentiment is of no use here. The
people in the shipping business, and so on, charter that this conpany has is an oid

because in the United States they will not charter, it is truc. TLerc are some gentîe
allow a Canadian to go on board one of their mn who have raised a question as toa por
vessels. Are we to enrich them by giving tion of the road only having been built
them the trade and work which our own I have said, there bas been a good deal Of
people ought to have I I, for one, am not expense incurred in the building of this
willing to do it. I move that the bill be road, and there is a part of it aiready
not now read a third time, but that graded, but suppose there had bcen nothing
it be referred back to the Committee donc upon this road, there are no confljcting
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours interests in this matter. There are n ether
for further consideration. There will cempanies asking for incorporation.
be a better chance to discuss it there. could undcrstand if another company
I think we should not allow this i before parliament asking to cever thc ,round
company to amalgamate with the Winnipeg that we are covering, that then we, haVing
and Duluth Company. Supposing the Win- failed up to now to buil( the road, the
nipeg and Duluth bill is defeateçd in the t
committee or in the House, there are still (well, this conipany bas failcd to build the
the two companies. If they are partially rcad, let us have a chance." But there il
formed now, they can act together and still ne such thing; ne other conipany is asking
have the power, in a manner, of deceiving for a charter for the same route, consequen'
parliament and carrying the trade of the lx, as there is ne conflicting interest, 1 do
country by way of Duluth. To-day if yen not sec any force in the argument. The
carry the trade of the country through to object of this bil, and the only object
Port Arthur, a Canadian vessel can load a is te ebtain an extension for the construc
cargo there and take it to Montreal, but a tien of thc road se as to savc the expense th't
United States vessel cannot. It should be the proroters have been put te up to the
our endeavour as far as possible, to legislate 1 present. The premoters have a large inter-
in the interests of our own people and not est vested in that read, and it woul be UnY

in the interest of foreigners, when those fair and unjust te deprive thcm of thee
foreigners do not wish to give us fair play whcn there are no other interests coming
or treat us iii any reasonable way. The te conllict with theirs. It would be unfar
people of this country could afford to give te de any act which would cause a loSS t
their neighbours almost anything in rpason, the proîneters, and that loss would be
if they would allow us to participate in the enly te the prometers, but te thc pepulatio'
coasting trade, but they will not do it. We of that country. There is a large tract I
have people in this country who care not for ]and cast of the Red River in Manitebal
parish politics, but who look at the whole which bas no railway facilities at al. Sefne
Dominion and to the interests of the whole ef the settiers are obliged te cere froff a
Dominion, and it should be our endeavour distance of lifty-five.or sixty miles te a Place
to get the trade of the North-west to go by where they can get a market. This road
the St Lawrence, and not to divert it to intendcd te serve those local interests. TrUe,
another country. If you allow this bill te our une goes te the beundary, but I Suppose
pass in its present shape that will be the parliameut is net going back te the old idOa
effect of it. which was abandonedsome years ago, that ne

railway should be built up to the beuridarY'
Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle- Everybody rememters the war that was 90ý

mlan who biasjust spoken, and who bias taken up some years ago abeut this. No chinpary
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*as allowed to build to the boundary, but to it, but it is a specific clause. It provides
that Policy has been abandoned. It is an that we can amalgamate with one specific
antiquated idea, and I suppose parliament company. If that specific company is not
W n1 f1ot go back to it. More than that, incorporated, then this clause is inoperative:
Bupposing you would not let us build a road consequently it is harmless. On the other
t' the boundary, then we are not obliged to hand, supposing that the other company is
comle to -this parliament, because we could incorporated, then it will be incorporated
attain that object by a local charter. The only with the permission of this House, and

al government could grant us a charter to if this House is willing to incorporate the
uild to the international boundary, so we other company, and give that company the
Ould be in the same positiion as we are in powers to which the hon. gentleman objects,

1*- I do not think there is any serious rea- then the object that he has in view will not
on in that. More than that, this charter is an be attained, because the other company will
dOne, and I take it for granted that get such powers. It is the latter companyParlianent having committed itself again which will divert the trade to the United

and again to the principle of this bill, will States. If one company is to be allowed to
'lot go back on that principle. As I have to do so there can be no objection surely to

aid, the real object of the bill is only to get let another coinpany amalgamate with the
n extension of time to construct the rail- first company. So that, whether the other
'hY, and, as an evidence of that, I will call bill passes or whether it does not, this
the attention of the House to the original clause is harmless, and no serious objec-
bil as printed and as introduced. It con- tion can be taken to it. I might put it
taeed only one clause, providing for the in another language. The hon. gentleman
eXtenlsion of the road. The second clause, does not want us to go into partnership

ShIich the hon. gentleman seems more with the other company. I do not want
OPPosed than to the other, has been forced that either. The only thing he has to do is
UP0n us by the House of Comnions. We did to look after the other company. If he can
'lt care about that clause, but at this period kill the other company, it would be an in-
of the session, if the clause were dropped, possibility for us to amalgamate with it.
the bill would have to go back to the bouse As I have said, this clause provides only for
Of Comm-ons, and we do not know what amalgamation with a specific company. If
would become of it. I do not think it is the other bill is not passed, then this be-
8afe for the promoters to consent to the comes inoperative, and if we desired to go
droPPing of the clause. I cone now to the beyond the boundary of the province, we
second4 clause. What does it amount to ? To would be again obliged to come before thisIthing at ail. That clause purports to give parliament. We could not get any more

Power to amalgamate with another com- powers than we have at present except with
Pany which is not now in existence-the 'the sanction of this parliament. The Senate

nlnipeg, Duluth and Northern Railway at present can prevent that amalgamation
onlany. If that Winnipeg, Duluth and with the other company by amending,Northern Railway Company is not incorpor- altering or doing away with the other bill,

dtec, if the bill which that company is seek- and if they do not, as I have said, then
"le to have adopted by parliament is not! there is no reason why both companies
pased, then this second clause of our bill should not be on the same footing. Certainly
etcomnes absolutely inoperative. It is a dead the possibility which the hon. gentleman

der consequently it is a harmless clause, has in his mind is too remote to justify this
if the hon. gentleman is really House in enforcing the hard3hips which by

tPPosed to the granting of this power, the rejection of this bill, would result to the

kne the only thing he has to do is to promoters of the railway and to the popula-
1 after the other bill, because thi tion, the local interests of which are in-

raomlent the other bill is killed, then this tended to be served. I hope, after these ex-
elause is killed. I may draw the attention planations that the hon. gentleman will see
of the bouse to this fact. This clause does that we do not intend to be as bad Can-

hgive us general power to amalgamate adians as he thinks we are, and we only in-
any other company. I could under- tend to foster the industries of a large sec-

etand if that clause were of that general tion of the population, which is at present
character, that opposition might be taken without railway facilities.
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Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The oppo- disallowance that they succeeded in calnigflg
sition which contes from the hon. member the people in that new country, the peopl®
(Mr. McCallum) is quite unnecessary speak- who were doing the best they could and
ingfromtheview of aNorth-west memberand undergoing a great deal of hardshiP
one who is interestedas largelyas Ian,andas incidental to pioneer life, and who should
other members here are, in the development have been helped and encouraged In
of that country. The opposition which comes every way instead of having difficulties
from that hon. gentleman would tend to lock thrown in'their way. Now, the hon. genitle-
up one-fourth of the province of Manitoba. man would relegate us to that old systea0

The position of the portion of the province and to those old ideas But we have passed
of Manitoba, which is covered by that rail- that and we must ask the hon. gentlemian
way, is this : It has not hitherto had any not to throw out this charter which ould
chance of being opened up, and, although a be the effect it he had his way of referrintg
considerable amount of settlement has gone it back to the committee. All that is asked
on it bas been retarded by the locking up for here is an extension of time for a year
of railway interests without which, as we or fifteen months. The bon. gentleman corn-
know in that prairie country, it is impossible plains that no work bas been done-
for farmers to make money. Besides, there If the work has not been done his
are other industries wlich are going into objections fall to the ground, but I may tell
tbat country, and they will be very much Ihim that the intention of the promoters Of
affected by the opening up of railway com- the road is to go oit with the road, but nO"
munication, but the hon. gentleman would being in a position at present to go right 0
have that whole district closed up. And with it, they ask for an extension of tifle-
for what? Simply because he says it would It is true another clause bas been incorpOr-
have the effect, if opened, of diverting a ated in this bill in the House of Cotîmmonl
large portion of the trade of Manitoba to which allows this company to amîalgamate
United States ports. He must know-for with another company whose charter has
all of us (o know--that there is a railway not yet been passed, but as the mover
now in existence-the Northern Pacific- bas explained, that can only be operative if
which bas an outlet to the southern portion the other bill goes through, and that is a
of Manitoba, and which lias direct communi- contingency which may or nay not arise.
cation with Duluth, and a large portion of If the hm. gentleman had intended to oppose
the grain of Manitoba certainly goes over this bill he should have done so in comllit-
that road, but it is impossible for tee, but I did not hear any voice raise
legislation to interfere with the current of against its passage through the comniittee,
trade. If better rates and better facilities and it is rather liard to try and refer it back
can be got for the handling of Manitoba when it is a mnatter of such importance to a

grain in any way, as bas been proved to be large population in Manitoba wlo are with
the case, the grain will go that way in spite out railway facilities.
of legislation or anything to the contrary,
and, therefore, the effort which is now made Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I think the oppOs'-
to choke off this route with that idea in view, tion to this bill is a mistake. I happein tO
is entirely useless. We cannot block up the know the section of the country through
country to prevent the trade going in the which this railway is to pass. The line is to
way the rates and other conditions demand run on the east side of Red River, through
therefore, I think, the hon. gentleman should the French parishes, as ny hon. friend froIn
not try to relegate it back to the condition St. Boniface has said, they have to travel a
of eight or ten years ago, when there was distance of 40 or 50 miles before they cal
almost a rebellion in that country over what get to market--60 miles some of tlhen
was then known as the. disallowance ques- There are quite a nunber of settlers, afd
tion, when the railroads which were char- although there is a railway on the east side
tered to the boundary at that time were of Red River and one on the west side as
f rom time to time disallowed by the federal well, yet this proposed road will run through
government. That went on from year to a section of country that is not accommodated
year and there was the greatest feeling raised by any line. I cannot understand why oppOS~
in that country. It was only by the federal tion should be offered. If it is from the fact
authorities doing away with that question of that this road bas not been built, I know
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that a very considerable amount of money
as been expended in the purchase of right

of Way and some grading has been done.
e ail know the depression which iis

existed for years past and the difficulty of
big monev even in that country where

iways-can be so easily built. The exten-
thf the charter for a few years will cause

e road to be built. Canadian as I anm, I am
'lot afraid of the trade being diverted to
buluth. As has been stated by the hon.'
gentlemnan from Brandon, we have a road on
the West side of Red River. That road
communicates with Duluth and J suppose a
Considerable amount of grain mîay pass that
"Way, but not very much. If western grain
Passes through Duluth what is to prevent
It going to Montreal? There is nothing to
prevent it going to Montreal more than
to Buffalo.

11on. Mr. McMILLAN-The Canadian
?acific Railway Co. own the South-eastern

the mover of the bill says he has no desire
to have incorporated in the bill. The only
fear that the member for St. Boniface has,
is that if the bil be sent back to the Rail-
way Comnnittee and that clause struck out,
it would necessitate the sending of it back
to the House of Commons, and in that
event it might be lost. That is, the influ-
ence of the parties who insist upon the
incorporation of the clause for which the
company did not ask, and which they do
not want, night defeat the bill, and defeat-
ing the bill would destroy investments which
have been made by the parties connected
with the road who live in Winnipeg, which,
J understand, amount to some $30,000 or
$40,000.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I was told it
was $20,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the only difficulty which presents

th. 1 Y" itself t 
eir Own line at 'Sault 'Ste. Marie.Own ue at ault te.selfi to my mind. If, as the hon. gentle-

nian from St. Boniface pointed out, the bill
110ny r. Ai INS1 runsr d toat Forow before the Railway Committee which

'ery w'ell ;it runs to Fort William. has for its object the construction of a road
on. Mr. McMILLAN-I mean the from Winnipeg to the angle of the Lake of

Canadjan Pacific Iailway î*h runs to the Woods, thence to Duluth, be def-ated,
ia ns the fine from Duluth because then the clause to whiclh my lion. friend

the trefers would have no effect and would noty are the owners of the line which runs
frilDuluth to Sault S,'te. 'Marie and then 'be operative. In looking at the bill passed

thro ulth t aul by the House of Commons, now before the
ug, to Montreal and Quebec. Railway Committee, for the con-4ruction of

lion. Mr. AI,KINS-I do not see that the road to which I have referred, you will
that is any reason why this bill should not find a similar clause to that which has been
be passed. incorporated in the bill now under consider-

ation, so that if the two bills passed there
lion. Mr. McMILLAN-It is in its is no doubt in my mind that the amalgama-

tion would at once take place, and that the
Ion. Mr. AIKINS-I think the hon. parties who would obtain the new bill,-

gentlemyani should get bis bill in the interest that is the bill that has not yet passed our
of that country, and I suppose we are ail committee--would amalgamate with this
lterested i the developinent of that part road in order to obviate the necesity for
of the Domninion. building the road froir Winnipeg to the

north-west angle of the Lake of the Woods,
lon.S ir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The where they would otherwise join. This is

hjection taken to the motion made by the really, as it strikes me, the case now before
gentleman fron Monck is not thor- the House, and I take it for granted that if

OUghly understood. If I understand his the hon. gentleman from Monck had the
poition, it is not so much opposition to the clause to which I have referred struck out
whtension of the charter to enable parties of this bill, he would not object to the
tho have invested their money to continue extension of the time for the comapletiontheir charter, but unfortunately in the House lof the road under the charter which
Of Comm0 ons there was an additional clause has been in existence some seven or eight
attached to the bill to which many of the years, and to which the government of the
rleMbers of this House object, and which day granted a land subsidy of some 6,400
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acres per mile. That is the way it stands. where we can discuss it calmly and coollY,
If it stood alone I do not hesitate to say and see what can be done to serve the il-

that I would vote at once to strike out that terestsr of all, I will do my duty. I u
clause, and if I thoughît it would not jeo- when he moves the third reading, move to
pardize the bill to the extent of destroying strike out the second clause. If the Senate
the investmnents which have been made, I vote to sustain the bill as it is, that is not
would say to the Senate, as far as I am con- nfiy business; I will have done ny dutY,
cerned individually, and for many of the rea- and it is a satisfaction to a man who kno"'
sons advanced by the hon. gentleman, to that he has done his duty.
vote for the striking out of the clause; but
it can be accomplished by the means sug- Hon. Mr. BER{NIEi-The object of Dly
gested by the hon. gentleman from St. Bori- hon. friend could be attained just as well bY
face. If the majority of the comnittee and passing this bill and altering the clause .n
the majority of this House are in favour of the other bill, which would render this
defeating the bill to which I have referred, clause absolutely inoperative, hecause al-
and which is now before the Railway Coin- though they would nominally have the
mittee for consideration, then the clause in power to make an agreement, still they
the bill now before the House will be of no could not inake an agreement with any coU'
avail. The suggestion has been made by pany, which would not be authorized to
my hon. friend on my right that the hon. make an agreement.
gentleman should allow this bill to stanid
until after the meeting of the Railway Com- Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Would ny hofl-
mittee to-morrow, when the other bill will friend allow the bill to stand until we see
be taken into consideration ; then if that is if the clause in the other bill can be struck
not passed there will be no harm in passing out?
this.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have no
anxiety at all. I am desirous that the
people of the North-west and Manitoba
should have all the facilities that could be
a.fforded them, but at the same time there
are other interests--the interests of the
shipping of this country-which I am look-
ing at. My hon. friend from Brandon
(Mr. Kirchhoffer) gets very eloquent at
the idea that I should venture to interfere
with Manitoba at all. I have just as much
interest, probably, in Manitoba, as my lion.
friend, and just as much interest in the
welfare of the people of Manitoba as my
lion. friend or any man in the province.
My object in moving in the first place to
send the bill back to the committ e was
to see if some arrangement could not be
made to satisfy everybody. Otherwise if
he does not agree to send it back to the
committee, I shall move to strike out the
second clause of the bill. I am bound to
do my duty. I have no object at all to
incommode the people of Manitoba, who have
to go thirty or forty miles to market, as
my hon. friend from Brandon says. I wish
every man had a market at his door, because
they are Canadians and British subjects, and
I feel an interest in then all; but if he re-
fuses to send the bill back to committee,

IHon. Mr. MCUALLUM-if tihe ho

gentleman will not allow the bill to stand,
I shall move to strike out the second clause
if I lose my motion to send it haclk to the
committee.

The bill was allowed to stand until to-
morrow.

THIRD READING(.

Bill (49) " An Act respecting the Rich-
elieu and Lake Memphremagog RailWay
Comptny."-(Mr. Clemow).

THE INTEREST BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of the
whole consideration of Bill (1) "An Act
respecting interest."

In the Committee.

Hon. Sir OLIVER N\1OWAT-Hon. gel'
t1emen will remember that the bill was re-
ferred to the comminttee again in consequence
of the House desiring to see the amenduents
in print. I have since had communicatiols
f rom various quarters and also observed the
newspaper articles on the bill, to which theY
refer always with approbation. In no case
have I heard or seen any objection.
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On the first clause. Hon. Mr. ALLAN-All we want to

lon. Mr. OGILVIE moved that this Act provide here is that a man shall not be comi-
Shalo t mitted to the payment of an exorbitantnot apply to any existing loan com- rate of interest without his knowledge. WePariy, either Dominion or Provincial, acting propose to prevent it by providing that theUoider a charter of incorporation of Building contract shall show on the face of it the

ioveties Act. He said :-My reason for amount of interest per annum lie has to pay.thining this amendment is that I do not That is a very proper amendment.think it would be fair or right to pass any -
1a' now that would give an opportunity1  Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-
for litigation. We do not want those com- There is some force in the remark made byPanies to have their charters questioned at the hon. member from Murray Harbour.the present time, and I do not see that there Under the bill, as it stands, there is noanything wrong with the amendment that alteration of the rate of interest, and it

Propose. would be just as reasonable for the individ-

iton. Sir OLIV ER MOWAT--I would ual mentioned, when the bill was first intro-
Buggest to my hon. friend that that would duced, to charge his 1,700 or 1,800 per cent
comne in better at the end of clause four. per annum as it was before. I think we

should certainly show our opposition to any
(On the second clause. cases of that kind coming up again, by men-

tioning in this bill some particular amount
lion. Mr. PROWSE-It appears to me beyond which the rate of interest should not

that the bill is perfectly useless and quite be charged. As the bill is framed, there is
Unnecessary. I cannot conceive of anything no limit whatever, any more than there was

Plainer than a note of hand given stating before, and the bill is practically worthless,
that five per cent per day shall be paid as in my opinion.
interest. To use the words "per annum" The second clause, as amended was

'-1 rovi U" If t kS h Th seaic

p ement L I. you wan, to mna e t. sthat ignorant people will understand it,
wiIl thev understand "per annuin " betteran they understand per day or per week
or per nonth ? The man who deliberately
8igns his name to a note agreeing to pay five
Pier cent per day or per week, understands
JUst as well what he is doing as if you put
the words " per'annum " in the Act. I sub-
nlit that no such rate should be exacted
trom the people of this country as five per
cent per day, I do not care under what cir-
eumstances, nor five per cent per month
even. I would suggest to the hon. leader ofthe govermn,,,ent that a bill should be intro-
- Uced declaring the maximum amount of
Interest that shall be charged under any cir-
Ceistances whatever. If this man who has
bel referred to in this House on a former
OcCasion did wrong, this does not prevent
8uch wvrong-doing. Ail that parties would
have to do, in making a contract, would be
tO ay that the rate was 1,600 per cent ora. per cent per annum, and the man
t laking his mark would not know what the
tern meant if he did not understand themeaning of five per cent per day. It is an

m'nloral and improper thing to allow any
an to get such exorbitant interest under

aly circumstances whatever.

adopted.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I beg to move the
following clause:

That this Act shall not apply to any existing
loan company, either Domnuion or pro% incial, act-
ing under its Act of incorporation, or the Building
Societies Act.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-But what is going to
happen such societies projected in the future?
Are those companies established in the past
going to have a monopoly, and are we not
to allow companies in the future to have the
same right ? I would want it to apply to
future companies as well as to the old com-
panies.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I do not think it
is necessary to reply to that at ail, because
I think the statement made in the motion
is quite clear enough to the perceptions of
every lion. gentleman in this chamber.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Not to mine.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The amendment
simply provides that the legislation you are
passing now shall not interfere with the
rights already acquired. It is no more a
monopoly than they have at present.
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Hon. Mr. DEVER-And to companies in Hon. Mr OGILVIE-Six per cent.
the futnre?

1 Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE -We need not con- For how long ?

sider the child before it is born. It is not; Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Ten years. But
retroactive legislation. I have had it ex. tH Ma
amined by a first class authority in Montreal, t gth of time does not make any difr-
and there is no objection toit. ence. I do not think there is anything 11n

that ainendment or that clause which I want
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see any to have inserted now that will injure anY

object in this clause at all. We are not body. Any ban conpany whiclî does fot
taking away the right of these parties to d n f n ab
make whatever bargain they please, or board does fot remain long in existence
charge what interest they please, but it us. The ban company that requested 'e
simply says you shall state the rate of in- to have this clause inserted in the bill lias,
terest on the document. I do not see whv certaiily as good a reputation as anv cofl
a building society or a loan society tha pany in the Dominion of Canada. reco1

advances money on buildings and accepts leet a case in which a "philanthro>ist"
weekly or monthly payments on the moneys the city of Montreal, one of our pious
they advance, should not be compelled to goody-goody men, got out of pavrng a 1o1111
comply with this law the same as any other of $5,00, siiplv because through inadver-
party. It does not take away from them tence in the taking of the ban he was to be
any right whatever. All that the bill pro- chacged î per ent, and he fuund it WJ-
vides is that if they are charging twelve or wrong under the law at that tine, and he
fourteen per cent in the fori of agreement got out of paving both principal and
they have, that it shall be stated upon the interest. I inay be somewhat obtuse in the
face of tAie contract between the bor-rower'atter J was not sure that I understood the
and the lender. That, it seees to mf, is a interest clause properly, and thought ths
reasonable proposition, and 1 do not se b why would preserve the raies we have now, an 1

any company shoulu seek to be excepted that is arq u want.
from its provisions.on. cl C erted it bill hs

certinly as 1EIO -s goodarptaina n co-

Hon. Mr. OGJLVlE-p think there are interfere with any of ouf present Irtes?
a good0( many like inyseif who do not under- 1Hon. Mr. OGJLVIE-They tel]i me 11OY
stand the Interest Act, the wvax it was 1but I do not know what it rnay iinter-fere
brouget in. There are certainav some very ith betore it goes through.

îde thivergencies of opinion. The hon.o o
gentleman fron Bothwell said in reference Hon. 0. CX- think the bill as i-
to payments that in a certain way they paid troduced would interfere with building soe

3c per cent intee but a amended it would not deprive
the o position said it was 11 o ho p rits rte w have, and

stan them Iners Act, thet wayy itN wase

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, it is just the reverse.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I thought it was
the hon. gentleman from Bothwell said that,
but I find I an wrong. It was the hon.
member from Peterborough. In that case
you see you are both very far wrong, because
it is a slade over 9 per cent. It is not cer-
tainly 9š per cent. It is less tlhan 10 per cent,
so that you are vastly wrong there, and I
have had that gone over by one of the best
actuaries of the Dominion of Canada, I do
not care where the other is.

Hon. Sir MAPKENZIE BOWELL-
What rate was that ?

would it be objectionable to them in anY
way. I fancy the hon. gentleman froifl
Montreal lias reference to the bill as origin-
allv introduced. Building societies now are
obiiged to show on the face of their mort-
gage the rate of interest it bears, just the
same provision as this present anendmneit
makes for other borrowers or lenders. With
reference to the rate referred to by the hon-
gentleman from Belleville as 13 and by
myself during the last discussion as 15 per
cent, both of us uay be right, and the ho,-
gentleman fron Montreal m'y be right in
saying 9î. They add the interest and prin,
cipal and spread it over thirty or forty years
half-yearly payments, and one companY's
rate may be 8, and I think I can demon-
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Strate that some companies charged as high tion. Supposing a mortgage for $1,000 was
as 18 under the instalment plan-14 per given ten years ago, payable 20 years after

ent, 15 per cent, and some 11 per cent, date on the instalment plan, and that
nd it was impossible for an ordinary amount divided into 20 annual instalients,
borrowe to tell what the rate was at because that is the way that many mort-

- The amendment that was brought gages were given formerly, to which the
a Compelling all conpanies to show hon.gentleman fron Peterborough has called
the actual rate on the face of the mortgage attention-in that case, according to the

a most beneficial effect and did a great calculation of my hon. friend from Peter-
deal of good and the amendment that has borough, the mortgagor would be paying nine

ow been adopted in this bill will have the and a half per cent. I am not an
a effect I have no doubt. It will show 'expert on thesp matters, but J asked Mdr.

b9rrowers the actual rate they are paying. Mason the manager of the Canada Perma-
am sure none of the loan companies will nent Loan Company, who is well known in

object to this amendment. It will not affect Ontario, what the rate would be under
thei in any way. those circumstances and it was upon his

authority I made the statement, and whether
ion. Mr. OGILVIE-I would like to say right or wrong, I am not going to quarrel0ne Word in answer to the hon. gentleman with ;ny hon. friend; it inakes no difference.

rom Peterborough (Mr. Cox). I do not But what I wish to ask is, would this clause
kaow what oan companies mray charge, prevent the collection of those annual instal-

hether it is ten, fifteen, or, like our good ments in the future as they fall due, because
friend in Montreal, 1,800 per cent ; but it is over six per cent, and being over six
know, this, that if a kan is made at six per per cent would they not under this lattercent, and payable five, ten, fifteen or thirty clause have the right to claim the balance ?Years,the rate of interest is not one cent differ- Jf the additional clause moved by my hon.
eat; it is exactly the sane. J know what friend from Alma is passed, that sets the

alm talking about. The rate remains the question at rest. But would it have that
aie, and whether it is five, ten or twenty effect?

years the rate is not altered one iota.
lon. Mr. MILLS-It states a good deal

why more. You could have a clause stating thatthere is so much discuszsion. about this inatter. c
The is sinpuc toscussion abot thc mor. this Act shall not apply to existing cases.

bill is simply to provide that the bor-
rower, though a fool, shall know what he is Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
dayg. If a ian pays ive per cent per am asking whether this, would prevent thelle is paying 1,S2 per cent per year. collection of payments, or whether it would

man is paying so much a day, this bill prevent litigation by action to collect a sumshow himi how much he pays a year. paid over and above six per cent?

lion. Mr. DRUMMOND-I am not Hon. Mr. COX-Let me explain what J
failiar with the operations of building so- Hn. r COX-et m expin a
eieties. If there is such complication in the mean 'with reference to this: Supposmng a
Itethod of working these societies it would man borrows a thousand dollars and agrees
"aake it questionable whether they were to repay it in twenty equal payments, prin-
Chargig ecipal and interest combined, an ordinary
thatgn one rate or another. It appears 1)orrower a edcie st h aeoat there is a difference of opinion amongst interestr may be deceived as to the rate ofexetas with doctors, as to the rates iters he is paying, and the law requirescPerts ud cta crcustance ap- the lender to state on the face of the mort-cuarged under certain circumstances. Ap-
IlYing this to building societies. is it possi- gage what the rate is, and it is a per-
ble they may make mistakes and misstate fectlv fair and reasonable thing. It has
the amount of interest they are charging, s been the law regarding loan companies

s to bring themselves under this clause? for several years, and has been beneficial.
Otherwise I think the bill should apply to The borrower knows just what rate he is
thera. paying, and this bill does not in any way

interfere with that. It requires the lender
. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I on a note of hand, or the lender in any

itended to ask a somewhat similar ques- other way, to state the rate per annum, just
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as mortgage companies have been required
in recent years to state on the face of the
mortgage their rate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend knows that law was passed a few
years ago. I am speaking of mortgages
which existed prior to the passage of that
law.

Hon. Mr. COX-I do not think that
when that Act was passed it was retroactive
upon existing mortgages.

IHon. Sir MACKCENZIE BOWEL1L-

not change it. I propose to pass the clause
which my hon. f riend suggests, and I will look
into the matter.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am sorry to hear
the Minister of Justice make the statement
he has made. No reason has been shoWf
why loan companies should not be subject to
the provisions of this bill as well as other
lenders.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-They are obliged
under the present law to write on the fa'e
of the contract what the rate of interest is.

à24

Well, is this? Hon. Mr. POWER-With regard tO
loan companies in the lower provinces, I

Hon. Mr. COX-I do not think it is. I jery much doubt whether that is the case.
do not think this refers to any building It may be the case in Ontario, but I do not
society. I do not think it affects them in think it is in the lower provinces. I think
any way. these cases should be provided for, and the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My poor man who has to borrow money should

hon. friend knows, taking this case, that if a understand clearly and distinctly what he

,man borrows $1,000, payable in 20 years at has to pay ; and if it takes the best actuavY

6 per cent, he gave a mortgage for $2,200, in the Dominion-he whom the hon. gente-

the $2,200 being divided into 20 payments man from Alma employs-to tell a n
of $120 a year. There are mortgages of that what rate he is paying, it cannot be very

kind existing I believe to-day. Would this clear. The law of Ontario nay pro-
bill interfere with them ? vide for these cases. If you say in this

bill that this provision shall not apply to
Hon. Mr. COX-I do not think it would these companies it is questionable whether

have any effect upon thein at all. that would not exempt them from the law

.DRUM OND-Supposing a they are now working under. I igre,
on.ct was md OND n ing th ewith my hon. colleague from Halifax,

contract was made to-inorrow , thin the I see no reason why loan companies should
opinion of the people makmg it, they were be exempted from this provision. In fact,
.charging six per cent, and supposng they from what I have heard, it would seemt
had miade a mistake, would it vitiate the me there are strong reasons why they should
contract ? come under its operation, from the fact

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Would this apply that they are accustomed to make loans
to existing contracts or not ? where the yearly rate of interest is not

stated, and it is desirable the borrower
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It clearly should know the yearly rate of interest.

would not apply to existing contracts. The think the law should not be retroactive; it
rule of law clearly is that a bill always refers should not apply to existing contracts,
to future transactions, unless the contrary because loans made in good faith where the
appears. I enter into a contract which is rate was not stated might be iniperilled by
perfectly valid. It cannot be supposed that it ; but as long as the law is not retroactive
a legislature can nmake that invalid. If it I think it should apply to every loan
was valid when made, it remains valid- money.
With regard to the present amendinent, I
do not see that there is any danger in its Hon. Mr. CLEOW-It would be very
adoption. Those cases do not arise under difficult to tell what the rate would be. 1"
ordinary circuinstances. I think there is the older days it was perfectly impossible
ample provision in that case in the law as it for the company to tell what the rate o
is now, and I see no harm in adding it, and interest was, and a most extraordinary rate
the effect of it is that whatever the law is has been charged at times. But a change
now with regard to loan companies, we do i has taken place since that time, and we have
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got into a better state, and I believe there
Wil be no .difficulty in a company stating

What ÎÂ,eeU ~

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Nor is there the
slightest objection.

os. Hon. Mr. WOOD-It appears to me,
lion. Mr. PROWSE--I wish to make from some remarks made by hon. gentlenen

Olle remark before the motion is put. I who have addressed the House, that there is

Ulderstood when this bill was first intro- not a unanimous opinion as to the correct
duced it was relief of the poor unfortunate meaning of clause two. For my part I
liliterate man, and that he was going to be favour the clause which has been suggested
protected from an extravagant charge of by the hon. gentleman from Alma, because,

rfloney for interest, but it appears how from if I understand this legislation aright, the
the discussion that it is a covert act on the principle which governs these loan com-
Part of the building society which have the panies is something dillerent from what is
rate of interest so covered up that it is almost intended to be introduced here. There is a

ihpossible for an educated man, an actuary clause in some Act which I cannot quote,
and bank manager to understand the rate of but which the hon. leader of the House
ilterest these societies are charging, and if referred to a little while ago, which compels

a exposure and a correction of the doings those oan compames, m makig oans, to
these societies can be effected by state in the contract the per annum rate of

bill of this kind, I think it is necessary interest. It may be only in Ontario or

and desirable it should be introduced. Quebec.
it appears that two educated gentle- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is a

"'en in this roomn cannot agree upon what Dominion Act.
rate of interest is being paid upon a certain 1
aount which lhas been stated here Hon. Mr. WOOD-It requires a loan
I think that tbat should be fairly and pr company, when making a loan, to state in the

instrument the rate whichi the borrower isPerly understood by every one, especially by inrument he rt hic th orro e
those who are dependent upon these societies paymg. I do not understand that this clause
for obtaining money. If they borrow money is intended to affect in the same way a tran-

8UPPosing they ar e getting it at six per cent, saction of that kind where it is not made by
and they a t and a loan company. For instance, if one gentle-

tlactua ly t man makes a loan to another and adds on the

they are payin«. It should be stated on these interest and takes from him a note payable,the are a5 ing Lth saoud beybl stte onv thsex
documents so that they would know the rate say 0 a month, and payable m hve or six
'f interest that they are paying. I think the months, I do not understand that this clause

discussion bas been of some service quite in affets a transaction of that kd at all. If a

a Opposite direction, or in a different direc- man draws a note, say for $500, payable $100
tion at ail events, from the object which we a month for five months and he brings that to

nlderstood was the object of the bill wvhen another man and gets it cashed and receives
4atroduced-the protection of the poor and 1 only $250 for it, I do not understand that
ignorant man. this clause applies to a transaction of that

kind at al], but the case of a loan company

lon. Mr. PRIMROSE -It seems to me is different. A loan company is compelled,
the strongest argument which can be cited under its special Act, to state on that

favour of making the loan companies nstrument the amount of interest the man
favou ofin fokir the moan companiese

subject to the law is the fact we have before is paying for the money he receives.

s Ilere we are, a company of experts, in Hon. Mr. MILLS-If they go into the
Which there is a divergence of opinion as to market and buy they do not.
the rate of interest per annum.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not know that a
lion. M r. POWER-This bill does not loan company can go into the market and

affect the rate of interest at al]. I cannot buy notes.
Understand why the hon. gentleman froin Hon. Mr. MILLS-They can buy mort-

r-l1na (Mr. Ogilvie), or the institutions whose
'terests he is apparently upholding here, ge
ahould have an objection to letting a man Hon. Mr. WOOD-Then it would not
knOw the rate of interest paid. apply to a transaction of that kind, but it
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would to the kind of transaction I have by my hon. friend. This is a case in which
inentioned, where a man negotiates a loan it was fot niade obligatory upon the Col
payable by monthly payments, and where pany to extend their une to Fort Macleod,
he adds the interest to the amount of the but, on the contrary, it provided, in the
principal and no interest whatever is stated event of their extending their une, that theY
on the face of the note which he gives. I should then run into Fort Macleod. They
do not understand that this applies to a prefer not to extend their une, but siflY
transaction of that kind at alt, only to a to leave it as it is.
transaction such as the one referred to the With the consent of the House the bil
other day which occurred in Montreal, where was withdrawn.
a man made a loan and stipulated on the
face of the instrument that he was to pay $5 MANITOBA AND PACIFIC RAILWAY
a day interest. It does not refer to a loan COMPANY'S BILL.
directly where the rate of interest is not SECOND READING.

stated on the instrument given by the bylmion. fr.nd. Thi U is acas in wcth

borrwbut, seon te cotay it pided, lAn AtheO

The amendment was withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mitte, reported the bill with aniendments,
which were concurred in.

CALGARY AND EDNIONTON RAIL-
WAY CO.'S BILL.

BILL WITHIDRAWN.

The order of the day having been called:

Consideration of the second anewdnent imade by
the Standing Conmittee on Railways, Telegrapis
and Harbours to (Bill 33) " An Act respecting the
Calgary and Edmonton Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED said:-With the
permission of the bouse, I should like to
withdraw this bill. The promoters think it
is in their interest not to press it before the
House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Has the hon. gen-
tlenan consulted the hon. member froin
Alberta with respect to that matter? I an
not ohjecting to the withdrawal of the bill,
because J think that the promoter of a private
bill has a right to withdraw it if he pleases,
although it will be remembered that in
a case which became very famous a different
doctrine was held in this House-in the
case of the B-aie des Chaleurs Railway. It
was held there that the promoter could not
withdraw the bill. In this case the interests
of the town of Macleod are very consider-
ably involved.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
hope the hon. gentleman does not suppose
the cases are analogous.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is no
analogy between the two cases referred to

incorporate the Manitoba and Pacific Rail-
way Company."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon-
gentleman should give us a littie further
explanation with respect to this bill. lt
inay be a line intended to compete with the
Canadian Pacific Railway.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Out of courtesY
to the inquiry made by my hon. friend fromi
Halifax, were I familiar with the particu-
lars, I should be very pleased to give theml
to the House. I am simply moving this bill
in the absence of my hon. friend fro1
Wolseley.

The bill was read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (69) " An Act respecting the Quebec,
Montmorency and Charlevoix Railway Cofl
pany."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (90) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Bridge Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (30) " An Act respecting the Central
CountiesRailwayCompany."-(Mr.Clemo.-)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wl'ednesday, 9th June,

The SPEAKER took the Chair
o'clock.

1897.

at Three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (72) " An Act respecting the Lake
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company."--
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)
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Bill (55) " An Act to incorporate the Min-
den and Muskoka Railway Company."-
(Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (43) " An Act respecting the Canada
Southern Railway Conpany. -- (Mr. Mac-
Ilnes, 3urlington.)

Bill (58) " An Act respecting the Temis-
Couata Railway Company."-(Mr. Mc-
Millan.)

Bill (73) "An Act to incorporate the
-Kaslo and Lârdo-Duncan Railway Com-
pary."--( Ir. McInnes, British Columbia.)

Bill (64) " An Act to incorporate the
British Yukon Mining, Trading and Trans-
Portation Company." - (Mr. Macdonald,
British Columbia.)

Bill (70) " An Act respecting the Great
N'orth-west Central Railway Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (82) " An Act to incorporate the Min-
inlg Development and Advisory Corporation
f British America, Limîited," as amended.-

(Mr. Maclnnes, Burlington.)
Bill (105) " An Act to anend the Act res-

Pecting the protection of navigable waters,"
(M.Scott.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Biil (16) " An Act to amend the Railway
Act."(Mr.Lougheed).

was not to come up again this session, went
home, and in their absence it was taken up
azain without their knowledge. They have
had no time to see the bill-it was not print-
ed, and is not printed yet. It would be very
unfair to those who are interested in this
measure if the bill were read the second
time before it is printed. It should be post-
poned until next week.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I merely took
charge of the bill because nobody seemed to
be interested in it here.

Hon. Mr. POWER-At this stage of the
session, it is dealing rather hardly with the
bill to postpone it until next week, because
that is practically killing the measure. If it
is read the second time on Friday, it will not
go hefore the Railway Committee until
Wednesday of next week.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I am willing to
have it postponed until Monday or Tuesday
next. The bill is not printed and nobody
has had a chance to see it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understand that there are private rights
seriously atrected by this bill. They might
be injured if those who are opposing the
measure are taken by surprise, and it would
be well to postpone the second reading.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is time that we
Bill (5) " An Act to restrict the impor- took a stand about the introduction of bills

tatiOi and employn'ent of aliens." in this House when nobody has been asked
to take charge of them. It would be only

KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE RAIL- proper treatment, under such circumstances,
WAY COMPANY'S BILL. to let the bill stand over until whoever is

FIRST READING. pronoting it would ask somebody here to
take charge of it.

A Message was received from the House The second reading of the bill was post-
Of Commons with Bill (38), " An Act re- p

+Pet . il. T poned until onday next.
g eq ngston an emIL ro. eU

Way Company."
The bill was read the first time.

Hon M CLEMOW tA th 1, b

PACIFIC CABLE CONFERENCE.

INQUIRY.

."'' Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL roseread the second timne to-morrow. Hn i AKNI O ELrs
to inquire of the government whether any

1o. Mr. SULLIVAN-This bill is of a report of the proceedings of the Pacific Cable
revolutionary character, such a bill as has Conference, held in London during the past
nlever been introduced in the House before. year, has been received from the Honourable
Moreover when the bill was brought up first Sir Donald Smith, and the Honourable
in the House of Commons it met with such Alfred Jones,,the Canadian representatives
OPPOsition that it was withdrawn. The at said conference ? If so, will it be laid
OPPonents of the measure, thinking that it before parliament, and when ?
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2. If a report has been received, has the'to the landing of the cable on their shores?
government taken any action thereon ? If They objected some time ago, and 1 sW
so, what ? recently in a paper a statement that theY

He said:-Hon. gentlemen will readily un- i had consented to allow the British cable tO
derstand the reason why I ask for this infor- land at the island, and that two ships Of
mation. It is a question in which I have war were surveying around the shore.
taken a good deal of interest since the sub-
ject was mooted some years ago, and having Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J amnot in a positifl
been at the first meeting of the conference to answer my hon. friend. I saw the saule
in London, I feel soinewhat anxious to know report in the papers to wlich lie refers, but
whar, prospect there is of the accomplishment beyond that, I ar not advised.
of the great object which the late government H BOWELL-It
had in view in suggesting that conference.SE
I ask this question, of course, with a gooof war
deal of diffidence, fearing that I may receive are su rveMiimpfo that oe hp
the saie curt reply that I rec-ived the pose.
other day when I asked a question in refer- been given, because it is weh known that
ence ro the plebiscite. However, in this, as
in many other cases, I suppose we will learn States and the Hawaiian government pre-
the policy of the government through a ve o

publshedintrvie ofa deutaion ithof a cable on their shore without the cousentpublished interview of a deputation with
the cabinet ministers, or through newspaper
reports. In that case, as in many others, was applied for some littie tire ago it wa5
we got our information, not through the refused by the goveriment of the United
proper course in parliament wheie inquiries States. Lntil that treaty is abrogated, the
are made, but through the correspondence a e
of the newspapers from Ottawa, or through make that concession to Great Britain or to
reports of deputations. As we now know n
what the policy of the government on the
plebiscite question is, we will have to beCANAIMAN EXPOITS TO FRANCE.
satisfied for the time being. If my hon.
friend will kindly state what has been done
with reference to the Pacific cable, or is I-Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEIJ
likely to be done, I think the country will moved:
be relieved of somue little anxiety that exists. 'ut mi humble Adlress be preiîted to fis

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I fully appreciate the EeeIcy the Governof General, praying thae

interest the hon. gentleman takes in this cellency will ie pleased to cause to he laid
1tpnthe Table of thec Senate, a detailed stateiiielt

subject, having hiniself been so intimately showing the cliaracter, quantity ami value of thC
connected with it, and I, therefore, will be as different articles exported fro,îî Caniula to France,
frank as public policy will permit me to be. or the years eling Wth .lune, 1893, 1894, 189.'

The report of the Pacific cable conference
has been received. The governmnent, how- 1e said: As I explained when i gave
ever, are not in a position to make it public this notice, it is merely to complete the re-
as yet, because it is further to be considered turn as laid on the table a few days ago.
by a conference of the premiers, who are
shortly to meet in London, and for that Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
reason I am unable to bring it down. At to he address going. iay say when the
present it is confidential. At the earliest leader of the opposition called my attention
possible moment, however, the public will to the omission of the exports from Canada
be informed of the result. to France in the return brought dowii, 1

gave instructions to the Customsa Depart-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--»ment to prepare the statement, and T hope

The answer is quite satisfactory. to get it shortly. I bave no objection to the
add ress being passed. [n the ineantime the

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)- Is return is being prepared.
there any change in the position of the
Swndwich Islands government with regard The motion was agreed to.
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AMERICAN BANK NOTE COM- initsterms. TheHouse basperfectpower
PANY'S PETITION. to refuse to accept the recommendations of

'MOTONT.the comrnittee, but it seeins to me a mostMOTION.iproper thing to give a irection to a coin-
11on. Alr. CLEMOW moved: :'ion Xlr CLEOW mved:mittee to act contrary to its owvn judgment
That the Eighteenth Report of the Standing a v d
ommittee on Standing Orders, on the petition of an iectIon tiv nI thereferred it

he Anerican Bank INote Company, be referred Yback to the said coinnittee with instructions to re- back for further consideration, I could
Port in favour of the suspension of the 49th Ride understand it, but to refer it back with in-
Of the Senate, in so far as the sane regards the structions to bring in a decision contrary to
sati Petition. their own view, seenîs to me to be out of

lie said : I have nothing more to add to place, because if the committee a second
What I said yesterday, I trust that the time reported that they saw no reason to
ifl'nber.s of the Conmittee on Standing suspend the rule, the buse is at IiLerty
Orders will not object to the question being stili to refuse to accept the suggestion of
relegated to them again. Under the cir- the committee and to overrule it. I do not
eumnstances, I do not think they can have think it is proper for thein to be directed to
a.ny objection to it. It is a mere act of jus- bring in a verdict contrary to their own
tice to these parties, and I hope, therefore, judgment.
that they will withdraw their opposition
and allow it to go back for reconsideration,
when further facts may be brought to their
11 tice which will enable thei to alter their course, and the conmittee bas been obliged
decision and warrant them in reconsidering tthe

suspension of the 49th rule. I do not think sef and had to ljow to t
there is anything unreasonable in this de- v
Ina~id, n oealopsto oi ilb report contrary to the previous one, andInn, and 1 hope all opposition to it will be,
Waived at the present time until the com- that is the reason I say that this motion is
!1ittee bas liad pasnt timne untilo thser in order. I do not refleet upon the comn-initeehashadan opportunity of consider-
ing Whether or not they can report in favour mittee at ail. I wish that to be understood.
of the suspension of the rule. i merely desire that substantiai justice be

done to these parties. They have not con-
.ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-I formed with oui, rules, but that was done in

think the stand taken by myself yesterday ignorance and without knowing the conse-
In this matter was a wise and proper one. quences, and it will be certain"ruin to the
The motion was sprung upon the House gentleman who is entruSted with this bil if
Without the House knowing what it was he is not reinstated in bis rights, which
oing, but the Senate is now seized of the riglts have been given to otier companies

fascts in connection with this matter. 1 under That is the
disclai, on my part and on the part of thethe coin-
oniittee, any intention of treating the bill 'ittce. If tlîy will Say once and for ailnnfairly or as a party question. We were "we will enforce our rules," I shaîl hold up

ilerely upholding the rights of this House, both hands to 8ustain them, but 1 do not
now that the House is aware of our! believe in making this an exceptional case

rea 8on for declining to suspend the rule, it to ail other cases which have preceded it
can take any course which may seen proper both this session and the previous session.Sit. The House can suspend the rule or sus-tain it. I have no feeling either way myself. Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to direct the
If the House feels justified in suspending the attention of the buse to the fact that the
rule and going against the report of the course pursued by the hon, gentleman from0 0 fuit ntingt sy rCa Rideau is the only course open to him. The

tmite, I1 have nothing to say. I repeatthe c n e other course sugiiested. could not be taken.e ourse I took is a wise one, as a gross T hon crenttem
c ltempt of the rules of the House was T l n could
eon1ratted and we took this step to uphold opinion of the bouse over the beads of the
the rules of the House. com ttee. The rule relating to the mat-

uon. Mr. VIDAL-The motion of the ter reads
ho ~No mnotion for a suspension of the miles for a

'. gentleman from Rideau is objectionable private bih shah be in order unIess the sanie shah

i n it e m . T e H u e a e f c o e
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be reconmmended by the Cornnittee on Standing
Orders.

So the hon. gentleman is obliged to refer
this niatter back to the committee, and he
does not reflect, and I am sure I do not
attenmpt to reflect, upon the action of the
committee, but if the majority of the House
have a different view of the matter, under
al] the circumstances, from that taken by
the majority of the committee, then they
have unquestionable power to instruct the
committee to report in accordance with the
view of a najority of the House. That has
been done in a great many cases.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I cannot agree
with the remarks which have fallen f rom the
lips of the hon. gentleman from Halifax, for
this reason : that while there is no doubt that
the House bas a perfect right to refer any
question to their committees, as a general
rule, with instructions, in certain cases they
cannot do so. Now this House bas a perfect
right to recommit a bill, with instructions
to add to it, or to strike out a clause or part
of a clause, but when dealing with the
Comnittee on Standing Orders, whose duty
is to inquire and see whether the petitions

f d1 h- ml h b d db
re erre tO t e

proper notices gi
vided by the rule
and to recommen
is to be done, aft
has no right to
report in an
against the conc
corne to and
Such a course
common sense.
ported that the
sustained, that tI
suspension, and t
report. The Hou
we will send th
mittee and orde
sider its decision
suspension of the
man from Sarnia
House will refer t
on Standing Orde
liberty to do tI
House bas no rig
which they think

Hon. Mr. LOI
ary matter to re
report that may

and which the majority of the House doPs
not approve of. Now, it seems to me there
is too much sensibility on the part of the
members of the comittee-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In regard tO
the report which they have made. They
seem to take as want of confidence on the
part of this House the failure to ap-
prove of that report. There are two or
three considerations which enter into this
matter, and which are worthy of the attentionl
of the Senate. In the first place, it seels
to me to be a want of courtesy to the Stand-
ing Orders Committee of the House of Coi-
mons if we insist upon throwing out a bill
which was regarded by the committee of the
House of Cornmons as having been suflici-
ently advertised. This difiiculty may possi-
bly confront us at some future time by the
Standing Orders Committee of the House
of Commons, namely, where the Senate
rules are complied with and their rules are
not rigorously observed, our bill will like-
wise be thrown out. I would recall the
fact that a few days ago my hon. friend
from Victoria pointed out the desirability

ave een prece e y of Our mules conîorininc te the fouse 0,
ven to the public as pro- I
s concerning private bills, i
d to this House what best Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Or
er inquiry, I say the House vice versa.

order the committee to
opposite direction and Hon. Mr. L(IGIEED-Take it Vte

lusions they have already versa. My hon. friend then expressed hi'
reported to the House. confidence in the fouse of Commons rules
would be in conflict with as being suficient to indicate to the public
The committee have re- the corporate powers which are being sougbt

rule in this case must be by applicants foi such a bil as this. t
ey cannot recommend its seems to me tbat if so influential a body Ils

he House bas received their the Flouse of Commous could think that the
se should not now say "no, limited advemtising which bas been complied
e report back to the com- with in tlis case is suficient for tbat fouse,
r that committee to recon- we slould surely accept it in this case, and
and report in favour of the more particularly wlen we take into col-
rule." As the hon. gentle- sideration the condititns surrounding this
said a moment ago, if the bil. It is not contended for a moment, a
he report to the Committee I understand, that this company is going tO
rs, the committee will be at carry on opemations in any of tle outlying
is or to do that, but the provinces of the Dominion. It is not C01-
ht to direct them to do that tended tlat the public interests of tbe Don"-
is wrong. mon are in any way sacrificed by measof

this company not liaving advertised in Bri-
GHEED-It is an ordin- tish Columbia, the Nortl-west Territorie'

fer back to a committee a Manitoba and other provinces. It is veiY
)e submitted to this Cuse, well known to ion. gentlemen in tliis mouse
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that the intention of this company is to
business in the city of Ottawa, and in what
way is the public interest in reference to
this particular company affected to the extent
o Justifying this House in throwing out the

i at this stage? I in no way express
Yself on the merits of the bill, I have very

serious doubts as to the wisdom of passing the
bill i, the shape in which it has come fro m
the House of Commons. At the same time f lie
dignity of this House would be sacrificed if
We took advantage of the technicality
Which is sought to be taken advantage of in

is particular case and prevent the beill
going before the proper cominittee. Th is
4ot the first case of the kind. The occasion
bas arisen again and again in which some
nistake has occurred by which professional
'en have examined the rules of the House
Of Commons and have come to the conclu-

, as one logically would, that the rules of
bth ouses would be uniform on this ques-

tin of advertising and have accepted the
rules of the House of Commons as repre-senting the same rules which obtained in
the Senate and simply complied with the
ules of advertising in the House of Com-

n1s. I need not point out to hon. gen-
tlemen that it would be beneath the action
of a dignified body like the Senate to take
adlantage of a technicality of this character.
adhis technicality is being sought to be taken

ltvantage of by reason of a feeling of an-
agonism to this bill. If the public interests

are being sacrificed by reason of this bill, itshould be disposed of on its merits and not
na mere technicality. I would, therefore,
1ost heartily support the motion of the

h- gentleman from Rideau division (Mr.
lC'e'now) in this matter, and I hope thelhembers of this honourable body will seetieir way to treat this bill on its merits.

on. Mr. OGILVIE-I generally agree
the hon. gentleman from Calgary (Mr.

to Zheed), but I cannot say that I do so
thatay. 1 certainly cannot agree with him
th it is a sufficient reason for us to accept
he bill because it comes to us from the
ouse of Commons. There was a bill dur-

"'g last session that the House of Commons
Passed almost unanimously. We threw itOut. That same bill, or a facsimile of it,
ae4 back to the House of Commons this

Yea.r and their Railway Committee threw it
hetby a vote of 77 to 22. J think we had
better act for ourselves and on our own re-
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sponsibility. The only reason I had for ob-
jecting to have the bill go back with that
instruction to the committee was I thought
that if I was a member of that committee
myself- used to be a member of it-and
had sat and taken cognizance of that bill,
as the committee I have no doubt did do,
and had reported the bill, and this House
passed a motion sending it back to us and
instructing us what to do as a committee, I
would consider it a pretty strong snub to
the committee. An hon. gentleman, not
many minutes ago, talking about the bill,
said, " It is a pretty hard snub to me for
what I have done," I said it is a harder
snub to the committee.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-There is a good
deal in what the hon. gentleman from Alma
(Mr. Ogilvie) says, but we ought not to
make such cast-iron rules at the tait end of the
session. I would be considerate in this mat-
ter and kill the bill on its merits rather
than take advantage of a technical point
of that kind. In order to meet the objec-
tion of the hon. gentleman from Alma, I
would substitute the following after the
words "instructions to," " reconsider said
report."

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I have no objection
to that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That would not be
sufficient. It should be with instruction to
report that the notice was sufficiently proved.
The proposition made by the hon. gentleman
from Rideau (Mr. Clemow) is one constantly
brought before parliament, directing a corn-
mittee to go back and report a bill. You
cannot carry on parliamentary government,
nor can a majority control unless you adopt
a rule of that kind. A committee refuses
to report a bill because of insufficient notice
-is that to override the opinion of a ma-
jority of this House? What is this bill ? It
is purely a local bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-We
do not know anything about the merits of
the bill at all. It is a question of rules.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--You have everything
to do with the merits of the bill. Under our
rules, in the case of a bill which only affects
one province, the notice need only be pub-
lished in the Canada Gazette and a local
newspaper. I understand the full notice
has been given, as far as this bill is con-
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cerned, in the Canada Gazette and a news- asked for inthis case. Thecorpanysimplyask
paper of the city of Ottawa. The company for corporate powers. When the oinission haS
go into operation in the city of Ottawa arisen from some accident and not froni anY
Their business is purely local under the bill. negligence on the part of the petitioner and
They are not authorized to do business out- the absence of notice would not have been
side of Ottawa. prejudicia] to any private individual-vhen

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The bill says it can be shown the legisiation is so recentthat it was impossible to give the requiste
fnotice - when the com onittee have had

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hon. gentlemen are abundant evidence that ail parties likel to

probably aware of the circuinstances under be afbcted were fully informed of the appli
which the company are here. They are in- cation, and that there was no oppositio to

orporated in the state of iNew York. They the prject when the comnittee have
corne here to carry out a contract given byi found that the Act was necessary ite
the government of Canada. They iind it account of soîne ambiguity- in ail those

notie-wthente comitened whav Thad

necessary, in order to do that, tol have taheir abundantice t lp e ith l To
Act of incorporation recognized here. Ail are innumerable instances in mhich, no pub-
they ask is that they be recognized in lic nterest being in any way affecte to
Ottawa in their corporate capacity. In al committee have dispensed with notice, but
those cases the usual course bas been, ths case fu l notice is g even.
no other interests were affected, to allow a bita Hon. Sir JOHN CARLiNG-No.
to pass, although the notices may have been
defective and even when it bas been intro- Hon. Mr. SCOT-It was given in the
duced without giving any notice whatever. Gazette and in the local newspapers.
Who is affected by this? I think the hon. Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING-Notice waS
gentleman will find it impossible to find any o n i JhN ca LIG-otc as
parties who are at all affected by this bill not given in the provincial papers, and the
except those who were in a competing line. solicitor was notified that he had failed~iv k.ije diic i ~esaa hLI d

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-A
gentleman in Ottawa, a barrister, appeared
for Mr. Burland to oppose the bill. He said
it affected rights and interests of his, and
in view of that, together with the fact that
the rule had not been complied with, the
committee brought in the report before us.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- It is a rule of all con-
mittees that if persons who ought to have

ti l f a com ittee that

gve proper noti ce six wee s ago an e
not give notice.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Where it affects onlY
a province or territory a notice inserted in
the Canada Gazette and in a newspaper pub-
lished in the county or counties affected 15
sufficient. This is practically a local com1-
pany.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-But
the bill applies to the whole Dominion.

no1 ce appear ý eor m ,, &

waives the necessity of notice, because the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If you think that ob
object of the notice is that they may appear jectionable you (an strike it out when it
before the committee. If they appear before cores before the coumittee, and pr.0 ide
the committee, from the very fact of their that the company shah not operate 0 utside
being present they cannot plead they were of the province of Ontario. That can be
not aware of the legislation. The notice is done if the committee think anything is tO
required in the public interest. No one can be accomplished by it. Would it not be e
urge that any one outside of the Bank Note perfect farce to say that the company shotld
Company is affected by this bill. I will have put notices in the papers of British
mention a few instances in which the com- Columbia and Prince Edward Island, and
mittee has reported bills without the neces- ail the other provinces.
sity for notice. Where no interests except Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That

those of the petitioners are likely to be is the rule of the buse.
affected by the proposed legislation, they
dispense with notice. Where no exclusive Hon. Mr.SCOTT-Theruleisnevercarried
privileges are asked for by the bill, notice is out in that spirit. I do not think that is the
not insisted upon. No exclusive privilege is ruleof theouse. com es under the partic'
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lar rule which I have read, where the insti-
tultion is located in one particular province
and is not competent to do business in any
Other province. When the bill comes before
the Committee on Private Bills, they could
anit the operations of the company to the

province of Ontario as the notice was limit-
ed to that province.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I wish
to explain with reference to the remarks of
the hon. member from Calgary (Mr.
Lougheed). It is true I called the attention
Of the House to the necessity of assimilating
the rules of the Senate and the rules of the
"Ouse of Commons. I did not express any
fancy for the rules of the House of Commons.
That was left open. I think our own rules
are preferable to those of the House of Com-
17ons. This bill stands in a different position
frOm any other bill in another matter. A
Promaoter of a bill could easily be misled by
looking at the rules of the House of Commons

nIly, but when a promoter is notified of his
having failed to comply with our rules and
.aeglects to comply, that alters the situa-

"on: When, through his own neglect, after
aving been notified lie does not give notice,

aut to save a few dollars, he should take
the consequences of his own negligence.

Fon. Mr. SCOTT-It would cost $100.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We ought to deal
With this bill in precisely the same spirit
anid in the same way we have done with
Others. I do not think there is any indig-
ility inflicted upon the committee by the
h otion which the hon. member from Ottawa

ve Proposed to this House for adoption.
rY committee of this House is a commit-

tee acting under instructions from the Senate
tO the extent to which this House chooses to
give instruction. Soinetimes we go into
cofInnnittee to consider a bill without instruc-t ons, and it is open to the House to propose
Wher that bill is in committee

ElOn. Mr. BELLEROSE-Will the hon.
gentlemnan allow me to put him a question i
Canl he cite a single instance where a com-
41ittee having struck out a section of a bill
the bouse ordered the committee to put it

. on. Mr. MILLS-There is no difficulty
in the matter at ail. When a committee of
thi8 bouse rises, after considering a bill and
after having carried through ail the amend-

ments proposed, it is open to any hon.
gentleman to move that the bill be not now
read the third time, but that the House
resolve itself again into committee for the
purpose of considering the specific amend-
ments proposed.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Hear! hear!
Let the House go into committee on it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That specific amend-
ment is the only thing that can be consid-
ered by that committee, and if the House
goes into committee for the purpose the
committee can carry the amendnent. What
does this House do? If the motion made
by the lion. gentleman from Rideau (Mr.
Clemow) is adopted the House will have to
give to the Committee on Standing Orders
instructions in precisely the sane way and
of the same character that it gives to a
committee of the whole House when it
goes into committee to consider a particular
motion which has been proposed, and there
is no indignity inflicted on the committee.
The committee, as a subordinate body of
the House, is open to instructions from the
House, and if this resolution is carried will
receive its instructions, and the committee
will be obeying the order of the House in
doing as they are directed by that motion.
It seems to me that that is the proper motion
to make, because, notwithstanding ail that
the hon. member from British Columbia
(Mr. Macdonald) has said with regard to the
importance of persons applying for legisla-
tion conforming to the rules of the House,
lie knows right well that in the majority of
cases which the Standing Orders Committee
have had to consider those rules have not
been complied with, and, except in this case,
those rules have not been enforced. In
every case the committee have reported that
the notice was sufficient. My hon. friend from
London(SirJohn Carling)says that these par-
ties were notified that the notice given was
insufficient and that further notices were re-
quired. The clerk of the House informed the
committee that precisely the same informa-
tion given to every other party, and no other
party has been ruled out, and in no other
case has the committee refused to report the
bill because those rules were disobeyed.
If that be so, surely the committee cannot
pretend to say that it is a proper reason for
this House to reject this bill when it was
not an adequate reason for rejecting a dozen
other bills which were considered by the
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committee and reported. Then, further
than that, we are to look at the reason of
the rules. The object of the rule is to pro-
tect the public interest to see that exclusive
privileges are not being sought for by Act
of parliament that may prove, if granted,
detrimental to other parties. Now, there
is no attempt to ask for exclusive powers in
this bill. There is no attempt to denude
anybody else of the right they now possess
or to prevent them acquiring any correspond-
ing right for the future. In that respect
there is simply a desire expressed in the bill
to have corporate powers conferred upon this
company, which do not limit in the smallest
degree any right which might be asked for
by any other party seeking incorporation.
Then what reason was there for insisting
upon the rule in this case? My hon. friend
froin British Columbia (Mr. Macdonald),
says that the reason was that one party ap-
peared before .the committee and objected
because he said the notice was not sufficient.
That was not a proper objection for him to
make.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-He
said there were other interests jeopardized
by the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a proper
subject for the Committee on Miscellaneous
Private Bills to consider. They are the
parties constituted by this House for the
purpose of considering that matter. That
is not a question that comes before the
Standing Orders Committee. The Standing
Orders Committee simply consider the ques-
tions of form and not questions of intrinsic
merit and that proposition is a matter of
intrinsic merit which belongs to another
committee and does not belong to the Com-
mittee on Standing Orders. 1 mentioned
yesterday that before this bill came up there
were eight others carried through where the
notices were defective in exactly the saine
manner that the notice was defective in this
bill, and the reason given for adopting them
was that nobody appeared before the com-
mittee to object to the insufliciency of the
notice. The fact that nobody appeared
may be an evidence that nobody was aware
that such a bill was asked for, and I know
the principle of the House of Commons in
such cases is to regard the absence of all
opposition, if a bill is one that upon its face
discloses probable grounds for opposition, as

a reason for rejecting the bill if the notices
are not suticient, because there may be
interests jeopardized by the want of notice
and the fact that nobody has appeared mDaY
be regarded as an evidence that nobody i
aware that such legislation, hostile to their
interests, has been asked for in parliament.
But that does not apply here at all.
It is a sound maxin that where the
reason of the rule loes not apply, the rule
itself should not be insisted upon, and il
this case the reasonable rule does not applY
and the reasonable rule is to protect the
interests of various other parties that might
be injuriously affected, that might be taken
away or that might be limited, and here it
is not proposed to take away any right, or to
limit any right, or to injuriously invade anY
franchise or privilege possessed by any other
party ; it seems to me that it is proper
instruction to give at this period of the
session, and we should not, upon a technical
objection of this kind, which is not il
any way applicable to this case ; it is to
a different class of cases that the rule is
intended to be applied to, insist upon the
observance of the rule. If this House is Of
opinion that that rule ought to be strictlY
enforced let it be known. What is the rea-
son those parties did not give further notice
after being notified by the clerk ? It Was
because they learned that it was not the
practice to do so, and that this Coimittee
on Standing Orders had, for a dozen years
or more, acted upon precisely the saine prln-
ciple that they acted upon in eight other
cases which preceded this, that where there
was no evidence that any right was being
jeopardized or that anything was asked for
restraining the rights of any other party, the
rule would not be insisted upon, and I thilk
hon. gentlemen will see that it ought not to
be insisted upon in this case, and that the
motion made is a proper one.

lion. Mr. MASSON-In considering this
matter the conmittee did not take upon
themselves to decide whether the notice was
sufficient or insufficient. They only stated
the fact which thev were bound to find,
namely, that the 49th rule was not con'i
plied with. They do not say whether it is
right or not. They say, " It is none of Our
business ; we have only to state the facts aS
they are; as we have no power to decide
upon it, we will lay it before the House,
and they report the matter to the House,
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and what does the House do ? The House effort of lon. gentlemen on this occasion,
says, " That which you are not able to do in but the eight cases referred to by the hon.
comTmittee, we will give you power to do, gentleman from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed)
anrd we will refer the bill back to you, and and the hon. gentleman fron Bothwell (Mr.
Permit you to do that which you had no Milis) were not contested. They were not
authority to do." For that reason it is no opposed by any person, and no one appeared
reflectiôln upon the committee. The House before the committee to object to the bil.
's Only indicating to the committee what In this case it was quite (ifierent. It vas
they ought to do, which is quite a proper opposed and strongly opposed, and the coi-
thine ift my opinion. mittee fegt that they had nothing else to do

but to adhere to the rules of the Senate. 
gion. Mr. PROWSE-It appears to me do not wish to throw out the bill on his

e are discussing a iMatter that is not reallyl ground. In many respects the bill is very
before the Senate at the present time. We objectionable and i should ike to see i de-

have been discussing the bill. We have i feated on its merits. If the on. gentleman
certain rules establislied by the flouse for 1 from Rideau (Mr. Clemow) chooses to intro-
the government of the Senate and its com- duce a resolution to suspend the rule in

itteg, This iatter was referred to the i the Senate, do not say that I shae vote
COibimittee on Standing Orders. They were for it, but I think it is stultifying the
expected, and instructed and bound to carry Senate, and placing the committee in ahfalse
011 the business of that committee in accord- position to ask them to do what they have
ance with the rules of the Senate, and the refused to do. They have carried out their
havemittee on Standing Orders reported to instructions to the letter; they reported the
the Senate exacly the state of affairs as facts of the case, and the house can do as
they found it, and there the committee left they like with the rule.
the tiatter in the hands of the Senate. The

Proposition is noNv maýde b7y the hion. gentle- Hon. Mr. LOUGIIEED-I have Iooked
mmn from Rideau Division (Mr. Clemow) at the original bill, and I find it did not

that this report sha be sent back to the necessitate advertisin in the various
COnlînaittee-for what purpose ? That the provinces of the Dominion. If the hion.
ollmittee must recomend to the Senate gentlemen will look at Bi (68) they wihl

the suspension of a rule of the Senate. The find it is a bih simply to operate in the

S3enate established a rule and instructed the! province of Ontario.
Ctanding Committee to do their work in t
accordance with that rule, and now the coa- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This
tfoittee, having done their work faithfullyis not the bith that passed the Comnions.
anhd according to the letter of the rule, the

siate turns round and says you must re- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Precisely, but
thatmend us to suspend that rule." It looks you have to take into consideration the bill

tf re as if the Senate was stultifying itself introduced in the tirst instance. Here was
coma very great extent in this matter by a bill introduced into the fouse of Com-
a8king the committee to do any such thing. mons to ilcorporate the American Bank
The sth ruhe of this louse has been re- Note Company. When that bi was pre-
ferred to, and if any hon. gentleman wirlupared the prooter of the bil was entirely
arefu y read over that ule he will see within the rues, namely, advertising in the

that it is very ambiguous, to say the heast of province in which the bill was intended to
tThe lawyers would be able to find t operate. Because the fouse ef Commons

a nod a1 of contradiction from the begin- may make certain amendments in the bi
coig Of the rule to the end of it, and I thlonk and make it. broader than at first contem-
the coamon sense view of the matter wiiyn plated, surely this Senate is not going wao
to thi : That the Senate has power to sus- say Il You had to anticipate the amendments
Peand that rue, without referring it back to which were made by the louse of Commons
the Comittree. In that case, the Senate and should have advertised in the different
hOuld not stutify itself and would not ask provinces." If that were the case, you

the odmittee to stutify themselves, by coud defeat almost every bit which cornes
asking them to do what they have refused down. The first clause of the bi states
to do. I can quite appreciate the special that the business is to be carried on in the
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city of Ottawa and the second clause states Hon. Mr. ALLAN-If the facts are ex-
that it is for the purpose of carrying on busi- actly as stated by the hon. gentleman f roi,
ness in the city of Ottawa, in the province Calgary (Mr. Lougheed>-and 1 suppose he
of Ontario, and the next clause provides that bas informed himself in the ratteranJ
the business is to be carried on in the city the petition in the bil, as it was introduCed
of Ottawa. But there is not a syllable in into the buse of Communs was for an ActW
the bill which provides that the opera- operate in the province of Ontario only, then
tion shall go beyond Ontario, or that it appears to me that the objection On the
they have power to exercise corporate part of the Committee on Standing Orders
powers outside of Ontario, and surely hon. does not apply, and that the true course to
gentlemen will not say that the bill is to be take is this: that if the House of CommOl'
defeated because of the amendments in the have chosen to enlarge the scope of that bil
Commons. I would point out paragraph C beyond what the notice stated the bih wt'
of rule 49 which states: to be introduced for, then there would be

Where the bill is intended to operate in more
than one province, territory or district, such notice
shall be published in the Canada Gaze/e and in a
leading newspaper in each province, territory or
district in which the bill is to operate.

It is therefore manifest we are labouringi
under a misapprehension and the committee
bas misconceived the purpose of the bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-In every case where
the comnittee reports, unless injustice bas
been done, it is the duty of the House to
support the committee. The hon. gentle-
man fron Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has the same
line of argument, it appears to me, in dis-
cussing everything that is brought before
this House. When men were peremptorily
discharged from the situations theyheld with-
out notice, the hon. gentleman from Both-
well rises and says that the Tories did the
saine with the weights and measures inspec-
tors, and therefore it was right that these
men should be discharged. He thinks that
it makes it right because a wrong was
done before; and the sanie way with
the production of confidential papers.
They were not produced by other gov-
ernments, and of course that justifies the
present government in refusing to bring
them down. He says they were quite justi-
fied in doing it because the former ministry
did the same. I should like to remind the
hon. gentleman that two wrongs do not
make a right. He tells us that because the
committee suspended the rules in one case
they should have doneit in every case. When
he followed the example, as he put it, of the
wretched Tories, that was some excuse for
him, but now he bas not that excuse. Be-
cause this committee neglected their duty
in one instance it is no reason why they
should do it in this case.

good ground for action when the bill cornes
before the Committee of Private BilIs,
because apparently the scope of the bill h'
been enlarged without due notice to others
who nay be interested in the bill if it extends
beyond that province, but if the bill when it
was introduced in the House of Commons,
and the petition which asked for that bill,
was limited to Ontario I cannot see how the
objection stands.

lon. Mr. McKAY-The petition before
the Standing Orders Committee was a peti
tion to do business all over Canada.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Then my hon. f riend
from Calgary must be wrong.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is the bill 1
am reading from, not the petition. It is the
bill we are to treat. The rule says that
where the bill is to operate in one province,
you must advertise in that province, and if
it is to operate throughout the Dominion,
you must advertise in all the provinces.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I may be allowed tO
read the rule again in reply to the sugges-
tion of the hon. gentleman from MurraY
Harbour (Mr. Prowse). I have already read
the rule, but I want to cal] the attention of
the House to the fact that this rule is abso-
lute and clear:

No motion for a suspension of the rules with
reference to a petition for private bills shall be i
order unless the saine shall be recommended b)y
the Conmittee on Standing Orders.

Consequently the hon. gentleman fro'
Rideau Division (Mr. Clemow) has taken
the only course he could.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The rule says:

No motion to suspend, nodify or anend anY
rule or any part thereof shall be in order excePt
upon one day's notice in writing.
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lion. Mr. CLE MOW--I gave that notice.

lion. Mr. PROWSE-At the same time
it was done by the Senate, and if the Senate
can suspend one rule it can suspend any
Other rule. The rule continues :

Specifying precisely the rie proposed to be
si05pen(led.

That says any rule can be suspended
following that condition :

The ride proposed to be suspended, modified
or amnenided, and the purpose of such suspension.

t any rule mnay be suspended without notice by
the unaninous consent of the Senate ; and the rule
Proposed to be suspended shall be precisely and
.letinetlv stated; and no motion for the suspen-
on of the rie upon any petition for a private

shabe in order, unless the samne shall have
'e reconunended by the Conunittee on the

tanding Orders.

We are not imaking any motion for the
8spension of the rules. It is the rule-
Xot the rules :

N0 motion for the suspension of the rules in
relationi to any petition for a private bill shall be
1n order unless the sanie be recommended by the

omtnniittee on Standing Orders.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Is it not the
rUle that one clear day's notice must be
given? I was a member of the committee
which made the rules, and they unanimously
declared in favour of the provision that one
sflagle day should intervene; notice would

t given on Monday for Wedaesday. One
cleatr (lay was the interpretation given to
the expression " one clear day's notice."

the Commons has done with the bill, I will
read one clause f rom the bill, as it came be-
fore the Standing Committee:

The American Batik Note Company, hereinafter
called "the conmpany," is hereby invested with,
and shall be entitled to all the powers, privileges
and rights, as a corporation, necessary for the pur-
pose of carrying on, in the city of Ottawa, Ontario,
and elsewhere in Canada, a general engraving.

If we were to go back to the bill as first
introduced, it would amount to nothing. It
would simply be waste paper. The notice
in the Gazette contained a notice of applica-
tion for power to carry on business all over
the Dominion. We have nothing to do with
the bill as first introduced into parliament.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Rule 13 says:

One intermuediate lay's notice, in writing, must
be given of all motions deemed special; and any
motion is deemed special which initiates a subject
of discussion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is not the rule.
It is rule 17 which reads:

No motion to suspend, modify or amnend any rule
or part thereof, shall be in order except apon one
day's notice in writing and that notice has been
given.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-But that spe-
cifies one clear day. That is the present
rule. It is a question of order, and the
speaker must decide it. The question is
whether it is in order to move to-day a mo-
tion of which notice was given yesterday. I
say it is not.

lon. Mr. SULLIVAN-It was raining Hon. Mr. POWER-Rule 17 savs so.
Very hard at that time.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Notice was
-lways given for the third day. If you go
'Over the minutes of the Senate, you will not
ltd one notice which is not given from
]onday until Wednesday, or from Wednes-
ay until Friday-always one clear day. It

.ias been the practice of this House, and it
's the practice in England, one day means
ole clear day.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Rule 13 says
not and it is. the rule which prescribes how
notices have to be given.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a different
thing altogether.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-In your mind,
but not in mine.

Hon. Mr POWER-Runle 13 deals with
lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I ask new matter, a motion which is the subject

the indulgence of the House again for two of discussion. This motion does not neces-
Or three minutes to correct the statement sitate any sabject of discussion, because we
'1ade by the hon. gentleman from Calgary. 'are dealing with the report of the Comniittee
le has told the House that we are to take on Standing Orders, and Rule 17 applies-
the bill as it was presented to parliament, that no motion to suspend, modify or amend,

fld not as finally passed. Such a doc- shah be in order except upon one day'stoifse d neyer heard of. To show what notice.
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Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Not at all. Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to ask
There is nothing before the House except His Honour the Speaker--
the motion of the hon. gentleman from Several hon. MErBERS-Order, order.
Ottawa, which is a special motion, and which
lias provoked the discussion that has been Hon. Mr. POWER-This House is neot
going on since three o'clock and it is now like the House of Commons. I have a per-
five. The 17th rule has nothing to do with fect right to appeal from the Speaker's
it. If I refer to our code of rules I find that decision if I please.
the 13th rule, to which I have referred, is
found in the chapter headed by the follow- bon. Mr. BELLEROSE-There is noth-
ing words: " INotices of motions and motions ing before the House.
in general." This 13th rule is a general bon. Mr. POWER-I ar in order.
rule, prescribing, as I said before, hown
notices of motion have to be given. It clearly Hon. Mr. POIRIER-We have a rule in
enacts that one intermediate day must be this chamber that when the Speaker is or,
allowed between the day the notice is given his feet the hon. member addressing the
and the day the motion is put. House sits down.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In answer to The Hon. the SPEAKER-J wish to add

the remarks of the hon. member from· Vic- that J should be most happy that the right
toria (Mr. Macdonald) I have in my hand to appeal from my decision should be give"
the petition and the notice in the Gazette. to the hon. nmember because this is over-
The notice in the Gazette does not ask spe- ruling the practice of the House during

cially for power to do business throughout former sessions, and I should be most happY
the Dominion of Canada. to be corrected.

The Hon. the SPEAKER-If J had to Hon. Mr. POWER--I was going to ask
JqH would to bis Honour the Speaker if he had consd

decide a legal question look ered rule seventeen.
the rules of the courts. Before the courts,
when a notice is given and a motion is The Hon. the SPEAKER-I have, butJ
made, the rules of the court always require should very much like that the sense of the
a clear day's notice, and that means that an House should be taken.
intermediate day must intervene between the
notice and the motion.. The 13th rule of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Of course, after the
this bouse says : suggestion made by His Honour the Speal

er, it might be well for us to decide whether
One intermediate day's notice, in writing, must that was the interpretation intended whe,

be given of ail inotions (leerne( special, and lanythruewsad. urpciehsbef
motion if deemned special which initiates a subjeet the rule was made. Our practice ras been
of discussion. to consider twenty-four hours the proper

time. It is a serious matter for the col-
Jn my opinion the motion of the hon. mem- venience of the Senate whether in all tlhose
ber for Rideau is deemed special. It ni- cases we should not continue to construe
tiates a subject of discussion which was not the rule as it has been construed in the past.
yet before the Senate. It is true that there In the past we have always construed the
has been a discussion on the subject in the rule that when a notice is given to-day it
Standing Committee on Standing Orders, may be considered to-morrow. of course
but we had nothing before the House until it is a matter for t-eaeo consider, be-
the hon. member for Rideau brought his cause the Speaker bas invited us to express
motion, and that motion initiated the pre- the view the Senate take of it.sent discussion. I think the motion of the
hon. member comes under Rule 13 and must Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I ask the hon. gentle-
be deemed special, and there should be one man to look at the rules. Rule 13 provides
intermediate day's notice betw.een the day that "one intermediate day's notice il,
of the notice and the day fixed for present- writing must be given of all motions deemned
ing the motion. Rule 17 applies only to special." Every one understands by that that
the ordinary motions which do not ini- a day must intervene between the notice and
tiate a new subject of discussion requiring dealing with the motion. Then the other
only one day's notice in writing. rule provides that "no motion to suspende
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roodify or amend any rule, or part thereof, teen or fifteen of the stockholders had a
%hall be in order, except on one day's notice right to interfere in its management, and
in writing, specifying the rule proposed to be that all the other shareholders were nothing
su1Spended " etc. Now, these two clauses else but silent partners. The only right
apply to totally different subjects. The mat- they had was to keep silence and take things
ter before the House is undoubtedly a special as thev were. I asked, myself, at the time
'otion. ~ Under the rule, I think the to change that charter. because the bank

Speaker's ruling is perfectly right and clear, was then asking for a reduction of 25 per
that one intermediate day must intervene. cent of its capital. On that occasion I

saidl :
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think it

. right to say that I concur in the opinion
Just expressed by my hon. friend from York.

an sorry we are not going on with this
raatter to-day. It is a pity the committee
have reported as they have done. I do not

ink they were justified for the reasons
given, but my judgment on the question of
order is in accordance with the ruling of

ls Hlonour the Speaker.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon. Minis-
ter of Justice (Sir Oliver Mowat) is certain-

ly not in a position to criticize the course
follOwed by the committee. He has been

a few months in this House ; how, then,
can he contradict the statement made by
letbers of the committee ? I was been
here over twenty years, and I repeat, and
efy contradiction, that the practice of that

cornrnittee has invariably been to recom-
rnend the suspension of Rule 49 only on

etitions -1 -A f nla

Such is the Act and no doubt every silent share-
holders who entered the company did so with a
full knowledge of what lie was doing. Therefore
to that, I believe there can be no objection, but
to-day, after having for over 40 years adminis-
tered the affairs of this bank, the directors of that
corporation who elect members to replace those
who have resigned, have brouglit the bank to such
a condition that they are unable at the present
time to pay dividends. They called a general
imeeting of the shaieholders both members of the
corporation and silent shareholders and they were
represented at that meeting, either by sharehoWler
themselves or by proxy, 11,000 shares. fThe nin-
ber of shares in the company is 32,000, so that
there were present about one third of the nuinber
who were unanimous in asking for an amendment
to the Act to reduce the capital of the bank. It is
to this amendment that [ object, because it is
changing the position of those who become share-
holders in that company, to such a degree that
it becomes an injustice

I then asked that the bank be forced to
ask for a new charter like the other banks,
I continued:

%il C U,[IVFpvI think it was stated even if I did not know'fhere they have been opposed. that the active menbers of the corporation had
The motion was ruled out of order by the been lending money one to the other to very large
eak anmotints, I could state this, that it must be sup-

er- posed (because it is not otherwise shown, either in
the preamble or elsewhere,) that it is by bad

BAN QUE DU PEUPLE BILL. management solely that the bank has been brought
THIRD READING. to its present condition. If that administration

over which the great majority of the shareholders
.ion. Mr. FORGET moved the third read- have no control, has ruined the bank to the extent

og Of Bill (86) " An Act respecting the of 25 per cent, is it reasonable to reduce the capital
] without giving to every one of the shareholders,

anque du Peuple." even the silent shareholders, a vote, so that in
future they may change the administration if it is

on. Mr. BELLEROSE-It is notmy not good, and secure proper management of the
itention to oppose this bill. I believe it is bank ? Now, if this bill should become law, would
a good one under the circumstances in which it not be encouraging the present corporation to
the bank is placed. It is onl right to hel continue its course and fifteen or twenty years

y P. hence to come back to this House and ask that thethose who have so much money in the insti- silent shareholders should lose the balance of their
tutiOn to protect their interests, but I can- money ? But there is more than that. We have an
'ot let it pass without referring to legislation example of what can be done by good management.

Which passed this parliament twelve years Only four years ago the Hochelaga Bank of Mon-
treal, got into diticulties, not through bad ad-

SParliament was at that time made ministration, but because the cashier iad robbed
aware of the bad state of that bank. I shall the bank of nearly $100,000 ; and that small b-ank
read what was then said. At the time it was thereby ruined, but its directors did not come
Was explained to the House that the charter to parliament to ask for a reduction of its capital.
of the aq dThe shareholders changed the administration, and

the Banque du People was a special one, unler good management, in three years to $100,000
a bad one also-that only thirteen, four- was recouped. In the saine way, the Hochelaga
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Bank, by their statement, show that they have been verified. That bank is a comnplete ruif e
recovered from a loss of $200,000 and are now in and not only will the shareholders lose
such a good position that they will be able to pay
dividends. Surely, if the Hochelaga Bank has in their investment, but even hundreds of poor
three years succeeded in recouping the $100,000 widows will lose their little money deposited
stolen from it theBanque du Peuple ought to be able in the bank ; and are now labouring every
in six years to recover from the effects of its loss day to gain their livelihood. I thought 

0fda togain tht o riechord 1 th int,

By refusing what is here asked it will compel should put that on record in this instance
the administration of the bank to change their to show that under some circumstances par
course and adopt a hetter system. Experience has liament treats those matters too lightY-
shown that this system is a very had one. The In this case some twelve years ago there Was
whole of the money over $1,000,000 is im the hands a
of fourteen or fifteen men. True, they are re- a good deal of work done outside il the
sponsible for it but they cannot be responsible for lobbies, and that is always bad work.
bad administration. The shareholders nust loose
if the bank sustains loss. To put into the bands Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.
of thirteen or fourteen men the entire control of is sometines said that a prophet is "'nt
this $1,000,000, nost of it helonging to others is a without honour save in his own country•dangerous principle. W hile the bank is asking s
parliament to-day for this amendment to their That will not apply to the hon. gentleman
charter, why should we not refuse and let them (Mr. Bellerose) who bas proved to bis 0 ,"
cone back with another bill for the sane object satisfaction, and I have no doubt to the sa t-
and inciuding in it a provision giving a vote to isfaction of other people, that the prophecy
every shareholder would come under a double
liability. But the danger of that is only on paper. he made some twelve years ago bas been
Where has there been danger to the shareholders verified to the letter.
of the 100 banks we have in this country on that
account ? If there is no danger to the shareholders Hon. Mr. WOOD-When this bill was
why not bring this bank under the same condition before the committee, a question was raised
as others? No doubt it ean be shown that in some
cases shareholders in banks have been dued under by a gentleman who appeared before it 1
the double liability clause; but is it the rule to opposition to the bill, as to the jurisdiction
make exceptional legislation or to legislate on a of this parliament. The claim set up was
general principle ? If we are to mjake special that being a question of civil rights and
legislation for every institution, we will be sitting p i . f the
here every month of the year. property, it came under the legislation o

In this case it lias been proved before the comn- province. Different opinions were expressed
mittee that this bill has not been asked for by in the committee, and it was finally stated
more than one third of the shareholders. not even that the Minister of Justice would be asked
a simple majority . . . . Is it not apparent
at once that there is something wrong in this bill? to give an opinion to the House on the suib

I will move that this bill be referred back to the ject of jurisdiction before the third reading
comnnittee with instructions to add the following of the bill.
clauses :

(5). " This Act shall not come into force before
it lias been subnitted to a special general meeting Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is quite
of the shareholders of the said bank, both of those true that this bil does touch, to a certein
shareholders who are members of the corporation extent, property and civil rights, but alnJOs t

as well as those wbo are only partners en comnuman- all Jegislation within the Dominion juIl5

ditaires, and that such shareholders representingd
in person or by proxy at least two-thirds in value on ai with property and civi
of the whole present stock of the said bank, at the rights, and the construction of the courts lE

said meeting, have approved thereof. that wherever the Dominion bas jurisdictlOt

(6). The meeting mentioned in the fifth clause that jurisdiction carnes with it a right
will be called by a notice given during two weeks
in the Canada Gazette. and in two newspapers in deal with property and civil rights 50 far
the English language,and in two newspapers in the the subject requires. Take the case of th
French language (in the city of Montreal) during general insolvency Iaw; tbat deaN witb Pro
the two weeks above mentioned. A circular will y and civil n lthoub ropet
also be addressed by mail to each such shareholder p ivt ights a nd a g po t
at least fifteen days hefore such meeting, giving
then notice of the day, hour and place of the umeet- Provinces alone, still an insoîvency law deal
ing, and of the object of the meeting." very extensively with property and ci"'

Such were the facts and the views which rights. I consider this bil as being on
I put before parliament at that time, but wbich parliament can pass if it wishes t
the House seemed to shut their ears to my pass it.
warning, and gave the legislation asked for. The motion was agreed to and the bill'"
After twelve years these predictions have read the third time and passed.

e
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M4ANITOBA AND SOUTH-EASTERN the people from the grievance that my hon.
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL. friend from Brandon said yesterday they

were suffering from. I was glad to see him.
TIRD REAtake such an interest on behalf of those

1on. Mr. BERNIER moved the third people, and I hope he will continue to use
reading of Bill (19) "An Act respecting his influence in their behalf. Although I
the Manitoba and South-eastern Railway do not live in Manitoba, I have as much
COtnpany. interest in it as he has, and I hope he and

the hon. member from St. Boniface will do
lion. Mr. McCALLUM-Yesterday 1 what they can to have this work con-

Placed -an amendment in the hands of fis structed and not permit our trade to be
Ubonour the Speaker in opposition to this diverted to foreign channels. If they under-
bill. I have not the same objection to the take to do tnat they have to consult the

flnow that 1 had to it yesterday, because government of this country, and I look to
the conpanv took power to amalgamate with them to see that that is not doue. If the
, railway that was chartered to run f rom company build the line of railway as first

t innipeg to Duluth. I see in this bill that contemplated, they are all right ; if they do
ey have the same power to amalgamate, anything else, they are all wrong. I have

4t that other company is not in existence. much pleasure in withdrawing the amend-
! have the assurance of the parties promot- ment that I placed in the hands of the
"rg this bill that they will carry out their Speaker yesterday.
ý1dertaking on their original charter-that The amendment was withdrawn.
", to the Lake of the Woods, and therefore I
hve no desire to oppose the bill, nor had I The bill was then read the third time and
14 the first place excepting to prevent the passed.
diversion of our trade to United States chan- INTEREST BILL.
Rels. I can say further, that the power of IN COMMITTEE.

algamation they have now can only be
exercised under the sanction of the Governor The Order of the Day being read
' Council. That is very satisfactory to Connittee of the Whole House on Bill (1) " An

e because if they step over the line and do Act respecting Initerest."
What is wrong, we will hold the government Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT said-There?f this countryresponsible. That is a further was a good deal of discussion yesterday on
itnducement to me to withdraw my oPPosi- this bill in consequence of an additional
t'On to the bill. Yesterday I said I thought clause which mny hon. friend from Alma (Mr.
they should build this railway, because we Ogilvie) offered, the result of which was
tave had statements made in this House, tha thCilwsalwe og hog

at people have to go 40 or 50 miles to committee without any additional clause
earket. It does not say very much for the and I was to consider the atioran confe,

dng men in Manitoba if the people are with the hon gentleman. I have prepared
W at position. Here they have had a rail- a fourth clause with the assent of m y lhon.

ay charter over this ground for eight years friend, as follows :
8tid they have done nothing. Now, I hope
they will go on and give the people facili- This Act shall not apply to muortgages on reai
ties t etate.

Sfeel interested in that country. I hopbeause .Mortgages on real estate are already pro-

they will do more in the near future than vided for by the Act respecting interest in

hey have yet done. in eight years they t Revised Statutes, and the companies to
ave lot completed a mile of road, and only -which my hon.friend referred and with refer-

two or three miles have been graded. I ence to which there was a goed deal of
Warn them fairly, that if they have to come discussion yesterday, only lend on mort-
back here again, and I am living, if they do gages. I do not propose to alter the law

ot 'do better than they have done, they will on the subject. I leave it precisely where
hear it is. I therefore move that the order beberfrom me. If they fail to construct icagdan th heblb rfrdParliament should see that somebody else discharged, and that the bil be referred
is given au opportunity to occupy that back to a Committee of the Whole House.
grOund and build the railway, so as to relieve The motion was agreed to.
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(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I move
that the following be added as clause 4 :

This Act shall not apply to mortgages on real
estate.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It seems to me
-- although I am subject to correction on
that point-that it is quite as necessary that
this provision should apply to mortgages on
real estate as to transactions by note of
hand or any other way.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The sub-
ject of mortgages on real estate is already
provided for.

that clause out. It seems to me it is going
to interfere seriously with section 3 of chap-
ter 127 of the Interest Act, which provides
for the statement of the rate of int.erest
appearing upon the face of the mortgage,
and the language used there might possiblY
be construed to be a repeal of that particular
section. Another anomaly in regard to
this bill is that it is substantive, and no'
an amendinent to the Act respecting inter-
est ; so that we have on our statutes tWo
substantive Acts respecting interest. Why
is it not an amendment to the Act respect-
ing interest?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Thiere is
no object in declaring that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not the way Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you have
this bill provides. two Acts.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Substan-
tially the same way. There is this differ-
ence: that under the existing provision as
to mortgages no interest is recoverable
while under the bill as it stands, the lender
may recover 6 per cent. With this exception
this bill is really framed to follow the prin-
ciple of the present law-as to niortgages.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I imay just
remark, as my reason, that a loan society,
the Crédit Foncier, did quite an extensive
business in the province f rom which I come,
and there was a misapprehension for a con-
siderable time as to the rate of interest on
which its loans were based. The loans were
payable by annuities instead of by a yearly
rate of interest, and it was not, I understand,
clearly set forth in the mortgage what that
rate of interest was, and borrowers imagined
that they were borrowing on the basis of 6
per cent, when in reality it turned out that
they were borrowing at the rate of 7 per
cent. There was no law at that time with
reference to it. I am speaking of what
occurred 8 or 9 years ago, and I am men-
tioning this case, and if my hon. friend
assures me that the law provides against
such a case as that in mortgages, and that
it is now imperative that the rate of interest
shall be stated in the instrument itself, I
am satisfied.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
the effect of it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am sorry my
hon. friend did not see his way clear to leave

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-We cal
have half a dozen Acts. The first clause of
the bill says this shall be called the " Inter-
est Act, 1897."

Hon. Mr. POWER-With resp-ect to sec.
3 of chapter 127 of the statutes, there may be
someconfusion. I am not raising any questiOnl
as to the correctness of the law laid down by
the Minister of Justice, but I was only go-
ing to say I think there would be in the
minds of the people, at any rate in the pro-
vince of Nova Scotia, some little confusioa
as to what the law really is. In the province
of Nova Scotia we have a building society
which loans money on instruments which,
perhapd, looked at from one point of viee,
are not mortgages, and which, looked at
from another point of view, are mortgages.
The land does not become the property Of
the borrower until he has paid all the instal-
ments, and as he does not own the property,
it can hardly be said that the contract which
he enters into is a mortgage. The propertY
belongs to the building society until the in-
stalnents have been paid by the borrower,
and there is sone question as to whether the
instrument is to be regarded as a mortgage
or not. It is generally known as a mortgage;
but still there is some doubt about it. I do
not know that it has anything to do with
the amendment. I suppose not.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--I do no'
think it has to do with the present amend-
ment. I may observe that mortgages are
either legal or equitable. My hon. friend is
referring to legal mortgages. That is onll
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Olle class of mortgages. Where money is incorporate La Mutuelle Générale Can-
charged upon real estate, it is an equitable adienne."
'nOrtgage, where the charge. does not carry Hon. Mr. POWER--What is this bil?
'th it the real estate..

lon. Mr. POWER-If those instruments Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-It is an ordi-
are mortgages, my own recollection of them nary insurance company having power to
I that they do not set out the rate of inter- insure against everything but fire and marine
est in the way in which the law requires. risk.

lon. Mr. WOOD, from the committee, Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that motion
reported bill with an amendment, which was is out of order. The hon. gentleman only
concurred in. gave one day's notice. If the rule is to be

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved that applied in one case, it should be applied in

the bill be read the third time to-morrow, all others. The hon. gentleman contends

st that he must have an intermediate day.
lion. Mr. POWER-Under the ruling just This notice was only given yesterday.

Made by His Honour one day's notice is not
s1fficient. Thii motion for the third reading Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-There is no
of the bill is just as much a substantive rule applying to it, because it is by order of
"lotion as the motion to deal with the report the House.
0f the Standing Orders Committee, and The motion was agreed to.
linder the construction which has been
elaced upon the rule by His Honour the CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT

Peaker, I do not think it can be read BILL.
tlorrow' IN COMMITTEE.
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-At all Thi 1UriiA r.,impr1 in mt- nf tha

events it can be put down to be read to-
orrow with the unanimous consent of the

"Ouse, and I now ask the consent of the110U'ie

1on1. Mr. POWER-To-morrow any one
0PPosed to the bill can object to the third
lreading?-

ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, be-
eause they have consented to it now.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-There was a
na'nimous consent yesterday to the motion

of the hon. member from Rideau division
"'ith reference to the Ainerican Bank Note
COnpany Bill, but it has been questioned
tOýday.

SECOND READING.

. ill (106) " An Act respecting the Dom-
ilon Safe Deposit, Warehousing and Loan
oanuy, Limited, and to change the name

Of the company to the Dominion Safe De-
osit and Trusts Company, Limited."-(Mr.

cox.)

MUTUELLE GENERALE CAN
ADIENNE INCORPORATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

e on. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the
econd reading of Bill (119) "An Act to

Whole consideration of bill (H) " An Act
further to amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

On section 179.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I should like to
call the attention of the Minister of Justice
to subsection C of section 179. I did not
happen to be present when this clause was
under consideration by the committee, and
therefore omitted to state my objections at
thiat time. After the word "abortion" I wish
to have added the words " or niscarriage,"
because in medical language the words "abor-
tion" and "miscarriage" are not synonymous.
The word " abortion " has reference to a pe-
riod prior to what is called quickening, while
"miscarriage " has reference to the tern
after that.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
that is reasonable.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Might I ask
my hon. friend how there could be abortion
without miscarriage?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN - Miscarriage
may mean abortion; I do not know that
abortion necessarily means miscarriage,
because abortion means the miscarrying of
the ovum, which is impregnated. After con-
aeption, and up to the period of quicken-
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ing, it is generally understood in medical And will also point out that the selection of
language and in law, I think, as miscarriage. such a place should be more suited in locationr

access thereto by members of parliament.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under the He said: These archives are not in a
Criminal Code there is a much wider inter- proper place now, being exposed to the
pretation than that, I think. damp in a cellar in the Western Block. To

obtain access to that place you have to enter

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE, from the com- the eastern door and go down a stair into a
dark passage, and after going as far north

mittee, reported that they had made some as the passage will take you you wil] come
progress with the bill, and asked leave to sit to an iron door which will take you in, and
agamn. you will find that the books are two-thirds

under ground. During the winter and in
EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN BILL. spring there is a snow bank up against that

place. I have been told on good authoritY
WITH1DRAWN. that in the summer sometimes they have to

build a fiî'e in thiere to destroy the daînp i

The Order of the day being read, the rooin. I have a small library inyself,
separate froin the bouse, and I ar ohlie

Second reading Bill (A) " An Act respecting the in vinter to bave a fire kept there and in
Employment of Children." the summer tîme I have to open tbe windoNV

Hon. Sir OLIV ER MOWAT said :-This and allow the air to go througli, and in spite
is an important measure, but I am of
opinion that we have no jurisdiction to Then there is another point--is that place
pass it. 1, therefore, move to strike it accessible for the neibers of this House?
fro the order paper.is ot. have asked a

fror theordr Paei.ber of members whether t.hey kno01

The motion was agreed to. where the archives ae kept and many
The n ared them reply that they cannot tel]. These Ol

papers are not in prnt; some of them are
The Senate adjourned sinply manuscript, and inust be found in the

earchives, and I have ben ra-ely told b
ineintbers to whoni I have spoken that they
know whero the buildin g is or that steY
have evere een in it. Witli regar the
papers, some of them are very vluable.

HE SENATE. myself contributed sore valuable manUof
scripts written bh Andrew Cochrate, a Neova
pper Scotian, son of a -President of

impCollee. m ie came out to Canada, aid
was aointe actin secretary to Sir borge

The SPEAKERt took the Chair at Three i
Prevost during the war of 1812, and after-
vrards to Sir John Cope Sherbrooke, IIe
wrote private a n confidential letters to hei
father, and mentioned faete which could be
known to nobody but the Governou-'s secre-

PRESERVATION 0F CANADIAN tai-y. Afteu-wards, as I have said, hie ~
ARCHIIV ES. secretary to Sir John Cope Sheî.bro *oke,

and continued bis letters to bis father,
INQUIRY. and ater, when Lord Dahousie caine hNere

Hon. -.%r. ALMNON inquired of the gov - f rom Nova Scotia and assumed the governbr-
ship, he was made a member of the Legis

ttm e , Th rs ay 10 h J n ,1 9 . C l e ecH a e o t t a a a n

lative and Executive Counicils of Quebec-
Thether it is their intention to p-ovide a Pltee This shows that lie was a man of talent and

for the ooks, plans ad auscrpts connected , and t
witP te Canadiali archives, whieh are no wrotiva and onfina etterst hi
underground office i the West Block, afd very one. I gave it to Mr. Brymner. Perhaps hle
iuch exposed to destruction from dampne. (ek not think it as valuable as I do, becarse
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he never acknowledged the receipt of this books I care about. He is a very good
donation, and if I had known lie did not French scholar, because lie has been in
value it, I would certainly have kept it Paris and had access to the manuscripts
Myself, and I am not at all certain, if there connected with the history of Canada.

had known that it was deposited in I know that I am speaking to too willing
st an improper place to keep papers, ears when I address the two hon. gentlemen
t that I would have given it to some insti- opposite me who represent the government
tion in Nova Scotia, where it would be in this House, and if they do nothing it will

l*tter cared for. There are a number of not be because their hearts are not in it,
papers connected with the militaryoperations but because they cannot get their hands on
11a Canada in the last year of the war of the the purse strings.
rebllion-that was the first American war.
When the military forces were removed from Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Knowing the very

anada, these papers were sent on to Hali- great interest that the junior mnember for
011 their way to England. They were in Halifax takes in this subject, I am very glad

e Office of Major Nagle, of the adjutant to assure him that all books, plans and
general's departnent, and lie informed me manuscripts connected with the Canadian
that these papers were there and asked if I archives were removed undamaged fromi the
Would like to see them. They appeared to Western Block, at the time of the fire in
tne to be so interesting that I got the late that building. They are now stored in the
e .Garvey, Provincial Secretary, to ac- basement of the Langevin Block, where
epany me to Sir Hastings Doyle, the then there is no danger of any of the documents,

oQvernor of Nova Scotia, and ask him to &c., being injured by dampness. Arrange-
etain the papers until they could be ex- ments will be made for the accommodation

"Illined to keep any relating to Nova Scotia of the archives in the Langevin Block, which
aken out. I asked the Major what would is fireproof, as soon as the Trade and Com-
apPen if they went to England. He merce Department return to the Western
aid they would be put in an office for, Block. It is proposed, shortly, to have

Years, and then if nobody claimed them them removed t> the second story, I think,they would be destroyed. However, a and to allot a place that will be suitable for
niessenger came down from Canada and 1 then, and where an ample opportunity will
asked to have them sent up, and those be given for persons desii ing to consult the
Papers are now here and if !ost they archives to visit the rooms, and every facility
Could never be replaced. By an anomaly will be given to pursue any inquiry they may

e archives are under the care of the think p-oper.
Minister of Agriculture. Why they were
P1ut there I have not the slightest idea, but Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

eg there, I am going out of muy way Does the hon. gentleman think the archives
' suggest to the government that a coin- would be as safe up in the second story as
niittee of theJoint Conniitteeof both Houses in the lower story 1 It is constructed in a0 l the Library should be appointed to con- manner to prevent the burning of documents
Sider this question. We should appoint a of this kind ; in fact the intention was, when
certain num ber of Senators, and the House of that was erected, to occupy the whole of the
4eomImons should appoint a number of mem- flat for the purpose of the archives to ensure

rsevery year to mak -provision for the care safety in case of fire.
Of these documents and to make suggestions
With regard to the keeping of them. It Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are now in the
Would not cost any money, and f rom what I Langevin Block, and it is intended that theyknow of the Library Comnittee, I think should remain there. The Post Office occupythey would be a very useful body to do that the first floor above the basement, and it
San not reflecting upon M r. Brymner be- was intended the archives should be placed
cause lie differs from myself in the estimate in rooms on the second floor. I think they
Of the value of the papers, because he de- are fire-proof ; we considered when it was
ni-ves a great deal of credit, I must say. put up that it was a fire proof building.
lie has been to London to the British
museum, and had valuable papers copied Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
there. In fact, the Archives are the only was that other building.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh no, there was a
fire trap in the ceiling of the other. I hope
there is no similar dangerous element in the
Langevin Block. I should be surprised if
there was.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I
think that in the Langevin Block they would
be quite as safe from destruction by fire as
they are now.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I wish to say that I
am perfectly satisfied with the answer given
by the Secretary of State.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is very desirable,
not only that these archives should be put
in a fire-proof building or room, but that
they should be in a place where there is suf-
ficient light and air. Now, in the basement
where they have been put, it is almost im-
possible to examine a document without
light. I have been in there many times, and
I could make very little progress on account
of the want of sufficiency of light, and if
those archives are worth collecting and pre-
serving, there should be a suitable place
provided for them, and a suitable place has
not, up to the present, been provided.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
special building.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Yes, a suitable build-
ing for the purpose.

THE DISMISSAL OF ALPHONSE
LABERGE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:

Has Mr. Alphonse Laberge, of Montmagny, been
employed as a foreman on the work of construction
of the wharf at St. Thomas, in the parish of St.
Thomas, county of Montmagny?

Upon whose reconnendation?
How many days has he been employed and at

what rate ?
Ip he still in the employment of the government ?
How much has been paid him for completing a

waiting room upon the St. Thomas wharf, as well
for niaterials furnished as for the completion of
the work ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The answer to the
first query must be "yes," and to the second
the answer is "on the recommendation of
Mr. Choquette, M.P." To the third ques-
tion, as to the number of days, the answer
is "from the 18th of August to the 3lst of
December, 73 days, at $2 per day." To

number four the answer is, "yes, in charge
of the expenditures still going on, ordered on
the 10th of May last to complete the work.d
As to number five, the sum of $32 was pai
to Mr. Laberge in August last for lumber.

AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY'S
PETITION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved:
That the Eighteenth Report of the Standinj

Committee on Standing Orders, on the petition O
the American Bank Note Company, be referred
back to the said committee with instructions r0
report in favour of the suspension of the 49th rule
of the Senate, in so far as the same regards the
said petition.

He said : This is the same question which
wa discussed yesterday regarding the report
of the committee. I believe the under-
standing is to allow this motion to drop and
to unanimously agree that the 49th rule be
suspended.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-t is
not my intention to-day to continue the
discussion we had yesterday, or to renew it.
at all. I think we have taught the promOter
of this bill, and perhaps the promoters Of
other bills in future, a salutary lesson; that
they will have more respect for the rules
this House, and that they cannot be So"'
pended on the ipse dixit of any one withOut
very strong reason. The Standing Orders
Committee had an informal understanding-
We did not meet, but we understood anong
ourselves that we are not going to oppOs®
this matter anv further, that we are willinlg
to let the bill go on its merits to whatever
committee it is referred, and with that
understanding I will now move an amend'
ment to the motion of the hon. gentlernan
from Rideau division (Mr. Clemow), to the
effect that the 49th rule of the Senate be
suspended presently, so far as it relates tO
the petition of the American Bank Note
Co.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not thilk
that motion can be carried by this House.
We cannot suspend a rule except upon a
report of the Committee on Standing Orders,
and I think the motion of my hon. friend,
as on the order paper, is the only one tha't
can be carried except by the unanimOus
consent of the House.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--'
requires the unanimous consent of the
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flouse. I forgot to ask for that,
hope the House will give it. It is
sending it back to the committee.
the House to consent.

and I
no use
I ask

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-I wish to call
the attention of the House to the fact that
the Motion which was put yesterday by the
hou. gentleman from Rideau (Mr. Clemow)
does r.ot appear in the report of the pro-
ceedings yesterday. That motion was put
it the hands of the Speaker, and the Speaker
ruled it was out of order, and that ought to
appear in the proceedings of yesterday.
There is not a word of that. It is a most
'rnPortant point.

The SPEAKER-I think myself that it
should have appeared in the Minutes of yes-
terday, and I will see that the clerk in-
serts it.

seemed to overlook the fact that this rule
deals with two classes of suspension, one
upon a day's notice and the other without
notice. I am not in accord with the view
of the hon. gentleman who has just sat
down. The first rule deals with suspending,
modifying or amending any rule or part
thereof upon a day's notice being given.
The latter part of that rule, upon which
my hon. friend lays emphasis, goes on
to deal with an entirely different condition
of affairs, viz., where notice lias not been
given. It states:

But any rule may be suspended without notice
by the unaninous consent of the Senate ; and the
rule proposed to be suspended shall be precisely
and distinctly stated ; and no motion for the sus-
pension of the rule upon any petition for a private
bill shall be in order unless the sanie shall have
been recomnended by the Committee on Standing
Orders.

lon. Mr. WOOD-I do not mean to op- That is wh
Pose this motion. I intended to support the but in this pa
nlOtion moved by the hon. gentleman froi Lt is on the m
Rideau (Mr. Clemow), but certainly if I read
the clauses and rules aright it was out of Hon. Mr. 'V
Order, and I do not think it can be carried, over mule 53 ?
'eve with the unanimous consent of the
11ouse. I should like to call the attention of
the Houge to rule 53 which reads:

Petitions for private bills, when received by the
nate, are to be taken into consideration, by the
roInittee on Standing Orders. The comnittee is

to report in each case, whether the rules with re-
gard to notice have been complied with ; and in
e ery case where the notice shall prove to have

een ilsufficient either as regards the petition as a
hole, or any matter therein which ought to have
ee specialiy referred to in the notice, the coin-

Olittee is to reconmend the course to be taken in
eOseq±ueice of such insufficiency of notice.

The report of the committee which has
een presented to the House makes no recom-

InierIdation. It simply mentions the fact
that the notice is insufficient. Then reading
rUle 17 in connection with rule 53, it is
very clear to my mind that this House can-
rIot, even by unanimous consent, pass a
resOlution of this kind until the Committee
on Standing Orders have reconmended the
course to be pursued. I do not make this
Suggestion to interfere with business, but to
Point Out that we have to adopt that course
to Conform with the rules of the House.

110n. Mr. LOUGHEED-The House fell
lUto an error yesterday in taking the con-

itr'ctiOnt of the rule as given by the hon.
gentleman from Halifax (Mr. Power.) He
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ere no notice has been given,
rticular case notice was given.
otion paper.

WOOD-But how do you get

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I get over rule
53 in this way-it is simply a rule of the
House and we now propose to suspend it
under the former part of rule 17.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-It was sug-
gested yesterday by every member of the
House who spoke that the only course was
to accept the report and pass a resolution by
the unanimous vote of the House to suspend
the rule.

Hon. Mr. WOOD--I do not agree with
the hon. gentleman from Calgary, and I
think the rules are very clear.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is
quite true that the committee in its report
did not make any recommendation, but the
House is now seized with the fact. What
we omitted to make a report on, the House
is now asked to do. Now, we ask you,
being seized with it, to consent unanimously
to this motion being carried. Unless you
give unanimous consent it cannot be
done. Supposing it goes back to the com-
mittee, the committee will report according
to the instructions of the House. We know
very well that without the consent of the
House it cannot be done.
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Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I wish to object
to this course.

The motion was agreed to.

THE MILITARY CoNTINGENT FOR
THE JUBILEE CELEBRATION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
Is the military contingent sent to London for

the jubilee celebration composed exclusively of
men belonging to city battalions ?

Are the country battalions represented thereon
(and in what proportion ?)

Wlat country battalions have been called upon to
furnish their quota, and how many men have they
furnished ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The military contin-
gernt is niot composed of men belonging
exclusively to city battalions. The follow-
ing rural corps are represented thereon:
Caralry.

King's Canadian Hussars. )
Ist Hussars.
4th (10
6th do 4 each.
Sth do
3rd Dragoons.
Manitoba Dragoons. I

A rteillery.
Ist Bde Field Artillery.
12th Field Battery.
lth 0 do do
3rd Regt. C. A.
4th (o (10

Infantry and ifle,.

-1 each.

2 each.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My answer is, to NO.
1, yes ; to No. 2, Mr. Choquette, 11.P.;
to No. 3, 69 days from the 10th October
to the 31st December, 1896, at $2 per day,
and to No. 4, No.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF ALPHONSE
LABERGE.

1INQUt IRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
1. Has Mr. Alphonse Laberge, of MontnagfnY,

been employed as a foreman on the work of recoI-
struction of the wharf at St. Thomas, in the parish
of St. Thomas, county of Montniagny?

2. Upon whose recommendation?
3. How inany days lias lie been enployed, and

at what rite?
4. Is lie still in the employient of the govern-

ment ?
5. How mucli has been paid him for completinlg

a waiting-room upon the St. Thoinas wharf, as
well as for naterials furnished as for the comple-
tion of the work ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My reply to No. 1 ir
yes ; to No. 2, Mr. Choquette, M.P.; to No.
3, from the 18th August to the 31st Dece19-
ber, 1896-73 days at 82 per day ; to No. 4>
yes ; in charge of an expenditure ordered o1
the 1 9th of May last to complete the work ;
to No. 5, a sum of 832 was paid Mr. Laberge
in August last for lumber.

THE M ANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY:
68th Battalion. 4 nhs2nd do 4 each.• 1. Has the goverîînent taken communication Of

the following despatch publislhed on Saturday last
There are 144 N.C. officers and men of the by the press of the country :

active militia with the contingent, 43 of e NtNIPE, June 4.--(Special.)-Your correspon-
lent has been informed that an understanding haswhom belong to rural corps. The rest of the been arrived at between Mgr. Merry del Val,

contingent comprises officers, the North-west Premier Laurier and Premier Greenway regarding
Mounted Police detachment and non-com- the future attitude of the Catholic authorities

tow'ards tlîe 'Manitob)a school law. W~hile nomissioned officers and men of the permanent (etails the Manh shool law. W he
dtiscan be obtamed, it is undlerstood that theforce. Catholics will allow all tlheir schools to coie uinder

the School Act, but that the law will only be
THE EMPLOYMENT OF XAVIER nominiallv enforced, insistance with its provision.s

LAMONDE. being only required with regard to teachers' quah-
fications and government inspection.

INQUIRY. 2. Is it true that a conference lias taken place
Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired : between the Apostolic delegate, one of the nen'

hers of the present administration and the prile
1. Has Mr. Xavier Lamonde, of Montmagny, minister of Manitoba ?

grocer, being enployed as a foreman in the work of 3. When and where did this conference tIke
repair at the breakwaters in the River du Sud, in place ?
the parish of St. Thornas, in the county of Mont- 4. Who is the member of the present admnis'
magny ? ti ation who took part therein ?

2. Upon whose recomnendation ? 5. Was the understanding of which the despatch3. How nany days has he been employed and at above cited speaks, or any other understandiig
what rate ? really come to, and in the latter case what is this

4. Is lie still in the employ of the government? understanding ?
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6. Is it really the case that as a solution of the lemew and also Johnson show the boundary
tNa itoba school difficulty the Catholies are asked line between the British possessions-that
by the a r d th nltar htgarata is Canadian and United States territory of
'ecognized by the tribunals and the government of Alaska, laid down in accordance to the
th'i country, being given as compensation the con- United States contention. This seems to
t11genlt permission to conduct their schools inc- me a rather extraordinary act. One would8tant vio)lation of tmeav fwth auta
an o l ra tye o1 s Manitoba, viti turally expect that the geographers of thetheother gruarantee of security or impunity tiana

e present good-will of the man who has frus- United Kingdom, in publishing naps re-
trated the Catholic minority of his province of its presenting boundaries of Her Majesty's pos-

si't sacred rights ? sessions in any part of the world, would18 I it really the case that the prime înrnisterbotdietohecn
o Manitoba bias sncceeded in convincing the Prime gve those boundaries according to the con-
Minister of the Dominion that the Catholic min. tention of the British government. It is

Ority of his province lias inore stability to hope for well known that the Americans have put
the Working of a systeni, put in operation ont- upon the treaty of St. Petersburg a con-of and against the law, thaiii the e"jo,e"t struction respecting the separating line that'of tbe riglits guarnnteed by the laws theitîselves, th.eaan

and that it would be better worth while for the is not in accordance with the British con-
Public authority to ignore the impediments caused tention and I think is not in accordance
11 t!e law by its consent than to render honest with any map issued by England or Russia

8Is the government disposed to accept such a prior to the acquisition of those territories
CoInpromise or to favour the making of these im- by the United States. Hon. gentlemen will
Pedimients ?remember that a long narrow strip of coast

on. Sir OLIVER OWAT-The facts which, under the treaty of St. Petersburg,
are not as stated was recognized as belonging to Russia
ber' t o had the separating line drawn along the
reals taein What, if anything, has mountain range in the immediate vicinity"'eIY tke plcein regard to Manitoba ofc
sch%1 matters has been with individual of the coast, and where that mountain
4l1isters and is confidential, and I amn not range was more than 10 leagues from
ianswer the on. member's the coast, then the line was drawn
questposition onwentiae ho.mmbrsa a distance of ten leagues. If the
auestions or make any statement whatever mount ane wa neare th cos
asç to the views or policy or action of thethn tain range was nearer the coast

ohe vw r h c the than ten leagues the mountain range was
theernment beyond what has been inade by followed; if it was more than ten leagues

government heretofore. from the coast, the mountain range was not
lon. Mr. LANDRY-Could we know followed. The intention was that in no

the naines of the individual members of the case should the extreme distance of the terri-
adnMinistration? tory recognized as falling to Russia extend

more than tei leagues inland. Where that
hon. Sir OLIVER N tOWAT-I presume boundary should be drawn was where the
.IY ion. friend knows the names of all the mountain range was more than ten leagues1dividual members of the administration. from the coast according to the general out-

lon. Mr. LANDRY-Who took part in une of the coast. But the Americans have
the conversation undertaken to ri ark the boundary ten

leagues f roin the coast of every inlet that
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I cannot extends into the continent. It seems an

give you any other answer than the one I extraordinary to the ed aes on-
ave given.

tention as against the contention of ler
THE ALASKA BOUNDARY. Majesty's government. I remember very

well, and I dare say hon. gentlemen here
lon. Mr. MILLS-Before the*Orders of; will remember, in the controversy which

the Day are called, I wish to direct the at- arose in respect of the boundary immediately
tention of the Senate to the matter which I to the south of British Columbia, the bound-
I think of some importance, that is the ary separating the British possessions from
boundary between the United States pos- Oregon, that the Secretary of State, in his
sesion of Alaska and British Columbia and correspondence with the British foreign
Our North-west Territories. I have noticed oflice, pointed out this fact, that Mr. Wylde
that several recent English maps of Bartho- an eminent British geographer and manu-
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facturer of globes, had laid down upon a
large globe the boundary between the
the British and United States posses-
sions in accordance with the American
contention and that fact was referred to by
United States Secretary of State as an
evidence that their contention was right.
Mr. Wylde, then admitted that he had been
specially requested hy the United States
Minister in England to prepare a large
globe for the use of the Secretary of State's
office at Washington and he had been asked
to mark the boundary between the British
and United States possessions in accordance
with the American contention. No doubt
Mr. Wylde was well paid for the manufac-
ture and preparation of that globe, and the
globe itself was made to do service in the
controversy in respect to the Oregon bound-
arv. It might be highly improper to suggest

of the treaty would give our neighbours an
enormous stretch of territory which we
claim belongs to us. The interpretatioln
put upon-those words in the treaty will give
the territory to either one country or the
other. As far as the other portion of the
boundary is concerned, where the 30 miles
from the shore goes into the countr, 1
believe that is pretty well agreed to. The
Canadian and United States commissioners
came within a few feet of each other.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is on the 141st
parallel.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
point that we ought to contend for is this
large tract of territory further south, near
the boundary at Prince of Wales Island.

that the modern geographers in Envland Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might add further
have been doing precisely what Mr. Wylde that the difficult point to determine with
had done, and under precisely the sane in- regard to the southern boundary is where is
fluence that operated upon Mr. Wylde, but Portland Channel ? If Portland Channel is
it seems to me that it is the duty of the where the United States contend it is, cO11-
government here to call the attention of the mencing due east from a line drawn frorn
Secretary of State to that fact, to make Prince of Wales Island, they will be right-
earnest protest that British geographers fully entiled to that territory ; if it 15
should lend themselves to supporting in further north by north-east fron Prince Of
this way of the contention of another coun- Wales Island, then they are enabled tO
try against their own, and this has certainly acquire some three millions or more acres at
been done both by Johnson and by Bartho- our expense. What I had more especially iln
lemew in the maps they have prepared and view is the territory lying round Lynne
which are sent abroad over the world. Inlet, because the northern part of that

inlet, if our contention is right, would be
Hon Mr. SCOTT-The House is very wholly within the Canadian territory, where-

much indebted to the hon. senator for hav- as if the United States contention is îight,
ing drawn the attention of the country to they would be able to draw the line ten
this fact. I may say to him, however, that leagues north of the northern extremity of
some months ago a confidential communica- Lynne Inlet, and they would have possessionl
tion was sent to the Colonial Secretary, call- of the pass leading to the Yukon territory
ing attention ti the efforts made by the and the entire navigation of that coast. It
government of the United States to eneroach is a vital question to us in connection with
on what had long been recognized as British the Yukon territory whether Lynne Inlet
territory and advising that Canada would lies absolutely within Canadian territory or
not consent to any such line of demarcation whether it lies wholly within the territorY
utless the subject were fully inquired into, of the United States.
and Canada had an opportunity of stating
thoroughly her views on the boundary com-
mission.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I be-
lieve the wlole thing now hinges on the word.
ing of the treaty. The treaty says that from a
certain point on Prince of Wales Island the
boundary shall run north-easterly. The
United States construction of those words

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

understand the-hon. gentleman from Both-
well's intention in bringing up this questiOl
was not for the purpose of discussing
where the actual boundary between Alaisk
and Canada was, but more particularly to
draw the attention of the government to the
fact that incorrect globes and incorrect,
maps have been prepared in England at the
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"Stance of the United States Minister, and DEBATES AND REPORTING COM-
that the United States Government, in their MITTEE.
contention as to the correct position of their SECOND REPORT ADOPTED.
bOundary, were using these incorrect maps
and globes, and that he desired that the Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the
government should take cognizance of that adoption of the second report of the Stand-
fact, and rake a strong remonstrance against ing Committee on Debates and Reporting.
any such evidence being admitted in con. He said :-The first item is simply to order
sidering this question. The answer given that the paging of the daily issue of the
by the hon. Secreatery of State did not meet reports of the session be made from the first
that point. He informed the House that day to the last continuously, which is con-
they had protested against the claims which sidered the most convenient method. The
the United States Government were making other part of the report is to continue Mr.
as to certain territory. It is highly impor- Smith in his position as a member of the
tant, in consideration of what took place staff of reporters.
Slurnber of years ago when Canada was The motion was agreed to.
deprived- I was going to use a stronger
tern, robbed-of some of the best portions. RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Of New Brunswick by somewhat similarSECOD READING.

neans, hy the use of a false and misleading

1lap, which was laid before Lord Ashburton Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second
at the time. In addition to what has been reading of Bill (16) " An Act to amend
8 id by my hon. f riend, I would impress the Railway Act."
UPon the government, the necessity of Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Explain.
nlaking an earnest and early protest
tO the Colonial Secretary against the ad- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-When this bill

1iSoni of any such evidence in regard to goes into committee it will be very fully
this question. That is the principal point I explained. If the House desire it, I can
think which the hon. gentleman fron Both- explain it now, but it will occupy s »me time,
Well (Mr. Mills) desired to bring under your and it seems to me that as there is other
notice, important business upon the Orders of the

Day, and it will necessitate a full discussion

Ion. Mr. SCOTT-The attention of the in cornmittee, it would be idie for me to enter
government having been drawn to it, such into an explanation, which must be neces-
ation will be taken as may be deemed in sarily a long one. 1 might say, if lon. gen-

the interest of Canada. I noticed recently tlemen will permit it to be read a second

ln the United States Senate that it was tune now, it will not bo regarded as admit-
Proposed to establish an arbitrary point on ting the principle of the bil. However, if

Mount St. Elias as a starting point. Against ny hon. friend insists upon going into the
that a protest has been entered. An merits of the bil nov, I am prepared to

attempt was made to deflect the starting do it.
Point some distance to the east in order to Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The bil has
take away considerable territory from core to us in the Senate form. Can the hon.
Canada. ntlemen tellp me whether anv change was

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (109) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
and Gatineau Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

made in the bill in the House of Commons?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not aware
of any change having been made.

Hon. Mr. McKAY- do not think the
bill is printed yet.

T

Bill (87) "An Act to incorporate the -on. dir MA jINLjiL DNni À
Coînlubia River Bridge Company."-(Mr. have sent for a copy of it, and I am ,told

ctInnes, B.C.) that it is not printed yet.

Bill (1) " An Act respecting Interest."- Hon. Mr. McCA LLUM-Thesecond read-
(Sir Oliver Mowat.) ing had better be postponed until to-morrow.

'
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would say toi
hon. gentlemen that the bill consists entire-
ly of one clause, and a very short clause, and
even if it were printed and distributed, it
would not facilitate the consideration of the
bill at this stage.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--As the bill is not
printed, it had better be put off until to-
morrow.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I shall
defer the second reading until to-morrow.

Several hon. MEMBERS-Monday.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Hon. gentle-
men will appreciate the fact that the session
is drawing to a close and there is no reason
w5hy this bill should be thrown over for three
or four days.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It should not
be down for a second reading to-morrow,
when it is not printed.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am informed
it is printed in French.

Bon. Mr. OGIVIE-It is printed as it is
printed for the House of Commons, but not
for the Senate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The French copy is
printed, but not the English one.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I move that
the order of the day be discharged, and
placed on the order paper for to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READING.

Bill (68) " An Act respecting the Ameri-
can Bank Note Co."-(Mr. Clemow.)

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
miittee of the Wiole on Bill (M) "An Act
to amend the Companies Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This bill
provides that these companies should have
a larger power of borrowing than they have
at present, particularly trading companies.
Almost all the companies that have charters
under the Dominion law have been trading

companies, and it is found exceediinglY
embarrassing that the powers should De
limited as they are now. Practically their
borrowing powers are limited to the extent
of three-fourths of their paid up capital,
and also on commercial paper which is COn-
sidered to mean not their own paper, but
business paper, which they have in their
poesession. This is one of those thin1g 5

which business men can advise us upn, and
enable us to pass such a law as will be for the
best. The proposed provision reads:

Provided alwa ys that the limitations and restric-

tions on the borrowing poweris of the comliPany
contained in this section shall not apply to or
include noneys borrowed by the company on bills
of exchange or pronissory notes drawmn, m1aide,
accepted, or endorsed by the conpany.

Companies are often unable to do the
business they want to do when they cannot
borrow money, and the business which their
shareholders want them to do, and which
they were chartered practically to do, and a
very large sum of money is required often
to carry on trade, particularly for examlple
where a company deals in grain.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--A
whose instance has this bill been introduced i
Is it at the instance of the trading COU
panies themselves who are speculating, or
of the banks, or of other ioney lenders ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT Well, the
banks in one sense, but I ani assured thiat
the whole commercial community are in
favour of this bill.

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
course it is only those who loan the noneY
who take the responsibility.

Hon. Mr. DRUIMMOND, from the coI"'
mittee, reported the bill without amnend-
nient.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in conmittee of the
whole consideration of Bill (H,) "An Act
further to amend the Crimiral Code."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 203a.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This
clause relates to races. Sonie people believe
that races, though they are of importance
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i improving the breed of horses, are very dissipation and fights between soidiers and
injurious to the morality of the people. sailors and aters. 1 should think that
That is not the general sentiment of the these matters were for the municipalities to
country, and this present amendment is not deal with more thanfor the Dominion, but

proposed on that principle, but I find that I ar of the opinion that one day would be
al-I think I may say all-sportsmen are a much more proper time if booths were
l] favour of some limitation to the number allowed to exist during that time.
Of days that the races should go on. In the Hon Mr. CASGRAIN - Instead of
bill which my honourable predecessor in- twelve I
tOduced last year, the period was ten days, days About three years ago we established
t'wice a year. My predecessor thought thatCtWic a ear.My redeessr thugh th a track near where 1 reside, which bas been

.as the proper limit to make. In inter- e
iews J have had with parties interested'

111 these races, and f rom correspondence with
them, I obtained their views, which varied o

0~ tis pintf ro tweve ays n eah o period, we will lose their patronage, and weon1 this point from twelve days in each of; ohv bu wnydy
the two half years, to fifteen and twenty iare anxiou

instead of twelve days.

aas track nea where ba residee whchha'be

expressed any desire for a longer period ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I move
than twenty days. It would seem that all the adoption of the clause limiting the time
true spzrtsmen are in favour of the linit of to twelve days.
twelve days. It is said the best racing sen- Hon Mr. SCOTT-Has it not been
tinient of Canada desires that limitation.
The short race meetings, say of ten days urged, as one of the reasons for bringing in
are said to be good, but the longer ones are this bil, that in one of the western counties

to e oo, utth lngr there bas heen a good dealofgmln
very injurious. In a sporting paper, very o
Well known and probably the best sporting emanating from Detroit, and they use Cana-

paper in the United States, J find this'dian territory for the purpose of carrying
Observation made: on gambling under the name of horse racing.

. Continuous racing undermines the entire fabric understood when this bll was introduced
anIy community in which it is conducted and a couple of years ago, it was to eet a case

sooner or later brings racing into disrepute. of that kind somewhere in the western
ublic opinion is aroused against it, and those who country.

ae law abiding and who are interested in the ad-
"ancemnent of the turf eventually have to suffer lon. Mr. CASGRAJN-Fort Erie and
trough the grasping greed of unprincipled gain- Windsor.

Where a long period is wanted, it is inm
the interest of almost ait those who make use where the racing was cootinued from day to
Of these occasions for the purpose of gamb- day for a long period, purely for the purpose

hed of betting and gam bling. It was to meet

"tlmantin from Detroit, andon they useve Cana-

>11 gamblig. They regard it as very 'cases of that kind that this legiseation as
rii i demanded.

ous to the communityCagi n
8hould be encouraged.

hlon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Does
the hon. gentleman not think three days'

is injurious as well as three months'
ra i

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-I shall r ad you
a letter sent to me by the president of the
association. It is dated Windsor, and is as
follows :

"g ï They can do as much evil in thiree I am going to give you the views of the majority
ays as they could do in three months. of the business people of this place and also my

own as to the effects of continued or lengthened
h on. Sir OLIVER MOW AT--I have racing meetings such as have been held in Windsor

had nO experience. during the past two sunmers.
I admit frankly that a continuous racing nieet-

10f. Mr. ALMON-Are they allowed to ing extending over five or six months, such as held
hve booths on the field at the race courses ? in soine places in the United States, is not the best

Halifax in olden times the races lasted interest of the city, where suich meeting is held,
for thunless the population is so large that it can squp-fo ree days, and booths were placed on port such expensive amusements. There are few

e commons and it was a continual round of places in the United States that can( do so, and
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none in Canada except Windsor and Fort Erie and
the reason is easily explained ; both of those places
nentioned in Canada get their attendance nine-
tenths from the adjoining cities in the United
States, viz., Detroit and fluffalo ; and, while the
noney necessary to conduct the meetings cones
alnost wholly from the United States, all of it, I
may say, is disbursed and spent in Canada, armong
our farmers locally, for the feed necessary to keep
froi 400 to 50(0 horses ; amnong our butchers,
bakers, hotel and boarding house keepers, in order
to feed a large numnber of attendants, to say nothing
of the aid given tailors, saldlers, blacksniths,
livery keepers, street railway, and in faut nearly
every business in the place is given indirect support
by the $1,200 to $1,50() that is daily paid out in
prizes.

Those are the parties aided, and, as I have said,
the money necessary to inaintain this large daily
outlay cones alnost entirely from foreigners -
mnoney that we could not otherwise by any possible'
means procure.

Notwithstanding that we have liad two seasons
of lengthy racing in Windsor, I have yet to learn
of any injury that has been doue to anyone directly
or indirectly.

We are supported by quite a numnber of race
horses owned in Canada during this season ; and
had we not been operating here, those men would
have gone to the United-States and spent their
earnings there. S nue we have opered here a nuni-
1ber of througibred horses have been imported into
Canada which will have a decidedly iniproving
etfeet on the horses of this c'-mntry.

We w1ould be satisfied with a 20 day meeting
with 30 days intervening between such meetings,
becanse we know how unnecessarily alarmed ma ny
pions personages charged with public trusts
becone over such questions ; and the danger that
is likely to ensue to our property and interests
under such circumstances ; for the reason as I have
said we would prefer to have iatters stay as they
are amd you mnay depend upon it, we are not blind
to our own interests to the extent of allowing any-
thing to be loue by our club that would arouse
public opinion against us and then jeopardize our
property. I may say in this regard, that the two
members of Essex North and South are supporters
of our wishes in this natter, and I am sure you
know both of them well enough to feel qssured
they would not support anything that would be
detrimental to the interest of the people they re-
present. This would enable us to get good stables
of horses, from all parts of south and west, and
the Canadian public, while reaping the henetit I
have pointed ont, will lose nothing from a moral
standpoint.

You are aware that we have built one of the best
tracks on this continent ; with the purchase of tJhe
property, erection of grand stand, stabling superior
to any track in the Dominion, in fact the whole
plant is worth $80,000 to $100,000. Furthermore
we have already entered into an agreement for the
lease of the track for two short meetings, and to
have the proposed changes made law, would be a
great loss to us.

The business men of Windsor are simply indig-
nant at the prospect of the proposed changes.

This letter is signed by Dr. Joe O.

Reaume. I think we might as well grant
twenty days.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How long do these races continue at Wind-
sor ?

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN--Sixty to ninety
days.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is almost perpetual, nearly the whole
year.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-We want only
twenty days.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-What do you do on
Sundays?

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Go to church.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1 1

looking at the bill which was introduced bY
the late Miinister of Justice, Mr. Dickey, 1
find that provision was made for only ten
days. The proposition in the present bill is
to give a little longer tine-12 days.
took pains, when in Toronto a few daYs
ago, to ascertain the views of those who are
interested in the Jockey Club there. I was
told by the president that they were very
well satistied with this bill. They thought
the restrictions were not too great, and theY
would like to see it become law in order Vo
put a stop to what they considered to be
exclusively gambling operations, demoral-
izing the people in the very section to which
my hon. friend refers. It seems to me that
the time mentioned here would be quite
sufficient time for legitimate racing for those
who enjoy that sport, and think it tends tO
the improvement of the breed of horses. l'
it is any benefit at all, twelve days should
be quite long enough.

An Hon. MEMBER-Too long.

Hon. Mr. CASGRATN-We have trOtt-
ing races twice a year, in June and in SeP'
tember. Will this interfere with trotting
races ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I should
think so; they are the sanie as other horse
races.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-No, there is a
difference; they are held twice a year for
five days each meeting.
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.110fl SirMACKENZIEBOWELL-This

Iludes trotting races as well as running
races. You will have the same length of time
tO carry on vour trotting races.

The clause was adopted.

on section 205.

ti ]Gln. Sïr OLIVER MOWAT-This sec-
to relates to art unions. The law contains
Provision by which these are exempt,

tider certain restrictions, from the opera-
ton of the gamnbling law. I do not think
thybody would have suggested a change in

at respect, but for the perversion of the
l Which the legislation on that subject
as. led to. In order to defeat the law

against gambling, persons have called them-
lves an art union and proceed in this way:
ey have a drawing. They distribute
eictures of very little value, and with a pro-Vi"ion that the ho!der of it may get in ex-

change for the picture he draws so much
ionlOey. The practical effect is simple
abling, not the encouragement of art or
e cultivatien of a taste for art. Those

who are interested in art unions, for their
Own sake, write strong letters against havingthese pretended art unions pernitted.
the of them say they would rather have
the Whole provision relating to. art unions
t'eOved than allow this perversion to con-
tinue. Others think if we limit the sales to
c 5hort period and actually forbid the ex-
Ch ange of the pictures for money or
8ything else, that . that will answer

Purpose. That, I think, is the general
Sng. I myself should be sorry to
ePrive the artists of the advantage they
"le now, though if it is in the public inter-
et it MUA be done. I am in favour of pre-
inge the perversion of the law without

I termng with these drawings for legiti-
"te purposes.

h ,on. Mr. DRUMMOND-This clause
as l4y most cordial support. The perversion

the provision in the existing law, de-
Beibed by the Minister of Justice, is a crying
eV" and should be stopped by every means

Our power.

W'On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
bil this clause, as worded, accomplish the
bJect in view in putting a stop to the

8ha bling distribution of these pictures which
('been going on, particularly in Montreal?

ave received letters in connection with it

saying that it is carried on to an enormous
extent there, and that there are cases now
before the courts in which they are testing
the legality of the sale or exchanging of
pictures. Do I understand the Minister of
Justice that this is to meet cases of that
kind and prevent them in future?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
the purpose. The legislation which we are
seeking to enact now for the first time
commences with subsection one and inclu-
des one, two and three. Some of these
offices which are perverting the law are open
all the time. A man can go in any time
and buy his ticket. That is the reason sub-
section three is inserted.

The clause was adopted.

On section 261.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The law
as it stands now names 14 years as the age
of consent to an act of indecency. I pro-
pose to make it 16 if the Senate agrees with
me. I think from what the Senate has
done already they will not object to substi-
tuting 16 for 14.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why is the
teri "indecency" usedl here? Why is not
the offence specified ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I find
that term in the law now. I do not know
that you can get a better expression.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
out to my hon. friend that the oflence under
the section which you have amended is
something more than an indecency.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Those are
the very words of the existing section, " an
indecent assault."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I may be incor-
rect, but I am unaware of any section in
the code dealing with indecent assault in
regard to girls under a partieular age.

The clause was adopted.

On section 2 74a.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MNOWAT-The law
now niakes provisions that a man who brings
goods stolen elsewhere into Canada shall be
punished. The seduction of a girl in a foreign
country and bringing ber into Canada is a
much more serious offence.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does my hon. that the offence may have been committed
friend know of any Criminal Code contain 20 years ago. The clause seems to me to be
ing such a clause as that ? a sweeping one, without a limitation.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
care if other Criminal Codes do not contain
it. I am asking to amend the law.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does my hon.
friend think there is any analogy between
this crime and the crime of bringing stolen
goods into Canada as mentioned by him?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Certainly
there is an analogy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How far does this go? This clause provides
that if a person seduces a girl in a
foreign country and then brings ber into
Canada and marries ber, he is to be indicted
under this clause and sent to jail.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The clause
does not say " marry her."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, it does; "had seduced ber in the
United States, and brought her intoCanada,"
are the words used, which he might do in
order to get away fron the country and
the scandal which would surround him
there.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-We might
add "and lias not afterwards married her."

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-There is no
time limit in this. It might be 20 years
ago. It would never do to enforce it. We
have no right to punish crimes which are
committed outside of our own border. Still,
you can imagine a case where a man crosses
the border and commits a crime there and
then comes back again.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Supposin,, they did, what of it ? She must
have been a consenting party.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I think the
clause in its present shape is altogether too
vague and indefinite, and it would give rise
to consequences that we cannot now fore-
see.

Hon.' Mr. ALLAN-Taking the case
where a young man persuades a girl to run
away with him, seduces ber in the United
States and comes back, a clause like this
would apply. But taking the clause as it
stands, there appears to be great force in
what my hon. friend (Mr. Drummond) says,
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Supposing the
girl accompanied the man into Canada, could
it be said he was bringing ber into Canada

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.
9

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think You
could not establish that charge.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How would this affect the opinion given by
the Minister of Justice in reply to the hon.
gentleman fron Halifax (Mr. Power) whel
he asked to have a clause inserted in the
Criininal Code punishing a man who marries
in Canada, goes to the United States and
marries another woman there and brings ber
back to Canada? We were told we had no
power to punish the man who had co0
mitted bigamy n another country, because
the crime was committed in a foreig 1

country. This crime is committed in a for-
eign country, and you propose to send the
man to penitentiary for it. I understood
the Minister of Justice to say it was ques'
tionable whetler we had power to punish a
married man who went to the United States,
married and came back again.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The cri"'e
is coming back with her.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
the other case the man came back with his
wife and lived with ber. We have had 0 ne
or two cases of that kind in Ontario, and we
ought to try to punish them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-How would this do:

Every one is guilty of an indictable offence, apd
liable to two years' imprisonnent, who brings it
Canada a girl or wonan whomi lie had sed uce
elsewhere than in Canada, and continues to cohbit
with her in Canada, not professing to have marrie
ber.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, that will not do. I move that the
clause be struck out.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I second that
motion.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The feel'
ing of the House seems to be against this.
I ask to have it struck out.

The clause was struck out.
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0 n clause 306.
By substituting the following therefor
Every one commits theft or steals the thing

tene or carried away who, whether pretending to
the owner or not, secretly or openly, takes or

erries away, or causes to be taken or carried away,
Wthout lawful authority, any property under law-f .i aeizure and detention [by any peace officer or
P'ibhei Officer.")

Uan. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--The
arnendnent is adding to the existing
clause the words, " by any peace officer
Or. Public otficer." Where there is no
cIiriinal intent whatever, a party taking
goods out of the possession spoken of in the
Act believing he had a right to do so and
With no) idea at all of committing any crime,
, e question of right should be decided
l a civil suit b'etween the two parties
lailing the propertv. But as the law

stands now, the seizure, though made in
80(d faith hy a man claiming the property
t' be his, subjects hin to criminal prosecu-
ton'. It is thought if we add the words
Which hon. gentlemen will see at the end of

or assists in taking possession of, or assists
in stealing, appropriating, or selling, any
cattle which are found astray. I move that
in section AI the word "assists " should be
interlined in the third line before the word
"stealing." Perhaps my hon. friend f rom
Compton (Mr. Cochrane) could tell us sonie-
thing about the branding of cattle.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-The only way
we can identify our own cattle is by brands
and those are recognized, and when we sell
these cattle they are what we call vented-
another process, reversing the brand. While
I say the cattle men want this change in
the law there have been several cases in the
last few years where men have been detect-
ed in stealing or taking cattle, and were
brought to trial; but as the law now stands,
the brand is not primafacie evidence that
the cattle were mine or any one else's, and
the judge was obliged to dismiss the cases.
There have been a number of cases in the
last few years.

ts clause that that difficulty will be Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I wish to say
rellioved. Then these additional words are to my hon. friend that while I am familiar
suggested: " by any peace officer or public with a great number of those cases, I would

e$cer in his oicialsay on behaf of the judiciary of that coun.
offiiai apacty."try that the cases to which niy hon. friend

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED- Might I sug- refers have not gone off upon the point
gest to add the words: " knowing him to which he mentions. This practically leaves

such " ; he may act in his official capacity, the law as it stads. I pointed out to my
ad lot be known to the person. I think hon. friend, some tine ago that the courts-
the offence should be done knowingly. 1n the North-west Territories have held

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Re cannot that the brand îs prima facie evidence of
ae away the thing f rom him without know- ownership, and it is so provided by the

t4keawaybrand ordinance of the North-west Territo-
111g he is taking,, it away fromn himn."~ e stkigitaa. fon in ries, and the Witness Act provides that

"on. Mr. LOUGHEED-But he may such a law shail bo accepted under the Iaw
not know the party is a peace officer. of evidence in a criniinal case.

. lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think it Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Tlat
1 lot necessary. We are g,ýing a consider- only applies to the Territories.

able distance in the clause as it stands, for
'le relief of the party taking the property Hon. Mr. LOIGHEED-I (o not object

-a ruile, ho dos know. to thisoamendient.

The clause was adopted. on. Mr. DEVER-Would it be too
the l w as i st 'Ni. I n u t to m

Cl-amuc o3A LU as e i nster o ustce to pu
U in after the word " cattle," " valuable dogs "?

lOn. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This re- It is a well-ki.own fact th'at people cannot
ates to cattle, and to the safety of the have, in this country, a valuible dog with-
OWnership of them. It makes it an offence out having hini watched continu usly f rom
on the part of any one who, without the dog thieves. 1, myself, have had valuable
consent of the owner, fraudulently takes, dogs, and I would just as soon hosa a horseholds, keeps in his possession, receives, ap- at any time. It is quite a comm(on thing to
Propriates, sells, or fraudulently procures, have dogs stolen. We have no law to pun-
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ish people who steal dogs and sell thein Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why should
again. 'they be whipped for the minor offence vhen

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I think that they are not whipped for the major one 0

is a very good suggestion. house breaking i
Hon. Mr. DEVER - Some dogs are

valuable, worth $100-more than the price
of a horse-and it is quite a common thing
to have them stolen. I move that after the
word " cattle " we insert " valuable dogs."

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is cattle which
have strayed and have been found.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEE D-Cattle means
sheep. Under the interpretation clause of

d1 l

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is an aggravai»
of the offence when they carry the weapons-

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, that
is the idea of it. I would not whip every
tramp, but if he has an offensive weapon he
might use it, and it is to make him afraid tO
carry an offensive weapon.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 479.
the At te term inclu es horses, Ou es,
asses, swine, sheep or goats, as well as any stnd Sor thER is th"
catte of the bovine species.confederate bis

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Does the hon. gen- valuable to people who do not know th"
tlemen think it is not practicable to put in difference, and the same way with othe"
the words " valuable dogs " there thiugswhich have the appearance of moneYe

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think while at the same time fot worth moneY.
not. I propose to put confederate bills, &c., 0"

lion Mr POW R-Iwis to atid~ethe same footing as9 counterfeit or spuri0'sHon. Mr. POWER-I wish to call thecon
attention of the hon. gentlemen from St.
John (Mr. Dever) to the fact that the 332nd The clause was adopted.
section of the Code imposes a penalty not ex- On clause 480.
ceeding $20 over and above the property
stolen, or one month's intprisonment with Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This iS to

hard labour on any person who steals any carry ont the saine idea. For the purfosa
dog of paragraph B in this section, the notes as

any bank which has ceased to do busines'
The clause was adopted. and whose nt are of n valbe b hall ,

On clause 410.

Hon. Sir OLIVER M\IOWAT-This sec-
tion refers to tramps. The change is in
subsection 2, which I propose to add as an
additional clause. Persons engaged in the
enforcement of the laws have called atten-
tion to the large number of tramps that are
now going about all over the country. They
go to small villages and rural places, do a
great deil of mischief, and are a terror to
respectable people. It is suggested that there
is nothing which would be more effectual in
dealing with them than whipping, and I
propose to provide that if any one commit-
ting an offence under the Act is found to be
carrying an offensive weapcn he shall be
subject to be whipped.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not whip
him anyway 'J

deemed to be counterfeit where the dealinlg
with thein is an attempt to pass thern as
money.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Would that punish
the man that had the confederate money at
the late election down in Quebec ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Ts there anY-
thing in the clause necessitating knowledge-
on the part of the person seeking to paSS o
the money, that the bank has failed i Ole
can very easily conceive a case of a man no0t
being aware of the fact.

Hon Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The clause
meets that. It is necessary that there
should be knowledge on the part of the
person.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 520.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-They often Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - The
commit an offence in order to be locked up. present law provides against combinatiolns
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for the various purposes mentioned, and
it is said that this interferes with reasonable
and honest combinations on the part of work-
Inen for their own protection, and therefore
this subsection is suggested:

a2. Notbing in this section shall be construed to
OPPly to combinations of workmen or employés

rtheir own reasonable protection as such work-
r4en or employés.]

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ean the Minister of Justice tell us why, if
it be wrong to enter into these combinations,
any class of people should be permitted to
do it? The amendment to this clause is to
exemipt from the operation of the law coin-
b'lations of workmen or employés for their
own reasonable protection as such workmen
or employés. In the first place what would
be their reasonable protection? The reason-
able protection would be, I suppose, to get
as Iuuch as possible out of their employers.
This is a clause to prevent combinations by
shp-owners and every one else for the pur-
pose of increasing the price of an article
unduly to the consumer, or levying greater
tolls for passengers or freight, and then you
exempt combinations of workmen or em-
Pleyés who combine for their own reason-

able protection. Is not a combination of
elPloyés, to extort fron an employer, as
thuch of a crime as it is for employers to do
that which would deprive the workman of a
fair day's wage for a fair days work 9,

lion. Mr. MILLS-Y'u shall not employ
a n'an who is not a member of the union.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
es, that case is very well put. A combina-

tion of workmen declare that a man, carry-
111g on an industry with his own capital,
shall not employ a inan unless he belongs to
the union. If he does, a strike takes place,
ald the man's business is ruined. They can
ertter into any combination, and be exempt
1 1Pon this clause., There should be recipro-

City in all these things. I would go as far
as reason and equity would carry me in the
protection of the workingman: but I have
lo1g since come to the conclusion that the
priniciple of socialism is extending too far in
this country-that the man who happens,
UtIfortunately for himself, to have any capi-
tal, and to do any business by which he
turnishes employment to the workingmen, is
at their nercy completely.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Some con-
sideration ought to be given to the condition
)f workingmen and employés. But for
these trades unions and occasional strikes,
I have no doubt these classes would be in a
very much worse condition than they are at
present. It is by such means they get a
reasonable increase to their wages from time
to time. There are some employers who are
fair to their worknen, but that is not in-
variably the case. While tiese strikes are
sometimes made use of in a way to produce
hardship to others, still it is the only way
workingmen can accomplish anything.
Those. who have capital have means and
power that workingnen have not. I think
it is reasonable to say when they combine
for their own reasoiable protection that
that should not be considered an unlawful
thing to do.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the
power of the man who puts his money into
a nanufacturing establishment is gone under
this clause. He has no control over it what-
ever, because these men can combiùe and
deprive him of his means. I therefore
oppose the clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We should not do
anything which would interfere with a rea-
sonable combination of workingnen and
employés, but I should like to direct the
attention of the minister to the paragraph
in the law as it stands now. What are the
things which are forbidden? It is for-
bidden

(a.) to unduly limit the facilities for transport-
ing, producing, manufacturing, supplying, storing
or dealing in any article or commodity which may
be subject of trade or commerce; or

(h.) to restrain or injure trade or commerce in
relation to any such article or conimodity ; or

(c.) to unduly prevent, limit, or lessen the manu-
facture or production of any such article or coni-
modity, or to unreasonably enhance the price
thereof ; or

(d.) to unduly prevent or lessen cowpetitiou in
the production, manufacture, purchase, barter,
sale, transportation or supply of any such article
or commodity, or in the price of insurance upon
personel property.

I really do not see why the combinations
of workingmen should have anything to do
with these things.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I think the hon.
gentleman from Halifax is right in that.
There is no relation at all between the two
in my opinion.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Even if they
found this clause as it stands in the Act. it is
very mild. It is only unduly limiting and
preventing that is made punishable. That
being so, I see no reason even if the hon.
gentleman from Halifax is not right, why
organizations of workingmen should not be
brought under the clause. Therefore, I
would oppse it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is one expression used by the Minister
of Justice that I take exception to. He
said, there are "some employers" who
treat their men well. If lie had said there
were some who did not treat their men weil,
it would be more correct. Any one who has
had experience in the employment of men,
knows that it is the policy of an employer,
unless he is hardhearted or does not know
what his interest is, to treat his men well.
The exception is the other way. It often
occurs that it is necessary to afford protec-
tion to workingmen who happen to be em-
ployed by that class of men, but there are
very fe v in the community. Manufacturers
know just as well as the employés of small
numbers of men-as my hon. friend well
knows from the treatmenit of the students
in his office-that it is good policy to treat
their employés well. The exception is the
other way. My hon. friend laughs, but it
is true. There may be a few Legris, as
described in Uncle Tom's Cabin, who ill-
treat employés, but as a rule it is the other
way. I move that subsection two be struck
out.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The whole
clause should be struck out if that goes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Has this legis-
lation been sougbt in any way, as far as the
Departinent of Justice is aware ? I am
heartily in favour of the maintenance of
trade unions. I think they have been an
advantage to workingmen, but I am of
opinion it was not intended that this section,
at the time it was passed, should extend to
workingmen in any way.

Hon. Sir OLIVER AIOWAT-I propose
the amendment at the instance of working
people. I had several communications from
then through their officer,. They think it im-
portant that they should have this privilege.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They have that under the law now.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-For in-
stance, in combining to prevent articles being
sold in the market that have been produced
by convict labour. Considering that their
daily bread depends upon their daily work, it
is not an unreasonable thing for workingmen
to prevent the products of convict labourcon-
ing into competition with theirs. My hon.
friend says he does not see -that the clause is
of any consequence. If it is of no conse-
quence, it is no harn, but the parties whO
are interested think that it is of some con-
sequence to th, m.

Clause .520 was struck out.

On clause 540.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The reasoil
of the amendment in section 540 is that by
the code the courts of general quarter ses
sions are declared not to have jurisdiction in
certain cases which are specitied, the section
does not specify offences against the electiol
laws, the eftect of which would be that those
courts would probably have jurisdiction to
try these cases, but the Dominion election
law says such cases shall be tried by a
higher court. The object of the amendmient
is to make the law harmonious.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 550.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The
object of this is to give the judge authoritY
to try in private cases which involve sexual
questions. They have that power now--it
has been so decided in English cases, but it
does not seem to be understood by the mag-
istrates here, and it is thought desirable tO
place it in the statute, but in doing so.1
have added a second section to prevent mis-
understanding.

2. Nothing in thiý section shall e :onstrued by
implication or otherwise as limiîting the power
heretofore possessed at common law by the presid-
ing judge or otfier presiding officer of any court
froin excluding the general public froim the court-
roomn in any case when such judge or officer (leeins
such exclusion neceseary or expedient.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE, from the cO'-
mittee, reported that they had made some
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Progress with the bill and asked leave to sit
again.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (77) "An Act to incorporate the
'udson Bay and Yukon Railway and Navi-

gation Company."-(Mr. Cox.)

P Bill (67) " An Act to incorporate the
ilots serving between Quebec and Mont-

real."-(Mr. Montplaisir.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 11th June, 1897.

Tàe SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
Oclock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

T GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

1n. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee
On Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-

rted Bill (81) "An Act respecting the
Northern Railway Company," with

1 anlendment. He said: There is but
ne anmendment reconmended by the com-
'Ittee to this bill-to strike out the clause
bwhich gave additional power to raise money

tY preferential stock. The committee
ought that the company already had quite
ýrpe Power to issue bonds. They could not
rease it, as was proposed by that clause,

lt was struck out.

011. Mr. POWER moved that the amend-
7aent be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bil (113) " An Act further to amend the
teannboat Inspection Act."-(Mr. Scott.)
Bill (120) " An Act further to amend theaent Act."-(Mr. Scott.)
ll (126) "An Act respecting the Vo'ersstof 18 97."-(Mr. Scott).

tih '(127) "An Act further to amend the
erIes Act."-(Mr. Scott).36

Bill (115) "An Act to amend the Land
Titles Act of 1894."-(Mr. Scott).

Bill (117) " An Act to provide for the
registration of cheese factories and creamer-
ies, the branding of dairy products, and pro-
hibit misrepresentation as to the dates of
manufacture of such products.-(Mr. Scott).

THE HARBOUR MASTER OF ST.
THOMAS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:
Has Mr. Louis Dionne, of Montmagny, been ap-

pointed:
1. Harbour Master of St. Thomas, Montnagny?

When and at what salary?
2. Guardian of the wharf at St. Thomas, Mont-

magny ? When and at what salary?
3. Preventive officer? When and at what sal-

ary ? Upon whose reconimendation has this triple
nomination taken place ?

Has the government been inforined that this
titulary is actually in the employnent of Mr.
Joseph Fournier, of St. Thomas, hotel-keeper and
merchant, as a clerk, and is it the intention of the
governinent to permit him to serve the public and
his master simultaneously?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--In answer to the first
inquiry, I say yes, by Order in Council of
22nd October, 1896. Remunnration from
fees collected from vessels entering the port,
not exceeding $200 annually. Second, yes,
by Order in Council of the 22nd October,
1896. Salary ko be at the rate of 25 per
cent of the tolls and dues collected. I find
the third answer relates to the Customs
Department, and they
me with the answer:

have not furnished
I would ask the hon.

gentleman to let the third question stand.
I will give him the information as soon as I
obtain it. The information sent was from
the Marine and Fisheries Department, under
the impression that he was only an officer of
that department. He might be an officer of
the customs and 1 will have that information

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE CLUB.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to call atten
tion to the following facts :

In the month of October last a meeting of officers
of the Quebec Military District No. 7, held in the
Brigade Office in the city of Quebec, and at which
was present the Hon. Dr. Borden, Minister of
Militia and Defence, a memno. froin the General
Officer Commanding, referring to the question of
Brevet Promotion, was read by the Minister him-
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self, which mueino. contained the following para- And that he will inquire from the Governmeit-
graph 1. Why was not the aforesaid letter of the 26th'

Major-General Gascoigne wishes to add, that he of Novembher, 1896, considered as an oficial col-
will be very glad to give the representations of any niîcation requiring an officiai reply ?
otlicers on the militia on the natter his most careful 2. Is it the intention of the Government to I
consideration, if they wvill he good enough to su)- a proper answer given to a denand made at the
mit them through the ordinarv channel of con- suggestion of both the General Otficer Coiiian (-
mnication. ing and the Minister of Militia anti Defence ? or tO

2. Suibsequently, and in accordance with the allow the oticers of the inilitia to have beeui
above paragraph, and on behalf of the Royal Nlili- deceived by the statements made and the proiise5

tary College Club of Canada, composed of soiie 250 given by the inilitary authorities ?
oticers, the following letter was sent through the he
ordinarv channel of communication, to the General Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The an'swer that the
Otticer Ctommnandinmg tlle lilitia :- Militia Department bas sent in response tO

the inquiry is that the letter in questiOll,
"QUEBEC, 26th November, 1896. having been addressed by Capt. Wurtele ol

"SIR,-I have the lonour to forward for the in- behalf of " The Royal Military College
formation of the General Officer Commanding the Club" u
Militia, the following view of general order No. -3, the eneral officer commanding COU
referring to Brevet Promotion and the manner in not consider it an ofhcial communication r
which it is likely to influence graduates of the quiring an oficial reply, as the club bas nO
Royal Military College of Canada. official status as such in the Canadianl

We vill assnie that A, B, C and 1) are militia The teî
four gentlemen who graduated from the College at oc CD states tbat wbile be is at ail times desirousthe sanie time, ail being equal.

" A enters the Imperial service, by merit, with of investxsating any g
with the rank of Second Lieutenant. part of any individual oflicer cf the force, 1e

" B is, through political influence, put into the cannot officiaily notice communications ad
permanent corps and becomes a Brevet Captain. dressed to bim on bebaif of any club Or

" C selects of his free will to join a militia corps,
with the rank of Second Lieutenant. combination of ofEcers, as such a procedurE

S1) having to gain his livelihood and being un- wouid be contraiy to well established nfil"
able to join a corps, is posted to the reserve of tay regulationý and customs of the service
ofsicers as Lieutenant, ant iwhere theie is no pro-de
Motion. offcill notice counicao ad-

On eladf of the Royal hilitary College olobf y cl
I would be pleased to know why the permanent tion. to this fact, that the Minister of Militî'
corps man lias been selected for this rank, Nhich bas present at that time, and he to k gre
evidently gi-es himi superior uwank without any ap- pains to tell us that al the reulations u1d
parent reason for so oing. abe put aside for that specia purposervc,

oTierst s Lieutenantanfhretere is nol pro-

" t that any one who ad a aim or an observ
extenIed to hin at the expense of others, tion to make should be free to make i

I have the honor to ber irrespective of ail standing regulations. Ta wle
" Your obedient servant," was the impression given to every officer Of

"ERNEST F. \VURTELLE, the club.
Uaptaiio, R. 0., Hon. Secrreary- Trea-mrer. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The explanation seells

"The District Officer Conanding to be that tbis emanates from a ciubnfilot
No 7 Mlitary District, -"Quebec, Que." from an officer, but from a gentleman Wa

3. A reply ttî the aforesaid communication was is secretary of the club. The club is oul
recej'-ed, bearing the date of the 5th of December recognized in the Militia Department. If the
last, and reading as follows inquiry were made in the name of an oicer,

tn wbo would be responsible for making it, thedepartment would be enabled to answer it
"From District Officer Commanding aithough my hon. friend wiIl notice th"b

"7th Military District, inquiries of that kind wich are purelY
"To Capt. Ernest F. Wiirtelle, R.O., hypothetical as to, what might resuit if

SA to ore Quebec. certain things happened, are not proper su

reied bearin th o etter of te 5)t of Deceme

lastPronotion, etc., the jects for inquiry, and departments are
Officex- Commianding states that lie cannot look on expected to give definite answers, because -%"-
it as a official communication requiring an officiai swers of that kind must depend entirely upOfl
reply. actual facts that may be paced before the de-

(Sgd.) " T. J. DUCHESNAY, partment I mention that, because in read

" Leu. Co. . .0 7h il.Dit.Ilinqur wvere ei the lteofCpanm ee n oficr
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hypothetical case. He supposes A, B, C all the departnents, I think, except two or
and D persons and officers, graduates of the three, and I have been urging on these de-
Military College, have gone into different partments the necessity of complying with
knes, and lie asks the question hypothetically the order of the House, because I think it
as to what would happen if so and so would ought to be obeyed I do not think we
take the position. It is a hypothetical ought to follow the bad example set us by
question and very difficult to answer. The the preceding administration, who were en-

luestion might be put as one of fact and tirely indifferent to the bringing down of re-
I think that could be answered probably if turns. After the change of government in
the question emanated from an oticer. Of 1879, returns were asked for in the early
course he would be entitled to receive the part of the first session which have not been
exPlanation. The argument in this case is brought down to this day. That is eighteen
that it is from a club that has no standing years ago. Subsequently other returns have
in the Militia Department. been asked for f rom time to time, and I

mention this, not urging it in any way as a
Hon. Mr. LANDRY--Captain Wurtele justification or an excuse, but as showing

s lot only secretary of the club, but he is how difficult it bas been, from some cause
an otiicer at the saine time. or other, to obtain these returns from sev-

eral departwents. Going back only a few
lion. Mr. SCOTT-He represents only erldpîmns on ck nyaf

the club in this case. He writes as the years, in the session of 1892, there were ten
returns ordered by the Senate and three only

8ecretary-treasurer. of those were brought down that session.
The following session two more returns were

DELAYED RETURNS. presented, and up to the present time the

INQUIRY. balance have not been brouglt down. In
the session of 1893 seventeen returns were

lion. Mr. K[RCHHOFFER-Before the ordered by the Senate, and of these only
Orders of the Day are called, I should like to eleven were brought down.or eeAy t e S n te n f t ee ol

uraw the attention of the government to the
fact that a return ordered at my instance, as
tO the dismissals from the civil service, bas
lot yet been brought down. This return was
Ordered in the early days of the session, and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
will finish those returns when we change
places in the House.

since that time I have called the attention of Hon. Mr. SCOTI -In 1894 a number of
the government to it on three or four occa- returns were ordered but were fot ai1brought
8ions, and have not recei ved any satisfaction. down. In 1895 seventeen returns were
On inquiry from the officials of the depaçt- ordered and only eight brought down, ieav-
lient, they tell me that the information ino nine stili to be brought down. That
Which has been asked for could be obtained is the record for a few years, but a more
Il a week at the very outside, and I think, important return that was moved for after
uider these circumstances, it is not fair to the change of government-" Return of al
Oblige us to get up week after week and ask persons dismissed, superannuated or resigned
for the return. If the government do not since the lOth of October, 1888, showing the
intend to give it, they should state the fact. offices and positions of such persons, &c.;"
It iS now getting so near the termination of also, "return including names," and so on--
the session, that I think it is high time that that return bas not yet been prepared. It
the return should be brought down. is so long, I suppose, that they were unable

to get the officers to complete it. The num-
HIon. Mr. SCOTT-I fully appreciate ail ber was so great it neyer was produced.

that the hon. gentleman bas said, and I can
assure him that I have repeatedly sent offi- bon. Mr. POWER-J would suggest that
cial communications to the several depart- that return would be interesting now.
Ilents asking that the return from the par-
ticular department be furnished with the bon. Mr. FERGUSON-That docs not
least possible delay, and I have called atten- justify the government's failure to bring
tion to that, not once or twice, but I think down these returns; and why does the hon.
three timies. I have received returns from Secretary of State refer to these returns

36%
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asked for eighteen years ago? Besides that, there was proba
we do not know that they were pressed, and tial character, to which 1 replied, 1 could
that the attention of the government was not understand how a petition could becon-
called to them. We know that departments fidential. 1 want to know whether the hon.
will easily overlook these returns. gentleman has ascertained if there is such a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In many instances they
were pressed for. In 1895, seventeen returns Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-J Wl"
were asked for, and only eight brought down. answer that on Monday.
I mention this to show the practice in the
past. Some of my colleagues have stated, THIRD READINGS.
" Very well, it will necessitate the enploy- Bil (98> "An Act respecting the LindsaY,
ment of extra clerks." The Auditor GeneralHiburton and Mattawa Railway Co."-
says that extra clerks cannot be paid unless
thev have nassed the civil service examin- (~'Dbo)

y1 p
tion. The ordinary wurk during the session
is so great that all the staff of the depart-
ments is usually employed, so there is really
very great difficulty. I do not mention this
as an excuse, because I think the orders
ought to be obeyed. I will press for the
returns and I hope to get them down by the
end of the session. If the hon. gentleman
will be satisfied with those already prepared,
I will lay them on the table, but he would
prefer them complete, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. XIRCHHOFFER-I should
like to have the instaln)ent so that we will
have something to go on with. It is
possinle they may not be able to get the
balance by the end of the session, but I
think if the saine assiduity was exercised in
preparing these returns as has been exercised
in making out that list of returns, which the
hon. gentleman has just read, that it would
be ready now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, this list is easily
inade up. There are regular columns for
these items, one columin " Department noti-
fied," another column " Date received," and
that column is blank. It never was received
by the department.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
d1 h hl

Bill (34) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Securities Company of Montreal."
-(Mr. Bernier.)

Bill (M) " An Act to amend the Companies
Act."-(Sir Oliver Mowat.)

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second
reading of Bill (16), " An Act to amend-the
Railway Act."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not intend
to raise any discussion on the second reading
of the bill but I want it understood that it
may be discussed on the third reading-that
the House does not adopt the principle of
the bill by consenting to the second reading
now.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I see that a
number of hon. gentlemen are away, and I
do not propose to say anytbing on the sub-
ject at present.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I propose to
ask the House to send it to the RailwaY
Committee where it can be discussed by
every one present.

The hon. gentleman has mi e ti 1at speec

three times, and I would suggest to him Hon. Mr. POWER-I am in favour of
that lie stereotype it. Might I ask the the bill, but I do not see why the hon-
Minister of Justice now if he has made any gentleman proposes to refer it to the Rail-
investigation to ascertain whether there is way Committee. A bill, or other matter,
any petition from the people of Brantford is referred to a standing committee for the
asking for the appointment of Mr. Hardy purpose of obtaining what is not readily
as a judge? The hon. gentleman will re- available to the whole House, but there are
member that when I made the motion, I no details in this bill. It consists of but
included that question in a motion. The one clause, and the committee cannot find
answer was that the minister was not aware anything about it that the House canno
whether there was such a petition, and if ascertain, and I do not see any object il'
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sending it to a committee. I think it is
better to refer it to a Committee of the
Whole House when we meet on Monday.
If you refer the bill to the Railway Com-

1mittee, and the comiittee report favour-
ably on it, you have the same discussion on
it in the House that would take place in
Coimittee of the Whole, and the hon. gen-
tleman further imperils his bill by delay in
sending it to the Railway Committee.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-The object of
sending it to the Railway Committee is to
h'ear ail parties interested in the bill. If it
's submitted to a Committee of the Whole
louse, they cannot come here.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am very anxious
to have it sent to the Railwav Committee,
because I have promised to vote for it on
04e condition, that the bicycles will be
tarried at the risk of the owners, and I
should like to have the lawyers on each side
draft a clause to that effect. That could not
be very well done in the House.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
Was read the second time.

Hlon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I move that
the bill be referred to the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours. My
intention was to have it sent to a Committee
of the Whole, but several members expressed
very strongly their dissent to this view, and
it was not until after the gentlemen who
represent the Canadian Wheelmen's Associa-
tion discussed the matter with the repre-
sentatives of the rail ways that this conclusion
ws arrived at. The railway companies are
very desirous of being heard before the com-
taittee, and in case the House should think
that there is anything to suppress in the dis-
cUssion of the bill, we readily consented to
its going to the Railway Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN CoMMITTEE.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved that
the House resolve itself into Comnittee of
the Whole on Bill (H): " An Act further to
alnend the Criminal Code, 1892."

ence to the matter of combinations against
trade. Perhaps the best way to place my
views before the House is to do so before
the Speaker leaves the chair, because we have
passed over that clause in the bill, and be-
cause I think it is a matter of very great
importance. I am aware that hon.gentlemen
in this House and inembers of the govern-
ment are very earnest in their desire that all
improper and illegal combinations against
trade in this country should be put down.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I suppose
my hon. friend is not aware that the clause
has been struck out.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am aware that
a proposition to amend the clause relating to
combinations was not assented to in coin-
mittee, but I am speaking of the section in
the law at present.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
of order. That clause having been struck
out of the bill, my hon. friend cannot discuss
it now.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We are now
discussing a motion as to whether the House
shall go into committee again for further
consideration of the Criminal Code, and I
am in order in discussing anything relating
to the Criminal Code on such a motion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is not in the bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is in the
Criminal Code, and we are now proposing
to go into Committee of the Whole for the
purpose of considering the Criminal Code,
and I am quite in order in discussing any-
thing relating to the Criminal Code on that
motion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I must urge the
question of order. The hon. gentleman
would not be in order in discussing anything
relating to the Criminal Code. He would
be in order in discussing anything contained
in the bill before the House, but the hon.
gentleman could not, on this motion, dis-
cuss matters which are not dealt with in the
bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is not
this bill germane to the Criminal Code? If
so, his argument is germane to the bill.

Ion. Mr. FERGUSON-Before this mo- Hon. Mr. POWER-Not at all. I ask
tion is put, I wish to say a word with refer- the Speaker's ruling.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--My
hon. friend from Prince Edward Island is
not discussinganything in the Criminal Code.
He is calling the attention of the M0inister
of Justice to what he deems the necessity of
naking one clause of the Crimuinal Code much
more stringent than it is at present, and he
is asking the consent of the hon. Minister of
Justicetogo back to it and to aniendtheCrim-
inal Code as it stands on the statute-book, so
as to meet the difficulties to which he refers
-to prevent illegal combinations. He is
not arguing the question. It has been the
practice of the House, when the Orders of
the Day are called, to direct the attention of
thegovernment to any subject, and ask if such
and such would be done. If the answer is
no, my hon. friend will stop at once.

dollars and not less than two huîndred dollars, or
to two years' imprisonnent, or, if a corporation, iS
liable toa penalty not excee(ing ten tiousandi(l (ollars
and not less than one thousand dollars, who coI-
spires, combines, agrees or arranges with any otier

person, or with any railway, steaniship, steaniboat
or transportation conpany, unlawfully--

(n. ) to unduly liinit the facilities for tranirt-
ing, produncing, nanufacturing, supplying. storimg
or dealing i any article or coninodity which nmay
be a subject of trade or connerce ; or

(1.) to restrain or injure trade or commerce 111
relation to any snch article or commIodity ; or

to unduly prevent, limnit, or lessen the maLl-
facture or production of any such article or c0111-
modity, or to unreasonably enhance the price
thereof ; or

(dl.) to ninduly prevent or lessen conmpetition in
the produiction, manufacture, puirchase, barter,
sale, transportation or supply of any such article
or coinmmodity, or in the price of the insurance up-
on person or property.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My object is that is the law. It nust be feit that
to call the attention of the House to this that law is not suficient- that it does nat go
subject. We have a motion to go into far enongh that its provisions aie not
committee to consider amendments to the sufficiently stringent for the purposes it mas
Criminal Code, and speaking onthe motion to inteiled to ifeet; otherwise we would 1 Ot
go into committee, I contend that I am per- have had propositions in the Tarif Bil at the
fectly in order, notwithstanding the observa- present moment for the purpose of strength
tions of the hon. gentleinanfrom Halifax(Mr. ening the law against conibinations in trade.
Power) in calling the attention of the hon. Ifmyhon.friendtheMinisterofJusticethinks
leader of the House, who has charge of this the law is fot sufficient to meet the purpoSe
bill, to what I consider to be a very im- intended, we should inake it efficient, and the
portant question in connection with the measure to enact such provisions sbould nOt
Criminal Code. I feel I have a perfect right core to us tacked to another bill and in
to do that. My object is to point out to another form. I think I can speak for our
my hon. friend that there is now a provision friends in this bouse, that if my hon. friend
in the Criminal Code in regard to combina- the leader of the goverinent in this chamber,
tions against trade, and to ask that my wl take this inatter up and carefully co-
hon. friend will give that matter his earnest sider it aîd bring forward such well-consid
consideration in connection with this bil. ered amendments to the CriminalCode as wil
I think that this is the proper place to do be necessary to prevent improper combina-
it. If there are, a is believed by many tions in trade, hon, gentlemen on this side of
people, improper cosbinations for the re- the House ill nive hi every support and
striction of trade and ta put up prices to assistance. I think my hon. friend will hinl-
consumers in this country, we should deal self see that this is the proper place to insert
with them in the bill to amend the Criiinal anything that is necessary to be inserted in
Code which is now before us. I section our laws in relation to this important sub
520 there are provisions affecting combina- ject If this matter co es before us tac ed
tions. If these provisions are flot suficientîi ta the Tarif Bil, or any other biil, it will
strang, if there is any infirmity in the law, not likely receive the samne consideratiafi
in regard to combinations against trade, T 1that it would in its proper place. I ar sure
feel now is the time we should remedy I speak for this House wen I say that
that matter when we are amending the every assistance will be given the hon. leader
Criminal Code. In taking the course that ld f the government in the Senate in any well,
an suggesting now, I feel it is much better directed effort he may put forth ta strength-
to do so with the Speaker in the chair than in en the law against improper trade combina-
committee. The provision in the present a tions. I hope ny hon. friend will agree
law is with me in the suggestion I naw ceake, and

520. Every anc is guilty of an indictale offencealthug that necessary to dit in
and able to a penalty not exceeding four thosand mediatelyyet before the cowhittee finally re-
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Pots,thatinyhon.friend willbring down soie he had jurisdiction, as there was a question
Other anienduents if he considers further as to the distance between the northern
legislation necessary, and I ain sure he will shore and the house in which the toll col-
receive the support of the House in carrying lector lives, which is on the end of the bridge.

hem out, and then we will not have to deal There is another point here to which I
With the tarit bill encuibered with extrane- should like to call the attention of the Min-
OUs maattèr such as this is. ister of Justice, for the sake of getting his

interpretation of the wording of the law. In
1on. Sir OLIVERI MOWAT-I cannot subsection "a" the clause reads "where

see what my lion. friend is really referring the ofience is committed in any water, tidal
o· The provision intended in the new law or other, between two or more magisterial

respecting the tariff that in certain cases jurisdictions, etc." What interpretation
irhe combinjations of this kind are made, would the court give to the word "in " in a
n addition to all other penalties it may oc- case of that kind? Some contend that you
asion, it is proposed thtt the Gover- must be in the water. The common sense
or in, Council shall have power to interpretation would seem to be that it means

reduce the duty in such a way as to that if you are in a boat on the water, or on a
prevent the combine doing harin to the bridge which crosses the water. If there is
consumer. That might be in this code of anything which might be considered an
course, but I ,think it is far better to be ambiguity in the meaning of those words, to
throughly discussed in connection with the which the magistrate also called my atten-
tariff, and not on a bill like this. • Furthier, tion, I would suggest an amendment to it

think it is better, siice the House of which would make it clear. The magistrate
Omulons has been considering the tariff, is in this position, he has given a judgment

and this provision in conncction with it, which may be set aside on account of want
tlht We should know what view they take of jurisdiction.
On the matter before I propose it in
ths House. It is possible I may see Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
1ly Way to introduce the clause here if it will see that that might be a verv serious
Passes in the House of Commons in con- change. If he will limit his amendment to
lection with the Tariff Bill. For the pre- the town of Belleville, there would be no
et I think it is better to go on with this objection to it, but he will see that if his

bil, and not touch the other matter until amendment were adopted, then a rural
we see what is done in the Commons with magistrate would have jurisdiction all over
the Tariff Bill. a town, because one and a half miles will

Te mbring you into the heart of any ordinary
town from its limits. The distance set out

(In the Committee.) in the present statute is quite sufficient to
provide for the case of a police officer chasing

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- a criminal over the boundary and to provide
t Would suggest an amendment to sec- for any case of doubt as to where the

t Of 553 of the code by substituting boundary is, but to say that an officer can
e words " one and a half mile " for go a mile and a half from his own jurisdic-

hfile hundred yards." It will be noticed tion is going too far altogether.
ow this subsection " B " reads. A case

Which shows the necessity of this amend- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
ment that I offer bas been brought to my hon. gentleman's objection would be well
1otice by the police magistrate of the city of taken if he confined it to county lines, and
1elleville. A bridge crosses the Bay of localities of that kind. What difference
Quinté between Hastings on the north side does it make whether it is a mile and a half
and the county of Prince Edward on the or five miles, when it is a question between

uth. A man who went to get a ticket at two counties? If you have a county magis-
the southern end of the bridge, in the county! trate and a city magistrate, then this present

.Prince Edward, was very abusive and com- law would give the power to the county
Zlitted assault and battery. The matter was magistrate, just as much as if it was ten

r ught before the police magistrate in Belle- miles away, so far as the city and town are
e. The question with him was whether concerned, if the offence was committed
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within five hundred yards of the boundary.
This is to meet a case where there is separa-
tion by water and a doubt arises. In this
particular case on the south side of the bay
there is no police magistrate having jurisdic-
tion unless you go all the way to Picton.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It would
be a similar change, and answer the same
purpose, if you amend subsection " A " by
adding the words " or on any bridge be-
tween two such jurisdictions."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--You should say
"structure or bridge," I think.

Hon. Mr. PO W ER-If you insert " in or

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It might be
provided for in this section.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I should
like to consider it a little first. I know a
prisoner is sometimes taken before the
court of appeal. I would have to look
into the question to see wvhat the law is.
propose an amendment in the first paragraPh
of the clause. The county court is not as
such a court of criminal jurisdiction, and
it is proposed to put in the words " or any
chairman of general session," after the
words county court in the seventh line.

The clause as amended was adopted.

upon any water " it would answer the same Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-A clause
purpose better. was sugge8ted by onc of the provincial P

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-We will ernnents which would core in here and
let that clause stand for a few minutes. which vould be a very reasonable one.

the code, as it stands now, it'is provided 1,
On clause 680. section 687 that if upon the trial of anY
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This accused person it is proved upon oath Or

clause is with reference to the attendance affrmation of any credible witness that anY
before the courts of any person confined in person is dead or absent from the countrY,
jail. The English rule is that the warden then bis evidence, formerly taken, may
or jailer should hinself convey the prisoner read. In practice it is sonetimes found
to the place where lie is wanted. It is impossible to prove directlv by an oath or
found inconvenient as the law stands, and affirmation of any person that the mai is
sometimes it would save expense and trouble dead or absent fron the country' and whot
and delay, if the order was upon the warden the bill proposes is that the law 5hould
or jailer hiniself to convey, instead of provide that on the trial of an accused
naming somebody else for that purpose. person if such facts are proved upon i he oatlî
I put this in at the suggestion of judges or affirmation of a credible witness that it
and others concerned in the administration can be reasonaUv inferred therefroni that
of justice and who strongly reconmend its any person, and so on, is dead or absent froll
adoption. The only new part is in subsection the country this will do.

"B" which readsn The clause cas adopted.
Or to w dinbseef coavey srce prisooer.

Hon. cer. LOUGHEED-as the court On clause 702.
of appeal a court of criminal jurisdictionT a
You have a right to, appeal in a criminal scn eto elre ob rm ai
case, and it bas been held necessary to have seid per t sectioned bu oatlh be

the prisoner before the court of appeal in arimatidence under the 19ay secti s tatl

person when bis case is being heard, and This702nd clause declares that when anry
there arc some authorities to the contrary. cards, dice, &c.,or otherinstruents of ganibe
It seems to me a moot point I do noi, lý. ton5nayhosi hîlb ri
bowever, say that there is no sachinery byfo
wbicb the court of appeal could bring a ffratio evidence that the bouse or place is a

prione beorethe. A amndmntcommon gaming bouse. Clause 199 con-

prisone beforethem. A a n e adn ore ase fxrso , the contry anwha

migtt be made in this, or it might ho madel
sufficiently broad to include the court of bouse" and this interpretation clause des

appeal. not roter to it. It only refers to 198.
pesothere is no reason why it should Dot

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is apply to both section)s. There is no defi-
a point tiot touched oy the clause as it nition there of what a common gating
stands. bhouse is. That expression is used in the
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199th section, though the legislature has Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-" And that the
eXplained what a gaming house is, a-; used persons found in the roon or place where

. the 198th section. The amendment of such tables or instruments of gaming are
this clause 702 is to meet that difficulty. found were playing therein, although no play

Hon r. OUGHED-jnde clusewas actuail going, on in the presence of thelion Mr. LOUGH1-EED-Unider clausey C
702, it is prima tacie evidence that the per-chief constable, deput chief constable or
7 02,1fudwtintehuewr per-ng other offiè'er." I do nt know as it will (Io
t found within the house were playing much harn, but it establishes a fact by
ere altough no playing was actuallyis ot a fact, that they were

gi 1ng on in the presence of the chief con-
stable, and so on. The 199th rule covers en
alother class of offenders, those who are Hon. Mr. MILLS--What my bon. friend
lOoking on watching the game. It shallb0kne nwthn tegm.I hî takes exception to is perhaps exceptional.

primia Jacie evidence that they were The statute makes it an offence for any
tngage.,cd in playing. I suppose that would:~age inplaing J sppoe tat oul person who looks upon a game of cards or
throw the onus upon thern to show that any other game in a gambling ouse. This

ey were not playing. bil says that it shah be prima facie evidence

JIOi. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am not on the trial ofaprosecution under section 198
hanging the present law as to thatthe roo or placeg~ te prsen Iawas o tlat here sucli tables or instruments of gaming
lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Section 198 are found were playing therein, Ialthougb

provides for persons who are the owners of no play was actually going on in the pres-
disorderly houses, not persons who are sim- ence of the cbief constable and ofcers," and
Ply onlookers or inmates. so on. Would not that take away the prima

~ Si OLIER M WAT-hosewbofacie evidence, andi make it exclusive evi-11on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Those who dneo aig
are Owners or occupy such houses.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Clause 199 Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, it
deal wib a ofoff b 1k states prima facie.dleals8 with a class of offenders who are look-'fig on, and those actually engaged inthe -Take this case-and

Play. Clause 702 would be quite applicable it a PsWtclause 198, but it is scarcely applicable to in tb e wh o keeps te ous
a. 199, because it says it shall be prima arste adrou up efor the inagis

evidence of their having been engaged trate
n Play. That is to say, you create artificial c a it- he onc of teeping

or statutorv evidence. You, by statute, state M a n
a fact which is not a fact. , persons who are found in that gamirtg

bouse are brought up chargeti with the
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-But it is offence of playing in that ouse, the object

a fact. of the amendment before the House is tbat
on. Mr. LOUGHevidence wi proves in the case

bcause clause 199 says theç may be lookinu Of
'' at the people playing. " bouse, shall prove in tbe case of the other

parties, that it is a common gaming bouse,
1on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In a com- and tbat is proper.

rnonl gamaing house.~ gamng buse.Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yougo further.

iton. Mr. LOUGHEED-Clause 702 says Look at tbe last four lines of section 102.
t uOllld be prima facie evidence that they

Were engaged in such play. M

Holi. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No ; you
OrllY read part of the clause. The latter Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is not the
Part of the clause explains it: law now, because this section extends only
prt hall be prima facie evidence, on the trial of ato 198. My bon. friend asks that it shouldch e tin under section 198 (or section 199) that extend to 199.gin house, rooni or place is used as a connone. The motion was agreed to.
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On clause 707 A.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This section is

entirely unnecessary. My hon. friend seeius
to think that this is not already covered by
the general law He says practically that
any statute or register dealing witlbranding
shall be acepted as prima fac»i evidence of
what that statute may prove with regard to
the brand. Now, the Witness Act already
provides that. It provides in crimiinal
matters or civil niatters, as far as the parlia-
ment of Canada has jurisdiction, that the
statute laws of the province shall constitute
our law of evidence. They are specially
proved in this case. We have an ordinance
there relating to brand ng.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--I think
there is sufficient provision there, but this
clause applies to the whole Dominion.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then the other
provinces should pass similar legislation.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Thisclause
refers to registration nerely, and we have
no control over the provinces. We cannot
comnpel them to pass laws.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You are only
repeating wbat is already the law in the
North-west Territories.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is an
argument in favour of the clause. I am
nerely giving to the whole Dominion a law

which h is been found to work well in the
North-west Territories.

The clause was adopted.
On clause 748.
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This

amendment repeals the existing 748th
clause of the code. That clause author-
izes the Minister of Justice to grant,

Hon-. Mir. POWER-I have an amend-
ment which I wish to propose to the com-
mittee. It embodies the recommendation Of
the Joint Conmittee of both Houses on the
Criminal Code, 1892, and was approved of
by the Minister of Justice at that day, but
he thought that probably there was not time
to discuss it in the House of Coinions that
session, and that it was better not to insert
itin the bill, althoughi theconnmittee were una-
ninously in favour of the change. I will
simply read it now, in order to give notice
to the Minister of Justice and the comiilit-
tee. I propose to insert as clause 728A :

It shall not hereafter be necessary thjat a iury
shal l be unanimous in a ciminîîîîal case, and i ver-
dict of guiilty nay, after four hoturs' deiberation'
be returned by a numlber of jurors not less thtn
of the whole.

On claise 971.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This sec-
tion relates to suspended sentence. The
law as it stands provides that in cases
punishable with not more than two years
imprisonnient-two years being the maxi-
muni punishment for the offence-the court
may, under certain circuimstances, instead of
sentencing the prisoner at once, direct hiS
release on his entering into a recognizance.
I propose a slight amnendment, of the first
paragraph, and also an additional clause
(2). In the 6th lin e the expression in
the present lav is " regard being had
to the youth." I move to strike out the
word "youth" and substitute the word

age."

The motion was agreed to.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then as to
clause (20) why is it left so largely in the
discretion of the Crown prosecutor to saY
whether the judge shall exercise that

a new trial to a person convicted of a discretion ?
criminal offence. I do not know how this Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The
crept into the law, but no Minister of Justice • hesinc itbasbecoe lw hs aced ponit.judge bas absolute discretion now where thsince it has become law has acted upon maximum punist.ment is two yea's, and In
Every minister has expressed disapprobation extending the discretion beyond that it isof it. In fact, the section misleads, because thougbt proper the Crown prosecutor should
no ininister will entertain an application on concur.
this ground, and it is just possible, if it is in
the law, that the prisoner may think he will Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not leave
get a new trial by appealing to the Minister it entirely with the judge ? One can easilY
of Justice instead of appealing to the court, understand a Crown prosecutor followiing
and thus loose his chance of appeal to the the prisoner up with a degree of rancour
court. and antagonism which would not be at al'

The clause was adopted. felt by the judge.
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lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I prefer Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-[s there any
tO have it as it is. other instrument in vogue?

lion. Mr. MILLS-Supposing an appeal Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
'hould be made to the Minister of Justice, i that is the usual instrument.
ho' far would the fact of the counsel had O
COncurred affect the Minister of Justice ? i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Where a thought it better to strike out subsection

senton is discharged on a suspended. "A" altogether. I move that subsection "A"frotence, if the Minister of Justice differs of section 553 of the Criminal Code of 1892o the judge, he would not have power be struck out and the following substitutedend the man to jail. The Executive therefor:
1ay lessen the punishment, but cannotcllerease it. (a.) Where the offence is committed in upon

any water, tidal or other, or upon any bridge
on. Mr. LOUGHEED- It sto me between two or more iagisterial jurisdictions such

that th se offence may be considered as having been com-hand tat eaves almost every case in the mitted ini either of such jurisdictions.
hads of the Crown prosecutor altogether.
There are few cases which are not punish- The only addition is "upon any water or

e With more than two years. That upon any bridge."
section leaves almost every case in the The clause was adopted.

hds of the Crown prosecutor, as to
notWhetbor he would let the prisoner go or Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,hiota'ad it practicilly takes it out of the reported the bill with am.endnents.
haM4Of the judge, because the judge can-
cot exercise the discretion without the TRIALS BY JURY TN NORTH-WESTConsent of the Crown counsel. TER RITORIES BILL.

. "on. Sir OLI VER MOWAT-It is not
on the hands of the judge at all, in the class

Cases we are dealing with here. If the
nod mum1 punishment now is two years or
el der, the judge has now absolute dis-cretion, but lie has no discretion at all at
Present where the punishment is more thano Years.

The clause was adopted.

O clause 967.

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I cannot
PrY that I have quite thought out the pro-Prety of this suggestion, and yet I am

cr. ined to think it is a good one. The
Ilinal Code contains provisions for whip-

P8ng in certain cases. A learned judge has
.gly recommended that the instrument

Should be named. He says:
i would be nuch better if the code specified the

rument, and not leave it to the judge.

And this amendment is drawn with a
'ew to that. The section provides that the'nistrurn
cat,.ent used for whipping shall be the

-nine-tails, unless some other instrument
n1amýed by the judge.

IN COMMITTEE.

Bill (D), "An Act respecting trials by
jury in certain cases in the North-west
Territories," passed through committee with-
out amendment.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 14th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

HARBOUR MASTER OF ST. THOMAS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
Has Mr. Louis Dionne, of Montinagny, been

appointed :
1. Harbour master of St. Thonas, Montmagny ?

When and at what saîary ?
2. Guardian of the wharf at St. Thomas, Mont-

magny? When and at what salary?
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3. Preventive otficer? When and at what salary? the meeting, and is reported as expressing the 1 1 e
Upon whose recoinnendation has this triple nomi- that all the deputy ministers would be discharget
nation taken place in order to make room for good Liberals.'

Has the government been informed that this And inquire whether the attention of the govenf
titulary is actually in the employnent of Mr. ment has, in the past, been called to them, an<1,as
Joseph Fournier, of St. Thomas, hotel-keeper and so, whet her such conduct is considered by the"]mas
merchant, as a clerk, and is it the intention of the offensive )artizanshiip.t
governient to permit him to serve the public and If so, what course do they intend to take in t'e
his master simiultaneously ? inatter ?

If the utterances of Mr. Rattey have not bec"
Hon Mr. SCOTT-I think I answered ail brought under the notice of the governfent ifl to

that question before, except the last relating past, what course do0 the government intel tr
. . take now that the offensive partizanship of 'r'

to the Customs Department. Louis Dionne Rattey, an officer of this House, bas been brought
was appointed an active preventive officer under their notice?
on 23rd October, 1896, at a salary of $50.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The attention of the
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The last question governnent has not been brought to th's

I think was not answered-as to the govern- important subject, and in fact I an unaWare
ment being inforned of his being in the that any member of the government bas
employ of Joseph Fournier. rheard of the statement, which the hon-

g entleman has placed on the paper, an
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the government bas hae onalyen papiiontod

has not been so informed. therefore, they have really no opinion O
fer on the subject.

A CHARGE OF PARTIZANSHIP.
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlefal

INQUIRY hias called attention to this matter in ad

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to dition to asking a question, and consequent
ly it is open to discussion. I think the bol-

Call attention to the following articles copied aentleman must feel, when he comes tO re-
fron the Tmps of Ottawa, of the 19th of October, ect upon the matter, that the course which
1896, and fron the Star of Montreal of the sane e • bh
date :- he has followed is not the most desirable

" The nenbers of the Club National met last course. Mr. Rattey is not an officer ap-
night for the purpose of the election of their otficers. pointed by the government, but an officer
A speech which very forcibly impressed the meet- appointed by the Senate, and the proper trl
ing was that of Mr. Pierre Rattey, an employé of bunal to refer the matter to would have bee0
the Senate. That eloquent speaker addressed a ad
warmn appeal to the menbers of the club, asking the Committee on Internai Economy a
them to continue to work for the goodl cause ac- Contingent Accounts. The hon. gentlerflan
cording to the expression of Sir Oliver Mowat. has not been well advised in bringing the
He also availed himuself of the occasion thus given matter up in this way. I do not know anY-
hin to tender an advice to the nministers. M r.
Rattey has been the Upper House for more than thing at all about the subject myself, b t
forty years, and his great political experience gives looking at the language of Le Temps, O
his utterances considerable value, so Mr. Belcourt which the report in the Star is only a suo'
listened with great attention to the eloquent speech mary, it is clear that whoever wrote
of that leader of the Liberal party in Ottawa. Mr. the our
Rattey wants that all the deputy ministers havet article, was simply poking fun at
their heads eut off without any further delay, to doorkeeper. He evidently was not serious.
make roomn for good Liberals. No doubt Mr. Any one can gather that from the language
Laurier will have to yield to the pressure brought used in the reportM; and it is Vo be regrt
to bear hy Mr. Rattey and the </ohe. The deputy dor-
ministers mnay expect to be dismissed before long. when the conduct of an officer like our dooI
-(L- Tenpus, l9th October, 1896. keeper is to be called into question, that it

Ottawa, 19th October.-(Special to the Star.)- should have been done in this public n1-fl
The French Liberal Club, Le Club National, held ner instead of being done before the Com'
its annual meeting on Friday night. According to mittee on Internai Economy where proper
Le Temps, Mr. Belcourt, M.P., president of the d where
club, devoted the greater part of lis speech to au inquiry could have been made, an
explanation why anti-election promises by hin had the accused would have had a chance to be
not been kept by hin. Le Temp says that Mr. heard.
Belcourt stated that a number cf Conservatives
will be dismissed from the buildings to mnake room Hon. M. LANDRY-Am I Vo consider
for those Liberals to whom he had made promises . M1.
during the general election campaign. Mr. Peter this last speech as the answer of the G0v-
Rattey, door-keeper of the Senate, also addressed ernment ?
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lon. Mr. SCOTT--No, I think not. I would suggest to my hon. f riend in the
gave the hon. gentleman the government's future that he should not do it so publicly,
answer. that he should not assume the responsibili-

ties which do not rest upon his shoulders,
ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I but that he should simply intimate to the

do flot think the government did answer it. ministers what course they ought to pursue,
The goveriment did not answer the last por-'l and I have no douht his long experience
t'O' of the question. Their attention having I will lead them to adopt any suggestion which

n11 Called to it, what do they propose to i the hon. gentleman may make. The atten-do ? The lion. Secretary of State referred tion of the House has been called to this
e clusively to the first part of the question. matter. I may say on behalf of Mr. Rattey,should judge, however, from the answer with whom I had a conversation on the
given by the Secretary of State, that it is mat ter in question, that he denies the chargenot the intention of the government to take in toto. I then buggestd that he should
'%iy action in the matter, that they have no, frame his denial, and lay it before the Con-

th orniation but in this case, even supposing tingencies Conmittee, who would have thé
h doorkeeper did use the language, thar power to act in the matter of this question

avîng been in favour of the governnent and report to the House. I would suggest
TnOt against them, they of course approve. to the Contingencies Conmittee that since
that is the only deduction to be drawn fromn the inatter has been so publicly brought be-
the answer given. Perhaps theobjection taken fore the attention of this House, they should
tythe seniormemberfor Halifax is to thepint, investigate it, in order to give Mr. Rattey
that the Committee on Contingencies would the advantage of any denial he may have to
have been the best tribunal before which to make in the premises.
bring the matter. The Contingency Com- . Mr. rnay b allowed
raittee would have been the best place to Hon POWEll owed
have drawn the attention of the House to to say a word i1 reply to what the hon. gen-
the facts, but J think the hon. gentleman who tleman said in respect to myself. I am not
called attention to this fact did nothing in the habit of prompting the government,

r'e than his duty in trying to elicit froM and in the present instance this was a inatter

the goveriment what their policy was in which was quite open to discussion by every
employés. They are as much member of the House. It is a matter

l'nemxibers of this Senate as those who are on with which really the government have
the Contingency offensive nothing to do, and that is the reason why

nguage bas been see and is the government should not be expectedguýnehsbeen used by any employé,,i
heir duty, leading the House, to see that to have anything 1o say about it.

te employés of the House do not infringe Hon. Mr.LANDRY- think the govern-
hPon the doctrine which they themselves nient should refer this matter to the con-
have laid down in so rigid a manner. mittee themselves.The question put by the hon. gentleman last

' a very pertinent one. I have noticed, Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
afd I have no doubt other members of the had the same knowledge and the same power
ýenate have noticed, that whenever the to bring the matter before the conmittee as
tiinisters who lead this House fail to give the government had.
lih an answer as would be satisfactory, our

lend who sits behind the ministers (Mr. THE DISMISSAL OF MRS. IGNACE
eOwer) is always ready to supply any defici- MERCIER.
eicy in, that respect, for which I commend INQUIRY.

'irn and J know my hon. friend, who sits
0PPosite rie, will feel gratified to know that Hon. Mr. LANDRY inquired:
he lias a prompter who can always set him 1. Was Mrs. Ignace Mercier on the 23rd June,rlght, or if not set him right, suggest a 1896, postmnaster at Mercier, in the county of
'fleans by which he can evade any question Montmnagny?
Put to hin, or get him out of any difficulty, 2. Has she been since that date discharged from
Or dispose of any question which is not ber work by the present administration ?
Palatable f t . t . 3. When, why, and upon whose complaint?

. Ie. I find no fault with that. It is 4. What is the nature of the charge brought
Usistance that all ministers like, but I against ber ?
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5. Has the charge been proved? Bill (D) " An Act respecting Trials by
6. What is the nature of the proof ? Jury in certain cases in the NorthWest
7. If no proof exists, has the accuser at least a ,,

diploma of infallibility ? Granted hy whon? Territories. -- (Sir Oliver Mowat).
8. Has the accused been made aware otficially of

the accusation brought against lier, and has she had KINGSTON AND PEMBROK E RAIL-
an opportunity to refute it? WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

9. h hat was her reply ?
10. Has the Post (ffice inspector been required SECOND READING.

to hold an inquiry and to make a report ?
Il. Has an inquiry taken place, and what is the Hon. Mr. CLEMOW noved the second

report of the oticer niaking the inquiry ? readin
12. If the person dismuissed protests lier innocence o

and conpletely denies the truth of the accusation, Pembroke and Kingston Railway CompalY:
is it the intention of the governmnent to grant an He said : I took charge of this bill when it
inquiry or to refuse all justice? was brought up here, because nobody seemed

. . ZnT
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The replies to the hon.

gentleman's questions are :-1. Mrs. Ignace
Mercier was not postmaster of Mercier on
the date mentioned. Mr. Ignace Mercier
was postmaster on that date. 2. Mr. Mercier
had removed to the United States. He
applied for a prolonged and indefinite leave
of absence (he had already been some time
absent) which was refused him. He did
not return to duty and his services were
accordingly dispensed with. 3. There was
no complaint ; the department was officially
aware of his absence.

DISMISSAL OF XAVIER POITRAS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I would ask the hon.
Secretary of State if he can give me that
information he promised, as to the date of
the dismissal of Mr. Xavier Poitras on the
Intercolonial Railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I had it among my
papers, but I do not know where it is just
now. I thought my hon. friend had for-
gotten it.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (56) "An Act respecting the Medicine
Hat Railway and Coal Company."-(Mr.
MacInnes, Burlington).

Bill (81) " An Act respecting the Great
Northern Railway Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (30) "An Act respecting the Central
Counties RailwayCompany."-(Mr.Clemow).

Bill(24) " An Acttoincorporate the Mani-
toba and Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed).

Bill (102) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
Gas Company."-(Mr. Clemow).

wilung to undertake the responsibility.
know nothing about it and I can onlY
move the second reading.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-This bill giveS
power to the company to sell a railWaY-
Such a measure so far as my knowledge e"
tends has never before been submitted W
parliament. Involving so many interes
as a railway does and touching so many
concerns it is necessary that the greatest
care should be taken before granting sucb
legislation and that positive proof should bl
given that it is in a position that requires.
to be sold. The history of this railwaY is'
in brief : At the time the railway booi WaS
passing over Ontario, the people of Kingston
were seized with that epidemic, as well as
others, and resolved to have a railwaY.
They determined, after many meetings, tO
have this railway to Pembroke. ThaI
project was subsequently abandoned, and
the northern terminus was fixed at Renfrew.
When the road got to Lake Sharbot, 47
miles from Kingston heavily bonussed though
it was it failed, and the road was sold to
Americans for $100,000. It was then cOln'
pleted as far as the town of Renfrew,
so that it exterids from Kingston, at the
eastern end of Lake Ontario, in a northerlY
direction 104 miles to the town of Renfrew.
This is the length of the read, but there are
besides some thirteen miles of branches and
sidings. It crosses the Ontario branch Of
the Canadian Pacific Railway at Sharbot
Lake, and has connections with the Grand
Trunk Railway at E ingston. It is also
joined by the Napanee and Tamworth Rail-
way seventeen miles fron Kingston at Hlar-
rowsmith, and the two companies use the
one line fron there into Kingston. It also
crosses the Madawaska, the Mississippi and
the Clyde, all lumbering rivers. It bas
unsurpassed facilities for lake and river
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1avigation at the citv of Kingston. The this, and applied to the courts and had a
territory which it passes through is very receiver appointed, but, strange to say,
large, and that portion of it which extends the receiver who was appointed in
frou Kingston to Sharbot Lake abounds in 1894 has no power whatever except to
mTilerals, principally iron ore, and furnishes receive the money and pay it out. He has
a large.local traffic, besides the trade derived nothing to do with the policy of the road,
froim the Napanee and Tamworth Railway. with changing its management in any way
The road was built largely by bonuses. The or doing anything which would diminish the
city of Kingston contributed $318,000 and expense or add to the funds of the road.
the county of Frontenac $170,000. The Consequently he is of comparatively little
local government of Ontario gave $456,493 value. Nevertheless, good results have-fol-
aId the Dominion government $47,599, the lowed from his appointment, and the road
totalbonuses amounting tonearly81,000,000. in the past two years has had an excess over
It also received from the Dominion govern- former receipts. I have a return for five
Inent a grant of public land in the city of months of this year wbich shows an increase
Ringston, 125 acres which embraces the most of nearly five thousand dollars over the cor-
valuable part of that city. It extends all responding period of last year. This is one
along the water front, and if sold would go evidence that the road is not so bad as one
far to pay the floating debt which is on the might expect. It is a singular thing that
road. With reference to the stock of the the road should be sold when its earnings are
road, there have been three issues, and it increasing. Thefirstlegislationasked for was
amnounts now to four and a half million to raise $1,000,000. Of this $572,000 was
dollars. In addition to that there are pre- to be reduced to interest at four per
ference bonds, and the holders of these are the cent and the balance was to be applied
o'les that make objection to the sale of the to pay off the debts of the company. That
road. This four and a half million dollars bill was rejected by parliament. The second
stock may be said to be wiped out. It was bill is the one which is now before you. It
sold to the stockholders at reduced rates, at was introduced not in its present state in
3 Oc. and some at 50c. on the dollar. How the Railway Committee of the House
't Was manipulated, I do not know, but no of Commons. There it was opposed by
stockholder considers that he will ever see a great many and was unanimously re-
anything in principal or interest from that jected. It was withdrawn and I considered
stock. It went as high, in the New York at the time that we would never hear any
market, as 40c. at one time, but declined very more of it, but it was brought up again
rapidly. It only remained in that condition without giving any notice to the opponents
for a few days, and finally was abandoned of it and was put through the committee
altogether and never heard of afterwards. without any protest. It then ·went
Asto the ownership of the road, this legis- to the House of Commons and passed
lation will only touch the $572,000 prefer- the third reading. Some gentlemen who
elce stock and the floating debt. With re- opposed the first bill supported the second,
gard to the division of this $572,000 stock for this reason: according to the bill, if a
three-fourths of it is held by Mr. Flower, sale was effected, the bondholders were
ex-governor of New York, and the rest, or to be paid after the expenses of the
a great part of it, is held by persons of limited Act. Then the other expenses were to
m'eans in Kingston and elsewhere, who paid be paid. They changed that and put
Par and some of them a premium for their debts for working expenses or supplies of
Stock. Mr. Flower is very anxious that the any kind whatever first. That placed
"'ad should be sold, and through Messrs. the bondholders in a disadvantageous
eOlger, brings this bill forward. 'Ihe others position. Another change in the bill is
object to it, inasmuch as it will deprive them that it gives power to apply to a court
Of an asset which was in a great inany in- of justice for an inquiry as to the solvency
stances the principal one they had. No of the road, and this is to be done within
great change has occurred in this road from two months from the passing of the Act,
tbe time Messrs. Folger got hold of it until and the court could then order it to be sold
1892, whien the interest was stopped. A or continued. We all know how unfitted a
numlnber of what might be called the min- court of justice is to find out the condition
Olty bondholders were dissatisfied with of a road, its abilities or possibilities. Conse-
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quently that clause was merely intended to is one reason wby this bil should DOt

put off the minority with the idea that they pass witbout the possibility of any one heVe
could go to a court of justice and have knowing the exact condition in which th'
everything rectified. You can see how im- road is. Another reason is, the receiversbiP
possible that would be. The Hon. Mr. has been attended with beneficial results
Blair, Minister of Railways, was not in favour If the receiver's power were enlarged, it i
of the bill, and he said at the time that Sir considered that inuch better could be
Oliver Mowat was bringing in a measure obtained. At present he simply receives
which might meet the case in point. As the rnney and pays it out. He knoWS
you may be aware, the Minister of Justice nothing about what is being done or what
(Sir Oliver Mowat) bas said that he the intentions of the company are. Another
does not intend to bring up his bill reason wby tbis bil sould not pass and 1'
this session, but that he bas not by any strong one, is that the receiptR of the road
means dropped the matter. I do not see are increasing. Tbe bondholders are look-
how you can understand the exact condition ing after it for their interest and principal,
of this road. I live in the city of Kingston rather than have it ail sacrificed. No one
and I do not know anything about it. There can suifer, Mr. Flower is a inulti-millionaire
bas not been a meeting of the directors since He is tbe sole wealthy member of this coill
February, 1896. There bas been no state- pany. I hope the committee, when theY
ment published, nor anything to indicate core to give tbe matter their consideration,
that there was a determination to conciliate will treat it in that impartial manDer iD

and act fairly. It is true they have by far which they usually treat measures that
the largest amount of stock, but justice core before theni, and give it that investi
demands that the humblest man should get gation whicb will enable them to thoroug
his share. To force a sale now, when things understand what motives might affect those
are beginning to revive and when the returns who are opposing as well as those who are
of the road are improving, would be very promoting it.
unfair and unjust. I can understand when
people want to buy a railway it takes Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-A ereti o onis one eres n hy th bi , ad s

tim t cosier t nd eronsdiposd o 1iknowing therexccdtn in which the d

do so would hardly have time in two months tlere is so iuch opposition to the bil, In,
to give if proper consideration. Mr. Osler, stead of sending it to the Railway Con-
who understands this question thoroughly, mittee, the proper thing tor the hon. gentle-
and who bas investigated all their affairs in man to do now is t> move the six months
a law-suit which was carried on to get a hoist so that it shaîl not o any furtber than
receiver, declares that the road never failed it bas goDe. That will dispose of it in short
to pay expenses. iMr. Folger, the manager order.
of the roai, told the objecting parties that if it
was not for this litigation they might have Hon. Mr. SILLIVAN-J move that the
had two per cent on their bonds. As to this bil he not now read the third tiue, but that
floating debt, the lands possessed by the it be read the third time tbis day six months.
company in Kingston would almost suffice
to pay it. You may ask what is to be done? Hon. Mr. VJDAL-Altbough it would
What requires to be done is what any seem to be dealing harshly with this ,latter,
cautious men would do, namely, cut down it would really be a wise step to take with
the expenses which can be readily done, and the persons in charge of this bill, because
apply a little more energy, determination they do not deserve any considerationi
and spirit to the management of the road. Some people are beginning to show very
I will not occupy your time any longer, great disrespect to this body, when they
as 1 presume the bill will go to the Committee permit a bil of this kind to be sent here
on Railways I may mention that if the hcn. without any senator being asked to take
Minister of Justice (Sir Oliver Mowat) con- charge of it, and prepared to explain it and
templates bringing in a bill which will advocate vhat is desired to be attained by
admit of the sale of the railway, he will, in Jegislation. We bave heard a good deal said
his wisdom, cause such conditions to be in- adverse to the passing of the bill. The hon.
troduced as will enable them to be sold gentleman Who moved the second reading
under fair and jus-t conditions. That tels us plainly that he does not know any-
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thing at all about it, and can give no ex- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The-
Planation of its provisions. He merely suggestion made by the chairman of the
110ves the second reading as a matter of committee is a good one. It is not the rule
courtesy, in order to enable any member who to mention what took place in committee,

ght have charge of it to take it in hand but I took strong objections to what I con-
fterwards. It would be a proper lesson to sider the discourtesy displayed to members
teach those people who are interested in the of this House by gentlemen who have bills
bil that they should have some member take introduced in the Commons and sent up
Cstody of the bill, ready to explain it and here. They expect that their bills will go

advance any arguments in favour of it. through as a matter of course-that the
~On r. COTIBefre e tae t~isSenate will read them, and send themn beforeo. Mr. SCOTT-Before we take this e comittee and have them passed, with-

hutaordinary course with reference to the out any consideration whatever. The mem-
,we ought to recollect the practice which!e oghtto ecolec th prctie w i ber for Rideau (Mr. Clemow> did whîat hasseprevailed in this House in the past. been done during this session more oftenre are a great many empty chairs here than ever before. No one being here to take

oday, and it is quite probable that sone charge of the bil when it comes up from the
absent senator, who expected the usual iower bouse, as a matter of courtesy, he
coutesy would be extended to this bill, ook the necessary steps to put it upon the or-hich has been extended to former bills, der paper, so that the gentleman who shouid

as relied on his colleagues in this bouse take care of it, if any one has been seiected
carrying out the practice which has formerly for that purpose, may have an opportunity
Prevailed, and, therefore, if we adopt this to do so. We have had before the commit-
practice it will be a warning in the future, tee a number of bis, some of them most

oever is in charge of the bill, that he important bis, and no one there to explain
"IUst personally see to it, or depute somet

gentleman to look after it. There are a
Relllema tolookaftr il Thre ae aor two occasions we let them lie there untîlIUmIber of hills in the very saine position, some one came to take charge of them. The

and it would be rather unfortunate that we sooner the members of the bouse of Com-
should throw out legislation of that kind mons Who have chargeof these bis are taught
after the matter had been threshed out in a esson of this kind the better it wiil befor
the o)ther House. legislation, ad we shah know what we are

lIOf Mr MILS-Iobsrve hatMr.realiy (bing. This biillhas been standing upon
C on. M r . MILLS-I observe thati the orderpaper for some days,andif there
thritton's namne is upon the bill and I think wsayoew,ýla ti hre n ol
his is the bill which he spoke to me about wa s e w hare one o

and said he desired me to take charge of, c he upeah oul hae be hretend would give me instructions as to it af tergive~t ~fbas objection to the bill is not so much to itspassed the Commons. He has not provsois as to the manner in which we are
en me any instructions so far, and I know

Iothing of the merits of the matter, but ow
Perhaps it would be better to let it stand. troduced with certain provisions and clauses

lion.whiclm were so ol)jectionabie that the bill
lon. Mr. SCOTT-Has it been printed was thrown out aîd then, by some means or

Senate forn? other, it was restored to the order paper,
on.passed throuh with amendents whicb met1101. 'M. VDAL-es.the objections of some of those Who had op-

ion. Mr. POWER-Let it stand until posed its passage, and 1 have no doubt were
to-rnorrow. protected in the aniendments wlich were

imadle to the bill, and then it was passed
h ion. Sir OLIV ER MOW AT-I hope my'1fül. Sr OLVERMOW T-Ihopeinythrough withoutas the member for Kingston
.on. friend will not push his motion for the (Mr. Sullivan> says, the bondbolders living

nonths' hoist after the explanation we in Kingston knowing anything about it-
ave received. An hon. gentleman in this taking them actually by sarprise. If this

liouse bas been asked to take charge of it, bil receives the six inonths' boist, as has
aid he has not yet received instructions. I been moved, it wili teach the members who

hink it is the usual courtesy to let a bill, have this bi in charge in the Lower bouse
litider such circumstances, stand for a day. a tesson that they wiîî not forget, and the

37
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sooner we do it the better. If hereafter that they have somebody in this House to
any one who has the bill in charge can give represent them.
satisfactory explanations of the intentions
and provision of the bill and the necessity The main motion was allowed tos
for making it law, a motion can be made to untl to-morrow.
have it restored, and, if the House considers
it desirable, it can be restored to the order STEAMBOAT 1NSPECTION ACT
paper. AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill only came up lon 'r. SCOTT moved the second read-

fron the House of Coninons on Friday, and n Mr. (1OTT "An the so
was moved by the hon. member f rom Rideaui aen
(Mr. Clemow). Would it not be better the Steamboat Inspection Act." He said:

hereafter, when a bill comes up from the .1 is bill proposes to make certain changes
flouse of Commnons without anybody havin certain clauses n the Steanboat InspeC
charge of itto let it lie on the Table n tion Act in reference to the qualification Ofcharge of it, tolti i nteTbeuntil tetidadfut ls niersomebody takes charge of it ? That would the third and fourtb class engineers. Un
be the better way, and it would only be fair. the law as at present, a fourth class engl

The bon. gentleman from Rideau had no neer cati only act as assistant to second and

authority to move the second reading, but, third class engineers. This aniendmnent per

out of the usual courtesy extended to bills 1uts him Vo act as assistant to a first clas
of that kind, did so. The better way here- engmeer. I do not know why the distin
after, if the hon. gentleman who bas charge tion should have been made. This Act pro
of it is not present, would be to let it lie on poses to alter the qualifications for third ard
the Table rather than to throw it out four-th class engineers. At present a third

because it nay be said that the inember wh' class engineer shal be qualified to take

moved for the second reading was acting charge of any passenger steamboat of less

over oflciously. . than thirty nominal horse power. The for-
mer Act is repealed, and there is no limita,

Hon. Mr. POWER-If this question is tion to the horse power of the steamboat,

pressed to a vote, I should be disposed to and in the amended clause he is allowed VO

vote with the hon. gentleman from Kingston'take charge of any freight steamboat of '

(Mr. Sullivan),because we have not heard any more than 75 horse power nominal.

reasons why the bill should pass, but we The motion was agreed to.
have heard some reasons why it should not
be passed. After the statement of the hon.
gentleman from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), the PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
hon. member from Kingston might let his SECOND READING.
motion, as well as the other motion, stand
until to-morrow, when we would have fuller Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
information. reading of Bill (120) "An Act further tO

amend the Patent Act." He said :-Up tO
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It appears Vo the year 1888 he Deputy Minister of Agri

me it is trifling with the Senate to send a culture was the Commissioner of Patent'
bill of this kind up here. Are its promoters In 1888 an Act was passed, which is ro-
ashamed of it that they could not ask some pealed by this bill, abolishing that Omce
one to explain the bill? I see the naine of and reviving section 5 of the Patent Act
the bon. gentleman from Rideau connected which provides that the Deputy Minister
with the bill. What instructions did they Patents shaîl be the Deputy Iinister
give him about it? i He bas no instructions Agriculture. That is the only clause
at aIl. the bill.

Hon. Mr. PIMROSE-c am entirely inwa Hon. Sir t CmACKENZIE BOWELL t
accord withp the leader of the opposition. is simpy to abolish the office?
The soonepi the course that te suggests is
adopted, the better our business wil be facil-P Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes ans e
itated, and people in charge of bills will see $2,800 a ear.
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ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- regrets, and as I believe the whole country
n id muake the Deputy Minister of Agricul- will regret, that this matter is before us for

tutre Perform the duties. c insideration again. The question has been
before the Senate f rom year to year for a

fo n. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. It was so be great many years. A committee was
Mr. Pope's tiie. appointed by Sir Alexander Campbell many

motion was agreed to, and the bil years ago, and a strong report was presented
Ws5 read the second time. on that occasion, and we had every assur-

ance from the government of that time that
VOTERS LIST OF 1897 BILL. this abominable nuisance in the Ottawa

River would end at an early date. During
SECOND READING. the premiership of Sir John Abbott a similar

Ao. Mr. SCOTT moved the second course was pursued, and later on, under Sir

thdinof Bill (126) " An Act respecting John Thompson, the saine thing occurred.
oters' Lists of 1897." He said:-This Last but not least, under the premiership of

b.ll dispenses with the preparation of the my hon. friend the leader of the opposition
ists of the present vear, the ordinary bill in this House, the matter was fully ventilated

th at is introduced. -We do not propose to here, and after a long and animated dis-
bave any elections in the very near future- cussion it was fully understood by every
r the present year at all events. Under member of this House that that was the

e law, unless this bill were passed, we last time an extension would be granted. Is
thld be compelled to revise the list, and it going to be continued in this way 7 I
ht wvould be a very considerable expense think it is treating the Senate and the

hich it is thought might avoided, and this country very unfairly. These gentlemen
ispenses with a revision for the present have never had any intention of com-

Year. plying with the Act. They have not
The notion was agreed to and the bi m was rade the first attempt-I say it advi-

read the second time. sedly-to prepare for keeping the saw-
dust out of this magnificent river. My hon.

PIS3ERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL. friend the Secretary of State (Mr. Scott)
knows all about it. Refer to his speeches a

SECOND READING. few years ago. le was as strongly opposed
n. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- to this question as I was myself. Two years

o8 of Bill (127) " An Act further to amend and a haif ago, for some reason or other he
t'e Fisheries Act." He said :-A bill of came round, and agreed with the then govern-
this character bas been before the House on ment that it was desirable to give those men
very maany occasions providing for the post- two and a half years, which wouid expire
Potrnment of the time within which the mill on the 3Oth of this month. Prior to that the
Oners at Ottawa shall be permitted to time had expired and they had been actually

h row their sawdust into the river. They violating the law of the country for three
thave made an appeal for another year, and or four months before they had the oppor-

time has been extended from year to tunity of having the matter reconsidered by
Year for a great many years. the Senate, upon which occasion they were

Sir MCKENIE B WELL given this extension of time, and now thevo.core forward and want another extension.
Will make the twenty-fifth year, will it What guarantee have we that they wiil not

appiy again in another year? They have no

Thon. Mr. SCOTT -A good many years.wis to confor with the views
The simply asks for an extension of one and sentiments expressed by both ouses

Yearnor. Sme fo ane extenson of e and by every governiment for the hast twenty-'alore. Some of the mill owners are
itdeavouring to adapt their inills to the six'equiren t this way legisation is a farce, and do noteliens but the ae; some othem whoy want the Huse to be piaced in that position.

'eotnP1y, but there are some of them who It is a crying evil that this river, which as
been poiluted from year to year, continues

n- Mr. CLEMO W-I regret, as I to be polluted in that way to the great detri-4tUPPOse every hon. gentleman in this bouse ment, not only of the city of Ottawa, but to

37J
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the detriment of the entire people from tended another year. If I had any confidence
Ottawa to Montreal and lower down. that those mill-owners intended to comlP y
Hon. gentlemen have seen it and know with the law, I would not object to the pro-
what it is. They know the difficulty, and posed extension. They have had time within
they know the danger. Last fall an ex- the last ten years to make some attempt t
plosion took place under a raft of tiimber remedying the evil of which the whole peoPld
near Allan's house at the west ent of in this part of the country bas complained
this building, and if it had occurred three for so many years, and it is not payin§
or four feet nearer to the caboose in which proper respect to the Senate, wlo have takel
the poor men were sleeping, they would have this matter in hand, that a further delay
been killed. We are liable to such catas should be granted. Every hon. gentlemnan
trophies from the sawdust nuisance, and I in this louse is conversant with the facts,
think it should be ended. Why is it particularly the older members of the senate
continued ? Merely to satisfy the greed of a It is a very unpleasant position for ne
very few people. They have no good sub- take to be antagonistic to the interests Of
stantial case to come to this House and ask few gentlemen in this city with whom I am
for further indulgence, and I am surprised personally acquainted, but I am performinga
that the Secretary of State, whose opinions public duty, and J consider it incunbent 0
I know as well as my own-who believes, as me to follow it out as best I can. I do fOl

I do, that it is a crying evil-should lend intend at the present cime to make a Motill
bis name to this legislation. The Ottawa until I hear the sentiments of my fellow
was at one time one of the most magniticent senators, and ascertain if they agree.with n.e
rivers in the country ; now it is a pond for that these gentlemen have been given suffie'
the refuse of the mill owners, and what is ent time. If they think it would be advisable
the effect? We are now trying to have a under all the circumstances that this addi'
bridge constructed from Nepean Point to tional grace should be granted to theIl'
Hull, and the main difficulty in the way is I shall have to yield, but I shall keeP,
this great accumulation of sawdust in the myself in a position to move a six months
bed of the river. It will cost a large sum hoist if I find the sentiment of the Senate
of money to reinove t:at sawdust. The city will support me. I know my bon. friendy
of Ottawa is trying to establish a drainage the leader of the government, was not pres
and sewage system, and the great difficulty ent on former oceasions, but if lie will take
to be overcome, in the opinion of an eminent. the trouble to look over the reports Sir,"
engineer from New York, is the accumula- that first comnittee was appointed he *1
tion of sawdust. He does not know whether find that the Senate were ahnost unanimou
he can get a passage for the drainage of the in the protest îgainst the sawdust nuisance'
western part of the city on account of the and no man spoke stronger against it at tha
sawdust, and he told the people if it were time than my bon. friend the SecretarY
not for our excessively cold wvinters, that of State, and he is just as conversan
this city would be so polluted by decaved with the facts as J am and could flo
vegetable matter that we would not be able deny the truth of what I have sai
to live in it. These are all potent points, lie supported me, I will say, loyally
and they have been s'.owin to this House that time, but unfortunately, some other 10

conclusively upon very many occasions. fluence prevailed, and he supported the D'ea
We had a very elaborate report submitted sure of my hen. friend (Sir Macken"ý
to this Senate~hy a special comnittee under Bowell) for sonie reason, I do not know
theauspicesofthehon.memberfron Richmond why--stood by the millionaires and go
(Mr. Miller) based upon the opinions and the thei an extension of two and a half yea's
evidence of many witnesses pro and con. That After all these extensions, J think the
committee brought ina report strongly condem owners ought to be satisfied If they ha
ning the practice, so much so, that the gov- not conforned to what they knew would be
ernment of that day and every succeeding the ultimate result of this matter, they
government have expressed their determina- themselves are to blame. I do not believe
tion to abolish the nuisance. Even the nien that any of the mill men have taken a Ste
promoting the bill in the Lower House to- in the direction of cbanging their metho)ds'
day were the most strenuous in opposing it' My bon. friend says that Hurdman & je
last year, and yet they want the time ex- have. That firm is selling the sawdust an
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rePing an advantage and making money sion towards those poor criminals and that
of it. If one firm can do that and if the he would in the exercise of that mercy give

wards Company can put up a machine in them the additional year for which they ask
e' Edinburgi to burn the sawdust, why to prepare for the doom inevitable after the

tanliot these other men do one thing or the lapse of that time.
r They are siinply showing an un-

ellngess to comply with what the country Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think it is quite
Pects them to do. If iny hon. friends unnecessary to adi anything to what the
n»1eur with me, we should give them no hon. gentleman from Rideau has said witli

further time. Let the miillowners take the respect to the mischief which has been done
Onsequence of their inaction. If they suf- by this refuse from the mills being allowed

fer from the course they have been pur- to accumulate in this magnificent river. He
thing for so niany years, they may blame has pointed out that, not only to-day, butthelselves for having failed to take proper time and again when this subject has beenPrecautions when tlhey were notitied years before the House. He has shown good and
'O of what was coiming. When they sufficient reason why the nuisance should be,vre warned, they said " we have put a stop to. It is placing this parliament

.flcient influence and power to carry our in a very huiniliating position to go on year
point." It appears they have. They suc- after year passing an Act providing that at
th ded with past governments, and with a certain time this practice shall end-that
the new government they are equally power- after a certain date no more sawdust shall

If these men had ever >eriously in- be allowed to be throw n into the river-and
411ded to comply with the law, they would then, when the year expires, passing anotherhave taken the necessary steps long ago. If Act to extend it a year longer. It is placing
we let thein off now, we will find the same us in a very humiliating position to find
aPPlication next year. My hon. friend op- that a few men can set parliarnent at defi-
Po8ite (Sir Mackenzie Bowell) assured me ance, because I do not suppose there is the

YO years ago that that was the last time of slightest possible intention on the part of
4kn1g, yet here we have them applying these gentlemen who are affected by the

I hope to see the Ottawa canal. bill to comply with the Act of parliament
c0!Istructed before long. We find the govern- now any more than there was twenty years

ont are spending money east, west, north ago ; and so long as the government will
SOuth, and I expect that they will do bring in a bill to extend the time and the

4n0ething for the Ottawa country as well. House consents to pass it, so long will this
"he s00ner they do away with this sawdusti practice continue. It will go on for twenty

sance, the sooner we will get the Ottawa years longer until the nuisance becomes so
a That is another reason why the saw- intolerable that parliament may be driven

au8t nuisance should be put an end to as into some measure to put a stop to it. It is
n as possible. Two and a half years ago very much to be regretted that this sort of1 aske

ked to have a survey made to show that. legislation should be permitted. It would
e was an increased deposit of mill refuse. be a more dignified course to repeal the Act

ere is no doubt there is, and had my view altogether and so leave it, than to make a
b carried out at that time, we would farce of it by asking us to pass a bill to ex-

had a report to show that the nuisance tend it for another year.
th 'reasing and is becoming so formidable

at the navigation of the river is threatened. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Admitting all the
nt the hion. gentlemen who differ from objections to the practice of throwing slabs
to say whether, under ail the circum- and sawdust into the Ottawa river-and I

b nes, I am not entitled to ask that this am quite prepared to admit that it is a great
be thrown out. misfortune that the river should be polluted

in the manner it has been-we must remem-
h0 1On. Mr. PRIMROSE-Knowing the ber that at the time money was invested
n· gentleman from Rideau as this House in the limits and mills no objection was

I am sure no member of it would be' made to the sawdust being thrown into the
sPOsed to do him the gross injustice of river ; it is only recently that attention has

stePosing that we would do anything to re- been called to the evil, and then the answer
a the working of the bowels of compas- of the lumbermen was that it was impossible
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for thein to make changes in their mills,
constructed as they are and run by water
power, to dispose of the sawdust in any
other way. Since then Booth's mill was
destroyed by fire and has not been rebuilt.
The principal reason assigned is because the
new law will one day be enforced prohibiting
the throwing of sawdust into the river. Mr.
Edwards, situated as he is at the mouth of
the Rideau River, had an opportunity to
make the change and he did make the
change. Buell, Orr & Hurdman are, I
believe, from what the hon. gentleman from
Rideau says, disposing of their sawdust, but
they are on an elevated site. There are,
however, other milis that have not those
facilities, and to enforce the law would simply
mean the abandonment of their property.
That is the argument used. The effect of
our not granting this exten:sion at this time
would be to throw out of employment some
thousands of men and do irreparable harm
to a large number of people. In a great
variety of ways the injury would be very
serious and the government do not feel that
they can take the responsibility of closing
those mills at present.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Why not repeal the
Act?

Hon. iMr. SCOTT-It will come in time.
The effect of having this legislation is to
prevent the practice to some extent. In
rebuilding mills they are built with that
legislation before them, and changes have
been made in some. While the government
are disposed to give another year they have
given no assurances or promise that there
will be any further extension.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Will the hon. gentle-
man promise for the government that they
will not introduce a similar bill another
year?

Hon. Mr. POWER-We can deal with
that when the question arises. My senti-
ments are very like those of the hon. gentle-
man from York (Mr. Allan). I should like
to read the remarks of the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries in another place when
the bill was under discusion there.

I do not believe that parliament will listen to
applications for any nmore extensions, and it was
with the greatest possible reluctance that I con-
sented to recomnmend this extension. There is a
very strong feeling in Ottawa and outsidethis city

that the tine las cone when the mil owners 1nnUst
make provision to deal with the saw-dust otlierI s
than hy thromwing it iotao the stireain.' I Nvi5h to
take tl°is opportuity ta einphasize this anflOulnce-
ment, and to say distinctly that we cannot gi*e
any further extensions, and this will be the a
time an extension will be given.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We have had
that several times. W'e have had it for
twenty years. The last time it was before
the House, the same promise was made.
is time that this nuisance was abolished. In
many parts of this country people are saving
the sawdust. They do not allow it to go ilto
the water. It is only at Ottawa that the privi'
lege is given. I know something about lu"'
bering, I know something about sawing, an
I am satistied that by a reasonable expend'
ture the sawdust could be taken care of here
and the mill owners might even make monJel
out of it; but they do not appear to pay any
attention to parliainent. Excepting once,
voted against the extension of tire, and
am getting tired of it. If it goes to a vote
now, I shall vote not to extend the tine anY
more, because the lunibermen do not meau
to comply with the law. J am satisfied Of
that, because this evil has been going ona
long as I can remember. When J was in
the other House, years ago, we used to have
these discussions. The mill owners Were
always promising and never performing,a
I do not believe they will perform now-
am as satisfied as that I am speaking to yol
now that if we grant this privilege agaifn
and pass this bill, the mill men will be her
next session asking for another extension-
suppose when the river is destroyed we shall
stop them. Here is one of the most beauti-
ful rivers in the world so filled up witlh Sae
dust that navigation is injured and the water
polluted. I think the evil should be stopped.
If we want to destroy the river, let us Put
a clause in the Act allowing the mill men to
continue this practice without restrictiol.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-- should like
to ask the government why they propose W
extend the period to the first of July, 189
Why not prevent them, after the close
the present season, so that they will no
commence putting sawdust in the river nec
spring? If they do as my hon. friend (Mr.
Allan) has said, they will likely be before
us next year for further extension. I shoUld
be disposed to give them an extension foi
the balance of the present sawing season-
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lion. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL- winter? Will they not come back next
What new arguments have been adduced to session and say that the weather has been
chage the mid of my hon. friend opposite too inclement, the mills have been frozen up,Mr. Scott) on this question ? I understand and they could not make the improveinents ?
14e hon. gentleman took as strong ground We had better do one thiing or the other,
againt .the continuation of the sawdust enforce the law or repeal it altogether and
nuisance as my hon. friend from Rideau put all mill owners on the same basis.
(Ir. Clemnow), did; now he seems to have
ehanged his mind entirely as to the necessity Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I have always

rgivin a further extension of time. The opposed* those extensions, but to day I feel
e argument that the lion. gentleman has bound to vote for the bill as it stands anduBed to-day has been used year aiter year, and against the six months'hoist,because I believe

t1 less you propose to extend the time until the three or four preceding administrations
the supply of timiber becomes exhausted, or having extended the time, the mill owners
emelpt the mills on the Ottawa from the have been accustomed to think that theyOperation of the Act, I cannot understand the can get extensions always. I would be dis-
Object of it. What I desire to call the atten- posed to adopt the suggestion of the hon.
t'O" of the Ilouse to is this, and it is suggest- gentleman fron Giengarry (Mr. MeMillan)
ed by my hon. friend from York (Mr. Allan), giving theni this summer, but let them un-
en smlall streams in the northern part of this derstand that next summer they must begin
ountry, the mill-owners have been obliged under the law.

adopt some means by which to keep the
a Wdust out of the creeks and small rivers Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The great trouble

ýPon which they are built, even where there
1B not.hincg in the worid to be injured iast tinte was that the extension wvas too

a in th o an e ind long. If we amend this bill in such a way
pt a f that the Act shall take effect on and after

of tSilal mill owners in the northern part the 1st May next, instead of the lst July
or the country, where the mills are etected next year, it would be better. If those who

e benefit of settlers and not for any support me this year accept that 1 am willing
oIert trade, have been obliged to adopt to adopt that course. I have no personal

e system by which they dispose of their feeling in the matter. I am discharging aWdust, and have not been exempt froi the n dt b
Operations of the law, w~hiie the larger and very unpleasant duty, but I know I have
etîîier class bave a whie ear an the people with me. Any one who goes down

e Ped uer clashae oyear after year been the Ottawa River and looks at it will cone
xempted fromn the operation of the Act. I to the conclusion that we have been a very
et when I was the government wve kept stupid lot of people to allow the nuisance to

sti the exemption fromtimetotime, continue so long. If the government accept
i n a thefho. getl n prpos xend the suggestion to let the mill owners have
dvoand f every to the end of this season, but no longer, I amanfed These reasons will be repeated satisfied.

Year after year until all the Mills are burned
oWn or cease to work. The question is'

Whether it is not better to repeal the law ion. Mr. SCOTT-I will consult with
alt0gether or compel compliance with its my colleagues on the subject.
Provisions, or admit at once that certain
tealthy firms have sufficient influence with lHon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then ve will take

e government to guide and direct the legis. the sense of the House on it. I know I
atiol on the subject, no matter what gov- have the majority of the House with me.
ernment is in power. I have come to the
conclusion that^it is better that we should Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Put a stop to it et once. What guarantee hon. gentleman can move when we go into
thave we, if we adopt the suggestion made by committee to strike out " July," and make
thclion. gentleman from Glengary (Mr. it " May." If it is not carried, you can take
tMiillan) to give them until next fall, that the sense of the House on the third reading.

ey will stop the practice ? Is there any
euarantee that they will effect the necessary The motion was agreed to and the bill
rnIprovement in their mills during the next was read the second tinie.
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LAND TITLES ACT, 1894, AINIEND- some difference of opinion, I understand,
MENT BILL. among the manufacturers of cheese in Can-

ada on this subject, but recently I have
learned there is unanimity in favour of its

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- being stamped. The commissioner bas
ing of Bill (11) "An Act to amend the Land been requested to bring in a bill requirin g
Titles Act, 1894." He said :-This bill cheese to be stamped.
deals with the question of powers of attor-
ney. The law as it is interpreted now by one Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
of the judges of the North-west Te&çitories, bill is a very good one. It is a matter
requites, when a company authorizes an have given some consideration to. I do flot
attorney to sell its lands, as a number of think, however, that there has ever been
companies in the North-west are large own- very much difference of opinion among the
ers, that the power of attorney must be manufacturers of cheese as to the proprietY
specific. This bill proposes to do away of branding it as Canadian cheese, but there
with that necessity and allow a general bas been a difference of opinion on another
power of attorney, where properly authenti- point ; the date of manufacture. I think
cated, to be registered in the registry office, the bill has been verv wisely franied ii
and until that general power of attorney is that respect. Whenever any date is put o»
cancelled, the person so empowered can act a cheese it should be the honest date, but
for the company or the parties for whom he the bill does not provide that the dating O
professes to be attorney. It lias become the cheese should be compulsory. The
necessary, I an advised, in consequence of bill is wisely drawn in that respect, be-
this decision that the power of attorney cause we have a great m any diverse cli-
must be specific and mention the lots of mates in Canada. The August cheese if
land that he is authorized to convey. cne part of Canada might not be the best.

The motion was agreed to an
was read the second tine.

CHEESE FACTORIES AND
ERIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

d the bill while in anotier part of Canada, AuguL
cheese nay be of excellent quality and the
date is not a clear index of the qualitY of

CREAM- cheese in the market to which we send it
So long as the date on the cheese is a
honest date, I think the bill is wisely drafte
in not requiring that the date be put on ail

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- cheese for export.
ing of Bill (117) " An Act to provide for the
registration of cheese factories and cream- Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The go
eries and the branding of dairy products, ernment are to be commended for brilg

and to prohibit misrepresentation as to the ing in this bill, but I should rather have seen

dates of manufactupr of such products." he it compulsory on ail cheese factories t,
said :This bil provides that the manufac- register. The effect will be that the factorieS

turers of cheese and butter may re which do not register will fall behind, and
with the commissioner of agriculture. The they will be forced before long to becoe
bill is permissive. They may register or not registered. iDid I understand from the ho»'
as they please. If they register, their trade gentlemanfromCharlottetown(Mr.Ferguso»)
mark is preserved and they can take pro- that it is not compulsory on them to brard

ceedings against any person who attempts the date?

to use it without their authority. The bill Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is optional'
also provides that Can'idian cheese and but- There is a good deal of difference of opinion
ter must be stamped Canadian or Canada, about that.
indicating where it has been made-cheese
intended for export. This part of the bill is Hon Mr. McMILL AN-I should have
compulsory. It bas been stated, and I be- been pleased to see that compulsory, but I
lieve with some degree of truth, that United have no doubt it will come.
States cheese bas been marked in the Lon-
don markets, "Canadian," in order to take Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1--I
advantage of the reputation which Canadian the date were made compulsory, then YOu
cheese enjoys. There bas been in the past would also have to stamp the name of the
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province in which it was made. Cheese anything which is calculated to mislead
adle in, the lower provinces, where it is investors in the old country. Therefore I

Much colder than in Ontario in July and am opposed to it.
August, may be of first rate quality, while The motion was agreed to and the bill was
the cheese made in our own province, par- read the second time.
ticularlv. in the warmer parts of it, in July
and Auust, is not so good. Can the hon. QUEBEC BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL.
Secretary of State tell me why the registra-T

on is not made compulsory? I think the H
Word " Canada" s a good suggestion. When The Order of the Day being called

wIas in Liverpool a few years ago, going 1 Consideration of the amendments made by the
through the warehouses, the only mark on Standing Coiniittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
the cheese was "Ont." The immigration Harbours to Bill (80) " An Act to revive and
agent there, Mr. Dyke, said there was not amend the Acts respecting the Quebtc Bridge

one in fifty who knew what that meant, and oipany.'
that it should be in full-Ontario, Canada, Hon. Mr. VIDAL said: These amendments
or Quebec, as the case may be. I would not, were made in committee, and it becomnes my
"nder anv consideration, ask to have the duty as chairnan to explain the alterations
date put on. Under all the circumstances, which have been made. They will be
the view taken of it by my hon. friend from found on page 388 of the Minutes. The
Prince Edward Island (Mr. Ferguson), who amendments are, first, striking out clause

a practical farmer and has given a great one of the bill for the purpose of getting rid
deal of attention to the matter, is, I think, of what has been considered by the coin-
the best one. nittee an incorrect mode of expressing the

lion. Mr. SCOTT-There was some opo- powers conferred upon the company, and
substituting a more correct one. It

10n on the part of those interested to be has been the habit to describe the Acts qs
'C(flpelled to register. I have no doubt the and amending the law, and it

gistration will follow when it is found to appeared very clearly to the committee that
e a marked advantage. the law is not dead and does not need

The motion was agreed to, and the bill to be revived, but the powers conferred by
Was read the second time. the original Act of incorporation are what

require to be revived and continued, and
"UDSON BAY AND YUKON RAIL- the new clause is siniply a change of expres-

W AY NAVIGATION CO.'S BILL. sion in order to meet i hat view of it. Clause

SECOND READING. two is also changed by merely expressing

lon. 31r. VIDAL, in the absence of Hon. in a different mianner the idea which is

Mr. Cox, moved the second reading of Bill really embodied in the original bill.

(77) An Act to incorporate the Hudson'A slight amendment was made at the

BaY and Yukon Railway and Navigation request of the promoters of the bill, which

yOOnpany." He said It is a simple incor- was agreed to by the conmittee, speci-
pany. b He aid he puros of cstinr fying a particular date up to which
ration bill for the purpose of constructing y shareholder who had subscribed up to
wiver, Yukon River and the great northern the st July, 1896. might have the privilege

lakes. It contains nothin that requires on application to the directors of having his

explanation here, but of conurse it wil be stock cancelled, and money returned to him,
carful inquired into in the Railway Coi- preservingtherightsofereditorsastoanyclaim
initteel they might have upon him as a shareholder of

the corporatecompany. Then there is a chan-
lion. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to ge made of the word " twenty " to "fifty."

divide the House on this bill, but I wish to Twenty shares were mentioned as the num-
elpress at this stage my opposition to it. I ber of shares which should qualify a person
bave opposed every bill which proposes to forbecomingadirector. Thecompanythought
ruake the Hudson Bay a terminus. This that involved too small an amount of paid
railway, as far as one can gather from the up capital, and they increased that to fifty
bill, will be near the Arctic circle. I shares. Then after the word " eleven " at the
think parliament should not lend itself to close of subsection 3, the committef have
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added the words a " majority of whom shall prevnt a verdict. This matter bas #beel
constitute a quorum": and adding these discussed on more than one occasion in th"
words to that section made it necessary that House. The amendment nîust l>e a fairlY
the following subsection be striken out alto- reasonable one, because in 1S92, when
getiher, which said that " five directors Minister of Justice of that day caused
shall constitute a quorum.7 In order Criîinal Code to be referred to a
to bring the preamble in conformitv with the coînînittee cowposed of the professional le"
idea expressed in the first clause, it becoines of both fouses, that committee alillOst
necessary to strike out therefore the words unaninously recoinmended that this anend
" revivo and," leaving the expression simply ment should be made in the law: 0nd for
that it is re-enacted. The title requires the reasons which did not affect the ment of the
same change and as anended now reads " An amendaent it was not proceeded with. t
Act respecting the Quebec Bridge Conpany." vasthoughtilvouIdinvolvediscussio,
It was thought to be quite sufficient descrip- the desîre of the governinen t was toget tleir
tion. nieasure through speedily, and consequeflY

Hon -- lr.LAsý'RY iovd oncrrecethis amendaient wvas not proceeded with'
Hon. Mr. LAN Y oved concurrence re dos not sem to be anv reaso

in the auendments. ity should be required of -

The motion was agreed to, and the bill jury in a crîîniai case at the present
was then read the third tine and passed. d

charged mwith an, offence is broughi, bel'ore
CHIINA LW A END EN BIL.a niagîistrate. The- magistrate lias to fiidCRIMINAL LA W A'MENDMENT BILL. Maristhat there is a g-Od pri4il« faci, case aaf~

IN COMMITTEE.IN OMITEE hirn before lie coinhrits imii for trial. The"
The House resuned in Commnittee of the having hten sent up, as they Say, î the

Whole consideration of Bill (1) "An Acti magîstrae-and as a general thing
further to aimend the Criminal Code, 92." ngistate leans to the side of mercyîhe

accused coînes before the grand jury, and the
(In the Commnittee.)n

In te Comitet-. rnd jury have to find a true bill ht-for- hie
On section 762. tan )e put upoii bis trial. 1 do not knOW

what the experience is in the other pro vinces,
Hon. Sir OLIVER NIOWAT-We but 1 know that in the province from whiCh

aniended that section but the amendment I core, the grand jury often set-m Io think
does not carry out what we intended This it is th-m duty to try the prisoner, and
is a new section I am proposing now. less it is airnost periectly clear that th-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I regret that the prisoner is guilty, thty vi11 not find a bill
conuittt- s nt alangr oe. ht-aînnd-Tht-y seern to fonget that th-m d uty is to seecommiittee is not a larger one. The amnitid- t

ment whicli I propose to submit is one of that there is a prima fircie case against th-
somecorsequnce My ropsal s t inertprîsoner, and leax-e the question of decidil',rg

some consequence. My proposato his guilt or innocence the petit jury
as section 728A in the code this provision : o

It shal not hiereafter be necessary that the jury grand jury vith us have thrown out bis
shall be înaniinouis iii any crimiinal case ; and a ver- vhere they should not, and in sone cases
dict of guilty mary after four hours' <lehiberation be where there was no doubt about tht gui1 t Of
retutrned by not less than five-sixthls of the jurors.netînaedbyîîo l-satian iv-sîth oftu Jirus.tht- accused. The-n the accu sed, hav ing COflDe

I wish that hon. gentlemen shall under- btfore the niagistrate andbaving btefore
stand exactly what this provides. At present, the grand jury, is bnought befone the Petit
as we all know, a jury lias to be unainimous. jury and thejudge--that is unlcss he elects
The dissent of a single juror in a jury of to be tnied by the county *udge-and i
twelve is sufficient to prevent a verdict. If allowed counsel. He is allowed to tt-fY
this amendment should become law, that in his own behalf the accused has everY
will cease to be the case, and any numnber fair play that any man cat
of a jury of twelve above nine-that is ten for, and at the end of it al
or eleven-can find a verdict of guilty which a single juror, who inay he a crank, Who

will be held good ; and in the North-west may be, without the knowledge of the proe
Territories where the juries are composed of secuting officer, a fniend or an associate
six the dissent of a single juror will not the accused, happens to be on the jury, ths
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Objects of justice are defeated and all the tion. I think that whatever the case may
exPense which has been gone through in have been in the days to which I have
trying to bring this offender to justice has referred, whea the criminal law vas so
ben thrown away. I do not think that severe, now-a-days we should not handicap
that is a desirable condition of things at all. justice too much, and 1 think every hon.
1k former days, wien the accused was not gentleman must feel tlat in requiring that
allowed couisel, when he was not allowed to the twelve jurors must be unanimous we are

s5tify on his own behalf, and when capital handicapping justice too much.
Offences were counted by the hundred, one
could understand that it was desirable that Hon. Mr. ALMON--It may be presump-
e'very consideration possible should be shown tuous for a layman to interfere in natters
to the accused. England and the other which belong perhaps to the legal profession,
countries which have borrowed their criminal but as lawyers do fot shrink from express-
law from England are the only countries in ing an opinion on medical subjects, 1 think
the world where it is required that a jury 1 might be allowed to give my opinion with
Shall be unanimous in a criminal case. In reference to.juries. I think there should be
Scotland, strange to say. unanimity is re- three verdicts as in Scotland-" guilty,
qnired in a civil case, but not in a criminal " i.ot guilty " and "not proven." But J
case. In civil cases, up to a few years would have this amendrent, that in the
ago, the same rule prevailed which now pre- case of a verdict of "lot proven," the man
Vails with respect to criminal cases. But could be tried again. 0f course he should
that rule has been altered. In the province n
of Ontario, ten jurors out of twelve can find Anybody who cousiders the matter will see

verdict in a civil case, and in the province the common sense of the three verdicts. If
of Nova Scotia seven jurors out of nine can new evidence is discovered, the prisoner
64 1 a verdict after four hours' (liberation. should be tried again. It seems to be coin-

mon sense, although there nmay not he law
gtonl Mr. FmuGsUteeON-Is that in civil ht.

cades ii

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-May I ask tbe
11on. iLNlr. POWER-In the province of'hon. gentleman from. Halifax (Mr. Power)

ýova Scotia the jury bas heen reduced in i wheter he can tell me what is the number
civil cases and seven can find a verdict. No of jurors in ail the disrent provinces to try
rea, bias been shown why the sabe change criminal cases? I know in the province 
F3ould flot take place witb respect to crimingal come from it is twelve, and s heard my hon.

as"es. No one in Nova Scotia, and no one 1 f riend say that in the North-west Territories
think in Ontario, would go back to the old it is six. Is it twelve in al the other pro-
Ystea which required unanimnity, and vinces except the North-west Territories ?

thiwk if we adopt totis amendunent with
respect to crimirial cases the same fee]ing Hon. Mr. POWER-J cannot speak as to
W1 exist. When this mcatter was before British Columbia, but it is twelve in the
the nouse a few years ago, the abeendment other provinces.
Which was suwmitted to the commtittee did
'tot contain any provision with respect to Hon. Mr. FER en SON-It occurs to me
four hours' deliberation. That was inserted that there is one province where it is seven
at thm suggestion of an hon. gentleman, a -an odd number, and my hon. friend might
rnterfber of the legal 1profession who bas since find it very incongruous to apply bis amend-

de-The object of that, of course, was to ment to, a case of that kind.
guarantM that there would be a delibera-
tio1j; because it may be that the one or two Hon. Mr. POWER-If the jury is twelve,
'ne" who differ from the rest of the Jury ten nust concur; if it is six, five must con-

aY Possibly be right; and at any rate it ws cur, and if it is seven, six must concur.
olly right and proper that their view of the
rae should have a fair hearing, and there- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot agree
fore this amendment provides that this ver- with the hon. gentleman frot Haifax as to
thet Of guilty may be found by the ten or the proposed amendment. I think in crimi-
eleven jurors only after four ours' deibera- nal cases we sould stand by the old princi-
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ple that the jury should be unanimous. It is
just possible there may occur cases where
justice may miscarry on account of the obs-
tinacy of one or two men on a jury: but it
may also happen that the one or two men
may be right, and it takes a good deal of
moral courage on the part of a juryman to
stand out against a larger number. I lean to
the belief that it is not always due to pure
stubbornness, but arises from sincere convic-
tion, and he must have a strong conviction
that the person is innocent or he would not
stand out. It is a principle of law that it is
much better that a guilty person should es-
cape than that an innocent person should
suffer. Taking all these things into consid-
eration, I think we should stand by the old
system of requiring unanimity in the jury
roon. From my knowledge of grand jurors,
having observed in that position sometimes
myself, and also having observed the course of
justice in my own province, my opinion does
not concur with that of the hon. member
from Halifax (Mr. Power) as to the mode
in which grand jurors generally discharge
their duties. I think it is well understood
that our grand jurors are only there to find
out whether a prima facie case has been
made out, and thev are not trying the case,
but simplv ascertaining whether there is suf-
ficient evidence to warrant a man being put
to the disgrace of a public trial. That being
the case, there is nu great relief, as it were,
for the guilty, or chance of their escaping in
the fact that the grand jury would stand in
the way. As a matter of fact, I do not think
the grand jury stands in the way of putting
any nian upon his trial, if he ought to be so
placed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-You tnust have
better grand juries than we have.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend,
speaking from his own experience may have
met cases of that kind ; but I lean strongly
to the opinion that we ought to stand
strongly upon the old way, and require that
in criminal cases there should be unanimity.
I have an altogether different view in civil
cases. In civil cases the balance nay be
very near, and even a majority would not be
very mîuch out of the way. But when life
and honour and everything that is dear to
man or woman are at stake in trials of a
criminal nature, I think the old safeguard
which is thrown round the innocent, of
requiring unanimity, should be maintained.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlemfan
speaks of throwing a guard around the
innocent, but it is generally round the guiltY-
If eleven jurymen take one view, and 0 e
takes the opposite view, the presumption iS
that the eleven are right; and the hon-
gentleman has apparently omitted all refer
ence to the fact that the joint committee Of
both Houses of 1892 was niade up of lawyers
who are, as is very well known, essentiallY
Conservative ; and they agreed to report il
that way. Unless I am very much mistaken
the Minister of Justice of that day, who Was
afterwards premier, endorsed the action of
the committee. And further, the Justice
Department afterwards sent around inquir-
ies to the judges throughout the country
with respect to this question, and the answers
received were about equally divided
about half were in favour of the change, and
half were against it. But, unfortunatelY,
the question which the Justice Departielt
sent around was whether they were in favour
of allowing nine out of twelve to find a ver-
dict; and even under those circumstances,
to that question about one-half of the judges
answered yes. If the question were put
to-day as to ten out of twelve rendering a
verdict, I have no doubt the majority of the
judges, who are essentially conservative, and
are anxious that we should stand in the old
ways, would be in favour of this change.
Then my hon. friend imust remember that
we are continually changing the old law,
and if we were to adopt his principle we
should never have any reforms. It is n10t
very long since parliament in its wisdora
decided to allow a prisoner to testify on bis
own hehalf. We departed from the 0 d
way there.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-This is a very impor-
tant change and I have not made up WY
mind just yet how I should vote. I shoul
like to hear the views of the hon. SecretarY
of State and the hon. Minister of Justice o1
the subject. It is a legal question that
laymen are not supposed to understand
throughly.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am in favour of th
amendment of the senior member f rom liai-
fax. If half the men found guilty of murder
are to be considered insane, I do not think it
will make much difference in the end whether
they are convicted by a majority of the jurY
or by the unanimous verdict of the jury.
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lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The sub- Hon. Mr. POWER-Under the circuni-
ject of this motion is one in which I have stances I ask leave to withdraw the amend-
for imlany years taken a great interest. I ment.
think that I introduced a bill on the The amendment was withdrawn.
subject a couple of years after I entered
parliament. That referred only to civil cases. Hon. Mr. MACDONALEà (P.E.I.)-I
tindk, not venture to touch criminal cases. I propose to move to strike out clauses 92 and
crin, however, the same principle applies to 97 which refer to the representation by the
civminal cases. I proposed nine to three in vitascope of prize fight pictures. I think it
bUt cass fo there was to be any change, is rather a trifling matter for the Senate of

reasonable to m ethat it wouldthbee Un Canada to take up. If it requires regula-

Criminal cases. The subject is one on tion, it can be regulated by the municipal
Which t authorities, or by the provincial legislatures,Which there is great difference of opinion though I do not know that it is of sufficient
.O'Ongst those who have studied the sub- iprac ob ae pb hi.1mv
Jeet, both in this and other countries. In importance to be taken up by them. I move
SCotland, I believe the jury in criminal That the bill be amended by striking out
cases consists of fifteen, and a ma'orit is clauses 92 and 97 whicb detine the exhibition by
en . o ineans of the biograph, or any kimdred device, of
1nough to bring in a verdict. It is the old any representation of an encounter with tists or
av Of Scotland. The subject of trial by jury bands betwecn two persons to be an offence.
there in civil cases is regulated by Imperial The comnittee divided on the motion

Ct of Parliament, and in such cases a verdict which was agreed to, contents eleven, non-
ci which nine out of the twelve agree is suffi- contents nine.

soent se that the two systems differ there.
eflgland and most of the United States Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved that

I do not know if it is so in all the states the committee rise and report the bill as
-and the colonies of the British Empire amended.

have stood by the old rule of unanimity in
Criminal cases, and I think we had better lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOELL-A

consider the subject more thoroughly than suggestion is made by the police magistrate

"'le can do to-day before introducing such of the city of Belleville that an amendment

a'n important change. I am all the more should be made in section 784 to provide
aIxious about this because it might prevent that in cases where people have been tried
the passing of the bill in the other House for small thefts of amounts under $10, tey
this session, and I would, therefore, ask ny should not have the choice of going before a
hOn. friend to withdraw his motion for the jury, but that absolute power should be given
present, I feel with him that it is a verv to the magistrate to decide whether lie thinks
interesting subject. I feel that justice, from the offence is of that character that it is not
all I have read and heard, notwithstand- necessary to go. I shall read to hon. gentle-
'fig all that bas been said the other way, men what he suggests as an am"ndment.

Would be advanced if the verdict were Fron his experience he will have a bettei
not required to be unanimous, but J would opinion than I can possibly have:
lot attempt hastily to pass such legislation ; And where the value of the property alleged tc
and as it is introduced now as an amend- have been stolen, obtained or received does not ir
'llent, without any notice te the Dominion the opinion of the miagistrate exceed $10, etc.

that such a great change was under considera- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I shoulc
t'o, Our better course would be not to deal not like to adopt that without considera
with it at all this session. I am glad toknow tion. I am not certain that it would b(
that ny hon. friend does not object to that well to deprive the party of the trial by
Course. jury.

lon. Mr. POWER-I suppose the hon. Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE, from the com-
inister of Justice would have no objection mittee, reported the bill with amendments.
urig the recess to take the opinion of the

Profession and judges on the proposal ? The amendments were concurred in.

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I shall be The bill was then read the third time and
glad to do that. passed.
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BILLS INTRODUCED. the governnient of Canada and the piovincial g0
v %ernîuent of Prince Edward Island, relativ-e to the

Bill (92) " An Act respecting the Great l financiai daims of the said province against the
astern RailwayCompany."---(Mr.Bellerose.) n hattend doing regarding the Provincial Preinier's pro-
Bill (32) " An Act respecting the Col- position that ail the said daims be submnîtted tO

mbia and Kootenay Railway and Naviga- arbitration?
n Company."-(Mr. Lougheed.) He said: My object in nrking these
Bill (31) " An Act respecting the Trail renarks as the notice states, is toeek~~~~ ~ ~ an ouui lala onaY the attention of this House, and particuiarlYSand Columbia Railway Company.-of the government, to this corIr. Lougheed.)

C5 respondence between the Island govern,
The Senate then adjourned. ment and the government of the Dominion

in reference to some c!aiîns of the prový
___________ ce of Prince Edward Island upo the

federal grovernment. I notice that the
THE SENATE. first of these daims in point of presentatiOn

is wvhat is known as the pier cýaiun. This
Ottawa, Tuesday, June 1.5, 1897. daim was presented in August last by the

SProvincial government in regular forni bY
The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three an order in council, ami through the Lie"
lock. tenant-Governor. I may say that this is e

subject that bas for a long time engaged
Prayers and routine proceedings. c

HlE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION. ments of the province and it was deait with

INQUIRY.in a large sense by the late government sO
JNUIY.years ago. I notice that this dlaim, as it iS

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire: now presented by Premier Peters, on]y refers
1. Has the Manitoba (overnmnent asked the to a portion of the piers that stili de-
minion Government to have legislation adopted volve for maintenance upon the provinCiiî
the Canadian Parlianient which will permit the government-the pierson one river- and
deral Governnent to grant to the Manitoba 1 am entireiy at a loss to know why this
vermuunent a sun of three hundred thousand daim should be presented while the other
lars, out of the funds created by the sales of
minion Lands specially reserved as school lands? part of the aim, referring to piers and
. When did such a demand take place? harbours in other parts of the province
. In presenting it did the Manitoba (overn- should be neglected. The daim oniy refeil
nt represent and show to the DIominion Govern- to those of the East River. I notice that
nt the pressing necessity to grant their request
a government who had refused and still refused no reply, no response of any kind, has been
render justice to the minority and to carry out received from the government of Canada tO

judgment pronounced by the Governor General this memoriai of the provincial governunt
Council and known as the Renedial Order? made in August ast. I find, however, thM
. Is it the intention of the governmnent to ask
liament to amend the federal law for the pur- quite recently a correspondence has taken
e of granting favours to a government who place on other subjects. Under date 8th

used to have its own laws amended in order to April the premier of the province writes
e justice ? e ju~ticeletter to one of the ministers, the Hon.Mr
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Hon. gen- Davies, Minister of Marine and Fisheries, ii
men, to the first question my answer is which he raises a number of daims on
s. To the second question my answer is haif of the province, in which this pier Clain
ere was no demand-a request only. The is not mentioned at ail. 1 have this letter of
rd and fourth questions are not legiti- the premier here among the papers brought
te questions to put. down recently, and I must say that it is t

CLAIMSsomewhat remarkable document. notice
CLAMS F INCEEDAR th at the minister (Mr. Davies) had it for seven

ISLAND.weeks in is possession before he thoug
INQUIRY. it sufticiently important to communicate it

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to to the government. It is dated the 8th
i the attention of the Senate, to the correspon- Apriiand it was only onthe 27th May thatît
ce recentiy snbnitted to this House between 1 was presented by Mr. Davies to the Gover
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or General in Council. This letter deals struction of railways should be referred to
With several claims. One is an old one, arbitration at all. I contend that that sub.
9lite familiar, I am sure, to hon. gentlemen ject should be dealt with, in regard to Prince
ln this House ; that is, that the island is Edward Island, precisely as it has been
entitled to consideration on account of dealt with in regard to every other prov-
the nonfulfilment of the terms of union ince of Canada. The works that we claim-
with regard to winter communication. the fair legitimate claims of the province, for
And another is a very remarkable one, the construction of these works, should be
to be submitted for settlement in the considered entirely upon its merits and there
1ýianner prepa'ed-a claim of the provincial should be no proposition of an arbitration
government upon the government of Canada, upon the subject at all. It is the place of
on accouit of the province not having this parliament and of the representatives
received fair treatient in the matter of of the province in the federal parliament to
the construction of railways since con-, press for these much needed works, and I
federation. The premier goes on to say know there are very much needed improve-
that there are several other claims. One ments in Prince Edward Island, just as the
Of them lie enumerates as a small matter representatives of all the other provinces
of a pension of $300 a vear. He savs-there are pressing the claims of their provinces in
are othrs, but these are the largest, and this matter, and I wish to enter my protest
there is no reference to the pier claim, which and I hope my hon. friend the Minister of
he himseif and his government had submitted Justice will remember what I ain saving. I
tO the government in August last, and to believe the feeling in the province is de-
Which there had been no reply. I do cidedly against this matter of railway con-
n0t find any fault with the manner in struction in Prince Edward Island being
Which the provincial premier proposed to treated differently from what it lias been in
deal with some of these questions. His all the other provinces of Canada. In say-
proposition, in his letter to Mr. Davies, is ing this, I do not want to be understood for
that. all these claims between the province one moment as minimizing what are the
and the Dominion should be submitted to claims of Prince Edward Island in regard
arbitration; that three men should be named, to public works. A paper was brought
?ne by the province, and one by the Domin- down less than a week ago in the House of
,on, and the third to be selected in some Commons in answer to a motion by Mr.
Other manner, and that those three per- Martin, showing what the expenditure on
Sons should have power to go into all railways lias been since the lst of July,
these questions, and that their report, 1873, by provinces. This is the state-
While not absolutely conclusive, should be a ment:-
goOd basis for future action. In my capacity, In the province of Ontario

a member of this House, I want to pro- there were ........... $29,889,153 expended
te5t against the premier's proposal to refer In the province of Quebec
the matter of railway construction in the there were.............. 14,666,937 do
province of Prince Edward Island to In the province of NewBruns..
anY arbitration whatever, I should have wick there were ......... 9,045,538 do

In the province of Nova
remarked that Mr. Peters makes the Scotia there were ........ 14,718,155 do
etraordinary suggestion, in connection In the province of Manitoba
With this subject, that no person belonging there were .... ......... 8,024,432 do
tO Prince Edward Island should be one of I" the province of British

the three arbitrators. That was a most ex- In the provinee of Prince Ed-
traordinary proposition coming from the ward Island there were.. 635,830 do
premier of the province, that every person In the North-west Territor-

og on the island who should of all people ies there were............ 7,604,819 do

now most upon these subjects, should be This return shows that the total expen-
excluded from the possibility of being ditures on construction and subsidizing
apPinted to act as an arbitrator on this railways in the whole cf Canada since
question. I do object to the premier's July 1st, 1873, has been $106,026,767.67,
Proposition to the government of Canada while the proportion of that money which
that this part of what he calls the claim bas been expended in Prince Edward Island
Of the province in the matter of the con- is only $635,830.27. I think, hon. gentle-
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men, after perusing a statement of that ister of Railways and Canals only last week
kind, will agree with me that whatever our insthe House of Commons, and I presumfle
opinion may be on the quPstion of arbitra- there can be no doubt as to its accuracy.
tion, there is a very strong claim as far as the In discussing the matters contained in this
province of Prince Edward Island is concern- correspondence, I may say that I very much
ed for amore equitable and fair distribution of fear that the chance of the province to be.
thepublicexpendituresinsupportof necessary justly and fairly treated is not very favour-
schemes of railway extension in Prince Ed- able at this moment. I notice that the
ward Island. I hope my hon. friend, the government, notwithstanding the profes-
leader of this House, may be in a position sions of their party for maiy years in OP
to tell us that his government will not agree position that expenditure should cease and
to any proposition to settle this inatter, that the debt should not be further increas-
or allow it to be considered by arbi- sed and that these stupendous enterprises,
tration at al], and that he will which they said were forced on the countrY
go further and say that his gov- should be peremptorily put a stop to-I find
ernment will be prepared at a very early notwithstanding all this, we are on the
date to take up the proposition for railway threshold of very large expenditures indeed
extensions which the late government had '-not on the threshold merely, but el"
in hand before they went out of office, of gaged in them. I am not now finding fault
constructing a few small branches which in with any of them particularly, but I MiIY
themselves would cost very little, but which enumerate some of them, such as the proposed
would be a great improvement and great extension of the Intercolonial Railway tO
advantage to many sections of Prince Ed- Montreal, the Crow's Nest Pass Railway, the
ward Island. I hope my hon. friend will canal expenditures-these are large and
not only say to this bouse that lie will not are going to add very materially to
agree to any proposition or suggestion to the debt of Canada. I will not say noW
take the consideration of this matter out of whether any of thein are good or objectiOf-
the hands of the govern ment or parlianent, able enterprises. I am merely pointing to the
but that he will be prepared to go further fact that very large expenditures are beilg
and say that this government will, at a very entered upon, and I feel, when that is the
early date, take up the matter and grant case, as the representative of a very sfll
the wishes of the province of Prince Edward province, but nevertheless a proud province,
Island by building the small branches re- one that feels its position, however small, I
quired, and which in themselves would only would not d my duty did I not point out to
be a mere drop in the bucket as compared the House the claims of my province, whel
with the large expenditures of the country, such good things are going round. I cannot
and which would not be more than the help regretting t the provincial premier
people of Prince Edward Island, in propor- should bave placed himself ina positionwhere
tion to their population and their contribu- his independence is open to very grave doubt
tion to the revenue, inight reasonably expect. indeed. The premier of the province ha'

Hon. NIr. MILLS-Has the
man the figures showing what t
of the 829,000,000 expended in
of Ontario were expended on r
simply a means of exit for th
population of the North-west

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Th
tail. It is simply given by th
A large amount of that mon
in Ontario. My object is not
that any province has got
or raise invidious comparisons
provinces. This statement doe
any reference to canal expent
ever. It was laid on the table

been in the employment of the federa'
bon. gentle- government for a good many months past,

he proportion giving almost his entire time to it, and I an1
the province very sure lie is not doing this for nothing-

)ads forming It is a highly objectionable state of things
e trade and when the premier of a province places hitl-
Territories self under such a deep debt of obligatiol

personally to the Dominion governmnent as
ere is no de- the premier of Prince Edward Island ha
ie provinces. done. The position he occupies as the ein-
ey was spent ployé of the governnent in connectiOn
to complain with the Behring Sea Arbitration is

too much incompatible with a proper performance
between the of his duty as premier of Prince
s not contain Edward Island, and 1 very much fear
itures what- that the claims of the island province
by the Min- at this important juncture, when the govern-
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1ýent are cons-dering such serious and grave tion of railway construction in Prince
e1terprises all round and attempting as they Edward Island to arbitration. I may be

heve to do justice in so many directions, permitted to read a few words from Premier
are not likely to receive fair consideration. Peters's letter. After enumerating the

claims of the province, of which the r'ailway
1 1 ot Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am not claim is one of the largest and most impor-

Prepared to state the policy of the g >vern- tant, he makes the following proposition
"lent on the various matters to which my8
hon. friend hs referred. These matters OTTAWA, 27th May, 1897.
have lot been considered in such a wav as Our daims are either just or unjust ; they either
to render it possible for me to make any in- ouglt to be paid or they ought to he refused. The
ti4lation on the subject. I may state for fact that we are a small province should act as an

t oeentive to induce the government to give us the
the hon. gentleman's comfort, however, that utmost amount of fair-play. We are willing to
'I arbitration has been agreed upon. With submit these claims to an independent commission
regard to the claims of Prince Edward ! sland consisting, say, of three men, one to he appointed

can say this much, they will be carefully by this province, one by the Dominion government,
- àand one in any other way that nay be agreed on.

dered, and whatever those needs and These conmissioners should have power to fully
aisjustly demand will be accorded to examine into all the claimis, to take down the state-

tilie- We cannot do everything at once. ments flly, to hear all the exidence that can be
7Y hon. friend complains because we are atlluced either for or against the claims, and make

tr their report to both governments. This report.
ying to do too much already, and he v ants need not be considered as absolutely biding, but

U to do something more. My lion. friend at the saine tinme it would fori a basis which
ýinks the premier of Prince Edward Island would allow of a fair discission as to the merits of

las un6tted himself for representing the our claims, without any doubt as to the correct ness
isla u of any fact alleged.
for beause he has been dog some work I iake this proposition hoping that it will meet

r the Doininion. The work he does for with the favourable consideration of Mr. Laurier
the 0 ominion is for the comnmon interest of and his colleagues. If it should turn out by the

every p-rt of the Dominion-for the interest report of this commission that our claims are
of untenable it is Just as weil it should be known. I
OthPrince Edward Island as well as of every have great faith in the strength of our claims, but

.ther part. He lias not been going ag-Liinst I am willing to leave them for settlement in the
prince Edward Island, but for Prince Ed- imanner I suggest. I would even agree in order to
Ward Island, uite as much as for Ontario have the amplest fair-play, to appoint a man on
ad t d .a f obehalf of the province not belonging to the pro-
ti n other provinces. If there is any- vince. In fact I think it would be better that

"ng in the view that my hou. friend takes should be done. This is the proposition wIhich as
?11 that point, it would imply that no min-, you reimember I suggested to you verbally at
ster should be taken from Prince Edward Ottawa, and I earnestly hope it will receive your

1
sland . careful consideration.b ' ecause in the governnment he is

t"uund to attend to the general interests and In order to show that this statement re-
tO promuote them, and these nay be incon- f, r ed to the railway claim, I wi.l read what

sltent with the local laims of Prince the communication says on the subject of
ha Island. My lion. friend has railways

ressed that too far. I am quite sure the The next claim that we make is that at the tine
imiterests of Prince Edward Island are per- we entered confederation the terms agreed upon
eetiy safe in the hands of the Minister of j were based upon the statement that a certain sumn

karineý and Fisheries, one of the most able of mîoney was to be spent on the Canadian Pacific
and • Railwav anl a certain other suin on the Intercolon-
aigmous m government, ial Railway ; that these sums were, in both imnstai-

i he will be found not to have failed ces largely exceeded and that we in this province
his duty to his province because he is received littie if any benefit froi such excessive

acting for the interests of the whole expenditure. Fuirther, that a nlew policy was in-
0

oInif augurated by the late government of subsidizmg
railways of local interest, and immense sins of
money were spent in this direction, noue of which

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I should have in any way benefited this province, but to all of
called attention to the fact that my hon. which we had really to subscribe our share. This
friend, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, claim was put forward by the Sullivan-Ferguson

peaking in another place, lias emphatically governinent about the year 1886.

thnied that there was any proposition from I have also to call the attention of hon.
de prvincial government to refer the ques- gentlemen to the letter of the Hon. Mr.

d38
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Davies, dated 27th May, which covered leaving for Montreal placed ini mV bands &
this letter of Mr. Peters and referred to it, telegram froi Montreal, saying that the
ani is as follows board of trade, the shipping interest ad

To His Excellency the Governor General ithe maritime insurance companies were

Couicil. very much opposed to the passage of the
The undersigned has the honour to subnit to bill, but I apprehend th" House will have

your Excellency herewith for your Excellency's no objection to the s cond reading of it so
favourable consideration a nemorial which ie has long as mv hon. friend Vill not consider the
received from the Hon. Mr. Peters, the premier House committed to the principle Of the
of Prince Edward s Lfand, in weiea , referring ti bill, and it be referred to the Coîmittee o
the e1ainm of that provie against tie 1 Doii R.aL)ilasTegrp ndHrurSOht
of Canada, he prays t:at these clains may be Rilways, Telegraphs and Harbours so t

referred to a comminssion or arbitration for adjudi- these interests can be there represented tO
cation. discuss the matter.

The undersigned submits the tiienorial in order
that the proper action inay be taken thereon. The bill was read the second time.

Respectfully submnitted,

L. H. DAVIES. KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE RAI"-
What 1 wanted to call attention tois denial WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries that
there ever had been a proposition to refer thiis
matter th arbitration, while he himself, in a Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
letter no laer than the 27th May last, reading of Bil (.'8) ' An Act respecting the
recommends that proposition to the favour- Kingston and Pembroke Railway CompaflY
able consideration of the uovernînent. My He said :-I have been requested to inove the
hon. friend's reply with regard to the position second reading of this Bil to-day. T
of the provincial premier is this that accord- gentleman who introduced it in the lower
ing to mîy argument, because I object to the bouse came to me to-day and seenied tI

premier of a province acting in the emplov consider that y name appearing for it
of the federal government, there should be suffieient justification that 1 had received i
no iember of the Cabinet from the pro- structions from the prumoter of the bil
vince, I would certainly say that if M r. Peters -e did fot wisb to offend the House in anY
was to be taken as a memberof the Cabinet he way and le requested me to inove the seeold
should cease to be premier of the province reading of the bil at this sitting.
and tie same contention applies to any otheri The motion was agreed to, and tic bill
federal service J do not object to the selec-
tion of Mr. Peters as counsel in the Behring s
Sea arbitration, and I have no hesitation in
saying, although lie is a strong political SECOND READJNGS.
opponent of mine, that he is a good lawyer
and I have no doubt he did his work well Bil ( 9 2) "An Act respecting the Great
as counsel for Canada on the arbitration, but Eastern Railway Co."-(Mr. Bellerose.)
what I object to is that he should act in the Bil (32) IAn Act respecting tI1eC 0lUi1bia
double capacity of an employé of the govern- a
ment of Canada and at the same time premier Company."-(Mr. Lougbeed.)
of bis province. f s to-day.T

PILOTS BETWEEN QUEBEC AND
MONTREAL BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MONTPLAISIR moved the
second reading of Bill (67) " An Act to in-
corporate the Pilots serviig between Quebec
and Montreal."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. gentle-'
man f rom Kennebec (Mr. Drummond) before

Bill ( 1 ) An Act respecting the
Creek and Columbia Railway Company.
(Mr. Lougheed.)

STEA.NIBOAT INSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Cofmit
tee of the Whole on Bill (113) "An Act
further to amend the Steamboat Inspectilo
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(In the Committee.)

lion. Mr. SCOTT-As I explained on the
8econd reading, the bill is merely the substi-
tuti01 for clauses corresponding to the num-
ber i1 the present Act, and it affects merely
the qualifications of engineers.

ion. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.), from
the conmmittee, reported the bill withoutamuendment.

The bill was read the third time and
Passed.

?ATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Comnittee
of the Whole on Bill (120) " An Act further
to amend the Patent Act."

(In the CommittLee.)

lion. Mr. SCOTT-This bill consists of
three and one-half lines. Its purpose is to
b1flg the law back to the condition it was
"n before 1888, when the Deputv Mlinister
Of Agriculture was the Commissioner of

thatents. The departient proposes to save
e salary of the commisssoner, which is

2,800 a year, and impose the duties on the
beputy Minister of Agriculture.

1on. Mr. CASGRAIN, from the com-
l1ittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was read the third time and
Passed. I

VOTERS' LIST OF 1897 BILL.

TIIIRI) READING.

The louse resolved itself into a Coin-
tIttee of the Whole on Bill (126) "An
ACt respecting the Voters' Lists of 1897."

(In the Committee.)

lion. Mr. SCOTT-This bill embraces
e section, and the provision is to dispense

i1th the necessity of making up an electoral
lit for the present year, 1897.

lion. Mr. McKAY, f rom the committee,
r'eportedl th'e bill without -imendment.

The bill was read the third time and
Passed.

381

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (127): "An Act
further to amend the Fisheries Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill consists of
but one section. It postpones to the first
day of July, 1898, the period during which
saw-dust may be dumped into the river. We
had a discussion on this bill, and the hon.
gentleman from Rideau Division (Mr.
Clemow) stated his intention of moving
some amendment in committee.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I beg to move
that the " first day of July " be expunged
andl "the first day of May " substituted
therefor in the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When this bill was
up for discussion on the second reading, the
expression of opinion was pretty largely
given by the Senate that the date should be
changed as sugge-ted. I do not propose,
therefore, to contest the matter, and am pro-
pared to adopt the suggestion of the lion.
member from Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Will
the mill owners be warned that they will
have no more extension after this year?

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-They have been
warned every year.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They have been
warned for the last ten years.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE--From sone remarks
inade in the debate on this bill, I came to
the conclusion that it was scarcely the expec-
tation of hon, gentlemen in the Senate that
this ineasure would come into force even on
the first of May, or the first of July next. It
has been postponed for a great number of
years; and it was stated, if I reniember
rightly, yesterday that one objection against
the passing of a bill of this kind was that it
would be the means of closing up these nu-
merous factories around Ottawa, and throw-
ing a large number of people out of employ-
ment, because the requirements of the law
were such that they could not be carried out.
If the government have satisfied themselves,
or can satisfy thenselves that that is a fact,
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then I say the Act ought to be repealed alto-
gether; we never ought to have introduced
it. But if it is not true, if the improvements
can be effected with any reasonable amount
of cost and expense, why is it we are asked
year after year to pass a bill of this kind
exemptingthesefew mills round Ottawa, while
in many other parts of the Dominion the mill-
ownersare forced to comply with the law? The
first duty of the government in the meantime
is to institute an inquiry-I won't say
appoint a commission, because they are
celebrated for that-but to institute an
inquiry into the cost of changing these mills
so that the saw lust may be kept out of the
Ottawa River nad other rivers to which the
saine bill would apply. We know that the
dredging of rivers has cone to be a very
serious item of expenditure in Canada, and
if the sawdust is permitted to be thrown
into these in portant rivers, it is only a
matter of a few years before a large amount
of expenditure will be required to dredge
them to make them fit for navigation. If
that can be prevented and avoided in time,
it is the duty of the government to introduce
some means of arriving at a decision on this
question, and if it is found to be against the
interests of the country to enforce the law
as it is now on the statute-book, then it
should be repealed altogether.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. ARSENAULT, fron the com-
mittee, reported the bill with in amendnent,
which was concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

LAND TITLES ACT, 1894, AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself in to a Comnittee
of the Whole on Bill (115) "An Act to
amend the Land Titles Act, 1894."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This amendment to
the Land Titles Act embraces but one sec-
tion, with two subsections. The purpose of
the amendment is to authorize the use of a
general power of attorney where companies
are selling lands in the North-west, and
when they are acting through an agent or
attorney the bill authorizes that the general

power of attorney will be sufficient without
specifying all the lands the company 0w"'
The necessity of the bill arises froin the
decision given by one of the courts in the
North-west, by Judge Scott, I believe, that
the powers of attorney filed were defective,
inasmuch as they ought to state specifically
the various lands. As hon. gentlemen
are aware, sone companies own thousands
and tens of thousands of acres of land, and
it would be very inconvenient if each in-
dividual lot had to be specified in the power
of attorney. This bill provides that '
power of attorney, if in general teris so
that it can be easily understood and Wvi.1

reasonably embrace the object for which i
has been given, will be sufficient, and will
continue to be recognized by the registrar
unti! the power of atorney, as filed by the
company or by the principal, is cancelled and
another substituted.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE, from the coin-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment-

The bill was then rea 1 the third tile and
passed.

CHEESE FACTORIES AND CREAM-
ERIES BRANDING BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Commnittee
of the Whole on Bill (117) " An Act to pro-
vide for the registration of cheese factories
and creaieries and the branding of dairy
products, and to prohibit misrepresentation
as to the dates of manufacture of such pro-
ducts."

(In the Comnittee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The first section Of
this bill authorizes the Minister of Agri-
culture to keep in his departnent a hook
known as a registry book, and it is perniss'
ible, not compulsot y, for the owners Of
cheese factories and creameries to register in
this book any special urand they may choOse
to adopt, and that brand will be protected
for them. It is not compulsory, as 1
explained on the second reading of the bill,
but permissive. The time will come, I hope,
when it will be compulsory. The other
clauses of the bill refer to the branding Of
cheese and butter. There are penalties for
parties who misrepresent or remove or
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Obliterate or erase the marks. The last call the attention of the Minister of JusticeClause is as follows: to the promise he made me last Thursday

9. The Governor in Council may make such with reference to the petition of the peuple
regllations as he considers necessary in order to of Brantford respecting Judge Hardy.¾cure the efficient operation of this Act ; and the
egulations so made shall be in force from the date Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-J have

of their p'ublication in the Canada Oazette, or from had a search made for it, and no such peti-
such other date as is specified in the proclamation tion can be found. The hon. gentleman't that behawf. seems to know that there was such a etition,

Ilon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not under-
stand the meaning of the last clause.

Ilon. Mr. SCOTT-The reRulations are
Vo be under the Act.

lion. Ir. McMILLAN-When does the
law come into force?

lon. Mr. SCOTT-The law will be en-
forced from the time of its passing. but it
can only come practically into operation
When the regulations are published in the
Canada Gazette.

lon. Mr. McMILLAN-What I wish to
inquire into is whether the law will be in
Operation so as to have an effect on the
manufacture of cheese and butter this year.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think so. Of
Course, as far as the clauses that are permis-
sive are concerned, it makes very little
difference, because parties may or may not
register. With regard to the other clauses,
th' Act will be in operation fron the time
t is passe.d. It will apply, of course, only

to butter and cheese intended for. export.

1on. Mr. VILLENEUVE, fron the
colfmittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (22) " An Act respecting the Trans-
tanadian Railway Company and to change
the naine of the Company to the Trans-
Canada Railway Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (65) "An Act respecting the British
lumibia Southern Railway Company."-91.Lougheed.)

DELAYED RETURNS.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the House adjourns I should like to

but I have failed to find it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am informed that there was such a petition
sent to the government.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 10th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

INQU IRY.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to ask
the hon. chairman of the Railway Comnrit-
tee if he is prepared to present any report
on the bill to amend the Railway Act -
cormmonly known as the Bicycle Bil?

Ron. Mr. VIDAL-I think it should
have been alluded to in the report, and pro-
bably a report will have to be presented,
but the practice has been in the committee,
when any bill has been simply postponed,
that no notice has been taken of it in the
report; but of course the postponement of
this is different from the ordinary postpone-
ment of a Lill until the next meeting of the
committee. The conrittee agreed to post
pose the bill until the next session of par-
liament, and I think probably that fact
should be officially reported to the Senate.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I would ask
my hon. friend to bring in a special report
upon this bill, inasmuch as some additional
action may be taken.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The report will be
simply a statement of what has been done
by the committee. The clerk will no doubt
prepare a report.
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THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY general elections, nay, even lending them
EXTENSION. helping vote, I feel that I will be baulkY

under the lash, not being by educatWfli
I NQU IRY. 5Z

INQURY.accustomed to the knout or the guillotille,

Hon. Mr. POIRIER rose to or naturally inclined to either of thei.

Call the attention of the government to an article tnay l on deep ho v to ve lu ao oi
which appeared (n Friday last in La Patrie, of
Montreal, a paper reputed to be the organ of Mr. to he as dean as pure, as unblemished,
Tarte, and entitled "A foolish attenpt " (Une fo// least, as the record itself of the hon. gente-
/pntafire). Speaking of the ministerial project of m woo Of
the extension of the Intercolonial Railway to this arrangement-
Montreal, the article terminates thus:

" If the views of certain hot-heads were to pre- Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That wont he very
vail, the Senate would prevent the governnent
fron putting this railway policy into effect. The dean.
senate is alinost totally composed of Conservatives,
and it has the power to arrest the progress of the
country- made to accept it under high pressure. No1V,

If it wishes ,the Conservative party) to try we are ail interested in knowing if the
the resort of opposing the resistance of the Senate errnent are a party to this scheîne, of ter-
to the will of the representatives of tie electorate, rifying, if the thing could be done, or forcing
we wait for it steadfastly. Z'«e «ai fo it teafasly.the Senate to accent this oranv other legis'

'Tlie Liberal party lias smnashed many obstacles
wit!uin twelve montls." lation.

And ask if the governmnent approves of and en-
dorses this policy of menace and violence with re- Hon. Si OLIVER MOWAT-I an'
gard to the Senate, as enunciated by a minister extremely sorry to know that mv hon. frieild
publicly ? ýis fri aynhtened bv the newsaiter article whiCh

He said :-These remarks are taken from
the editorial column of La Patrie, and the
Hon. Mr. Tarte, an old and very able news-
paper man, is reputed to write his own edi-
torials. As thie majority of this House do
not usually rend French, and as many of
those even who usually read that language
do not peruse the daily La Patrie of Mont-
real, I thought it my duty to warn my col-
leagues of the terrible calamîities that are
awaiting us all if we do not in a blindfolded
and submnissive manner pass whatever meas-
ures the hon. gentleman who is at present
at the head of the Public Works Depart-
ment may present to the House, and to ask

he had read. Most of us have had prettY
strong things said about us and are not
frightened. I (o riot think it is necessarY,
however, to answer any of the observations
which my hon. friend lias made. He wished
to make themi' and has had the opportunitY
of making them, and if they have had anY
impression upon the Senate I leave that iul-
pression untouched. With regard to the
question of which he bas given notice, "Y
answer is :· I know nothing whatever of the
newspaper article mentioned by the hon-
member and I decline to answer the question
put in reference thereto.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--Not legitimate.
the opinion of the government on the matter. -

If the leader of this House intends to bring THE QIEBEC BRIDGE
in such legisiation, holding in one hand his
bill and brandishing in the other a whip or INQUIRY.

a shillala, or pointing a revolver, it is im- Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:
portant that we should be made aware of it
beforehand, were it merely to inake our Ras tîe goverument taken coîûnîunication of tlie
last wills and testaments. The meaning of following (espatch published in La
the ukase is unmistakable. We have to r i e
swallow that seven million dollar bill or be 'UEBEC HAS NOTHING TO nEAR-ITS BRID(;E

smitten. The word to us is " vote or die." BF B17IJT.

I do not know what the sentiments of the Queîec, l2th.-(Fonî our regular correspOfll
majority of my colleagues are, but for my- eut.) Nir. Aug. P. (hoquette, M.P., lias jnst a&
self I must say that, while feeling disposed dressed a letter to one of his friends ii this City
to give the governiment the greatest latitude and "hic' is of a nature to put a stop to ail tlie in
in carrying out its political programme as erie enerprie arolisuccess of the Queben take cntmuicto of the
expounded or hinted to the people at the quette declares that, Chaving interviewed the Ra-
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Laurier just before the departure of the latter tions should be over-ruled. Julgment accordinglyg urope, lie is prepared to assure that the federal was given disnissing the petitioii."
tornlment is ready to grant 25 per cent of the And will inquire if the government intend to
total Cost of the construction of the bridge, and take any action regarding the natter.
tex this point will be regulated at the opening of

session in January next. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-1 hope
rom another side, your correspondeiit is in my hon. friend will not go on to-day. lui-POni to affirmn that the bridge coipaniy has mediately on seei notice onore faith than ever iin this great project. In ng this the paper,

few 8 workmien will be occupied witi the pre. I telegraphed Judge Prendergast telling him
nar'y works of the construction of the bridge of the question and asking him to look at
he St. Lawrence at tihe Chaudière." the paragraph in the Montreal WVitness of2r 1s this despateli true in its tenor, and was e 5th June, and to ]et me know if he hadthIr. Chottuette, M.P., authorized to miake knownv the DhJnadt e eko fh a

the policy of the governmentnnthesubject the anything to communicate on the subje-t.
es118truction of a bridge at Quebec? This is the answer which I received vester-

k 1 ow does it happen that Mr. C(hoquette day, after telegraphing hinm a second time
the secrets of the cabimet ani a polhey which

not yet been annonneed WINNirîa, Man., l5th June.
4* Is it the policy of the government to grant

towards the construction of a bridge at Quebec 25 Sir O VEn MOWAT,
Per cent of what this enterprise vill cost Minister of Justice, Ottawa.

lin. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I know I Most dangerous illness in mny famnily was cause
o of soie delay. Had also difficulty in procuring

rçthing whatever of the newspaper article here Montreal Witness you refer to. Had next to
mentioned by the lion. gentleman. The procure copy of evidence froi court stenographer.
Policy of the government with respect to Have now nailed fuîll statemnent and evidence.
the . p Charges are absolute distortions of official reportb- Quebec bridge has been publicly stated of erilence which 1 mail, and speaks for itseif.y the prcmier, and there is no further PREN)ER<A-F
Policy to announce. E. P.

Here is a verv grave charge made against
ST. BONIFACE ELECTION CASE. a learned judge, and it would be quite

contrary to what is us (al to go on,
11on. Mr. FERGUSON rose to even in a court, with a discussion of a mat-

Cadli . ter without giving the person charged anthre attention of the Senate to the follow-ing ®.-t tr'act fromil the Montreal fitnes., of the 5)thr opportunity to be heard. It is treatin a
.11einstant St. Foniface, Nar,.June5.--Inthest. judge less considerately than anybody is
ý"flifaee electioti petit ion case, d;scissed yesterday,. treated under proceedngs in a police courtIt Wilb le remenibered that whîeni the case came or any other court. I think more iberality
bfore the lion. M r. I ustice Killan on April 29,
or tria of the preliinary objection :iled by Mr. should be manifested towards him, especially
azoe, against the prosecutors of tihe petition, it in a body such as the Senate, which is sup-
erthproved that both petitioners, Roy and posed to consider matters very carefully and

aerthiaume hiad been guilty of corrupt acts. Roy gravely and which does so. It would tot h.a. eadillittel lie hat been promoised noney for drivmng occurrtd to me that my hon. friend, a promi-eleetioneers to the polls by Mr. Prendergast, the
Present judge. The chiairnian of Mr. Bertrand's nent member of the Senate, would press

mnimîttee stated that lie requested' Mr. Prender- this inatter without giving the House an
gast on the day foliowing the election to pay hini, opportunity to hear what Judge Prendergast

IMr. Prendergast gave hini an order on Mr. .o s to . r
ARichard for the amnount, which was paid by has to say. He says in this telegrams that
.- Rihard. The other petitioner, Berthiaume, he is quite sure that what lie has mailed to
" pported Mr. Lauzon, in the election thre me will prove the utter distortion of the

the before, admitted that about a week before official report and the evidence. Surely hou.
ht electiont that Bertrand and Mr. Prendergastproisd t edeaou toprcur hm n gentlemen do not deieto '.ear a statementl"proinisel tî> endeavouîr to procure hitui -an
office froi the Dominuioi Government and he of one side, without having an opportunity

orked hard to sectire Mir. Bertraiids election of hearing what is to be said on the other
thing the last week before the election. Whîen side with regard to anybody, and much morestartling evidence was given Mr. Howell, with regard to a judge.sel for the petitioners, applied for an adjoiurn-

nt to enable him to put Mr. Prendeigast and
. Tichard in thre witness box, which was Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Everybody 1granted. Yesterlay morning when the trial was

Mr . Howll stated tr tre court that in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,eof ts e evidece given at the previons hearig, lion. tir friEN.
e Vi5 linable tri ask that tire preliiminary objec- iflo only their friends.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I hope my I had failed to give notice, and, that being
hon. friend will not press this matter. He so, it was better that notice should be
is often verv strong in his statements, but at given, in order that the party referred tO
the saine time is very good natured, and I should have an opportunity of being heard
sho>uld lie surprised if he were to press this in his own defence and that the governmlent
without waiting to receive the statement should have time to get information.
which Judge Prendergast has mailed. very readily agreed to that sugestiofln
Otherwise it would be an ex-parte state- and put my notice on the paper. my
ment and the ex-parte statement would hon. friend knows that J have beel
reach parties who mnight not have an ready for some three days to go on with
opportunity to iear the answer. Tlat this discussion, and at his request I have
would be an advantage which I am sure my allowed it to stand in order so give Ii"
hon. friend would not like to take. If the time to get information fron Judge Prel-
story on one side is to appear, surely the dergast. I am sorry that the judge has
statemient on the other side should appear at not thought proper to comply with te re-
the saine tine. What does anybody gain by quest, wlhich I have no doubt the hon. ge'
hearing one side only 7 This House gains tieman made to the judge very promptly, as i
nothing, the public gain nothin.r, and I see was his duty to do, and if he had done sothere
no iegitimate advantage which anybody would be no complaint at all that the
would gain, and I am sure ny hon. friend requisite information is not now in the po'
desires only a perfectly leg:tiinate advantage session of this House. He says that the
in this discussion. He does not want Judge charges which appeared in the newcpaper
Prendergast to be considered blamable if are an absolute distortion of the official
hg is not blamable. If there is anything to report of the evidence, and that a copy Of
be said in his defence he would not exclude the otficial report of the evidenc is on the
that. He must percei% e the awkwardness way.
of hearing one side only to-day, and leavin -
to another and future day, the hearing of the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-He does

other side. Such a course shocks one's sense not say that. He says he has got a copy f
of what is right,and I am sure will shock my the evidence but lie does not say that lie i
hon. friend also. The time that we shal sending it. What lie does say is: " Ha
have to wait cannot be very long, and I ask next to procure copy of evidence fron court
my hon. friend to let this matter stand until stenographer."
there is an opportunity for the document, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--Ne
which is now on the way, to arrive. does say that lie has mailed it. He says:

have now mailed full statement and evid-
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend, enee."

no doubt, is acquainted with Longfellow's
poen, the Courtship of Miles Standish, and Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I had no dii-
you will remember the words that the lady culty whatever in procuring a certified copy
addressed to John Alden-" Why don't vou of the evidence, and have had it in my po-
speak for yourself, John Alden?" My hon. session for several days. I made no etfort
friend requires no such re-minder. I'm afraid to obtain it urtil it was referred to in the
my bon. f riend in his renarks, while i use ten days ago. There would lie '10
putting in a good many words for Judge objeet in puttng my views before the flouse
Prendergast, is putting in more for hinself, at the present noment if tlis parlianent

because J shall have perhaps more to îvas to continue sitting for sone day:-
say about the administration of justice But a very grave question bas
under my hon. friend than about J udge atlècting thn administration of ju5tice,
Prendergast. I should be sorry indeed aflecting the departinent which my hon-
to force a discussion on such a grave friend presides over in the govern
and de:icate subject as this without giving and in the inteîest of my hon. friend,
everybody concerned the fullest opportunity ns well as in the interest of Judg'
of stating all that can be said on every side. Prendergast, it would be a very great 1î18
A week ago last Monday J called atten- fortune no'v if this parliament should rise,
tion to a newspaper paragraph, and my hon. as 1 believe iý is expected to do in two Or
friend very properiy pointed out Lu me tiat three days, githout this subjelt be ino
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JProperly discussed on the floor of the House
htlere it is very desirable that it should be

done.

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It cannot
discussed on one side only.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am in the
hands of the House, but I see f rom the tEle-
gramn which the hon. gentleman has read
that if I do not go on with my motion to-
day I shall have to defer it until this par-
hiament has prorogued.

Ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There is
tO chance of prorogation for two or three
qays.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-There will be
no chance of discussing it if the House pro-
rogues on Saturday.

lion. Sir OLIVER iMOWAT-There is
o chance of proroguing on Saturday. The
usiness iight possibly be through by

ýaturday night, but parlianent would not be
Prorogued for two or three days later.

'lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a great deal of important business

corne before us yet which we will have to
COnsider, and we will not be deterred by the
statement which has been read from La

rie, from doing our duty.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There is
1o chance of proroguing on Saturday, youIlnay rely on that.

stronger-that this question should be de-
ferred until there is very little more than a
quorum present, until the Black Rod is
rapping at our doors almost, and we are
being pressed and rushed, having a sitting,
perhaps two sittings, on Saturday. I nust
complain that, if such a course is taken, the
public interest will not be served by it. I
do not want to proceed now and do what
would be considered as unfair, but I do
complain that Mr. Prendergast, knowing
that his reputation for integrity was attected
by the newspaper statements, and knowing
that the matter had been brought up in
parliament, has not been more diligent. I
must say that I am afraid my hon. friend
ias not made the earnest efforts he should
have made in order to obtain the informa-
tion, and have this subject discussed iri this
House. My hon. friend, perhaps, will make
a suggestion as to when th's subject can be
properly discussed. I do not want it on
Saturday, because it is a very unsuitable
day.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have no
objection to naming MNonday, if we should
be sitting on Monday. I do not want to
mislead the House. I could not say but
there may be a chance that the business
will be over on Saturday night, but I
think it is a very îemote chance, there is so
much to be done and this is now the niddle
of the week, but I am quite willing that this
should Le made the first order on the first
day that we sit after Friday.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-If I am thor- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not to-
OUghly assured on that point, and that it morrow night? The letter should be here

W'1 be open for me to discuss this question. Monday next o to-morrow nght. It was mailed yesterday.

Hon. 1%1r. KIRCIHOFFER-A letterlion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Oh, i wilI i mailed in Winnipeg on Tuesday would get
1ot ay that, but there will be an opportu. here on hursday.
rl'tY Oti 8aturday at ail events.

lion. Sir.NMACKEN;ZIE BOWELL-We lHon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-f I get
mr to-inorrow sha l be very glad to have this
disposed of on Friday. I wil[ let the hon.

lion. 'Mr. LAN DRY-Are we going H gentleman know if it arrives.

<fh Saturday? Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It

lion. Sir OLIVER, M'OWAT-I thilik it is -uiiderstood the hon. gentleman will go on

1ty1t ons Saturda at all eents

'wil1 be unavoidable. I think we may assume wîhbsmtono rdy
th't We shall sit on Saturday. *Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-If I re-

lon. Mr. FERGUSON- scarcely think ceive the lette by that time.
2it doing justice to this bouse oH the De- bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- -
eartmnt of Justice-I will not put it any Mr. Prenderast may not send it at ail. be
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bas not been very diligent. He did not recommendation of Mr. Choquette, M.F
send any answer to the first telegran. without investigation.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-He had Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
severe illness in his family, and as soon as And that there is no necessity for any
he could do anything he huntted up the news- investigation.
paper, and that caused some further delay,
and then he applied to the stenographer for Hon. NIr. MILLS-The motion of ny
a couv of the notes. I think there has been hon. f riend points to further action.
a good deal done in the time. There is no should like very much to know whether the
ground for the suggestion that lie has not hon. gentleman thinks, if the document
been diligent in his own defence. which he has in his possession is confirmed,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- that that will be sutlicient to justify us in
asking for the remnoval of Judge pcoidere

made that statewent upon what the minister gast. There is nothing more clearly laid
bas said himself. The bon. gentleman inform down in the English rues than that, where
ed the House, when this muatter was first the charge is not of such a character as to
brought up, that he had at once telegraphed warrant the House, if true, in asking for the
Judge Prendergast and got no reply, and removal of the accused person fron office, it
had to send a second telegram. should not be made the subject of discussio"

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--That was in parliament. In the case of Mr. Justice

only yesterday. Smith, and in the cases of other parties
which the hon. gentleman will fin<l in Todd'S

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If book, the rule which I have just stated is
my hon. friend had to send the second laid down, and it seems to nie that before
telegram, it is the best evidence of the truth the hon. gentleman makes this matter with
of the statement that Mr. Prendergast paid reference to Judge Prendergast the subject
no attention to the first telegram. of discussion in 1 arliament, he ought to be

prepared to take the further step, and if he
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-He bas thinks that cannot be taken, then the

explained the delay in the telegram. You motion is one that ought not to i e mnade,
forget t . because you are wveakening the authority Of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No the gentleman who lias to take part il the
I forget nothing. My bon. friend (Mr. Fer- administration of justice, and you are
guson) called the attention of the House to leaving him in possession of the place which
it a week ago last Mondav. He has been he occupies.
prepared to go on and lias in his possession
a certified copy of the evidence given in the
trial, which illudes to Mr. Prendergast, and
the copies w re made and sent from Winni-
peg and he bas had theni in his desk two or
three days. Surely Mr. Prendergast could
have done the same thing.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Of course
it may have been my fault.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I was glad to
hear my hon. friend expatiating with such
feeling on the desirability of both sides being
heard before the matter was dealt with. I
would comnend the application of that prac-
tice to dismissals, so that when the hon.
gentleman from Stadacona (Mr. Landry)
draws the attention of the House to the
many decapitations in his district, it will not
be stated to us by the Secretary of State
that the dismissals have been macle on the

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- have no de-
sire or intention to allow myself to be drawf
into a discussion on this question at all un
til it comes before us, and until I rise and
am allowed to make my statement. I IlY
say, however, in reply to my hon. friefld
that I fully understand the view that he bag
presented and that the charge involved in thi"
matter of Judge Prendergast is of sufficient
importance, if true, to warrant his renoval
from the bench, and in that case my motion
would be intended as being preliminary tO
the proper constitutional steps being taken
to ensure his removal.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

POsTPONE).

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Comnlitte
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
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ported with regard to Bill (68) " An Act to
a~end the Railway Act," that the comniittee
recolmended that the fui ther consideration
Of this bill be deferred until the next sessionOf Parliamient. He said : It becomes my
duty to make a short explanation with re-
gard to this. The arguments adduced before
the cOlmittee were numerous and strong

)o both sides and were very fully dwelt
p1. I may state that the opinion of the

coMittee, as embodied in the resolution,
Was that the contending parties were ap-
ProtcJing a favourab!e settlement, that
advances were made on the one side beyond
n'Ythinlg that had been expected of them.
and the others were not quite prepared to
'eceive them, but the feeling in the minds of

e committee, as expressed in that motion,
Was that if a little time were given and if

e railway authorities and the promoters
O the bill had the opportunity of meeting
tOgether, a settlement would be effected
aich would render it unnecessary to make
ny application to parliament at all. At

the same time, it was very clearly stated
i l' if the railways were found to be un-

Ing to make any cuncession at ail, or to
enter into an arrangement, at the next ses-
8o of parliament the case of the bicyclists
WOuld ertainly be taken up and deait with.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What date has
ry bon. friend fixed for the adoption of the
lePort 9

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-It
Oes not require adoption. There is no re-
emendation.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think it does.

lion. Mr. VIDAL-The recommendation
flot to proceed with the bill. I move that
he considered to-morrow.
The motion was agreed to.

CANADA INVESTMENT AND
AGENCY COMPANY.

AMENDMENT AGREED TO.

Message was received from the House
f COmmions to return Bill (L), " An Act re-
4t'l"g to the Canada Investment and Agency
'trmPany," and stating that they had passed

e bil with an amendment to which they
esired the concurrence of the Senate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not intend to oppose the adoption of that
amendment, because the same clause is in-
serted in almost all bills of this character,
but 1 an at a loss to know why, if a party
borrows money and pledges his property
for it, and fails to pav, and the property has to
be taken in security by the loan company
or the individual, it should revert back to
the owner or to the heirs in case the state
of the country is such that it is impossible
to sell the property. I know it is the policy
that has been laid down for neai ly all these
companies for a great many years, but where
the justice or equity in a provision of that
kind is, I cannot understand.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I think the
objection just stated is an exceedingly fair
and reasonable one, and I fancy this clause
vas originally conceived by somebody who
was in a difficulty to imagine what person or
persons would be the recipients of the pro-
perty.

The motion was agreed to.

YUKON MINING AND TRANSPOR-
TATION COMPANY'S BILL.

FIRST READING.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (118) "An Act to in-
corporate the Yukon Mining and Transpor-
tation Company."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the sus-
pension of the 5lst rule so far as it relates
to this bill,

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I object to
the suspension of the rule. It is a very
important measure, one that ought to be
examined very closely before it is adopted
by the committee or by this House. •

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
can surely examine it before to-morrow.
The session is so far advanced that there
may not be time to put the bill through if
there is any delay.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-I object to the
suspension of the rule.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED--I move that
liOn. Mr. DRJMMOND moved cencur- the bill be read the second time to-morrow ;

rence in the amendment. then my hon. friend can raise his objection.
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I object to
that motion. It requires one intermediate
day, and the second reading should not take
place until Friday.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is my
hon. friend aware that this company is
incorporated in British Columbia by provin-
cial legislation?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes, and
that is one reason why we should examine
into it very closely.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (124) "An Act incorporating the
Cataract Power Company of Hamilton,
Ltd."-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (99) " An Act respecting the Resti-
gouche and Victoria Railway Conpany."-
(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (114) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the North-west Territories."
-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (116) " An Act further to amend the
Dominion Lands Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (110) "An Act to incorporate the
Montreal and Southern Counties Railway
Company."-(Mr. McDonald, Cape Breton.)

DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMS AND
INLAND REVENUE BILL.

FIfRST READING.

A Message was received from the House
of Conmons with Bill (125) " An Act res-
pecting the Departnents of Customs and
Inland Revenue."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tt is declaring Whate
tie salaries of the Ministers of Customs
and Inland Revenue shall be. It miakes
no change in the salary and it provides for
carrving out the policy adopted b)y the late
administration.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I underst and the bill, it re establishes the )e'
partments of Customs and Inlani Revenue,
or, in other words, abolishes the controllers
and makes them ministers. Does that re-

peal the Act establishing the offices of Con
troller of Custons and Controller of
Revenue?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL-
And it does not repeal the Act establishin
the Department of Trade and Commerce?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, that
continues.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then this makes an additional member O
the Cabinet ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Two addi
tional members.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
makes fourteen recognized by law as headS
of departments and as ministers of the
Crown, two of whom receive lower salaries
than the other ministers.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-For the
present.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-"e
are not dealing w ith what is to be done i»

the future.
1.i

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The u
Hon. Mr. SCOTT noved that the bill be provides that they shall continue at that raie

read the first time. until a readjustment of the cabinet, after

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It which the salary shall be $7,000 per ann"'

is a very short bill ; could not the hon. Sec- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
retary of State inform the House of the course, it leaves it open to be dealt with al
contents? It is a government measure future session. My principal object in drae
involving a chan.e of policy. ing attention to the provisions of the bil

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -Does the hon. gentle- witlh respect to salaries is, in the first plCe'
ma M suggest that we should take the second I do not consider it necessary, constitut or
reading now ? ally, to enact a law to enable the GovernOr

General to call to his council the twO con'
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- trollers, if he thinks proper to do so. If yO

Quite the contrary; I ask what are the con- can make any person a member of the
tents of the bill? cabinet who has no position other than thje
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fact oft his being a minister without portfolio, as his pay and emoluments are concerned. I
here is nothing in the constitution to deprive wish the hon. gentleman to understand dis-

Yoi of the power of making the controllers tinctly that I am not finding fault with the
'ulembers of the cabinet also. abolition of the offices of controllers and

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is making them heads of departments. Experi-
A c t ht 111 th t ld t' dro

urrect.

1Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
t very glad that my lion. friend accepts
hat view of the constitution. I am glad of

it for this reason, that when I had the hon-
0ur of occupying the position of premier I
tOok the responsibility of making the two
Controllers ministers of the Crown, without
additional salary. They, at the sanie time, i
ýent back to their constituents for re-elec-
tionl and approval of that act. The position
taken by the then government was con-
tested by hon. gentlemen in this House, and
also in the other House, as being uncon-
8titutional; however, I failed to findanything
t justify that position. What I want to
Point out is the strange position in which
the hon. gentleman is placing the control-
ers, giving them a salary $2,000 less than
1len who have infinitely less work and res-
POnsibility cast on their shoulders. I re-

menber well that the Hon. Edward Blake,
hen in the House of Commons, moving a

rslution affirming this principle that all
t binet ministers should be paid in propor-
tifnl to the rcsponsibility attached to the
Ofrces which they held. It is also true that
he Pointed out at that time that the
ecretary of State and the President

O the Council-I am sure of that
rtion, 1 am not sure as to the other,

at 1 think the Secretary of State and one
or two others who had comparatively little
routine work to do though they had the res-
POnibility of ministers-should have lower
Salaries than were paid to those at the head
of very responsible departments to which was
atached a good deal of hard labour. I

sitate not to say, from long experience,
ýhat there is not a head of any department
re1 the whole governnent that has a greîter

ornsibility devolving upon him, who has
woDrk more hours out of the twenty-four,

h ring the whole year, providing always that
e ttends to his duty, than the Minister of

Customs, and in making the Controller of
ustoris, a minister of the Crown and head
f the department over which he is to pre-aide, my hon. friend should have had the

Courage to come down and place him upon
a equality with the other ministers so far
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present system, adopt the system which pre-
vails in England, of having what are called
inder secretaries. The hon. geitleman from
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) will remember very
well that it was on this principle that
the Lite Sir John Macdonald desired to.
engraft upon the system which prevails in
Enigland, that is of having a certain
number connected with the government with
certain responsibilities attached to the
positions whicî they held, without giving
them seats in the cabinet; in other words, to
prepare then for more serious responsibility,
as under secretaries prepare themselves in
England.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Th.is did not meet
that case at all, as was pointed out at the
tie.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was just coming to that point. I admit
that. I had grave doubts, from the experi-
ence I had had, (if the propriety of the
course then followed, but in matters of that
kind, as most ministers of a cabinet do, I
deferred to the opinions expressed, where
there was no important principle involved,
to the head of the government. I found
t' at in practical experience in this country
it could not work satisfactorily, and I in-
formed the controllers myself, when they
were made ministers of the Crown, that if I
retained the position I then held, I would
adopt some other system by which they
would be made wholly and solely responsible
for the departrments over which they pre-
sided, by a readjustnient of the different de-
partments, which I think can very fairly be
done without increasing the number; and it
might be done under the present circum-
stances, which did not exist some ten or
fourteen years ngo, by reducing the number
below thirteen, and that too, with advan-
tage to the country and to the government.
Desiring to know before we went into com-
mittee what the bill provided, I have
taken this opportunity of expressing the
views I hold and have held on the question.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The object
of the governmenr, in making the pro-



vision as t the salary is, that the ad- the different ministers is an impracticable

dition of these two members to the cabinet thing.
should not increase the cost to the country, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 9 0
and the only way to accomplish that was
the way we bave taken. 'not understand that I advocat d it.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I thought
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-You my hon. friend did.

could have done that by decreasing the sal-
aries of the Secretary of State and the Pre- Hon. Sir 3lACKENZIE BOWELL,
sident of the Council and giving it to those called attention to the position taken bi
two. MIr. Blake and some others who followed

hin. I did not approve of it.
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT -The Sec- Hon. Sir OLIVER NIWAT-Iy lion

retary of State is a hard working minister.
How - his work compares with that of the nd d i a on tlîat it s pve need
others I have no means of knowing. able and he does not think it is practicable.
minister has of ten to take charge temporarily
of another department, and a very large part 1 Hon. Mr. MILLS-I entirely agree
of my hon. friend's time, while Secretary ot the observations addresed to the Seate bY
State, has been taken up in that way. If the lion, leader of the House on the subject
we were all working full time, so that there of additional ministers. We very often hear
was no possibility of any one of us attend- it said on the platform, and see the state
ing to any other department but our own, ment in the newspapers, that the great re

the public business would suffer. It is de- public to the south of us bas but seven
sirable that there should be at least one cabinet ministers while we in Canada have
inenber of the government who can take oc- double that number. Tlat is pe-fectly true,
casional charge of another departnent as weu1  but their swstee of elovelnm
as his own. My bon. friend refers to the Pres- different froni ours. Ours is pariameiltAry
dent of the Council. There is not a more
hard-working member than the President of posed not only to advise the C-own 0"
the Council. That is because he is premier. subjects of pulic policy, and attend to the
When the premier is Presidentof the Council, work of the administration but also to
this House may be sure that there is not control the legislation proposed to the tW0

a minister who has harder work than he buses, and in the boue of Connons tbey
has to do, apart altogether from the public havetomakea bouse and keepaHousewhiclî
work which people know of. I was aston- no ninister ii the United Sttes is called
ished at the amount of work which belongs upon to do. Under the Uni ed States systen'
to all the departments. I thought before I tbe beads of the departments are 5IIfP'Y
came here that in my former position 1 chief cle-ks. The constitution makes l'O
worked about as hard as I was capable of provision for any executive oflicer, excePt
working, but I found when I came to Ottawa the president. Ail tbe executive wer
that to get through with the work I had to that country is vested in the president; and
do I had to labour twice as hard as before. the beads of departments, those who are il
Some personýs sav the cabinet should be bis cabinet aie siïply persons who enjoy bis
reduced to ten. I venture to say that no confidence and are supposed to execute bis
one who knows the business to be done wili and opinions witb regard to the varjous
would say so. It is impossible to do it administrative niatters that caîl for action.
except by some rearraigement, which I find Now, our position isaltogeth-r different, aîîd

it impossible to devise, and I have not met it seenîs to nie that any attempt to reduce

any one who can devise it. I supl-ose it the number of ministers to any considerable
would be only possible by providing addi- extent would ba-e the effeet of freque3tîy
tional officers who are not to be in the creating crises in the Hou. e of CoinuilUI'
govertînient, and wlether, on the whole, wben, vitb a larger number of ministers
the country would be advantaged by that I sucb ma easily be avoided. CertainlY to
am not at all sure. I am satisfied that the bave a political crisis e-e y other session, o
experience of the country has shown that a perbaps two or three tiiies ii a session, 's
difference in the amount of the salaries of; fot in the publie inteest or to, the publiC
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avantage. When it was proposed to create years ago by the prime minister, Sir John
two subordinate members of government in Macdonald, to create two subordinate offices
this country, 1 opposed it. I stated my in the government, I was then of the opinion,reason in the House of Conmmons on that and I ani still, that that was not advantage-
Occasion, and I have seen no ground for ous, and it was not the English system. It
changing. the opinion which I then enter was not an approach to it, because the sub-
tained. Our position is altogether ditfèrent ordinate officers under the English system
fromn that of Great Britain. There you have are second representatives of a department.
a lumber of men of fortune, who are If the secretary of a die[artnent is in one
niembers of House of Commons, who enter Ilouse, the political under secretary of that
't as young men and who, if they are men departient is invariablv a meniber of the
Of promise belonging to the one party or other House. I have looked over the lists for
the other, those who belong to the party a long series of years, and I have been unable
of the government are frequen Iv taken to find a case where the two representatives
as the private secretaries of the mini- of a departmient were at the same time mem-
Sters. Thev become conversant w ith t he bers of the same House. Theset wo controllers
OPinions oi those ministers. They learn were not in any sense representatives of the
their way of looking at the various public departments of which som one else was chief
rnatters with which those ministers are minister and in another chamber. Take the
called upon to deal, and thev serve in this case of the Minister of Trade and Commerce.
way tn apprenticeship for a few years while My lion. friend opposite, (Sir Mackenzie
ilunisters are in office, and at a later period, Bowell) wasMinisterof Tradeand Commerce,
after hav ing had this training, the more suc- it is true, in this House, and the controllers
esful among them are called upon to take were members in the other House, but that
a Place subordinate in the government, that was a mere matter of accident, and so far as
of Political under-secretiries. And so they I know, there lias never been that intimate
leceive a further training be'ore they enter connection between the department known
tiPon the duties of ministers of the Crown as the Departnent o' Trade and Commerce
and members of the cabinet. They have and the offices held by the controllers, being

en thoroughly indoctrinated into the the head of these two departments ti give
veiw 5 of those who have preceded them be- him charge and jurisdiction over then and
longing to their political party, the great to authorize hin to deter mine what the
leaders of parties in the state; and so you general policy of those departments should
have given to the government in the United be. In this counIry, where people are stand-
I\ingdom, a e ntinuity which has not hith- ing very nearly upon a footing of equality,erto been given to the government of this usually the nen who cone into parliament

countr ani % hich our circunistances, up to and who are considered men desirable as
the present time, will not permit. Now, cabinet ministers, are not likely to serve an

ur Position, I sav, is different fron theirs. apprenticeship in subordinate offices. Those
. We were to make any change, perhaps to. who are most available for that purpose are
itroduce the Italian ministetial system persons who, outside of parliament, if they

Wvould be better than any otlier. Under the chose to devote their attention to their pro-
Italian constitution, a mîinister is permitted to fession, o- their private business, whatever
e0 into both Houses for the purpose of discuss- it may be, art likely t i be in the enjoyment
lng the measures of the goverinment of which of a larger income than they will receive

e has charge. He votes only in the House o' as controllers. And so the parties whon
Which he is a member, but he is at liberty it may be most desirable that the govern-
to take part in the discussion of the mea- ment should obtain are those new men who
8ures which pertain to his departnent in are quite equal to the position of cabinet
both Houses, and thus one who is specially ministers, and whoin the majorityof casesare
farniliar with the measure is the minister not likelytoserveanapprenticeshipinthesub-
who lias an opportunity of informing both ordinate offices. J think J could name men

ouses. This secures, witlh the smallest amongst the friends of my hon. friend who
exPenditure, perhaps the best results. It is would not be likely to accept such a position.
'0n the whole less efficient than the English' I do not think that it is in the public inter-
8Ysten-. Perhaps it is more satisfactory than est that one man should be receiving a very
our Own ; but wlien it was proposed some large salary and another a salary very much
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less, and in this country, on the whole, the in one particular ; that is, in reference le
system which will work nost satisfactorily the position of the controllers in relation to
is that which places the salaries of ministers the head of the department, and particularly
upon a footing of equality. My hon. friend as in his admirable speech he has given Us 
opposite has said that there are some minis- very great deal of information, especially o
ters who have very little to do. I do not those who have not given the subject study. '
think that that is the case. Any minister an sure they will agree with me in saying that
who is inclined to be industrious can always all that he said is correct so far as the provl-
find plenty to occupy his attention, it nay sions of the English constitution are concern-
not be departmental, but it is none the less ed,and alsothe positionheld bywhatarecalled
important in the public interest on that ac- the cabinet ministers in Washington. I did
count. Why, in England there are a num- not catch exactly the expression he made
ber of public offices in every cabinet which use of, but I understood him to say the
are regarded, so far as departmental work cabinet ministers at Washington were not
is concerned, as mere sinecures. Take the obliged to live there and keep houses, which
offic3 of the First Lord of the Treasury, the they do in Canada. But in reference to the
President of the Council and the Chancellor other question the hon. gentleman is entirelY'
of the Duchy of Lancaster; what great wrong. I know that ho has not read the
duties attach to these offices? But in almost laws or lie would n t have made the state-
every case the persons who are appointed to ment. I understood the hon. gentleman to
these offices are persons of eminence, and say that no provision was made to place the
the work of preparing the measures of ad- controllers in a position analogous or
ministration, of deciding what shall be dealt what analogous to that of the politiC&l
with and how it shall be dealt with, i under-secretaries in England. I Englald
in a large degree devolves upon these'! the under-secretaries belong te certal
men. The First Lord of the Treasury departments. As a rie if the Secretary Of
is most alwavs the Prime Minister; State or the Colonial Secretarv, is in the
and every one of then is occupied with the Commons, his assistant or under-secretarY
consideration of questions of public policy, for the colonies is in the buse of Lords.
if he is not considering the details of the ad
ministration of the department. And I Hon. Mr. MJLLS-They are app

myet mInderstn oo the on. gntlmnt

think the saine rule will apply here, and if a th n n e o
prime inîinister constitutes his departiiient Ho.Sr ACEZEB WL-
in such a way that those who occupy offic. s understand that. If a minister appoints, it
the duties of which are less than those ofsoin

wha donalogoush Co thauo'te an litical

their colleagues are not qualified to under- t
take the general work of the evernn tent by the Queen meants an appointaient

t nt forn the responsible minister who adviss
sesionti o then he halmade n for the Th ere is no question about that. At presente

sessionHon Mr.n MILS-Te are appointedrunae M

utJthink thesametrulewi frtunate , n. Chitmbfriain is iii the Comrons and

prriemnis ter constitut his deprtmnt Ho.SrMCrNI O EL

rinuchtaLord Selbourne in the whouse of Lord, and
under our parliamentary syster, that such f unes that. f a imster its
is the case, and it always makes it possible ne bsaky the Crwn, eucones an appin
for a government to be prepared w tth the nthat ti n ntepreration o the sei atink the qithe orrec ar the hon. wentlemanissegstion, thn he hasmdessaon utnte Tecrrect. But he is t the same tie
proposai contained in this bill that is ow suLservint to the policy of the Colonial -Scc
under our consideratior, sthich deas with

is he as, ad i away maesit ossbl hetarveaks therecfornehe colonis n e acîdite

these two oices, and which provides tat with the directions wich he receives fron
those persoJns who are appointed to them wth e directis wih he rev r
shall be members of the cabinet, is a wise them. And so it i, wuh the controllers p e

provision, and that it was a great mistake cisely. What does the law pro\ ide? The

when we departed from the system which very act which the hon. gentlenan no

existed before, and it is a step in the right proposes te repeal makes this provision:
direction to return to that system again. The Governor in Council mnay appoint an otficer

who shall be called the Controller of Customs an
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- If an officer who shall be called the Controller of IW

land Revenue, each of whon shall hold office dlr
the House will permit me for one moment, ing pleasure and shall under the general instruC-
I should like to set the hon. gentleman right tions of the Minister of Trade and Commerce or
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the Minister of Finance as the Governor in Council
iects be parlianentary head of the said depart.

The saine provision, clause 4, applies to
the Controller of Inland Revenue, and it is
the Minister of Trade and Commerce who
lot onlly suggests but directs the policy of

both these departmîîenîts, and no recomenda-
can go to the ministry of the day for an

QPPointmnent of the minor officers, no inatter
hý inferior thev may be, except through

the Minister of Trade and Commerce, who
can approve or disapprove as lie pleases,
When the submission is made to him ; so that

h corntroler is de facto placed in preciselythe same position to the head of the depart-
iTent, who is the Minister of Trade and Com-
Tierce, as is the under-secretary to the head
of his department in England. That was the
intentin of Sir John Macdonald when he,
Placed those laws upon the statute-look.

d on. Mr. MILLS-There are two to one
departnent-

on. Sir MACKENZrE BOWELL-.
0, there are two departmnents under the

nle lead. There used to be a Minister of
ustomls and a Minister of Inlnnd Revenue.

They are now under one head. The
Mirnister of Trade and C mmerce, and
the controllers were nothing more or
less thanî political heads. If you read the
debate which took place at the time, you

Si see Sir John Macdonald said the con-
trollers would defend or explain the depart-

intin the House whenever they were attack-
and the propriety of a course of this kind

if the head of the department were in this
e cai e easily understood. Where as

it i inow, if the natter comes up affecting
the Secretary of Sttte's Department, or the

m1n1ter of Justice Department in the
lower House sonebody has to speak for him.

of practice. You can put them just w here
you please. Somebody in the House of
Comnions has to defend the actions of the
Minister of Justice, if his department is
attacked, just as much as if the adiinis-
tration of the Customs Department or any
other department were attacked and the
head of that departmnent were in that posi-
tion. However, that is a mere technical
point which I do not know that it is worth
while discussing or wasting time about
now. I freely admit, froi having been at
the head of the Departmnent of Trade and
Commerce from its inception, until I was
transferred to another department, I recog-
nized fully under our systemn the difliculties
of carrying it out. One would suppose,
from the argument of ths lion. gentleman
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills,) that I had been
opposing the proposition made by the gov-
ernmnent. I stated distinctly that I had
informel the controllers, when they were
made cabinet ninisters, that if J con-
tinued in the position I then held, I
intended to take the first opportunity to
readjust the different departients, as my
lion. friend proposes to do now, and to
abolish the controllers, because I do not
think, from my experience, tie late syteni
was practical. I wislh it distinctly under-
stood that I do not ad vocate the policy of
inferior positions in the cabinet, either as

to salarv or as to the honour which attaches
to the position. What J did find fault with
was that tlhey b <d not the courage, in mak-
ing this change, to put the two controllers
in as good a position in the cabinet in re
salaries as the other ministers, an(d for the
reason that I know that the duties devolving
upon the Minister of Customs, exceed-if
lie does his duty aid examines every ques-
tion that cones before him-those of any
other minister in the cabinet. I have said

to my non. triend oi previous occasions that
o Mi. MILL- If my bon. friend be would learn in a very short time, that the

Oks at that bill he will find that these two cry whicb was made against the addition to
ontrollers inay be put under the Minist r his department of a Solicitor General, was a
f Trade and Commerce or under the Fin- false cry, and that the work attending the
iee Minister. A Finance 'Minister being Departmentof the Minister of Justice- and

at the head of his department nust neces- I will always put in this proviso, if he does
sarily be a member of the House of Coin- his duty-is quite enough for any man, J
Dons and so mnust a Minister of Trade and care not how industrious he nay be, and
i)Inmerce for the sanie reason. a Solicitor General and a deputy besides.

Experience taught me that th re are
Uonl. Sir M'ACKENZIE BOWELL-No, two or three other cabinet ministers

a 4 "latter of policy the hon. gentleman is in the same position. I wish to draw the
te correct, but not as a matter of law or attention of the hon. Minister of Justice to

39
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this fact also : that when I referred to the
resolution moved by Mr. Blake, he in-
stanced the President of the Council as one
of those who should receive a lower salary,
and when 1 instanced that I had no idea of
suggesting that the ,Aary shoud be decreas-
ed, particularly when held by the premier
of the country. The President of the Coun-
cil has nothing to do departmentally except
to look after the nounted police, which is
attaclhed to his department: but le has
enough to do otherwise in controlling the
destinies of this country, without any depart-
ment at all, and instead of having 88,000 a
year I would be quite willing at any moment
-and I eau say so f reely now because I have
no personal interest to serve-to vote for a
much larger salary. I think le is entitled to
it, I think all the ministers are, and so will
anybody else who las had any experience in
this matter.

The motion was areed to.

DISMISSAL OF EMPLOYES.

INQUI'iRYV

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those are the dates
I would have given if I had answered his
question in the House. My secretary imay
have made a mistake: I do not know that
le did. He went over to the departmlent
and took it in shorthand.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is the answer o
the department?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, unless there is
clerical error.

INCOMPLETE RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon Mr. FERGUSON - Befoie the
Orders of the Day are called, I wish to ask
the Secretary of State whether he is yet in
a position to supply the furtier information
with reference to the steaner " Petrel " that
I complained, was not supplied in the return
brought down, and about which, at his re-
quest, I wrote hini a note a week or tWo
ago.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I wrote a note to the
of the Day are called, I should like to ask Minister of Marine and Fisheries giving the
the Secretary of State if the document which details and the omission, and I have flot
he had the kindness to hand me the other heard from him. I will speak to him to-
day is to be considered an official answer to morrow about it, and ask whether he canDot
the question I asked. furnish it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You want the dates H Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. frield

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Yes, the dates in will observe that one important omission

the cases of Dubé, Poitras, and another one. )refe to is amply proven from the fact tha
The hon. gentleman handed me a memoran- there is another amount of $6,000 in the

dum giving me the dates. Must I consider estimates for that " Petrel " experiment.
that an official answer?

THIRD READINGS.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is the paper they

gave me. Bill (106) " An Act respecting the Doinn'
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That, is the answer ion Safe Deposit, Warehousing and Loan

of the department ? Company, Limited, and to change the nme
of the Company to the Dominion Safe

Hon. Mu. SCOTT--Yes. Deposit and Trusts Company, Limited."-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am very thank- (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington).
ful, but I think I shall be able to show that Bill (119) "An Act to incorporate Le
it is not correct. Mutuelle Générale Canadienne."-(Ir.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT' -I sent my secretary Bellerose.)
for it, and that is the information they gave Bill (69) " An Act respecting the QuebeC,
him. If there is any error I shall be glad Montnorency and Charlevoix Railway Co'
to call the attention of the department to it. pany."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I wanted to know Bill (90) "An Act respecting the Mo'l
if I could consider that an oflicial document. treal Bridge Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)
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T HE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

1on. Mi. POWER moved the adoption'
of the second report of the joint conmîittee
of both louses on the Library of Parlianient.
1e said : This report does not contain any-

ng which involves an expenditure of
tatiey. It simply reports to this House
that the accounts of the library have been
Properlv kept, and mentions the anount
Which has been expended during the vear;
h consequently the rule which requires
that the library report should be first adopted

casete other chainber does not apply in this

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

been presented, they recollmmend the suspension of
the 49th, 50th, 53rd and 54th rules of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the sis-
pension of rules 49, 50, 53 and 54, in so far
as the saine relate to Bill (118) " An Aut t,
incorporate the Yukon Mining and 7 rans-
portation Company."

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Before that
is adopted, I will cal[ the attention of the
hon. gentleman who has charge of this bil,
to the fact that, if the -ouse adopts this
report, he cannot go on with the second
reading of the bill to day, inasmuch as yes
terday I took objection to that bill being
read for the Msecond time under a suspension
of the rule, and it could not be before two
committees at the sanie time. It was referred
to the Standing Orders Connittee to-day
and they had to recommiend a suspension of
the rule owing to lack of suliicient notice

lI (22) "An Act respecting the Trans- being given in the territory through which
Canadian Railway Company, and to change it was to operate. I merely at this stage
the name of te Comlpany to the Trans- draw the attention of the hon. gentleman
Canada Railway Company."-(Mr. Clemow.) who has charge of the bill to the fact that

he cannot go on with the second reading, if
t Eill (65) "An Act respecting the British this report is taken into consideration to-day.

olumbia Southern Railway Company."- o(Mr. Lougheed.) Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- would point
out to my hon. friend that there is nothing

The Senate adjourned. in the rules to prevent the different steps
being taken which are already indicated both
by the notice on the paper and the motion
which I have just moved. In the first place,

THE SENATE. I had the right yesterday to fix a date for
the second reading of the bil after its first

Ottawa, Thursday, 17th June, 1897. reading, as a matter of course, and under
rule 59 it went before the Standing Orders

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three Committee. To-day it stands on the order
clock. paper for the purpose of the second reading.

I would like m'y hon. friend to point out any
rayers and routine proceedings, rule which prevents my taking the step which

I have already done.
TE YUKON MINING AND TRANS-POTTON MCOMPANY'S BILL. Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I call theORTATON IL lhon. gentleman's attention to the fact that

SUSPENSION OF RULES. it should have gone there before the second
AOn. Mr. 1MACDONALD (B.C.), from reading, and it has not got the second read-

the Committee on Standing Orders and ng now. Surely the Senate has never ad-
rivate Bills, reported Bill (118) " An Act vanced a bill, without a suspension of the

incthe Yukon Mining and rules, two stages on the same day or during

t rrsportation Company (Foreign)," with the same sitting. If the hon. gentleman
e fllowin radvances it at this stage by adopting the

the lOwing recomînendation: report of the Standing Orders Committee,
rigt being shown to your connittee that the ter- he cannot inove the second reading the same

of affected is a distant and niuch unsettled part day, especially as the bill has only been dis-
thCe country, where it is not possible to give the

fiet requtired by the rules, and also being satis- tributed to hon. gentlemen within the last
d with the reasons given why no petition had two minutes.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the point is CATARACT POWER COS INCORPOF
this. The bill came up and was read the ATION BILL.
first tine yesterday. Its pronioters had not
complied with the standing orders of the
Flouse. It should then go, as it did go, to lon. Mr. MACDONALI) (DC.> presefl-
the Committee on Standing Orders for re- ed the twentieth report of the Coimitte'
port. It could not go on the minutes at the'on Standing Orders, recominending thesuS
sane time for the second reading, but if the pension of the Rules so far as thevnrelate t
report is adopted my hon. friend can put it Bil (124) "An Act to incorporate the Cat
on for to-morrow. It should iot be on the r
orders to-day.

Hnn. Mr. McCALL U M-This bill is i

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I was about to the sane poshion as the Iast. It is on die
point out to the House that yesterday I was! ordets for second reading. It have tO
quite in order in moving the second reading, be put off until to-inorrow.
because after the first reading under rule H9
it would go to tbe Standing Orders Com-:
mittee. I agree with my hon. friend fron Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-1V
New Westminster that i could not advance does not require adoution.
it two stages to-day, and my lion. friend .
would have been in order if he had taken
objection when I noved the second reading iiove that the 53rd and 54th rules be sus
of the bill for to-day, but when we reach pended so far as tbey relate to this bill
that stage it is mv intention to move that Tt is on the order Iper for second r.adiig
the order of the day be discharged and an a
placed on the paper for to-morrow.

Hon. i\I r. MILLETR -If it is in die saiW
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-it was for Psition as t hast one, it should not hav8

to morrow that I wanted ih e lion. gentleman been on the Minutes until after it carne
to fix the second reading, a.d not to-day. i froni the Standin- )rders
If he does that it is all right, but 1 claii, îy h n. friend cond ee
as the hon. gentleman from Richmond (Mr. in, to-morrow.
Miller) has pointed out, that the bill should
not be on Lîhe order paper until after the lon. Mr. P(WER-J rise with 5 0 re
second reading. diiidence to question the view

by thie lion. enlmnfromn Richmnid. I
Hon. Mr. MILLER-You nav inake the bon. gentleman canshownny mie %4hih

any motion you like after the repobrt of the hays down the doctrine which be propounds'
committee is disposed of. 1 have not beenable to find it. Iule 53 sa

I>etitioîîs foi private bis wlîen receivel 1,Y tle
Hon. Mr. LO G HEED--I think the bill Senate, are t( be taken hua causimeratian wit1Ilt

is properly on the paper for to-day, but as I iwciaI 4 the
have takei the step preceding the second
reading of the bill, namely, the moving for And if there is no objection the bil goes,
the adoption of the report of the Comnittee, but I an not aware hetlier there is axiY

I agree that I cannot make any further ruhe. ihere may le some rule.
motion to-day. Hon. Mi. MILLEL-Is there not a rule

winîch says that a bill cannot be reported
Hon. Mr. McKAY--One of the nistakes from coiimittee and read the same day?

we niake is that we allow a bill to be placed
on the paper for second reading before it is Hon. Mm. POWER-I an not aware
reported from the Comnittee on Standing it. Wlîen the item is reacbed on the order
Orders. It should stand until the commit- paper, the bill baviîrg been îeportel fro'
tee reports and then be placed on the paper the Standing Orders Comnittee, will be
afterwards. a position to be deait with hy the ffour8

There may we some rule, but ath not aWare
The motion was agreed to. of any, whici says it cannot be iead thie
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sarne day, and if there is no rule the House day wrongly because it has not yet been
car, do as it pleases. reported from the corimittee.

Hon. Mr. M ILLER-The bi, after it is Hon. Mr. MILLEI -You can not make
reported fromu the committee, is just in the the motion to have it on the order paper
Sae position as it was when it caine down before it has been reported from the coi-
after the first reading, and it then cannot mittee.
be dealt with the samne day as it is reported
ea ith the same day as rt is adoted Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-Inand the saine day as the report is adupted. order to avoid discussion I move to have it
11n. Mr. LOUGHEED-I apprehend it placed on the order paper for to-morrow.
a different thing to suspend a rule with Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We have not

reference to the petitioris and notices, as
distinguished from :idvancing the bi 1 by reaclied it.
the twvo readinus. One is dealing with the Hon. Mr. MILLER-It wil be passed
eport of the St tnding Orders Committee over when we reach it.

With reference to notices, and the other is
dealing with the BJl. The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MILLER -You must have SATURDAY SITTING.
s0ome notice of the reading of the bill.
You have here no notice. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved

Hon. Mr. POWEP-It is on the order That when the Senate adjourns on Fridav it do
Paper. stand adjourned until Saturday next at 3 o'clock

mn t he afternoon.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It should not be, He said : I believe there is some prospect
there. My hon. friend will admit that the of getting through the business Saturday if
notice should not have gone on the order we work hard.
Paper until after the report of the StandingC
Orders Comrnittee had been received and Hon. Mr. POWER-[ would suggest to
adoPted. And in what position is it? Not the hon. leader of the House, if it is a fact
or' the order paper. You ask to have it read that there is a chance o our getting through
a second time without notice. on Saturday evening, that it woull be well

to aniend his notice so as to provide for two
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I defer to my sittings of the House on Saturdav, one at

on. friend on matters of parliamentary pro- Il o'clock and the other at 3.
cedure, but I see nothing to sustaii his con-'
teîtion in the rules. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There is

an immense amount of business to be done
Hon. Mr. MILLEII-Your first duty is which is not down here, and I think we

o get it on the order paper. and then iake will require Saturday morning for- other
Motion with regard to it. business before coming here. BIut if I find

otherwise I can make the motion to-morrow.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-1 do not accede

to that. Rule 59 says that after a bill is Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
read the first time, as a matter of course, it The hon. gentloman must certainly expect
goes to the Standing Orders Committee. I them to expedite business rapidly in the
do not see anything in the Rules to prevent Commons if we are to get through by Satur-
its being moved for second reading at a day night. I ain informed there are sone
subsequeînt day, and in the meantime it goes eight or ten items of the tariff Ieft over for
to the Standing Orders Comnittee and is the purpose of discussion. Then there is
dealt with by them, and in the meantime the Drummnond Railway bill, the Crow's Nest
their report goes in and has nothing to do bill, and a variety of other important bills.
With the reading of the bill. Could the hon. gentleman inform me if he

has any idea when we shall have any of
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The those bills from the Lower House for the

committee might bring in an adverse report consideration of the Senate? Then there
and the louse should not fix a day until are also the estimates. I do not suppose
the report is presented The House fixes a they would take any great amount of time,
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but the tariff will cause some little discus- the Intercolonial Railway. I give the iU'
sion, if it is only for the purpose of putting formation as furnished to me by the depart-
inembers' views on record. WThether any ment here and they give it on the informa-
other discussion will take place or not I do tion they receive. It is quite possible that
not know. imistakes may occur, and it is quite possible

that in the answer given the other day there
lon. Mr. SCOTT-I think we nay ex- nay be an error. I sent to the departmnent

peet the tariff bill up this evening or first to have this verified and the answer which
tlhing to-morrow, from what I can learn. I I received is as follows : 1. The services Of
think it will be disposed of by the House J. B. Proulx were dispensed with in SeP-
this evening. tember, 1896. Was given 14 days' notice.

The motion was agreed to. He died in April 14th, 1897. 2. xavier
Poitras was dismissed in September, 1896.

DISMISSALS ON Tu E INTERCOLO- 3. M. Xavier Simonieau was disminssed 1st
NIAL RAILWAY. Septeimber, 1896. That is the best infor

mation I can get.
Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved :

That an Order of the Senate do issue for a copy Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am asking if
of all correspondence exchanged betw een the iffer. Siioneau was fulfilling his duties to the
ent departmnents, or emuployés thereof, and MIr. satisfaction of his superiors at the time.
Choquette, member of the House of Co nons for That is one thiug, and I am ettin an aiMlontmagny, on the suiject ot the dismtissal of the C e
followiig persois:- swer to another.

Charles Bouffard, postmtaster at Berthier.
Louis Lavoie, postiaster at ïk Ille aux Grues. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J presume not, or pro-
Joseph Bossinotte, postmaster at (ap St. Ignace. bably ie would not be dismissed. The hon.Mlichel St. P ierre, postnumster at St. Pauil d1u

Blitonl. gntlenan does not suppose the mînister
Mlde. Cyp. Dionne, postmistress at St. Pierre here can be acquainted with all the circuil-

Rivière du Sud, stances of everv labourer who is eniployed
Napoléon Dugad, postnastet at Beaibien. fron day to dÍay, and week to week and('léophias Bélanger, postimaster at Landvilla. nth to mouti. rheso men are not like
Mide. Ignace Mercier, postmnistress at \lereier.
Alfred Dubé, emjloye on the Intercoonial the civil service employés, who have a

Railway. status and standing, and whbile fron "Y
J. B. Proulix, etmîpIloyé on the Intercolonial standpoint, and the stanidpoint of the gov-Railway.
_Xavier Simtoneai, employô on the Intercolonial erninent, no la ourer ought to be lisliîssed

R1aiw-ay. unless hiis services are no longer required for
Xivier Poitras, employé on the Intereolonial reasons in the public interest or for cause,

Railway. it is quite impossible for the inister where
Nifroid Fortit, emitployé on the Intercolonial

Railway. there are many thousands of employés, tO
Tólesphore Gendreau, harbour master at Mont- F be personally responsible in matters of titis

iagny. kind. I think hon. gentlemen will see the
i aximie Dluib,eustomnsotmieer (preventiveotticrb soundness of the views I take. I shall get

Ttlesphore Gendreau, guardian of the wharf at ai the information I can, and have usedSt. Thomias. alteifrainIcn n aeue
every effort to satisfy the inquiries of the

The motion was agreed to. hon. gentleman, but it must be all second
hand, either from the boss or the person in

DISMISSALS OF 1. C. R. EMPLOYES. charge of the men in the particular district.
INQUIRY.

What is the exact date of the disnissal of .. B. Hon. Mr. LANDR'fIf it is so dilicUlt
Proulx and Xavier loitras as employés of tue to procure the information in the case
Intercolonial Railway, in the County of Mont- Xavier Simoneau I do not understand why
"ca" the minister did not find the same diflicultYW as NI. Xavier Simioneau fultilling his duties toW M Xa-ir Snioîcit utli1in~lus(lttO whn hile answered îîîy înquiry in the case
the satisfaction of his saperiors whe lie was dis-
tnissed for offensive partizanship? of Xavier Poitras ? The lion. gentlenian

told me that Poitras had been dismissed,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The information with and that his superiors were not satisfied.

regard to these questions of course cati only If it is difficult to get the facts in onle
be obtained through the superintendent of case, why tnust it be so in the othelr,
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especially when the two employés are on ber thereof, with the gavernurent of C'analaor any

the Ole footing. The lion. gentleman says of its members, laviug refereuce to a reaijustinent
it Ufl- onbl n' sups o f the stibsidies paid ta tre rdifférent poics
unreasonable for me to suppose theicir ld ta the arunceueut that it wvs -

ibilester can "et that information. I practicabie lnder preseut unfavouraire circuni-

Pîy, it is reaconable for me to suppose if stances task for the f of the p
lie cannot give me the information asked for, cf terres ired in Quee te otirof

e sh0uld say so, and not give as an answer Octoher, I887, of which tLe preserit Ninister of
hether the 'party has fulfilled his duty up justice was a reinber and whici resolitiois

t<) the diate of his dismissal. were adopteri anul confirruei by tie Legisdatures
of Ontario anrd Quebc xvhiie the Horrourahie Sir
Oliver Nlqovatt wvas preurier of the formîer prov-ince,

TUE CASE OF LIEUT. SUTTON. Said resolutions, airrong other things, decinre
5.That tis coimfereiice is (f opinion tirat a basis

foi- a finlua nd irnalterable settliment of the
~~ ~ arrouirts to ire yeariy paid by the i)omiînioii ta the

se ver-ai rvne for tireir local pur-poses ird tire
t On. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire of support of tieir goveruients ayd legisirttre, iuay

the governmrent :)e foni in te proposal foowing, that is ta sy
ýA. 1sta of the aruounits uhia paid, tihe soins

H 1as Lieutenant F. il. C. Sutton, of " B" er-after payaule yerry by Canada t< tie several
diof the Royal Canadian Dragoons, sta- provinces for the support of their goveruinents and

id at Winpeg, who ias been recentlv sent to iegisiatures, to lie accrding to poptlation and as
gland iy the present governmrent, obtained in foliosvs

anada a tirst-class long course certiticate
f ot, what class course certificate loes he

3 ccording to regulations and precedeints is it excee the pu0. Si
rt true that the Nilitia Departnent has already '

'.sed anl is bitound to refuse to sel to Enîgland 1 Y> ee tire p180., lto
e a ourse m en wtio have not obtainied the iigh - n<t x

e Posible certificate in (l, . \Vrere tie population is 400,0Ca) nat does
ir. exceedl 800,M00, SI90,tHX).

' W ho recommrnrenred Lieutenant Sutton, andsY ha5 ie selected !o exeet ,00,000, i220,0(t).

b* ii y was Mr. Sutton sent to EnLgland when f e iee t 2utr c s,.
a ad nt oitained the iighest certiticate in 'a- (f. ) tn
to entitle him to go ?

B.j rsteari of auit nîinia rai r-ît lier ircal of

t suppose the General is still absent and
t'at he wo't e back before prorogation. t e t te saine rate of eigt cents er

e wou, nenacai)etoe prrogaion. irerîr, bunt on tire poulationr of erîci irrovince, as
iascertaireu frrrr tirîre tri tirîre iry tire List rier-cîrial

oN.sMr. SCOTT--I hope so.stici population exceels
lion u-. COTTI irî1)CSo nird rnt tire rate of sixtv cenîts per irerrul for sa miuch

of said propulration as uray exceei *2,5-00,0<>(.
PROVINCES C.) T'ie population as ascertairred I)v tire last

eUBSIDIES TO TH E PROV INCESgo\en exceir as ta British
Columrbia andrîl Mrnitoba ; rnd as ti) tiruse tw,%o pro-

1NQU IRY. virres, tie population ta ie taker ta ie tirt upcr
1 wricir, iner tire respective statîrtes, iîr tirat he-

. 011. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL rose bf t aol î ieto re t the
to call the attention of the Senate to state- r-stu i loultire i)oieriiri riretiet te
4ents reported in the Montreal I'itness of ie greater and trereafter tie actiai pulation

the l5th instant, said to have been made by su ascertained ta guverir.the Ifonorurable Messieurs Déchêne and (D) The arnurnits su to ie paid and granted
1urenaeie yeariy by tire Domriniorn ta tire provinces resirec-

urgeOn, menbers of the present Govern- tiveîy ta be declrrerl linperird eractnîrert tr be
of Quebee, in which it is alleged : firal ard absolute, ard rrt %viti tie power if tie

r, Ferlerai Parliaîrent tri alter, add ta tir vary.
Y foresiadow the abandonient of the two 6. That tie following table shows the airraunts

theicipai featrrres of Nir. Flynn's financial policy, mirici istead tf trose row pryable for goveriirrent
tl Coversion of the debt and the read justmuent of and legisrtin an per capita allowance, woulr

e feierai srrbsiuly, the aie as calcuated to in- hereafter ie ariraiiypayable iytheDoininiontothe
Ctease the diebt without diminishing the interest several provinces (tie saire irgcaicuiated accord-
rarges, ad the other as impracticable under irg ta tie iast uecenni censîr for tie provinces ofPresent unirfavourable circuistances." Ontario, Quebec, Nova Sriia, New Brunswick and

has in<uire oi the goverirnment whether there Prince Edward Islard, ant rccarding ta the lirit

let reen any conmiunication, verbal or othervise. of populatian naw tixed by statute for tie protweeni the gavernirneut of Qîebec, or auy n hem- vinces of British Covumbia anm Manitoba)d
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Province.

Ontario.......... .............
Quelbec ..............................
Nova Sctia.... ..............
New Brülnswick .......................
Priuce Edward Island..................
Nianitob a..............................
British Columbia....................

Allowance for
Population Governiiiient

Census 1881. and
Leu-gislaio 1n.

1,923,328
1,359,027

4-40,572
321,233
1048,841
1504,0444
31-11 2444

s ets.

240,000
220,000
190,4000
180, 000
100,000

100,000

1,1844,0004

Total alIl)Vo
a1nce for

The subsidy Goernliet,
per head. etc.,

sid>,j<y.

. ets.

1,538,662 40
1,087,221 (0

352,457 60
256,981;I 40
S7,112 8(

120,0) 10
48,01m0 00

:;,49,44 80

1,762 40

542,4,i 60
436,98 40
187,112 80>
370,000 00
148,040 00

4,670,440 80

And further to iniuire uiether the governmnenit. the eremier of Prince Edward Island, mjde
wiieb is ow coposed of a niiimber of the eiiimibers ti n
of said Quebee coniferer:e, hiarcu au ey policy uipon th iHe laid, il
the sIIbject -liitter of the said resolitions ? daesn dur veing the ls electio.Hesid

If so, wliat is it ? addressing a meeting if the electors
Pr'in*e Ed ward rsland:

He said: I ask this question to ascertain
what has occurred since the passage of thiese
resolutions and the confirmation of thiem by
the ditlerent legislatures to which I refer,
and of Nova Scotia as well, that bas led the
pres-nt ministry of the province of Quebec,
who are pledged to the provisions of that
resolution, to nake the announcenient that
thev had ahandoned that proposition unler
the " present unfavourable. ircumstances."

Wh t those unfavourable circumstances
may be is a question that deeply interests
the people of the Dominion, and more
particularly the taxpayers, who would
h' ve to rais the money in order to effeet
the readjustmient iietioned in the re-
solution bwhich I quote. That the different
premiers were coinmitted to these resolu-
tions is beyond doubt, and beyond question.
I find that the premier of Quebec, Count
Mercier, announced at a meeting in Mon-
treal, when he was asking the electorate to
support the Hon. Mr. Laurier in 1891
used this language

hie Honi. NIr. Laurier lias accepted the reso-
lutios of the Inter'olonial conference of 1887 nid
proiiised to give effect to theu if lie cones into
power. It is our (iiuty to imike iiiii triurmpliant.

It is true he did not conie into power in
1891, but we have the further evidence of
his acceptance of these proposals by a tele-
grain whiclh lie sent to Mr. Mercier froni
somewhere in the west. when the question
was aked him whether, if elected and re-
turned to 1)(ower, lie waýs pr. pared to adopt
and carry out the provisions of those resolu-
tions, his answer was decidedly and distinctly
that lie would. J find also that Mr. Peters,

WVhat do you thiiiik a victory of the Libera
part y ii (anla wmhld io tean to us? It wo
mleanl that this province, which for' yearis has he
denuied fair-play, would recueive it. Not many
years ago ail the great leilers of the LiberalplIIrty
muîet together at the Quebec coiifereiice. I> oul
reiembil er liehow they agreel upon the soîee1 ®

wlicl, if carried out, vould giv-e to this povi.
a largely increased subsidy. When the grea
clauge coiies we will receive justice.

That great change has conie for tie pre-
miers, three or four of whom are in the pre-
sent governient ; the premier of OnttariO,
who sits before me (Sir 0. Mowat), tce Pre-
umier of Nova Scotia, the premier of New
Brunswick, and a very prominent member,
one of the leading members of the admnilnls'
tration of Manitoba, although not thîe pre-
inier at that time nor bas he been premier
since, but still a prominent memnber of the
party which pronulgated the principles lai
d ow n in these resolu tions andthe demand made
upon the federal treasu ry for additional su bnî'
dies, and therefore equally responsible with
the hon. gentleman opposite for that deni(1îd.
Now, if there have been any circumstanIces
which have led the lion gentleman to change
his opinion on that question, an answer to

th!it effect will, I know, gratifv a large propor
tion of the people of this Dominion,
more particularly of the province of On4 tariO

of which he was the ruler at the time and
for some time afterwards. I can only saly,
that if such circumstances have transpired
as make it unfavourable at the present
moment, or at any future time, for carry-
ing out the denand in these resolutiS'
I should be one of the first to complimel t

hini on the change of opinion and change of
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Polic ; and I think the country wilL be present governrment of Quebec and any mem-
equally gratified to know that a ch in e ber. of the present government of Canada.
Of Opinion hlas taken place, and that xhe I say present government of Quebec and
lOcal legislatures inust learn not, only present go>vernîmîent of Canada, because I
at the present time, but in the future, think that Mr. Mercier while premier of
that in the management of their affairs Quebec ha somne commu nication on the sub
they mlust meet Cwhatever deficiency ject with the then givernment of Canada,
there may be as between their annual or with the then premier of Canada.
exp1enditu-e ani annual income out of the
Pockets of those who have receivedi the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
benefits, if sucb there have been, of the over There is no doubt about that.
xpecditure of the noney. Until they are

tauglt that, they uillulg.e in the .ame Hon. Sir OLIVER 1OWAT-With re-
extravagances that they have carried on in ference to the resolutions of 1887, fron
the pa t. Why my lhon. friend, when which the lion. member has quoted, they
premie of Ontario, should have maie a were verv good resolutions at the time they
demanid for additional subsidies upon the were passed, but it will be rememnhered that
grounds set forth in these resolutions is i these resolutions were rejected by the gov-
e'omprehensible to me, and must be to every ernment of Canada, and 1 may add that in
Onle who has read the speeches of the consequence of the changed conditions since
treasurers of that province, who have always 1887, and in consequence especially of the
lained, and still claim, that they have a changes which have taken place in the finani-

very large surplus at their credit in the bank cial circumstances of the provinces and of
and in investments. Both before and after the Dominion respectively since that date,
the Passing of these resolutions, and at the the said resolutions have become imprac-
Very time that they were attirmed, con ticable and inapplicable as "a basis for a
firmned and adopted by the legislature of final and unalterable settlement of the
Ontario, the treasurer of that province amounts to be yearly paid by the Dominion
declared openly and distinctly that they had to the several provinces." The resolutions
sOmÎe millions of dollars to their credit; and have not been under consideration by the

Otwithstanding tiat fact, they passed a present government.
res.Olttion declaring that the subsidies which Hon. i ACKENZIE BOWELL-Were awardled undier the coinstitutional act lo.SrMCEZE U WL
to th undff the Then those are the unfavourable cireum-
to e different provinces were not sufficient stances to which those members allude, Ienable themn to carry on the affairs of
tIleir respective provinces without additional suppose-the changes which lave taken
aid. I hope the answer they mnay get will place n the financial status of the difierent

be one that will he not only understood by provnces.
the people who read it, but mnay be of such Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am sorry
a character as to enable the country and to say I do not quite catch what the hon.
tthi bouse to understand distinctly what rentleman means.
the policy of the government is upon this
question. lon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL-

The demand on the federal treasury for
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There bas additional subidy bas been abandoned for

been no communication between the prisent the present.
government of Canada and the government Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-1 do not
of Quebec having reference to a reaijust- sIy that

111ent of the subsidies paid to the diffurert
provinces ; and there has been no communi- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I do
cation on the subject between the present not say so. I am reading what he says-
government of Canada and any member of "have become impracticable under the pre-
the governient of Quebec. 'I have said sent unfavourable circumstances." What I
there lias been no communication between asked was whether I was to understand the
the governments. I have not heard, and reasons which the ron. gentleman advanced
arn flot aware, that tlere has been any such arethe"unfavourableeircumstances"to which
'munication between any member of the these gentlemen allude; but as there has
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been no communication between the govern- five great provinces. It was now their turn to

ment, or any inember of it, and these gentie- settle with Iii. He wished to say thIat lie aS

men, I supose the have only drawn that rged to speak in the naine of the other provilices
pp He ha consuilte( with his colleagues at the et"'

conclusion, or as the government have swal- vention and he now spoke in the name of the e
lowed all their other promises, they have great provinces.

swallowed this also.
You will notice here that Mir. Mercier

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I was rather spoke iri the nanie of mv hon. friend the
amused to heari my hon. friend (Sir Oïver Minister of Justice, who now leadS us
Mowat) say that t ese resolutions which lie tiis House. and vlo was then prenier Of
took such great pains in passing at the inter- the province of Ontario, and was lus col-
provincial conference in 1857 were very league in that convention. He liad consulted
good resolutions when they were passed, 1u wt l e<tIleagues i the convention abutliheno naie of the five gi'atwouid isot fo wow to be ancoepted as aiw un-
alterable basis for a settlemnit. It hap- provinces
pens unfurtuînatelv that those were the very Tb-morrow his words would be ratitied froim the
words used in these resolutions, that the Atlantic to the iPacitie. Sit John Nacdonald had
settlement was to be unalterable. rilicileil the voice of the people adi it was now

for the peopie to have their revenge. He wisled

H aio to say that lie had submnitted his declaratiols
Hon. Sir OLIVER _MOWAT-Yes, to Nlr. Laurier, their great chief in the 1)oininiol'

have copied the words. and his a r swr as imost iilportit. ile wished
this declaration t o be distinictly uindeistoodî

Hon. Mr.FERGUSON-Therefore, that ti'onutIt the countryV.
.u'. .- th r. Laurier neceptel the i esolitiois of the

mny lion. friend will join with us in express- Interproiial Conference, and 1 roiised to carrY
ing ihankfulness that hie was prevented from themi into eflect if lie camie lito power. He iad

doing such a verv great aniount of niischief telgaphed to Mr. Laurier if lie would ratify the
in 1887 as lie aiined at and when he had declaration and Mr. Laurier had replied:

- acelit the deciaration as the expression of
such an earnest desire to do it. He admits my poliev.
now that these resolutions were very good Mr. Mercier close withî a fervid appeal to iis

then, but they would be rather the other hearers to unite in securing Mr. Lauier's triumph
way a t th e piesent timie. The hon. ientle- whih w ld e the p ublie salvatioi, vliîlst a viC

1, ttory for Si 'John \lacdonald would itean nationad
man is probably quite right in saying that rihi.
these resolutions wvere good then for the
purpose for whieh they were called into exist- Thosewords were utteredon behalfof ny hon-
ence, and there caniot be the slightest (ouibt frieid the Minister of Justice(Sir o. MIowvat),
that that purpose was to embarrass the gov- Mr-. Mercier was also authorized to speak for
eriînient that was in power at Ottawa at the great province of Ontario. He spoke
that time, and to endeavour to raise a for the province of Ontario, and assur d his
feeling against themn in the different pro- hea'ers that the tetur'n to power of Mr.
vinces. I have an extrace fron a speech Laurier at thît Lime to carry out ttis p,0

made by the late Hon. Mr. Mercier in grane, would he the salvation of the
the city of Moitreal on the 13th February, country, while tle 'eturi of Sir John A
1891, front which I shall just read a few Macdonald \%ould be the financial ruin of
words to show wiat was aimed at being tîe country ; yet, îuy lion. friend says 1oV
acc(Imlplished thrî'ough theseresolutions whicli that tlese resolutions were good then, bit
my hon. friend says were very good resolu- tley wou]d not be very good now. We cal
tions tien. This speech will show what seetliereforewhatanai'ow escape tue couIV
they were good for then-all that they were try lad in 1887, even by my hou. frîends

goodforthenor t an oter une.own adnîissioîî. If he and NIr. -Merciergood for then or at any other tie.time, they
Mr. Merier said they leimanided that the trea- woul(l ave passed these resolutions aid made

surery of Quebec should receive an additional
$400,000 a year to support the schiool systet, the theni the law, rade them unalterabe-thaV
institutions of charity which are iiecessary to foster is the word he used-'esolutions which ho
agriculture. * * What were the resuilts admits would fot now 'e very good for
of the interprovincial conferenîce? They hai sent Canada. I may say that I was a inember
the resolution to Sir Jolin Macdonald but theï lii
niot received any reply froi thit gentleian. Sir of theprovincial legishatureof Prince Edward
JohNliteadotiiilaughied at the decisionî of these Island at that time, anti our governient de-
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elined to take part in that conference, because We have a nuch better chance of getting this
We believed that it was highly improper for province li a nuîch better financial position when

the ¿¡gthe Liberal party comies into power in the Do-
the different provinces of Canada to combine thminioi.
t take the federal government by the
throat and demand, as they were then de- I I have several more extracts of this kind
manding, a readjustment of the terms of from speeches inade by gentiemen in differ-
c0 federation. I may say further that dur. eut parts of Canada, showing that a great
1 g the whole of the time that I was a mem- deal of influence was used during not only
br of that government-twelve years the elections of 1891, but the elections of
_We never denaided better teris, 1896-that greateffortswereputforthonthe
and never asked for a readjustment of the part of friends of mîy hon. friend the leader of
ternms of confederation. We aked that the this House to induce the people to believe
ter0s of confederation should be carried out. that if they voted for them, they were going

We were quite satisfied wil h the terms, to gret inoney in local affairs like the children
a%4d are so still, notwith>taniding the premier of Israel got manna in the olden times. These
of the province, Mr. Peters, has made use were the hopes held out, and my lion. f riend
of the language and expressions which vere the leader of this House, by the part which he
uotedby my hon. friend (Sir Mckenzie took in 1887, contributed in no small degree

e this evening. Peters's obser- to create that impression. There was good
tions were mnade for the purpoe of in these resolutions. They effected their

l!iuencing the late federal elections. purpose, i have no doubt, in getting ny
If addition to that extract from Mr. Peters's hon friend into this Huse, but after they
'Pe.ch, I will read another which lie inde effected that good object, my hon. friend can

og the last federal election in the pro. see no more use for them.
e1Ice. He said:

He a a Hon. Mr. POWER-I arn rather amused
chang(e takes place, and I an sure there at the speech of the hon. gentleman who

e change, we will ask the fair imindled ho- lias just resumed his seat, taken together
r le men who wvill then rule the destinies of the with the s>eech of the hon. leader of thein-not the men whose condIuct is portrayed

nrunken scenes at sev-en or eight o'clock in the opposition. The government are in a par-
tcularly bad way. They are condemned if

This is Mr. Peters's wa of discussing pub- they do, and condemned if they do not.
lie suestions y The hon. leader of the opposition apparently

qustios eis disposed to condemn the government of
a .et, who nake speeches like the Hon. Wilfrid Quebec and the other governuients who are

i'di te otiier day, when lie indertook to t now insisting on the ternis that theyglve the Sertauf state a weil-iiirite, 1 casti(fa- !o li itn he tîtte
,to consier our claims. O>u case is good asked for in 8 87, and the hon. gentleman

we will simîply go to theit anud say " this who has just spoken is cmndemning the
was niade and admttied aid it should be government of Prince Edward Island be

I hnt partially, but in full. if w-e go to Ottawa cause they do insist.
t'hn ve oily to put it fairly andi honourably before

do,1sme ami if they pay our caim, as I have no Hon. Mr. FERG USON-No, I have not
. they wdll, we wdil nîot be in the position w-e

re at Present, comupelled to thinîk whether we can condemned them at all for that.
Deni.1 fifty or a hudred dollars on a necessary

he work, but we will have suttlicient inoney to lHon. Mr. POWER-Why use such
rîy on the business of the country in an eflicient language about the premier of Prince Edward
nuer, we will then hav-e funds at our Iommandl" Island if it is not for that reason? I do
I arn afraid lie will find my hon. friend, not propose to go into this discussion. It is

.e leader of this House, not altogether the not the tine for it. But I wish to make
kild of friend his province wants. He has one observation, that that which was true

follnd him a friend in another respect. He in 1887 is not necessarily true in 1397,
hpl found a good fat job for the premier of and I know, speaking for the province
Prince Edward Island himself, but f rom the from which I come, that in 1887 the revenue

temarks of the Minister of Justice to-day he was very much less than it is now. At the
to1s not seem inclined to do very much for present time the revenue of the province of
the province. Mr. Peters goes on': Nova Scotia, due largely to the wisdom

re And if a bridge requires to be renewed we can, shown by the Liberal government of that
ePlace it with a good solid iron or steel bridge. province, is large enough to enable
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the governnient to deal liberally with the
various public services without making any
further laim upon the Dominion parlianient.

Hon. Mr. FEIRGUSON--Thanks; to the
National Policy and coal royalties.

Hon. Mr. Mc(KAY-One of the planks
of the Reform platform in the last election
was the amount of money they expected to
receive fron the present government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Thosespeecheswhich
are madeinthe heat of an election contest are
hardy the sort of authority to quote in the
Senate. If I had gone to the pains of
making a collection of statements made by
lion. gentlemen who, were supporting the
Conservative part'y in the province of Nova
Scotia, I dare say I should have been able to
submit some anusing literature.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
dare say you wouid, and you would avail,
yourself of it if they were in power.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (132) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the Senate and the House of
Commuons.".-(Mr. Scott.)

THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third'
reading of Bill (68) " An Act respecting the
American Bank Note Company.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Permit me to
make one or two observations to show the'
necessity for mîaking a chango in the bill.
The language which seenis to me objection-
able is in the title. No principle is
laid down more clearly in regard to joint
stock and other companies than the fact
that their titles nist not clash with those of
other companies operating in the same line.
It is a perfectly clear principle, and acted
upon by this House and well understood,
and if you refer to the Companies Act you
will find it occupies at least three clauses in
that Act-a provision against similarity
of names. Section 4 says that the name
shall not be that of any other known coin-
pany or any name liable to be confounded
therewith, and vou will find the same thing
in clauses 9 and 10, and to my certain know-

ledge this House bas more than once acted
upon that principle and changed the nameof a
hill. I may say that the principal oppositio,
to this bill on the merits canefrom a rival
.ompany, and it has grown out of the fact
that a portion of their business bas beenl
transferred to this conmpany now under col-
sideration. It is perfectly well known that
these two rival organizations, to wit, the
Anierican Bank Noté Company, and the
British American Bank Note Company I
this city, are both entitled to the namnes
which tlhey bear. We have been informVe',
and no doubt rightfully, that the Americanl
Bank Note Company lad this title for more
than one hundred years, and the British
Anierican Bank Note Company bas had its
for a great number of vears also, but the
very fact that this company is coming into
this country to do business brings up
great force this question-does or does no
that very fact bring about the objectiorl
which is held to be vital in these imatters,
that they are liable to be confounded 0 e
vith the other? I mnay say that I have n0

interest whatever in the British American
Bank Note Company, but the questioni I
whether there is or is not any truth in the
conplaint of the British Ainerican Ba
Note Company that thev are being treated
vorse than they would be if the ocher
organization caine in here subject to tbe laWt
of this countrv ? If there should be the sliglt
est liability that the one title may be cAl'
founded with the other, 1 think the need
is urgent for us to remedy it in sone way'
and 1 suggest that the words l United
States" in bracketsor "Foreign " in brackets,
be inserted after the title of the bill-
We have a very good precedent for that, be-
cause if vou look at Bill No. 6, called The
Yukon Mining and Transportation COa'
pany, you will see the word " Foreign " 
inserted there. There is another objectiOI1,
however, and I think a very vital (;ne ; 1
the preamble of the bill the company de-
sires to have its organization and corporate
powers recognized and confirned by the
parliament of Canada as far as necessary tO
carry out this Act. Now, it is cleIr
that we are called upon by this very
clause to recognize and conirm an act of
which we absolutely know nothing, and it 1s
a style of legislation which we should adoPt
under extreme urgency only.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see any
such provision in the bill.
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lion. Mr. DRUMMOND-It is in the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I submit
preamble. to the Senate that there is no ground for the

objection that my lion. friend suggests. It1 0n. Sir OL[VER MOWAT--In what is quite clear that there can be no confound-
Part of the preamble? ing of names in the case of two companies,

ion. Mr. POWER-The bill does not one of whom is called the American> Note
give the power which they possess in the Company and the otlier the British Ameri-

I-kited States. can Note Company. Naines might be mueh
more alike than those two are without

lion. Mr. DRU MNIOND-The preamble danger of confusion. Then my hon. friend
8sas follows: further suggests that lie is afraiid the bill
Whereas the Amoerican Bank Note Comispany lias, embodies powers whiclh are or may be in the

b ts Petition, represenîted tliat it is incorporated United States charter and of which we know0
flier the geuieral laws of the state of New York

011e of the United States,. and that it is desiroin of nothing, but a little more careful examina-
fbishin oti-es and works at the city of Ottawa, tioni of the bill would have shown hini that

or te purposes hereinlafter mentionel ; am where- is does nothing of the kind. First, there
the said company desires to have its- organiza- is the recital which lie has read, which

t >11 aiil corporite powers ecgize a confiried sttes aiost
4Y the Parlianient of Canada, and also to have other thins what the com-

owers hereinafter miîentioned, and has prayed for pany desires. After setting forth whîat it is
the Passing of an Act for the purposes aforesaid. petitioning for, the recital goes on to state

Is not that a part of the hill before this what the company desires. It scenis what
Louse? I say it is, uiiquestionably. It the coipanv desires is ti have its organiza-

carries with it this further point, that if we tion recognized and confii med hy the parlia-
confirmi and ratify by this Act legislation, ment of Canada, so far as is necessary
the details of which we know nothing, 1 an to carry out this Act. Wlat parliament

Sure but that it carries out and ratifies does appears in the enacting clauses.
and recognizes whatever legisilation nay These do not adopt all the powers of
hereafter be made for the benefit of this the United States charter; I dare say
coilpaiy in a foreign state. If that be so, parliament knows nothing about them,
We are on dangerous ground. For niy part, as my hon. friend suggests, and does not

Shave no desire whatever to iimpede the propose to adopt them. What it does do is
OPerations, of this company, having no in- contained in the three clauses which follow
terest in the wide world in the British the preamble. The first clause declares that

mllerican. Note Company. I do not know the Anerican Bank Note Company " shall
but a little competition would be a good be entitied to all the pow, rs, privileges and
thing for the country. That i- a matter riglts, as a corporation, necessary for the
0f personal opinion. I draw the atten- purpose of carrying on, ir; the city of Ottawa
tiOn of the House seriously to this and elsewhere in Ca nada,a general engraving,
question, whether we are disposed to re*og- printing and lithographing business in all
flize and confiri an organization of whose its departments," and so on. They are not
corporate powers we know noîthiiiig. It enumrierated at all. There is no reference to
eems to Ie that a wise provision would be, any other document for the purpose of find-

when this conp îny couses into this country, ing out what the powers are. They are limited
tO Place it on neither a better footing nor a' to a particular business. My hon. friend's
worse footing than other organizations un apprehension that the Act may introduce a
der the laws of the DJomsinion. If we were -reat deal that we knowv nothing about has
to accept it as a principle, it would imîîply as evidently no foundation. I think hon. gen-
a necessity that the provisions of the Coin- tlemen who are not lawyers can see the
Parmes Act should he applied], so far as they force of the clauses quite as wl as the
are applicable to this company. I therefore lawyers can.
SUggest that. before giving the third reading
to this bill, thi honourable House, which con- Hon. Mr. ALLAN-If the hon. gentle-
tains nany men much better qualified than man's contention is correct, how does that
1IiYself to form an opinion on the legal point agree with the words of the preamble itself t
that 1 raise, should give a thorough consid- The preamble says:
eration to remedying the defects to whieh I Wlereas the said company desires to have its
'In calling attention. organization and corporate powers recognized and
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confirined by the Parliament of Canada, and also
to have the powers hereinafter nientioned.

It would appear that they require by that
the powers that they possess under the
United State- charter and also the powers
specially nentioned in clauses one and two.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-None of
us know what the powers are under the
United States Act. We do not adopt. them
and are not responsible for them. The first
clause provides tiat this company shall have
the corporate power necessary to carry on
its business : the second and third clauses
are matters which could not possibly be in
the United States Act. They relate to the
service of process on the company in Canada
and provide that the company's book, may be
used in evidence. This bill, in accordance with
the intention of it, gives necessary corporate
powers and also provide- for service on the
coipany here. I am sure the House will be
quite safe in passing the bill and it will
have no such effect as is suggested as possible.

powers nientioned in clauses one and two-
It seems to me there are two distinct thing9
which they ask for.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-My objection to the
passing of this bill is that we are alloviflg a
foreign company, which is very highly subsî1
dized by oui government, to compete with
our native artizans. If I understand 't
right, the United States conpany is allowed
to import a large quantity of plant fromif the
United States free of duty, and some of the
work is allowed to be done there. Our
artizan is obliged to pay duty on his tools
and on everything he imports. It 
scarcely fair to allow a foreign corporationi
a privilege which is denied to our 0w."
people. There is a strong feeling that this
company ought not to occupy such a pOSI-
tion. We all know that there are matters
connected with this contract which were set-
tled in a questionable manner. 1 do no'
care to discuss that matter now, but I do
not think we should give an advantage tO a
United States company over our own citl-

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Over and over again zens, when we see how Canadian nechanics
this House has refust-d to sanction a titie are treated on the other side of the line.
which seeined likely to clash with the title
of an existing company. I remember two lon. FERGUSON--I f ully agree
bills in which the words were rather similar with my hon. friend from Kennebec
to these-that is the case of the British Drummond) in the remarks he has rnade
American Insurance Company. Another about this bil. It is a measure which this
company applied for a charter under a some- House shouid fot pass in its present forll,
what sinilar naine. That was objected to, and hefore 1 sit down 1 shah move that it
and the title was altered before the lil! le read the third time this day three
passed this House. There is quite sut1icient inonths. My hon. friend, the leader of the
similarity between " American Bank Note Fuse, says there can be no confounding Of
Company" and "British Atierican Bank names between this company and the lrit-
Note Company " to justify the objection ish American Company. I understand there
made by the hn. gentleman fron Kennebec has already been confusion resulting over
(Mr. Druminond), biecause all know the ten- -business troubles have arisen from it.
dency in quoting the name of a company, is ar aware that we shaH bear, before this de
to shorten it as inuch as possible and those bate is over, that the American Bank Note
two tities night be confused. With regard Company is the older company and conse
to the objection to the preamble of the bill quently, under trade marks regulations, i
if they had asked to have t1ie powers "herein there is any confliet the British Amenicafi
mentioned " and prayed for the passage of an Bank Note Company would have to change
Act for that purpose, that would have been its name. That is too preposterous a propo-
ample, I still cannot understand the expla- sition to be listened to in this House, though
nation by the Minister of Justice, because I have heard it mentioned elsewhere-that
it does seem to me that by the preample a company that has performed large con
they set forth distinctly that they desire to tracts with the governmeit of this countrY
have its organization and corporate powers and bas performed them in the most satis-
-that is, I presume as they have it in the factory ianner possible-a company that
Tnited States-recognized by the parlia- has done a great deal to promote industry

ment of Canada, and also to have the in our o à n country-that a company
powers Ihereinater mDntionedr" tuoat is, the which as a record of that kind for over 30
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years should be liable because an alien com- must look at this like men of sense-like lay-
Pany comes in under a contract made with men of ordinary common sense. That pre-
the government-a contract which many of amble is there for something. Surely my
us believe was not made fairly at al-to be hon. friend, the leader of the House, and my
colnpelled to change its name, or take back hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Milis),
Water in this respect before a foreign ival. will not tell us that the preanible lias no
t is too -absurd a proposition to be consider- neaning ? It has force ; every word in that

ed at all. As this confusion has already preamble has a meaning and force, and we
existed, and as this parliament has always, have a right to find out what it is. This
as hon gentlemen are weil aware, refused to House will be likely to agree with me, many
alloW ary infringement on a recognized name of the laymen and some of the lawyers as
enjoyed under legislation bv this parliament, well-that by that preamble we are accom-
the amendnient suggested by the hon. gentle- plishing this company's desire and their wish
Man from Kennebec should be incorporated to have all their corporate powers, whatever
in this bill, if the bill is allowed to become they possess in the state of New York
aw. But I cannot agree with the hon. by law, recognized in this county as

leader of the House when he says that this far as is necessary to carry out the purposes
preamble does not confirm the organization of this Act. I am opposed to that, and I
and corporate powers which this company think it is so radical an objection that no
Possesses in New York or some other part of motion except the one which I am going to
the United States-that there is nothing move-that this bill be read a third time
cOnferred on this company excepr what is three months hence-will meet the objec-
contained in the three enacting clauses. I tion. There is another objection which is
eOnfess I am not able to read the bill almost as strong-that this company is ask-
in that sense at all. I an not a lawyer, but ing, and we are proposing to enable it to

have heard a good deal of discussion do, business as a body corporate in Canada
%bout the effect of preambles, and I think without being subject to those wise restric-
this One goes further than preambles usually tions that parliament has imposed upon cor-
g0· It says: porations doing business in Canada under the

Companies Clauses Act. Thiscompany, owing
has hereas the Amnerican Bank Note Comnpany lito the peculiar way it is seekin power to

8, by its petition, represented that it is incorpo- . k p
rated under the general laws of the state of New do business here, will not be subject to the

ork, one of the United States, and that it is restrictions that are wisely inserted in our
ts'rous of establishing offices and works at the' law in order to govern all companies that are

aftyof Ottawa. Ontario, for the purposes herein- doina business in the country. It is true
mftr inentioned ; and whereas the said coipany

desires to have its organization and corporate that this company will not be entirely with-
Powers recognized and confirined by the parlia- out restriction. They will be under the

t of Canada, so far as is necessary to carry ont general law of the country as to crime and

everything of that kind, but these have not
lon. Mr. SCOTT-Those are the qualify- been considerpd sufficient to restrict our own

'1g Words: " So far as is necessary to carry conipanies when they ask to do business, and
Out this Act." wehaveimposed restrictions inour Companies

Clauses Act, and I think that when a foreign
lion. Mr. FERG USON-I am quite company cornes into the Dominion to do

u g to recognize the force of these words, business they ought to put themselves on an
it continues " and also to have the powers equal footing with our own peop!e when they

hereinafter mentioned." My hon. friend are asking for corporate powers.
comnented so far. He says, They have
that desire, but we do not grant it. What Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What are
do We say ? " And whereas it is expedient the restrictions that my hon. friend says our

grant their petition." We declare that it companies are subjec.t to which this coni-
1. expedient to grant their desires and the pany is not subject toi

lag is done. My hon. friend cannot say
that that preamble, whatever may be said of Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I can mention
others, has no potency. My hon. friend isome. I have turnîed up our Companies
shakes his head. I know we might have a Clauses Act, and I have noted some of them.
ery learned discussion fromn him, but- we One is very important. I will just mention
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it-perhaps not the mnost important. There
is no provision in this bill for a Canadian
directorate, and consequently there can be
no personal liability for wages of employés.
That is a very important provision.

Hon. Mr. POWER--Tbe property is here
and that is liable.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My lion. friend
says the property is here and is liable.
That is a poor recourse foxr an employé who
goe, on Saturday night to look foi his wages.
It w ould cost ten times as nuch as the wages
to find out what the company are worth
and how to reach them. I say that thi-;
comnpany sbould he called upon to put tbem-
selves in the very same position as our people
are whîen they ask to be empowered to do
business in Canada. I would allow them
every pri\ilege wvhich our own people enjoy
to carry on business in the country, but noth-
ing more. I think the bill should not pass
for the reasons which I have mnentioned, first
the objection to the nane, and next the
objectiomthat this preamble sanctions powers
conferred in the -United States, and of
which we know nothing. If not, why
is it so carefully stated ? If we were
to move to knock that out, i think the
Miister of Justice would find that there
was soie importance in the preaimible, and
woild ask to ha\ e it retained, althougb lie
now asks us to believe that it means little
or nothing except a desire entertained by
some people in New York. f suggest that we
have n riglt to ei.cuinber ouir statute-book
with the desires of those people, unless we
ae comiplying with their desires. which i
think this pieamble actually does. On all
these grounds I oppose this hill, and I there
fore inove that it be read the third time
this day three nonths.

Hion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
is the mneaning of force of words contained
in the preamble of a bill and not enacted
in the clause of the bill ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOW AT-It has no
force as an enactment. The preamble may
be referred to iM order to make an enacting
clause ielligible, which \% _uld not be ii-
telligible without it. Occasionally, if there
is an equivocal etiactinent which a reference
to the preamble wouhd inake plain, the pre-
amble is useful in that way. You do not
enact in a preamible.

Hon. Mr.MACDONALD (B.C.) - Then
these words in the preaible are of no use-

Hon. Sir OLIVER 31OWAT-No, theY
are of no use. It would simplify ratters
very greatly if they were not in the pre
amble. If I were drawing this bill I would
stop with the words, "for the purposes here-
inafter mentioned," in line six.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Iknow
it would mnake no difference to this companY
whether the bill is lost or not. They have
a contract, and whether this bill passes or
not, it would make no difference to them.
tlhink they should not have got the contract,
and I wish to mark my disapprobation of
giving a contract to a foreign companY
when there are people in the country quah-
fied to perform the work, and shall, therefore,
vote againt the thir(l reading of the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKIENZIE HOWELL-1
understood the Minister of Justice to saY
that i he preamble was not essential. SuP
pose the preamble was struck out who would
be incorporated ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The pre-
amble is usel for the purpose of making the
enacting clauses intelligible.

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-
Will the honi. ininister explain what it is?

Hon. Sir OLIVER M-IAT -n this
particular case I do not kcnow that it would
1na ke any difference if we took the prealll)le
away altogether, because the first clause iS
expressed this way : The American J3ank
Note Company hîereinafter called the cfl'
pany, &c."

Hon. Mr. POWElt We migbt strike it
out altogether.

Iion. Sir NIACKENZIE BOWELL-Is it
not usual to set forth in a bill wlo the in'
corporators are and where they iive?

Hon. 'Sir OLIVERI MNOWAýT-If it-is
new corporation.

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIlE BOWELL-
This is new, so far as Canada is concerned.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-ln case of
a foreign corporation, i:ncorporated here, it
is never done. We never go into the detail.
at all.
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1 on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The¡ notwithstanding the number of Canadian
%lier we do it, the better. lumbermen already having capital invested

. Mr. FERGUSO-N- k we r here and having mils located, to induce
erally do. -I think gen- Americans who are engaged in the lumber-

' ing business to come to Canada and to con-

I on. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend who vert the logs into lumber here, and to con-
as inoved for the rejection of this bill seems vert logs into pulp and pulp into paper here.

thin.k that a great wrong has been done My hon. friends are hardly consistent when
Permaitting the Bank Note Company to they are undertaking to put this company,

Comie into this country and invest capital coming into Canada, undertaking to do
here, and undertake to do business ? business here and investing their moneys to

"on. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not say carry on their operations.
M'Ything like that. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If hon. friend

hike hat.will allow me
on. Mr. MILLS-You did not use those

Words. Hon. Mr. M[LLS-I listened to my hon.
friend, and I hope he will now listen to me.

like on Mr. FERGUSON--No ; nothing He said when discussing this question, that
ne the. there was a company engaged in the business

lion. Mr. MILLS-But what the hon. of engraving here, and that they had in-
gentlenan said implies what I have state vested capital, and that it was unfair to,
Ima sare explicit teIms w permit a foreign company to come into this

country and enter into competition with
ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes. them. Could we not say the same thing

with regard to the manufacture of lumber
on. Mr. FERGUSON-I said they and paper?wOuld lot be in this country doing business

all, if they had not got this contract. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not say
that.

nl Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, you did.
'd they would not be in this country ex-

2ept they had got a contract. I do not Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend for-
ow that any foreign compiny would ever gets what he said.

t ne to this country except it were for the
t usa of business, to do or sell some. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I rise to a point

8 or other out of which they expect tof order. My hon. friend says I said it was

e Profit, and if my hon. friend were to unfair to allow a foreign company to come
down the rule that no foreigner who into this country to conipete. My hon.

Ones to Canada shall ever find employment friend has been misrepresenting me all along,eere, and that no foreigner, if he does find though perhaps unintentionally.

traP OYment, shall make'anything out of the Ho.M.MLSIsm o.fintrnplye . U n i Hou. Mr. MILLS-Is my hon. friend

taketion thenmyhon. friend woudunder- opposed to this company ? Has he not said
act as that this American company is a foreign

lead .n this case. My hon. friend the company which is entering into competitionof the opposition, and those who are with a Canadian company in the same line
ciated with hin politically, and who of business, Does my hon. friend object

ae is views on public policy, have in- to that ?
,Who over and over again that foreigners
the are engaged in the purchase of logs for Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, but I ob-

e Purpose of converting then into pulp or ject to any privileges being given to them
tut(? ought to be compelled to manufac- which are not given to our own people. I
core them in this country. They ought to am quite willing that they should come in ifcOe here to do business. They ought to they are given no special privileges.

ter o tO competition with those who are
eegaged in similar lines of business in this Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The hon.1outry.

Wntry. The hon. gentleman says that it gentleman wants to associate me in the
be to the advantage of this country, same views with the hon. gentleman from
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Prince Edward Island. In the few words I corporation which it holds. By that nallne
made use of I expressly disclaimed jealousy it comes here and asks fron us certain
of the American company, or any desire to powers, and you propose to give it, not ail

keep them out, and the hon. gentleman from that it asks, but to give it certain power
Bothwell is simply setting up an image of which are asked for in the bill, and what IS
his own construction to be knocked down; the objection, apart from this which I hav

b i-. hi trea

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Not in Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It has a name as a
corporation, and it cannot come with an
alias to this House. It bas no right to come
here under any other name than that name
which, as a corporation, it possesses, for
apart f rom its being a corp>ration, it bas no
existence, and it is the American Bank
Note Company, known as such in the state
of New York, known by the charter of in-

Hon. Mr. OGI LVIE-They have notgot
the name here.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If ny hon. friend
were to go to New York and ask for an Act
of incorporation for hinself as a corporatiOnl
solely, does the hon. gentleman say that he
ought to appear under some other naine
than that of his own?

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I say I would no0t
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he is con attng an opinion wLc is not mentioneudt ivLy hon. friend from lon

expressed or felt by any member of this (Mr. Drummond) says there is a possibilitY
House. of confounding this with the other name.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend takes say it is a very remote possibility.

exception to the inferences which I have Hon. Mr. OGILV 'E-Oh no, I can prove
drawn, not from the observations which he you are wrong.
addressed to this House, but from the ob-
servations which the hon. gentleman who Hon. Mr. MILLS-The one is known as
preceded hin addressed to the chamber, and the British American Bank Note Company'
I listened to him with some care. The hon. and the other is called the American Bak
gentleman complains of the preamble. The Note Company, and that is ail the differeice

preamble is not an enacting part of the bill. necessary to distinguish the orie from the
It is enough to enact the principle of the other. They are perfectly distinct. If yo
bill. There is nothing included in the pre. enter into a contract with the one, it is Wit'
amble that is not included in the clauses the British American Bank Note Compay'
which follow, of any consequence, so far as If you enter into a contract with the other,
the legislation is concerned. The preamble it is the American Bank Note Compaly'
here states what the parties ask. It states and this corporation seeks certain powers
in the enacting clauses what parliament is which are set out here in the clauses which
ready to give them, or what those who are follow the preamble. Has my hon, frielô
promoting the bill think parliament ought to objected to any one of the franchises which
give them, and if there be anything in the we have proposed to confer upon this con 3

preamble beyond what is contained in the pany ? Does the hon. gentleman say that
enacting clauses, it counts for nothing. This there is a franchise here that the bil1 pro-
United States corporation has corne here for poses to bestow upon this company that 1%
the purpose of acquiring certain franchises. ought not to possess? The hon. gentlenia»
A corporation of course is an artificial per- did not mention one. He did not discuss
son, having just those powers, and qualified the bill. He discussed the parties who were
to engage in those undertakings which are asking for the bill. He said their naine i

set out in the Act of incorporation, and if not a proper naine to have, and that the
we want to know what this corporation may preamble does not suit himii, and so he PrO-
do in the United States, we look to the poses to deprive a foreign corporation that
charter which they hold under the authority cones here to do business, that bas invested
of the legislation of the state of New York. a large amount of capital, which has invested
My hon. friend from Montreal complains of capital in this city here, possessing a corpo-
the name, but this company has this name. rate existence-he proposes to deprive the"'
This bill does not purpose to gave to the of the right to transact business bere under
company a special name. It bas the name the name which they possess and whicb theY
as a company, as an artificial company had before they appeared here at aIl.
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get the charter if I did not appear in a
different name from the other.

lon. Mr. MILLS-If John Smith and
William Smith come, William Smith must
call himself something else than Smith or he
will not acquire any rights under the law.
I think that is a preposterous contention
which my hon. friend maintains.

lon. Mr. DRUMMOND-The very case
which the hon. gentleman thinks preposter-
Ous Occurs every day. There was a firm in-
London of the name of Brinsmead who were
actively engaged in manufacturing pianos,
and they formed a joint stock company
ulder their own name, giving the full initials
and everything else, Brinsmead & Son, and
it Was held by the court that the name of
Brinsmead as nanufacturers of pianos was
liable to be confounded with the well known
trinsmeads and they were obliged to change
it.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
WOuld not have addressed the Senate had
not my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
referred to myself and the principles which
e advocate as a party. I am glad to know

that in advocating the policy of an export
duty on logs and pulp wood, of preventing

its exportation to another country and to
establish an industry of this kind, has been
colfirrned at present by his own party, and
those now in power. I should also like
to call his attention to the fact that the
Minister of Justice adopted a similar policy
i' the province of Ontario, when, in selling
the tiuber lands of that country, he imposed
a restriction that the parties purchasing
should manufacture in this country, and not
export to the United States.

lion. Mr. MILLS-You are objecting to
that rule here.

110n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
"runot objecting to anything just yet. If
11Y hon. friend would wait a moment, perhaps
he Would be able to build a paper castle and
then knock it down as violently as he has
done in referring to my hon. friend to my
iîght (Mr. Ferguson). He attributed to that

ton. gentleman language he never used, and
the inferences and deductions he drew from
the remnarks made by my hon friend to my
right (,Mr. Ferguson) were neither correct
for were they justified. My hon. friend
lIr. Mills) says there is a great difference
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between the names of the two corporations.
One is the American Bank Note Company
and the other is the British American Bank
Note Company. I can give another illustra-
tion somewhat similar to that given by the
hon. gentleman f rom Montreal a few minutes
ago. There are two business colleges in the
city in which I live (Belleville), one called
the Ontario Business College and the other
the Belleville Business College, and the coin-
munications which are taking place from all
over the country, even from the West Indies,
sometimes go to the wrong college, and people
are confounding the two. The one college is
constantly getting the letters of the other,
through a misapprehension as to the distinc-
tion between the two. The hon. gentleman
claims, because this is the American Bank
Note Company, that therefore we must re-
cognize it, no matter what company we may
have in Canada of a similar character. Sup-
posing there was a United States company
under the name of the British American
Bank Note Company, would the hon. gen-
tleman say we would be justified in incorpo-
rating that company under the same name,
precisely as the one that exists in this coun-
try ? That is the only deduction that can be
drawn from his remarks. He says this: here
is a foreign company having a certain name
under which it carries on business and opera-
tions in the United States, therefore it is
entitled to be incorporated in this country
under that name. Then he instanced the
case of Jim Smith and Bill Smith, as if they
had anything at all to do with it. From the
fact that there are so very few Sniiths in the
world I suppose there would be no danger of
any complicationarisingfromanythingof that
kind. A foreigncompanydesiringtodo busi-
ness in this country-and we desire to have
as manyaspossible-should come in properly
and legitimately to do business. What we
contend is this, that that foreign company
has no right to come here and assume a
name somewhat analogous, and certainly
which would be confounded with that of a
company which has existed here for thirty
or forty years. I am not going to attack
the government or object beyond giving an
expression of opinion as to the contract.
That is not under discussion, nor have we
anything to do with it at the present
moment, further than to say this, that if the
papers which have been laid before parlia-
ment are correct, then the contract was
given to this company unfairly and improp-
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erly, for the simple reason that it was reason to complain of the way in which they
changed, the arrangements were changed, have been treated in this House. There are
altered and amended bythe Finance Minister certain recognized rules of parliamentarY
after the tenders had been asked for and the procedure, and certain recognized rules of
tenders put in. Beyond that I do not pro- practice. One of the recognized rules 18
pose to go into the details of it. that if there is any objection to the prin-

Hot. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.>-And ciple of a bill, it shall be discussed at
Ho lbe.doMr.in MACDONLDg(BC-n the second reading. One hon. gentleman

the work will be done in a foreign country. did say a few words against this bill at
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My the second reading, and of course that

hon. friend very properly says a large pro- hon. gentleman is perfectly justified in OP-
portion of the work and some of the most posm1 g it now. There was no substantial
expensive is to be done in a foreign country, opposition to this bill at its second reading.
when the advertisement asking for tenders Tho bill went before the Committee on Mis-
made special provision that all the work cellaneous Private Bills, and the committee
should be done here and iot in a foreign is the place where any serious opposition tO
country. However, I do not desire to dis- a bill is always offered. There was no oP'
cuss that question at the present moment. position.
If this company is to be incorporated, let it Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-There was some.
be incorporated under a name that will not H-
conflict with any name we have in this Hon. Mr. POWER-Some hon. gentle-
country. My hon. friend talks a good deal man may have said something, but there
about foreign capitalists. I hold in my hand was no discussion as far as I know ; there
a bill which has the approval of the minis- was only one negative vote in comnittee.
ters of the day. The premier himself, beforei
attaining power. pledged himself, in order Hon. Mr. ALMON-I have heard quite
to secure a certain class of votes, that he a different account of it.

would put this bill upon the statute- Hon Mr. POWER-My hon. friend maY
book, and it has corne here for our approval, have given a negative vote.
by which aliens are to be prevented from
coming into this country, uiless they become Hou. Mi. ALMON-I have heard there
residents and citizens of the country. I will w a
say this, however, that while I shall vote against it. If you tell me there was not,
for that bill under the present circumstances, am mistaken.
with certain amendments to it, I do not
believe it is good policy to place any such . Hon. Mr POWER-There was no long

law upon the statute-book, unless it be d
under extraordinary circumstances, such as] Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There was a
are presented to-day in this country, owing; long discussion.
to the legislation which exists in the United
States. Hon. Mr. POWER' I think the hon. gen-

Stheian confounds the Standing Orders Co-
Hon. Mr. POWER-I am afraid that our mittee with the other committee.

friends of the American Bank Note Com-
pany will form rather a low opinion of the Hon. Mr. PROWSE-No, there was dis-
hospitality of the Senate. cussion.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-We are not par- lon. Mr. POWER-The two counsel
ticular. were heard, but there was no discussion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, I suppose we Hon. Mr. McKAY-My hon. friend tO
are not, but it reminds ne of a story when the my left (Mr. Prowse) spoke a quarter of an
question was asked by one man with respect hour.
to another " Who is he," and the answer Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, the hon. gentle-
came "l He is a stranger." " Heave half man who opposes the bill spoke in committee,
a brick at him." I do not think that is the but there was really no serious.opposition?
sort of principle which should govern the and the hon. gentleman f rom Rideau (Mr.
Sonate. The promoters of the bill have good Clemow), the pronoter of the bill, and my-
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self were rather surprised that there was no have already erected an expensive building
Opposition in the committee. That was in the city of Ottawa, and given employ-
the right place to have the opposition. ment to a great many Ottawa workingmen
Without any notice whatever, at the thirdi when employment was not easily got else-
reading of the bill, the hon. gentleman where, and no one has objected to their doing
InOves the three months' hoist. That is a that. The clause proceeds
nlost ùnusual proceeding and I do not Provided that when any such property is Do

think it is at ail creditable to the Senate. longer required for the said purposes, the con-
What is the position? The Anerican pany shail forthmith FeI1 and dispose thereof.
Bfank Note Company have been doing bus- The next clause is simply with reference
'fness for many years. I understand from to the service of any process. This coi-
the hon. gentleman fromn Prince Edwardthe ho gnlmufoî rneEwr pany being a foreign corporation, there
Island (Mr. Ferguson) that they are an might be some question as to the nanner
Older corporation than the British American in which a lawsuit should be hegun
Bank Note Company and have been against them. The next clause provides
dofng business in the United States for that service is to be made upon the chief
half a century. They have acquired certain officer or manager of the company, or upon
pro)perty here and have begun to do busiesProery hrean hae egn t dbsin'ess any aduit person in charge of such office. So
here and have come to us for recognition. If that any one wbo has a suit against the
it was not a corporation, if it was just an company bas no dificulty in making service.
'fndividual who came in here, he could do And the last clause is about the books being
business without any Act of incorporation, primajacie evidence. The hon. gentleman,
but being a corporation they must have their the distinguished legal authority who moved
standing as a corporation recognized by the this hoist, said the property is no security
Parliament here to enable them satisfac- to the poor man who may have a daim
torily to carry on their business, and that is against the company. Supposing, for the
ail that this bill does. Of course, when pro- purpose of recovering what was due, this
found lawyers like the hon. gentleian from body, or any other body, had been incor-
Prince Edward Island (Mr. Ferguson) un- porated here in Canada, in what other way
dertake to interpret statutes, the Minis- could the poor man get at them excépt by
ter of Justice and professors of constitu- bringing a suit?
tional law like the hon. gentleman from In connection with the question of the
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) and inferior lawyers liability to confound the names, the hon.
like myseif have to hide our diminished leader of the Opposition gave us an illus-
heads. This section says: tration which I think copletely cut the

Whereas the said conpany is desirous of
Carrying on a general engraving business in the bis friends who have taken this objection.
city of Ottawa, and desires to have its organization He said in the city of Belleville there are
and the faut that it is a corporation in the Unîited two colleges totally unlike one another, and
States recognized and confirned by the parliament
Af anada so far as is necessary to carry out this iAct. :Hon. S'ir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

They are given no powers except such as are did not say tbey were totally unlike.
inecessary to carry out this Act. In order
tO find out wh4 the powers are we have to o
look at the enacting clauses: and those the names.
clauses are that it is to be a corporation Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOELL-
as in the United States, and to have Ontario college and Belleville college; but
Such powers as are necessary to enable it to they are both in te city of Belleville. Not-
carry on a lithographic business in ail its withstanding the difference in the names,
departments, and manufacturing such ma- both
chinery as is required for its own use, and i B
also of acquiring and holding such real and
persoial property as, from time to time, is Hon. Mr. POWER-It shows how much
required for the convenient and proper force there is in the objection. I have not
carrying on of its business. Is there any- î the slightest interest in this Bank Note Com-
thimg objectionable about that? These people tpany ; only wish I had. I think it would be
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a good thing to be a shareholder in ; but for may be doing a successful business.
the credit of the Senate and the credit of We know that a great deal of canning busi-
the country, we should not refuse those ness is going on in this country to-day, a d
people any facilities that are necessary to an almost unlimited number of labels must
enable them to do business. be prepared for the canneries. Supposing a

canning company sent an order addressed tO
Hon. Mr. FERGUS)N-I wish to say the Bank Note Company, which compaY

one thing which I omitted when on my feet, would be entitled to receive it? It is a very
and that is to have apologized to the House natural thing for such an address to be put
for expressing any opinion on this bill in the on a letter. Another objection that I raised
presence of such an eminent lawyer as the was on account of the exemption that thiS
hon. gentleman from Halifax. company had f rom the Companies Clauses

Act. We were told before that comînittee
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not claim to beHon.Mr.POW R-1 o nt caim o b ý!that it was flot niecessary that they should

an eninent. lawyer, but I could lot help h
thinking-hv hsbl asdb hsprinetthiningthat they could get ail the necessary powers

Hon. r. FI{GVON-Jconcde n the Ontario legisiature. Why do theyH on. MN1r. FERGUSON-I concede you ZýO flot go there for it like ail the rest of themn,
are the greatest lawyer in Canada.are he reatst awyr inCanda.if it is only needed for the business to be

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The hon. gentleman carried on here? There must be sone object
who has just resumed his seat after a great in it. They probably c uld carry on the
deal of trouble might have spared himself the business without any Act being passed at al
responsibility of looking so carefully after the eat I
credit of the Senate. This House is able to have aiready nientioned, is that I want tO
look after its own credit as a body, individu- give an idea to the country of the sympathy
ally and collectively. The hon. gentleman I have for our ovn people. We have very
would like to have the House believe that bttle sympathy and very IttIe chance of
this bill was not opposed in the Private Bills competition across the border. We know
Committee. If he had been there he would that there is a per.istent effort in the
have heard a good deal said against the bill United States to exclude every Canadian
on that occasion, and he would have who crosses the une to earn a dollar
heard, too, a very long speech from tiere. I want to say this, from what I have
his friend, the hon. gentleman opposite me heard and read, and hat I believe in

rom Toronto, in faaou ophe ite and reference to the contract made between thisfro Toont, in favour of the bill; and
there was quite a little discussion, although company and the governnent, that there is
it came from one very humble member of soniething in it which is not creditable to
the Senate and a humble member of the the government. Tenders were called for
committee. It vas opposed also by a gentle- certain work, and tenders were received.
man from Quebec on that occasion. It must The only local tender that 'as received was
be borne in mind that the committee was rejected. What took place then? A pri-
very poorly represented in numbers. There vate correspondence was opened up, a pri-
was another committee of the Senate meet- vate dicker was inade between the go'ern-
ing at the same time and we barely had a ment and this corpany, and the man who
quorum. When the question was put by made the honest and faithful tender neyer
the chairman they were not disposed toho
divide on it, and it was allowed to go by party who got the ontract. I Say this,
default. The objections that I raised in the from the information I have, that the Can-
committee have been raised in a much better a
way in the House to-day. The first objec-here for the last thirty years, have not had
tion I raised was to the similarity of names. fair play in the avarding of the contract. 1
It was represented before the committee want to express my sentiments in favour
that confusion had already taken place, and of our own people, and give iuy sympathy to
that letters intended for one company had our own people in preference to a foreign
gone to the other company. That was not corporation which has sought this legisla-
denied. There may be men who want to do tion.
business with these companies who are not Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Being unfortun-
well educated, and 'vho, nevertheless, i ately in the position of promoter of the bi-,
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sUpPose it is nothing but right and fair to levant matter bas been introduced into this
Parties that I should give My views with discussion with to the contract. Tbe

tePect to the action taken the other day in contract is fot to my Iiking, but we have
the conmittee. The committee discussed notIing to do with that now. We are mere-
ths Inatter. Two able counsel also appeared, ly to decide wbether this company is entitled

e for the British American Company and to legisiation such as bas been granted to
the other for the American Bank Note similar corporations before.
opany The party advocating the cause

the American Bank Note Company pro- to the Ontario legislature for it.
duced several precedents where a similar
ourse had been adopted by this country in Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It las beenshown
egalizinig corporations f rom the state ofNe'ahzin coprtin roh saeo New that several corporations f romn the state of

d other states. They also showed
that When a companv obtained a naine, it w York bave been granted legislation

Slike a trade mark and could ot bethere should
chý8' ieatae akadcudntb be a distinction made in this instance.

laeged and m ras recognized ail over thei diulion. Mr. OGIL VIE-J an tel] the hon.
gentleman from Rideau division of one case

linti toIr oo w that would apply. Tbe Sun Life Insuranee

R10n. Mr. CLEMOW-That was the leyal Company of Canada went to England to do
%tt Ho business. They certainly were not a foreign

arg'-inIeto th Ontario leisatr for it.t r 1I

Ilot know. H do not give it as bey opinion. company in England; tbey were just as
clder these circumistances tbe cotînhittee emuc a British coinpany as the Sun Life

COidered the matter. It is true that un Insurance Company there. The Sun Life

Orle occasion the lion. member for Toronto In surance Compan y of England took a suit
advocated upon one side, the carrying of the against the Sun Life Insurance Company of'
rCanada, and after a good deal of trouble and

6rst~on Par r. OGLVE.- can tel the hon. iebrfr

1rince Edward, Island (Mr. Pr-)wse) was the a great mnany thousand pounds sterling
i nl M r. partVIE--Nosno-'having been spelt, the Sun Life Insurance

ny way. expected, fro what had Company of Canada were allowed to keep
said, tbat we would bave had a prettv their naine, but they had to add to it the

dniated discussion i ce the committee, and a words .of Canada," just the saine as te
coier as more surprised in my life than ion. gentleman from Kennec (Mr. Druni-
ohn e tsoo the o.tmeerd for oron t mond) proposes in this case to add the

advocated uon one siete aryin of the aains h u ieIsrneCmayo

ord p o a peuliar position, ecause words a United aes " or t fore gnd

cdt approve f the bill in every respect. t tgeamany thoan teing

O mlta whov to th naie patinop sin hvng been pethe Sun Lif Insuace

tThe hton. gentle an fro Bothwell (Mr.
1O.Mr. LANDRY--Why did you not 'Milîs) always inakes a nice speech. Hie saysbey that in the co uhmittee h the government made ad contract wit this

Whenw etoo th voe an noonesai a oln) proposs ino this as to add theis

lion. Mr. CLEMO -Because i was "t r " forein
d otenbepr of the committee. i e s t. e nyme on is ompt ny. Io mank it

this vouse knows better than the hon. gen-
the omnan from Bothwell that it is not the gov-lon. Mr. enLYW hdd y it Mlnsent that we are thinkin about at sal

tthue cmbut the general publie that tbe company
on. Mr. CLEMOW-B chink it would deals wit. Nine times out of tem the public

Perfect y right and proper if te coin- will be inistaken in the nahies. I do think
Pan M agree to put inh after the naine of the wthat it is a very stroag point that a United

Pany, the word 'lforeign." Would that Stathes cognpany is alloed to comp in here

a sufliciently distinguishing mark to pre- and do business under the naine of the
Vent confusion ? It has been done in the case 'American Bank Note Company. It will be
of the Yukon Company. If the Senate ap- a very great injustice to tie British Ameri-
prov.ed of incorporating this company as can Bank Note Company to have the name
«The American Bank Note Company given to them by Act of parlianent. I did

Pasg) i hope thev might allow the bill to not realize the injury it would do until I
with that change. A good deal of irre- heard the hon. gentleman from Kennebec
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(Mr. Drummond) suggest it. It would be the name that I am afraid arises from the
taking away from the British American fact that we are not altogether pleased that
Bank Note Company its name and business the American Bank Note Co. has been gi'e
amongst people who do not know anything this contract.
about this new company. We are not
bound, as an hon. member said a moment Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Hear, hear.
ago, to give the American Bank Note Com- acknowledge the corn.
pany their title, or any title ; let them come Hon. Mr. COX-The danger is that we are
in and ask for a charter under any name influenced, whether we intend to be or not,
they hay select, the san e as a Canadia by that fact, and I think this is a poor way
-would have to do, and if they are treated as "
well as a Canadian company, they certainly of showmg it.
have nothing to complain of. I do not see Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is a natter
why we should be asked to give special of opinion.
privleges to a foreign company com-
ing in here. We are told that they are Hon. Mr. COX-I am only giving 10y
going to invest a lot of capital in Canada, opinion. A great many of our Canadian
but a large portion of their money is spent institutions are doing business in the Unite
in the United States to-day and their men States and a great many United States
are working to-day in the state of New institutions are doing business in Canada tO
York. That is where the work is being the mutual benefit, I helieve, of all those
done and that is where all their expensive institutions, and it would be a great pity to
outlay is, and instead of $6,000 a year being have any feeling arise or any discussion take
spent there $60,000 would be nearer the place that would create a prejudice or walt
amount. of friendly relations between the two coU"'

tries.
Hon. Mr. COX-I think it unfortunate

this discussion should have taken the course Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The alien labOur
it has. I do not think there is nmuch danger law, for instance.
of any confounding of the names Ame- Hon. Mr. COX-We all deprecate that.
rican aid British American, and I cannot We are ashamed of it. We have to pass a
see how any great harni would arise if a mis- similar law here, and we feel ashamed of i
take did occur by one party getting a letter I think it is a small business for either
intended for another. These things occur country. I am afraid that this discussion s
in names much more dissimilar than those partaking of something of the samie charac
to which we have been referred. The British ter-it is a feeling of prejudice because the
American Assurance Company, a Canadian terica Bang oteC e contrat,
company, was admitted to do business in the ane a ote it g y that doesand eaesoi-iinaw
United States, notwithstanding the fact that not de ar te ceit In ope th dlei
there is an American Assurance Company passdo the Senate credit. H uope the bihl
there. We would have all felt it was a pass. It will rot do this House or the
very small piece of business if the British throw it out da to pass it now, and tO
Ainerican Company lad been refused ad- that would not be creditable to the dignity
mission to the United States because of that. of this House.
The Canadian Bank of Commerce is admitted
to do business in the city of New York, with Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I cannot acqul'
the Bank of Commerce-an American bank esce in mnuch that has been said by many of
-doing business on the sane street. imy political friends on thiq side of the Flouse

with regard to this bill. I usually agree
Hon. Mr. FORGET-They are taxed on with them because J recognize their wisdo 1

the capital they have. indisputably on many subjects they discuss.
But on this matter J differ on two or three

Hon. Mr. COX-The American Bank propositions that thev have laid down. la
Note Co. will be t-ixed here. If not, they the first place serious objection is taken, tO
ought to be, and undoubtedly will be. I the passage of this bill by reason of its being
simply wanted to point out that we are alleged to be a novel act and without pre-
exhibiting a feeling about the similarity of cedent. If w e have precedents of this
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eharacter, and there is a line of precedents ed and which cannot be arbitrarily governed
establishing this class of legislation, and by precedent. I would point out, however, a
there bas been no abuse of charters of the very serious consideration in connection with
kird in question I think we should not this particular branch of the question that
depart from the precedent which bas been if this parliament should not grant to the
o Ong established in our statute books, American Bank Note Company the name

referience to this particular class of which they are now using and which I under-
charter. Therefore I cannot agree with the, stand they have used for the last half century
objections which have been taken by many there is nothing to prevent the Governor

on. gentlemen that this class of charter in Council under the Letters Patent Act f rom
should not be accepted by this House, and granting them that particular name. That
that it is questionable in the extreme by is to say, this company under the General
reas 0n of its not setting out the domestic Companies Act could have applied to the
tegulations which must govern this com- Governor in Council for letters patent ask-
Pany'. My attention has been directed to ing for a charter of incorporation and ask-
hree or four charters of a similar char- ing for the sanction of the Governor in Coun-

acter which have passed the Canadian cil to this particular name and I an satisfied
parliament. In 1882 an Act was passed by that the Governor in Council would have
the Dominion parliament respecting the granted them that name. There is nothing,
. ew York and Ontario Furnace Company, I presume at the present time, to indicate if
inCorporated under the laws of New Jersey, we should throw out this bill and not permit
'Jnited States of America, I find at that them to use the name under which
Period the parliament of Canada passed a they have been doing business for so
precisely similar charter to the one now niany years, the Governor in Council
before us. The charter obtained by would not use the discretion vested in him
that particular company in the state of and grant thein the name which we would
.New York was recognized by parliament, refuse. The throwing out of the bill in the
and a charter was given to theni almost Senate seems to be in the. air. J I have
Precisely in the language of the charter been recently made the victim of a bill
now under discussion. At a later period, being thrown out and the discretion of thein 1886, during that session of parliament Seriate in doing so can of course be so exer-
two charters were granted to similar com- cised. But I think when the Senate exercises
Panies. One was under the Act respecting its discretion in refusing legislation, thereth hMepcigi eu4~l
the Anglo.American Jron Company, a cor- should the best possible ground for doing
Poration incorporated under the general laws i so. I do not think, witl due deference to
of the state of Ohio, one of the United the arguments advanced and objections
8tates of America, in which almost the sanie taken by imy hon. friend on this 3ide of the
language is used as we findin the Act before House, that there is sufficient ground for
us. During the same session of parliament ithe objections taken. So far as a conflict
another Act was passed known as the Canada may be concerned in the user of the two
Copper Company, whereby an American names, I apprehend that the Dominion gov-
corporation incorporated in Ohio received ernment will hardly make a mistake in the
recogulition by our parliament, and the Act matter of their contract between the two

a)lssed in the language of the Act before us. companies. If the Dominion government
Therefore upon that particular ground the should make a mistake and throw their
argumenit is untenable. There are prece- work to the British American Bank Note

ents governing the passage of a charter Company, I fancy that conipany will make
ke this. Knowine as I do that there no objections. I cannot see, therefore, so far

are Several Acts on our st stute books of as the government is concerned, that there is
precisely similar character, I am any danger of their mistaking the entity of

t uund in justice to the petitioner for either company. So far as the public mis-
this hill to support the measure on that taking those two nanes is concerned, J do
particular ground. The next serious ob- not think there is much probability of that
jection which bas been urged is the use arising for the simple reason that parties
of the name American Bank Note Company. doing business with these two companies
0f course this is a matter upon which the here, parties occupying a high position in
discretion of hon. gentlemen can be exercis- the commercial world, and that they are not
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likely to fall into confusion as would be the word "aforesaid " in the eleventh line ; it
case with illiterate persons having business would read better.
to do with them. The American Bank o
Note Co. has been doing business in the H
Dominion of Canada for a great numb-r of tleman suggest a change to· the corporate
years. J accept the statement of the solici- name?

tor of the company that for many yearsj Hon. Mr. DRUIMOND-No, to the
previous to the establishing of the British title.
American Bank Note Co. the American
Bank Note Co. did do business in the Domi- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The company under

nion of Canada, and did it on a very large the first clause, assuming this bill to pass,
scale under the supervision or agency of the would be incorporated as the American Bank
present president of the British Amer- Note Company, wholly apart from the title
can Co. J ani also informed that the at the head of the bill.
American Bank Note Co. have been Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
doing business for a number of years You could insert "U. S." in the bodyof the
with a dozen chartered banks of the bill too.
country and under that particular name.
Unless a more serious objection can be urged Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That would not do.
to the adoption of the naine in question we They are known all over the world as the
should not conclude that confusion would American Bank Note Company.
result from the employment of this naine as Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-It is their name
bas been urged by the opponeats of the bill.

I wuldtheefoe snmi tohon getleenthey are the United States company.J would thereicre suminît te hon. gentlenien P
that unless very serious objections are show" Hon. Mir. SCOTT-Their name in the
to exist to this bill hon. gentlemen should
divest their minds of all political phases of C a.
the subject and deal with the bill on its Conpany.
merits. Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-When they come

to Canada they put " U. S." after their
Hon. Mr. DRUJMMOND-I would appeal naine in brackets se that they will be knoWn-~

to the inover of the amendment to adopt the
suggestion which J threw out. It would be Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have been doing
an extreme measure to throw out the bill at business in Canada for many years. The
this stage of the session, and I therefore great banks of Canada--the Bank of Mon-
respectfully move that after the words treal, the Bank of Commerce and other
" Ainerican Bank Note Company" in the banks have gone to New York to do
title the words " U.S." in brackets be business with them. Some hon. gentlemen
added. There could be no mistake made appear to be of the opinion that it would
as to the title ; and further in the pre- be infinitely better to have them send
amble, after the word "nentioned" in their work to New York and have it done
the sixth line, expunge to the word " Act" there, than to ha ie it done in Canada. That
in the ninth line, and inake it read is evidently the view of the House, and all

Whereas the Amnerican Bank Note Conpany for a natter of feeling which J think ought
has by its petition, represented that it is incorpor- not to be introduced into a question of this
ated under the general laws of the state of New kind. I have no recollection of a bill so re-
York, one of the United States, and that it is strictive as this bill coming before the Senate,
desirouîs of establishing offices and werks at the consistin as it does of one sin'le clausecity of 0tawa, Ottawa, for the purposes herein- o
after mientioned; and also to have the powers (because the second clause relates mostly tO
hereiiafter nmentioned, and has prayed for the the service of processes). Of course the
passing of an Act for the purposes aforesaid. company can get letters patent it is oi]y a

We have been told that the preamble is a niatter of six weeks' delay. If the House

matter of no consequence, and there can be choose in this way to express dissatisfaction

objection to making this change. with the policy of the government, theY
have a right to do so, but they dc not hit

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I would suggest the Bank Note Company very hard, because
to the bon. gentleman to leave out to the all they have to do is to apply for letters
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enit. Had they any idea that such an similar. Several hon. gentlemen seem to

h otiOn would be offered they would not have the interest of those on the
e coe to parliament. Their establish- 'other side of the line very much atme

known over Canada. The banks of heart. But let us look to our own institutions
aid cutry have done business with them, and not permit injustice to be done to them.

tO ecertainly ought to invite them to come My other objection to the preamble
Cfanada,-wholly apart from the question is that we are asked to pass an Act

wiche contract with the govern ment by "for the aforesaid purposes," and what are
aveh it is believed that $125,000 can be the aforesaid purposes? To recognize and
that 0f course, I am not going to discuss confirm an organization with corporate

noha t1w, but there is that feature which powers of which we really know nothing. I
rio gentlemen should bear in mind apart should object to any preamble asking us to
ar the fact that we are now sending a give unknown powers and to recognize an
V.e anount of business to New York from organization from any other country when

s important institutions in this coun- we do not know the powers which we are
Which can be saved to Canada. That is asked to extend to our Dominion.

f Inething to be considered, wholly apart
1 question of giving then the engrav- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As I under-
of the Canadian notes. The bil confers stand, there is a disposition to accept some
Powers on this company than on any amendments to this bill, and I therefore beg

th Pany that bas ever been incorporated by leave to withdraw my motion, and let the

el e prliament of Canada, becausean unusual sense of the House be taken on the amend-
ia is added. In the first place, their ment.

poratingf powers are for the carrying Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You kill the bill if
OuQt Of thet The moment they go you adopt the amendment. They cannot go
Ppertyh busness they bave to seil their on without their corporate title. It is too

ti that There is a provision in the bil late in the session to pass the amendments
oi ieill on. gentleman through the House of Commons

il, Out where similar words are embraced:, ;

Act of parliament? My memory does The amendment was withdrawn.
(f rec a Single instance where a limitation
litteat kind appears. They have asked for as The Hon. the SPEAKER--The question

it is possible to ask for. They have is on the amendment moved by the hon.

frd that their business shall be carried on member for Kennebec:
1 certain limited purposes; and when tbose That after the words "The American Bank Note

edpurposes are over they shall sell the Comnpany,'" the word "foreign" be put in brackets;

e •PertY and no longer continue in and that all after the word "mentioned," in the
e sixth line, be expunged up to the word "and " mnthe nthune amithwor "is itnsae

"on.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Will

there * gentleman tell us why that clause is
onpelling then to sell the property ?

atte Mr. SCOTT-I do not know. My
t On was never called to it.

Wih Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-I
bi o give my reason for my vote on this

qa es do not think we should approach this
be-stion in a n«arrow spirit, nor should we

eo uenced by the circumstance of any
intor which may have been entered1
th recently. But it occurs to me

are objections to the preamble,
n Very strong objections. First, there

rlk e an injustice done to the Canadian

aothe oteCompany by the incorporation of
r COmpany with a name so nearly

the ninth lie, and the wordi also in the samne
line.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read a third time and passed.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.

THIRD R EADING.

Bill (92) "An Act respecting the Great
Eastern Railway Company."-(Mr. Belle-
rose.)
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CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE would be no objeetion to is services beng
SENATE. used in the way of general messenger.

THIRD REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED. Hon. Mr. POWER-J thought the hoo

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved the c ha the o e proO a
adoption of the third report of the Standing mhbr
Committee on Internal Economy and Con-
tingent Accounts of the Senate. Hon..Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved ehat

Hoa.Mr. cKA -Befre tis epor isclauses 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 be adopted.
Hon. Mr. McKAY-Before this report is

adopted, we should have some explanation The motion was agreed to.
with reference to some of the clauses. The Hon. Mr. KIJCHHOFFER m0ve the
principal clause which calls for explanation adoption of the sixth clause.
is the ninth. It is only a few years since
this House deliberately made arrangements Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved in ane
with regard to the party in whose charge ment: thst
the messengers were to be. At that time That the said paragrapl be adopted exce of
we placed the messengers of the House portion which relates to the increase of sSar".
in charge of the serjeant-at-arms. This Edward Ashe, and that it be re8olved that sUCl
is about the only reform that has been crease ie $100 instead of $50.

sinc th chage f th com~tte He said : As lie is in charge of everythingmade since the change of the committee adi
and they nust have had this in view that belongs to the Senate restaurant bî
when the committee was naned. They took obliged to take stock now, and will
away the charge of the iessengers f rom the obliged also to take an inventory of eVery
serjeant-at-arns and placed a portion of hi te bre te buse eets gain
them under the housekeeper. Some I notice ane h is d s eote an Iif
are not under the charge of anybody. The 'WeZn for this service is considered too smal*newsroom keepershould behisown master, but
I do not see whywe should have theSpeaker's
messenger and the inessenger employed to
assist the clerk of stationery without any sort is to be done, the regular way to do ie
particular head. The inessenger employed unîess it is done by unanimous consent o
in the stationery departient is employed to
only a short time during the recess, while toae te chne. Hoever, IniOv
the stationery is coming in. Under this a h esa r
arranuement he would be at liberty to be of the House chooses to do so, but whq
kicking his heels about the streets. He -uggest would be the regular course to adoPt
should be under the charge of somebody.

Honon.MMr.KKRCHHHFFER-As far asHon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-As far as course as that proposed by the hon. genltle
the item to which the hon. gentleman an would necssitate another meeti
jects is concerned, the matter was debated the committee. I do not suppose any en"
before the committee, and they came to the ber of the committee, vhen it is broug
conclusion that when the messengers were hefore him as it lias been done y the hon-
placed in charge of the head messenger we gentleman froin Glengarry (Mr. iîia>'
should not interfere with wiatever control will have any objection to take
the Speaker had over his own messenger. wbicb be proposes. 1 for one have
We did not think it would be right for us objection.
to take hin out of the control of the Speaker
and put him in charge of anybody else. Hon. Mr. POWER-Mî. Ashe bas been
With regard to the other, he is under the a ,ery good messenger, but it will require
control of Mr. Young, and he has speciai littie experience to find out whetber or
duties there. If it was shown that the he is going to be quite successful in the 'e
niessenger in Mr. Young's department had role which he has to play, and inasmuch
not enough to keep him employed all the parliament is likely to meet, I supposel
time, or any time he was needed in the months froni now, if Mr. Ashe 80 ,,,,ge
department to which lie is assigned, there jthigs during the recess of parliament s

Ho.M.PW RIMhuh h o
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g ve Satisfaction, the additional pay can be
ervided for at the next meeting of par-

4rent.

ion. Mr. McCALLUM-What duties
4 he to perform during the recess ?

o .Mr. McMILLAN-We have the
eque of the caterer for $100 to make good

lOsses and breakages, and in order to
discover how many articles have been broken

he done away with, a regular inventory of
stock must be taken. That will entail

»rhaP5 three or four days' labour.

lon. Mr. POWER-But while he is
g that he will not be doing anything

NMr. McMILLAN-He has been
1g work for the Senate Restaurant

thIMittee ever since the House met, and
amnendment states that he is to get th>e

1erease from the 1st of July next. Before
the 11ouse meets again he must take that
nventory to ascertain what stock we have,
o as to be able to tell exactly what break-

Oges or losses have occurred between.
esides, he has charge of the stock and is

re8Polsible to the House for its safe keeping.

who formerly did the work now relegated to
Ashe. For that Mr. Soutter was paid $100.
That is taken from him, and $50 recommend-
ed to be given to Ashe. The hon. gentleman
from Glengarry (Mr. MeMillan) proposes
that the $100 formerly given to Mr. Soutter
should be given to Mr. Ashe. I am in-
formed, and speak with the consent of the
Speaker, that Ashe has really been doing
this work for a long time, and that he is,
without exception, one of the most reliable
men connected with his department ; and
wheiever he has any responsible work to do,
or places anything in his charge, it is well
attended to, and that he has the most im-
plicit confidence in him. It is not increasing
the expenditure.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Excuse me, it is
increasing the expenditure, because the
committee have only taken $50 off Mr.
Soutter's salary. He did receive $100 for
that work, but only $50 is taken off.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
cannot understand how that is done. Mr.
Soutter occupies the position, I take it, of
either a second or third class clerk, whatever
his position may be, and the recommendation

lon. Mr. POWER-The point the hon. would have to be, if he is relieved of that
enlltleman from Glengarry seems to ]ose is work, to increase his alary by the amount

8: we are paying Ashe $600 a year. We of $50.
e paying for his services for a certain
nmber of hours a day, and if lie is engiged Mr. McKAY--.o.

Stending to business for the Restaurant Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
biormittee he is not engaged at the other

ness for which he is employed ; and I s less the no mii or mi-
SPPose when the bouse pays an officer a salary Ithe to the pst th ih

alary, the Senate is entitled to all his hdm In the Civil Servic Ac the 400i
services as far as they are required for the
PutrPoses of the Senate. As I said before and the maximum pay of a third class clerk
egve him $50 because a portion of h' is $1,000. However, when 1 made the frst

enow is to be devoted to the Restaurant statement I supposed it was just transferring
%'Q Mittee instead of to the service of the the duty from one to the other, and that it

theaker. If it is found at the expiration of was carrying the extr pay which Soutter
e recess that he has done things in such a received for it. I quite agree with the

as to give perfect satisfaction, I should doctrine laid down by the hon. gentleman
not object to gi~'ing him a further increase from Halifax (Mr. Power), that in the case
of %50; but I do not think we should be too of a servant of the Sonate or of the govern-

al with the public money. Probably ent under asaa thegoverntent is
ý'he were the employé of one of the nildtalhstmewhncranhos

itividual senators, he would not feel called and within a certain time, and that we should
PnpO to increase his allowancenot recognize the principle which has pr-

alloancein tis wy. ailed to a very great extent in the past, to
on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-As pay a certain amount, and if you ask

understand the question, the proposition him to do anything more, give hlm a littie
wthe committee is to relieve Mr. Soutter, extra.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In answer to
the remarks of the hon. gentleman who has
just resumed his seat, it may be pointed out
that Mr. Soutter, who formerly acted as
clerk of the committee, was paid at the rate
of $150 a year.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-$100.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-8150.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon. gel"
tleman's point of order is not well taken.
chairman of the committee moved that the re
port be taken up clause by clause, or rather
paragraph by paragraph. When this gouse
has a paragraph before it, the IIouse 1t
seized of it and can do just as it pleases i
it. If the House chooses to refer any portio.a
of the report, it can, but if it does not, '

can deal with it here.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I thought it

was $150 lie was paid. Hon. Mr. MILLER-I differ froml the
. hon. gentleman. It does not follow, whefl

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--I will read from the chairman moved that the report be
the Journals of the House, vol. 28, page 252, taken up clause by clause, that he movep
1894: that it be taken up and dealt with in aY

The clerk of private bills shall perforn ail the way except by parliamentary rule. Accord'
duties of the clerk of the commrnittee on the res- ing to arlia
taurant and render the necessary assistance and .to aieis
supervision of the restaurant and taking care of any portion of the report of a coîmjittee to
the furnishings thereof, your coinnittee reconi- to send that report back to the comnittee W
mnend that the salary of Mr. Sontter, clerk of amend it in accordance with the wish of the
Private Bills Conanittee, be increased fron $1,500 House. It does not follow that, because we
to $1,600 per year, such increase to take effect froin t
the ist day of July, 1894. take the report up clause by clause, we e

Jdeal with it in an unparlianentary fashiofl
Hon. Mr. McKAY-Previous to that It ineans that we shall take these

date the practice was to vote $100 extra to. clauses up one by one, and if i i the
Mr. Soutter for the care of the restaurant. desire of the House, for instance, that clause
That mode of paying him was objected to by 6 should be amended in any way, it is dooe
the Auditor General, as being a payment by motion that the clause be referred back
outside of his salary. The comnittee in- to the committee to be amended according
tended giving him an increase of $50 to lis 'to the wishes of the House, but it cannot be
salary, and in addition to that, they made done by a vote of the House. If you Pot
him clerk of the Restaurant Committee and the motion that way, we will come to the
added $100 to his salary. He would have same thing in the end, and we will under-
got $50 any way, and the allowance for the stand clearly what we are at. The way to
restaurant was only $100. do is to move that this clause be sent back

Hon. Mr. MILLER-This discussion to the committee to amend it in any way we
Hon. Mr.thi nk proper.

shows the wisdom of the whole Senate resolv-t
ing themselves into a contingencies coni- Hon. Mr. SCOT-There must be sol'e
mittee to discuss these contemptible little m
things, as if a committee of 25 members of of ahiseenis tabot was recr'e ettaý fthis itemi is that it was represeni ed thAt
this House were not sufficient to attend to Mr. Soutter's salary was $1,550, and that he
it. J will ask the Hlouse got $100 increase for attending to the rest-

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman aurant, and as the Auditor General objected
is out of order. The question has been put. to pay it in that way, his salary was final Y

made $1,650. It was to get over the ruling
Hon. Mr. MILLER- am not out of of the Auditor General. Then when' we

order. I take exception to the motion placed Mr. Ashe in charge of the work per-
because it is out of order. The only amend- formed by Mr. Soutter, and it was discussed
ment that can be made to this report of the whether, considering the position he occ"-
committee would be an amendment to send pied, the addition of $100 would not really
the report back with instructions to amend be more than was justifiable, it was decided
it in a certain way, and if that motion is that instead of taking the whole $100 off
made the sense of the House can be t-iken Soutter's salary, we should divide it and
upon it, but I object to the motion. before give $50 to Ashe and reduce Soutter onlY
the House as out of order. $50, and that seems to be approved of by
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the committee. The $50 would seem to be one who is immediately in contact with al
ample for Mr. Ashe. I think it would be these different servants, and it was thought
better to let it go as it is. that the serjeant-at-arms would have no wish

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-I would rather to have the responsibility of looking after
withdraw the motion than divide the House these messengers and pages and ail that sort
Or t of thing, and that the man who was individu-

ally responsible for them should be the
The motion was withdrawn, and the clause housekeeper. The matter was discussed i

was adopted. that way in the committee, and there was
lion. Mr. KIRCIIHOFFER moved co not a dissentient voice raised against it.
rethdice in clause 7 of the report. Hon Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes there was.

lon. Mr. LANDRY-ts there a change he sntr. KIRCHmOFFER-Since then
f thibeen interviewed y each servant in

lion. 'Mr. KIRCH OFFEaR-No. the bouse with a grievance, each man coh-
The clause was adopted. plaining that his standing had been lowered.

The charwoman objected to being placed on
lion. Mr. KIRCHIIOFFER moved that a level with the doorkeeper, and the door-

the 8th clause be concurred in~. keeper objected to being placed on a level
wit the charwoman, and so on down, and

.u1ee t in lse 7f th e r it each one thought he as either being reduced

e sal ary t in r ths clau se . Ie h a ve b e n i t r i w dbCa h s r a t i

one.se Mr. YounC .H F d-oe or degraded, and not oine of them thou ght heid ,ause was clerk salary any. He was was promoted. c did not pay much atten-

on. Mr.40 KICH OFE movedo theruieatd ee'it h orkeead h or

J~~ralsof he rutin an tion. to it, because 1 did not think it wvasthe and $200 as stationery clerk, but consistent with the dignity of the committeeAuditor General it seems, made some to listen to every grievance coming f rom the
objectn to allowin a the two sums in two eanthe

different capacities, and therefore the two thrthuht

8urnalsere placed nto one, and bi salary bon. Mr. ALLAN- see it refers to the

as fixed at the sum of $1,600 in one item. Speaker's messenger and the messenger to
The clause was adopted. assist the clerk of stationery. There have

Th blus ta thpe.11 il 4 -1 S k-
on. Mr. KlRCHHOFFER noved con-

currence in clause 9 of the report. Hfe said :-
rlay mention that the clauses referred to,

16 and 17 in the report of July, 1894,are as follows, clause 16 reads:

bWith a view to improving the discipline in that
tranch of the service, your comnmittee recomniend

at the doorkeepers, niessengers and pages be
Placed under the supervision of the serjeant-at-

rns, who shall have power to suspend any mem-ber of that portion of the staff for a fortuiight, any
longer Suspension to be by the clerk.

No. 17 reads:

t'The housekeeper, or chief nessenger, is to con-
t une to direct the staff of messengers, subject to
te control of the serjeant-at-armtis.

.When this matter came before the com-
rbittee it was thought that a divided control

"f not advisable in dealing with these
serv'ants of the House, and it was better to
have the control of the messengers consoli-
dated under one man. It was thought that
the head messenger himself would be the
Proper one to have control, as he is here the
Whole tinte, both during the sitting of par-
lIflient and during recess. He is the only

room.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-In the
Minutes I can only find there was one
Speaker's messenger referred to. In look-
ing up the inatter with reference to the
Speaket's niessengers Ifounda memorandum.
It goes back to the 21st of April, 1887,
Larose was appointed, and in June the ap-
pointment of Ashe was confirmed. On the
3rd of July, 1894, paragraph 17 of the re-
port states

No further appointnent will be made until the
nuniber of such messengers be reduced to five and
the Speaker's messenger.

It only refers to one messenger, and it
was adopted the same day, and then there
was a meeting of the Committee on Internal
Econony and the Minutes of their report
show as follows:

Ordered that the chairman is to issue instruc-
tions that during vacation the Speaker's nesseng-
ers:

They used the plural on that occasion.
When not required for the Speaker, &c.
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In the Minutesof the 15thof April, 1896:
The report of the sub-coinnittee to whon was

referred the report-clause by clause-

Clause 1 was adopted, and it was resolved'
to make no report thereon. I believe it was
decided it was better it should not be made'
public, and clauses 2 and 3 were adopted in
the same manner. The report proceeds :

The sub-committee further recom-nmend that,
after the close of the present session, the Speaker
for the tinie being shall be entitled to the services
of only one messenger, and at the close of the
session the Speaker's iesseuger shall join the staff

Hon. Mr. MILLER-He is a special
officer. He is not a messenger. He does
not come within the rule.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh yes, I think so-
If the rule were interpreted widely, as it
now reads that would be the effect of it,and
I am quite sure that would not be the in-
tention, I would suggest that those tWO
messengers be excluded from the operation
of that clause.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-That is the
intention. It was the intention of the cofi-

or the permanent iessengers. mittee that the Speaker's messenger should
That is the authority I had to go upon. be excluded froi the operation of the

That made it very definite that there was clause.
only one messenger under the control of the Hon. Mr. -COTT--He is not excluded
Speaker. Other hon. gentlemen nay have
a different light upon it, but that is all I
can find. Hon. Mr. POWER-I think it is prettY

Hon.Mm. LLAN-Asthe aragaphclear that the effect of this 9th pamagraph
Hon. Mr. ALLAN--As the paragraph Sof the report of the committee was flot

stands now, Ashe, the other messenger, as thomoughly understood by some o the
would by this paragraph be placed under h ight
the control cf the housekeeper. 1 can only b
speak from my experience as a Speaker I poses that pamagraphs 16 and 17 ofthe orde
must confess I should object strongly to of the House made on the 9th of Julv 1894
have my messenger placed under the control be rescinded. These paragraphs areas fol-
of anybody. So long as he discharges his îows
duties as efficiently as he has done, I do not
think he should be placed under the control 17. lie housekeeperorchief inessengeris totice to direct the staff of niessengers srbjett tO
of the housekeeper. le coutrol of the serjeaxit-at-aris.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend isP That puts the whole staff of inessrers
under the impression that that part of te under the head messenger, subject to the
report was adopted unaniously. I stated tosupervision of the serjeant-at-arsds. Then
an objection to it. I thought it would be gparagraph 16 sash
nbuch better if the control of the messengers W\ith a vie s to i prooig te discipline ii tht
wvas left as it had been in the last two or braneh of the Senate service, your co,1 111 ittlee

peones that aragraphs 16 and 17 of the order

three years, in the hands of the serjeant-at- July 189
heags e placed nder the superaisio s of

arms He ouldno oubtdeleate terjeant-at-arnis, m-ho shail have power te) 5"'~
head rnessengers special duties, but that; pend any inimer of that portion of the staff fora
there should be sorne sort of appeal to, hr fortnight, any longer sspenien to ne by the
in the event of any appeal seing made to mserke

exemeise an undue and uDpleasant control; The coinrnittee adopted the pmrictice of tll
but the cornmittee, I arn sure, had their at- Huse of Coimons. In the bouse of Coffl'
tention called to it, would not have adopted nions the serjeant-at-arms has the generl
the resolution in the words in which it is supervision over the atesengers. Thtea phd.
now pesented to us. It surely could not been diffleuity in this buse and confusiOf

be conteinplated that a messenger attending arsngfoin the fact that no superior o-flicer
the Speaker during the session was to be had charge of the essengers, and it was
under the control of the head mes-nger with a view to putting an end to that con
nor do I think our doorkeeper should be dition that this report "as adopted by the
under the control of the head messenger. h ouse. The question is: how has tha
I think he should be under our control. systein worked? I have yet to hear that

is duties are not germane to those of any the first complaint has been made as to the
othe rnessengers. action of the serjeant at-amms. lie has bee
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ai fficer of this House for some twenty-
even years. He is an officer with whom no

ane bas ever had any reason to find fault,
held in his dealings with the chief messenger
le has been most considerate, and I am
satisfied that the housekeeper himself will

the last person to complain in any
way whatever of the action of the
thrJent-at-arms. It will be seen at once
that the action of the committee, in the

th mmendation that they have made
8aIt the jurisdiction which was given. in

94 to the serjeant-at-arms should be taken
ay fron hirn, is a reflection on that officerc an implication that lie has not been dis-

argin the duties assigned to him under
t report in a proper way. For that rea-

lhI object to that portion of the report.

thi en a system is working well I do not
tk it should be altered. Then the latter

Part of the paragraph is rather more objec-
tofable than the first part. The committee
could lot have intended that an officer who

as directly an officer of the House in its
'pacity of a legislative body, like our door-eeper, should be under the jurisdiction of
h. Officer who has no jurisdiction within

this chamber.

.That the door-keepers, messengersand charwomen

With e placed under the control of the housekeeper
the te exception of the news-room keeper and

ppeaker's messenger and the messeuger en-
p1yed to assist the clerk of stationiery.

Let us look at the history of the matter
ar'd the effect of adopting this report of the
Coi rfittee. In 1894 it was thought an addi-
t'on to the staff was necessary. Some lion.
gentlemen thought so, and the housekeeper
tbought so, but the coimmittee decided it

fa lOt. In 1896 the inatter was againbrought to the notice of the committee, and
the report which the hon. chairman of the

om0 mittee on Internal Economy has quotedom was adopted. And what was the
alture of that report? They did not decide

that while pailiament was in session, or
While the Speaker required the services of

h lessenger, he should be under the juris-
bion~~ of the chief messenger and liable to
lie taken away from the Speaker : but they
ecided that during the recess of parliament

the SPeaker's messenger was to be under the
urisdiction of the chief inessenger, who was

n of course, under the general super-
of the serjeant-at-arms. It will be

don reference to the pay-list that the
peaker's messenger is getting $800 a year.

41

Under this report he is to get $850. Is that
$850 to be paid to the Speaker's messenger
solely for hie services during the session?
Was it not intended that that sun was to pay
him for his services during the whole
year ? And thesame way with the messenger
who is attached to the stationery depart-
ment. The sub-committee of last year found,
on inquiry, that there was very little to be
done in the stationery office by the messen-
ger, except on a very few occasions when the
stationery was being opened up and placed
in the trunks and it was necessary that there
should be a messenger there, and on a few
other occasions. The sub-committee recom-
mended that that messenger should be in the
messenger's room and under the jurisdiction
of the chief messenger, and should be sum-
moned to the stationery office only when lie
was required. What will happen under
this report ? As soon as parliament ceases
to sit that messenger and the Speaker's
messenger will be under the authority of no
one. The jurisdiction of the serjeant-at-
armis is taken away, and this paragraph pro-
poses to take away the jurisdiction of the
chief messenger, and you have those two
messengers, who are paid for their services
the whole year, walking about at large under
the control of no one. Our staff of per-
mrauent messengers had been considered too
small, and the committee of 1894 made
those arrangements to avoid appointing
permanent messengers. It seems to me
there is nothing in this paragraph of the
report which should commend itself to the
good judgment of the House.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Are you referring to
the last paragraph ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, the 9th para-
graph. In the first place I do not think we
should reflect-as this paragraph will be
understood to reflect--on an officer like the
serjeant=at-arms, who has been 27 years here,
and against whon thereis nothing to be said;
and while Ivoted against the chief messenger,
I am bound to say that he is energetic and
thoroughly honest and reliable. I do not
see why any messenger should be taken
away from his conti ol and placed in
the position of a gentleman at large, because
that is just about what will happen. Feel-
ing that way, I move that the 9th paragraph
of the report be stricken out.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It will have to be
referred back.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-No; the hon. gen- Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Not the
tleman moved that the 9th paragrapli be slightest.
adopted, and I imove that it be stricken out.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Is it understood tha
out of session these two niessengers shall be

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-In reply to relieved from duties altogether?
what the lion. gentleman froi Halifax has
said, I wish to say a few words. In regard Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It makes no differ
to the appointment of the chief messenger, ence between session and out of session.
it is needless for me to say that the coin- contend the Speaker's messenger durin)g the
mîttee did not intend, and did not make; session should not be under the control O
any reflections whatever on the seijeant-at- the housekeeper at all.
arins, and lie nust go out of his way if he
attempts to find himself insulted by the Hon. Mr. McKAY-I admit that, and
action of the conumittee. With regard to we should have it understood whether those
the former condition of affairs working so two messengers are to be under the cont
adnirably, t heard sonething entirely dif- of the housekeeper during recess. He lias as
ferent. A great miany of these messengers much need of them during the recess as
are emiployed for the year round, and have have for thse in the session. The pay-rio
an easy time of it, and their services are this House has Larose as the Speaker's mes
often needed during recess ; but according se,.ger, and the other man has been there

to the way it was reported to me, wbo- continuously from year to year, and there
ever looked after thei during that timne, has never been an attempt to take it away
there was no authority ever invoked ; from hin except during the recess. I do lOb
if these men were wanted to work think it is wise that these two messengers
they could not be found, and there should be relieved from all responsibility a
was no way in which their services were soon as the House closes, and that is the
used during the recess. That is the way the meaning of putting the two messengers in

report came to us, and it was thought. con- this place.
sequently, that the party who was nearest Hon. Mr. MACDONA.))
to them who would hive them under his k it is the duty of tNe (
immediate control, who was here the whole Senate t see tha
tine, should be the one to have the author- those messengers are under the control of a
ity over thei. As far as the doorkeeper is officer of the House. They were formerly
concerned, I do not think he can be dignifie under the controi of the Usher of the Bac'
with the title of an officer of the House. He Rod, and a couFle of years ago they were
does not spend his time in taking care of the put under the control of the serjeant-A
Senate, but in taking part in other natters, arms. There is no complairnt atill, as fhe
some of which have been brought before the as I ave heard, at the present time, of t
Senate. He has not been under the control way in which they were looked after by the
of anybody. If anybody had had control of gentleman, and considering that he is the
him, certain circumistances which have arisen proper officer to be in charge of those Per
would not have been allowed to arise. These sons, I am in favour of the motion male bY

matters were discussed before the conmittee, the hon. gentleman from Halifax that th
and after a full discussion, and after all the paragraph of the report be struck out.
facts were brought out, it was thought Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not see the
better not to have divided authority, but to hon
have it under the control of one man who g entla re who pade the r1 OtO
would be responsible, and whom the coi- do not agree that there was no coiflnt
mittee could bring to book if he had not made as to the way in which the
exercised his control in the proper way. I wer
do not think it would be right to strike out e mad uner the serjanthat ar-
that clause. Teha esne i opantaVdrthat clause. ing the recess, 'whiie he was in the ulin

ail the tirne in his office, the serjeant &t,

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Is there any objec- arms was noV there ail the time, and that
tionto addingan "s"to the words "Speaker's the messengers did just az they pleasedý ad

essengyer?" he had n control over them ; and it ar
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'lot with the intention of casting any reflec- one who is only supposed to bave it.
tion upon Mr. Leanoine that the motion was In the present state of things if the ser-
lnade or seconded, but because it was con- )eant-at-arms is absent during the recess, or
sidered necessary that an employé of the in any other circumstance, this does not
"ouse who was continually in his deprive the chief keeper from using his au-
rOom and who was well qualified to have thority,-on the contrary, it is then that le
suPervision of these inferior servants, and ought to be more strict. 1 cannot under-
look after them that the motion was made. stand how it can be stated that because

May say, with regard to the chief mes- there is a superior officer who has a general
%enger, I did not vote for bis appointment; supervision, therefore, if that oflicer 
but 1 think, from the experience I have had absent, the chief keeper has no control-
of him since le was app(nted, le is a very and I should think that if the messengers
eficient officer in his position, active and have refused under such circumstances to do
'usefuI, and tries to ina-e hiinself as accoin- otheir duty, tsey should have been dismissed.
tii0dating, as hie cari, and to do his duties as Surely the naine of chief keeper ougbt to
Well asLhe is able ; and I think for the show what bis position is-he is chief of
r'eason that the serjeant-at-arms is eot here tde messengers. The serjeant-at-arms bas

the time during the recess, and tît sone not been appointed commander, but super-
pervision is required over these officers, it intendent. co when the superintendent is ab-

'8 Weell that the messengers who are in the sent the chief keeper is in command, and be
essengei-'s room should be under bis con- bas a rigbt to force those messengers to

trol. The reason tse change was made two do their duty. Tbere is no use in advancing
or tbree years ago was that our tten chief as arupents statements which are not

Ieenger had then become old, and was argument.1. The facts are these : let the
'eOlsidered not active enoug,h on account of House decide on tbem. If the serjeant-at-
hi8 years, to look after tbese subordinates arms is set aside, I say no other superior

id it was for that reason they were placed o'tcer of the Senate ougit to have supervi-
UIder the control of the serjeant-at-armnsa sion, and the chief keeper oug t not to he
1'Oui the littie experience I bave had my- lef t alone, and that is the reason why, thoug
8elf -although I did not move in making favourable to the chief keeper, I believe it
the Change, rI tade no objection to it--I would be wrong to accept tbe 9t item of
thjlk ordinary essengers would be better the report doing away with the arrangement
lI1der the control of the chief messenger wo of a few years ago, thhie vas the wisest one
tr alw s There. the thuse could adopt.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-I believe it
a by my vote that the chief housekeeper

got his appointment. There was a tie in the
1IOUse, and my vote in favour of the present
chief keeper got him the office. That officer
18 a most efficient one. No better officer
cai be found. While things are so, it is
4o reason why we should not follow the
rule which is usually followed under such
circumstances. An inferior officer has al-
WaYs a superior officer over him, and I feel
that while the Speaker is away, there ought
to be a superior -oticer who bas supervision
Of sbordinate officers.

lion. Mr. MILLER-The clerk of the
ïouse is supposed to have supervision over

the whole department.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-I should think
t*hat it is better to have a superior officer
Who has the authority of this House than

41½

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The reasons
which have been cited by the bon. gentle-
man from Richmond (Mr. Miller) fully
justify this clause in the report. For my-
self, and I think every member of the com-
mittee, there was not the slightest reflection
intended tobe passed on the serjeant-at-arms
in making this change. Mr. Lemoine we
regard as a most valuable officer in this
House, who does bis duty well, but, as the
bon. gentleman from Richmond has stated,
Mr. Lemoine does not live in this building
even when the House is in session. I am
here some times very early in the morning
and late at night, and I have had occasion
to trouble the chief messenger a good deal,
and I have learned from what I have seen
late in the evening and early in the morning,
and also what, as bas been stated by the
hon. gentleman from Richmond, occurs dur-
ing the recess, that upon the whole it would
be better that the control of the messengers
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should be in the hands of the housekeeper
who is always here and who is very compe- The
tent. I am quite satisfied that the proposed A'Il
change will lead to efficiency. There will not Bellero.se,
be any divided control. The man who is here Bernier,
all the time, and is admittedly competent, Bolduc,
will have control of the messengers. I do not Boucherville,
understand these questions as well as the oi,
older members of the House and I was not Drunmond,
awareof bowthe dutiesw~eredivided between Landry,

M The

theesengeri and Is wldhau eo e the
slightest objection to arnending the report as
suggested if it je usual to have two of the Th~
messengers assigned to the Speaher.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I should like to
support the report of the committee, because I
think they are in a very much better position
to judge of the propriety of making changes
than the Senate is. At the same time, in
this case, I an disposed to support the
amendment because, if we adopt the report
of the committee, there are two messengers
who have no supervision whatever. The rule
adopted some years ago is repealed by this
clause, where all the messengers were placed
under the supervision of the serjeant-at-arms.
By adopting the report of the committee, we
relieve them f rom the control of the serjeant-
at-arms and we do not place them under
the control of anybody else. Consequently,
when the Senate prorogues these messengers
are gentlemen at large. There has been no
friction, as far as I know, I understand the
serjeant-at-arms is here all the year round.
He is not living in the building, but he is
here to listen to complaints, and I under-
stand there bas been no friction whatever.
In fact, I understand the housekeeper has
practically had control of the messengers,
and that is a good arrangement to make.
The serjeant-at-arms has not interfered
except on an appeal from the housekeeper.
Then the serjeant-at-arms is a higher
authority to settle the difficulty. Looking
at it f rom this point, I am inclined to think
the committee has made a mistake in remov-
ing the control from the serjeant-at-arms
and placing it in the hands of the house-
keeper. I have no fault to find with the
housekeeper. He is an excellent officer,
doing his duty well, but this change proposed
by the committee will not work so well in
the future and we had better strike out the
clause

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following vote:

CONTENTS:

Honourable Messieurs
Macdonald (P.E. l.),
Montplaisir,
Mowat (Sir Oliver),
O'Brien,

(le Power,
Primrose,
Prowse,
Scott. -17.

NoN-CONTENTS:

Honourable Messieurs
Allan, McDonald (C. B.),
Baird, Mý\cKay,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie), McKindsey,
Carling (Sir John), McLaren,
Casgrain, McMillan,
Dever, Merner,
Dobson, Miller,
Ferguson, Perley,
Forget, Price,
Kirchhoffer, Sullivan,
Lougheed, Temple,
M4clnnes (Burlington), Wood.--25.
McCallum,

Hon. Mr. McKAY-It appears to me
that the sense of the House a little while
ago was that there should be some change
with regard to the Speaker's messenger.
This change might be stated " with the
exception of the newsroom keeper th
Speaker's messenger during session." If
had my own way I would strike out the
messenger employed to assist the clerk Of
stationery. With the consent of the Bouse
that change might be made. In order to
test the sense of the House I move that the
amendment be made.

The Hon. the SPEAKER-I believe th"
House is taking away the privilege which has
been granted to Speakers before me. It wa5

always understood that the Speaker's inIes
senger was under the control of the Speaker.
He may, for instance, corne here during the
recess, and my predecessors have always h
the service of their own nessengers, eve'1

during the recess. I see no objection to the
Speaker's messenger rendering services as a
niessenger when he is not called upon to
serve the Speaker, but I would suggest that
the position of Speaker's messenger shoU
remain as before. If you make this change
the Speaker's messenger would now be in r
worse position than he has been in under
the old arrangement.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I can corroborate
what His Honour the Speaker says. It has
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a'ays been the custom of the Speaker to
ave control of his messengers, and several8>akers have taken their messengers away

rOin the seat of parliament-taken them to
their homes and used their services during
the recess as officers attached to them per-

ally, whose actions and services they had
he right to control. It will be just as well,

the Speaker has raised the point, to leave'tas it is.
1 1 on. Mr. McKAY-I understand the

Speaker to object to the amendment on the
?round that it is making matters worse. My
Intenition was to improve the position of the
ýPeaker's inessenger, but having heard the

Peakers view of it, I wish to withdraw the
ainendment.

The paragraph was concurred in and the
'ePort as a whole was adopted.

AYINGS BANKS IN THE PROVINCE
OF QUEBEC BILL.

FIRST READING.

lon Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON intro-
duced Bill (N) " An Act to amend the Act
"specting Savings Banks in the Province

Quebec." He said :-There are only two
fIhaicial institutions affected by this bill-
the Caisse d'Economie of Quefbec and the
e04y and District Savings Bank of Montreal.

ey both suffer, ab present, from a plethora
cash-mor.e noney than they can dispose
and this bill merely enables them to

e neId the list of securities on which thev
I'ay lend, and the list of securities in which
they inay invest.

The bill was read the first time.

lAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM, in the absence
the chairman (Mr. Vidal), moved the

adoption of the report of the Standing
mmittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
bours, to whiom was referred Bill (16)

&n Act to a:nend the Railway Act."

on. Mr. LOUGHEED-As I had charge
df the bill with which the report deals, I
desire te say a few words before it is finally
thisPosed of. I might say that the promoters
,>, the bill until yesterday had reason to

agratulate themselves upon their success
With the bill through its various stages.
Tbey were successful in the different steps
taken in the House of Commons with this

bill until yesterday they met with disaster.
They have intimated to me that, notwith-
standing the defeat of yesterday at the
hands of the committee, they are not dis-
posed to abandon the bill without again
bringing it before this House and presenting
their case in as brief a manner as I possibly
can. There may be many hon. gentlemen
who were not present in the Railway Com-
mittee when this bill was considered by that
body, and as the principle of the bill was not
discussed in this House upon its second
reading, it therefore may not be amiss on my
part to outline and direct the attention of
the House to the scope of the measure.
It proposes, as hon. gentlemen who
have studied the bill will observe, to simply
declare that the Railway Act should be
amended by stating that bicycles shall be
regarded as baggage by the railway com-
panies. The public seem to have fallen into
what I may term an error in thinking the
railway companies are obliged to carry bag-
gage free, and the impression has also .pre-
vailed that this bill calls upon the companies
to carry bicycles free of charge. I may say
that that is a mistake. The Railway Act
does not make it obligatory on railway com-
panies to carry baggage free. Railway coin-
panies, catering to the public to secure their
patronage, have made the concession of
carrying for the public their baggage free.
Now, the only section in the Railway Act
which deals with the question of baggage is
section 250, which this bill proposes to
amend. That is as follows:

Checks shall be affixed by an agent or servant to
every parcel of baggage having a handle, loop or
fixture of any kind thereupon, delivered to such
agent or servant for transport, and a duplicate of
such check shall be given to the passenger deliver-
ing the same.

We are informed by the Canadian Wheel-
men's Association, a very influential and very
numerous body, that until a year ago the
railway companies of Ontario and Quebec
carried bicycles as baggage and free of charge.
At the present time the railway com-
panies of the maritime provinces, the Inter-
colonial Railway and the Canadian Pacific
Railway, carry bicycles free in those provinces,
and in the western part of the Dominion
I understand they likewise carry them free,
but in these two very influential and thickly
populated provinces wherein is the bulk of
the population of the Dominion, bicycles are
rendered subject to a charge and not carried
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as baggage. The wheelmen of the Dominion the growth of legisiation in this partiCUI%
feel that a very grave wrong has been per- direction bas been ýtrong1y accentuated in
petrated in subjecting them to a very oner- late years in parlanent caîîing U1 C) the
ous charge in connection with this particular railway conîpanies to defer to public opinion
subject. Consequently, upon parliament meet- upon ail classes of subjects with which the
ing at the present session, petitions signed public nay have to do, and which nîay pres5

by over 25,000 wheelmen, I an informed, wer e in an onerous way upon the public. New
presented setting out their desire that parlia- conditions arise, and are arising every daY,
ment should intervene and pass the legisla- and we thus find it not an unusual thingi
tion now before the House. It was in defer- and not an unreasonable thing, that larg
ence, no doubt, to these petitions and to the railway corporations, or other corporations
strong feeling expressed by the public on this which have to do with the public interests,
subject, and also strongly represented in the should be rendered subservient to the N1 sh
press, that the House of Comnons deemed it of parliament, particularly when their inter
their duty to recognize public sentiment upon ests conflict vith the interests of the
this question and crystallize it in the shape of public. Therefore, we find in the pres
the billwhich successfullypassed that House, ent session a precedent for the sO
supported by a very large najority. That calle1 interference with vested rights.
bill upon coming to the Senate, as I stated Wheelmens Association felt justified
a few moments ago, met with defeat at the appealing to parliament for legisiation P"n
hands of the Railway Committee by the this subject. Canada should be in the
snmall majority of, I believe, three or four. guai d of progressive legislationas we]l as the
The chief objection raised to the passage of United States, particularly in regard
the,bill seemed to be that it was deemed an matters of this character. It maY be that
interference with vested rights, and an inter- the legisiation asked for by the wheelmer,
ference with those rights always exercised by had its origin in the legislation vhich ho
the railway companies at their own volition passed many states of the union and hl
and not impressed upon them by legislation. becone ahnost the general law of the Unité
I should like to point out to hon. gentlemen States of Ainerica. It bas been pointed O9 t
who choose to look at the subject in this in a circulai vhich bas been distributed
particular light. that under the Railway Act the Senate that no less than eleven Of the
there are strictly speakcing no vested rights. rost important states of the union have
The power has been reserved to the Gover- adop ed legisiation of this character,
nor in Council to at any time interfere, on iost of the large railwav systems of t
the question of tolls for instance, with rail- Inited States are carrying bicycles, not onlY
way cormpanies. Upon subjects of this under this particular law, but in nîalY
character, parliament exercises a sovereign instances voluntarily. J, therefore, thiDl&
right to at any time intervene and pass that under these circumstances it would DOt
legislation, notwithstanding the contention be unrensonable to suppose that the people O
so often urged against legislation, particu- Canadashouldaspireto be equally progressiN
larly of this nature. J had occasion to point with the United States. In railway legisla
out to the committee that during the pre- tion the Dominion of Canada can well afford
sent session parliament has exercised the to follow the example set bythe United Stetes,
right of interfering with the so-called vested because we know that the most advancd
rights of railway companies by passing leg- legisiation in railway matters is to be
islation of a very important character, en- in the republic-I say it should not be
tailing upon the railway companies very deemed unreasonable that this le*Il
large expense. If this argument should pre- slould be sought from parliament by t
vail in the particular instance now before Canadian Wheelmen's Association. 1 al15
us, then to a very much greater extent has find that in the republic of France an order
there been a decided interference with lias been issued at the instance of the g0V

vested rights in enforcing upon the ernment by which bicycles are dealt with as
railway companies the adoption of very baggage and are carried as such, and this bY
costly appliances in the matter of brakes, the intervention of the government. len"6

and other changes in their rolling stock for we find two very progressive countries adopk
the protection of life, as well, I presume, ing the legislation which is here sought. -ot,
as for the convenience of the public. Now, withstanding the many overtures made bY
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the wheelmen to the railway companies to question, as waiting for public opinion to
secure a compromise upon this question, they express itself more strongly upon it, and

fnot been able to reach one. Since then afterwards reluctantly conforming to
ovemiber last repeated attempts have been that opinion. 1 do fot wish to create any

"iade by those gentlemen to induce the feelings of antagfisn against this bil in
rawy companies to accept various pro- this ouse, as 1 fully recognize the wisdom
Positions which have been advanced, but which hon. gentlemen of this fouse always
without success. Counter propositions bring to bear upon ail questions. 1 know that
Very truly have been submitted by the reasons may be urged against the bil, but 1
railway companies to the wheelmen, but (10 contend that very much stronger reasons
they have not been of a satisfactory can be urged for its adoption, and on ac-
character. Hence all attempts at com- count of those reasons I urge its adoption
. or conciliation have failed, and to-night. There are times when public

Since the introduction of this bill in the opinion may expiess itself in an apparently
kouseof Commons attempts have been made arbitrary forin. You cannot always meet
tO have a sett'ement, but without avail. The witb tht element of what you may consider

eCormittee thought yesterday that if further justice in ail movements of this kind, but
lfe were given to the two contending yet we neyer hesitate, when public opinion

Parties a settlenient might be reached. 1 doÍs express itseif strongly, to accept that
hope, in the event of this bill not being opinion as representing the wishes of the
earried this session, that before the next community, and although the principles of
sesion of parliament a satisfactory com- justice which it may involve may not be
Promise may be arrived at, but I must say I according to oui opinion, yct we accept it
an' very sceptical upon this point, and I base as the opinion of the public and mould it
1Y Conclusions upon the failures which have into legishttion. I therefore would respect-
already been met with by the wheelmen in fully urge upon this fouse the advisability
their various atteiptsý to secure a settlement. of not adoptinýz this report, but of sending
1 'flight say that the various sections of the it back to the Railway Committee, or of tis
Press throughout the Dominion have taken fouse resolvinc itself into Cominittee of the

P this subject, and the press of this country Whole and amend the bil and -ive it a
consider a very safe exponent of publie third readin. I might say that the pro-

0Pinion, on public and non-politici matters of moters of this bill had very strong hopes of
this character. Such leading papers as the securing a majority of hon, gentlemen in
Globe, the Mail, the Citizen, and various this fouse to support the bil, and thus
other papers which might be namîed, take a assist its passage, but the resuits of vester-
verystrong stand upon thisquestionandhave day, though having a danpening effet, wili
strongly urged the adoption of the legislation not lessen the ardour which will be felt for

question. I might say that also behind ultiinate success. While perhaps called
thi8 movement there cannot be very much upon to bow to the opinion of the conmittee
!ess than half a million young men constitut- upon this subject, yet under the present cir-
'g the- cunstances I would move that the report

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-Draw it mild. be not now adopted, but that the House
form itself into a Committee of the Whole

ton. Mr. LOUGHEED-Constituting and deai with the bil.
th" niuscle and the brawn and the hope of
t 1s country, and they certainly have not Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
-cen idle in moulding that public opinion That is rather a summary way of disposing'Which has already expressed itself so strong- of the report of the committee. A motion7 on this subject and which must eventually not to adopt it would be quite proper to those
crystallize itself into legislation. I say to who hold the same views as my hon. friend

on. gentlemen that you might as well does, but if it is fot adopted it wihl have to
atteflpt to stop the ebb and flow of go back to the committee for reconsidera-
he tide as to try to prevent this sought tion, with instructions to report in its favour.or legislation from becoming a law upon Even if the majority of the House are in0our statute book at an early date. Hon. favour of the principle of the bill, that could

gentlemen of the Senate might as well be fot be very well accomplished this session;
Progressive in passing legiseation upon this and for that reason I would supest to my

the aterars elutatlycofMing t
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hon. friend that he should not press that country to be at war with the people. Their
motion, but leave it for the next six or seven object is to be at peace with ail niankind,
months, during the recess, with the railway and take their money and make ail they
people and the wheelmen. I niake that out of ther. 1 hope the hon. gentlemaW1
suggestion because, from conversations 1 withdraw bis motion. I ar satisfledîhl
have had with those who represent the rail- fact, 1 am pretty well informed-th't
way people, I have no doubt some equitable before very long this will be settl"d
arrangement between the parties will be between them, that is, if they are open lo
arrived at before the next session of parlia- reason, and if they are not open to re&5on
ment ; and if that be not accomplished, it they will core back here again. There is "0
may have the effect of changing the opinion desire in the Senate to do injustice to ai)-
of sone of those who voted against the body, and ny opinion is that the hon. gen1
principle of the bill, as introduced by my theran should not push his motion because
hon. friend. The bill as it stands is too he cannot get iL tlrough now
peremptory in its character. The wheelmen the bicyclists of the country wiii not s
theinselves agreed to certain amendments very much during the next two or three
which would make it less objectionable than months and that is as long as they cal, use
it was as first introduced, and as considered their wheels. When the ice cores they cal'
before the committee,and I must cail my hon. not use Lhem. The wheels are used for sport
fi iend's at tention to this fact, that though
the committee did not adopt the bill as in- those who own then should pay a few
troduced, and did not accept the amend- ings to the railway companies for carrylng
iments which were proposed, the decision thern. A inan should be wiliing to pay if
was to delay the consideration of the bill e travels for pleasure, and I hope the hon*
until the next session of parliament. It was gentiemn-n will withdraw his motion and let
not a total and final rejection even of the the matter drop, and ]et the parties who are
principle of the bill, and while that is the nost înterested-that is, the railway Col"'
fact-and I speak for one who had very paniesand the wheelm n-settle the maLter
strong opinions against peremptory legisla- among theinselves, whiclî they wihl 0o.
tion of that kind-that if the railway people course, if they do not do iL, as rny hon. frielid
do not cone tosone arrangement with them, the leader of the opposition says, 1 do not
which is more favourable to the travellers know what course I nnvy take another yeÎ'r.
with their wheels than at present, I do not If the railway companies do any injustce
say, speaking for myself, that I would not be to the people, we cannot allow iL to col
prepared to insist upon placing those people Linue. However, I cannot see Lie injustice
in a position by which they will have a yet myself; I may see iL by and by. I hOP6

greater privilege than they have at present. the hon. gentleman will withdraw his uLO
Having pointed out that the principle Lion.
of the bill was not totally opposed or de- Some hon. MEMBERS-Withdraw, with-
nounced, by the action of the committee, but draw.
sinply a postponement of its consideration,
I would suggest that my lion. friend should Hon. Mr. LOIGHEED-I do fot
not press, at the present moment his motion. wish to force upon this buse a motion
If he does press his motion to reject the which would neet with a measure of anta"
report and restore the bill to the order i gonisr and thus sacrifice any sympathy with
paper, it is utterly impossible to get the law this bil. Owing Lo the rather hopeful and
placed upon the statute book during the assuring renarks which have been made by
present session. the hon. the leader of the opposition, and

rny hion. friend f rom Monck, I arn led tO
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I did not think hope that there will be a more favourable

the hon. gentleman would bring this matter reception given to this bil at the next se
up in the Senate again. I feel that my mo- sion of Parliament. I desire to say,
tion will be carried, but I can say this, I am event of this bil being withdrawn-and ie
perfectly satisfied that if this House drop it!ismy intention to withdraw it in view
now, we will never see anything more of this e observations which have been made-
bill ; this will be the last of it, because it is and the railway companies not making
not desirable for any railway corpany in this satisfactory concessions wo the wheeaill
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during recess, that this bill will confront there cannot be the slightest doubt, and
Parliament next session and be pressed with my hon. friend admits it. I think I have
all the vigour of which its promoters are convinced him that the position I took at
Capable. the time was a right position. The bill, after

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.>-I 1the first reading, should have been sent direct

o .uld that the LD instead of to the Standing Orders Committee to be
old suggest at w t wheelmen, isad reported upon, but it could not possibly have

sending that petition to the Senate, should neo thMiusutlcmiteha
Seri it o th whoare one on the Minutes until committee had

the parties horare reported, because, the committee might have
interest ed. reported against it or for it, and such a thing

The amendment was withdrawn. as putting a bill on t he orders of the day for

The report of the committee was adopted. second readingbeforetheCommitteeon Stand-
ing Orders had reported on it, is unheard of.

E711P, YUKON MINING AND TRANS- It is an exception to the general rule that a

PORTATION CO.'S BILL. bill is allowed to go on the Orders of the Day
for first reading before it has been passed on

SECOND READING POSTPoNED. by the Committee on Standing Orders, be-
The Order of the Day being called: cause the regular course is for the Committee

Second reading of Bill (118) " An Act to incor- on Standing Orders to pass upon the bill
Porate the Yukon Mining and Transportation and to pass upon the regularity of the pro-

Company (Foreign.)" ceedings connected with it before it receives

1lon. Mr. LOUGH EED said :-I hope the first reading. It is irregularly now upon
hon. gentlemen will permit the second the Orders of the Day; it should not be

r'eading of this bill to-night. I admit the there. When a report came in it was quite
irregularity of its being on the order paper, competent for my hon. friend, after the

but, owing to the very short time before us, a loption of the report, to move to put it on
and the fact that the Railway Committee the Orders of the Day, but to move the sec-
Will sit to-morrow, I ask to have it read thé- ond reading before it was on the Orders of

second time to-night. the Day was out of the question, and I inter-
fered so that the proceedings might be

lion. Mr. McCALLU M-I thought you regular. I regret very much that my hon.
ad cone to an understanding about this friend cannot get his bill read to-night and

•11. I know the parties interested in it, referred to the committee to-morrow, but I
and they are not here. do not think there is any help for it.

. lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Any oppos- Hon Mur. LOUGHEED moved that the
1tiOn can be urged against it in committee. Order of the Day be discharged and placedWho Mre of y

thOever opposes the bill will not oppose it on the Order Paper for to-morrow.
Olit. If the hon. gentleman takes that

Poition, I ask to have the order discharged The motion was agreed to.

and placed on the order paper for second
reading to-morrow. CATARACT POWER COMPANY'S

BILL.
lon. Mr. McCALL TUM-Yes, that was The Order of the Day being caled:

the understanding.
Second reading (Bill 124) "An Act incorporating

lion. Mr. POWER-I an afraid that the Cataract Power Company of Hamilton, Limi-
"leans practically killing the bill. ted."

SMuon. . McCALLUM- have no oh- Hon. Mr. MAcINNES(Burlington) said:

ject in kiMing M A - have This bill is in precisely the same position,the bil. and it is getting so near the end of the
lion. Mr. MILLER.--I fear I contributed session that I hope the House will grant the

Fomewhat to my hon. friend not getting the indulgence of having it read the second time,
Second reading of his bill to-night, but I did more especially as there are some gentlemen
80 simply when an objection was raised by here from a distance who are waiting for the
the hon. gentleman behind me (Mr. McInnes, result of the bill. With the permission of
'.C.) as to the irregularity of the bill being the House I ask that the bill be read the
on the order paper. Of that irregularity second time now.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There is the Mr. Wallace continued to act and were flot
same objection to this motion. If these members of the Cabinet. I am quite sure
people wanted legislation they had plenty of that the hon. gentleman, who has had a very
warning to come here and give notice and i large experience of the Department of Cus-
get their bills through. The bill incorpor- toms would have appreciated during that
ating the Cataract Power Company is a very tinie that the absence of those ministers f rom
important one--one of the most important the Cabinet Council was a very serious draw
bills before the House this session, as hon. back to the satisfactory way of dischargiug
gentlemen will see before we get through the business of that department, inasmuch
with it. Therefore, as far as J am concerned, as the Department of Customs is the
I shall not consent to the second reading, great revenue producing department Of
because the bill is irregularly before the the governnent and one involving a very
House. considerable knowledge of the tariff and the

various changes that from time to tine have
Hon. Mr. MAC INNES (Burlington) moved been made affecting the tariff question, and

that the Order of the Day be discharged so in 1895 or1896,whenMr.Clarke Wallace
and placed on the Order paper to-morrow. resigned, never having been a member of the

The motion was agreed to. Cabinet, the member for Y ictoria was called
to fill the position formerly held by Mr.

DEPARTMENTS OF CUSTOMS AND Wallace, and assurance was given that he
INLAND REVENUE BILL. would becone a member of the Cabinet and

SECOND READING. he and Mr. Wood were subsequently intro-
duced and became Cabinet ministers, equal

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second in power with the other ministers. It cOuld
reading of Bill (125) "An Act respecting not be considered that the moment they took
the Departments of Customs and Inland seats at the Cabinet table they were subor-
levenue." He said:-This bill in effect dinate to the Minister of Trade and Con-
proposes to restore the Department of Cus- merce, because the members present at the
toms and the Department of Inland Revenue council table certainly are on an equal plane,
to the position they occupied before the and their views would be equally powerful
passing of the Act of 1887, which placed with the Minister of Trade and Commerce
those two departments under the control of whateverthe original intention mightbe.ThiS
the Minister of Customs or the Minister of bill practically, therefore, bylegislationplaces
Trade and Commerce for the time being. those two officers in the position which the
At that time the argument used in making late government considered they should
the important change was that those two occupy. Objection was taken to the muode
departments would he subsidiary to the of introducing them into the Cabinet, more
Minister of Trade and Commerce, and that particulary as Sir John Macdonald himself,
the controllers were not to occupy seats in when he introduced the bill, laid down' the
the Cabinet. Sir John Macdonald, in in- principle that they were not to be Cabinet
troducing the bill in 1887, used these Ministers, and it was contended that the
words : spirit of the Act of Parliament under which

I nay say, in the first place, that the bill will those officers had been created was broken
provide that it shal not corne in force until pro- by their being made members of the Cabinet
claimed--it will cone into effect by proclamation. without further legislation. So that prac-
The two Departments of Customs and Inland! tically this legislation is quite in line withRevenues are administrative departnents nerely•
they are not suggest'ive departiments, and it i' the policy of the late governnent, because
intended that in due time these two departments although they are Ministers of Customs and
shall, as it were, be sub-departments of the Depart- Inland Revenue in the bill now before the
mient of Trade and Commerce. It is also provided House their owers are reall no larger and
that the heads of those sub-departnents shall be ..
under se£retaries as it were- to go in and ont, but no greater than the powers that were exer
not to be nienbers of the Cabinet, and to have di- cised, at all events by the gentlemen who
minished salaries. That is the principle of the held those offices in the late governmient,
bill. after they became members of the Cabinet.

That view was enlarged upon at the next The salary was fixed under the provisional

stage of the bill, and so it continued from statute, and that salary remains the saie.
1887 down to 1895, when Mr. Wood and There is, as was observed at the first reading
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Of the bill, a provision that when the num- same manner as the gentlemen who occupy
ber of ministers holding departments falls similar positions to-day who have no portfolio
tO the level of 13, that then the.salary of and consequently no departmental responsi-
the Minister of Customs or the Minister of bility. The fact of making them ministers of
1 nland Revenue shall be brought up, as the the Crown did not change the provisions of
case may be, to the level of the salaries of the law which placed them under the contiol
the other ministers. I quite agree with all and direction of the Minister of Trade and
that the hon. gentleman said at the first Commerce at the time; or the Finance
reading of this bill in reference to the duty Minister, had he been made the head of
Performed by the Minister of Custons. I the two departments. I know it may be
l0ok upon it, myself, as really one of the said that, as a controller, sitting at the
nost important offices in the government, council board he would have the right
because the Minister of Customs is called to recomnend say the appointment of an
11 POn to exercise a judgment that involves officer, or the change of any regulation
daY by day very large suns, defining the in-; in the department-such is not the fact, all
terpretation of the tariff of the country. recommendations from either of the control-
iIe rnust be a man very familiar with the lers coming before Council, would have to

business of the country, and he must be ex- come through the head of the department and
ceedingly quick to come to a conclusion, and not from the controller as such ; hence the
therefore, I entirely agree with aIl that the incongruities of the position which was held
hon. gentleman said as to the position that and which led me to the conclusion that a
the head of that department should occupy course should be adopted somewhat similar
In the governrment, but we did not feel that to that proposed in this bill ; but it did not
it was well, at the present time, to depart alter, change, or affect in any way, their
fron the rule in reference to the salary. status or power as controllers, while they

would have the perfect right of sitting at the
Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Council board and discuss questions affecting

expressed my opinions in reference to this each of their departments which such ques-
bill very clearly upon its introduction, and tions would corne through the head of the
I should not at the present moment have department before the Council. I know there
again referred to it had it not been for the is a misapprehension that existed in the

1isapprehension under which the Secretary i minds of a good nany members, and I found
of State labours, and the remarks which he the hon. Secretary of State was labouring
rnade. While I admit, as I fornerly did, under the same hallucination. These gentle-
that the opinion held by Sir John Mac- men, I repeat, were just in the same position,
donald as to the admittance of the control- so far as their power and their authority to
lers into the Cabinet, is quite correct, there advise Her Majesty is concerned, as the
is nothing in the constitution that prevented gentlemen who held no portfolio at ail.
1 or is there anything that compelled the Hon Mr. POWER-I think at thie hour
Succeeding premier to depart f rom the policy of the evening, and with several privatewhich he laid down at the time when he was bills to be moved along a stage, it would notpremier, and at the time when he made theh torlemarks that- have *utenredbth e proper au dsc uss this bill on the secondhon, enthanhavjust been read by the reading at any length. I presume the hon.
on.tI cnderd theonstItponintd of gentleman in charge of it has no objection

th at I considered the constitutionality oftMoeosrain en aeo h
the course that was pursued at that tirne, it to some observations being made on the

et course that aprt ad apptovi, imotion to go into the Commtitee of the
'net with the approbation and approval so Whole. Of 'Dcourse, I can make them then,far as right was concerned, of the Minister of owbut it would be more convenient to
Justice. The hon. gentleman is wront, how- make them the.ever, in saying that while these gentlemen
were made ministers of the Crown, they sat at The motion was agreed to, and the bill

thecouncil board with the same powerand the was read the second time.

sane authority as a minister of the Crown, RESTIGOUCHE AND VICTORIA
Other than the right to speak, to vote and to RAI LWAY COMPANY'S BILL.
express their opinion upon the poliey of the SECOND READING.
government on any question which came Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington) mov-
before the Cabinet for discussion, in the ed the second reading of Bill (99) " An Act
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respecting the Restigouche and Victoria reading a telegram from the Attorney General
Railway Company." of New Brunswick and the leader of the

government:
Hon. Mr. BAIRD--As this bill seeks to

incorporate a company to build a railway
thraugh the county which I have the hon-
our to represent, I ask the indulgence of the
House a few minutes while I say something
with respect to the measure. I may say
that in the year 1885, when I had the hon-
our of a seat in the local legislature of New
Brunswick-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would not it be
better for the hon. gentlemen to reserve his
observations till the bill goes to the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. BAIRD-No, I think not. In
1885 this company got a local charter. In
1894, not having done much towards the
survev of the proDosed line. thev came to

ST. STEPHEN, N.B., June 16t1.

The provincial subsidy is proinised to the
Restigouche and Western Railway Company.

That is the name of the company wývhich
got a charter at the last session of the local
legislature.

And we do not recognize any clain of the
Restigouche and Victoria Colonization RailwaY.

With the local subsidy pledged to this co'
pany which got a charter at the last sessiOn
of the local legislature, it would seem unfair
and would not have a tendency to prolote
the construction of that road, if this Hfouse
should grant a charter. The promoters Of
this bill had legislation for twelve years
under which to construct this road, and in

the local legislature again and asked an ex- all that time they had not succeeded in even
tension of time. That tiue was granted filing the necessary surveys in the office of
them. They were given three years within the Provincial Secretary to keep their char-
which to complete the survey and three ter alive. They now come to this House
years further to complete the work. On the and ask for a Dominion charter to do the
21st April last, the three years' time had same work. You will find, before this bil
elapsed and the people of the county that it passes, that nearly every senator fron
most interested, the county of Restigouche, New Brunswick is opposed to this legisla-
being convinced that the company which had tion. The representatives of the proviee
the control of that charter were not moving of New Brunswick should know what that
forward as rapidly as they desired, a province wants, and should know what coin-
meeting of the county council of that pany is in the best interests of the province,
county was held at which it was un- and will construct that road. This Hlouse
animously decided that a new charter should hesitate before passing such legis
should be sought in order that the people lation. As to the proof that they have not
might have that railway. Accordingly, a filed the papers, I have here, from the flon-
new charter was granted by the local legis- Mr. Emerson, of the Board of Works, a
lature at its last session. This is an applica- statement that the papers have not been
tion to grant another charter for the same filed:
road. I think that this parliament should In reference to the Restigouche and Victoria
hesitate before they grant a Dominion charter Colonization Road, I can only say the plans filed
to build a road over the saine line. It is not were not in conforiity with the'requireneiits of
disputed that the local legislatures have the the case.
right to grant charters to build railways. In Mr. Wetmore the engineer, also says
fact, I may say that about all the railways'
in New Brunswick have been built on local The plans were entirely inadequate.
charters and when a charter is now in exist- In twelve years this company has
ence granted by the local legislature, this done nothing but barter its charter, and
parliament should heitate before they grant this House should not grant the legisla-
another charter. It will certainly not tend tion asked for. The publication was not
to the building of the road. It will throw proper either. The first notice was pub-
obstacles in the way of building it and the lished on the 23rd April. That does not
local governnent have acknowledged the comply with the conditions, and such legis-
charter which has been passed through the lation as this should at Jeast comply with
local legislature and have promised a subsidy, the requirements of the House. Therefore,
which I can verify in no better way than by I move that this bill be not now read the
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SECond time, but that it be read the second it will be much better to lay before the
tuie this day six nionths. Railway Committee of the Senate, where

both sides can be heard with reference to the
Hon. Mr. POWER-I trust the House merits of the question. I am informed that

Will not adopt this motion. It is a thin Messrs. Pritchard & Inglis, who are known
Ilouse. The course adopted is an unusual to me as responsible contractors, have con-
ole ; and I understand that most of the tracted to construct the line and have agreed
allegations which have been made by the to pay all just debts of the company. That

iOn. gentleman will be controverted or met appears to me to be a fair proposal. There-
'n Some way if the bill is allowed to go to fore, I shall inove that the bill be referred
the committee. The Railway Committee to the Railway Comnittee.
1F clearly the right place to discuss state-
Tnents such as those made by the hon. Hon. Mr. POWER- hope the hon.
gentleman. For instance, the hon. gentle- gentleman froni Edmundston (Mr. Baird) will
Inan has made the very serious charge not press that motion.
against the people who are applying for this Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-It
act of incorporation-that they have held a is an unusual thing to try and stop the
charter from the local legislature of iNew course of a private bill on the second read-
Brunswick for a great many years, getting ing. There is no just reason in this instance
it in 1885, and that they have done nothing why it should be done. I believe the bill
Uider the charter. I understand that the will be found to have merits, and whatever
People who are applying for this charter now, they may be will be discussed before the
Uider the name of the Restigouche and comimittee.
Victoria Railway Company, are not the
People who got the charter from New Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The reason why
Brunswick in 1885, but that the people who the Ilouse always takes that course is that
nOw hold the other charter are substantially many members of the House may not be
the sarne people who got the Restigouche aware of the facts, and may wish to hear
and Victoria charter in 1885, that they held them fully stated before making up their
it for ten years and did nothing with it, and minds. If the bill is to be thrown out in
theri sold it to the gentlemen who are now this way, we cannot form an opinion on the
aPPlying for this charter, and these gentle- inerits of the measure.
Ilien have had their plans made and spent Hon. Mr. BAIRD-I ask leave to with-
somue money, and have declared that draw my motion.they are prepared to go on with the
Work. This statement alone shows that The bill was read the second time.
there are two sides to this story, and Hon. Mr. MAcINNES(Burlington) moved
that it is a matter which should be that the bill be referred to the Committee
discussed before the committee and not in on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours.the House. With respect to the statement
mIade by the lion. gentleman that there had lHon. Mr. WOOD-I do not propose, at
beeni no proper notice given, the bill bas this stage, to take up the time of the House
been reported upon by the Standing Orders but I have been looking over this bill also,
Committee, and it is too late to take that and looking over a printed memo which, I
Objection now. I trust the hon. gentleman believe, has been circulated among the
will not push his motion. It is a very un- members of this House, and it appears to
Usual thing to do with a private bill. II me that there was one point which should
Want him to understand that I am in no be considered by the Senate before the bill
Way pledged to support this bill, and I should is sent to the committee, and that is,
like to hear both sides before I make up my whether this a bill which parliament should

ind. consider, or whether it is not, rather, a bill
which should be dealt with by the legisla-

lion. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington). I ture of New Brunswick. I know, personally,
have no interest whatever in this bill in any very little of this railway, or the proceed-
Shape or form. I have been simply asked ings in connection with it, but turning to
to take charge of it, and certain information the preamble of the bill itself, I see that
lias been placed in my hands which I think this company obtained its charter originally
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from the legislature of New Brunswick in send it to the Railway Committee where, of
1885, that that charter was renewed in course, if the rights of these parties are
1891, and renewed again in 1894, and again dealt with we all admit it should be con-
in 1896, and the hon. gentleman from sidered.
Edmundston tells us that the local legislature
of New Brunswick passed another Act, Hon. Mr. MACDO-NALD (P.E.I.) 1

incorporating a new coimpamy to build this think it is the duty of the hon. gentlemen
road in 1897. As he has stated, and as I who are supporting this bill to refer it to
know to my own knowledge of the province, the Committee on Standing Ofders. I do
this is a purely local matter. Indeed, I find nor think it bas been reported on by that
by referring to the statutes that until the Act cornmittee, or referred to the n yet. It was
of 1894 was passed, it was called a coloniza- read the first time yesterday, and bas not
ation road. in thatyearitsnarnewas chani,, redtefrt ieysedydadla o
aothonrad.ntatearitsnamewachand yet been referred to the Committee o1
o the presentname,the Restigouche and Vic- Standing Orders to whom it should go before

toria Rtailway Company. It only passes over going to the Railw
a portion of two counties in the province. wa omiZe
it has always been dealt with by the local i
legislature, and the local legislature last Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-l
session refused the very application here believe it has gone through its regula
made by this company for an extension of stages.
their charter and powers, and granted a The motion was agreed to, and the bill
charter to another company to build this was read the second tie.
line. I see, in reading over the bill, too,
tlat there is nothing whatever in it which
necessitates the company applying to this NORTH-WEST TERRRITORIES BILL.
parliament for legislation. The only clause
which couldpossibly necessitate their makings
application here would appear to be the 9th Hon.Mr. SCOTTmovedthe second reading
clause, in which they ask power to enter of 1il1 (114) "An Act further to amend the
into an agreement with the Canadian Pacifie Acts respecting the North-west Territories.
Railway and certain other railways to lease' He said :-At this late hour, probably dhe
the line or to sell it, I suppose. To obtain House would allow the bill to take its stage
that power, I presume it will be necessary and permit explanations to be made in cor'-
for the company to come here, but even if mittee, because really it is largely made up
they were obliged to come here for that of detail. It is giving increased power tO
legislation, there is no need whatever for the North-west Territories.
their coming here at the present time, for
that legislation can be of no effect until Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-.t
similar legislation is passed authorizing extends the power and authority that the
these other companies to negotiate, or enter legislature of the North-west Territries
into agreements with this eompany, either had?
for the lease or the sale of the road. I
mention this as the impression which I have Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is practically giV-
formed. I wish to deal fairly in this ing the Lieutenant Governor the selection
matter. I do not wish to approach it of his council. it, in a measure, brings the
in an unfair way in any respect, and if the North-west Territories legislature up in jtS
parties who are applying for this charter powers and privileges.
have any rights, i do not wish to say any-
thing to prejudice their rights; but, generally, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
looking at the matter as I have been looking Not the full powers of a province?
at it this afternoon and evening while we
have been sitting here, it appears to me to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, only for the -l
be a subject which should be left to be dealt pointment of miner officers, such as justices
with by the local legislature of New Bruns- of the peace.
wick, and it is only that phase of the case
which I wish to press on the attention of The motion was agreed to, and the bill W8s
the flouse before they corne te a decision to read the second time.
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DOMINION LANDS BILL. how near it is to the closing, I hope that
ECOND READING. the buse will consent to dispense vith the

lion. Mr. SCOTT muoved the second read- rules in so far as thpy relate to this bil and
lg of Bill (116): "An Act further to amend allow it to 1e read the third time presently.
the Dominion Lands Act." He said: This H
1s a bill dealing with the details of adminis
tration, and probably it would be more con- a
Venient to go into it at the next stage. rule suspended in this particular instance-

C is lie afraid that the bill will not go throu gh?
The motion was agreed to, and the bill was

'ead the second time. Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The hon. gentleman
will remember that yesterday the MNinister

ALIEN LABOUR BILL. of Justice stated that there was a possibility
SECOND READING. that we might get through our business to-

hon. Mr. CASGRAIN moved the second morrow.
re!a

"g or 15111 y): "An Act to restriet te
importation and employment of aliens."

Ron. Mr. POWER-This is a very imi-
Portant bill, and I think that there ought
to be somie explanation. If the hon. gentle-
man does not object, he might make his
explanation when he proposes to go into
Commiittee of the Whole.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Leaving the members
free to vote on the principle of the bill.

lon. Mr. CASGRAIN-I accept the
hon. gentleman's suggestion.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
Was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 18th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
'clock

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TiE HUDSON BAY AND YUKON
RAILWAY AND NAVIGATION

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There is
no possibility of that now.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That may be, but
that was the hon. gentleman's statement
yesterday, and as lie has only just now con-
tradicted it, I think the House would have
no objection to suspending the rule, as they
have done on previous occasions, and allow
the bill to go to the House of Commons at
once.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I wish the
hon. gentleman to understand that I an not
opposing the bill at all. I merely ask the
question for this reason, that nearly all bills
of the same character have been left to the
dying hours of each session. If there is any-
thing suspicious about a bill, it is generally
left till the last.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I hope the
Senate will put its foot down and not allow
these bills to be passed without proper dis-
cussion.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I hope the Senate
will not put its foot down yet, but will
allow this bill to be read the third time.

UVALN .1.~ fDDLJL. bon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.-If that is
REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE. done, probably other hon. gentlemen wil

Hon Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee urge the suspension of the rules with regard
"I Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, to other bills which may be objectionable.
reported Bill (77) " An Act to incorporate Therefore I object to it.
the Hudson Bay and Yukon Railway and
Navigation Company." ion. Mr. ALLAN-I move that the bil

lion. Mr. ALLAN-Under the circum- be read the third time to-morrow.
t4tceS in which we are placed, knowing The motion was agreed to.
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PILOTS INCORPORATION BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTERE.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, froni the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (67) " An Act to incorporate
the Pilots serving between Quebec and
Montreal," reconmmending that no further
proceedings be taken with regard to the bill,
as they considered it not in the public
interest to pass the saime. He said :-I do
not know that it is necessary that I should
give any explanation of the action of the
committee. Tiere was no amendment to
any of the clauses such as would require
explanation. It was the opinion of the
committee, after hearing the bill very fully
discussed by advocates and opponents, that
the best interests of the country require
that such a bill as that should not be on the
statute-book.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND moved that the
report be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING POsTPONED.

Hon. Mr. MACDON ALD (B.C.)presented
the report of the Committee on Standing
Orders recomnending the suspension of the
49th and 50th Rules so far as the same
relate to the petition of Trefflé Berthiaume
and others, praying to be incorporated as the
Southern Counîties Railway Company.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I object to this
motion, because it relates to a very important
bill, to which all due consideration should be
given. I object to the suspension of the
rule.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-If it is objected to,
it is more than probable that it will have the
effect of entirely defeating the bill.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I am very sorry.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is what the
hon. gentleman wants to do.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Then it nust stand
as a notice of motion until to-morrow.

DISMISSAL OF PROULX AND
POITRAS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to draw the at-
tention of the government to the following
facts:

1. On the 28th September, 1896, answering a
question on the subject of the disinissal of Messrs.
Proulx and Poitras, employees on the IntercOlonîiaî
Railway, the Honourable Mr. Blair, Minister ?
Railways, made in the House of Conunons this
declaration:

"THE MINISTER OF RAILWAYS AJ
CANALS (Mr. Blair). Proulx and Poitras have
not been disnissed."

2. On the Ist September, 1896, Mr. .1. B. ProUll
had received t he following letter fron his imijnedi-
ate superior :

INTERoLONiAL RAILWAY,
"RIVER Du Lorr STATION,

" Septenber lst, 1896.

" To J. B. PRoULx, Section Foreman, No. 133.
" DEAR SI,-On and after the 15th of Sept1i'

ber your services will not he required as sectio
forenian. You will give up all tools and books to
the foreman that will be appointed to take charge.

" Yours truly,
(Sgd.) "JAMES YEO, Track Ma.Qter."

3. On the 5th October. 1896, Senator Landry
received the following letter :-

" ST. PIERRE, 5th October, 1896.

"Honourable PH. LANDRY.

"DEAR SItR,-In answer to your letter of date
30th Septemiber, I have to say to you that the'e is
nothing correct in the answer of the Minister of
Railways to the question put with regard to mIe.
You nust have the order which I received an
which I sent you. I ami out of employnenlt I
have been replaced by Beaumont and the two
other section ien are Martineau, of St. FrancÇOS
and Letourneau, son of Godefroy, of St. Pierre,
consequently everything is incorrect.

" I wrote to the minister three weeks ago, askiig
hiimi for an inquiry, but I have received no answer.
I put the whole thing in your hands with the firui
confidence of good success.

Your obedient servant,
(Sgd.) " J. BTE. IROULX."

4. On the 4th January, 1897, Senator Landry
received the following letter :

Mr. PHi. L.ANnRy,
" SiR,-I have not yet had any news on the suib,

ject of mîy place. I really think that the Liberls,1

will not remnain long in power, and if the Coiserva-
tives come again into power I ask you not to forget
nie. I an ont of employnent and I have great
need of iy place.

I renain with the greatest of respect,
"Your ever obliged.

"J. BAPTISTE PROULX."
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' On the 5th June instant, on the express re- Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not see howrest inade by Senator Landry the Honourable it could be a clerical error.cretary of State sent hini the following memo-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
MEmoraN ) OTUFknows whether he is alive or not. I will

EPARTMENT FF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, accept his statement as to that. As to
- llNISTER'S OFFICE, OTTAwA.

J B. Proulx was given fourteen days' notice in question three, as far as I have been able to
pril, 1897, and died before his time was upn ascertain, the answer is yes. . As to question

&thApril." four, I do not know who replaced Proulx.
After having drawn the attention of the govern- As to question five, information such as theait to the preceding facts, the Honourable Mr. hon. gentleman asks for has to be filtered
. heterit is true that on the 28th Septem- through a list of officials before we get it

'r, 1896, Mr. J. B. Proulx had not yet been dis- here. The request for the information bas
ased as the Minister of Railways bas officially to go f rom the office here to a general super-

StSted, im his answer publicly in the House of intendent, and from him I suppose to the
o2linOs Iebates, volume 43, coluim 847? superintendent of the division, and f rom the1 .Whether it is true that in the month of April, ueitneto h iiinpoal o1'96, M. .1. B. Proulx had lnot been dismissed, a superintendent of the division probably to
e memorandum given by the Honourable Secre- some local agent, and when the reply is

Of State to the Honourable Senator Landry received it is not at all improbable that a
3. o not truc, as mistake might arise. As to the sixth ques-tb B* 'he er it is notua Iite ffc amn quite unable to answer that

auat Mr. J. . Proulx received from his immediate tion,
hierior, Mr. Janes Yeo (track master) notice of question, and as to the seventh, I am unable

1dsmissal and an order to hand over his tools to give any positive answer on the subject.
ber his books to his successor on the l5th Septem- It is a hypothetical question which I am notthe said order having bee.n given on Ist Sep- bound to answer.ber 189r 9 'i o nwr

Whether it is not true that on the 15th Sep-
asber 1896 as a matter of fact, Mr. J. B. Prouixwa, replace<i 1y One Beaumont, wbio since that

sate has occupied the place and has drawn the
lary wich Proulx formerly hiad ?

Why did the Minister of Railways and the
acret ry of State give information contrary to the

6, Who suggested to them these fantastical
al"ers ?

th . May the government have been deceived by
a e.enunciations of offensive partisanship brought
in lbt poor employés, as it bas nanifestly been
Whicle alswers which have been suggested to it and

it has given to the questions w hich haveen put to it?

t.on. *-Mr. SCOTT-As to the first ques-
tIO, 1 1Y answer i. that I presume the letter
erom Mr. James Yeo, trickmaster, gives the
correct date of dismissal, the 15th Septein-
ber. I have no reason to doubt it. The
bo·gentleman has very much fuller infor-

on the subject than I have been able
'Jtain. As to the second question, the

'rforlnation furnished me was evidently an
Untentional error of the clerk having

arge of the papers. I presume that is the
Way it arose. These mistakes will occur.

C On. Mr. LANDRY-Is the death a
elerical erroi.?

t1On. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware whe-ther the man died or not. It is too seriousa question to be trifled over. I gave the in-
fration as I got it.

42

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY DIS-
MISSALS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:
Why did the Minister of Railways, in answer to

a question, declare to the House of Conmmons, on
28th September, 1896, that Mr. Poitras had not
been dismissed, when, as a matter of fact, the said
Poitras had been really dismissed, as appears by
the following documents :-

(a.)

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY,
"RIVIÈRE DU Lour STATION,

" September lst, 1896.
"To XAVIER POTTRAS,

" Section man, section 131.
" On and after the 15th of Septenber your ser-

vices will not be required as section inan on No.
131 section.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) ".JAMES YEO,

Trark Master."
(1>.)

"CAP ST. IGNACE, 7th October, 1896.
"The Hon. Senator LANnRY,

" Villa Mastaï.
"HoN. SiR,-I have seen the answer of Mr.

Blair to the question which was put him in the
House of Commons on 28th September last. I find
it really singular to see the response he gave, for I
an well and truly disnissed as you can see by the
letter which I have received from Mr. Yeo. I can
then only attribute my disinissal to Mr. Choquette,
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who puts mue on the sidewalk ont of a simple spirit the
of vengeance because I ati a Conservative. r trne

"4 Youir obedient servant, istme"You obeientservnt,1 put another question the other day an'd

(Sgd.) " XAVIER IOITRIAS." the Minister of Justice said it was
2. Who took advantage of the goo<l faith of the a legitimate question.

Minister of Railways by tius giving iman informa-
tion manifestly contrary to the truth and the facts? Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I{ear,

3. If the Minister of Railways lias been deceived hear.
to the point of leading the public astray, may he
not have beei equally deceived to the point of dis-
missing poor employés without any fori of trial ? Hou. Mr. LANDRY-J do not kfow

that the Minister of Justice is the pi.oper
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the Minister of authority in this fouse to put out any queS

Railways made his statement on the 28th tion 1 may ask or to refuse to answer it Oft

September, lie could not have heard of the that grund. If the question is not legiti
action taken on the first September. He mate the Speaker could rule it out of order,
must have got his information f rom some the Minister of Justice or any other minister
official; according to the letters the hon. undertakes to decide vhether a question
gentleman produces now he must have been in order we do not want a Speaker alY
mistaken. The dismissal was some days longer, and we could save bis saîary to the
earlier than that. As to the second ques- country, When I gave notice the other daY
tion, I assume the Minister of Railways cailing the attention of the government to
obtained his information in good faith from facts the Minister of Justice said lie wasnl0
the general manager, who would have avare of certain facts. 1 am referrinc to fact5
received the report. from the assistant super- imputed to Mr. Iattey. At the t h
intendent, and the assistant superintendent answer was given the Minister was aware
probably from some minor official whom 1 had brought that officiai under the notice of
cannot naine. As to number three, J am un- the governnient and the government
able to answer the hon. gentleman's question,ot
it being entirely hypothetical and not such a night not have known when the questiofi a
question as J am bound to answer. put on the paper, but they were made aware

of it by my motion. When 1 spoke of the
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-This is not the Quebec bridgeand of the fact that Mr. Ci),

first time I have had erroneous answers (luette had made known the policy of the
given to me, and I will point out one here goverament on that subject, 1 asked the In"'
which was given by the Minister of Justice ister if Mr. Choquette had been authorized
himself and one which cannot be explained leit"
by the few words that the Secretary of State said was not legitimate. J think it is Et
has just uttered. When I asked, in the mate for us to know whether the governuae
month of April, at what date Judge lias authorized or not authorized a statelfent
Routhier of the' Superior Court of the pro- J do not spe why a question of that kind
vince of Quebec was appoinated, the Minister should be out of order. We should knOe
of Justice answered that he had been ap- from the governient if they have author
pointed in 1889, though he had been ized or not authorized a member of the
appointed in 1873, and when I pointed out fouse of Commons to inake known their
the error when I brought up the question policy on that subjeet. If that questiOl 's
for a second time, the Minister of Justice not in order I an willing that the Speaker
turned thedifficulty by saying "now thatyou should rule it out of order, but J sîould like
ask, not for the district of Quebec, but for the to have the decision of the Speaker 0fl
province of Quebec, I will answer you the point of that kind and not the decision"Of
truth," but my first question was identically an interested party.
the same as the second one, and the second
was the same as the first one. I had asked
was Judge Routhier appointed judge of the
Superior Court of the province of Quebec,
and not for the district of Quebec. The
distinction was not made by me, but by the
Minister of Justice himself, just to explain

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY DIS'
MISSALS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to draW the
attention of the government to the followîng
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declaration made on 1st September, 1896, to injustice having been committed requiring
the House of Commons by the prime minis- reparation.
ter, the Hon. Mr. Laurier, and reported in Hon. M. LANDRY-Does the hon.
the House of Conmons debates, volume 43,
e0lumn 506 :condition of al the cases that have been

The PRIME MINISTER--No ninister would brought, or ail that have been mentionedpretenI to dismiss any official unless he had an
oPportity to defend himiseif; but when the case Hon. Sir OLIVER 3OWAT-Some have

.within the personal knowledge of thebeen dismissed on the testimony of theformself, under such circtustances there is no case e
fo tie fat Vhntc iite sno onat r, and others have been dismissed onfri iquiry. When the mninister is not cognizanit . vdn
o the facts himself, whenever the case is brought othe etoim by extranieous evidence, those statemients
'nust be substantiate, and every man iust Hon. Mr. LANDRY In al the cases
given ain opportunity to defend iimself. I do not that 1 have brought dismissals
Want, for ny part, and I an sure the govertinent been on the members denunciation.
'oes not desire---and I can speak for the govern-mlit on tits natter-to act arbitrarily on this or Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Jt seems to me
anY Other subjeet; every one must be given a fair
OPPortunity to be heard' before he is lealt with from the constant iteration and reiteration

Andof the naine Choquette in connection with
And wil askthese disusissals, that that gentleman must

i. Are these words really those of the prime be spending an immense amountof gratuitous
"'nlister and of the head of the present govern- energy in laying Up for himself wrath a-ainstinlent?

2. Whether the cases of offensive partisans the day of wrath.
beouced by Mr. Choquette, M. P., which have

rought about the dismnissal of all the accuse(l JUDGE PENDERGAST'S APPOINT-
ýithout any inquiry and without the accuîsed hav- MENT.e an opportunity of defending thenselves, are
ases of which the Postnaster General and the

Inister of Railways had a personal knowledge! Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to caîl the
3. If the Postmnaster General and the Minister of on of Senate to the foliowing extract
ailways had not a personal knowledge of the facts

<lenounlced by Mr. Choquette, why were the ac- f rom tie Montreal Witness, of the 5th June
cuisel dismuissed without any form of trial, contrary instant
t the doctrine enunciated by the prine inister ST. BoNIFACE, MA-., âme 5.-111 tie St. Boni-

4. h s it the intention of the government to make~' I~ it the intention connsittedi? fae eein peitn %li h case, dîcuse ysey it-
reparation for the injustice co ittefore the Hoourable r. ustice Kilam o April

'( for trial of the prelinlinary objection fiied by
lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Before I auzon, against the prosecutors of the peti-

ese the hon. gentleman's question I would tion, it was proved that both petitioners, Roy and
JUst observe that most of his questions here Berthiauuîe, had ieen guiity of corrupt acts. Roy
contain illegitimate matter, though we have admitted he had been promised înoney for driving

electioneers to the poils hy Mr. Prendergast, the
8tsswered a number of things which there present jUdge. The chairman of Mr. Bertrand's
was no obligation to answer according to the coinniittee states that he requested Mr. Prender-
Practice in such matters. The hon. gen tle- gast on tie day following tie election to pay him,

an 'ill find that what I say is correct if when Mr. Prendergast give him an orter on Mr.
troule o lokntotheJ. A. Richard for the ainounit, which was paid bye will take the trouble to look into thepetitioner, Berthiaune,

er1glish authorities on such matters. My who supported Mr. Lauzon in the election the year
8lIswer to thehon. gentleman's question is :- before, admitted that a year before tie lection

ave no reason to question the accuracy that Bertrand an Mr. Prendergast had promisedhave~~~~~~ toqeto heacrc o endeavour to procure hini an office fromn the
of the official report of the debate and speech Dominion goverument, antie worked hard to
"Ientioned. 2. To the second and third secure Mr. Bertrand's election duriîg the last week
questions, my answer is : Where a member before the election. When this startling e'idencetette otofnie pa!snhi fa was given Mr. Howeli, counsel for tihe petitioners,te tifies to the offensive partisanship of an,
Ofher or employé of the government on his applied for an ajournment to enable him to put

t'es5 'Mr. Prendergast and Mr. Richard in the witness
.sPonsibility as such member of the con- I box, wiich was granted. Yesterday morning wien
ttuency, this has in some cases been deemed the trial resumed, Mr. Howell stated to tie

sUfficient evidence of such partisanship and court that in view of the evidence given at the
~ot ~ needprevious hearing, he was î,nabie to ask that thenot to need further extraneous evidence. preliminary objections should be over ruled. Judg.The government is not aware of any nient accordingiy was given dismissing tie petition.

inutc4ain2encmiteJeurn
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And inquire if the government intend tc
take any action regarding the matteri

Hon Sir OLIV ER MOWAT-I hope my
hon. friend will not press this matter now.
He wants to make an attack upon Judge
Pendergast on a onesided statement, with-
out giving ample opportunity to Judge
Pendergast to show his side of the case.
I do not know what object my hon. friend has
in this. As long as he has an opportunity to
to make his attack sometime in the session,
that should satisfy him. I cannot imagine
that my hon. f riend does not feel how im-
portant it is that a judge, if attacked, should
be allowed an opportunity to be heard at
the same time. Is it not contrary to all
that we know of precedent and to reason that
an attack of this kind should go on before the
judge attacked has an opportunity to defend
himself ? The notice has been very short-a
weekortendays. Thatamountof timewould be
given inanycourtforany kindof offence, how-
ever slight it was, or however unimportant
the individual. All I am asking is that the
question should not be brought up un-
til I have the means of answering it.
Usually questions can be answered here
but this is a case in which I have no
means hereof answering. Thejudge lives two
days' journey from Ottawa, and from the
difficulty of communication he has had
no opportunity of taking advice here. I
understood my hon. friend to sav the other
day that his only object was to have his
statement made before the session closed. I
have not the papers yet, though I have a
telegram that the papers are on the way. It
is quite certain that the House is not to pro-
rogue on Saturday. It is quite certain that
it will have to sit on Monday. That is quite
certain now, but it was not certain before. My
hon. friend when formerly asked to postpone
this matter said that Monday would be a good
day, 4nd that he was willing to take it then.
Then I was not sure whether the House would
be in session on Monday, now we are sure
that it will be in session Monday, and I am
satisfied that my hon. friend would prefer to
have the reply of JudgePrendergastwhen the
attack is made. I hope the House will take
the view which is the correct one, the only
defensible one to take. If my hon. friend
persists in pressing the matter I shall be
astonished to find him doing so, my request
is so obviously reasonable. Judge Prender-
gast may not be as diligent as the hon.

member thinks he should be. Since tele-
graphing him I have had two telegrams
about the illness in his family. It turns
out, fron the last telegram, that his wife is
very ill and the doctors are afraid that she
will not recover. To drive a man to greater
expedition than he has used under these
circumstances is something which I an sure
the House will consider unbecoming. I do
not want to exclude the hon. member's case
from the public or from the Senate ; I
I only ask that the hon. gentleman shall
not press the matter on the House until the
facts are before us, and until I can state to
the House what Judge Prendergast's answer
1s.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSO N-I have only this
desire that I should have the opportunitY to
make my statement before the very close of
the session, when the rush of other business
would make members impatient, and when
it is possible that I would not have an 0P
portunity, without trespassing on the pat-
ence of my colleagues to make the stateient
at all. I feel, therefore, that I should have
been allowed to go on with it to-day and
that my hon. friend should have been readY-
This motion was brought up in the House
last Monday.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-How could
I be ready ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is not neces-
ssry to refer to that again. Notice was all
that was asked for then, and notice was
given, and a week was allowed to intervele
before I propcsed to niove in the matter-
just one week from the time I first mentioned
the subject and then my hon. friend aslked
to have time to get information. Some tele-
grams from Judge Prendergast have beel
shown me, and I know some of the state-
ments contained iii these telegrams are not
correct, and I am strongly inclined tO the
belief that dilatory tactics arepurposely bei.ng
pursued in order to prevent this subject being
ventilated on the floor of this House before
the House rises. Judge Prendergast stated,
in the telegram read on Wednesday, that his
statement and evidence had been mailed. If
that were correct they would be now in the
possession of my hon. friend the Minister o
Justice. Therefore that statement could iot
be correct, that his papers were sent at that
time. This matter was' started a week ago
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last Monday, and my hon. friend telegraphed
Judge Prendergast, and he pleaded in his
telegram that he had only received the hon.
the minister's telegram a week before that
timfe. All this shows that dilatory tactics
are being pursued to prevent a proper dis-
eusSion of the subject on the floor of this
Iouse before prorogation. I would, however,
feel myself at a great disadvantage in dis-
cussing this question if it could be pointed
Out to me that my hon. friend, the Minister
of Justice, was not in possession of the
fullest information. I want that he shall
be in possession of all the information that
can possibly be put in his hands, in order that
he may be able to show that the facts I am
going to put before the House are wrong, if
they are wrong, and I shall, therefore, con-
sent to this : if my hon. friend will give me
and this honourablelHouse the assurance that
1 Will have the opportunity of making this
statement before the Supply Bill and the
Tariff Bill are disposed of in this House, I
Will resume my seat now and wait until, say
tO-Morrow or Monday-until the hon. gen-
tlerman is in possession of the information he
desires.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think it
extreiely likely that we shall not receive
the Tariff Bill or the Supply Bill until
Monday, but they may come to-morrow,
and in that case if the House wish to go into
it at once, i should enter into an undertakirng
tO discuss my lion. friend's motion to-morrow,
but the great probability is that the bills

fill not be up. I wish my hon. friend
Would say Monday, and if Judge Prender-
gast has not by that time given me the
information, I shall not ask any more delay.
I will consider him too dilatory. It may be
the very first thing on Monday.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Sup-
Posing no charge was made in this House
against Judge Prendergast, would the hon.
nlilister think it proper to take any notice
Of what appeared in the Montreal " Wit-

or what appeared in any paper, reflect-
log on a judge in this way ? Should the
Paper be prosecuted or should the matter be
dropped-a public charge in a public paper
against a judge ?

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
know that I can answer a question like that.
I an always a reader of the newspapers, and

if information comes to me that I think
should be considered and acted upon, I con-
sider it and act upon it, but I do not think
it is proper or reasonable that I should take
notice of everything that appears in the
papers. Even judges are attacked some-
times in newspapers.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I consent to
have my motion stand until to-morrow. We
will then know if my hon. friend has the
papers and we can proceed, or if circum-
stances permit of discussing it on Monday,
we can take it up then.

QUALIFICATIONS OF LIEUTENANT
SUTTON.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY rose to inquire:

1. Has Lieutenant F. H. C. Sutton, of ""
Squadron of the Royal Canadian Dragoons, sta-
tioned at Winnipeg, who has been recently sent to
England by the present government, obtained in
Canada a first-class long course certificate?

2. If not, what class course certificate does he
hold?

3. According to regulations and precedents is it
not true that the Militia Departnent has already
refused and is bound to refuse to send to England
for a course men who have not obtained the highest
possible certificate in Canada?

4. Who recommended Lieutenant Sutton, and
why was lie selected?

5. Why was Mr. Sutton sent to England when
he had not obtained the highest certificate in
Canada to entitle hin to go?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The answer to the
first question is, no. To the second, he has
first class short course grade B ; first class
short course grade A, and a second class long
course grade A. Royal School of Cavalry.
With reference to the third question,
there is no regulation on the subject. Previ-
ous to the present year officers have been
sent who had not the highest possible Cana-
dian qualifications, but the policy of the
department has now been changed in that res-
pect. To the fourth, Lieutenant Sutton's ap-
plication was approved by the Minister of Mi-
litia some two months before any change of
policy was arrived at. The fifth question is
answered above.

EMIGRATION TO DAKOTA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Before the
Orders of the Day are called I should like to
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direct the attention of the government to a
paragraph in last evening's Journal head-
ed "Gone to Uncle Sam." It reads as fol-
lows :

Winnipeg, Man., June 17.-A party of 150 Gali-
cians left yesterday via the Northern Pacific for
I)ickinsons, North 1)akota, where they will take up
land. This is evidently the resuIt of the visit of
the North Dakota emigrant agent, who was dis-
covered recently in emigration hall trying to per-
suade the foreigners to settle in the states.

party newspapers taking a considerable
degree of credit for the Minister of the In-
terior having brought them into the countrY
-it cannot possibly be said now that
they are not brought in on the author-
ity of the government and that the anxietY
is to get rid of them instead of keeping
them in the country. As a matter of factt
a number of these Galicians are already
settled along the line of the Manitoba and
North-western Railwav, and those who carDe

When the Minister of the Interior tuok out were supposed to be taken over to okOi
office, his advent was heralded with a flourish the settiement already made, and it is quite
of trumpets, and great tbings were predicted impossible they should have core out with-
as to what would be achieved by his vigorous out doing so under the auspices of the gOV
immigration policy. Since then I have seen ernrent. If so, it is the first time a party
one of the results pointed out in the arrival of have core out under those circunstances
a large party of G alicians, and it was reported
then that they had with them considerable Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is it not possible
money. It was stated that they had no less that this is due to sone portion of the ne-
than $28,000 amongst them, and it was tional pohcy being left in the country ?
pointed out, with a great deal of pride, that were told that it was the national policy occa-
the immigration agents who had been sent sioned the loss of immigrants. Do yOU
out by the present Minister of the Interior think if the country had been more purged
had in a short space of time achieved such of that policy that these people would have
admirable results. I should like to know if remained
the government can give any explanation as
to how, after having evidently expended a TuE RESIGNATION 0F JLDGE
large sum of money bringing these people to JONES.
the country, getting them to Winnipeg, they
allowed foreign agents to cone in and take lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-In refer
the whole party away without any attemlpt ence to the matter of the resignation of Judge
to interfere with their doing so. Jones, and the petition referred to by goY

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I saw the report
referred to this morning, but I have not any
official information on the subject. I am not
aware that the Department of the Interior
contributed in any way to the immigration
of those Galicians. On the contrary, we have
had a paragraph in the papers sometime
ago f rom Winnipeg that they were regarded
as paupers and being sent out of the country,
and not regarded as a desirable class of
immigrants. I am not aware that they were
brought in any way by the Minister of the
Interior. I speak without absolute know-
ledge on that subject, only what I have been
able to gather. I may be wrong as to that,
but I am inclined to think they were not
brought here by the department.

hon. friend, I informed him that I recollected
no petition, and that I had not been able tO
find one. I have made further inquiries and
taken a great deal of troûble, but it turns
out my trouble was unnecessary. I find the
facts are that there was a petition addressed
to me, which had received a number of sig'
natures, but before it was sent to me it was
decided to drop that petition. Therefore it
was not sent and I cannot produce it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Probably the gentlemen who signed it were
ashamed of it.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION·

INQUIRY.

1Hon. Mr. LANBRY-Before the Orders
Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER- Surely it of the Day are called, J would ask the

cannot be possible that a party of one 1 government if they can inform the House
hundred and fifty souls, taken as far as whether there is any truth in the runour
Winnipeg with the immigration agent of that they have received a despatch f roni
the government in charge of them-the Winnipeg informing them that the Catholics



of that province had accepted the Laurier- and in looking at that also 1 find no
Qreenway compromise. incorporation by the laws of British Col-

umbia. There is no reason why the real
lion. Mr. SCOTT-No, the government facts should not Le expressed in the recital,

h"Ve fot received any despatch on the sub- and the committee, I have no doubt, willJect whatever. see to that in case they report the bill.

lon. Mr. BERNIER-Has any minister Hor. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I opposereceived any such despatch? this bill on two or three very important
grounds. It is only some eight or ten days

in.tr. SrCeived .I think if any ago since we passed a bill entitled an Act totYinister hiad received any despatch I should '
have heard of it. incorporate the British Yukon Mining and

Trading Company, at the head of which is
ion. Sir M ACK ENZIE BOWELL__ the Duke of Teck and a number of other very

well, will you inquire? wealthy influential Englishmen, Scotchmen
and I believe Irishien.

YUKON MINING AND TRANS-
PORTATION COMPANY'S BILL. Hon. Mr. POWER-Are you sure they

are Irish?
SECOND READING.

1Ion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved the Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes and
8econd reading of Bill (118) " An Act to some Canadians. To-day we had in the
ilcorporate the Yukon Mining and Trans,- Railway Coinrmittee, and here some few
Portation Company (Foreign)." minutes ago, another Yukon bill that my

ý hon. friend from Toronto had charge of. He
( wanted the third reading of that bill to-day

lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I have not for a line of railway from Hudson Bay to
e very clear explanation to give myself. I the Yukon. These are all good and proper
have merely been asked, in the absence of bills, and they rcceive my unqualified support,
8enator Lougheed, to move the second read- but here is another company that ask for the
If1g of the bill. I would ask the House to saine powers as the British Yukon Company,
pass the second reading and the House need and their starting points on the Pacific
not be comiitted to the principle. I intend coast are only seventy-five miles apart, the
to Move that it be referred to the com- British Yukon Company starting from the

ittee. head of Lynn Inlet or canal. This company
proposes to start at the head of Tacu Inlet,

i on. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-If this a distance of only seventy-five miles from
does get its second reading and it is Lynn, and the powers asked are practically

•eferred to the committee, I should be glad the saine. Above all, I want to draw the
if the committee would look at the recital, attention of this honourable House to the
Which I am told is incorrect and from the fact that the country through which they asked
eýanination I have given I think it is those powers to be exercised is practically the
"correct. It speaks of this company being same. For that reason, if for no other, I

lincorporated under the Companies Act of oppose the bill. Although there is a verythe province of British Columbia, and also large area of country to be opened up,
lheorporated by an Act of the legislature of yet the avenues of communication inthe province of British Columbia. I under- that mountain country are solely con-

8tand that that is not the case. It is fined to mountain gorges and valleys,
'material that the recital should be properly rivers and lakes, so that if those two com-
expressed. It appears that it is a United panies are incorporated and build railways

tes company incorporated in the state and enter into mining and -smelting and
Dlaware, and then there is a law trading generally, they will come into con-

British Columbia by which foreign com- tact with each other at almost every point
anies registered there have certain powers in that vast region. I think hon. gentlemen

"Id rights, but they are not incorporated will recognize the fact that it is scarcely the
41der that law. Then the bill is also correct thing for this parliament to pass two
referred to in another Act passed recently, bills practically of the same kind and of the
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same nature for the construction of lines
which traverse the same territory. lit is
true both of those companies have received
powers from the local legislature of British
Columbia. As the hon. Minister of Justice
has pointed out, there is a very great inac-
curacy in the title of the bill under dis-
cussion at the present time, and it will
require to be rectified, even supposing it
should become law this session. Apart from
that I say, that we have already incorporated
a company and given them powers to build a
railway and enter into general mining and
development in that region of the world, I
think we ought to support them and do all we
can to see that they open up the resources of
that country. If this second bill is passed it
will only have one of two effects, either that
the present company, the British company,
will be forced to buy them out, or it will be
the means of preventing either of those
companies going on and opening up that
western region of our domain. I think that
is a very undesirable thing. They have
powers from the legislature there to go on
and do certain things. If they are in earnest,
if they intend to build railways to make
their improvements there, they can go on
and do it under the Acts they received from
the legislature of British Columbia. It would
be unwise and impolitic in us to give sinilar
powers to this company that we have given
to the British compar.y. The second point
is that this is a foreign company, as has
been stated by the Minister of Justice. They
come in here and ask for rights and privil-
eges equal to anything that we ourselves
enjoy. I do not think I am a narrow gauge
individual; I believe in liberty to the fullest
extent, but the treatment that our people
have received by those in authority enact-
ing laws in the neighbouring republic in the
last few years has been to alienate the feel-
ing of every true British subject, especially
a Canadian, against the course pursued by
that people. In the Citizen of Wednesday
the 16th, hon. gentlemen may have observed
a short paragraph which I think will con-
firm what 1 have stated. It reads as fol-
lows:

HEA) TAX ON IMMIGRANTS.

SENATOR TILLMAN PROPOSES CHARGING ALL
ALIENs $100 EwcH.

Washington, June 15.- -Senator Tillman to-day
gave notice of an aniendmient lie will offer to the
tariff bill, providing for a head tax of $100 on ail
immigrants to the United States. The anendnent

also makes it a misdemeanour, punishable by tin
prisonment, for any person to enter the United
States for the purpose of engaging in trade or
manual labour without intending to becomue
citizen.

It may be said that that is merely a notice
of an amendment offered to the tariff bill,
and that there is only one Senator Tillmnani
but unfortunately our experience within the
last few years has satisfied us that there are
a great number of Tillmans, not only in the
Senate of the United States, but in the Rouse
of Representatives. It is high time that we
should look after our own interests. W®
have been coquetting too long with our
great neighbours to the south. Instead of
treating us fairly, they have taken
advantage of every concession we have
made them, and they look upon US
now as being so dependent upon then
that we cannot thrive without their aid and
assi-tance. It is high time that we should
show them that we can live and prosPer
withtout them. In view of this, we ought
to look after our own people and especiallY
in that western portion of our Dominion'
where English capitalists have been attract-
ed in the last year or year and a half il
particular. Money is pouring in there, and
if we can deinonstrate beyond a doubt tlat
there are profitable openings for their in-

vestments, it will continue to pour in.
think we will not be doing any capitalists,
and especially Canadian capitalists, the
justice they are entitled to unless we give
our own people the first opportunity. Som0

hon. gentlemen niay take high and exalted
ground and say if our neighbours do wrong
that is no reason why we should do the
same. That has been the course unfortun-
ately that England and Canada have takenl
in the past and in consequence of taking
those high grounds, what has been the result
A large portion of the state of Maine that
legitimately belong to Canada we have beei
deprived of. Again, the Pacific coast, as far
south as the Columbia River, belong to
Canada, and ought to be a portion of Canada
to-day. Only some twenty-four years ago
that beautiful island, San Juan, in the Gulf
of Georgia was improperly handed over frofi1

Canada to the United States. It is time for
us to look after our own interests and if
there is anything good let us have the bene
fit of it. If the company already chartere
will carry out what they pretend to carrY

out, let them show it between now and next
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session, and if they fail to do their duty I
will support this measure, but until they do
fail doing their duty, this House should
reject the bill for the reasons I have given.
I, therefore, move that the bill be not now
read the second time. but that it be read
the second time this day three months.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B C.)-I do
lot deny the force of the argument made by

mly hon. friend. It is a very strong one, but
this louse cannot deal with a measure of
this kind unless the maps are placed before
thern, showing whether the proposed line

lomes in competition with any other line.
I ask the House to allow the bill to be read
the second time and let us go to the com-
r4ittee where the bill can be dealt with on
its merits.

lion. Mr. MILLER-I rise to endorse
the remarks which have fallen f rom the hon.
gentleman from Victoria. For my own part,
I have not sufficient information to attempt
to vote on the motion of my hon. f riend from
New Westminster (Mr. Mclnnes), and I
think the fairest way, and the way usually
adopted in this Hou-e when there is any dis-
Pute in reference to a railway bill or any
Other bill, is to allow it to go to its proper
conmittee, where information can be had on
hoth sides and where an intelligent report
1lay be made to the House. I do not think it
*ould be acting fairly to discharge the bill
in this summary manner.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Particularly in the
absence of the hon. gentleman whohad charge
of the bill, it would be unfair to take this
extremle course. It has not been taken in
any other case this session, and it would be
botter to let it go to the committee and we
can corne to a conclusion on their report. I
Want to see whether it interferes with the
rights of any other company. The English
obompany may be all my hon. friends says
but this may be an equally good company.

lon. Mr. MILLER-We do not know
Whether the interests are proper interests or
naot,

11on. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I said I
was unable to give an explanation of this
bill which should be made to-day. No doubt
the remarks of the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster come with a great deal of

force, he being a resident of the country and
cognizant of the affairs of that country, but
when he states that his objection to this bill
is because he bas lately advocated the pass-
ing of a bill in which the glamour is thrown
around the names of the promoters by the
Duke of Teck being incorporated in it, the
hon. gentleman, by rubbing shoulders with
royalty, must have abandoned the demo-
cratic ideas he has hitherto entertained.
The fact of the Duke of Teck being incor-
porated in that company does not give it
any moral eflect. I would not consider if
the Prince of Wales were included that the
company would be any the better than if the
names of good capitalists were incorporated.
In our part of the country we always encour-
age all who are willing to provide facilities
for developing the means of travel and
facilitating the marketing of the produce of
that country. According to the hon. gentle-
man, the Yukon country, large as it is, can
only be reached by certain passes. Yet he
tells us that these passes should be given to
a n onopoly-that one company and no one
else should be allowed to enter in. I cannot
understand how that corresponds with our
ideas of how a country should be opened
up. For my part, I should like to
see the best access given, so that
everybody who wants to get inito that
country can get there with the best facilities
possible. We all know how difficult it is to
go there now. It takes inonths for parties
to reach their destination by the present
channels. If these passes are to be possessed
bv one company, who will be able to charge
what they please, it will lock the country up
for a number of yeari. It would be a most
unwise policy. As far as United States
capital coming in here is concerned, the hon.
gentleman's ideas are so different from the
ideas enunciated by bon. gentlemen on that
side of the House last night, on the subject
of the American Bank Note Company, that
they require some explanation, Last night
he wanted to incorporate a United States
company to do business here; now he says
that United States capital should not be
allowed to be introduced. I would ask the
hon. gentleman if he does not know himself
that the development of the mining industry
in British C lumbia is largely owing to
United States capital, and if we had waited
for Canadian or English capital, a great
many railways and mines in that country
would have been unconstructed and unde-
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veloped. We merely ask to have the second
reading of the bill now, and to send it to
the cominttee, where its details can be fully
considered. There will be before that com-
mittee gentlemen who have thoroughly
looked into this question, and who will be
prepared to deal with the legal aspect of the
case. To throw out the bill without sucli
an investigation would be most unwise and

late stage of the session it was just as welI
to dispose of it now, because I believe it 1s
impossible that it can become law this ses-
sion. It is just as well for my hon. friend
to abandon the bill now.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It la

the fault of the promoters if it does not
pass.

unfair. Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It strikes me just what 1 mentioned to-day, that people
that as we chartered two companies to gointo leave bis to the dying hours of the session
that country already, it would be only ,juis- aomrng them f a ut t the 1i1st
tice to them to give them a little time tose brin, them in under such circusesteinCes
what they will do before we give them com-
petition. The hon. gentleman f rom Burling- when we are ail anxious to get to oui, homes.
ton wants a lot of companies. If we grant t
this, does he think it will assist the others ? pthern to bring in their bis hereaf ter nt e

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It is going proper stage of the session.
to kill the project.to ilItheproect The motion was agreed, to and the Lill

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have no ob- was read a second time.
jection to the bill going to the Railway SECOND READING
Committee, Lut at this late stage of the ses-
sion do you think it will be properly con- Bil (124> "An Act incorporating the
sidered. There are enough bills before that Cataract Power Company of lamiltof,
committee already to take the whole of their Limited,' (Mr. Macinnes, Burlington>.
time. My own opinion is that you are only
giving us more work that amounts to no- DEPARTMENTS 0F CUSTOMS ANP
thing. We may as well dispose of the bill
now. If there are any advantages to be had
I am in favour of giving them to British TIII EADING.
subjects and not to foreigners. When our The fouse resolved itseif into a CoIR'
neighbours are excluding us from their coun- mittee of the Whole on Bil (l25): "An
try, we should not be too generous to them. Act respecting the Departments of Custom5

I do not object to Americans coming here. and Inhnd Revenue."
I do not object to trade with them and take
their money if they have any to give us, but lon. Mr. McCALLUM, from the cow-
this is not the time to give them a preference mittee, reported the Lill without amend
over our own people and allow them to inter- ment.
fere with British subjects until we first give!
British subjects an opportunity to see what Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
they will do to open up that country. My ing of the Lill.
hon. friend says, give them a charter. For
what? To embarrass the other company so Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for the
that they will have to be bought out before purpose of opposing the Lill, but to make sOnle
anything will be done? The bill lias my observations which bave Leen suggested tO
opposition, but I am not particular whether me Ly the discussion which took place the
it goes to the Railway Committee or not. other day. The position is this, that Ly ActS
If the hon. gentleman pushes his motion I passed in the year 1887 the DepartmentS Of
shall vote for the amendment. Customs and lnhand Revenue whieh hac

Leen under the control of independent min-
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-As a re- isters with seats in the cabinet, were taken

quest has been made to let the bill go to from under the jurisdiction of those ninis
the Railway Committee, I shall withdraw ters and placed each under the jurisdictiOn
my amendment, I thought that owing to the of an officer called the controler, the under
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t8 anding being that the controllers were not' ticable-I do not know that he used as
t have seats in the cabinet; and it was stated strong a word as that, but at any rate it had
tY the leader of the government of that time been found exceedingly inconvenient that

that they were to be something like thei the Controllers of Customs and Inland
Ulnder secretaries in England. This Act, Revenue should not have seats in the
though passed in 1887. contained a suspend- cabinet. When the present administration
"'g clause, and it was not put into operation came into power they found things in that
uring the lifetime of Sir John Macdonald, position. Their predecessors had actually

unYder 'vhose administration it had been constituted the then existing Controller of
passed, but was put into operation, I think, Customs and Controller of Inland Revenue
Ii 1893. There were two or three discus- members of the cabinet. Inasmuch as the

on the matter in the House of Com- ground taken by the members of the Liberal
4 ls, and looking at those discussions, one party had been that those officers could not
would have supposed that the view takeii by with propriety be made members of the
the first minister of that day that it would cabinet except by legislation, it followed, as
be convenient to have officers corresponding a matter of course, that without a complete
With the under secretaries in England, was change of policy it was necessary that some
the correct view. Experience has shown such legislation as this should be introduced
that it is not so. Different reasons have by the present government. I should not
been given. Some, 1 think, are not really have said anything if nothing further had
'ery substantial. For instance, the hon. been said in connection with this measure,
gentlemanl who leads the opposition in this but further expressions of opinion have been

ouse gave, as the strongest reason why the given utterance to by gentlemen both in the
Controller of Customs should be a minister bouse of Commons and in this House, and I
with a seat in the cabinet, that that officer wish to say a few words about those expres-
dad a great many matters to attend to. I sions of opinion. It has been intimated that
" not think that that is a reason in itself the number of ministers, which will now, as

Why an officer should have a seat in the I understand, be fourteen, is to be reduced;
Cabinet. The probabilities are that some and either in this House or in the other
coPying clerks and typewriters and other House, or in both, it was suggested that some
persons in the very lowest offices in the existing departments-some two of them-
service are very hard worked and have more night be united into one, and it was indi-

do than those standing near the head of the cated that the office now held by the premier
ait. The character of the work has a great -President of the Privy Council-and the

deal more to do with the advisability of the office now held by the hon. gentleman who
Officer being in the cabinet than the quantity has charge of this bill-Secretary of State-

Work which ho has to do. It was should beconsolidated. Theground was takenreCognized in the discussion in the House of that these officers were not worked as hard as
Comonls in 1887 that the duties theretofore they might be. As I said before, the amount

erformed by the Ministers of Customs and of work which is done by an officer has very
Iland Revenue, and which, under the law little to do with the question whether heIowexisting are performed by the Controllers should be a member of cabinet or not If
re alnost purely administrative. The Con- we consider the matter a little carefully, we

troler of Customs and the Controller of shall come to the conclusion that the line
Itland Revenue have nothing to do with indicated for the reduction of the number of
8haping the fiscal policy of the country ; ministers is not the most judicious line to
they simply carry out the laws respecting take. It has always been felt that theCsIFtomlus and inland revenue as they appear premier of the country, whose time is
Oh the statute-books, and it is not necessary, largely occupied with questions of general
for 'nerely administrative purposes, that an policy, could not undertake to discharge the
Officer should be a member of the cabinet. duties of any departmental office which

course it is understood, and the hon. involves very much labour. We have had
leader of the opposition stated at the first examples to the contrary, as hon. gentleman

ading of this bill, that the government of know ; and I think we have seen the evil
Which he was the head had decided that these results which have followed from the fact that
two Controllers should be made members gentlemen who had important and laborious
of the cabinet, as it had been found imprac- departments had assumed also the duties
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of premier. The tax imposed upon the phy-
sical and mental powers of a member of
government who, in addition to discharging
the trying duties of premier also undertakes
to discharge the duties of a laborious depart-
ment is too severe, and we have seen the evil
results of the attempt to combine those
duties. Consequently, I do not think it
would be desirable that the Department of
the Privy Council should be united with any
other department. It is just the depart-
ment which I think ought to be held by the
premier of the country. Then as to the
Department of the Secretary of State, that
has existed from the very beginning in
Canada. I do not know how onerous the
duties of the department may be, but there
is in alinost every government some officer
who corresponds with the Secretary of State.
The Secretary of State is the channel of
communication with the Imperial govern-
ment and with all bodies outside of our own
government. He is the Registrar General of
the country ; and we have had testimony
from the first minister that the Secretary
of Stte> has uiitep sufBcient to doc as ece

Trade and Commerce should co-exist with the
Departments of Customs and Inland Bev,
enue.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman tell me how the
Minister of Trade and Commerce has afy
thing to do with the financial departuientsî
I can understand the other two departh
ments, to whi2h he refers, dealing *t
moneys, because they are really the collecte
ing departnents of the government, but 111
what way does the other?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The fact is that in
this country, up to the time this Act
1887 was put into operation in 1893, the
duties which have of late been discharg e
by the Minister of Trade and Commerce
were discharged pa.rtly by the Minister o
Finance and partly by the Ministers of Ces-
toms and Inland Revenue.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And partly by the Postmaster General.

tary of State, and in addition to that is on. Mr. POWER-I think the portiont
obliged occasionally to assume the duties of those duties discharged by the Postmaster
of other offices; but as I say, the General was not large, and looking back tO
important point is that in every govern-' the discussion which took place in 1887, it
ment you will find there is some officer whose is clear the idea was that the Minister o
title and general duties correspond with Trade and Commerce was to take over the
those of the Secretary of State. It seems duties which had been theretofore performed
to me that in the future, if it is desirable to by the Ministers of Customs and Excise,
reduce the number of departmental officers, and if we put cabinet ministers at the
as I think it is, we should look in some other heads of the Customs and Excise De-
direction. It will be remembered that when partments it seems to me that there is no ne'

these controllerships were created there was cessity for the continuance in existence o
also created a Department of Trade and Com- the Department of Trade and Commerce
merce, so that we shall have here in Canada, This is a change which cannot be made at
if this bill becomes law, four heads of depart- once; and I am speaking now of the future
ments dealing with the one subject of finance. when these changes can be made. If an
There is the Minister of Finance, there hon. gentleman will take the trouble to look
is the Minister of Trade and Commerce, through, for instance, the Statesman's Year
there will be the Minister of Customs and Book ie will find-I think I am correct in
the Minister of Inland Revenue. I think saying that-in no British colony is there
that is something that is not to be found in any more than one member of the govern-
any colony of Britain. It is not to be found ment who deals with the question of finance,
in any foreign government that I know of. and when I say that I mean trade and coI'
I presune in England, if you take the Chan- merce as well as finance strictly so called.
cellor of the Exchequer and the under sec- It has been recognized here in the past an
retaries of various kinds, that you will have it has been recognized in all the other col-
about that number of officers dealing with onies, that the duty of the Finance Minf's
the finances of the country, but we are not ter is to lay down, of course with the consent
England ; and I think it is perfectly clear of his colleagues, the financial policy of th'
that by the time reorganization is reached, country, and I cannot see why there shouîd
there is no reason why the Department of be four ministers in this country dealinvg
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*ith a matter which, in all other colonies Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Wholly apart from
"8 dealt with by a single minister. Of the patriotism of the Senate-which I am
course there was no necessity for my making sure would never permit us to leave the seat
these observations, but as the subject has of government until the public business has
ben talked about a good deal, I thought been disposed of--it has been arranged that
there was no reason why I might not, at there will be no departure without consent.

18I sta e -of the bill ex ress in an ver iM-

Perfect way, I am sorry to say, the views
Which I have entertained. I have not
Utkdertaken to put those views into shape at
ail. I have simply spoken without any pre-
Paration other than a little thought on the
m1atter.

lion. Mr. PERLEY-You do not pro-
Pose to move a motion of want of confidence ?

HIon. 'Mr. ALMON-I am very much
obliged for the hints you have given, and as
soon as the change of government takes
Place, we will put them into effect.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
Was read a third time and passed.

ýENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

lion. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
lng of bill (132) " An Act to further amend
the Act respecting the Senate and flouse
Of Commons." He said :-I desire to bring
lunder the notice of the House a request
Imade by some members of the House of
Co!lmmons, which I think, under the cir-
cumtances, may be considered reasonable.
It is that the bill which is upon the
order paper for to-morrow, to amend the
Act respecting the Senate and the House of
Commflions, be passed to-day, as it will suit
the convenience and interest of every gentle-
"t'an of the House of Commons, and I pre-
sumne there will be no objection to it.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read at length at the table.

lion. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
111 of the bill.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-I have no serious
Objection to the bill, but on previous occa-
8ions a great deal of trouble has arisen from
this twelve days' provision. We have been
left without a quorum almost, and there
should be some provision for an emergency
of that kind. On several occasions we have
'lot had sutlicient members at the conmittee
Ileetings.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a good deal
of force in what the hon. gentleman from
Rideau (Mr. Clemow) bas said. A bill of
this kind bas been brought down every ses-
sion since 1891. The more bec:ming
course would be to have some permanent
legislation on the subject. I do not think
it is a thing which is calculated to raise the
dignity of parliament to have bills of this
character coming down every session. There
are two ways of dealing with the matter.
One way would be-and I think there is a
good deal to be said in favour of it-to alter
our present law with respect to indemnity
altogether, and simply provide that each
niember shall have a thousand dollars a
session, without any restrictions as to his.
absence or presence.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Half of them would
not be here at all.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the solution
following out logically the line which bas
been pursued. If it makes no difference
whether a member bas been absent 12 days
or not, why should it make any difference if
he was absent 30 days? That is one way of
doing it, and another would be to pass an
Act saying a certain number of days should
be allowed in each session. I think there
should be a provision in the bill that these
days of absence should not be at the close of
the session.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, bear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is all very well
for the bon. gentleman to say members will
not go away, but a number have gone away,
and they have gone away relying on being
paid for the days they are not here.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-How
would you deal with a member coming here
for two or three days 1

Hon. Mr. POWER-We discussed that
on former occasions, but my opinions on the
subject did nlot meet the approval of the
late governrment, and I am afraid they do.
not meet with the approval of this govera-
ment.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the session terminates. There are soflie
The practice in the past has been a very like iyseif who have, I thirik beentolerablY
disagreeable one. Of course I am speaking punctual,attending to theirduties here dur-
of the past, and I do not know what will be ing the whole s-ssion; but as bon. get
done now ; but generally members go to the men know, the termination of the ss
leader of the government of the day, and if was looked for long before this. It wa5

he gives an order to the clerk, or intimates stated at one ture pretty positively that the
to the clerk, the propriety of paying the'fouse would be prorogued on the t
menber it has been done. I know it has June, and then again that it would close 01,
been found very inconvenient ; in sone the 16tb, and then a later date was mention-
cases you feel that you ought not to say to ed. Honourable gentlemen eau quite under
the clerk to pay these gentleman, because'stand that business matters of great import
sometiies important bills were coming up. ance to individual meibers niay hav6

Upon other occasions, if nothing particular been put off under the impresion that
was going on, you would give it as a matter the se>sion was just about to terminate,
of course. but if you consent to one you until at last they eau be put off no longer,
cannot well refuse another. I am fully of and finally a member is obliged to go away
the view held by my hon. friend from i without being able to avoid it I 1VOld
Halifax (Mr. Power), and would be glad to rather see a bill of this kind introduced if it
see the government take up this question, is introduced at al, the very hast day of th"
and make some provision with reference session, because it could not be said the"
to it. If the calculation is made, it that gentlemen went avay when they foufld
will be found that a large amount of there would be no deduction.
money is paid to men who come here
for a few days and go away. The principle H
suggested by the hon. gentleman from present law as it appears in the BeVised

in te Autra Statutes is an admirable one. It is calcU"Halifax is that which prevails in the Austra-
lian colonies. They give the members fromIa

Ne SutiWaes£00a er ndpy îi~members, provided there is a slight aniend-N'ýew South Wales £300 a year and pay himu
just the same as your hired man. You draw ment made in it, which bas been discussed
your £25 at the beginning of every month, on more than one occasion, under which

your £25at the entIeman who cornes at the' beginning Of
wvhether you attend the parliament or not. I
When I was there one of the members of the session and renains for one day could
the cabinet accompanied me to this country,
and he got his £25 a month just the same as reater part of the full indemnity.
if he were attending parliament. The hon. The motion vas agreed to, and the bih
gentleman who came here for two or three was read the third time and passed.
days would get his $1,000, if the suggestion
of the hon. gentleman from Halifax were NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES ACT
adopted, unless you made some proviion AMENDMENT BILL.
against that. It would be well if the hon.
gentleman could induce his friends, who now
have the power to change the law, to meet The buse resolved itself into Committee
his views, and accept the restrictions which Of the Whole on Bil (114) "An Act further
the hon. gentleman suggested when he was to amend the Acts respecting the North %vest
sitting in the seat behind me and I occupied Territories."
a seat on that side of the fouse. (In tbe Committee.)

Hou. Mr. ALLAN-I very much wish
some change could be made in reference to
this matter. It makes it particularly un-
pleasant, in view of the observations made
by the bon. gentleman from Ottawa, and
others for those who may be obliged
to go away just before the conclusion
of the session, when a bill of this kind is
brought up and passed a few days before

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill ,proposes to
grant to the North-west Territories some of
the powers and privileges in a modified forIn
that appertain to the provinces. Under th'
Act establishing the government for the
North-west Territories, chap. 50, R.S., the
Lieutenant-Governor administered the goV-
ernment under instructions from time to
time given him by the Governor in Council
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ry the Secretary of State, The Governor of cabinet, that that man has to go back to
in Council was enipowered to appoint six le elected?
Persons to be a council to aid the Lieutenant-
Governor, and the number was subsequently, Hn Mr S -s ner ton
bY the Act of 1894, reduced to four persons
to be known as the executive cominittee of elected.

the Territories. Provision was made in the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
Original Act that so soon as any district con- addition to that must le be a member of the
tained 1,000 inhibitants, it became house.

belectoral district and entiteed to elect
anernbeî of the council, of legisia- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

tive assembly, and so oni, as electoral lion. M.Nr. POWER-I do not see any
istricts cae ito existence and the s t th on ut obe

population increased, the nuinber of repre- prvso i h i ta oebtmtbr
8entatives kept Pace until the nurnberreaced ofte assembly shall be metnbers of the

twýen'ty-one, which nuinber was subsequently Moenet
iCreased to twenity-six by the Act of 1894, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
't wliich the representation was lirnited. see no provision in the bill that a memiber
They were to hold their seats for two years. of the executive must ebe a member of the

111 the blli before the Ilouse the Lieutenant- assembly, nor is there any provi-don that I
an eecorain Council is substituted for the can see that if he is selected the principle of
.ieutenantGotvenor and provision is made responsible government goes so far as to send

for the election of a legistative assemblY, him back to his constitency. We should
iid the Lieutenant-Go vernor seclects the know whether any person can be appointed

Peulbers of the executive council. Under a member of the executive.
the original Act the Lieu tenant-Governor in

necil was authorized ty make ordinances Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-What my
21 respect to the mode of caling Juries in hon. friend desires to accolish i not a
Trieyia1 as we l as civil cases, and under the atter of statutory direction anywhere that
bi the legisative assembly make the ordin- I know of. There is nothin of thekind aect-

anciees in respect to calling juries. Formerly ing us in our position in the Dominion. The
the Lieutenant-Governor was authorized to practice stands very mucl in the same posi-
eppoint justices of the peace. Now justices tion as responsibe government. There is no

'f the peace must oe appointed by the Lieu- statute about responsible governrnent, and
tenanthGovernor in Council. While the stl it is in force. It is a practice which is
'theorappointments rest with the Lieutenant- constitutional and yet not embodied in any
Governor in Council, the sheriff will ne ap- statutory provision, nor is it expedient that it
ineted by the Governor in Council. Clausp should be so. It is a settlcd principle that

ceventeen explains cie general scope of the the Crown may cail to the executive council
bill which provides that the government any one, though at the time le is not a
hae ie administered by the Lieutenant-Gov- member of either House, but then by con-

ternor and an executive council. stitutional usae he ust becoie a member.
There is no fixed period for that. This is

lon. Mr. PERLEY-Do I understand the same provision, as we have it here,
the sheriffs will be appointed by this council. which applies in ail the provinces.

lio. -r SOTT Ye, heappinmets Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

etiea rest with the council. There s no it s ehenfedst is ahat if a genthe-

chan e made in regard to the sherif, but man stitutin as a member of executive

the rninor appointments will be made by the h staust p on, n s i exediet tht i

LieutenantGovernor in Council. C e ud be osn
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

On clause nine. The clause was adopted.

lion. Mr. PERLEY-Do I understand Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON. from
thatc ause to mean thatwien the Lieutenant- the copmittee, reported the bi without

covernor may select a mar to he a member amendment.
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The bill was then read the third time, and
passed.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (116) "An Act
further to amend the Dominion Lands Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In administering so
large a department as that of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, we have found it ne-
cessary from time to time to come to parlia-
mentandask for amendments. The changesin
this bill involve matter of detail. No new
principle is introduced. There are two
clauses in the bill affecting individual inter-
ests. One is the case of a gentleman, a
senator, who bas put up a building on land
near the border of British Columbia and
built a mill upon it. It was found after-
wards that it was a school section, and it
was impossible to give him a deed for it.
The mill was burned, but at the instance of
the neighbours he was induced to rebuild the
the mill, and under an Order in Council the
land is to be sold to him at $1 an acre. It
required, however, an Act of parliament to
carry out the arrangement. Another was
the case of a man named Edward Johnson,
who was entitled to a patent and was un-
able to obtain it under the wording of the
Act, and a special clause is introduced here
to cover that case.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
you make provision, where you divert the
school lands, to set aside an equal area of
other lands for school purposes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh yes, it is the duty
of the commissioner to set apart an equal
quantity.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And of equal quality 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--It rests with the
minister, and I presume he would be guided
by what is reasonable and proper. In the
bill it speaks of an equal area. The amount
in this case is only twenty-five acres.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That amount of land, with a valuable mill

privilege on it, particularly in a country like
the North-west, where mill privileges are not
as numerous as they are here, the twentY-
five acres might be worth more than a
whole section and twenty-five acres of less
valuable land would not be a fair equiva-
lent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall amend the
ninth clause to provide that the land sub-
stituted shall be of equal value.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Those lands should be held as a sacred
heritage, and no power should be vested in
anybody to give a deed for a valuable piece
of property on nerely setting apart an equal
area, which might be of less value some-
where else. I am not objecting to it, but I
want to see it properly credited.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is quite correct
and you will find that it is so.

On clause 15.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I do not approve
of subsection two. It is as follows:

2. In case of any entry obtained before the
thirteenth day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-one, the right of the person
obtaining it shall be liable to forfeiture in the dis-
cretion of the minister if the application for
patent is not made on or before the thirty-first daY
of December, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-eight.

A great nany people do not know this
law and thev will not make application In
time and in that case the minister could
cancel the land on them. I think the par-
ties ought to be notified, three months prjor
to taking such action, that the time woujd
expire for their making application for a
patent. They ought to have due notice
before the land is cancelled on them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The minister has the
discretion. He is not likely to exercise it.
There are many of those lands where the
rights are likely to be cancelled and they
stand fifteen or twenty years, without any
cancellation taking place.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-But the minister
could do it if he wished.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The 'minister bas
large powers vhich he can exercise at his
discretion, but he does not.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The inan May be
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away Out of the district sonewhere, and
now nothing of the risk he runs.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-He may be out of the
eoUrtry and how can the department give

hinnotice

Slion. Mr. PERLEY-Send the notice to
hs Post office address.

"on. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-There
ought to be a notice of that kind given, and
provision should be made here as to how it
should be given.

, lon. Mr. SCOTT-Would not the exist-
111g law cover that ?

olin. Mr. PERLEY-Not this. The law
elerk agreed with me and wrote out an
amuendment which I have here.

On. 'Mr. SCOTT-I think it would be
Perfectly safe as it is, because no minister
ever thinks of cancelling the rights of a
settier except after inany years, and then
Onîy for cause. I have had a long experience
Of that both as Minister of the Interior and
as Comissioner of Crown Lands in the pro-

lion. Mr. POWER-With a virtuous
government like the present one, we mighttrust the ininister, but some other govern-
cient of a different kind might comle into
oce in the remote future. It is not unrea-
SOrable that the settler should have some
!lOtice before his land is forfeited. The Act
Itself rnay contain some provision with
respect to notice, but if there is no such
Provtision there should be some.

ion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER -The Secre-
7 Of State is wrong in supposing that a

1Og timne elapses before cancellation. Two
flonths is the notice required now and the
'and is cancelled.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I have had hundreds
and hundreds of cases under my own per-
SoFnal observation where it has gone on for

t and fifteen years. One of the thingsthat I always objected to was cancel-ling a man's right. If lie had any claim
t. land at all he was fully notified and
given an opportunity of doing something.

h Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
on. gentieman is of a very kindly nature,

and he did not administer the law in a harsh
atner.

43

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think that is the
practice followed by the heads of all the
departments. The only effect of that pro-
posed provision would be to prompt the
minister to avail himself of the opportunity
to serve a notice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-As
the clause stands here, it might interfere
with an actual bona fide settler. We know
there are muany persons who settle on land,
and do not think it of any consequence
whether they apply for a patent or not, and
they may not have the ten dollars to send
for it. The Secretary of State has the
management of those lands now, but he might
be succeeded by the lion, gentleman f rom
Halifax (Mr. Power) who might not be so
kind-hearted.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It is very
hard that a settler, who may have performed
his settlement duties, should be subject to
having his land cancelled. In this case,
after the settler has done his duty, what
difference does it make to the government
whether he takes out his patent or not ? He
migbt go to the old country and be away for
years, and you might not be able to get at
hin for some time. As long as the mai has
performed his duties, the land should not be
subject to cancellation.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If the time expires
when a man should take out his patent, I
suggest that three months' notice should be
given before cancellation takes place.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I would
go further than that. I do not see the neces-
>ity for this clause at all. I want to be shown
what necessity there is for a man to apply
for his patent when he has complied with
the requirements of the law. If anybody
suffers by it, I could understand the reason.
The man himself is the only one who could
possibly suffer, because he cannot sell or
nqortgage the land. I move that the clause
be struck out.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Prior to 1891, a
min could get a pre-emption as well as a
homestead; now the law requires that after
he has made application for his homestead, in
six months he must pay for his pre-emption
or it is liable to be cancelled on him.
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Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The law as
it stands now provides that if a man does
not do his homestead duties, the land can be
cancelled if application is made by another
party for it, but that is only when a man has
failed to perform his duties.

The clause was allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. FORGET, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
with the bil.

SAVINGS BANKS IN THE PROVINCE
OF QUEBEC BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON moved
the second reading of Bill (N) " An Act to
amend the Act respecting certain Savings
Banks in the Province of Quebec." He
said :--The clauses are so few that we might
pass this through Committee of the Whole
at once.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No ; better refer it
to the Banking Committee.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The bill is one of
such a character that it night well be dealt
with by a committee of the whole House.

Hon. M r. SCOTT-The bill has to go to
the other House and it cannot pass this
session unless it takes this stage to-day.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-This bill has been
gone through, and thoroughly approved of
by the Deputy Minister of Finance, so that
the House may feel quite safe that it con-
tains nothing objectionable.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-It
has been prepared in large measure, by the
Deputy Minister of Finance.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What new powers does the bill confer?

Hon.Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-Under
the existing law the savings banks of the
province of Quebec are empowered to
deposit twenty per cent of their money
with the Dominion of Canada ; in this bill we
add "and any of the provinces thereof." As
it is now we cannot deposit with the pro-
vinces nor in provincial securities for this
purpose Then we wish to extend our invest-
ing powers. There are other securities in
which we would wish to invest. Then,
again, under section 20, we ask for the priv-
ilege of lending upon the securities mention-

ed in the last four lines of the bill. we
want to lend directly to the companies and
not through third parties, who may 13
men of straw, as we are obliged to do no
The company cannot borrow, but a n
straw can come and pledge those securities,
lent hin for the purpose, and we outh
rather deal with the principals than ith
third parties. Then the other change 15
this-we can now lend to municipalitie.S
of twenty thousand, but there are unice-
palities in Canada of two, three and four
thousand which may be much better somJe-

times than many of twenty thousand, and
as certain insurance companies in Canada
have the privilege of taking the debentures o
municipalities of two thousand we silPly
ask to be placed in the sane position as those
companies. We amend nothing; we simply
ask for an extension of our powers to iies
and to lend.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-YOU aSI
to be allowed to lend on personal security .

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON 'e
personal security must be not only backthe
up by collateral, but in addition to that, te
borrower, whoever he is, must pledge ten
per cent more of collaterals than the aminoUl
of his loan. We cannot ]end to individuals-
We cannot lend upon property, but we ca%
lend to an individual on collaterals. 'he
two banks in question, the Caisse d'Ec lie
of Quebec, and the City and DistrectSa
ings Bank of Montreal, are suffering fr
plethora of money. The Montreal ins1 tit
tion has to-day three-quarters of a miliOl
dollars lying on deposit, a greater p :art of 't
at two and a half per cent, while it gives to
its depositors three per cent. It ccsts one Per
cent for administration, so that the bank 's
out one and a half per cent on every doll
that is deposited. On the other hand, .
is bound to give to a charitable fund s1
per cent on $180,000. So that where ae
may make only three or four per cent we
obliged to give six.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to ask
the hon. gentleman if the last lines in the
20th section are not entirely new where he
proposes to lend directly, as I read it, to

The corporation of any city or town i, Ca
with a population of at least two thousand in
tants, or to any waterworks company, gas r
pany, street railway company, electric liglt or
power company, electric railway or street railway
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compnany or telephone or telegraph conpany incor-
Porated in Canada, if such conipany has no power
to issue or does not issue debentures.

I understand those lines to authorize the
baik to loan to any of these companies
Which have no debentures to give as security

-erely lend on the personal security of
the companies themselves. It appears to
,ne, if that is the power asked for, it is an
entirely new power.

I do not think I ever saw that power in
My bill that bas come under my notice with
reference to an insurance company or any
Other company. I know in the section of
the countrv where I live, there are a number
Of littie telephone companies, and I think
they are all incorporated under some general
Provincial Act for incorporating these com-
Panies; but I know some of them have an
exceedingly small amount of capital, and it
Would not be very desirable for any company
that -wished to make good investments to
lend them much money on their personal
security, without any collateral whatever.

lion. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-I
rnay say that the banks merely ask permis-
siOn to lend. On the other hand, there are
ten directors largely interested in the success
of those institutions alluded to. Some of
the companies issue debentures, and some
cannot issue debentures ; but the banks
wish that a resolution of the board of direc-
tors with its corporate seal will, to all intents
and purposes, be accepted as a debenture:
that is, of course, with the additional margin
of 10 per cent which these institutions re-
qliire from borrowers. Any company or in-
dividual wanting money, as it is now-and
that law remains unchanged-for every
81,000 he gets he must deposit not less than
8l,100 ; and if the stock goes down-we will
5 Ppose the stock is at par, and it goes down
eper cent--this $1,000 becomes $950, and

he bas to keep up the margin or in 24 hours
his security may be sold. Those are the
ternms upon which loans are obtained. What
is the result ' I say it with pride that those
1nstitutions have been carried on for thirty
Years without losing one shilling during the
greater portion of that time. Now, how-
eer, they are suffering from a new condi-
t'on of things, a plethora of cash, and wish
to extend the line along which loans can be
effected

lion. Mr. WOOD-I would like to say
that as this matter presents itself to my
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mind, the argument which the hon. gentle-
man has just addressed to the House would
apply to withdrawing any limit whatever,
from the investing powers of these com-
panies; that is to give them power to lend
to any person, private individual or other-
wise, any person the board of directors
thought was a desirable sort of person to
lend to. That is one line of policy, but
hitherto we have adopted an entirely differ-
ent line of policy. The only object parlia-
ment has in passing this Act in regard to
insurance companies, investment companies,
and savings banks is to guard the public
who deposit their money with these banks
by limiting the class of securities that these
companies invest in to what are considered
a tolerably safe class of security; and
the point I have just now called the
hon. gentleman's attention to is that if
this policy was adopted, or the line of
argument which he has addressed to the
House is a sound one, it would lead to the
logical conclusion that any limitation what-
ever should be removed, and that the whole
matter should be relegated to the board of
directors of the company to accept any sort
of security which they thought proper.
Having in view these two different ines of
policy, I must say just at first glance-and
of course we have had no time to consider
this, or look at it; it has only been placed
in our hands within the last few minutes-
it does appear to me that the last two fines
of section 20, give this company a power
with regard to investments which I have
never known to be given to any insurance
or other company whose power of invest-
ment we have dealt with in any way.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This is a very
important bill, and I want to inquire into it.
It may affect these two banks in lower
Canada, but I want to see the effect it will
have on our savings banks and other in-
stitutions, I do not think we can give it
proper consideration at the present time ;
and therefore we should refer it to the
Committee on Banking and Commerce, and
let them ascertain what the effect of the
bill will be. Banks have a good deal of
money, and want to get rid of it; but other
companies may not be in the same position.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON--
These two institutions ask for nothing that
other banks do not possess.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, they legislation, and certainly it is not treating
do. the members or the men responsible for this

bill f airly. I took the opportunity this
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I 1 morning to 2onsult some of the bank man-

do not think it would jeopardize the bill if agers in tiis city, but they were in the sane
the hon. gentleman would take the second position as we are-they could not pronounce
reading now, and refer it to committee to- on the merits or demerits of this bill withoUt
morrow. consideration. The bill might be all right,

but what I find fault with is that we have
Hon Mr. ALLAN--The hon. gentleman not had time to properly consider it ; 'e

will really lose nothing by it, if he gets the have not given it the consideration it shoUld
second reading now. have to pass this legislature. I do not Offer

any opposition to it. I believe that the
Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON- general consensus of opinion is rather in

Then I will move the second reading. favour of it, but I wish to enter my protest

The motion was areed to, and the bill against bills being introduced in this hastY
Thas read mtheisonds treed tfashion and being rushed through, and I

intend to protest in future against such a
practice. It is not treating the Senate In

The Senate adjourned. the correct way to introduce this important
measure so late in the session. Therefore
I hope there will be an end put to this sort
of legislation in the future, and as far as,
ami concerned I intend to raise my voice in

THE SENATE. protest against bills being introduced with-
out members being given a fair opportunity

Ottawa, Saturday, 19th June, 189'7. of considering them upon their merits.
see some defects myself in this bill; but f

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three do not wish to set up my opinion against
o'clock. the opinions of other members of the Senat

who may be in favour of it, but I desire
Prayers and routine proceedings. that this bill shall be considered by the

people in the country who are interested and
SAVINGS BANKS IN QUEBEC BILL. who will be affected by it, and then we %il

O have opinions upon which we can rely, an
R we can come down to the House with cOf'

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee fidence that we know what we are doinig'
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill I shall not oppose the bill further, but
(N), "An Act to ainend the Act respectingi simply say that I do not approve of bills Of
certain Savings Banks in the Province of this character being introduced so late 14
Quebec," with amendments. He said:--The the session.
amendments to the bill are ahnost entirely
verbal. As the hon. mover of the bill is Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON- 1

present, I will allow him to move the adop- quite agree with the hon. gentleman in the
tion of the report. abstract, but in the concrete sometiies an

injustice night be done, and I thank hi0l
Hon. Sir WM. HINGSTON moved con- for signifying to us that he intends to with-

currence in the amendments. draw any opposition to the bill after
stating his objections. I beg to move the

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-As I said yester- suspension of rule 70 so far as relates to this
day, I object to bills of this kind being bill.
introduced at this late period of the session
without any notice at ahi. This bill came Hon. Mr. POWER-I shall object to the
up yesterday evening at half-past six, and suspension of the rule, and I wish to direct
we had to consider it to-day at ten o'clock, the attention of the hon. gentleman froin
and I do not think it gives the country a Sackville (Mr. Wood) to the fact that the
fair idea of what is going on in the way of bill with respect to Savings Banks in the
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Province of Quebec is now before the House issue debentures. It does not appear to me
and he may have an opportunity to express that a company belonging to any one of
his views with respect to the measure. The these classes incorporated in Canada, that
Views which I have heard him state to the has no power to issue debentures-or does
Ilouse are my own. This bill proposes to not issue debentures because they have not
Put the savings banks in the same position sufficient capital and sufficient property to
as the ordinary banks of the country, and warrant the issue of debentures-is not
the hon. gentleman who has charge of the a very good company for a savings bank
bill appears to think that they should be to loan its money to. I do not wish to put
Put in that position but it will be seen that up my opinion as a very 'high author-
the cases are entirely different. The ordi- ity on this point, but so far as my own
ilary banker is dealing with his own observation and experience go, in the sec-
aloney or with the funds of the share tion of the country where I come from,
holders who put their money in the bank, there are a number of small companies in
'i a certain sense, as a business speculation, country villages and towns incorporated
but the savings banks are dealing with the mostly under the General Act of the local
savIngs of poor people as a rule, whose money legislature for the purpose of establishing
8.Put in there for safe keeping, and to my some short telephone communication or for
uiind the directors of a savings bank are in establishing a little electric light plant which
a Position not of ordinary business people, will serve the interest of a few leading
but in the position of trustees, and every people in the place or some small section of

on. gentleman knows that the laws of the the community. There are, I know, a num-
Various provinces impose restrictions on ber of these small companies, and I think
trustees as to the manner in which they are to there are very few of then that issue any
lavest trust funds I think there is the sane bonds or debentures, for the very simple
>bjection to giving unlimited powers of reason that they would be utterly unable to
ilvestment to a savings bank as there is to sell any bonds or debentures on the market.
gve unlimited powers of investnient to The amount of capital which these com-
trustees. Unless the lion. gentleman from panies have invested in these enterprises is
Sackville and other hon. gentlemen have a very limited indeed, and in my opinion it
Strong opinion about it, I an not going to would be a very undesirable class of invest-
take advantage of the rule of the House to ment for any savings bank to have power
Prevent the measure passing, but I really to make loans to these companies. It was
think it is a measure which should not be- urged in committee, in answer to this objec-
COlie law. tion that I made, that, under the power

granted by the preceding part of this sec-
lon. Mr. WOOD-I did not intenci to tion, those companies have already the power

take up the time of the House with any to lend to individuals on collateral security
further observations on this bill, but if there of the stock or debentures of these com-
1s time to devote to it I have no objection panies, and it was argued that if it was wise
to expressing the strong opinions which I to allow a company to loan to an individual,
hold with regard to this measure. This bill who might be a Man of straw, taking stock
Proposes to extend the investing powe-s of of one of these companies as a collateral, it
these savings banks to a very considerable was much better security to lend directly
extent. To some of the extensions proposed to the company itself and have the liability
1 have no objection to make. The portion of the whole company whatever that may
of the bill which I think is very objection- be worth, but I wish to point out this dif-
able is contained in the last four lines of ference between those two modes of loaning
sub-cLause 20 of clause one in the bill. If money, and it appears to me it is this prin-
this clause passes in its present state, it gives cipal difference which has governed the
these banks the power to loan to waterworks legislature in the past in limiting the power
companies electric light or power companies, to the one class of investments and not
electric railwav, street railway companies, or allowing it to accept the other. Where a
telephoneor telegraph companiesincorporated person makes a loan to an individual, taking
11n Canada, upon their own note, or obliga- as security the stock of the company or the
tion, or bond or whatever you may take debentures of the incorporated company the
from them where they have no power to amount of that loan is limuited to the
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amount of stock which the company can
issue, generally I think to the amount that
is paid up on that stock, although I have
not had time to examine the clauses of the
Acts of those loan companies, but they are
limited I know. At least, to the best of
my recollection, in the various loan com-
panies, insurance companies and other com-
panies, which make this class of loans, their
power of loaning is limited in some way by
the amount that is paid up on the stock of
these various companies. So the House will
readily see that where a loan is made even to
a man of straw, on the security of the stock
of this company, they are at least limited to
the amount of capital that has been paid up in
cash on the stock of thatcoinpany. If they are
loaning, and bound to loan, on the security of
the debentures of a company, their power of
loaning is limited in that way to the amount
of the debentures which the company is
authorized under its Act of incorporation
to grant, and when that Act of incorpora-
tion is grar ed the legislature looks carefully
to see that the power to issue debentures is
proportionate to the amount of capital stock
paid up, so that, so far as it is practicable by
legislation, there is at least some safeguard
or security to the public that a loan made
in that way has some guarantee behind it of
being paid, but if this power is granted, as
expressed in the last clause, these companies
can go to any of these electric light or
telephone companies, be they big or small,
and lend them on their own note, obligation
or bond, or anything of that character, any
amount at all. There is no limit whatever
on it, so far as 1 can see. They can lend,
just as though it were to a private individ-
ual, $100,000, if they saw fit to do so, when
their whole capital stock might be $5,000 or
$10,000. There is no limit whatever.
These clauses appear to me to be removing
every safeguard which in the past this par-
liament has attempted to place upon the
public who deposit their moneys in these
savings banks, to prevent the savings banks
loaning to an undesirable class of persons. I
can only repeat what occurred tomeyesterday
and am firmer in the view the more I con sider
the question, that the adoption of that clause
as it stands here is simply wiping out, so far
as these companies are concerned, all the
limitations and all the nafeguards that we
have adopted in our legis'ation in the past,
and giving them a free ha d to lend to these
companies to any amount hey choose, leav
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ing the matter wholly in the discretion of the
directors of the companies, without limita-
tion as far as the law is concerned. If that
principle is to be adopted, we had better
adopt it with all these loan compaes,
savingls banks and insurance companies, and
all the companies of that class, which i the
past we have been attempting to restrict in
their investments, and give them all a free
hand to lend to whoever the directors think
fit, whether it be an incorporated company
or an individual. I should say, looking at
it from a business standpoint, if you were W
give such power to these companies, you had
far better give them power to lend to
individuals on their notes, because there 1s
no doubt the argument which is presented
in favour of these companies will applY to
individuals. You will find plenty of indi-
viduals in Canada that it will be perfectly
safe for these companies to make loans to,
if the directors see fit. There is one other
point in connection with these companies.
As far as my experience goes, the small
class companies to which I refer get incor-
porated. Some of them have respectable
men in them. They get incorporated for
the express purpose of limiting the liabilitY
of the persons who are connected with thern.
who are men of any substance or standing,
and who are willing to subscribe $1,000 or
83,000 or $4,000 for the sake of getting
these things going, but are not willing to be
responsible for the financial success of the
enterprises. They are willing to launch
them in that way and let them try to work
out their own salvation. It appears to me
really that this is a very objectionable
clause. It is taking an entirely ne,
departure: it is entirely reversing the policY
which has governed parliament so long as 1
have had the hcinour of a seat in parliament,
and personally I hesitate very much about
changing the policy of the past and sanction-
ing these few lines in the latter part of this
bill. To the rest of the bill I have no par-
ticular objection.

Hon. Mr. COX-Since the bill passed the
committee this morning, I have had commu-
nication with Mr. Lash, the solicitor of the
Bankers' Association, who has been in-
structed by that association to object to
these lines that the hon. gentleman from
Westmorland (Mr. Wood) has already takei
exception to.
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lion. Mr. ALLAN-Those are the last
four lines ?

lion. Mr. COX-Yes. They also want an
amendment in clause 18, leavingout the words

or in such securities as are accepted by the
o0vernment of Canada as deposits from in-

SuralIce companies." Under the present
eharter the savings banks have to hold
twenty per cent of their deposits in Dominion
secu,

The change suggested is that they should
not be the securities held as part of their
reserve-that they should be excluded from
securities held as reserve but not excluded
as securities in which they shall be allowed
to invest.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is another thing.

rwes or in deposits in clartered banks. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This bil
ey are now asking to have it increasedTheYare ow skin tohaveit ncre8edseems to require more consideration than ity adding the words " provincial securities" il possible Vo give it now, and I should likead these other words that I have just read Vo give whatever relief is absolutely essen-

that the Bankers' Association want taken 1ial to these parties. Several things have
out. That is to say the Bankers' Associa- been suggested now as Vo which t stioni are willing that they shall have it indifrneoopin.O oepitth
.Ommion securities and provincial securi- diee oop one poin th

tiel and deposits in chartered banks. That took another view. Then again
igiving extended power to what theyIrlo hvigetne oe t ih t are allowed on the personal security ofith have. I have been discussing individuals providing certain collateral se-

With the promoter of the bill, and I think curities are taken in addition, there is noWith these changes made, the powers will betee chne aetepoesvilb restriction as Vo the necessary amount of the'ery Imuch enlarged and practically that wil latter. For instance, $50,000 may be ban-
e satisfactory to him and it would remove ed Vo a man on bis persorial security, and

the objections which have been urged by the the additional security may not be worth
hon, gentleman from Westmoreland. more than S1,000. That il one of the de-

IÎon. Mr. ALLA N-Do 1 understand the fects of the bill. The restriction as to
hon. gentleman that the suggestions inade by
the bankers conmittee have been acceded to y x in some way the proportion of coi-

theproote ofthebihb Bcaue ou wii]i lateral fo the boan. I do not think any oneby the promoter of the bill ? Because ydesirable hing that these
rembrner I pointed out what I thought was companies should Iend on personal security

teptionable in the last four s tnes. i t i s l

lion. Mr. COX-I am not authorized to
say that he does assent to it.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no reason given why the company
should not be allowed to accept sucli securi-
ties as the Dominion government accept
from insurance companies. Surely if the
bojMinion governinent think such securities
are good enough to insure payment to those
thO may lose by the failure of any bank,

ey ought to be good enough fora loan
society to invest their money in. That
question has been discussed, I suppose scores
of times before the treasury board and they
have been very particular in restricting the
quality and kind of securities which shall be
accepted by the government, and in all

nIUicipal securities they only take 10 per
cent discount.

lion. Mr. COX-Clause nineteen gives
the"' Power to invest in all these securities.

merely. Te whole spirit or tne iaw is
against savings banks having that privilege.
If we are to pass some bill on the subject in
order to afford present relief to these banks,
1 would suggest that the Act be in force
only a year, in order to give time to consider
the whole subject. The bill, with my Ontario
notions, certainlv shocks me-that trustees
should be at liberty to invest the noney
entrusted to their care, in all the ways
provided in this bill. Still, making such
changes as we can now, and with the addi-
tional limitation that the Act shall be
enforced only until the next session of parlia-
ment, I do not see why it may not be passed.
I am told that there are only two savings
banks in Quebec now, and that they are both
managed bygentlemen of great wealth, ability
and experience. Other savings banks may
be established however and they cannot be
of the same standing-it would be almost
certain they would not be of the same stand-
ing as the two companies in existence now.
We may consider these amendments, and
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I would suggest, instead of concurring in community by letting it stand ovei uti

the amendment proposed by the special com- next session.
mittee that the House resolve itself into a
Committee of the Whole for the purpose of Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON--he

considering all the amendnents, and we can Bankers' Association, judging from the tele

go back to the Senate then and pass the gram which I saw a while ago, does flot
third reading after all is done. We cannot object to the whole tenor of the bill, but tO
make the amendments in any other way certain portions of a couple of clauses 0

satisfactorily. I suggest, in lieu of con- bi- , which can "e dealt with if we go
currence in the amendment, that the House Committee of the Whole and disposed Cf-

resolve itself into a Coimittee of the Wiole i
on the bill. Hon. Mr MILLER-I do not thinkt

bas been shown to the House why this
The motion was agreed to. has not been introduced before. Here is a

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON moved bill, certainly very important and sweepîng

that the bill be referred to a Comnittee of in its clausés, and likely to be followed l

the Whole presently very serious consequences, brought into thîs
House in the very last days of the sessi

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This bill is of and attempted to be forced through under a
an important character and it would be suspension of the rules in a manner in Vhicîî
better that legislation on this subject should I think a bill like this should not be forced
be deferred until next session. through. We have had no reason giVen

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We' why this bill was not brought before us
can amend it in the House. an earlier period of the se-sion. These

banks have got on for a great nany years
lon. Mr. FERGUSON-The suggestion without this legi lation, and I tbink they

of the hon. leader of the House is that the bill can do a little longer without it. It wou
should be in force only for a limited period_ be far better to drop the bill than to rUsh jt
say until next session. If it once becoines law through with our eyes almost blindfolded
and these banks operate under it and take as to its consequences.
loans in this way, we will have given away Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
the whole ground.; no matter how much f H r M ] the
parliament may desire to go back to 'afer, financid men o te county aret
ground next session it would be difficult bill with the exception of one or two
to do so. It would be really better, if th amendments which they wishîed to have

introducer of the bill could sec his way clear j introduced now.

to allow it to stand over till next session. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tbe points at s
If that were done, it could be considered as are very well defined now. Those who have
a general measure. Institutions of a similar civen the subject attention quite understand
nature all over the country may feel the 'hem. They ae comparatively few, and I
saine difficulty that the institutions repre- think while the subject is fresh in the minds
sented by ny friend do, and then it nay be of those who have studied it, we could reduce
well and carefully considered as to whether the claims and powers made in the bill and
this was proper legislation or not. If the let it go.
amendment suggested by my hon. friend the
leader of the House is adopted, we will be Hon. Mr. POWER-Although this has
practically giving away the (uestion, and the been introduced as a private bill, it is really
House will not be in the position to deal a public bill. In the past the House has
with the whole question that they would be dealt very carefully with legislation of such
in if we deferred the legislation until next a character. It seems to me that if there is
session. Not only that, but as every one legislation of this kind to be introduced it
knows, the bill was brought up too late in should be introduced by the governmient on
the session and there was not an opportunity their responsibility. The government should
to consider it in the committee this morning have ample time to consider the effect Of
as thoroughly as was desirable. The intro- the language which tbey use in the bill .t
ducer of the bill would mneet the views of is all very well for the hon. Secretary of
the House and the general interests of the State to say that it is ai right and that
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every body is satisfied, but I am satisfied
that the hon. gentleman bas not read the
bill through carefully himiself.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I have.

lon.. Mr. POWER-No one is in a
Position to give a reasonable and carefully
considered judgment on the lines of this
bill, and under the circumstances I think
the best way is to let it go until next year.

The Senate divided on a motion to go
iito committee which was adopted by the
following vote:

CONTENTS:

The Honourable Messieurs
Aiki11:
Allan '

Armnan'dî
Arsenatî~
bernier,'

touelerville, de
owell (Sir Mackenzie),

Carling (Sir John),
Cox,ex
1>e fgioî

NIingstont (Sir William),

Alconad(P. E.I.),

Maedonald (Victoria),
MacInnes (Burlington).
McDonald (C.B.).
Montplaisir,
Mowat (Sir Oliver),
(YBrien,
O1)onohoe,
Pelletier (Speaker),
Poirier,
Pi ice,
Scott,

Vidal.
Villeneuve. -28.

No- -CONTENTS :

'he Honourable Messieurs

Clemiow, Miller,
etrguson Perlev,

NIeCallit Powecr,
1\1eInn11es (N. Westmntr), Prim rose,.
NIIC\ e ro-se,

cKimSlsey, Temple,

Nierner,

(In the Committee.)

On clause 18.

lion. Mr. COX moved that in section 18
the Words in the 9th line "or any such sec-
urities, as are accepted by the government
Of Canada as deposits of insurance com-
Punies " be struuk out..

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand,
this clause as amended, gives the savings
banks the right to hold their 20 per centum
in the sec" rities of the provinces in addition
to those of the Dominion. On reference to
the Act of 1890, I find that is the case.
This is an extension of their powers.

Hon. Mr. COX-A telegram bas just
been handed to me from the Bankers' Asso-
ciation of Montreal urging changes.

Hon. Mr. MI LLER-That shows the inex-
pediency of taking up such important legis-
lation and passing it through in this hurried
maniner.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I was just going to
remark, that if we wanted any conclusive proof
of the impropriety of dealing with this bill
at this period of the session in this hasty
manner, when the members have hardly
had tinie to read the bill over, it is fur-
nished by these telegrams. The course that
has always been adopted in dealing with
bills of this k:ind is to send them to the
Committee on Banking and Commerce to be
carefully considered and for these banking
institutions to be notified. They send a
person here to represent their side of the
case, and the committee bas time and
opportunity to consider the whole subject.
I suppose that this bill has only reached
these bankers. to-day and therefore they
have not had time to come here and repre-
sent their case, but have sent in telegrams
at this late stage of the session and at this
stage of the progress of this bill. I would
also like to emphasize what the hon. gentle-
man to my left (Mr. Ferguson), called
attention to a while ago, that this morning
when we were in connitte-, the conimittee
was most impatient. A number of its
members got up and said they would not
stay, that they had to leave and attend
another comnittee, and the bill really did
not receive the consideration it should have
received in the comnittee.

'ion. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-I Hon. Mr. MILLER-I should like to
should like very nuch to accede to the wish of know whether this bll is to be considered
of the hon. gentleman, but it does not help us
out of our difficulty. In fact, that is the hands of a private nernber, I suppose it is
essential part of the bill, to relieve us from a private bill.
the obligation of placing our money in banks
that Will not give us within one or one and a, Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT- In the
half per cent of what we have to .pay to our technical sense of the word it is a public
dPositorsi bill.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is in the hands
of a private member.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I observe
in the tele;ram just received attention is
called to the fact that this bill omits the
word " public " before the word "securities "
in the 19th clause, third line. I see no
reason why it should be left out. I move
that the word "public" be inserted before
the wordI "securities."

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Before clause 19
passes, I should like to call attention to
line 25:

Or in the inanner provided in the two sections
next following, but not otherwise.

So far as this bill goes, there is only one
section following.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is substituted
for a section in the existing Act.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-And the same word
is in the existing Act, is it?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, there is a ques-
tion which arises under line 17:

Or in the securities of any municipal or school
corporation in Canada.

Under the existing law they have the
right to invest moneys in the securities of
any municipal corporation. I very much
question the wisdoni of adding school cor-
porations. The question is what sort of
school corporation is it? There are incor-
porated schools whose securities would not
be very valuable, some schools which are in-
corporated and dragging out a very miser-
able existence, and I do not think it is wise
to give these banks the power to invest
indiscriminately in the securities of school
corporations.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-They are ail public
schools in Quebec.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is the language
objected to by the hon. gentleman from Sack-
ville:

Any gas conpany, street railway compalY.

Well, those might pass.

Electrie light or power company, electric rail-
way or street railway, telephone or telegra c
pany incorporated in Canada.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Those
are all good securities.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not object to
that, and I am afraid the House has not un-
derstood the observations which I made a
little while ago. Certain]y the hon. gentle-
man fromu Halifax could not. I do not see
any objection to lending on the securitY of
the bonds or debentures of these companies
provided they are companies who have poWelr
to issue bonds and debentures and do issue
them, but what I do object to is the line 1
clause 20 whicb confers an unlimited power
to give any amount of money to these peo-
ple without issuing bonds or debentures.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I object to th'
language on my own account and indepenid
ently of what was said by the hon. gentleman
from Sackville (Mr. Wood), and I can give
an instance. We have had in the city of
Halifax, within ny linited recollection, two
street railway companies both incorporate
under Acts of legislature, and both of these
companies came to grief. If we had a
savings bank in Halifax other than the
government savings bank, and that savings
bank had invested the funds of the poor
people which were in its possession, in the
debentures of these corporations, the funds
would have been lost. I do not think the
unlimited power to invest in street railwaY
debentures is one that should have been

given to the banks.
Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-This

means Protestant and Catholic school cor- Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-You must
porations. bear in mind that the City and District

Savings Bank of Montreal is a large institu-
Hon. Mr. POWER-Then you should say tion, and conducted by the best business

"public school corporation." men of Montreal, to the number of ten, ap
that bank has been a credit to Canada. The

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I should parties who have placed their moneys there
insert the word " public " before the word feel perfectly satisfied, and I believe the
" schools." reason why the City and District Savings
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Bank are asking amendments to their charter when money is lent upon personal security, in
1s because they have too much money. They addition to that you should have some other
o 1not know what to do with it, and to-day security, but it does not establish what

they want legislation to authorize them to amount. If you were lending $50,000 you
lend it elsewhere, not to be forced to lend it might only take $5,000 or S10,000 additional
acording- to their charter, by which they do security, and I propose to provide that the
nlot find sufficient investment. I can assure additional security be of the same value.
You the City and District Savings Bank of o
MontreaI is considered one of the best Hon. Mr. POWER-We should make it
istitutions that we have, and well con- read "not less than the anount."

dueted. I have no doubt that if we give Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have no
en sufficient powers they will use them objection to put it that way " to not less

advantageously for the bank and for the than the amount of the loan."
shareholders. Besides the money that is
deposited there, they have a guarantee. The amendment was adopted.
There is a certain amount of money-the Hon. Mr. COX-The last lines of clause
shareholders hold a large amount-there is a 20 read as follo ws :
large capital, and I am surprised that any- Or to any waterworks company, gas conpany,e in Montreal should try to put obstacles street railway company, electrie ligit or power
t the way of this company obtaining these company, electrie railway or street railway coin-
a1flendments, because I really believe there ipany or telephone or telegraph company incorpor-
18 not an institution in the country which is ated in Canada, if such conpany has no power to

better conducted than the Montreal City and ssue or does not issue debentures.

istrict Savings Bank. I move to strike out all the words I have
quoted.

lon. Mr. POWER-We want to keep it Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-We

way. have that power and have enjoyed it for the

ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--But this is past nine years. By this change we improve
. our position. Instead of accepting bonds,

ageneral Act,and not anAct forthosesavings which would rank on the estate, we become
sav·ks alone. It is a general Act for all first creditors by lending them directly, and
8aVings banks that have been, or may here- instead of diminishing the security of the

ter be, established in the province of bank we increase it. The debentures and
Qtebec. If this was a bill for those bonds do not come in until after the cre-
two savings banks alone, one might ditors
agree to a number of things on account of a
their high character, but we are not dealing I Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Have you
With them alone and must contemplate the. that power now 1
case of any number of savings banks having

een established and acting under this Act, Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-Yes
and they would not be all of as good a char- we can lend to those companies now. Our
acter as this bank ; and in case of a general charter reads:

et applying to ail savings banks in the That the bank may lend on such securities upon
Dominion, these provisions for Quebec the personal security of individuals or corporate
would be taken as precedents in all bodies, provided collateral securities of the amount
cases. We may be getting bills f rom mnentioied in the next preceding section or stock
Onltai7,. in some chartered bank in Canada, or stock in any
therio, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and building or loan society, or bonds or debentures of
he. North-west Territories, and they will any incorporated company, or any such securities.

'l"ist on these provisions which we Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Have yoilicOrporate here because of our high opinion onSiOLVRM ATlae'o
of these two banks. The more I consider not got those words in your charter:
the bill the more difficult I think it is to con- Do not issue debentures.
cfir inf it. In the 35th line of the 20th
clause, I suggest that after the word "taken" Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-We
We should insert "to the same amount." I contend under this clause we have the right
a.p proposing that for the reason already men- to deal with them where they do issue de-
tionedthat, asthebill is drawnnow, itrequires bentures, but we wish to deal with them
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where they do not issue debentures. Prac- have, and I think the power ought to be lefl
ticably we have been lending year after as it is.
year to these companies upon bonds and de- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It has
bentures. I will give you an illustration. thae
The gas company in Montreal, an enormous n ve
wealthy company, may issue bonds and de- ma consequence of the amendments ' be ae
bentures, and we may buy up the whole of made the powers of the banks may be
them or lend upon the whole of them to the some respects more limited than theyb are
extent of a million if we want to, but we now. With a view to meeting that obje
desire to have the privilege of lending to tion, I propose to add the following clause
when they do not find it convenient to issue as clause two :
debentures upon the resolution of the board Nothîing in this Act shall be construed tO>pr

of directors signed by the president and the vent the banks fromn investing in any secuie thChc tu an vs uhrie o inve*st I)eforeth
secretary and the seal of the conpany, which of the bink s authonzed t es

to all intents and purposes is a bond. In N
that way we come in before the bondholder. i Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTOS 1

We are a first creditor in the case of difli- understand it is the deire of the goverflnent

culty, so that we improve our position so far to omit the last hne in clause twenty frot"

as the depositors of the bank are concerned the word " inhabitants."

instead of adding to the risk. The CHAIRMAN-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Will that be fair
to the bondholder.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-That
is a matter for the gas conpany?

Hon. Mr. COX-The power that the lor.
gentleman bas now is the power that is con-
ferred by clause nineteen, but if you read it
carefully you will see that the last five lines
of clause twentv give additional power to

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY, from the colu'
mittee, reported the bill with amnendmients'
which were concurred in.

KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE RAL
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

what they now have. It is to these words Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Commflittee
that the exception is taken by the Bankers' on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
Association. ported that they had considered Bill (38

The motion was agreed to. "An Act respecting the Kingston a à
Pembroke Railway Company," and fo

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Those that the preamble of the bill had not been
who are moving these amendments shoul proved, and that it is not expedient to paS
bear one thing in mind, that the directors of the bill. He said :-The committee makes
these banks are not idiots. They have been no specific recommendation to the House
managing the affairs of their banks very but ha\ ing examined the bill (and I cau

successfully for nany years. assure the House ve have examined it with
the greatest care), and having heard able

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-Is it counsel on both sides, the decision which the
the intention to prevent a bank fron lending committee came to was that the bill is o
to a street railway or gas company or tele- such a character that they could not recomn
phone company, whatever may be the mend its adoption to the House. They con
strength or character of that company 1 sidered the preamble was not proved.

inove the adoption of the report.
Hon. Mr. CLà-rMWvy-You nave Tne

power now. Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not know that
it is necessary.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The language in the
first part of clause twenty should be rein- Hon. Mr. POWER-The House is sup
stated to make the clause clear. As it posed to dispose of the bill in some vay.
stands now it takes away from those banks did not care to second the motion because
certain powers of lending which they now have this feeling with respect to the matter.
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this Company was authorized to issue bonds.
The danger is, that if the bondbolders are
'lot allowed to realize upon their securities,
aId the impression gets abroad in the money
'larket in England, the effect will be rather

rO danage the standing of our railway se-
Culrities in that market, and I trust that the
government will, at the next session, in-
troduce a general measure which will enable
the holders of these railway securities torealize on thein.

The motion was agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
TENSION BILL.

EX-

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (142) "An Act to
confirm a certain agreement entered into by
Her Majesty with the Grand Trunk Rail-
Way Company of Canada and the Drummond
Counties Railway Company for the purpose
Of securing the extension of the Intercolonial
Railway system to the city of Montreal."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved that
the bill be read the second time on Monday.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ope the government will see that that bill
Sprirnted and distributed in time to allow

us to understand it thoroughly before the
second reading. It is scarcely fair to submit
sneh an important measure without affording
U. an opportunity to give it proper con-
sideration.

The motion was agreed to.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUES-
TION.

INQUIRY.
Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Before the Orders

of the Day are called, I shouldlike to direct
the attention·of the government to the fol-
lOwing statements which I find in the Ottawa
Citizen of this morning:

The statement in The Citizen that Mgr. Merry
del Val had accepted the Laurier-Greenwav settle-
nient vas a fruitful theine of discussion about the
11ose yesterday. So far as can be learnel there
tags a tale therebv which quite alters the situa-

Pictured by this report. It appears to he truethat the papal abIegate has approved the com-
Pronilse, but in its general terms only, and asks
certain modifications which Mr. Greenway is
stubbornly resolved not to concede. He was urged

in vain to do so by the government at Ottawa, and
failing to obtain his ccnsent by éorrespondence,
the cabinet decided to send Mr. Sifton out west
to endeavour to bring the Manitoba premier to
terms.

I should like to know from the hon.
gentlemen representing the government
whether there is any truth in the statement
which I have just read. Has Mr. Sifton
left for the purpose indicated in that para-
graph ? Sice the beginning of the session
we have not been able to obtain any infor-
mation from the government on this sub-
ject. I hope this time that they will consent
to take the House into their confidence.
We are close to the end of the session. All
sorts of rumours are afloat, and a good deal
of anxiety is the result of these rumours. I
should be glad to be informed by the govern-
ment that they have succeeded in obtaining
for the minority satisfactory concessions
from the Manitoba government. If that
should be the case I shall be glad to con-
gratulate them on their success. If there
is any such thing as negotiation between
the local government and this government,
it is much to be regretted that in all those
negotiations the representat ives of the
parents of the minority who before all should
be consulted are not consulted in the least.
It has been stated that the question is dead.
I should like to inform the hon. gentle-
man that it is not dead, and it will not
be dead until the rights of the parents,
as vested in them by the constitution
and by the law of nature, are fully
restored to them. However, I hope the
government is now in a position to state to
the House that matters are in such a posi-
tion as to afford hope of complete relief to
the minority.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The only arrange-
ments made by the government are those
already in possession of parliament and the
people of this country. The persistency
with which the hon. gentleman brings this
question under the notice of the House and
the country is an indication that there is a
desire to baulk any further advantages that
might possibly be obtained. The hon. gen-
tleman knows very well that delicate matters
of this kind can only be advanced by
confidential cormmunication and by such
influences as may from time to time be

lbrought by pers'onal intercourse, not by
diplomatie correspondence, and the very fact
of this question being constantly discussed
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in the public press of this country creates
an irritation necessarily, and creates obstacles
to any further concessions that might, under
ordinary and happier circumstances, be ob-
tained. The hon. gentleman is aware thatMr.
Greenway, in a public speech made in the city
of Montreal, declared that in the adminis-
tration of the law he would endeavour to
remove, as far as practiable, any difficulties
that might impede the minority in the exer-
cise of their views in regard to school educa-,
tion, without at the same time conceding
what was demanded, separate schools. That
is all I know at the present time. The gov-
ernment, as a government, completed the
negotiations they had made and gave them
to the public. It is now for Mr. Greenway
to deal with the minority in the spirit that
he indicated on that occasion. I have every
hope that he will do so. I am not aware that
he has done so up to the present time, and I
cannot inform my hon. friend any further
than the information he gets from thé public
preE.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
would like to call the hon. gentleman's at-
tention to the fact that he has not answered
the question at all. He has made a very
nice little conciliatory speech which I should
have been delighted to have heard falling
f rom his lips a few years ago. Its contrast
is so great that one cannot help compliment-
ing him on the change of tone he bas adopt-
ed on this important subject. The only
question asked by the hon. member from St.
Boniface was whether the statement was
true that Mr. Sifton, the Minister of the
Interior, had gone to W innipeg as indicated
in the paragraph which he read, and if he
had gone there for the purpose of trying to
impress upon the Greenway governnent
the necessity of obtaining certain concessions
which had been granted to the minority in
the past. That is all the hon. gentleman
asked. If Mr. Sifton had not gone, no,
would have been the answer. If the hon.
gentleman did not know why he had gone,
all he had to do was to say so without read-
ing a lecture to this side of the House. It
was very ungracious-I say it with the full
meaning of all the words imply--for the
hon. Secretary of State knows the history of
this question--to accuse any hon. gentleman
on this side, of taking a course which would
have the effect of baulking a question in
which my hon. friend from St. Boniface has
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taken so deep an interest, ever since t
matter has been before the country. d
that come from some other gentleman,
could have understood it, but falling fromn
the lips of the hon. Secretary of State, it 1s
not only ungracious-I was going to say
unmanly-to attribute to the hon. member,
who, whatever course he has taken in, this
matter, every one must believe has beena
from a conscientious conviction of right, to
accuse him of trying to baulk that which he
bas been fighting so assiduously to obtain.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it 's
very consistent for the lion. leader of the
opposition to iake any charges in reference
to the position of this delicate question. 1
have always held the view that when the
year expired and the government decliled
to veto that bill, the power was then gone'
that the rights of the minority were for ever
sacrificed by the goverimnent of which the
hon. gentleman was a member. They were
afraid, as the elections were coming o1, t
face public opinion, and so they lef t the
question to be settled by the courts. The
courts blundered, as I have always mnain-
tained they did blunder-no man doubts
that in the light of past history-in the at-
tempt to get back to it. It does not come
with very good grace tor the hon. gentlemlan
to lecture me. My course lias been consistent
fromn the very beginning. I recognized that
the rights were as sacred as any Act of par-
liament that had ever been passed, that theY
had been ratified and verified during a long
period of eighteen years. I recognized also
that there was just one course to save the
rights of the minority, and that was the dis-
allowance of the Act. When that year was
over and the Act was not disallowed, under
our constitution-unless the courts came tO
the assistance of the minority-the privileges
which they had enjoyed under the Manitoba
Act wereforeverlostand nevercould be restOr-
ed except through concessions obtained froul
the Manitoba government. I have alwaYs
thought myself that the late administration
should have taken a firm stand from the
beginning, before the public became possessed
of this question and before irritating articles
were written in the newspapers, and before
the pulpits and platforms all through this
country rang the changes on the question of
separate schools and not on the question of
whether the minority had been deprived of
any rights, but on the abstract question of
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Whether separate schools were best or not-
because the main issue was entirely for-
gotten and completely overshadowed by the
abstract question whether separate schools
Were right or proper. If, in the earlier
Years, 1891, 1892 or 1893, any efforts had
been made to settle the question in an
anicable manner, there would have been
some better hope for it. As years went on
difliculties only increased, and I have said
Over and over again on the floor of parliament
that if this question could be dropped by
everybody, and nothing said about it for
three years, it would settle itself. I have
Said that over and over again in this House,
and I say it now. I have had forty
Years' experience in it, and I know how
delicate a question it is tl> handle, and I
know the more you talk about it the less
chance there is to accomplish anything.
That is the history of it. History is philo-
sophy teaching by example, and there never
Was a better illustration of it than the his-
tory of the separate school question for the
last fifty years. Any hon. gentleman whose
nernory goes back, as mine does, *to the
various occasions when this matter absorbed
Public attention, knows very well that the
Public men of this country have been met
with difficulties ii dealing with it, caused by
the persistent efforts of people on one side
and the other in bringing this question
under public notice. Every time it goes
i1nto the public press, and every time it is
Ilentioned in parliament, it produces a bar-
rier to the future settlement of the question,
and if it could only be let alone and the
Public mind calmed down, the people of this
country are probably the most tolerant on
the face of the globe. They are anxious
to live together harmoniously. It is only
the irritating politicians and people who
have strong sectarian views on one side or
the other that insist upon questions of this
kind being brought up.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--Hear, hear !

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
says hear, hear. I make the statement ad-
visedly. I say the minority may be entitled
to their rights, and the object ought to be to
secure what they desire. They cannot ob-
tain it by an Act of parliament. They may
obtain it by diplomatic silence, as has been
the case with other matters in the past.
We know very well while this question was

up in Prince Edward Island, and in New
Brunswick and in Nova Scotia and it was
up in Ontario

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Was it by silence
that the question was settled in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it was not dis-
cussed in the pulpits in Ontario. After the
agitation commenced in 1855, '56 and '57,
extending down to 1862, it was not discussed
to the extent that it is to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What has become of the hon. gentleman's
memary7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I should know
something about it. It was won by con-
ciliatory meetings, that the question was
settled, and the concessions then obtained
were a mere bagatelle to those that were
obtained as years went on without any public
announcement being made about it, and so
it would be in Manitoba if the question were
left alone, but if it is repeatedly brought
before the public and the newspapers are
allowed a fertile subject to discuss, the
settlement, no doubt, will be postponed. I
have no answer to make to the question.
The hon. gentleman knows as much about it
as I do.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I cannot accept
the reproach of the hon. Secretary of State
when he says I have constantly brought
this matter up before the House. During
this session of three months this is only the
secbnd time that I have called the attention
of the government to this very important
question, and yet the hon. Secretary of
State goes on to say that I have been con-
stantly bringing this matter up before the
louse.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The re is your col-
league who brings it up every few days-
the hon. gentleman sitting in front of you
(Mr. Landry.)

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The hon. gentle-
inan addressed himself to me.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will transfer the ob-.
servations to my hon. friend opposite.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I will take them.
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Hon. Mr. BERNIER-The remarks of
the Secretrry of State were unfair. No
more moderate course has been taken than
the course I have pursued on this question.
Although one of the representatives of the
minority I have always discussed this ques-
tion in sucli a way that I can appeal to the
whole bouse and ask them whether I have
ever offended anybody in his feelings or in
his sentiments, and this is only the second
time during this session that J have called the
attention of the government to it. I did not
do it in an unfriendly way, but extended
them a friendly hand, expressing ny readi-
ness to congratulate them on any success
they have achieved on this question. The
hon. gentleman may be assured that we will
not let this matter drop ; we will not let it
alone, and if the moderate course which we
have adopted up to the present time is not
more appreciatedby the government, I may
inform the hon. gentleman that we may in
the future change our tactics.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I think it
is inadvisable that so many questions should
be asked the government in reference to
this matter. The first thing they know,
some measure will be defeated by the public
press taking notice of it, and questions being
asked in this House. It seems hardly a
fair thing for the government to be ques-
tioned. Silence is the best course to adopt;
and I think in regard to two or three meas-
ures, if the public press and the House would
remain silent, probably they would get them
through. That is what they want.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Does the hon.
gentleman refuse to answer?

Hon.' Mr. SCOTT-It is not in the public
interest to answer more than I have
answered.

Hon. Sir MACKEXZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman has spoken three tinies, and
I wish to say one or two words in reply to
his first remarks, particularly in reference
to myself and the government of which I
was a member. There is somnething very
remarkable in the menory of the bon.
gentleman. It is one of the nost convenient
ever possessed by a public man. The idea
of that hon. gentleman telling us, that in the
fifties and sixties there was no agitation on
the separate school question, particularly
when he introduced his bill -

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said it was not what
it is to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

say it was worse than it is to-day. I con-
tested an election in 1863 on this very
question, and had the manliness, notvith-
standing the charge which the bon. gentle-
man has made against me of cowardice,1n
a large Protestant constituency to stano
up for what I believed to be the rights of
the minority, occupying the high position
which I did in a society which is supposed
to be inimical to the liberties of mankiind,
and I was defeated, and yet the bon. gentle-
man tells us there was no agitation at that
time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The last Act was in
1863.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman's memory is at fault again.
Did I not expose him here two or three
years ago upon this very question, when he
made the saine accusation he does now ? The
bill known as the Scott Separate School Bill
was introduced in 1862, and he carried it
through the House of Assembly in Quebec
to the first and second reading, a large nui-
ber of Protestants voting for it. The hon-
gentleman opposite me (Sir Oliver Mowlt)
on every occasion voted against it, and he
had not the courage to force it to its third
reading in order to send it to the legisl
tive council, because the moment the House
was prorogued be had to go to the people,
but just as soon as the election was over,
the bill was re-introduced which is now
known in Ontario as the Scott Act and was
placed upon the statute-book. There are
gray-headed men here, older than myself
who remember all these circumstances. I
remember them well, because I attended
public meetings at that time, when the ex-
citement ran to such an extent that heads
were broken and clergymen had to run out
of the public meetings; and yet we are told
at this date, because he fancies we are
mostly young men and know nothing
about it, that there was no excitement
at that time. When the hon. gentleman
said that, I will not say he did it deliber-
ately to deceive this House, because I can-
not conceive it possible he would do so, but
he did it because of a defective memory
of past events. The hon. gentleman may
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Rend for all the statutes in christendom and
they will only confirm what I have stated. I
ave all the votes which took place on that

occasion in my scrap book, which I exhibited
tO the hon. gentleman a short time ago.
The course pursued by the late government
was strictly in accordance with the consti-
tution, and was *not only in accordance with
the laws on the statute-book, but based upon
areslution suggested and introduced in the

hous-e of Commons by the then leader of thehon. gentleman whom he followed with as
uiuch servility as lie ever did any man. It
was moved by Mr. Blake and accepted by Sir
ohn Macdonald, for the very purpose of
oiing the necessity of disallowance, and

or no other reason.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-He did not follow the
resolution.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
on-gentleman's memory is just as defectiveon

thatpointas it isontheother. WhenlHon. Mr.
ýlake introduced that motion he saw loom-
ifg Up in the future the very difficulty which
arose in Manitoba, and in order to remove
t as far as possible from the political arena,he Inoved a very wise resolution providing

for the referring of these questions to the
upreme Court for adjudication.

1 on. Mr. SCOTT-Why did he not do it
then He did not do it until the next year.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
1u1stion had not arisen; it was only being

t8cussed, and Sir John Macdonald acceptedthe proposition, reserving at the same timethe right and power-or, rather, not surren-
ering the rights, privileg s and powers

vested in the ministers of the day, but he
id accept the resolution ; he crystallized it

1nto law and placed it on the statute-book,
and when the appeal came f rom the minority

bi Manitoba represented by the late Arch-
bshp0 Taché, a conciliatory reply was sent
t that government and they refused to act.

need not ro on to establish that fact.
he on. gentleman says the decision of the

court Was a judicial blunder. He does not
runean the Supreme Court of Canada, because
the Supreme Court of Canada declared the
Act Ultra vires. It was the court of England
which he has denounced on very many
occasions in this House, and in not very
respectful terms either.

44

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And yet my hon. friend tells us that there
was no agitation at that time, and that we
were too cowardly to disallow an Act which
he knows in his conscience-and which every
man who knows anything of the circumstan-
ces knows-would have been re-enacted over
and over again in the province of Manitoba,
and the result would have been infinitely
worse than it is to-day. I have no doubt the
hon. gentleman would have liked the govern-
ment under similar circumstances to disal-
low the Jesuit Act, in order to get his party,
led by that pure man the late Mr. Mercier,
to re-enact it again and throw the whole
country into a blaze of agitation and discon-
tent. The government took the correct course,
and the best evidence that they took the
right course is, that the highest courts in
Canada decided that it was ultra vires, and
if it were ultra vires, then there was no neces-
sity for the government disallowing the Act.
Alh that had been taken from them would
have been restored, and the government only
acted in order to restore those rights after
the highest court in the realm had decided
that the minority had been deprived of those
rights. The hon. gentleman is neither consis-
tent with his party predelictions, his party
principles or professions, when he claims that
the late government should have taken the
extreme course of disallowance. One of the
planks in hisplatforn, which bas existed for
years and years, isthat,except upon clear evi-
dence--soclearthat there could be noniisun-
derstanding that no act of the local legislature
should be disallowed. That there was a differ-
ence of opinion as to the powers of Manitoba
in dealing with that question is proved by the
fact of the different courts, from the Superior
Court in Manitoba to the Supreme Court,
and the highest court in the realm, have
differed upon this question, and that being
the case, it is the best justification there
could possibly be for the late government in
pursuing the course they did. Talk of
cowardice forsooth! Why the hon. gentle-
man bas had one of the ministers smuggled off
in a hurry, at a moment when important
questions are to be considered, to Mani-
toba. The fact that the hon. gentle-
man refuses to answer the hon. mem-
ber from St. Boniface is the very best evid-
ence that Mr. Sifton bas gone there for the
purpose indicated in the paper, and the hon.
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gentleman dare not, he has not the courage fore us-I wish to say that I observe that
to avow it so that the public may know while there is a provision made in the suP-
what they are doing. Here is a govern- plementary estimates for the payment in
ment negotiating with another province for full of the sessional indemnity to the pre-
the purpose of settling one of the most dis- mier, to Mr. Prior, to Mr. Domville, Mr.
turbing questions that has ever agitated this i Tucker and Mr. Tyrwhitt. I see no pro-
country, and they come down and tell us vision made for Senator Boulten. I under-
when we ask for the correspondence that, stand that Senator Boulton has gone over
there is none. to England in the sanie capacity as the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. others. I take it for granted that the
omission must be an error.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I thought it was
Who ever heard of negotiations taking place in
between one power and another where there i
was nothing but verbal conversations between Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
them? Had Sir John Macdonald or Sir John call attention to it, so that it may be ien-
Thompson's government, or any of his suc- tioned to the Minister of Finance.
cessors, pursued a course of that kind, I out
fancy I could have heard the indignation of H
the hon. gentleman sitting opposite me. by a clerical error.
Everything we did, we did above board. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-All the govern-
We placed it upon paper, and our opinions ment's errors are clerical.
are there upon record for all time to come,
and as one of that government, there is THIRD READINGS.
nothing I have done that I am ashamed of
in this respect ; but these gentlemen send up i Bill (77) "An Act to incorporatethellud-
a deputation, or rather send for one, and son's Bay and Yukon Railways and Naviga
enter into negotiations, and there is not one tion Company."-(Mr. Allan.)
single line of record to hand down to poster-
ity as to the course that the government Bill (32) "An Act respecting the Columbia
adopted, or as to the result of their and Kootenay Railway and Navigatiol

negotiations ; and now they send their min- Company."-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)
ister to the west to try and induce so the Bill (31) " An Act respecting the Trail
newspapers say, the local government to Creek and Columbia Railway Company."-
make certain concessions. (Mr. Maclnnes, Burlington.)

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.) -To Bill (22) "An Act respecting the Trals
please whom? Canadian Railway Company, and to, chang

Hon.Sir MACKNZIEBOWEL-Tothe narne of the Company to the Trans-Canl
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-To aaRiwyCmay"(r lro.

please a foreign delegate under whose con-
trol they are at the present moment, and Bill (65) "An Act respecting the British
they dare not deny it, or act contrary to it; Columbia Southern Railway CompanY
yet they expect to get a little éclat in the (Mr. Maclnnes, Burlington.)
country for what they are doing, without
having the moral courage to tell the people SECOND READING.
they have an existence as a ministry. Bill (110) "An Act to incorporate the

lon. Mr. DEVER-The churchtof Rome Montreal and Southern Counties RailWaY
is safe now. Company."-(Mr. Prowse.)

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY. DOMINION LANDS ACT AMEN t

AN OMISSION. MENT BILL.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- TIIRD READING.

Before the Orders of the Day are called-it The House resolved itself into a Coili
would be no use calling the hon. gentleman's tee of the Whole on Bill (116) "An Act
attention to it when the estimates come be- further to amend the Dominion Lands Act.
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(In the Committee.)

lion. Mr. SCOTT-When we last had this
bi ll before us, the committee rose while con-
Sidering clause 15. It was suggested by an
hon. gentleman that the powers given to the
4ixnister there to cancel the rights of a
tenant were rather extreme, and that it
ought to specify that notice should be given.
1 have accepted the suggestion and propose
adding a proviso to that clause to carry out
the Suggestion, so that notice will be sent
after the time has expired, and the owner
will have ample opportunity to take out his
Patent.

lion. Mr. AIKINS-It appears to me
that clause 15 contains an extraordinary
Provision. A person may have completed
all his improvements and yet his land may
be cancelled.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-This provides that
they shall be notified.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-If they have com-
Pleted their improvements why should the
land be cancelled?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-It has always been
the law.

Hlon. Mr. AIKINS-It makes no differ-
ence if it has been in the law. A man who
has compileted his improvements should not
lOse his land.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-The clause is neces-
8ary. There are many cases where land has
heen taken up and practically abandoned,
and it requires to be cancelled. There are
lots of cases where parties perform a portion
Of the settlement duties, and not all.

lion. Mr. AIKINS--If they have
rned all their settlement duties

should their land be cancelled?

per-
why

ûlon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill is extending
the Period for another year and a half. That
right of forfeiture has always been in the
boMinion Lands Act, and bas been carried
along year after year.

The clause was agreed to.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-We had a discussion
on the fourth clause, where I had introduced
the Word " parent" in place of " father," to
cover the case of a mother being entitled to
the right of the homestead, and it was sug-

44½

gested that the word "settler" should be
introduced. On consultation with the officials
of the department, they say that that will
not answer, and the hon. gentleman who
made the suggestion recognizes now that
" parent " would be a better word. I move
to restore the word "parent" instead of
"settler."

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

ALIEN LABOUR BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (5) "An Act to re-
strict the importation and employment of
aliens."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Living as I do on
the border, I should be derelict in my duty
if 1 did not call attention to the harsh and
shameful treatment that Canadians are sub-
jected to when going to the United States in
search of employment, especially at Detroit
and Buffalo. Not a day or week passes
without some Canadians being deported to
Canada. We on the frontier are indignant at
the conduct of the United States authorities
towards Canadians who cross to that country,
and the appeal to fair play or neighbourly
feelings so far had no effect, and I think that
this policy of harassing our people should be
met by a legislation of this kind, so as to
meet our neighbours with their own weapon
and give them a dose of their own medicine.
If Canadians are to be expelled from the
United States, Americans should not be
permitted to come into Canada and underbid
our own people. One would suppose that
Congressman Corliss's amendments vetoed by
ex-President Cleveland would put an end to
all difficulties, but it does not; the same alien
law prevails, is still on the United States
statute-book since 1885, and it is the same
law under which Canadians are deported.
Now, I desire to bring before your notice
the anti-Canadian nature of the United
States alien labour law and its offensive
enforcements, for that purpose let me read
to you a few comments of the press on that
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subject, which will impress upon you the
objectionable treament, in somne cases, to
which our people have been subjected :

The custons and inmigration officials of the
United States governmeit at Detroit are still
pursuing their offensive conduct towards Cana-
dians.

A few days ago a young Cantadian arrived here
front Toronto on his vay to the United States in
search of eiployineit. He has a brother who is
pastor of a chutrch near Chicago and it was the
intention of the young mitan failing to get employ-
ment in Detroit, to push on to Chicago or to Cleve-
land wlere lie also lias friends.

He was well dressed and highly respectable and
liad sufficient money for his present requireients
and, if necessary, could draw upon his friends at
hotmte for more if required.

He took his ticket to Windsor and after reinain-
ing here with an acquaintance for several days,
took his grip and started for Detroit, wliere lie hai
worked for nine mîonths in 1893 and whiere he had
a numuber of acquaintances.

Wlien he arrived at tþe custons-house at the
dock on the Detroit side, lie vas stopped by ait
officer niamed Flumninerfelt and taken inîto a room.
Here this officer subjected him to an examiniation
as to his intentions, the ainount of inoney lie had
and other things. The otticer conducted hiniself
towards the young nmait in a imost offensive way
calling hit a liar and insisting on reading his
private letters. He informed the youinig niait that
they intended to keep Canadians on their own side
of the river.

After this insulting and brow beating officialiad
vented hisspleen on Canadians to his hearts con-
tent, the young Canadiain was told that lie was on
parole ; that lie could go up town but iust leave
his valise in that office.

When the young mati saw one of bis friends up
in the city lie was advised to make application for
his first naturalization paper. He did so and was
asked by the clerk if lie liad been six nonths in the
country and answered that lie had. He paid fifty
cents and received his papers. With bis papers lie
returned to the custois offiee at the dock and
asked for his valise.

He was told by Officer Flutimerfelt that his
papers were no good, and after more bîrow-beatiitg
lie was hustIed back to the city hall where he
received his papers and the clerk who informîed
hin that lie had received his paper by miisrepre-
sentation by saying hat hile had beenu six mîontls
in the country, while he had only arrived front
Canada a few days previously.

The young mat explained that lie understood
that it referred to any tite, and, as lie liad been
in Detroit for nine mîonths at oie timte, lie thought
he was answering correctly.

After some more unparlitneintary language he
was liauled before the great McLogan, the Canadian
bouncer, to the immigration departmenut. HEre
the young mait was agaii threatened with prose-
cution for ai alleged false declaration, and the
prosecuting attorney's office was called up b3 tele-
phone and consulted.

No prosecution followed, but the young Can-
adian was takent downt to the ferry and given his
valise and allowed so many minutes to get back to
Canada and ordered to stay there.

He reinained in Windsor for a few days with a
friend and was then asked to accompany a young
lady to Detroit. He did so but was met again at
the landing by the saine otticer, Flumnierfelt an1d
again told to get out of the country and obliged to
return, leaving the young lady to go on alone.

I have a letter here addressed to a young
lady from St. Luke's Hospital, Duluth, who
has been discharged from the hospital because
she is a Canadian:

WEST 8UPERIoR, Wis., Jue 7, 18

'Miss FLORENCE CORRET,
St. Lukes Hospital,

Duluth, linun.
iss CoRRET,-You are herelby notitied that, by

order of the Commtissioner General of Immigration
of the United States, the Hon. Herian SttillmP'
you have been adjudged an alien, having coie to
the Uniîted States undier contract to perform work
and labour and that you muit at once returu to the
country front which you came.

Very respectfully,
. T. STOKE,

U.S. Immigrant Inaptot

The following despatch shows that sim-il]ar
acts occur at Buffalo:

BUFFALO, Dec. 18.--Immigration Inspector De
Barry received froin Vashingtou, last night, notice
of a new ruling by the Secretary of the TreasurY
on the Alien Labour Lav. This ruling is on the
question that was raised in this city, two yeairs
ago, as to whether the Canadian trained nurses
who comte to this country to work in hospitals do
so in violation of the law.

The Secretary of the Treasury lias ruled that
these nurses can be deported. As soon as Mr.
DeBarry received the notice of this new ruling lie
started out to get lists of the Canadian nurses in
the hospitals. Mfr. DeBarry said, last night, that
all of these nurses would be deported.

inspector Estell, of Ogdensburg, is now at Dans-
ville, where lie vent to deport five Canadian nurses
who are employed in a sanitaritun there.

The latest instance of this unneighbourly
conduct occurred some weeks ago at Detroit
where 20 Canadians who were going to the
Michigan lumber camps,were deported acrOss
the river to Windsor. Some legislation Of
this kind should be passed to prevent our
people from being treated in this way. la
December last, I wrote to the hon. Secretary
of State. After this happened I was asked
to do something and wrote as follows:

WINDnsoR, 28th December, 1896.
DEAR siR,-I consider that 1, as a representativI

of the county, would be wanting in my duty if I
did not bring to your notice the offensive conduîct
of the United States officials, at the port of De-
troit, towards Canadians wlho pass over into that
country seeking eniployinent. Not a week passes
without citizens of this country being sent back ;
only a few weeks ago this unneighbourly conduct
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occurred, when 2) Canadians, who were going to retaliation. We desire to live in peace and
the Michigan lunber camps, vere deported across harmony with our neighbours to the north
the river to Windsor.

The latest instance was Iast Friday, when a
oulng Canadian froin Toronto, on his way toe i plored, but becomes a necessity for a nation,

United States, was stopped at the customs. The.which bas a sense of its own dignity and of
conduet of the officer towards hiin was inost offen- the protection due to its citizens. If this
aive. L send for your perusal the inclosed para-
graphl f roui one of our local papers, fron which you
can judge of the infanous ianner our people are by the United States authorities, then the
treated treaed.time bas corne for the Canadian parliament

The present governient is now engaged, I to enact a similar law for Canada, and in its
believe, with the United States governmnent, en- ternis it should be word for word the saine
<leavourîing te brinîg about trade reciprocity betweeni
the two countries. I think the first step the as the United States alien labour law.
Canîadian governmiiient should take would be to
ephasize the public disapproval of the action of On the first clause.
the United States towards our citizens Who go
over the border to work. It would certainly be Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Canada will be the

veyunnieighbourly and smiall to retaliate, butI81e3 Uuegîervan îait etlae u second1 country to take action suchi as we are
eUppose it would be the only way to bring the on this question, and it cer-Amlericans to their senses, and meet then by sonie nly is ne in
legislation of the kind. Hoping that you willi
bring this matter before your lion. colleagues, so century. Ail nations deplore and condemn
as to prevent any further results towards our the action taken by the United States in
Countryien, passing the alien iaw, and we nust al

I reiain respectfully yours, recognize that the enforcement of it lias
CHARLES E. CASGRAIN. been quite contrary to the spirit of the pre-

TO the Ho. R. W. SCOTr, sent age-contrary to the spirit which
Secretary of State, Ottawa. prevails in every other civifzed nation.

The following is the answer I got from However, I doubt very much the propriety
f f ll i i I hi u

'ne Secretary of State: vtaut-ok it is :n o t
I)E'ARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, our itentio s a Do we e o foao

M\IINISTER's OFFICE.
OTTAWA, 4th January, 1897. then up? I do net think we de. I notice

i>EAR SIR,-I ain in receipt of your letter of the Our Act is in no wav similar to that of the
2 8th ultiino, with reference to the harsh treat- United States. There the officers, suh as
'lent accorded by the United States authorities at DeBarry, stationed on the line between
te port of Detroit to Canadians crossing the bound- Canada and the United States, at Buffalo,
ary in search of einployient.

With regard to the case you specifically cite, 1 I . O sbug Niagara and several
maypoint out to you that you do not give the other points, have arbitrary powers and can
naie if the person on whose belhalf yo write. deport a man without the intervention of a

1 Observe by the newspaper cutting you inclose
that a sworn statenent in this case lias been for-
Wardec to the authorities at Ottawa. No con- not propose
iluication on this subject, other than your letter, On the contrary, ne action cati be taken
heisverei-, lias reached ny departnent. If you will under this legislation except by the Attorney
procure and send ie a sworn statemnent of the General fer Canada. Even the provincial
Person aggrieved setting forth, over his own sig-
nature the facts of the case, I will take the neces-
aary steps to bring the natter to the attention of
the United States authorities at Washington. lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Belie-e ie, tThat is net passed yet. I propose to move
oouus tAct i n strike that ott.

The Honourable R. W. SCOTT.
CHARLEs E. CAS;RAIN,

Windsor, Ont.

At the time I wrote this letter the young
an was gone and I could not get the evi-

dence from him, but I could read statements
of any number of outrages perpetrated on
Our people at Windsor and Buffalo. I think
that it is low and contemptible to talk of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Something should be
done, because to enforce a law like this, it
ought to be done promptly and directly.
Persons coming into a large country like
Canada are absorbed in our population and
cannot be traced after they enter the coun-
try. It is absurd to suppose that the per-
sons who wish to enforce the law can apply
to the authorities at Ottawa to do so.
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Where is the alien labour law enforced tant when the alien labour Iaw in the Uited
against Canada ? I know it has been in States will break down. It is a disgrace tO
some cases. I know it has been in the case the United States. It is toadying to dhe
of nurses and labourers and others. labour vote for political purposes, and o

intended to be enforced. De Barry bas l'ade
Hon. Mr. CASCRAIN-It it done every himself very prominent in sending back

day. Canadians in very many instances. There

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I should like to ask was an instance at Niagara Falls where a
the hon. gentleman whether at Detroit and man had been living in the United States
Windsor and Walkerville, there are not for three or four months, and they were

every day hundreds of workingmen passing ing to be a charge on d'
from Canada into the United States and ta
hundreds of workmen passing froin the m nt
United States into Canada, who are entirely a to the attention of the authorities. Bu'
unnolested. I have seen them myself in they took no action. The argument was
the docks at Walkerville, Windsor and that this man had no visible means of SUP
Detroit. They go simply in hives there port, and the winter was coming on, and he
morning and evening, and return. That is would be a chare on the municipality, and
so on both sides. If my memory serves me
right, a newspaper man with the energy and
enterprise characteristic of newspapermen, sent back to us in Halifax.
actually made a count of the number. i Uie

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is
that recently? It used to be so years ago,
but I doubt if it is so now.

ion. Mr. SCOTT-in cases whinc a
come under my notice, except those in refer-
ence to nurses, they have not been followed
up. They have had that excuse, that the
narties might be a charge upon the United

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Oh, yes, recently. States, and that was their justification, just
About the time the hon. gentleman brought as we sometimes send back emigrants %ho
this particular case under my notice, there are not able to support themselves, and We
was a kind of understanding along that compel the zteamers to return them.
frontier-I do not know that it exists to
the game extent elsewhere. Of course there Hon. 'r. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Ie
are points on the frontier where the law is cause they are paupers.
not observed at all. On the line in the Hou. Mr. SCOTT-But there are
province of Quebec the law is not in force stances where the law is carried out to the
nor is it on the line between the United
States and Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. fue extent the it tae but ntO
It is a fact that many labourers or woodmen tu
of Quebec and New Brunswick work every prin. J sor- lie t as my h
year in the forests of Maine in the winter
months, taking out timber and contracting, recros era , andian wokind
and they are not disturbed. What I fear tates
is that by our adopting a law of this kind
we will only make matters worse. They coming to work in Valkerville?
will say: " You adopted a similar law, and Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Yes a go0d
it is a justification for us to go on and en- many cross.
force ours to the extreme letter that we are
authorized to do." That might be the effect Hon. Mr. SCOTT-With the knowledge
of it; and I do not think it would be really of the oficers?
wise to pass this Act. I do not think it is Hon. 3r. CASGIAIN-Yes.
likely to be enforcel, and when it is
not enforced it is a pity to place Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The authorities wink
it on the statute-book, because it is not at it, I suppose. Perhaps when a man has a
on a line with the views of the people of contract they will follow hin up. But there
Canada. They are hoping for a better state is a kind of understanding about it, and it
of things, and we hope the time is not far dis- rutis all along the frontier, and that is ue
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Very thing that breaks down the alien la-
bour law. If it were observed to the full ex-
tert it would be a shocking thing, and would
Iean the turning back of 500 men. However,
it i8 winked at, and it is known they go over

there to- work and return in the evening.
That is also the case along the St. Lawrence
River and that section of the country. If
We Put ourselves on the low level of the per-
5ons in the United States who prompted this
kind of legislation, we will not be in an
equally strong position to condemn their
legislation, and it is for that reason I think
it is not wise to approve of it. That is my
OWn judgment, and I should be sorry to see
it on the statute-book, because I know it
Would be an idle Act. It would be an announ-
Cenent that we were going to do it, and we
Wvould not do it.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-I promised to
8upport the bill, and I have done my duty
la Presenting it to the Senate.

Ron. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What course does the hon. Secretary of State
take with reference to this bill

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I advise that it be
dropped, because it is not a bill which should
be enforced, unless there was machinery
provided, unless we authorized somebody
With arbitrary power to act where a man,
for instance, crosses f rom the United States
lato Canada over t he suspension bridge. If
we had an officer there who would say :
C YOu are coming to work in Canada : we
have a law against it, and will force you to
go back," there would be something effective
about it. But under this Act persons can
come in by the thousands, and it is only
when a report is sent to the Attorney Gen-
erl and he makes inquiry that any action
Wlould be taken ; and of course the party
would by that time be absorbed in the coin-
raurlity, and that would be the end of it.
It is something which we do not propose to
Carry out.

.Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I ad-
Uire the sentiments of the hon. Secretary of
State to a certain extent. But why should
We take all the buffets and all the insults,
and get our people turned out of the neigh-
buuring country and keep perfectly still, say-

IZig nothing at all I I do not think it is
dignified in us. In a nation of seventy
r4Jllion people, in the home of the brave and

the land of the free, they do a thing of this
kind to protect their people, and should not
we do something to protect our people? It
is well known that United States contrac-
tors come into this country and employ
Americans instead of Canadians. In the
mines of British Columbia the United States
mine owners prefer to have Americans work
for them, and it is unfair to our people.
When I first saw this bill I thought it in-
terfered with European immigration and
labour, but you will see that it only refers
to such countries as enact legislation against
us, and I would not give to the United
States one single thing. To-day the govern-
ment have put an export duty on logs and
pulpwood. I hope they will have the backbone
to enforce that law. If this duty on lumber
is to prevail, I hope the government will do
their duty and let the duty on logs and pulp
wood prevail also. I should certainly like
to try this bill. It can be repealed after-
wards if the Americans do the correct thing
and leave their country open to us as it has
been in former vears, and as ours has
always been to them, but I should meet
them with blow for blow.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E..)-I
think if this Act was drawn up as the
similar law in the United States, I should
be disposed to give it my support. I ara
aware that it is not only at Windsor,
Detroit, and at those points that this alien
law is enforced by the United States, but
at almost every point where the people cross
the line. Coming into the province of
New Brunswick by the Canadian Pacific
Railway, where people pass into the
state of Maine, we see at different seasons
of the year in the press, reports of various
persons who have been returned from there
to New Brunswick, Nova Scotia or Prince
Edward Island, as the case might be, who
were not allowed, because they had not a
sufficient amount of money in their pockets
to keep them for a month or so in the
United States, to go enter the country.
These men were labourers, or persons having
a trade or occupation by which they could
earn sufficient to support them wherever
they went. They could go to the lumber
woods of Maine or engage in any other
employment in the United States and were
not persons at all likely to become a burden to
any country to which they went. It seems
a very unfriendly act on the part of the
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United States to enforce such a law against
the people of the British provinces-their
next-door neighbours, and the place from
which many of them emanated, perhaps, a
few years ago. If this bill had been one
that could be made as effec tive in the Dominion
as the other bas worked in the United States,
I should give it my support, but in its
present shape this bill would be totally in-
operative. So far as I can see, it would be
of no benefit whate\ er. Therefore, I should
not vote in favour of the measure in its
present shape.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I should be very
sorry that this measure should pass without
a provision that it should not be put into
operation until the government used every
effort with the government of the United
States to endeavour to persuade them to re-
peal their law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The suggestion is a good one if you were
dealing with a government that had any
control. The late government used all the
persuasive power it had to induce those in
authority to take steps for the repeal of this
obnoxious law. When Sir John Thompson
Mr. Foster and myself were in Washington
we called Mr. Blaine's attention to the Act,
ani his answer was " we have no power as a
government. This was introduced by an in-
dependent member of the House of Repre-
sentatives and placed upon the statute-book
and that any recommendation we might make
would be treated with contempt unless they
were in favour of it." We know very well
what the opinion cf the House of Representa-
tives would be, from the fact that the most
objectionable clause of the late bill was
struck out by the Senate and immediately
re-enacted by the House of Representatives,
so that any representation to the United
States government would be utterly value-
less. But what I understcod the hon. Secre-
tary of State to say was that he did not
think that in passing this law there was any
intention of carrying it out or putting it in
force, and that he thought the 8th clause
with reference to communication with the
Attorney General of Canada in Ottawa
before you couli prosecute, was nonsense. I
think that is what he said.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not a government
bill. It was introduced by a private member.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
understand that you object to that clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No: what I objecttd
to w'as that there was really no power tO

enforce it on the same line as the 'United
States law.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Why not ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What I want to call the attention of the
House to is that this is another illustration
of that unanimity which exists-I know the
hon. Secretary of State does not like to hear
it, but he shall-between the members of the
government. The premier pledged his word
over and over again, that if returned tO
power, lie should take the first opportunitY
to place an Act of this character upon the
statute-book. I do not say provisions of
that kind, because I agree with my bon-
friend that it is to a certain extent inopera-
tive ; but the government as a governfment
were pledged as mucb to that as they were to
anything. It is somewhat singular that the
gentleman who insisted upon placing this
clause on the statute-book, was one of his OWv
colleagues. It was not the gentleman who
introduced the bill nor those who supported
it. It was neither the gentleman fromn
Welland, nor was it Mr. Taylor who had
had this matter in hand. The bill was
so mutilated by Mr. Davies, from Prince
Edward Island, who insisted upon tha
clause being placed in the bill, that he las
rendered it inoperative, and this is what the
hon. Secretary of State has objected to So
much. One of the strongest advocates Of
an Act of this kind, said in the House Of
Commons, that the government had so
mutilated it that it was unworthy of further
support. Now, as an additional evidence of
hardship, my hon. friend from Windsor read
some communications. Take a case of this
kind: A few weeks ago a voung man in
Colborne received a telegrain from a mer-
chant in Los Angelos to come on and take a
situation at $65 a month, and be gave 11P
his position in the village of Colborne,
Ontario, which is about seventy miles west of
Kingston, and proceeded westward. AIl welt
well until one day a man walked into the
store where be worked and remarked, "you
are from Ontario?" The young man said
" Yes." Then he was asked, '. well, how
did you happen to come here" The
stranger was told the truth and immediatelY
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disclosed his identity. He was an officer
aId he told the youth that he must return
tO the country from which he came. In
addition to that his employer was served
with a writ for 81,000, and the young man
Wasforced to return home, losing his situation
and $107, in passage money. The citizens
Of Canada can see plainly how Canadians
are treated in this wonderfully free coun-
try across the line. Has not the time come
When retaliation is necessary? The hon.
gentleman is right, to a very great extent,
l reference to the number of people resi-
dent in Canada crossing over from Windsor
tO Detroit, and crossing over to Niagara
Palls, because Lhe Grand Trunk Railway
there has works on both sides, but it is a fact
that Canadians living on the Cana-
dian side, working for the Grand
Trunk Railway, having to cross the bridge
every morning to their work, have been
sent home by the alien labour officer, and
they have been obliged to become citizens
of the United States or lose their employ-
ment. That bas been done in Windsor, as
'ly bon. friend knows well, over and over
again. It is only perhaps wvhere there is a
very exacting and imperious alien labour
oflicer that this is put into force. It is not
80 Mucli the case in the lower provinces as
in Ontario. The question is, why an excep-
tion should have been made in this case.
YOU profess to adopt the principle of prefer-
ential trade against the United States be-
cause they vill not reciprocate. Why should
nOt we do it in this matter? I am fully in
accord with the hon. gentleman from Vic-
toria, that the sooner we act as they do in

a'fltters of this kind, the sooner our people
ývill be satisfied. I admit at the same time
the full force of the argument of the Secre-
tary of State; sumptuary laws of this kind
are not in accordance with the civilization
of the age, but when we are met as we are
in the United States, we ought to pass it.
If we go on with the bill I shall move that

this 8th clause be struck out of the bill.

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I concur
ill the general observations of the hon. gen-
tleman. I quite sympathize with the object
of the bill under the circumstances in which
we are placed. It would be out of the
question if we were not treated as we are by
the people on the other side; but, being
treated as we are, it is entirely legitimate
and expedient for us to pass some legisiation

of this kind. It is said that this clause is
inoperative. I do not agree to that; I say
it is not inoperative. I would be glad if we
had a clause here which would make it more
imperative than it is, and in that respect it
would correspond more with the United
States law. But I do not know that that
would be on the whole more desirable, be-
cause the matter might get on this side, as
it is on the other side, into the hands of an
unscrupulous agency, who would use the
power in a very objectionable way. Then,
there are Foints on our long frontiers where
our own people do not desire to have this
law. It is not convenient for them ; it does
not answer their purpose so well; and the
clause which is objected to enables these
people who do not desire the benefit of sucb
law to be free from its operations for the
present. My bon. friend interprets that
clause as though no person could be dealt
with until that persons is reported to the
Attorney General. That is not the meaning
of the clause. What are the words of it?

No proceeding under this Act or prosecution for
violation thereof shall be instituted without the
consent of the Attorney General for Canada or some
person duly authorized for him.

The Attorney General does not manage
these transactions personally ; it is done by
others. He appoints the person who is to
attend to it. I am not anxious about it, but
by having this clause you enable some discri-
mination to be exercised in carrying out the
Act where it is in the general interest of
our own people that there should be that
discrimination, that it may not be left
in the hands of some ill natured or ill
tempered man who might carry it out in an
objectionable way. If we want to pass a
bill this session, it being so late, it will be
necessary to pass it very nearly if not enti-
rely in its present terms, and I would ask
bon. gentlemen who are in favour of the bill
and would like to see it pass, not to move
amendments which they do not think abso.
lutely necessary, because it may have the
effect of the bill being lost. I am satisfied
the clause bas not the meaning attributed
to it, that on the contrary it would be a use-
ful clause as it is.

Hon Sir -MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would not it be better for the bon. gentle-
man to make it the Attorney General in the
province in which the offence is committed ?
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-If the
Senate would prefer to leave the responsi-
bility with them, I would be glad to be free
from it ; but being our own law it is natural
that our own otlicer should be the one to ex-
ercise it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My only object was to make it operative
and workable. Take the case of Ontario,
where it would occur oftener than anywhere
else ; it would be easier to reach the Attor-
ney General of Ontario than it would be to
come here.

Hon. Sir OLI VER MOWAT-Personally
I have no objection, but I think it is not
desirable to amend the bill, as we run the
risk of losing it altogether.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Rather than lose it, I withdraw my objection.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This alien labour
law has been in operation for a number of
years. They have certainly had time dur-
ing that period to modify its terms. If
they can carry out such a law in the United
States I do not see why we cannot do it
here, but I did hope, when the present
government came into power, that all these
grievances would have been removed and that
we would have heard no more of the diflicul-
ties between the United States and this
country. We have found by this time that
what theyprophesied in the past has not been
fulfilled. They are just as much opposed
to the people of this country as they were
a number of years ago. We were told that
the United States were all against the Con-
servative party, but they are just as much
against the Reformers. We thought we
were going to have everything as nice as a
rose as soon as this party came into power,
we were going to have reciprocity and
neighbourly treatment, but they were greatly
nistaken. This law has been in operation
for some years. Why have they not
changed it? I know of many cases
of injustice. I know young men who
have left this country to obtain situations
in New York, in the mercantile business,
who have been compelled to return to this
country because they were Canadians.
There are a great many such cases, and I
think it is time now for us to show a bold
front and to tell the Americans that if they

intend to act in that manner towards us, we
will do likewise, and as soon as you do that
they will change their course, because these
people in the United States look after their
own interests and the more you try to coax
them the less you get. I would say to leet
fire with fire and say we will fßght yoU in
your own way. If you adopt that course
they will relax and take a more sensible
course and remove the grievance. We
do not want these obstructions. .e
would rather see people come into this
country. We have always been willing to
lend a hand to people coining from the
United States, but when a Canadian goes
over there he will find every one against him,
I think it is time to show our hand, and if
they are determined to continue their pre-
sent poliey, no other course is open tO us
but retaliation. The sooner we put this laW
on the statute book and show that we are
determined to act in our own defence the
defence the sooner the United States will
come to terms.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We had better pass
this bill, and it can be further discussed on
the third reading.

Hon. Mir. PROWSE, froin the committee,
reported the bill without amendments.

SAVINGS BANKS IN THE PROVINCE
OF QUEBEC BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON- 1

have already asked, privately, the consent Of
hon. niembers, and they have very kindly
consented to the suspension of rule 41, in
order that a matter of form may be gone
through with. I move the suspension of the
41st rule, in so far as it relates to Bill (N):
"An Act respecting certain savings banks in
the Province of Quebec."

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON moved
the third reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 21st June, 1897.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'clock

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TIÎE RESTIGOUCHE AND VICTORIA
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED 1-ROM COMMITTEE.

lion. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee
On Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
Ported that they had considered Bill (99),
"Ar, Act respecting the Restigouche and
Victoria Railway Company," and had found
that the preamble was not proved to the
satisfaction of the committee, and recom-
tnended that no further action be taken

ith regard to this bill, as in their opinion
'ts Passing would not benefit the district or
the line of railway therein mentioned.

lion. -Mr. BAIRD moved the adoption of
the report.

The motion was adopted.

ST. BON IFACE ELECTION CASE.

INQUI RY.

ion. Mr. FERGUSON rose to call the
attention of the Senate to the following
extract from the Montreal ilitneqs of the
5th June instant:-

ST. BONIFACE, MAN., June 5th.
In the St. Boniface election petition case, dis-

11ssed yesterday, it will be reiemibered that when
Case came before the Honourable Mr. Justice

]1b4m on April 29, for trial of the prelimiinary
ebjeetion tiled hy Mr. Lauzon, against the prose-
etrs of the petition, it was proved that both

of tioners, Roy and Berthiaume, had been guilty
corrupt acts. Roy adnittedl he had been pro-

b dmoney for driving electioneers to the poilsc I Mr. Prendergast, the present judge. Theehairman of Mr. Bertrand's conmuittee stated thatie requested Mr. Prendergast on the day followving
the e ection to pay himn, when Mr. Prendergast

gahim an order on MIr. .1. A. Richard for the
lunt, which was paid by Mr. Richard. The

or.er petitioner, Berthiaumie, who supported
.. Lauzon, in the election the year before, ad-

'ttel that about a week before the election thatetrand and Mr. Prendergast had pronised to
eleavour to procur'e hini an office from the Do

n overnmnent andl he worked hard to secure
Bertrand's election during the last weekbcfore the election. When this startling evidence

a given Mr. Howell, counsel for the petitioners,
aPPhied for an adjournment to enable him to put

Mr. Prendergast and MIr. Richard in the witness
box, which was granted. Yesterday norning when
the trial was resumedL Mr. Howell stated to the
court that in view of the evidence given at the
previous hearing, lie was unable to ask that the
preliminary objections should be over-ruled. Judg-
ment according was given dismissing the petition.

And inquire if the government intend to take
any action regarding the matter ?

He said : In pursuance of notice given
two weeks ago to-day, both verbally and by
the usual notice on the order paper, I wish
to call the attention of the House to sone
very important matters connected with the
administration of justice in the province of
Manitoba. It may be necessary, before stat-
ing my views on this subject, to refer very
briefly to the history of the case. It begins
with an estimate, submitted to the House of
Commons in September last, to increase the
number of county judges in the province of
Manitoba by the appointment of an addi-
tional judge. The sum of $2,000 was then
placed in the estimates for the purpose of
providing the salary for an additional judge.
It seemed a very extraordinary thing to do
under the circumstances, as there were
already five county court judges in the pro-
vince of Manitoba, which seemed to be quite
sufficient, taking into consideration the
population of the province and the re-
quirements of the administration of justice
there. Nevertheless, this item of 82,000
appeared in the estimates. It is very well
known, hon. gentlemen, that provision for
a judge's salary should not be made
simply in this way, that if it is proposed to
increase the number of judges in any pro-
vince in Canada, the proper way to do so is
by a separate bill making the salary a perma-
nent charge upon the consolidated revenues
of the country. I could very ea-ily quote
authorities to show that th's is the proper
course ; in fact it has been the practice of
Canada all along to do this as soon as the
legislative provision has been made in the
province and as soon as the department
resolves that it is necessary to add another
judge. As soon as that step is decided upon
a bill is introduced. This is the usual con-
stitutional course, and authorities are very
strong on the point that the position of a
judge should not be made dependent on the
annual estimates of parliament. I refer to
Bourinot on this question. He says:

The independence of the judiciary lias been
for nany years recognized in Canada as one of the
fundamental principles necessary to the conserva-
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tion of public liberty. The judges are not depen-
dent on the mere will of the executive in any
essential respects, nor on the caprice of the people
of a province for their nomination and retention in
office, as in inany of the states of the Anierican
Republic. Their tenure is as assured in Canada
as in England, and their salaries are not voted
annually but are charged pernanently upon the
civil list. In case it is necessary to provide a
salary, or increase of salary, for a judge, the pro-
per course is for the governient to proceed by a
bill.

This course was not pursued in regard to
this matter, and that in itself was sufficient
to excite suspicion. Up to the present
moment no bill has been passed through
parliament. I understand that since this
matter has been started in this House, a
bill has been introduced in the other branch
of parliament, providing for a permanent
salary for the judge in question, but up to
the present time, this bill has not been
passed. It has not, I believe, come to this
branch of the legislature yet. I do not
know what progress has been made with it
in the other House, but my point is that
this appointment should have been started
properly ; that a bill should have been
passe i providing for the payment of this
judge's salary, and making it a permanent
burden, like the salaries of other judges,
upon the revenue of the country. If that
were done the person appointed, whoever lie
was, would be in an independent position.
He has not been in that position so far, and
that is the first point of objection. When
this vote was before the House of Commons
last year the Solicitor-General made a very
extraordinary statement in regard to it. He
said:

The appointment is of necessity of a pro-
visional character. I (o not say that we cannot
proceed to miake the appointinent after this item
ias been voted, but it will still continue in the
control of this House, because, until such times as
the statute is aimended, the appointment is essen-
tially provisional. Therefore, at any time un-
til the statute is amended, by dropping this item
mn the estimates, the appointment vill cease.

This extraordinary statement was made
by the Solicitor General when the item came
before the House. Notwithstanding this,
the government went on and voted this
$2,000. They said there was great necessity
for the appointment of another judge. It
was urgent, and that was the reason it was
not provided for by bill, and that the item
should appear in the estimates at that partic-
ular moment, it was in the estimates of the
next fiscal year. As I remarked a moment

ago, it provides for six county court judges
in the province of Manitobe. By the last
census the population of the province was
only, I think, 160,000, which gives One judge
to less than every 30,000 of population
In the province of Nova Scotia there are
only seven judges with a population
nearly 450,000; in New Brunswick there
are six county court judges where there is a
population of nearly 350,000, and in the
province of Prince Edward Island there aire
only three county court judges with a poP
ulation of 120,000, and the greater subject
for surprise in what has been done in this
matter is that alnost one of the last acts
which my hon. friend, the Minister of Justice,
did before he left the province of Ontario,
where he was Premier and Attorney General,
was to introduce a bill, whichli he passed
into law providing that in any county or
union of counties, over which a counlty
court judge presided, no second judge
should be appointed where the populatio
did niot exceed 80,000. My hon. friend
leaving the province of Ontario, where lie
was responsible for the administrationf
justice by putting on the statute book a
Act declaring that in future no second judge
should be appointed for a district unless the
population exceeded 80,000, comes ilto
this parliament and one of the first things
he does here is to provide that there
shall be an additional judge appointed
in the province of Manitoba where they
had five judges already, making six alto-
gether for a population of less than 200,000.
There were rumours at the time this item
appeared in the estimates that it was 1l-
tended for a gentleman then in the legisla'
ture of Manitoba. Rumours connected his
name with it, which have since been amplY
verified. Mr. Prendergast was then a meO-
ber of the local legislature. A few months
afterwards this gentleman resigned his place
as a member of the House of Assembly of
Manitoba, and an election took place for the
district of St. Boniface, which lie had repre-
sented in the legislature of Manitoba. There
were two candidates in the field, one of whom
was Mr. Bertrand the Liberal and the other
was Mr. Lauzon the Conservative candidate.
Mr. Prendergast was chairman of the ucof-
mittee for Mr. Bertrand during this election.
Mr. Lauzon was elected by a very large
majority, and a petition was filed agaits
his return by two men, oneof whose namel'
Joseph Boy and the other Joseph Berthi-
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alme. Preliminary objections were filed to
the petition and on the 29th of April the
natter was brought up before Judge Killam,

of the Supreme Court of Manitoba, and
these objections considered, and these two
men who filed the petition, Joseph Roy and

.r. Joseph Berthiaume, were placed in the
Witless stand. They were examined with
regard to those objections, and I have in my
hand the evidence of these men as given in
the court. This evidence is certified as cor-
rect by William Perkins, official stenographer
Of the Court of Queen's Bench of Manitoba.
What I propose to read to the House is
the Official report of the evidence taken in
relation to these preliminary objections

Q. Whose comnittee ?-A. Mr. Bertrand's coin-
mittee in St. Boniface.

Q. When did you make that arrangement with
Mr. Prendergast ?-A. The day previous to the
election.

Q. Were you to be paid for that ?-A. Yes.
Q. What ?-A. I have a teain to earn iy liveli-

hood.
Q. How inuch were you to be paid ?-A. That

day for she single horse, $5.
Q. That was the arrangement with Mr. Prender-

gast ?-A. It was.
Q. Were you paid ?-A. Yes.
Q. When ?-A. I was paid on the following day.
Q. After the elections ?-A. Yes.
Q. \Who paid you ?-A. Mr. Richard.
Q. Whois Mr. Richard ?--A. The one that keeps

the liquor store.
Q. How did he corne to pay you ?-A. I cannot

say, Mr. Prendergast sent me there and I was paid.
urged to the petition against the return of Q. After the election you 'ent to Mr. Prender-

r. Lauzon in the district of St. Boniface. gast?-A. les, ami lie gave me a paper for Mr.

will read first the direct examination of R .
Joseph Roy, one of the petitioners. He was Yes.
exawined by Mr. Phippen, and his examina- Q. Ami he paid yonS ?-A. les, Mr. Richard
tion reads as follows pad me for ny day.

Q. That was for election d.ay?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you speak English, Mr. Roy ?-A. No Q. Providing the orse i-A. Yes.

'lt Iilneh. Q. Ami what you did with the horse 'vas to take
fc Do you remember the election in St. Boni- voters to the poils ?-A. les. 1 did not bring niany

ace?-A. les. because 1 Nvent and brought one in the forenoon
Q. That was held on the 20th of last February ?- very far and 1 did not get back very early.
. Yes. Q. That 'as aIl you did that day ?-A. les.
Q. And Mr. Lauzon and Mr. Bertrand were the Q. Did any ne instruct you where to go for the

tlo people who were running-they were the can- voters ?-A. They tol(i me only to go anl take one
dates ?-A. Yes. froin a distance.
Q. You remember that ?-A. Yes. Q. 'hotoid yot that?-A. Nr.JamesPrenter-
Q. Did you vote at that election ?-A. Yes. gast.
Q. Did you afterwards sign some papers in Mr. Q. That 18 the present judge ?-A. les, that is

Rowell's office ?-A. Yes. the mai, Jim Prendergast.
Q. Is that your naine (showing witness petition

8d notice) ?--A. Yes. That is the whole of the direct evidence
Q. Did you write that ?-A. Yes. of Joseph Roy. There vas a good deal

t. That is your signature to the original peti-
i ?-A. Yes.
Q. You signed that ?-A. Yes. of which turned on the point vhether
Q. Have you a horse ?--A. Yes. the nan could speak Eng1ish. The other
Q. What'did you do on election day on the *20th
ebruary ?--A. drove a single horse--one horse.

?-Ae hdre a tA tblnsome stand by the petitioner's counsel, and there9.Whose horse wvas it ?-A. It belongs to me.
Q. What purpose did you (rive the horse for- was a very long cross-examination. I wiii

What vere you doing with the horse? Driving
people to vote? parts that bear materially upon the matter

[WVitness does not answer, but speaks to an atlaterpreter.]
11rs LoansHi'.--Can't you tell us in Eniglish

what you did that day ?-A. No; I can't under- Q. Ion have aiways acted with the Conservative
Stand ail. I can understand some, but I can't party intil recentiy ?-A. Oniy once.
'Iflderstand ail. Q. When 'as that WeIl, I think it is

o r. PiippEN.- What were you driving the horse on Mr. Lauzons election.
or that day-what, were you doing with the horse! Q. How ling ago ?-A. Two years or one year

. I brouglt the people to vote. ago I suppose.
Q. Were vou to receive any noney for driving Q. So witlii a year you caliel yonself a Con.

People to vote ?-A. Yes. On that day, do you servative, didn't you l-A. No, 1 neyer calledillean? myseif a Coservative.
Q. Yes. Were you to receive money for driving Q. Iou voted Conservative?-A. les.

euple to vote--for driving voters on that day-for Q. Deeds are better tlan words' t-A. les.
iving a horse ?-A. Yes. Q. Ion worked for 'r. Lauzon ?-A. I voted
Q. Whom did you hire it with ?--A. Mr. James for him, but 1 do not believe 1 aske< anybody, but?reîdergast the president of the comnittee. I am a man to mand my own business if I can.
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The witness is now asked about his mo-
tives for signing the petition against the
return of Mr. Lauzon.

Q. You tolid hin the reason you wanted to sign
or you told Cyr you would sign it was because you
told Cyr it would help you to get a governnient
position ?-A. Yes, that is and wias my own idea.
I do not remember whether I told Lauzon that, but
that were mny own mind too.

* * * * * *

Q. Did you tell Mr. Senecal that Cyr told you
that signing that petition wouild help you to get
the position ?-A. Yes, he said so after I iad
signed it.

Q. Did you tell \lr. Senecal that he told you
before you signed it that if you signed it it would
help you to get this position?-A. Well, I may
have said so.

Q. You -aid at once that you would sign the pe-
tition when he asked you to sigi it ?-A. Yes, be-
cat'se that came into iy mind miyself and he never
asked me in the first place.

Q. You thought your opportunity had coie, I
suppose, to help you to get your government posi-
tion ?-A. What do you mean, please ?

Q. You thought it was fortunate for you that
Cyr had cone to you so that you could get the
position in the government througli this petition ?
-A. Yes.

Q. Through this petition ?-A. No, not through
this petition.

Q. Von thought it would help you ?--A. Yes.
Q. You were a good deal interested in getting

this position, were you not ?-A. Yes, I was a
little anxious.

Q. You had done sone little writing ?-A. Yes.
Q. You had writtein some letters ?-A. Yes.
Q. After the last general election you thought

you would write your Liberal friends down in Que-
bec ?-A. Yes.

Q. You had somîe communication with Mr.
Tarte ?--A. Yes.

Q. Who did you go to see? You spoke to Mr.
Prendergast did you about that office-did you not ?
-A. Ves.

Q. What did Mr. Prendergast tell you ?-A.
He toli me many things.

Q. That he would help you ?-A. Yes.
Q. Did Mr. Bertrand tell you that ho would

help you ?-A. No, he said that he would sec Mr.
Prendergast about it.

* * * * * *

Q. When was'the last election in St. Boniface ?
A. Mr. Lauzon's election I think was in October.

Q. I am asking you about this election juîst over?
-A. That was in February.

Q. The 2Oth February ?-A. Yes, 19tlh or 20th.
Q. Tell mie how long before that it was that you

sawv Mi-. Prendergast about this position?-A. Ican't
tell you how long about ; I can't tell you exactly
what date or what month, but still it was before the
election. * * * * *

* * I went to his own office in Main Street
and I asked him if he was willing to help me to
the position that I were asking and he told mie that
lie would do w-hat lie could. I never w-as promised.
I never received aiy promise.

Q. He said that he would do what lie could ?-
A. Yes.

Q. Was that two weeks before the election that
you saw Mr. Prendergast ? A. Well, say about
two weeks. Under oath I have to tell the trutl
but I can' remember exactly.

Q. Mr. Prendergast w-as taking a pretty active
part in the election helping Mr. Bertrandi all lie
could ?---A. Yes, I guess lie was.

Q. And he thought you had better go and.ha
a talk vith Mr. Pendergast, lie being a prommilent
man and helping Mr. Bertrand all that lie coUl .
-A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Pendergast said that he would do ail
that he could for you ?-A. Yes.

Q. How do you know he was taking a prominent
part in Mr. Bertrand's election ?-A. I saw hi"'
acting. I knew he was chief of tne comillittee
rooms.

Q. You saw hini noving about the coilmittee
rooms pretty actively ?-A. Yes.

Q. You knew that lie would have a good deal of
influence down at Ottawa to get you this position
-A. Ves.

Q. Because he was acting prominently for Mr.
Bertrand? A. Yes.

Q. When did you talk about this position ? 1oi"
long before Mr. Bertand's election, a week or ten'
days before the election had you spoken to Mr.
Bertrand ?-A. It was about on the saine day that I
spoke to Mr. Prendergast-no, it was about ten
days before that I asked himu if lie was willing to
help me to that position and he told ne yes, but
lie says I will see Mr. Prendergast.

* * * * * *

Q. Mr. Bertrand was the candidate for tlhat
constituency then?-A. Yes.

Q. Who else did you go to see about this office
that day ?-A. I guess that is all. I may hae
seen a great nunmber of others, but I did not ask
anybody else to help ie that day that I reimeiber.

Q. How long did you go to the cornnittee roomls
before the election.--A. I guess I went to the coml-
mittee roons for a whole week before the elections*,
nearly every night, I guess I did. * * *

* * * A. I spoke to Mr.
Bertrand and Mr. Prendergast together. I spoke3
to Mr. Prendergast two or three times.

Q. You went to see both of theni on the saime
day ?-A. Yes.

Q. Did you leave your work to cone over that
day to see Mr. Prendergast and Mr. Bertrand ?-
A. No. I was not doing anything that lay ; in the
winter time we do not work.

Q. What induced you to go over and see both
Mr. Bertrand and Mr. Prendergast that day?-A.
Because I had it in my mind to get all the people
I could to help me.

This is the evidence, as far as it relates
directly to the charges that Mr. Prendergast
was guilty of corrupt acts in connection with
the St. Boniface election. It was on the
29th of April lastthatthisevidence was givei.
At the conclusion of the hearing of the
case, Mr. Howell, who was acting for the
petitioner in the matter, is reported in the
official report which I have and fron which
I am still reading, as saying :

I wvill have to ask that this case stand over for a
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ittle, I vant to get witnesses here to contradict
tnli5 Man.

That is Roy, the first witness whose evi-
dence I have read. He continued:

I want to call Mr. Prendergast, and he is in
Ottawa, I- think, at present.
Io11S LoRDsHiP.-I think, as 1 ,.aitl in the Cari1-

lo inatter, when inatters are lroughî np in this
Way without notice, counsel shouIld have an oppor-
tullity to ieet theni.

e Ar. HOwVELL.--Yes, especially under the suspi-
CiOlus circurnstances.

Is LoRDsHip.-I Ido not know that there is any-
thing suspicions about it. It is a fact that you
Can easily disprove if it does not seein to be the
truth-

Mr. HOWELL.-I want to go into the box imyself,
I wish to contradict nearly everything this
nitliess bas said, and I wish to get counsel to con-

duct the case while I ain a witness.
The inatter was now, adjourned to cone up at a

tine to be agreedi upon between counsel.

That was on the 29th April, and it seems
that counsel agreed, and the court did not
resumled its sitting on the 4th day of June,
a few days over a month later. All this
Period intervened from the time the
evidence was given. The counsel for the
Petitioners obtained an adjournment in
order to put Mr. Prendergast and witnesses
On the stand to contradict the evidence.
The court gave hii the time and on
the 4th day of June the court resumed,
and wvhat happened is, I believe, correctly
reported from information that I have from
mIIany reliable sources. I am in a position
tO establisli that what is reported in the
Ilewspapers, and which is included in the
nOtice I have submitted to the House, is a
correct statement of what occurred. Mr.
lowell, counsel for the petitioner, rose and
said that after the evidence which liad been
given when the court adjourned he was not in
a Position to ask that the case be proceeded
with andheconsented thatthepetition should
be disnissed. The point I wish to make
here is this, that it was the duty of Mr.
?rendergast, whose integrity had been
a.8sailed in the most extraordinary manner
by the evidence given by two men who were
the witnesses of his own friends-the men
Who had signed the petition asking that Mr.
Lauzon be brought into court to answer
to charges of corruption-these two men had
thenmselves, on the witness stand, distinctly
SWorn that offences had been committed
against the law, that one of thein had re-
ceived the sum of 85 as a considerationfor driv-
'1g voters to the polls, which is a distinct

offence constituting bribery under the laws
of Manitoba, and the other had received
promises with regard to his appointment to
a i important government position, which
constitutes another offence of the saine
character. Now, I say it was the duty
of Mr. Prendergast at that time, if he
valued his integrity, knowing as he must have
known that he was, if not then actually a
judge, to be placed on the bench in a
short time afterwards, to have gone to that
court, even if the counsel for the petitioners
had not intimated he would do so, and gone
on the witness stand and contradicted these
witnesses if he was able to do so. He did not
take that course, and therefore the impres-
sion remains against him. A strong prima
facie case was made out in open court and the
iatter stands in that way still. I shall be told,
I dare say, in reply, thar, these offences com-
mitted by Mr. Prendergast with regard to
these two voters in the St. Boniface election
were offences that occurred before he
was appointed to a seat on the bench, and
that that being so, it is not proper or neces-
sary to discuss the matter at all before the
public. I am not aware of the exact
date of the appointmient of Justice Pren-
dergast to his position in Manitoba, but
I assume that he was not appointed on the
20th February, the date of the election, for
I can scarcely think it possible that a man
who was appointed as a judge could have
acted as chairman of an election committee,
as he did on that occasion, to say nothing of
these other offences that he was charged wyith
having committed. I assume that the date
of his appointment is after that of the elec-
tion. I have not been able to see his appoint-
ment gaêetted, but I think it is very likely
that Judge Prendergast was appointed before
the 29th of April. I hope, for the sake of
my hon. friend the Minister of Justice, that
that was the case, for if the appointment was
made after the 29th April, the very seri-
ous charge would lie against my hon.
friend that after that evidence came out,
lie consummated the appointnent before
the matter could be cleared'up. But what-
ever the date of Mr. Prendergast's appoint-
ment may be, we know that he was not
sworn in at the time that this evidence was
given. We know that lie was not sworn in
on the 29th April, or during the whole time
from the 29th April to the 4th June while
the court was waiting for his evidence,
and we knew he was sworn in on the
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day following the announcement of counsel
for the petitioner, that in consequence of this
evidence the petition would be withdrawn or
they would submit to the petition being
dismissed. On the 4th June counsel with-
drew the petition, and on the very day
following, the 5th June, Mr. Prendergast
appeared before one of the judges of the
province and was sworn into office. I
am very much surprised that ny hon. friend
was not advised, as I assume he was not, be-
tween the 29th April and the 4th June
that this evidence came out. Had he been,
I am safe in concluding that my hon. friend
would have delayed matters. Even if the
appointment had gone out, he would
have prevented this judge being sworn in
until the matter was properly investigated.
However, he was sworn in on the 5th of
June, and is now one of the judges of our
country. I am prepared to hear offered as
a reason why this matter should not be dis-
cussed in thiý House, or perhaps discussed
at all, that Judge Prendergast is now a
judge of the county court of Manitoba, and
that this offence, whatever may be the gra-
vity of it, was committed before he became
a judge. In regard to that matter I wish
to submit the law of Manitoba with regard
to offences of this kind. In looking over
the election law of the province of Mani-
toba, I will read the parts of thestatutes that
relate to offences of this nature. The first
section is sec. 214, and that section provides
that an act or offence done under any of the
provisions of the 215th and 226th sections
shall be corrupt within the meaning of this
Act and the Manitoba controverted election
law. Sec. 215, subsec. b, says:

Every person who directly or indirectly, by
himself or by any other person on his behalf,
causes or procures or agree to give or procures, or
offers or promises any office, place or appointment,
or promises to procure or endeavours to procure
any office, place or appointment to or for any
elector to or for any other person in order to
induce such elector to vote or refrain fron voting,
or corruptly does any such act as aforesaid on
account of any elector having voted or refrained
fromn voting.

Sec. 215 B, therefore, is pointed directly
at the offence of promising an office to a
voter with a view of influencing his vote at
an election, Sec. 226 says:

The hiring or pronising to pay or paying for
any horse, team carriage or cab, or other vehicle by
any candidate or by any other person on his behalf
to convey electors to or from the poll or to or froni

the neighbourhood therein or at any election or the
payment by any candidate or by any person on his
behalf of the travelling or other expenses of eny
eleetor in going to or retuirning froin any electiofl
are unlawful acts, and whoever so offends shall be
liable to a fine of one hundred dollars and to in-
prisonnent for three nionths in default of pay-
ment. The mere hiring of a teamn fromn a voter is
a corrupt offence without reference to the motive
of the offender.

Then for the penalties, Sec. 235:

Any person other than the candidate who is
guilty of any corrupt practices in any proceedin1g
which after notice of the charge le has liad an
opportunity of being heard shall during the eight
years next after the timne at whicl he is so found
guilty be incapable of being elected to or sitting in
the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba or of voting
at the election of any member of such House or of
holding any otfice in the nomination of the CroWn
or the Lieutenant Governor of the province.

That is the clause in the Act which refers
to a corrupt act by any person not being a
candilate. Then there is another provision
in a later section in this Act. Section 262
provides:

Every prosecution concerning a penalty nimposed
by this Act nay be brought for hearing and dleter-
intation by any person before any two justices of

the peace or a police magistrate.

And 267 provides:

Every proceeding or prosecution brought in
virtue of this Act shall be instituted within twelve
months next after thecommission of the offence, and
not later unless the defendant by absconding with-
draws hiniself from the jurisdiction.

I submit this statute of Manitoba with
this view : in the first place, I want to show
the House that these two offences, of hiring
and paying for teams and of promising to
procure or endeavouring to procure an office,
with a view to influence the vote of an elec-
tor are both under the law of Manitoba set
down as bribery ; that the prosecution by
any private prosecutor may take place within
twelve months after the commission of this
offence. That is where a penalty is imposed,
as in the matter of the driving of teams. In1
that case any person may prosecute and
Judge Prendergast is liable to prosecution
within twelve months from the commission
of the offence and the penalty, as I have
already read, is a fine of one hundred dollars
or imprisonment for three months and dis-
qualification. I submit, therefore, that
although these offences were committed
possibly before Mr. Justice Prendergast was
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aPPoint as a judge, the consequence of these
acts follows.

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
think you mentioned the day of the election.

mates for the payment of the judge's salary.
If was made on the allegation that there
was urgent need of this appointment, that it
was important that it should be done, yet
nevertheless we observe no appointment
vas made for a great manv nonths after-

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-The 20th of wards, and it was only within the present
February. I assume, however, out of regard month of June that it has been finally
for My hon. friend, the Minister of Justice consunmated by the judge being sworn in.
that he was not aware even on the 5th of The appointment itself waq indecent, in view
Juhe of the nature of the evidence that had of the circumstances surrounding it, no lav

een given, or Judge Prenidergast would being passed to make it a permanent burden
never have been sworn in, but assuming on the revenues, and there bein2 apparently
that h was not a judge at the time that no necessity, apat from poli'ical neceýsity,
these offences took place, I still contend for the appointment at the time. Whatever
that the consequences of these offences are may be the date of his -appointment, it is
of such a nature that, if not controverted, certin that Justice Prendergast had a very
the consequences follow him to the bench strong assurance-it is almost certain that
and make it impossible that lie can remain he had an assurance long ago-that he was
OÙ the bench. What, for instance, if anyMOn te bncb Wb', or nstnce ifanyto receive this appointmnent. Public rumour
person-and it is open to any person to do associated bis name with it when the S2,00
it-were to prosecute J udge Prendergast for was placed in the estiniates, and as time
hirnng the team and paying five d went on his naine was associate with the
violation of the law î If that offence were appointment and assrciated with it in con-
Proved before two magistrates in the pro- nection with the Manitoba school question.
Vince of Manitoba, and these magistrates 't wns alleged that Mr. Prendergast, who
should impose one hundred dollars fine, or had been a verystrong supporter of the rights
in default of payment three months of the minority in the province of Manitoba
ilmprisonnent in jail, can it be supposed s0 strong that he was really their champion
for a moment that these are not cir- nfor moenttha thee ae fot ir-on one occasion and delivered a speech n D less
eumstances of such a nature as woufld than seven hours long against the Manitoba,
affect bis integrity and usefulness as a School Act of 1890. It was observed after
judge, even though the offences which be- the ý2,000 wasvoted that he began to change
camie punishable in this way had been com- bis views and ,hat he began to favour the
initted before his elevation to the bench? settlement which the goverriment of which
If I were to state an extreme case, I would my hon. friend is a member were reported to
ask what would be the result if a judge be making with Mr. Greenwa and the
had committed a felony-if the prosecution 1 province of Manitoba on this question. I
Of the felony began in some way or shah read a few words of the peroration in
another and ne had been appointed after the speech of seven hours made by Mr.
the offence and' before the prosecution, Justice Prendergast in 1890 in the legisla-

mayube the dateoofible aporintment, ctni

Ouc tbe Possible for himi to con-
tinue in that position, if the crime was
brouglt home to him afterwards ? I there-
fore submit it is no answer to the com-
Plaint I am making against Judge Prender-
gast in this matter to say that the offence
was committed before be became a judge,
and therefore this parliament bas nothing
tO do with it. I want to say a word or two
"Pon what I considpr to be the indecency of
the appoint ment, and my remark s on this head
will have more to do with the government
and with the administration of justice than
with the gentleman who received the appoint-
ient attheir hands. As I have already stated,

this amount of $2,000 was put in the esti-
45

ture of Manitoba:

He had no doubt the bill would receive some ma-
jority in the House. The question will then be
brought before the courts ; they would appeal to
every possible tribunal. They would not submit
to the bill unless more tangible proof of its con-
stitutionality were forthîcoming. They would not
submit. The consequences ahead mright be nost
serious. For himself he declared that he would
not submit to such taxation as was intended ; and
he would resist all efforts to distrain till they had
the decision of the very highest tribunal of the
land. When the (overnment could come back
and say " This is the decision of the highest
authority," then he, for one, and believed the
whole Catholic people of Manitoba, would submit
-sad but resignel ; consciois that they had coi-
tended for the most elementary principles of
Christianity ; and they would look for bones in
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other countries where, perhaps, they would not became an active supporter of the govern'
find jnore favourable condition of things, but ment of m hon friend in the >olicvthey
where the principle will not have been laid down i i .
that all contracts may be ruthlessly traipled were pursuing with regard to the Manmtoba
upon ; that righît mneans somiething only wh-en it is school question, and I w ill say this mUuch,
in the hanids of the najority ; and that the 'most whetherMr. Prendergast'spublicactionswere
solemn privileges are iere trifles in the hands of influenced-they changed we know that-politicians to he used for party purposes. whether tley were intluenced by the prospect

This was the declaration of Mr. of this appointnent or not, I must sav Ithink
Prendergast in the Manitoba Legislature it was extrenely indecent-to say Cnothing
when he was opposing the passing of the of the charges made against him of conillit-
school law in that province, about which f ting offences against the election law-that
there has been so much trouble since that lie should in that by-election that was held
time, but shortly after 82,000 appeared in to fil] his own seat after lie had resigned tO
the estimates, Mr. Prendergast vas observed accept a judicial position--continue to act
to change his views, and there is a long in- as a violent partisan and be chairmial
tervie % with that .entleman reported in the of the committee of a political
Toronto G/obe of the 29ýth of November party. The appointment, as I have said,
last, in which he announced a very great was indecent under the ciroumstances.
change in his views on the Manitoba school f remember verv weil a case that came Up n
question. I merely state the facts. the other branch of this parlianE nt a little
1 am niot going to state that this more than a year ago. It vas the appoint-
change of views was produced by this sum ment by the late government of Mr. Justice
of 82,000 placed in the estimates providing Masson to the County Court of Huron.
the salary of a judge and promises held out While there was nothing in the world tO
to Mr. Preudergast that lie would be ap- show that that appointment iad been ield
pointed. I have no evidence such out to influence his political action--he iad
as would warrant me in saying that been a lifelong Conservative and renained
Mr. Prendergast acted fron such very base so, and there was no change looked for by
motives as these. But I think that in his friends-nevertheless he was appointed
another sense we have very strong evidence at the end of the first session
that this sum of money was put in the 1896, and his appoinitnent called
estimates with a view to affect Mr. Pren- for some very strong comments on
dergast's public action on the question, the part of gentlemen connected with the
and that the judgeship was held dangling present administration who were then in
befoi e that gentleman for nîany months opposition. I notice that no less an emi-
with a view to influence lis action. I am nent constitutional authority than Mr.
sure, whatever we may say upon that subject, Edgar, the Speaker of the House of ConU
that we are all agreed upon this, that if mions, said in regard to this appointment
Mr. Prendergast had not changed bis views . .
on that question, my hon. friend and lis \Why this sudden recommnendation and( sending

n .q n Mr. Masson up to be sworn in on that particular
colleagues in the goverunient would never day? Why, sir, it is becau.se ie liad earned bis
have appointed hiim a judge. They have not reward, anîd bhe demanded his pouind of fleslh. If
been in the habit, since they came into he had not made a bargain with the Minister of
power, of pouring favours upon those who Justice-and the Minister of Justice denied it, and

f o u believe himn, of course. I do not think lie would
are opposed to their policy, and it would be a personally make such a bargain. But the facts
very natural conclusion for us to corne to prove it, and any jury on their oath would filid
that they were not acting upon a very there had been a bargain fronm the circumnstances of
diflerent principle in this matter. The the action and the results.
appointmîent was made when, I consider, it Then we see what Sir Richard Cartwright
was unnecessary. It was made indecently, says. He is not generally disposed to mince
urging that there was an absolute necessity matters, and lie was not out of his usual way
for the appointment. It was made without of feeling on this question. He says :
the authority and sanction of this parlia- This is a particularly attrocious job. In the
ment, placing the salary a permanent burden first place, it is a piece of practical bribery of m'en
upon the revenues. It was held actually for bers, and that of the very worst sort. It is as clear

as daylight that the late hon. nenber for Northmonths and rnonths until Mr. Prendergast Grey had a pledge and a promise of that office, and
lad announced bis support, and until he he sat in the House with that promise in his pocket.
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And 1 could read in the same strain from! with such cases as these. On that subject
ir. Mulock. Mr. Davies, the present Min- we have had a good deal of precedent in

ister of Marine and Fisheries, said Canada. In 1893 or 1894 a very long de-

The appointment under the circumnstances * bate took place in the Ilouse of Commons
* is a crime on the part of the government, upon certain charges against the judiciary

and a shnae and a disgrace to themn. I say that of New Brunswick in reference to the i-
Mr. Masson uever can hold that independentp risonment of Mr. Ellis for contempt of
lian w-hich the couinty court juElge of Huron p ~ i1 OI~ifLO

Ought to hct. c court. On that occasion Mi. Davies, a
I canot exonerate hi n (the 'Minister of Jus- member of the pre.sent government, moved

tice) froni being a party to an act which I say is a very long resolution, which it is not neces-
a disgraceful a-t, of appointing a gentleman to a sary for me to read or give to the use i-n
judcjl1-,t position after the appointnieiît lias been

kept dagling before himn for 12 nonths for the tu'l, but I want to read the closing paragraph
Purpose of unduly influencing his political con- of that resolution as indicating very clearly
diet. the whole tenor of it. It is as follows :

I submit that whatever criticism may That the punishmnent inflicted by the Supreme
have been directed against that appoint-haehe drctdaantthtapit Court of Newv Brunswick upon ,John V. Ellis in
rnent, that the strong objections that are the nonth of October, 1893. for au alleged
now directed against the action of this go- structive conteni)t of court, contained iu au article

vernment, did not apply in the case of Mr. Plsherei n referred was arbitrary, excessive, inimnual.
Justice Masson. There was no question of to the public interest and leserving of censure and
change in Mr. Masson's political views as- in 50 far as it added costs to the fine and imprison-
sociated in any way however remote with ment, withoit precedent.
the appointment. His name had been as- This resolution was submitted and received
8ociated with the office. That was the only the support of a large number of members
Point (>F resemiblance. His name had been in the Huse of Comnions, in fart it was
VcOnnected with the appointmnent for some i only defeated by the strictly party vote, the

tonths before that time, and he sat in par- present premier of the country and aIl hi
liaient during the time and aft.er it was friends voting for this resolution on that

elheved he had received this proise, occasion. r. La urier in discussig that
tlthough there was not very much evidence resolution said among other thing of c

that lie iad received any such promise. say tat the tleor of the Britisne Govern-

But in this case the complaint we inake is ment is that there is no power i the land, juicial
that the office itself was created-was inde- or otherwisethat is above the review of Parianent.

'Oently created-not for any necessity that Mr. Mils, our colleague from Bothwell in
eXisted in Manitoba that there should be an this House, wbo I aC sorry is fot present
additiona judge, fo we have the Mfinister of to-day, said :
Justice's own law in the province of Ontar-o, p rind everywhere in the comnunity a feeling
lialitin the number of judges to one foi every tnat otin or tis outon or that

80,000 of the population, and the very action protetion on these purinciples of law adiinistered
Of the government up to within a month ago ii o the ordinary way :hich are rEgarded as ade-

ti ot alling the appointment showed it was u hate for tvery other class in the coimmnity. if
Bt n this case the omplinte mei i that there is special protection afforded to the courts,

that theofgicy inl tas pulicra s ide t however proper that bight be in a former period,

etalled for putting that amount in the esti- except in very rare instances, it wilî he regarded

Mates on that occasion. The further inde- with jealousy in our dlay.
Ceicy is associated with it that \l r. Prender- find that anothor very important debate

gast not only changed bis views on a great occurred in the House a year previous to
Public question, but that lie remnained an that, in 1893, they were known as the Tarte
active partizan long after he rsigned bis seat charges, when Mr. Tarte made very serious
8 0 the loca p ouse, which resignation, it is well charges against the judiciary of Quebec. Mr.

okown to-day ae it was then was to prepare Tarte said, among other things:
the way to an appointment to thejudgeship. Is it ot a fact that to-day the whole judicial

lie remained chairman of a party committee systemi of Quebec is saturated with political. parti-
in St. Boniface election in February last, to sanship.
'aY nothing of the offences with which he is Mr. Tarte continued:
charged in the sworn evidence which I have

aled for, puttin that am un ine thet esti-e ude t

re. I want to say a few words as to what are acting to-day as commissioners, some of thesei
right or power parliaient bas in dealing juiges have been tools i the iands of mny bon,
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friends on the other side. I thought I was within following Sir John Thompson, expressed
parliamentary rules in saying that they were paid himself in almost a similar way
for their services, I may be wrong and I eall the
attention of the hon. Minister of Justice and the The case in our own opinion that w-as referred
acting Prime Minister to-day to that state of to by ny hon. friend, as lhe will see in a nonueIt,
things. was not in reference to the judgment of a judge.

In that case the judge was accused of sitting 011 the
And he continued to say a great deal hench while under the influence of liquor. That

more in that strain. Mr. Laurier said : had reference to the conduct or Oiscond of a
judge, not to bis judgnent, and, therefore, dil

It is with the bench as with every other class form a proper .subjert o» inristi.Iation in this Hot,.;
of the commnity-the judges will he treated, not What I say is that with regard to matters of
all with the sane respect ; there will be soume judgment, it is not wise or prudent for this
degree in the respect which is given then, but all House to attempt to review what we have niot the
will enjoy the respect, I believe, to whici they are power to rectify or set aside while on the other
entitled and which their conduct deserves. * hand, we have full power and authority when the

I say unhesitatingly that the present govern- proper case arises to investigate, to consider and
ment hiave appointed men who have no other quali- to rebuke the conduct or nisconduct of a judge.
fication for the position than that they have been
party backs. * * * * The view of Mr. iMcCarthy and Sir John

It is asserted, and I believe the truth will be Thom
forthcouing some day, that judges eontributed to M pson as against that of Mr. Davies and
the election fund 3f the Conservative party at the Mr. Laurier and other gentlemen, was siMpIY
last election. * * * * * this : We have no right, said Sir John

Tt is asserted, and hon. gentlemen know the Thompson and Mr. McCarthy to sit in
naines as w-ell as I (o, that judges of the province judgment on the judicial decisions of the
of Quebec have paid for their appointmients. bench. The administration of justice is

I produce these extracts to show what a wisely set apart fruom the work we have to
strong position our friends of the other side do. Our work is legislative, and theirs is
have taken in regard to these matters in judicial. We have not the means, the
other years. I could bring up other cases evidence, the opportunity of hearing both
besides these I have cited to show the course sides. We have not the means of forming
pursued by the political friends of the a judgment as they bave. The duty bas
Minister of Justice in the past with reference been assigned to them. We have a right to-
to the conduct of judges. A very large constitute the court to give decisions, but
number of the members of the House of we have no right to sit in judgment on the
Commons voted for this resolution to cen- decisions themselves. They agreed in this
sure and condemn the judge who sentenced view as against that of Mr. Davies and
Mr. Ellis. Sir John Thompson and Mr. others, and they were equally strong and de-
Dalton AcCarthy agreed, in that case, on cided on the other opinion, that parhament
the line of conduct which parliament should had the right and power to review the con-
pursue. When two such authorities agree duct of a judge as to his fitness for his posi-
it is a pretty clear indicaticn that their tion, and, in fact, his conduct in every re-
views are about right. Sir John Thompson spect, apart froi the judicial decisions whiclh
says: he had rendered. I have also an opinion

The hon. member has mentioned eight or ten given by the Hon. 'Mr. Blake, when the Both-
instances in British history in whicl in the Im. well case was before the House in 1882.
perial House of Commons the conduct and language Mr. Blake said :
of judges, or their demeanour on the benches, or
their titness to serve upon the bench has been I have no quarrel with the statement of the
brought in question. But I ask the House, I ask hon. the first minister in part when he declared
every nenber w-ho listened to the hon. gentleman that a judge's conduct ought not be attacked at
if the cases which le cited, and w hich show the any rate with a view to an inquiry suclh as this
range of discussion with regard to the judiciary in unless the charge against him be one of serious im-
parlianent do not prove that that range has been propriety-a charge I think the hon. member said,
absolutely limited to these questions, the fitness of which if true would warrant his dismissal frol
the judge-his deportnent on the bench, the office.
partisanship of his conduct, or his expressions in
addressing jcries as showing that he was departing I come to another point, and that is with
fron his business of laying down the law and that regard to the remedy. In my notice I bave
he was dealing w ith politics instead of law. That asked the government what they propose
is the entire range which the discussion of the doin«-if it is their intention to take any
ju-liciary has taken in the British Parliament. n

steps in regard to this subject, 1 have
Then I find that Mr. Dalton McCarthy, come to the conclusion, from the authori-
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ties I have quoted and from the investi- should be appointed to inquire into the
gation I have given to the subject, that matter, that they should give notice to the
the Senate and House of Commons of Canada party accused of the charges made against
are not empowered to move an address for the him, and that he should have every oppor-
removal of a county court judge from the tunity of being heard in his own defence.
bench.. I turn to the British North America My view is that the duty devolves on the
Act, section 99, and I find there that such Minister of Justice. There is no high court
a remedy is provided in the case of the before which we can bring the hon. gentleman
superior judges, and only the superior judges. for making the appointment excepting this
I tind that is the opinion of Sir John Mac- buse, and here we can bring my hon.
donald, and the same may be found as the friend to account for having made such ai.
Opinion of Bourinot on page 135. The foot appointnent, for his own connection with
Ilote there says the proceeding by inpeach that appointnent under the circumstauces.
mlent does not apply to county court judges. This is the only place whcre we can criticise
By referring to the Act of 1882, I find my hon. f riend and inquire into his conduct,

mple cbnstitutional provision has been f but there is provided in the law an inquiry
muade for dealin with charges and complaints of such a nature as wil bring Mr. Prender-
against couHnty court judges for incapacity, uast before his accusers, and where he
Iisconduct or any other cause. The Gover- will have every opportunity of clearing his

thate ppomene the caiosircmstace

ior in Council is clothed with completeh te o we n ic e
Power to institute inquiries, and it is for been made against hin if he is innocent. J
the purpose of putting pre view I entertain could support y position by reference to a
On this case fully and fairly before the number of English cases have notes of
aiuse that I have taken the step I have them here, and I have the books at y hand
taken in order that the Minister of Justice to which I could refer if it were necessary.
Inay put in motion, as I conceive it to be J thought, perhaps, f rom observations which
his duty, the machinery provided in our law were made on a previous occasion, that mny
for the purpose of inquirine, into this mafter been adescaisthi q ifee mit e
and findin- whether the offences alleged to challenged, and J was therefore prepared,
have been committed, and the inisconduct should that position be taken, to support the
in this instance, are of such a nature as course that I an taking, by authorities.
Hoseuld warrant the removal of Judge Pren- However, as objections have not been raised,
dergast f orde the bench of Manitoba Jy the it is not necessary for me to produce these au-
Governor in Council. On this subject, in thorities. I dare say the point may be rais-
case there should be any doubt about it, I d, that a we have no riht in this hbouse
shal rnd what Sir Jo ffn Macdonald said in to move an address for the removal of a
regard to the Bothwell case in 1883: o county court judge, and as my notion does

ie thi. i ce arof) suthat a naue as not provide for an nquiry by this bouse,
l coilait should t e mal o Judge Prn- ere may be so objection to the course
ler, g was by petition. fe as quotig a case ithich I have pursued in that regard. On
Gvhere a petition iust be presented. Why? Be- another occasion my hon. friend fro Both-
cause ail these petitions were presented agaiflst a well (MNr. -Milîs) refprred to the case of Baron
iadge whose teure of office depended on aot it, I ed t hat oafe n ri intis Houe
sth Ho ses. But either this House nor t oe mov an thatessserMrheOreovl of a
Other House, nior the two Houises togetiier, ean by charge against Baron Smith and mioved for an
arY action of theirs remove a cointy court judge. inquiry with a view to reove him. Enr
That is anothe aud a different tribunal. Grey, who was a leading member of the gov-

That was his view, and I find that view is ernment, suggested to Mr. O'Connell that the
entirely in accord with Bourinot's opinion, ends of justice migt be served by limiting
and tlat the British North America Act his motion to a censure on the judge, as the
OJdy extends the power to proceed by address offence was not of s0 serious a nature as
ib the case of superior court judges and that ul caîl for his removal. That view was
an Act was provided i 1882 for inquiries concurred in by the government and was
into the conduct of couty court judges and accepted and carried. Sometime afterwards
their removal for cause. The provisions of Sir Robert Peel brought up a motion to
that Act are very wide in their reasons for rescind the vote of censure, holding that a
removal. wt is onhy necessary that a com- vote of censure should not be permitted to
Inii-sion of judges of the superior court remain on the minutes unless the judge
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was removed. I do not feel that I would be 1, however, tried in vain to procure the issue of

justified in moving a vote of censure. We' the Witne-- yoîu refer to, although I applied for the

have not both sides before us, and possibly same at the Parliament Library and searched the
J files of the City Hall, which vas the cause of sontie

an injustice might be done. 1, therefore, de- Idelay. It also took nie soie tine to procure fromt
cided to put the facts that T krow of before the court stenographer, copy of the evidence at the
the House and ask my hon. friend, the Minis- trial in question, the exact nature of which 1 liad

ter of Justice, to have a thorough and proer not even taken the trouble to ascertain before.
a a h a p And lastly, miost serious illness, the end of whic1

inquiry instituted in this matter under the my physician cannot foretell and which is prevailing
provisions of the Act of 1882. It is a matter still uiiabated in iny family, was the next uncon-
of very great regret, as I have already said, trollable cause of some further delay in my replY-
that Mr. Justice Prendergast did not avail I gather from such information as I could pro-h sel oD tcure that I an charged (ist) with having corruptlY

opportunity t given approached one Berthiaune and prornised him a
him, between the 29th April and the 4th governnent position whereby I secured his support
June, of appearing before the court and in favour of Mr. Bertrand, the Lilieral canilate

iving his evidence in that matter. To tat in the St. Boniface election held in February last
fct is aende mateon w hic a i( 2 nîd) with having hired one Roy to tcamn electors
fact is due the pubhc attention which has to the poll on election day, and given him on one
been drawn to this question and ny own of mny friends (Mr. Richard) order for money,
action in this House. Had he gone on the which was paid by the latter. And it is boldll
witness stand and been able, on his oath, to alleged that these charges are proved by the ervj-
contradict the inaterial allegations of these 1 ence which these very nen, Berthiaumne and Roy,

cti gave as petitioners at the recent controverted
witnesses, there would then have been his election case relating to the said election.
evidence against theirs, and there would not I deny these charges, and I oppose to the saie
rest that strong case which now exists, in the ot only my own statement of the case, but aiso the

m d overy evolence adduced agaimst nie, a copy of
t pBut which I have procured fron the court stenographet

having failed to take advantage of that op- at the trial, Mr. Perkinîs, and I now inclose here-
portunity, which any iman of honour would with.
have taken, he has laid hiiself open to all First a, to Berthiaune
the strictures and condenations that havewas, u to a

the îrîcuresand ondennatons hat avethe only Liberal Frenchi (anaulian lu active politicS
followed from that time forward, and this heie, and it ,vas generally knowu arnoiigst our
matter cannot be set at rest until the Mini- section of the population, that I had several per-
ster of Justice takes what I conceive to be sonal friends amongst the Liberal meinbers <f the
the proper course under the law, of appoint- Cîîîîîiîael s te
ing a commission of superior judges to inquire M<nths ai months before the clections, ami
into this matter. during the election, ami siice the election, in fact

ever s ince the 23rd of .Jnne last, p)arties iii and, Out-
HIon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I under- side of the constituency have cone to nie to tle

stand my hon. friend to read sone extracts number of peîhaps fifty or seventy-five asking nie
from the evidence of both of the persons to il ternice oe son
namîed in the notice ? Mr. Berthiaune vas siniply one of these. I did

îuot approacli hitiî as r-epreseiitedl by sottne îiews-
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, both of the papers it vas lie, as lie iîîîself states unler oatl,

par'ties who were exarnined. J wlîo c'ae to ne at iy office it Winnipeg. It
could froties ten days or te weeks before the

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This norn-
ing I received sone papers from the learned
judge. They appear to have been put on
board the train, which may perhaps be the
reason I did not get them more promptly.
The papers r fer altogether to one of the
cases naned, namely, Berthiaume. In his
letter to me the judge states, to account for
his delay :

I supposed fromi the telegraphic news contained
in the press of the saine morning, that this referred
to the question brought by Hon. Mr. Ferguson
concerning my participation in the late St. Boni-
face election, and on this soiewhat vague infor-
mîuation I wired in reply that I would send a full
statenent without delay.

election, as solmie would have iii say nor one
moith before, as lie states-as I was at the tine in
Ottawa, as Hon. Mr. Sifton anl others know, and
I only returned here the second day before noimi-
nation. As a inatter of fact, it was a month and
a half hefore the election, long before the writs
were issiied.

Mr. Berthîiaumne sat down in my office and
opened the conversation by saying he had cone
to ask me a favour. I asked him what it was.
He replied that before telling nie lie wanted one
thing to be understood-that was that his father
and his fanily were all life-long Liberals, that lie
hinself had always been a Liberal, and voted Lib-
eral except once, in 1896, when he lad voted for
Lauzon against me upon personal groundsconnected
with a suit in ny office; but, that as far as the next
election was concerned, lie would vote with his
party, as he had always done with that ene excep-
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tion, and had fully made his mind as to that. Then, work for Mr. Bertrand, I spoke to some body, naylr t'O Or three different formns, without one word be, about ny own idea. I told My own ilea to
m11 "'y part, he repeated that he did not want to different people-I was not out going fromn house

have matters Imixedl, nor to be taken for what he to house asking people to vote for Mr. Bertrand-
8 not ; that the vote he was ta give vas one I had nlot any canvassing book-I moved about

ung and the favour lie wanted another ; that as very actively during the last week of the campaign
ar as his vote was concerned it was assured ta the -I went to the comnmittee roon for a whole week

Liberai party, and that it would not be altered in before the election, nearly every night-I did soie
any way if I told hiinm that I could not or would not canvassing-I dlid not offer any one any induce-
grant him the favour he wanted. ment to vote for Mr. Bertranl-I did not ask

lie then proceeded to say that be wanted somte any one to take a drink with nie over Mr. Bertrand's
situation connected with the Dominion Department election--nor to take a meal with me-I never
Of Public Works, as lie was a builder of consider- asked any one to work on that accout-I was nîot
atble experience aniL could satisfactorily inspect and emiployed anywhere in connection with that elec-
stperintetil anîy kind1 of work in his line. He tion-1 was enployed by the returning officer, Mr.
a.ddeld that the party was indebted to his father, Paradis, as poll-clerk -I did not handle any money
that he knew Mr. -Monette, the member for during the election--nobody gave me any money
Xapierville ii the Commoins, and other prominent to> use during the election, not a dollar. During the
Liberals, to whomtl he hiad already written or vas last week of the tight, I guess that I went ta Mr.
about to vrite. He spoke for about a quarter of Prendergast to tell him that sa and su were voting

Shotir, with intervals of silence, during which for Mr. Bertrand, and so and so were voting against
tlme I lid not put in a single word of any signiti- hlim. I went to see *Ir. Bertrand and Mr. Pren-
eance, busying inyself chieily, as he spoke, in dergast, because I had it in mîy nind to get all the
revisintg a documitent which was before mtte oi iiy people I could ta help ne-I spoke to Nr. A. F.
desk. Martin about this position ; ny own idea is it was

I replied to imiiî in a way which vas little en- after the election--also to Mr. Chevrier--also to
coutraging, pointing out the fact that these positions Mr. Paradis, after the election."
Were very limittel in nunber, and that even promi- Now, sir, withiout cotmntintiîg on tbe evidence
'lent Liberals to whoti the party was particularly you have in voir hands, I will only ask Mr.
'l1debted lad beeni unable to secure any appoint- Senator Ferguson anîd every fair-mindel inan of
lent in spite of thieir very special claims. I then the Senate and Commuons: wha t is there in this to

Clo)sel the conversation vith the very non-coi- incriminate ite ? When did Iapproa-h Berthiaunie?
1iîittal expressions that I would try and lielp himi, When iid 1 I (tak him to rork or rote for Mr. Ber-
or do whbat I couild or soniething to that effect. I trand ? What promise did I mîake to him? When,
did not even mention M r. Bertrands naine, nor where atid low did a corrupt /argaint paus between
refer in anly .ay whatsoever to the approaching us ?
election nor to the vote he was ta give therein. My wife is at this moment almost lying at the

Su1 is the nature of that so-called corrupt point of deatli, as Dr. A.F. Dame, my attenîding
bar-gain1 between Mr. Berthiaume, one of the physician can certify, ali I iu t ak- you to be
PIetitioners, and mnyself. aliowed to defer until the next mail mny stateient

I next saw% hii about two mtonths later in Mr. of that parl of the case relating ta the other
ertran ls comnittee roons, when, of his own petitioner Roy. I mtuust also ask to keep until

'notion, lie once or twice at the nost told tme that then the copy of his evidence for reference, altlhough
a couple of voters would likely go for Mr. Ber- having atnounced above that I was inclosing it
trtnd ; but never did I ask him to see any one, Oi herewith.
to take any part whatsoever in) the election, nor Regretting that the present unfortunate cir-
didI consulthi iii anîy way concerning the samne. Cuistances uder whicl I ai labouring do not, allow

,ow, you have the evidence, such as I procured uie the time and liberty of mind whiclh I would
t fromt the court stentographer. It is the very require for a further statement.
i(entical report coming directly front him. It bears I have the honour to remîain, &c.,
out in every respect and particular the statement
which1 I have made. Here are sonie extracts from That letter puts a different complexion
his evidence :- altogether upon the case, as one would sup-

I have been a Conservative once in mny life ; that pose it to have been f rom the extract my
, I have voted for the Conservative party once tin hon. friend read fron the evidence. That
Y life. I never called nmyself a Contuervative. I

sPoke to Mu. Peendergast about that office. He letter relates to the oie party (Berthiaume),
said tmîany things. He said he would help me, This and as to the other (Roy) I have not yet
was a long while before tie election ; it was a received the papers.
ruoItlh before, siure- It was more than a nonth -
I went ta his own office on Main street, and lue told Hon. Mr. FER1GUSON-You will never
me that he would do what he could. I never was receive them.promised. I never received any promise. I dont
think he asked me if 1 was going to vote for Mu. Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Mr. Pren-
Bertrand ; no, I don't think that lue did ask me- h
XO, he never asked me if I were voting for Mr. Ber- dergast says, with reference to the other
trand, I don't think he ever asked me to help Mr. case explaining what he had done to be in a
Bertrand ail that I could. He did not tell me what lie position to answer me
had done to get tme this position in the government,
le did tiot mention that--I was not on Mr. Ber- I tnust ask you ta he allowed to defer until the
trand's committee-As to doing any committee npxt mail that part of the case relating to the
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other petitioner Roy. I must also ask to keep them. No communication was made to me
until then the copy of the evidence for reference. previous to the 2nd of April on the subject,

I can say nothing about Roy, because at and none on that day, and no communica
present I have no informatiun in regard to tion v.s made in reference to what took
it. My hon. friend thinks that Mr. Prend- place on the 4th of June. The first time I
ergast had plenty of time to answer. I heard anything of the kind was when I saw
must say, in my own dealing wit'h the officers the notice my hon. friend gave here. There-
of my own department not residing in fore if it was not proper, under the circum-
Ottawa, I never in a single case contined stances-I do not say anything about that
them to ten days or any such time, when either way-to appoint Mr. Prendergast to
more time was required. My hon. friend the judgeship I had, and I have no materials
has limited Mr. Prendergast to some such to judge whether it was proper or improper.
time as that and has rendered it very diffi- My bon. friend says that at all events
cult to get the information in time to have should .have prevented the judge from being
his statement here. My hon. friend quoted sworn in. I had no reason to prevent his
from Bourinot and other books for the pur- being sworn in; otherwise I should have
pose (of show, ing the proper course to pursue. considered the matter after possessing mY-
I find this general statenent in Bourinot in self of all the facts, and after giving an
reference to all the cases, as a summing of opportunityto the judge to give his statement
them all: as is done in the case of magistrates against

The speakers of the English House of Commons whom complaints are made. When I Was
now always interfere to prevent as far as they can premier of Ontario there were complaints
ail personal attacks on the judges and the courts, made against magistrates, and my invariable
of justice. They have always felt themiselves co<>- rtwhh I houg has the proer prac
pelled to say that such expressions shall be wvith- p .raccec p
drawn " and that " when it is proposed to cail in tice in reason and according to precedent,
question the conduct of a judge the ineiber desir- was to call upon the magistrate complained
ing to do so should pursue the constitutional course of for an answer to the charge, and to give
of moving an address to the crown. plenty of time for that purpose. If he

My hon. friend says that there was no could not get ready in ten days, lie had
necessity for this judge. The reason he was a fortnight, and if he could iot get ready in'
appointed was because one of the other a foitniglit, lie had a month, or whatever
judges, whose junior he is now, had reported time was necessary ; and after getting his
that lie could not possibly get through the answer I came to a conclusion whether it
business, that he had given the matter a was a proper case for removal. It is not in
fair trial and could not possibly get through 'every case where a judge or magistrate is
the business. I do not know this judge. charged that a formal inquiry should take
Judge Walker is his name. It was in place. He may give such an explanation as
consequence of that, I understand, and the shall satisfy the Minister of Justice or
peronai knowledge which the members of Attorney General, that there is no ground for
the government had, that the Order in Coun- the charge. My hon. friend says that Judge
cil was passed by the Manitoba government Prendergast changed his views in regard to
to add another judge. I do not know separate schools, or the Manitoba School
that there was any other reason to provide Act, and he tries to make out that
for the appointment of another judge than it was in consequence of that change,
the necessity created by the need, in the or to induce that change, that he got
administration of justice, that another judge the judgeship. My hon. friend knows very
should be appointed. The appointment of well there are very many Roman Catholic gen-
Judge Prendergast was made on the 2nd of tlemen in the various provinces who regard
April, and the occasion that my hon. friend with indignation the school law passed by
referred to when the petitioners vere ex- the Manitoba legislature, and yet are of
amined was the 4th June, and on the 5th opinion that it is better, under all the cir-
June he tells us the judge was sworn in. I curn.stances, to adopt some peaceful solution,
assume that to be correct, although I have who are not in favour of going on with
no information in regard to it except what a fight between the provinces of Canada
my hon. friend bas just given me. I heard upon this question, who think their own re-
nothing whatever of the charges my bon. ligion will be advantaged by avoiding a
friend is now making until he made course of that kind. I believe that is the
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oition of my hon. friend the Secretary of
ttate. Nobody could feel more strongly

he d, i d t th i- i t

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I said
nothing about holding him guiltless.

0 f L 1" q; ai 
1rUoeCs Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Mythe Manitoba School Act. He bas shown hon. friend says lie said nothing about hold-

that throughout, f rom that time until now. ing him guiltless. I admit that in words he

lon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear. did not say that, but no one listening to bisremarks could have corne to any other con-

lon. Sir OLIVER MOW AT-He is clusion. The hon. gentleman said, after
OPIlion that a peaceful and tentative settle- reading the judge's statement, that that put
Ienlt is better than to have a war arising out a différent complexion upon the case.
Of religious differences. I have not the slight- nest ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ le H c on'M.LNR -er a!reason to think, notwithstanding all the

on. gentleman has said, that the position Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Which Judge Prendergast took in regard to That is the case established by the Minister
the Manitoba schools, first and last, was any- of Justice, after reading a statement of the
thng else than a conscientious judgment man who had been accused of doing a wrong.

tht the course was the correct one. My I was very glad to hear the hon.on. friend asks-and that is the whole say, that he vas fot aware of Lr. Prender-
object of his long notice-if the government ga8t's violation of the election law when he
iutend to tîke any action in regard to the had hir appointed, but it is somewhat sing-
Blatter. My answer is that I do not intend ular to me that no one in bis departrent
tO consider the matter until I am in pos- or in the government sliould have been
Session of all the facts, which I an not at made aware of it, or that thepresent ter of Justice siIdselfm o I take it for

hon. Mr. LANDRY-That will be on
the last Day of Judgment.

Sir 3IACKENZIE BOWELL--I
think the House will be somewhat astonished
at an eminent jurist, like the leader of the
government in this House, taking the
Position t hat he has upon so grave a question
as that which bas been brought before him

4 My hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island. If I understood him correctly, his
Position is that he read from the steno-
eraPher's statement as sent t' him by Judge

rendergast, and the explanation of the
Judge himself as to the actual occurrence
Which took place during the election and his
eonduct throughout. Am I correct in that ?

lion. Sir OL[VER MOWAT-That is
the Only course.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then My hon. friend's position is, that the
stenkographer's stateient given to the ac-
eUsed, and the explanation of hin who has
been accused of the grave charge of having
ViOlated the election Iaw, are quite sufficient
to Justify the Minister of Justice of Canada

1 holding him guiltless, notwithstanding
thle fact that my hon. friend read from a
certified copy of the evidence which was
given at the election trial.

, ,
granted, is a constant and attentive reader
of the newspapers-that he and all his
government should have been utterly ignor-
ant of the charges which had been made,
and which had been proved, and yet in the
face of that, in the face of the sworn evi-
dence and the certified copy taken fron the
records as read by my hon. friend who has
just spoken, we are told that the mere
statement of Mr. Prendergast is quite suffi-
cient to counteract any effect which night
prevail in the public mind upon this charge.
My hon. friend says that sufficient time·was
not given for Mr. Prendergast to answer
and to send him a copy of the evidence
which was taken in court Judge Pretider-
gast had the same opportunity and precisely
the saine time to obtain the evidence from
the record of the court in Winnipeg, as my
hon. friend froin Prince Edward Island had.
My hon. friend had no knowledge other
than what appeared in the newspapers
when he put the question upon the
notice paper, and called the attention of
the House to the fact. The statement
made in this House in reference to
Judge Pendergast was sent to the
public press in Manitoba, and the next
day an answer was sent to the hon. geritle-
man stating, that a certified copy of the
evidence which was given before the election
court, before Judge Killam, would be mailed
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to him at once, and it was copied and sent 'says that if a man did a certain thing-
to him. My hon. friend admitted a few hires a team, or promises an office in viola
days ago that he had wired the judge two tion of this law-he is guilty of an infraction
or three times before he could get him to of the law and subject to fine and imprisol
act. If he were as guiltless as the Minister ment. It is not necessary to prove a motive
of Justice, from the remarks which he has in case of a violation of a :aw of that kind.
made, would have the world believe him to Perhaps it may be considered presumption i.nl
be, he should have taken the sane course me, as a layman, to discuss questions Of this
as the gentleman did who sent the copy of kind, but the law is so plain and distinct
the official records to the hon. gentleman. that any layman, even though an illiterate
who moved in this matter. Were man, if lie can read at all, cannot comne to
my hon. friend occupying the emi- the conclusion that you must establish a
nent position of a judge in the Superior motive for such an infraction of the law.
Court of Ontario, I scarcely think, having His motive was to win the election and ln
heard his judgments repeatedly when he order to do so, paid for taking voters to the
was on the bench, that he would have com- polls. Now thehon. gentleman'sdefenceofYMr.
mitted himself as a judge, with the whole Prendergast in the position he took on the
of the responsibility upon his shoulders, to school question, is well worthy of his ingen
the statements which he has made here to- uity. I must confess I could not help SI"-
day, and it only convinces me of the differ- ing when I heard it. Here is a gentleman
ence there may be and is, and is exhibited forming one of Mr. Greenway's govern-
on every occasion by an hon. judge sit- ment. The school question arose, becaime a
ting upon the bench, adjudicating upon burning question among the different parties
dithieult questions of this kind ; and wvhen he in Manitoha, and he, being one of those wlo
becones a politician and desires to serve his believe the minority had certain rights taken
supporters. There must be a marked differ- fro i them, resigned his position in the cabl
ence. If this gentleman was as guiltiess as net. He made a most inflammatory speech
he says he is, why did he not, as soon as his -much more earnest, I am sure, in con-
lawyer, Mr. Howell, asked for an adjourn- demnation of the act of the government than
ment of the court in order to put himu and my hon. friend could make in his defence.
the gentleman who was accused of corrupt He remained in that position until, by sole
practices in the witness box, and process or other-I do not desire to throW
prove under oath the falsity of the charge, out any insinuations, I an only taking the
rather than by the mere staterments facts as they occurred-a sum was placed in
which lie makes here to be read in the Senate the estimates of last session of parliament to
chamber-why, I ask again, did he not go provide for the payment of an extra judge
at once to the court and contradict the in Manitoba. As soon as that appeared,
statement made by these two men, who swore and as soon as it was decided to appoint &

positively and distinctly, not that lie gave judge, although no bill was introduced to
them money, but that he gave them an order give them the power and authority for mak-
-and mark the ingenuity with which he ing that appointment. When the govern-
makes the statement that lie handled no ment was attacked upon that point the
money upon these occasions. No one accused Solicitor General, the Hon. Mr. Fitzpatrick,
him of handling money. What lie is accused said the appointment was only temporary,
of is, being chairman of a committee, of and, as a matter of fact, no law exists yet
promising a man his support for a certain which justifies the appointment of that
office, which he proposed to obtain for him judge, so that in fact he occupies only a
from the Dominion government, that he temporary position; but a marvellous trans-
hired a man under the circunistances men- formation took place in the opinion of Mr.
tioned to the House and gave an order upon Prendergast almost immediately on that
the treasurer of the contaittee to pay him. estimate being passed by parliament. Ie
That is the evidence. The hon. gentleman is then began to see new light, to see the
altogether in error in reference to this 226th impropriety of raising sectarian questions;
clause of the Manitoba Election Act, when he then began to think that it was much
he says that there must be a motive. It better that these sectarian divisions should
matters not whether there is a motive or not be removed f rom the political arena, and he
-the law is plain, distinct and positive. It was prepared, after the Minister of Pubhic
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orks visited Winnipeg, and after the into office as a judge. That is the position
re ier, Mr. Laurier, had been in that my lion. friend the Minister of Justice occu-

GOUntry, to accept the compromise. pies to-day. I ain surprised that my hon.
f riend (Mr. Ferguson), who is a close student

Mr. LANDRY - And Judge of politics, should express any astonishment
ko th ier whatever at this course. If he knew any-

thing of the actions of the government of
n1 . 8ir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Ontario in the past, he would know this : that

nothing about Judge Routhier, who the greater the political crime conmitted by
8ee[ns to haunt the hon. gentleman day and a supporter of that government, the great-

tgh. We find all at once that this man er, appareitly, the recomnendation for
', Prendergast began to adopt a moderate appointment to office hy the hon. gentleman

urse, and to our astunishnent, he finally opposite. Does he want a few illustrations?
came an ardent supporter of the Green- While my hon. friend was premier of Ontario

.ay candidate who was runring in opposi- a gentleman known as Major Walker ran
'tO Mr. Bertrand, who condemned the against my hon. friend behind me (Sir John

settlement of the school question and Carling) in London. In the election trial
Pledged himself positively to oppose the that man was put in the witness box and
overnment which Mr. Prendergast had gave evidence of what he had doue. What

and which he had condenned did Justice Hagartv say ? "After hearing
'th equally violent language. It would be vour evidence, you might as well ask me to

'proper for me to say here that Mr. believe that a man dipped in Lake Ontarioendergast was actuated, in the conversion would come out dry, as to make me be-
which took place iii so short a time, by a lieve your stateient," or words to that
Prosoect of a judgeship in the future, but effect, and he disqualified Major Walker

te do know this, that after this e'ection during that parliament. Then what followed?
tial-'lfter the evidence had been taken- My lion. friend appointed him to one of
ter it had been proved in court that he the most lucrative offices in Ontario, that

ad violated the law-after the lawver who of registrar of the county of Middlesex.
.s Proseeuting the case asked for an That is one case. Do you want another t

ldJ0urnmiient in order to put NI r. Prender- There was a gentleman named Currie, who
and and Mr. Richard in the box to answer represented Lincoln, who embezzled the

he distinct and positive declaration that money of widovs and crphans to such
ad b'en imade by these two witnesses- an extent that, when lie was brought

r.owell the lavyer instead of placing before the bar of Ointario, he was
a Prendergast, who was not then a judge disrobed. My lion. friend g-tve him

Mr. Richard, who is a merchant iný a good office. Then take the Apjohn case
wririipeg, in the witness box, cane to the in Algoma. His conduct, with that of two

eoUrt aund said: or three others, was of such a character that
sin ethey were prosecuted and Apjohn was con-

t e i i vle e usîe s te o demned to pay a sum of 81,000 penalty. AûOntesting the case amd I desire to withdraw all law was introduced removing the penalties
( b'ections, leaving Mr. Lauzon in peaceful from the other violators of the law.

of his seat in the Legislature of Mani- There is another very interesting case. My
hon. friend is very sensitive, and justly so,

Then, what follows? This evidence was when his administration is attacked. I
efore the country two months before Mr. should not drag the Ontario politics into
rendergast was sworn into office. Then it this arena.
emae known to the publie that Mr. Pren-

dergast was to be appointed as judge. The Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.
Pres called attention to the violation of thelawa, a violation which subjected him to a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
enalty and imprisonment. Next followed My hon. friend from Halifax says hear, hear,

te otion of my hon. friend, who called the but when a similar question comes up, and
e inister's attention to it ; and then the gov- when the policy is being pursued in theeraent after their attention had been Dominion which is exactly in accord with,
called to it, allowed this man to be sworn and analogous to, that which has been pur
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sued in Ontario, I have right to call the at- wlole record of this transaction in order
tention of the House to what we may expect that the country may be in a position
in the future when questions of this kind judge of the muatter. My hon. friend
come before us. My hcln. friend will wrote:
not forget the case in Renfrew lately, ToRONTo, April 2, 1883.
where there was an electio, and a certain MY DEA1 si,--I have your letter of the
gentleman who ran for the constituency was which, partly througlh abîsenîce fromn the cit-
beaten, and he desired to protest the elec. partly from pressuire of business, I have not f
tion of the successful candidate. My hon. acknowledged. It is really impossible to (lea I

the inspectorship except tlrough Dr. Doîling.
friend knows that he pleaded most earnestly an extremely sorry for the trouble that has arise
with the party who was seeking an office, about it. I think it possible that I m befor
which he told hinm he could not give unles long have an opportunity of recognizing your c 11

he had the approval and recommendation of "e s ies (as I have learnt froni yol toparty, though there is nto opening iii anlY o
Mr. Dowling, the inan whose election was departments just now.
contested ; but he begged him in the nost I hope that in the general interest you jd

pathetic manner, with that plausible tone wvhat you can to defeat the petition, which I see

which he adopts in tlis House, not to lias been filed, and tbereby afford another proof 0f
Syour good feeling towards uis.

prosecute the poor fellow-that if he knew oors us.
anything against bim and the member was ,s,,
unseated, it would only hurt the party, and (Signed) O. MO% AT•

no matter what the offence against the laws Joliu A. Hic,ýE, Esq.,
of the country was-no matter how corrupt j Renfrewv, Ont.
the act committed in the interest of the That there may be no misapprehension as
political friend, if it was going to hurt the to the authenticity of the letters, I give the
party, rectitude and political honesty might following from the officer of the court: .
fly to the winds. That I may not be mis- cot:
understood, and that it may not be said I hereby certify the above to be true copis 1

that I am statin - wh at is not strictld tie letters of the Hon. O. Mowat, fil at the tiia
aing acy eof the South Renfrew (local( election peti1o'

correct, I shall read the two letters which against the return of John Francis Dowl"E'
the hon. gentleman wrote to this applicant -. M.p.
for a p>sition under the Ontario govern- C. C. ROBINSON,
ment. The hon. gentleman on March l5th, Registrar of coirt.
1883, when the case was about going to AIrtoRA, Aug. 12, 1884.
court, wrote to Mr. Hickey of Renfrew as
follows : No matter what Mr. Dowling may hlave

ToýRixTo, Marcb 15, 1883. done, that was a niatter of very little coIse

My ])EARS S -I T have yo r letter of te 82t quence, but if it were going to hurt the

March. Fron what you say of your services to party, you inust fot under any consideriatio.i
the Liberal party you certainly are entitled to, take any steps to have hin unseated ; and i
every consideration. As your letter is mnarked you will only behave yourself for a littie
private, I cannot without your permission comumu- while, and get Mr. Dowling's consent, I
nicate its contents to Dr. Dowling. The appoint- apoint o i r a reward
ment nust be made on his recommendation, though pp you to an inspectorship asa
his nominee must be a fit person. With regard to for having failed to give evidence of a
your taking steps to unseat iim, do not forget thiat v.iolation of the law, which was the duty O
by unseating Dr. Dowling, if this should be in the attorney general to have punished
your power, you accomplish sonething imucih more to the fullest extent. That was theimportant, and that is you do an injury to the . f
cause which you have so long supported. I have position of the present Minister
not seen the copy of the Penibroke Ob.errer which Justice. The question of party intr
you mention in your P.S. as hîaving sent to nie. venes, and that was of infinitely mlore

Yours truly, importance than that the law of the land, or
(Sgd) O. MOW AT. justice between man and man, should prevail.

Joux A. HIWKEY, Esq., A case occurred the other day in
Eganville, P.O., Ont. Winnipeg. Perhaps my hon. friend is no0

P.S.--Siice the above was written, I have aware of the circunstance. I shall gie
received and answered your telegram. the facts as they have transpired, and shall

Then, in reply to the second conmunica- then listen with a good deal of interest for
tion-it is to be regretted we have not the an ingenuous defence of this appointmient-
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The other day in Winnipeg Mr. Sifton said in reply, that he was pained that Mr.
?PPointed a man by the nane of King to an Sifton should take such a light view of so.
'14ligrant agency. King had been accused serious a case. He would defy him to lay

and convicted of having coinmitted an the facts before Sir Oliver Mowat and get
act which is tant amount to, if not actually such an opinion as he expressed. Nor did
birect per.jury, yet Mr. Sifton did not he think that after the denunciation of' the
esitate to justify the appointment, and, Court of Queen's Bench, the Attorney General

what is still worse, justify the action of of any province other than Manitoba would
is man King. Under the circumstances have allowed such a man to go unpunished.

r Charles Hibbert Tupper asked how it Not only was King guilty of culpable care-
mIne that Mr. King, an immigrant agent in lessness, as Mr. Sifton admitted, but having

n1ipeg appointed by NMr. Sifton, had acknowledged that he knew nothing of any
ri accused of an offence tantamount to one of the charges against Mr. Roche, to

Perjury 1 He referred to the case of King which he had sworn to, and that lie didn't
's. Roche, the Marquette contested election even know why he had made them, King
Case, in which Mr. King, after charging Mr. was clearly guilty of everything that con
Roche ?
the by affidavit, with all the offences in stituted the crime of perjury. It was ail

e Code, admitted in the court that he very well for Sir Oliver Mowat in the Senate
iew nothing about any of them, evoking to try to improve the criminal law, but what

from1 the bench the censure that it was ari would his efforts amount to with a colleague
abuse of the process of the court. Mr. Sif- in the Conmons who says that making a false
toni vas surprised that an ex-Minister of affidavit is excusable because the man was
bustice should brand a man with perjury told to do so by his solicitor-and Mr. Sifton,
because on cross-examination he had not too, a member of the bar? To this vigorous

een able to show knowledge of the various roasting Mr. Sif ton answered not a word.
allegatiois in an affidavit which his solicitor Had his case come under my notice lately,
,hd advised him to make. The thing was when the criminal code was under consider-
Colnrnon enough, and every lawyer knew it. ation, I should have deemed it my duty to

Saditted Mr. King had been wilfully move, whether the House would have accepted
Careless. it or not, anaddition to that code which would

This was another election case: in which make it punishable by fine and imprisonnent
Perjury would be justifiable if it only for any .initer to appoint a man who had
hapPened to hoist a member of the Com- been guilty of an act of this kind, to any

n who was a conservative. I do not responsible position under the governnent ;
hlieVe that my hon. friend, the Minister of and I am inclined to think that that act

Justice, would deliberately draft an affidavit would justify the government in adding a
char--inc,1
the rgg another man with all the crimes in clause to the criminal code to that effect;

Political criminal calendar, and then ask and if they would not, they have sunk low
aman to swear to that deliberately and in political morality. I apologize for bring-
P s'itively as having knowledge that he ing thi, under the notice of the House, but

lieved him to be guilty of all those crimes, I have doue so, because I was surprised and
Without first asking the man whether he astonished-I would say astounded, not
had any knowledge of the contents of the at the open and declared defence of
aidlavits and of the statements made there- Judge Prendergast, but at the ingenious

1. I should be very sorry to believe that apology of my hon. friend who knows so
ie Would do a thing of that kind. Then Mr. well how to turn a corner when it is neces-
ton says what is still more astounding sary to befriend a frienid,-I am surprised
ta layman like mysielf, "l the thing was that he should have adopted a course in this

"Omon enough and every lawyer knew it." House which he followed in his own pro-
lie admitted King iad been " wilfully care- vince, of rewarding those who had beenless»wilfully careless in doing what ? In proved to be guilty of grievous political
maIng a solenn affidavit that the member offences. I could instance a dozen more
for Marquette had been guilty of crimes cases, but I do not think it is necessary. We
which would not only have unseated him, were told the other day, and that, too, 1:y
but wvou!d have subjected him to heavy the Minister of Justice, that because a man s
* pecuniary penalties, and also to imprison- father-in-law said to the Postnaster General,
ruent. Sir Charles Tupper very properly " if you appoint my son-in-law to this office,
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I shall resign," that that was a violation, flon. Mr. POWER-And after they had
if not of the word, at least of the spirit of 1 been sent to prison I understood that the

the Criminal Code, and therefore dismissed then Minister of Justice ordered their
him, without a particle of evidence to show release.
that the man had been appointed to the
office or had had anything to do, directly or Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEI d
indirectly, with the correspondence that referred to that fact. I stated that that had
took place between his father-in-law, the been the case. I do not desire to go ilto 8
member f rom Annapolis, and the Postmaster defence of that action. The Minister o
General; but it was quite sufficient for the Justice ought to know that they had been
government to know that the postmaster there for months befure they were released--

asked to have another man appointed and that it was done on the certificate of PhYs
that then he would resign, to justify his cians ; one of them, I believe, furnishe
dismissal from office. While we have these Dr. Landerkin, a supporter of the present
cases to which I have called the attention governnent in the other House.
of the House of appointing persons guilty
of flagrant violation of the law, I hope they 1 Hon. 'Mr. McMILLAN-And one of the
are not to be repeated. men released died soon after.

I do not accuse my hon. friend, or the
government of which he is a member, of re- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
warding other criminals. It is only when a was going to say that; proving the correct-
political ollence is committed that it is done. ness of the doctors' ce!rtificates. What i did
I hope the day will soon come when the say was that no imatter whether thev were
governmient, and the hon. Minister of Justice reprieved or not, the law was vindicated 1
in particular, will take steps to punish to the its majesty. The attorney general at the time,
fullest extent of the law, any one, I care not instead of making a plea in their defence, ha
who it may be, who is found guilty of violat- them tried and sent to jail, and whether they
ing the law. He might well take a leaf out were in prison for one month, two mont
of the book of the late Sir John Thompson, or ten months, the law was vindicated, an
who, immediately upon violations of the it was a warning to all men in the future
criminal law being called to his attention, not to do as they had done. That is a ques-
and that, too, by some of his own party, did tion that I might argue for an hour, but
not hesitate one moment to bring the offend- do not propose to do so. I felt that it was
ers before the courts and have them tried my duty, under the circumstances, when
legally, and convicted and punished. J know saw that the same policy is being pursue
the statement has been' made-" Oh, yes; by the present government in connection
but when you put them in jail with violations of the election laws, as was
you let them out." But the law followed by my hon. friend in Ontario while
was vindicated. It matters not whether he was premier of that province, to call the
they remain in jail one month or six attention of the House and the country tO
months, it proved this fact, that the Attor- the fact that we are to have a continuation
ney General of Canada, when a violation of of it here, and to try and induce, if I P05'
the law was brought to his notice, did not sibly could by any word of mine, the law
hesitate one moment to perform the duty officers of the Crown not to interfere on
which devolved upon him as Minister of behalf of criminals-not to appoint them to
Justice and Attorney General, and insist on lucrative positions, but to punish them n2
having them prosecuted. And my hon. send them to jail on every occasion when the
friend opposite helped him in doing so hy law provides that they shall be so punished-
appointing, if my memory serves me right, If the government did not know that Judge
a lawyer to prosecute on behalf of the Prendergast had been guilty of this offence,
Crown (he being then Attorney General for their attention having been called to it, it jS
Ontario), in addition to the lawyers and their duty to see that he has full opportunity
barristers selected and paid by the Dominion to defend himself in such a manner as to
Government for prosecuting. That is a justify his retention on the bench. YoU
course I should like to see every Minister of could scarcely expect him to punish another
Justice take. man who will be brought before him for a"
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effence which lie himself has committed and to say how far a man is guilty of a crime
for which he has been rewarded. I leave which should disqualify him for the bench
the case with the bon. gentleman, and if lie because he has paid a caLman at an election

as lu better defence for violations of the four or five dollars, or because a voter comes
law than he has given to-day, the sooner he to him and asks for bis help, and he says he
reforims and adopts the principles of bis will give him bis help; I do not want to
par'tY-or rather the name of the party,'I discuss whether those are such serious crimes
withdraw that word principle-and plays the as to disqualify, because I do not know all
Part of an actual true reformer, the better it the facts. They may be better than stated
will be for justice and the good of this here or they may be worse. If they require
OUnt ry. consideration they shall receive considera-

tion, and tbe best judicial ability I can bring
110n Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I certainly to bear on them. My lon. friend read witb

'did lot expect to be the object of vitupera- great erpbasis a couple of letters of mine as
t'on such as the hon. gentleman bas delivered if tbey condemned me for ever before the
hun -elf of on this question. During the public of tbis country and tbis buse. He

O sessions that I have been in the Senate bas misinterpreted those letters. He bas
this is the first time that I believe any! given then a meatîing wbicb the do not
ý1ember of the Senate bas been made the possess. My hon. friend is an old politician.
ObJect of personal attack. ane kows that many tabing upset bec-

tions wbich. are hot fraudulent and not cor-
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I rupt, but mere informalities. I had no doubt

e1y makinog a personal attack, it was a tbere epas notbing corrupt in the election of
eOlitical not personal. Dr. [>owling. 1 bad no doubt, from what I

knew of Dr. Do uling and what I knew of
lion. Sir OLIVER MIOWAT-Tbe lion. vbe election, that be bad don nothing cul

ra'flnber has been bunting up old election pable in a moral sense. Sometimes an elec-
etories told of'me during my quarter of a tion is set aside witout any moral guilt
'entury. of public life as premier of Ontario. connected witb it, and we ail feel wben such

VerY one of tbe cases whiclb the bon. memn- ctses occur that a nan-a friend-sould not
4er refers to bas been the subjeat of diseus- set up sucl irregularities, but the lon. nember

on. Oin platforms duringT the elections, and chooses to give to hy letters the construction
eat bas been the rsult? The people of tat I was endeavou ring to keep back proofs

tecountry in every instance negatived every of corrupt conduct wich this man lad in bis
very oe oafgainst me. Ih eery instance possession. Ther is no foundation for thatberrng that long period ubad the support cbprge. The lion. member referred to Sir

nf the people of this country, notwithstand- John Thompson's course in certain cases. I
iag ali charges that were made against me. do not intend to go into those cases. I have
There were circumstances whicb justified respect for bis memory. He is gone fron us
every appointment which was made, and to now and I am not disposed to calil to mind
Which the hon. gentleman bas referred, and wliat may be said with regard to the cases
those circumstances were laid before the referred to. M-Uany things were said at the
People. It would take a long time to discuss time which I might repeat if I were to
them now-my course was endorsed by the follow the example of the hon. inember in
PeoPle on every one of these occasions. My speaking of me, but I do not chcose to do
hon. friend says I defended Judge Prender- that. These are all old matters. My hon.
gast. I have neither defended him nor friend has brought up here and occupied
attacked him; I have neither said he was the attention of the House in discussing
.guiltles nor guilty; but I have said that dead issues which had been slain long since

did not mean to consider the case until when submitted to the people. One of
t had all the facts before me. That is these cases the hon. gentleman bas given us
the principle upon which I always act. the date of. Some of them are older than
'That is the ground upon which every judge that one, but that one he gave was in 1883.8hOuld act, and upon that ground I am He has gone back fourteen years to find
. und to act in the position which I occupy something against me; but whatever he and
'Il regard to such matters. I do not want his friends endeavoured to do in that respect
ýnow to discuss them. I do not want now when I was premier of Ontario, they failed
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entirely; and I venture to say that I will vas that ho vould help him to get an
stand as well with the Senate, notwithstand- or to get some empinyment, I belie e, wre
ing the observations of the hon. gentleman, the vords. Is there a nan in this chaniber
as if those observations had not been made. that has not, over and over again, when ho
I have no apprehension of being lessened the was before the perýp]e and when he h
respect of the Senate by these observations asked if he wiil not help a man or voter te
,which the hon. member has made, and the obtain some erployment, promised to do it'
charges which he bas brought causelessly I have done it a thousand times in the
against ne. forty years.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the last few min-
utes I have been casting my eye over the
examination of Mr Bertrand, one of the
official documents we have here, and the
only one, and I an amazed at the shallow
basis upon which an attempt lias been made
to found a ciarge against Mr. Prendergast.
I venture to say you will not find a parallel
to it in the whole history of Canada. Mr.
Prendergast was an old politician of mnany
years' experience. In the month of January
last, or December-the time seenis somewhat
uncertain from the papers-a man who
knows he had been working with him says
he wants to get some employnent or to get
some office, and he asks Mr. Prendergast if
he will not help hiim. Was Mr. Prendergast
wrong to say that he would help him? It
is said that this action was to change his
politics. I tind this man states on oath that
he has been a Liberal all his life, and only
voted Conservative upon one occasion, and
yet Mr. Prendergast is to be condemned be-
cause he says he will help this man. How
did he help him ? Simply made a promise
to help him. It was not consequent upon
his voting one way or the other in the
slightest degree, and it was six months ago
that Mr. Prendergast met this man.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No S not six
months ago.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes; he says it was
in the month of January.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--The election was
in February.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One month before the
election.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He came down
to two weeks.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is splitting hairs.
That was in the month of January or the
month of February-the idea of a transaction
occurring then-and what the man asked

Hon. Mr. ALMON--Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And I would not be
worthy of being in the position I hold if 1
did not promise to do it. I believe in the
cause which I am ad vocating, and 1 think
it is fair and reasonable, and there is not a1
hon. gentleman in this House who bas ever
appeared to a constituency if he was asked
"I want to get sonie employment, will You
help me ?" who would not say " Certainy,
will." If that is to be an offence, everyol.*
of us is committing an offence. If that i

an offence and the whole of the statement
here-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why did he n9t
defend iimself.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Bec use lie had no
utter contempt for the charge that was nade.
He did not suppose that a body of intell-
gent nien would regard that as a charge,
because there is nothing in the nature of the
charge about it. Did this man Bertrand get
any employment? No, he did not. The
whole thing is visionary and based on air.
All that is said is that in January last,
when Mr. Pendergast was perfectly free tO
make any statements he pleased, he told
this man he would help him. Did be
mention any particular office? No.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What about the
carters ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have not the papers-
before me. I have no doubt those charges
were as hollow as the other. I did not take
any stock in the chargee, because I thought
they would turn out to be baseless and I
paid no attention to the matter until the
papers were handed to me, a few minutes
ago. I know the hon. gentleman's feeling
in the matter, and it is quite unnecessarY
for him to interrupt me. If any hon. geol-
tleinan would take up the papers and read-
them it would not be necessary to niake anlY
further inquiry,
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lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ground of ill-health or any other cause or misbe-
What are you reading f rom? haviour established to the satisfactionof the governor

provideL the circumstances respectiiig the inability,
on. Mr. SCOTT- -It is the steno r>her's ineapacity or inishehaviour have first been inquired

inito by -irtue of and uider an order of the
eport I am reading from. Governor in Council and that the judge had been

g ien notice of the time and place appointed for the
o inquiry, and have heen offered an opportunity by

That is the one from which the hon. Minis- hinself or by his council of cross exanifing the
ter of Justice read ? witness and adducing evidence on his owni behalf.

Has that been done?
Ilon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, he says he never

"as promised or never received anything. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is the

Why ? Mr. Prendergast was not in any inquiry I am asking the government to make.
Position to give him an office. There was Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman

thg corrupt in Mr. Prendergast maknades not give thee promise. M y lion. friend may read the a cse a Crge tunity oe heretisive law
sbut do you, suppose any judge and jury accused an opportunity. There is the Iaw.
w, The Governor in Council has not the power111 Canada would stultify themselves to that to e o r i counci ast the Poer

degteeo trump up a charge against Judge Prend-
greue bonjrindiua ases agathst a man ergast. The law does not authorize them to

bcause one individual asks anjother "WýNill doi.Telwsyehaleoeayato
You help me"? If he got a position there do it. The law says that before any action
iight be something in it, but it does not is taken, the circumstances-the inability,
appear to have gone any further. He says ncaptcity or misbehaviour must first be

<'Wiii you help me," and the man says nquired into by virtue of and under an
"Yes, I will help you," and there is the Order in Courcil. That is the first prelimin-
Whole thing in a nut shell, aùd Mr. Prender- ary stage, that an Ord-r in Council must first
gast wa< perfectly free to say this, because issue and an inquiry be made at which the
he w'as not a judge for some little time after itnesses shall be examined, and a judge or

that. The thing is so perfectly idle that i jury shah have an opportunity of cross-

an1l not cc nceive hîow any hon. gentleman examîning him. las that been done? No.

can for one moment torture statements of iHon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why do not
that kind into a charge. I do nut think it you do it?
'- fair to Mr. Prendergast. I did not follow
the dates because I did not look at the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is not any
Papers until they were put into my hands a charge that a Governor in Council would for
few minutes ago, but he is now sworn in as one moment listen to.
a judge. Is it a right thing to attack a judge Ho. Mr. McC
48 he has been attacked to-day, and slander .

nas he lhas been slandered, and to sav he to take any part in the discussion. I do not

has been guilty of a corrupt practice and a know anythng abut it. But I want to un-
trime? Is it fair, or is it honest or proper, derstand it. I believe the ground taken in

o'r has it ever been done before in this the case of this genteman is that he should

ýenate 1 It has enever b en done. I am not have been appointed judge because he

glad to say the records of this chamber are illegal act before he
tI Pure to be soiled by a charge made against appointed. What the hon. gentleman is

a judge without some kind of foundation. I readng, about promising to help to get an
have before me any amount of authority, if office, is perfectly legitimate.

't is necessary to quote it, showing that we Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the illegal act.
oughit to be exceedingly sensitive about mak-
l'g charges against judges. It should be Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No; do not get
Only on petition and then only when the away from it. The charge is that he paid a
acts have been stated, and when he lias had man $5 to a voter at an election, and that
the charge laid before him and asked to lis the corrupt act. That is the way it
ePlain. He is on the level of a couinty court: strikes me; but I wish to understand it.
Judge and the statute which would govern The charge is that the hon. Minister of
this case provides that a, Justico appointl this gentleman to otnce

rnge of the county court may be relieved froin after he knew that he had been guilty of
offie by order of the Governor in Council on the this corrupt act.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; there are twoi
charges. In the papers which I have read
there is only the one charge, that he prom-
ised to help the man named Bertrand to
get some position. As to the other charge,
I have not seen the papers. They are not
before me, and I have never hîad an oppor-
tunity of examinimg them--that is, the,
paying of some four or five dollars to a cab-
man. I take the ground that it is not the
proper method of laving the charge. We
are trying him on mere report.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is not Judge

Council shall require an explanation. and be-
fore the charge is culniinated the judge w'
be called upon to give his answer and ey-
amine the witnesses. I do not know what
the other papers inay disclose but I
confine ny observations to the dOcu-
inents before me, and I say it is
unworthy of any gentleman to attcmPt tO
defame the character of a judge upon the
slender pretext that an old politician applies
to a man and says can't you do something
for nie, and the jan says, Oh, certainly I
will. But he does nothing. The man Was
satisfied. We ail have to say "Oh, I will
help you." It is perfectly legitimate and
perfectly proper, and the idea of trying to
build up a charge of corrupt practice 0fl a

uiyI1i ~JU LI~ ner vebalstaemet o tht prcice on a
govenet.s i &c . i U q inere verbal statement of that kind is as

government. hollow and baseless as any charge I have

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I think that is really ever heard of.
what it is, because he sees that it was no
use fighting with an impossibility, and with Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I wish to say a
the exercise of comnion sense and judgiment few words in answer to what the hon. SeC
he has decided that the proper way to retary of State has said, and I will endeavour
obtain relief is in a particular direction, and to make him understand the difference be-
that is why the attack is made. There is j tween a charge made against a judge and a
no doubt about it at ail, otherwise the gentle- charge made against a government. He has
men who are so keen to destroy his reputa- n'ot come to that point yet. He did not
tion would not show the teeling they do at understand the question put by the hon
the present tine. There are two charges. gentleman from Prince Edward Island (r.
1 analvzed one of the charges, and the other Ferguson). The question put by the bon-
we have not before us. I understand the gentleman from Prince Edward Island was:
other one is bas-d on the payment of four " What will the governuient do ini
or five dollars. this niatter." The hon. gentleman did lot

understand the question and he does not
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Did the Minis- want to understand it. He brings up no0

ter of Justice know that Mr. Prendergast this assertion that there is an accusation
was guilty of that when he appointed himn against a judLe, and says " you are accusing
to office ? a judge here and that is not the proper way

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; lie knew nothing to deal with the question." We are not accus-

about it. ing the judge, but charging the governineit
with not taking the proper step to vindicate

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If my under- the law when a judge is accused here, not
ýstanding is wrong, I wish to correct it. My by any member of this House, but by testi-
understanding is that they were aware at mony given in court. And what is r.
the time that he was guilty of this offence, Prendergast's defence? The charge was
and he is disqualified from being appointed made in court, and on two points; first.on a
judge. charge of promising a position, and secondlY

on the charge of hiring carters. Mr. Pren-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was present at the dergast takes up one of the two charges,

meeting of the council when he was appoint- where a motive of his action nust be proved
ed, and I never heard of its being brought in court, and says, " I had not that 'no-
up. But what I lay down as a principle is, tive imputed to me ; I had no corrupt
that the law is clear that before any publicity motive, so give nie the benefit of the
is given to it or charge made, the circum- doubt." But on the other point, where
stances shail be inquired into by an order of there is no necessity of proving any
the Governor in Couuncil, and the Governor in motive, where the mere fact of hiring a
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earter is a corrupt practice, what is the ister of Justice, and I saw how carefully he
defence of Mr. Pendergast? He has no guarded himself when he discussed what was
defence, and he cannot bring in a defence, done with Mr Berthiaume. Berthiaume
and the hon. Minister of Justice will wait came to him and said :-" You must recol-
till the end of the session and the day of last lect I was always a Liberal until the last
judgment before getting an answer. He will time, and the last time I voted Conser-
never get it. But tb'e session will be over vative."
and the Minister of Justice wili say that the
Public interest requi-es the government to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He said he voted

-0 no further. Unable to defend Judge Conservative only once?
Prendergast themselves, they endeavour to Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Yes, but
cOrne out of the difficulty and accuse now he says " I want you to do something
the hon. gen leman from Prince Edward for me: you just obtain a position for me,
Island (Mr. Ferguson) of doing what he is lt ut recollect it is not to influence you or me
not doing, of attacking the judge, while he whether you do it or not. I am going to
is really charging those who do not vindicate vote for you whether you give me anything
the majesty of law violated by Judge Pren- or not," and I thought to myself of what
dergast. Shakespeare says, methinks the bon. gen-

lion. Mr. KJRCHH(>FFER-When 1 tleman "doth protest too much." That is
hon.dt rMrKRCHH tER hn I the way Mr. Prendergast guarded himself.

heard the remarks made by the hon. Secre- But why should we take this case of Mr.
tary of State 1 asked myself whether he Prendergast only ? Fifteen days elapsed
really was acting in defence of Judge Pender- since Mr. Prendergast was asked to make a
gast or not. I do not know whether his return with regard to this, and he
rerarks were intended as a defence, but ends down the evidence which is least
tseemed to me that if that ail te Ilikely to incriminate hiiself; and he has

defence lhe had to offer, and if that was ntsn eadteMnse fJsieithe niy ay n whclîhe ws ale tde-not sent yet, and the Minister of Justice is
the only way in whie he was able to de- not able to take up the evideice as to the
ed himself if the ion. gentleman has actual point where he was proved guilty ofad much experience in criminal matters, he corrupt practice, and how can we expect this

l'aust have succeeded in getting off very few matter to be gone into when the Minister of
rinals. b can. quite understand that my Justice states he will not take the matter uphOn. friend has sympathy with Mr. Prender- and will not ventilate it until such tiime as

gast in this matter, because they both had Prendergast chooses to furnish him with the
the same views on one question which was evidence in regard to the other matter? He
Lefore them, and they both took opposite might have furnished both depositions
views about the sane time in different ways. together, and as I cannot believe from what
1 Would not make the accusation that ilie the Minister of Justicehas said, that he bas

hi. Secretary of State would be influenced had that information in his hand ; if it is
Sbis change of views, but I think the, not here it has been held back by Mr.

people who know -Mr. Prendergast and all Prendergast, because he knows if he had ail
eonnected with him are p-rfectly satisfied'the evidence here it would incriminate him-
about what has influenced him in his change self in every way.?f views. There is no doubt anong those It may be that we deserve the stigma the
'i the province of Manitoba and those who Secretary of State has cast upon us, that
have known Mr. Prendergast for a long we are not an intelligent and enlightened

tthe change in bis vis was influ- body if we cannot see the matter through
'enced by the promise of a judgeship. It is the same spectacles as he does. Perhaps
all very well for the hon. Secretary of State that is so. But a number of us are in that
to read the evidence of Mr. Berthiaume and position, that we cannot see the matter in
to say there was no promise made by Mr. the saie light as he does. By the evidence

rendergast in that way- taken in court Prendergast was proved to

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Supposing a promise have been guilty of a corrupt practice.
had been made, what did it amount to I Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I heard the Hon. Mi. KIRCHHOFFER-He was
letter of Mr. Pendergast read by the Min- given an opportunity by his own counsel, who
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apparently could not imagine he was guilty
of corrupt practices, and who asked to have the country shoul
the case put off to permit him to come and see whv we shoul
deny it; but when the case was called he couid do a lot o
was afraid to appear and deny the charge, twelve o'c1ock. I
because he knew he could not deny it.
With regard to the law which the hon. Hon. 'Mr. ADI
Secretary of State read in regard to this and nays.
matter, he read the law only as it governed The motion to
his own actions. His government has to iuse it was dec
take the initiative. We cannot force thes hdivision:
to dIo so if he says, IWe wcn't pass the
Order in Council, we cannot force them ivHi
and he shelters himself under that. Clemwow,

But I say, the evidence produced by my Cox,
hon. friend from Prince Edward Island is Dever,
most disgraceful as regards Prendergast, McKiîdsey,
and he only asks the government one single MotO lie)
question, whether they are going to take Pelletier (Speaker).
any action in this matter. I have heard
our leader pitched into, but I have failed to
hear them say whether, in the event of the H(
evidence being brought down, if the Minis- Alu,
ter of Justice ever does insist that that Baker
evidence should be produced before him, and Bernier,
that evidence warrants him in taking action Bouclerville, (e
-I have yet to hear hin say whether he Bowell (Sir Maeken

the vidnce ar-Carling (Sir John),will take such action as the evidence war- Bloi,
rants. Iolsonh

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (143) "An Act to consolidate and:
amend the Acts with respect to the duties
of Customs '-(Mr. Scott.)

,
Ferguson,
Forget,
Kirehhoffer,
Landry,

It being
chair.

o-night. The business Of
d be carried on. I do not
i adjourn now, because We
f work between now and
call for the yeas and nays.

ON-I ask for the yeas

adjourn being put to the
lared lost on the followine

CONTENTS:

n. Messieurs
Power,
Scott,
Sinowball,
Thihaudeau

(de la Vallière),
Villeneuve.-12.

N-CONTENTS:

on. Messieurs
Macdonald (P. E.I.),
Macdonald (Victoria),
McCallum,
McL)onald (Cape Breton),
McKay,
MieNlllan,
Merner,
Mlontplaisir,
Perley,
Price,
Primrose,
Prowse,
Temple. -26.

six o'clock, the Speaker left the

Bill (144), " An Act further to amend the
Inland Revenue Act "-(Mr. Scott.) After Recess.

Bill (145), "An Act respectir.g export
duties "-(Mr. Scott.) THE MAIN ITOBA SCIOOL QIES-

Bill (139), "An Act further to amend TION.
the Petroleuni Inspection Act "-(Mr. Scott.) Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders

Bill (140), " An Act further to amend the the Day ar
Acts respecting the Judges of the Provincial r

Cours '-lowa.)?'the House is anxious to know whether
Courts tere is an truth in the rumour that

Bill (141), " An Act respecting cold stor- Mr. Sifton bas left Ottawa to proceed
age on steanships from Canada to the to Winnipeg to confer with the ,lanitoba
United Kingdom, and to certain cities in government in reference to the Manitob&
Canada "-(Mr. Scott.) school question.

THE INTERCOLOIAL RAILWAY Hon. '-%Ir. SCOTT-The hon. gentlea
EXTENTSION BILL. bas had a notice on the paper pretty persist-

Hox. Sir~ OLIVER MOWAT moved that ently during the session as to the movernents

the bouse do now adjourn. of the papal delegate and the various phases
of the Nanitoba school question. I do nOt

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think we should think the constant bringing of the question
have the sense of the Houee on this motion. before the publie will help it. The momn
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gentleman knows my views. A delicate Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no, I have not
rnatter of that kind is not helped by discus- heard anything of it.
8'On. The negotiations-if there are any
niegotiations in progress - are always Hn. Mr. LANDRY-I make the in-
emrbarrassed. It creates irritation. If quiry for this purpose.

the hon, gentleman is sincere in his Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 quite appreciate the

hsi-e to see any reasonable arrangement, purpose. Apart from that, I know the

h 8 own judgment and discretion will prompt' public feel a great interest in it. The pub-
not to be constantly catechizing minis- lie are not concerned about these delicateters, because there are questions which features of it to which I have adverted.

Millisters are not obliged to answer. For They do not reflect on the injury to the
'tlstance, if negotiations are in progress that progress of the negotiations that is caused
iij the interest of the public should be confi- by constantly bringing it before the public.
eitial, it is recognized that ministers ought Iam quite unable to say whether anything

'lot to be catechized. We all know that is being done. All I can say is there isthe object of those negotiations is often nothing on record and nothing officiai.

defeated if it becomes public-I amn merely
speaking generally now. So far as Mr. Sifton's Hon. Mr. LANDRY-In making this
riovements are concerned, as you ail know, inquiry I am acting on precedent. I will
he is an old resident of Winnipeg. M -. give one to the hon. gentleman which will
8ifton was desirous of seeing somne persons convince him that the construction whici: he
n Winnipeg, I do not know who they were, puts on my conduct will apply better to his
and he left Ottawa on Friday. I have no chief. Last year Mr. Laurier, on the 23rd
doub1t lie will do as other members of the March, 1896, said this, I have just copied
government have been endeavouring to do, his words.
to SOlve as far as possible the difficulties Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He did not say it 19

hich itmpede the way. It is well known times.
hat there is a verv considerable element

of the Catholic population that are not o, because he
satisfied with the result of the negotiations was answered immediately and answered in
concluded last fall, and think that more a very civil way. The question and answer

'ught to be done for the minority. Mr. are as follows:
Greenway, as you all know-you know just MR. LAURIER-Before the Orders of the Day

s mnuch about this as I do-has prom'ised are called, I apprehend that the House is anxious
that in the administration of the law we to know from the leader of the House whether
sh there is aniy truth in the rumour that a Commission

ould endeavour to meet the objections that lias been appoiiited to proceed to Winipeg to con-
Were urged against the regulations. How fer with the Manitoba government in reference to
he i going to do it, or in what .vay, I am the school (testiOl?

reaîly unable to inform my hon. frienid, That is the question put by Mr. Laurier.
hecause I am not aware of it. It is not a J have just copied his words. Sir Charles
hard and fast programme that can be settled Tupper's answer is as follows:
bY being presented, because you know verywell that in the administration of a law of Sir C'HARLES TUPPER-I may say that a dele-
thatkind it is always bette to get the two gation has been appoimted, consistig of the Hon.
tant iMinister of Justice, the Hon. Minister of Militia
Parties together and know what one is pre- and the hon. menber for Montreal West (Sir
Pared to accept and the other prepared to Donald > mith) and that they proceed to-day to
Conicede. It can only be done by friendly Winnipeg for the purpose of opening negotiations
interviews-)y .fliy Y Y with the government of Manitoba who have. as the

iews yan anxious desire on both House is aware, been good enough to adjourn the
es to effect a settlement and a disposition Legislature of Manitoba until the Ilth day of
give and take. That is the only way to April, iistead of proroguing as they lad intended

accorfplish it : I have really no more before this arrangement was iade; and I take
f for or h ithis opportuity to say how vlad the governient

se for y wlon. friend than what he Mibl le to have the kind co-operation of the hon.
8e's in the newspapers. leader of the opposition and his influence with his

friends, the government of Manitoba, in doing what
he can to facilitate the object of that mission.

.Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Has the hon. min- Later on the Hon. Mr. Laurier stood up
ister sent in a report? again in the House of Commons and reiter-
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ated his demand, and asked if there was a bad the results would be from these constant
report, and the government said yes, and questions. One simple word from the hon.-

they were very glad to bring in a report. gentleman would have put an end to it at
We see the different way pursued now by once, and our impetuous friend from Stada-
the present government. We can get no cona (Mr. Landry) would have been satisfied.
information from this government.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The hon. Sec-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was a formal retary of State should return thanks to the
proposition. Our formal proposition was hon. gentleman who bas just sat down for
closed long ago. This is a matter of admin- his lecture on the performance of his duty.
istration that some dissatisfied Catholics Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
were anxious to have explained by Mr.* . The hon. ,entleian knows that the sugeges-
Greenway. There is no formal proposition T

aat all. tion I made was strictly constitutional, and
made to-day that the course pursued by the hon. Secre-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-So that when one tary of State is not constitutional or accord-

of the ministers leaves Ottawa in gre tt ing to British practice.
haste and goes to Winnipeg, it is nothing
formal and nothing to be relied on. ALIEN LABOUR BILL.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it was not done THIRD READING.

by Order in Council. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.) 1 oved
the third reading of Bill (5) " An Act to

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Oh ! Mr. Sifton restrict the importation and employment of
is absent without leave. aliens. "

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The answ'er given by the Secretary of State
is constitutionally correct, provided he had
stopped with an answer. Whenever a

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time.

On thé question shall this bill pass,

question of that kind is put, if I might be Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not now of course
pernitted to suggest to the hon. gentleman, the proper time to take exception to this
the answer of the Ilinister should be that bill, but as it is receiving its final stage here,
there are no negotiations going on, or that I cannot allow the bill to pass without
there are negotiations going on, but that it is expressing my very great regret that the
not in the public interest that they should parliament of Canada should have taken the
be divulged. That is an answer, no matter step it bas with regard to this measure. It
where or when given, whether in the Imperial would have been much more consonant with
parliament or in our own, which is always our history and associations in the past that
accepted. While the bon. gentleman made a we should have extended the olive branch
nice little speech which could not evoke any rather than returned a blow given by the
serious reply, he failed to answer the simple United States Congress. They are more
question which might have put an end to the under the influence of popular feeling than
whole of it. If he had said Mr. Sifton bas we are. This House, particularly, is far

gone home on his own business, and is not removed from anything like popular senti-
deputized to enter into any negotiations, ment. If we do not approve of a ineasure
there would have been an end to it. Or if we are not bound in any way to give efflect
he had said, yes, we hope to get the Manitoba to it. We know, as a matter of fact, that
government to give greater concessions, this law is not intended to be put in opera-
than any that have been given, but the tion. The manner in which it is drawn
matter is not in a state that I can tell shows that it is really not a practical
the hon. gentleman what we are doing, ineasure, and it is giving blow for bloW
that would have been more statesmanlike to the feeling of those who originated the
than to get up, as the hon. gentleman measure in the United States. Our neigh-
did the other day, and read us a lecture on bours have fallen very much in the estima-
the impropriety of our conduct, and to-night tion of the civilized world by the action they
read us another lecture, and tells us how have taken in this regard. We are follow-
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1l their footsteps, I think, to our very great the Speaker, shall this bill pass? Some
icredit. The sixth clause provides years ago I defeated a bill after the question

T had been put by the Speaker, shall it now
Ile eCollector of cuistomns at any port in Canada,pas-oefthmsti orntblsht
case lie shall be satistied that an iunigrant h pass ?-one of the nost important bs that

een allowed to land in Canada contrary to the ever came before this chamber, After the
Prohibition of t his Act, shall cause such immigrant third readinog had been carried and the

ithin the period of one year after landing or question had been put, " shall the bill pass,"ntrY te le taken into custdy ane, retrned t I made such an appeal to the House that itthe eCouutry f roin whenue lie Camne, at the expense, e as
Of the ownuer of the migrating vessel, or, if entered did not pass. I(Io not propose to take* this
fr'-n an adjoining country, at the expen.se of the course now, because the House seens com-
Persoi previously contracting for the services. mitted to it, only I did feel that, as we were

You can ail see that in a great country taking this final action, I should like to put
like this, with four thousand triles of myself on record as being opposed to the
frontier, if the attorney general has to bi spirit of the bill.

aPpealed to in every important case, there is The bill passed.
s0 serious intention of putting the law into'

oPeration. It is one of those laws which, if THE INTERCOLONIAL R AIL WAY
eUforced, must be enforced promptly when EXTENSION BILL.
Occasion for action arises, as it does when an
ertigrant is landing from a car or boat, or SECOND READING POSTPONED.

alks across the imaginary lne which separ- The Order of the Day having been called
ates us fromi the United States. Therefore forthat clause niust have been introduced by r
some person for the very purpose of throwin. Second Reading Bill (142), "An Act to ceonfirm
ridicule on the bill. We are putting on the certain agreements entered into by Her Majesty

s ,cith the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
8tatute-book the statement that we propose Canada and the Druniunond County Railway Con-
to retaliate against the United States. If pany for the purpose of securing the extension of
retaliation is to be carried on, we are hit the Intercolonial Railway systen to the city of
11ile times to their being hit once, because I Montreal.'

Venture to say there are nine who go from Hon. Mr. SCOTT said : This bill is in
Canada to the United States to be employed charge of Sir Oliver Mowat, who desires to
to one who cones into Canada. We know continue in charge of it, and as I was com-
that in large sections of the country there ing into the chamber a few minutes ago I
are numbers of men who go at regular sea. received a note from him saying that he
sons of the year into the United States to get was not well enough to come up this even-
eliployment. They are not interfered with. ing. For that reason I move t-at the order
It is only an occasional instance wh 'n the be discharged, and that it be put on the
deportation of the Canadian labourers is paper for Wednesday.

ro ught out prominently in the press. It is
discussed in the newspapers and brought: Hon. Mr. ALMON-Would the hon.
Under the notice of the government, and gentleman read the note to us, if he is really
the attention of the Washington government in earnest, because we are very anxious that
Caled to it ; but it is only one case in a this bill should be disposed of one way or the
thousand. When 1 catechised my hon. other ? Unless the Minister of Justice is
friend Mr. Casgrain on the subject, he very seriously ill, I should prefer to go on
admitte I what I said, that there is not a with it.
day of the year in which thousands do not
cros the trontier, both ways, to earn their Hon. Mr. SCOTT-H lie says he is not wel

living. Is it desirable that we should stop enough te come up herle this evening. Ho
that and build up a Chinese wall between was not well when he left hore at six o'clock.
the two countries ?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-He is running after
lion. M r. McCALLUM-There is nothing Mr. Sif ton.

before the Huse.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

i-on. Mr. SCOTT-The bill is now at its What does the hon. gentleman propose to
fAnal stage on the question of His Honour do ? Will the hon. gentleman go on with
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any other measures ? There is the Crow's
Nest Pass measure before us.

shows that our leader in the Senate does not
treat us with the consideration he should.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We will take up these Hon. Mr. POWER-He should have
measures on Wednesday. taken medicine, I suppose.'

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-To-
night, I mean? You have kept us here to-
night, and surely we have not been brought
here for nothing to-night.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If I had proposed to
take up any other measure the hon. gentle-
ian would have a good riglit to say that a
bill only coming up froi the House of Com-
mons to-day should not be taken up without
time for consideration.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I do not know
what course will be taken on this measure,
but I rise to protest against this delay. We
have been kept here for three months and
have had very little before the House until
to-daL \Now we ar asked to osnçtnone a

Hon. Mr. McCALLUMXN-He should not
treat us with contempt. If he was not
able to go on, the Secretary of State is here,
and is quite able to take charge of the
measures. We could reach a vote to-night
and it would be much better that we should
go on. I could see before six o'clock that
it was intended not to meet to-nighît at all.
The object was delay. We can see the ob-
ject, and it makes people dissatisfied. I do
not like to be treated in that way. I amn
very sorry the leader of the House is sick,
but he may be worse by next Wednesday.I
hope that the vote we gave him before six
o'clock did not make him sick. He is treat-
ing us with contempt in not coming here if
he is able to come.

measure because one of the ministers does
not feel well. For those who live in Ottawa H
it is all very well, but for hon. gentlemen
who live sone distance f rom the capital, it Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The Secretary
is not fair to keep us for months with little of State is here, and we should go on with

to do, and then when there is a bil on the the bill. Is parliament to be kept in session

Order Paper, to ask that it be postponed domg nothig because a member of the gov-
for two or three days more. For my part I ernment is sick ? If we are to give way oni
am ready to go on to-niglit. this thing to-night, I hope it will not happen

again-that we shall go on on Wednesday,
Hon. Mr. AIKINS-It appears to me to and not be brought here for nothing. The

be extraordinary, if it was the intention of idea of keeping iembers away from their
the Minister of Justice not to be here to- homes ! We come here to do the business
night, that we did not adjourn at six o'clock of the country, and when we come the leader
until Wednesday, so that menî bers could j of the government is not here, and the Secre-
have made a different disposition of their tary of State says he cannot go on. le
time. should go on. i shall have much pleasure

in listening to anything lie lias to say on1
Hon. Mr. POWER-These complaints do this measure. I will listen to him until

not come with a good grace froin hon. gen- twelve o'clock if he can say anything in
tlenen who voted against the government's favour of the bill, and support it. On the
motion to adjourn. There is some reason contrary, if le does not show that it is a mea-
in what the hon. gentleman from St. Boni- sure that will be of advantage to the people
face (Mr. Bernier) says, but illness is one of of this country, I cannot support it. I do
these things which we cannot be responsible not speak from a party standpoint. The
for, and I never heard of such a thing as leader of the House should have told us at
raising a question about going on when the six o'clock that the government would not
minister in charge of a bill is prevented do any business to-night. I hope, if Sir
f rom being in his place. The imere state- JOliver Mowat's health is not so far recovered
ment of the fact ought to be enougli to that lie can proceed on Wednesday, that the
satisfy hon. gentlemen. lion. Secretary of State will take charge of

the bill himself.
Hon. Mr. ALMON-It might be the same

thing when we meet on Wednesday. It Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes.
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lion. Mr. McCALLUM-I hope so, be-
tause it is not treating us fairly. I think

can ree just as far into a millstone
a the man who picked it, or any
Other man. I am not going away from
here, if it takes until fali, until I see what
O.dvantage the country is going to have from
thi8 large expenditure of money. I want to

that, because the public are looking to
a4 very ruch, and any man who leaves here

and does not do his duty will be a marked

'lon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.

1on Mr. McCALLUM-I suppose my
eu. friend enjoys that. From his former
ntdependence in this House and his stickino

11P for economy in every branch of the
Public service, I hope he will not put the
glass to the blind eye when he looks at
this bill.

lion. Mr. POWER-It is a good bill.

lion. Mr. McCALLJLM-If the hon.
gelltlemian calls it a good bill, he will have
tol justify it. He is here, and when Sir

liver owat is here he can defend the bill.
am sorry the Minister of Justice is ill and

5a'1not be here to-night. I hope it will not
OcOur again. I know there are many hon.
gentlemen in this House who feel on this
question as I do, but they do not say it.
Wher we meet on Wednesday, I hope he,Wii get through with this business without

More jockeying, keeping one bill back
11ntil another is passed.

lon. Mr. ALMON-I think that this
leasure would be very well in the hands of
the Secretary of State-that it will suffer no
1O8s through the absence of the Minister of
Justice. We oughtto go on with it.

thlion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I hope
e Secretary of State will not stop the work

of the House at this late period of the
Session. Many of us have been here three
rQonths, and the bill is before the House.
There may be a long discussion on it-there
Probably will be, and why not take a part
of the discussion to-night. It will not alter
the effect of it in any way.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I have already ex-
PIained that the bill is in the hands of the
Minister of Justice (Sir Oliver Mowat.) He
W% particularly anxious to have charge of

the bill, and I will explain to the House
that he did not desire to come back this
evening, as he was not feeling well. Still, I
thought as the Speaker left the chair we
would see him here when we met this even-
ing' Under the circumstance, it is a matter
of ordinary courtesy, when the leader of the
House who has charge of a bill states that
he is unable to be present this evening, and
asks to have it postponed until Wednesday,
to grant his request.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am sure the Sen-
ate would treat the leader of the House with
all the courtesy that is possible, and we have
always been disposed to do that since the
hon, gentleman has had a seat in this cham-
ber; but it seems to me this House has a
little courtesy to expect from the govern-
ment. There should be courtesy on both
sides. There is more than courtesy expected
from the government on a subject of this
kind. The i:-.terest of the country-the fate
of a measure involving an expenditure of
millions of money, oughit not to be kept back
until the last hours of the session before giv-
ing the Senate an opportunity of expressing
their views on the subject. I submit we are
not being treated with that courtesy which
the chamber is entitled to in this measure
being kept back. In the last few hours left
us, we have not an opportunity of discussing
the question to-night after being brought
back here. There must be something wrong
with the measure-something that this
House should be very careful and cautious
about before they decide to pass it. I live
in the lower provinces, which are more in-
terested in having direct communication
with Montreal than other provinces, and I
say it does not look as though the interests
of the country were at heart in bringing
such a measure before us. In view of that
fact, this House ought to have ample time
to discuss the question, and we should have
had it weeks ago if it was intended to ask
the country to engage in such a large ex-
penditure.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must confess that I feel myself in a very
difficult position individually, after the ex-
pressions of opinion by many of those who
are desirous of going on with this bill, yet
I feel that it would be rather a want of
courtesy, after the statement of the hon.
Secretary of State, if we do not accede to
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the suggestion for the reasons he has given. condemned it, and condemned it in very
But I should like to call the attention of virulent and energetic terins, and we
the senior member for Halifax to the fact thought when he came to occupy his
that when the House voted by a two to one present position that he being a Reformer,
majority in favour of meeting to-night, it was going to end all what lie termed iniql-
was for the purpose of going on with this tous proceeJings of the past; but the Reforra
measure, and had the Minister of Justice government are ten times more than the
then said that he did not feel able for the unfortunate Tories, whon he used to condemn
task, that he was not well enough to cone so vehemently in the past. I really do not
back, I have no doubt the House would, at know myself what to suggest. I feel the
that time, have acquiesced in the adjourn- 'didiculty in this way ; the hon. gentleman :
ment. I have not the slightest doubt about says the health of the Minister of Justice
that, but the adjournmîent was voted down will not permit hin to come here, and he
by a very large majority. I am not speaking declines to take the bill up himself. I will
without knowing what I am saying, that it make a suggestion to the hon. gentleman;
was known-and niany were led to believe- supposing I take the bill in charge, move
that this adjourninent is to meet the views the s, cond reading, and ask some of nWY
of those who are most deeply interested in friends to move the six months' hoist I
that scheme, and who expect to put the should be very much inclined to vote for it,
most money in their pocket by it, because and we could settle the question at once.
they have been talking around the lobbies We could test the sense of the House with-
that they wanted this matter put off, for out any debate at al]. If he will nove the
wuat purpose I do not know. They must, second reading, and promise not to say any-
know ; but that is the fact, and I an thing, as far as I am concerned-and per-
not speaking now at mere randomn. It haps I can speak for my friends round the
appears to me that this House ought to House-we will take the hint and vote oni
know whether the promoters of the bill, the bill, because most of us have made UP
who expect to make large amounts of money our minds to vote on it.
out of its passage, are to dictate to the Sen-
ate and the Parliament of Canada when and Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Take a vote
how we should proceed with measures of ,
this kind. There is a great deal of force in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
what my hon. friend from Prince Edward That is a fair proposition. Shall 1 inove the
Island (Mir. Prowse) has said. Here we second reading?
have measures brought down about two
days before the expected prorogation, invol- Hon. Mr. SCOTT- No, it is rather a
ving expenditures amnounting to from ten to serious matter to be jocular about.

fifteen million dollars. It is all very well bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
to say, "l It was your duty to follow the 1 Might J ask the hon. gentleman if he thinks
debates in the House of Commons, and he is treating the Senate properly and with
make yourself acquainted with what was respect? If the hon. gentleman had said
being done, in order that you could give before recess that neither himself nor his
your vote when it came here without any leader, from physical inability or from anY
further consideration." But that is not a' other reason, could go on with it to-night,
reason why we should act in accordance it would have been altogether different : but
with that suggestion, and if that is to be the there was no reason given further than a
policy pursued in the future it would be desire to postpone it. I frankly tell you. I
better toabolish the Senate at once, and leave feel a little annoyed, because I had very iln-
the whole management of the country in the portant duties to perform in my own city,
hands of the popular branch, where the great and I was in hopes that I should be able to
corporations cant affect the different con- get away. I suggested this course when
stituencies and frighten representatives, f rom the House met this afternoon, and I am here
party reasons, to vote for measures which, now to sit till day-light, if need be.
in their conscience, they know are not in the
public interest. I daresay my hon. friend Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
will say " oh, you used to do the same thing." gentleman will not think I am violating any
Well, supposing we did ; the hon. gentleman confidence, after what he has stated, whenl
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1 say that before six o'clock I went over to 1 said I would have no objections to that,
the hon. gentleman and informed him that but 1 said I was just as ready to go on with
the leader of the House was not well, and it to-nigbt as any other tire.

s not really in a condition to go on with
this neasure, and that we had better adjourn Hon. Mr. POWLR-I began the o>seî-
at six o·clock. vations by saying the hon. leader of the

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-Why did not the
leader state that to the House? Hon. Mr. FERGISON-After thee

lion INI. PO ER-H didnot taei planations which have been mile, there is
on.nothing open to us but to accede to the

to the House, but he stated it to me, and I request of the government. Apart alto-
'enft over to the leader of the Opposition, <ether from what has happened now, 1 niust
Which I thought was the correct thing to do. e

had not intended to make the mattergovernuent. As a matter
Public, but I think it only fair, as the lion. of fact, it is known now that formai prepar-
genltleman has referred to the matter in a ations for the closing of parliarent are going
Pointed way, to state what took place. I on cards are being sent round, and
thought that the hon. leader of the Opposi- everything the close of the session
t'On consented to the adjournment, and to
Was surprised when he voted against it. finc the important bis that we ought to be
Aithough I do not speak for the government, c n- that are fot yet sent down to

h inay say that the majority of the Senate cous eri t
have the business in their own hands, and if b h
they require a week to discuss this measure,
they can take it. It is anything but graci- Hon. Mr. BOWELL-We have got that;

on the eve of the Diamond Jubilee of it is on for the second reading.
lier Majesty, vhen all should be peace and
good will, that we should be slowing disres- Hon. Mr. FERGLSON-No, it lias not
Pect to the leader of the House. core to the bouse yet at ail. The Interco-

lonial and Druminond Raitway deal is here,
Hon. Mr. ALMON-After what the senior but the aovernwent i not ready to go on

'ember for Halifax has said, that Sir Oliver with t. The fast une contract is not here,
Movat told him before the adjournnent that the tariffis fot here, and the estimates are

he did not feel well, I'withdraw what I said not here.
and think we should not go on with the
business. i Hixe fr Wednesday.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Have H or MACda B D
You Made your mind up ?

the fast line contra,-t corne before the Senatel
lon. Mr. ALMON-I have made up my

1ind to that, and I apologize to the senior Hon. i.Ir. SCOTT-No. On former occa-
'nember for Halifax for agreeîing with him. sions I know the Senate made a very strong

know I am treading on very treacherous protest because contracts of that kind had
gr*ound, and in all prbability inay get into been contined exclusively to the House of
the Mire, but still I shall run the risk this Comm ns, and in looking up recent legisia-
time, I think the hon. gentleman is right. tion on the subject, 1 tind that in the first

H0 ~.SirMACKNZ[ BOWLL-Session of 1896, in April-Ho.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
itl reference to the remarks made by the Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -- I waq not

senior mnember for Halifax (Mr. Power), he through speaking. Then, the tarif is here.
did corne over to me and speak to me, but I I did not know that. 0f course it will go

ave no recollection of his speaking of Sir on the Order Paper for Wednesday. The
hver's illness. I will not say that he did estirates are not here, and then there is an-

nOt, but what I remember distinctly his say- other reasure that was subritted to the
l"g to me was, " would it not be better to House of Commons, I do not know what its
Put the bill off till Wednesday," and that fate is-in fact, I think two resolutions were

Oliver did not want to go on to-ni glt7 subitted to the Commons one proposing

it tonih asayoheaie
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to allow the province of Manitoba to draw have had the estimates cone down when we
$300,000 fron the school funds. If that were all ready for prorogation. That has
measure is alive in the minds of the goVern- been the usual time. After the desks were
ment, it is not here. There was another re- all cleared away and the Governor General
solution granting better terms to the province
of Manitoba, and I do not think that is here.
Then again there is a fifteen million dollar
loan in the air-a proposition is made about
that. Al these measures appear to be in
the hands of the governmnent, and they are
going to ask us, within a few hours of pro-
gation, to give our assent to all these inport-
tant measures. I think it will have to be
adnitted we are not fairly treated. My
hon. friend was just going to say, as he
usually does when fault is found with the
government, that some other government
was just as bad. I think my hon. friend
was then about making his old excuse-that
if this government is bad, other governments
were bad.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Probably worse.

was expected, the estimatek have been
brought up froi the House of Commons,
and other important measures have beeni
kept till the last moment. It is not so very
far back when the Governor General camfle
down to prorogue parliament and he found
me speaking at the time the aide-de-caiiP
came to the door, and I was asked if I would
not desist from speakiing. On that occasion
His Excellency was asked to postpone the
prorogation for another day, and he did sO.
I regret the delay, but I have no apology
to make on the subject. It seems to me
certainly we might have had the tariff: but
there is the fact that it was an important
measure, and the government had to listen
to people up to the last moment, and it bas
been kept back very inuch longer than I
think is proper or defensiblie.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I an not experi- H(
enced enough in the affairs of Parliament to H
venture the statement very trongly, but I the last measure generally.
think it is doubtful if in all the different
parliaments we have ever had, suci a lot of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The speech made by
important measures have been held over till the leader of the opposition contained obser-

the end of the session like this. If it ever vations that have fallen from myself on very
occurred, it was reprehensible. Lt is a pity many occasions, and not only myself, but
the members of the government have not other members of the chamber who felt that

shown more respect to the Senate by push- the Senate was not properly treated. I hope
ing some of these measures at an earlier time in future busmess will cone down at an
in the session and sending then down in de earlier period, so that hon. gentlemen will
tail, instead of holding thein till the last and have ample opportunity to discuss it. Of
sending them in a batch. It is not fair to course no arrangements have been made for
the Senate or to the country. My hon. prorogation, and none will be made until
friend, the leader of the House, will see that this House has thoroughly disposed of al

since he has been a member of the govern- the business.
ment, although the majority of this House
is opposed to him, we have shown everv Hon. Sir MACKENZiE BOWELL-We
desire to facilitate public business, and there need not be under obligation to the hon.
has been no factious opposition on this side gentleman for that promise, because the
of the House, but, I think, we would be government cannot prorogue till this bouse

stretching moderation and good nature too is ready.
far, if we did not complain when we are
treated in this way by the government in on. Mr. SCOT-The hon. gentlemans
regard to these measures. own party arranged the date of prorogation

before we were through on one occasion.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I amn exceedingly sorry

it has not been possible to have important Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--N0,
measures down early. But it seems to have except where it was simply a question of the
been the history of this country from the estimates, with which this House never in-
very beginning that the House of Commons terferes, no matter what government is ir-
retained important measures up to the very power. That was the only question left to
last. Hon. gentlemen will recollect that we be disposed of in that way. The hon. gen-
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tIeman remembers the Hudson Bay Bill very Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I might say on the
Well, and his actions thereon, but that was school question.
nore of a private character. So that the
case he refers to is not at all analogous. I
hope the Senate will take upon itself the aware of any correspondence on the school
responsibility of declining to pass the question. 0f course if there was any it
estimates until these other nieasures are would be cinfidential, but I am not aware
Properly considered. If the estimates were that there is any.
once obtained, I have no doubt as to the
ourse the Hon. gentleman wouod pursue. A QUESTION 0F OiRDER.

ion. -r. FERGUSSON-Among the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
iIriportant measures that I undeastand are would like to eac the attention of the leader
on their way to us, is a re-arranqement of of the ouse to the Order Paper. I find
the ters with M anitoba, and the grantin that the important bi we were to have con-
f money to Manitoba froi the trust sidered o Monday evening is put dowt i at

conrey, the interest of wlich, under the .aw, the foot of the list. I must cnfess y
~'as to be given to the province of Manitoba-inrac of any rule of the Hou se that,

o education. I should Nike to know would place that order in the position in
Vhether those measures are on their way which it appears on the notice paper today.

tOUs, or whether the government have I find that there are set before this not only
abandoned them ui the consideration of the anendments, but

also the second reading of the Custots Act,
lion. Mr. SCOTT- do net reyember the Inland Revenue Act, th Export Duties,

the Position of them. I do not reneyber the Petroleum nspection Act, the Judges
what stage they have reached. One of them o the Provincial Courts Act and the Cold
S before the House of Cokmons. Storage Act. Now if these Acts are to be

Th~e motion was agreed, te. discussed, tliey ail are isubjects which will
tsecure a greater or ess attention frari tho

The Senate adjourned. members of the fouse, more particularly
the Tarifpi Athough we may not be in a
position te change any of the items, stil
the principe involved in the tarif is of
such a character that it will caSl forth some

THE SENATE. reinarks and an expression of opinion frei
someef those who ditsapprove of its provisions,

Ottawa, Wedne8day, 23rd June, 1897. if nothing more than that. If this is te be the
order which we are te, pursue to-day, it cer-

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven t is nisîeading. 1 say frankîy that I
o'clock. did not core here this morning prepared to

Prayers and routine proceedings. discuss the tarif question, although 1 shah
i have some few words te, say upon that

THE 31ANITOBA SCHOOL QU ESTION. subject when it cernes up. I came with
the expectation that the equaily important

INQUIRY. question of the extension of the Intercolonial

lion. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders Railway was te be considered. Perhaps the
of the Dav are called, I would inquire from eider members of the fouse, who are better
the hon. 'Minister of Justice if it is the aequainted with the rules than I am, wil
intention of the government to lay on the explain why that order is plaeed in the pre-
table of this House the correspondence that sent position. I think I am safe in saying

they have received f.rom Mr. Sifton, now in that every member of this buse went away
Iast MLonday night with the impression thatWinnipeg. this question was te be the first on the

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon. orders of the day, and it is only fair to th-'
friend has not mentioned in respect of wùat members interested, that the hon. leader oý
this correspondence is. I am not aware of the flouse should make it the tirst order and
aoy recent correspondence. that we shoud go on with it nfw.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The statement of Hon. Mr. MILLER-It was understood
the hon. gentleman is perfectly correct. I that the House should proceed with this
think the understanding was that this mat- order the first thing on meeting this morn-
ter, the extension of the Intercolonial Rail- ing, and I presume the House will see that
way into Montreal, should be taken up the the wishes and understanding on MondaY
first thing to-day. last will be carried out. I do not know who

attempted to -tamper with the notices,
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That whether anybody has, or whether it was by

was the understanding. accident.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The placing of that Hon. 3r. COX-A number of bis %ere
item where it is must be the result of some r odfore
oversight on the part of some of the officers re cd and p
whose duty it is to make out the Orders of
the Day, according to rule 12. I happeti to 'outd nuayilo that way inh
know particularly about this rule, because itm
wus at my own instance that the special t
committee appointed by the House some quite understand that the Minutes
three years ago altered the previous rule. appear that way, because the Intercolofi'
The rule before that time was that the
Orders of any day which had not been dis. io. Mr. MILLER- cnnot under
posed of were to be taken up after the'pose of'vee tobe ake ui fte th stand anything of the kind, and I have 1'
Orders of the Day which were put on at
the next day, and the committee thought it more extended xquaintance w-ah the Min

utes of this bouse than the hon. gentleman11
was a very inconvenient and unfair arrange-w t
ment that the Orders of the Day wtiich had d ho w, by a ii ut de
not been proceeded with at the previous t
sitting should, instead of going before, come to-day on the Order Paper. I say Lt
after the regular Orders of the Day, and advisedîy, and I do not suppose the buse
rule 12 says :wiir submit for a moment to be so treated.

The Orders of the Day, which at the adjour- o r O L a it
miint have ueot been proceeded ith, are onsidered t ea

as postpoied until the next sitting day, to take the governient as to say about it.
preqedence of the Orders of that aay unless other- w
-arise ordered. Hon. Mr. MILLER-I dont care wha

ilthe wovernment bas to say about it.
Hon. Mr. MMILLER- Mow does this order

corse to be at the foot of the list to-day? Tnd SPEAKER-The assistant clerk ha
just informed me that he put it there think-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Iing he was right, and the reason geas that
That ii just what I was asking. the order for that ite m caine last, taking t e

other bis up read the second time ; but is
Hon. Mr. MILLER-bas the lion. gentte- is clear that by rule 12 the item should have

avan miade any motion in regard to itad bId finost.

Hon. Sir MCEZE BOWELL-'ý Hon. Mr. MILLER-Is it understood
ro, I 2erey called the attention of the hon. the order takes it proper place now ?
leader ot the Honse to the fact, as being
contrary to the understanding. Severai hon. MEMBERS -Yes.

bon. Mr. MILLER-Not oniy contrary bon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
to the understanding, but contrary to the not looked into the forms with reference tO
pregular course of procedure in the rouse, this matter. If I ere'satisfied that the
This order should be at the top of the list, rules of the bouse were consistent with its
and I presume the hon. leader of the flouse! being in its present place, IwouId not ask that
'vili put it there. it shouid remain there, as My hon. friends

Tround me say there was an understanding
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The that the bi should be taken up the firt

flouse can order it there now. thing. In that case, even if, as a matter Of
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strict right, it stands where it is, I would Trrnk Railway with respect to their road
not insist upon that. f rom Lévis. I would be hopeless of any

lion. Mr. SCOTT-There was no under- correct conclusion on the part of this
tn.n M.SOT- r Hcuse if honourable members were to enter

standing that 1 heard of on Monday that into the discussion of the question, orthis was to be the first order. I am not go- were to act in voting upon it, on any other
'l1g to dispute it, but I certainly was not than
q1inder that impression. 0f course, if the thnbusiness principles. The opposition
rule required tha t s Of e if th in this House, of course, is largely in excess

ked rquied it, that is the end of it. of the supporters of the government, andasked the clerk whether it was to go to the if party should govern in this House, I
tO r the foot, and I was informed i went should despair of our constitution. The

efoot. only hope of its working well is because
lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B C.)-The the members of this House forget their

hon. gentleman will remember that the party predilections as every bill cornes up,
louse was prepared to discuss the bill on and as every motion is made, upon which an
Monîday night, and at his request it was opinion bas to be expressed. I therefore
POstponed until to-day, and it should be the purpose confining myself to the business
first order for to day consideration of the whole subject. I my-

self have come to the conclusion, the more
lion. Mr. MILLER-It is understood it I have studied this, that the Minister of

stands at the head of the list now. Railways made no mistakeinstudying up this
question-made nomîistake in recommending

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY, DRUM- to council that this agree"ent should be en-
MOND COUNTY AND INTERCO- tered into-that the government made no

LONIAL RAILW AY BILL. mnistake when they heard what he had to
SECOND READING. sav and when they discussed the matter

in council, in assenting to the proposal.s
lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT moved the which the Minister of Railwavs made and

Second reading of Bill (142) " An Act to in adopting the conclusions at which he had
COnfirm certain agreements entered into by 'arrived. The first thing to be considered
lier Majesty with the (G,,rand Trunk Railway was, and the first thing to be considered
Company of Canada and the Drummond now is, whether there is any good reason
County Railway Company for the purpose why we shou'ld provide for the extension of
of securing the extension of the Intercolonial the Intercolonial Railway to Montreal. I
Railway systein to the city of Montreal." do not think manypersonscan have anydoubt

le said: In moving the second reading w ith regard to that. The practical effect of
Of this bill I desire to state that the govern- there being no present extension of the Inter-
Tnent, in making that agreement, subject to colonial Railway from Lévis to Montreal
the decision of parliament, made it upon is, that hardly any of the through freight
strictly business grounds. They made it from Halifax, if any at all, cornes by the
in the belief that it was, on business Intercolonial Railway. The want of any
Principles, a right agreement to enter into, connection at Quebec is a bar which makes
that it was of great importance to thecountry it desirable for -hippers to take the other
that the Intercolonial road should have an lines if they have the choice of the two.
ent rance into Montreal, that the best method, Then it is a well known principle, a first
the nost effectual and economical method principle in railway management, that access
of accomplishing that object would be sl.ould be got by railway at or near to
by the agreement which has been entered large cities where there are any. It
into: that every alternative had disad- is considered of immense importance to a
vantages which this line had not, and railway that its terminus should be in a
Which the purchase of this line has not ; large city. The Grand Trunk Railway it-
that the purchase agreed upon is better self spent millions in order to have a termi-
than the building of a new road would be, nus in Chicago and the shareholders and
better than making an agreement with those officers of the company do not doubt that
Who are interested in what is called the it was wise to spend those millions. The
South Shore Line would be, and better than same has been the practice with all railways.
any agreement entered into with the Grand We should deal with our Intercolonial
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Railway, if we can, in the saine way, and on Montreal to Ste. Rosalie belongs to the
the sane business principle that ot-er rail- Grand Trunk Railwav. Then the rernain-
ways are dealt with which are under the der extending to tbe Chaudière, belongsto the
managemnent of companies; and the same Druinnond County Railway ConipanY-
reason why a company woul have considered about seventy-three mile,, T think,is th - exact
it utterly out of the question that thîis rail- distance so far as it can be measured hy us
way should be without an extension from with exactness, now in operation ; and the
Lévis to Montral ought to be our guide remainder of the line, forty-two and a half
in this mat ter. Here we have a road on' or forty-three miles, is not yet built, but
which S50,0O0,000 have been spent and by the agreement the Drummond County
which has hardly ever, if it ias ever any Railway Co, who own the road, are to build
year, paid for the running expenses. There that portion by the 1st November next·
is, apparently, an inevitable deficit every Indeed, 1 believe they have entered upon
year of froin $>0,000 to $100,000. There the building of it already, not apprehending
may have been soine difference made in one any difficulty inthe confirmation of the agree-
year or another by economical management, ment by Farlianient. There is a short ditance
and by increased skill and ability in the mari. between the Chaudière and Iévis which
agenient, but with all the economy, skill and belongs to the Grand Trunk Railway Comn-
experience that can be brought to bear on pany. We are to pay for the use of that
the matter, our experience shows that we short distance the amount which the
cannot hope to make this road pay unless Drunmmond County Railway Company had
some new method is adopted for that pur- agreed to pay the Grand Trunk RailwaY
pose ; and what a private company would for it, namely, $6,000 a year. In regard tO
say, as probably the only way of accomnplish- that, I believe Do difference bas arisen in the
ing that purpose, is bv getting an extension discussions elsewhere. There has been so1le
to the commercial centre-Montreal. Ex-'in -efereice to the wester]y part of the road
perts say that on that point there can be which belongs to the Grand Trunk RailwaY,
no difference of opinion. I do not know and also in regard to what is to be paid for the
whether a different opinion will be expressed right of cro>sing the Victoria bridge, and for
here. I cannot imagine any one, who has the use of the station grounds and terminal
given attention to the subject at all, having facilities generally i Montreal of the Grand
a doubt upon the point, though I believe 1 Trunk Rdlway. But I do not think much
some speaker elsewhere did oppose that view. need be said in regard to that portion of the
However, I assume it here to be correct, road. If we are to get into Montreal at al, it
and then the question is what is t!he best, must be either under an agreement with the
method, or one of the best methods, by Grand Trunk Raiway or by building a
which that ohject can be accomplished. new road:; and everyhody can understafld
There may be a diff-rence of opinion on that how enormously expensive it would be
point, -an honest difference of opinion, but I to build another bridge across the river and
suppose this Huse will not negatve a n wea- to provide station and other terminal faciy,
sure brought forward by the government and'ties in the great city of Montreal, where ]and
supported in the House of Commons because is si) expensive. Instead of paying what we
there inay be a différeace of opinioas in regard have agreed tow pay the Grand Trunk
to it. I assume the Senate only will nega- $134,0o a year, it would cost us probr
tive this measure if there is a clear objection ably f t2hestto. It is said te at whal
to it-if the measure is clearly one which we have done involves a debt of $7,000,0O0,
is against the interests of the countr f and which I deny; but if it involves $7,o 0,er,
ought fnot to be entered into. Wat we to attempt to accomplish the object by
have done is this : we have made a bargain, ae o n ea tai

subject to the approval of parliate ing station grounds of our own instead of
which a road, partly belonging to the Grand, sing the Grand Trunk Railway fro St.
Trunk Railway Co. and partly to the Druni- Lambert to, Ste. Rosalie, and then the Vie-
mond County Railway Company, should toria bridge ad the station and other facili
becore practically the property of the ties in Montreal, the cost would be enormous
government of Cnada, in order to pro- and would amount o a sum which no one
vide the extension which we seek to the cty would think of investing, notwanhstanding
of Montreal. That portion of the road from the great importance of getting this entrance
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into the city of Montreal. We may have some-
thing more to say on that point if there is
really any question raised in regard to it, but
the chief question is as to the portion uf
the road which belongs to the Drummond
County- Railway Conpany. What we have
Provisionally agreed to in regard to that
Portio-,n is that it shall be taken as of the
value of $1,600,000-that we shall pay four
per cent on that sum, or $64,000 per year for
99 years. At the end of that time the road
a8nd all belonging to it shall become absolu-
telY the property of Canada. Is that sum a
reasoiable one i Is $1,600,000 a reasonable
sum ? That is the business question in the
tQatter. You may bring in other things,
either of a party or a personal character, but
that is the question for us to consider if we
Want to decide this matter on business prin-
eiples and no other. Then, again, in regard
to the value there may be always some differ-
ence of opinion. Something more than a
Inere difference of opinion should influence
theSenate in considering whether to pass this
bill. The propriety of taking this road was
Ulider consideration by the late government,
and the engineer was asked by the then Min-
iater of Railways and Canals to make an
estimate of what the road was worth and
What it would cost to complete it-I am
sPeaking of the road from Ste. Rosalie to
Lévis. He made a report, which we have,
finding the ainount to be very nearly
$1,600,000, and that was exclusive of the
land. That was what might be the cost
Of building the road. We got no esti-
Inates-it was found impossible to get
any satisfacuory estimate that you could
put in figures-with regard to the amount
We would probably have to pay for land and
land damages, but no doubt it would be
a considerable sum. All experience
shows that. The amount that had
to be paid for the purchase of right
of way from Rivière du Loup to
Levis is an example of what those
damages are likely to be. The $1,600,-
000 which has been the basis of the
agreement now under consideration includes
land damages as well. We have to pay
no0 land damages beside, so that if the
engineer came to a right conclusion,
and there is no reason to doubt that he
did, we are evidently getting the road
for considerably less than it would cost
tO build a new road. Then I need not
saY that the engineer who made the estimate

47

is a man of very great ability and experience,
and has the confidence of all parties. He
does not belong to our party, but all in the
governmenthave ahigh estimate of his ability
in dealing with such matters. I have mention-
ed the value which he stated to the late gov-
ernment. He has again been asked the
same question and has again come to the
same conclusion. On the general question
I meant to say a word or two which it occurs
to me now I omitted to say. To satisfy the
House that the amount is a reasonable one
I mean to point out that our object is to
make the Intercolonial road pay, and
we hope to have an amount of business
done, if the road is extended to Mont-
real, which will not only pay the running
expenses and pay the rentals, but afford
a margin in addition, and perhaps a con-
siderable margin. This is not a mere
guess on our part-not a mere asser-
tion on our part that it will be so, but we
have taken the best means which the case
admitted of to find out the probability of the
case. The man who could give us more as-
sistance than any other on that point is the
manager of the Intercolonial Railway. A
report from him has been asked for and
his opinion obtained.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask the hon. gentleman who made
the report?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I was
referring to Mr. Pottinger, who has
been manager for a great many years
He was appointed, I believe, by Sir
Charles Tupper, and we have continu-
ed him, knowing very well his ability and
the great advantages the country possesses
from his long experience in railway matters
and from his knowledge of the Intercolonial
Railway.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
was appointed by Sir John Thompson to
the position he now holds when Sir Charles
Tupper was not a member of the cabinet.
It makes no difference, only I desire to put
the hon. gentleman right.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have all
the more confidence, perhaps, because he
was an appointee of Sir John Thompson's.
There is no doubt of the gentleman's
ability and fidelity, and if we are
to get an opinion from anybody on
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this point, I do not think we could
do better than ascertain what his view was.
He bas given us the figures. I have them
here, and if it is necessary to turn to them,
I shall do so. Taking the number of tons
of freight going over the road now, and the
number he is satisfied would go over the
road if extended to Montreal, the result
shows a considerable excess of revenue over
the rentals and the running expenses.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Was there any
report from Mr. Pottinger on that ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I suppose
my hon. friend does not doubt that he
gave the estimate I have mentioned, it has
been stated in the other House that it is so.
I do not know that we need be less believ-
ing in this House about it than they were
in the other House. The matter was dis-
cussed there with great vigour, perhaps I
might say in some cases with virulence, but
I do not think a question was raised by
anybody as to the fact after the Minister of
Railways made that statement. If my hon.
friend is informed that the statement is not
correct, I shall be glad to learn on what
grounds he says so. I assume that the state-
ment i- correct, and I assume that we nay
all take it to be correct.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Mr. Pottinger
is now in Ottawa in the department, and
can be questioned, if necessary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What difference does that make?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.
friend would not doubt the correctness of
his statement i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
said nothing that would imply such a doubt.
I have a higher respect for Mý r. Pottinger,
perhaps, than the hon. gentleman bas.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
know that. I have -as high a respect for
him as I could have for any one of whom I
have the same knowledge.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The point to which
the hon. gentleman is referring now is a very
important point, and one upon which I, as
one, should be glad to obtain information,
and up to the present time I have not been
able to obtain any report or any definite
information as to the estimated increase of

traffic from the extension to Montreal. I
should like very much, if the bon. gentleman
bas these figures, if he would place themi
before the House.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-J have the
figures, but I have not any report. I may
give them later on, to avoid delay at present.
We have the great advantage, in taking this
road instead of building a new road, that
this road bas always paid its running
expenses and something more, and if we were
to build a new road we would only get for
our new road a portion of these profits.
This Drummond County road being the first
road there, having made its arrangements,
having secured the traffic would probably get
more of the local traffic than the government
road would. And at all events, in discussing
the matter on business grounds, it may fairly
be assurned that we would not get more than
half the freight which the present companY
is getting. That company bas had a sur-
plus over and above running expenses fron
the very first. The whole length of the
line which is opened at present bas beel
running for something like three years,
and figures have been given-1 have thenm
here also-to show how much had been
earned over and above all expenses each
year. The present year is not quite out
yet, but the period is such that we can
pretty well estimate that this year there
will be a surplus of $35,000. We have all
those advantages over what the government
would have if they took the South Shore
Line and over what the engineer says it
would cost to build a new road. We save all
claims for land danages, and we get the whole
of the local business of that territory. It
was said, in the early discussion of this sub-
ject, that the road of the Drummond County
Company was a very poor and insufficiently
built road. I do not know whether any of
my hon. friends now assert that, for the
evidence is overwhelming that the road
is in a very good condition, and has been well
built. Not only were the objections made
which I have mentioned, but the roadway
was also described as a very crooked road.
All that bas been negatived by the eîi-
dence, and the very interesting fact came
out in the course of the debates, and in
other ways, that this road originally was
intended and expected to be purchased by
the Grand Trunk Railway. The authorities
here were of opinion that it would be in the
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'lterest of the Grand Trunk Railway .to
have this road, and consequently the road
*as designed by, and the building of it for
somfle time was under the supervision of the
Grand Trunk Railway authorities here, but
the English shareholders did not take the
sa1me view. They did not want to spend any
mOre money, and, therefore, the idea was
abandoned, but it is some indication that the
road is a proper one, it having been origin-
ally designed to be purchased by the Grand
Trnk Railway and the parties here were
laterested in having it properly located
and properly built. I have mentioned what
the profit is upon local traffic on this portion
Of the road. It stands to reason that when
the road is completed from Moose Park it will
have a larger amount of freight and a larger
amTIount of profit. If we obtain consider-
able through traffic, after getting the exten-

0ln to Montreal, that will of course increase
further the profits of this portion of the road.
Iooking at the proposal apart altogether
ftom1 any feeling, and as a business man'
Would look at it, there seems no reasonable
doubt that the road would pay very largely
lu addition to all running expenses, and
then we shall also have the profit on the
freight from Halifax to Lévis, for which we
get little or nothing now. We ought to bear
'a mind, too, that the amount of freight we
rIay well calculate will be constantly increas-
llg from year to year. There is an enormous
almount of exports and imports as compared
w*ith what there was a few years ago, and
We all feel no doubt that as our country has
!nade progress in the past, so she is going to

ake progress in the future-progress in the
"natter of products and so on. It is' very
reasonable to count on that, and I suppose
all persons engaged in railway matters do
cOunt on a large increase in the amount of
business done ; so that we have not to con-
Sider the present state of matters as being
Perpetual, but we have to consider the
future as well. It is said that the Grand
Trunk Railway would never agree that we
should compete with it for the trade of the
West, that it is absurd to suppose that the
Grand Trunk Railway would do anything of
the kind. The argument is one which demon-
etrates how much struck the writer was with
the great advantage of this bargain, if it is
'arried out. He thinks it is so good a bar-
gain. for us that the Grand Trunk Railway
*ould never enter into it; but the Grand
Trunk Railway has entered into it, and has

47J

agreed to provisions which are of the most
satisfactory kind possible in regard to the
transfer of freight and so on, at Montreal
to the Intercolonial Railway. Under this
agreement, if it goes into effect, our agents
will go through the west securing the freight,
justas theagentsof theCanadian Pacific Rail-
way and the Grand Trunk Railway do. By
the proposed agreement the Grand Trunk
Railway is under obligation to give us equal
advantages in regard to freight which comes
from the west. That freight will come over
their line to Montreal, but if it is to go by the
Intercolonial Railway we have arranged care-
ful provisions that it is not to be intercepted
by any other road at Montreal ; that the
Grand Trunk Railway is not to carry it over
its own road beyond Montreal, but that it
is to go from Montreal by the Intercolonial
Railway. The provisions of the agreement
are extremely strong, clear and satisfactory
upon that point. The fortieth provision of
the agreement reads:

That notwithstanding anything contained in
any agreement between Her Majesty and the com-
pany heretofore made and now existing, all traffic
offered the company at any point on its lines west
of Montreal which the shipper desires to ship via
the Intercolonial at Montreal shall be billed by
the company for shipment in such manner, and the
company shall deliver all such traffic to the Inter-
colonial Railway at Montreal, and passenger
tickets for any point on the Intercolonial Railway
east of Montreal shall be sold by the company s
agents at all stations and agencies on its Unes west
of Montreal on request via Montreal by the Inter-
colonial Railway, and such ticket holder shall be
entitled and shall be pernitted to take the trains
of the Intercolonial Railway at Montreal for such
points easterly on the Intercolonial Railway.

Then the forty-first clause reads:

That in respect of all traffic originating through-
out the conpany's system west of Montreal and
offered for shipment for any point on the Inter-
colonial Railway via the Intercolonial at Montreal,
the company shall not ask, impose or exact any
rates or tolls from the point of shipment to Mont-
real which shall discriminate or tend to discrimin-
ate in favour of the company and against the
Intercolonial Railway taking or receiving such
business at Montreal, or which shall induce such
shipment via the company's lines to Lévis or Chau-
dière for delivery to the Intercolonial at either
of such points in preference to Montreal.

Clause 42 reads:

That in order to facilitate and develop the busi-
ness of the Intercolonial Railway and the company,
every effort shall be made to cause close and
suitable train connections to be made at Montreal
between the trains of the company west of M ontreal
and the Intercolonial Railway.
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Any possible method by which a company
that thinks of its own interests only might
deprive us of the advantage which we con-
template, has been prevented by express
agreement. On the whole, the Grand Trunk
Railway consider that it is well worth while
giving running powers over their road to
the Intercolonial on the terms which have
been agreed to, those terms corresponding
with what has been paid for similar privileges
on other roads by private companies. Indeed
we have some advantage over what private
companies usually have in such cases, be-
cause we are at liberty to have the local
traffic without paying anything for it beyond
the agreed rental. I am referring to the
road between St. Lambert and Ste. Rosalie.
Usually the company having the running
powers is not at liberty to take local traffic,
or has to pay a large percentage of the re-
ceipts from it, sometimes eighty per cent,
but here we get that advantage without
paying any additional sum. There are
clauses besides those which I have mentioned
bearing upon the saie point.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-So
that after all this outlay the Intercolonial
Railway does not get into Montreal ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-We are
to have running powers over the Victoria
bridge.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But
you have running powers now.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, the
hon. gentleman is quite mistaken, we have
not.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How
does the freight come to Montreal 1

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - The
Grand Trunk Railway take it f rom us at
Levis for their own benefit. It will be re-
membered that this Drummond County
road is intersected by several other roads
and by various rivers as well, all which help
to bring business fron all quarters. Be-
tween St. Lambert and Point Lévis there
are no less than six lines running to the
south bank of the St. Lawrence. These are
feeders to the main line and afford great
facilities to these sections of the country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Does
the Drummond County Railway pay any
dividends at present i

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
mentioned that they will have made this
year about $35,000 profits over and above
expenses-net earnings amounting to that
sum.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Are the dividends
in the expenses ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, not
dividends. The amount named is the whole
profit, out of which any dividend is to
be paid, if one is paid. What we have to
consider is the net earnings of the companY
in order to guide us in determining whether
the proposed transaction is a good one-
The town of Drummondville is on this
road, with three thousand people and
an immense undeveloped horse-power equal
to three hundred thousand horse-power be-
sides what is used ; and just now there are
manufacturers preparing to build mills there
to take advantage of a portion of this water
power, which will involve the employment by
them of twelve hundred hands, and will mean
a large amount of business for the road.
There is a large amount of business now
in agricultural products and also in lumber,
and there are many thousand car loads
of lumber now ready to be moved. There
seems no reason to doubt that the lum-
ber business will afford for very many years
a great deal of employnent, and then the
country, generally, is a very fine farming
region. That portion of it that is cleared and
occupied and settled upon is very fine farmu-
ing ]and, and the remainder, when the
timber is removed, can be settled and
will be profitable to those engaged on
it. On the portion of the road wbich
has been constructed, the rails are fifty-six
pounds to the yard ; on the Intercolonial
Railway they are seventy ; but on the new
part of the road the company agree to put
on the saie weight of rails as on the Inter-
colonial, which is seventy pounds. The
present rails are in first rate condition. The
evidence shows that they will answer all the
purposes of the road for probably many years
to come. For the satisfaction of those mem-
bers of the House who have no sympathY
with the present government it is fortunate
that we have so nany able and competent
officers, who got their appointments from the
party of my bon. friend opposite, to give us
information in regard to the road and assist
us in forming a judgment as to what it 18
best to do. The minister had also an oppOr-
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tIlity of conversing on the subject with I found the line in excellent condition, fully
thos who are familiar with the roads at al ballasted with the exception of about three miles

se o the year pesn ot near the St. Francis River, the location of which
on of the years, persons belonging not is to be changed in order to reduce the gradients to

only to our own party but to the party of 53 feet per mile-the track throughout is in very
the hon. gentleman as well, and he learned good condition the rails being 56 pounds steel-and
fror them all that the road was a very satis- in good order, new ties were being put in where

factry ne Lterin te sasonfurherre(1 uire(1.
factory line. Later in the season, further eAl the bridges are of steel superstructure on
reports were obtained from engineers in the very good cement masonry abutments and piers.
department, men we found in the depart- At the St. Francis River there isat present 60 feet
ment and who had the confidence of hon. of trestie work which is to be replaced with a

gentlemen opposite. Mr. Schreiber said: per nentrunbuldings and sidings are amply
sufficient for the trafhc, some of the buildings

Ini compliance with your request for information require repairs and painting, which I was informed
as to the general character of the road constructed is to be done at once.
bY the Drummond County Railway Company from
Ste. Rosalie Junction on the Grand Trunk Rail- Mr. Johnson, another engrineer, of the
Way via Drumnondville and St. Leonard to Moose department, was also directed to inspect
Park, a distance of 73 miles, together with a branch and report. He says:
of 1à miles in length from St. Leonard to Nicolet,
and also my views as to the standard on which the I found dhe roadhed to be firm and in very good
talance of the road from loose Park to its junc- shape throughout, and, with the exception of three

On with the Grand Trunk Railway near Chaudière miles purposely left without ballast, in view of a
tige should be built, assuming that the une was -ontemplated change of alignment, well ballasted,

homn a section of the Intercolonial Railway, i the material being of exceptional excellent quality.
have to report: The rails are all in good condition weighing 56

That 73 miles of the roai are built and in opera- pounds to the yard.
tOn, that the gradients and alignments are The grades are not excessive, the only point atfavourable, there being only one grade exceeding which I -( per hundrel is exceeded being ut the
53 feet per mile, and that one is 64 feet to the mile; St. Francis River, the approaches to which, on
that with one exception there is no curve of a less either side, are now 1 -20 per 100. I understand
radius than 1,433 feet, and that the one exception the company are to reduce this grade before the

a curve of 953 feet radius. road is taken over by the government.
That the roadbed is well and substantially built,

the cuttings being 20 feet and the enbanknents 15 That is part of the stipulations of the con-
feet wide at sub grade. Ample drainage is provided
by Substantial steel structures resting on massive tract, that the grades which are now objec-
niasonry spanning the larger rivers, and steel plate tionable shall be improved. Then he refers
girders resting on strong well built mnasonry spann- to the present percentage of curvatures, as
Ing the streams of a lesser magnitude, whereas the
Ieneral drainage throughout the snaller rivulets
as& been passed through culverts constructed of The percentage of curvature is exceptionally

8outndi cedai timber 10 x 10 inches square. The small, the curves with one exception (one of 60)
arger portion of the line through the cleared land not exceeding 40, or a radius of 1,433 feet.

iiclosed by a substantial post and board fence, I may say, in this connection, that on my return
Whereas oi a small portion of the hne, a wire journey, the train, consisting of an engine and
fence has been erected. The permanent way is combination car, made the distance of 68 miles inlaid with 2,600 ties to the mile, the steel rails 90 minutes, including two stoppages, the last 28
Weighing 56 pounds to the yard connected with miles being run in 30 minutes, wiitthout the leastteel fish platesbeingfrt in th mnes, n th train.

The road is well ballasted with a very fine quality hepin ci passengers on the train.
Th rate aisoe n bltdiths arer ne q uily* The principal bridges are these over the Black
gravel, the station buildigs are neat buildngs River, the two branches of the Nicolet and the

Of what I consider sufficient capacity for the Becancour. These are all fine, substantial, steel
i'Stuirements of the road, and the water service is superstructures, resting on massive, well-builto00d* masonry abutments and piers.

I think you will agree with me from the descrip-
tion I have given of the woks that a really good Mr. Kingsford, another engineer, reports
oad has been secured, fully up to the general to the same effectStandard of railways in Canada. At the same timne,

I think, you should insist on the 64 feet per mile It will thus be seen that in these 73 miles there
grade being reduced to 53 feet, in ma king an is a good roadbed, well ballasted ; the rails in line ;arrangement for the acquisition of the road, if such the ditches freely carrying off the water, with

e your intention, which I assume to be the case. regularity of different grades ;-the whole in effi-

I May say the grade is te be reduced cient and satisfactory working order.

un1der our agreement with the company. So that there is no room for any doubt
Mr. Ridout, an engineer of the department, whateverthat the road isafirst rate road. We
reports : are not buying a useless road, but a first rate
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road, and wherein it is defective, the defects
are to be remedied before we take over the
road. One might go into all these things
more 'fully. I have done so for my own
satisfaction, and the more fully I entered
into the subject the more clear did it seem
to me that to a business man the contract
will appear a good one. It has been men-
tioned, truly enough, that subsidies were
given towards the building of this road, and
that is suggested to be a reason why we
should not pay the full value now, but I sub-
mit there is no force in the argument. The
subsidies were given absolutely to the com-
pany ; the money became theirs quite as much
as money raised in any other way, and I see
no ground why we should refuse a good
bargain because of those subsidies. If we
were to insist on deducting the subsidies, the
company would not agree to the bargain. In
fact, the company asked more than we are
agreeing to give, but the final result of the
negotiations was what is now embodied in
the agreement. Then it has been said
that we should have made a bargain
with what is called the South Shore
Road, a part of which is now built from
St. Lambert to Sorel. That road is longer
and more expensive. The bridges across the
rivers are much more expensive, because
they are nearer the mouths of the rivers
where these are widest. Then, there are
deep gulleys which are avoided on the
other route. I do not know whether it is
seriously said now, though originally
it was said, that we should have bought the
line of the Grand Trunk Railway to Rich-
mond and have running powers from
Richmond on. It was not found that any
satisfactory arrangement of that kind could
be made. The road itself is more objection-
able, a great deal, than the one which we
have taken, because there are some heavy
grades on it which would interfere with the
profits to be made by the carriage of freights.
The Grand Trunk Railway wanted
an enormous sum-two and a half mil-
lions of dollars-and we are paying now
$1,600,000 and getting all the advantages
which I have mentioned. I do not know
that I need trouble the House with any
further observations. I proceed entirely
upon the transaction being a good business
transaction, the object being to get an
extension to Montreal. On the whole, I claim
that the bill sets forth a contract which
it is in the interest of the country should be

confirmed and adopted, and which i hope
this House will not obstruct.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Will the hon. geu-
tleman allow me to ask a question or two in
regard to this point: what is the capital
stock of the Drummond County RailwaY
Company i

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
know.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What is the real
amount paid by the shareholders of the
Drummond County Railway i

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
know that either.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-By the official returns,
the stock subscribed and paid is $400,000.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is it really sol

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-So I believe. I have
just the official source which the hon. gentle-
man has access to.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The road
has been built, not only by stock subscribed,
but by borrowing money-issuing deben-
tures.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What is the real
amount paid by the shareholders on their
stock ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I cannot
tell that, and it is quite immaterial for our
present purposes.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am asking what
was the real amount paid up by the share-
holders on their stock?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
said I do not know, and I say it is imma-
terial.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What amount has
been paid to the company as government
subsidies i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is all in the blue
book. I will send for the blue book.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
entirely immaterial. I have answered that
in advance ; it is entirely immaterial how
they got their money, whether they got
part of the money from Canada or not; it was
theirs wherever it was got. We could only
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1flake a bargain on the basis of what the sented to a legislative body, that dealing
l'ad was worth itself and what it was worth with bankruptcy, and affecting the whole of
to us. the Dominion, I should have been defeated

lien. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle- on the second reading. That was intimated
n. M.A said the amount to be paid annuatly e to me clearly and plainly, and while I was

tan sid theamount tobeaid anuay very strongly in favour, and while the
the Drummond County Railway Company government of which I was a member at theis $64,000. time, was very strongly in favour of placing

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes. on the statute-book a law regulating the
distribution of bankrupt estates, this House,

lon. Mr. LANDRY-On page 16 of the notwithstanding every board of trade in
Act it says, " Yielding and paying therefor the whole Dominion had passed resolu-
seventy thousand dollars of lawful money of tions in favour of the bill, and notwith-
Canada." standing the pressure that was brought

lion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The differ- to bear upon almost every rember of
ence is this: the $64,000 is what the Drum- the Senate, in the public interest, declined
Inond County Railway Company is to to place that law on the statute-book; and
receive ; but they have a binding I was obliged to withdraw it or submit to

men wth he~'nge- defeat. That is one of the instances inment with the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
Pany for the use of a portion of their road which the Senate, though largely Conser-
between the Chaudière and Lévis, for which' vative, acting on the principle which the

they pay $6,000, and we get the advantag Senate is founded, that of calm, deliberate

Of that. advane$ge revisers of whatever may be brought before
cf tat.It mkesthe 7OOO.them, acted strictly in accordance with

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BO WELL-I thpir consciences and what theybelieved
have listened with a great deal of attention was right. lowever, I shaîl fot discuss this
to the hon. gentleman who has moved the question to any great extent. But I may add
second reading of the bill now under con- that while I was a iiiember of Sir John Mac-
Sideration, and I am very much pleased to donald's governrent I remember distinctly
hear him say that he desires to discuss the a bill being brought before this buse te
question exclusively on business and com- provide for the short Une which was to have
ruercial principles ; but, unfortunately, the been built by the Canadian Pacific Railway
next moment he appealed to the Senate not Company, so as to secure a shurter route te
tO be influenced by party considerations, and Halifax. The Senate ther asserted its right
iltimated that the Senate, after having and threw it out. These are two very im-
studied this question so far as it was possible portant questions which have core before
for them to sLudy it with the papers before the buse, strongly Conservative, as ry hon.
them, should not allow their party predilec- friend says it is, and hile a Conservative
tions to interfere in any decision to which governmentwas inpower,at the beadof which
they mtight come. The intimation was so a man presided who had certainly more per.
Clear that no one who listened to him could sonal magnetism, and, I hesitate net te say,
by any possibility have misunderstood it. was held in greater esteem as a politician
Hlad he studied the history of the Senate, by the people of Canada than any other
he would have come to the conclusion statesmen who have lived in the Dominion,
that upon very important questions, the yet those ieasures were killed in the Senate.
Senate, though composed of a large majority I mîght enlarge on this subject for sore
Of a party that he himself says is opposed to time, but I will leave that question and the
hilm, have asserted their independence and defence of the Senate, on that peint, te eider
Proven to the world that they were above and more experienced members than I am,
Party prejudices in the votes they gave and se far as this buse is concerned. The hon.
the decisions at which they had arrived. gentleman has told us a goo many things
While I had the honour a short time which are new. He has told us that the
ago of occupying the position which chief engineer, Mr. Schreiber, had made a
the hn. gentlernan now occupies, the report te tht late government. If that be

6nate asserted its rîglit, and had I net the case, which I do net attempt to deny, it
Withdrawn one of the most important cen- was after I left the governnent. No such
fliercial bills-I say it advisedly-ever pre- report wahs ever made while I was there,
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nor was this question ever discussed during
the seventeen and a half years in which
I was a member of the cabinet, other
than the ordinary discussions which take
place between railway people, the Min-
ister of Railways, and individuals. When
I say it was never discussed, I may
say it was never discussed as a cabinet ques-
tion. I wish that to be distinctly under-
stood : the question of extending the western
terminus of the Intercolonial Railway has
been discussed I think almost ever since it
has been built, but it was not discussed
while I was a member of the cabinet, as a
question which the government had taken
in hand. What was done after I left the
government I do not pretend to say, but
this is the first I have heard of it. Except
some rumours in the lobbies and corridors of
the House-I never heard of the report to
which my hon. friend has referred. If there
is such a report, and if it is of such a favour-
able character as the hon. gentleman says it
is, why has it not been laid before parlia-
ment in order that the House and the
country inight know what the opinion of
that eminent engineer, Mr. Schreiber, is?
Then he tells us that Mr. Pottinger has made
a report. J was in the government when
Mr. Pottinger was made chief superinten-
dent of the Intercolonial Railway. I know
that he had the full confidence of every
member of the late government. I believe
him to be a safe man in the performance of
his duty. My hon. friend tells this House
that he has made a report and has made
calculations.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Idid not
say made a report. The information was got
from him ; I do not think it was in the form
of a report.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Was it given orally?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not
say that either. There may not be a formal
report and yet it was made in writing I have
no doubt. It was not a formal report, so
far as I know.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the information to which my hon. friend has
alluded was given in writing to his superior
officer, that was to all intents and purposes
an official document and contains informa-
tion which this House and the country are

entitled to see and to know. After refer-
ring to these two new points that have not
yet, so far as I could learn, been before the
public, I want to point out to this House
and the House of Commons that the people
of Canada have not received any infor-
mation in reference to this very question.
Why was the information, which was il
the hands of the government, held back
from the people ? If you look at the
diflerent reports which we have-and I
wish it to be distinctly understood that I
am now discussing only those points which
have been laid before parliament-what il)-
formation they nay have in their ownl
breasts and which is not to be given to the
public I know not, and consequently can-
not deal with it. Now, Mr. Schreiber
made a report, to which the Minister of
Justice has referred, on the 2nd day of
February, 1897, and Mr. Schreiber made the
statements to which the hon. gentleman re-
ferred, but he went further. My hon.
friend would have done more justice tO
himself and certainly more justice to Mr.
Schreiber had he read another paragraph
which he dexterously omitted. Mlir. Schrei-
ber says, in making the report to which the
hon. gentleman referred:

Should you finally decide to acquire the roiAd,
before the inatter is absolutely closed I suggest it
would be prudent to have an exanination made
into its condition. Of course, this season of the
year is not favourable for naking such an inspec-
tion, nor do I think it desirable that it should be
made during the spring freshet or when the frost is
coming ont of the ground, but later on in the
season when the roadbed is settled down into
place, and auy damage, which niay have arisen
from the spring freshets iay be seen, is to ny
view the proper time to have the road looked over.

Now, that is just such language as I
would expect to come from a gentleman
occupying Mr. Schreiber's position, and more
particularly from the intimate knowledge I
have of that gentleman's character and the
care with which he commits himself in
making a report of that kind. We shall see
presently, as we proceed, whether they acted
in accordance with the suggestion made by
Mr. Schreiber and obtained the facts which
he said were absolutely necessary before
they could come to a proper consideration of
the subject. It will be found, on looking at
these reports, that the Minister of Railways
and Canals made his report to Council
recommending ·entering into arrangements
with the Drummond County Railway and
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the Grand Trunk Railway Company on the
'Oth of March, 1897. That was before there

as a possibilicy of acting in accordance with
the suggestion and recommendation made by
the chief engineer.

hlion. Mr. POWER-At what date did
the hon. gentleman say the agreement was
etered into?

ion. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-The
report to Council was on the 20th of March.

11on. Mr. POWER-Not with the Drum-
1ilond County Railway.

11On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
8aid the Minister of Railways and Canals
nade his report to Council on the 20th of
March, recommending the purchase. The
Order in Council was approved by the Gover-
4or General on the 24th of March, giving
POwer and authorizing the Minister of hail-
ways and Canals to enter into such arrange-

ents as he might think best. Parliament
was called together on the 25th day of
March, justone day after the Orderin Council
had been approved by His Excellency, and
these words were put into His Excellency's
1Outh, as you will all remember:

I have much satisfaction in informing you thatrrangements have been concluded which, if ap-
proved, will enable the Intercolonial Railway system

reach Montreai.

Onl the 20th the recommendation was
IXade to the Council; on the 24th it was
confirmed and approved by Council and by
'lis' Excellency the Governor General, and
Oni the 25th the Governor General is made
to tell the people of Canada that an arrange-
ment had been entered into by which they
Were to sewure an extension of the Intercol-
Orial Railway westward into Montreal.
Yet you will find, if you have paid any
attention to what took place in the other
charmber that the Minister of Railways and
Cariais more than once-two or three times
I thilik-informed the House, when the
questions were asked as to why the contract
Was not laid on the table, that the final
'rangempnts had not yet been completed.
Thei when the contract was laid on the
table we find that the contract was signed
on the 15th of May, but withheld from
Parliament until some time afterwards, to
which I shall call attention in a few moments.

wish to direct the attention of the House
Particularly to show, shall I say the prevari-

cation of ministers in giving their replies-
probably that would be unparliamentary ; I
will not use that expression ; I
will say the unfair treatment which
has been dealt out to representatives
of the people in the lower House and to
this body. Now, the engineers reports, to
which my hon. friend referred, and on which
he places s i much reliance to justify the
action of the government in entering into
this contract, were signed by Mr. Kingsford
on the 2nd day of June, just 17 days after
the contract was signed. Mr. Kingsford,
bear in mind, is the engineer, I so under-
stand it, in charge of the road, and conse-
quently in the pay and under the direction of
the Drummond County Railway Company.
Mr. Johnson's report is dated the 14th of
June, 1897, just twenty-nine days after the
contract was signed. The report of Mr.
Ridout, an officer of the Railway and Canals
Departrient, was made on the 15th day of
June, just one month after the contract was
signed ; and yet this House is told with a
good deal of earnestness and solemnity, that
on the strength of these reports the govern-
ment came to the conclusion that this
road was in a state that would justify
its purchase, and the enormous expendi-
diture to which they put the country
in order to secure that western outlet.
1 leave that with the Senate without further
comment. Let us pursue this line a little
further. That contract which was signed
on the 15th of May was not laid bef ire the
House of Commons, in order to give them
an opportunity to judge of its contents and
its merits, until the 11th day of June, near-
ly a month after it was signed and nearly
three months after the passing of the Order
in Council, and one month after the con-
tract had been signed and the number of
days to which I have already called the at-
tention of the House before the engineer's
report-which they say justified them in
entering into the contract-was made at all.
The Order in Council authorizing the enter-
ing into this bargain was only laid before
parliament on the 16th of June, two months
after it had been approved, and yet parlia-
ment was in session all the time, and the
House of Commons moved into committee
to consider the question on the 16th of
June, the very day on which it was laid be-
fore them. We come now to our own House.
This bill was introduced on the 19th of June,
and weareasked toconsider it upon its merits,
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its business benefits anditscommercialadvan-
tages to-day. Taking the whole of these facts
into consideration, can any reasonable man
come to any other conclusion, than that
these papers were designedly kept from the
public eye so as to prevent the possibility of
coming to a correct opinion on the merits of
the whole transaction ? I do not think that
requires much further consideration. My
hon. friend referred to the necessity of ex-
tension. I suppose it is a general principle
laid down by ail railway corporations that
the covering of a larger area going from one
part of the country to another so as to take
the trade from any portion of the Dominion
would be an advantage. We ail admit that,
but the question arises and must suggest it-
self to every member and to every man' in
the country, as to whether the present
arrangement is one which is justifiable on
its merits, and whether an entrance into
Montreal westward could not have been
obtained at a cheaper and much more
advantageous rate. You are dependent up-
on eight miles of the road from Point Lévis
to the Chaudière, which will be leased if
confirmed under this contract. You are
then subject to the whims-I will not use
that word whims, I will withdraw that-
you are subject to the control of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company for thirty to thirty-
five miles from Ste. Rosalie near St. Hya-
cinthe, until you reacli the bridge at
Montreal, and then the crossing of the
bridge to Point St. Charles. Could not run-
ning arrangements have been made with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company in the
same way that running arrangements have
been made with the Grand Trunk Railway
Company by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company from Toronto to Hamilton?
Could not, I ask, running arrangements have
been made without involving the country in
this expenditure and placing in the pockets
of certain railway speculators, as I will show
before I get through, a very large amount of
public money, just as well from Point Lévis
to Mon treal as the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company did with the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company in the west J If that could
not be done advantageously, could they not
have built a bridge or assisted in building a
bridge, at Quebec, thereby making connection
with the Canadian Pacitic Railway, actually
having then two competing lines to operate
with in order to secure ail the traffic that
they possibly could. We are told that in

addition to this very large expenditure
which is to be incurred in this arrange'
ment if approved, we are to pay out of the
public revenues of this country $1,000,o0
to assist in building the bridge at Quebec.
That, I think, has not been denied. We
assist them to build a bridge in order to make
con nection across the river to divert as much
traffic as the Canadian Pacific Railway cail
possibly divert from the line which we are
now attempting to acquire. There is ai-
other fact which my hon. friend must bear
in mind, when he talks of the advantageOo$
position in which the Intercolonial Railway
will be placed in arriving at Montreal;
does any reasonable man suppose for a
moment, that the Grand Trunk RailwaY
will not use ail its influence and ail the
power that it possesses, from Chicago and
eastwards down to Montreal, to secure al
the freight possible, just as much as tIeY
do now, and send it to their seaport, Port-
land ? They are not going, through pure
love for the Dominion of Canada, to allOw
the freight, if they can prevent it, being
diverted fromn their present line, and wlie
you consider that line is about 480 miles
nearer to Portland than it is to Halifa%,
that is one of the disadvantages that will
present themselves in attempting in the
west to secure traffic for the Intercolonial
Railway. We have had agents in Toronto
and Chicago and through the whole western
portion of Canada and the western portion
of the United States, doing what S Securing
the very traffic which the hon. gentleman
says they arenow goingto secureby the means
of this road. Freight arrangements hae'
been made, and if the Grand Trunk Rail way
Company would not make freight arrange-
ments, let me say parenthetically, there are
powers under the Railway Act to make thern
give equitable and fair rates over their road.
It is only during the winter season that they
can avail themselves of this advantage,
because if you take a cargo of wheat or
grain from Duluth or anywhere west, it can
be sent through to Quebec by water, and
there transhipped to the Intercolonial Rail-
way, just as grain has been shipped in the
past and will continue to be shipped in the
future. Then we have another competing
line in Montreal. The Canadian Pacific
Railway will not relax one iota of its
influence to secure ail the western traffic that
it possibly can to go down by the North
Shore Road, and if they had the bridge tO
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Which I have referred, the running arrange-
bnents would enable you to cross and go on
to Halifax if it were necessary to *do so.
Thenwe must bear in mind that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Companv has a line running
'rOra Montreal to St. John, just as good a
!hiPping point for grain or freight as there
a Upon the western Atlantic shore, and that

18 about 226 miles shorter than via Halifax.
you take the whole Canadian Pacific
ilway, it has an advantage over this new

route to Halifax of about seventy.four miles.
'on are involving this country, for the0Peling up of this new route, in an amount

of six: or seven million dollars, notwith-
standing the denial my hon. friend has made
nPoIn that point. Let us look for a moment
at the terins of these contracts and see what
*e are receiving, and what we are paying
for the privileges to be obtained through the
ratification of the contract. We secure

nning powers from Montreal to Ste.
salie, over the Grand Trunk Railway, a

d'stance of thirty to thirty-five miles. I am
40t positive as to that. Then we have the
rlght to run over that branch which extends

r Chaudière to Lévis, and the use of the
ictoria bridge and terminal facilities at
in1t St. Clair, for ninety-nine years with

right of renewal. Those are the rights
Which we acquire under the contract with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company for,

.hich we pay $140,000 a year for ninety-
nie years, in monthly payments of $11,666,
or to be exact $11,666.66. If you capitalize
that anount at an investment of three per
Cent, it means $4,996,600. Then you must
4ar in mind that in addition to that we give
tO the Grand Trunk Railway an actual bonus
?f $300,000 to aid in the enlargement and
unprovement of the Victoria bridge. Taking
that at three per cent, that is an additional
Fjui of $9,000 per annum. So that, in
reality, for the advantages which we acquire
uder this contract, instead of $140,000, we
are paying a little over $149,000 per annum.
1 addition to that, we have to pay our pro-
Portion of all the improvements and all the
repairs and keeping that portion of the road
Which we lease in such order as to accommo-
date the traffic upon it. But a most extra-
?rdinary point in connection with this clause
18 that the country is not to pay its propor-
t'on in cash, which would be certainly, as I
Wil point out to you in a moment, a some-
What more equitable mode of dealing with
the question, because the government could

borrow the money at from two and a half to
three per cent, while we are bound by this
contract to pay for ninety-nine years five per
cent for every dollar that the Grand Trunk
Railway Company thinks-proper to put into
the repair of the road.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; not what it thinks
proper. It must obtain the consent of the
minister.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, I understand that. I rather think
when the Grand Trunk Railway goes to the
government and says it is necessary to rebuild
a bridge, it is necessary to rerail the road,
that it is necessary to do the repairs on a
portion of the road which may have been
washed away or worn out, that there is no
government which would hesitate to say "we
will assist you in doing that." There is no
company which would, unless it gets its
money for nothing, put improvements on a
road that were not required. The Grand
Trunk Railway Company have the right to
establish passenger and freight rates over
that portion of the road, by this con-
tract, which gives them greater power.
Has any hon. gentleman taken the
trouble to look into this question as
to how that affects the country? The
government can raise its money, and so can
the Grand Trunk Railway Company, with
the pledge which it has, under this contract,
of about $150,000 a year, as much money as
is required to repair the thirty miles when
necessary at a rate of three per cent, extend-
ing over ninety-nine years. Take an illus-
tration. The Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany require $100,000 to put the road in
repair. They would borrow at three per
cent, and that would involve an interest of
$3,000. Canada has to pay one-half of
that, $50,000, and she would pay out of
that $2,500 interest, leaving the Grand
Trunk Railway to pay $500, and if by
an extended time it went over the full
ninety-nine years, they would get it at
two and a half per cent, in which case
the country would pay the whole of it, and
the Grand Trunk Railway not one cent.
Any school boy can make the calculation
for himself and ascertain whether what I
have stated is correct. How any one hav-
ing any knowledge of the raising of money,
or financing, could have entered into such
a transaction is a marvel to me. I com-
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pliment the Grand Trunk Railway Com- agement, and any repairs in proportionl to
pany, and find no fault with them for the mileage which they use and the nurmber
taking as much advantage as possible of the of cars they send over it; but there is this
inexperience of those who entered into this proviso in it which is most extraordinary :
arrangement with them. It shows at least it goes, on further and says they maY
the keen appreciation of the ability of the make this arrangement with another co0n-
western railway managers, on the part of pany free if they please. They can enter
Sir Rivers Wilson, when he selected the into an arrangement on the western branch
present Mr. Hayes to manage the road. of thirty miles with any railway in the
And if he, with his astuteness, got an ad- states with which they are connected, or
vantage in the bargain, it is legitimate with any portion of a road in Ontario and
enough. I find no fault with him, but f Quebec in consideration of the use Of
think we should hold the government re- another road, and shall pay thein nothing for
sponsible for entering into an arrangement running over this portion of the road in the
by which they virtually pledge themselves province of Quebec from Montreal to Ste.
to keep that pa)rtion of the Grand Trunk Rosalie; and if they get nothing, then the
Railway over which we are to run for ninety- country will have the pleasure of paying
nine years, with the right of renewal for a their proportion in proportion to the use
second ninety-nine years, and so on to which they give to it in running over that
eternity, in repair. My hon. friend called road to the extent of the deterioration of the
attention to another clause in which he said property by the third party running over it.
that they had attained very great advantages I think it is necessary, in connection with
and from which they were to acquire a that, to show what the real effect of these
revenue from the running of this road, and clauses is and then you will find, on refer-
that was the local traffic. It is not for ence to another of the clauses, that the Grand
me, as a layman, to place a construction Trunk Railway Company bas the right also
upon a clause which involves a ques- to establish the rates, and the Intercolonial
tion of law, but this question was fully Railway bas to submit to them. I shall not
discussed in the lower House and some of further waste the time of the House because
their own friends, prominent among them, I think the probabilities are that every iman
one of the menibers from Toronto, gave it has given as much attention as I have in
as their deliberate opinion that the wording discusging the different clauses, but shall
of this clause which refers to the through confine myself as much as possible to the
traffic (because it says nothing about the bargain made with this company.
local traffic) would prevent them from taking
a passenger or one pound of freight between The debate was adjourned.
the two ends of the road-Montreal and Ste.
Rosalie. My lion. friend stated-and he I being one o'clock the Senate then ad

journed.
took some five or ten minutes to point out- j
the advantages which would accrue and the SECOND SITTING.financial advantages which would arise f rom
this bargain through the local traffic. It is The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
not a very populated part of the country, o'clock.
although I believe that a portion of it is
tolerably well settled, but the local traffic Prayers and routine proceedings.
there, we must bear in mind, would be only I. C. R. EXTENSION BILL.
competitive, because the Grand Trunk Rail- E
way runs over the same ground; and there T
is another extraordinary thing in this clause Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
in connection with this same line. The Before continuing my remarks on the subject
Grand Trunk Railway Company reserved before the House, I will take this opportu-
the right to lease that portion of the road to nity, with the permission of the bouse, Of
any third or fourth party, and the provisions congratulating the hon. Minister of Justice
are that if a third party obtained permission upon the further recognition by Her MajestY
or authority by lease or otherwise to run of hislongservices to thecountry. Whatever
over that road, they are to pay their pro- our political differences of opinion may be,
portion of the expenses attending the man- there is one thing on which we are united, &
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i4cere and ardent love of country and devo- provements which were to take place upon
tion to the Crown. The hon. gentleman has certain portions of the une between, as I
displayed it upon all and upon every occasion understand iV, Montreal and Quebec, and
Where an opportunity has presented itself, the increased facilities that were to be pro-
anid where he has been called upon to express vided on the Victoria bridge, and that it
hi8 views as a British subject. I refer was not going to cost the company anything.
Particularly to the time when we had under Now I can easily understand, when he knew
discussion the questions of commercial union that the company was Vo have a subsidy of
ald unrestricted reciprocity and other ques- $300,000, and to receive five per cent upon
tions which were likely, if adopted, to impair haif of the improvements to be made upon
the connection between Canada and the the Grand Trunk Railway, after this con-
"'Iother country. The hon. gentleman never tract had been ratified, that they would have
hesitated to express, in the most unreserved nothing Vo pay, particularly if they obtained
'4anner, his devotion to his country and his their money at two and a half per cent; and
atagonism to any policy which would tend even if they obtained it at three per cent,

tO the separation of Canada from the empire. which J contend they could do as well as
all have a sincere feeling of gratitude that the goverument, by piedging the rent which
ier Majesty's government has, of late years we have to pay, at most, ail they wou]d have
recognized the services,-perhaps I should to pay for ail those repairs would be one-
'lot say that, as it might be construed as half of one per cent. If the buse will permit,
referring to myself as well-of representative I wili fora short timecaliattentionto thatpor-
iiien of all political parties in this country, tion of the arrangement which refera Vo the
When they have, in the opinion of those who DrummondCountyRailway. Ifindbylooking
represent Her Majesty here, rendered servi- at the report of the Department of Railways
C to the Crown and to the country. and such other documents as I could obtain,

I desire now to call the attention to one that the length of the rond, inciuding the
or two points which I omitted this morning Nicolet Branch, would be ninety and
1 reference to the Grand Trunk Railway. a half miles. Thirty Vo thirty-flve miles

pdo so because I think that in ail Vo be built in order to connect

ProDbability ndvantage may be taken of the road at the Chaudière with that
the omission of these points by hon. gen- short portion of eight mile t asrI

undrstnd t, ontea snd Qubcarry

tiellien who may possibly reply. In the re- them Vo Point Lévis. Now, if you take the
Port of Mr. Schreiber, he mentions the fact rentai of $70,000 a year, payable $35,000
that there are heavy grades of sixty-four half-yearily, you wie fnd the country i
feet per mile on this ne and intimates iu paying for this road, very nearly 17,50

3ery clear language that in case any arrange- per mile. And, mark you, that does no
are made for the acquisition of that include the rolving stock which we arE

'aiîway, stipulations shouid be made for the bound, under the contract, Vo purchase f rom

reduct ion of the grades. Provision has been the Drummond County Raiiway at a valua,
1 lade in the contract for that reduction, but tion, or at such price as may be agreed upor
ehat I desire Vo say is this, that the grades by the parties, so that there is Vo be ai

011 the Grand Trunk Rnilway, had the Inter- additional investaent for roclint stock

coonal Railway obtained running powers Taking the whole mileage constructed, anc
frou Lwvis Vo Montreal, could have been including the rolling stock, it has cost th
reduced just as well as the grades upon the company, so far ah we can ascertain, fro
Other. I desire also Vo emphasize the por- the limited knowedge of the documents pu

tjO 1 of my remarks in which I called atten- before us, about $ 1,366,485 or about $15,
Vo the fact that whatever had ho be dooe 000 per mile. INow, the company, in orde

Co0uld be done with very littie expense, if twl enae them to accomplish what the
8'11Y, Vo the Grand Trunk Railway, and that have done, received from the Federas gover
the expense would faDl upon the revenues of ment in cash $287,936, they obtained fron
this country. Lu order Vo substantiate the Quebec government $300,445.

a ouY position on that point, n desire Vo
that attention Vo the important fact that
Nir Charles RiverB Wilson, when ad- Hon. Mr. DEBOUCERVILLE-An

dressing his direcVors noV long ago, in free right of way through the governmen
Ilodon, intimated Io them the great im- lands.

r

d
t
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My bon. friend says that in addition to this
they had free right of way through the
government land; that is something that I
was not aware of before. In addition, as 1
was pointing out, they received some $15,-
000 from municipalities. That makes a
total sum of $603,381 of bonuses. Now
the hon. leader of the House, in referring to
this fact, stated that we had no right what-
ever to consider this point when discussing
the question of purchase. That may be
logically correct, but in computing the
amount of money which these gentlemen
are to put into their pockets, it is a very
good argument, and a very fair position for
us to take, to say you have received just so
much money to assist you in this undertak-
ing, and you have expended just such an
amount, and the balance you put into your
pocket if you sell it at a profit. The cost to
the company, therefore, is just about $8,500
per mile after deducting the bonuses, and the
government pays to the parties who have
entered into this speculation, about, as
I have already intimated, $17,500 per
mile, for a road which cost the actual
promoters, the actual builders, that is
the company, about $8,500 per mile. And
then in addition, as I have already inti-
mated, we have to pay for whatever rolling
stock they may have in their possession,
thus showing the net profit to the railway
manipulators, the promoters, speculators or
whatever you think proper to call them, -f
about $1,084,800, to be divided among the
speculators. These are figures which nobody
can controvert. You may manipulate them
as much as you please, but so far as the
information which is laid before us shows,
that will be the net result to the parties who
own the Drummond County Railway, if
they succeed in having this contract ratified.
I may also point out that, in addition to the
$603,381 of bonuses received from the gov-
ernment and from municipalities, the com-
pany obtained $141,686 of other capital not
taken into account in the above estimate
and statement. I have been unable to dis-
cover, in looking through the pap- rs, f rom
what source that $141,686 came, and conse-
quently I am not in a position to give any
explanation as to its receipt or as to its
expenditure. I merely mention the fact as
being shown in the papers, that in addition
to the amount to which I referred they

received this extra sum. Then I find the
company has a floating debt of $221,000.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-Would nVY
hon. friend allow me to ask, for informatiofi,
upon what principle it is that lie says that
the bonuses they had received should be
taken into consideration in any dispositioD
of this road by its owners ? They received
over $600,000 as bonuses from both govern-
ments, but still, when they had received
those bonuses and built the line, the road
was theirs, and why should any account bO
taken of that in the disposition of the road
by those who received the bonuses? Because,
I take it, the moment they got the bonuses
and completed the work, the road was theirs,
to do with it just as they liked. Do I make
myself understood ?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Yes; but the hoil.

gentleman is waiting till the hon. member
from Toronto sits down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
have been waiting until the hon. gentleman
from Toronto had resumed his seat before
answering his question, not because I did
not understand him. I do not think WY
bon. friend followed closely what I stated.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I have been
trying to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

have no doubt about that. I stated that the
Minister of Justice, in referring to that point
had stated that we had no right to take the
bonuses into consideration. I conceded that,
so far as the sellers were concerned, but what
I did say, was that in pointing out the pro-,
fits which were to accrue to the promoters
and those who sold the road, we had a right
to consider that, and more particularly as
this money and these bonuses was public
money and not private money. If it had
been the donation of a parent to a son, and
he was selling the property, then I recognize
the full force of the statement and the infer-
ence which my hon. friend desired the House
to draw. But I make a distinction between
a case of that kind and where a companY
has received out of the revenues, out of the
pockets of the people, a certain amount to
assist them in their enterprise. I hope mY
hon. friend understands my position. I w8s
referring, when interrupted, to the fact that
this company had a floating debt, as shown
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bY the papers, of $22 1,000, and it has a bond was spent, because if hon. gentlemen will
Issue of $1,000,000. What has been the re- only turn their attention for a moment to
alt of the bond issue and what proceeds the evidence that was given in the Baie des
ave been received from that issue, I have Chaleurs investigation, they will find these
®fn unable, in looking through the papers, items:

8iid in examining the documents so far as Drumnond Counties Railway subsidy-7,762
ey came under my notice, to find out until reached Mr. Beauvais, a brother-in-law of Count
a8.ding one of the speeches in the Lower Mercier, and $5,000 credited to Mercier personallv
0use. I ascertain, as J supposed, that for election accounts.
ahi8 million dollars of bonds is invested Now, those are the only developments, so

1i a bank as security for the advances which far as I can find, that came to light during
have been made, and of which I presume- the investigation, in connection with this

cainot speak positively-the $221,000 is a railway, so that we can easily understand
Portion. This inference may or may not be how portions of the money obtained from
Correct. Where J have to deal particularly the Dominion treasury, the provincial
Whh a question of figures and accounts in treasury, and municipal treasury, were dis-
'Which I could not trace them to the legitimate posed of, and that was to aid in certain
nd proper source whence they came, I do elections which were going on at the time
t desire to speak positively upon a question in the lower provinces, and the Dominion
that kind, but I think the inference elections. J do not know how true the

have have drawn is very clear that they inferences may be as to the expenditure of
aeneyer been sold, and that the bank another large amount of this money, blât I
holds them as security for the advances shall take the opportunity, and crave the

have been made, so that it would show indulgence of the House, while I read for a
at with a nominal capital of $400,000, few minutes some portion of an article

*hich they have upon their books, whether which appeared in the Montreal Star of the
Paid up or not is not known, but we will 19th. It may be said that this is pure

hake it for granted that it is paid up, I think imagination. It may be said that these
fal examination took place, it would be images are e

Î0lind that the documents would show that charges are unfounded.

is $400,000 had been paid, not in cash or Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
1i4 roney by the stockholders, but in con-
ideration of the promotion, or what is called Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
' to the promoters," and the promoters are All I have to say is, Mr. Hugh Graham,

genterally the stockholders in an enterprise the proprietor of the Star is a responsible
of this kind. It is plain, therefore, that man, and there are the courts of justice in
thii capital of $400,000 and the proceeds, if which the character and reputation of those
there were any, of the million dollars, did who are assailed can be easily justified if

'lot go into the construction of the road, but, they dare to go into court. The Star says
Or1 the contrary, whatever was obtained by in the leading article, which is double

the sale of these bonds, went into the leaded :
Pockets of the promoters of the road. It is In looking into this question in an impartial
not iecessary for me to point out to this spirit-

ouse, because I am sure every man knows Hon. Mr. SCOTT-" Impartial - spirit,"
, that there are certain promoters connect- hear hear.

ed With all companies of this kind-not with
all companies, because I was connected with Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
crie Myself, and was years at it and never hon. friend says " hear, hear." I think he
got a dollar, so that I am out of that ring- has a vivid recollection of the time when he
bt what has come under my observation is, moved the six months' hoist to the Pacific
that there is a class of people called promot- Railway Bill before he was employed as
era who generally absorb whatever amount solicitor by that company.
18 received from stock. How this money
was spent it is difficult for us to know, and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.
Weeau only draw inferences from what we
See Published in papers and in investigations. Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-

e do know how a portion of this money When he endeavoured to throw it out of
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this House. That is the particular time in
which he displayed his impartiality. Let me
hope he will exhibit the same impartiality
and the same candour and the same desire to
vote and work in the interest of the country
as he did upon that occasion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-So he will.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will begin again:

In looking into the question in an impartial
spirit, it is desirable but most difficult to discrim-
inate between what are obviously facts bearing
upon the case and what are only surmises, infer-
ences or even vague suspicions. But neither infer-
ences nor suspicions can safely be ignored by a
government jealous of its honour, when they are
matter of common talk, when they harmonize with
indisputable facts, and when they have an appear-
ance of extreme improbability. They cannot be
laughed down nor can they be voted down by the
mere brute force of majority.

Then the article goes on to say:
The critics further say "that the agreement was

entered into

-that is the agreement to which he refers.
" before any official reports had been made upon
the property "

The documents which I have read, and
the dates which I have given, prove the
correctness of that statement.
and that the Order in Council authorizing the
deal was actually passed before the governuient
had been in power a month.

That statement is not verified by the date
of the Order in Council, but if he had said
that this arrangement had been entered into
between the Drummond County Railway
Company and the Government one month
after the election, and that the question had
been discussed and decided by Council what
they would do-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Never heard of it.

Hon.. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have not the slightest doubt it would then
be correct. It has been my painful duty,
upon another occasion, not long since, to re-
fer to the lack of memory on the part of my
hon. friend. I am tolerably well acquainted
with the past history of my hon. friend, hence
his interruptions enable me to refer to that
which I otherwise would not do. Then the
article proceeds :

That on the strength of this agreement, a bank
in this province discounted notes for a large amount
the proceeds of which were applied partly to pay-
ing the Liberal expenses in the Quebec provincial

elections, partly the Liberal expenses in the I)OK'
inion by-elections, partly to paying the deposit-
in the contestation of Conservative seats and part
ly subsidizing heavily certain Liberal newspapers.
It is alleged to be within the absolute knowledge
of the Railway Department that a first-class road
to connect the Intercolonial Railwav with St'
Lambert should be constructed for less than two
million dollars.

That is a fact which the government themu
selves ought to be in possession of, an
should be able to say whether it is correct
or not.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Greenshields made
the deposit in the Champlain protested elec-
tion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Very likely. We all know how mucli Was
deposited-although that was not connected
with this point-in the fifteen counties after
the elections in 1891 ; that may be a matter
of consideration hereafter. The article pro-
ceeds :

It is interesting to note that the contract bears
date the l5th May, just four days after the provin-
cial elections. The public will find it difficult to
determine just how much of positive fact and how
much of surmise there may be in all these alleg&
tions, but parliament certainly should not ratifY
the bargain without naking an effort to find out,
and it is not in the interest of the governinent to
have this contract passed under a cloud of susP'-
cion. The House of Commons has committed itself
so thoroughly that the only practical nethod noW
would appear to be an inquiry by a committee o
the Senate as in the Baie des Chaleurs case. '.h"
Senate did the country a good service in that i'
stance, and now as then would have the moa
support of the country. It is impossible to co"-
ceive of the government interposing any obstacles
in the way of such an investigation, and it is equal-
ly impossibly to conceive of the Senate assuiiing
the responsibility of endorsing the contract with-
out making the necessary inquiry.

With these sentiments I must confess that
I am fully in accord. Now I must refer for a
few moments to the character of this road of
which the hon. minister gave such a glowinß
description. One would have supposed
after reading or hearing his remarks tha't
it was a road which had been in existence
as long as the Intercolonial Railway or the
Grand Trunk Railway; and that, therefore,
its bed was in suchi a condition as to enable
the trains to run at the rate of fifty or sixtY
or more miles per hour. I have only tO
point out what Mr. Schreiber says in refer-
ence to the road. He gives no opinion a
to its stability or its permanency except in
connection with the bridging, but he says
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distinctly that before entering into any con-
tract a thorough examination should take
Place in the summer, when the frost is out
of the ground, to ascertain what the true
character of the road was. As J have also
POinted out, the three reports upon which
the governnent profess to have based their

interest to make Mr. Armstrong's road look
as bad as possible-to throw discredit on
those who differ from them as nuch as
possible; so that that argument is just as
applicable to one as to the other. Mr. A.
F. Salisbury's report is as follows:

,.53

contract were made and sent to the govern- This road commences at Ste. Rosalie, in the
ient days and weeks after the contract was county of Ragot, a point on the Grand Trusk Rail-
8igned. Now I shall read the report of an way, 38 miles listant from Montreal; tience to

engnee whm, av any thel'Irumnmondville, a place of soute importance in tise
engineer whom, I dare say, many of theconty of Irunuoud, on the St. Francis River.
residents of Quebec may know, and they From Drumrondville the line extends to Forest-
Inay be able to judge of bis reputation and dale, in the county of Niedet, tirough a country
the dependence that should be put on any- the most of which is uncultivated. From Forest-

thing that he would say. Mr. F. A. Salis- tîle to Noose Park, 8 miles, the hue is in opers-
b tion, but in an incomplete state.

bury, a civil engineer, who, I believe, bas This railway has been constructed in as cheap a
been employed on the Eastern Counties manner as is possible. The grade of the une to a
Railway for some tine past, having gone very large extent is a surface une, cousequently
Over the road, makes the following report been avoided

the oad maes he fllovin reort in a irst-class line by accepting heavier -work.
This road commences at Sté. Rosalie. Grading has heen doue in a great many cases in

a \-ery injudicious inanner. lu iuost places m-bere
Hon. Mr. POWER-That is Mr. Arm- the banks have heen made froui side uork, the

dtront'sches have bee made tuo close to the ankCton C enler eaviiug no> herm, consequently allowiug the siopes

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I of the enhanknents to reach into the (itches. Theh'iuks are so low that iii numnerous cases the water
do not know that he is. It makes no differ- in the ditches is oniy a few iuches lower than the
ence if he is. It is the truth of bis state- rail, keeping the emhaukment in suds a wet condi-
inent with which we have to deal. tion that it must le very dificult to keep up to its

proper shape and causing sags in the rail.
Hon. Mr. POWER-It makes all the Another defeet is that drainage bas fot been

difference in the world. properly arrauged fcr, the water Iodging in the
diffeenceculverts flot having pboper outiet Ity tap diains, as

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be are usLally providei.
that as it may, I give this report for what it is s e track i8 very good in places, but tiere are

reor sretches where the lining ani lifting is not what
Worth, whether it be Mr. Armstrong's en- it should be. The rails bave not been bent ou tie
gineer or whether it be an independent curves, ami a great nusier of rails are getting

engineer.ady orn. There are several places on the Une~iner. Xhen he on. entlman ayswîsere the tangents have l)a< hents iii themt, notahly
this is from Mr. Arnstrong's engineer, I do Just west of Aston Junction aud close to St. Win-
]lot know what Mr. Armstrong has to do with cesias. Tite curves on the hue as a rule are light,
this contract. I do not see that his nane there not heiug many of a verv heavy degree of

lias anything to do wit it at all. I curatre. Soe of them, oever, are aly in
toCi tal need of liuusig, one iii particular just going into

just as well infer that the government en- Forestdaie being frois six inches to a foot off centre

gineers were instructed to make improper by their track centres. The rails are the 56 lhs.
reports. section joiused together hy commou fish plate.

'[lie tics are chietly henslock mixed wvith a fewv
Hon. Mr. POWER-Mr. Armstrong js cedar, etc.

the promoter and manager of the Eastern Beteeu Aston Junction and Waddington Falls

ailway Company who are anxious that thebeen partialy clered up,
I{asway ornpny wo ar anxous hat th ie logrs andi brush being uuly partly burnt, and

governmnent should have taken that means there is quite a stretch of the hue not fenced.
of getting access to 31ontreal, and naturally l'lie culverts are elietly wooden beam, huilt

being a competitor with the Drum mond o
Couny pépie he Vot1(l e anioustha rougis. The culverts not having the proper <ieckC mounty péople, he would be anxious that are ithout any guard-rail, as the conimon tie is

the Drummond County road should look as sd
bad as possible. Iu addition to the wooden culverts tîere are

some masonry heamn culverts in good condition, as

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- also some masonry boxes.
iIr. Greenshields is the president and those Tie pipe culverts <n the hue are not protecte(

assocated ' ~. re ~at tise cutds as they should be. This is a source of
alssociated with him are the prom-oters of thewstrshlm te prosoter Oi i tanger, as the banks at outiet auJ inlet are sure to
Drummond County Railway, and it is their be damaged in high water by gcouring.
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The quality of the ballast on the Une is, as a have had a second survey made of the line
rule, fairly good, with the exception of sone few and prove to the country and to parliament,
places, but the whole une needs a good lift. when it is asked to ratify this agreement,

Between St. Leonard and ('armel there- is a
great deal of ballast of a very sandy nature. the incorrectness or falsity of that report,

The track in that district is also entirely too and if they have failed to do so, they have
low, needing a heavy lift of ballast to make a good tacitly admitted the truth of it
track.

At Drummnond ville station the track is in bad
condition, ties bedded dowin in the mud, badly Hon. Mr. POWER-Engineer Ridout
lined, and heaved with frost. has surveyed the line since that.

At Blake's Mills, between Mitchell and Carniel,
there is a very heavy grade, whbich necessitates
the cutting of the trains when they consist of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-r
more thtan ten cars, naking two trips to surmnount Ridout says nothing of the kind, if the hon.
the grade gentleman will permit me to make such a

This defect in the line can be got rid of by bu1ild- positive decliration. I was a littie astounded,

T the r ortn o te e t e.good, the ma- if one can be astounded at statements which

sonry, iron work and tinler superstructure being are made when a question of this kind is
in good condition. The principal rivers crossed before the House-at the statement made
are by the hon. Minister of Justice in reference

The St. Francis at Drummondville, four spans. to the earnings of this road. There is notWest Branich Nicolet, near Mitchell, one span.
East Branch Nicolet, near St. Leonard, steel a man in Canada who has given any atten-

trestle. tion to this subject that does not know that
Becancour River, near Waddington Falls, fouir the Drunimond County Railway was origin-

spans. conceived, adthe comsrcincn-
There are soie othier small bridges in good order nally and construction

with the exception ot one juîst east of Forestdale, mnenced for one purpose solely, and that was
which is a smnall girder, probably thirty feet, rest- to take out the inferior quality of lumber
ing on timber abutments, which seemu to be of a that there is in that country, and the im-
wea description.o mense amount of tan bark which exists there,

At the bridge o'-er the East Nicolet tliere is a
very heavy sag ini t lie grade, which should have been and just as soon as that tan bark is
avoided iy keeping up the grade, especially as a finished and the traffic from it ceases there
trestle bridge lias been used there. Will le consequently a decrease in the carn.-

The fence on the road is bîuilt of the cheapest
kind. Thte bulk of it is the commun four-w-ire
fence, with one board on top. The posts are nost- who are luinbermen, who know ail about that
ly split ones, and placed too far apart to muake a section of the country, and know that a large
good solid fence without an intermediate smal portion of it is unfit for settient and neyer
post to brace the wire. Between )rnimîiond ville will be settled. In a large portion of it
and >t. Hyaciuthe there is a considlerable stretch
of board fence four boards high. This is in bat] there are no inhabitants an I arn safe in
condition, as it is badly heaved by frost, conse- saying will not le any for a century. I do
quent to the post being insutfliciently sunk in the not know where the hon. gentleman got bis
groumit.

The station huiildings on the road are mostly of
a very cheap nature-smuall, unfinished andii ioy hands on are those nhi-h appear in the
paiited. This is accounted for by the bush coun- officiai records of the country, and these
try through which the road ruins. officiai figures give the earnings and expen

Druîondville lias the best station on the line, d t d
and also a repair shop. whicl is a building 75 or 80
feet long with a single track runinîîiig throuIghîit- statement shows tat they earned $14,774,
It is a very inexpenmsive building. from passenger traffic, and $74,117 frorn

The water supply is provided by tanks at Urun- freigbt, principally consisting of tan bark
mondville, St. Leonard and Forestdale. and the lumber whieh is obtained in that

The main defects in the line are the narrownesso
of the banks, the need of amnother lift of ballabt section untry along the line of
before any fast ruining cati be made and the con- the road, or in its near proxilnity ; and
dition of the wooden culverts and cattle guards. $9904 for carrying the mail, making t'e
Ties also need replacing, but new ties are already total earnings for the year 892,î95. Now,
distributed in nany places. the cost of operating the road which hrougbt

This report has been published in the to the company the gross revenue of $92,795,
Montremi newspapers for some time. If it was no lesa than i63,728.
is of the character which the hon. senior
member fronn Halifax (Mr. Power) tdi- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
cates, it was the duty of the government to for 1895
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Mr. Blair
No, this is for 1896. My notes show last stated them.
year' Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is a With a net revenue of over $29,000, we pay
Inistake. It must be July, 1895, to July, a rent, to begin with, of $70,000 a year,
1896. being nearly $40,00O over and above the net

revenue, as shown by these figures. « I have
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -It no doubt My hon. friend will argue that that

shows the net revenue to be $29,067. Ishow th netrevnue o 1e $2,06. ~does not cover the whole road. I admit that,
think, if I remeiber correctly, the hon. and the argument will be this: that as you
gentleman said very nearly that sun. extend the road to Quebec, s0 in proportion

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is will the earnings increase; but I venture
the correct sum for that year. this statement, that in proportion as the

earning, power increases will the expenses of
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- running and operating it increase-[ ar

Then my figures are right? speaking in all sincerity, when I say there is
no prospect of that road becoming a paying

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, for concern. The hon. gentleman bas called at-
that year. tention to the fact that another interest is

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The claimine that its road is shorter. I believe
dos otcthere isa shorter road. Might a before I

net earnings were 29,0t7 tor whicn we are
to pay $70,000, or nearly $40,000 more than
the net earnings of the road.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
catch the idea.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say the net earnings last year were $29,067.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Not last
Year-the previous year. From July, 1895,
to July, 1896.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
course we could not have this year's until
July, 1897?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-But we
have it for ten months of the present year,
and the net profit is at the rate of $35,000
for the twelve months.

go any further, ask the hon. Minister of
Justice whether there is any report in the
department from Mr. Schreiber, the chief
engineer, as to the probable cost of a new
road from Montreal to Point Lévis. I have
been told-I do not vouch for its accuracy-
that there is a report, and that that report,
if made public, will show that it would not
cost nearly as much as we are involving the
country in if this scheme were adopted.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have no
doubt that is a mistake.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Could we not tell
that by asking how much the Intercolonial
Railway cost per mile?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
that has nothing to do with it. You might
just as well ask how much the Grand Trunk
Railwav cost per mile. The Grand Trunk

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Railway was built when labour was two or
liere is furthr evidence of the manner in three times higher than now, when rails
which facts have been kept from the Honse cost five times more than they cost now,
which are necessary to form a correct opinion. and at a period when people of this country
I am dealing with the figures to July, 1896. knew nothing at all about building railways;
lias my hon. friend shown that the revenue consequently that road cost three or four
has increased and the expenses have dimin- times more, I venture the assertion, thian it
ished during the ten months of 1897. MY could be built for to-day.
hon. friend may be quite correct; I do not
know about that. I am de ding with the Hon. Mr. DEVER-Labour was cheaper
facts which have been made public, and I then than now.

Prefaced my remarks with a denunciation of Hon. MEMBERS-No, no.
the government for having kept facts from
the public which are necessary to come to a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
correct conclusion. understood my hon. friend, the Minister of
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Justice, when upon this point to say that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Mr. Schreiber did examine this road and Twenty-five million dollars.
had reported to the government that in order
to obtain the facihties for extending the Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-It would take

Intercolonial Railway that are secured by $20,000,000 of it to get into Montreal.

this contract, it would have cost this country Hon. %Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
about twenty-five mil ions of dollars. That depends altogether on circumstances.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I men- I admit the force of the statement as to the

tioned that amount, but I did not say that cost of land damages. There are two wavs
Mr. Schreiber said so. I said it was esti- of constructing roads. There is, unfortuna-

mated, but it was not estimated by Mr. tely, I admit it, a desire on the part of pro-
Schreiber. I quoted no such figures from perty owners to put a value upon property
him. when the government want it that they

would not think of asking under other cir-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- cumstances, and I am sorry tosay that when

Then the statement made by my hon. friend you go into the Exchequer Court you find
was not authoritative. It was merely a witnesses prepared to justify, under oath,
statement made by somebody, I fancy, who the claims of the owners. There is another
knew nothing about it. I wonder if he point in reference to this question, anc
ever took the trouble to calculate what that that is the character of the country through
means per mile. I notice, by looking at the which the line runs, and which is, I
distance by one of the routes now contemn- think, a very important one. I have
plated, from Montreal to Point Lévis, that it before me, compiled from the last census, a
is 173 miles. Now, if you divide that into statement showing the inhabitants of the
$25,000,000, you get $165,000 per mile. sections of the country through which this

road, and what is contended by some to be
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - The the shorter road a'ong the south shore of the

amount that I mentioned included the bridge St. Lawrence, which would certainly give
and the terminal facilities required in Mon accommodation to a greater number of
treal, not the road independently of these. people. The population along the line of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the Drummond County road of 120 miles
We still give you the benefit of the bridge amounts to about 16,658 souls, all told, and
and terminal facilities, and then you will that includes Nicolet,' Iberville, Drummond
have it about $100,000 a mile. When I said and Bagot. The only large villages and
$165,000 a mile, I referred to the Grand towns, so far as I am informed, along the
Trunk Railway. By the route mentioned route, are some of them eight or ten miles
by the hon. gentleman, at the price men- from the line of the road. Now, the South
tioned by him, it would give $170,000 a Shore Line runs through a population of
mile. That would acquire terminal points 48,677. Whether that is a consideration or
and build a bridge. The Victoria bridge not I must leave the House to judge. I
cost five or six millions of dollars. if I re- have a very few remarks to make in refer-
member correctly, but the Canadian Pacific ence to the necessity for the construction of
Railway bridge, very nearly the same length this road.
at Lachine, did not cost two millions of
dollars. With facilities for building bridges, Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is the South
and the inventions of recent years, and the Shore Road the Armstrong Road?
light that science has brought to bear on
these questions, the construction of those think so. It is the one in connection with
great bridges is fifty to seventy-five per i
cent clieaper than forty or fifty years ago. rwhic the Quebec government passed an

cen ceapr ha fotyor ify ear ao. Order in Council I believe to Lurneth

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I Then
there is the station ground in Montreal.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-What amount
did the hon. gentleman give as coming from
the Minister of Justice?

interest upon certain bonds which thev were
to place upon the English market. The
House must not misunderstand me. They
were to make a certain loan. They were to
depo-it with the Quebec government a cer-
tain amount of money, which would be
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equal to the interest upon the amount which overturnin the Rosebery government, and is
they would guarantee, or in other words, a now governing the country with a majortY
sinilar transaction to that of the Dominion almost unprecedented in English history. I
government, 2uaranteeing the bonds of the do fot know that I should niake any
Canadian Pacific Railway. It has been prophsy, but we are, in a smailer way, in
stated that the Senate is an independent preciseiy the sanie position as Lord Salisbury
body, -an irresponsible body it has been and Lord Rosebery were when that ques-
termed, and not dependent upon the will of tion vas before the people of the British
the people and therefore has no right to in- j Islands. An opinion upon this question has
terfere with the will of the people as ex- not been expressed by the peopie of this
pressed through their representatives. Now, country. This is an arrangement, 1 tiriniy
to a certain extent, I admit that proposition; believe, arising out of what took place durng
but I ask whether this deal with the Druin- the last election, and as a resuit of the iast
mond County Road was ever submitted to election, and nov it is hurled upon the peo-
the people ? And I ask further, with the facts pie of this country at the very flrst oppor-
before the people of this Dominion, whether tunity, in the hope, as one of the gentlemen
they would ever think of ratifying this in the Conmons said to me the other day,
contract if they knew its contents and knew that it wouid ail be forgotten before the
What theywere paying for the accommodation next election carne round. is public opinion
Which they were to receive. Let me refer so far as we cati ascertain, in favour of this
to the House of Lords. The saine bil? I have a teiegram from the mayor of
argument was used against the House of Nicolet, a to)vn that is deepiy interested in
Lords for daring to rejeet a bill granting this and other roads, a town that has con-
certain concessions of Home Rule to Ireland. nection with the Drummond County road
They threw out that bill by an immense by a branch, ani what does the mayor say?
rnajority, and they were denounced by ail This is dated the îth June, Nicolet,
the Radicals throughout the country as an Quebec. To the Honour4ble Sir Mackenzie
irresponsible body, and the saine threats' Bowel, Ottawa:
were made against the House of Lords that
have been made to-day against the Sena e of At a special meeting of Nicolet town council
Canada if they dare have an opinion upon a, held tis day it has been resolved tiat said cor-Candapora tion <i8pproves am] conîlemons thf- deai t the
Public ineasure which affects the interests of Drumnd Cointies Railway by Feder d gov-
the counti v. What was the result? Lord ernnient as absolutely uLsadvintageoos to the
Rosebery, appealed to the people on this very coumtry generaiiy, aimd for the south shore of the
question, and what followed ? Not in ourSt. Lawrence particulary. GEORGE BALL, Mayor.

Own history has there been such a complete 1 suppose those gentlemen ought to know
revolution of public opinion as there was on i n
that question. Lord S lisburv took this what their interests are, a

or another uine would be in their înterest.ground, that the Upper House was there as Then take the press of Montreal, the city in
a protector of the Crown and the riglhts of
the people ; that this question of Home Rule be deeply
was not submitted to the people of the British pould nteeste i th ir-
Islands when the election took place; that, pose etensi.n of the lail-
On the contrary, Gladstone studiously avoid- a
ed giving any opinion as to what he would
do, but tol the people that when he was
elected and his party ieturned to power, he circulation ofover5,000,condemnsitequaliy
and Lord Rosebery would deal with the asstrongiv as the Gazette. The Montreal
question. And upon that ground Lord Star, with a circulation daily of nearly

50 000 and about 87 ,500 of a weekiy circu-Salisbury noved in the House of Lords to n o
eject the bill, and they went to the country trn thndeny of te othet perol-
Upon the question of Home Rule. The action towis in thi ofke orne Le Fde -
of the House of Commons, which pretended to La inrve, and hon fend a e
represent the opinions and feelings and de- in toot
sires of the people of Great Britain, was con-
demned ; and the result was, as I have already

timpated, that rie casye back tos power, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Would you allow me to finish. I was going know something about that very road and
to accede to that point. I have an extract so does my hon. friend. He and I have
here from the Vitness in which they condemn discussed that matter often, and it is just
the terms. I have an extract of an article possible that these railway claims are to be
a few days ago in line with the government settled. I would not think for a moment
policy and now supporting it, and that is ail. that any man's vote could be influenced by
The Witness has always pursued that course. anything of that kind, but I do not know
The hon. gentleman knows that very well, that there are certain dains, because they
and his pet organ the Globe is in precisely have been in existence since I was acting
the same position, as I will point out in a Minister of Railways and Canais. I know,
few moments. They condemnned the project thought them of such a character that I feit
before they knew what the government was obliged to reject them, and I know other
going to do. I would particularly call their daims have been made of the sanie cha-
attention to an editorial whiclh appeared in racter. Fron what bas transpired around
the Toronto Globe last September, in which us, an( what is indicated in these very reso-
they wrote an adnirable article on the matter lutions that are in this bim before us, I ate
of railway subsidies, an article whic met iy beginning to get suspicious, great as is the
approval exactly; and I was in hopes, froin confidence 1 bave in the politicians who
the tone of that article, that it was speaking control the destinies of the country at the
by authority of the oovernment, and that present moment. However, that may or
buils such as we bave before us at present, cay not be proved. Let me refer th
were at an end for ever. But if you read the ithreats. We have, first of ail, the whip of
article of last I'ridav, the l5th, y0u would the lower Hotnse, wbio is supposed to speak

that it, like a true part paper, con- th t e sentiments of the boveronent, tehlin
denined teough it bas been repesaterly bcnembers of this nuse tat if we dare-no,
the hon. o etatariv of State as unwort y i (ng c ot think e used that word--tbat if
of the confidenc of t e Liberal pat , we rejected this bi they would appeal to
beels into asne and now publis ets a very t ne eope governLent to appoint additional

stron article in favour of the bil, Senators. A hineister lias t oreat uiec to
and did me the honour to devote nearly witldraw the Crows Nest bill if we re-
a colunn of conde nation of mself, for jected the bis before us. What bas the
which I have to thank them. I have put Ciow's Nest Pass in the Rocky Moun-
the question as fairly as I can and I think tains to do with the extension of
it is unnecessary to say more to convince the Intercolonial Railway f rom Quebec
this House-that they should not ratify this to Montreal ? I cannot understand it,.
contract. Attempts have been made to in- but there is a method in their madness
fluence the members of this House by pro- and when they have gone to members of
mises and by threats, which I think they this House and made these threats for
will find, before they get through with the the purpose of influencing members of the
Senate, will be treated with contempt. Senate who are known to be favourable
First of al! we iear around the lobbies pro- to the construction of the Crow's Nest
mises that purchases are to be made of cer- Pass Railway and who are friends, as I trust
tain roads in the maritime provinces, as every man in the House is, of that great
branches of the Intercolonial Railway. enterprise, the Canadian Pacific R1ailway,
There is one running to a little place called but I say this, that it is disreputable-and
Chatham. I do not know whether my hon. that is a strong word-on the part of any
friend f rom Northumberland knows where menber of the other Ilouse, whether lie
it is-which includes, if I amn correct, what represents the government or not, to hold
they call the Fredericton bridge, which out sucli threats to an independent body of
owes to the country a good sum. I do not gentlemen like those who compose the Sen-
know low true it is, perhaps the hon. ate of Canada. The next threat we have is
gentleman can tell us. from the newspapers. It has been intimat-

ed-and I an sure this will have a marvel-
lous effect on the members of the Senate-

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I can tel! you that if we take an independent position
all about it if you want to know. upon this question, if we dare to have an
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Opinion of our own. our sessional indemnity they have never been consulted on this ques-
is to be decreased just one-half. I hope tion, and as for the "smashing"of the Senate,
the time is coming when we shall be in the all I can say to that is, that I think there

same position as they are in England and are gentlemen here who will have something

in some of the Australian colonies, when to say before they will allow themselves to
We will refuse to take any money at all, but be smashed. That is my impression at least.
a thîreat of that kind is beneath contempt. But fancy, in all sincerity, a presumed

I think I have said quite enough on that organ of public opinion, a paper of such
point. standing as the G/obe of Toronto, occupy-

ing the position that it does as the
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The exponent of the opinions and principles

Grits will not agree to that. and policy of the Liberal party, holding
out over the heads of independent mem-

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- bers of the Senate a threat of that kind !
No. They would be the first to kick. La It might affect such gentlemen as sit
Patrie has made theats against us if we before me, the Minister of Justice and the
dare to refuse to reject measures. I will hon. Secretary of State, but I can assure
not say nuch about Mr. Tarte's paper or' thîem-and I think I speak for the party to
the lobe. I will, however, just refer to an which I belong-that threats of that kind
article in the Globe of the 2 lst, and those of are not very apt to make them depirt from
You who have not read it will be able to the path of rectitude, and a policy they
fol'rn an opinion as to how far you should helieve to be in the interest of the country.
be influenced or cajoled into taking a posi- The reference to myself I do not propose to
tion that your conscience and your belief discuss more than to say, they altogether
as to what is in the interests of the country misstate my position in this Huse. The
suggsts or dictates. The Globe of the 21st Gotse says :
says:

We believe that Sir Mackenzie Rowell, as leader
Niere hostility to Mr. Tarte, hecause he ias done of the Conservative party in the Seiate, will set a

so much to overthrow Coiservatismî in Quebee, or better exaiple to the country.
to NIr. Blair, because lie has dismissed a few ('on-
se'\-ative partisans, vill not justify the Senate Ii 1 propose, so far as my humble ability and
o1posing' the neasure, nor wil these mere general
charges of corruption atford any basis for hostile tny position Ili this Ilouse is conceied, to
action by the Senate. set an exaiple to the people of thiis country

bv preventing one of the grossest jobs that
liad it stopped with these remarks I think ,believe has ever been attenpted to Uc per-

everv member of the House would have said peaed lins r ny ter country. I
petrated iii tItis or anv othrcuty I

Amen, you are quite correct. Then he pro- have no more power in tihis Senate than any
ceedls : other hon. gentleman. I bave the power, I

It is harlly toi imuchi to sIy that ever sinCe hope, of expressing my ow individual opin-
confederiation the ipper House has eci inerelv ions, and shal not hesitate to express

'i dercesof tfe (toeserv atie men those opinions on every occasion when it

may be necessary, without any reference
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is not so- whatever to the gentleien who are leaders

Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-I of the governient at tlie pre-ent day. It
leave that point to gentlemen who will it is our duty as a Senate to forget foi the

moment partisan feeling, and to look as the
fOllow me, to contradict : .n

Mnister of Justice stated in lus opening
Thiere w'as no prop)osal ton extravagant, noj reinarks at the merits of the question before

too flagrant for the Seiate to swallow wiei Ceon-
servati-ves had control of the affairs of the couintry us. If, as I lieve, and as I an satisfied J
tid if now, without the mîîost substantial reasons, have shown, this whîole transaction is neither
the Senate should undertake to continue Conserva upon a business nor a coiiercial bases, it
tive administration by blocking the neasures of is the dut of this House to reject it. I should
the Liberal governnent, a new issue will be raised hdthat cant only he settled by the smnashing of the like to place a motion upon the records

institution tlhat stands in the way of the declared of the House giving the reasons why I think

Vill of ie people. the House should reject the measure in toto,

I think J have already pointed out, so far but as bas been intimated to me, if I
as the will of the people is concerned, that attempted a motion of that kind, your at-
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tention, Mr. Speaker, would be called to the
fact that it had a preamble, and therefore
would be entirely out of order. I should
like to place upon the records of the Senate
a resolution declaring that this bill is im-
provident in its character and that it is not
based upon commercial principles.

Hon. Mr. DE VER-As had as the Harris
job.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, infiitely worse than the Harris job.
If there was any job in the Harris niatter
it was considered by the best men that
you have in the city of St. John, who repre-
sented that it was worth from twenty-five to
fifty thousand dollars more-

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I deny that they
were the best men.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Thev were just as reliable men as ny hon.
friend. Thev were men like Mr. Fairweather
and Everett, and others, from whom I ob-
tained the information and the valuation. I
took particular care about it, and I ai sorry
my hon. friend interjected that expression,be-
cause it is just possible that iy lion. friend is
right so far as the value of the property was
concerned I was acting Minister of Rail-
ways and Canais at the time, and I have
knowledge of every pa-ticular in connection
with it. I know the pressure brought upon
the government of that day to obtain more
roon at St. John. I knew from experience
that additional rooi was necessary, and
before I consented to take a single step in
the niatter, I referred it, as I bhlieved, to
the best men in St. John at the time, for
report as to the actual value of the pro-
perty which it vas intended to acquire,
and after the report came we cut it down,
if mv recollection serves nie properly,
over 825,000 before we made the purchase.
It is just possible that we gave too much
after ail. I am not prepared to combat that
with the lion. gentleman. He oughît to
know, but it is the first time I have heard a
St. John man make that statement. I have
stated what J should like to place on the
records of the Senate-and 1 have given
the reasons why 1 have not taken that
course-the fatct that the bargain into which
the government have entered is extravagant
in its character, and that the road is not

worth what they are giving for it, that the
advantages which are to be derived from it
are not such as have been indicated by the
hon. Minister of Justice in his opening re-
marks: that, as a whole, it is improvident,
involving a charge directly or indirectly up-
on the revenues of this country of the inter-
est on about 87,000,000-but after consid-
eration I have deemed it better to adopt the
course pursued hy my hon. friend froi
Richmond (.I1r. Miller) when he noved to
reject the bill that was laid before the Senate
bv the RighitHionourableSii-JohnMacdonald's
government in reference to the Short Line
via Harvey-the hon. gentleman kriows what
I refer to-and that is by inoving a plain,
straightforward motion for the rejection of
the bill. T therefore mo e, seconded bv the
Hon. Mr. DeBoucherville, that the bill be
not now read a second time, but that it be
read this day three inonths.

Hon. MUr. WOO)D--IMav I ask the lion.
ALinister of Justice if lie bas that report of
Mr. Pottinger in regard to the increase of
trafic on the Intercolonial Railway result-
ing fron the extension to Montreal

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will give the House
the benefit of it, until I saw the statenent
in the Conservative press last week, I was
not aware that there was anything in the
present bill that was going to evoke opposi-
tion in this chamber. Hon. gentleren niay
smile at what I am stating ; and I can only
account for the threat which appeared in the
papers, or the improper articles written in
the various papers in reference to the con-
dition of the Senate, by the fact that that
report had gone abroad before the bill had
been considered in this House. Under no
circumstances was the action taken hv the
various papers which my hon. friend has
alluded to defensible or justifiable. At the
saine tinie, I mention that as one of the
reasons why they were probably influenced
to write in the spirit in which they did. I
think I am quite right in saying that this
Senate had judged of this case before the
bill came up ; because it is an undeniable
fact that before the bill came intc the Senate
it was repeated in a number of papers pu.b-
lished over this country, originating in the
city of Montrea, that the Senate intended
to throw out the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Is that justification
for you
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liOn. Mr. SCOTT-No, no justification: I gentlemen wili get then aIl in such a way
an1 stating it as a fact, because on the that tbey are fot to be disputed. They
present occasion I feel extremelyembarrassed brought the road to Lévis and terminated
at the spirit which bas been shown before it there. It was hrougbt, I believe, eight
thes measure has been fairly considered by or fine miles from Lévis to Chaudièrefuno-
the Senate. I do not piopose to follow the tion. it became a brancb of the Grand

. leader of the opposition in the line of Trunk failway subject to any terms for its
argument he has taken against this bill. traffc the Grand Trunk Railway might
ie has highly coloured a nubl)er of imuagin- choose to impose. It had large terminal

le statements which have been made, and advantages at the Atlantic coast, but it vas
aggerated in other cases. He bas quoted unâhle to utilize them, and had to tike its
romauthority which I dispute, statements traftic at any rate the Grand Trunk Rail-

1hih I an prepared to -how are indefensi- vay chodse to gave it. The Grand Trunk
hie and unwarrantable. And I think before Iaîiwav ha( its outiet at Portland. It had

st down I shall he able to satisfy the an ocean une from Portland to the Maritime
lIOuse if they look at it from the standpoint Provinces, so it only sent traffie over the
Which the lion. gentleman said it wasi the 1 ntercolonial Railwav when it suitel its
duty of the Senate to regard it, that it is a purpose. aHd at fiou
irquestion whether it is in the interest f GraodTrunk Raolfway. Thelon.gentie-
Caada to ratify this agreemient--that I a issi vyddntte ik h

shall be able, if it is approache i from an sane arrangement with the (hand Trunk
ln1partial standpoint, without a preconceived Iailway that %vere nuade between the Can-
anId Predeternined disposition to throw out adian Pacitic Raiiway and the Grand Trunk
the bil, that the majority of the senators Railway between H-înilton and Toronto. It
here would give their a-sent to the measure would have meant the payient of at least
before the House. I do that because I seventv tlousand (llars a veir more than
fel just as the hon. Minister of Jus- the present arrangement, because the une is
tiee felt, that the more one looked so inucb longer anl the mileae wbîcb is
ilto this case, not only the more defensible ordinariiv paid under these conditions with-
atd justifiable does the action of the minis- out the advantages of termial facilities ister appear, but it was the best thing in the recognizeÀ as on a fair basîs at one
'fnterest of Canada. It was the best method thousand dollars a mile, so that going eitber
of obliterating for ever those deficiencies of over the Grand Trunk Railway or over the
the Intercolonial Railwav that appeared year Canadian Pacitic Iliiway on the north sie
by year, for the last twenty years, wien they would lave resulted in an increased annual

rought in the report of the Minister of expenditure, not a payment of two hundred
laiways and Canais. I presumeevery hon. and ten thousand dollars a year, but of tvo

gentleman in this chamber will at least reco- hundred and seventy thousand doilars a vear.
8lize this proposition, that the Intercolonial Sixtv tousand dllars would be tho difler-

ailay will do a larger amount of business ence, calculatin- the running arrangement
has one of its termini in the city of over the Canadian Pacifie Iailwav or over

"lOntr ail than if the terminus is at Levis. I the Grand Trunk Railway irîto the city of
o not think it is necessary for me to go into Montreal.

question of the advantages that will flow Hon Sir MACKENZJE BOWELL--

t ornit. Theyaretoo apparent. Originally i 1 ask if that was the amount askede Intercolonial Railway terminated at Ri- h G
vière (lu Loup. it was a very heavy drag so the bon, genm a ay epa
i-Pon Canada. There were deficits year by 1 n
Year and the government thoughît it was im- -tr nd Cuntv oad.
Proving the road to bring it up to Levis at

very large expense, very much larger than Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes ;
e are paying for this extension to Montreal. li. Sir MAC ENZIE BOWELL-Do

J understand the hon. geni-leman to saý- it
S Mr. FERGUSN-N.cost 60,000 more

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I beg my hon. friend's i Hon. Mr. COTT-Yes. if we had made
PardonI wlt show figures just now. Hon. arrangements with the Grand Trunk Rail-

TrunRiwysbettan emfois
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way and the Canadian Pacitic Railway,
based upon the terms agreed upon between
Hamilton and Toronto.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Did the governnient negotiate on that basis?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. I stated as a
fact, based on the ordinarv mileage paid in
other cases, that the cost would have been
more than by adopting the policy we have
in purchasing the Drummniond County Rail-
way. The lion. gentleman, in making his
calculations of last year's profits, did it on
the assumption that this was a finished road,
whereas the line from Ste. Rosalie runs to
nowhere in the woods. I ask him if it is a
fair test of the capacity of a railway to earn
anything when one end of it runs into
the wvoods-an uncompleted line? Yet it
was quoted as evidence of what the road is
going to earn.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It must go into
the woods for the tan bark.

Hon. -Mr. SCOTT-The arrangement is
this : at the Chaudiere bridge, and the
terminal in the east end there wvas an agre e
ment between the Drumond County and
the Grand Trunk Railway to pay annually
a sui of 5C,000. T.at is, of course, trans-
ferred to the governm-nt of Canada in
connection with the Drumnmond County
Railway. The Drurnmond Cou n ty Railway
is 132- miles long, and for that we pay
S 864,000 a year, terminvble in ninetv-nine
years-that is. the whole amount is paid up
at the end of that period. That makes
-70,000. We will deal with that question
first. In reference first as to the railw ay, a
good deal has been said of the condition of
it, and it lias been assuaied that this road
was not to be put in condition when the
government took it over. On the contrary,
the agreenent is that the curves are to be
made equal to those of the Intercolonial
Railway and the gradients are to be reduced
and very considerable changes are to be
made in trie road to put it in a first class
condition. The 42½ miles yet to be built
are to be built on the standard of the Inter-
colonial Railway, with rails of seventv
pounds to the yard. So that we shall practi-
cally take over a firished railway, equal in
all particulars to the Intercolonial Railway
for the 1321 miles for which we pay that

$64,000 per annum. A good deal has beel
said to belittle the condition of this road,
and the evidence of an engineer whom,
have never heard of, has been quoted.
has been said that this evidence comes frofi'
the engineer of a rival company. There is n
doubt about the tacts, and I am not disclosing

any secrets of the cabinet when I say that a
very considerable pressure was brought t
bear on the governient to take the road OU
the 'outh shore of th, St. Lawrence, but il
would have cost a very much larger sum for
a road which would not have been as adva"
tageous to Canada. It would have involved
the building of a bridge at Montreal, and alto-
gether the proposal was nîot one that could
all be compared with the proposition that the
government have entered into, subject to the
approval of parliament. I desire just 10
quote for the information of the House sol'
points in the evidence that hav'e beeil
laid before us in the reports of the
engineers as to this railway. I may say 1
bas been assumed here, and I think stated
that this was a corrupt transaction--that it
had its origin duting the late election, that
funds were advanced by parties interesteô
with a view to the transfer of this ro
which were used for corrupt purposes.

denv abolutely and positively any socli
statements. I never heard of this road un
til the nonth of February last. It was no
brought under the notice of nvself or iy
colleagues. Sone of my colleagues miay
have known aboumtt it, but I an breaking "I
confidence when I say it was somie timle 11
January or February when this iatter was
first submîîitted to the consideration of the

government, and the negotiations occupied a
considerable period, because the terns first
proposed were far in excess of those after-
wards se-cured. I mention that, because il
is placing my colleague and myself in a very
invidious position to niike charges, as theY
have been made to-day, without any fouida
tion or justification fot' theni. They have
been hurled across the floor that it is a COr-
rupt transaction, the result of a bargain made
at the last election, that we dare not hae
submitted it to the people last election, thact
it is not in the interests of the people .o
Canada, that the Senate is going to receive
a large anount of applause by throwing out
this bill. I doubt very much, shouLi the
Senate throw out this bill, if a ear hence
the applause will be as loud as they think.
The Senate is asked to judge this agreeienti
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tot n the government proposals, but on the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Read
8taterlents of a rival company,jealous of the on to the last part of the report.
8tPerior advantages which the Drummond!
County lailwa possessed. They are nak- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman

. y Raiwa posesed Theyr areor mak-e an
statements that are false. When I read has the report before him. He can be

the Mar the other day I was astounded governed by his own judgment in the inatter.

I could scarcely believe that a paper which Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
Seasonably fair, would make statements is no use concealing it.Which, if true, ought to force this govern-

uet oUt of office, and yet they are read here Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not concealing it.
to-day as if there was any foundation for I had this book distributed this morning as
the. 1 lon. gentlemen's minds are prejudic- soon as it was published.
e against the proposition of the govern- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We have it and

nt. I do not think the Senate, as a rule, can read it.8Pproach ordinary mnatters in that spirit, and
trust, before this debate closes, that thev, Hon. Mr. SCOTT--We do not take over

Will at least feel, when the figures are ail that road until it is all put in order. The
subllitted to them, that there is in this parties are to-day spending a very large suin

ansactoti a good deal more to recomnend of money upon it. I understand they made
to their judgnent than they at first arrangements some time ago for 8200,000

8UPposed. Mir. Schreiber says : that is being now,' expended on this in order
thT'hat 73 mi1es of road are bilt and in operation, to bring it up to the government standard.

gradients and alignments are favourable,
ee being only one grade exceeding 53 feet per Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--What
eiln that one is 64 feet to the miiile. is the use of holding back that part of the
t was understood in thie agreement that rep oit that refers to the necessity of further

the grade is to be reduced in order to corres examining the road?

P d with the grades on the Intercolonial oRaiH lon. M r. S COTT-I arn not holdingit
Way. The report continues : back; the hon. gentleman has it before him.

1 hlat with one exception there is no curve of a
tý r.ius than 1,433 feet. ail that the one excep- Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My hon.

a ellc'rve 4o 95:3 feet radius.

lhha aai ubstantially built, friend only gave it to us an hour ago.
ee u i being 20 feet and the embankmiients 15

dig e at sub-grade. Ample drainage is pro- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I found it lad not
led by substantial steel structures resting on been distributed here, and I at once went

st I lasoiry spaIning the larger rivers anl to the proper source to have it distributed,teel Plate tîriens resinie on stogN4 l ul
as aii tue u f leer u because wish the Senate to have every

te w stheg draiinage tlioughlîmt information necessarv to forni a judgment
Sulsaller rivlets has been passel throigli cul- on the subject. AI r. Kingsford, who bas been

ilieS constructed of souInd celar timber 10 x 10 represented as the engineer of the road, and
tt e clearei land is inclosed by a s therefore prejudiced, is not the engineer of

%tialpost amIlboard fence, whereas, on a sall the road. Mr. Kingsford was sent there by
rlion of tle line, a wire fence lias been erected. the goverrnment, and lie reports
e Permanent way is laid with 2,(00 ties to the

ie e rails weighing 5 pounds to te On the condition of the road-bed it is iny duty
lrd cecvted wvith steel tishi plates. favoutrably to report. Thle ballast is of ani excel-

he roadl is well ballasted withi a very finle lent character, and there is plenty of it. It is not
lityof gravel, the station buildiings are neat very neatly dressed off, as on older lines, but that

thIdîings of what I consiler suflicient capacity for is more a inatter of appearance affecting the tin-

e r inrements of th . road, and the water service islhed look of the work than in any way a, detri-
good, ment injurions to the safety and claracter of the

tîii;i k vou will agree wit, mle from te descrip track. I have nmyself been on a train which trav-

I have given of the vorks that a really gool elled forty iniles an hour, and I never felt the
d lias been secuîred, fully up to the general slightest anxiety as to the propriety of this speed.

f3au(1ard of railways in Canada. At the sane timie, Thatcannot be an inferior road if it is in
IIk, you should insist on the 04 feet per ilea

rade being reduced to 53 feet, in mîaking an ar- that condition. Of course, if hon. gentle-
lgement for the acquisition of the road, if such menl find it distasteful to hear the govern-
Youir intention, which I assume to be the case. ment side of the question I shall stop, but I
This was before the contract was made. claim in a matter of this importance hon.



gentlemen should allow the government to mond County Railway, and you must recollect
state the case to be submitted. The Mr. those annual pavnents cease at the explia
Johnston who is referred to here is one Of tion of the termn. There is the statemente
the oldest oflicers of the railway departnent. and figures will not lie and cannot be got
He has been there for a good many years. over: we are paying only at the rate o
He says: $15,000 for that railway, and I ask Y.

whether any similar road has been built 111
I found the roadbed to be firm and i very good Canada for any such figures, or whether anY

shape throughouît, and, with the exception of .
three miles purposely left without ballast, iii view government in building roads on its ofor
of a conteumplated change of alignnent, well account has been able to build a road for
ballasted, the uaterial being of exceptional excel- any such anount.
lent qulity.

The rails are alil i good condition, weighing 5>6 Hon. Mr. McCALLUMý-It is too ruch
lbs. to the yard.

hlie grades are not excessive. the only point at if we do net want it.
-which 1 (M) per 100 is exceeded being at the St.
Francis River, the approaclies to which, on either Hon. 'Mr. WOOD-I do not understand
side, are now 1-20 per ](0. I understand the coin what report the hon. gentleman is readiig
pany are to reduce this grade before the road is fron
taken over by the governiiment.

'lie percentage of curvature is exceptionally .es
sinail, the curves with one exception (one of 6 ) Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am taking the figulhe
not exceeiling 4 or a radius of-1,433 feet. as they are. We ai e paying $64,000 for the

I muay say, iii this coinection, that on iiy returi 324 miles of road. At S.,000 a ile
journey, the train, coiisisting of an engie and l of the wchole line comleted with st atis
comibuation car, made the distanice of iS nuiles it r 'ed be
90 minutes, including two stoppages, the last 28 tanks and everything of that kind, woul a
inle-s beiiig run in 30 inutes, wtithout the least $1 ,987,500. I say that the interest on tilat
disconfort to the passengers on the train. amount at 31 per cent is 864,593.75 %'hich

h'lie principal bridges are those over the Black i
rimrtuet î'.e rache c tîe îclettii itu s more titan we are annually p:Lying for the*river, the two branches of the Nicolet aind the 7P 0.

Becanucîtîr. Thlese are all fine substantial steel road. Our aniual paymtent is $64, 00
superstructures resting oni massive wvell-built That would be leaving less thart a fourth of
iasonry abitients and piers. one per cent fer the sinking fund. No"

The samne evidence cores from Mr. Rit, would ask hon. gentlemen what other road
a gentleman who foi very many years hias have cost the governnent of this countraa etennwofrveyiayyasla When tite late ngOvernînient thoughit it '"ý'
been the oficer delegated to examtine te thto
railways whein they were paid their subsidies. n the interes, of the people of Canada 1t
I presuine lie exanined the Druninnond take over the Ri-nere du Loup bne I ai t
County rond before the cotpany g. aware that the Senate or any one else ques
their subsidy The late goîvernnment tioned the propriety of the governtment do

would not pay subsidies untitl the road ia se. The road wvas trn down, it was noi
was inspected and Mr. Ridout's certificate a fit state te be operated and yet the gcver
was furnished. I will just say a word or ient cf the country paid $12,000 a tile
two as to the cost we are paying for the it in the condition it was. The repaiirShe
132e miles-that line with stations, sidings, 'the rond cost $1,07,939, making toget '
tanks, land damages, and all 8I5,000 a with the sum paid, $2,576,939, which iS
mile, ai.d that is the road that this Senate equal to $20,615 per mile. Nobody ques-
is asked to say forins the basis for a job. I tioned the propriety of the government db-
ask this House, has any governinent in Cana- mng so. They were with the best possie
da at any time ever but a line cf railway motive endeavouring to raise the Inter

for $15,000 a mile, or been able to purchase o Railway from the annual defic
a railway at any such figure ? At $15,000 I wrote the chief engineer to know the p"
a mile it would cost l,987,500. The ticulars of that purchase and I got this reP

fî'eîn Itintinterest at :3 per cent--that is certainly as
low as it is possible to put it, because even at )EPARTMENT OF RAILwAYS AND CANALS,
3 per cent we cannot negotiate a loan under OTTwA, 23rd June, 189.
one-eighth, I have never known one to be DEAR SIR,-In answer to your letter of titS
negotiated for less-the interest on the mtîorning's date inquiring for details of the purchî5i 6

amount would be $64,593,75 which ii fromt the Grand Trunk Railway Cmtpany of UIntercoloiial Extension froii the Rivi re du LOUP
excess of the annual payments to the Drurm- to the town of Levis, a distance of '125 mile,
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tinform you that the purchase mioney was have been prepared to challenge that,
rhe roaci, îowever, bad previotisly been illoweyet it went by without a challenge-nobody

top eroahow ever, had previously been allowesaid a woid about it ; and if the Conserva-
af dOWn and was not in good condition, and d abu t ad f the Cse

r taking possession of it, it was found necessary tive governnment had efected the purchase
ýPend a large sun upon it, in ballasting it, re- of the Drummond County Railway, do hon.
1ng it with steel rails, improving the road bed gentlemen, in all fairness, mean to say that

pX e lug ongiof the strsicau os Tdetin o t the Senate having approved of such extrava-

ad u to the standard of the Intercolonial was gant projects as the St. Char'es Branch
939, paid (Grand Trunk Railway Company without challenge, they wou.d not confirm
000»); total -S2,576,939 : w-hich is equal to a transaction that can be defended beforeper mile.

Yours, prl aiy fair audience in Canada from the At-
(Sgd.) COLLINE O1) SCHREIBER. lantic to the Pacific-a road that is to be

The made an extension of the Intercolonial Rail-
honourable R. WV. SCOTT, way at a cost of $15,000 per mile, includingbecretary of State. land damages, sidings, stations and all the
OW, that tr insaction was not challenged. other et ce-eras connected with it ? Hon.Ž;obody thought of challenging that and gentlemen cannot point to any single instance

aeensingthe governrmentof purchasingitfron where any government--I care not what

Y irnproper motive. The governnent government-hasmadesadvaitageousa bar-
rht the road round to join the Grand gain. The governientof which I was a mem-

r Railway near Chaudière Junction. 'ber, tried railway building, and found that
ter on, some time after that, the govern- it was a very dangerous thing for the gov-

t Were asked to build a direct line to ernment to attempt to build a railway-that
S i so the government, at the instance the cot was also in excess of the estimates,

the people, who believed some advantage and that it was a good deal cheaper to buy
Ould grow from it, consented to build the a road after the parties who built it were

beurteen miles known as the St. Charles unable to sustain it. I have quoted the ex-
anch. Did the Senate challenge that 1 perience of the late government showing that
e government built the branch I pre- 'it cost to build fourteen miles $1,758,541,Burne, froin the very best motives, but while we are purchasing 1324 miles for a

8tll it did not give any important advant- sum equivalent to $15,000 per mile. Is that
age. That fourteen miles cost as much or a matter which should cause h)n. gentlemen
"ore than the 1324 miles we are buying, yet to pause before condemning this Drummond
the oue did not enter a protest because' County Railway contract ?
te gvernment spent such a suin in buildingi
that road. Here is a letter from Mr. Schrei- Hon. Mr. WOOD-I have a little difli-

ernthe subject: culty in following the hon. gentleman. I

OTTAWA, 23rd .lune, 1897.
e on1. R. W. Scorr,

8 eeretary of State. Ottawa.

i ' R 81,--Answerinîg your letter of this date1 the subject of the St. Charles branch of the
th ercolonia Railway, I beg to inforn you that

e land and land damages in the said branch, a
ne of 14 miles, were estinated at about

The actual suin paid therefor .as

76.1'9,7 .86. The cost of construction was $822,-
-altogether $1,758,541.25.

Yours very tiuly,

(8gd.) COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER.

The cost of construction of the 14 miles of
the St. Charles Branch is about equal to the

ount proposed to be paid for the 1321
Oiles of the Drummond County Road.

w Would have thought that, if any-
' 4Y had been disposed to protest against
theard-of extravagance, this House would

unuerstand nim to say tnat the governnent
in buying this Druimmond County Railway
consider they are buying 132J miles of rail-
way which they value at 815,000 a mile.

Hon, Mr. SCOTT-That is what t will
cost us.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-That is, $64,000 a
year for ninety-nine years that the govern-
ment pay amounts to about $2,000 000 ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, the figures I
gave my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Is it too high a
price?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I want to know what
the price is. The reason I am asking the
price is this : I do not wish to embarrass the
hon. gentleman, but I understand the hon.
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leader of the House to say when he was Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is pretty hard t"
dealing with this question that the price tell that. 1 allow one-eighth per cent for

they pay for the Drummond County Rail- the sinking fund. That is as little as s a
way is $1,600,000. can allow-at ali events I think that ce o

very fair proportion from my experience Of
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He was takig it at transactions of that kind. The cost or t

four per cent. road has been variously estinated ath

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I understand the think my hon. colleague quoted fron th6
hon. Secretary of State now to say it is Minister of Railways and Canal s- ', per
$2,000,000, and I want to know which is 000 and they were calculating that 4 Pet
right. 'cent on it would be equal to $64,000. That

cost I understand was independent of the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a question of in- land damages. It would appear that 10

terest. My hon. colleague was estimating 11894 the question of purchasing this road
the interest at four per cent. He thought was being considered, although no action e
that would be a fair sum to pay. I am taken, still it may be weli to call attefltion
taking it at a diflerent rate of interest. I to the fact. In order to pay a subsidy the
am now giving the Senate the benefit of governient require that the road sha"
what 1 consider is the lowest rate of interest up to a certain standing. We have to assuale
that could possibly be arrangedi.i a financial that the road came up to the standard or the

transaction of that kind. As far as my in- subsidy would not have been paid. if the
formation goes, even in making our best land damages were to be anywhere or, the
loans we have to pay one-eighth commis- basis of the land damages for the fourteezi
sion. miles of the St. Charles branch, the 1a1d

damages alone would amount to considerablY
Hon. Mr. LANDRY--If I understand over $1,000,000. At all events at that tiiie.

the hon. gentleman, the $64,000 per annum I the road was only opened for the seventY'
will be paiid during the period of inety- two miles including the branch to Nicolet.

years ? In regard to the agreement, I desire

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. say a word or two, because it was asserted
here this morning that the Grand Trin"

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What portion of Railway Company had the advantage in this
that annuity is allowed for the payment of contract that it had a superior position, so far
interest and what for the payment of sinking particularly as the local traffic was concerled,
fund? and the opinion of Mr. Lount was quoted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the whole have been endeavouring, since I heard the
statement, to find some basis or authOri ,

amount. for that, and I failed up to the present tinle
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The annuity com- to do it. I would not need to ask Mr. LOunt

prises two portions, the interest and the his opinion, or any hon. gentleman in this
sinking fund, and I want to know what is chamber. If he would only read the para
the difference between the two. graphs affecting this question he would not

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -We made ro calcula- need to refer to any lawyer as to the iiter

tion of that kind. Hon. gentlemen can do' pretation to be placed upon it, because I w1

that'if they please. I am making a calcula- here say that the Intercolunial Railway f-oie
tion myself to show what it would result in Ste. Rosalie to the bridge and from there 0h
if you take the amount at $15,000 a mile. to Bonaventure Statin will stand nhRail
Supposing you could build that road and same position as the Grand Trunk the
equip it at $15,000 a mile the cost would be way. The Intercoloial will have t
what I have said. Three and a quarter per right to half the privileges, not only"0
cent on that makes the sum of $64,593. the railway and bridges, but half of thce

terminals which to-day could not be repla
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What I want to in the ciýy of Montreal for ten milliot

know is if that sinking fund put out at com- dollars. I do not know the exact figures,
pound interest during the ninety-nine years, but other hon. gentlemen will know. The
would make up that $1,500,000 or a larger Grand Trunk have machine shops there
amount and connections with the canals and S
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amount of sidings and the govern- That is a perfectly mutual arrangement.
e railway is to enjoy equal privi- If the Intercolonial Railway carry the
ties n every way, even so far as local passengers they are paid. If the Grand
trafic is concerned. The Intercolonial be- Trunk Railway carrythepassengers,although
t een Ste. Rosalie and Montreal wi1] stand the ticket may be issued by the Intercolonial
just in the sane position as the Grand Railway, the Grand Trunk Railway get the
Trink Railway. The i5th clause reads as money. Nothing could be fairer than that.

o s :a a.Nothing could be on a more mutual basis
That the Intercolonial Rilway shall have the than that arrangement, and that is the spirit

ght to carry in and on its through trains trat1ic of the whole arrangement, including all the
t' d front and between all points on the line of advantages that will flow froni having those

t ay extending from Ste. Rosalie to Montreal, terminals in the city of Montreal. What
ets insive, and in the conducting of its busi- are those advantages of the terminaIs in

lave between and including these stations shall M reha? It is t a the ter cnal

h the right of conducting this business im as f till Mottreai? It is that the Intercolonial
dr1 complete a nianner as the company itself. Railway is then on an independent foothold,

that it can conpete for travel between the
That is very plain. Nothing could be cities of Montreal and Quebec, that it would
,lainer than that. Then it goes on: have the ad vantage in that traffic and that
That the rates and fares chargei between points 1 think is a very important point that it is

the joint section shall be those established bv a shorter line than the Canadian Pacific
cOI Ifopany and to and from points on the Inter- Railway on the north side and a shorter line
a onial Railway shall he the saine by the comipany than the Grand Trunk Railway on the south

the Intercolonial Railway. side.

It makes no difference in that case Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-What is the mile-
Whether they are collected by Grand Trunk age ?
OUials or iot :

Ihat ail tones collecteti in the velticies and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-By Drummond Coun:
traina of th, ntey-olitd Railwa at aley and alty Railway, Quebec to Montreal is one
0jntslbetween anal incinig Ste. Rosalie and hundred and sixty-one miles, and by the
ontreal shan belong to and be deemed to have Canadian Pacific Railway it is one hundred

shlî earned by Her \iajesty, and the company and seventy-fonr.
ang1 lot beenatit led to recei -e any portion thereof:
at' that aIl money collected and received by the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Itton asters, freigh t agents, ticket agents, bag-is one hundred and

gage tn on hng-dan seventy-three.
fr masters and any and all persons who may,
th te to time, be authorized or instructei by Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will be seen that

roper oticials of the Intercolonial Railway to
Coleet and receive money between and inclnding the Intercolonial Railway will have an im-

. Rosalie and Mlontreai for Iitercolonial Rail- mense advantage in the traffic between
thY business and tratfie, in::luding amaong other those two cities.

tae car rental, storage of freight in trs and
fr e of goods in the company's warehouses and Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
teLghît sheds, or collected and received for any How much shorter do you make it by the

ther bsiltess in any way connected with the In- Drummond County Railway between Mon-
Railway, belottgs t, Her Maesty. -treal and Quebec ?

That is perfectly clear, that even moneys
cllected for travelling in cars belonging to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would be eleven
the Intercolonial Railway, although collected miles shorter than the Can idian Pacific Rail-

the ticket agents of the Grand Trunk way and thirteen shorter than the Grand
Truu RWayy

for way, shall be paid over to Her Majesty Trunk Railway.
the Intercolonial Railway. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

h That local tickets issued by either of the parties make it fourteen miles shorter.
ereto for passage between and inclading Ste.Rhoa0 lie ani Montreal or any interiediate station Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I might be wrong a

8hall be accepted on all trains of either party mile or a mile and a half-I cannot tell.
iret 0 bet ween said points, and the party who I took the figures f rom the time-table, but it

ticket $te ticke d saleee, p resentationrf wh is quite clear, so far as the mileage is con-
tarried the passengers the full amount received for cerned between those two cities, that thethe said ticket. Intercolonial will have the advantage, and
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that they must reap a very large advantage
fron being the shorter line. The Inter-
colonial management can go into the market,
and compete for the travel, just as the
Canadian Pacific Railway and Grank Trunk
Railway do, and the important part of this
arrangement is the fact that all over the
Dominion, wherever the Grand Trunk Rail-
way and its branches extend, the agents of
the Intercilonial Railway have a right to
make contracts for travel over the Inter-
colonial Railway fron Montreal to Halifax.
They have that right, and the Grand Trunk'
Railway is bound to carry their traffic to
Montreal and give it to the Intercolonial
Railway. Is not that an immense advan-
tage ? Is not that placing the Intercolonial
Railway where it never was before? It
never had the opportunity of securing any
tratlic outside its immediate vicinity, and
I need not quote the past history of
that road. It has been year by ye r simply
heaping up deficits. An hon. gentleman
asked what were the advantages. It did
appear to me that any one familiar with
trafflic arrangements must have seen that
the arrangements contained in this agree-
ment were so nanifestly valuable that it

charged to the people of Canada. lere i
the estimate made by Mr. Pottinger and

I r. Schreiber, not a hasty estimate, but ono
that they have taken time to consider and
to think over, and they have judged it by
the traflic of the last few years. You know
very well that the first year in which a rail'
way gains access to any point where there
is competitive traffic is never as good as
subsequently obtains-that they have got
practically to bid for the business. flere
are the official returns for 1895-96

ESTIMATED traffie on the Intercolonial RailwatY for
the first full year of operation after 1eing exý
tended to the City of Montreal.

After e'tell
-- 1895-96. ed to

M1ontreal.

Length of road in mil les.. 1,142 1,295
Gross earnings...... .... 82,957,640 s3
Working expenses........ 3,012,000 3,36,00

P rofit .. ........... ..... .. . .. . . 52
Loss .... . . ..... . .... 854,360

Tons of freight carried. .. 1,379,618
did not require any argument. The Inter- 'No. of passengers carried.. 1,471.866 1,7
colonial Railway is to be placed at the foot
of navigation of the St. Lawrence and great (Sgd.) COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBIE,
lakes. The Intercolonial Railway will obtain D. POTTINGER.
tratlic that cones west of Montreal over
the Grand Trunk Railway, and, not only The estimate is based on a full knowledge
that, but they are on a level with the Grand of the subject; they must be in a position
Trunk Railway and the Canadian Pacific to know what the working expenses will be
Railway in the city of Montreal in the enor- of the additional one hundred and sixty-one
mous trafflie that comes from the great lakes miles. They put down working expenses
to Montreal, and for the enormous traffic that including extra mileage to Montl'eal,
goes out and comes into the city of Montreal $3,365,000.
from the maritime provinces. The hon. gen-! Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tieman should not require any argument to Sar the woigxe s
recognize the immense value that that is.
I have under my hand the report of Mr. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-$3,012,300, and whel
Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber, who are prob- extended to Montreal thev estimate the
ably in the best position to know wlhether working expenses $3,365,000.
there are to be any benefits, and what they
will be. They are two gentlemen who have Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And
been prominently connected with the Inter- to that you add the yearly rent $212,000.
colonial Railway for many years and have
no doubt been endeavouring to devise means Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. The tons o
by which that deficit could be removed, freight carried last year were 1,379,618.
because it was always a reflection on the They estimate that if the road is taken to
officers having charge of the road that the Montreal the tons of freight carried-and
annual report shows a loss. There has been no you will agree with me that that estimate 19
interest paid on capital account, and in not certainly an extravagant one-will be
addition there has been this annual loss 1,698,000. The number of passengers
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actually carried on the Intercolonial Rail-
Way last year was 1,471,866. They estim-
ate that when extended t-> Montreal they
Will carry 1,700,000. That is on the
aVerage in round numbers of about 1,300
Passengers to the mile, and I ask hon. gen-
tlemnen whether the average number of pas-
sengers between Montreal and Quebec will
'lot be far in excess of the number of pas-
sengers carried on those sections of the
1 1ntercolonial on the east side of Quebec.
Yet basing it on that standard, taking
the estimate as a low estimate, every one
Will admit that the passenger trafflic will
be larger pro rate per mile, and how does the
Profit and loss come out on this transaction?
Last year the loss was less than ou some
Previons years, but it amounted to $54,367,
and they estinate that bringing the Inter-
Colonial Railway to Montreal on the terms
now proposed by the government, the profit
Will be over $500,000, and that proposal the
Senate is asked to condemn.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is that
less rent ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know whether
it includes rent or not.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Your own figures show it includes it. It
estimates the probable increase in passenger
traffic and draws the result.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-What will be the
Profit ? Three hundred and ten thousand
dollars. That would be the difference sup-
POsing you charged it up to two bundred
and ten thousand dollars that we are going
tO pay, yet they show a profit of three hun-
dred and ten thousand dollars. That is the
estimate of Mr. Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber.
Those two gentlemen have discussed it to-
gether. They are familiar with the traffic and
charging it with the two hundred and ten
thousand dollars, and yet it leaves a profit of
over three hundred and ten thousand dollars,
Instead of a loss, and this is the project which
We are told is a corrupt bargain, and done,
'lot in the interests of Canada, but pro-
Posed to further the interests of some
gentleman who has been subscribing to
some of the funds in connection with the
late elections-a pure business transaction
Which we thought we were entering into for
the benefit of the country, has not only been
1 et in a hostile spirit, but we are de-

49

nounced as corrupt, though the road has been
bought for a less figure than has ever been
paid for any railway before. You can point
to no transaction in Canada which will at
all compare with the economical features of
this transaction, and yet the Senate is asked
to throw out the bill and say to the people
of Canada, "You shall not geft the benefit
of this transaction." It is quite true that
the best authority that can be quoted, the
only authority that can be quoted-not
politicians but business men and experts,
and whose reputations are at stake in
this matter - say, "If you adopt this
arrangement, you will be saving to the
people of Canada nearly half a million dol-
lars," because if you add the deficits to the
three hundred and ten thousand dollars you
bring it up to nearly half a million, which
is saved to this country by this transaction
which the Senate is now asked to condemn.
Is there a fair basis for that condemnation i
Is there on the face of the papers we have
submitted to you any justification for the
action which ii is proposed that this House
shall take to throw out this bill? Will
the people of Canada think you have
acted for their best interests if it can
be made to appear by officers who
are in no sense political allies, who have
had charge of this work, who are most in-
terested in showing a credit instead of a
debit annually on this road, who come for-
ward with figures showing us the tonnage
in the past and the tonnage they know
will be obtained by this extension, and
that they say to us there will be an ad-
vantage to the people of Canada of nearly
half a million dollars annually by the
adoption of this proposai, and we are asked
to throw it out because, forsooth, somebody
inspired the Montreal Star and some other
Tory papers to take up the hue and cry that
this was a corrupt arrangement instigated
by whom? By parties who were unable to
unload a project on the government, although
some of them were friends and allies and
supporters of the government, yet bPcause
we would not accept their job in preference
to a business arrangement, they by subsi-
dizing the person circulating those reports
endeavour to destroy the character of gentle-
men in this country who never heard of this
road until a few months ago when this
arrangement was projected.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Does the hon.
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gentleman wish us to infer that these papers
that spoke against the bill were subsidized i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman said so.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quite likely they
have some motive, perhaps political. It Nwas
certainly done for a purpose. Some papers
took up the cry and they never examined the
items and never saw these reports of the road.
They killed the bill before it came to the
Senate. I was amazed when I read in the
papers last week that there was any such
feeling in this House. I was not aware of it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You never laid those reports before the
Senate until the 16th. How could they con-
demn it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The matter was not
thought to be of that supreme importance.
Here the House of Commons were engaged
in a task that absorbed and monopolized all
the attention 6f that House in connection
with the tariff and with the estimates, and
it was impossible.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It was of suffici-
ent important to be mentioned in the speech
fromn the Throne.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and there were
other measures which were mentioned in the
speech and only taken up the other day. It
was a commercial matter involving the outlay
of money and had to be brought up first in
the Commons, but I never heard the govern-
ment condemned because they did not bring
it down earlier. It has not been the prin-
ciple in the past to do that. I am not going
to defend the withholding of measures, be-
cause I have complained of that myself, but
it is sometimes impossible to get measures
down early in the session.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-If my hon. friend
would prove the statement that the papers
were subsidized, it might have a great effect
on the vote we are about to give.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What did it cost to
build the North Shore Railway?

have cost $7,000,000 and we know the
Canadian Pacific Railway paid $4,000,000
for the road without those terminal advan-
tages. It had only a small station in the
east end of the city of Montreal, and yet
they paid $4,000,000 for it without any Of
the advantages offered under this arrange-
ment.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-The Canadian Pacifie
Railway obtained the greatest possible
advantages in Montreal.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They had to pay for
them wholly apart from the four million
dollai s paid for the North Shore. In the
first place, it cost seven million dollars, and
the Canadian Pacific Railway paid four
million dollars for it, and they have since
paid about five millions in Montreal for ter-
minals.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-Did the four mill-
ions include the terminals ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Would seven million
dollars purchase the terminals of the Grand
Trunk Railway at Montreal, taking the large
area at Point St. Charles and the works at
the canal, and the sidings? What would be
the use of building to Montreal if we had tO
build a bridge and buy terminals there ? It
would be absolutely ruinous. It would be
very proper, I think, then, for the Senate
to condeinn the government because the ex-
penditure would be so enormously in excess
of any value. We do not propose to add W
the debt of this country. We propose tO
pay so much annually, and we teli you what
we are going to give and we say give us
access to the city of Montreal by the
Grand Trunk Railway and we will give you
two hundred thousand dollars a year with-
out adding one cent to the debt, whereas, if
we ourselves undertake to build that rail-
way, it would cost a large sum of money
with the terminals-it might cost ten or
fifteen million dollars. That two hundred
and ten thousand dollars we pay annually
will be more than covered by the increased
earnings of the Intercolonial Railway, and
Canada will not be called upon to pay one
fraction of it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-That is not an Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
answer to the question I asked. is hypothetical.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was built by a good Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have given you the
Conservative government. It is reputed to basis upon which I form my judgment, and
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nY hon. friend will not challenge that state-
t 1ent made by Mr. Pottinger and Mr.
Schreiber.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ilave you that report of Mr. Pottinger?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Ir. Blair stated in the House that they had
"o report.

tlon. Mr. SCOTT-I wrote to those gen-
tleMen and told them I must have the report.
1 Will lay the report on the Table in a few
toLaents. I (1o not know that there is any

other point to which 1 need call attention.
1 can bring, in addition to the evidence be-
fore the House, innumerable instances where
the government of this country have paid
Very much larger sums than we are paying for
thi8 project. I have taken as an illustration
the line adjoining, and I have shown that
YOu have paid not fifteen thousand dollars a
nXile but fifty thousand dollars a mile for a
Con1ecting link, for fourteen miles of the St.
Charles branch to Levis, but you are now
asked to approve of the present agreement
for the one hundred and thirty-two and a
half miles for a very much less rate. Hon.
gentlemen may smile, but these are facts
which cannot be got over, and it will be for
the people of Canada to say whether the
9overnment have produced evidence which
Will justify this House in refusing to accede
to the action of the House of Commons.

lion. Mr. PROWSE-With nineteen
thousand of a minority of the people of
Canada.

hlon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not catch what
the hon. gentleman says. The vote was
taken on the 23rd of June last. The people
Of Canada voted to change their confidence.

. lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Was this ques-
ton before the people ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT -The general adminis-
tration of the affairs of this country was
before the people. This question was not
Particularly discussed.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
iear, hear.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-The people of Canada
would have the right to censure the govern-

49J

ment if they could make no better showing
on the Intercolonial Railway than the late
government have done. That is one of the
arguments brought over and over again,
that the Intercolonial Railway had not been
properly administered, and was a drag on
the people of this country and a great
expense to the government. That was a
question before the people at the polls, and
it was a question that was repeatedly brought
up, and it was the duty of the government
at the earliest possible moment to devote
their attention to the points which would
enable them to consider in what way the
Intercolonial Railway should be managed
so as not to be a heavy charge on the people
of the country. They have arrived at a solu-
tion, and they have shown hon. gentlemen,
on the statements of men who are best able
in the whole of Canada to make a report,
that if this project is carried out, instead of
a deficit, there will be a gain to the people
of Canada of nearly half a million a year.
And yet, if I correctly judge the spirit of a
large number of gentlemen in this chamber,
they will say that rather than give the
government authority to go on and complete
the proposal and remove the deficits, that that
deficit shailcontinue toexist on the Intercolo-
nial, that it shall be made tributary to the
Grand Trunk Railway, and that it will be a
charge of from $50,000 to $250,000 a year
on the people of Canada. I do not think
the people of Canada will endorse any such
action. I think the people of Canada will
be prepared to say that for nearly 20 years
the late government failed to bring the ac-
counts of the Intercolonial Railway up to a
level year by year, and large deficits were
shown, and here is a proposal by which, on
the authority of the only two gentlemen
who are capable of expressing an opinion,
the deficit is to be removed and a large pro-
fit assured to the people of Canada. And
yet the Senate will say "No, rather than
pass this bill in the Senate we will continue
to see deficits on the Intercolonial Rail-
way." That is the verdict this House is
asked to give. That is the appeal that is
made to them to throw out this bill, to
teach the government the lesson that they
have no right to interfere with the Inter-
colonial Railway management by bringing
it to Montreal before it was submitted to
the people. I say that we did submit to
the people at the last election that we
should. bv the adoption of some policy
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which we would inaugurate, change the ac- I know nothing of it except what appears
counts of the Intercolonial Railway ; and in the blue book. Some hon. gent leilen
we have submitted a business proposition to wish to see this report of Mr. Schreiber and
you, which, if submitted to the people, Mr. Pottinger's. I now lay it on the table
would be endorsed by them to-morrow. for their inspection. I hope hon. gentlemene
'Until the articles appeared in the Montreal before expressing any final opinion on this
papers about this matter I had not heard niatter, will really disabuse their minds Of
one single gentleman in this Senate express any influence that nay be brought to bear
a hostile opinion. The opinion might have by the newspapers. The newspapers are
been expressed by some one, but I did not not good authority for this House to quote-
know it. We know that newspapers are always in the

interest of political parties, both on one side
Hon. Mr. McKAY-We did not know and the other. 1 do not claim for the papers

anything about it. on the Liberal side any greater immunitY
f rom reproach than the papers of the Con'bon. Mr. ALMON-I told you if you servative party. They act from influences

proved what you said it would have a great which they think are goingto benefit their
influence. party, but it is not always safe for us to be

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have given a plain guided by inspirations of that kind, and f
statement of the facts and I trust and believe say, in view of the facts and figures which I
that the calmer judgment of this House will have submitted to-day to the Senate, this
say that it is infinitely better to pass this House will maske a very grave mistake if, ofl
measure than to defeat it : that if the antici- the present occasion, they act on the sugges-
pations of the government, based as they tion of throwing out this bill.
are on reports, are wrong, that you will have
an opportunity of criticising the conduct of It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
the government better than if you throw out chair.
the bill. It is not at all likely that there
can be deficits in the future. But of course After Recess.
M r. Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber may be mis-
taken. Hon. Mr. WOOD resumed the debate.

H1e said : I desire to say at the outset Of
Hon. Mr. ALMON-Mr. Schreiber gave my remarks that in the observations which

an opinion as to the Curran Bridge which I I may address to the House, I desire to be
think was perfectly right, and the judges so governed by the rule which the hon. leader
found, but your party, through the news- of the House himself laid down, that is, tO
papers, said his judgment was not at all treat the question which is now under cof-
reliable. Am I correct in that 1 sideration as a business question, and to

i deal with it on business principles. So far
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot understand as I am concerned, I do not wish to judge

what the hon. gentleman is driving at. I it from any other standpoint. With regard
cannot understand what he wants me to to the observations which the last speaker
infer. He talks about Mr. Schreiber and addressed to the House, I have very little tO
the Curran Bridge. say. He referred to some newspaper report.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Mr. Schreiber gave I can only say, with regard to these, that
an opinion of the Curran Bridge which vour until I heard them read in the House to-day
party said was a swindle and fraud'and by the hon. leader of the opposition and by
scandal. 1e examined the work and said the hon. Secretary of State, I had not seel
the work was perfectly good. I understand them. They have lad no influence upoln
it was referred to judicial authorities and me whatever. I believe that I am not as
they said Mr. Schreiber was right. Your regular a r, ader of newspapers as some Of
party did not think Mr. Schreiber was cor my friends who sit around me. The hon.
rect, but still you want to force him on us gentleman criticised these articles that had
now. I believed him then. appeared in the newspapers. The criticisin

that he offered was that he thought the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not propose to editors had written those articles without

make any apology for the Curran Bridge. having fully understood them or studied the
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question. If I were to criticise the speech and careful consideration, and if they met
Of the bon. Secretary of State, I think I the approval of the buse they no doubt
8hould feel like making a somewhat similar were sanctioned in this chamber. I propose
comment. I judge from the nature of that this measure now before us shah be
the observations he has addressed to the deait with on its merits and on the principle
1lOuse that he had not given this question! which the hon. leader of the House himself
very full or careful consideration. The hon. laid down, that is, the business features of
gentleman referred to, soae other matters this transaction. The hon. Minister of Jus-
Which perhaps I should mention, but which tice in submitting this bih for our consider-
I do not wish to refer te, as I cdnsider they ation said that he did not tbink that the
are entirely foreign to the subject we are policy of extending the Intercolonial to
discussing. The hon. gentleman referred to Montreal would be questioned by any per-
the large amount which the government son. That is a pretty broad and sweeping
Paid for the acquisition of the Rivière du assertion. I am not prepared to say whether

0OUp branch of the Grand Trunk Railway the general public may approve of this ex-
l 1879. As I understand that transaction, tension or not. I believe it is a somewhat

the amount paid was not considered the fair new question. While it may have been
alarket value, if I may use the expression, discussed in some newspapers in parts of the
of that portion of the road at that time. Dominion, and while individuals may have
There were certain conditions attached to discussed the project or expressed opinions
that purchase, that an amount of money was upon it, I am not aware that it bas ever
to be retained by the government and to be been a question for general discussion
elpended by the Grand Trunk Railway throughout the country, or that there bas
Company on extensions of their line in other been any very pronounced public opinion
directions, chiefly, I believe, for the purpose expressed. upon that point. Certainly,
Of obtaining a connection with Chicago, and dur ing the long years that the Intercolonial
that these extensions were to be made with Railway bas had its terminus at Point Lévis,
this money subject to the approval of the if there had been any very strong public
government. However, I do not intend to opinion in favour of having it extended to
discuss that question, nor to discuss the cost Montreal, it seems to me a rather remark-
of building the branch line at St. Charles- able fact that it has never found expression,
the branch from the Intercolonial Railway in some way up to the present time. How-
tO Point Lévis, opposite Quebec. I admit ever, on the question of policy, I have just
that the cost of that branch seems to me to one or two observations to make, and I
be an enormous sum. Why it cost such an desire to say at the outset that on general
extravagant sum I am not able to say. principles I am opposed to the governmnent
I thought that the real object which 'owning and op-rating railways. I think
the Secretary of State had in ad- the general policy adopted in this country
v'erting to these matters at all was in the past, of allowing private companies
tO call the attention of this chamber to the to own and operate the railway system
fact that these measures, when they were sub- of the country, and where it has been
mitted by the late government to the Senate, found necessary to do so, to grant them
Werepassed inthe Senatebecause themajority subsidies and aid in the construction of
Were in sympathy with the general policy of those works, is a far better policy
the late government, and that if the majority than placing these great public highways
of the Senate in this case threw out the under the ownership and control of the
lneasure which is now submitted for our con- government. When the Intercolonial Rail-
8ideration, he would infer that they were way was constructed there were ex-
i1fluenced purely by party motives in doing ceptional reasons why it was built as a gov-
So. If that was the argument which the ernment work. At the time of confederation
hon, gentleman intended to make, I simply there was no railway communication be-
'Vish to say, that so far as I am concerned I tween the maritime provinces and the great
do not intend to be, and I hope I shall not provinces of Quebec and Ontario in the west.
be influenced by party feeling in this matter. One of the terms upon which those provinces
I assume that when these matters to which entered the union was that railway coin-
the hon, gentleman made reference were munication should be established between
submitted to this House they received due them, but at that time it was generally ac-
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knowledged that a railway constructed be- number of additional tons of freight and the
tween the maritime provinces and the great number of additional passengers Zhich thel
centres of the west would not be a property think the railway will carry after this pro-
in which any capitalist would be willing to posod extension is completed. The numbr
invest his money. No capitalist, I venture of tons of freight carried in 189-96 was
to say, could be found, either in this country 1,379,618. The number which they estim
or in any other country, that would be will- ate would be carried after this road is e
ing to risk one dollar in that undertaking at tended to Montreal is 1,698,000, the
that time as a commercial enterprise. In increase anounting to about 320,000.
deed, §o doubtful was the government at
first as to what might be the result of the Hon. Mr. POIRJER-Carried from wheI'
operation of thàt railway, that they appealed to whero-from Montroal to Queec orfreih ano
to the Imperial government for aid and as- real to Halifax?
sistance, and the Imperial government aided
the construction of that road by guaran- Hon. Mr. WOOD-That is the point tO
teeing the inte rest upon a large loan to be which 1 was about to refer.
used for its construction. These werenumb
the reasons which operated at that time to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Of course,itoldb
have the Intercolonial Railway constructed different points.
as a government work. The policy of en-e
larging the governmont ownership'of rail-! Hon. Mr. WOOD -I was about to sa>'
ways, or extending the system of railways that this statement is a bald statement of
which. the governient own and controlI what, in their opinion, would be the ad
i, therefore, a new policy, and to my i ditional number of tons of freight carriedt
m d, it is a policy which, while it may in locally or otherwise, over the whole length
this case have something to be said in its of the Intercolonial Railway after it w
favour is, on general principles, open tooextended into Montreal. What I shoUld
grave objections. It is not a policy which have liked to know, and what would ba
should o hastily entered into, but a policy aided us in forming an opinion in regard 
which should h very carefully discussed and the wisdom of this policy, would have bee»
very fully considered. The grounds upon a statement showing what we might expect
which this policy has been advocated, so far to derive as local freight or through freih
as , have heen able to discover fro the from this extension to Montreal. Thisre-
observations which have been addressed to port, unfortunately, gives us no details with
this hfouse, and the observations which have reard to that. The nunuber of additioal
been addresaed to the other branch of the passengers they estimate at something like
legislature by the Minister of iRailways and 200,000. It is evident, however, in regard
Canais, are, first, that the Intercolonial ail- to both freight and passengers, that theY
way, by being extended to Montrreal, ande must b principally local. W have not had
having its terminus in that great commercial time to make the estimates, but if any ho 
wcho, will be in a better position to com- gentleman will take the pains to inake be
pete for freight. J endeavoured to get sone estimate ho will sec that it is utterly u
estimate of the probable increase of freight. reasonable to suppose that there will gh
Weonly obtained that afewmomnentsago, and anything approaching that incroaso Of'
have not been able to give it careful throug traffic hetween Montreal and the
cosideration. can only say with regard Maritime Provinces, either in passenger
to it that an disappointed in the nature of or f reight. That calculation might be
the report which has been submitted to us. made by showiig how any passengers
It is of a very general character indeed. It that would ho per day and how inany tons
gives us the gross earnings and operating of freight it would ho per day. We have
expenses last year of the Intercolonial Rail- at travelled over the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, which is 1,100 or 1,200 miles in ength. way to St. John, and the Intercolonial
It tells us what, in the opinion of Mr. Pott-' Railway to Moncton, and know about
ingrer and M r. Sch reiber, the earnings and the average amount of travel and f reight that
operating expenses during the first year, ago over those two linos at the presnt tinio-
after this extension is competed to Montreal, But eaving aside the question as t h
esimat o they proae unresae of he may or may not be the increased traffi, as
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thè result of the extension of this line to traffle that may be picked up by the Inter-
Montreal, to my mind there is a far more colonial Railway agent in Ontario and west-
important question than that involved. The ern points.
simple fact of increase of traffic is not, to
'Y mind, a sufficient reason to justify the

adoption of this policy. It depends on the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it is clause 40
nlature of the traffic that is to be acquired that is one clause. I think 40, 41 and 42
rather than its amount. If this traffic is to ail make provision for that.
be simply local traffic between Montreal and
the maritime provinces, and if the Inter- Hon. Mr. WOOD-I must take issue with
Colonial Railway being extended to Mon- the hon. gentleman upon that point. Clause
treal creates no new trafflo, it does seem to 40 reads as follows:
lue that to divert local traffic from, existing 40. That notwithstanding anything contained in
hulles owned and operated by private cor- any agreeent between Her Majesty and the cost
Porations, is no justification for extending pany heretofore made and now existing, ail traffic
the governrnent railway. The govern ment offered the coUpany at any Point On itS Unes West

of Montreal which the shipper desires to ship via
Propose to use the credit and means of the Intercolonial at Montreal sha l be billed by
the country to extend the railway to, the company for shipment in such manner, and the
Montitreaîa to enter into competition for company sha deliver ail such trafic to the Inter-

traffic with existing lines controlled by colonial Raiway at Montreal, and passenger
loca s Aa eo tickets for any point on the Intercolonial Railway

te caes A a it o m east of ontreal sha sold by the company's
if those are the grounds on which they seek agents at ai stations and agencies on its ines west
tOD justify the arrangement, it cannot fairly of Montreal.
he justified. By uring the same argument y aore Mr. SCOTT - Go on.

e would justify t e extension of the Inter- i h
loveial Railway to Toronto and the other Hon. Mr. a pOOD-The balance of the

grea centres in the west. No oM will clause is as fotsows :
dispute that if that policy were adopted the On request via Montreal by the Intercolonial
'fltercoionial Railway might be, and no Railway, and such ticket holder shal he entitled
doubt would be, successful in diverting a ani shall de peraitted to take the trains of the
onsiderable portion of traffic from the e Interclonial Railway at Montreal for such points

tfi the maritime provinces from the existi k e tsterly on the Intercolonial Railway.

lines which carry it at the present day. That clause simply provides, if hon. gen-
Thero is one reason which might have bean tlemen will note it carefully, that th Grand
given in support of this policy, and whichi 1 Trunk Railway, in selling tickets from any
admit would have had very great weiglit in point west

ey mid. If the gov sarment had been Hon. Mr. SCOTT-
able to show that by extending the Inter-
Colonial Railway to Montreal they would be Hon. Mr. WOOD - Selling tickets or

a position to divert to the Intercolonial receiving freilt at any point west for some
diailway, not local traffic from other dnes, point east on the Intercolonial Railway
but a considerable portion of the through local trafic, for points on the Intercolonial
traffic from the west to the ocean which nowi Railway in the maritime provinces, sha
fn. its outiet over the railways running to bily that trafic over the Intercolonial Rail-
tortand and Boston they would have fur- way between Montreal and Lévis, and not
Ilihed us with an argument which would bill it over the Grand Trunk Railway be-
have had a very strong influence upon my tween those two points. That is ail that
judginent with regard to, this matter. the clause provîdes. It does not refer to,

Ron. Mr. SCOTT-The contract provides
for that. I read the contract. Hon. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gen-

in on. M r. to d D - W il the hon. gentle- l e ivn freigt a t anf

Man point out the clause to me ? I have Hon. Mr. WOOD-The hon. gentleman
beeti unable to fnd it. hcals my attention to clause 44, which I

shahl read:
lion. Mr. SCOT -The Grand Trunk That as regards trafic shipped to ani froi

uailway Company undertake to carry any Europe as the British Ises through Haifax ptr
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Intercolonial Railway, the rates of the company 1 think we ail will admit that the through
for the carriage of such traffic west of Montreal traffic which cores to Montreal from the
shall not be higher per passenger per mile, and per
ton of freight per mile, than the amount per pas- ores principally through three greàý
senger per mile, and per ton of freight per mile, channels, the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the
charged by the company on similar classes or des- 1 Grand Trunk Railway and the water borne
criptions of traffie carried by it for others to and trafic which comes via the lakes and the
from the same places, and intended for or coning canais. So far as I can sec the IntercolJl
froim the saine place in Europe or the British Isles.
In ascertaining such rates of freight, all drawbacks iai Raiiway, by extending its une to NIoný
or deductions allowed are to be taken off before reai wiii not be in one whit a better position
fixing the rates.tfixig th rats. ,to get through traffic froin any one of these

If the hon. gentleman can find anything three sources than it is to-day. Take first
to suprci otetoJsoi the traffic which cornes via the canais andin that to support his contention, I should

like to have it pointed out. There is nothing lakes. That is water borne traffic which
in it whatever to prevent the Grand Trunk cores through the season of open naviga
Railway from using all its powers and all its tion, when ocean steanships are lying a
influence in every possible way to send every Montreal ready to carry that trafic to its
car load of through traffic which it receives destination on the other side of the ocean.
in the west, or whici it can obtain, to Great T tr
Britain via Portland, over its own line in from the craft which bring it to Montreal
preference to the Intercolonial Railway. via the canàls and lakes, to the oo-'an steain

ships which carry it to its destination 011
Hon. Mr. LANDRY -Hear, hear. the other side. There is no interven-

tion by any railway company. Take
Hon. Mr. WOOD-When the hon. Secre- the trafic which cores by another

tary of State interrupted. me, 1 was înaking 'Channel, the Canadian Pacific BailwaY.
this argument, that if the governrent had At the present tinme, through trafic co
shown, or couid show, that b' extenling the ing to Montrea by the Canadian Pac 
Intercolonial Raiiway to wontreal it would fie Raiiway, is for arded by the sane
be in a position to divert any considerabie cne ove its own road, via St. John
portion of travel or traffic to the Intercolo- to a seaport in the maritime provinces.
niai Railway and to our maritime seaboard No member of the Rl use, I venture tO
which now finds its outlet via the United tsay, will assert that when the inter-
States through Portland and Boston, it would colonial Railway is extended to Montreal,
be a strong argument in support of the poli- the Canadian Pacific Railway wii be
cy which they are advocating, but say, and any more willin g to transfer throuoh trafic
the interruption of the hon. Secretary of, to the Iritercolonial Iiailway, at 'Montreal
State only contirms the point I arn making, than it is to-day. Then, take the tratc
that no provision of that kind whate-er has l which coes by the other channel, the
been made and no reason bas been advanced Grand Trunk Railway. If this extensionl
by either of the gentlemen representing the bas any influence whatever upon the trafic
government who have addressed the louse,, coming over the Grand Truk Railway, i
why we should expect suc a result to follow. 1 wil be to, divert it, not to tre Intercolonial
For My own part, I have studied this ques- Railway, but to Portland. When the
ti .on with such care as I have been able to throungh freight coming over the Grand
give it since the facts were submitted, to the Trunk Raiiway-I arn speaking aitogether
House, and after careful consideration of the of through freight now-was transferred at
question, 1 can see no reason whatever to Lévis, the Grand Trunk Railway received
warrant me in reaching a conclusion that the a larger percentage for carrying that trafon
Intercolonial Raîlway, by extending its line and the induce.ents were larger for sending
to Montreal, will succeed in diverting from through traffic that way. The Grand Trunk
other nes any portion of the through traftic Railway had greater inducements for send
between the west and Europe. In support of ing through traffic via the Intercoloniai
my position, let me just cal the attention Railway to Halifax or St. John, when it
of the House for one moment to the transferred that trafie at Lévis than it will
origin of that trafic, to the bnes which con- have if it transfers that traffic at Montreal,
trol it, and to thie course hich it would for, as I said before, its pecuniary interest
naturall take in reaching its destination. lie to a greater extent in sending it in that
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direction, because it had the long haul and an undivided one-half interest or equal run-
received a larger percentage of the through ning rights whichever we choose to call it,
rat6 for carrying that traffic. When the over the portion of the Grand Trunk Rail-
1i1tercolonial Railway is. extended to Mon- way between Ste. Rosalie and Victoria
treal, that will be changed, and the pro- bridge. It acquires also the right of run-

sion which the hon. gentleman has just ning the Intercolonial Railway trains over
referred is to in this agreement only the Victoria bridge, and the right of the
increases the difficulty, for if that pro- use of Bonaventure Station and all the
'ision has any force whatever it is a pro- terminal facilities which the Grand Trunk
Vision that even if the Grand Trunk Railway Company has in the city of Mont-
Railway desired to send through traffic real. For these properties and rights which
Via Halifax, they could not send it over it acquires under this contract the govern-
their own line from Montreal to Quebec but ment undertakes to pay the Grand Trunk
Would have to transfer it at Montreal. The Railway Company annually the sum of one
effeet of that provision, if it has any effect hundred and forty thousand dollars. That is
at all, will be to place greater inducements certainly a pretty large amount. it represents
before the Grand Trunk Railway than they if we estimate the interest at five per cent,
fever had in the past to divert every possible a capital expenditure of $2,800,000. If we
Carload of freight that they can f rom the sea- estimate interest at three per cent, which
Ports of thie maritime provinces and send it the government would have to pay in Eng-
O'ver their own line to Portland. I have said land, it represents a capital expenditure of
this much with regard to this great question, $4,666,000. These are large sums, and it is
this question of the wisdom of the policy of perhaps, difficult for a person who has not a
extendirng the Intercoloniàl Railway to large experience in these matters, to hastily
Montreal, and I propose to leave it with the come to a conclusion as to whether this is
8imple observation that, in my opinion, no an extravagant sum to pay for the property
Suffici-nt reason has yet been given in and rights acquired, or whether it is not.
justification of that policy, that on general We have to form the best judgment we can
Principles I am opposed to the government from the details, and from the data which
oWnership of railways-I am opposed to the have been placed before us. So far as I myself
government extending its present systen of am concerned I must say that I think in
railwav, unless some amply reasons can be assenting to the payment of this large sum,
given why that policy should be adopted. I the government have manifested a degree of
'Will now turn fron that point, for I do not extravagance which this parliament will not
wish to occupy the attention of the House justify. I will give the reasons which have
at too great length, and offer a few observa- led me to that conclusion. They may com-
tions upon the terms of the contract which mend themselves to the judgment of the
have been entered into. At the outset I may House or they may not. According to the
say that this contract, as we all observe who report of the Minister of Railways, in the
have read it, is lengthy and somewhat com- little blue book which has been laid upon
Plicated in its details, and the time at our our desks to-day, this sum of $140,000 is
disposal since it has been placed in our distributed as follows: $37,500 represents
hands has not been sufficient to give it that the rental of this portion of the line from
careful consideration which its importance Ste. Rosalie to Victoria bridge ; $40,000
Inerits. I shall, therefore, not detain the represents the rights which the government
11ouse by going through very many details have acquired of running Intercolonial Rail-
of this contract. I propose merely to ex- way trains over the Victoria bridge; $62,-
Press my opinion with regard to some 500 represents the rental of the privileges
prominent features of it, and I shall confine and rights which the government acquire in
n1Y observations to those features in regard the us- of Bonaventure station and the

tO which the data given us and the informa- terminal facilities of the Grand Trunk Rail-
t'ion in our possession enable us to reach an way in Montreal. Take first the piece of road
'intelligent conclusion. The first part of between Ste. Rosalie and Victoria bridge,
this contract is an agreement between the thirty-five miles long. For this the govern-
government and the Grand Trunk Railway ment propose to pay a rental of $37,500. If
CeOmapany, and the main provisions of this we estimate interest at five per cent-and I
eOritract are that the government acquires think, if I read aright what has been said
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in the other House by the Minister of Rail- probably it will not exceed in any case
ways and interpreted aright what has been $10,000 a mile. That isquite a wide mar
said by the hon. gentlemen who represent gin, but, as 1 say, I have no data for arrving
the governrment in this House, they arrive at a correct conclusion. 1 propose, for the
at this sum by fixing the value upon this sake of the argument which I am making9
35 miles of railway and fixing 'the rental to allow the doubt, if there is any doubt, tO
at five per cent on one-half that value. If be on the right side, and assume that it cat
I am wrong in this I shall be very glad if be double tracked for the small sum
the hon. leader of the House will correct me. $6,000 per mile. That would represent, for
$37,500 at five per cent represents a capital 35 miles of railway, a capital expenditure
investment of $750,000. If that represents of $210,000 and under this contract th'
haif the value of the lne bepween Ste. Ro- government will be obliged to pay interest
salie and Victoria bridge, the whole value of for all time to corne on one-half of that sulI1,
that line would be $1,500,000, which repre- or $105,00 . The interest upon that at a
sentsa cost of $42,857per mile for 35 ailesof per cent amounts to $5I250, and, when this
railway. I do not know what the judgnent is added to the $37,500 which they are
of other people may be, but my judgment is obwiged to pay at once under the preset
that that is a verby high price to fix as the contract, we have a total annual obiatitiOn
value of that road at the present time, and when this road i double tracked, equal
upon which to base a rental v&luation of i$42,750. said that I had corne to te
five per cent. But this is not ail : conclusion that that was an extravagant
Section 35 of the contract or agreement sum to pay, and t e reason core top thit
must also be read in connection with this conclusion is 'that $42,750 represents tO
transactin, and section 35 provides : the government, who can borrow moneY

That if at any tne hereafter the business or at 3 per cent, a capital expenditure O
tratic sha, in the opinion of the parties hereto, $,425,000. That is within $75,000 of the
necessitate or warrant the jying of double tracks value which I understand frorn the govere-
between a ineluding Ste. Rosalie a d St. Lain- ment they place upon the Grand Trul

ert, or the rnaking of more extensive yaradn- Railway betwee s points as tands
provements at Point st. Charles or intermedite n that It t
points between that pointhand Bonaventure station. to-day, or $w,500,000; but this $,425,00
or the laying of additional tracks between sch is equal to $40,714 per mile for that 3t
points, or shae varrant or necessitate any further miles of railsay. in my opinion this is an
expenditure- extravagant sum, because, whatever 1neY

and si on. Perhaps it is not necessary for have been the cost of the Grand Truok
me to read the whole of the clauses: Railway in the past, i do not beieve there

Her Majesty shah pay annnaly for the use of il a gentleman Iistening te me. who Wil
any such works aid improvenents five per cent venture to assert that a line f railway could
upon one-haf of the actual cost to the comnpany of Rlot e buît between Ste. Rosalie and St.
the construction of sait. works and improvenents. Lambert for less than haf that su to-day,

I do not tink there is any hon. gentean and my argument is that if the government
here who will not admit that the time has desire to have railway communication be
cone, or will core in the very near future, tween St. Lambert and Ste. Rosalie, a more
when the GrandTrunk Railway betwee- Ste. econorical and far better policy to pursue
Rosalie and St. Laibert will need to be would have been to go to England to borroW
double tracked. and we are safe, too, iii as- the rnoney that was necessary, and build ail
sumin that when that necessity arises the independent line of road.
government will beobliged to assent to it, and
if they do they will be obliged to incur an Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Heart
annual obligation equal to five per cent upon hear, those are my sentiments.
hauf of the money actually expended. I have
net at hand any very correct data to enab'e Hon. Mr. WOOD-What would have
me to determine what the cost of double been the cost of suc a urnee We have the
tracking that line of railway might be. I statement of te chief engineer of govern
think, however, f rom such information as I ment railways, in the pamphlet whieh
have been a e to obtain fro , diffèethas been laid upou our desks to-day, that
sources, that arn safe in assuming a the cost of building a line fro Chaudière
will not be less than $6,000 per mile, and to Ste. Rosalie would be covered by $,600,
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000. He says he thinks that this sum-- pany and the serious error which the
1 think these are the words he used, I am government appear Vo have fallen into
quoting them from memory-would cover is this-they have based the amount of
the cost of construction by the government rentai which they were justified in paying
of a line between Chaudière and Ste. Rosalie, at five per cent upon the cost of construction
aid he tells us that the length of that line of the une over which they intended to
Would be 115 miles. If hon. gentlemen operate their railway. They made an-
Will take the trouble to make the calculation other error in placing-in my opinion at
they will find that is a little less than $14,- least-too high a value on that une, and
000 per mile. I can see no reason why the the resuît of thèse two errors, when they
COst of a new line of railway between Ste. could go Vo England and borrow the noney
Rosalie and St. Lambert would exceed the on their own credit at three per cent, is
Cost of the new line of railway between the that the government could have built a new
Chaudière and Ste. Rosalie. So far as I and independent line of railway between
know-and I think the knowledge of other these points by incurring an annual obli-
hon. gentlemen who sit around me is perhaps gation of $21,000, while under this agree-
better than mine-the portion of the Grand ment they incur an annual obligation of
Trunk Railway between Ste. Rosalie and St. upwards of $42,000. The sane une of
Lambert is principally within the valley of reasoning, I may say, applies to the use of
the St. Lawrence. The land is level and the the terminais in Montreal. They have
cOnstruction is easy. There are no engineer- fallen at least into one of the saine serious
llig difficulties, and in my opinion $14,000 a errors. They have based the rentai value
mOile would be an ample sum. Indeed, I of the rights and privileges which they
have pretty good reason to believe acquire at five per cent upon the estimated
that fron $10,000 to $12,000, exclusive capital cost, when they could go to England
Of rolling stock and terminal facilities, and on their own credit borrow money aV
Would build to-day a new line of railway three per cent. The hon. leader of the
between Ste. Rosalie and St. Lambert; but opposition called the attention of the buse
the point may be raised that they would to the advantages which the Grand Trunk
have land damages to pay. I cannot speak Railway Company would derive from this
definiteîy as Vo that. Ig does not appear to operation. He deait with that pint, and I do
Mbe, froni my knowledge of the country, that noV propose Vo discuss it. Having said this
tre land damages could be very excessive, much with regard to the contract with the
bot suppose they are added, one, two, three Grand Trunk i Railway, I now propose o
or four or five thousand dollars, if you offer a few rernarks wiùh regard to the con-
Choose, per mile to that cost, make it if you tract with the Drummond County railway.
ChOse twenty thousand dollars per mile for The second part of this agreement contains
building a new line of railway between Ste. the contract which has been entered into
lIo8alie and St. Lambert, what would be the hetween the governient and the Drunmond
COst of that thirty-five miles of railway l At s County Railway, and under this part of the
$20,O00 per mile it would be $700,000. The contract the govern tenV acquire that portion
governinent could go to England and borrow of the Drunmond County Railway which is
$70(o,000 for 99 years at three per cent, and'now completed, and contract with the Druin-
the interest would represent $21,000 a year. mond County Railway Company to complete
That would be the annual charge incurred, the remaining portion of their ne to the
nd, I wish to cagl the attention of the connection at Chaudière bridge. For this

Rouse mo this fact that it is less than one-n the governuent ondertake Vo pay, according
hauf the annual charge which they, under o the ternis of the contract, $70,000 per
this contract, undertake Vo pay the year in haf yearly instalments of S35,000
Grand Trunk Rtilway Company for each on the first days of May and November
the ose of that ine for ail turne Vo in each an every year during the terni
OIne. I say that, judginge the transaction aforesaid. I understand, however, that

in that light, I for one feel that the govern- $6,000 of that $70,000 represents the con-
nent have not made, as the hion. leader of tract whieh the Drummond Coonty Railway
the Rouse dtaims they have, a good busi- Company lias with the Grand Trunk Rail-
tsh arrangement in concluding this contract way Company for the annual use of the
With the Grand Trunk Railway Coi-lChaudière bridge, and for the use of the
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branch line between Chaudière bridge and
Point Lévis, and that the government,
in entering into this agreement, take over
that contract and therefore assume this
liability of the Drummond County Railway,
and are in future to pay that $6,000 to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, for the use
of the Chaudière bridge and the line to
Lévis: that the other $64,000 per year repre-
sents what they are agreeing to pay for the
remainder of the line-the line between
Chaudière and Ste. Rosalie, with the little
branch down to the town of Nicolet. The
Minister of Railways, in his report to Coun-
cil, which is in the little blue book laid upon
the Table to-day, on page 4 represents that
the sum, as I read it, which the government
propose to pay the Drummond County Rail-
way for the property and rights which they
acquired is $1,600,000, and that $64,000 re-
presents interest upon that amount at four

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I am glad to hear it.
It does not, in that event, require any
further reference from me. A point which
I was anxious to know and which the ob-
servations of the hon. gentleman entirelY
settle, was this : that the price which the
government, upon the advice of their chief
engineer, or after they had the estimate of
the chief engineer, intended to undertake to
pay the Drummond County Railway Com'
pany for the property and rights which they
acquired was $1,600,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. We pay $64,000
a year for ninety-nine years. The terms are
stated and you can make out what it repre-
sents in capital if you like.

Hon. Mr. WOOD--I am aware of that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I take the road to be
.. ~- ~i ;ÀOfw~Ci ... ~1 T C,-...~.A thaT

per cent. There seems to be some little con- i ' > , a uni, Il

fusion to-day between the remarks of the r
hon. leader of the House and the remarks of Hon. Mr. WOOD-I told the hon. gentle'
the hon. Secretary of State as to what the
governnent really did intend to pay foi the inan that that was bis calculation, and Iva-9

not interested in dealing with it.propeî'ty and rights of the Drummxond Couni- ntitrse ndaigw t
ty Railway Company which they acquired. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The contract is plainl

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Sixty-four thousand
dollars.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-As I understand it,
they fixed the value of that property at $1,-
600,000, and I understood from the hon.
Secretary of State to-day that they acquired
one hundred and thirty-twý and one-half
miles of railway, that if this sum was reduced
to cash at the present time on the basis of
three and one-quarter per cent

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was my own cal-
culation. I gave you that as my calculation.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-You assume it is right,
I suppose.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, but the

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes; and I think the
statements of the hon. Minister of Railways
to Council are plain enough, and the reinarks
which the minister addressed to the House
of Commons are plain enough; and if I can
understand plain English at all, the goverl-
ment, when they bought that railway, esti-
nated its fair value to them, estimated the
sum to be paid for this railway as $1,600,000.
I have read the report of the Minister of
Railways, and I have read some of the re-
marks in the discussion of this question in
the other House, and from all these sources
I arrive at these conclusions-and I think I
am right, and I think I understood the hon.
leader of the House to make the same state-

$r64,000 is a fixed suin, ana you can makeown dedctioni ment in his opening remarks to-dayvthatyour own deductions.
your the government, when they were considering

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I would like to under- how much they were justified in paying the
stand the hon. gentleman, because I do not Drumnond County Railway Company for
want to nisrepresent anything in regard to the property they were purchasing froui
this matter, but if I understand the hon. them, decided that $1,600,000 as a fair
gentleman the calculation which he has sub- sum, and they proposed to pay it by paying
mitted to us to-day was simply a calculation $64,000 a year for ninety-nine years.
of bis own. ho mc tyHon. Mr. SCOTT-The contract is pe-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, that's ail. fectly plain if the hon. gentleman will read it.
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Ilon. Mr. WOOD-I told you I had read $1,600,000 and the hon. the Secretary of
it. State bas just now said that this $2,000,000,

which he figured up at three and a quarter
lion. Mr. SCOTT-The contract reads! pew et a aclto hc ehm
holding and paying therefor yearly the per cent, was a calculation which he him-

Suva of $40.-iself made to-day and which bas neyer beeft
f$64,000." discussed before. If we may assume any-

Hlon. Mr. WOOD-That is just what I thing, it is fair to assume that the value
have been stating to the House; I do not which the government considered this rail-
kn1ow that the hon. gentleman alters my way represented was $1,600,000. At al
statement. events, until I can get some furtbr light

upon the subjeet, I will proceed upon that
lon. Mr. SCOTT-A man convinced assumption. My first observation, with re-

againist his will is of the same opinion still.'gard to that contract, is this: tlat if the
The contract speaks of two sums that are to g
be paid for ninety-nine years, and it says upon the property and rights which they
%64,000 for ninety-nine years. were acquiring f rom the Drummond County

lion ~r WO D-Istaed hata wileRailway Company when they agreed to, payIlon. Miýr. WOOD-- stated that a while
B.go. them $64,000 for ninety-nine years, they

agreed to pay shem $400,000 too muca
lon. 'ur. SCOTT-You state something that when tbey entered inito an agreement

diffwerent aqin with the Drummond County Railway to
pay them $64,000 a year for ninety-nine

lon. Mr. WOOD-I stated this, that years, tbey placed in their hands a contract
1ander this contract the government agrees what tbey could take to the London market
tO pay $70,000 for ninety-nine years; that and seil for $2,000,000 cash and upwards,
$6,000 of that represents the rental paid to and I therefore say, if they fixed the value
the Grand Trunk Rrilway, therefore the at $1,600,000 when they entered into that
governnent propose to pay $64,000 a year contract, they paid the Drummond County
for ninety-nine years to the Drummond Railway $400,000 too much. In order that
County Railway Company for the property this point-and I feel that it is a most im-
wehich they are purchasing from them, that portant one-may be made perfectly clear,
the government arrived at that decision I will ask the House to follow me in a cal-
from a report of the chief engineer of rail- culation which I have undertaken to make
ways, and f rom a report made by the Min- and which bas convinced my mind at least,
ester of Railways to Council, that it would on the subject.
cost the government $1,600,000 to constructc Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Minister of R'iil-
a new line over the same route, and that H
they considered that was a fair price to pay ways in stating that in the House, stated
the Drummond County Railway Company that they did not include land damages. In

for the property they were purchasing from the estimate he was furnishing of the cost of

them. That is as I understand it, and if the railway, it did not include land damages,

the bon. Secretary of State desires to correct He could not tell what they would be.

that, I shall be very glad to have him do so, Hon. Mr. WOOD-Did the government
but that is my understanding of it. I only propose to pay the Drummond County Rail-
wish to know what value the government way $1,600,000 and pay them land dama-
did place on that railway. I am not par- ges besides 1
ticular-and it will make no difference
'Whatever for the purpose of my argument Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, nothing of the
-whether they say they fixed the value of kind. If the hon. gentleman will not take
that railway at $1,600,000 or whether they the explanation, I cannot make it any
fixed it at $2,000,000. I merely wish to clearer. It did not form the basis of the
know what value the government did place operations with the government.
On that railway when they purchased it, and Hon. Sir MACKENZTE BQWELL-
the only value which appears to have been How much is that $64,000 capitalized 1
nentioned, and the only sum which appears
to have been discussed by the Minister of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The minister stated
Railways and his colleagues in Council, was that a report had been made, and the esti.
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mate in round numbers was about $1,600- Minister of Railways, he makes this remark
000. It did not include land damages. with respect to that question of the purchase

and loan:
FIon. Mr. WOOD-So far as my argu- frmentgoe, I o nt se tht th uetionof 8o far as the Grand Trunk Company is con--ment goes, I do not see that the question of cerned, the sale could not, for obvious reasons, beland daniages bas anything to do with it. I contemplated perhaps by either party. But as to

may be exceedingly stupid, and I must apolo- the property of the Druinnond County Company,
gize to the hon. Secretary of State if I can- 1 he would have favoured a purchase in preference
not understand his explanation, but I must to a lease, had the companv been disposed to enter
notnesta thebremrs e hnato but no m tinto negotiations on that basis, being unwilling tOconfess that the remarks he bas just fow do so, the only remaining alternative to the ac-
.been making, so far as I can understand ceptance of the company's offer if the extension tO
them, have no bearing whatever on the Montreal is to be proceeded with, would be for the
argument I am trying to present to the government to undertake the construction of ac new line of railway, whichi would not onlY be9
House. My argument is this, that the only parallel, but throughout its entire length would
sum which appears to have been discussed run contiguous to that of the Drummond CountY
in Council-and if any other sum was dis- Company.
cussed in Council I should be glad if any Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like the hon.
member of the government should state it inember from Halifax, if he can answer theon the floor of this House-was the value question which 1 asked the House a littleof that road, the sum which the government while ago to give an answer to my question,were justified in paying for that road, and and tag, wheter n her overnmetihad

the deide tht te cst f te cnstuc-andthat is, whether if the government hadthey decided that the cost of the construe- offered the Drummond County Railway
tion of a new ine by the government would company $1,600,000 in cash for the ro-
be $1,600,000, and they undertook to pay hpy which te des to r the

tha su bypayng 64,00 ea fo 99perty which they desired to acquire, thethat suin by paying $64,000 a year for 99 Company would not have accepted it ? Isyears, and when they did that they paid the hon. gentleman prepared to say that 1$400,000 too much, for they placed in
the hands of the company a contract Hon Mr. POWER-I have not had any
which they can sell for $2,O,000 communication with the Drummond County
cash. I will put this in another way, and Railway Company, and I cannot tell what
perhaps it will make it clear between the they would have done.
hon. Secretary of State and myself. We
will suppose that the government had gone Hon. Mr. WOOD-As I said before, if
to the Drummond County Railway Com- the hon. gentlemen on the other side will
pany, and instead of offering to pay them take either one of' the two positions, it is
$64,000 a year for ninety-nine years had quite iminaterial to me which they take. If
told them, "we will give you $1,600,000 in they say they were prepared to pay the
cash for your railway," is there a man in Drummond County Railway Company
this House who doubts they would have $1,600,000, then they have paid them in
accepted it? If the government knew that entering into this contract $400,000 too
they would not have accepted it, I shall be much. If they say they intended to pay
glad to have them state so. If that course them $2,000,000 for the railway, they are
was open to the government, they could willing to pay them an excessive price. I
have pursued it. If they did not adopt that do not care which horn of the dilemma they
course, they should have done it, for if they take. What I desire to get, and have not
had gone to the Drummond County Railway been able to get, is what value the govern-
Company and purchased that road for ment placed on that property when they
$1,600,000 what would have been their agreed to purchase it from the Drummond
position as compared with what it is to-day ? County Railway Company? I should like to
They could have gone to the London market call the attention of the House to this other
and borrowed $1,600,000 for niney-nine point, and it would be better to do it here
years at three per cent. because it will perhaps enforce better upon

the minds of hon. gentlemen who compose
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman this chamber the point I am trying to make ;

asks a question and I think it is only right we will assume, if you choose that the Drum-
that he should get the information. In this mond County Railway Company were not
report submitted to the Council by the bon. willing to accept $1, 60 0,000-that they said,
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c, we want $64,000 a year for ninety- would accumulate at three per cent, tley
tine years." The government could say to would have saved in ninety-nine years the
thema, " If we give you that, it amounts to enormous sum of $9,418,000-enough to pay
an equivalent of $2,000,000 cash to-day. It the whole cost of constructing the road and
1a too much for vour road. We can, f rom soti.e millions of dollars besides.
the report of ou'r own engineer, build and
OWoi an independent line of our own from Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the hon. gen-
Chaudière to Ste. Rosalie for $1,600,000. tleman calculate compound interest?
Therefore, if you ask $2,000,000, or the
eqlivalent of $2,000,000, for that road, you Hon. Mr. WOOD-Yes, the same as if
ask $400,000 too much. We will not buy they had deposited it in any savings bank
it; We will build a road of our own." I do where you get three per cent, compounded
1ot care which position the hon. gentlemen for ninety-nine years, it will amount to that
take: they can take either; I am basing my sum. The government, therefore, in my
argument on the assumption that the value opinion, have fallen into a most serious
they placed on the road wvas the cost of error, either in paying $400,000 for the road
building a new road-$1,600,000-and that more than they could have built a new road
that is what they were willing to pay, and of their own for, or else in adopting a mode

more. If they were willing, when they of payment which places the company in a
eOuld build a road for $1,600,000, to pay position to go to the London market and
*2,000,000, they were willing to pay $400,- realize $400.000 more than the government
000 too much-$400,00 0 more than they considered the value of the road when they
were· justified in paying under any circum- were buying it. The government have fallen
stanices. I am satisfied that the government into another serious error in this transaction
'wOuld not be so regardless of the interest of in estimating the value of this road which
their country as to pay $2,000,000 for that they were acquiring at $1,600,000 ; they
road when they could get it for $1,600,000 ; have estimated the value upon the cost of
ad I prefer to return to the position I took construction of a new line. That would be

soMe time ago, that the value the government a proper mode of estimating the amount they
lrtended to pay for that road was $1,600,000, were justified in paying, so far as any uncon-
aid that the error into which the govern- structed portion of the line was concerned,
41ellt fell was in arranging a method of pay- the forty-two miles which are yet to be con-
luent by which they entered into a contract structed between Moose Park and Chaudière
0' which the Drummond County Railway Bridge, but so far as the completed portion
Company can realize $400,000 in excess of of the line is concerned, the government
the amount which the government felt they have fallen into a most serious error in bas-
*ere justified in paying. To illustrate to ing the value of that line upon the cost of
the House the serious consequences of falling construction and not upon its market value.

to an error of this kind, let me call the I nMaintain that any railway company,
attention of hon. gentleman to what this any number of gentlemen who enter upon
lvolves. Suppose the government, instead any enterprise in this country, are only
of buying the Drummond County Railway, entitled to receive the market value of the
had said " We cannot afford to pay more property which they own or the enterprise
than $1,600,000 and we will build a road of which they control. That market value
Our own," they had gone to London and may be determined in various ways. It may
borrowed $1,600,000 for ninety-nine years be determined by the earning power of the
at three per cent, involving an annual charge road. We have some means of testing the
of $48,000. They would effect an annual market value of this road upon that basis.
aving of the difference between $48,000 There was some discussion this afternoon as

aId $64,000, which is $16,000 a year. In to the annual earnings of this road. I see
n11ety-ninie years, or hundred years, $16,000 by the statements of the Minister of Rail-

arnounts to $1,600,000 for interest alone that ways in the House of Commons that the net

they would save in building the road them- earnings of this road for 1895-96 amounted
selves. But that is not all : if they would to $29,000, and the hon. leader of the House
take that $16,000 a year which they would tells us that for 1896-97 they estimate an
ae under that arrangement and invest it increased traffic, and the net earnings might

"I the bank as a sinking f und, where it reach $35,000. Any capitalist who was
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willing to invest his money in that enter- pany have been able to raise on their bonds,
prise on commercial principles would cer- and which they have been willing to invest
tainly expect to realize six or seven per cent themselves in this undertaking, amounts tO
from his investment, and on that basis the about $300,000. In addition to this there
value of that property would be something appears from the returns to Le $400,000 Of
between $400,000 and $500,000. There is ordinary capital stock, but as the hon. leader
another way of estimating the market value of the House himself remarked to-day, we
of an enterprise of this kind, atnd that is the all know this 8400,000 capital stock does
price which its bonds and stock will not represent cash actually invested in the
bring in the market. I am not awarf undercaking, but is distributed among the
that we can arrive at the market stockholders for promotihg expenses and-
value of this enterprise in that manner,
for so far as my knowledge goes, the bonds Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It was not
and stock of this company have never been I who said that. It was my hon. friend
sold in the open market, and there is no quo- opposite (Sir Mackenzie Bowell).
tation on the stock exchange for them. But
we have other data by which we may arrive Hon. Mr. WOOD-I may have misunder-
at the market value of this enterprise and stood the hon. gentleman.
that is, by the amount of money which capi-
talists have been willing to loan upon the Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I said
security of the enterprise and in addition to nothing like it, but my hon. friend said
that I suppose the amount of money which exactly that.
the company itself have been willing to invest
in the enterprise. If we turn to the report' Hon. Mr. WOOD-If the hon. gentleman
of the Minister of Railways for the year end- did not say it, I withdraw that part of mY
ing 30th June, 1896, we will find that this remark, but I hope he will corroborate rnY
company have a debt of $221,692.99. This statement when I say that it is the usual
represents the amount of money which they custom of railway companies, when they are
have been able to borrow upon the bonds i incorporated and launching their enterprises,
which they have issued upon their undertak- to distribute capital stock among the pro-
ing and they have invested in that enterprise moters and shareholders for their promotinE
capital f rom othersourcesamountingto $141,- expenses-for expenses of organization and
686.61 in all a money expenditure of $363,- expenses of that kind-and that very little,
379.60. But I must call the attention of the if any, of that money is ever actually e%'
House to the fact that this sum represents pended in the construction of the line. But
not merely the road bed which the govern- even supposing it is, we have $300,000 of
ment buys, but it represents all their rolling cash besides this. Even supposing that
stock, and the government in entering some part of that $400,000 did find its way
into this agreement undertake to take into the construction of this line, the market
over their rolling stock at what may value which I have already mentioned-
be considered a fair valuation, so that from $400,000 or $500,000-would, even on that
this amount, if we wish to know the value basis, represent the fair market value of this
of the property which the government road at the present time. What I
acquire, we must deduct the amount of the said was that the government, in pur-
rolling stock. From the sworn statement of chasing the completed portion of the
the company as published in these railway Drummond County Railway, were bound to
returns, I find that the rolling stock on the purchase it at its narket value, at the price
30th June, 1896, amounted to five engines, which any capitalist would be willing. to
one first-clas car, two second-class cars, one loan upon the security of that undertaking
express car, twenty platform cars, besides at a sum which represented not very much
two snow ploughs and flanger. I have in excess, at all events, of the sum which
endeavoured to ascertain the fair market capitalists were willing to invest in the
value of this stock, provided it is in good undertaking, added to the sum which the
condition, and as far as I can ascertain, it company themselves were willing to invest
represents a value of $50,000 or $60,000. in the undertaking. That instead of doing
Deducting tfiis from the figures I have read that, they bought that portion of the road
a few minutes ago, the total cash this com- at a price based upon the cost of construc-
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tion, and the cost of construction included that will cost the company in cash. If we esti-
1ot only the market value, as represented mated the cost to the company by the cost of
bY the ainount of money invested in the the construction of ninety and a half miles
undertaking by the company theinselves which they had completed on the 30th June,
and the money which they were able to 1896, the cost would be about $10,000 a
borrow, but it represents, besides, the sub- mile. The 99J miles which the comtpany
8idies and aid from various sources which had built on the 30th June, 1896. according
the companv had received, and in this case to their own sworn return in the report of
it represented subsidies from the Dominion the Minister of Railways, amounts, exclu-
governmet to the amount of $297,920; sive of the $400,000 stock, just to about
fromt the provincial government, $300,170 ; 810,000 per mile. We have the estimate of
from the town of Nicolet, $15,000, and for the government engineer of railways that to
the land subsidy, $42,250-in all $655,000. construct a new road through that country
These form the two principal features of would cost about $14,000 a mile, that is for
this transaction to which I am opposed, and 115 miles, S1,600,000. I venture the opinion
I say, to sum up, the government, in this that $10,000 would be nearer the actual
transaction, has fallen into two serious cost to the compariy than the estimate of
errors, first in paying more, by $400,000, $14,000; but for the purposes of my argu-
for the road than they could have built a ment, and as I wish, as I said before, to show
new one for, or else, if they bought the road at the advantage of every doubt against my
$1,600,000, by entering into a contract which argument, I am willing to estimate that this
represented 82,000,000 or $400,000 in ex- 42 miles of road will cost the company in
cess of that price, and secondly falling cash for construction $14,000 per mile. If it
into the even more serious error of buying does, that will amount to $588,000, and
the completed portion of that road at a added to the amount of money they had
price based upon the cost of construction, previously invested, their total investment,
When the cost of construction represented when this road is completed and ready to
Over $600,000 of subsidies in addition to the be handed over to the government, will be
Market value of the road. It will be something less than $900,000. But in case
Observed, as the hon. leader of the opposi- this $400,000 of stock may represent some
tion remarked, that the result of these seri- value, or in case there may be some inci-
Ous errors into which the government has dentals which we may have onitted, I
fallen, has been to give the Drummond propose for the purpose of my arguments to
County Railway Company an enormous add another $100,000 or a little over, and
Profit upon their enterprise. We have in the call it $1,000,000. We will suppose that
Public returns data by which we can form the company have, when this road is com-
a very accurate estimate of the amount of pleted and ready to hand over to the govern-
Ptofit which -the Druinmond County Rail- ment, actually invested in that undertaking,
Way Company will receive out of this ven- $1,000,000. The hon. Secretary of State
ture, under the sale proposed in this agree- has furnished calculations to-day to show
nelit. I have estimated in this way : the that the company, when this contract was
aMount of their floating debt secured by signed, can take it and realize $2,000,000.
their bonds, as I have already stated, is It will herefore be seen that the actual
$22 1,692.99; capital froi other sources profit which the Drummond County Rail-
8141,000. From this I deduct the roll- way Company are to derive out of this tran-
li1g stock, naking $300,000 as I said a saction, owing to the serious errors into
short time ago, money actually invest- which the government have fallen, in nego-
ed by the company up to the 30th tiating this business, amounts in all toJune, 1896, according to the sworn returns $1,000,000 in consequence of the mode
of the company itself, published in the of payment which they adopted, payingreport of the Minister of Railways and $400,000 in excess of the price they
Canals. But the company undertake, in should have paid and $600,000 which
addition to that, for this $64,000 a year for they paid them by fixing the value for the
ninety-nine years, to construct the portion constructed portion of the line upon the
If the road yet to be built-the 42 miles to cost of construction and not upon the market
Chaudiere bridge. We have data f rom which value. The hon. leader of the government,
we can form a tolerably accurate idea what in introducing this bill, asked us to judge of
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this transaction on business principles, and in a position to say anything with regard to
it is that I am desirous of doing. I am them. I do not know the merits of either
aware that some of the newspapers-I have proposition, but I desire to submit that there
not read it myself in the newspapers-have was at least one alternative which the gOv
characterized this transaction in strong ernment might have adopted, and which
terms. I have spoken of it as an error of would I think have been more satisf«ctory
judgment on the part of the government. to this House and to the country generallY
Possibly sorne hon. gentleman who sit here than the course which they have adopted·
think I should denounce it in stronger If hon. gentlemen who care to follow this
terms. I do not wish-I certainly would will take the report of the Minister of Rail-
hesitate long before I would charge the hon. ways for the year ending 30th June,189 6, and
gentleman who leads this House, or his open it at inap No. 4, they will find traced on
colleague who sits beside him, with corrupt that map the completed portion of the DruiIn
motives and dishonest actions, but I think mond County Railwav. This map shows that
that hon. gentleman himself will pardon me the completed portion east of St. Leonards
if I say that I think it puts a very severe lies almost in a direct line from Chaudière
strain upon the credulity of an honest bridge to Victoria bridge-that from St.
ordinary business man to believe that gen- Leonards to Drumnondville it takes a1
tlemen, possessing the acknowledged ability :outherly course for a distance of nineteel
of the leader of the government in this House miles, that froin Drummondville to Ste.
and the acknowledged ability of the Minister Rosalie it takes a south-westerly course for
of Railways, and the M1inister of Trade and a distance of 261L miles: that from Ste.
Commerce and the Minister of Finance Rosalie to Victoria bridge it takes a west-
and the Minister of Public Works, could erly course for 35 miles. This portion of
have made such serious errors in negotiating the road is not a direct line, but follow' a
a transaction of this kind and should not somewhat circuitous route. The alternative
have discovered that, as the result of those which, I subnit the government might
errors, they were enriching the Drummond have adopted, was to have built a direct
County Railway Company to the extent of line from St. Leonards to Victoria Bridge;
$1,000,000 at the expense of the Dominion to have acquired the portion of the Drunl-
Treasury. If the hon. gentleman desires to mond Countv line which was completed
look at it as a business transaction, he will east of St. Leonards, and to have completed
admit that it is at least a pardonable curio- the other 42 miles to the Chaudière Bridge.
sity that impels one to inquire who are the The length of such a line would not have
stockholders and the bondholders of this exceeded 135 or 140 miles. The air line on
Drummond County Railway Company. the map is about 130 miles, and allowing for
Where does this sum of money go ? How is curvatures a line of railwav could no doubt
it to*be distributed ? Into whose pocket is it have been built there not exceeding in length
ultimately to find its way and for what 140 miles. I have been informed, on what I
purpose is it to be used ? I shall not detain consider good authority, that an actual sur-
the House with any further argument on vey has been made through that country,
that feature of the question. There wvas one and a line could be obtained which would be
other point raised by both the gentlemen only 138 miles in length, but we will call it,
who addressed the House on the other side, for the purpose of my argument, 140 miles-

upon which I wish to say a word, and that Now, the one alternative which the gover-
was that in coming to the conclusion that it ment might have adopted was, if they conS-
was wise to purchase the Drurnmond County dered it desirable to carry out this policy Of
Railway, they had carefully considered the extending to Montreal, to have built a Ine
alternative which the government might of their own from Chaudière to Victoria
have adopted, and they concluded that this Bridge acquiring the portion of the Dru,",
was the best. The hon. gentleman re- mond County Railway which lay in the direct
ferred to the proposal which had been line of that route, provided, of course, that
made in some quarters to purchase they could have acquired it on reasouable
the Grand Trunk Railway via Rich- terms. The cost of constructing 140 miles
mond, and another proposition to pur- of railway, at the estimate of the govern-
chase the South Shore Railway. So far ment engineer $14,000 a mile, would be
as those proposals are concerned, I am not $1,960,000, or allowing for contingencies
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Say in round numbers $2,000,000. The cost build railways, but really at the present I
to the country would have been this. The am doubtful after what I have heard
government would have been obliged to go f rom the hon. gentleman opposite. He
to London and borrow that $2,000,000, has asked us repeatedly what is the cost of
Which they could have borrowed for ninety- the railway, and what it should cost. As he
nine years at three per cent, which would has had some experience as well as myseif, I
represent an annual charge for interest of imagine that he knew and cou[d put one in
$60,000. Supposing they add to that a full possession of the information possessed
s'nking fund of $4,000-if they wish to pav by him. I suppose I had better confine My
Off the principal in ninety-nine years-that remarks to the Drummond County Railway,
$4,000 would be sufficient to pay off the because thîs is the railway that is
capital invested, so that for an annual charge directly before us, and it will be more easy
of $64,000 the government could have con- to core to a speedy decision as to what it is
Structed a direct new line from Chaudière worth and how far the governmeiIt are to be
to Victoria bridge at least 10 miles shorter praised or censured for the arrangement
than the present one and involving, as f say, they have mae. The on. gentleman
an annual charge for ninety-nine years to opposite (Mr. Wod) lias delt a very long
extinguish both principal and interest of time on the arrangement the govrnment
e64,000. That is just the amount which have made. They have bought the road at

ypropose to pay to the Drumond a rentai of $64,000 a year. can find
Counbty uailway under this contract. If nothing else. That is all that ias been put
thev had adopted that alternative, and before the House. Diferent individuals
tan see no possible reason thy they should have undertaken to capitalize that ainount in
not have adopted it thev could save the different wafs. The on. leader of the obuse
'ttire amountwhich underthis arrangement, capitalized it at four per cent an said in that
the propose to pay the Grand Trunk Railway case it represented a debt of $1,600,000.
Company for the use of its nie f rom Ste. Rosa- The hon. Secretary of State capitalized it
lie t Victoria Bridge, which at the present rather differently. yHe said lie put the value
tiie amounts to $37,500 a year, and which, of the road at $15,000 a mile; and
Wheri the line is double tracked, will amount that, in so doing, it came to 81,900,-
to upwards of $42,000 a year. This saving e000, and that the atount capitalized
represents, capitalized, a sumn of 1,425 000 then vould be three aind a quarte
and ien 99 years would have represented an per cent. I would not like to bewilder my
enormous saving to the country of upwards h lon. friend opposite and get him muddled,

of t25,000,000. I have some other calcula- but J ould capitalize it in a diffrent way.
tios here, but J do not propose to detain But at the sanie time, the capitalizing of the
the opuse any further. J think J have said leader of the ouse, o the capitalizing of

0ough already to place the House in poS ses- the Secretary of State, or My capitalizing is

sion of reasons why 1 feel myself impelled, not going to affect the question that the
UeBder the present circumstances, to vote for govertiment have agreed to pay $64,000 a
the amendment moved by the aon. leader of year for ninety-nine years, and at the end of
the opposition. I have felt it, on this occa- that time the railway is to become the pro-
Sion, my duty to lay my views before the perty of the crown. If at the expiration of
alouse at grater length, and to give the ninety-nine years the railupay is to become
IHouse More clearly 'the reasons which in- the property of the crown, it is necessary to
fluenced my action, as it bas been already put by a sinking fund to buy that railway,
8 50ggested that it might be inferred that if we are going to capitalize it
the gentlemen who do not sympathise with'
the government of the day in their general Hon. sMa. LANDRY-What is that
Policy were influenced by political motives, amount?
and were not judging this transaction upon
its merits as a business transaction. Hon..Mm'. SNOWBALL-J would say the

proper amount would be three and a quarter

hon. Msr. SNOWBALL-I thought when per cent.
Jcame in here an hour or two ago that I
kuew something about building railways, and Hon. Mr. LANDRY-ncluding the sink-
8hething about how people went to work to ing fund

50j
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Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Three and a report. This report of Mr. Salisbury
quarter per cent annual interest, and three- evidently was made just at the season
quarters per cent sinking fund would just the vear when Mr. Scbreiber said it
about bring it out ; probably you would have fot be prudent to )uake a report; and the
a litt!e surplus. And tiat is about the only thing he did report against the ro9X
position the railway was in. My hon. friend vas that there vas considerable water 11
opposite said: "What is the value of that the (itches, and that it cane up high on the
railway?" I would ask my hon. friend embankments. The culverts were stofe,
what is the value of a mile of railway? and first class, and the bridges were good
Would he undertake to give me the reply to steel structures, the road was, in mail
that question? places, well ballasted, but he said it

Hon. Mr. OOD-If the hon. gentleman ould require one good lift of ballast
Hon.Mr.WOOD If he bn. entlmanOne lift, of ballast would make the road goodý

wishes my view on the subject, I would say and it is not a very expensive thing to do
a mile of railway in some sections of the Here is a nev road that has only been col
country would perhaps cost from 87,000 to structed three years, and the larger portiOfl
.$1r,000 a mile for the construction, and of it is stil under construction, and that
that in other sections it would cost double road onlv wanted one lift of ballast. An
that sum, and in others perhaps three or expenditure of about three hundred dollars
four times that sum. Tt all depends on the 'per mile would make it a first class road,
country, and the engineering difficulties and accobding to the report of an engineer the
other difficulties you have to meet. was actuated by ariything, but f riendly

motives in aking that report. What bet
Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-w find by the ter report could you have of the character

railvay returns that there is a railway down of that road than the report of that gentle
in New Brunswick called the New Bruns- man? k would not ask any better report
wick and Prince Edward Island llailway, than the report of that gentleman, whose
3s miles in length : it is put down that that 1 feelings were rather hostile than othernisey
railway is worth S525,000. There are 35 I will deal a little further on with the value
miles of it, and at the rate I make out that of the road, and I would say that $12,000 
that railway is worth over $15,000 a mile Mile is a very, very low value for
There are no iron bridges on it, there is no any road. What did the Intercolonial
heavy ballasting, there are no cuttings and sRailway cost ? Take for instance, the
no embankments: so that I assume that extension that was bought by the govera
that is about a fair value of a railway. Put ment f rom Rivière du Loup to Point Levis
the Drummond County railway down t there was a road bought for a million and a
even less than that, and make any reasonable half, and it is a cheap piece of road in ,
valuation: I would put it in this way: country where labourandinaterials are cheaP,
that this railway evidently had been and it cost $20,116 per mile. The Interco
capitalize at $1 2,000 a mile. My lonial Railway incluing that road, Whi h

on. friend opposite and several h twas a cheap piece and brought down the
genlemetnppsie ha it is too raw d f taverage of the other parts of the IntercolO-
it is too much, where is there a railway in nial Railway, cost $48,000 per mile. I
the Dominion of Canada vhih bas cost less by the Statistical Record here that the aver
money Give us a sample of such a road, age value of the principal roads in the Dou -
a ood road: because my hon. friend oppo- nion is given at $61,000 per milvthat is Of
site, the leader of the opposition read i the principal roads. i was glad to hear the
a report from an engineer, evidently a hon. leader of the opposition say that he wa
hostile one, who was sent to report on that favourable to the extension of the Interco-
road. W at was the report of that engineer ? lonial Railway into ontreao, but he was
A few minutes before he read, from the not in favourof the present mode of getting
blue book put i in our hands, w ahere lor. ur; and certainly the people in the cower
Schreiber recommended that it should be provinces and the people that know the cr-
again looked over, that it was not a proper cumstances of the Intercolonial Railway are
season to look it over; that they would anxious that it should be extended solhe-
have to wait tilt the freshets subsided, and where. If my hon. friend held those views,
lateronin the season they could make a why in the eighteen years during which hest

a~~~~~ reotfoinegneeietyahn nlae fteopsto a hth a
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in authority was not some better progress mond County road are extraordinary,
tmade in extending this road into Montreal ? according to these same reports, and that is

on. Sir MAC KENýZIE BOVELL-J all that any hon. gentleman in this House
HaoneSrs ofKEZEwO E has to deal with. The earnings of that

railways generally w road are over $90,000, and have been
anxious to extend their roads, but I gave no for a couple of years, in spite of the
oPinion upon it- fact that it is an unfinished road. The

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-If the hon. hon. gentleman opposite bas said that the
gentleman is satisfied that the people of the business of the road is carrying tan bark,
cOuntry want the extension, then he wants and that the tan bark bas heen pretty much
it too. The Intercolonial Railway has been removed, and there is nothing now but a
extended from Rivière du Loup to Point littie waste material. That is entirely differ-
Lévis, and afterwards from Point Lévis to ent from any information I have been able
St. Charles, fourteen miles, at a cost which to get i reference to the character of the
astonished me, namely, S125,610 per mile. road. 1 an told that a small portion of
'upposing it extended further at'the same that road, some 30 or 40 miles, is very well
Cost to Montreal, where would the country wooded, and the remainder of it is culti-
land ? This little book contains statements vated country. Now, the vaste in a grow-
With reference to this Drummond County ing country, in a good young growtb, is
road; and every one who knows how this book just about the most valuable portion of it.
is got up understands that the different rail- If there was originally bemlock there, when
'vay officials in the Dominion are compelled, tbey take the bark tbey bave got tbe hemlock
Under penalty, to send in a sworn statement: trees, which are not altogether despisable.
and according to the sworn statement in Then tbere is pulpwood, which is looked
reference to the Drummond County road, we upon Rs a valuable asset to any person who
find that up to the time this report was has exhausted timber limits, wbere the
made in June, 1896, that there was expended'better class of tinberis takenoff. Butif
On that road $1,366,000. We find there is that Drummond County road bad not one
still 42 miles of railway to be built. The stick of tinber or one inhabitant on it from
Construction of that 42 miles of road will one end to anotber, I haintain this country
Cost S;20,000 or $2b2,000 a mile. It bas to needs that road to get into the city of
be a irst class road it bas now to be built Moîtheal if for throug taffic only.

rnver the directions of the Dominion entgi-
ileers and At must be first-class iii every re- Hon. Mr. PROWSE-And Toronto?

iPett. This extension can reasonably bei
Put down as value for another S1,000,00oe Hon. Mr. SN(WALL-Yes, and To-
The road cost, accordinr e c to the teilway re- aho.
turro for 1896, $Imo366,000 so that isp is gomng
tý cost tbat cornpany two and a hatf millions. Hon. Mr. P3OWSE-And Winnipeg.
The won. gentleman is enjoaing it very

vated contr. Notewseiagr-

Ils. Waat is wrong about this estitateu Hon. t moBALL- would not
care if there was not one article of freigl t
on it but the freight is there, ar d that 'oad

milescostcan be locally a self-sustaining road, and an

lion. Mr. SNQWBALL-J said 820,000 assistance to the Intei'colonial iRailway froin
a Mile or $880,0O0 to- 'S1,000,000. thie day it is openced. 1 am told that there

are large settleents, and that there is a large
passenger traffic, and that the people gen-

000, 1 say you are estriating twice t e erally do their marketing in Moftreal. But
Shat is anted fo u the Inte rolonial Railway is

Hon. sMr. SNOWBALL-Can the bon. conk tion witb te railway systen of the west.
gentleman name one road that oas cost leslo Tois country lias udertaken tobuild, and we
than S20,000? If 2e will namie one, I oill did build, 11 0 miles of railway, calied the
tel hint the character of the road. We Intercolonial ailway, leiding from Halifax
bave a nod many branch oads, one in his and fron St. John to Lévis in tbe o rovice
cOutnty, but some of them have no bridge at of Quebe. ro. gentlemen say, why cannot

. roa ctwe continue to run ove' the Grand Trunk

care ifin ther wasio not one arice f regh
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Railway 1 We have done so for many years, is S1,000,000,000 iunvested in railways
and we have found it impossible to make the in Canada. A very small portion of that
Intercolonial Railway pay, as appears from only is in the lower provinces. Possibly, of
the reports. So far it has paid the country the 16,000 miles of railway there is not
nothing, but I do not think it is impossible 3,000 east of Quebec. This country has
to make it pay. They talk of connection expended SS0,000,000 in canals, and those
with the Canadian Pacific Riailway in Que- canals are all west of Montreal. And what
bec. The Canadiati Pacifie Railway has no have we done? Ve have brought our Inter-
connection with it in Quebec. In the first colonial IRailway up to Quebec and our canais
place there is the river. When the bridge down to Montreal, and we have left 150
is built the Canadian Pacific Railway lias miles of a gap, over vhich we are entirely
its termini in Boston and in St. John, dependent onrival roads to give us the benefit
New Brunswick, and certainly it will not of freight. To look at it as a business
bring freight down and give it to the Inter- enterprise, it is astonishing how that road
colonial Railway if it can avoid it. The has been allowed to stay there, the butt of
Grand Trunk Railwav has its terminus in everybody, and treated as if it did not
Portland, in the state of Maine, and it will belong to anybody, because it belonged to
take the freight there so as to get all the the governmîent. I find the sane idea
freight instead of part. My hon. friend was entertained by inany menbers of this
referring to the freight comingi down Iouse. What (o they say to-day?
the Grand Trunk R1ailway, and asks will They build up the road What for ? To
that company hand over freight any more take trattic away from the Canadian Pacifie
than they did before the Intercolonial Rail- Railway ? Have not we nursed the Canadian
wav gets into Montreal, and if thev did Pacifie Railway from its inception ? Have
wçould it be on the saine terms ? Certainly not we done foi the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
not on the saine terns. The Inter wvav what we never did before for any
colonial Iailvay will be to all intents and railway ? If they want further assistance let
purposes absolute owners of the road into these subsidized roads comle openly and ask
Montreal where the eastern freight goes, for it, but put us in a position to
and western freight originates, and the mer- make the S55.000,000 we have invested
chants of Montreal control the freight and in the Intercolonial railway profitable and
send it by the road by which thev can do it pay its working expenses. It is" time we
most conveniently and best, and it will be stirred ourselves to make this road pay. As
largely by the Intercolonial Railway. The to running over a portion of the Grand
Intercolonial Railway will be in a position Trunk Railway and getting into Montr-eal,
to have their agents all through the west to what better bargain could possibly be made?
solicit freight and send it via Montreal. Supposing some portion of it did cost
They will bill it to Montreal and 540,000 per mile if capitalized, even then it
then over the Intercolonial Railway, is as cheap as we have beeCn building railways.
whether it is for Europe or the lower pro- But wlat are we going to do after we get
vinces. The idea of building the Inter- into Montreal ? The whole amount capital-
colonial through Quebec was to have it a' ized which we are paying to the Grand
purely British road, one not connected with Trunk Railway would come to 84,666,000.
the United States in any way. Here we are What are we to get for that? We are to
asked to refuse to build a road to Montreal to get privileges in the city of Montreal which,
give us command of the freight of the west if the governuent had to build them and
to assist the west in getting an outlet. build a bridge to go into Montreal, could not
Supposing the United States put in force be obtained for 812,000,000. Then, again,
their threat to stop transit in bond, where wlat effect would it have ? We see that
would we be? The Canadian Pacifie Rail- all over the world the larger cities are
way and the Grand Trunk Railway would concentrating the business in Union stations
only be too glad to have this outlet, but and keeping the railways from doing an injury
at the saine time it would give the whole to cities, which they have to do when they
country better facilities. I find that are scattered here and there, and it is just
in the principal railways in the Dominion exactly the principle whiclh lias been carried
there is 822,000,000 invested, and I out by the government of the day in making
suppose including the minor roads there this suggestion to get into the city of
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l\Iontreal, where there are immense facilities'lonial Railwav is fot handicapped b- the
ind where they will have all the advantages greater distance. It is shorter by the Cana-

just as freelv as if they owned the Grand (han Pacifie Railwav they say to Halifax
Trunk theinselves. There is a slight mïisappre- by seventy-four miles than is by the

h ic>n in this matter. According to the billntercolonial Railway. What do they gain
Put before us, the governiment, if the agree- ly that ? If it is seventy-flve miles shorter,
lment is carried th-ough, are in as full pos- they have te goover 275 milesof te Interco-
session of the Grand Trunk Railway into loniai Railwav te get there, ani wlien tbey

'Ionrtreal witai their- stations, tanks and take that way of going to Halifax they
Sdin as the Grand Trunk lRailway Com- are placed at the saine disadvantage as we
Pany is itself. and every dollar they collect are, not being able to get inte Mont-
for terninal facilities will go to the savings real. So that there is no advantage i the
of the Inte-colonial Rail wav. So that in every shortness of the différent routes. If you
respect, as re gards the station at Mlontreal, as bring the Intercolonial Railway te Montreal,
regards the railway bridge, as regards the for six months of the vear we virtually have
approneh to the railwav bridge, the govern- a road right through te Chicago through our
41enit own it as fully as it is owned by the canais. Te whole Canal systern is open to
(;txink Ti unk Rihvay Company themselves us, and when we get te Montreal WC are se
and all revenues thev receive are derived fa- hemme( in that ve onlv have the two
directly for themselve's. roads, the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-They Grand Trunk Railway, but if we find wben
hav tepax fr te ue.w-e gret there thbat we are stili biarpered-

have,( to pay for the u-e.n
wbîch 1 (10 not believe that we wvill be-

lon. Mr. SNO>WBALL-We have got the Intercolonial laway Mill have te
tO Pj z141 000). n stretch eut te Coteau t as sot uch further

lion. Mr-. DEBC CHEPb V ILLE-You westaswilsecureconnecthn vitiotherroads.
hiVe to psy foi- the use, of the road. I aim that the proince of New Brunswick

bas doe more of itself to buid roads than
flon. Mr. ýSNSOWI3ALL-lNo, we have to any it Rail province, and I amn astonished at

kee- it in repair et- t-athe- pay alif the cost tke hon. gentlean from Westmorland ter.
Cf 4ig '. Of Cet-s - w-e must dIo that. Woodt being unfavourable to the govern-
ThjeVý is no fut-ther use to pay foir. ment building roads and unfavourable, I
Aflothler tbiîîg that bas been said against suppose, te giving assistance to ail rends.
ths road. is - Why did they net iiake arran-, howeveo, I know dfat would be the interest
*1ents wit1

î the Gbrand Tiiunk Railway f the count of Westiorland and the
ntptnvaud use thieG-,andTrunkl{aiiway to wole of Nova Scotia anof the whole f New
ii~t, Levis Y We have been doing so as f u cly Bruns.ick, and that is to have the Intercol-

as Xve ai-e able te do su, but it lias been a nial extended-not that e nill receive any
tailure. Besides t bat, tiere are sere advantages as regards f reiglt rates, but that
'rades on tbe Gr-and Truik Raiiway the Intercolonial Railway will be in a better

Whieb are se seve-e that it is impossible to position to transact its busine s than it has
take scb lo-tds as tbe Intnerctlonial Railwayl eve been before.
are able to take ove- tbeir own road. Some-

Shas been said about the Canadian Pa- on o LD

'ihic -Rail way Com~pany having a shorter lýyou ever think of it before?
rOut(, te St. .John. Tbev have a sherter route,î
but I maintain that the Intercoienial Rail- Hon. Mr. SNOBALL-Ever since con-
kay is so much better built, and the curves fedration we have been thinking of it, and

d gi-anes ai-e so su perior, that the Interco- have been advocating it in the province, and
'Oniai Railway eau carry a train over twenty as soon as w-e gçot a, provincial man in the

The eren is o frthier ue tn o pay for, metbiligrod n ufvurbe

nothper thing mr hasee aid itness cabine t he attenpted te carry out what the
thlV : 50-80 is the maximum grade on the province desired. The Intercolonia Railway
Interoenial Raiwa and on th e Canadian to-day car-ies moe passengers per mile and

Cifie Railway Cetpany grades as high as 90 more f rreigt per mile than the Grand
gae t le found. One train may take a few Trunk et the Canadian Pacifl Railway;
hours longser, but wheu it gets there it bas but it is so tampered on account of doing its
double the amount of feight. The Interco- business heretofore at such a rtw rate of
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freight that it has been impossible to make Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Did the lon.
it a paving road. The Grand Trunk Railway tlernan calculate what that would bring the
Company, froin Lévis to Montreal, has been sinking fund to, if it Nvas p]aced at COU,
in the habit of charging the Intercolonial pound interest, at 3 per cent durin 9
Railway a ligh rate on coal, which was years? It would represent S7,063,645-
carried cheaply, and a very small inargin was That is what ou are paving.
left for the Interculonial Railway. It was
the unfair division of freight that made it Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-1 do not j1NW
unprofitable. It has been said on the other how many dollars it. would nake. The holi-
side, "Why don't you build an independent gentleman is evidentlv unable to nahe e
road entirely?" WL.at is the width of calculation. If he vill cone over to me,
country froni Richmond, on the Grand Will teacl hlm a lesson in arithnetic.
Trunk, to the St. Lawrence? It is not very
great, yet we have the Grand Trunk, Hon. Mi-. COX-If we had under discUS
the Drummond County Railway, and Sion a proposai to construct or purehaSe e
the South Shore Railway. Are these lion. railway from Halifax to Montreal 1 shoUid
gentlemen serious in asking that a fourth he quite in accord with the views expressed
line should be put down in that narrow by the hon. gentleman froin Westmoreland
strip of country ? They know very well as to governient ownership of railwayS,
that they would not do it, and they feel that but that is not the question we now have )
this is the very best bargain that could be decide. We have to deal with matters I
made in the interests of the country, and they exist, foi over twenty years nearlY
they do not feel disposed to let the present $.6,000,000 of this country's money is
government get the credit of such an extra-'locked up in 1,142 miles of an incOmplete
ordinary good bargain. railway project. I say incomplete, because

it now teri-ninates at a point 160 m~iles
Hon. Sir 'MACKENZIE BOWELL- distant from Montreal, its natural western

Heai, hear. terminus and the greatest freight disîribut

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The transaction
can be defended on its merits before the cope to nteal te in very asOfl
severest tribunal which could be named, if t o 8hat tead of a ae benla
the tribunal is an impartial one. asrlsi h prto fteue

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Will the hion gen as the duty of the late government to have
tiemn alowme o ak hit oe qestoncompleteil this line long ago, if the sainle

The on. gentleman sid just now that the a a te n ol n he
in part of ion. gentlemen opposite that assisted

$6 ,00 pounsntd interest, at 3 per centdrne9

on the S1,600,000; that y per cent would the Canadian Pacifie railway Company to
rep4ent tiiigu TTh complete their une to the Pacifie seabopyrdi

S12,0001 pe nuifra ikn ud and assisted the Grand Trunk BýailWvay tO
conîplete their line to Chicago hiad been,

Hon. Mr. S is ony' anifested l the oinpleton of the governw
my erinent line to Montreal, instead of ank

wleicits of a quarter of a million of dollars,
lion. Mlr. LANDIY-I want to see if we should probably have had a substatial

the lion. gentlemani is in earnest wen be surplus each year. Hon, gentlemen, me
savs that that will be -3 per cent. bers an supporters of the late governrinen

iavne so long negleted tis iaportait
fi on. M. SOWBALL-Three-quarters duty, no oppose the present yover nel

of one per cent. in theiî efforts to carry out this extension
so unmistakably in the interests of the

Hon. Mr. LANIRY-Three-quarters Of country. I arn lad that many gentleaen
one pet cent ii that transaction represents opposa opon o mIle

$12000 On pe cet wuldbe16,00dita ro Montreal coipts nul wstern

complee d to Montreal but regard the present proposa
eas unsatisfactorv in its terns, especialy ta

depart of it referring to the Druebnd
Hon. Mr. S'O BALL-Yes. Cunties Railway . la egard it as hiavY
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satisfactory, it will bear rigid exanination,
and I subnit it is the dutv of this hon.
Uouse if it is not satisfactorv to them to try
anld make it so, and not reject it altogether.

lion Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
he saine suggestion was made in the

Coimons and the Hon. Mr. Blair, the
ý1inister of Railways, said that not a word
'I that contract could be changed or al-
tered, they would have to accept it as it
was. But when it was pointed out to him
that the word " east " meant nothing, and
that the word " west " must be substituted
for it, he called the parties interested in. it
together and, as J understand they all
consented, because it was merely a clerical
erro. ; but beyond that they would not
Submiit to anv change.

Hon. Nir. COX-If this hon.House makes
an effort in that direction and fails, it will at,
lest have done its duty,for instance the hon.
leader of the opposition objects to that clause
il the agreement whereby the government
agrees to pay 5 per cent interest on one half
the cost of any improvements that may be
nXutually agreed upon between the govern-
'1 ent and the Grand Trunk. Surely that
could and should be changed. It would be
Much better for both contracting parties to
try and reconcile any difference of opinion
aS to the details of an agreement in carrying
Out such an important work, when nearly
every person admits the desirability of having
it done. The importance to the province of
Ontario and to all the western countrv of
having this alternate route fron Montreal
to the Atlantic seaboard cannot be overesti-
i»ated. The late governmeint purchased
froin the Grand Trunk Company 125
ruiles for the purpose of this same exten-
Sion at a cost of 820,615 per miile,
they constructed an additional fourteen
ruiles for the same purpose at a cost of
$1,758,541 .25. It is now proposed by the
agreement under consideration to purchase
132k miles from the Drummond County
hailway Conpany, at a cost of 815,250 per
ruile, even if you convert the annual pay-
'lient.of 64,000 upon a three per cent basis,
it must be admitted these figures bear a
favourable comparison with those paid by the
late government, over 5,000 per mile le-s
than was paid for the Rivière du Loup line.
Then we have the estimate of )Ir. Pottinger,
the manager, and Mr. Schreiber, the chief
e;.ineer, that the coimpletion of this exten-

sion will convert a deficit last year into a
surplus of $520,000, or after deducting the
total annual payment of 8210,000, a net
saving to the country of S310,000 plus last
year's deficit, how can this House reject an
agreement so clearly in the interest of the
country.

ion. Mr. ALLAN-I cannot give my
vote wvithout protesting as stronglfï as I cani
against the remnarks which were made by the
Minister of Justice in noving the second
reading of this bill. In those remarks the
hon. gentleman, as I understood him, most
certainly indicated that in bis opinion the
mem bers of this House who might vote against
this measure were actuated, not by consider-
tions as to whether it was a good business
transaction or not, but by partisan motives.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Tiat is
exaggerating what I said. I did not say
thev were b but I expressed a strng hope
thev would not be. They are two very
different things.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN- The suggestion that
the House night take such a course is al-
most as bad, and I protest strongly
against any such suggestions. 1 desire
to say that, as far as I ami concerned,
I have given to this subject anxious consi-
deration, endeavouring to understand it as far
as I have had information witin my reach,
and I amn most anxious to give what I feel
in mv conscience would be an honest vote
on this question ; and on behalf of this
Senate I would protest against any such
insinuation as that we are actuated
in dealing with great and important ques-
tions before the country by partisan motives.
The historv of the Senate on various occa-
sions shows that that lias not been the case
-that they have always bee n willing to give
full and impgrtial consideration to any meas-
ure coning before them, no matter fron what
government it cale. I have listened with no
little astonishment to the speech of the hon.
gentlenman who has just sat down. He has
also advised us that we should not consider
this measure in a partisan, but in a patriotic
spirit, and decide upon it in a business like
manner-thatif weareof the opinion that it is
not a business transaction we should enidea-
vour to amend it and rnake it so. I
can hardly conceive that he is serious
in such a proposition. If I believ-
ed for a momtent that the govern-
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ment were prepared to go thr ugh this con- and may be ten million dollars before we are
tract and allow it to be altered or amended ldone, I would vote to-morrow to give aid to
in such a way as, in the opinion of this build the bridge across the St. Lawrence at
Hlouse, might be suitable, then I should be Quebec. I believe we should give a million
rejoiced to adopt that alternative, and J dollars for that purpose, and then you have
would very much rather see such a course the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and
adopted thîan that this House should be the ,rand Trunk Railway Company allow
forced to vote yea or nay upon the question ing thern to come to Quebec and Montreal,
of a three months' hoist.My hon. friend and giving competition for the Intercolonial
(Sir Mackenzie Bowell) will bear me out Railway. That is very easily done. There is
when I say that I expressed the opinion more cry than wool about this matter. I
to him whein the bill was first introduced, cannot see anv trouble about it, but to say ""e
that I would rather adopt a resolution to are going to adopt this bill I would be
withdraw the bill for the present session iii ashanmed to go home if I voted for such a pro-
order to give hon. gentlemen an opportunity position. The government should say noth-
to consider it thant be obliged to vote for the ing about, party polities. They appealed to
three nmonths' hoist. If the government howý'- the countrv and got a snap verdict on false
ever, are prepared to reconsider the inatter, pretenses. They appealed to the country on
that is a different question, but I do not the pledge of economy in every branch of
suppose for a moment that at this period of the public ser vice. The very first thing, on
th- session the government are prepared to a falling revenue, they ask for this expend-
go into a discussion of that kind, or that the ture of $7,000,000. I try to be non partisan.
House of Commo'ns would be prepared to re- Ion. Mlr. POWEi-Hear, hear.
consider their desision in any respect, or
that the gentlemen who are parties to that Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I wish my hon.
contract would he prepared to discuss friend would be as ion-ipolitical as I am.

changes now. It appears to me to be a thing ai iot such a politician as he is. I could

entirely out of the question, at this not go home and explain to anybody in the

period of the session, and it just shows country, if J so far forgot my duty as a

the mnischievous effect, to use the rild- senator, that I vote away the people*s

est term, of the government bringing money, and how can the government go and

dowvn important measres in the hast days f face the people of the country. We have

the session when it is impossible to discuss been told that the country is with then'
them deliberately and give them that con- because they ha' e a majority in the House

sideration which their importance requires. of Commons. If the majority therc were

If this umatter had been brought down at an polled without political feeling they would

earlier period of the session, we would have be opposed to this contract. The Senate of

been prepared to discuss the whole thing Canada may save some of them by tbrowing
and see what could be done to make the out the bill. What bas the country been
contract, as we consider it, a more business- paying us for? We have been here waiting
like contract, and then there would be for legislation ; to allow the government tO
nothing to say against it; but as it is now, 'fritter away $7,000,000 at the last stage Of
unless the Minister of Justice is prepared the session is somethig I cannot sanction-
to make some statementin answer to the hon. I am not built that way.
gentleman from Toronto to the contrary, I Hon. Mr. DEVER-At this late hour I
suppose we have no alternative but to either feel that I would be inflicting on you some-
vote for the second reading of the bill or to thing which you would not receive with plea-
vote for the three months' hoist. sure, if I were to occupy your time at any

length. This afternoon the question has
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM -My hon. friend been so thoroughly debated that I think

says, supposing we amend this contract, hon. gentlemen understand it very correctlY,
would the company accept it ? I should ý hink but inasmuch as I am from one of the lower
not. They did not consult us before they en- provinces, I feel it is my duty to state tO
tered into it. It appears to me the only object you the way we look at this matter from Our
in view is to get an outlet for the Interco- standpoint. You are ail aware that thirty
lonial Railway to Montreal. If this is going years ago the question of confederation carne
to cost us seven and a half million dollars up, and we were induced to enter the union-
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One of the conditions of that arrangement and that our own road is placed in a position
as that we were to haN e a national road that we are not to receive any benefit from

nO as the Intercolonial Railway extend- it, it is time to consider how serious the
111g from Halifax to the commercial heart of position is. The Canadian Pacifie Railway

a&fnada. Now, what is the fact ? The fact Company owns a road down to the city of
18 that we have borrowed money and sunk Quebec. It has been argued that a bridge
O'ne $55,000,000 in that road, which begins should be thrown aeross there, and in that

at 1alifax and terminates• in the woods way the Canadian Pacific would be utilized.
801inewhere in the neighbourhood of Quebec. Then, what would we have ? We would
That road is sinking $50, 000 annually, have the Canadian Pacific on one side and
Yet some hon. gentlemen oppose a measure i the Grand Trunk on the other, both inter-designed to bring that railway into ests combining against us. We do not feel

e commercial heart of Canada, there- disposed to be placed in t1at position, and,
P Placing it in such a position that it will as vou are all aware. for six months of the

Pay henceforth. At al events, it will give 'year navigation is closed by clinate, we
e Intercolonial an opportunity of noviing contend that something should be done.

fright between Halifax and St. John, to and This proposed route may not be the hest
tr0m Montreal. There is another considera- thiat could be furnished, but, in my opinion,
tOn. We are led to believe that we would taking as a basis the cost of the Intercolonial
have this independent national road in case Railway, and placing it against this 132
Of any trouble arising between ourselves and miles, we have a very good bargain, and I
Our neighbours. That was one of the great am satisfied the country would think so. It
Considerations which led us to locate it is a much better bargain than if the country
aOng the banks of the St. Lawrence instead ran the risk of extending the road. No
0f adopting a more southern route. After doubt, by the saine process under which
Waiting 30 years for commercial results l'the Intercolonial was built, the cost of
?Oming out of confederation, we find to day buying land and other things requisite for
14 the lower provinces this road is perfectly the railway, and borrowing money to con-
Worthless to us as a commercial railway. In struct the road, it would cost at least five
fact, we are wholly dependent to-day on a or six million dollais. The argument has
road built by a private company going been used against this contract that the

'.rough a foreign country, at any time interest, $2 10,000, is a very large amount.
lable to be interfered with in case of trouble But when you corne to take into account a
with our neighbours, and still the great road of the same length costing 85,000,000
1ational highway of Canada is kept in a or $6,000,000, I cannot see how it can be
Position that we cannot utilize it as a argued that the government had made a bad
national road to any advantage. bargain. I have confidence in the present

government and I believe- the country bas
lion. Mr. PROWSE-Why? confidence in it, as was shown by the last

election, and I believe also that the people
ion. Mr. DEVER-The reason is that it expect that the governiment will undertake

agins t Halifax and terminates at Point this work, and when they find out that
'Vis or, in other words, in the woods, and it is only checkmated in this Senate,

b n a position that before we can get which is not responsible to the people,
si8iness for it we have to make terms with -in fact not responsible to anybody at pre-

d company whose interests are that they sent, because the government who appointed
drain Canada and ship all the products by the majority had their heads eut off at the
thaY of Portland, in the state of Maine. If last election-I cannot see how they can
this state of things continue, in my opinion, urge hon. gentlemen to throw out this bill.
confederation will lose its great hold on the I think the public will find a means of
People of the maritime provinces. If we reaching them if they do, because in my
nlust corne to a conclusion that after the opinion the people are set on the extension
b'acific Railway was built to British Colum- of the Intercolonial to Montreal and in
bia, then when it comes to the timne that we such a manner that in the future it will
eýPect sone return for the money we pay be a paying and independent line. Some
îi1terest on, we are left at the mercy of two hon. gentlemen talked of extending the line
od, both going through a foreign countrv to Toronto. There is no necessity to extend
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it to Toronto, because between Montreal result. It is just as weil to look a little at
and Toronto there are two competing roads, the history of this question. I feel that I
and we know that in consequence of that would not be justified in allowing this vote
competition the freight going by the Inter- to be taken without expressing my vieWs
colonial will necessarily and naturally be distinctly on the question. The city o
offered at such a rate as will be satisfac- Halifax and the whole province of Nova
tory. Therefore, the argument for extend- Scotia, have been from the vear 1867 verY
ing the Intercolonial to Toronto falls to the much interested in the Intercolonial Rail-
ground. The very fact of coming to Mont- way. They have felt that the railway has
real will satisfy commercial men that a, not done ail for them that it should have
great trade will be had for the railway- done. The road was finished through to
such a trade as it is likely will stop the leak Rivière du Loup in 1877, or late in the year
and loss of $50,000 per annum that we are 1876, and was first used as a means Of
suffering from now. I can see the hostility through traffic in 1877. We congratulate
there is to this measure. I do not think it ourselves that this con nection had been made
is creditable to men who profess to be hon- with the upper provinces, but a very short
ourable. time only had elapsed wvhen it was discovered

that this connection was not of a very satis
Hon. GENTLEMEN-Oh, oh. factory character, and in the year 1879, the

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not hesitate to government, of which the hon. leader of the

say so. I have been hearing for a week that opposition was a member, brought down S
a combine has gone forth against this bill, a me isure to improve the condition of thilg5*

combine that will not redound to the credit They brought down a measure to take over a

of the Senate. section of the Grand Trunk Railway lying be-
tween Chaudière and Rivière du Loup, a sec

lon. Mr. POWEll-It is in the discre tion 125 miles in length. As has been stated,
tion of the House to adjourn or not. that railway cost the government in abso

lute money paid as the purchase money of
Hon. GENTLEMEN-Go on. the road, 31,500,000, and it has been showfl

Hon. Mr. POWER-If I had time to that in addition to that the governn6l t

condense my remarks and put my views in were obliged to expend immediately sOoe-
a systematic form, I think I night get thing over a million dollars on the road, SO

through in an hour. . that in that case we spent two and a haîf
millions of dollars practically for the pur

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-We will allow vou pose of affording better communication
two hours. between Rivière du Loup and Chaudière.

A great deal has been said about the wait
Hon. 'Mr. POWER-Speaking in the dis- of respect which the present goveriment

cursive manner in which I shall have to have shown to the Senate in introducing
speak, it will take me sone time. this measure at thtis late stage of the

Hon. lr. LANDRY-That is ail iht. session; but I wish to direct the attentoî,
of hon. gentlemen to the fact that

Hon. Mr. POWER-Of course it is all 1879 the bill to take over the Rivière du
right. Hon. gentlemen have been loud in Loup section-a bill which involved the
their denunciation of the government foi expenditure of $2,500,000 was intro-
not giving time to discuss the subject, and duced on the last day of the sessiOl-
nowc they want to take a vote on this bill The bill was introduced on the 14th of May,
witlout fully discussing it. As the hon. and there was no business done on the i5th
gentleman from Peterborough (Mr. Cox> of May beyond the formal business of pro
has said, we have $56,000,000 invested in rogation. It received its first, second and
an unprofitable road, a road which, with its third readings without any intermissiol"
connections, extends about 1,200 miles, and and the debate which took place on it covers
this measure proposes to try and inake about four pages of the Official Debates of
that investment profitable; and the Senate that year.
should hesitate-that is the drift of his re-
marks-before it interposed an obstacle in Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
the way of bringing about that desirable did the hon. member say about that?
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lion. -Mr. POWER-The hon. member -noue that can be considered in the nature of an

did fot say anything. \e recognized the asset -- and, therefore, we have to deal with the
not say a t W Grand Trunk Railway Company as thougli we never

fact that it wvas a desirable thing. The hon. had advanced a dollar on that'road. On the main
leader of the opposition of that day recog- question I congratulate the governmient for having

flized that it was a desirable thing to do, taken a very wise step in the right direction.

and he did not devote hours to try and find Seine the comipletion of ouir nagniicent Inter-
c oolomtal Railvay--ole of the finest roads on the con-

tjust how much there was for the Grans tinent- in consequence the ownershlip of that por-
Trunk Railway in this transfer, although as tion of the Grand Trunk Railway between Rivière

a mliatter of fact, the country, for the money lu Loup and Quebec, and the bad state of repair

that they paid for that road, merelv got the in, which it has been kept by the prese nt owners
y P for soie years past-owing, no doubt, to the un-

road bed. The sleepers were nearly all de- protitable character of the work-the fuli value of

cayed. The rails were nearly all iron rails. the Intercolonial Railway has been lost to our peo-

There were very few steel rails on the road, pie. 'The Intercolonial Railway from Halifax to

and the Grand Trunk Railway, under the Rivière diu Loup has always been in such a condi-

reet tetion as to enable travel and traffic to pass over it
ment, took the iron rails at a nost rapid rate, but on several occasions-in

faut for the last yeai-it bas been felt that no

lon. Mr. ALLAN-Is it worth while to matter whîat condition the Intercolonial Railway
brîn up what may have been a ver Y had u'ay be kept im, no mnatter low% perfect the arrange-

n uments nay be from Halifax to Rivière du Loup,
argain or improper proceeding which took there is no certaiity of rapid transit on the branch

Place under another government, when that between Rivière du Loup and Quebec. I have

question cannot possibly affect the measure heard complaints of parties wlo desire to carry
110w before us. We may be quite ready to on trade between the maritime provinces and

n the upper provinces--in fresh fish, for instance-
admit all that, but how does it bear on the that tiiere is no safety for perisliable goods on that
Present question? branch. If the line was good through to the upper

provinces as between Halifax and Rivière du Loup
there would he no trouble in carrying on a valu-

geon. Mr. POWER-I hope the hon. able trade ail the year round in fresh fish, but
gentleman will allow me to make my speech after freight of a perishable kind arrives at Rivière
il my own way. If we were to eliminate du Loup the transit is so tardy that a cargo is

from the Debates of this House the refer- liable to be lost. Two or three speculations in

etaces to what took place under former gov- fresh fish having failed on that account, it has dis-
e s n fomer plae uder frer ovd couraged people from embarking iii such a trade

ernments in former years, much less woul ever since. It is absolutely necessary that the in-
be said than is said in our discussions. What tercommunication between these four great pro-

an saying now is germane to the question. vinces of the Dominion should be as perfect as pos-

SWant to show a good example for what the sible. W e are by nature sufficiently separate to
render it very of ten inconvenient to transact public

government propose to do now. I want to business and unprofitable to carry on trade and
show that the government fornerly support- commerce between the upper and lower provinces.

ed by hon. gentlemen opposite undertook to No effort should be spared in order to facilitate

do something similar to this and gave the intercourse between the Maritime provinces and
the rest of the Dominion, and that could never be

Senate no time at all to consider it-that a done without acquiring this Rivière du Loup branci
rneasure was brought down the last day of fron the Grand Trunk Railwvay Company. The

the session, and it was passed without any government are entitled to the thanks of the wlole

'bquiry into the minute details of the matter country for the prompt manner in which they have
qirythe government taken hold of this :atter, and I think it is highly

and that we assumed that complimentary to the Minister of Public Works,
Of that day was fairly honest and not actuat- anid quite characteristie of the energy and ability

ed by any improper motives. I quote a which distinguish him in the discharge of his

little fron the longest speech made on that official duties. He has placed the whole country,
W on, deliveredc by the hon. gentleman and no part of it more than the lower provinces,

,one dunder a deep obligation by the businesslike manner
fron Richmond (Mr. Miller), a speech which in which he has dealt with this mnatter. That the

deserves to be quoted. He said transaction will receive the sanction of this parlia-
ment, I have every confidence. When this line is

I think that, whatever the country nay liave acquired by the government and put in running

id in times past for that portion of the Grand order, on an equality with the Intercolonial Rail-

runk Railway, and whatever claim the country way, we will then -ave between the maritime and

nay have had for it, that claim is 110w, unfortu- the upper provinces as fine an intercolonial higl-

nately, barred by the statute of limitations. I (10 way as there is on this continent, and when, ulti-

not think that my bon. friend fron Hamilton mately, that highway is connected with the hne on

WOul like to take an assignmnent of that laim as a the northern side of the St. Lawrence, and up the

valuable asset. There can be but one opinion on Ottawa valley, connecting, as I hope it will at

the subject in this country, we have no legal claim some future day, with the Pacific Railway, we will
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have what everybody who desires to see British
power consolidated on this continent-that iron
band which will unite us from ocean to ocean and
make us one in syipathy as we are politically.

There was no dissent at the time that that
bill was passed here. One hon. gentleman
from Hamilton did demur rather, and the
hon. gentleman raised an objection very like
that which has been raised here by the hon.
leader of the opposition and some other
gentlemen. Senator Hope is recorded as
saying

I understand that the governinent is to allow th'
Grand Trunîk Railway Coinpany about $15,(W0'
per mile for the Rivière du Loup Brandi. Th
original subsidy was equal to that, and it appears to
nie as if the governiment had paid for it in the first
instance, and now they are called upon to pay for
it the second timte.

the Intercolonial Railway business with the
Grand Trunk Railway, which ran on the
south shore ; but it has not happened that
way, and one of the reasons why it has a
happened is that not very long after this
transaction took place the Canadian 1Paci
fic Railway Company, which owns the
road on the north shore of the St. Law-
rence, became the owner of a much longer
road running from Montreal to St. Johl'
N.B., and it has become the interest, and
consequently the policy, of the Canadialn
Pacific Railway Company, instead of sen
ing business to Quebec to cross over a
take the Intercolonial Railway at Lévis, t
send it by their own line to St. John and
get a long haul ; and for all practical pur-
poses we are no better off than we Were
before. Of course, we are somewhat better

That -as the only word raised against the off than we were at Rivière du Loup. We
arrangement between the government of core to Lévis i e did
that day and the Grand Trunk Railway before, and can go over to Quebec if W
Company, and no hon. gentleman endorsed choose, but the change is not very
that statement of the hon. gentleman from and one might say, for practical purposesi
Hamilton, and it was not suggested by any- we are nearly as hadly off as we were
one that the ten thousand dollars anile which Rivière du Loup. The complaint made Of
was paid to the Grand Trunk Railway Com- the delay in perishable freight is loud tO-
panyfor their Rivière du Loup section by the day, and it is found that the freight which
governinent of Canada should be deducted should go from Montréal to Halifax or anY
froip the amount which should be paid to other point on the Intercolonial in forty-
them, and why should hon. gentlemen who eight hourý takes a fortnigbt to go through
endorsed that arrangement urge that in deal-
ing with another railway company or adding Hon. Mr. SNOWIALL-Always.
another section to the railway we should not
treat them in the saine way that the Grand Hon. Mr. POWEU-It takes a fortnight
Trunk Railway Company were treated. Why to get from Montreal to Halifax or
should the comparatively small subsidies to point on the Intercolonial Railway, because
the Druminond Countv Railway be deducted the Grand Trunk Railway give the prefer
from the amount paid to them when the ence to their own Richmond branch, and
ten thousand dollars a mile was not deducted cars intended for the Intercolonial RailwaY
fron the amount paid to the Grand Trunk are left standing at Richmond and other
Railway ? I was going on to say that with station- while other cars are being puslied
certain slight changes the posi#ion to-day forvard, and the object of this agreement IS
is just the same as it was then. It was to put anr end to that condition of things
thought- and I confess I was one of those and provide that freight to and fror the
who agreed withi the hon. gentleman from lower provinces over the Intercolonial Rail
Richmond-that if the Intercolonial Rail- way shah reach Montreal, which is the dis-
way were extended to Levis we should be tributing centre of this country, with the
placed in an altogether different position least possible difficulty and delay. Freight,
from the one in which we then were. We instead of taking a fortnîght, would take o111Y
thought, as the hon. gentleman said in forty-eight hours, orat theoutsidesixtyhou"s,
a portion of his speech, that we should and everyhon.nemberwho coresfrom Nova
have connection across the river with the rail- Scotia or Prince Edward Islador the North
way on the north shore of the St. Lawrence, Shore of New Brunswick must feel that
and that we should in that way have competi- it is desirable, as to passengers, that a chan
tion. We should have the company which ge should be made. Extend the Intercoe
owned theNorth Shore Railwaycompeting for lonial Railway to Montreal and one cat
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leave Halifax one afternoon at half past 000,it isumostdesirable that something should
two and be in Ottawa next evening about be done to enable that road to pay its way.
fine o'clock, instead of having to stop over So much by way of preliminary. That is the
all night in Montreal, as is the case now. position, that it is desirable-it is felt at any
Some hon. gentleman said it was a remark- rate by the people in the lower provinces and
able thing that no one has asked for this it is felt by the business men of Montreal and
cha'nge. I am well aware that the news- the west generally, that it is desirable that
Papers have been crying out for a change of the means of communication between Mont-
this sort. I know that the Board of Trade real the trade centre of the upper provinces
of the city of Halifax has passed resolutions and the lower provinces should be made, and
and sent memorials, and I think sent consequently that in sone way the Inter-
deputations to Ottawa, asking for an exten- colonial Railway should be extended to
81on of the Intercolonial Railway to Mon- Montreal, and then the question comes as to
treal. We know that resolutions have been just the best way to do it. I confess, hon.
Passed in numbers of places in the province gentlemen, that at first my own view was in
of Quebec in favour of the saine extension. favour of the extension of the road from

ion. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-.Freight Sorel along the south shore of the St.

from the Grand TruONk Railway. Lawrence to Chaudière or Lévis, but when
it was pointed out to me that in the first

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Mr. Dwyer, of the place that line is ten miles longer than the
lalifax Board of Trade, protested against line which is provided for in the bill now
it, and said it was no good to Halifax. before the House, when it was pointed out

that the bridges crossing the Yamaska, the
Hon. Mr. POWER-I am aware Mr. Richelieu, the St. Francis and other rivers,bwyer is opposed to it. Will the hon. being near their mouths, would be

gentleman pin his faith in matters of every very much heavier than up above, and
kind to Mr. Dwver? when it was pointed out that as there were

Hon. Mr. McKAY-He is a Halifax numbers of depressions running down to
Citizen. the St. Lawrence, it would mean more

expetisive work, I felt that it was
Hon. Mr. POWER -I am perfectly aware not desirable that this line should be

of that, and I want to say here, as far as I chosen. The truth is that the bridges on the
ar individually concerned, speaking for the Shore Line alone would cost almost if not
business men of Halifax, I do not think that quite as much as the government propose to
the extension of the Intercolonial Railway to pay for the Drummond County Railway.
iNontreal will be, or that the construction of And then there was another circumstance :
the Intercolonial Railway beyond Moncton supposing these objections were counted for
has been in the interests of the business men nothing, there is another circumstance in con-
Of Halifax. It would have been better for nection with the SouthShore Railway. I was
the business men of Halifax that there was no made awareof the fact that the land damages
railway connection between Muntreal and for the fourteen miles of the St. Charles
Nova Scotia at all; but we have the branch amounted toabout one million dollars.
Intercolonial Railway. I cannot, here in I know that a great part of the South Shore
My place, look at the Intercolonial Railway Railway would run through cultivated land,
Purely f rom the point of view of a merchant through some of the longest settled portions
doing business in Halifax. I say that in the of the province of Quebec, and that
interest of the lower provinces, not of the if the government undertook to build that
Inerchants of the city of Halifax, but in the railway as a government railway they
interest of the people of the lower provinces, would have to pay as much for land damages
Who, I presume, are anxious to get their alone as the government will have to pay
goods as cheaply as they can, and in the, now for the whole of the Drummond Countv
interests of the people who have to travel Railway Under these circumstances, I felt
to and f rom between Montreal and points in that the line along the South Shore was out
the lower provinces, it is desirable that the of the question. Then hon. gentlemen wanted
Inter(blonial should have the best possible to know why we did not take the Grand
Connection, and in the interests of the Inter- Trunk Railway. I do not see that there
Colonial Railway,which standsus in$5 6 ,000,- was any more reason why we should select
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the Grand Trunk Railway then the Drum- Trunk Raiiway Company think it desirable
mond County Railway. To begin with, the to double-track the road, the aovernment
Drumnond County Railway is admitted to are fot bound to pav five per cent of
be at least 13 miles shorter and the grades the cost.
on the Drummond County Railway are not lon. i\lr. MACDONALD (B C)-I be-
as serious as those on the Grand Trunk
Railway, and the only offer I think the
Grand Trunk ever made was an offer to sell
their road to Richmond for two and a half
million dollars. Under these circumstances, I
think it would have been out of the question
to have undertaken to deal with the Grand

lieve they are.

Hon. Mr. POWE R-No, not unless theY
make use of it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--IAnd
they would use it.
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iLrufk rtailway Company; and the assistant Hon. Mr. POWER-And the same WaY
general manager, Mr. Wainwright, stated i
that the rent the government would have toc
pay for the road fromin Richmond into Mont-a 1adif t.hey do flot wishi they need not PaY
real would be 50,000 a year more than thev for more.
are paying for what they are getting. Sothat
I think it was quite out of the question that lon. Mi. MACDONALD (B. C.)-
the Grand Trunk Railway could be taken. Would not the government be sure to use
It seems to nie that unless there is some- the double track if it was there?
thing very unreasonable in the contract that
has been entered into, the Governnenth Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a matter hav
made the best choice. They have taken the their own discretion.
shortest line and the one that is the most
advantageous. The hon. gentleman who H
spoke a little while ago (Mr. Cox) said that, They could not help themselves.
not being familiar with the practice of par- Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, if they do LO
liament, if this five per cent which is men- think it to their advantage they need fot
tioned in the thirty-fifth paragraph of the
agreement between the government and thes
Grand Trunk Railway Company were looked speh from He on an fr aed
upon as objectionable, the agreement mighth
be amended. We could noa amend thewa
agreement in this House, but I wishi to Hon. Mr. -MACDONALD (B. C.)-~It
direct the attention of the buse to the fact 'vas flot much, but hie mnade some very good
that the payment of that tive per cent iS points.n

optional. If hson. gentlemen will read the
clause they wila see that the government is ion. Mr. POWER-The question is as tO
not obiged to pay the five per cent. It is the nature of this agreenient. That bas
only in this case, after the iWprovements been explaied by the hon. Secretary O
have been dadeo State. It was put also by the hon. leader of

thegovernment in tiis buse, and it was putIferare ueh wok ad areter use herei by the two lon. gentlemen who have spokel
so de5lar an iiroveielHts on this side of the iouse. do not think
hy utîderstood anti agr-eed to forn part of the it is necessary to go into that at any length

use- itinhudlk t nwwa h

leased prenhises and Heu Majesty shall pay anu- but my attention bas been directed to one
a]s for the tise of aey such tvorks and ifrmprWees
iuents five per cent tîpon. ne-half of the actital matter which has been referred to by the

cost to the colpany of the construction of saidj i hon. leader of the opposition. That lion.
works anbe improverents. gentleman intimated that there neer had

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B C..-Vnder been, as far as he knew, any intention t"
the bi they would use the works of course. the part of the previons government to ex-

tend the Intercolonial Railwa to Montreal-
Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the contract It is a rather singular thing thaat g red that

which is ratified by the bill. The govern- in another place the hon, gentleman whO
nient lease certain things fron the Grand was Minister of Railways, under the present
Trunk Railway Company. If the Grand j leader of the opposition when .e was leader



of thegovernment,stated thathehad hadsome Hon Mr. POWER-Yes, and then be

Railwar'legotiatjons with the Drummond County 'admitted that the cost of the additional 42
ltailway, and the hon. gentleman who was miles was nearly $600,000-$570,000, and
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Minister of Railways in the late administra- that gentleman then made the cost of this
tion differed altogether f rom the hon. gentle- road $1,970,000. 1 commend that calcula-
m1an f rom Westmorland. He thought i t was tion to the hon. gentleman f rom Westmore-
Iuch better that the government should own land, who, I think, quite paralyzed Most of
the road. He did not think the road should the members of the House by bis wonderful
be operated by private companies. He took calculations. It was the business of the
a totally different view, and be admitted that Minister of Railways at that day to keep
he had been thinking of taking over this himself familiar with that matter, and that
Drummond County Railway. is the result at which he arrived. I do not

bRurond r ADY Whnwsta propose to go over this contract in detail.
on.It bas been done already, but there are a

OPinion expressed few points wbich I think it well to refer to.

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-In 1894. I notice that the hon gentlman from West-
moreland is not in bis place, and 1 arn very

lion. Mr. POWER-It is out of order to sorry he is not here, as 1 listened with a
quote the Debates in the House of Commons, great deal of attention and considerable
but if the hon. gentleman will look at the patience to bis speech. 1 notice that that
Cormons Hansard, 19th June, 1897, and hon. gentleman did not appear to know
Will carefully read through the speech of the what land damages bad to do with the price
lion. Mr. Haggart, he will find a great deal of a railway. If tbe hon. gentleman bad to
Of information there which would be valu- build a railway along the south shore of the
able to the bon. gentleman, because it seems St. Lawrence River, he would flnd that the
to contain information which is not pos- land damages bad a good deal to do with it.
Sessed by bon. gentlemen on the other side It sometimes means hAif the cost of the
of the House. railway, and the calculations show that this

lion. LMr. LANDRY-Is that all tie Drummond County Railway without any
answer I can getallowance for land damages, would cot

etthe government $ 1,600,000 to build,

lion. Mr. POWER-Well it bas been if they built tbe road in the same
sa.id-I shall not quote the opinion about place and of the same character, with-
the kind of people who ask questions that out tbe land damages, and the proba-
Wise men cannot answer, I have referred bilities is that the land damages, although
tO the fact that the hon. gentleman who was not s0 great as in the otber region, would
fornmerly Minister of Railways did discuss amount to about $400,000 any way; so that
this matter, and I find that, altogether tbe road whichthe governmentare gettingfor
uanlike the hon. gentleman from Westmor- $1,600,000 would have cost the government
land (Mr. Wood) the hon. gentleman who probably $2,000,000. I do not attach any
Was Minister of Railways under the late importance to those fine drawn calculations
Administration-I presume by the way that as to bow cheaply a government can build a
a8 the relations between that hon. gentle- railway. I have heard these things before,
man and his leader sorne year and a-half ago but the experience is that no government
were very much strained be may not have railway is cheaply built and that every
conmunicated his intentions to the gentle. government work bas cost a great deal more
'len who led the government at that time- than it had been estiated to cost. It is
but I find the gentleman who was then quite out of the question, and quite impos-

Iinister of Railways did not put the value sible for the government to acquire Or con-
Of the road down quite as low as bon. gentle- struct a railway like the Drummond County
nen here put it. He recognized the fact are Railwa for anytbing like tbe money they
that without the 42 miles which have to be paying for it. The bon. leader of tbe opposi-
built, and built to the standard of the Inter- tionwas rather facetious overtbe characterof
colonial Railway, this road was worth tbe Drummond County Railroad. If I am
*14,000 per mile f rom Ste. Rosalie. liot mistaken, he made some reference to it

as being a tan-bark railway and so on, or per-
lion. Mr. CLEMOW-That it cost that. haps it wa some other hon. gentleman said
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that, but when that hon. gentleman was in culonial Railway that would have met with
office and leaderof the government,his engin- the approval of the hon. gentleman. He 15

eer went down and inspected that road for perfectly aware that people most competent

the purpose of ascertaining whether itwas en- to judge of questions of this kind do feel
titled to the payment of the subsidy which that the government have made a very good
had been voted by parliament, and the hon. and business-like arrangement. It was sug-

gentleman and his engineer thought that the gested by some hon. gentleman that advan-
road was good enough for that. It was tage might have been taken of the necessitY

quite up to the desirable standard. Now of the Drummond County Railway and that
it suits the hon. gentleman to talk about it the bank's claim against them might have
as a tan-bark road and a road not good for been bought out. That would have been a

anything. In bis vigorous speech, in mov- sharp trick which I do not think would
ing that this bill be read a second time have been worthy of a government, and

this day three months, the hon. gentleman that I am satisfied the leader of the opposl-
wanted to know why the arrangement for tion would not be a party to himself. A great
running powers with the Grand Trunk Rail- deal of stress was laid by the hon. leader
way Company could not have been made sim- of the opposition on the fact-and I notice
ilar to that made by the Canadian Pacific that the leader of the opposition in another
Railway for running powers from Toronto to place laid a great deal of stress on the
Hamilton. I think if the hon. gentleman same fact-that the new line would be
will look into that agreement he will find seventy-four miles longer than the Canadian
that it would not be a more advantageous Pacific Railway to Halifax. That is true,
arrangement than the arrangement which or nearly true. The difference will be
has been made. The arrangement between something like that. As it is now, owing tO
the Grand Trunk Railway Company and the fact that the Intercolonial Railway is a
the Canadian Pacific Railway between To- better road, has a better roadbed and more fa-
ronto and Hamiltdn is an arrangement vourable grades and curvatures, trains make

under which the Canadian Pacific Railway better time over it with less expenditure Of

pay for the mere right of running on the power than they do over the Canadian Pac-
road the sum of $1,000 a mile a year, and fic Railwav, and I am satisfied that if the
then they have no right to wheelage, and railway is extended to Montreal by the
they have not the privileges which the method proposed, one can go from Halifav

government have from the Grand Trunk or Moncton or any point east of Moncton
Railway Company at all. If the govern- and get to Montreal just as rapidly as theY
ment had made such an arrangement as can get there by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
that the hon. gentleman would probably way. The difference now is only three
have condemned them and wanted to know hours, and that difference will be made up
why they could not make an arrangement by the improved road. A great deal bas
similar to the one they have made. He been said about the rate of interest. It has
wanted to know if a bridge could not have been said that the government can borroW
been built at Quebec to get competition. I money at three per cent, but hon. gentle-
have already pointed out that you cannot men must remember that the Drummond
get it through the Canadian Pacific road. County Railway Company and the Grand
The Canadian Pacific Railroad will send their Trunk Railway Company are not the gov-
freight over their long line to St. John. ernment, and that the four per cent bonds

They will not send it to Quebec to be trans- of the Grand Trunk Railway are selling at
ferred to the Intercolonial Railway, and I 85 cents on the dollar.
presume if the government had brought
down a proposition to spend $5,000,000 to Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-But with
construct a bridge at Quebec, he would have this contract they could borrow ?
wanted to know why they could not spend
a much less sum and get to Montreal by Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman

doing what they are doing now. I do not think so ? Possibly ; but I doubt it. The hon-
think that the government could have any leader of the opposition laid a good deal Of
arrangement with respect to the extension stress on the fact that the subsidies should be

of the Intercolonial Railway to Montreal, deducted. I have said something about that

affording botter connection with the Inter- already, but I wish to call attention to the
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fact that in addition to the Grand Trunk which for the time is Liberal, it has approved of
lRailway's Rivière du Loup section, the Con- the job.
servative government in former years took He does not like it but thinks the Senate
over the Canada Central, a road which had should endorse it. The article continues:
been largely bonussed, and they did not take
back any of those bonusses or deduct thein On the other hand, the ainount of public funds

fromu the price. It has never been done in affected by the consummation of this affair does notmake a snfficiently large sum to affect the credit
any case. of Canada. Our theory as to the role of the

Senate ie different fromn that expressed by several
lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That Of our confreres. This hranch of parliament has
a private affair. It was handed over to for its principal mission the hindering of ail hasty

the Canadian Pacific Railway. legislation which the House of Connons, under
the influence of public opinion, violently excited,

lion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman might adopt without having taken tiue to measure
laid some stress -on a telegram which lie had ail its conse(uences. The role of the Senate is
receved from a Mr. Bal, who is, I think essentially the role of a meditator. It enough'ecevedfroma M. Bal, ho i, 1thin, ito say that the Senate should not nullify the act.
niayor of Nicolet. I desire to call attention ion of the House of Commons except in extrernely
tO the fact that Mr. Ball, in addition to be- grave circumstances. The Senate should, in order
lfng nayor of Nicolet, is a director of the to preserve intact its prestige and political useful-

ness, guard with jealous care, itself froni everArrmstrong Company, which has been disap- 1 intermeddling in the question of the hour for
Pinted about getting this contract. Then which the party in power for the time being assumes
the hon. gentleman thought it desirable to ail the risk and ail the responsibility.

ve us an extract from La Presse.to misnderstand the
giveus n exrac frm LaPrese.august character with whichi the constitution and

lon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No; the nature of things clothes the Senate. We
Ibelieve in a wide and restraining action and indidnot 1 eadno xtrct romLa i-ese.the necessity that the Senate shall assume a

thoroughly national attitude. The affair of the
lon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman Drunimond Railway does fot seem in anv way to

did not read the extract, but he referred to justify anything more than the ordmnary dîscus-
the fact that La Presse took the same view sions of an o1jectionable law. For that reason,
as that conveyed in the extract he did read. we are of opinion that the Senate, while appreci-ating as it ought to do, this improper transaction,hv should not go any further.
recognized as reflecting as accurately as La
Presse does the Conservative opinion of the
Province of Quebec, that is La Minerve, and
I shall read from La Minerve of to-day an
OPinion with respect to the proper action for
the Senate to take.

lon. Mr. LANDRY-That is this morn~
ýl1g's issue.

Hlon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

ion. Mr. LANDRY-Read it a few days
ago.

lion. Mr. POWER-I prefer to read its
latest utterances. I do not generally read
this paper, but I read it to-day and I find
it contains advice of an excellent kind.

lon. Mr. LANDRY-Like the Witness.

lon. Mr. POWER-I have not read the
Witness either. Speaking of this railway

arrangement, La Minerve says:

It is an Act of the Laurier government. The
na'ority of the House of Commons approved of it
un it is to be presumed that the whole country,
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Who wrote that I

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I say, I think
La Minerve is probably as good a representa-
tive of public opinion in the province of
Quebec as La Presse; and La Minerve, while
taking the same view with respect to this
transaction-a view which is not justified
by the fact at all-which the hon. leader of
the opposition takes, adopts a different view
from his, as to the course which the Senate
should take. I think that it is a matter for
grave consideration. Of course, we have
the constitutional right to throw out this
bill, just as we have the right to throw out
the supply bill. The question is whether on
the whole it is a judicious or proper thing
for us to exercise that right. I must say
that my own impression is rather the other
way. If this transaction were clearly and
essentially bad-if there were no good about
it-if it were not likely to bring about good
results, then I say the Senate might be
justified in throwing out the bill, but no
one has denied that the extension of
the Intercolonial Railway into Montreal
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will have good results. It has been said by from remarks of mine in favour of the ex-
some hon. gentlemen that some other way tensionof the une from Point Levis to Mont-
might have been found to do it, and that real with a view, 1 suppose, to show incorl
this company might be induced to take some- sistency on my part.
thing less than we are paying for the road,
but after weighing the pros and cons, on. Mr. POWER Not at ail. I simplY
whether or not the bargain is the best that read the speech with a view of showing that
might be made, this House would not be his argument, which we ail concurred in
justified .in throwing out such a measure. then, applied to-day to the further extension-
This is a measure which is essentially a There was no desire to reflect on the hon.
money measure-it is a pr:posal to pay a gentleman in any way, and I am sure every
certain amount of money. It is the kind of one who heard me will confirm what I say.
measure which comes almost within the ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the other branch of lon. Mr. MILLER -If there was anY
parliament. We cannot amend it. It is inconsistency in my conduct I would not
not our business ; and the Senate, in throw- complain of my hon. friend showing it uP
ing out this bill under the circumstances, to the fouse, because it wouid be a legitl
would be taking as extreme a step as that mate argument and L would not consider he
of throwing out the supply bill. That is a was doing anything unfair. I left the
step which I think the mem bers of this chamber not through any disrespect towardS
House should consider very seriously before my hon. friend, but in consequence of the ex-
they take it. I do not think that the hon. treme heat in the chamber from the largO
leader of the opposition, or any other hon display of gas we had here in the evening-
gentleman, has made out a case sufficiently of course I have no reference to my hon.
strong to justify this House in going out of friend-and I ar somewhat subject to head
its proper sphere and undertaking to throw ache. For another cause, I did not care
out a measure for which the other House is to follow very closely the arguments Of
exclusively responsible. We are not respon- the hon. gentleman, because 1 had studied
sible. It is purely*a money matter, and as the question very closely rnself and made
La Minerve says, the other House which up my mmd not to occupy any time
represents the popular sentiment for the of the fouse in participating in the discus-
time being, are responsible; and I think the sion. But I can only say, as I am on IY
country wiIl probably not approve of our feet now, and I assure the fouse I will de-
interfering in this way. I am satisfied that tain it but a very short tire, that when the
the people in the lower provinces, who will' transfer of the Rivière du Loup branch took
find their hope of getting better access to place 1 entertained the strongest desire te
Montreal cut off, will not approve of the see the Intercolonial Railway extended W

action of the Senate, and the people who'Montreal, and I feel on that point just as
would be employed in the work that would str(dlgly to-day as I did on that occasion. 1
be rendered necessary by the passing of this think it would be fur the benefit of that great
bill, will not be thankful to us for having national work to have the Intercolonial
cut off the work. 1. presune, however, any- extended to Montreal, and any feasible
thing that I could say would not in the scheme towards that end I should support
slightest degree affect the vote, and I simply as readily as aliy man in this fouse,
feel it my duty to state, in this hasty, uncon- but it does not follow, because one
sidered way, my opinions on the subject. may he in favour of a certain policy or

idea that we are committed to the details by
Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not intend to which that policy or idea mav be carried out.

prolong the discussion, nor did I intend to What I ar called upon to-day to do is tO
address the House upon the motion or the support the policy which is best intended to
amendment before us, but I understand carry out my desire to extend the Ititercolo-
during my absence my hon. friend from niai Railway to Montreal. I frankly admit
Halifax has made some allusion to me and that I have no ideas on the subject to-day dif
quoted a speech which I made some years ferent from those I badin 1879. Atthattine,
ago in this House in connection with the when the River du Loup branch was taken
transfer of the Rivière du Loup branch to over by the government of Canada from the
the governrent of Canada, an- also, quoting Grand Trunk Railway Company, we had ne
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Pacific Railway on the north shore. To-day heavy layer of corruption-that there is a
We have. My idea now with regard to con- deal-that there is a job. 1 do not mean to
Ilection of the Intercolonial Railway with say that there is any truth in these asser-
Montreal is this: I think the true policy of tions, I have no evidenee whatever on which
this country would be the construction of a I would be justified in coming to the con-
bridge over the St. Lawrence at Quebec and clusion that there is the slightest foundation
securing running powers over the Canadian for these charges, but I do say this, in the
Pacific Railway to Montreal. The Canadian face of these circumstances, we should fot
Pacific Railway has running powers over be asked at the closing hours of the session
the Intercolonial Railway between St. John to pass this bil, not alone for the amount of
and Halifax, and there is no reason money involved in it, but for the character
Why a similar arrangement could not Of the leislature of this country which is
be made by the goernment with the also involved. The Senate of Canada, in My
Canadian Pacific Railway, to have run- humble opinion, would be recreant to one of
ling powers over the Canadian Pacific Rail- its first duties if, in view of the charges

Way track from Quebec to Montreal. In which have been made in respectable news-
every sense in which we can look at this papers in this country against what is called
question, that would he the true policy of the Drummond County deal, we did fot see
this country at present. I regret that that the matter was fully ventilated before
timue does not permit me to go into details we crystallized the negotiations founded
to support this view, but I asssure my upon that deal into law. If this bil had
hon. friend of one thing, that if a policy come to us a month or two ago. we would
of that kind was inaugurated by the gov- have spent time to have sent it to the
ernment although I am not looked upon Committee of Railways and there inves-
as a supporter of the government, I shall he tigated it. It is true the negotiations
happy to give it my most cordial support. were not completed in time for that,
With regard to the scheme before the House, but if we rejeet it now, neyt session it can
I think in the first place the bargain is an be introduced early in the year, and we
improvident one. The terms on which we will have an opportunity of referring it to
are asked to secure the extension of the the Railway Committee wbere ail those
Intercolonial Railway to Montreal are terms charges can be ventilated, and we can act
Inot in the interests of this country. I be- upon the evidence, which we wîll be able to
hleve that we are asked to pay an excessive obtain by such a course. It is in the inter-
Price for what may be in itself a benefit, and ests of the country on thege two grounds
I do not agree with the hon. gentlemen who that we should not hastily adopt the bil
say that the results likely to accrue from before the buse, and that we should give
the policy propounded in the bill would be time for investigation of those 8erlous
realized if it went into operation. I believe charges which are calculated to do so much
that instead of reducing the deficits, when injury to the public men of the country and
We come to reckon the large amount to be the government. My hon. friend las
added to the expenditure of the Intercolonial alluded to a newspaper just now, which I
Rtailway by the policy before the House, the thought stood vèry high in the estimation of
Probability would be that the deficits in the the party to which it helongs. As a journal
Intercolonial Railway would be larger after- conducted with marked ability it stands
Wards than they are to-day. Then, again, high in MY estimation, although I do not
'With regard to the bargain which has been agree with everything I see in it, and I see
asserted by a leading member, who ought to lately it has taken a short turn on the sub-
speak with authority, in another place, that ject before the bouse. I allude to the
twelve months ago, before these negotia- Montreal Witness. I may say such articles
tions were entered into by the government as this in such a respectable pape' as the
of Canada with the Grand Trunk Railway Witness-becausealthough I differ politicall7
and Drummond County Railway, the pro- from the Witness I believe it to be a respect-
Perty for which we are asked to pay now able paper conducted with marked ability-
$1,600,000 could have been purchased per- areenough to arousein any man's mindwhich
baps for $400,000or $500,000. Besides, in the is not sluggish indeed, a desire to inquire
Public press it is opealy stated that at the into the facts concerning which a presum-
bottom of tiiss transaction there is a very ably impartial paper would use such lan-
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guage as this. I quote from the Montreal comes from the other branch of the legisla-
Witness of June 12th, 1897 : ture. We have one restriction with regard to

The arrangement entered into wilt certainly money bis that we cannot amend thev,
benefit the Grand Trunk Railway, which by it but with that simple qualification we have
secures the urgently necessary reconstruction of ample power-just as much power to deal
the Victoria bridge at small cost to itself. The with any measure, I care not of what char-
Drummond County Railway will also be a great, acter, I care not whether it may be a bill
a very great, gainer. That the Intercolonial will involvi
greatly benefit seens doubtful. But if it be ad- ing fiscal considerations or whether it
mitted that the extension of the Intercolonial to may be a bill involving the franchise of the
Montreal was a wise policy, Mr. Blair's explana- House of Commons, which is more domestic
tion of the arrangement seems to show that it was to that House than any other question- 1

more prudent to secure the agreement entered into care not what the question is, this Housethan to construct a new south shore railway or
secure running powers over the whole distance of bas absolute power under the British
the larger route of the Grand Trunk Railway. North America Act to deal with it,
The late government, also, seems to have enter- and the man who asserts to the contrary is,
tained the project of extension, and had also, it in m humble opinion, ignorant of the first
appears, considered in this connection the pur-. n pnt
chase outright of the Drummond County Railway. principles of the constitutional system givenl
But the extension of the Intercolonial Railway is to this Dominion. I say, therefore, it 18
a very doubtful policy, and to create an annual useless, and the argument ought never to be
charge of $210,000 for such a project at a time heard in this House-I do not like to hear
when economy and retrenchment were necessary,
and while expenditures upon the fast Atlantic a member of this House utter any language
service, upon rapid deepening of canals, and upon which would go to weaken the authority Of
the Kootenay railway and other public works to the House, because I think, if experience
which the government was committed, had just has proved anythin at all, it bas provedmcreased the cost of public works by about a .ing p
million dollars annually, seems unwise, especially that it might have been in the interest cf
in view of the fact that there was no public de- good government to a great extent if the
mand for the extension of the Intercolonial. powers of this House were not confined and

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-That is a subsidized limited in some respects as they are, because
since the passage of the Act of 1867 creating

paper. this Dominion, I feel that this House bas a
flon. Mr. MILLER-Which? record of which every member of it should

be proud, Never bas it been proved to be
Hon. Mr. POIRIER-It bas been asserted factiously hostile to any government in

that those papers which had anything to say power, and always bas it been shown to be
against the project, were subsidized papers. on the side of every great measure of public

policy-every one of those great measures
Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is reading such of public policy which have made Canada,

articles as this in the better class of journals what it is to-day, the boast and pride of
in this country that induced me to ask my- every true Canadian. I say this House bas
self if there was any necessity for forcing a record which, if demagogism should raise
this doubtful scheme upon the country at its head against us in this country, we can
the present session, and I had no hesitation, well submit and say to the people of this
after a full investigation of the whole ques- country look at our record, where have we
tion, in coning to the conclusion that there attempted to thwart your wishes, where
was no necessity for haste, that it would be have we stood in the way of the national
a great deal better for parliament to post- will, point to the instance in which this
pone the consideration of this question to House has proved unfit for the high duties
another session, when there will be ample with which it bas been invested, and they
tiine to give it the fullest investigation. I will point in vain. I say while that record
am afraid I am breaking my promise of not lasts this House bas nothing to fear from
occupying your tine too long, but there is the threats or insolence of demagogues,
one point upon which I wish to make an either in the House or out of it. One word
observation, and it is as to the power of this more. This House is called upon, on the
House to deal with a question of this present occasion, to vote for this bill, that
kind. This House has power to deal otherwise we would be running contrary to
with any bill that is presented to it, the other branch and thwarting the will Of
whether it emanates here, or whether it the people. I say if the government to-daY
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exercise the constitutional power they pos-
Sess, supposing this bill is cast out, as I
believe it properly will be by the vote shortly
to be taken, let them appeal to-morrow
against this Senate and I venture to say
there is not a man among us who shall vote
against this bill who will not be vindicated
by the verdict which will be rendered by the
People. Therefore these idle threats are
useless, to a body composed of men who
know their duty, and have the courage to
Perform it.

The amendment being put to the House,
Was declared carried on the following divi-
sion:

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Aikins,
Armand,
Arsenault,
Baird,
Bellerose,
Bernier,
Bolduc,
BOucherville, deBoweil, (Sir Mackenzie),
Carling (Sir John),
Clemnow,
lie Blois,
Dobson,
brumnond,
Ferguson,
1

orget,
Kirchhoffer,
Land ry,Alacdonald (P. E.I1.),

Macdonald (Victoria),
McCallum,
McDonald (Cape Breton),
McMay,
McKindsey,
McMillan,
Merner,
Miller,
Montplaisir,
O'Brien,
Owens,
Perley,
Poirier,
Price,
Prinrose,
Prowse,
Villeneuve,
Wood.--37.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Cox, Scott,
Dever Snowball,
MClnnes(N.Westminster),Temple,
OlDonohoe, Thibaudeau
Pelletier (Speaker), (de la Vallière).-10.
Power.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 24th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven
o'clock a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved:
That an order of the Senate do issue for a copy

of all petitions on the part of the cultivators or
preparers of tobacco in relation to the new tariff,
and also of all correspondence exchanged on this
subject between the governnent and these pro-
ducers.

The motion was agreed to.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to inquire
of the hon. minister if there is any report
whatsoever coming from Mr. Sifton on the
Manitoba school question.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-None.

THE DRUMMOND COUNTY RAIL-
WAY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before we proceed with the business of the
day, I should like to call the attention of
the Senate-it may be somewhat unusual-
to the Supplementary Estimates laid before
the House of Commons-

Hlon. Mr. ALLAN-I paired with the HnSiOLVRMWT adwHon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Had we
hon. SirOlier ALANI aired ith te not better leave that until we have to do

1on. Sir Oliver Mowat at his request. i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that when the
Uouse adjourns to-day it stands adjourned
Until eleven o'clock to-morrow morning.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Under the circuinstances the hon. gentle-
man would be quite right. What I propose
to ask the hon. gentleman is the meaning
of an incident which occurred last night
in the House of Commons, after twelve
o'clock. ît will be remembered that
this House rejected the proposition that
was laid before it in resolutions for the
ratification of an agreement between the
government and the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company and the Drummond County
Railway Company, which involved the
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expenditure of a large amount of money. This wili, of course, be alded to the Supply Bill'
As I am informed, and the proceedings 1 Senate cannot reject it withuut throwig
of the House of Commons indicate, after othe bil as a whole. After this stroke the
the rejection of the policy involved inomons adjourned at2.15 a.nî.
these resolutions, the government delibertly I do not desire to express any positive
laid upon the table a supplementary esti- opinion on this matter until we have the
mate asking for a sum in order to enable governments explanation, but I will saY
them to carry out the provisions of that this, I cannot conceive it possible that is
contract which had been rejected. Excellency the Governor General authorize
If any satisfactory explanation can be the placing of this item in the estimates b6
given it might enable the Senate to fore parliament with the knowledge of the
fori some opinion as to the course they rejection of the whole policy by the Senate.
ought to pursue in the future. The pro- 1 can only infer, that, in the ordinarY
ceeding in the Lower House occurred mode of doing business, this message fro;l
after twelve o'clock, because the date is the Governor General was obtained prior tO
Thursday (that is to-day) which is the regu- the rejection of the bil. and that it was
lar course to pursue with reference to any held quietly in the desk of the Finance
proceedings which take place after twelve Mmnister for a COU]) d'état in this bouse.
o'clock, and hence T infer, as the newspapers i t e
state it was one of the last things done, 'before deciding what the Senate should do
about two o'clock in the morning; that to maintain its own independence and
the governinent in the Lower House dignity.
must have been inforeed of the action of '
this bouse in rejecting that policy when Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I ath not
they laid on the table estimates asking for a able to say when His Excellency sent the
sum to enable them to carry out the con- recoIdmendation in regard to this matter tO
ditions of that very contract, and it appears which niy hon. friend has referred. h left
that they also have the Governor Generais the bouse before the conclusion of the pro
warrant for so doing. The proceedingys ceedings, having paired with the lion. gentle
read . man opposite (Mr. Atlan), finding the bur-

MIr. Fielding (ielivere a message troni His Ex- den of sitting here any later in this bad

cellency the Governor Genera, %vhich %vas read by atosphere too much for me. Witi reard
M. Speaker, as follows :- to the item referred to, it was at on tie

ABERDEEN. intended to haLve it in t1ie estimates, I (10
The Governor (enetlI transinits to the ouse of hot say that particular sum, but a sUc

ColMmons, furthe- Supplenmentary Estiinates of'which wv0ul(l be required for the year under
sumns requird for the service of the Dominion nthe proposed agreement if it hiad been anc
for the yea- en<ed 3th .June, 1898, ani in accor- tioned. 0f cour se the a hneement is aban
dance mith the provisions of the " Britsh North <lg
Aerica Act, 1867," the GoLernor eneral ro doned, and now the item is replaced in t
mends these estinates to the House of Conîmons. estiates for consideration. 1 believe the
GOVERNiENT ohSc, objecn is this, that on. M embers havinog

OTTAWA, 123î-d June, 18974. doubt, or more than douht, whether the
I hay e ot those estimates hefore me business to be done would warrant the

and I eannot speak as to their contents expenditure, it was felt desirable that there
further than what appears in the news- should be an opportunity to us ail to know
papez s. by actual experiment how that would

Then, just at the last nioent, the gover'menthe He aefo, there of be an
played the carl which it evidently had kept p its opportunity of considering whether there
sleeveagai sttemaejectionmofaitsl)rnmmondCounty could be any modification made in the
deal by the Senate. Mr. Fielding it was who id details such as might make the permanent
the trick, by laying on the table, as the cominittee areetmr aifcoyadsial
roe, further Supplenentary Esticnates " for theme for e. W itae
year 1897-98, headed as follows: to the itembers who are now opposed

"Intercolonial Railway extension to Montreal. to it. The maIter wil probably be brought
To pay rentai to the GrandH Tronk Railay andup in the House of Commons to-day
Drmnond County Railway companies for the iand a more ful statement of the object of
ruilway froi Chaudière to Montreal, to be operathe p a
as part of the Intercolonial Railway for nine introducing it will be there given. did

onths, $157,500." not expect the question would be put to me,
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so I am not prepared to say anything further
011 the subject at the moment.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
]efore discussing this matter further, might
1 ask the hon. gentleman if he would make
11quiry and let us know at three o'clock
What course the governinent intend to pur-
'Ue ? The hon. gentleman says the question
has only just been put to him. I was not
aware of it, nor had I seen it until I came to
the House at ten o'clock. He will be in a
Position to tell us at three o'clock after meet-
ilg his colleagues, what the intention is with
regard to this matter.

lion. Mr. MI LLER - The explanation of
the Minister of Justice is satisfactory as far
a it goes, and was what I should expect
froIm a statesnian of his high reputation as a
cOnstitutional lawyer. I know my hon.
friend cannot but view with alarin such a
step as was taken in another place last night
When the result of the decision on the Rail-
Way Bill was known from this House. Ima-
gine for a moment such a thing occurring in
England. Imagine in the House of Commons,
Uider similar circumstances, if the Upper
louse had rejected a ill, the Chancellor

Of the Exchequer bringing down to the House
estinmates in violation and defiance of the
Will of that branch of parliament ! It
cOuld not possibly occur. I believe that we
are in a crisis in our constitutional historv-
I believe the time is at hand, or very near
at hand, when it has to be decided whether
this Senate is to occupy the position it was
'itended to occupy u wler the constitution or
'lot. I believe we are shortly to be brought
face to face with the fact that we nut
either be content to allow our constitutional
Privileges to be overridden by the arbitrary
'Wish of the ministers in another branch of
the legislature, or must take a stand which
flnay shake p rhaps the constitution itself.

e rnay be compelled to subject the con-
stitution to a wrench, the consequences of
Which may not, perhaps, at the present time
be foreseen. For I take it for granted
there is no member of this House, who
"oted with the majority who will, by any
rlianeuvering adopted elsewhere, consent
to have the deliberate decision of this
1louse set aside ànd laughed at. If this can
be done it would be better that the Senate
should be abolished at once. If we are
afraid to exercise our constitutional pri-

vileges, or afraid to take steps to meet ef-
forts to deprive us of those constitutional
privileges, then this body will have no need
for an existence and should not be con-
tinued an incubus and an expense on the
country. If, after the deliberate vote of
this House last night, the estimates contain
any provision for the Drummond Railway
deal as contemplated by that bill, I for one,
shall be prepared to consider the propriety
of rejecting theestimates.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The speech of the
hon. gentleman is a very good illustration
of what is called leaping before you come to
the stile. The hon. leader of the opposition
very properly asked for an explanation of
the government's intentions. The hon. leader
of the government intinated he would give
the information when the House met at
three o'clock, and consequently it is ab-
surd

Hon. Mr. MILLER-In your opinion, of
course-a wise man like the hon. gentleman!

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am stating only
my humble opinion. I know my opinion is
not worth nearly as much as that of the
hon. gentleman, but I do state that in my
opinion to talk about a crisis in the consti-
tution and of throwing out the Supply Bill
until we know what the government pro-
pose to do and on what ground they are
doing it, would be very unusual. I do not
wish the Senate to occupy a position which
is inconsistent with its dignity, and I think
it is much more consistent with our dignity
to wait, to be calm, and not, to use a vulgar
phrase, to go off the handle at once.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I hope
the hon. minister will consider the gravity
of these circuinstances. His Excellency has
been asked to sanction a proposition to over-
ride the will of parliament. The government
is asking parliament to appropriate noney
for a purpose which has been condemned by
this House. It is a most grave thing, and
the ministers ought to consider whether
they are going to recede from the position
thev have taken or not. If thev do not re-
cede, they raise a very grave question. They
put His Excellency the Governor General in
a very awkward position, that he should
override the will of parliament, before know-
ing what parliament is going to do.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see the grave
crisis which hon. gentlemen have referred to.
The majority of the Senate last evening exer-
cised, no doubt, a constitutional right in dis-
cussing the measure submitted to this House
by the administration. The majority of the
Senate voted to reject that measure. Now,
one of the items of expense associated with
that is included in the Supply Bill. Is not
the Bouse of Commons exercising its un-
doubted constitutional right in so doing ?
Will any hon. gentleman in this House say
that the House of Commons has not the
right to do what the House of Commons is
undertaking to do at this moment? Does
any hon. gentleman forget that when the
House of Lords rejected the proposed aboli-
tion of the paper duties, that that abolition
was included in the Supply Bill, and that
which the House of Lords had rejected when
proposed as a separate measure, they acqui-
esced in when included in the Supply Bill?
The House of Lords, in rejecting the pro-
posed abolition of the paper duty, exercised
their constitutional discretion, did what
they undoubtedly had a right to do under
the circumstances-I am speaking of the
legal right-and they were checkmated in
that course by the subsequent action of the
House of Commnons.

done without legislation, and although there
was a discussion on the subject undoubtedlY,
I do not think that any one successfully
maintained in either House that the govern-
ment had not the power to do what it Pro-
posed to do under these circumstances.
hon. gentlemen in this Bouse think that the
administration had not the power to advise
the Crown in respect to supplies on this sub-
ject, and if they think the House of Coin'
mons has not the legal and constitutiona
right to entertain that proposition-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Nobody is denying that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then there is nothing
illegal and nothing unconstitutional in the
course that has been proposed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Nor
will there be, I suppose, if the Senate rejects
the estimates. They have the power to do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No doubt they have
the power, and they know what responsibil-
ity they assume in pursuing such a course.
I was addressing my observations to what
my hon. friend from Richmond (Mr. Miller)
had said with regard to the action that was
taken. It is an action within the constitu-
tional discretion of the other House, just as

Hon. Mr. MILLER-But at that time the action taken last night was witlhin the
the systein in England was different from constitutional discretion of this House.
what it is at the present time. It was the
habit then to bring down separate Supply Hon. MIE R-Th t case ted
Bills in connection with each service, and by hfe aeno a ce toth
the House would .have an opportunity of so
meeting each case as it arose. Here, where us in this bouse is that of the Senate re-
all the appropriations are in bulk, we have jecting a measure for the expenditure of 1
not that opportunity.of publi oney upon public

flotthatopprtunty.works, and after the deliberate decision. of
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman the Senate on a bil sent from the Other

is mistaken. It was included in the general House to that effect, the Minister of Finance
Supply Bill-what the House of Lords had in the popular branch submits estimates in
rejected as a separate measure-and that direct defiance of the deliberate action
bill was carried through parliament. Take this House. This is a very di&rent case
another instance where the action was the from Mither of the two cases mentioted by
action of the executive authority. It was the my hon. friend. a principle was the
abolition of the purchase of commissions in 1 volved, but it was not a question Of
the army. Mr. Gladstone proposed a bill inposing taxation-not a q1uestion 11
for the abolition of that system. That bil connection with the expenditure of public
was rejected by the bouse of Lords. The money. The other was also not a questiO
practice had existed under an order in coun- involving the expenditure of public moneY.
cil, and there had been no previous legiswa- Although we have not the initiation Of
tion on the subject, and after the rejection money bils in this Bouse, we have the
of that measure by the bouse of Lords, the right to reject them, but we cannot aniend
governinent advised the Crown by Order in thern, and it is t sking an unfair ate
Council to abolish the system, and it was of the position of this bouse to put an ite
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of supply in the general bill which has been
codemned already by this House, and send
't to this House to pass upon, giving us the
alternative of either ignoring our previous
action and accepting the charge which we
had rejected, or rejecting the whole Supply
j8ill. I say the two cases are not analogous
at ail. If my hon. friend could cite a case
Where a bill had been sent up from the
110use of Commons proposing a heavy ex-
Penditure of public money on fortifications
Or public works of any kind, and that that
bill had been rejected by the House of
Lords, and after the rejection of such a bill
by the House of Lords, that then the money
'ltended to meet the object of the bill had
been placed in tho Supply Bill, he would
have cites a case in point, but the two cases
Which he cited are not in point, and I defy
hirn to get a case in English history on all
fours with the case before us.

case of the imposing of taxation. It was a
case of relief from taxation, which makes a
very great difference. With regard to the
remarks which fell from the hon. gentleman
from Halifax (Mr. Power), I do not think
anything I said justified the tone in which
he chose to speak. Still I do not complain.
I say now, and I believe every hon. gentle-
tuan who hears me believes, we are in the
face of a crisis. We have to deal with bold
and determined men who have objects,
perhaps, that we cannot fathom and who
have reasons, perhaps, for the bold stand
they are taking that we do not understand.
Ihey will go any length and I should not be
at ail surprised to see a provision for the
payaient of the annual subsidies of these
two railways in the Supply Bill when it
comes down, but I warn the government
they will have to bear the consequences
before the country, because I believe we

tI 4, t . t thi i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The first case I gavThey will have to take the consequencesis exactly the same as this in principle. before the country that I believe will inevi-
There the House of Commons proposed to tably ensue if that turns out to be the case.
abolish the paper duties. It was pro-
Posed as a separate measure. It was sent lon. Mr. FERGUSON-J agree with the
tO the House of Lords and the Lords hon. gentleman from Richmond.
il the exercise of their constitutional
dis retion rejected that measure. The on r.
Rouse of Commons included at the instance
of the government of course, that abolition Hon. Mr. FERGISON-The hon. gentie-
la the general Supply Bill, and the House of inan spoke himself, but he denies the right to
Lords had the alternative of rejecting the others.
entire Supply Bill or acquiescing in a princi-
Pile that is exactly the same as this, except Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no motion
that the one is imposing a tax and the before the bouse.
Other is withholding it, both in the imposition Hon. Mr. FEIGUSON-I ain accus-
and the abolition, the House of Commons is, toed to this sort of interruption from my
the paramount body. hon. friend.

lion. Mr. MILLER-The cases are not Hon. Mr. KIRCHIOFFER-I move the
Point. I recollect the case of the paper adjournuient of the bouse.

duty very well, becauseý menbers who have
8at in this House as long as I have, recollect Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I agree with
that in a very important diecussion, on the the hon. gentleman from Richmnd (Mr.
loitiation of the national policy on the motion Miller) that there is a very distinct and very
Of Sir David Macpherson, I had occasion to widc diference between the case of the paper
bring up that case and quote it as a precedent i duties and the matter now engaging our at-
for the position I then took. There is not tention. In that case it was relieving the
only the difference which I have already people of a burden and in this case it is
stated between the position of the Senate at proposed to impose a burden, and in addi-
the present time and the position of the tion to that I have not had time to look up
bouse of Lords on the paper duty-that is'the authority but 1 had occasion to look up
that the bill was not a bill for the expendi- the question of the paper duties not long
t'ire of a large sum of public money upon ago- I found that the action of the bouse
Public works which had been rejected by of Commons on that occasion was coudemn-
the Touse of Lords-but it was not even a ed very strongly and the action of the bouse
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of Lords has been vindicated and supported. The fouse may choose to think and say and
This matter stands in this position : the ad- actupon the view that the two things are
visers of His Excellency propose to enter identical. But they are not proposed Witb
into this contract, and they made it a part the view that they are identical or that theY
or a condition of this contract that it should are accomplishing the same purpose. The
receive the sanction of the Senate as well as item is merely suggested in order to afford
that of the House of Commons. They came an opportunity of making an important ex
to the conclusion that such sanction periment in this natter, the governnient b1
should be obtained for that contract, and lieving that the profits wili be so large as to
they submittted it to both Houses. satisfy this buse that the bargain is a vel
Having failed to secure the assent of good one, whiie at present the najori Y
this House to that contract, they turn round of this House do not take that vie
and do evidently what they thought would of the matter. It is said we are i the
not be right to do when they sought the face of a crisis between the Senate and
sanction of the Senate-they turn round the bouse of Commons. I hope we are fot.
now and propose to carry out the spirit, at I should be very sorry to see any sud' criSis
all events, of their original proposition with- brought about, and I hope some way will be
out the sanction of the Senate, which they'found ly which ail appearance of a crisis inay
considered necessary only a short time ago. be reroved. I seem to have heen misund
I do not know that this niatter involves so stood upon one point personally. I thin' 1
grave a crisis as my hon. friend from was understood, by what some hon.
Richmond appears to think it does. Of men opposite have said, to have undertaken
course the action itself shows a disposition that when the lousc met at three I
to treat this House very unfairly and dis-! give fuit information after seeing 1y cOi
courteously, but on first blush, at all events, leames. 1 did fot say so. We are dèaling
I am not at all inclined to think that it wiil with a matter here in advance of the ite
be anything more than just an exhibition of being entertained in the fouse of CoInniong,
feeling on the part of the government of the and for ail I know my colleagues may
day in bringing down this anount in the the view that this fouse have not to do
estimates, for the nost they can do is to with the matter until it cores before then
vote an annual amount. Annuities such as regulariy. It inay not core in the forD' in
are included in the contract cannot be voted, which notice has been given of the item, and
and they will find in the end they would the amount may he different, or the item
have been much wiser men had they not' ray fot be passed in the Commons and
given such an exhibition as they have done ray fot corne here at ail. Tt is quulte
by bringing in that vote when this House possible my coileagues may take the viee
had, after due and careful deliberation, re-'that 1 shouid not make any further stale-
jected the Drummond County Railway Bill ment lere. I did not promise to uake
as a measure not in the best interests of the a statement, but the Council is to meet
country. between now and three o'ciock, and I shal

be able to say at three o'ciock, if the Hfou8e
Hon. Sir OLIVER 1OWAT-I wish to'desires it, whetber q statenentis to be Made

make clear one or two things before the here in advance of any statement that the
motion is withdrawn. I meant to explain government mey make in the other House.
before, but I do not appear to have been i
understood, that the object of this item was
not to compel, in effect, the adoption of the we know if the Governor Generai gave bis
agreement, but it was thought that bon.
inembers who oppose the agreement as a Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have n0

whole would feel there were good reasons n
why this paruicular item for a nine months'p
experiment should be approved-that there ion. Mr. LANDRY-We could know it.
was no inconsistency between the two
things. There was no thought, I am sure, of Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I thifk
getting this House to sanction in one way perhaps it would be fair to say that I have
what they were rejecting in another way. no idea that the Governor Generai did give
This flouse may not agree in that view. his assent after the vote here. I do are
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think he did. I have no personal know- the bih, it was found that there was
ledge, but I do not at al! suppose he gave it no incorporation whatever. h was simply
after that. extending to Canada the powers given to the

company incorporated in the United States,
lion. Mr. MILLER-Perhaps there is no and it was necessary therefore that some

1eember of the House who gets more of the'chanies should be made in the phraseology
indtilgence of the Senate than the hon. of the bil, showing that we do not incor-
'1ember from Halifax (Mr. Power). He porate the company but merely recognize8peaks when he pleases, and I hardly can a foreign corporation and extend to them
'ecall an instance in which the rule has been certain powers in this country, but not déal-
attenpted to be enforced against him. I with their stock or the anount of
'ecollect when he was in the habit of speaking i o
half a dozen times a day and no one called one of the principal alterations. They
hha to order: I have myself tried to speakI irnperfectly described the geographical
twice briefly when he has called me to order, poition, which hon. gentlemen c

yhon. friend from Charlottetown (Mr. understand without a map showing the
e9rguson) had not spoken once on this country. It is a region which is fot yet
Occasion when he was called to order by the surveyed, and there is a vast difference of
hon. gentleman who had himself spoken opinion about the location of some of the
twice on the subject. That sort of treat- lakes mentioned there. We have no way of
tient is not calculated to engender liberal deciding between the conflicting authorities
treatment from the other side of the House, ani to meet some of these difficulties the
and if it is put in practice against the hon. phraseology of the described une of railway
1iember lie will be called to order half a was soinewhat altered. Ieyond that 1 do
dozen times a day. not know that there was any great amend-

on. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.in the bi. The promoters of
lio. M. P WERHea, har.the bill agreed to the amendments which.

The motion for adjournment was with- were made; they considered that it improved
drawn. the bill.

YIJRON MINING AeD TRANSPOR- Hon. Mr. KIRCHeOFFER moved the
TATION COMPANY'S BILL. adoption of the report.

THIRD READING.

lon. Mr. VIDAL moved concurrence in
the amendments made by the Standing
COminittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
liarbours to Bill (118) "An Act to incor-
Porate the Yukon Mining and Transporta.
tiOn Company (Foreign)." He said: I move
the consideration of this report, merely to
give an opportunity to members of the House
to see in print the alterations which have
been made in the bill in comnittee, so that
they can compare them with the original
bill, and see their character and extent.
Although occupying a good deal of space,
there is very little change made in the bill.
I do not think it is necessary that I should
enter into an explanation of thein. The
Pronoter of the bill will no doubt give the
reasons why those amendments should be
acepted or disagreed to. I may explain
briefly one of the essential features that it
Was considered necessary to amend. The
r'iginal bill spoke of that company as an

lncorporated company. On investigating

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I must con-
fess that yesterday, when I inquired if the
bill had been reprinted, I was very much
surprised to find that it had not been re-
printed. The chairman of the Committee on
Railways and Canals, when he presented
this report a couple of days ago, stated
that the alterations were so numerous that
he would not ask to have them read--that
the bill was practically a new one and, as I
and a number of other hon gentlemen
around me understood him, the bill was to
be reprinted.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-The amendments
were to be reprinted.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That was
not my understanding at all. If there had
been any ,uch understanding, I should have
moved that the bill be reprinted. I have in
my hand the bill as amended, and i submit
that it is impracticable to take up the amend-
ments which appear in the minutes and put
them in their proper places and have an in-
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telligent knowledge of the bill. As was very best authority that they are nothing more
properly stated by the chairman a minute or less than an off shoot of the North Amer
ago, the Yukon is a new country. Even ican Trading and Transportation CompaY,
before the committee, one of the com- which now has a monopoly of the
panies contended that the lake that was States portion of the Yukon country and
represented to go by a certain name now desire by this bil to extend their oper
was not the lake at all, that the lake referred ations into the Canadian Yukon It is for
to was over one hundred miles further sovth tra-Iing purposes that they wish to extend
and therefore,instead of accepting the amend- their powers away into that portion Of
ments, J shall move, before I resume my British Columbia and into the North-west
seat, that the bill be reprinted. With all Territories. I agree with what the ho".
due respect to the hon. gentleman who has gentleman from Halifax said the otherday,
charge of this bill, and who is pushing it to that a foreign company corning in here and
a conclusion-a gentleman for whom I have taking advantage of their foreign incorpore
the greatest respect, a liberal, broad-minded tion are placed in a very much better posi
man, and as jolly a fellow as any that stands tion than our own people. They have "0
in this House-J think I have a little more personal responsibilities such as our OWfl
interest in that portion of the Dominion people assume when parliament grants theu'
than he has. J may state here, for the in- charters: and, as I said before, every aTi
formation of the House, that there are no of this corpany, as far as J am able to
politics in this bill. The man that intro- is a foreigner.
duced it in the other House, is one of the
Liberal members from British Columbia, Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We do not knOw
although not representing that portion of who they are.
the province through which the proposed
railway will be built and the other improve- Hon. Mr. McJNNES (B.C.>-They were
ments are supposed to be made. notwillingto submit their names. Wehave

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Good men come out
of Gallilee.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes, and
even out of Halifax. I would draw the at-
tention of the House to the fact that the
gentleman in the House of Commons who
represents that district, Mr. Maxwell, is
opposed to the bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-He is
crazy.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I have had
an interview with him, and he is distinctly
opposed to it. The bill will affect the Bur-
rard district and Vancouver Island more than
any other portion of the province of British
Columbia. But apart from that, I am
opposed to the passage of the bill under
any circumstances. J care not how you
amend it; and I agreed with the senior
member for Halifax (Mr. Power), when
he suggested in the committee that the bill
should be remodelled. I do not know who
these men composing this foreign company
are, and the hon. gentlemen here do not
know who they are-I am informed they
are a lot of Yankee speculators. This com-
pany has been incorporated where ? In
West Virginia. I am informed on the very

not the slightest knowledge who they are,
and I claini, under the circumstances, that
they have come in under false pretenses.
They claim in the bill that they have certain
powers and privilegeb from the legislature of
British Columbia which, on investigation,
was proven to be untrue. The preamble Of
the bill had to be altered : and I am aston-
ished at my good natured friend froin
Brandon insisting on having the bill passed
in the dying hours of parliament. The
reason why I am opposing this bill is that
I am satisfied that instead of opening up that
country it will have the reverse effect. It
will have the effect, probably, of stopping
the operations of the other company who
are now,'I may inform the House, engaged
on their trails and surveys, and building
wharfs. They are at work now, and this bill,
if passed, will have one of two tendencies ; if
this company can get what they ask for,
the other company will be compelled to buy
them out, because there is not room for twO
companies there now. The hon. gentleman
says, " Oh 1 I know what I am talking
about," but I do not think the hon. gentle-
man knows anything about it. If I were to
dictate to members of this House as to the
local conditions and what would be contrary
to their interests away down in Nova Scotia
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Or New Brunswick, or some remote portion printing of the bill will not give you all that
of our Dominion-- information.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-He did not say Hon. Mr.'McCALLUM-But it will tell
that. us what we are doing. The hon gentleman

may be satisfied with it as it is, but it does
lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I have to a not satisfy me at all. We want to know

great extent a local knowledge of the con- to whom we are giving these powers.
dition of affairs in the Yukon country, and We want some responsible parties. We
I Say it is not in the interest of British do not want a lot of foreigners to come in.

, Columbia or the North-west Territories Who are they? Are they black or white?
or the development of that portion of the We do not know anything about them. I
cuntry, that this legislation should be desired that the bill should he reprinted, but
granted. If the present company which that motion was lost. If my hon. friend
Obtained a bill from us the other day, wants to move the six months' hoist I will
fail to do their duty and construct the second it, or if he does not, I shall move it
"Vrks they have agreed to construct, then myself. It takes me a long time to make up
if this foreign company should come here my mind on questions of this kind, and I
next year and apply for a charter and place want to have a chance to record my vote
their names before the public and ask for against it, even if I stood alone. This old
the same rights and privileges as this other mnan's vote will never be recorded in favour
cOmpany above board, not under the shadow of foreigners unless he knows what they are.
or wing or shield of any United States Therefore, I move that this report be taken
cOnipany, then I do not know that I would into consideration this day six months.
oPpose it. The chances are I should support Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Iit, but at the present time I ask the Senate . .
lot to pass this bill. In a few months w second my hon. friends motion. We are too

are to meet again, and if they come to us at ready to grant charters to foreigners before

aniy time and ask for legislation which we we know who they are. I do not know that

Would be justified in granting, I for one shall it is going to be any benefit to the Dominon
not oppose it. I ask the hon. member not to of Canada to have foreigners coming in and

Press this legislation further this session. I taking up the trade and work of the Dominion
wvhen there are so man in t.he Diinminion wlho%

iloove that the report be not now adopted, but y
that the bill be reprinted so that every hon. are ready to do that work if they consider it

gentleman can see the full meaning of the for the advantage of the Dominion generally.

legislation asked for in the bill. I know very little indeed about the merits
of the bill which has been subnitted, as there

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We ought to bas been very littie said here in advocacy of
have the amendments printed. the measure itself and from the small part

The otin ws delard lst.of the discussion that I heard respecting it
The motion was declared lost.I a decidedly

lio. M. MCALUM- shuldhik toopposed to passing, that bill, and shall supportHon. Mr. MLcCALLUM-I should like toC
have the bill printed so that I may see what the motion made by my hon. friend froin

;f- Monck.
is. I do not ikce to speak of what takes

Place in committee, but they could not tell
Within hundreds of miles where they were
going, and it appears to me a strange
thing that we should grant a charter to
People when we do not know who they are.
They have a charter from the legislature of
West Virginia, and they come in here for
legislation, and we are not to ask any ques-
tions of them as to who they are. The fact
that the legislature of British Columbia has
recognized them is no reason why we should
nlot be allowed to ask any questions.

lHon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
hon. gentleman who has just spoken and the
hon. gentleman from Monck are under a
misapprehension. The province of British
Columbia chartered the companyto docertain
work in the Cassiar and Yukon district,
and this company finding there is a certain
point which they wish to reach that may be
beyond the limits of British Columbia, come
here and ask power from the Dominion to
reach that place.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-There is no
British Columbia charter.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-With
regard to foreigners, I should like every

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Time foreigner, be he Russian, German or Ameri-
and again we have extended provincial can, to bring all the noney he can to this
charters, though we had not got the country, and if this company, or any other
names of the incorporators before us, and company, from any other part of the world
there are hundreds of bills on the statutes want to bring in money let them bring it
of the country similar to this one. We in. The progress British Columbia has
merely extend provincial powers and make made up to this date is entirely due to
the bill a Dominion bill, because they. go United States capital. I know what J an3
beyond the boundaries of the province. talking about. ln the town of Victoria 1n
That is all that this bill asks. I am in 1858, whern the discovery of gold was made,
favour of the first company which got th we had about one hundred people in the
charter, the Duke of Teck's company, and J whole place. In two months 20,000 people
hope they will proceed, but I am not in came in with pockets full of gold, and a town,
favour of monopoly. I do not wish to lock lot which you could have bought for $50
up that enormous territory for any one before, would bring $7,000. Fror that
company. There is room for half a dozen time Americans have been greatly instru-
companies there. While I wish every suc- mental in building up that province in order
cess to the first company, I do not wish to to enrich themselves it is true, but at the
block out any one, and therefore we give same time they helped the province. That
these people rights to go to a certain lake is the effect of it. The Aniericans came
out there and that is the whole object of the into Rossland and they first got char-
bill. My hon. friend knows that the amend- t-rs to drain certain lands, and but
ments proposed are all technical. The law for the United States capital which
clerk of this House discovered little flaws in came into the Rossland mines they would
the bill as it came from the House of Com- not be known to-day. The only things I
mons, and to rectify those he proposed some have against the Americans is that they pre-
amendments striking out some sections which fer enploying United States labourers tO
referred to British Columbia which were Canadians, but now we have an Act to pre-
not quite in accordance with the facts, and vent them doing that, to a certain extent.
the committee struck them out. It does not But let foreigners bring all the capital they
alter the route or the incorporators, and can into the country and open up the coun-
does not alter anything except little techni- try. That has been the effect of it in dayS
calities to cure the defects in the Act of past. Although we are a British colony,
British Columbia. the British government lias never spent one

shilling in carrying the mail to us. Although
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does it con- we have had mails brought to us, they were

form to the laws of this country to recognize carried by Americans, and what did the
incorporators when you do not know who English government do? They carried the
they are? mails to the West Indies, Chili and Peru

and other parts of the world, but they did
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-You not spend one shilling in carrying the mails

do it hundreds of times. to our colony. All that work was done by
the enterprise of the Americans. There is a

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Then we should difference b
stop doing wrong.stpdinwo. comnpany coming in and carrying the moneY

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Com- out like the American Bank Note Company,

panies incorporated under provincial bills rn a foreign coipany coming in and
come to this parliament over and over again b g money into the country.
for Dominion legislation and in such cases Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The hon. gentleman
we have not got the names of those who is entirely incorrect in stating to the House
apply. thatthiscompanyis incorporated

Britsh olumia.Thevery fact that 't i
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Is the hon. not incorporated in British Columbia made

gentleman ashamed to give the names of the it necessary to strike out ail reference to
peoplem being incorporated in that province.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It are asked to give thein a charter and force
8hould be incorporated. the others to buy them out.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gen- Hon. Mr. ALMON-The great objection
tleman appears not to know what he is talk- to the company is that they appear to be
Ing about, and he tells us all about that foreigners. We do know who the other
countryandabouttheAmericans carrying the company is. The Duke of Teck is an Aus-
Mails, but I do not know that that has any- trian, and all the money he gets is the
thing to do with the bill. He cannot tell us pension he receives from Austria, and the
the names of the incorporators but he is will- money he receives for marrying a cousin of
ing to vote for their incorporation, because the Queen. If the objection is simply to
the Americans conferred some benefit on the foreigners, perhaps the hon. gentleman woull
Province of British Columbia formerly. He make his argument over again and apply it
thinks we ought to take that into considera- to the Duke of Teck. I shall be very happy
tion. I feel an interest even in that country, to hear it.
though I am a long distance from it. What on. Mr. POWER-What the hon gen-

the object of this company There atieman from Victoria (Mr. Macdonald) sayscompany working there now, trying to carry is substantially true. Most of the amend-
a railway into the Yukon and make improve- ments made to the bil were purely formai
Mnents, and if you charter this company amendments, or almost purely formai, made
the first company will have to buy them out. at the suggestion of the law clerk ; but there
Ve do nlot know what the responsibility of is one amendment to which the attention of
these men is, or anything about them. They the House has not been directed, and which
appear to be here from the state of West deserves attention. Page 2, line 20, leave
Virginia and because they are incorporated out "Teslin Lake," and insert "a point on
there we are asked to grant them what Teslin Lake not further west than the onethey want here. My hon. friend lays hundred and thirty-third meridian." It wasgreat stress on that, and refuses now to claimed on behalf of the British Yukon
have these amendments put in proper shape Company-and with a certain amount of
s0 that we can see them. I am not prepar- truth-that under the wording of this bill
ed to adopt the bill as it is, and I now inove as it was originally introduced, this cothat it be considered six montlis hence. 1's. ~l itoue, hscm
have already given y reasons fcr makin pany might come and undertake to lay their
this motion. It s not that I am ain railwaytracksanddotheirotherworkinplaces
ths motion.It so thacoutry, Iamagainst on the line which had been selected by the
the improvement of the country, because I British Yukon Company, but under the
amn always in favour of that, but I prefer bill as it stands now that is impossible.
that it should he cone by British subjects, This company begin their railway at a point
and not by foreigners whor wve do0 not which is (listant [ think about one hundred

now. Hiow are wegoig to reach them in miles from the point where the British Yu-
another country? I want to charter people kon Company begin their work, and then
in this countrv and get their names and they are obliged to go eastward to Teslin

now who they are. We do not desire to Lake. There was some question as to which
give people vested rights in this country lak e was ale " Teslint" and in order to
Until we knowv them. It may cost this' lk a ald"Tsi n nodrt
cunt w kno e m Itn maey ot his ofmake that clear and prevent this company
country a large sum of oney to get rid of interfering with the other company thethat vested right by and by. amendment which I have read was inserted.

lon. Mr. MACDONA LD (P.E.I.)-How
far is it north?

If this company go to Teslin Lake, they
musb go to a point not further west than
the one hundred and thirty -th ird meridian, and

Hlon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know the othercompany do not go furthereast than
how far north it is, and I do not care-not the one hundred and thirty-third meridian,
desiring to give you a short answer. I am so that there is at least forty miles between
opposed to foreigners coning in here and the works of the companies, and I think that
asking parliament to give them a charter to is not an unreasonable thing. The promoters
interfere with companies of British subjects of this company propose to begin at the head
incorporated by this House. This has been of Taku Inlet, running east, and the other
sprung on us at the eleventh hour, and we company begin at the head of Lynn Inlet
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and run nearly due north. I think it is absurd Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I call
to talk of there not being room for two attention to the fact that the hon. gentleulan
compainies in an immense country like that, has spoken twice on this motion. The hon
and I agree with the hon. gentleman that it gentleman has no right to speak further on
is not desirable that it should be monopolized the motion.

by any one company. Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think the hon.
Hon. Mr McINN ES (B.C.)-I wish it to gentleman is perfectly in order. This motiOn

be distinctly understood that I ain not op- is to throw it out, and he is at liberty to ex-
posed to any foreigner coming into Canada plain ail about the whole of the bil. The
to engage in any business enterprise what- hon. gentleman from Victoria spoke four
ever. I will hail them with the greatest times.
delight. but I would want to know in the
first place wlo those foreigners are, and I Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.) -
do not wish to have foreigners placed in a spoke once on the subject; that was all.
more advantageous position than our own The hon. gentleman has spoken a dozen
people. With all due respect to what has times.
fallen f rom the hon. gentleman f rom Vic-

M 1 i Hon. Mr. McJNNES (B.C.>--I ain 'Illchtoria (Mr. Macdonald) about the develop- oM E C
ments in our colony in the early days which obhged to my hon. colleague, but I hive nOt

he attributes greatly to the Americans spoken to the motion now before the House.
-and I give the Americans credit for what Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C ) Wb&t
they have done-the conditions to-day are
totally different. Within the past few years,
as my hon. colleague knows, English capital Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That th's
has been seeking investment in that coun- report he taken into consideration this dY
try and will continue to pour into the United six montbs. It is on that motion I an nOe
States and develop the resources of that great speaking, and I hope my hon. colleague Wil
country. Some of it has now been directed not get s0 excited over this matter. Wben
to British Columbia and I am satisfied that interrupted, I was drawing the attention o
all the capital that we require for the de- the bouse to the fact that this bill asks for
velopment of our natural resources can and aIl manner of things. It is not to build
will be obtained from England, and we can railway; it is to go in there and build tele
get on very well indeed without aid or ga
assistance froun foreigners. I wish to generally, and own vessels and wharfs
see my province and the Dominion generally Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C)-a
prosper. I believe if this bill is passed it could show you twenty bis witb the saunie
will bave a tendency to retard the improve- prvsos
ments that are going on and to be pro-
secuted within the next fe years. if IJi Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-But this
beiieved that by allowing this bill to pass it; bill asks for privileges and rights wbicb will
would have a tendency to open up that por- overhp those of the other Company. it a
tion of the country more quickly, I ssould be true that their starting points on the Pacfi
the fnrst to raise my voice in favour of their are about seventy-five miles apart, but
getting in there, but tbis company is in direct when they gwet into the interior about
opposition to those who made tbe first appli H seventy-five or one bundred miles, f
cation for a charter to go in there, and they are to take advantage of the lakes
althou in railway construction thirty or and the tFibutaries that low iato the YukO l
forty miles rnay appear a great distance be- River, tey are bound to cone into contact.
tween starting points in this level country, I ask this House to postpone the considera
alow te to inforin hon. gentlemen that you tion of this bi until tbe next session
may go twenty, thirty, forty or one Iundred pariament. I do not think, even if this
miles before you can get a sufficient space Huse sbould pass this motion, that it
between the mountains through wbich toiss possible for the bi to pass the other
pasa to reach a certain point in the Yukon 'bouse. If it goes down there with the
region. h at does this bi ask for? Is amendments, practically a new bipr, certfl
it for the construction of a railway? Look rules and regulations have to be observed
at the marginal note. there, as wel as in this use, and I know
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of several hon. gentlemen there who opposed certainlygave the opinion that no private bill
it in the strongest possible way when it was shall be read the third time the same day
before the lower House who will continue i on which it is reported from committee.
tO oppose it and take advantage of every This bill was reported f rom committee two
legitimate means they have of defeating this or three days ago, and I think the question
bill. I would ask my good Christian col- of order is not well taken.
league f rom Brandon not to proceed further

withthi bi, bu ahow t todro, ad IThe motion was agreed to, and the bill waswÇith this bill, but allow it to drop, and.
i, as I said before, the company we have read the third time and passed.
chartered fail to do their duty and show THE TARIFF
any tendency towards monopolizing thatT
territory,-if we find that they are not SECOND READING.

doing that which is right for the develop- Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
Ment of the country, he will have my ing of Bill (143) " An Act to consolidate
support. and amend the Acts respecting the duties

s d e of customs." He said :-The subject of this
he Hosdividd on the agdi ont -bill has been so thoroughly threshed out in

the public press and at public meetings, not
CONTENTS: to speak of the debates in the House of

Hon. Messrs. Commons, that I doubt whether the Senate
Baird Mills, would feel obliged to me if I were to enter

ernier Mvowat (Sir Oliver), intoa very fult explanationof ail the mci-
DevrPelletier (Speaker), dents connected with this measure. It is

Me u of course within the recollection of hon.
AcInnes (N. Westm'ter), Vidal.-12. gentlemen that for many years the main

NON-CONTENTS issue between the two great political par-

on.ties in Canada has been the question of

AikensI on. srs. protection- i the abstract, protection and
Allan, Kichof(Vr i freetrade. Practicalyithasbeenadmitted

Alni Madnld(itoi) that f ree trade was too far in the distance
Arsenuault, ODonohoe, to be thought of in Canada under present
]RO1doe, O-weiwý, conditions, for muany years to corne; that we
Bowell'(Sir Mackenzie), Power,
clexnow Temp>le, mnust at ail events adhere to a tarifi' for
biekey, Villeneuve, revenue, if we do not go any further. The
}'orget, Wood.-18. people of Canada are scarcely educated up

The report was adopted. to the propriety of paying direct taxes for

Flon Mr.KIRHHOFER ovedthethe administration of affairs, and there-
ion. r. oIRCfE moKir the horfore our revenue must be raised by what

, might be caied incidenta protection. The

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I object to course pursued by the present administration
that. It cannot be done without the sus- in the preparatiori of the measure now sub-
Pension of the rule, and we must be unani- mitted to parliament, has been on very
Mrous before the rule cari be suspended. similar lines to that followed by their

1 predecessors. They adopted the same plan
lion. Mr. POWER-RuIe 70 says: by the ministers who were particularly
'N0 private bill shall be read the third tinue on, charged with the consideration of the fiscal

the saniie day on, which it is reported from a coin- policy of the goverriment meeting the people
Miittee. at various points throughout the Dominion

This bill was reported three days ago. and taking suggestions and opinions fromn

lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That means theni as to their views on this important
Wehen it is acted upon. 'You may report it suhject. The resuit of that bas been that

Six months beforehand, but the meaning us this bill was prepared probably more on lines
Wehen it is acted upon. 1 subrnit that to and views that were gathered than on the

IlisFloourthe peaer.abstract views of the members of the
liu 5 Honur he peaer.governiment. The various industries in this

The Hon. the SPEAKER-In my opinion country that had, I may say, been subsidized
'rule 70 does not apply to the present bill. I under the system of protection, had assumed
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such vast proportions that the government
did not feel that it woiuld be proper to take'
the responsibility of practically wiping out:
these industries, as th- result would be if a'
tariff exclusively for revenue were intro-
duced, and therefore, considering the position,
of those industries and considering the vast
interests that were afdect.-d by them, the,
banks of the country and persons who had
large sums of money invested in those indus-!
tries, while we recognized that it was contrary
to sound principle, yet it was one of those
questions regarding which you had to adopt a
modified view. The tariff as prepared n>w
really does not inake the material changes;
that we had expected it would. There are
particular lines in which material changes
have Leen made, and those are especially in
relation to what is known as the iron duties,
iron being looked upon as the basis upon
which so many other industries were de-
pendent as raw material. As raw material
for those industries it was deemed advisable
to reduce the duties largely on iron. If hon.
gentlemen have the bill before them, I shall
briefly go through it and explain the changes.
The dutieson ale, beerand winehave not been
altered. The duty on spirit bas been changed,
the increase being from S2.121 to S2.40 per
gallon. Then page after page of the present
bill might be passed over where no increase
or no reduction has been made. I call atten-
tion to one or two items which are not of:

as his own interests are concerned, and e
free trader in everything where he has no
interest. That nay be regarded as a prin-
ciple that is extremely broad. We are all
naturally very selfish, and I suppose we all
like to introduce into even matters of this
kind what benefits self, and that is quite
apparent in the arrangement of the tariff
Every person giving an opinion on the tarif
speaks entirely from how it is going finan-
cially to affect himself, but it was thought
that the largest number would be benefited
by placing free corn on the list. It had
been a debatable subject for very nianY
years, and there were changes from time to
time, but the general conclusion was that
the larger number wouldi be benefited by
putting corn on the free list, except so far
as the distillers are concerned.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-It is pretty hard on,
the farmers of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I quite admit there are
portions west of Toronto where it night
work that way.

lon. Mr. A[ KINS-Yes, and east of To-
ronto. It comes in conipetition with coarse
grain.

Hon. NIr. SCOTT-Yes, that would be
taking the protectionist's view, that the far-
mer would want protection in order that he

themselves very important. The most im- might get higher prices for his pease, oats,
portant item would be that of Indian corn barley and grain. The distillers do not get
which bas been placed on the free list. That their corn free. Of course it can be argued
is an item which has been discussed a great with great force that there may be opportu-
deal, and upon which a very wide difference nities for frauds on the revenue. I think it
of opinion has prevailed, inasmuch as duringý will be difficult-although some persons do
the last eight or ten years Indian corn bas profess to say it is discernible in many in-
been grown much more extensively than in stances-to classify United States and Cana-
former times, and counties in the western dian corn. There must be varieties of corn
part of Ontario to-day raise very consider- grown in both countries quite similar, and
able quantities. Canada, however, is a very probably the saine, and therefore it bas been
broad country, and a tariff that apparently argued that the distillers will buy imported
suits one section of the Dominion is not corn from the farmers. I t is open to that
favourable to another. To the east of King- objection. As a rule, however, distillers pur-
ston, or perhaps even of Toronto, througb to chase in large quantities and imnport their
the Atlantic coast, the quantity of Indian corn. Of course the officers of the Inland
corn produced is quite insignificant, and Revenue Departient and Customs Depart-
therefore the demand for free corn among ment have ready access to the books of the
farmers of Eastern Ontario, the province of distillers and can keep some check, at all
Quebec and the maritime provinces was events, upon them, but whether it is effec-
universal, whereas naturally in the western tual or not I am not prepared at this moment
section of Ontario a contrary feeling pre- to discuss. One item, which has been very
vails, because it is a well recognized prin- much discussed indeed, in which changes
ciple that every man is a protectionist so far have been made from time to time in
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another branch of the legislature, has been ad vRlorem perhaps not to a fuît correspond-
the duty upon rice. It was one of those ing amount, but stili to give them some de-
particular articles in which it was alleged gree of benefit and the former protection
that it was a mistake to protect the indus- they enjoyed; but it was feit, and the
try in Canada, inasmuch as there were so argument was an irresistible one, that the
few people engaged in it. I believe it is imposition of two classes of duties, an ad
limnited to less than a dozen, and yet they valorein and a specific, was exceedingly mis-
Pleaded for a further existence and the tar- eading, that under it duties as high as
iff as introduced originally would have had'seventy-five and eighty per cent were given
the effect of wiping them out, so to speak, an p
and a change in the opposite direction has i ap
been made. The duty on uncleaned rice is înquired into it, but in purchasing an article
Zow half a cent a pound. It is one of the subject to those duties, they were not
subjects which, though not important, was aware of what the duties were in conse-
debated very much in another place and quence of the specific and ad valorem being
has been discussed in the press, a very united and being an undefined amount. In
.considerable number of people believing books and papers there has been a change
that the revenue would be benefited to wlich bas been discussed very naturally in
the extent of eighty or ninety thousand the press. Books were formerly six cents a
dollars if we put the duty entirely on the pound and the item now reads:
cleaned rice, and gave no protection to the Novels or works of fiction or literature of a
Uncleaned rice. If I am correctly informed, sinilar character, unbound or paper bound or in
there is one rice mill in Montreal and an- sheets, ineluding freight rates for railway and
Other in British Columbia. I have heard telegraph rates bound in book or pamphlet forin,

but not to include Christmnas annuals or books
thev were owned by the saine party. Their
business was not very large, but they plead- per cent ai valoreux.
ed for some degree of protection, and after That bas undergone two or three changes
the item had been passed over in the House in the House of Commons from time to
of Commons, it was reconsidered and they
Were given some degree of protection.degre o proecton. press, who perhaps more thoroughly under-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh stood that subject than ordinary politicians.
don't acknowledge that. lon. ALLAN-Is that twenty per

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The rice, uncleaned, cent limited to works of fiction or novels, or
was half a cent per pound. It was formerly what is the "literature of a sinilar char-
three-tenths. It was estimated that if the acter?
protection was entirely withdrawn, all our
rice would be imported as cleaned rice, and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is unbound novels
the revenue would have got the benefit of and books and pamphlets-unbound or paper
uncleasàed rice that is now brought in at the bound. Tt specifically states it, but it does
lowa cate. There is a slight reduction o! not include juvenile toy books or Christmas
Wheat of f rom fifteen to twelve cents, and annuals. They are exempted from it.

ia corresponding reduction on faour fbrom

Zgree Hofnefi andr A Nthe oer prnteo

seventy-five to sixty cents a barrel, but the n T nte
other items in that class do lot seeni to bave are only ten pe cent.
undergone very much change. There is e m

leadin, that undr t dues a iha

believe, no change in fish, and the produets n TYe
'Of fisheries, except item «Il 2 " Anchovies Hon. -Mr. ALLAN-And novels or works
and sardines vhen iaported in any other of fiction are twenty per cent. I have not
fora, thirty peu cent ad valorer." That was the slightest objection to it, but what does
orînerly a specific duty of ive cents a box. 14sliterature of the saine character" cot-

aVhenever specific duties could be removed preliend?
ehey were removed, and an ad valoresi system

adopteu and in nnany instances where the ad lon. nr. SCOTT- do not know myself
valorem and the specific pxisted, an effort bas real]y, unless it includes biographies.
been macle to strike out the specifnc and, if
thought prudent and proper, to increase the Hon. Mr. POWER-Fairy tales.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They would be works Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-AU
of fiction. As my hon. friend who sits along- articles not mentioned in the tarif are
side of me is well aware, there are many per cent.
puzzles in any Customs Act you may draw
up, and I have no doubt he bas devoted a Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It 19
good deal of time to inquiring what the in- ot to include blank books or copy books-
tention of parliament was when they passed I should think they would core in free ag
the words in that paragraph. Item 126 is far as the tarif goes now. These goods are
as follows: ientioned, and they are exempted.

Advertising and printed mnatter, viz.:-Advertis- Hon. Mr. SCOTI-Then as to chemicals
ing pamphlets, advertising pictorial show cards, and drugs. there are very fev changes l,
illustrated advertisingperiodicals, iillustrated price t C
books, cataloguies and price lists, a<\ ertisinboos, ataogns ad picehst. m~ etlsng ad val oren. It wvas forrnerly four-tenths of
almanacs an<l calendars ; patent niedicine or other
advertising cireulars, fly sheets or pamphlets; ýi a Cent per pound, and a specitic of two cents
vertising chromos, chromnotypes, oleographs or like Paraffine vax, thirty per cent ad valorem-
work produced by any process other tian hand Tt vas formerly two cents per pound.
painting or drawing, and having any advertisement
or advertising mnatter printed, lithographed or the next division, colours, paints, o1
stamped thereon, or attached thereto, incliding varnishes, there are veuy few changes.
advertising bills, folders and posters, or other think the first change is in 161. Paints and
sinilar artistic work, lithographed, printed or colours cround in
stamped on paper or eardboard for business or ad- es
vertisement purposes, n.o.p., fifteen cents per t al
pound. what vas formerly twenty-five per

That fornerly stood at six cents per pound tent pe en. ouey it as kif is
and twenty per cent ad valorem and it was There ipea cen oie ou ig t
found necessary to depart from the principle fuom thiuty to twenty per cent. Oils, coal
that was laid down, of an ad valorem duty and kerosone distille, purified or refined,
and that was fixed at fifteen cents per pound. naphtha and petroleum and products of pet-
Then labels for cigar boxes had a combined
duty before of fifteen cents per pound and fd
twenty-five per cent and it was thought toc
reduce that to the standard by putting up d
a duty of thirty-tive per cent. It was not Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Why
desirable to reduce it on those particular relief te those who use ceai o
items and thirty-five per cent was thought Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
to be equivalent to fifteen cents a pound and
twenty-five per cent. Printed music was a
formerly ten cents a pound and it is nowb to on
ten per cent ad valorem. I do not know Hon. Mu. SCUTT-There is a bil which
whether it bas affected the value. alters the flash test now on the ouder paper"

Slack ceaI remnains the same, 20 peu cent ad
lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What valorem. It cornes through a halfinch

would blank books and copy books be ?woul blnk ook andcop l)OkSbe? screen, subject te regulations te be made by

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no change in
that. Then books, printed, periodicals and a
pamphlets or parts thereof, not to include en
bank account books, copy books, or books to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI-
be written or drawn upon, ten per cent Would yeu inform the House why an ex-
ad valorem. ception was made in fa'our of coal, and the

duty taken ofl corn -upon genei ai principles,
Hon. Mr. MACI)ONA LD (B.C.)-Would 1 mean? I can understand if you tel1 me

blank books come in free? that yeu want to supply corn to feed cattle,
and at the same tine to protect the ceai

Hon.Mu. COT'-No I tink ot. industries in Nova Scotia.

Hon. Mr. 'MACDONALD (B3.C.)-Tieue Hon. Mr. SCO NT-The duty on cea is
is ne duty fixed for that. reduced frot 60 to 53 cents a ton. These
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have been the subject of compromise. They Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
have run very much together. How much reduction would that be in the

'rotection of that industry?
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

There is no compromise in this. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is following out the
rule, as far as possible, putting it in the ad

ton. Mr. SCOTT-No, I am aware of valoreni colurn. I do not know if it makes
that. It gave to the govern ent a great any change: I presume it does not, because
eal of consideration and trouble- the desire of the officers was, in changing

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- items of that kind from specific to ad valorem
That is not the only matter which gave the to base the ad valorem as nearly as possible
government tiouble. on the specific, reducing them to a slight

degree. That occurs also in item 187 which
lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I inove has been a good deal discussed and comment-

that the Senate do now adjourn. ed on and which is practically just where it

Hon. Mr. POWER-The motion is that was before, except that cement is 12ý cents

the House do now adjourn. I think if that per 100 pounds instead of 40 cents per barrel.

Ilotion carried without some qualification, The argument used in reference to that was
tht it will adjourn us over until to-morrowthis that barrels of cenient were not always of
at three o'clock, because at the close of the the saine size, that there were barrels of 250

sitting yesterday, the minutes show that the pounds and barrels of 350 pounds : in fact the

the hon. Secretary of State moved that the gradual tendency, as the duty was so nuch

liouse do now adjourn and it was not stated per barrel, was naturally to increase the size

ini the motion that each sitting should be a of the barrel until the duty, as I an advised,
separate se . was not operating fairly in that way. An

importation of barrels containing 250 pounds
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then I imiove that the each paid just as much duty as an importa-

Hlouse meet at three o'clock, the afternoon tion of barrels containing 350 pounds each.sess~Of tobk5eaat n itn
-session to be a separate and distinc
of the House.

The Senate adjourned.

SECOND SITTING.

The SPEAKER took the Chair
O'clock.

Pravers and routine proceeding.

THE TARIFF BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT resuned the
Bill(143) "An Act to consolidate a
the Act respecting the Duties of
ie said : When the House arose a

sitting I had been making sone
and pointing out the important c
the new tariff. We had reached

t sitting Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Still you retain the specifie duty7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it is inow l2,c.
pet' 100 pounds, so that if a barrel weighs
350 pounds, the duty is practically the saine

at Three as it was before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why have you retained this obnoxious
principle, as you have described it, on this
article instead of making it ad valoreni ?

lebite Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is ad valorem-it is

ed amend twelve and a half cents per 100 pounds.

Customs." Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
t its last you said tw elve and a half per cent it would
omiments be ad valorer, but twelve and a half cents
hanges in per hundred pounds is a specific duty, which
the item you condemned.

'Df earthenware, cement, siate and stoneware
in which there are some changes that I lon. Mr. SCOTT-That seems to be the
desire to call the attention of the House to. easiest way to get at it in order that ail
The first item, " earthenware and stoneware parties should pay a fair proportion. We
viz. : demijohns, churns or crocks, 30 per had this ditliculty to deal with-the 40c.
cent ad valorem." The duty was formerly per barrel was an arbitrary way of fixing
three cents per gallon : it now goes into the the rate of duty, and it did not operate
30 per cent list with items of the same equally in ahl cases. We thought the fair
character. way was to put the duty on the quantity.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Mu. MILLS-Were they not before
quite approve of the change, but it does not
meet the difficulty at ail. If you had said-i Hon. Sir MACiEZe W
an ad valorem duty, you would have adopted we
what you have always represented to be the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman,
right principle. What I want to know is as we go on, will find that we have beell
why a specific duty is continued upon obliged, in several instances, to increase the
cement when it is taken off everything else.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not everything else. very slight increase-and that is due to this
fact, that when the twenty-five per cent cnt

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL - was considered in the possible event of other
Mostly everything else? countries-for instance Germany and Bel-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no doubt the m r r i reence to the items 've are now discussing, wargumentis a strong one, but in that instance, fsaie
as in several other cases to which notice'time apply the twenty-five per cent cnt
might be drawn, it was found that the law would be coing very much further than d'e
would be much more easily interpreted.cwoul bemuc mor eailyintepreed. government thought would be quite fair to

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the parties who had their roney invested in
That applies to all specific duties. certain industries of the country, and con

sequently, as you will observe in this par-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There would be less ticular branch, tue duties have been raised

difficulty of evading the law, I quite recog- on an average of two and a haif per cent on
nize that. The next item is " Plaster of a number of articles mace in Canada so that
Paris, or gypsum, ground, calcined or manu-. if the eut applied, the twenty-five per cent
factured, &c., 12½ cents per one hundred reduction would not apply with the sanie
pounds." The old duty was 40 cents per force as if the duty had been left as before.
barrel of 300 pounds. There it was specifi- I Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
cally defined, although that fiad not been
done in the case of cement Marble andThat is, you did not wish to destoy al the
granite, finished and polished and all manu- industries?
factures of marble and granite, n.o.p., 35
per cent ad valorein. That was fornerly 30 on those we could save. Item -03 "plate
per cent. glass not bevelled in sheets or panes, not e-

Hon. Sir 31ACKENZIE BOWELI-,ceeding 25 squarefeeteach. Thedutynow
Will you tell nie where these quarries of is 25 per cent ad valorem. It was foumerlY
marble and granite are and give me a reason 9 cents peu square foot. Item 204, plate

whyyo ieraseth dty5 pu en? ,lass, not bevelled, in sheets or panes, il.e.-,why you increase the duty -5 per cent ? "
35 per cent ad valorern. That wvas 4 cents

Hon. MUr. SCOTT-I regret that I amn Peu square foot before. Here is an item tO
unable to say. which the uemark I mace a few moments

afgo vou1d aqpplv, and it is ciiite obvioUls
Hon. Mr. POWER-There are marble that the reason is a very sound one. Item

quarries in Cape Breton. 1206, " silvered glass, bevellecl or not and
Hfraned or not,- that Was formerly 3 2 Pei'

~Hon. Sir M,%ACKENZIE BOWELL-- o,

h e k cent. That duty is now 35 Percent. eant

Thereaon ak t at uesio isthi : t s we go n, wilel inde that woes h ae been

one of those cases where there fas been anuy
ifoBelgiumi. German looking glass plateincrease in the uty, and it is an inrease in ic eead a ue th

fat tha whener the twn-fv per cent cu. ht

the direction of protection as to which J arn 1a fomely1

iwas consiered in th possievnt of ther

fully in accord \% ith the hon, gentleman. 1 ý e etune h îin this tarif. The reason for the incre Be I havewanted particularly to know whete m r already explained.
case, as in many other cases that I knoe of,
the representatives of the district where the Hon. Sir tACKeNZIE BOWELL In
quarries are, happen to be supporters of thef aking

the pearines n w of thermey ineste

government? Theîrinterests have een taken them ad valore instead of specif , I note
ete of. the n0 pe cent will after the rec-
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tion of 25 per cent, leave it nearly as it neyer been a party to any treaty containing
Was before. I do not know whether the the favoured-nations clauses. The tarifs
government, or the Minister of Finance who which have been intruduced by the United
1s principally responsible for these changes 'States governent have made special pro-
was aware of the fact that these changes vision for reciprocal trade with certain
Will be in the interest of the German and countries on certain conditions, but they
Belgium manufacturers and directly against never became a party, s0 far as 1 know, to
the British,becauseinadopting an advalorem any of the treaties which were entered into
duty upon this class of goods, the duty which with Great Britain in reference to favoured-
will be paid by the Belgian and German nations clauses.
nianufacturer will be a good deal smaller
than that paid by the English inanufacturers,
fron the fact that the plate glass of ail Great Britain.
Classes which comes from Germany and Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the have had
Belgium is an inferior and consequently t
Inuch cheaper class of goods, and the nations clause.
ad valorem applied to them will discriminate
against the better class of goods coming Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
from England. We have nothing to do with that.

ion. Mr. SCOTT-They were before in bHon. Mr. SCOTT- was taking the
the ad valorem class.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
1Sorne of them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The silver glass was,
and the German looking-glass plate was.
That was 1 7, it is now 20 per cent. AI-
though in framing the tariff we had in view
the probability of Germany and Belgium
taking advantage of the favoured-nation
Clause, we quite appreciated that it was a
question which would have to be considered
Without depending, of course, on the views
that might be entertained on the subject
Our own opinion at the tinie, after fully con-

view from the international standpoint, not
having any idea that the hon. gentleman
understood me as indicating that there was
a favoured-nations clause between Great
Britain and the United States. There never
was, but there vas between the United
States and other nations. I was bringing
it forward as an illustration of the reasons
on which we based our conclusion with
regard to those treaties. Of course the
matter is open to discussion and will be dis-
cussed in the future.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
will not open the discussion.

Sideri ng it was that when the treaties of 1863 Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it is not worth
and 1865 were made, a reciprocal element while. We cannot accomplish anything by
was not in contemplation. We received, as it. In the next classification of articles
One of the colonies of Great Britain, certain there are very few changes. The changes
Privileges in Belgium and Germany in are in the direction that I indicated a few
Common with Great Britain and gave certain moments ago and for the saine reason. The
favourU in return. In the clause which first change comes in item 215, japanned,
stated that any advantage given to the patent or enamelled leather, and inorocco
iother country in the colonies should be. leather, 25 per cent ad valorem. It was
shared by Gernany and Belgium, we formerly 22½ per cent. The next item,
thought at that timne that the reciprocal leather board, leatheroid and manufactures
element now introduced into our tariff was thereof, nî.o.p., 25 per cent ad valorem. It
an element not then considered. The hon. was formerly 20 per cent. In the two items
gentleman knows that in the United States, which relate to india-rubber boots and shoes
in making treaties, the favoured-nation and all manufactures of india-rubber and
clause has been held not to apply where the gutta percha, the change is in rubber boots

reciprocal element was brought into opera- and shoes. All manufactures of india-
tion. rubber and gutta percha are 25 per cent ad

valorem. Boots and shoes were in the 30
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I per cent column. We come to that portion

understand that the United States have of the tariff where the changes were more
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material and important than in any
other clauses-that is the duty on metals f
and manufactures of metals. "Iron or
steel scrap, wrought, being waste or refuse, l
including punchings, cuttings or clippings of 1
iron or steel plate, or sheets having been in
actual use ; crop ends of tin plate bars, or of
blooms or of rails, the same not having been'
in actual use." The duty formerly was $4,
and on some items $3 per ton. In the pre-,
sent tariff it bas been reduced to Si per ton.
Iron in pigs, iron kentledge and cast scrap
iron, the duty was formuerly $4 per ton ; it is
now reduced to 82.50 per ton. On 'iron or
steel ingots, cogged ingots, blooms, slabs,
billets, puddled bars and loops or oth, r forins,
n.o.p., less finished than iron or steel bars
but more advanced than pig iron, except
castings "-in this class there is a material
change. Formerly the rate was $5 a ton.
It is now reduced to S2 a ton. Railroad
iron remains where it was before. In bar
iron there is a material change. That was
formerly, 10 per ton. It is now reduced toS7.
In item 233 "1 skelp iron or steel, sheared or
rolled in grooves, when imported by nanufac-
turers of wrought iron or steel pipe for use
only in the manufacture of wrought iron
or steel pipe in their own factories," I sup-
pose the greatest change bas been made.
That was formerly :10 per ton and it is now
reduced to an ad valorem duty of five per
cent. It was thought very important to
make that concession to the manufacturers.
In item 239 there lias been a change froni
$10 to $8 per ton. The duty on iron and
steel bridges was fornerly 30 per cent it
has now been made 35 per cent. That mnay
be for the reason I gave before, to pre vent
the competition of outsiders. " Forgings of
iron or steel of whatever shape or size or in
whatever stage of manufacture, n.e.s. ; and
steel shaftings, turned, compressed or polish-
ed ; and hanmered iron or steel bars or
shapes, n.o.p.," formerly 35 per cent, have'
been reduced to 30 per cent. A change bas
been made in stove plates and stoves of all
kinds. The duty was formnerly 271 per
cent; it is nov 25 per cent ad valorem.
There is an important change in the item
respectimg spring axles, axle bars, n.e.s., and
axle blanks antid parts thereof of iron or
steel, for railway or tramway or other
vehicles. They were formerly $20 per ton
they are now 35 per cent ad valorem.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can you give mue the probable reduction ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not sufflicientlY
amiliar with the trade values of springs and
axles. Of course there is a great deal of
abour expended on them and probably 35
per cent may be not very much less than
20 per ton. They are of course verY

weighty articles.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1-q
not that an article that has been increased
ince the original introduction of the tarif1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I know that changes
have been made, but I could not tell D'Y
hon. friend exactly what the changes were.
I think in the debate in the other House
the item was, after very considerable discus-
ion, changed once or twice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-To
make it equal, these articles should be
worth about $65 to the ton. At 35 per
cent it would give about S20 per ton. I
have forgotten what the prices of these
articles are and whether this is a reductiOn
or increase. I should like to know.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am inclined tO
think it is a reduction. They pieferred
having it as it was before, but 35 per cent
was thought to be a reasonable protection
for the industry. Wrought iron or steel
boiler tubes, n.e.s., including flues and cor-
rugated tubes for marine boilers were forr-
erly sevet and a half per cent. They are
now five. Tubes of rolled steel seailess,
not joiined or welded, not more than one and
a half inches in diameter and seamless steel
tubes for bicycles, were formierly 20 per
cent. They are now 10 per cent ad valo-
rem. In wrought iron or steel tubing,
plain or galvanized, threaded and coupled or
lot, two ilches or less in diameter, n.e.s.,

were formerly under a combined duty Of
five-tenths of a cent per pound and 30 per
cent ad valorem. They are now 35 per cent
ad valorem. Iron or steel eut nails and
spikes and railroad spikes were formerly ¾c.
per pound are now half a cent a pound.
There is a eut there *of a quarter of a cent.
Another item that has caused a good deal
of discussion is that of wire nails of ail

kinds, three-fifths of one cent per pound. It
is said they are very cheaply nade now-
The duty was forinerly one-tenth of a cent
a pound. There was another item that was
said owing to a cheap method of making,
to be enjoying considerable protection, that
is item 259, iron or steel shoe tacks, &C.
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They formerly paid one cent per 1,000. The present moment with the minuti as applied
duty is now placed at 35 per cent. It will to the different articles, but I have it on
be observed where the duty was considered reliable authority that that is the result in
too high before they have all been placed in regard to this large manufacture in the
One coluimn. neighbourhood of which I speak. The hon.

gentleman said a few minutes ago, in reply
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It to the remark made by the hon. leader of the

Sounds like a good f ree trade tariff. opposition, that after 18 years of experience
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It does not conform these infant industries ought to be able to

in any sense to my ideas of free trade. stand upon their own basis. I should like
to ask the hon. gentleman if it was not for a

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or very much loOger period in that great free
anlybody elses. I am satisfied. trade country, England,-which is so often

cited as an example for us-if it was not
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One does not like to a much longer period than 18 years before

create a crisis in the country. It is very ier industries were able to stand alone? I
Unfortunate that, after eighteen years Of regret that I am unable to specify the par-
growth and development, those industries ticular items which are objected to, but I
are not able to stand without this continued know what the effect of this tariff has been
aid and assistance. as I have mentioned, on the industry I refer

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-W.e to. In regard to the manufacture of other

have often heard that. iron articles, I see by the newspapers that
many of these manufacturers are seriously

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Wood screws also are considering whether it would not be advis-
Placed in the 35 per cent ad valorem column. able for them, under the circumstances, to
Item 262 is un important one-barbed wire; close their establishments.
and gilvanized wire for fencing, numbers 9 n
12 and 13 gauge, 15 per cent ad valorem-
until 1st January, 1898; thereafter free. a good deal that has been said by the hon.

ln hs hauay d8ý ; hratrfe. 1 1 --

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-l wish to make'
a remark or two on tie duty on iron before
leaviing that part of the list. I confess at
Once that I an not sufliciently posted in the
mninutiw of these duties as applied to each
article enumerated, but I do know this that
the course which has been adopted by the
government in the changes which they have
Proposed and carried out in the tariff with
regard to iron, is, in the county from which
I come, very materially and injuriously!
affecting the interests of very large iron
ildustries. I cite now specially the Nova,
Scotia Steel and Iron Company, located in
New Gasgow, which is a very large manu-
facturing establishment employing some 600
hands and which is the means of distributing
a great deal of monev in the neighbourhood
il which it is situated. I know that the'
changes which have been made by the gov-
ernmnent in these iron duties, have made it,
in the minds of gentlemen who are managing
that institution, a very serious consideration
Whether they shall or shall not be able'
to continue their manufacture under the

gent eman w o as just resume his seat.

While I am not opposed to all the reductions
in the vay of cheapening iron, because it is,
to a large extent, the raw material for a good
manv manufactures of the Dominion, I can-
not divest myself of the idea that the pig
iron itself is a raw material which deserves
the fostering care of the government to a
very great extent. I consider that the min-
ing industry is of very great importance to
this Dominion : there is no mining indus-
try in the world that is of more importance
tlhan the iron mining industry. When we
take into consideration the fact that you can
take a ton of iron and make the product of
it more valuable thai its weight in gold, one
can see the importance of it. WIhat makes
that addition to the value is simply the
labour put upon it. If we can develop our
iron industry, especially our mining indus-
try, it is of much more value than the coal,
because after the coal is taken out of the
ground there is no more labour put on it,
but in the case of iron, the labour is put on it
until it is greatly increased in value. As
I said, I am not very strongly opposed

Present arrangement. As I said at the out- to the reducing of the duties on common iron,
set, I am not sufficiently acquainted at the but I say in proportion as the duties on iron
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are reduced, the best policy the government Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Does the bol'.
can follow is to give a bounty to the compa- gentleman consider the system of bounty haS
nies that mine the iron ore and take it out been carried out sufficiently to encourage
of the earth and manufacture it into a valu- the production of raw material in the
able article-giving them a bounty to corres- country?
pond equally with the duties they take off. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My own opinion 01
As has been said very properly by the hon.
gentleman who has resumed his seat, it took
a great many more years than eighteen to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
develop the iron industry in England. With
the cheaplabour they had it was only developed The government is responsible for this
by a high protective duty. What do we see tarif, and we want their opinion. What 1
to-day? We find even that country,which has want'to know is why the hon. gentleman
so completely developed all its mining in- bas changed his opinion.
dustries, has to compete with the raw mate-
rial which comes fron the United States and ion. Mr. SCOTT-I have not changed
other countries. While that is the case, I my opinion, onlv-
think the proper policy for the government
to adopt is to be careful not to allow infant cumstances.
industries, such as the Nova Scotia Steel
Company, which is giving employment to a Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J have not changed
great many people furnishing traffic to the my opinion at ah, but the responsibilities Of
Intercolonial Railway and other roads, and the government are very great, and y0"
giving eniployment to shipping industries in bave to recognize conditions which have
carrying ore and other articles-I say the grown up and for which we are not respoui
government would be doing right in giving sible. 1 protested against it for the last
them such a bounty as will compensate them iigliteen years. Ly protests were disre
for the duties they have taken off. garded. Hon. gentlemen were s0 patriotic

Hon.Mr. COTTThebon.gentema that this idea of the na~tional poIicy capti-
'vated their judgment, carried them awaY

is quite right in calling attention to tht and so we fnd ourselves in this sea of diati-
fact, but he omitted to point out to the culties at the present moment, trying tO
House that there is a bill before parliament improve matters, and no doubt in many
with a view to putting a bounty on iron and cases wbere the general public derive con-
steel. The principle of bounties is being i siderable benefit from it, individual interests
continued to a very considerable extent. are considerably affected by it.
Of course, the -whole system is so compli-
cated, and in my judgment so illogical, that Hon. 'MACDONALD (P.E.I.>-A
it is very ditficult to fraine a tariff which good many items have been passed over that
will give each person his share of protection, 1 should like to discuss.
and it is onlv in a spirit of compromise that
any Act at all can be passed. It is all open or
to objection from the fact it is so difficuit to order. h e hn etary o t
equalize the rates of duty that ought to bear every lion, gentleman to speak afterwards,
.on each individual industry. eon ech ndiidul idusry.but it is most irregular to, interject s;peeches

flon ',Ir.Nl,\CDOALD(P.E1.)Arinto the speech of the nîinister. There wil
on. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.-Areto dscuss the tar

the different items of the bill coming up for
discussion, or are we to wait until the hon.
Secretary of State is through? Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The

lion. Secretary of State bas just referred tO
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The usual course in the fact that that ba not been the case with

this House lias been that the bill is read the respect to the tarif; that it is usually dis
second time and third time. It is not cussed, eacb item as we cone to it on
referred to committee and it is open to the second reading. That is the reason wby I
House to discuss any item of the tariff at rose to speak at ahi now. But if it is to be
any time. understood that this can be taken up after
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wards and discussed by every member and the two strands together, putting the barbs
Senator who wishes, I am satisfied to wait in to make the barbed wire. Now I under-
lintil that time arrives. stand this finished article is to be on the

free list, so that barbed wire can be sent
lion. 1r. SCOTT-Any time that is con- into this country free, while the plain wire

venlient to hon. gentlemen vill suit me, but has a duty on it. If that is so, I cannot
as the hon. gentleman f rom Halifax has understand the policy of the government in
said, I am now moving the second reading keeping the duty on the raw material and
and I am asked to explain the particular letting the manufactured article come in
items. It is quite open, when any item is free. If they had reversed it and taken the
Inentioned, for any hon. gentleman to discuss duty off the plain wire and placed it on the
it or to discuss it afterwards when I am barbed wire, they would have protected that
through with the items. industry in the country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The difficulty is this,
The point of order might be very well taken if the wire was placed on the free list, the

nder ordinary circumstance, but it lias wire that is used for barbed wire is also
!lways been the practice, not only here but used for a variety of purposes and there
in the House of Commons, to ask for an ex- would be no possibility of- discriminating.
Planation on each item. Unless the minis- Every importer would say this wire is intro-
ter who is making the explanation objects to duced for the purpose of manufacturing
these questions, they are quite legitimate barbed wire. That is, as I am advised,
and quite proper, because they would save where the trouble would arise. The de-
tirne by preventing the questions being put mand has been very general to .put barbed
again after he is through with his explana- wire on the free list. Barbed wire and
tions. I agree with the hon. gentleman, binder twine were two items on which there
however, that the general discussion of the was a great deal of discussion in past years.
Principle of the tariff should not be intro- The farmers were clamouring for some
duced while the Secr etary of State is making benefit out of the tariff, and they got those
bis speech. two items at all events.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As hon. gentlemen
are aware, the farmers have been crying out
for cheaper barbed wire, and I see these two
items are after a limited period, to be put

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--Under this tariff
you place us entirely at the mercy of for-
eigners.

On the free list. Until the 1st of Januariy, Hon. iMr. SCOTI-The reason for post-
1898, the duty will be reduced to 15 per poning the operation of it until January,
cent ad valorem, then barbed wire will be 189$, was to enable them to get rid of their
Placed on the free list. stock, and then if they could go on and

compete with the United States manufac-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Is not this wire turers well and good. The duty on the wire,

imported plain and afterwards manufac- as the hon. gentleman will sec by the next
tured ? item, will be 15 per cent ad valorem.

Whether they could pay that duty and
Hon. Mr. SCOTT -No, I think not. Of compete in the home market I am unable

course there is plain wire imported and con- to say.
Verted into fence wire.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-A it stands now,
Hon. Mr. PERLEY--I understand f rom I am under the impression that the farmers

the manufacturers of barbed wire in Winni- will not get any benefit f rom the change. I
Peg, we have three or four, that they complain remember some years ago that wire brought
that they have to close up their industries into Wolseley by the carload cost seven and
from the fact that there is a duty on the wire eightcentsper pound. Theother day I bought
Which they have to use in manufacturing, wire to fence my farm with for three and a
While the barbed wire is to be admitted free. quarter cents laid down in Wolseley-for
The barbed wire is two strands of plain wire considerably less Itan half what was asked
twisted, with spurs to form the barb. They for it four or five years ago. I might state
have machines by which they take and twist the same thing about binder twine. I wrote
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to the manufacturers of barbed wire before!
I left my home, to ask them what reduction;
they would give me, having in expectation
building sonie eight miles of fence on my
farni. I refused to buy my barbed wire'
anticipating the policy of the governient
would be to place it on the free list. That
is what we have been educated in our
country to believe the government would
do. I refused to buy my barbed wire
except under the condition that I should
have the benefit of any reduction in the
duty. When I came lere I corresponded
with certain firms in Winnipeg, and they told
me that they had to go out of the trade-
that they could make no reduction, that the'
trade would go out of the country alto-
gether-that they had to close up all their
establishments and go out of the manufacture
of barbed wire.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. Secretary of State scarcely'
knows what the tariff.is, I do not say that
disrespectfully-when lie tells us that diffi-
culties niight arise from the importation of
this wire and the use of it for other purposes.
That is always the case where there are
special concessions made, and I recognize at
once the difficulties in carrying out a policy
of that kind, but if the hon. gentleman will
turn his eyes to the free list he will find that
provision is made in numerous cases for the
importation of certain articles free when
used for special purposes. That is the point
to which my hon. friend (Mr. Perley) has
called attention. Why should not this wire
be admitted free for manufacturing barbed
wire, thereby protecting and sustaining that
industry. If you turn to items 590, 591,
592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598 and 600
and a number of others which read in this
way : take as an illustration. Items 592,'
592a, steel wire number Il and 12 gauge or
under when iinported by the manufacturers'
of wire mattrasses to be used in their own,
factories in the manufacture of such articles

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Not in the North-
west.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

was under the impression that barbed wire
was the cause of so irany accidents to horses
and cattle when they ran against it, that it
was going out of use a good deal in Ontario.
However, it is only to be free from and after
the 1st, of January next. I was going to sug-
gest to the hon. inember for Wolseley that
if he was buying on condition of having A
large reduction, he should make his paper
payable after next January and then there
would be no duty attached to it, but his mis-
fortune is that the clause itself prevents the
possibility of any manufacturer bringing wire
into this country paying $15 on every 8100
worth, and then manufacturing it and adding
to its value fifteen per cent more and com-
peting with the German wire. The United
States is becoming a competitor in this par-
ticular article. The German buckthorn is
so low that it is almost as low as you can
manufacture the wire in this country. Tliat
was the case, I know, when I was dealing
with questions of this kind. Is it not a%
fact that this wire fencing was placed upon
the free list when the tariff was first intro-
ducedI That is my recollection, and it was
the strong pressure of manufacturers, and
particularly the manufacturers of the coun-
ty of Essex, that induced the hon. gentle-
men to give those manufacturers an oppor-
tunity of getting rid of their stock during
the present year, thereby punishing the far-
mers, if punishment it is, for this summer
and giving them a salve to heal the wound
next year. That is now the object. I think
I shal be able to call attention to that point
presently and I will show that there are a
number of cases of that kind.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My remark applied to
wire generally. There are classes of wire
out of which barbed wire may be made and
other fencing wires which are on the free
list to which J will draw attention now.

-that is free. The same principle could be "Strip fencing, woven, wire fencing and
applied in the case to which the member for wire fencing of iron or steel, lifteen per cent
Wolseley (Mr. Perley) has called attention, ad valorem." There are others where the
so that the reason advanced by the hon. gauge is mentioned. If you turn to 602,
Secretary of State for not applying that "Steel strip and flat steel wire when im-
principle to the item under discussion cer- ported into Canada by manufacturers of
tainly has neither force, logic nor reason. buckthor-, to be used in their own
This barbed wire, as I understand it, is factories." That will be free. There is no
going out of use to some extent. reason, if they can use that wire in the
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Imanufacturing of wire fencing, why they'
should not avail themselves of it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE LL-It
is a different kind of wire altogether.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-" Iron galvanized,
Wire, twelve and thirteen." These gauges
Were selected because it was thought they
could be used by the manufacturers of Can-
ada.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWELL-
NO, they were placed in there because they
Were not nanufactured in Carada and in
order to give the farmers the advantages of
a free article not manufactured here, and
flot interfering in any way with the factories
in Canada, they were allowed to be inported
free so that they could furnish the farmer
With a cheaper article.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-" Steel strip and flat
Steel wire." In the condition they are im-
Ported on the f ree list they are not available,
for the farmer. They are made up into
Panels and sections and disposed of to the
farmers in that way, so that the raw mater-
.al in that sense is really free.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWeLL-It
says " for that purpose," for the manufacture
of what ? Buckthorn and strip fencing.
And that can only be imported free when
the article is to be used in the importer's
Own factory.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I do not object to
barbed wire being free, but 1 object to the
material out of which it is made being free.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know whether
Steel strip or flat steel wire are capable of
being made up into barbed wire.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No, I am informed
that they cannot.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The object in placing
those particular wires on the f ree list was to
give the manufacturers an opportunity of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that a decrease on that item ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it is a slight
decrease, I cannot tell. There is an instance
where we have been obliged to adhere to
the principle that we endeavour to get away
from, and that was allowing in one or two
cases the ad valoreni and specific to prevail.
" Lead pipe, lead shot and lead Luliets, 35
per cent ad valorem." It was fornierly four-
tenths ad valorem and 10 per cent. Item
279 " Iton and steel nuts, washers, rivets
and bolts with or without threads, and nut
bolt and hinge blanks and T and strap
hinges of all kinds." They were fornerly
one cent per pound, and 20 per cent ad val-
orem. They have been reduced three-
quarters of a cent per pound.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You retain the specific there ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, we allowed it to
stand. In the item 280, " Builders, cabinet-
makers, upholsterers, harness-makers, sad-
dlers and carriage hardware, including butt
hinges, locks, curry combs or curry cards,
horse boots, harness and saddlery," that
was fornerly 32k and it is reduced to 30.
Item 281, "Skates of all kinds, roller or
other and parts thereof 35 per cent ad
valorem." They formerly had ten cents a
pair on that article and 10 per cent ad
valorei, which was considered rather a high
duty.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Does the senior
inemnber for Halifax know how that item
affects the trade in Halifax?

Hon. Mr. POWER -I was not paying
attention.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am afraid it affects
it injuriously. They had a high duty; they
had ten cents per pair and 30 per cent
ad valorem.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL-That
ld k i-

Making up fence wires from those particular wuu ma e i cenuw, anu turee-quarters on
brands. There is a slight change in item 267 a 25 cent skate. There are plenty of skates
"woven wire, brass or copper." The duty p
was 20 per cent, and that was made 2 5-a5
change in the wrong direction There is a i Hon. Mr. PROWSE-They ought not to
change in the duties on lead, item 272 have been brought in at ail.
" lead, old, scrap, pig and block, 15 per cent
ad valorem." It was formerly 40 cents a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE IOWELL-
hundred pounds. That is one reason why the late goverinent
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put this high duty upon them, which was Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-S&
equal in many cases to 50 per cent. that when you take the 25 per cent off it

will still be higher. Those are not manu-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-They cost too little; factured in this country. I suppose that

you get too much for your noney. we may consider that a revenue tariff.

N
bu
an
m

to
th
th-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-' Hon. Mr, SCOTT-To get a revenue out
o, you do not. There is such a thing as of thein I suppose The next item where a
ying an article which is worth nothing, change has been made is 315, steam engines,
<d vou get too little for your money, no boilers, ore crushers, etc. All the items en-
atter what you give. umerated in 215 are now placed in the 25

per cent list. Some of thein were in the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Still if people want 27ý per cent list, and others were in the
buy an article which is cheap and poor 30 per cent list. There is a change in 323,

ey can get it. Then 288 "files and rasps," " Buggies, carriages, pleasure carts and sini-
ere has been a reduction of 5 ner cent ; it ilar vehicles."

was 35 before and it is now made 30. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is

Hon. MNr. PERLEY-Do the other there no change in 322 ?
articles not enumerated remain the saine as Hon. Mr. SCOTT--No. Buggies, car-
before? riages and so on were formerly $5 each, and

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was an item of 25 per cent ad valorem, and they have been

cutlery in the old tariff ; I did not find the placed in the 35 per cent list.

corresponding item here. It has been re- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
duced. fancy it is a slight reduction, but not very

much.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

You leave it about the same when the re- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The price of a good
duction takes place. It would be 22î if buggy would be $70.
you take 25 per cent off. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Item 289 " Adzes, buggies from Cincinnati cost $25, $30, $40
cleavers, hatchets, saws, wedges, sledges, ham- and a $50 buggy is a very high priced one.
mers, crow-bars," etc. The saine remark Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a pity the peopleapplies to that. Item 290, " Axes, scythes, should be allowed to buy such' cheap bug-
sickles or reaping hooks, hay or straw gies
knives, edging knives, hoes, rakes, etc.
They were 30 per cent formerly, and now Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
they are 25 per cent. The next item 291, That is not the matter we are discussing.
has had a great deal of protection, " Shovels $5 on $50 would be 10 per cent.
and spades, iron or steel." etc. They were!
formerly protected by 50 cents a dozen and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have raised theni
25 per cent ad valorein ; and they are 10 per cent on the ad valorein duty.
now placed in the 35 per cent list, still a
pretty high protection. The next item is Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
296, Carbons over 6 inches in circum- When you take off the 25 per cent it will
ference, 15 per cent ad valorein. They be a very great reduction.
were formerly two and a half per thousand. H
I1 presume they are cretting cheaper each Ho.M.SOTCoigfo hI ~ ~ ~ ~ C prsuC tUyaegtigceprec nited States they would not get the bene-
year. Item 297, " Lamps, side-lights and t
head-lights, lanterns, chandeliers, gas, coal fit of the 25 per cent.

or other oil fixtures," etc., formerly 27ý are Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
now 30. I presume they were raised for the
reason J have already given, Item 306,
"Guns, rifles, including air-guns and air- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will not apply cer-
rifles," etc., formerly in the 29 per cent list tainly to the United States, unless they
are now in the 30 per cent list. revolutionize their tariff.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
Will only affect the gentlemen's carriages in
England.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The 25 per cent re-
duction will never apply to the United
States.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then you give them up as hopeless protec-
tionists.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not. I think there
Will be a revolution on that subject in the
Lnited States in a few years. Coming now
to that class of articles under the denomina-
tion of " Manufactures of wood, cane and
Cork," the changes are very few. Item 326,
" Cane, reed or rattan, split or otherwise
tnanufactured, 15 per cent ad valorem." It
was formerly 17½. Item 331, " Veneers of
Wood, not over three thirty-seconds of an
inch in thickness, 7. per cent ad valorem."
Some of the articles were in the 5 per cent
list and others were in the 10 per cent list ;
and we have put thein all together in the
7j per cent colunn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That leaves thein about the saine ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I never knew you were ministers of that
character before.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In minerals there is
no change. There is a slight change in
musical instruments. Pianos which were
formerly in the saine class with organs and
musical instruments are all put now in the
one column, 30 per cent. Pianos were
formerly 35 per cent and organs 30, and we
put them al] in the 30 per cent column.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is an article of luxury.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, we wanted to
reduce the number of items as much as pos-
sible. In textiles there are sone changes
made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not very much.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Cotton batts, batting
and sheet wadding, cotton warps and cotton
yarns were formerly 22.1 and are now 25 per
cent, and for the reasons which I gave before.
It was thouglt that probably would be sub-
ject to the 25 per cent cut, and it would be
ra er u a ser ous ow o em. ottonHon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and there is no U

change in the rest of them. Item 343, fabrics, 359, were formerly in the 221
watch cases, 30 per cent ad valorem. Watch column, and they are now 25.
cases were formerly 3.5, and they are put in Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What is the object
the 30 per cent colunmn. " Jewellery for the of the 25 per cent cut, when you raise theadorninent of the person, includim hat duty on the article?
pins, hair pins, belts or other bucIles, and Y
similar personal ornamental articles coin- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is this : by and
mercially known as jewellery, n.o.p., and all by we shall probably come to a decision on
manufactures of gold and silver, n.e.s., 30 the proposal that articles coming from cer-
per cent ad valoreni." They formerly were tain countries whose tariffs are on the whole
in the 25 per cent column. not higher than the Canadian tariff, would

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- be entitled to come in at the 25 per cent eut

Iow is it you did not put a heavy duty o on the tariff we are now considering; that
precious stones? I used to hear a good deal all the articles in the tariff-except certain
when I was sitting on the treasury benches definite articles, such as wine, bear, ale,
in the lower House about letting stones sugar, tobacco, which are exempt--wil be

nree hile ail that wasn subject to a reduction of 25 per cent whencorne in fe hl l atwsnecessary!
for the pior people camne in taxed. You are the products are manufactured in a country
pursuing the same course in allowing stones that will be entitled to what is known asi e the reciprocal trading clause so that those

fron that principle ? , cottons would probably come fron countries
pthat would be able to avail themselves of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On reflection we that reduction in the duty. And therefore,
thought we had better have some regard f& in order that the reduction might not be too
people's eternal welfare; and we thought serious, or affect the industries existing in
this was one of the cases where men would Canada at this time, the rate was raised
Probably commit perjury. from what it formerly was.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-A good deal of un- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh
necessary work. yes you did, because you made the change.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Item 361, with the
exception of towels, was formerly in the 25
per cent list, and is now 30. Embroideries,
enumerated in 362, were formerly in the 30
per cent column, and they are now in the 35
per cent list. Item 364, " Jeans, sateens and
coutils, when imported by corset and dress
stay makers for use in the manufacture of
such articles in their own factories, twenty per
cent ad valorem. They were formerly 25 per
cent. There is a change in the next item,
365, collars and cuffs of cotton, linen,
xylonite, xyolite or celluloid. They were
protected by a duty of twenty-four cents
per dozen and also 25 per cent ad valorem.
Now they are placed in the 35 per cent list.
Cuffs, however, were in a different position.
They were not in the same category. They
were four cents a pair and 25 per cent ad
valorem and shirts costing more than $3
per dozen had a protection of $1 per dozen
and 25 per cent ad valorem.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Now you have made then thirty-five, and
I would call the attention of the hon. gen-
tleman to the fact that thirty-five per cent
on shirts of a superior quality would be
higher than the specific and ad valorem duty.
It would make it just about equal when you
make the eut of twenty-five per cent. I
have made the calculations, and in very
many cases it is a higher duty than it
would be under the old tariff, but changes
have taken place since the tariff was first
introduced, but this item in particular I
know would give a higher protection than
under the old tariff, except on a very cheap
article. My hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) says the cheaper and dirtier it is, the
greater facilities are given for people who
wanted cheap goods.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There were very seri-
ous items to consider.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That was after the strong deputation came
from Montreal. I congratulate the hon. gen
tlem;.n and his colleagues on having yielded
to the pressure.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know thai
we yielded.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We tried to make
them uniform with other articles. Then
there is no change until you come to item
376 " all manufactures of hemp, flax or jute,
n.e.s., or of flax, hemp and jute combined
twenty-five per cent ad valorem." Formerly
it was twenty per cent Then item 378
"Felt, pressed, of all kinds, not filled or
covered by or with any woven fabric, twenty
per cent ad valorem." It was formerly
seventeen and one-half per cent. In item
381 the same change has been made
" Cloths, not rubbered or made water-proof,
whether of wool, cotton, unions, silk or
ramie, sixty inches or over in width and
weighing not more than seven ounces to the
square yard, when imported exclusively for
the manufacture of mackintosh clothing,
under regulations to be adopted by the
Governor in Council, fifteen per cent ad
valorem." They were in the twelve and a
half per cent column and are now in the
fifteen. In item 385 the sanie change
was made, "Oiled silk oiled cloth, and
tape or other textile india - rubbered,
flocked or coated, n.o.p., thirty per cent ad
valorem." That was formerly twentv-seven
and one-half, and is now thirty. Item 386
"Womeni's and children's dress goods, coat
linings, Italian cloths, alpacas, orleans,
cashmeres, henriettas, serges, buntings,
nun's cloth, bengalines, whip cords, twills,

'plains ou jacquards of similar fabrics, com-
posed wholly or in part of wool, worsted, the
hair of the camel, alpaca, goat, or like ani-
mal, not exceeding in weight six ounces to
the square yard, when imported in the gray
or unfinished state for the purpose of being
dved or finished in Canada under such
regulations as are established by the Gover-
nor in Council, twenty-five per cent ad
valorem. They were in the twenty-two and
a half per cent column, and are now placed
in the twenty-five per cent for the same
reason I have explained. Socks and stock-
ings of all kinds formerly had the double
duty of ten cents per dozen and twenty-five
per cent ad valorem, and they are now placed

- on the thirty-five per cent list. Shawls of
all kinds, railway or travelling rugs, were
formerly in the twenty-five per cent column
and are now thirty. Item 393, "Yarns,
composed wholly or in part of wool,
worsted, the hair of the alpaca, gnat or
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like animal, costing thirty cents per pound
and over, when imported on the cop or
tube or in the hank by manufacturers
of woollen goods for use in their products.
They are now in the twenty per cent column
and formetly, in addition to twenty per
Cent, they had five cents per pound of pro-
tection. I suppose that is a concession to
the woollen manufacturers. Item 394, " Fa-
brics, manufactures, wearing apparel and
ready-made clothing, composed wholly or in
part of wool, worsted, the hair of the alpaca,
goat or other like animal, n.e.s. ; blankets,
bed comforters, or counterpanes, flannels,
cloths, doe-skinks, cassimeres, tweeds, coat-
inlgs, overcoatings and felt cloth," are all in
the thirty-five per çent column. Those
items down to the third line, n.e.s, were
formerly thirty per cent, but other articles,
blankets, bed coinforters or counterpanes,
flannels, cloths, doeskins, cassimeres, tweeds,
were formerly twenty-five, but had this
additional protection of five cents a pound.
They have all been put in the thirty-five
per cent column. Item 396, " carpeting,
rugs, mats, and matting of cocoa, straw,
hemp or jute, carpet linings and stair
pads," were formerly twenty and are now
twenty-five per cent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You made a mistake. You are going to
destroy. that industry.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clothing is the arti-
cle which will suffer most probably. There
is no change in boots and shoes, furs and
capes and hats and caps. No change until
you come to glycerine, item 415. That is
simply a change in the mode of imposing
the duty, "glycerine, when imported by
Inanufacturers of explosives, for use in the
Manufacture thereof in their own factories."
It it now ten per cent ad valorem, and it was
formerly four cents per pound. I do not
know how it worked, I fancy it is very much
the same. Item 426, buttons. Those but-
tons had a varied duty according to the
rnaterial of which they were made, and they
have all been placed in the thirty per cent
column. I presume buttons, under the old
tariff, were not changed since 1894. They
were four cents per gross and twenty per
cent ad valorem, and now we have put all
buttons in the ad valorem column at twent-y-
five per cent. That item is " Buttons, viz.:
pantaloon buttons wholly of metal, and shoe
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buttons,n.e.s., twenty-fiveper cent ad valorem.
Buttons of all kinds covered or not, n.o.p., in-
cluding recognition buttons, and cuff or collar
buttons (not being jewellery), thirty-five per
cent ad valorem." Under the old tariff but-
tons of vulcanite and composition, etc., were
two cents, buttons of pearl, ivory, etc, were
eight cents per gross and eight per cent ad
valorem. We have made a different classifi-
cation and divided them into two classes,
one at the rate of 25 per cent and the other
thirty-five per cent. Those in the 35 per
cent were buttons that came in under item
469 of the former tariff, " buttons, panta-
loon and all other buttons, twenty per cent
ad valorem," so that we have given that
item a protection of twenty-five per cent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Have you had any representations from the
button manufacturers of Berlin ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think their in
dustry was discussed a good deal in the
west. There is no change until you cone
to item 432, "Rove when imported for the
manufacture of twine for harvest binders,
five per cent ad valorem." It was formerly
ten per cent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does it not strike the hon. gentleman as a
most extraordinary thing to put a duty of
five per cent upon the raw mnaterial of an
article which you have made free? That is
just as flagrant a violation of the principle
upon which any tariff should be established,
as that to which the hon. gentleman for
Wolseley (Mr. Perley) referred. You de-
clare the binder twine--oni which we shall
have some discussion hereafter-shall be
free after a certain date, and yet you put
the rove, which is one of the raw materials
used in the manufacture of harvesting binder
twine, at a duty of five per cent. Why?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-He has done that on
whiskey.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not a raw material and not used for
manufacture-except to manufacture a
drunken man out of a sober one. I quite
understand allowing clothing to come in f ree
and charging a duty on the cloth out of
which it is manufactured, and that is pre-
cisely the case to which I have called the
attention of the House.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Item 433 reads: cents per hundred which the refiner enjoys.
Bindei's' twine or twine for harvest bind-: The duty now is one cent a pound on the
ers of hemp, jute, minillia or sisal, and of refined.
manilla and sisal mixed, ten per cent ad Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
valorem until st January, 1898; thereafter You make a difference between the raw and

the manufactured just one-half per cent,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-You without taking into consideration the waste

have given no reason for that change. in the refining of the raw sugar. That is
the protection that you have really taken

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are inconsist-' ay from the sugar retiner.
encies in tariffs which I cannot explain. We
have had these things a great many times. Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a very small
The hon. gentlemen made a great many tem.
changes in the tariff in the eighteen years Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
they were in power and they never got it tofon. i lre
suit. It is perfectly impossible to so arrange f no
the various items that they will bear the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I tried some years ago
fair proportion to each other that the indus- to make a study of this question, but I con-
tries which they represent deserve. fess I had to give it up. I followed very

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- coseJy the evidence given in tne yniteS the eaviene givn i the nieted
None of these complications to which the States by Havemeyer and those interested
hon. gentleman refers are applicable to these with him in the trust m that country.
items. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

on. M. PERLEY-The resut wi beYou can congratulate yourself ; you are not

to close down the manufacture in Canada.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Binder twine is one Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The difficulty was,
of the articles which will be free after the what was a fair protection? It ranged
1st of January. Up to that time it is pro- fron thirty up to one hundred, and now

tected by a duty of ten per cent. The next they are getting a very much higher duty
item we corne to is sugars, syrups and than that. There was very great difficulty
molasses. i ascertaining what would be a fair suai

for the protection of the refiner. We have
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Wbat about the taken fourteen cents per hundred pounds

duty on binder twine 7Î off it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was twelve and a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
half per cent under the old tariff. It has That has been the United States duty.
been a good deal higher but was reduced two o

or treeyear ag. . Hon. r.MILLS-It depends on what
sugar the refiner uses.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
was twenty-five per cent and it was reduced Hon. Mu. SCOTT--Yes. Te polari-
three years ago. Nearly all the articles out scope, I suppose, is the only way of testing
of which it is made are free and this rove- the saccharine in the sugar.
I do not know whether it is one of them or Hon. Mr. MILLS-When you use the
not. centrifugal and use the aniline dyes they do

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Rove was in the ten not lose a half per cent.

per cent lst. Hon. Sir I\IACKENZIE BOWELL--

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL That would arise fromi the frauds coimitted
Because it was partially manufactured. on the revenue by the colouring with aniline

dyes of the raw material. I have tested
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In sugar, syrup and sugar which under the Dutch standard, that

molasses hon. gentlemen will probably re- is by colour, would pass as low as No. 9 and
cognize that the one change we have made yet when you would analyse it you would find
in that was the reduction of the fourteen there was 95 per cent of saccharine in it, and
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the only deterioration in the quality of the whole, are as favourable to Canada as the terms of
sugar, so far as the strength was concerned, the reciprocal tariff herein referred to are toSt ccountries to which it nay apply, articles which arewa the colouring. That wasone reasonwhich, the growth, produce, or manufacture of such
induced the late government, on my own country, when iiported dlireet therefromn, mnay then
recommendation, to adopt the polariscope be entered for duty, or taken out of warehouse for
system. consumption in Canada, at the reluicel rates of

duty provided in the reciprocal tariff set forth in
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The next articles are schedule 1) to this Act.

tobaccos. The duty has been increased on That reduction is twenty-five per cent on
cigar, and cigarettes f rom two dollars a Thtrdciniwnyfv e etopouar, and c threeflars, * the articles to which attention has beenpound to three dollars, and cut tobacco 1 drawn while I have hastily gone throughraised fifty-five cents. ý the items in this tariff. It was thought

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- however, it would be unfair to apply that
That is where you have made another mis- cut at once, and therefore the twenty-five
take. per cent was divided and half of it was to

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then manufactured applv between the twenty-second of April,
tobacco and snuff, fifty cents per pound. It or the day on which the tariff was intro-
was formerlv thirtv-five and twelve and a duced in 'the House, and the first of July
half per cent ad valoreim. That completes the next year. After that, the whole twenty-
list of articles subject to duty. The next five per cent would come into operation.
items are those on the free list,

Hon. Sir MACKENZTE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--The first of
Can you tell us what additional articles have July coming?
been placed on the free list ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the first of July,
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The first item, 479, 1898. It would extend over a year. (f

"Artificial limbs," has been placed on the course the main purpose we had in view in
free list and mining machinery formerly this clause was to endeavour to develop
stood in the same position. My hon. friend trade with the United Kingdom. We felt
recognizes that lie had a great deal of diffi- that the door had been slammed in our faces
culty in settling what articles ought to be by the United States, and it became neces-
admitted under the clause in the late tariff sary to look abroad to increase our trade
which allowed mining machinery not manu- with those countries who were trading with
factured in Canada to come in free. It was us on terms more favourable than the United
a very difficult question to settle, and at the States. We had been buying very largely
instance of those engaged in, mines it was from them, giving them an immense benefit
suggested that a special list should be framed in our trade, and it was a perfectly legitimate
to avoid all confusion in the future, and the and proper thing for us to do, wholly apart
list in 555 was agreed upon as embracing from the natural preference we had to deal
the articles of mining machinery not made with Great Britain, that our tariff should
in Canada, and which might very properly have been arranged in order to accomplish
be placed on the free list. It is a long list that purpose. There were two ways of doing
and some of the articles are only used in it: either by the introduction of the princi-
special cases. I am not sure whether items ple set forth in this tariff, or by the reduc-
602 and 603 were on the free list before. tion on those classes of goods which could
That is the special kinds of wire that were be imported from Great Britain cheaply.
allowed to be put on the free list for the They would be on certain classes of ironimanufacture of fences. goods and on nearly all the classes of woollen

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No, goods, but it was found that in recent years
they were on the old list. other countries had been developing their

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Having gone through iron industries very materially, more parti-
the list the only clause in the bill before you cularly Germany and the United States, and,
to which J think it is my duty to call your therefore, although we might have reduced
attention would be clause 17, which reads the duties on those classes of goods we had
as follows:- been importing from Great Britain more

When the customs tariff of any country admits than on goods we had been importing from
the products of Canada on ternis which, on the Germany and the United States, yet, owing
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to the increased development of those parti-
cular branches of industry in these two coun-
tries the object we had in view might possibly
fail, and therefore we adopted the scheme of
making a direct cut of twenty-five per cent
on articles coming from the countries that
would be entitled to consideration under
this tariff ; and although we had in view
only the mother country at that time, still
it was recognized that there were other
countries that might possibly corne in. The
tendency is towards free trade in many
countries at the present day. W e know
that one of the Australian colonies had
already adopted the free trade principle
and no doubt that colony would be entitled
to come in on the same teris that the
mother country did, and it is quite possible
that after our drawing attention to it, other
countries may eventually come in, but the
immediate object was, of course, to give
substantial preference to the mother country
and hon. gentlemen need not be reminded
that that movement has been highly appre-
ciated by the British people. They have
recognized that an advance has been made
towards closer unity between the colony and
Great Britain than ever before, and it has
placed Canada in an exceptionally good posi-
tion, as is quite apparent fioi the whole
trend of opinion at gatherings of public
men and the whole trend of opinion in edit-
orials in newspapers and in other ways. I
might remind hon. gentlemen of the position
Canada has been placed in at the recent
Jubilee celebrations in London to in-
dicate that the attention of the British
people has been more particularly directed
to Canada through the action taken by our
parliament in giving to the mother country
a preference. An argument against that is
that other countries enjoying with Great
Britain the most favoured-nation clause may
corne in, and in that way gain some advan-
tage that we do not ourselves contemplate.
We fully recognized the possibilities of that.
We believed, however, at the time the
treaties were entered into that Canada was
not really a contracting party, though we
had acquiesced for years ; still we had an
independent autonomy, and there was this
reason, fromn an equitable standpoint, to
justify our position, that when those treaties
were entered into, there was nothing in view
of a reciprocal element in them. Great
Britain and her colonies conceded toGermany
and Belgium certain privileges, and they con-

ceded certain privileges to us, and we
availed ourselves of them. Our shipping
had some considerable advantage from the
Belgiurm treaty in the way of tolls and other
duties that were of considerable value, but
there was inequality in the concessions
mutually granted, and we considered if we
now proposed to ask an alteration in our
fiscal policy, offering something new, some-
thing that had not been contemplated when
the treaties were entered into, that they
fairly could not come within the benefits,
that they were not offered to a nation or to
nations that were placing our products in a
different position from the position they
enjoyed under the favoured-nations clause.
That was the view we took. It is within
the bound of possibility that that view may
be overruled. We of course are unable to
say, but we clearly think that if it were held
that Canada was compelled to admit the pro-
ducts of those countries under the conditions
which I have referred to, that then we had
a fair claim on the mother country to say
that those treaties ought to be denounced-
that we have placed the mother country
in a position of considerable advantage as
far as trade with Canada was concerned,
and that we did not, in giving them
that advantage, intend that other countries
that were not entitled to any special
privileges from Canada, should corne in and
share that advantage. I think our ground
is a substantial one. I think the arguments
are very strong. I do not propose now to
elaborate it. I merey draw the attention
of the House to arguments which presented
themselves to our minds when we deliber-
ately placed that reciprocal clause in our
tariff : that we fully recognized the possibility
of the favoured-nations clause applying, but
we felt that we gave reasons why it should
not apply and if those reasons were overruled
that then we would be in a position to say
to the mother country: " Well, we having
offered you special advantages under condi-
tions such as we thought did not exist as far
as those other countries were concerned, you
ought certainly to denounce the treaty or
you ought to say to those countries, Germany
and Belgium, unle-s you yourselves corne in
and place your tariff, as far as Canada is
concerned, on an equally favourable basis,
then Canada should be allowed to withdraw
from that treaty."

Hon. Mr. .POIRIER-Is not that the
tariff of Belgium now under these con-
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ditions ? It is more favourable than ours, so
far as the tariff is concerned.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then it would come
in, but I am advised that it is not. I have
not aralysed that part of it. I am merely
giving the principles which actuated us in
the framing of this reciprocal proposai. I
do not know that there is any other point
of the tarifi to which I should refer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman has given us another
evidence of that want of unanimity of
opinion as expressed by hinself and his
colleagues. The explanation given to us is
in direct contradiction to that of the premier
in his late speeches in England.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think so.

Hon. Sir OLIV ER MOWAT-I explain-
ed that I made no promise-that I could
make no promise about it until I could have
an opportunity of conferring with my col-
leagues.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--Then I misunder-
stood the hon. gentleman. I understood
him to say that three o'clock was the time he
would give us the information.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I was
afraid from some observations which had
been made, that some hon. members did take
the view that I was making that promise,
and therefore, before the matter was parted
with, I was explicit in saying there was no
promise of the kind. I have conferred with
my colleagues, and they agree that there
should be no statement in this House in
advance of the matter being taken up in

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the buse of Commons ad an explanation
The premier bas stated distinctly that what given of the item where, in the first place,
is termed the zollverein or preferential treat- it properly belonged. They think that it

ment between England and her colonies is would fot be fitting that a statement should
the thin edge of protection, and that that is be made on tbe subject in tbis buse now,
not what his government bas in view, that and I cancur in that view.
the object was to establish as far as possible Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
a system of free trade witb all parts of tbe hon. friend forgotone very important clause
world, because some of the English prersworld,~~~~~~~ beas oeoih nls rr in these tariff resolutions, and that was the
and others have commented rather severely h
on this opinion, as being in direct contra- I h ehat tree ou ines adei
distinction to the sentiments of the Colonial p la1nAa4-t
Secretary in favour of a preferential tariff ""
between the colonies and the mother coun- sion as to wbat it means.
try. However, that is a matter I am not Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The language I think
going to quarrel with the hon. gentleman is very plain and very expressive:
about. That whenever the Governor in Council has rea-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not recognizson to believe that as respects any article of con-
.reeognîze nierce there exists any trust, combination, associa-

that there js any inconsistency. I bave tion or agreement of any kind among the manu-
read Sir Wilfrid Laurier's speeches very facturers of such artiele, or the dealers therein, or
thoroughly and I cannot recognize that there any number of them, to unduly enhance the price

is the inconsistency the hon. gentleman has of such article or in any other way to unduly pro-
iote the advantage of such manufacturers or deal-

drawn attention to. He has pronounced ers at the expense of the consumers, the Governor
himself a free trader, but he recognizes, as he in Council nay commission or empower any judge
has repeated over and over again, that it of the Supreine Court or Exchequer Court of Can-

was an impossible state of things in Canada. ada, or of any Supreme Court or High Court in
any province of Canada, to nqmire im a smumary

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The Hon. Sir Oliver way into and report to the Governor in Council
whether such trust, combination, association or

Mowat promised to give us important infor- agreement exists ; with power to such judge to
'nation at three o'clock to-day with regard compel the attendance of witnesses and examine

to the tariff, the same under oath, to require the production
of books and papers, and with such other necessary

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before coming to that powers as may be conferred upon hin by the Gov-

Smove the formnai reading of the bill. ernor in Council for the purposes of such inquiry,
and if such judge reports that such trust, combina-
tion, association or agreement exists, and if it ap-

Hon. Mr. ALMON-But the Minister of pears to the Governor in Council that such disad-
Justice made a promise. vantage to the consumers is facilitated by the cus-
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toms duty imlposed on a like article when imnported, hon. gentleman will for a moment take the
then the Governor in Council iay place such arti- round that an ahe
cle on the free list, or so reluce the duty ctpon it, i. pro
as to give to the public the benetit of reasoiable part of the government in instituting an
conpetition in such article. inquiry as to whether a trust had been

Thle Governor in Council may make such regula- formed would be unparliamentary or impro-
tions as nay be deened advisable for the effectual e I are
conduct of such qry. an illega combine, surely

we ought to be empowered to defeat their
It will be in the recollection of hon. gen- purpose, which is to extract a larger sumn

tlemen, it is not many years ago since coin- fron the pockets of the consumer than is
mittees were formed in another branch of reasonable or fair. Therefore, it is felt
parliament te endeayour to prevent com- that powers of :hat kind could be safelY
bines in restraint of trade. From time to entrusted to the government in Canada.
time legislation was suggested to meet those Thev depute to an independent body
combines, and it has been found that they the takini of evidence and the inquiry
were almost like invisible bodies-that they as to the truth of the allegation that a
were hard to reach. The House of Com-. trust really existed. It was a matter Of
mons on two or three occasions passed a bill proof, or evidence. The judge would report
that if combines were formîed +hey should the evidence, and if it was found that there
be illegal. When it came up to this House was a trust-that it was a combine and a
we inserteda veryimportant word "unduly,"' great injury to the consumer, it seens very
wvhich it was thought, in the minds of many, proper, under the authority of parliament,
nullified the action that the House of Com- that the Governor in Council should he
mons sought to accomplisli. It is well authorized to so reduce the duty as to defeat
known that there are in ail countries, more the object of the trust. We authorize the
particularly the United States, trusts formed Governor in Council-we have had it 011
that do accomplish a large amnount of in- our sta.tute-books for very many years
dividual financial advantage at the expense either to reduce or to impose duties. WVe
of the consumer. I need not go further to have had on our statute books authority to
illustrate it than the present sugar trust in impose export duties under certain con-
the United States. It is a generally ad- ditions It comes uuder cases of that
mitted fact that that trust lias become so category and it is highly improbable that
powerful that the Senate and House of Re- any improper exercise of that power would
presentatives are controlled by it. Hon. take place. The very fact of it being there
gentlemen will remember-it is only I think will be a protection to the public.
four vears ago-when the sugar bill was up
in the United States Congress, and it was Hon. Sir3MACKEN ZIE BOWELL-Not
kept there three months, from October to a bit of it.
February, and in the meantime it was al-
leged, and never successfully contradicted, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because if those whO
that senators were in the combination with unite feel that they can be reached they are
the trust and that stocks rose from 85 less likely to make a combine. bon. gen-
to 125. tlemen must admit that. The government

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is this explana-
tion of my hon. friend intended to show how
this clause will affect trusts in the United
States?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I amn merely illus-
trating. Many hon. gentlemen wish to know
what the purpose of the clause is. I was
illustrating that under certain conditions
those trusts will form. They are formed, I
dare say, in ail countries, and it has always
been found necessary that there should be
some superior power, when those trusts are
formed, that will defeat their object. No

of the day can only exercise action of that
kind subject to public opinion-subject tO
the approval of parliament when it meets,
and it is highly improbable that there will
be any undue exercise of such power, more
particularly when the inquiry is made by a
court of justice and where the result, if it
proves the existence of that combine, is Sifl-
ply to authorizes the reduction of the duty
on the article which forms the subject of
the trust.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I suppose it is just as well, upon the
motion for the second reading of the
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,ill to make whatever remarks may be has reason to believe-they are the
necessary on this tariff. The hon. gentle- first persons who are to frn an
nian has referred to a great many changes opinion, as to whether a combine exists or
inl the tariff, but lie has given us very little not, and that will have to be brought under
information as to the principle on which the their notice, I presume, by those who think
tariff is based. If I may be permitted. I themselves aggrieved by it. That having
shall refer in my first remark to this clause to been done, they then have to decide as to
Which he has just called the attention of the whether the manufacturers in this combine
Senate ; and let me say that I do not think, have adopted a course which "unduly en-
tor will anybody else who reads the tariff hances the value " of the article which they
as it stands on the statute-book to-day, think, are selling. The House of Commons, I
that this.clause, giving certain powers to the remember distinctly, and so will the hon.
governmiient in reference to these combines, member from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), objected
is at all analogous to existing legislation. to this word "unduly " very strongly, but I
The one gives the power to place an article see the government have adopted it in two
which is considered a raw ma, erial upon the cases-" unduly enhance the value," and in
free list wheii imîported for the purpose of any other way "unduly promotes" the
being manufactured into some other artic'e. advantage of the manufacturers or dealers at
The combine clause, to which lie has referred, the expense of the consumer. Then, after
gives the power of punishing those ivho have that has been ascertained, the Governor in
entered into a combine and thereby violat- Council may commission-they " ay," they
ed the provisions of the clause. That are not obliged to do it-or empow er any
is totally different from the placing of judge of the Supreme Court or Exchequer
an article on the free. list, which is within Court of Canada, or any Superior Court of
the power of the Governor General in any province of Canada, to inquire in a
Council, after the question has been ex- summary manner as to the truth of the
amined and reported upon, and decided allegation of unduly enhancing the price of
as being for the use and purpose of an article. They gi% e power te the courts
Manufacture, by the treasury board; then to make the investigation. The courts
they have the power to aid the manufacture having investigated the question have no
of an article by allowing the raw material authority or power to punish. If the clause
that enters into such manufacture to be put gave the power to the courts to impose a
On the free list. In this case the govern- penalty, then I think there would be a very
lmient have arrogated to theinselves the right great deal of force in the argument of the
to inflict punishment; they become the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken. and it
judges to inflict a penalty upon those who m ould give effect te the clause which we are
Violate the law. The House will agree with eonsidering. But it does net. AIl that the
Vae, that there is no analogy whatever be- court bas te do is te consider whether any-
tween the power which the Governor in thing has been done which unduly enhances
Council has under the Customs Act at the the price of the article.
Present time, and that which they propose
to exercise under certain circumstances under Hon. Mr. IMILLS-It reports the fact.
this 18th clause. As a matter of, principle
I think the clause is vicious in every Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWBLL-
respect. While we all agree that combines Yet it gees a littie further. The court has
for the purpose of extracting more from the te inquire in a sumnmary way and report to
consumer than is a legitimate profit on the the government whether such trust, combine
article manufactured is not right, the ques- or association or agreement exists. Having
tion of whether that power should be vested done that, it is referred to the Governor in
in, the executive, is another matter, If any Council. Then it says: if the judge reports
One will read attentively that 18th clause, that such trust, combine or agrement exists,
and tell me how it can be put into force, and and if it appears to the Governor in Council
be of any effect, for the purpose for which it that such disadvantage to the consumer is
is intended, he will have accomplished more, facilitated by the duties of customs imposed
I confess, than I have been able to do. If on a like ai ticle then they can put it on the
You iead it carefully, you will find that free Iist. If thev desire tbis clause te have any
Wheneer the Governor in Council effect to punish these combines when it
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appears to the Governor in Council from the fiscal policy, must have come to that COnclu-
evidence which has been adduced in court, sion. The interests of the east are not
and reported to thein, why should it be left identical with the interests of the centre,
discretionary with them to punish ? That is nor the interests of the centre with those of
a question which I should like to have the west, nor the interests of the west with
answered. It places the power in the govern- those of the extreme west on the Pacific
ment of the day to hold it in terrorem over Coast. You cannot adopt a system for one
the heads of all the manufacturers of this part that will not sometimes interfere with
country, whenever any vicious persop thinks the interests of another. As an illustratiOn'
proper to make charges against them, and by of what I mean, the Hawaiian treaty gives
that means exercise an influence over them a free entry for all sugars from the
which no government ought to exercise or* Hawaiian Islands, while it imposes a
have the power to exercise. Let me givé an high duty on all other sugars importd
illustration of one ortwo things which suggest on the Pacific Coast. This was an instance ii
themselves to me. If you look at the tariff, for which the United States used this argumet,
some unexplained reason the duties in favour and there is much force in it, they say thlt
of the combine which exists in Nova Scotia f reight by railway across the continent is so
on ccal have not been interfered with. We great that the admission of Hawaiian sugar
all know there has been a combine to keep free into the ports of the Pacific Coast
the price of coal in the United States at a not interfere with the protection given to the
certain rate, and we know that those com- industry in the southern and eastern portions
bines have existed among the retailers in of the country. We can easily understanl
the different cities of the country. Whether that. I simply give that as an illustration of
it is in Ottawa or not, I am not prepared to the working of the protective tariff, and the
say, but I know in my own city it is. The circunistances which may exist which would
coal dealers-there are not many of them- justify the action taken by the United States
meet together and say: "XWe will not sel government, andwhichwould justifya similar
except at a certain price." We have estab- action in this country, having a territory
lished the fact that they are taking more quite as extensive from the Atlantic to the
from the consumers than they should pay, Pacific, as that of the United States. We
and the government would have the right to all know that protection on bituminous coal
reduce the duty. Doës any one suppose is to the advantage of the coalproducers and
that if a case were made against the coal coal miners of Nova Szotia; this the free
miners iii Nova Scotia who retain their pro- trade government admit, although they
tection, while corn is put on the free list, pledged themselves in the most solemn way
will have their combine interfered with? to put coal on the free list. The Finance
They have retainel protection on that par- ilMinister and the maritime provinces inifis-
ticular article, which is really and to all ters in the Cabinet had sufficient power tO
intents and purposes, if you adopt the prin- induce and compel their colleagues not to
ciple of raw material, the most expensive fulfil the promise which they had made to
raw material that is used in the country. the manufacturers of the province of Quebec
Do not understand me to advocate f ree trade and the province of Ontario, just before the
in coal, because that would be an encroach- election. It is true the hon. Secretary Of
ment on the principles which I believe should State says that the duty has been reduced.
govern this country, and that is protection. It is not reduced upon the principle of free
W hile I admit the statement made by the Sec- trade. It is not reduced upon the principle
retary of State a short time ago, that in a vast of a revenue tariff, but it is reduced froml
country like the Dominion, extending over sixty cents to fifty-three cents, because the
such an immense area, when you adopt any United States did not impose a 75 cents per
fiscal system it must interfere with the in-; ton duty. That was the reason of the re-
terests, to a greater or less extent, with duction as given by the Finance Minister il'
some portions of the country. That another branch of parliament. What I
which would be advantageous to one contend is this, and every man who has
imposes a tax upon another section of given this subject the slightest study must
the country. Any one who has studied come to the conclusion, that you are e1n-
the tariff of the United States, or who has powering the executive of the day to exer-
watched and paid any attention to their cise the authority given them in this clause
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Or to not exercise it, as the case may be. Act without the slightest intention of ever
I Venture this prediction although prophets putting them in force. I make a further
are seldom appreciated in their own country, prediction, that no matter what combine is
that from the wording of that clause and proved to exist in this country, whether it
frorn the powers which are vested in the be upon coal, binder twine, or any other
executive, you will never use them, and if I combine, that the hon. gentleman will never
COuld conceive for a moment that under have the courage to put those articles on the
this clause it would be used, I should inove free list. My hon. friend behind me (Mr.
tO strike it out of the Tariff Bill; but be- Dever) very often refers to the extreme
lieving it to be just one of those clauses--I duties or liquor. Supposing we prove to the
Would say buncomb clauses only it might satisfaction of the government that there is
4ot be considered parliamentary-adopted a combine among the distillers to keep
for the purpose of impressing on the minds up prices, I suppose my hon, friend (Mr.
Of consumers that you had taken the power Scott) would argue no matter how high the
to protect then which I believe under no price would he, it would not be any great
circumstances will you ever exercine the disadvantage to the consumer, and therefore
Power. 1 they would not interfere ; but take the

article of coal, will they ever do it? I be-
Hon. Mr. McKAY-It is humbug. lieve not. I desire to have my opinion put

on record on this question, that the taking
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- of power of that character to impose a pen-

That is the best word to use. It partakes to alty for a crime, as the law bas declared it to
a very great extent of the character of the a crime-my hon. friend from Bothwell
Aien Labour Bill which we considered the (Mir. Mills) shakes his head. If we have a
Other night, and which the hon. Secretary law on the statute-book which declares that
of State declared had no meaning, which he a man is to be punished for any act that he

elieved was vicious in principle and was commits, then they make that commission of
Put on the statute book for no other purpose that act a crime. If these combines are not a
than to humbug the labour people-I do not crime to be punished by a loss of noney, it
believe he used the words "hunbug " but to ought not to exist. The subject of a zoll-
deceive the labour people. I regretted that verein is a prolific subject. It is the
the Minister of Justice was not present, be- first time, in my recollection, that 1 have
cause judging froni the remarks which he heard so plain and distinct a statement
made the night before, in which he took ex- made as that which has been given by the
ception to his colleague's interpretation of hon. the Secretary of State to-day, that the
that Act as to its effect on those who come cabinet in adopting the principle of what he
into the country and as to its practicability calis preferential trade, that these treaties

I regretted that he was not here in order were discussed at the Cabinet Council
that we might have the pleasure of listening when they franied that clause. I have
to, and witnessing another difference between come to the conclusion that they could not
two members of the cabinet on a grave ques- have discussed the favoured-nation clause ;
tion, which bas agitated the country for some if they had, they could not very well have
time, and as to which his leader promised to come to the decision they did. I might give
Place a law on the statute-book on attaining another reason. They know very well what
tpower. Taking the view that I do of the the feeling of Canada is to the mother
Imapracticability of this clause, I have made country. They know that the House of
IIP my mind, so far as I am concerned, not Commons bas affirmed over and over again
tO take the responsibility of noving to, the principle of preferential trade if we could
eliminate it fron the statute-books. The possibly get it with England. We know
hon. the Secretary of State smiles ; I suppose also, because it is on record, that the bon.
he thinks that under the constitution we gentleman's party have affirmed over and
have not the power to do that. I have been over again, that if they could get reciprocal
studying the constitution lately, and have trade, or continental free trade with the
come to the conclusion that we have full United States they cared not one rap for En-
POwer to do so, but it is better to leave it gland, that they were quite willing to adopt
on the statute-book just to see what non- a principle of that kind, however much it
sensical clauses can be put into the Tariff militates against or was a discrimination
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against England. That is an undisputed adhere to the opinions you formed in your
fact, and how often has the Conservative younger days and I go over to your views il
party been condemned, in not at all mild order to attain power, then that would be
language, for what has been termed their stealing your views. There is all the differ-
dislike to the United States, because that ence in the world.
country would not reciprocate with us. We
heard it over and over again in this House Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not a theft.
from the hon. Secretary of State himself, I s a case of enlightenment.
that our course bas been one of annoyance, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
rather than conciliatory to the United States. am very glad indeed that my hon. friend jS
In that respect they have now come to the becoming enlightened. I congratulate ho.
conclusion that discrimination is the best entlemen opposite on the rapid advance
policy and have adopted it. I congratulate they have made in twelve months, nnd if
them on having stolen another plank f rom they go on in the saine ratio they vill soon
the platform of the Conservative party. be higher protectionists than I am. The

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Stolen l hon. Secretary of State said that the cabinet
had discussed this question and that theY

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- had read the treaty. My hon. friend froe
Yes, stolen. Bothwell asked me the other day whether

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a crime we ever received any answer from the Col-
onal Secretary as to preferential trade.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW ELL- aHon.. .i AKNI OVIL Hon, Mr. -MILLS--Oh, yes, I have rea
Well, it is a political theft. The misfortune HosI
is, and I intimated to the hon. Minister of that.
Justice a few days ago that had I thought Hon. Sir MACK1ENZIE BOWELL- 1

of it during the time the Code was under hold in my hand the despatch of Lord Ripo'
consideration, I would have introduced a in reply to the Intercolonial Conference
clause to punish people for appointing to resolutions, bearing date June, 1894, '"
oflice people who iad committed a crime ; which he explains the different treaties and
and I would go a little further, if the hon. calls our attention to them. He goes further
gentleman thinks it would be an advantage, than that: he lays down the principle that
and make it a crime for any one to steal the if any law is passed by a colony, or one Of
political opinions of their opponents to the dependencies of Great Britain, which
which they had professed to be opposed. interferes with these treaties, that that

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend when ought to be reserved by the Governor Gel'
eral for the sanction of the Crown.

ne cic this steahng, dia it across the border.
He went into a foreign jurisdiction. He
appropriated the political sentiments of the
other side.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not at ail. Does the hon. gentleman think,
because France, Germany and other coun-
tries have a protective policy, that therefore
people in any other country, holding the
saie views and trying to put them on the
statute-book, steal those opinions?

Hon. -3r. MILLS-Suppose my hon.
friend applied that in this case?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
there is just this difference. That is the
usual dexterity of a lawyer. If from your
childhood you have been a free trader and
have come in contact with me, who has been
professing protection all my life, you still

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think that
is good advice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

admit it is not good advice, but it only shoWs
the difficulties, and I recognize them fullY'
in dealing with this question of preferential
trade, where it interferes, or is supposed tO
interfere, with the treaty relations between
Great Britain and other countries to which
they have made the colonies a party. Hol'
gentlemen talk about the autonomy of this
country. Why, the autonomy of Canada
was just as great in 1865 as it is to-day, sO
far as responsible government is concerned. I
admit we are advancing continually, but we
have never got to that stage yet where we
could induce the British government to a'-
rogate those treaties. I should be delighted,
and will congratulate my hon. friends, if by
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the step they have taken they can get that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
concession from Great Britain, because it is in abeyance
will place us in a position to do precisely
What my hon. friends say they have done, Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes; in

ad which their leader in England says they abeyance.
have not done, give the mother country a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Preference in our markets over foreign coun- have a few remarks to nake with reference
tries. I shall not waste the time of the to the tarif. 1 did fot intend to discuss the
1ouse in reading the despatches to which I other question.
refer.

ion Mr. MILLS-There is an instance
Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-\Ve have already read i hc h otgeegvrmn 'v

them I houht is lnguge a~ eryspecial preference to France after adopting

Hon.ng SirLV R MO A - e;i

the mostfavoured-nation treaty, and after

HioH. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- a discussion of a treaty being negotiated
Yes, because it says that, Ilthe produce between France and England. hsato
Or manufactures of Belgium shall not bu on the part of Portugal was referre to one

ibjeet, in the British colonies, to other or i of the ninisters, and the reply to the party

higher duties than those which are or may,ý who nentioned the matter, that Portugal
e iniposed on similar articles from Great i having made the spcia] treaty with France

Horitain." Then there is stiha stronger word- in respect to Patters of trade, what she had

illg than that in which it declares positîvely conceded to France could not be considered

o tinctly that no advaetae a a violation of this favoured-nation treaty

gvnto Englaiid ohrthan thtwhich isshe had with England.
given te the favoured nations. It is a very Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-i
Prolifie subject, but night I ask the hon. have an indistinct recollection of the cir-
gentleman, before going further, whether he cunstance to which the hon. gentleman
an give us information as to the negotia- refers, but not sufficiently clear to enable

tiors thhich have been going on in England e to discuss it with him. What particular
On this question, or whether there is pro- forin it took afterwards I do not know.
habiity of the interpretation put on these
treaties by the covernmient as indicated to- ýiHon. Mr. MLIELLS- -Tt is an instance in
day, by the Secretary of State, being accepted whic England adopted the conited States
hy the Colonial Secretary; and, if not, doctrine, that a reciprocai arrangemient does
'Whether they haye any despatches wvhich not corne withiri the purvýiew% of the most.
aWould lead to the conclusion that they niust favoured-nation clause as generally adopted.
give while these treaties exist the Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
rights and privileg iaes to those countries which
are a party to the favoured-nations clause Tohat might arise from the particular word-
as we give to England, or whether e is ing of the treaty with Portugal, and there
babiity have been this ioistinction between

gienhie theer eties xist the sae-.

nlunciation of those treaties, because really r wli mention Luis as l suggCs
these are the principal points which we have itself to my mind-there may have been a

to consider in connection with this tariff. I difference between two foreign powers, one

simnply wvant a reply, yes, or no. of wvhich wvas not a party to the favoured-
nation clause and a country that took upon

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not itself and had the right at the time to bind
know that my hon. friend desired an answer a portion of her own empire. There niay
at the moment. There has, of course, been be a distinction in that respect. Portugal
correspondence. it is incomplete, and,, was dealing with another foreign power ;
therefore, correspondence that we cannot England dealt with a foreign power in arriv-
Produce. The British governmcnt has not ing at certain terms which were embodied
taken ground against the view for which we in the treaty, and to which she bound the
contend with regard to the favoured-nation: different dependencies of the empire. I

leither has it accepted the other view. The can draw the distinction without considering
Whole matter is still a subject of correspond- the matter fully. It strikes me as being a
ence. reason at once why there might be a great
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difference in the working of the favoured-
nation clause as between two foreign coun-
tries, and between one country and another,
in which one party to the treaty had bound
her colonies, though they might have that
autonomy which enabled them to carry on
the ordinary affairs of trade and of business.
My hon. friend, I admit, has given more
study and consideration to those questions
than I have, but that seems to me a reason
why the difference would exist. I may be
wrong in that, however. With reference to
this tariff, my hon. friend has laid down the
principle of preferential trade with England,
and that it is to be of a certain benefit to
England, that it is not to the United States.
I thought when this proposition was first
made that we should hear a good deal of de-
nunciation of the proposition which had been
made by the Canadian government f rom the
United States press and statesmen, but those
who read the articles published in the United
States press, written by men who have some
knowledge of the workings of the tariff, and
who have an intimate knowledge of the trade
relations between the two countries, will
find that they laid down this doctrine, that
notwithstanding the apparent discrimination
against them, there is really none in fact,
and will not prove to he any in practice, and
for this reason, that the articles which we
inport frorn the United States are not of
the character of those which we import fron
England, and vice versa. The advantage to
England, as pointed out in these articles, is
in the matter of woollens particularly, and
scarcely anything else. It will not affect
manufactures of iron, though cottons it may
to a certain extent. Perhaps this view
could be better placed on record than I could
possibly explain it by a well written article
headed "The New Era in Canada," pub-
lished in Harper's Weekly of June 5, which
deals with the question in the following
manner:

The new tariff iist give many advantages to
England as concerns woollens, cottons, linens,
silks, gloves and glassware, but on close examin-
ation it is not clear that it will largely curtail
American trade with Canada. The United States
exports more goods to Canada than England does,
but the gain over England is principally in re-
spect to articles on the free list. Instead of the
free list being cut down it is enlarged by the ad-
dition of corn for stock-feeding, binder-twine, and
fencing-wire, so that the United States, which
last year sent into Canada goods of the free list
class of the value of $21,000,000, three times the
value of those of the same class received in the

Dominion from Great Britain, are, so far as the
free-list is concerned, in an even better position
than they were under the old National Policy
which turned the cold front of protection alike tO
Great Britain and the rest of the world.

The new arrangements between Canada aod
Great Britain may result in some troublesome
smuggling of the better class of British goods init
the United States, but taking the free list and the
dutiable list together, the bulk of the Canadi
import trade is still likely to be with the United
States. Last year, even of articles paying dutYp
the exports from the United States into Cana
were valued at $29,(0,() as against $24,000,o
from Great Britain ; and in comparing the articles
imported from the two countries, it is evident that
the changes in the tariff cannot seriously decrease
American trade with Canada. Most of the items
in the American list which overtop those in the
English list are heavy goods-netals, minerals,
such as coal and oil, lumber, carriages and wagonls'
musical instruments and other goods in wlich,.the
proximity of the United States to Canada give
great advantage in the export trade over Great
Britain.

The Fielding-Cartwright tariff, while it does
make better ternis all round for England, is one
that cannot materially reduce the American trade.

The party who wrote that article-and 1
suppose it ought to have some force because
the hon. gentleman's (Sir Oliver Mowat'S)
photo is printed with it-understands ev 1

dently the trade of this country as it exists
with the United States. J go further, and
say that any one who has paid attention to
the trade relations of Great Britain and
Canada, and the trade relations between the
United States and Canada, will come to this
conclusion, as figures show, that the National
Policy tariff made no material difference or
any distinction between the one country
and the other, nor did it impose a heavier
import duty comparatively on English good"'
than on United States goods. I took the
trouble some time ago to take the imports,
free and dutiable, from Great Britain in
1878, while we had what was termed a
revenue tariff (what was known as the Cart-
wright tariff) and the tariff of 1895. I have
not made the calculation since, but you Wil
find, while the duties are heavier, that the
relative duty paid between the two coun-
tries there is only a fraction of One
per cent against one country in favOur
of the other, and that is against the
United States. I mention that fact because
we hear the declaration made so often that
the late tariff always discriminated against
British goods. This article puts the question
beyond a doubt on that point, calling atten-
tion to the fact of the different classes Of
goods that go from one country to the other.
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Xow, looking at the provisions of this tariff, Hon. Mr. MACKENZE BOWELL-I
One cannot but come to the conclusion, after, know 1 am duil of apprehension. J shah
the changes which have been made since its listen to the hon. gentleman if he bas any
first introduction-and they are just as nu- explanation to make.
Inerous as the items in the tariff, whether
they were clerical errors or not, I am not pre- Hon. Mr. MILL8-I put this question
Pared to say-but you can come to no other to the hon, gentleman-" which carried the
conclusion than that the tariff as it is pre- election"? Was it that unpopular thing
Sentedto us to-dayis as complete and palpable which they dared not carry out, or was i
a violation of all the princiles which were that wbich you were ultimately compelled to
laid .down by the gentlemen now in power, adopt?
when they were seeking the suffrages of the
People, as it possibly could be. They justify lon. Mr. FERGjSON-It did its work
it upon this ground, that the circuinstances in the locality it was intended for.
of the country are such that they would not
be justified in interfering with the vested Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
rights of the people and those who had in- There were other causes wbich contributed
Vested their money in these industries. That to the defeat, which I shah iot discuss just
18 a question we have discussed for years now. Wbat I charge the governnent witb
and years. That is a question which was dis- is that the professions and promises whicb
cussed in the United States. That was they made prior to the elections in parts of
the principle involved in Hancock's last 1 the country where manufacturing enterprises
address that he issued to the people of the did not exist to any great extent, were not
United States, when he was running carried out. I say when tbey announced
for the presidency. Incnesto iforthepreidecy.In conversation with, their policy, and brought down their tariff,
that gentleman when I was on my way to it was of such a character that the wbole
California, he said: "But you could not manufacturing industries of the country,
interfere with vested rigrhts." That was'together with those who support the princi-
after he had issued his address on the free pies of protection, brougbt sucb pressure to
trade principle. I could not help smiling, bear that the government had to recede,
and replied: " General, that is the very and they bave placed before us now a tarif
principle that is laid down by our free which, to a very great extent, is just as pro-
traders in Canada. The resuit of that was to tective as the old tarif, and for which 1
lose you the election." A more mongrel am very glad. To go into the clauses of
tariff than this never was brought before the who]e tarif would be altogether too great
parliament, and had it been passed as it was a task at this moment. We have discussed
iitroduced, it would bave destroyed a large the question of the preferential trade clause.
lumber of industries in this countryl; but To my mend it is not a preference
Public opinion was se strong that, notwith- to Great Britain alone. I wisb it could
8tanding the solemu declaration made by the be. It will have My earnest support,
premier and those who addressed the and I think can say as much for the
electors in different parts of the country, party to wicW I belong, and of wicb t an
they did not dare to put the principles which an humble member. Our desire is to culti-
they had advocated before the people and on vate that trade as much as possible. I have
Whicb tbey bad been agitating tbe country strong feelings on that question; sti, re-
ftr 16 or 17 years, on the statute-book. member that I do not want to extend pre-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Which carried the
election ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Quite true. I tbank the hon. gentleman
for that interruption--that professions
carried the election. If those professions
carried the election-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am putting a ques-
tion which you misunderstand.

ferential trade to foreign countries where
cheap labour exists, and where it does ex-
tend virtually if they ever succeed in carry-
ing out their views and adopt a principle
which I think will be inimical to the inter-
ests of this country. There are only one or
two points to which I shall call the attention
of the House. The protection which we
always contended was given to the farmer
and the agricultural industries was de-
nounced in every part of the country as
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being an imposition. The farmers were After Recess.
told that it was all humbug, that there was
no protection for them at all: that the duty
should be wiped out, and they would be A QUESTION 0F PRIVILEGE.
intinitely better of. How did the gov- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ernment carry out that promise*? Theyernmnt arr ou tlit pomie? heyBefore continuing the renarks which 1 itl-
touched nothing. Why did not you carry t
out your free trade principles ? Why did ten
you not adopt a revenue tariff principle,
when you came to office and redeemed your misunderstanding that has occurred betwee&
pledge to the farmers 1 the Whip of the other Huse and myseif, iu

reference to remarks w made in this -ouSe
the other day. i do fnot say that it i the

Hon. IMr. SCOTT-We cannot do it at fault of the press, because it is just plaible
once. that durin the interruptions whic were

taking place, hay eot Have made myself

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- as clear as I intended to do. I will read
You have lowered the duties on wheat, and what Mr. Sutherland, the Whip, said in the
lowered the duties, to a sniall extent, upon other House this afternoon when the Orders
flour, but you have kept up the duties upon 1 of the Day were called, and then I will ex-
the articles manufactured from wheat and plain wiat I did say, or intended to say. I
flour. Is that because one member of the an not at this moment in a position to saY
cabinet is interested in the manufacture distinctly that the newspaper reporters did
of articles made from flour? Instead of not report me correctly. I have not seeni
reducing the protection on the article con- the official report, and I an speaking now
sumed by the people, made from flour, you of the newspaper reports. Mr. Sutherland
have made the raw materials cheaper but you said to-day :
have kept that which is consumed by the Before the orders of the day are called I wish to
people at the same rate of duty, and thereby make a brief statenent with regard to a report in,

'the Ottawa Citi-. ni of ibis iîîorfling in wîbreport
given the biscuit makers and those who the Zo. it o hei morng, tn h e

the Hlon. S--ir.\Mackenzie Bowell is statedl to have
make cakes, or who use it for bread or such said:
articles, a higher protection than before. "The whip of the liberal party in the House of
Then you have, in carrying out vour theory Comnunons had been telling the mte-nbers of the
of free trade, taken the dut off corn, but Seate that if they rejected this measure the

governmnent would withdraw the (rowY Nest P)ass
you keep it upon coal. Now, why should the Railway Bui. What in the worI had the one to
farmer in this respect be discrininat-d do with the other? Was it simply ai idie threat,
agaiist and thte coal dealer protected ? Is it used in the hope of influencing members of the

n I Senate wbo -were kiiow', to be in faveur of thebecause an election was going on in the enate s were known to be in fasur aftlCrow' s Nest Pass Railway Bill hemno pa1ssýed andi
province of Nova Scotia, and you dared not who were friends of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
interfere with that industry lest it shouild be i I simeply wish to state that if the honourable
the means of losing the local election ? Mr gentleman said what he is here reported to bave

Fielding, the Finance Minister, and others s"id, ie was misinformed, for I neyer maoe such a
statement to a senator or to any other , or

gave as a reason for their violation of tieir woutll I be guilty of using a threat to a senator or

pledges to the people that they desired to any other person. I simply wish to niake this
keep the duty upon coal until they could stateient, although it is a matter of indifference

see whether they could obtain a concession t°.inyself personally, but because I think it is only
froni the people of the United States fai to the governmeent and to the pubb , aswell as

Pn v - mself, that I should say that there is no trutlh
there was aiv argument in that, why did whiatever in the statement so far as I an concerned,
they not apply it to corn ? If they had said and 1 an sure the Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell

to the Uinited States give us free barley or "oub not wish to misrepresent me.

admit other things raised in this country, In the latter remarks he is quite correct.
which they do not raise to the saine advan- Whatever nmy opinions may be, I never wil-
tage in the United States, then we will take fully or intentionally misrepresent any one:
off the duty froin corn, J could understand and in reference to the threats that were
their policy. made by members of the government, and by

newspapers, in reference to the doleful con-
At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. sequences that were to follow if we dared to
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exercise an opinion of our own, I certainly retained the duty on coal in order to effect
never intended to attribute that remark to a reciprocity with the United States in that
Mr. Sutherland. When I mentioned the particular article. 1 must leave that for
Whip I intended to say-if I did not say it the gentlemen on the treasury benches to
-that he had intimated to a senator that explain to the country. The taking of the
if we rejected that bill the government or duty off corn directlv interferFs with the
the party would appeal to the Imperial coarse grain trade, not onlv of Ontario, but
authorities, or to the parliament of England of Quebec. The protection afforded to
to increase the number of senators iii this farmers in this kespect led in the western
Ilouse. That is what I desired to attribute portion of Ontario, particularly in the
to Mr. Sutherland ; and in conversation countie.s of Essex and Kent, and the Pelce
With him to-day I made that explanation, Islands, to. the production of corn to an -x-
and he admits that he did say that. tent thathad neyer been contemplated, while

Scorn was on the free list. But the duty has.
lion. Mr. PER LEY---Is not that a threat?.Hon.Mr.PEREY-ls nt tatathratbeen retained upon corn so far as affects the
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Io distillers. The hon. Secretary of State

]lot say that it is not a threat: I am merely called attention to the mode by vhich the
Mnaking the explanation. The threat thatt!ýcirevenue right hc defrauded by buying
Crowv's' UetPs ala ii~ol e~ih!Inited States corn that was clai'nied to be,CrwsNest Pass Railway Bill would be with-
drawn was uttered publicly on the railway of Canadian growth. That may or may not
train going from Ottawa to Montreal, and be the case; I think the probabilities
that was made by Mr. Geoffrion, a member are that the distillers will buy Canadian
of the Cabinet. I did not mention Mr. Geof- corn which is grown very largely in al

frin'snam beore beaus J o nt d~ir, sections west of Kingston, and particularlyfrion's nam,,e before, because I do not desire,n
further than to justify the statements J made, on the southwestern peninsula of Ontario,
tO mention any names. I am very much pleas- and the far;iers will import the corn f rom
ed to be enabled to make this explanation the United Stat-s free. Then there is
With reference to Mr. Sutherland. I repeat aiother point that may not have suggested
that in conversation with Mr. Sutherland 1 itself to the Controuer of Customs or to
Made this explanation, and told him that po the Minister of Finance when they adopted
sibly it mnight have been from the interrup- this policy. L; there any reason, when you
tions that were made at the time while I was 1 ni
speaking, that J may have misled the repor- that vou should have placed the distiller in
ters. That is what I intended to say, and 1 an invidious j oition as compared with the
acquit him of making any such threat; the other feelers of cattie? It is known to those
Onlyv threat which J desire to attribute t(! who have any practical experience that when
hini was that they were going to have some the corn is imported and goes into the dis-
additional senators appointed. tillery, there is a certain amount of spirit

extracted fromn the grain, the residue is used
THE TARIFF BILL. in feeding and fattening of cattie for

THIRD READING. exportation. So that for every 7 cents that
the distiller pays, he has, if my information

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL re- is correct, about onethird-sonie distillers
s3umed his speech on Biill (143) " An Act to say two-thirds-of the value of that corn
consolidate and amend the Acts respecting which is used for feeding purposes, there is
the Duties of Custons'." He said :--I may a discriwination against him to that extent.
Occupy the attention of the House for a very The cattle feeder, pure and simple, imports
short time longer upon the tariff question. his corn free he feeds it to bis cattie ; he
I think w-hen the House rose at 6 o'clock I fattens them and exp rts them. The dis-
Was referring to the taking of the duty off tiller imports his corn; he extracts from it
cOrn and retainiig the duty upon coal, the spirit ; he selis the residue to te fpedpr
giving the reasons why the ministers adopted of cattie, who feeds and fattens his animis
that course, as I believe from the expres- for exportation-and there is a discrimina-
Slons they have made use of. Thev justify tion of three to Vhree and a hmaif cents
the reinoval of the duty from corn, I think, against these cattie feeders, because they feed
because they desired to assist a certain class upon the residue from the distillery. L3
Of People who were feeding cattie; ani thev there any justice in thatr Amanwhogeso

expai to thConr.Te aigo h
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to a distiller and says, "I will purchase
what they call the slop froin your distillery,
and feed a thousand head of cattle' (I believe
that is done in some of the distilleries in
Toronto, and I do not think I am exagger-
ating when I say 1,000 head), why should
that man have a discrimination to the extent
of three and a half cents of the value of the
corn imposed upon him, while his neighbour,
who feeds his corn after heing ground and
cracked, uses it for thé saie purpose, and
there is no tiscrimination against him I It
may be said it is because it goes through
the distillery. But what is the excise duty I
It is $1.90, is it not?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-$1.90 I think.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it is $1.90 and he extracts three gallons of
spirits from a bushel of corn-and I believe
that is about the amount in the distillation
-he pays $1.90 upon each gallon that is
extracted from the corn, and then because he
uses the balance in feeding, he is taxed for it
in addition. If the government had applied
a little practical knowlege to the working of
the tariff, and to the effect of placing corn
upon the free list and taxing the distiller,
they might ha;ve easily avoided any frauds,
and they would not have done an injustice
to that industry in the country. If they had
said, as 7j cents is to the bushel, so is three
gallons of spirits to the duty required, and
then put it on the spirit, letting the corn
remain where it is, the result would have
been the saie, the revenue would have been
protected and the injustice to which I
have referred, would not have been com-
mitted. There is no difficulty in arriv-
ing at a decision as to the proper pro-
portions. That came under my observa-
tion when I was Minister of Customs. The
starch manufacturers imported very large
quantities of corn from the United States
for the purpose of manufacturing into stock.
They exported the article and they received
a drawback of a certain proportion of the
duty which they had paid upon the corn,
and upon investigation we found that about
five cents out 6f the seven and a half cents
was expended in manufacturing starch ; or,
in other words, the glutinous matter, which
constituted the properties of the starch,
amounted to about five cents, the residue,
two and one-half cents, was sold to the
farmers and the people about the towns

and cities where the factories were, and
consumed by cattle and pigs, so that
when we paid then the drawback we paid
them only five-sevenths of the amount which
they had paid, because the balance went intO
competition with the coarse grains of the
country. The saie principle night have
been applied to the distilleries and the
revenue protected in the ianner in which I
have pointed out. There is also another
point in connection with that to which it is
not necessary for me to refer, beyond the
mere statement of the fact that the protec-
tion given to the corn growers in Canada
has resulted in the production of a quantitY
aýmost sufficient for the purposes of the
country, and had it gone on for a few
years more, we would have raised all that
we want in this country, of corn, just as
good in quality if not superior to that which
is produced in the United States. We are
told that this industry cannot flourish in
Canada. That is a mistake. I have seen
corn in the south-western peninsula of 0n-
tario superior to any I have seen in the
states of Ohio, Illinois and Iowa, and I
paid a good deal of attention, so far as I could
while travelling by railway, to ascertain the
quality of the corn, the extent to which it
is grown and the quantities produced, and
I hesitate not to say--and I venture the
assertion that those who have been in the
south-western portion of Canada, west of
Toronto, will contirmu the statement, that I
make-that corn can be grown just as well
and, at the present moment considering the
price of grain and the price of wheat, more
profitably to the farmer than any other crop.
That is a bold statenient, but I haN e it on the
best authority-and as to the quality of the
corn and the quantity which can be pro-
duced per acre, that we could in a few years
be completely independent of the western
states for that particular article. I kno'
in my county that the duty on corn helped
materially, the mai ket price which the farmers
received for their coarse grain, and for that
reason I regret exceedingly that the gover-
ment should have listened to a few interested
cattle feeders, who have been, to use a not
very elegant expression, howling for years for
f ree corn. Those men are agriculturists and
pretend to be, and perhaps are, farmniers, but
their whole time is devoted to the fattening of
cattle rather than t he cultivation of the soil,
and on thepretense of being farmers they have
induced the government to take this steP.
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I have not stated the case as strongly as I we put our hands into your other pocket and
should have stated it. I find that two- we take an equal amount, although you can-
thirds of the corn imported by the distillers not know it, in order to pay the bounties to
is fed to the cattle, which would be five the iron producers." 1 did not ftnd fault
cents distinct discrimination against that with the systera of bounties, but I was look-
Class of feeders. I have under my hand a ing at the debates a couple of days ago, and
statement with reference to the English my eye happened to strike a speech made by
narket for bacon, and the product of the the hon. Secretary of State, and the expres-

hog in the English market, and it states sions were something like this:
distinctly--and it is a fact known to every Is it possible that we are neyer to stop this
one who has paid the slightest attention to mad career of folly in paying bounties upon iron?
that particular branch of trade-that Can-
adian bacon, Canadian hamas and Canadian And yet we find the hon. gentleman sit.
pork sent in a cured state to England-and ting here to-day with a proposition before
I can safely say that there is no class of this fouse to increase the bounties in order
people in the whole world so fastidious in to remunerate the iron producers on account
their taste as the English are--that our of lowering the cuty upon the very articles
bacon, fed upon the product of our own which they produce. That 18 another evi-
farms, is a much finer quality of meat than dence of that extreme mad folly which
bacon produced in the United States, and characterizes some people when they are
the result is that it brings from a half penny uttering sentences rather for effect than from
to a penny, and sometimes three half pence any fixed idea or fixed principle. I compli-
a pound more than United States cured ment the hon. gentleman upon his conversion
maeat. Multiply that by the millions of upon this particular point, He shakes bis
pounds that have been manufactured and head.
cured itn this country and sent to Europe
during the existence of the protection upon Hon. Mr. SCOT-No conversion.
the products of the hog-a protection whif
has kept the United States product out of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE yOWELL-
this country-and you find that you have And yet he accepts it. A man of high
by this change inflicted enormous-injury, honour, a man who held strong politica
pecuniarily speaking, upon the producers of views upon the fiscal policy of the country,
those articles of food. But they say IOh, and more particularly a question su impor-
We hàve not taken the duty otf the other tant as that of free trade and protection,
agricultural products; we keep that on in would neer sit in a cabinet and allow him-
order to protect the farner self to become a defender of that which,

while advocating, he is obiged to say he
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear. disapproves in principle. There is not a

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
"But we have relieved you (the agricultu-
rists of this country) froin that enormous
burden of the iron duty which has been
weighing you down for years. You are to
get your nails a little cheaper; you are to
get everything that is produced by the ma-
nufacturer and which you desire to use upon
your farm, at a lower rate because we have
lowered the duties on iron." They have
lowered the duties on iron it is true, but
they have taxed the farmer, for whom they
have expressed so much solicitude in the past,
an additional amount in the way of bounties
to the iron producer and the iron manufac-
turer, or, in other words, they tell them
" We have removed the duties from iron and
thereby relieved you of that taxation, but

53i½

statesman of any standing in England, who,
being a free trader, would ever think of
remainitig in a cabinet that was advocating
and placing upon the statute book a protec-
tive policy ; and when a man who aspires to
the dignity of an adviser of Ris Excellency
goes to him and says " True, YourExcellency,
I am a free trader in my heart, and in my
conscience, and from principle, but for expe-
diency's sake and to retain my position, I
will swallow all the convictions I ever had
and remain here as your adviser, and do
that which my conscience tells me I should
not do." I do not claim too much virtue
politically, any more than anybody else,
but I do not hesitate to say that if
I were placed in a position of that
kind I should leave the cabinet. When
overtures were made to me some time
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ago-I am not going to tell any particular such principles. I should like to ask
secret just now-at a certain political crisis the hon. Minister of Justice for what
in my life, I night have adopted a policy reason is binder twine kept among the duti-
which if I had consulted my own individual able articles until a certain period? Is it be-
interests would have kept me in power some cause a political friend bought the whole
time longer, but I said no alliance of that output of the Kingston Penitentiary, and to
kind will ever be made with me unless it is give hin an opportunity of selling it at an
upon the principle of protection, which I enhanced price which, of course, they say
have believed from my boyhood up, to be will be exacted from the consumer as long
right and just; and as long as I am in politi- as the duty remains on it? Did they forget
cal life I shall adhere to protection or go the interest of the poor farmer who was suf-
out of power. That is the position ny hon. fering from having to pay a few cents upon
friend should take, and that is the position a hundred pounds of binder twine in order
to which we desire to raise the standard of that Mr. Hobbs, of London, a strong politi-
political statesmanship and rectitude in this cal partizan of the party in power, should
country, and which every man should as- have an opportunity of putting a few more
pire to. We should have principles and act cents into his pocket. I cannot conceive
upon them. They may be wrong. The any other reason than that.
views I hold upon this question inay be and
are denounced to be heretical and not such Hon. Mr. MILLS-Should Hobbs be
as should govern a country. I differ from cheated because he is a Liberal?
that. It may be my stupidity ; it may be my
ignorance of political econony, but convic- Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
tion, the result of study, the result of watch- he should not be cheated because he is a
ing the practical operations of the different Liberal. I speak of keeping on the duty for
tariff in different countries, bas led me to the purposeofassisting a Liberal for a certain
that conclusion, and until I see differently time, and naking all others suffer. In
I shall adhere to that policy. I would not the selli ng of this binder twine to Mr. Hobbs,
find fault with my hon. friend if he came why did not the free trade government at
forward and said, "Yes, I held those views the time say to Mr. Hob s: "lIn buying
at a certain period of my life, but I have this vou will have to comipete with all the
changed them. I believe from eNperience other binder twine makers, not only in Can-
and what I have seen that they should not ada, but upon the continent." Then they
be continued." That would be an honest, would have treated him fairly. It would be,
frank confession. I do not pretend to say i admit, a dishonest act to bave said to Mr.
for a moment that all the views which I Hobbs, " Here are so many hund!red
held as a yòung man, I still hold to-day. thousand tons of binder twine that we want
There were malny views which I held in to seîl ; and should he have purcbased it
reference to the governing of the country, under a protective tariil and, the govern-
and in reference to rce, religion and creed, ment, then, immediately after selling it takes
that I would not think of ad% ocatini to-day, the duty off and make bu lose by it-I
and I say it frankly. If my bon. friend quite 4gree that tbat wouhd be a (ishonest
would do the saine thing, we would respect thing; but supposing that this had been an
him ; but he says, "I am a free trader, I be- iridependent manufacturing estabhnent,
lieve we are rushing on in a mad career in irstead of a government manufacturing
continuing this system of bounties on iron, establishment, do you Nuppose the govern
taking thé' money out of the pockets of the ment would have take thae individua manu-
unfortuniate consuiuers who know nothing f acturer iiito conîsideration any more in -the
about it ; and banding it over to a privieg- question of indeir twine than other gvanu-
cd chasm, but e hold to this place, now that facturers h ere they have reduced the duty
I ern iere, and I "ill stick to it notwith- Not a bit of it. And thien we have t-e
standing whiat niy views may be. I do it statement that bas bee made so often, that
upon the principle of expediency. That is, the national binder twine combination of the
we cannot jump the fence ahi at once. That United States contro s the output of the
is, we have to crawl up and tumble over on UnitedStates and also of Canada. Supposing
the other side. I pity this country that is true, it would not make a particle
when it has to be governed upon of dffrence to them. They can establish
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just such prices as they like until they get sure of so nuch money put in their pockets.
a competing establishment in this country. On the other hand, on account of the over
The charge is that the national binder twine production of this article in the United
combination of the United States combine, States, and more particularly in North
not only to keep up the price in the United Carolina at the present time, where iron
States, but that they bought up all the twine ore, coal and flux are found together, and
of the manufactu ring industries in this coun- where they cari produce pig iron cheaper
try, and, having control of that, they control than it has ever been produced in England,
the price; and it makes not a particle of Germany or Belgium. I can easily under-
difference to that Yankee institution whether stand why the manufacturer would prefer
it is made free or whether there is a high a bounty, which he is sure of and can put in
duty, because they can put the price just his Ifbcket, to any protection you can give
as they please until we have conpeting him. Cottons are not much reduced and I
establishments. That is the only reason am very glad of it. In going through the
why the late Sir John Thompson, and the whole of this tariff, where you find there
late governient, adopted the principle of is scarcely any reduction made, you can
ranufacturing binder twine in Kingston trace it to interests belonging to the

penitentiary ; I suppose that was the reason Liberal party. You may think I am speak-
xwhich induced my hon. friend (Sir Oliver ing not only at random but very boldly on
blowat) who sits opposite me to establish a this question. 31y long connection with
like industry in the central prison in Toronto the Customs Department brought me in con-
I quite approve of that policy, and I know tact with manufacturers of everv descrip-
in my advocacy of it I called attention to tion, and the men wl o invested their money
the policy of the Ontario government in in these enterprises. Take the woollen in-
utilizmng crimin dl labour in order to pro dustry on the contrary, and two-thirds of
duce an article which could be furnished them--I am safe in saying more than two-
cheaper to the farmers of the country, thirds -in the whole Dominion are Conserva-
than coming from individual establishments, tives, and they have been struck straight
and I think it was a very wise policy. So under the belt. The result may be that
inuch for the binder twine. I have already half the establishments, before many years
called attention to the question of four and roll around, will be out of existence. Such
wheat, the duty on which has been slightly are the principies which seern to have uided
low ered, but the product of these two the framers of this tarif. and I cannot look
articles has been kept precisely as it was. I upon it in any way other than as an in-
can readily understand why the bounty upon sidious device and scheine to upr ot ulti-
pig iron was kept on when we know that mately the principle of protection in this
somne of the followers of the Liberal party in country, and deceive the people who are to
the lower House have large sums invested live under it under the guise of protecting
in the production of pig iron, particularly in the investments for the ture being, and at
the province of Ontario. I never forgot a the saine ture hold out the bait of prefer-
reinark made by a Liberal gentleman in ential trade to other portions of the world
London when I was there last summer. which is not as a whoe understood by every-
When I was discussing this very important one who reads it. In short the whole prin-
question wiuh him, I said, " I know you are ciple of the tarif, to rny mmd is nothing
a Liberal but you have been, so far as 1 k row, more or less than a fraud upon the face of
ail aour life a protectionist. What are you it.
going to do when the question of taking the Hon. Mr. MILLS -I have istened with
duty off iron, and particularly pi u iron, some interest to in y hon. frierd and what
cores Up?" He said, " Oh, not the saghtest puzzles me more than anyohin else i to
danger. Do you suppose , who have got Mo
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in- peinder st erh eguie mof toe thisng

vested ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h inta nuty mgigtalwpanive sments for then time eigan t

whafternoon, and ending now at nine o'clock,
ay party to, take that duty offo They about a tarif with which he so cordially

took off the duty and raised the bounty, and
the bounty is infinitely better to the pro agrees.

ducers than the higher duty, because for Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
every ton of pig iron they produce they are Partiarly.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
said that this is a highly protective tarif;
but he does not complain of it on that ac-
count; that he congratulates the government
for having adopted this protective tarif, and
yet his speech fron beginning to end is a
complainc against the government in respect
of the tarif. My hon. friend has said that
the policy of the government consists of
planks stolen from the platform of my hon.
friend and his colleagues.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That ia the bounty principle.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If that were so, I
would say that it was a very foolish act, for
if they have taken anything from the tarif
of my hon. friend, they have stolen what is
of very little use. They consist of very poor
timber. They will break with those who
trust themselves to them, and I think that
the sooner the government, if they have
adopted any portion of the trade policy of
my hon. friend, can abandon that portion
and act upon a policy that they can with
greater confidence rely upon, it will be so
much the better for the country. My hon.
friend is not quite satisfied with the tarifl
after all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is correct.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I was quite sure that
I would say something with which my hon.
friend would agree, and I am pleased that
he is not satisfied, for if my hon. friend,
knowing his extreme protectionist views, had
been satisfied with the tariff, I would have
come to the conclusion that that tariff had
very little merit in it fron my standpoint.
I do not pretend that this tariff is all that I
could desire to see it. In so far as the
government have gone, they have gone in the
right direction. The step which they have
taken has been taken at a period when the
business of the country was much depressed,
when there was a great deal of distress, and
when it was not in the public interest to
create any very serious disturbance in the
public mind, and what would have been
possible if the country had been in a highly
properous condition, and trade had been
flourishing, you cannot expect to accomplish
under circumstances that are altogether
different. Now, in my opinion, we have

taken a step in the right direction, and it
will be the business of the administration
and the business of the representatives of
the people who sit behind them, and who
seek to support the course which they have
taken, and to which the entire party, for a
-long series of years, have stood pledged, tO
see that each favourable opportunity, as it is
presented, is utilized to carry forward those
principles of public policy in respect
to taxation which in iny opinion are in the
public interests. My hon. friend says that
the Secretary of State is all wrong. The
Secretary of State holds views which, froml
an academic standpoint, are thoroughly free
trade, and because this tariff is not in every
part icular based on free trade lines, then the
hon. leader of the opposition claims that my
hon. friend is politically an immoral man,
because he has not gone turther-that he
has acted upon the principle of expeliency,
and that the principle of expediency ought
not to govern the conduct of public men.
Now, I do not agree with my hon. friend, I
do not admit the soundness of the doctrine
which he has laid down. We have very
high authority for the doctrine of expediency
as distinguished from mere abstract propo-
sitions. I remember on one occasion it was
said to a disciple of our Lord, " Does your
Master pay tribute to the Temple," and he
said, "Certainly, my Master pays tribute,"
but when our Lord questioned him on the
subject he asked was it sons of the louse-
hold who paid tribute, or was it strangers.
They said strangers. Then said he, "the
children of the household ought to be free."
"I am entitled on principle to be relieved
from taxation, but nevertheless lestwe offend,
we will pay." Now that was the doctrine
of expediency, and I think the doctrine of
expediency, when properly applied, is always
a proper doctrine to recognize, and the man
would not govern long, and would not be fit
to govern a country long, who failed to re-
cognize the principle of expediency as ap-
plied to the affairs of government. Now
let me take another case, a secular
one. Long ago, before the principles of free
trade were adopted in England, Lord Lans-
downe, in a careful speech in the House of
Lords, set forth those doctrines and prin-
ciples which he had learned from Adam
Snith. He stated what he considered sound
principles of taxation and economy, but at
the same time, while these were his views,
he stated that the circumstances of the
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nation were such that it would be impossible
to press those views for immediate adoption,
and the principles set forth by Lord Lans.
downe on that occasion, were quoted in one
of the most celebrated speeches ever made
in the United States Congress, by Daniel
Webster in 1824. Any one who knows the
circumstances under which free trade was
adopted in England,-the bread riots, the
Scarcity of food, the distressed condition of
the poorer population, especially in the
citieS,-knows that it was a state of social
distr,-ss approaching very nearly to a revo-
lution that made it possible to introduce
the principles of free trade, and no
Oie in this country, looking at the
straitened circumstances of our people,
the low prices for all products, the stag-
nation of business, the burdens incurred for
public enterprises that have not proved
profitable, and the high rate of taxation to
which the people of this country have been
subjected, in order to meet those liabilities,
knows right well that it is well nigh impossi-
ble for the govern ment under existing circum-
stances to go as far as the principles to which
they subscribe, and which under other cir-
cumstances might have been, in a larger
degree, adopted-I say it was impossible for
them to go much f urther than they have
gone. Now, the question of the tariff is, in
this country, largely made an academic ques-
tion, under existing circumstances, because
when you look at the debt of the country,
the amount of money that it is necessary to
raise every year to neet the interest on that
deht, the cost of government, and the various
other purposes for which public revenues are
necessary, it is impossible to do otherwise
than to impose a very considerable measui e
of taxation, and so far as I know, there is no
public man, of any prominence upon the
Liberal s,de of politics, that has ever pro-
posed that you shal abandon customs
duties, and indirect taxes, and depend
upon direct taxation as a means of revenue.
I say that has never been proposed, no
one has argued in favour of that position.
My hon. friend opposite sometimes, and
some of those who are associated with
him confuse direct taxation and free trade ;
but I say they are not identical. I may be,
and I am, in principle a free trader, but I
had never supposed that it was in the pub-
lie interest to depend upon direct taxes
instead of custons duties for the purposes
of revenue. There are many reasons I think

in favour of the system of indirect taxation.
In the first place you are paying your taxes
in the way most convenient for you. You
are paying the taxes when you are purchas-
ing articles imported into the country. You
pay at every season of the year. The amount
of money that is constantly coming into the
public treasury, is an amount that is not
drawing a large sun of money from circula-
tion. It is paid day by day and month by
month as circumstances call for it, and the
cost of collection is less than a direct tax
would be. Supposing you were to impose a
direct tax, how often in the year are you to
collect? Once a year would produce a finan-
cial crisis every time you attempted to col-
lect. If you collect it frequently, look at
the enormous cost of collection nd look at
the very great inconvenience to which you
subject the population, who are calied upon
to pay taxes, when you want it, and when
they are not quite ready. When you ex-
amine the whole question, you will see that
the indirect tax, if wisely imposed, is the
cheapest form of taxation. It costs less
to collect it, and produces the least friction.
That is a wholly distinct question fror the
question of protection. If I wish to collect
taxes upon imports-if I am looking solely
to the question of revenue, I impose a tax
on articles which will diffuse that burden
over the population, as nearly as may be, in
proportion to their ability to pay. I im-
pose that tax in such a way that I will take
fron the pockets of the population only
what goes in the public treasury. I can
very easily suggest taxation which if you
were to impose it on the community, would
cause them to pay manyfold a larger sum,
than the government receive. That tax is an
incidental tax that -oes to somebody else.
It is not adding one dollar of wealth to the
country; all that you have done is take fron
one without compensation a portion of his
fortune and vou have made it the property
of another. That does not add to the wealth
of the country, I am very sure. Thea you
have the third question which I mentioned
at the outset, and that is the question of
distress and disturbance. You do not give
to the man who is suffering from disease
just the same diet and the saine regime that
you do to a man who is in perfect health,
and when a community have for a long
period of years been subjected to a
policy which is highly artificial and which
has disturbed abnormally the production and
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possession of wealth, you cannot get rid o stances. Then, My hon. friend says, if 1 do
it in an hour. There are times, there are not misunderstand him, that we were very
circumstances, when you can go very much inxious at one trne to discriminate against
further in naking a change, than you can in the niother country and to establisb more
others, and I say the circumstances existing extensive trade relations with our neigh-
at this moment considering the large liabili- bours.
ties that existed in the case of some of those
nanufacturing establishments-when vou Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
consider the extent to which the ban ing No, 1 did not put it in that way. I did not
institutions of the country have been carry- say you were anxious to do it. What 1 said
ing many of those establishments, it was in w.s, you were\prepared to accept reciprocal
the highest degree inexpedient to adopt a relations with th- United States, even if it
financial policy at the time whatever might discriminated against England. That was
be its merits in the abstract-it would be the declaration of Sir Richard Cartwright
highly inexpedient to adopt a policy that and others of the party.
would produce serious disturbance and create
serious distrust. You might produce a Hon. Mr. MILLS-That would depend
financial crisis that would lay in ruins a great upon the circumstances of the country,
many institutions of the country, just simply whether it would be in the interest of Eng-
on the ground of distrust. Now, I am noL land or not. 1 apprehend if you had round
saying one word in favour of the principle the whole border of thecontinentof Anerica,
of protection. I say in al] these things I say a 15 per cent or 20 per cent tarifi, that
am not advocating protection. I ami dis- the British government and people, tbe coin-
cussing these matters on broal grounds of mercial classes of England, would prefer it
state policy, and I am not giving you eventhough there wasabsolutef reetrade be-
econominc reasons which relate to the pro- tween Canada and the United States-tbey
duction of wealth, but economic reasons would put-fer it to absolute free trade with
which relate to the security and confidence Canada, and a high protective tarifi against
which the population ought to have in thein in the United States. I think that is
the condition of things, fyu r otheconitin o tIgs if you are not perfectly ccrtain and nî)y hon. friend will
to produce very serious disturbance ; and sec that whether what lie bas stated now as
yet, because my hon. friend the Secretary of a proposition is an objectio!able and an un-
State has taken these matters into considera- patriotic oie or not, would depend altogether
tion and has allowed them to govern hini for on the rnanrer in which it was carried out.
the time being, to enable him to reach the For myself I bave neveu favouued unres-
advanced point at which he now stands-a tricted reciprocity with our neighbours in
pointof observation-until the more favoured the sense of absolute free trade witb them
opportuînity arrives for going, with the public and high taxation against the mother coun-
sanction and consent, a step further, my lion. try, and 1 have spoken many tines upon the
friend thinks that he is all wrong. I do not subject, and I think ny hon. friend wiU not
think so. I do not think that what ny hon. find any sucb propositon.
friend lias done and what the goernment
have done, is open to the objection which Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the hon. gentleman lias pressed upon them I do not think I accused you of it.
in this regard. I do not think the course
which the government have taken, if they Hon. Mr. MILLS-No and 1 arn perfectly
were to come forward and declare this tariff sure my bon. friend could not. Then the
as a finality, as the perfection of wisdom- hon. gentleman will remember some two or
as all the country ought ever to expect, with Lhree years ago-perhaps four-a resolution
which they ought, for all time, to be con- was proposed f rom our side in the House of
tented-they would satisfy the just expecta- Comnons, declaring in favour of more
tions or the real wisles of their friends ; but favoured trade relations with the mother
no one has said that any minister bas taken country, and declaring that the liberal man-
that position, and it seems to me that, under ner in which the rother country deals with
the circumstances, the course taken, was the the people of Canada entitles then to the
one suggested by prudence and what the favourable consideration of the people of
public interetn requires under the circum- this country. Now, the government have
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Proposed in this schedule, schedule D, at-
tached to this tariff, certain reciprocal trade
arrangements that apply specially in the
first instance to the trade between Canada
and the mother country. • I listened to the
debates in the other chamber and I suppose
the views put forward there fairly represent
the views of my hon. friend and that while
they are reidy to concede reciprocal trade
relations to the mother country, it is nlot ai

nliconditional arrangement, but unless the
Mother country were to concede something
sPecially to this country, unless they not
Ofnly give us reasoiable and generous treat-
Ment, but unless they hit somebody else,
discriminate against some other country, we
would not be satisfied.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

hands here to-night: but let me say this;
that the United States in all the arrange-
ments which they have made with other
countries, have never admitted they were
bound by the most favoured-nation treaty
stipulation to concede to those with whom
such stipulations had been entered into the
samne rights and privileges commercially,
that they concede to those countries with
whon they had special reciprocal relations.
Favoured-nation clauses similar in terms to
those treaties now in controversy have
been discussed between the government of
Germany and the United States and on
these occasions the United States have main-
tained the principle of public law as I have
statel it, and the governments of Belgium
and of Germany have both ultimately conced-
ed the attention of the United States, and it

Ou do not apply tnat tO nie does seem to me that when they have

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J understand my hon. yielded that proposition and accepted the
friend wants the goveriment of Great Britain construction of public law for which the
tO discriminate against others, in order to nite States authorities have contended
entitle that government to receive special in respect to two treaties, almostprecisely
considerations at the hands of the Canadian the same as these two, and as the provision
People. 1 of those two treaties which are in question,

Hon. Sir ACKENZIE BOWELL-I it i be extremey difficut for Ger-
Hon.Sir ACKNZJEBOWEL-Jinany or Belgiuni to nuaintain that their

Wvill frankly say that I would like to do that, treaty arrangements with the government of
but I would give them preferential trade, Great Britain ought to be construed and
even if they gave us nothing at all. I stated ought to be understood different1y from the
that in my remarks on the address in reply treaty arrangement with the government of
to the speeeh from the throne, but I would the United States. When one of the con-
take the other if I could get it. merciai treaties with France was under

Hon. Mr. MILLS- am very g'ad to discussion in parliament, the attention
hear my hon. friend say that, but lie has tCorn muh nererto ur vew îîa ation of Portugal in favour of France, but
comne much nearer to our viewv than anyen, a ininister replied that that 'vas underatxembers of his party of the other House. p

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I did not violate the most favoured-nation
ah not responsible for what they nmay think. treaty with Great Britain. Having said

this, 1 need flot go into a general discussion
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am simply geting of the subject. I am perfectly aware that

a delaration from him to see how near he i the Crown is the only medium of communi-
Cornes to our view, and in that declaratioi cation between the Uuited Kingdom or the
he will see we have not stolen any plank British empire and foreign countries. The
from the platforn of the Conservative party. Crown, in making treaty stipulations, enters

ow, that is a inatter of very considerablie into an agreement on behalf of the United
IMportance. I am not, at this hour of the Kingdom and on behaif of the British
evening going into a discussion upon the empire, as the case may be, and in these
question of law connected with that pro- treaty arrangements the Crown is advised
Position. Whether the German treaty and by the ministers. who are the paramount
the Belgium treaty bind us, or whether they authority in the executive governiment of
do not bind us is a complex and difficult the empire. But you have this point to
question of constitutional law, that would consider-in no case does the treaty operate
require much more time, if fully discussed, under the government of Great Britain as a
than I feel warranted in claiming at your j law. In every case a traty is sinply a coin-
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pact between the sovereigan authority of the
United Kingdom and the sovereign authority
with whom that treaty has been made. So
no treaty has ever been held to interfere
with the private rights of any party, whether
he be a subject or a foreigner. Nô treaty has
ever taken away any personal right froin
any party, and wherever a treaty stipulation
has had the effect of altering any part of the
law, it is inoperative until it is sanctioned
by Parliament. Take, for instance, the
various decisions that have been given in
which the question of the convention be>
tween the United States anl Great Britain
has risen in reference to trade marks. Now,
under the convention, the party who has his
trade mark registered in one country is en-
titled to have that trade mark registered in
the other. The English statute says that
he must make application within four
months. There are a few cases in which
application has been made after the four
months had expired, and in every instance
the courts have said there is an engagement
-there is a compact between England and
a foreign state, it is the duty of the govern-
ment to see that that compact is obeyed,
but we have nothing to do with that; we
have simply to interpret the law, and the
law of the land says th it unless application
is made within four months the parties are
not entitled to register. And so we will find
that where the Crown undertakes to speak,
the Crown in speaking for the United King-
dom subjects its advisers to the censure
of parliament, but may not require the
assent of parliament. If there is no alter-
ation in the law required to gi ve effect to the
treaty, the assent of parliament is not neces-
sary to the validation of what is done ; but
the censure of parliament may turn out the
government, and Mr. Gladstone mentioned a
few years ago, that during the whole period
of his life, and for some years before, there
never had been a treaty entered into that
had been successfully noved against in the
House of Commons. That only goes to
show with what care the ministers study the
House of Commons and keep themselves in
touch with the majority, and while that rule
is perfectly proper so far as the United
Kingdom is concerned, the rule, it seems to
me and I humbly submit to the consider-
ation of the House, does not apply when we
are making a commercial treaty in which a
dependency having a parliamentary govern-
ment is interested. The Crown is advised

by men who deal with the foreign relations,
who have an exclusive right to advise the
Crown with tegard to those foreign re-
lations. Our law does not operate nor can
we pass a law which will operate more than
a marine league from our shore, but when
the imperial officer of Her Majesty deals
with foreign relations, and in deal-
ing with them, incidentally turns
to a colony, which lias self govern-
ment, and imposes treaty stipulations
without the authority of that province, and
ties its hands, so that it cannot thereafter
legislate, his acts do violence to the imperial
constitution. Now, when the Crown in
Council do that in England ministers risk
the censure of parliament ; and when the
Crown acts for us, ministers are beyond our
censure ; we cannot touch them, and so the
very principle and spirit of our whole con-
stitutional system require-, that when deal-
ing with foreign relations, if they turn to-
wards the colony, and invade its authority,
and the exercise of that authority overrides
and limits the power of the colony, we ought
to be heard, we ought to be consulted, other-
wise our rights as British subjects would be
a delusion. We will be playing at parlia-
mentary government, while everything we
did would be simply done by sufferance, or,
as a matter of forbearance. Now I am not
putting forward any claim to the idea that
we have any power to negotiate, or that the
negotiation or compact does not bind the
mother country, but I am pointing out that
the constitutional doctrine which applies to
theni cannot in these matters apply to us.
Let me say no rule is better settled than
this, that the Crown in Council is subordi-
nate to the Crown in parliament: so it may
be asked, how can the Crown in Council
tie the hands of the Crown in parliamenti
You cannot go further than this, that the
Crown is a part of both and the Crown in
parliament may say that I have already
been advised and have on that advice entered
into a compact which cannot be disregarded
without dishonour; so I am bound and the
parliament having acquiesced in what was
done is also morally bound not to exercise
the supreme authority of the state for the
purpose of repudiation. But that does not
apply to a colony having colonial self gov-
ernment. We never had the opportunitY
of opposing it. We have no power to cen-
eure: our authority does not extend beyond
our own borders, and if I say again there is
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an attempt to invade that by the exercise of
imperial authority, then we ought, in that
case, to be consulted, and whatever view
the imperial government may take of the
effect of those two treaties upon the govern-
ment and people of this country, that fact
Must have very great weight and it seems to
nie if denunciation is necessary-if notice
and denunciation is necessary-notice and
denunciation are pretty sure to be had. I
Shall not further trespass on the indulgence
of the House.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I intended, just
before my hon. friend fromn Bothwell (Mr.
kills) rose to say a few words on one or two
featuresof this tariff and indoingso now I shall
'lot reply particularly to the remarks which
have just fallen from the hon. gentleman.
lie has no doubt given this subject of prefer-
eitial trade very great consideration, and I
do not pretend to have given it such careful
attention as he has, or to be as well informed
On it as he is. However, as that is a promi-
nient feature of this tariff, I may be permitted
to say a few words as to what I conceive to
be our position at this time with regard to
that question. From the observations ad-
dressed to the House to-day by the hon.
leader of the Senate, I have understood, if 1
heard him correctly, that up to the present
tire the British government have not signi-
fied their approval of the proposition contain-
ed in this tariff regarding preferential trade,
orthattheybad not signifiedtheirdisapproval
of the treaty, or, in other words so far as the
question stands since it was brought up in
this tariff, there has been no expression in
one way or the other by the British govern-
nient upon it. Therefore, this question
Stands now exactly as it stood before this
tariff was launched upon the parlianent of
Canada. How did it stand at that time?
We had a very long and a very tho-
rough discussion of this question in this
chamber in 1894. An assemblage of
statesmen from all parts of the empire
held a conference here at that time. I
Was here at the opening of the conference,
and that conference was attended by very
able men from every important colony of the
empire and it was also attended by a repre-
Sentative of the British government in the
Person of Lord Jersey. This subject of
Preferential trade was very fully discussed at
that convention, resolutions were adopted
and a report was made. One resolution, a

very strong one, was carried unanimously in
favour of preferential trade and urging the
abrogation of these commercial treaties by
which England had tied our hands with
regard to preference within the empire it-
self. There was a report from Lord Jersey
to the British government which I have
now before me. In that report therewere con-
clusions arrived at, which conclusions I take
from the statement which my hon. friend
the leader of the House made to us to-day
are still binding and still in existence-at
least our government has no intimation that
the British government has changed its
position which it occupied at the-
close of that conference in 1894. Based
upon that report which Lord Jersey
made to his government at the close
of that conference, there is a circular des-
patch bearing date 28th June, 1895, not
quite two years old-a despatch that was
sent to all the governors of all the colonies,
and which contains the deliberate views of
the British government as they existed at
that time, and as to which I infer from what
the hon. Secretary of State has said there
has been no change up to the present
moment. These three conlusions will be
found in this circular. First, I may say,
the Marquis of Ripon in this despatch
which I have before me arnounced as the
policy of the British government, that they
were not prepared to seek for the abrogation
of the commercial treaties with Belgium and
Germany and the favoured-nations clauses
in other treaties. That was one decision
that was arrived at. In section 40 of this
despatch of the Marquis of Riÿon I find the
following words: "The general effect of
these stipulations "-that is one of the Ger-
man and Belgium treaties and the favoured-
nations clauses which are all discussed, in
regard to import duties as understood by
Her Majesty's government are stated in a
note on page five of Lord Jersey's report as
follows:-

As they do not prevent differential treatment
by the United Kingdom in favour of the British
Colonies.

Secondly, they do not prevent differential treat-
ment by British colonies in favour of each other.

Thirdly, they do prevent differential treatment
by British Colonies in favouir of the United King-
dom.

Now, my view of it is that if the preferen-
tial clause of the tariff that we have before-
us means anything, it means a preference in
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favour of England, but in this despatch of
the Marquis of Ripon it is clearly laid down
as the third proposition thau these commer-
-cial treaties now in existence do prevent
preferential treatment by the British
Colonies in favour of the United Kingdom.
Then I find in another part of the same
despatch that the Marquis of Ripon says,
after referring to the imperial legislation

England, the press took up the idea, that
they were all powerful in this matter and
that they neant to do what they professed
to do, that is, give preference to Great
Britain in trade.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not based on
preference.

which had reinoved restrictions on some Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The Finance
Australian colonies which interfered with Minister came down with an amendmeft
any arrangements of a differential which provided that this preference which at
nature that they night wish to establisi first it was plain was only tO reach EnglaUd,
between themselves or between any of the and afterwards New South Males or anY
colonies and the empire, and while he ex. country that had as low a tarif on in aerage
.plains this clause had been removed, he oeas the tarif we are now adopting in Canada
to say in clause 34 of this despatch: -that the application of this tarif should

~Vhie, oweerpari~nien ba tliisi-ebe nmade to other countries wich liad treatYWVhile, howý%ever, parliamnent hats thus re-11
imoved all legislative restriction on the colonies, so r
far as the imperial legislation is concerned, it will ment vas put in the tarif by the Finance
be necessary in order that Her Majesty's govern- Minister, he completely conceded the
ment may he in a position to give effect to their position which had been taken by the
responsibility for the international obligations of Conservative party in the country
the emlpire and for the protection of its general
interests, that any hil1 passed by a colonial legis- in parliament with regard to this question,
lature provi<ling for the imposition of differential and the view which I have presented w1 th
duties should be reserved for the signification of regard to the instruction to the Governor
Her Majesty's pleasure so as to allow full opportut- General were entirely adinitted to have ful
nity for its consideration fron these points of o

think the proposais of our goverament bave
It follows on, section 35 beei a leap in the dark f rom the informati0fl

For this reason, and in order to prevent incon- we have froin my hon. friend the Linister

veniece, it will be desirble, t Justice. When they bought dowl
included in a general tariff bill, that a proviso the tarif without the amendment subse
should be added that they are not to coine into quently attached to it, and even afteF
force util Her M\Iajesty's pleasure hias been sign-
fie.to it, they were still groping in the

These instructions which were sent to all t, and 1 aiD
the governménts are, as far as we know at sorry to say that, in my humble opinion, the
this moment, in force. They are the instruc- government in pursuing the course whicl
tions that are in existence now, by the they did in regard to this inatter, have
information that we have to-day received injured rather than advanced the subject
from my hon. friend. That being so, when of preferential trade within the empire.
the government of Canada introduced this There is another matter to vhich I wish tO
tariff now before us, and which contains this refer, that is, the combines clause of the
provision for perferential duties, they intro- tarif. I look upon that provision in the
duced a pr vision which the Governor Gen- tarif as a very bad piece of legisiation in-
eral of Canada was, by express instructions, deel. I had hearc that the hon. leader OÎ
forbidden to give the royal assent to unless it the buse would have consented to a pro
contained a suispending clause and was i position nade to him in the Senate and
reserved for the signification of Her Ma- would deal with this question of combines
jesty's pleasure regarding it. That was the in another way than by attaching it to the
poition of affaIirs. There could be no other tarif, where it does not properly belong.
position than that, as far as this parliament is took upon it as a very bad piece of legisla
concerned. MeNmbers of the governiment tion in many respects. The hon. SecretaiY
appear to ignore ail that. They talk in of State, wlien the hon. leader of the oppo
parliament, and their friends talk all over sition asked hirn to-day to give an explaii&
the country, and even t some extent in wion of this combine clause, at once made at
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explanation which was the strongest possible ring any such power as this on itself, i
argument against the clause. He commenced invading the judicial functions which do not
to deal at once with the immense sugar belong to them at ail and which they neyer
trusts there are in the United States. I should possess. Under our system we have
asked him across the floor whether, from the a judiciary for settling judicial questions,
fact of giving this illustration, this combine and if you put a stringent law against com-
clause was intended to2ive usaremedyagainst bines in the Criminal Code, the judiciary of
the American sugar trusts. He said he did the country will be called upon to deal with
nOt inean that, but gave it as an illustration. violations of that law as they are called
I look upon this clause in relation to the very upon to deal with transgression of the other
Point he illustrated it with, as a very danger- laws of ou- country. But the gentlemen in
ous proposition. It is proposed that if the the government take power to themselves t

government shal haveinfortration thatif one become the judges in this matter. They
or two or three mannfactories in any particu- name a jtudge who makes a sumary inquiry.
lar lne of industryin Canada should be found Tt is not provided that there shal be an

to have eatered into any combine for the pur- open inquiry with evlence and ail that;

POse of unduly enhancing prices, then the nothing of that kiid is proposed, but they
Overnor inCoucilshal1causeanexamination nai e a judge who cakes a summary inquiry,

Or inquiry to be made, and if he finds these and they find one or two or three hanufac-
facts to be established, they will take off or turers in sone particular tne have entered
r8duce the duty. Suppose some of the sugar into a combine, and then tohe governnent is

refiners of Canada were founid to have trans- clothed with judicial functions, to impose

gressed against this law and an înquiry is set penalties wvhich I say the governament shouid
on foot and thegoverment have information neer possess. I will put an authority he-

that the combine would corne under the pro- fore my hon. friend the Ministe" of Justice,.
visions of this law, what is te remedy The an authority for whom he has reat respect,.
remedy is to take off the duty, a remedy as 1 have. 1 quote the Hon. Edward Blake
Which, while it would be a punishment to on this question. e says:
them, would be a premium and a reward Non iiry wit gevinc that 

to the sugar trust of the United States, and the kindte ins oposea bt theyetive

Govrno i Conclshllausanxamnaionnaegatude w1( he makleia summaryt inquiry,

because it would punsh the Canadian ananu- erihfent ought to te so far as practcable separate

facturers by allowing a forei l trust to core ain apart, is ome peld by many of the nost eei-

ir tue taksepossession of our tarket-.What ient combstitutionalists as a fundanental principle.

these deparnet is iieither more nior less than
Wveil. That is one strong point against the absolute despotisîî. Uniite ini otie hand, I calre not

combines clause of t e tariff-tohat the wloether it e te aud of an autocrat or toe ad

remedy which it proposed, een if it is et of a thc power of legisiation, the power of
onaojudication and the poandr of adgnoinistation a 
tyhu aave ttce hnosthae moute espot tat is cotpceiv-

people an a great reward and advatage to of>le. The separation of these departuients the

combines in ttese degree tyi, dhout over wakeing or over

Countries But there is another bad feature coinpicating the action of the machine, yor eau
ti this clause, and that is that it will punish es parate ten, mark the degree to which, nd tiis

abpeet of a cosstitutious tCestioi, you have at-

the innocent with the guilty. It may be taiîîed perfection.
found that or. eor twooî three persons engaged
insofneindustrs y thatisverygenPralinCanada Yet in opposition to tis great authority

have transgressmed this law. y hon. friends a opinions, which are the opinions of
institute an inquiry, and tue charge is found eminent authorities ail over the world My
to be substantiated. As soo as that is done hon. fried in this cobines clause, confers

the duty i of redcedor taket off and thecose- [n the government of this country legisla-

quences will fal, not on the offender alone, but tive, judicia and administrativefunctioi: s.

alsord emy nufaturersaloverthecou ntry 1amastonished that such a provision as

Who are not in that combine nd who are thisshould be placed on the tatute-book of

Working legitimately in their business. The our country for, just as Hon. Ed'vard

eict of this clause, if it is put into operation, Blake says, it leads to the estalishment of

io be to punish the innocent for the sins a dspotism. sha be glad, indeed, if it

Of the guilty. There is another view of it, turs out that this combines clause does not

and that ip that the government, in confer- lead to so ething worse than that. My
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hon. friend the leader of the House says he
does not believe it will be implemented at
all; it is only put in the tariff for spectacu-
lar purposes.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not
say that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
said that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
the Minister of Justice said he thought
there would be very little need for it ;
that the very fact of its being there
would keep people afraid, and render it
unnecessary to put it into practical opera-
tion in very many cases. My hon. friend
the leader of the opposition went further
and said he believed it was never intended
to be implemented, and was only put there
for the purpose of humbugging the people
and making them believe that the govern-
ment were very earnest and zealous in the
interests of the people. I hope my hon.
friend the leader of the opposition is right,
for there are very grave suspicions abroad
in Canada that this clause has not been put
there for a purpose of this kind, but to
enable the government to exercise power
and authority over the manufacturers wlich
the governiment should not possess. I shall be
very glad, indeed, if it is found that mv hon.
friend the leader of the opposition is right-
that the intentions of the government were,
as he thinks they are, to put it there just
for the sake of effect, and to make the
people believe that they are very much
against combinations in trade, and not in-
tending to put it into practical operation.
I am satisfied if an attempt were made to
put it in practical operation the effect would
be bad in every respect. My lion. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), who I do not
see, is not in his seat at this moment,
entered into a long defence of the practice
of expediency in politics. Whether my hon.
friend is right or wrong, it is not necessary for
me to consider just now, because I did not un-
derstand my hon. friend the leader of the
opposition, to have charged the government
with the comparatively small offence of ex-
pediency in connection with their tariff
policy. I understood him to go a good deal
further than that and charge these gentle-
men with something which was not very
honest with regard to their announcements

of policy within the last few years. le
charged them with advocating a certain pol-
icy iii one part of the country and a totallY
different policy in another part of the court
try-with announcing policies on the trade
question when they were in opposition
which they have not paid any attention tO
in practice since they came into power.
That was the charge, and, therefore, it was
unnecessary for the hon. gentleman to enter
into the long disquisition which he gave us
in defence of expediency in politics.
Whether he was right or wrong in that
I am not going to discuss, but I want
to pul. two or three matters of evidence
before the House in regard to what the
policy of the Liberal party has been on
the trade question. The first evidence that
I shall submit is an extract from the platforin
of the Ottawa convention in Ottawa in 1893.
The following is a fair extract from that
policy :

We denounce the principles of protection as
radically unsound and unjust to the masses of the
people and we declare our conviction that anY
tariff changes based on that principle niust fail tO
afford any substantial relief fron the burdens un-
der which the country labours.

This issue we unhesitatingly accept and upon
it we await with the fullest confidence the verdict
of the electors of Canada.

Only four years ago the Liberal partY
met in solemn convention, with my hon.
friend the leader of the Senate as president,
and adopted a set of resolutions, one Of
which was a declaration that the principle
of protection was radically wrong and that
any tariff whatever based on that principle
would afford no relief for what they regard-
ed as the unfortunate circurnstances of the
country. The party from that time forward
up to the elections declared that that plat-
form was their bible. From every platforl
they said : " No matter what Mr. Davies
or Mr. Laurier or Sir Oliver Mowat may
have said somewhere else, they do not speak
for the party ; the party spoke for itself at
this great convention and that was the policy
decided upon and that is the policy to which
the Liberal party adheres." They came intO
power a year ago and, as far as it was pos-
sible to get political support, they got it O'
the strength of that platform. We have
their tariff before us, and I ask the
hon. leader of the House himself if he will
venture the assertion before the country
that the tariff is not based on the principle
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of protection. It is undoubtedly a protective
tariff, and this governient from first to last,
in framing the taritl, has respected the
principle of protection When they sent
the Minister of Finance and the Controllers
around this country consulting the manu-
facturers, what was that but recognizing
the principle of protection. They consulted
all these different interests to find out what
would suit them and made the tariff, as
they believed, to give them all the help that
it was possible to afford in the carrying on
of their business without going too far in
the matter of protection. In fact, take the
tariff as a whole, although there are instances
in it in which they have almost despoiled
and ruined industries-take it as a whole
the principle of protection underlies it, and
in adopting the tariff we are not charging
them with the offence of expediency, but
charging thein with violating their most
solemn declarations made to the people before
the elections. My hon. friend f rom Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) said " we found a stat ý of things
existing in this country ; interests had grown
up under this system of protection and we
found that we could not make very radical
changes." This was myhon.friend's doctrine,
that it was not expedient to adopt f ree trade.
My hon. friend ignored the fact that when
the Liberal convention made this platform
at Ottawa, when they were going round this
country making speeches, some of which I
shall quote from presently, the state of
things existing in Canada was not essentially
different from what it is at the present time.
In fact, the conditions were altogether
similar to what we have to day. The
industries of the country had developed
almost as much then as they have now, and
therefore there was no difference in the
Situation which presented itself when these
gentlemen were making their promises from
the situation to-day when they are violating
them. The lion. premier of the country
spoke at Newmarket in September, 1893,
shortly after the convention at Ottawa, and
denounced the system of protection. Then,
he spoke at Victoria, the city represented in
this House by my hon. friend opposite (Mr.
MIennes) and in the course of his speech
said :

If the Lilerals were successful they would cut
off the head of protection at once and tranple on
its body.

Hon. Sir Richard said:
Our policy from tirst to last has been to destroy

this villainous protective system by free trade,
revenue tariff, or continental free trade.

And again:

Sir, they demand our policy. Well, sir, they
shall have our policy, and here I believe I speak
for my lion. friends beside me. Our policy is death
to protection and war to the knife to corruption.

No Drummond Railway dealsto be thought
of then! We have death to protection in
this tariff before us, and death tocorruption
in the Drummond Counties Railway deal
with a vengeance, Sir Richard continued :

Sir, we strike and we will strike for liberty and
freedon from this systemn of protective taxation,
and I tell the hon. gentlemen that we will not rest
until the slavery that they have imposed upon us
bas becane a thing of the past, and until Canadians
are as free as Canadians ought to he, free to make
the most they can of the opportunities God bas
given theni.

And again:
There is no Canadian manufacturer who need

be af raid to face the competition of the world. Our
policy is death to protection. There are two
lessons which I think the Reforners of Canada
should learn. One is presented for oiv example
and warning in the fate that bas befallen the
Democratic party in the United States. It shows
to all who choose to read the signs of the times
that when a party places itself at the head of a
great popular movement, if that party tenders the
people a stone instead of bread, it is half-hearted
in the prosecution of the great aim it sets before it,
and will be deservedly swept out of power by the
very people who would have sustained and ad-
vanced it.

At Pembroke in 1890 he said:
I say our protective system was a huge mis-

take in so far as it was honest at all and in so far
as it was not honest, it vas a huge scheme of
robbery.

A smnall ring and clique of conibiners and pro-
tected manufacturers, who, as I have told you,
have been permitted for years past to make a prey
and plunder of the people of Canada.

And at Meaford in 1890 he said:

I stand by the declaration I have made, that
protection is nothing more or less than deliberate
legalized and organized robbery, and more than
that if you (1o not stamp it out it is the very high
road to political slavery and industrial slavery
afterwards.

Those were the expressions of Sir Richard
Cartwright at that time. Here is what Mr.
Davies said at Middleton in September,
1893 :

The convention of the Liberal party which was
held at Ottawa during the present summer bas
emphasized more clearly than ever the differences
between the policy of the Liberal party and that
of the government. In ordinary times the differ-
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ences between the two political parties are fre- months before the election-that if his party
quently these between the ins and the outs, but came into power the raw material of the man-there come tines when little party issues dsap-
pear, and the great historical parties of the cou urers, these articles of coal and iron,
try divide upon soine vital issue which affects not 1 were to be admitted free. I do not intend
only the present but the future interests of the to pursue these observations any further.
people. To-day the peole of Canada stand face All I have to say is that the Conservativeto face with such an issue, and the next contest
is to be one between free trade and protection. party have no reason to be dissatistied wit
* * * * The policy of the Liberal the course which the government have pur-
party is the reform of the tariff by the elimination sued with regard to this tariff, upon the
from it of every vestige of protection. In our whole. The greatest compliment and the
convention platforn w-e denounced the protective
systen as unfair, unjust and burdensome. greatest flatt ery you can pay to a person is

ta imitate him, anîd they have so far imi-
I am in a position to know, and I do tated the Conservative party that they have

know, that that speech of Mr. Davies wa.s paid the highest passible compliment to
not reported exactly at the time, but after them. How they are going to settle ac-
his return to Charlottetown it was written counts with their own friends who believed
out by Mr. Davies in his office and furnished thev were tightin or fre t e or a
as a carefully prepared statement of what ie i i anor qestion. ores

saidat iddeto. Te seec frm wichrevenue tarilfi N another question. These
said at Middleton. The speech from which people have asked for bread and have received
I an givyg this extract was not af that a stone. That is a matter of reckoning
nature in which he might be led into making between the hon. gentlemen and their
random statements from the excitement or supporters in the country. As far as the
a publc meeting. It was the deliberate provision in the tariff with reference tO
preparation of the hon. gentleman and sup- combines is concerned, certainly I do not
plied to the Halifax paper in which it ap- endorse the tariff. What I find fault with
peared. in the tariff is that it is strongly protective

Hon. Ir. PROWSE-What paper? iii spots, while in other respects it goes tO
ainost the other extreme. It does not ad-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The Halifax here to any correct principle in its general
Chronicle, Septemuber, 1893. I come now f-atures ;I have that very strong fault to
to 1895, when the Hon. Mr. Laurier took find with it. We might take stronger
part in an election in the city of Nontreal. i ground by dwelling upon the instances-
le addressed a meering in Windsor Hall at and there are not a few-in which this tariff
the very end of the year, wvhen he was as- has injured the manufactures of the coul-
sisting in the election of James McShane try. We might make more political capital
against our colleague, Sir Williai Hing- by dvelling on these features, but we have
ston. He said: to acknowledge the fact, which is apparent

on the face of it, tlîat this is essentially a
There are two articles which are raw inaterial of potefae of at, that the ieral a

ever manfactrer.protective tariff and that the Liberal party,every manunfacturer.

That is just what ny hon. friend the Lon y adopting this tar ff, have not only fallen
.i inito th- error that Sir Richard pomted out,leader of the opposition pointed out to-day Bt i-erititSrRcadpîtdot. . and the saine mistake which the Democratic

in his remarks p trty fell into in the Unite 1 States, but they
And those articles are coal and iron, and are' have gone further than the Democratic

they free ? If you have a rexvenuie tariff the object p trty in adopting the policy of their oppon-wilI be to develop the country aid tl raw materials
should be free under such a tariff. enits. The preferential clause in the tarif I

fuel has been ill advised. It has been takea
This was a direct bid for the support of a, a leap in the dark. Hon. gentlemen are

the nanufacturers in Montreal on the policy forced ta acknowltdge that, and that they
that coal was to be nade free by the Liberal h iad no authoritative information when they
party if they got into power. This was d'alt with it, and they are without infor-
only a few morths before the general elec- niation at the pres, int time. The pre-
tion. This tariff which we have with a duty fkrential clause has been a leap in the dark,
on coal was introduced, and even with the and the combines clause in the t4riff is
duty as it stands to-day is a fitting answer b id legislation in every way you look at
to this promise which the hon. leader of the it. It opens the door-I do not say
government made in Montreal only a few my hon. friend the leader of the House
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would be guilty of anything of the kind, I
an not insinuating anything like that-but
Possibly there are members of this govern-
ment who might not be above, through their
heelers and party friends, intimating to
manufacturers in this country that if they
do not do certain things which the govern-
ment and their friends require of them, this
punishment under the combines clause imay
be visited upon them. It puts a dangerous
Power in the hands of the government. It
bestows upon them the power of being
judges, legislators and administrators of the
law, which power they should not possess.
I look upon it as a dangerous clause from
beginning to end, and I am sorry my hon.
friend did not see his way to reniove that
from the tariff and place it where it should
be, in the other statutes of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-After all the great
guns have been discharged I do not know
that it is a miss for me to claim the indul-
gence of the House for a few minutes. I
would not have done so had it not been for
a little article which appeared in the Journal
reflecting upon the members of the Senate
who voted against the government on the
railway bill. So far as I am concerned, I
have made it a point since I have had a seat
in this chamber, to be a very good listener.
I never crave indulgence from this House to
make long speeches. I have contented my-
self with listening to remarks made by other
hon. gentlemen, and when they have got
through I have considered the whole matter
and voted as I thought right. I might say,
in regard to that article which reflected up-
on the senators who gave a party vote, as
they say, as far as I am concerned I deny it
in toto. I do not find much fault with the
Jornal which published that statement, but
I regret that that opinion was expressed by
the hon. leader of the House and his associ-
ates at the opening of the debate. It was
hardly fair to stiginatize any man who voted
against them and who might have been
formerly a Conservative or may be now a
Conservative, as a partisan who had given
his vote on party lines.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not
charge that.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes, at the com-
rnencement of the debate.

lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, I
55

stigmatized nobody and have not done so
yet.

Hon. Mr. PERLE Y-It has been stated
publicly, and it has ben stated on the floor
of this House, and it is to that statement
that I take exception, and for that reason I
offer a few remarks this evenirng. When I
was appointed to this Senate I did not seek
the position. The seat was offered to me
and I declined it. I felt that a seat in this
body was a very responsible and honourable
position for a mai to occupy, and I had only
had a short experience in the Commons at
that time. However, I was prevailed upon
to accept, and when I did accept the seat I
felt the full responsibility of the position I
was about to occupy as a senator. I felt
that we were an independent branch of
parliament, and whatever our opinions might
be on political questions, it was our duty to
give a fair and impartial vote in the interests
of the country whose servants we were.
From that day to this I have endea-
voured to discharge that duty in an
honourable and creditable manner. I felt it
was my duty, as a man, to do that which
was right and honourable, and I felt that,
as a member of this body, I must do that
which was right and honourable for the
dignity of this honourable House. And J
have done that on all occasions. It is in
the memory of hon. gentlemen that when
the late Sir John Macdonald-who had the
respect of every public man-introduced a
ineasure in the other House respecting the
building of the Harvey and Salisbury branch,
I joined the Reformers and voted against
the governinent, and helped to defeat the
bill. It is well known that when the Insol-
vency Bill was before the Senate in charge of
the hon. gentleman who is now leader of
the opposition, we told him that we would
not support the measure, and the result was.
when he found his Conservative friends were
opposed to it he withdrew the bill. Even
down to the election of a messenger, I have
always taken an independent, straightfor-
ward course, and acted upon my own judg-
ment. When journals or parliamentarians
undertake to say that I voted on party
lines, they say that which is false, whether
the statement is made in ignorance or
maliciously, I do not care what way they
put it. As far as I am concerned, I am in
favour of protection. I believe it is the
policy best calculated to advance the gen-
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eral interests of Canada, and I always sup-
ported that policy when I was in New
Brunswick. I was a straight protectionist
there, and since I have been in the North-
west, I have remained a protectionist still.
I am as much a protectionist to-day as I ever
was in my life. But ever since the question of
protection has come before the country, the
party at present in power have been decrying
that policy. They have been saying all sorts
of things against it. In the North-west they
have been runnling down that policy froi
the very. day I went there till the present
time. They have been calling it a ruinous
policy, and they attributed every misfortune
which a man had in life to the National
Policy or the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
Even a leading nember of the governient
of that country said he would refuse to
encourage Immigration to this country as
long as the National Policy was on the
statute - book. The present governinent
occupy a different position fron that occu-
pied by the late governinent, because the
Conservative party never ran down the
countrv and never comîplained or found fault
with it, and never blaned the National
Policy for bad crops and never condenned
the Canadian Pacific Railway in unneasured
terns. But now the opposition are in power
they will not do as they did before. There-
fore, 1 think the country is now in the
beginning of an improved era, and its
prospects are better than ever before. Dur-
ing the last election I felt some little
hesitancy about taking aiy part in it : but
when that convention, which bas been
referred to, was held here in the Russell
House, and when I saw senators occupying
a position in this independent branch in
parlianient taking part in that political
affair I ventured to do the sane thing. I
took an active part in the last election in
the North-west Territories, in the riding
where I live, and I have to say that
the party for whom I was working was de-
feated by a tremendous majority. The other
candidate was elected by over a thousand
majority. I attended a public meeting ad-
dressed by the Hon. Mr. Laurier, in which
he denounced protection in unmeasuredterms
as a piece of high-handed robbery. He said
if he were in power he would support free
trade as they had it in England. These
are the very words he used. He denounced
protection in language which I shall not
undertake to repeat here, and other mem-

bers of his party and at present in the House
of Commons described the National Policy
as the national poultice drawing the mnoney
out of the people's pockets. The member
representing the Reforin party fromn East
Assiniboia in the other House denounced
protection all through the riding in un-
measured terms. He told then he was in
favour of free inplements, and in favour of
a reduction on the various articles the fariner
required, and he was decidedly opposéd tO
increasing the burdens of the people. His
declaration of policy was received with tre-
mendous applause and carried every place he
addressed. The people had been educated
up to tiis point, " We nust have tariff for
revenue only ;we must not increase the bur-
dens of the people; we nust reduce the
national del.t, or at least not il'-
crease it." Upon that policy that gentleman
was elected to the House of Conmmons.
When T came home to my town, and found
the country had been carried by such ai,
overvheliniîîg njority in favour of the
policy of the present governiment, 1 niade up
my mind that I would not set up ny opinion
against the najority of the people. I said
to myself: "The free trade party have car-
ried the (av ; they have declared for a dif-
ferent policy, and I am not going to set Up
my opinion against then and, although i
do not believe in that policy, and if the
government will introduce a policy of tariff
for revenue only, or free trade--I do not
care what it is so long as they do not increase
the burdens of the people, and will give us
freer goods-I shall support that govern-
ment." Tbat is the policy I came down this
session to support; and that is the policY
which J announced to the people I would
support, although I do not believe in it.
I said, "I will bow to the will Of
the majority, and the majority in the
North-west should they endorse that
policy." But what do I find? In place of
carrying out that policy, they have done the
very reverse; and, if ever there was aIn
indorsement of the policy of the late
governument in regard to the question Of
trade, the hon. gentlemen on the other
side have endorsed it. It is a hundred
times stronger than if the Conservatives had
come into power and introduced this bill.
I am not going to discuss the merits of pro-
tection and free trade. These measures
have been discussed in both Houses. The
Drumrnond County Railway Bill is the first
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question that has cone before us on which
we could pronounce. We cannot amend
the tariff, but we could vote on the railway
deal because it was a proposition to increase
the burdens of th( people and the taxation
of the country: and so far as the Intercol-
onial Railway Extension Bill is concerned,
I voted upon ny own conscientious convie-
tions. Party had nothing to do with my
stand on that question. I do not care a snap
who rules the country; I do not expect any
favours of the government, and all I care
for is the good of the people, and I advocate
the policy which I think will be best for the
country, no inatter who introduces it. I
intended to support the government if they
introduced a policy -which would be for the
benefit of the people, but they h-ive not done
so. Why should they complain if 1 voted
last night against a ineasure which was
directly opposed to the principles which
they declared before the people they
Would adopt ? It is verv unfair to
denounce a man who, like myself, came
down to support the policy the hon. gentle-
men opposite had proined to put into force.
If they had introduced such a policy they
vould have had no stronger supporter than
myself ; but when they did not do so, I made
up my mind to oppose them. I remember
very well, at the timue of Confederation in
New Brunswick, that the Intercolonial
Railway was a great factor in the election.
There were two routes spoken of, the valley
of the St. John River and the North Shore
route. The gentleman advocating the
North Shore route carried the day, and the
road was built by a route it should never
have taken. If it had gone by the valley of
the St. John River, it would have been a
trunk line to Montreal; but it was taken
round by a route where there was no traffic,
and nothing for it to do, and it has been
run at a loss, and will never be any use.
That railway is run at reduced rates. If I
have a carcass of beef to ship out in the
North-west, I have to pay the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway charges, which are based on
commercial transactions. But I have been
told that on this Intercolonial Railway they
carry coal and lumber at very cheap rates
of transportation, and that the haul
was too great, or the charge too little.
If the road had been built by the
route where it should have gone, it would
have been a paying institution ; but if you
increase the length of it now, you are

55j

increasing opposition to private enterprise,
and I do not think it is a good thing. With
reference to the matter of binder twine, the
government would have better con tinued it as
they had binder twine made by prison labour.
A railway is a great institution, and it is
hard to keep it running. They all declare a
very small dividend, and to my mind it is
not in the interests of the country to increase
the expenditure in lengthening the Inter-
colonial Railway. If we were given an
opportunity to vote on the question, I would
vote a thousand times over to sell it to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, and have
two competing lines to the maritime pro-
vinces, rather than to allow the government
to come in and build a competing line. I
say it is neither fair nor just. I think it is
an unjustifiuble expenditure of money, and
I was bound to vote against it. I am not
ashamed of my vote. I think it was a good
one, based upon the princilple the government
themselves laid down, that it was wrong
to increase the burdens of the people by
voting away public mnoney in an extrava-
gant manner. They pronised us cheap
coal oil, binder twine and barbed wire. In
looking over the list in this bill J find they
have taxed the raw material, but are going
to allow the barbed wire to cone in- free.
That is a policy I cannot understand. In
regard to binder twine they have done the
same thing. They tax the raw material and
let the nanufactured article in free. The
people have been educated up to this matter
in the North-west Territories for a number
of years, and I may say now that they are a
greatly disappointed people: they feel that
the Government have not carried out their
pledges. I would like some hon. gentleman
on the government side to tell me one pledge
they have carried out. I do not agree with
the hon. leader of the Opposition, who says
he is satisfied the tariff is a good one. I am
dissatisfied with it because they have not
carried out their promises in framing it, and
we cannot ascertain now which is the best
tariff. I am dissatisfied because they de-
ceived the people; and if we vote against
them now it is because they have not carried
out their promises and they are not entitled
to support. The 25 per cent reduction in
the tariff is a matter that is very amusing
to me. The hon. gentleman says they
passed a resolution which has brought
great fame to the country, and more fame
to the Premier of Canada: that is the
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preferential trade clause. I cannot under- the Minister of Railwavs from start to finish.
stand how England can give them any credit I have a great re«ard for him, he being a
for it at all. It is explained to us that on countryran of mine. I also listened to the
all articles on which they want England to address ln reply, and I have listened to the
come under the preferential clause, thev arguments in this House: and if I had no
raise the duty to such an extent that the opinions of my own, if 1 had no knowledge
reduction under the preferential clause will of ry owvn, if there were no pledges bein.
simply bring it down to where it now is. violated, I woull, upon the arguments
Where there is any advantage to England heard advanced for and against that measure,
in that is something I cannot see at all. I (ecide that it was a bad measure, and feel
am very much astonished at that. I did justifled in voting against it.
not rise to-night to make a speech, because i
I am satisfied to listen; but I rose in my Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There
place to say that, although I believe in the are a few observations which I think
principle of protection, I came down to ougbt to make on the subject before the
Ottawa to support the government if they buse. Witb reference to the speech of
introduced a free trade policy or revenue my hon. friend who bas just sat down, I an
tariff, as I had told my friends I would. If glad to have bis expression of independence
the government will make a reduction in the of party bias, ani I have no doubt that
tariff, I will not offer any factious opposition, what be has stated is his honest conviction
because so many people in the country have and bis bonest intention. He bas remarked,
endorsed the policy of free trade which the as other gentlemen on that side of tbe House
government advocated before the election. have remarked, upon wbat is done by the
But I am sorry to say that I cannot sup tariffin favour of preferential trade with
port the government now, because tlWy have England. He bas told us, as other gentle-
not kept their promises. And if there is men have told us, that what we have done
anything for which the Liberal party should arounts to nothing whatever, that it is of
be denounced, it is the deception they are no use to England, and that it is nstonishing
practising on the people of this country. it should be acceptable there. Well, it is cer-
The temperance people are being deceived. tainly astonishing that ail England slould
I heard the promises made by the Prime regard what we have done as a great ad-
Minister and his associates to the temper- 1 vance, if there is nothing it. Every party
ance delegation in the railway committee and class of the people there bas taken tbat
room. The Witness bas said that they made view and it seems rost extraordinary that
no promises, outside of the promise made in that viev sbould he taken there, if it
the Speech from the Throne ; but I heard amounts to nothing.
the Prime Minister state there, emphatically
and in unmistakable language, that he would Uon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is the reference
this session prepare legislation to provide to my remarks?
for taking a vote of the people on the ques-
tion, and that if it was carried he would Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
pass a prohibitory law. They have deceived
the prohibition party of the country, and as lon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I was par
such they are deserving of condemnation, ticularly referring to the remarks of the hou.
because it is wrong to deceive the people. gentleman from Wolseley. I do not re
And they are going to add on to the plebis- member exactly wbat ry bon. friend wb0
cite the question of taxation, in order to bas just interrupted me said upon that point.
divert public attention from the true issue Most intelligent people wiIl tbink there
of prohibition. I only have to say now, that must be somemistake on the part of tbose
so long as I am here I intend to give a wbo take sucb a view of what we bave doue
straight vote on the merits of measures as in the tarif as to make out that it gives DO
they are presented. I took particular inte- advantage te England and is net wortb any
rest in this Intercolonial Railway question: tbing. My hon. friends on the opposite side
I went to the House of Commons, to the are extremely concerned about the censist-
Senators' Gallery, when it was under discus- ency of the Liberal party and the Liberal
sion in the other chamber, and sat the whole leaders. Our reputation appears te be very
evening through. m listened te the speech of dear te tbem, and they extremely regret
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that we have been inconsistent, even Liberal leader, Sir Wilfred Laurier now,
if the ineonsistency is in their own direction. stating what I considered to be bis views and
They lament and mourn because we have what were my own views on that subject; and
adopted some views of theirs, as they say. that letter was quoted in all the newspapers
That ought to be a matter of rejoicing in- in the province, and was accepted by Liber-
stead of imournin, if the fact were as they al newspapers as containing all that Liberals
have stated. Without entering into the de- meant by free trade, and what their general
tails of the changes ve have made, we cer- polities were on that subject. I stated there
tainly have made very great changes. They that I was a free trader; that J, in common
Say this is their system, but we certainly with Sir Wilfred Laurier himself, to whom
have made enormous changes in their sys- my letter was addressed, believed it was a
tem : and, while we have not abolished the misfortune that a protective systen had ever
duties, while we retain some vestige of been introduced here; but that it had been
protection, the general effect of the changes introducedeighteenyearsago; thatthe people
we have made is certainly in favour of free had stood by it for eighteen years; that spe-
trade. Free traders do not say that the cial interests had arisen on the faith of the
tariff as we are to have it now is just what system which the people had adopted and
they would desire. I do not know that any had sanctioned so long; and I thought
mnember. of the government will say, on a it unjust that protection should be
matter on which there nay naturally be con- suddenly abolished, that the interests
Siderable difference of opinion, that the tariff arising in this way should be wholly
isjust what lie might have preferred. But we disregarded; and J exp-essed ny satis-
are free traders ; we believe free trade is the faction at learning that iny leader saw bis
true principle ; we think it is to be regret- way to give the country a large neasure of
ted that a different system lias been intro- free trade, without unnecessarily injuring
duced into this country, and we can only these parties vho had bulit up an industry,
'nove in what we regard as the right direc- perbapsatcansiderable expenseuponthefaith
tion ; we cannot have f ree trade absolutely. of the policy which the country had adopted,
Our tariff goes in the right direction; unhappily adopted, as J elieved, but still
I do not think it can be denied-it had adopted. Statesmen must look at
certainly cannot be denied with effect-that tbings as they are. It is not states-
there is a great deal of leaning towards free manship to ignore actual facts. We
trade in the tariff which we have prepared. had to consider that these interests had
Extracts have been read from what is arisen. We had to consider that for eighteen
reported to have been said by various years that polîcy had been upheld by the
Speakers amongst the Liberal leaders in people, and we had to modify Our tarif from
favour of free trade : but no man ii a speech what we would like with reference to
discusses the whole subject. These speeches those circumstances ; and that is wbat we
froi which sentences have been reaid to us have done. Without pursuing that matter
liay or may not have been a full discussion any furtber, let me just say a word upon

of the whole subject. But when we spoke the clause in the tarif which is before the
of free trade, no man imagined we were not buse now with respect to combines as
to have a revenue tariff. We cannot have a they are called. That there have been most
revenue tariff without duties. No sensible injurious combinations of persons engaged
person bas ever imagined that we could have in one trade or anotber I suppose nobody
Perfect free trade in this country. We denies.
Iioust have a revenue tarife at ail etpents ;
and yet the expressions which bave been Hon. Mr. PROWSE- Jn Canada?
read here would ib fgply that the speakers
nieant to say we should bave no duties at Hon. Sir OLIVER MNOWAT-Yes, in
ail, and that the trade vas to be perfectly Canada, and also in the United States, and
free. That couly not have been their inean- e have legislated about the matter; we

nor could any one bave so understood! have segislated in order to prevent the wrong
them. It is only lately that u ave had to in years past, and to make it punishable
do with federal politics. Wben I was but either in the States tor here las
Urged to enter federal polities some fifteen any means yew been found to prevent

onths ago, I wrotwe a letter to the those combinations. They are bad things ;
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nobody can deny that they are bad things- providing for reducing the duty and thereby
that is to say there nay be combinations preventing the evil that arises from a com-
which are bad. The clause in the bill bination taking an injurious advantage of
describes and defines the combinations the duty. What the clause has in view is
which we want to prevent as those to prevent the evil, the mere punishnent is
which " unduly enhance " the price of nothing. We want to prevent the evil from
goods, and "unduly promote the advan- occurring, and nere punisinent doeS
tage of the manufacturer to the preju- fot ainount to anything for this purpose.
dice of the consumer." A combination Ail experience shows it is nothing. It
which does that is certainlv a bad thing, accomplished nothing in the States, and it
and it is most desirable to prevent it. No accomplishes nothing here. This is a neW
method yet adopted has remedied it. My experiment we are trying. Where the evil
hon. friend says we ought to provide some cannot be met by existing laws it Is for the
punishment for it, and some punishrment legistature to say "How can we change that
that the courts can enforce, and that they and prevent the evil that is going This
need not come before parliament at ail. provision occurred to us, and when it was
We have laws on the statute-books now, announce it was received vith universai
but they are evaded. The object of favour throughout the whole Dominion in
the clause is not punishment in that way. the tirst instance, though afterwards it vas

But it occurred to some of us who were study- attacked. But I think even now it is
ing this question that if persons who were regarded by the Coaservative party through-
engaged in these combinations knew that the out the country, as well as the Liberal party,
effect of their success would be, or might be as a most desirable provision, and one which
that the duty on which they relied, and which will have a good effect and will accomplish
enabled them to form those combinations, its purpose better than any previous laws
might, by an Order in Council, be reduced which were provided for it. What thejudge
or abolish ed altogether, that would be has to do is to take evidence and then
much more effectuai-and it was nell worth decide whether such trust, combination,
the experiment-than any punishment which association or agreement to unduly enhance
cou Id be inflicted by thç courts. My hon. the price of the article, to unduly promote
friend (Mr. Ferguson>, in bis very clear and the manufacturer's interest at the expense
forcible speech-as aIl bis speeches are clear of the consumer--to decide whether a trust,
and forcible-spoke of the combinations combination, association or agreement with

vhich this article of the bil deact with, as that object exists. That is the judicial
being combinations of two or three or four work. But then the injurious coin-
people. I do not think my hon. friend ever bination may be proved to exist, and yet i
suggested the number four. e spoke of many be an inexpedient thing in the publie
two or three. Where a multitude of interest for the duty to be reduced or
people engaged in a trade rny hon. friend abolished. A judge would not be a proper
thought the bil was intended to attack a tribunal for determining whether the duty
combination of two or three in that great should be reduced or abolished. There is no
multitude. That is not the purpose of it at legal principle upon whichv e could decide a
al. Such a purpose would be open to matter of that sort. Then, again, take the
ail the observations my hon. friend made in case whicli my hon. friend put several tiines
reference to iw. But the object is different about there being only a combination of tWO
fromn that. My hon. f riend says that a judi- or three of a great multitude in the trade,
cial function is by this clause imposed upon there should be no reduction there and there
the government. My hGn. friend is quite would be no occasion for it. It is where

cwrong. The judicial work is to be perfort- there is a comsbination embracing nearly al
ed by a judge. in the trade perhaps; and that is where it

is effectuai. If only two or three of many
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not ail of it. combine there is no practical harm done, and

it is necessary to have some authority to de-
Hon. Sir O I VER MOWAT-The whole termine whether the combination is broad

of the judicial part. The object of the enough and important enough to have this
clause is not a punishment of the offenders: remedyapplied and whetherit isoris notacase
iL is the protection of the consumers. I- is in which more evil than good might not arise
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from executive interference. This is not a' sort of combine that they would not sell
Judicial power but a political power and their cotton below a certain price. And what
nothing else. You must trust the govern- was the cause of it ? The cause was that they
ment of the day with a large amount of were manufacturing a lot of cotton that they
Power in a great variety of things, and such could not find a market for, and the different
a mlatter as this anong the rest. The gov- factories were cutting prices at such a rate
ernieuit is responsible to parliament and that it becaine a question of the survival of
responsible to the country, and in such a the fittest. They therefore found it necessary
case as this there in no danger of any un
reasonable exercise of this power. The leader
Of the opposition has said that he thiniks
the clause will do no harmii. He does not
feel at all alaried, though my hon. friend
fromi Marshtield (Mr. Ferguson) seems alarm-
ed, lest a bad use should be made of the
Power by t'he governmient of the day. If
You give no power to a governnent that they
May abuse, then you give them no power at
al, and we need not have a government. We

to come to an arrangement, and what was
it ? That they would put their prices at such
a figure as would secure them five per cent
profit a year. Is that an injurious combina-
tion? Nothing of the kind. What was the
result of that combination between the cot-
ton manufacturers? They held together for
a few months, and one weaker than the rest
said "I have got a lot of cotton and can-
not find a market, and unless you allow me
to put it on the market at a low price I must

Must run the risk if risk there is. The people go bankrupt, and then it will go on the
choose the government of the day and on market and sell at a low figure. You must
them rests the responsibility of choosing per- either let me sell it cheaply or advance me
Sons who will not abuse their powers. But nioney on it, or buy it from me." One after
il this case the power cannot be abused. I another these mills were allowed to sell out
ara satisfied the clause is well worth the a lot of cotton at a cheap rate, and finally
experiment. I believe the effect of it will a syndicate was formed to buy up the cot-
be to prevent some of the combinations ton mills and a lot of money lost. It will
Which otherwise would take place. There be time enough to make provision for this
certainly will be secret combinations. Here- when it is demonstrated that there is an
tofore there have been openly avowed com- injury. I look upon this clause as placing a
binations, but probably we shall not have dangerous power in the hands of the gov-
any such combinations hereafter, by reason ernment, I care not how honest they may
of this clause. The clause does not abolish be : and when we find a party going to the
Previous provisions of the law in reference country with the declaration of a certain
to the punishment of combinations, but this policy, and then coming into powey and
i8 a different matter altogether. I am glad going quite contrary to their declaration
to know that there is no idea of striking previous to their election, we have a right
Out the clause, for it is an experiment of to suspect the honesty of their intention in
great importance which I think will have reference to public questions. It is placing
the effect intended and which has for its in the hands of the government of the day,
Object the removal of a great evil. I do not care whether it is Grit or Tory, a

power which the government should not
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I wish to make one have. What is the fact i We meet in session

or two observations on the clause now under hereevery six months, and are in session from
the consideration of the House. It appears three to five months, and if there is any
to me this is a provision in the bill that is injurious Dombinationinthecountry it isonly
really at the present time unnecessary. I do going to exist four or five months until par-
not consider, from all that I have heard and liament can provide a remedy. It is a natter
read, that there are any injurious combina- which should be discussed openly before par-
tions in Canada to-day. I believe that where liament, and parliament is the power which
there is a combination as a general thing should deal with it. The government intro-
anong manufacturers in this country, it is duce their tarif and give their reasons for the
Only brought about from absilute necessity changes in the tarif, and I submit it is parlia-
and to prevent bankruptcy. I know an in- mnt only that should take the final act in
dustry that was flourishing apparently some reference to the fixing of the duties upon
few years ago : I refer to the grey cotton imported articles or the protection of the pub-
fladustry, and I know too that they had a lie in that regard. I wish to make one other
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remark bearing upon this same question. It the Inland Revenue Act." He said : The
bas been stated-whether it is true or not 1 principal object of this bill is for the purpose
cannot say-that to a large extent tiiere is a of imposing increased duties on spirit. The
great deal of corruption carried on during duties at present are S1.50 on certain classes
electiosns inCanada,to thedisgraceof Canada, of spirit and that duty lias been increased
I must say. TI the little province from which to $1.90, and a corresponding increase takes
I come in years gone by we knew nothing of place in duties on a scale which lias been in
that kind-but we know there are large operation for some time. On spirit now
,mounits of noney, election funds collected dutiable at $1.52 the duty hereafter will be

or supplied by men of means to both politi- $1.92, and on spirit now at a duty of $1.53
cal parties at the present day. I have been the rate hereafter will be $1.93. There are
told-1 (o not know whether it is true or some details of the bill which are mire
not, but I will give the House the benefit of departmental than laving down any new
what I bave heard-that there are certain principle. For instance, the amount of
large contributors to election funds spirit that may at present be ex.ported is
who have contributed to both political limited to 50 gallons. This change will per-
parties during the last election. Is that mit of the export of quantities of not less
true ? If that is true the parliauent of Can- than thirty gallons ; the penalty foi distil-
ada is getting into a dangerous position, and ling without a license is increased fron im-
what is the combine resolution uoing to do ? prisonment for six mnonths to imprisonient
It is going to place in the hands of the gov- for twelve months at the discretion of the
ernment of the day the power to say to an judge. There is a change in the clause with
industry in this country: " If you do not regard to the law relating to the brewing of
supply us with the necessary funds to carry beer for private use. The clause is as fol-
the election we will declare you a combine." lows:--
I sav the industries of the country should Utensils used by aniv person solely for the pur-
never be placed in that position by the gov- pose of brewing beer for the use of himuself and his
ernmient of the day, or any other party, and faiily, and not for 'ale, are exempt froin the pro-
for that reason I think we are justified in vimus of this Act.
asking the govern ment to take that danger- The new portion of the clause is as
ous clause out of the bill before us. It is follows:-
placing the manufacturers of this country in lrovided due notice of the possession thereof and
the hands of the government, which should of bis intention of using tlem for the above iiei'

not be done. It should be at the disposal tioiie( purpose is giveu te the nearest collecter of
flot iîlsîud Re\venuie or *to the Departiiîent of Inlainul

and at ýhe will and disposition and decision Revenue at Ottawa and beer se brcwed shah net
of the people's representatives when they be hable te any duty inetie t nor shah anY

rnee in arliniet evry yar.license he required by aiiy persen se brc-wiing for
eet in parliament every year. his fanilys use.
The motion was agreed to and the bill was I

read the second and third times and passed. The motion was agreed to and the bill
oas read the second and third times aen

The Senate adjourned. passed.

________ i EXPORT DUTIES BILL.

SECOND AND TIeD READINGS.
THE SENATE. il Mr. SCOT moved the second read'

Ofawa, Friday, 10191h Jtne, 1897. ing of Bill ( y45>, An Act respecting fx-
port duties. flie said : As on gentlemen

The SPEAKTER took the Chair at Eleven are aware, we have fro ti e to time had on
o'cock, a.m. our statute-book a law phnch authorzed the

Paesandi routine proceedings. Governor in Council under certain circumn
stances, consequent upon the imposition of

JNLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND- hîglier duties on similar articles in the
MENT BILL. United States, tô place an export duty on

hcertain articles that aie defined. This bil
SECOND AND TIIRD READING& proposes to enlarge the nui ber of articles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- At the tinie the Act was put in force before,
ing of Bil (144) "An Act further to aend pulp wood had ot attained such an iport-
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ant position in the trade of the country as it
has now. The quantity of pulp wood in the
United States is rapidly diminishing, while;
Canada has a large supply, and it therefore
has become important that we should add
spruce to the list of vood on which an.
export duty nay be placed.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B C.)-Will'
the hon. gentleman explain why ores are to,
be subject to an export duty?

lon. Mr. SCOTT- he reason is this :I
inderstand, as probably the hon. gentleman
knows, that the mines in the southern Koo-
tenay are largely owned and controlled by
Citizens of the United States, and ore from
thit section has been going out of the coun-

localiv. However desirable the object might
be, it would be open to grave suspicion. In
reference to the first point which the lion,
geitleiman raised, he is correct in the view
w hich he takes. It would be exceedingly
improper to issue a proclamation when con-
tracts are being made, and no proclamation
will be .issued during the present year.
Ample warning will be given so that parties
w ill not make their contracts in ignorance
of what the regulations are to be. I think
an announcement was made in another place
that there will lie no interference with con-
tracts during the present year.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-While I have had
occasion to oppose the policy of the govern-
ment on another mîeasure which they intro-

try up to the present time, and we are advised duced, it affords me great' pleasure to give
that it was proposed to put up a smelter at them my L.earty support as far as this meas-
Northwood, south of the boundary line, a 1 ure goes. I have several times advocated in
few miles fron Rossland. It wvould be a this Chamnber, and in the other House, an
tfonstrous proposition that we should permit export duty on logs and pulpwood. I be-
the ores mined in this country to be taken lieve it is for the interest of the country
out of Canada and smelted in the United i that such a duty should be imposedf and I
States, and this bill gives the government am very glad, indeed, that the government
power, by Order in Council, to put an export have adopted that policy. I hope the
duty on ores. power which they are taking here will be

exercised at an early date. I would have
Hon. Mir. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Afterp r see the iimit 85 per 1,000 ft.,

the ores have been. treated to a certain expreferred to setelri
instead of S3, but $3 is bett r than nothing.

tent, I suppose they nmay be expoited ? The With regard to the second clause of the bill,U nited States is our principal market for that relating to the export duties on ores
those ores. Unless that was permitted it and minerals, I desire to say that I have for
would kill the whole trade of the country. many years favoured in theorv the imposi-

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-I suppose the lion. sition of an export duty on our minera] ores.
Secretary of State is an are that contracts I believe that these great resources, at some
for pulp wood are generally made in June or future time, will be a source of enormous
July, and for a whole year. The wood lias benefit to the country, and, in my opinion,
to be cut at a certain season and hauled to thley should be so husbanded as to develop,
the stations in the w inter and shipped to the simultaneously with the mining of the ores,
United States. If the proclamation should the establishment of such industries as are
stopi the exportation of this pulp wood with- necessary to convert those ores into articles
out warning, it would be a very serious of commerce. I have never thought the
matter for those who have made contracts countrv derived nuch benefit from the mere
and I hope the government will see that mining of those ores and the export of them
warning is given to the exporters so that in their raw state to foreign countries. Even
thev may not be exposed to serious loss. In if it retarded, to some extent, for a few
several cases this pulp wood is removed in years, the development of mining industries,
clearing land, and if the goverinent could I believe it would be of immense advantage
see their way to exempting such pulp wood to the country to retain these valuable ores
from the export dutv, they might make a in our own possession until such industries
proviso to exempt farmers, who cut pulp were established as would convert thenm into
wood in clearing their land, from the opera- articles for our own use and for the commerce
tions of our own country. I merely wish to say

f that the policy and principle involved in
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would be exceed- this measure meets with my hearty approval

ingly difficult to make regulations to apply and support.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ores? They are found, 1 understand, in im-
Does the hon. gentleman intend to refer mense quantities, particularly near the
the bill to a Committee of the Whole? border; is it not just as much in the

Hon.N.l. SOTTNo,1 (0 nt ;it as i nterest of Canada that we should smelt and
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I do no; it hasou own country as

not been usual in our House.not eenusul ~ourbus. It-o permit the;ii to be exported withiout

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I anv export (uty being iniposed upon them,
an quite willing to facilitate the passin- of to a country that woul not re1ieve us from
this measure as far as possible. If it had ImPort duty on lead in bars, etc. 1 remember
been advisaIle, we could have referr, d the reading a fev days ago a discussion on this
tariff to a coimîittee and discussed every question in the bouse of Commons, and 1
item. However, not having power to was somewhat surprise( to see the argument
change a clause of the bill respecting taxa- advanced by the late Minister of Finance in
tion, that right has also been conceded. I favour of an exception in these ores. If
shall not repeat the expression of opinion there is any principle involve( in the im-

posiionof a exortduty' onorsofdfe
just uttered by the hon. member f rom West- o -
norland (Mr. Wood), but I am fully in ent kinds, I cannot understand %vhy it should
accord with every sentiment he has express- n b
ed. Another opportunity presents itself to answer given bv the lion. the Minister of
congratulate ny hon. friends opposite on a Railways and Canais at the time was un-
still further coniversion to the policy of the answerable. le said, if you permit these
late government. What the Secretary of ores to be exported free, the Americans
State a short time ago denounced as the would at once erect smelters jusv across the
'mad career " on which we were rushing, he une and thereby deprive Canada of that
now advocates. I congratulate hin, and I industry which ve hope to build up by the
hope that he and his governient will con- imposition of this export duty. I can only
tinue to improve in their principles, and core to one conclusion. 1v seens to me-I
soon get fully in line with the old govern- do not like to say itbecause it. is a reflection
ment. perhaps upon the whole of us-that where

Hon.our personal interest is brought into contact
Hoa.Mr. ACDNALD(B..ý-I îswith what it is proposed to do, we are very

never too late to mend. apt to take a different une. Now, upon the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL - No. kroad principle of imposing an export duty
"While the lamp holds out to burn the on these articles, I should like to see it im-
vilest sinner may return." What I wish to posed upon ali, irrespective of what any other
carl attention to is subsection "c" of the country reay dc.
second clause:

(c.) On ores which contain copper, or any mîetal
other than nickel or lead, when exported fron
Canada, an export duty not exceeding fifteen per
cent on the value of the said ores ;

(e.) On lead ores, and on lead and silver ores,
when exported fron Canada to a country îwhich
imposes an import duty on lead in bars or in the
form of pig lead in efcess of the inport duty on
lead contained in lead ores or in lead and silver
ores,--an export duty on the lead contained in the
ores so exported fron Canada, to an amount per
poind equivalent to such excess.

Why, I ask, is there a different principle
embodied in the bills, as far as it affects lead
ores, and lead and sil ver ores, from that which
is contained in the subsections to nickel ore
in matte and other ores ? If it be desirable
that nickel and other ores, which we have in
abundance in this country, should be smelted
and refined in Canada, why is an exception
made in the case of lead and lead and silver

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The immediate im-
pulse that is given to this bill arose from a
number of telegrams received by the govern-
ment from several towns in southern Koote-
nay, intimating that the principal owners of
the mines being Americans were about to
erect a smelter at Northwood, just two or
three miles outside of Canada and it was
going to ruin that section by drawing away
the population. It was done so openly that
it created a great agitation and we were res
quested to state what our policy was likely
to be, as the owners of two of the principal
mines were about erecting a smelter, and
unless we put an export duty on the ore
they would commence the erection of a
building at Northwood and it would pro-
bably be too late. An intimation was given
that the government would submit for the
consideration of parliament the propriety of
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Putting an export duty on the ore. With
reference to sub-clause " c," as I am advis
ed, the United States is the principal mar-
ket for lead, a better market than any other
country, and that is the reason for this dis-
criminating duty.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-i-The pro-
Posed amendment to the tariff of the United
States, increases the duty on lead ores from
One and a quarter to one and a half cents,
and I think that would be a justification for
the government putting an export duty on
lead ores as a greater inducement for smel-
ters to be established in that region that
produces such large quantities of lead. I
do not know why the United States is such
a large consumer of lead. I do not know
Why that should be one of the principal
countries to which our Canadian lead is
Shipped. I do not think they consume it
at home. 1 rather think they must manu-
facture it and ship it to foreign countries.
I am speaking in ignorance of the facts. I
have been unable to ascertain what superior
ilnducements are held out to ship lead away
to the United States rather than to other
foreign countries. If the hon. Secretary of
State can enlighten us on the subject I shall
be under an obligation to him.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I am unable to give
any other reason than that the price is a
shade higher than it is in Europe.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON.-I understand
subsection "-" in this way : under the
t nited States tariff a higher duty is imposed

On bar or pig lead than on lead in the ore,
With a view to encourage smelting in the
United States, and the object of this sub-
clause is to give the government of Canada
Power to impose a duty on the export of the
Ore that would be equal to the discrimina-
tion that the United States make in favour
of ore as against lead in pig, and place
Stnelting in Canada in the same position
as it occupies in the United States. The
Clause is a good one, if I understand it
rightly. My understanding is that it pro-
Vides that the government of Canada may
Put an export duty on ore shipped from
Canada to the United States that shall be
equal to the excess which the United States
tariff imposes upon lead in the bar over lead
in the ore.

Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-I
have only recently cast my eye over this

clause, and while the interpretation put
upon it by the hon. gentleman is correct to
a certain extent, does it not go further ?
Does not this prevent the imposition of an
export duty upon the lead ores in case of a
foreign country not imposing a duty which
is higher than that on lead in bars ? It says
the Governor General may by proclamation
impose a duty on lead ores, and lead and
silver ores to a country which imposes an
import duty on lead in bars, or in the form
of pig lead in excess of the import duty on
lead contained in lead ores or in lead and
silver ores. Suppose the foreign country
does not impose a duty on lead in bars, &c.
in excess of a certain amount, then you have
no power under this clause to impose an ex-
port duty at all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not if they bave any
duty on the lead.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is in violation of the principle which is
involved in the two preceding paragraphs
" a " and " b " and the whole bill, or in other
words, it prevents the government from im-
posing an export duty only under certain
circumstances. What I should like to see
done is to take the power-which I
hope it will be done-and impose the
export duty on these qualities of ore, in order
to accomplish the object which you have in
view in imposing an export duty on nickel
and other ores-that is, the establishment of
refineries in this country. What the hon.
the Secretary of State says in reference to
the exportation of lead is quite true.. Lead
ores in the past have been exported f rom
British Columbia exclusively to the United
States. Why? Because we have had no
refineries of any consequence in this coun-
try ; but as the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster (Mr. McInnes) properly says,
the United States is not an exclusive market
for the consumption of lead. It is
manufactured into pig lead, then sheet
lead, and then into the form in which it
is used in Japan and China for the packing
of teas. That is the great market the United
States has for lead. If an export duty is im-
posed upon that particular quality of ore in
this country, and we can establish an in-
dustry, we will find labour for a large num-
ber of artizans, and keep the capital
within our own country and find a market
in those foreign countries for the output.
That is my idea. I am sorry the government
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have not treated these ores in the sane man-;
ner that they have the nickel ores. The ques-
tion was brought under my notice when Min-
ister of Custons very often, I had then all
the figures and facts to show the expense of
those manufactures and also the narkets for
them. I assure the hon. gentleman that
he is in error in supposing that the United
States is the sole market for the output of:
these refineries. They take our raw material,
do the work, find employment for their own;
people, take the profits, and send the products
to foreign countries. That is what I should
like to see transferred to our own side of the
line.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it were not so late in the session, I should
ask the government to reconsider clause
"c,' but I should rather see it go through
as it is than obstruct its passage by any
anendment. I hope the governmient will,
between now and next session, ascertain if
they can apply the principle of placing an
export duty on all those ores.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall draw the at-
tention of mv colleagues to the suggestion
of the hon. gentleman.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) -Before PETROLEUM INSPECTION BILL.
putting on any export duty, the government
should send an expert to that country.
They have no agent there now, and thev Hon. Mr. SCOTT noved the second read-
should be careful to see what the operation ing of Bil (139) "An Act further to amend
of the export duty would be before im- te Petroleum Inspection Act." le said
posing it. This bil contains onlv three cinu-es. The

tirst clause refers to the flash test. By the

HonHon Mr. SCOTT-O movedn the second read-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On reading the para- law on the statute-book. the fire test is 27
graph, I an inclined to think that its opera- degrees Fahrenheit. In 1894 the flash was
tion is wider than the interpretation placed fixed at 290 degrees. The change makes it
upon it by my lion. friend. Owing to the 270 degrees Fahrenheit.
punctuation, it does not read correctly.
There would be the power to impose an ex- lon. M-r. AIKINS-Why the change?
port duty first on lead ores, then on lead Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose the experts
and silver ores, when exported from thelin the department, from the improved
country, so I am inclined to think the power quality of the oil or some other good reasol,
would be given under this clause absolutely allow the change. It gives of course, a
to place a duty as much on lead ores as on better field for our Canadian oil. I have no
nickel, otherwise why should the " lead doubt that is the reason.
ores " be repeated ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- think the hon. gentleman is in error. It

You can get lead ore without having quan- must be for the other reason. The reason
tities of silver in it, and you can find galena w-hy the flash test was raised formerly was
with large quantities of silver. That is the to protect the people in this country against
reason they are separated. the use of a dangerous article, and to prevent

lion. Mr. MILLS--Does the an inferior article from coming into the
paragraph there refer to both qualifying country. I understand now that you have

subjects, or i lowered it. That would admit United
it only a qualification of one of the preceding States oil at a lower test, and consequentlY
sections ? n1ake a greater competition with our own,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know. I am and permit a dangerous oil to be used.

not sufficiently familiar with it. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I nay be wrong. I

lion. Mr. POWEl-J think the qualifi- have no information from the experts. I

cation is to both. presume they have found that the flash
test proposed was sufficiently high, and

The bill was read the second time. therefore recommend it. Of course it is
determined by the experts of the depart-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read- ment, and it is by them the suggestion is
ing of the bill. made. Clause two relates to the importatiofl
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of petroleum in tank cars and tank ships.
Petroleum can now be imported at'suci
points as the Governor in Council may
designate. I think oil was not permitted
to be imported before in tank ships; it had
been imported in tank cars. There has been
a considerable demand in the maritime pro-
vinces to admit tank ships, but they are
only to be allowed to enter at points to be
designated.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Is it intended to in-
crease the nurmber of places where tank cars
can be filled?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think that is
one of the objects of the bill, because it is
permissive in this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not understand what the explanation
Was for the change. What was the former
Act?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said the demand
came principally from the maritime prov-
inces. I did not say that it was limited to
them at all, because the law is general for
the whole Dominion. I supposed it was
there the demand would be greater. To my
mind, the points on the north shore of Lake
Ontario and Lake Erie are so accessible by
rail that there was no complaint there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Still the hon. gentleman has not answered
the question I put : Why does the govern-
ment take the right to say where it should
be admitted ? Why not say that oil can be
imported iii tank vessels without taking the
power to themselves to say that a tank
vessel can go to one port but not to another?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason is obvious,
because it must be most carefully inspected
and tested. We must have an expert at

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tank cars were allow- tnat particutar place and ve coula not have
ed to come in, but tank ships were not, and experts at all points. The late government
there was considerable agitation, particular- followed out that same principle. Tank
ly in the maritime provinces, for this amend- cars are not allowed to be admitted at any
ment ; it would allow them to get cheaper town, but only at certain places.

oil if it was allowed to come into the coun- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
try in tank ships. This will allow the gov- Where there are inspectors.
ernment, by Order in Council, to designate
ports where tank ships may be admitted. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why does the government ask for a power There are inspectors at Toronto and Hamil-
of that kind ? If there is any advantage to ton.
the consumer and to the trade of the coun-
try to import petroleum in tank ships, why Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I suppose after
should not the people along Lake Ontario, being inspected, it might be conveyed to
or any other portion of Canada, have the any other place?
right to import in tank ships as well
as parties in the maritime provinces ? Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it is only the first
Why the distinction? This is an indirect entry.
blow at the policy of protection, so Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I suppose the reason
far as the oil industry is concerned. why tank vessels are mentioned is because
There is no question about that; but why the western country is supplied with tank
give an advantage to Halifax, say, or to cars.
any other maritime port, over Toronto,
Kingston or Hamilton? If there is an Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The
advantage to be derived from this change, whole bill is objectionable. The first clause
why should not the whole country get it? of the bill reduces the test of the oil from
Why should there be sectional legislation? the standard fixed some years ago and

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those points in On- brings it back to what it was originally. It
rail. I do not was found, when a lower standard was in

tario are more accessible by il. Id no force, that the oil brought into various parts
know why "ships" would not include a of the Dominion from the United States
schooner fitted up with tanks. was of a very inferior quality. It was not

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I only very objectionable for use in houses
do not see that it would. and places in which it was used, but it was



a dangerous oil and that was the reason why flash test is not in the public interest and
the test was increased up to the standard should not be approved by this House.
now in use. If we are going to bring it
back to the old standard, we are taking Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--I think this bill
a retrograde step and bringing in what is a mistake. The amendment proposed in,
was objected to throughout the whole the first and second clauses, at all events, are
Dominion years ago. Therefore I object to such. As my hon. friend has just remarked,
the legislation intended in this first clause the lowering of the test should be very ser'
of the bill, reducing the standard by which ously considered before we permit it. The
the oil is to be tested, because it will admit other provision is simply for the purpose
a verv inferior quality of oil. With respect of assisting the Standard Oil Company of
to the second clause of the bill, which admits the United States. My hon. friends in the
the importation of oit in tank ships or tank government yesterday gave us to understand
cars, I think that als> is objectionable. We the earnest solicitude they feel for the con-
know it is only the Standard Oil Company sumers and their anxiety to protect them
and the large companies engaged in that against trusts, and thev ask us to ciothe
business in the United States that have thein with extraordinar- power to prevent
those tanks for the purpose of sending their Canadian combines ly wbiclî puces can
oil to various distributing points, and this enhanced. This provision is sinply.to give
legislation is taking the business of carrying the greatest trust in the world an advantage
oit out of the ands of our own people who they do not now possess in our markets-
have vessels in whic they cans carry it in Even supposing the advantae that is pr
barrels. This legisaation is throwing the posed to be given to them is oe that ciight
trade into tle hands of those ohave the be unobjectionable in other respects, til if
tank ships to carry the oi. Another objec- my hon. friend the leader of the House car
tion to this is tat the very fact of our re- ries out ie provisions contained in the
dueing the standard of oil wvili be that the combines clause of the bill of aesterday, ae
oil brought in th bse oil tank vessels wiil be shouid use the powers of legisiaon t o punis.
of v'ery inferior quality-not only objection- suchi people. Instead of thathle is giving themna
able foe use, but dangerous. In many places great advantage. 1 under4and advant e
there will be objections to its being tanded has already been taken of the reduction of
on tde publie wharfs. It would be a the tarif on ol, and I suppose the further
vetv diicuit matter to cet oif of that provision contained in this bie is in favour
standard landed at any wharf in Ccarlotte- of the Standard Oi l Company; that they are
town, because it bas been objected to before, making arrangements to come into Canada
aid protests have been iade by the resi- and that in a very short time, f roi the coin-
dents of thie city against oil of a o stand- munication have heard of, they wii be ila
ard beig allowed to and there while the possession of our entire narket and we will
low test was in force and tiere was a de- have this gigantic trust, that dominates of
mand made to have the test raised. Sinc extensively ah over the world, in futl bhast
it las been raised the il from Canadian ou in Canada without any competition what
refineries has been found very satisfactory ever. It is a serious matter, and we should
indeed. If this bit oes into force it will consider it carefully before going one step
take the whole inatter out of its present in the way of giving this trust power tO
satisfactory condition and brin it back to dominate in the market of Canada as they
that unsatisfactory state in which it was are very likely to do. I may sav further
formery. that, from my own experience as a consumer

the quality of the United States of that a
Hon. -Ifr. A KINS-Before the law is put on our market in the lower provinces

changed with regard to the flash test, this within the ]ast year or two is very tow.
House should be thoroughly satisfied that it There bas been a great deal said about th
is in the public interest. It is well known superiority of the United States où in
that prior to the increase of the flash test, years past, but I am sure, as far as MY
explosions frequently took place, and there experience goes, and I find it is the generai
were fires and loss of life. Of late years that experience, in my part of the Dominion any-
has not been the case, simply because the way, that a very inferior quahity of oh fr011
flash test has been raised. peducing the the United States is now being brought into
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consumption there and I do not think Now tbe prices are lower than theyever
we should go further in the direction of were. It is the same with regard te railways.
encouragingthe importation and consumption and dangerous legisiation.
of such oil in this country than we have gone. We had a branch railway running north
There has been a reduction in the duty from Toronto. 1 have had to pay for ship-
which has taken away part of the protection'ping a few head of cattie on that short rail-
that the Imperial Oil Company has had. way up to a farm iiNlarkham, a distance of
Whatever the Imperial Oil Company may twelve miles from thejunction, as much as 1
have done.in the past, within the last two had to pay fron Mentreal to that point. The
or three years they have not abused the twe roads are combined now and you can get

prtetont9yejoe udr u onas cheap a rate now from Montreal to Mark-protection theyý enjoyed under our ownl
tariff. They have made a most laud- bai as you could get previously from the
able effort to put a good quality of Junction up to Narkham. This great trust

Nil on the market at a reasonable price. cowupany in the United tates has continued
The great improveent there las heen to sel at iow prices. They are said to e
iii the quality of their products and the' selling the petroleu in Detionit at five cents
prices at whichi they have supplied tlie a gallon. I (do not expect they can continue
ou within the last two or three years, should to (o that, but tey have doni so for some
have stayed the hands of parliament fro time now. They are slhing petroleui
doing anything te break down tint business fower than it fas considered possible to
by the comnpetition which 've have and vhic sel it, but of course they aiave the
1 m:v sav the world has in ot. The tend- monopoly of the United States and have
encv of the reduction of the duty and the the control of the tradeo there. At the
provisions of this bill is to give the Standard present tine Englisti dealers buy f roil thein
Oil Company an opportunity of domninatinwg because they can sed it cheaper than it is
our market altogethier and shutting off all sold for in any other quarter. There is an-
competition iii the production of oil. other matter to consider iii this connection,

and that is if they are net allowed to ship
Juncil tanks the freight up te Manitoba will

-Standard 0i1 Coiupany have had control of'M
the markets in the United States cil has continue to be higeder and te reduction of a

> few cents a gallon will not be felt at ail. It
been sold to the consumer, from that time the freight that keeps the rate hig, but
down te the present, cheaper than ever le thein send it Up in tanks as far as they
before. can, and they wil deliver it in Manitoba at

Hon. Mr. FERGUSO-N--A combine rnust.suchi a low rate that it will be used, and I
be a very good thing, then. cannot see for the life of me why we should

prevent it. I know that we have used
Hon. Mr. REESOR-Jt may be said that UTnited States oul for years. We have neyer

after a littie while they 'viii raise the price. been able te get the Canadian cil so well re-
Wn must fnd a way te neet it in that case, fined. We can get it ten cents a gallon
but certaiio they have sod o at a very cheaper, but those who have te use the
îcw figure and if they had been refused the lights would rather pay ten cents more for
privilege f shipping in tanks in the United a gallon f good cil. Another reason is be-
States they could not have sold at such a w cause there is neyer an explosion unless a
price. That is what ail the staler dealers man puts a can of cil over the fire. There
complain of, that they have been ailowed t is practicaly ne danger. I think the in-
ship in tanks. Wel, others were alowed te spection should be performed in such a adan-
ship in tanks if they chose te do so. A cen- ner as te give sufficient protection whether
pany with a Carge capital and the best the oio cofes in tanks or otherwise.
rnachinery, can produce goods better than
they can be nade in the case f ordinary Hon. Mr. PRMROSE-I am sorry that
estabishments, and that is clear when we was net able to hear clearly the remarks
consider the rnatter cf agricultural impie- ot the last speaker. I do not wish te z-e-
ments. The establiments for the manu- capitulate the remarks of the hon. gentle-
facture of agricultural i oplements are now man from Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) or
confined t two or three firms in Ontari, the hon. member from Charlottetown (Mr.
and for a while they charged big prices. Macdonald), but 1 wish te place myself on
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record as being thoroughly in accord with men who have spoken in this chamber upon
their arguments, and to say that I consider the subject.
this proposed legislation unnecessary, unsafe

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-How are they nOt
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I an not a little sur- representative opinions?

prised at the arguments addressed by my
hon. friend opposite (Mr. Ferguson) and the Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
hon. gentleman who has just spoken and the asks, how are they not representative opîn-
hon. member from Prince Edward Island ions ? Because they are not the opinions
(Mr. Macdonald). It seems to me that when expressed by any hon. gentleman of any
these regulationswere adopted relating to the shade of politics in the House of Commons 
carrying of oi in tanks, the government Hon. Mr. PRDIROSE-They are the
desired to give to the Canadian oit refiners practical opinions of practical men, thoan~ratc opinions of practicaln menns thUntean amount of protection against their Imited know the difficulties and dangers which
States competitors, that they were not dis- will accrue from the adoption of this legis-
posed to state the specific rate of duty set lation.
out in the tariff legislation. There were two
ways in which protection was given, one by Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say to nY
the duty imposed, and the other by the im- hon. friend that when a large number Of
pediment put in the way of tra-nsportation. the people of the maritime provinces delib-

erately undertake to obtain the oil from
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- across the border, which enters into

That is right. consumption so largely, and upon which

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Of course there can they pay no duty, they do rot attach the

be no question with regard to that, and the same risk to the importation of the oil as

duty by way of impedimerits imposed upon the hon. gentleman has done. They are
the transportation were, in case of places at a ready to take the risk, they have taken

long distance from the place of the oil pro- the risk, and while, as one hon. gentleman
duction, a higher charge than the mere duty said some time ago in the other bouse,
that was imposed. Lt does not seem to me they subscribe in the daytime to the opin-
that this was a frank way of dealing with ions which my hon. friend has expressed,
the matter. We are seeking to extend com- at night they entertam different opinions,
merce. We profess to favour trade, and yet and they manage to take in the United

when, in an article largely consumed by the States oil, with ail the attendant dangers
people of this country, a trade, springs up, of which my hon. friend has spoken.

then government and parliament deliberately Hon. Sir MACK-ENZIE BOWELL-
put impediments in the way of that trade- They are free traders by night.
impediments greater than they had the cour-
age to state in their tariff legislation. My Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, and the less light
hon. friend from Marshfield is in favour of they have, the more thorough are their con-
the continuance of these impediments. The victions in that way. My hon. friend has
government propose by this Act, if not complained of the removal of this protec-
wholly to reinove them, greatly to lessen tion which the Canadian oil refiners have.
them. There have been complaints by the I suppose Canadian oil refiners have stated
people of the maritime provinces, and those their views to the Minister of Finance,
complaints have been confined not to par- and, so far as I can learn, that is the
ticular localities ; they have been almost arrangement that the government propose
universal, and so far as the public sentiment to submit to parliament. If they make no
lias been concerned, so far as I can gather complaint on their own behalf, I do 1.ot see
that from the expressions of opinion in that my hon. friend, who lives one thousand
the other chamber and in the press, the miles away from them, should make a col-
views put forward by my hon. friend oppo- plaint for them.
site and by the two hon. gentlemen who Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Are
have spoken on this side of the House are you speaking by the book, when you say that?
not views in harmony with the opinions
which the people themselves entertain. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I know what their
They are the opinions of those hon. gentle- opinions are and the opinions they expressed
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to me. I know nothing about what they parties you are doing the public revenue of
expressed to the government. the countr a very serious injury.

BOWELLDid Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Perhaps the hon.
gentleman will allow me to make an expla-

they express satisfaction? nation before we go further, as I have
received more light on the subject. The

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No ; I amn speaking of, differe-a901< 1h fr 1pqt
the rate of duty, and this is a matter of
transportation, and the question I have to
consider in connection with this proposal
is, how does it affect the facilities for
transportation ? You impose what dulies
you please, you state how high they shall
be, but once you have done that, you
have disposed of the question as to pro-
tection, and now you have another and
different question-the question of trans-
portation, and surely no hon. gentleman
can pretend to say that the privilege of
importing in cars or in tank vessels does
not necessitate the carriage of the oil
at a lower rate and does not enable
those who wish to bring it into the
country to pay the duty upon it and
furnish it to the consumer at a lower figure
than they could do if you put serious im-
pediments in the way of transportation.
The government have asked here that they
may designate places, and so on. I under-
stand that the importation of oil, no matter
how it may be carried, is attended with so.ne
risk, and so far as that provision is concerned
I understand it to be simply a police regula-
tion. I know all along the border, even in
the district where the oil is produced, an
immense amount of smuggling goes on and
people take the risk of forfeiting the article
which they are undertaking to bring in
rather than pay the duty which is imposed,
and if you, in addition to that, put impedi-
muents in the way of transportation you
cannot increase the revenue. You cannot
get at the population of consumers, and
what class of the community is it that you
are undertaking to legislate for on the line
that my hon. f riend opposite has mentioned ?
In every case there can be no doubt that the
public are benefited this way. Take for
instance the importations from the State of
Maine. The Standard Oil Company send
their oil in tank vessels, and you import it
across th'e border. How can you prevent
Smuggling in that event if you insist upon
carriage as it is now being done under the
law apart from this amendment ? You can-
iot do it. You lose an immense amount
of revenue, and in undertaking to serve the
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270 is the flash test. I am advised by the
Deputy Minister that in copying the trans-
cript into the statute they put by some mis-
take the flash test at 290 instead of the fire
test, and they thought the simplest way to
correct it was to substitute 270 for 290.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the difference between the two?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a difference
of 20 degrees between the fire and flash test.
One is in the background and the other is
the burning of the oil on the top.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-There is no change
with regard to the flash test?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -No. "Petroleum
designated and known as high test petroleum
may be sold in Canada for illuminating pur-
poses under such resolutions as to gravity as
are established by the Department of In-
land Revenue, provided the flash test is not
less than 290 degrees." They put flash test
therq instead of lire test. They have been
breaking the law because they have not
followed out the law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
What is the difference between the flash
test and the fire test ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Twenty degrees.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And you want to make the fire and flash
tests the same?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. The statute pro-
vided that the flash test should not be lower
than 290 degrees, and it should have read
"provided the fire test is not under 290."

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Does that mean
the degree at which it will explode?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How will it read with your amendment ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will read section 4
in the statute:

Petroleuin designated and known as high test
petroleum may be sold for use in Canada for illu-
minating purposes under such regulations as to
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gravity as are established by the D)epartment of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, only for the flash
Inland Revenue, provided the flash test is not less test.
than 290 degrees.

It will then read 270. The figures 270 Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
will go in place of 290. You are making no provision for the fire

test?
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They will not use it.

Then there is no provision for a fire test?
tsis Hon. Mr. MILLS-270 flash test and

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. The fire test is 290 fire test produce the saine result. If
290. They have been using the flash test. you have fire tests you have 290 and if yoU
I suppose it is a more convenient way. ha.ve flash tests you make it 270. The flash

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then we are to test being the most convenient they adopt it-
understand that this provision of 290 for a
flash test in the law, as it has existed for Hon. Mr. POWER--The section im the

some years, bas been a mistake ? Revised Statutes, chap. 102, the place of
which was taken by this section in the Act

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. of 1894, says "flash test." Section 4 reads:

Hon. Mr. FER GUSON-And has been If it vill stand a tire test of 275 degrees Fahren-
deliberately ignored ? heit thermiometer, or if when heated in an open Cup

to a tenperature of 250 degrees by Fahrenheit ther-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. It has not been moneter it does not emit a vapour that will flash-

folloved by the departnment. This is simply going back to the fire test
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I in the original Act, and the Secretary of

understood there was a difference between State explains that it was owing to a printer's
the fire test and the flash test. error the word " flash " was inserted instead

lHon. Mr. SCOTT- Twventy degrees. of " fire," and now they think they will leave
it to flash and put it 20 degrees lower. The

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- hon. gentleman makes it now 270 degrees
Then whv is the fire test recauced to twenty tire test.
degrees ? degrees ? Hon. MNr. SCOTT-Nýýo, flash test ; 270Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not reduced. Ho.i.SOT-o ls et 7H flash test is a great deal higher than 270 fire

Hon. Sir M4.CKENZIE BOWELL-It test.
is reduced. You are substituting by Hon. Mc. DJCKEY-The objection is
this clause 270 for 290, and the Secretary only a flash in the pan.
of State says it should have read fire•test
instead of flash test. You say there is a Hon. Mr. POWER-Thjs measure cornes
difference between the fire and the flash test up as a departiental measure. In the
of twenty degrees. You are reducing the Revised Statutes passed in 1886 the fire testretn was 275 derees. In tCK e Act of 1890 it ivsfire test to 270. wa 2 d n th i f t90

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, we are applying
it to the flash test and making it 270. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Strike

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- out the 290.
Which is the more dangerous?Zn Hon. Mr POWER-Yes it is 270 flash

Bon. Mr. MILLS-They are the saine.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The provision is for
the flash test. It says "Provided the flash
test is not under 290." They intended at
the time to use the words " fire test," and
that was to be 290, and the simpler way is
to leave the flash test as the test and put it
at 270.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You are making the test of the oil at 270
for both ?

test. There have been some remarks niade
on another portion of the bill on which. I
nay be allowed to say a word or two.
1894 it will be remembered the law Wa5

altered by hon. gentlemen opposite. Pre
vious to that time the duty'on petroleum had
been seven and one-half cents a gallon and
petroleum was not to be allowed to be irl-
ported in tank cars. At that time the price
of petroleum in Canada, in places not verY
remote from the United States border, was
out of all proportion to the prices of petrO-
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leum in the United States, and the conse- defended at ail, and I trust there may fot
quence was, as would na.turally be expected, be any disposition on the part of this fouse
there was a great deal of smuggling. In to reject this measure.
1894 the government reduced the duty from
seven and one-half cents a gallon to six
cents a gallon, and they also made this regu- Hon. Mr. POWER-And further, in the
lation interests of the revenueit is a great deal

Notwithstanding anything in this section con- better that the obstacle3in the way of bring-
tained the (ov-ernor in Council may designate ing large quantities of petroleun into this
Places at which petroleuni nay be inported in tank C
cars under regulations established jointly by the
Departnent o<f ('ustoms and Inland Revenue, but man from Bothwell (Mr. Milis> said if we
ail petroleum so imported shall before being re- put up this trenendous duty, and put alinoved for consuniption be put in packages, im the difficuities we car in the way of iport-
8pected, and made in accordance with the require- ing United States ou, it will be smuaded inment of section seven of this Act.

The effect of allowing the petroleum to be liC ý Province f rom which. 1 coine in large quanti-
brought in in tank cars was very consider- ties We use the United States ou there
able, because a consumer had formerly topay and the same thing happens in the boder
for the cask, and the cask, which containedc
forty or fifty gallons, would add something bavete ide nce of h e eean
to the cost. There was a considerable reduc-
tion in the practical duty on the oil when it Btha e that it i hawain tarîo.
was allowed to be imported in tank cars. sure, which is not nearly as liberal as it
Naturally the people in the lower provinces miaht have been. I had hoped to see the
did not see why they should not have the duty reduced to three cents a gallon on pet-
sane privilege of having petroleum imported
in tanks which w s enjoyed by the people
of the other provinces, and I presume the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
same thing imight apply to people on the Before this lucid explanation was made as to
shores of the great lakes in the upper pro- the tests, the objection vas not taken by the
vinces and it seems to be only fair. The hon. gentleman from Prince Edward Island
government now have simply gone a little as much to the introduction ofthe article in
further in the direction in which the late tank cars, as to reducing the test of the ou,
governnent went in 1894. The government thereby creating a greater danger from
at that time took one and one half cents a accidents.
gallon off the duty and allowed the intro-
duction of petroleum in tank cars. Now, H on M r i T h
the government take off another cent of the t
duty and allow the petroleun to be lin- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
ported in tank vessels as well as tank cars.
As a matter of fact, I do not think the pre- Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
sent tariff is any more liberal than the tariff was in the sae position that 1 was, he
of 1894 was, ornot much more liberal, be- did not understand it. The explanation has
cause the price of pctroleum in the United been given that it required 290 for a fire
States has diminished since. Here is a test, and that 270 of a flash was equal to 290
necessity which is u.sed by the poorer classes of a fire test. That removed the objection
all over the country, and at the present which the hon. gentleman sitting behind the
tine the reduced duty of five cents a gallon Secretary of State (Mr. Power) made to
is, at the prices at which the oil is sold in to the bil just now. The hon gentleman
the United States, 100 per cent. Why f rom Bothwell (Mr. Mills) argued strongly
should that enormous duty be increased by in favour of the permission for transporta-
difficulties and expenses in the way of get- tion by tank cars in order that the oil might
ting the oil into the country? I think that be delivered to the consumer at a lower rate
the idea of trying to increase the duty, than that which would have to be charged
which is now 100 per cent on a iecessary of if it came in casks on the railway. The
life, and a necessity consumed chiefly by the argument was inferentially a condemnation
poorer classes, is something that cannot be of the late government because they had not
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gone further. Wheni the hon. gentleman's they vished to understand was wvat %vas the
frciends were in power, during the Mackenzie real nîeanin, and intention of iu, ami whii
administration, they were not then permit- the effect of it would be,and if the loweriflg
ted to import United States oil into Canada of the test wouid bave the efièc- of na],-"O
in tank cars at all ; that concession was it more dangerous, they would desire to
made by the late governmeit. in addition to aniend it.
the reduction of the duty. The speech made i
and the arguments adduced in favour of the Hon. MI. these

biH t-fre te bse y tu- lon, entema periments made in the dtepartnient, or does'bill before the House by thie hion. gentlemani
for King's (MIr. Reesor) was a splendid the department tale the experinents Of
argument in favour of trusts. I should
like to have heard him make that Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are made under
speech while the combines clause was instructions at the 'aîious points where the
under consideration. Had we moved to 0u i inspected.
strike it out I ain quite sure lie should have
voted with us after his remarks. He told Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-But the govei'nV
us that through those trusts oil was sold in ment have a regular laborato'y, and nake
Detroit at as low a price as five cents a gal- those experiments themselves
lon. To complete his statement he ought toi Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
have told us that Detroit is just opposite the
Canadian oil producing section of the coun- lon. Mr. S IJLLJVAN-If you looked
try, and that this great trust put down the into the effeot of carrying the ou in tiese
prices so low as to enable people in that sbips, would it fot be found that probablY
section of the country to purchase it, pay sore dangerous gases would escape ? If Oil
the duty, and bring it into Canada; but I vert allowed to
venture this assertion, that at io place in agitation, vould not benzine and soîne Of
the United States, in the interior, away these inflammable gases be generated
from the border, and at such a distance! Hn r
that the Imperial Oil Company of Canada h Mi
cannot compete, can you get oil at five atter, -f wish to say in the best poSsi
cents. What we have to fear is that once ic good hum thtli ee s to
vou so amend the law, as to allow the Ameri-
can Standard Oit Comupany combination t pose in this chamber as being the sole ex-
get into Canada, and thereby crush out the p C
native industry, you will find the price of ed that fron the remarks he made in refer-
oil in Canada will be precisely the same as
it is in the interior towns of the United gentlemen present, and in supporting hie
States. I remember distinctly when this po-ution he cited what appeared in the
question was under discussion some years papers. I have seen utterances in the presS

a go. t tat ime1 hd al te pice wbich I arn sure, fronu my knowledge of the
ago. At that time I had ail the prices
within fifty miles from the border, and hon. gentleman, he would not agree with, a
the further you went from the competing representative of public opinion.
point, the higher the price at which the The motion was agreed to and the bil
oil that was furnished by the Standard Oil was read the second tue.
Company of the United States was placed The House resolved itself into Cornittee
upon the market. I make this prediction, of the Whole on the said bil.
that just as soon as that Oil Company get
control of the oil wells of Canada, up will go (In the Conmittee.)
the price. I am quite sure i will be the On clause 2.
case, for the reasons which I have given.
From the explaaations which have been Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
made in reference to the question of the test, know there are sections in whicà it is col
there will be no objection to this clause. sidered very objectionable to have petroleum
The senior member for Halifax (Mr. Power) imported in tank ships, and I think where
was not justified in appealing to the House that is the case, where there are objectiof
agtinst the rejection of this bill. No one on the part of the municipality or of the
ntimaied a desire to have it rejected. What residents, and the municipality desires tO
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iake regulations for the purpose of enforcing from a foreign country, an inspection must
the objections of the citizens against the im- be made before it is transferred to barrels.
Portation in tanks, could there not be 0f course if the people of any town or city
Some arrangement made in this bill whereby do not desire that the town should be in-
the municipalities may regulate that ? In cluded among the places to be designated,
the city of Charlottetown the landing of the department would not certainly put it in
Petroleum even in caqks on the public wharf operation in those particular places.
is very objectionable, and many citizens have
Protested against its being landed on the
Wharf in the city at all, because the build- sentingone pointof view from which peoplein
ings in the town run down to the bank f rom the maritime provinces look at this question,
Which these wharfs start, and the fact of that at the present tire the United States
several thousand barrels of petroleum being ou which is imported into the maritime
put on the wharf and remaining on the provinces is brought down in coasting
wharf sometimes for several weeks in the vessels, little schooners that are running
surnmer heat is a source of very great dan- between the ports of the United States and
ger to the people living in the vicinity. If the ports of the maritime provinces. Theýe
the bill permitted the city council to make vessels bring this ou down: it furnishes
such regulations respecting the landing of them a little freight, and the desire there is
that petroleum as would prevent its being to retain that business. If this bill is
landed on the front of the wharf, it might adopted it may-and I have no doubt it
remove that objection. It is very nuch will-effect a change in the method of trans-
Mnore objectionable to have it brought into porting oit so far as the maritime provinces
the city in tank ships than in bariels, be- are concerned. The United States company
cause there is the danger of an explosion owing these tank steamers vill, two or three
When it is being removed from the ships times a year, send a steamer down with a
and put in barrels along side of the wharfs. large quantity of this oil, unload it in sore
I think it is a highly objectionable part of large distributing centre, such as St. John
the bill. I do not wish to object to the or Halifax, and have it barrelled there. I
bill as a whole, but I think people in differ- understand that that is the xay this busi-
ent sections should have the priivlege of ness is carried on where the ou is transport-
itaking regulations. It certainly is not ed in tanks. The coasting vessels whicb
acceptable to the province from which I are principally owned in the maritime pro-
come. vinces, ii, therefore, lose the business

Swhich they have heretofore enjoyed of carry-
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW -It is not coin- ing this ou, and I býlieve the general feeling

Pulsory at all. Section 3 provides for it and among the people of the maritime provinces
I think it is perfectly safe. The govern- is that they would prefer to have the
ment have to give their consent. matter stand as it is now, and to have the

oit imported as it has been in their own
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If it is the wish of the coasting vessels. lowever, vhile this is my

people of Charlottetown not to allow tank own view, and I believe the view of the
ships to land at their docks it will not be majority of the people in the maritime
done. It is simplv according to the wish of provinces, I do not intend to vote against
the people, whether they desire tank cars or the adoption of the bil. If the governinent
tank ships to discharge their load at the take the responsibility of raking the change,
different places. When it is imported it 1 do not propose to object.

ill cone in ships, and it will be subject to
inspection at certain points, and it must be i Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think, as a
transferred to barrels at those points; but as rule, the oil is brought to large places in
a rule the desire has been to allow as many these coasting schooners. If tank steamers
Points as possible to be designated for th: came to Halifax or St. John, it would not
tank cars. It has been a pretty universal interfere with carrying the oil to the smaller
desire. The oil that cornes in the tank places by the schooners; because after the
cars from Petrolea is inspected, as it can oil is brought to Halifax or St. John, it wil
be inspected where it is loaded on the have to be hrought hy rail or schooner to
card; but with regard to ouo that codes in the staller places.
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-The difficulty is this: In reference to the question of bringing in
that the United States oil is under the con- oil in tank vessels, although there may be
trol of a large combine, and where they have an objection, as has been stated by the hon.
the power of shipping it in their own tank gentleman fron Charlottetown (Mr. Mac
steamers, they have the power to so arrange donald) on account of the annoyance and
the freights that they control the whole of the danger of these tank vessels coming intO a
the transportation. That is the difficulty, place like Charlottetown, still I think the
and if we once give thein that power they advantages to the whole province wil'

will no doubt use it, and use it in such a counterbalance, and more than counter-
way as to entirely prevent the shipping of! balance, the injury and annoyance to the
oil by schooners. residents of Charlottetown in that regard.

I take it that there will be proper safeguards,
Hon. Mr. MACIDONALB (P.E.l.)-tathywiprectectyfo al

_Up to the present timie I believe all the oil that they will protect the city from anlY
hp t th prsen tîne Jl)eiev ai th ouconflagration that inighit take place owiflg1 tO

which has been imported to Halifax has c l
the oil commng in tank vessels ; because

been imported there in barrels by schooners theroteownn wn be tesdis;rbuting
ant nt n ankveses.Charlottetown wiil be the distributie

a point for this oil for all the rest Of
Hon. Mr. POWER-I thought it came the province, and if we have to depend

largely in steamers. upon this oil coning into Halifax or St.
lion. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.T.)- John, and have to get it fron there, We

Steamers are not allowed to carry petroleurm. may just as weil import it in the old

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think the hon. gen- way froim the United States, or fronW

tleman fron Halifax is wrong. So far as Ontar, as we have been doMg m the
my experience goes the oil that comes down past. By having this oIn im tank vessels we1 ~~v1 encourag anur inth
to the Èaritime provinces comes all to- il encourage an iportnt industry te
getimer. manufacture of barrels, instead of paying a
gh. high price for those manufactured in the

lon. Mr. PRIMROSE-1 an entirely in United States. In that regard J thin
accord witi the hon. gentleman fromu W'est- the change is in the riglt direction. i had
morland (Mr. Wood). I knov that is the intended to say something as to the test,
case in Pictou and all the ports in the neigh- but the explanation of th.e lion. SecretairY
bourhood of Pictou-that that ou lias been of State lias satisfiled mv mind fully on that.
broîught there in schooners, as the hon. gen- There is no change made in the test : 1 was
tieman say,, and not otherwise. inclined to deprecate the idea of reducilg

lon. M1r. PROWSE-I an not particu- the test, more particularly on account of the
lary opposed to the bill that is before thei greater daner that wvill be causei by usiflg
House. J may say that during the late tank vessels but in that regard it is quite
election contest the great question before the satisfactory, and I think the people of the

people in my section of the country was the lower provinces will be pleased that theY

fearful, terrible tax upon the people in refer- are getting such a reduction in the oil, and
ence to kerosene oil, and the people were led 011 te other hand they will be disp]eased
to believe they were going to get the kerosene because it is not a very much greater re-

;1t e . ; t A 1 . '%Ù "IîfLt enA 4-duction than it is.

ernment has taken in that direction Japprove
of, because it is carrving out their promises;
but it is a very small step, and I was struck
with the renark of the hon. gentleman from
Halifax (Mr. Power) when lie said that the
duty now, after all these promises, was still
100 per cent.

Hon. Mr. POWER-About that.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN, fron the co-
mnittce, reported the bill without amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE--That is a very high SECOND SITTING.
rate of duty to place on anything, unless it The Speaker took the Chair atThree
is intended to be prohibitive. Owing to the h S clock p
lower price of oil now, the five cents is just
as high a duty as the six cents was formuerly. Routine proceedings.
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THE COMMITTEE ON RAILWAYS. has been to adjourn to a certain day, and if
MOTION. there is no adjournment specifying the day,

Hon. Mr. VIDA L-I presume the House then it has always been the practice, so far
is generally aware of the difficulties which as my experience goes, for the chairman, in
have arisen in our Commnittee on Railways a case of emergency, if there is any busi-
and Canals. The question has arisen in the ness to be brought before it, to cal the
minds of sone members as to the constitu- committee. What necessity is there for
tional right to ineet at all on account of a taking that power out of the hands of the
certain formality having been neglected of chairman of the committee, or that this
adjourning to a specific day or authorizing Huse should direct them to do that which
the chairman of the committee to call a they have the power to do themselves? It
meeting. This irregularity having taken sems to me it would be establishing a
place, I assumed it to be my duty, as chair- vicious principle in the future, because an
man of the coinmittee, which is in existence objection might be taken at some other
as long as this session lasts and which I tie. It would be interfering ith the
could not conceive had the power to commit rights of the committee, and the gentleman
suicide, having had referred to it certain who presides over it for the time being. I
bills to be reported to the House, there was have stated my impression from a some-
no other way I could conceive how they what extended practice. I think those of
could be summoned except at my eall as equally long experience in public affairs will
chairman. I, therefore, undertook to call concur in my view.
the committee, and the conmmittee met, but
some members considered it unconstitutional lon. Mr. VIDAL-Myown view entirely
and contrary to rule. Without desiring to coincides with the view expressed by the hon.
discuss that question, it has occurred to mentleman, but quite a considerable number
in order to facilitate the business of the of the members of the comrittee took the op-
bouse, to propose to the Senate a motion poite view and contende'd that I lad no au-
which I trust I shall be allowed to make thoritytocall thecommittee. They based this
evei without notice. I move :laim upon some remarks whieh were found

in May and Bourinot touching on the ques-
Tit the Standing Conmmittee n Railways, tion, not on any specific rule of the House.

Telegraphs and Harbours he and is hereby i. Theauthorit read by the law clerk containedstuctei to inet to-imorrow orinmg at 10 o elock
to consier al1 report upon the several bills which e statement which led some members of
have be(en referred te that committee on which the committee to thinl thiat our position
there ias been no report hitiierto made to theý was entirely irregular. I n aintain that, as
Sonate. chairman, it was my duty to call the comn-

bon. )1r. MIcCALLUM-I think that nittee together ; otherwise the committee
motion requires notice. If the bon. gentle- could never meet if they had adjourned
man wishes to discuss it I have no objection without specifying a day at the last meeting
if he wili let it stand as a notice until to- or specifically authorized the chairinan to
morrow. call a meeting. It struck me to be an

Hon. Mr'. VIDAL-I do not consider it absurd objection. It was perfectly clear to
amotion ot nature my mind what our position was, and as theto be a oinof that nauerequiring bie

notice. It involves no particular assertion e of the opposition bas stated, it has
of a new principle, but is simply to meet an been the uniformn practice of hoth Houses
accidental emergency which has arisen, and that the chairman of a committee can call
to ask the House to use its power to obviate a meeting of the comumittee at any time.
delay at this late period of the session. The Our experience this morning justifies my
delay would result in defeating some of the proposing this motion. Almost the entire
measures before the committee. time of the committee this morning was

taken up in discussing whether we were
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I legally constituted or not. I wish to save

always supposed that every standing coin- the time of the coumittee, because there is
mittee had the right to meet whenever they a good deal of business to be attended to,
thought proper on the call of the chair, or and the efficiency of the committee would
by a motion made by the committee itself. be promoted by adopting the motion before
When the committee meets, the practice the House.
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Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I should think
the committee has not only the right to meet,
but it is in duty bound to meet. What is a
cominittee ? It is a part of the House ap-
pointed to consider such questions as are
referred to them, so that when the House
refers a question to them they are bound to
take it into consideration and report their
opinion upon it. A reference bas been made
in this House to two or three bills. The
comimittee bas not obeved the order of the
House. Suppose the bouse were prorogued
to-morrow that legislation would not be com-

or not, but I take my right to object to that
motion being put without due notice. Let
it stand as a notice, and we can discuss it
to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a question of
privilege.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Will my hon. friend
from Monck (Mr. McCallum) point out the
rule which requires notice ? Because I con-
tend this motion does not require a notice.
It is a matter of our own domestic manage-
ment.

pleted. Why ? Because that committee
has not met and attended to its duty. I lon. Mr. POWER-The suggestion made
have been in this House twenty years and by the hon. Secretary of State covers the
have attended those committees every ses- ground, that this is a question of privilege-
sion, and on many occasions our committees a question of the privilege of the bouse and
adjourned without specifying a time to meet its committee. A question of privilege is
again. It never entered anybody's mind that always in order, and the hon. gentleman bas
the chairman of the committee had not the a right to move bis motion without notice.
right to call a meeting of that committee. I As to the rule, 1 quite concur in the vieW
can see nothing in any authority to show expressed by the hon. leader of the opposi
that a different practice prevails in England. tion and the leader of the government-
If there were such a practice it would be con- that our uniform practice, for the last
trary to common sense. twenty years at any rate, bas been in that

direction.
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have no

doubt that the view expressed by the leader Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-J do not want
of the opposition and my hon. friend near it to go to the world, or to be admitted that
me (Mr. Vidal) is the correct one. I have we have been ail session acting illegally in
no doubt the chairman is entitled to call to the Coo-mittee on Railways and Canais.
gether a committee of this kind. Several T
hon. gentlemen have mentioned the long ex- bis mmd that ve have been acting illegally.
perience they have had in parliament, and I want the committee to be properly Consti-
how invariable the practice has been in that tuted. He wants me to point out the rule
way. Reason and common sense support it. in order to be able to do so I ask him to let
I have had a long experience, too, though this stand as a motion. Then we can see
not in this House. The rules of the Ontario wbo is right. The hon gentleman admits
assembly are adopted from the rules here, le bas been acting wrongly during the
and my experience there quite concurs with whole session; otherwise wly ask this power
what bas been mentioned as the experience nov? Cive us time to discuss it, because,
in parliament. I do not think it admits of as J understood this norning, from authori-
serious argument that the chairman is en- ties read by the law clerk of the Senate, ve
titled to this right. bave been acting illegally. J want to see

Hon 'M. 'NIcALU'ý1-Te qestonwhether we have been or not. The bon.Hion. Mr. McCALLUM--The question 'etea ie ptecsbtIwn
was brought up this morning. It arose as to te tos e t the c ie i at
whether we were sitting legally or not. As in a i -al manner. I insist that notice of
explained by Bourinot and May, it appeared t
to me we were not. The duties of the chair- g
man are to preside over the meetings, to put before and eau a meeting without consult-
all questions, and to maintain order, but he ing the comrittee at al, he can do so.
should consult the committee as to when he
is to call them together. He is not to be a Hon Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I was pre-
dictator, because lie is in the chair. I am sent in the conmittee to-day. Tbe objec-
not prepared now, off-hand, to discuss this tion taken vas not that the chairman Lad
question whether we were legally constituted the right and that it was his duty to cal a
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meeting, but that at the previous meeting, 'journment, and that day had been fixed at
by a resolution of the committee, it should some period late in the session, the chair-
have been postponed to a certain day or at man may find that the amount of business
the call of the chair. There were no such is such that it, requires earlier action, and
mainutes as that recorded, and that is the undoubtedly the chairman would have a
Point on which my hon. friend from Monck right to call the committee together at an
and others took exception, and I must say earlier period, because the decision of the
that the authorities quoted by the law committee inust always be taken to be
clerk sustain that contention. There is subordinate to obedience to the House.
Where the whole point i,. The cornittee exists for the purpose

of carrying into effect the decision and
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not think so. instruction of the buse, and it cannot

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The point even
taken was that in order to give the chair- fix its sittins so r
Inan the power of calling the committee impossible to carry into effect the instruc-
together when he saw fit, the minutes of
the previous meeting ought to show that it
Was left to bis discretion to do so. That men of the ornmitte. When hedchair
formality had been neglected at the previous a
meeting.think the question was before the comittee1 fle~ing.to discuss the propriety of bis decision. If

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And all the the committee wish to appeal they may do
meetings this year. so without discussion, just as in this bouse15 * we may appeal froni the chair, and the

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-That was decision of the rajority of course will be
the point at issue to-day. the decision of the comrittee for the tire

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Ieing, but there is no rule better settled
Was the question put to the Law Clerk, than this, that the corittee acts under
What would be the effect of the adjournnent
of the Committee without instructions as to subordinate to the bouse, and there can
future meetings ? Would that kill the be no question whatever that the action of
Committee ? Could they never meet again9 the chairman was perfectlV regular and that

the meeting of the comrnittee was a regular
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I think that meeting as long as there was a quorum

Point did come up. Then they would have present.
to come to the Senate and get fresh orders
from the Senate. I arm not contending this, Hon. Mr. icCALLLTMý1If he vas act-
but merely nentioning what took place il ing legally why does lie want this power
the conmmittee. e onowx

Hion. MMLLS-The chairirian, where Hon. Mr. VJDAL-J have already re-
committee have not decided upon caling iplied to that. J have shown to the House

a, meeting at -a specified tirne, undoubtedly j that my objeet in rnaking, this motion is to
has the right to cali the cornrittee together. 'enable the committee, when it meets, to at-
Vhat is the comimitteel It is a comnitteetend to the business committed to it and

'Of this bouse constituted for the purpose of not have the whole tie of the comrittee
Carrying into efiect the orders of the bouse. taken up in discussing this question, shich
There ere referred tot this committee seve- rnay rightly enough be discussed here, but,
rai bills relatinm to the incorporation of as bas been said by the hon. gentleman from
railway coipanies or the arnendmnent of Bothwell, should not e disussed in the
charters. Those are ail before the committee committee. t would be an appeal to this

theecommitteeeeishato appeal they mayid

e bouse, where the matter migdnt be brought
o tinie, but it must newer adjourn in such up. I felt, as chairman, that the committee

8, ay as to fail to discharge the duty the required to have a decision that w had called
ouse bas nibposed on it. It must not act the meeting in a regular and proper manner.

inl conternpt of the House. Supposing the Alniost the whole tue that the commrittee
conmittee had agreed upon a day for ad- ias in session was taken up with discussing
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the question of order to the neglect of duties adjourn to a particular day. Some of those
which the House had comnitted to us. By committees meet at long intervals. Take
making an order of that character, once we the Committee on Internal Economy. It
do meet there need be no discussion of this meets only two or three times in the session
matter of the right or the wrong of the act and only when the chairman calls thern
of the chairman. together. So it is with the Debates and

Reporting Committee, the Banking COU-
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I rise to a question mittee, and ail others. They are standing

of order. How many times can a meinLer committees, always supposed to be ready for
speak on a question? work whenever the House directs vork tO

be sent to them. When the House sends
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--The hon. gen- work to then thev are supposed to go ilto

tlemuan from Sarnia (Mr. Vidal), says that operation at once.
the rules which govern the Senate govern
the Commons. There is 'no doubt about Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The rules Of
that. I want to act legallv, and when iy the conmittee are the rules of the House,
lion. friend says or rules so and so, le rules and what are the rules of the House? Ac-
as the committee will allow him, just as you, cording to those rules the bills then before
Mr. Speaker, rule as the Senate allows you. the coiuinittee would be rejected. Why ?
The chairiman of the committee thinks lie is Because there was no adjourninent of the
monarch of ail he surveys, and I am opposed comnnittee, and if there was no adjournient
to that. I want to go along regularly, and of the committee the bill would l)e lost and
I ask that this matter be postponed until could coie up no niore, but this does not
to-morrow, util we ean get a proper decision prevent the committee meeting next daY
on it. If the House decides against me, and complying with the orders of the louse
have nothing more to say. to take into considetration the other bills On

the list. The very argument made by the
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.l.)- lion. gentlenan shows that the chîairanil

Having been present foi somie tiiiie in the was right so far as meetings of the Bouse
Railw 'y Comiiîttee, and having heard the are coicerned, that lie ought to have refused
authorities-May and Bourinot-quoted as to take into consideration the bil upO"
to the powers of the Conimons under the which there liad been no adjournment of the
particular circuimstances whîich occurred at debate and declare that the bill was out Of
the previous meeting, I caine to the conclu- the jurisdiction of the coiniittee tlhenî, and
sion that the staind taken by the ion. mem- that he lad to ask the comnittee to go 0
ber for Monck (Mr. McCallun) is the cor- with the next item. According to the rules
rect one, and that this iatter should be of the House that would have been the cae.
deferred until to-morrow, when there vill be
further time to look into it aid look up the lon. Mr. McCALLU-I an very L
authorities. The rule laid down hy May to iear froin the hon. gentleman fcoîii lie
and Bourinot, which governs this case, is Lanaudiére (Mr. Bellerose) tiat he meeting
applicable under the circumstances ir. which of the committee shouid be governed bY the
the committee rose the day previous, and I cules of the Senate. Does not e
believe myself it is necessary, under the in adjourning tle House, announce when e
rule, to have the authority of the Senate meet agin? Wliat I complain of is that
before the conmiittee can meet again. the cules are not carried out as they shoUa

be. The chairman of the committee fiids
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-n the beginning of' the cules were not complied with, aud hi

the session we appoint no less than ten stand- applies to the buse for authority for the
ing coniiittees. After these comnittees committee to meet. He acknowled-es tbet
are appointed they exist until the House lie vas wrong, and that he had been acting
rises. They are always ready to be called illegally ail session when he asks noW for
together by a majority of the committee or the authority of the House. He did not
by the chairman of the committee. I ven- and fl'
ture to say in no case has the proposition to invokes the rules of the Senate. 1 "'nt

which the hon. gentleman from Monck has time until to-morrow to discuss this question,
referred been miade that a conomittee shouid and I renew my objection.



Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Is all this discus- JUDGES 0F THE PROVINCIAL
sion on the question of order I raised a COURTS BILL.
while ago? There are two points of order.
The first is, how many times is a member
allowed to address the House on one motion l Hon. Sir OLIVER NOWAT moved the
The hon. gentleman from Sarnia mioved a'second reading of Bil (140) "An Act fur-
resolution without suspending any rules. ther to amendcthe Act respecting the Judges
The hon gentleman from Monck takes of Provincial Courts." Hesaid :-This bil
objectiý n to it, and there is no necessity for contains two clauses, one of them relating
discussion. A decision is all that is required to the province of Manitoba and the other
on those two points, and we need not waste to tîe district of Quebec. lhe occasion for
time discussing the matter at all. the bill, so far as it relates to Manitoba is

this : the present law of the Dominion pro-
Hon.Mr.VII)ALI cnîed tat t ~vides for the paymient of five judges inHon. -Mr. VID)AL-I contend that it is c

a inatter of privilege. Manitoba. The number of judges is a mat-
ter'which is determined by the local legis-

The Hon. the SPEAKER -The point of ature, and in the prescrt case the local
order raised by the lion. mnember for Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Prowse), should not.be Judges. The history of the natter nay
ruled on by me to-day. Before ruling onhonour-rule on y meto-ay. efor ruhng able House. By section four of the 33rd chap-
the matter, the Senate should come to an r
understanding as to the number of times a trvd th e Lieutenantobr, in
member should be allowed to speak on any Coucil may alter thejudicial divisions and
motion. There is no doubt the discussions est'îblish new county courts. Then, by
are frequenitly irregular, and menbers speak
lore than once, contrary to the rules of the - n ed

Iloue -it 'is rî-g'îarit lis ben , shahl be one counity court judge for eachHlouse ; but this ire aihas been sootien~~ 1loe an1 hemleba be d- dy court division or ju(licial district,oftn lloedand the rule has been e
eted froin so constantly, that I should the sanie judge inay exercise or

not like to take it upon myself to decidec
to-day that a ienb er cannot speak judge is ap-

th~~~~~~~~n~k oneomorelto, n sîoaa i pointe(l speciallv for tlîat particular divi-ion.than once on a resolution, Then there are ie Dominion statutes. By
Senate does not require that the rule shall
be strictly observe:I. As to the second point tie sen sct furhat 3oend t c
of order, whether tiis motion is necessary '.

or nt, ii my pinon t ~spectin,, Juciges of Provincial Courts," pro-or not, in ny opinion it is not necessary, ision is made for the salaries of five countybecause I ami entirely of the opinion thatv
the chair-man of the connittee las a perfect c juge ot
right to call the comnittee together as often existence nd thire in
as necessary, when work is sent to the coin-
mittee. Even to-day I believe the hoon.
1nember fro Sarnia could, by his Motion ave nentioned, fo the addition of a sixth~'~ fo ~onm~amîacouù, y us otinjudge. Am-ongst other provisions of theask for an immediate order of the House to
have what lie wants by his motion granted.
I do not believe that a motion of that kind vides that more than one county court
requires notice. The House lias a right to ef
exercise that power without notice at all.

the province, if it be deemned nec ssary, and
The otin ws ageedto.in such case the judge appointed shahl haveThe motion was agreed to. r

C jurisdiction therein, the judge hast appointed
to he knownv as the junior judge. The

BILL INTRODIUCED. action of the Lieutenaît-Governor in Coun-
ci] arose in part f rom an application by one
of the judges, who represented that he had

Bill (148) "An Act to authorize the rais- more than was possible for him to do-that
nby way hfla fcransm fmnyle had given the matter a fair trial, anding of blan of certain sums of money

for he ublc sevic."-(.Scot). that to amen qute Actprsbectriag the Juget
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ject Sir John Macdonald stated this :

It is very ditticult indeed for the federal parlia-
tent to decide whenk a wish is expressed by the
legislature of any province that it should lbe dis-
regarded.

h'lie constitution, organisation and maintenance
of the courts are left to the provincial legislatures.
The cost and responsibility for the administration
of justice are thrown upon the different provinces,
etc.

So that when a provincial legislature passes an
Act declaring that an additional num«ber of judges

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask whether the six county court
judges in Manitoba have not already been
appointed, or whether there are only five
and this provides for an additional one.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The six
judges have been appointed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This bill is to confirm the appointment?

892

1
through the business. The letter is ad- is required, for the lue administration of justice,
dressed to the Attorney General of Manitoba. it is incurring a great responsibility for the Federal

'ihis is what the judge said parliaent and government to say: Yoa do noV
c m-ant them.

WINNIPEG. lOth September, 1896. Sir Alexander Campbell spoke to the saine
DEAR ATToRNEY GENERAL,-oU will recollect i effeet on another occasion. If any one de-

that soon after the passing of the amnendinent to sires to see what lie said I na refer hirn
the County Courts Act, extending the jurisdiction y
of the court, I expressed to vou iny apprehension to the Senate Debates for 1880, at page 460.
that I would not be able to mueet the work thereby I may mention also that in 1894, at the
imposed. Now after a fair and severe trial, I mist request of 'r. DaIy, Sir John TbompsOfl
in justice to nyself as well as the suitors in the appointed Mr. Carter Locke, Queen's Coun-
court, again formally caul your attention to the
fact, and respectfully urge your serious considera-
tion of the necessity of ensuring the appointment before the law ntas amended providing for
of a puisne judge. leof apuiue jdge the appoi ntment. We propose to placete

It is needless for ne to specify particulars as 1 sixth'udae thus declared to be recessar by
have been informed your attention has been fre- t '

quently called by the memibers of the profession to i ba litr
the amount of work cast upon me, and I night add the matter, on the sanie footing as the ot
it bas been only through the kindest indulgence of five judges in regard Vo salary. Then, with
the profession that I have been able thus far to regard to the district of Quebec, the law as
cope with the sane, although not satisfactorily. it stands'now provides that the local judge

Trusting that this nay receive your nost care- of
fuil, earnest consideration, I an, etc.,

S. 1). M. WALKER. $2,000 per annum. . h was understood at the
tirne that that suin was agreed to-I amn told

That was communicated by the Attorney it was understood in the House-that in
General, who was then Mr. Sifton, on the case of a future appointment the judge
12th September to the premier of the should have only $1,000. A very emiw'
Dominion. This is the letter: ent lawyer, eminent for bis knowledge

WINIPG. 2t 186. of maritime lawv, wvas the juçlge at
WINNIPEC., 12th Septemiber, I896.Z 1etmbr the turne, and held no other ofice,

Hion. WIîLFRED ILArRIER,o\*ts ) of Cotmou, and whoe services could not be obtained,House of Commions,
Ottawa, Ontario. I believe, for a less sum tban q2,000.

1)ER M. LURIR, bae tte îorourto t was thouglit his case might be made al'1)EAR -NR. LAýuRIER,--I have the honour to C
inclose herewith a copy of a letter received bîy «te exception ; therefo'e, two tbousand dollars
yesterday froum Judge Valker, the senior judge was provided for. We propose to provide
of the County Courts in the Eastern Judicial at
District.

In miv opinion it is necessary in the interests of thousand dollars so long ns the parlianent
the proper administration of justice in this Pro- leaves it at that sun. That appears al
vince that an a<lditional county judge should bo the more reasonable, because the appoint-
appointed for the Eastern Judicial District. I'ment has been of one wbo is ajudge already,
may say that I have brouglit this mnatter before dn
mtv colleagues and they all concur heartily in the
opinion w ,hich I express. but there is not the saine reason for

Yours faitfully,giving him two thousand dollars that there
CLIFORI SIFON. was where the Admiralty j udge had no otherCLIFFORD -sIFTOX,.C

judicial office. I do flot know that the bill
The question bas sometimes arisen how far requires any other observations than those

parliament is bound to act upon local legis- wvich I bave made. I move tbe second
lation adding new judges. On tbis sub-ireading.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, the Hon. Mr. FERGISUN-Yes. After
appointment has been made and legis- three years' service. tnder the present state
lation is not required to confirm it. The of the law, they receive $.,400, starting
British North America Act providesthat the with $2,000, but this arendment provides
judges shall be appointed by the Governor that they shah start with a salary ot 82,000,
General. A judge is not appointed by and shall, at tire expiration of three years,
parlianent. It is in pursuance of the receive a salary of 82,500, or one hundred
British North America Act that the dollars in addition. The other provision
appointment has been made and all that I refers to a local judge in the district of
cone here for is to provide the salary, Quebec. These are the changes as I under-
because that is al] parliament has to stand them. My hon. friend 1 tlink is
do under the British North America Act beginning now where he ought to have
with respect to judges. begun in September last, wben, as ve al

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-previous discussion, he suin
Hon.Sir ACKEZIE 3OWEL- of $2,000 was placed in the estimates for the

Perhaps I do not understand it. I under- appoîntuhent of a judge. This statutor
stand the provisions of the British North p
America Act. If I recollect aright only two orsion in ai a. nsces have
thousandint T arisen, which have been fuly discussed in
dur ing the last session of parliaent. this use, which arrant our chaenging
Solicitor General stated that it was for the the propriety of this vote. It is perhaps
purpose of providing for another judge in whoîly unavoidable to refer somewhat to a
Manitoba, and that it must be considered
temporarycussion contained statements of fact or pre-
been passed not to appoint, but to provide sentation of a defenceof charges, I suppose we
the salary for this extra judge. 1 have unavdidasa v a t rftrn of thr yehars

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
right.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
order to make the salary permanent under
the law rather than to have to vote it every
session-that I take to be the object of the
bill.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is
right.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The sixth judge was appointed, and he will
be paid out of the last appropriations, and
this is to provide for the future payment as
long as he is there, and the sixth judge I
understand is Mr Prendergast.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-He is.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
in introducing this bill has explained its
contents. As far as I have been able to hear
him, I observe that the changes which the
bill proposes to make in the law are to pro-
vide a permanent salary for an additional
judge in Manitoba, and to increase the
salaries of all the judges from $2,400 to
$2,500 per annum.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is after three years' service.

made against Judge Prendergast are that
he had taken part in an election contest
shortly before his appointment, and that
from evidence which was disclosed in an
election investigation it transpired that he
had entered into a bargain to pay a man for
carrying voters to the polis-a bargain that
was fully consummated after the election-
and that he had promised a man an office. I
aim> not going into these matters further than
to say that a defence was set up for this
judge in reference to one of these charges,
and a statement was read to the House by
my hon. friend the Minister of Justice, which
purported to be extracts from the evidence
taken in the case. I have looked over that
statement since it was submitted to the
House by my hon. friend, and I am sorry to
say that they are not true extracts from the
evidence. I have here a certified copy of the
evidence in full, and I have compared these
extracts which were made and furnished to
my hon. friend the Minister of Justice, and
I find that they only purport to be extracts
relating to one of the charges, that of
promising a man an office, and I submit
they are not fair extracts. They do
not claim to be a full statement of the
evidence. That was perhaps impossible
to make in a communication of that kind,
but I submit the whole of the evidence
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ought to have been sent to my hon. friend,
and then he would be in a position to say
whether he was submitting to the House a
fair statement or not. I have the evidence
in full, and I can easily show my hon. friend
that the extracts submitted by Judge Pren-
dergast in this case are not correct extracts
from the evidence. The other charge is far
the more important one, because in that
case the motives of the act are not inquired
into ; the simple act of hiring a man to drive
voters on an election day, and the paying
him for it, or causing him to be paid, is a
corrupt offence, and the motives are not to
be inquired in.to. The bare fact being
proved, it is an offence under the Election
Act. In view of the fact that these charges
have come out in the public press, and been
formulated in this Iouse, the judge did not
take the course lie should have taken. When
this offence transpired on the 29th of April in
the election court of Manitoba before Hon.
Justice Killain, the court was adjourned
with the understanding, expressed by the
counsel for the ptitioners, that Mr. Pren-
dergast would be put upon the stand to
answer these charges and explain them.
Thirty-six days transpired before the coun-
sel agreed to ask the court to meet again,
and when the court met Mr. Howell, the
lawyer for the petitioners, admitted that in
consequence of this evidence which had been
given, he would not ask, or could not ask,
that the petition should be maintained, and
consented to its being overruled and dismis-
sed. It may be that Judge Prendergast can
make a perfect defence, but for his own sake
it was inost unfortunate that lie did not go
on the stand and tell the truth, according to
his knowledge, about these charges that
were preferred against him. They were
very serious charges, affecting the integrity
and character of a judge. It is very much
to be regretted that he did not take that
course. He did not take it, however, and
then, when he was requested to make a
statement and a defence, he should have put
a complete copy of the evidence at least into
the hands of my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-He did
send me a copy of the evidence.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That must have
been subsequent to the day it was discussed
in this House. My hon. friend gave us to

understand that he had not received a copY
of the evidence that day.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-You must
have misunderstood what I said, because I
had a copy of the evidence then.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is on one
charge.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Only one.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes, and
I had to go on that day, because my hon.
friend urged it so strongly, but I have since
then received the evidence in the Roy
charge.

Hon. Mr FERGUSON-I understand
my hon. friend to say that he had in his
possession, when the matter was discussed in
this House, a certified copy of the coin-
plete evidence in the case of Berthiaume?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But he was not
then in possession, or is not yet in possession
of the evidence relating to Roy I

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I was not
then in possession of it, but I am now.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-All I have to
say is that if my hon. friend was in possession
of the evidence in full, and a certified copy
of the evidence in the Berthiaume charge
in that case, he must have drawn the infer-
ence from that evidence that Prendergast
had promised this man an office to secure
his vote. I am sorry that my hon. friend
did not compare the certiied copy of the evi-
dence with Mr. Prendergast's own statement,
because he would have found that the judge's
suimmary was materially wrong. Not only
dloes he omit the crucial point in that evi-
dence, but he inports into it somte statements
that are not to be found in the certified copy.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I should
like to know what those statements are.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is one
statement that I will just refer to in which
lie says that he was employed as poll clerk
on election day by the returning officer, Mr.
Paradis. The evidence, if my hon. friend
will look it over, will show that Mr. Pren-
dergast employed him, and spoke to him and
procured the appointment.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Did the transpired, it is necessary that this inquiry
evidence of Berthiaume not say that he was should take place, and if such an inquiry
appointed by the returning officer. cannot be granted, I feel disposed to move

an amendment to this bill striking out the
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He said that in clause which refers to the appointment of

the first instance, but when he was asked an additional judge in Manitoba until the
further on as to who got the appointment matter can be properly settled.
for him, he said Mr. Prendergast. S

Hon Si OLVER'-\OWA -Ye. 1Hon. Sir OLIVER MýOWAT-I ought
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT--Yes. to consider the statements on both sides

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is entirely more thoroughly than I have been able to

omitted and I mention that to show how do so far, before coming to a decision to

unfair the extract is, inasmuch as it does take any action. I mean to do my duty in
not show who secured the appointment for this matter whatever it is, whether it is a

him. It matters little, in point of fact, who disagreeable duty or not, but my hon.
vas the party under whose employment he friend knows my mode of proceeding, that I

was that day; it was the man who hired him act cautiously. Therefore, I am not pre-
and got the position for him. That is the pared to say, without a more full consideration

chief point in it, and that is entirely left than I have given to the statements on both

out. The other charge has not been replied sides, whether a commission should issue or

to at all. There is no statement furnished not. If it is proper that a commission should

this House with regard to it, and there was issue on these facts, I will see that one does

no reply. My hon. friend says he is now in issue, but I am not prepared to say that at

possession of the evidence. I should be this moment.
very sorry to do anything that would be Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I might ask my
regarded as unfair in this matter. As it hon. friend whether he would, at a later
.stands at this moment, a most unfavourable ýs period to-day or to morrow, be able to give
impression exists with regard to Judge an answer upon that point, because in that
Prendergast's position in the public mind. event we could defer until to-morrow any
There is a provision in the law by which an action which we propose taking.
inquiry can be made into the conduct of a
judge, and the grounds for this inquiry are Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is per-
very broad, for it sums it up by saying: fectlv impossible to give this case considera-
"any other cause." I should be sorry to tion while the House is sitting. I am
take any strong course in this case if my overwhelmned now with work, and I cannot
hon. friend can assure me that he will look undertake to look into the matter before
at that clause in the Act and have a proper the session closes. I wish I could, but I
inquiry made into this matter. If my hon. cannot do it.
friend will assure me that he will do so, I
shall withdraw my opposition to the bill. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is noth-

bon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-WhaV. i ng, under the circumstances, for this House

the clause that my hon. friend refers Vo to do but just to take the course which we
consider to be right in this matter.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is in the
County Court Act of 1882. My hon. friend Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

will find it in the Revised Statutes, and the was going to suggest to my lion. friend on

hon. Secretary of State read extracts from the other side, that he should consent to the

it the other day. It is chapter 138, Revised second reading of the bill, and that the third

Statutes of 1886. reading should not take place until to-
morrow. That would not, of course, prevent

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is the authority of discussion on the third reading. The motion

the Governor in Council to deal with County to go into committee can be made to-

Court Judges. morrow and if, under the circumstances,
it is considered in the interest of the coun-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I submit that try that this bill should not pass, then the
in view of the law providing for such an motion could be made for the three months
inquiry as this, and in view of all that has hoist, or we can allow it to go into com-
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mittee, strike out the first clause and then gentleman from Marshfield are under s0 me
report the bill as amended. I can readily misapprehension as to the effects of this bill.
understand the difficulties the hon. Minister .
of Justice lias just now, and I think that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
every one who has had experience as the Not at ail.
head of a department, more particularly dur- Hon. Mr. POWER-Then I am surprised
ing the sitting of parliament, will realize at the action taken by the hon. the leader of
that his time is fully occupied, especially at the opposition. This has been treated as a
the close of a session when so much business case of misbehaviour on the part of a judge-
is thrust upon him all at one time; but What are the facts? The facts are that at
he might take the twelve or fourteen or a period not later than the month of Feb-
twentv hours we shall have at our disposal rary, when an election took place in the
to consider this inatter, and after that he province of Manitoba, Mr. Prendergast, vho
might be able to give some answer that will was not then a judge, and was not appointed
satisfy my hon. friend that the matter will for nearly three months after, is alleged tO
receive the fullest possible consideration and have taken some part in the election. Ho'V
that an investigation will take place into that can be nisbehaviour on the part Of a
the conduct of the judge, should the certi- judge which would bring him under the
fied evidence be of such a character as to jus- provisions of the Act, chapter 138 of the
tify it. Revised Statutes, is something I cannot

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOW AT-I think understand. The provision reads:
my hon. friend is quite right ; he may move Every ju(ge of a couuty court n aiiv pr.viîice
the six months' hoist at the third reading. Ci i s t to the provisioîs of this

Hou. ir MAKENZE BOW LL-IAct, Iîold office dtiriuig good behia viotir as at jtlîdge
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- It does not refer to the tinie before he

do not think my hon. friend desires to kill
the whole bill. He is in favour of the
increase in the salary of the judge to whom A judge of the county court may be re1ieVetî
the second clause applies. I had forgotten froii office by the (overnor (eieral in Council forthesecn ap ls.iiiisbleaviour, iincapacity, or inabilitv to peiforîi
at the moment, but I remember the circum- his duties properly.
stances after attention nad been called to it.
There is no reason why the additional $100
should not be added to the judge's salary.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.
friend can iove in committee to strike out
the clause as to the Manitoba judge if he
pleases. It does not require my consent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was pointing out what I thought the best
course to pursue-to let the second reading
take place, giving my hon. friend time
to look into the matter until to-morrow and
then, if my hon. fiend from Marshfield
(Mr. Ferguson) did not receive satisfactory
assurance as to what would be done in the
matter, he could take whatever course he
thought proper.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am quite
willing to allow the bill to be read the
second time and go to the Committee of the
Whole House to-morrow, and then my lion.
friend will have time to consider the matter.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It strikes me that
the hou leader of the opposition and the hon.

It does not mean that if a judge belor,
he went on the bench, happened to be a
pretty active politician, that that is mDis-
behaviour for which he could be removed.
That would be extreme. We have very few
judges throughout the Dominion who have
not taken an active part in politics. What
are the offences that Judge Prendergast is
supposed to have committed two months and
a half before he was appointed a judge? One
was that a man who came to him, and
alleged that be was going to vote for the
Liberal candidate, stated that at the last
election he had voted Conservative but this
time was going to vote Liberal, and asked
Judge Prendergast, a somewhat influential
man, if he would use his influence to get
him a position, and after some time Judge
Prendergast said he would. I do not think
that that is a serious offence. There is DO
moral guilt involved in it. There is nothing
discreditable about that. Any member of
this House is liable to do the same. It is a
reasonable and proper thing to do. The
other offence is that Mr. Prendergast, on the
16th of February or thereabouts, two monthS
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and a half before lie was appointed a judge, consumed in England last year, of which
paid a carter five dollars for conveying Canada furnished less than four per cent.
Voters to the polls. I am quite aware that Of butter, the importations were $74,000,-
that is a violation of the law for preventing 000, and Canada furnished $1,500,000.
corrupt practices at elections, but there is It increased about $1,000,000 last year
no moral guilt about that. If a carter by the improved methods which had
drove voters to the polis on election day, been adopted. Of eggs, in 1896
five dollars was not an unreasonable sum to $20,000,000 worth were imported of which
pay. I may say that in the county froni Canada sent only half a million. Of raw
which I come, Halifax, it is found that it is fruit the importations averaged $15,000,000
necessary that cabs and carters should be to $23,000,000, and Canada lias furnished
erployed on election day, and in some cases about one-tenth, which was almost exclusi-
arrangrements have been made between the rely apples. The United States government
two parties that the mere conveying of a have recently appropriated a considerable
voter to the poll shall not be regarded as a sum of money to test the inatter of placing
corrupt practice. butter on the English market. We know

B that Australia lias for sone time past been
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- forwarding dressed meat to the British mar-

The law says it is. ket through cold storage, and contracts have

Hon. Mr. POWER-Five dollars is not been made with the various steamship com-

an unreasonable sudn to pay for a day's work, panies in Canada for the placing in vessels
an unreatsnabe offence with forca day's k of what might be called cold storage depart-andtt t on wents, and contracts were made with the
Prendergast is charged. How these two Elder-Dempster Company for a weekly sail-
comparatively minor offences, if they are ing f rom Montreal to Avonmore. I have
offences at all, can be held in any way to here the contracts but they have not been
affect Judge Prendergast's position is some- printed. A contract was also made with the
thing that I cannot understand. There are Donaldson line, Montreal to Glasgow, for
very few judges on the bench in Canada one steamer. With the Allan line a contract
who have not, at one time or other, before was made for one steamer from Montreal to
they were appointed to the bench, committed Glasgow. Arrangements were made for three
acts which were of much more serious con- steamships by ihe Thompsonline from Mon-
sequence than those alleged against J udge treal to London. The Allan line from Mon-
Prendergast. treal to London three steamships fortnight-

The motion was agreed to and the bill ly, and the Torrance line two steamships
was read the second time. from Montreal to Liverpool, and with the

H. A. Allan Company, two steamships from
COLD STORAGE ON STE AMSHIPS Montreal to Liverpool.

BILL. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-They are all
SECOND READING. from Montreal ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (141) "An Act respecting H
cold storage on steamships from Canada to irms.
the United Kingdom and in certain cities in Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The point of
Canada." He said :--For some time past the departure is Montreal in each case.
Minister of Agriculture lias been giving very
close attention to the methods by which per- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Montreal or Quebec.
ishable products of Canada can be placed in There seems to be a port of call at Prince
the markets of Great Britain. We have in Edward Island, because I see the bil
the past enjoyed a very limited trade in authorizes a payment of 5 per cent on the
what may be called perishable products, in sum for three years for the consideration of
butter, eggs, dressed meat and fruits. Very coid storage accommodation at Charlotte-
limited quantities have gone from Canada, town to the extent of $20,000. I have fot
although great quantities are consumed in had the opportunity of carefully going
Great Britain. One hundred and eighteen through the various contracte, but I presume
million dollars worth of dressed meat was that arrangements must be made for
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calling at Charlottetown. The terms of the the resuit of any shipments which have been
agreement are for the carriage of butter, made in cold storage at this season, espec'
cheese, and other perishable products in ally in regard to chilled meats and butter?
cold storage at a temperature of 30 to 35
degrees for butter, and about 34 for cheese Hon. Mr. SCOTT--J think the exper'
and fruit; each steamship to have cold ments are only going on nov. ProfeSSor
storage capacity of 10,000 cubic feet ; esti- Robertson is going now to superintend the
mated cost of putting in the storage arrange- s
ments, per steamship, $ 10,000 ; and the rate Hon Mr. FERGUSON-It il a great
for above freight ordinarily charged will be
10 shillings per ton on butter and cheese, this the
and the same charge for an equivalent space
for the other products--10 shillings per ton
in addition to current rates for freight. The Hon. Mr. SCOTT--This is just vhat the
agreement is to stand for three years, and buse of Commons had.
the payment of storage to the companies is
distributed over those three years. The n. r. bi notice
estimate was $10,000, and the government in t claus of hve beerenceriS
agreed to pay one-half, but the payment of av
that is to be distributed over the three into with certain companies under the
years, 1897, 1898 and 1899. In the products authority of an Order in Council dated the
fresh creamery butter is always to have the 4th day of May, 1897, and that "these cofl
preference, supposing the steamers have not tracts are hereby sanctioned and confirined'
the space to take all that is offered, and the Therefore, although the bil il apparently,
Minister of Agriculture is allowed to send on the face of it, a very simple one, it il
forward at any tie two cargoes to be known very important one. Are we, by adoptng
as trial shipments which are also to have the t
preference. This bill proposes to confirm tracts which we have had no opportunitY
those agreements. In addition to that, t
authority is asked froin parliament to pa fro the glance J have ad within the last
five per cent on sums to be expended on cold nutes over the provisions of this col
storage appliances in Quebc, Halifax, St. tract, ascertain exactly what they ainot
John, Toronto and Charlottetown. The to; but iiy impression is that these contract
amounts are not to exceed $40,000 in the are altogether from the port of Montreal tO
cost of each place in Quebec, Halifax and some ports of Great Britain-London, Liver
St. Joln and not to exceed $50000 in the pool, Glasgow and other ports.
case of Toronto, and not to exceed $20,000
in the case of Charlottetown. The five per
cent guarantee on the outlay will extend
over the three years, during which this trial
is to be made. It will be observed that in
an important article, of which there is a
large consumption in England-that is
cheese-where it can be preserved without
the temperature being reduced to 34 or 35,
as in the case of butter, we have practically
captured the British market and of the
amount of cheese which is imported into
Great Britain, Canada has furnished more
than one-half. Formerly the United States
furnished a large amount, but our cheese is
very much preferred, and has cut the United
States cheese out of the market, as we have
more than half the trade in cheese outside
of Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Can the hon. gen.
tleman give us any information in regard to

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-From Montreal and
Quebec.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I notice a pro-
vision in one of them for calling at Quebec,
but, so far as I have been able to glance
over them.-of course I may not be correct
in that-I canniot observe any provision for
calls being made at any other points. This
scheme should be made sufficiently compre-
hensive to include calls or departures froin
the ports of the lower provinces. My hon.
friend thinks that that must be the case.
hope he is right.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have not had tirne
to read the contract.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon friend
infers that such is the case from the second
section of the bill which relates to a bonus
of five per cent of the amount that the gov
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ernment are instructed under this law to of the governmenton theirhavingadoptedthe
give for three years to any company or com- policy of the Conservative party onthis very
panies that may establish cold storage pren- important question, wich is one that lies at
ises and refrigerating plant at different the very foundation of the prosperity of the
points, including Toronto, Quebec, Hallfax, farmers of Canada. I should like to reserve
St. John and Charlottetown, with specific for myseif the right to speak further upon
amounts which will be guaranteed for the this bil, after an opportunity has been given
diflerent places in proportion to the size and of examining the provisions of these con-
importance of the trade which is likely to tracts, and 1 would suggest to my hon. friend
arise or offer at these different points. That that the matter should lie over until we
is all right, but it seems to me have a better opportunity of examining it.
there will be very little benefit in the
bonus that is given to cold storage at such Hon. Nr. SCOTT-We might read the
points as Halifax, St. John and Charlotte- bil the second time to-day and refer it to
town, unless there are some departures of Committee of the Whole to-morrow.
steamers arranged for froin these points. It
is possible this may be in these contracts, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
but my hon. friend is not able to assure the desire to enter a protest against this mode
House that such departures are provided for, of procedure. This is a principle which I
and I have not been able to see it. Under believe every one who takes an interest in
the circumstances, we should not proceed the welfare of the agricultural community
very far with the bill after the ground, as it will readi]y adopt, and vote for almost any
were, has been broken; we might put off sum that may be asked in order to accom-
the further consideration of it for a short phish the object in view, which is the placing
time in order that an opportunity may be upon the British markets of articles which
given to hon. members to examine into these inay be considered perishable-to export
contracts and know what they are voting them in the condition in which they wil
for. On the general principle of the bill, I bring the highest possible price. But is it
congratulate my hon. friend the Secretary fair to ask us to confirm a num ber of con-
of State and the government on their having tracts involving the expenditure of large
adopted very faithfully in this respect, as sums of money, without even knowing
well as in many others, the policy of their what they contain? Even the hon. the
predecessors. This matter was brought Secretary of State, who moved the second
almost to the point of completion under the reading of the bil, when asked for an ex-
late administration. The Minister of Agri- planation, stated that he had not read the
culture met with a certain amount of success contracts, and did not know what they were.
under the administration of my hon. friend
the leader of the opposition in this House, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I gave a synopsis of
and other Conservative administrations. them.
Particularly under the administration of my
hion. friencf (Sir Mackenzie Bowell) this Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
matter had been advanced to a very satis- The lon. gentleman could not give a synopsis
factory point, and the pomicy of the late intelligently without reading the contracts.
government was to perfect, as far as possible, The ion. gentleman may possess powers
a systein of cold storage in order to give the which other people do not.
producers of perishable products in our
countryall the advantage that suchproducers Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I knew what the basis
in other countries derive from the improved was.
and modeCm methods of transportation by
coldstorage. Possibly we may find that fuit Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
provision is made in this bild for the different That is more than we knew. He said he
parts of the country, and that these contracts had not read the contracts, and consequently
are in every respect such contracts as we could ot answer the question asked by the
ought to approve of. It is possible we may lon, gentleman from Marshfield. I am
find ail that to be the case, but even if we fully in accord-and I am sure every man
should not agree in the details, we are very who has the welfare of the country at heart
glad to be able tof congratulate the members wil be in accord-with the principle in-

trcsivlin7hJxediueo ag
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volved in these contracts. It is something the contract to which it refers are sach aS
that has received the attention, not only of would meet the approval and the require
the late administration, but of the adminis- ments of the people generally in the Douif
tration before it ; and I know arrangements ion of Canada. It is a natter that iS Of
were made for carrying it out nearly, if not very great importance, as bas been stated
quite, as extensively as this bill proposes. to every section of the Dominion. It is Of
Shipments were made sone years ago; but very great importance to the littie province
the facilities for taking the articles to the from which I core, in which there is pro
English market in a state in which they dured now a very large quantity of butter
could be properly placed before the con- and cheese and various other articles which
sumer were not of such a character as to can profitably be sent to the old country if
justify its continuance. The present gov- there is a proper system of cold storage
ernment have taken up the question, and I introduced, and if the steamers cal1 at
believe that they have not only arrived at a Charlottetown for the purpose of takifg
decision, but have entered into contracts the articles which are preserved there. But
which I hope will accomplish the object we if they have to be sent to any other port
all have in view. But I must again protest fror the port of Charlottetown witbouý
against this mode of asking the Senate to being in cold storage during the time theY
confirm contracts and solemnly pass an opin are being conveyed to the steamer at
ion upon a question which involves the sore other port, it will be of verY
expenditure of a large amount of money, little benefit to the people of Prince
without giving us at least 24 hours to ex- Edward Island. 1 trust, therefore, that
amine the contracts and the documents. If the arrangements are such that these
I should be here next session, I notify hon. steamers will caîl at certain fixed periods -t
gentlemen opposite that if measures of this Charlottetown, for the purpose of taking
character come down at this late stage of from there the products of the province
the session I shall endeavour to delay the which are intended to be preserved by cold
House until members of the House cain ascer- storage to their destination. It appears
tain really what they were voting for. that this system of cold storage at present 15

rather an expensive one; but in comparisofi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When contracts of with many other inventions, this is an in-
that kind are brought down in the House of vention which is still almost in its infancY,
Commons in connection with bills, it is usual and niay be improved upon and perfected
to print them, and I supposed they had been beyond what it is now at a very early period.
printed. I sent to Mr. Botterell to know 1 And in connection with that I may refer to
where they were, and he could not give any an article in the Citizen of yesterday înorn
account of thein. Then I sent over to the
Clerk of the House of Commons, and I Dr. H. 1. Evans, an Englisli physician and che-
found that the printing committee had never rnist of good standing, no, residing in Picton, On-

ordeed hat heyshoud b prited Th tario, has written to the Minister of Agricultureordered that they should be printed. The, 1here in reference to the cold storage systeni, thet
contracts are all alike, though in different he is prepared so to fit up a ship to go across the
forms. The terms of each contract corres- Atlantic with a sample process of preserving meat
pond. If they had even printed one copy, at a cost of as against $1,000 as estiinated
we would have had all the details before us, by experts. If this be true, it opens an illinitablewe tra(ie iii dend meat between the colonies ani (Ireat
but the House of Commons did not think it Britain that it is ahoost impossible ta estimate.
of sufficient importance to order the printing He daims ail lie wants is a dean well.ventilated

of them."l)etween-decks, " withont any elaborate and ex-of them.
pensive rnachinery, whilst time and distance is Of
no accaunt. It miight be applied ta Austraha d4S

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It well as Canada with equal resuits. South Austra
was only laid before the Commons on the lia bas offered an immense bonus ta a man who
17thsha and a cargo of meat in Great Britain in goodi 7t of he mntb.marketable condition. Sa has New Zealand and

Tasmania. Dr. Evans, like most men and inventars,

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I am is not a capîtalist, and seeks ai( from such to carry
pleased to hear that the government have out the enterprise.
taken the matter of cold storage in hand If there is anything in this such as the
and introduced a bi, provided the terns of doctor Caims it is a moat important
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maatter for Canada, and not only for the
Dominion, but for all other parts of Her
Majesty's possessions in which articles are
produced, which may be forwarded to Great
Britain or to their best market by means of
cold storage. There is no doubt that the
system of cold storage which is now in
vogue will be perfected in a short time, and
rendered much more cheaply available thanit
is at present. It is within my own recollec-
tion, and not more perhaps than 20 years ago,
when a gentleman f rom our own province in-
vented and patented a system of cold storage,
which was found to be very efficient and
very effective ; but at that time it was so
expensive that, although patented in Canada,
it was never put in use here. I believe one
or two companies were formed in the United
States, where the patents were secured,
and the companies were organized with a
capital of something like $1,000,000, but it
cost such a very large sum to put the system
into practical operation that it did not pay
the inventor or those who embarked their
money in it. It was used also at that
time for the purpose of preserving fish
which were brought in a fresh state
from the Baie St. George to the United
States market; and it was subject to
the sanie objection there, that it was too
expensive. From that time up to the pre-
sent there has been a very great advance
made in the method of cold storage, and in
comparison with what it cost at that period
the cost is now moderate and reasonable ;
and. it is quite likely that in the course of a
few years further advances in science will
reduce the cost in proportion, perhaps, to
what it has 'been reduced in the past. If
that should be the case, it will be a great
boon to th Dominion, and no part of Can-
ada will nenefit more than the maritime
provinces, which produce so many articles
that can be exported in cold storage to the
markets of Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-I should like to ask
if any provision is made for the handling of
the goods in the old country after they arrive
there?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, Prof. Robertson
is on his way over there now to meet the
first shipment and make provision for its
distribution on arrival there-practically to
introduce the system.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--I have gone
over the contracts, and I can find no provi-
sion of that kind.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will inquire to-
morrow, and see what provision is made.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, 26th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MONTREAL AND SOUTHERN
COUNTIES RAILWAY CO.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. VI)AL, fron the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (110) " An Act to incorporate
the Montreal and Southern Railway Com-
pany," without amendments.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVLLE moved
the suspension of the rule.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I object to suspend-
ing the rule.

The bill was allowed to stand for third
reading on Monday.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EX-
TENSION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLER rose to move:

That a Special Comrnittee of the Senate be
appointed to inquire into the expenditure of the
subsidies granted by the Parlianient of Canada to
the Drummond County Railway Conpany, in the
province of Quebec; the present financial position
of the said company, its liabilities of every des-
cription, whether matured or accruing; the condi-
tion and classification of the said railway, as well
as its equipment, and also, all other matters and
things relating to the said subjects or any of themn,
as well as all other niatters and things relating to
the said railway; with power to send for papers,
persons and records, and to report from time to
time, and that the said conmittee consist of the
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Honourable Sir Mackenzie Bowell, Messieurs t
Ferguson, Power, Scott, Macdonald (P.E..), De e
Boucherville, Primrose, Cox, Landry, Prowse,
Wood, Thibaudeau (de la Vallière), rand the inover.

He said: In making this motion I have
very little indeed to say to the House, and
I think it will not be necessary for me to,
make any very extended remarks. The
important action of this House in relation
to the bill for the extension of the Inter-
colonial Railway into Montreal a day or two
ago placed that question in a very peculiar,
if not extraordinary, position. It is said
that, with a view to checkmate the action
of this House on that occasion, it is the
intention of the government to take some
other steps which will have the effect of
carrying out the policy indicated in that
bill, although possibly not in precisely the
same way. Now, the action of this House
on the bill for the extension of the Inter-
colonial Railway to Montreal was based
upon two grounds : first, that the bargain
was an improvident one from a business
point of view ; secondly, that it was clouded
with suspicions of corruption on the part of
those connected with the Drunmond County
Railway. For my own part, I am not
in a position to say and have not the
information necessary to form a judgment
as to the wisdom of the contract with the
Grand Trunk Railway Co. and the Drummond
County Railway Co. f rom a business point of
view, and it was therefore desirable that
further action in relation to that proposed
work should be postponed, at least for
another year, until such information could
be submitted to parliament. In the second
place, with regard to the charges of corrup-
tion indicated in the public press, I am also
without a tittle of evidence as to the truth
of those charges. Still they are so very
grave that I think it is due to all concerned
that there should be a public investigation
in connection with them. In. fact, I think
it follows, as a logical consequence of our
action the other day, that we should proceed
at once to make such an investigation. I
shall give, not in my own words, but in an
extract from a leading journal of the pro-
vince of Quebec, the Montreal Star, a state-
ment which will put these views very clearly
before the House, and upon which I think
the propriety of an investigation is clearly
indicated. This paper says:

The rental is equal to three per cent per annum
on $7,000,O0, which sum may fairly be taken as

he amount of public inoney to be sunk in the
enterprise.

Crities of the transaction say
That there has been no great public demand for

his great undertaking, and that it offers no mate-
rial public advantage.

That suppose the extension of the Intercolonial
to be desirable, the route is neither the shortest
nor the best available.

That the Drummond County Railway is of infe-
rior construction, and the price agreed upon exor-
bitant. That whereas the total outlay of the con-
pany on the road would be between S600,99 and
4700,00O, the Governnent is paying for it $2,200,000
and that it bas actually been offered for sale,
lock, stock and barrel within the last two years for
$400,000. The general impression is that the Une
has cost the proprietors very little money indeed.
The company claims to have a paid.up capitalof
$400,(), but it is a commnon practice in companies
of this sort for the shareholders to pay up
ouly the ten per cent of the capital wbich
is necessary to obtain a charter, and there is
no reason to believe this one to be an excep-
tion. hie total cost of construction, according
to the Government reports, is put down at $1,3 6 6 .-
485, but it is altogether probable that this amounlit
includes the paid up capital of 8400,000, which was
inost likely accepted by the contractors for the
building of the road in the formu of stock according
to a practice that is not usual. The total cost of
the nilety miles of railway constructed, omittilng
this paid up capital, which we assume had an exist-
ence only on paper, was probably $966,485, made
up as follows: Subsidices paid, about $700,000 ,
floating debt due the Eastern Townships Baok,
$221,692; ten per cent on the nominal paid up
capital, $40,000. The amount of subsidies voted
is as follows: Dominion, $297,920 ; Quebec, 8549,-
000 ; Nicolet & St. Leonard, .15,000. and on ac-
count of these about 8700,00K) bas been actually
paid. As to the reported offer of sale for $400,000,
it is alleged that one gentleman lad an option of
purchase at little more than this figure, and actu-
ally negotiated with a well-known firni of finan-
ciers in London for the issue of bonds on the
strength of this option.

Now here is a statement of fact which I
think demands a public investigation in this
House before any further proceedings are
taken by parliament towards the extension
of the Intercolonial Railway, from Levis
to Montreal through such a scheme as that
in the bill that we rejected a day or two
ago. The article in the Montreal Star
continues:

The critics further say
That the agreement was entered into before any

official reports had been mnade upon the property,
and that the order in council authorizing the deal
was actually passed before the government had
been in power a nonth. That on the strength of
this agreement, a bank in this province discounted
notes for a large amount, the proceeds of which
were applied partly to paying the Liberal expenses
in the Quebec provincial elections, partly the
Liberal expenses in the Dominion by-elections,
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Partly to paying the deposits in the contestation a newspaper may make. Such is not the
of Conservative seats, and partly to subsidizing rule now, and I hope neyer may be the
heavily certain Liberal newspapers. rule. 1 appeal to my hon. friend that no

I think all hon. gentlemen will agree that useful work couid he done by the committee
these grave charges demand an investigation this session. There is every probability
by a committee of this House, and it is with that no work could be done this
a view of having such an investigation be- session, and it is perfectly certain that but
fore any further steps are taken by the a small arount of work, if any, could be
government or parliament to carry out the done, and that no good would be accon-
proposed scheme of railway extension, that plished by the appointment of a committee
I now move for this committee. I would now. If one or two hostile witnesses
say that I have been requested to add two were to be exarined here, you must give
namnes to the committee, and, if the House notice of it to theparties whoin it affects, of
will permit me to do so,-of course, I can- course. It is not intended, I presume, to
not make an amendment of this kind with- go on with an examination in an exparte
out the permission of the House-I would nanner. The examination wouid have no
add the names of Mr. McInnes (B.C.) and veight with the country, and ought to have
Mr. Clemow to the committee. no veight with the country, if that course

'vere taken. I amn sure the intention is that
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am in those interested in taking a different view

favour of inquiring into the affairs of this froin my hon. friend himself in regard to the
railway company, inasmuch as charges have charges should have the fullest opportunity
been made in this House and elsewhere in to meet the charges made against them-
regard to the proceedings of that company, should have full notice and be at liberty to
and I think it is desirable that those charges appear before the committee, either person-
should be investigated. But it is impossible aLy or by counsel, as such persons may
for us to investigLte then this session. It desire. The business of the buse and of
is a well-known rule that prorogation ends parliament will probably he closed next
the powers of committees and after the Monday. We will probably be engaged al
prorogation it would not be desirable to day nextMonday. We shah have a morning
keep twelve or fourteen members here in se-sion and an afternoon session. The
Ottawa for a inonth, or whatever term should committee could not commence acting,
be required for that investigation even if even if it vere the early part of the session,
we had the legal power to do so; but we without at least a da's notice. The coin-
have not. My own opinion is, that it is nittee, if appointed now, might meet on
undesirable to enter upon this investi- Monday, not before, to make arrangements
gation when we have not time to go on witi and give notice. There is no time for ail this.
it, when the time before prorogation is so I do fot know what object my hon. friend
short that it may be possible at night or vould suggest as demanding haste. If this
sone other hour to examine only a witness motion should be made next session, I would
or two who may be strong partisans, hostile suggest that action should be taken early in
men, the inquiry then standing over for six the session, vhen the Senate has littie to do,
or seven months. That would be unfair, and and when there can he a thorough investi-
I am sure my hon. friend and the House gation. I would use what influence I possess
would not wish to do anything unfair in the to have the investigation of that character.
matter. It is eminently the duty of the I hope my hon. friend wijI not press the
Senate, not only to be fair in all matters, motion. It is quite clear that the matter
but to seem fair. Our peculiar constitution cannot be fairly deait with under the
adds special strength to that course being motion; and I assume that my hon. friend
taken. My hon. friend does not claim to does not wish to do anything unfairly. If
any personal knowledge in regard to any of we were settling the terms of the mation, I
these matters that are to be inquired into. would suggest some changes in the expression
le disclaimed that. He said he knewnothing of it, though I do not know that there is
about them, but he read an extract f rom a any use doing that now if the motion is to
newspaper. It will never do for this House be withdrawn, as I hope it will. For
to lay down the rule that a committee must instance, after asking that the committee
be appointed to investigate every charge that should inquire into the expenditure of
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subsidies and the present financial condi-
tion of the company, its liabilities of
every description whether matured or
accruing the condition and classification of
the said railway, as well as its equipment,
the motion enumerates all branches of the
inquiry that any one could think of. I do not
object to the following words: " And also
all other matters and things relating to the
said subject, or any of thein," but the next
line should be struck out if ail these subjects
are to be investigated. There should not
be the following words: "As well as all
other matters and things relating to the said
railway." That might embrace matters
with.which we have no concern. The com-
mittee should confine this investigation to
matters with which the public are concerned.

Hon. Mr. M ILLER-You could add the
words: " Of public concern."

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Then,
again, I would strongly urge that when this
motion is made next session we should en-
deavour to cone to some mutual arrange-
ment about who should compose the commit-
tee. It is really a judicial work on which
the committee is to enter. Any one who
desires a fair result, as I hope we all do,
must see the importance of the committee
preserving a judicial character. The coin-
mittee are, in fact, judges. They ought not
to lean in favour of one side or the other:
they ought not to desire the success of one
side more than the other. The large majority
in this House, unfortunately, are the op-
ponents of the present government and are
against this railway, and have rejected the
bargain we had made with the railway com-
pany. Therefore, I am not quixotic enough
to imagine that the House would agree to
anything else than liaving a majority on the
committee. But it would be a fair thing that
the two sides should be equally represented
on this committee. I cannot expect the House
perhaps to agree to that, though it would be a
very reasonable thing to do. It would give
great confidence to the public in the pro-
ceedings of the committee and the report
they might cone to after hearing the
evidence, but if that is too much to
expect, then there ought to be not more
than a majority of one or, at the most, two
-one, I think, ought to be enough. Then [
think we ought to sit down and see whether
this committee isthe most satisfactory which

we could agree to on both sides. I do not
think the public would consider it so, col-
stituted as it is. I do not care to discuss
names here, because my brother senators
are all men for whom I have respect, but
there are some changes that would appear to
me we might make with advantage, and I
would not at all despair of coming to a con-
clusion satisfactory to us both if, before the
motion is made next session, my hon. friend
would sit down with me and consider who
best should form this committee. These ob-
servations I make with reference to next
session, when we will have plentY
of time for the investigation. I wish
we had time eiough now. In many re-
spects it would be desirable if we had time,
but we have not. We eithercannotenteron an
investigation at all now or onlv a small part
of the work could bedone, and that part would
consist merely of the examination of one or
two hostile witnesses, by which no good could
be accomplished. A party good might be
accomplished, but the House does not desire
to take a party view. It might answera party
purpose if one or two hostile witnesses were
examined and their evidence spread over the
country, and not answered. The state-
ments they might make, there would be
no opportunity of having examined. The
reasons for withdrawing the motion seem to
me of the strongest possible kind. There
are constitutional difficulties in the way Of
a measure of this kind in the Senate, but I
am not urging those, because what I want
is that there should be a thorough investiga-
tion, under the circumstances, which every-
body will see is advantageous and which
may have a result which will be satisfactory
to the country.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I desire to say that,
so far as I am personally concerned, I feel
that there is a great deal of force in the ob-
jection which the hon. the leader of the House
has offered to this investigation being under-
taken at the present time, and that is the
impossihility, unless we keep the two Houses
of Parliament here for somie weeks to cone,
of carrying on this investigation satisfac-
torily to ourselves and to the public and
reach a decision which would generally give
satisfaction. It appears to me, too, that
the position of this question has very materl-
ally changed since the consideration of the
measure was before this House a few days
ago-that is, the measure involving the
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agreement which had been entered into would join the hon. leader of the buse in
between the government and the Grand urging upon the mover of this motion fot to
Trunk Co. and the Drummond County press it this session.
Railway Co. The defeat of that measure in Hon Mr. FERGUSON-There is no
this House has put an end to that agreement. doubta

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Hear, land (Mr. Wood) rerarked, a considerableamount of force in what the hon. leader of
rthe ouse has said as to the inconvenience

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The proposa now, as of entering into such a very long inquiry as

Igatherby the few remarks made by the don. this would necessarily be, in a thorough
leader of this bouse the other day, and f rom manner at such an advanced period of the

what was said in the other House, (I think session. Xe who have had any experience
it was last evening when this matter was in parliamentary affairs know that this in-
up there for discussion) is merely to ask a quiry vould necessarily, to be of value at
sum of money for the present year to make ah, have to be a thorough one, and would
an experiment, the object of which I under- occupy a very considerable amount of tire,
stand to be to endeavour to show, as far as it and there is no doubt in the world that in
is possible in that way, whether the proposi- the present state of the public business, the
tion of the government to extend the Inter- prorogation being now pretty nearly in
colonial Railway to Montreal is a wise sightitwouldbe inconvenient for this bouse,
and good policy or not. That I under- and perhaps not desirable for a number of
stand from the government to be the reasons, that this inquiry should be under-
object of placing this proposed sum in the taken at the present moment. But we have
estimates for this year. It is, as it to consider, in connection with that, whether
were, a means of getting further information steps are not proposed to le taken which

toenbe stofrr jdrnn o îitwould complicate the question in such a wayto enable us to formi a judgmient on that
point. There are other questions, of course, as would make the inquiry next session very
involved, as to whether the amount they much like the position of locking
propose to pay is larger than they should the stable after the horses have
pay or not, and whether this mode of extend- been stolen. We have to look at that.
ing the Intercolonial Railway into Montreal If I ar correctly advised, there are now
is the best mode of accomplishing that object under uonsideration in another place some
or not. Those are questions which would three distinct propositions, which wihl have
properly come up for consideration after we a very considerable effect upon the inerits of
had decided upon the general question this question. There is a proposition to
of the policy of extending that vote $157,500 to lease*these particular unes
road to Montreal. It appears to of railway for nine months. The amount
me, therefore, that there are some weighty set forth in that item is, I think, precisely
reasons why it is not important that this the sane amount as was in the bl which
investigation, if an investigation is to be ve rejected the other day, for the same
had, should »e at once. If the original agree- period of time. Then, I understand, there
ment, as submitted to us to-day, is hereafter is another provision iii the estimates under
proposed to be carried out I have not any consideration in another place, for ap-
hesitation in saying that an investigation of propriating $100,000 to purchase rolling
this kind should be held before that aree- stock for the Intercolonia al

ment is entered into. But there is the fur-; Hon. Sir MIAC KEN"ZIE BOWELL-
ther objection which the hon. leader of thet
bousse bas soentioned to-day, that at thisha
stage of the session it is practically, without bon. Mr. FERGUSON -That iakes it
great inconvenience to ail the members of stronger. I was under the impression that
parliament, impossib)le to enter upon an it was simply to purchase rolling stock for
investigation which will necessarily be the Intercolonial Railway, but my hion.
lengthytobesatisfactory. Thatisareason- friend, the leader of the opposition, tells
able objection, and for my own part-and me that it is intended to invest $100,000
ams speaking only for mysinf as an indepen- for the use of these roads that they propose
dent, I hope, member of this Senate-I tow rent.
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Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is for
both purposes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL-It is
to enable them to do the extra work in case
they lease.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-And also
we intend to purchase rolling stock for the
Intercolonial Railway. It is required this
year, as in past years.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-A portion of
this item, at least, if not all of it, is to be
used in purchasing rolling stock for the pur-
pose of carrying out the proposed rental of
these roads, the Drummond County Rail-
way and that portion of the Grand Trunk
Railway which the government proposed to
acquire under the bill rejected in this House
a few days ago. Then, in addition to that,
there is a proposition for voting a subsidy
to that 42½ miles of the Drummond County
Railway not yet constructed, a subsidy
which will probably result in an
expenditure of four -or five or six thous-
and dollars a mile for that road. As
far as that is concerned -I speak
merely my own opinion and bave not heard
that of othergentlemen-I do not think there
would be any very serious objection to it.
That is a portion of the country which has no
railway, and for lacal purposes there is no
question that that district has the same
claim on this parliament for railways that
other parts of the country have, and the
expenditure of that money, when it is being
done precisely in the same way as it has
been done in promoting the construction of
railways in other parts of the country, would
not be open to objection even at the present
moment and under the present circum
stances; but the proposai to lease these two
lines of railway and to commit the country
to the policy which was laid down in all its
details in the measure which was before us
the other day just at this particular time, is,
I think, a very serious step. At the end of
nine months, should it be found that the
experiment was not a successful one, and the
government were to tell us the results were
not satisfactory, and they were not prepared
to carry out the plan, the rolling stock which
will probablybeacquired from the Drummond
County Railway-I take it that it is highly
probable the intention is to purchase the rol-
ing stock at present owned by the Drummond
County Railway Co.-however, whether pur-

chased in that way orinany other way, itaffects
the question in the same respect, the govern-
ment would be buying rolling stock which
they might not at all require, and to that
extent, at least, they would be committed to
a policy of extending the railway in soile
way from Lévis to Montreal. I do not think
there is any necessity for such hurry with
regard to this matter. Too much haste has
been the trouble from the beginning. If
there had been less haste, in the first instance,
in launching this scheme before the country,
and perhaps a little more hurry in bringing
it down to this House at an earlier period of
the session, there might have been a much
better understanding arrived at than exists
to day. Feeling, as I do, the inconvenience
that would result to the members of this
House and the difficultyof making a complete
and thorough investigation at this time, I
would join with the hon. gentlemen who
have spoken in asking my hon. friend tO
allow the motion to stand over at the present
time, to be taken up very early next session,
if this matter should be allowed to remain
in statu quo until then. There would not,
as far as I myself feel, be the slightest
objection to voting a subsidy to the uncon-
structed portion on the Drummond County
Railway, for the reason J have already given,
but I do not think this House should be
called upon, or that the government of the
country should commit itself, as it would be
committing itself, to the policy of extending
the Intercolonial Railway into Montreal
over this particular line of railway in the
way indicated, without further considera-
tion, and without having this investigation,
which appears to be now required, gone into
before a committee. Apart from the reasons
that I have already given, I think it very
likely, although I am not a railway man and
know very little about the operation of rail-
ways, that if the government entered upon
the leasing of those two lines, they would
find it necessary to enter into arrangements
of a permanent nature; that there would be
expenditures which would require them tO
exercise the power of using the Governor
General's warrants, or some such means as
that, to meet the expenditure. I feel sure
whatever way the expenditure would be
met, the government would be confronted
with practical difficulties in the way of
leasing and using these railways by a simple
rental which would complicate the question
and give them trouble, and seriously compli-
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cate the matter when it would finally come The present proposai is that a new arrange-
up before parliament. While I agree with ment should be made. No arrangement bas
iy hon. friend who has moved the resolution, yet been made concerning the Drummond
that such an inquiry as he has asked for is County Railway.
necessary, and while I shall be prepared to
support bis motion should a policy that I lin '.MCLU -oarmet
cannot agree with be persisted in by the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-No
government with regard to it, I feel that it agreement exists, but it is proposed that a
is not wise to adopt any childish tactics temporary arrangement should be made for
ither one side or the other. We shoud the purrm o

approach this question seriously, and while soring the exeRirnento
appoac tis uesio seiouly an whlerunning the Intercolonial Rail way into

I would not feel disposed to press this in- Montreal for a period of nine months. It is
quiry if the government would take a rea- proposed to vote for that purpose an amount
sonable course and not attempt to force equivalent to the rata that those roads were
their entire policy upon us, yet, if that to cost the government under the arrange-
course is not adopted, in the public interest nient first talked of. I may just as well
the country will expect that we should not express my opinion now, as at any other
commit ourselves to any course that would time, respecting that. I ain decidedly op-
fasten the policy of extending the Interco- posed to that policy for many reasons, on
lonial Railway over these roads into Mon- account of the cost that it would entail upon
treal, which would involve an increased ex- the country. Let us look for one moment
penditure beyond the rental, and which at the amount of money that is necessary to
would be almost sure, in the end, in the carry out the experiment. In the first place,practical carrying out of it, to involve large it is proposed that the sum of $157,500
expenditures besides these which I have in- should be voted for the purpose of making
dicated. The views which I now express are that arrangement for nine months. Then,
mine. Others may not agree with me, but there is an additional sum of $100,000 to be
these are my views ini regard Vo it. paid for the purchase of rolling stock, either

from the Drummond County Railway orHon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-There issome other company, for the use of the
no intention of committing the country to a Intercolonial Railway. Then, besides that,permanent arrangement by what has been it is proposed to give a subsidy for the con-
proposed in the other House. On the con- struction of the 424 miles of road additional
trary, the intention is to make such a tem- required to carry the Drummond County
porary aureement as shall not have that Railway to the Chaudière or towards Que-
effect. We earnestly mean to make a mere bec. That subsidy, at $5,000 a mile, would
experiment. There bas been no negotiation amount to $212,500.
with the company and it may be impossible
for us to come to any agreement. There Hon. Mr. SCOTT-2,200 per mile.
has not been time for any negotiation, but
the intention of the government is that it Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-
shall be a mere experiment ; the agreement Even at $2,200 per mile, it would amount
shall be such as will mike it of that character, to somewhere about $135,000 or $1.50,000.
and will not render necessary the adoption The whole thing, reckoning at the smallest
of any permanent agreement. figure, would amount to $400,000 or $450,-

000. I arn not prepared to go in for any
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It is such expenditure as that for the pur-

perhaps just as well that the majority of the pose of experiment, and I believe if it ever
members of the House should express their becomes necessary to continue the hiter-
views on the question. The motion which co)onial Railway into Montreai, we can do
the hon. member from Richmond (Mr. it on very much better terms than by enter-
Miller) has made bas been amply vindicated ing into an experiment for that purpose,
by the statement which the hon. leader of involving an expenditure of some $400,000,
the government has made respecting it. which if it happexîs not to be a success,
We are now in a very different position must be thrown away in the experiment.
from that which we occupied when that sub- Therefore, I wish Vo let tbe government
jebt was under discussion in the first place. know that 1, as one member of the bouse-
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and disposed at the same time to give the
government my support for every measure
that I consider fair and advantageous for
the benefit of the country-would be op-
posed to that arrangement. I do not for-
get that the province from which I come
has a claim upon the Dominion government
far beyond that which any other province
can set forth-a claim for the construction
of railway accommodation for the people of
Prince Edward Island, for furnishing the
branches necessary to finisýh the Prince
Edward Island Railway. We have a legal
and equitable claim upon the government of
the Dominion of Canada to finish that rail-
way and to give the people of Prince Ed-
ward Island the accommodation which they
have required ever since they went into
confederation and which they have had a
right to expect from that time up to the
present, and until the Dominion government
take that into consideration and treat the
province from which I come with that
justice and equity to which we are entitled,
I shall raise my voice against any extrava-
gant expenditure for the purpose of giving
railway accommodations that are not asked
for to any other province in this broad
Dominion.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I wish 'to take
exception to some remarks which have been
made more than once mu this House where
we are described as partisans.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE--It is said that a
large majority here is opposed to the govern-
ment. I for one, speaking for myself, do
not feel at all in that position. I felt dis-
posed from the first time I took a seat in
this chamber, to give the government of the
day the benefit of every doubt and to inter-
fere as little as possible with their financial
arrangements, but when a measure is pro-
posed, which I believe in my heart to be con-
trary to the best interests of this country, I
feel called upon to oppose it, whether it
cornes from the government or from the
opposition. In regard to this question of
the extension of the Intercolonial Railway
to Montreal, it imust be borne in mind that
when the Intercolonial Railway was con-
structed over thirty years ago, it was never
anticipated that that road was going to be a
paying concern. It was part and parcel of
the terms of confederation, and the confed-

eration of these provinces could never have
been accomplished without the building and
completion of that railway up to Quebec,
just the same as the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way was part and parcel of the terms by
which British Columbia was taken into the
union. A great deal has been said about
the great cost and the continued expenditure
and cost to this country of the Intercolonial
Railway. I admit all that. It is costing
the country a great deal, but the people Of
the country are getting the benefit of it, and
I do not know that any province of the
Dominion is getting more benefit fron it
than Ontario. Before confederation Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island and NeW
Brunswick imported the principal part of
their supplies and goods from the mother
country. To-day, the large proportion cornes
from the large manufacturers of Ontario, and
all that the western section of the country
takes from us, is simply the coal that we
produce, and not a great deal of it. The
greater part of the coal consumed in Ontario
comes still, I believe, f rom the United States ;
so that we may look upon the Intercolonial
Railway just as we look upon our highways,
as a public necessity, and we cannot expect
it to pay just now. It may become in the
future a self-sustaining institution. We are
getting no direct benefit from the large ex-
penditures we have made upon the Canadian
Pacific Railway. We are getting no direct
benefit in returns from the large amount,
the millions upon millions of money
spent upon the canals of this Dominion,
nor from the large expenditures that
have been made upon other railways
throughout the Dominion, and why should
we run such a terrible risk of losing more
money upon the Intercolonial Railway by
trying this experiment of extending the line
into Montreal? Are not the rail ways already
connecting Quebec with Montreal able to do
the work required of them? If not, if the
requirements of the country demand addi-
tional railway accommodation, there might
be some reason for extending the Inter-
colonial Railway, or building some other
road up to Montreal ; but I believe the
Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and that great highway the
St. Lawrence, are quite sufficient to carry all
that traffic from Montreal down to the lower
provinces and all the traffic from the lower
provinces up to Montreal for very many
years to come. Then we have the great
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public highway, the St. Lawrence. We have The experiment, in place of being a fair
the Canadian Pacific Railway and we have te4 of the success of the seheme, will be
the Grand Trunk Railway, all supplying the quite the reverse. h will be nisleading. I
wants of the country in this direction, and anticipate that if this experiment is pro-
can we expect by building a competing line, cecded with, it will be made to appear a
spending millions of money to bring the inter- grand success, that ail the loss on.the Inter-
colonial Railway into Montreal, that we are colonial Railway is going to be wip)d out,
not onlygoing to get back enough to repay the and that it is a grand bargain for the
extra cost to the country, but to reduce the govcrnment; but when the experirent is
yearly expenditure and the yearly loss upon over, and when you core into competition
the working of the Intercolonial Railway? with the Grand Trunk Railway as wll as
It is an unreasonable thing to expect, and the Canadian Pacific Railway, you will
consequently I am opposed to extending the ind that it will be adding yearly to the
line in that direction. In reference to the losses that are already incurred by running
new proposition that has been made, it is the Intercolonial Railway. I do think the
even a more objectionable one than the proposition which bas been made ly the lion.
original proposition. And why? Because member from Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) is a
I cannot think it possible that you could very fair and reasonable one. h is too late in
get any fair and reasonable results from the session-it is very late I admit-
such an experiment. What is the experi- to go into an investigation such as is asked
ment ? A provisional contract bas been for, but if the governmcnt is determined to
entered into between the government, the go on witb this business this sessior---and I
Grand Trunk R ailwayCo. and the Drummond do not sec any nccessity for it, as we bave
CountyRailwayCo. I believe theDrummond donc without this extension until now and
County Railway Company and the Grand can do without it for some time yet-if they
Trunk Company are anxious for the fulfil- insist on going on with it, I tbink it is the
ment of that contract, that it should be duty of this buse to proceed with the
made binding by parliament. That bill has investigation. We arc the servants of the
been defeated by this House, and the experi- people, and the members of the House of
ment is to be entercd into to sec if this con- Commons are the servants of the people,
tract is going to be a success or not. And and I do not sec why parliascent should be
wqy is the Grand Trunk Railway Company prorogued in a da or two If we ar the
s0 very anxious to make it a success ? servants of the people wc should. remain
Because it wants the contract already par- bere as long as the interests of the country
tially entered into, acconplished. And the require us, and if this experiment is going to
result is going to c, when you tindertake cost haf a million of money, it will a time
this experiment, that ail the influence of the wcll spent to stay here a month and make
Grand Trunk Railway will be thrown in this investigation before we commit the
favour of the trade of the Intercolonial country to an unnecessary expenditure.
Railway. Aftbr the investigation is made, after

every information which can be had is
lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Fornincmonths. obtained, then if it is found on examination

to be a profitable arrangement and for the
Hon. Mr. PROlWSE-Yes for nine benefit of the country, I take it the Senate

months, to make it appear that it is going will offer no further opposition to the schere
to be a succcss in the future. Is the Grand proposed; but until then I taink we should
Trunk Railway Company going to do that be very careful, and not consent to a leasure
after the contract expires? No, the Grand of this kind without a very ful investigation.
Trunk Railway wiwl turn around and be
a strong competitor with the Domin- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-While the hon. gente-
ion government, and compete with the man was speaking I sent for a volume of the
Intercolonial Railway, and the experience statutes to ascertain what has been usua in
and special training of the managers of the reference to the management and adminis-
Grand Trunk Railway, or the managers of tration of the Intercolonial Railway, and I
any other railway, will be sufficient to get find that year by year parliament has vot d
the bet trade in spite of ail that the govern- very readily any sums of money that were
ment or the Intercolonial Railway can do. asked by the government who were respon-
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sible for the running of the Intercolonial ail be in a very much better position to saY
Railway, and we have never challenged whether an agreement, either on grounds
their rights to build additions and branches, somewhat similar or on a different basis,
and constructions of one kind or another. i wiIl be in the interest of the people of Call-
We have added year by year to their rolling ada. Surely the money cannot be lost. The
stock. Challenges have been thrown out money voted for ro ling stock cannot cer
that it was highly improper that a govern- tainly be lost, 'because the Intercoonial
sient should ask to expend one hundred Railway, with its 1,200 miles of track, 15

thousand dollars, but I find that in 1892 constantly requiring renevals, and moneY
we voted increased accommodation at Hali- has been granted for that purpose. I think,
fax, $152,000, rolling stock, $20,000, in view of these facts, and considering
extension along the river St. John, $14,000, comparatively small sun the government iS
additional accommodation at St. John, $121- asking this year, it would seem a littie more
000, sums aggregating half a million dollars reasonable to trust to the government vhich
and in another year, 1894, just the same bas at present charge of the administration
charges, rolling stock, improvenient on the of affairs, and allow them at least the %ame
road, and so on. The first item was $20,- degree of latitude as has been allowed to
000 of rolling stock. In 1894 there was an governments in the past.
item of $10,000 for rolling stock, besides
other increased accommodation. Hon. Mr. DEBOUClERVILLE-Is

there not a statement fromn the manager of
Hon. Mr. MILLER-Are the cases analo- the road of the quantity of rolling stock

gous ? required ?

Hon. M-Nlr. SCOTT-w think they are. h Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no doubt, in
think the administration of the Intercolon- al those cases the management of the road
ial Railway hias leen conducted in that sub urit their proposals to the government
wvay ever since it was constructed. The and ask for such rolling stock as they cay
hion. gentleman smiles. It is quit true this'think necessary for the year.
House does not think the government should
be trustd with te expenditure of that eHoen. Mr. fPRIMROSE- rise for the
small suni of money for the extension, but purpose of endorsing the remarks which
we are asking for a less sum this year for have fallen f rom my hon. friend frore
expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway Prince Edward Island (Mr. Prowse)
than is usual for the parliament to vote in reference to the charge that ias
each year. I simply give these figures as bieen made more than once in the Senate,
an illustration. No such feeling was ex- that the disposition of the members in this
hibited when the government asked leave to House tas to approach the consideration of
build branches of the Intercolonial Railway, this subject f rom a party standpoint. I re-
or to extend it, whether it was a branch! pudiate that utterly, and I cannot help
west or south or north. No one hesitated comin to the conclusion, dictated by 'Y
about authorizinio the government to carry own judgment and b the information which
the road from Point Lévis to Rivière du I have been able to gather regarding this
Loup, and I find that in 1894 the amount matter, that the easure is one which should
voted by parliament was $464,375 . When not receive our support. The circumstances
we find that year by year the administration connected with the initiation of the schee
bas asked parliament for those large sums under consideration were questionable, thO0
and they have f reely granted them without connected with its promotion as exemplified
any criticisms, it does seem to be dealing in the mode and tim of its presentation tO
out a different policy towards the present parliament are equaly so, and the discussion
administration to that which eas been usual which has taken place in this use has led
in the past. The government have very fre- me, and the majority of the members of this
quently said they think it is in the interest House, to the conclusion that it is also un-
of the country to try this experiment. sound at the core. Being thus objectionable
Those agreements which were read are not in almost ail its salient features, this honour
at an end. This House declined to accept able bouse did by it according to its desserts
them. At the end of nine months we may and cast it out as a piece of improper and
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undesirable legislation, thus teaching to the 000 for buying rolling stock. Whence is that
Canadian people its appreciation of the i rolling stock Vo core? If I am assured by
sacred trust committed to it by that people, the leader of the government in this House
and its desire and ability to discharge that that the rolling stock is not to be bought
trust aright in promoting all pure and from the Drurnond County Company, I
righteous legislation that tends to further shah also wiliingly vote for that item, bo-
the prosperity and well-being of Canada, cause the objectionable features about it
and rejecting, as it has repeatedly done in wil] disappear: but if it is to buy the old
the past irrespective altogether of party rolling stock of the Drumrnond Company, I
influence or bias, all such proposed legislation ar decidedly opposed Vo it. I have 1efore
as to it appears unworthy in its aim or per- me, in the last report of the Minister of
nicious in its tendency. This and this alone, Railways and Canais, a list of the rolling
if I judge rightly, is the standard of action stock of the corpany. lt might be interest-
which this honourable House always places ing to the lion. members of this bouse to
before it for its rigid observance entirely know what that stock comprises. ere it
uninfluenced by any threats or attempted is in its entirety: Nuniberof engines, five;
intimidation emanate whence they may number of sleeping cars, none; number of
and which members of this honourable palace or drawing room cars, none; number
House can easily allow to " pass by thein as of flrst-class cars, one. And I May here
the idle wind which they regard not." remark that that one first-cass car is

about equai to a second class car
Hon. Mr. POIRIER-As I do not, for on the Intercolonial Railway if at

one-and I am sure the majority of this al to be compared with it. Number of
House does not-wish to play the part of second-class and emigrant cars, two. They
an obstructionist in this matter, I nust are like cattie cars on the Intercolonial Rail-
admit that I consider the proposal of a trial way very likely. Nurber of baggage, mail
for nine months or a year an acceptable one and express cars, one; number of cattie and
to the Senate. So far we have performed box freight cars, nine; number of piatform
what we thought our duty, irrespective of cars, twenty; number of hopper and durp.
political party. I, for one, would have ing cars, none. That rolling stock no doubt
given the very identical vote I gave had has rolled for very rany years. It bas not
the proposal been made by the Conservative been inspected. There was no possibility of
party. We have had precedents in this exchanging the first-class cars; there was only
House where projects like this-and perhaps one. 1V must be, Vherefore, in a very bad
not so serious as this, and not so objection- condition, and I for one would erphaticaliy
able-have been rejected by a Conservative be opposed to one dollar of the public roney
majority of this House when propounded by being appiied Vo buying second-hand or third-
a Conservative government. And I should hand stock. If it is to be new rolling stock,
think that this ought to be an answer to there is not the saine objection to it. There
the charges--because they are almost charges may be an application for iV, because the
-that are made. But surely if we, the Intercolonial Iailway ray be in need of it.
majority, who have voted one way are guilty, Before I resune my seat I would ask the
those who belonged to the Liberal party are hon, leader of the bouse what is the inten-
equally guilty, for they have voted, to a man, tion of the government in this ratter? I
on the other side of the question ; and, should like Vo be assured that no part
therefore, I think that the matter should be of the roliing stock of the Drummond
left as it is. I, for one, will support the County Railway will be bought. That
testing of this proposal for nine months. roi'ling stock May ho good enough for Vhe
Furthermore, I think the government Drumrond Couiîty Railway as it stands,
should have proceeded in that way at first, but it will certainiy noV be suitable for the
and not come here and asked us to road when it is made part of the trunk une
saddle such a heavy burden upon the coun- from Montreal Vo Halifax and St. John.
try without a previous trial. Besides the With reference Vo the proposition of my hon.
$157,000 for the nine months trial of this friend from Richmond (Mr. Miller), I think
matter, there is another item which might the objections made Vo it by Vhe hon, leader
be objectionable, and which in my opinion of the Senate are to the point. The position
is objectionable: that is the item of $100,- of the Snate now is one of a powerful body
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in this legislature, performing an important
and conscientious duty, which is not a
pleasant one. If we were to precipitate
matters, we would not improve the financial
condition of the country, or our own position'
towards the country. I would ask my hon.
friend to allow himself to be prevailed upon
to withdraw his motion, and let the experi-
ment be tried for nine months. In the mean-
time, some of us will have occasion to cool
down, if it is necessary, and see how things
have worked ; and perhaps, acting according
to the British spirit, give the benefit of the
doubt to those that are simply accused, but
are certainly not proven guilty.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I may say here that
I voted on Wednesday night against the
purchase of the Drummond County Railway
and the extension of the Intercolonial Rail-
way to Montreal, on the ground that I am
opposed to that principle entirely, and on the
ground, also,that I did not think the deal they
were making was a good one. After having
listened to the discussion and thought the
matter over, when they want to connect
the Intercolonial Railway with a railway
that has such an inferior rolling stock on it as
the Drumnond County Railway, it convinces
me that the extension could not conduce in
any way to the business, freight or traffic of
the Intercolonial Railway, and I am more
strongly opposed than ever to the deal.
Apart fron that, I am also opposed to the
inquiry, because I think the inquiry spoken
of in the motion before the House is preina-
ture. Nothing has been done which we
want to inquire into. We cannot inquire
into wrong-doings until some wrongs have
boen perpetrated. It is only so far a matter
of newspaper talk. If the government
proceed now to niake this experiment, which
is an undesirable one, they cannot, in justice
to themselves, make an experiment which
would add any light or information by
associating themselves with a railway of
such a character as the Drummond Rail-
way, particularly as there must be money
expended in completing the construction of
the road. I think the better plan would be
for the governinent-and I am not their ad-
viser in any way-to make a proper inquiry
during the next 9 months, and have a sur-
vey made, and the proper papers brought
down to parliament next session, showing
the true condition f things, and what
might be reasonably expected. That would

be very much better than to ask us to sus-
tain them in a vote of $150,00o now to
make an experiment when they have
nothing to make an experiment with which
would be creditable to theinselves, or to the
country, or satisfactory in the end. I think
the experiment is an unjust and unfair one;
and does not bear any degree of intelligence
on the face of it, and I will oppose it be-
cause I do not think it would be a just and
proper expenditure of public money, and be-
cause I am not in favour of the government
owning railways. If the government would
introluce a scheme to sell the Interclonial
Railway to the Grand Trunk and make a
rival line competing with the Canadian
Pacific Railway I would vote for it. There
would then be two gigantic concerns coin-
peting for traffic, and the country would
receive the benefit. But I think it is mous-
trous for the government, after subsidizing
the Grand Trunk Railway and Canadial
Pacific Railway, to build a rival line them-
selves, and it is not on party grounds that I
am opposed to it, because if the government
had been composed of angels I would have
voted against it.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I only wish to
say a few words with reference to this vote.
I consider that this is an unprecedented
occasion in the history of this country. I
have not heard or read of any such occasion
occurring before. Stripped of all subterfuge,
it is a conflict between this House and the
House of Commons, and, therefore, I think
we should approach this matter with the
greatest degree of caution and honesty. I
am not in any way in favour of restricting
the dignity of this House, or interfering
with its action in any way. I incline tO
share the opinion which has been given by
the hon. gentleman from Westmorland
(Mr. Wood) who reviewed this matter
thoroughly and satisfactorily, and who deli-
vered, in my opinion, a most convincing
speech on that question. If his views were
to prevail, and if the hon. leader of this
House were given an opportunity to post-
pone this matter, it would benefit the
country, and would not at all interfere with
our digniy. The hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond (Mr. Miller) may know of some dis-
honesty in the matter, but I do not know of it,
and no party trammel will bind me to do what
is wrong. I would consider myself as doing
wrong if I voted for the motion of the hon.
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gentleman. He has not taken the trouble were inquired into by the commission issued
to give us any information which he may by the Crown, upon the advice of the then
have; if he has any information I wish he government. I regarded that as an irregular
would state it, and if anything dishonour- and unconstitutional proceeding. I think
able or dishonest has been done, I for one that the Crown has, under the statute, the
shall oppose anything further being done in right to make inquiry in certain cases, a
connection with the railway deal. However, right to inquire into the conduct of its
I do not think it would offend the dignity of officers, and a right to see whether they are
this House, or that the public interest would properly discharging their duties or not.
suffer, if we were to agree a little with the But it was never intended that the Crown
majority in the popular chamber. It should appoint a committee upon the ad vice of
would be acceptable to all parties if we ministers to inquire into the regularity of the
would at least try to give way a little, and conduct of those ministers themselves. That
make things as agreeable as possible. But information which was necessary to them
if I were anxious to get parties into trouble, in order to enable them to advise the Crown
I think I should let them steal before was information that was already, without
warning them not to steal. J therefore inquiry, in their possession, and the expen-
think that this motion is very inopportune, diture of money itself was an expenditure
and shall vote against it. of money voted by the House of Commons,

and over which the House of Commons had
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It seems to me that, exclusive control. Tlis body, I. believe, a

the discussion is beside the motion before us. few years ago, upon a motion by my lon.
We have had a discussion upon a bill that friend wbo las made tlis motion to-day,
was rejected in this House a few evenings appointed a committee to make investiga-
ago. We have had a discussion with regard, tion; and tlat committee went even furtber
to a proposition which, I understand, has than it is proposed the committee in tlis case
been introduced into the House of Commons, sbould go. It inquired not merely into the
and is not yet before us; but we have had very expenditure of money and of subsidies voted
little discussion with regard to the motion by the parliament of Canada, but inquired
submitted by the hon. gentleman from Rich- i into the subsidies voted by a local legisia-
mond to-day. I agree with the leader of the ture; and, if I remenber rigbtly, the prime
House that a motion of this sort having been minister of the province of Quebec was
made, an inquiry ought to be had ; but I summoned before this committee to answer
think that inquiry ought to be in the body for bis conduct in respect to tbe expenditure
which, under the constitution, is entitled to of money entrusted to him by tle regis1ature
make that inquiry., And it seems to me of Quebec, and to wbicl body alone le was
that this House is going a very long way constitutionally responsible. J ask the at
outside its constitutional functions and tention of bon. gentlemen to the first part
duties to undertake to inquire into the of this resolution. Tbe motion reads:
expenditure of public moneys, and the regu- That a special committee of the Senate he ap-
lation of that expenditure. We have had, pointed to inquire into tbe expenditure of the
of hate years, on severaf occasions very wide subsidies granted by the parliament of Canada.

departures f rom what is the well known and
settled English practice. Usually inquiries of
this kind in this country have been by the
House of Commons. That is the uniform
rule in the United Kingdom. A few years
ago charges were made, with regard
to the expenditure of public moneys, in the
House of Commons, and a committee called
for, and, instead of the committee being
granted, a commission was appointed by the
Crown for the purpose of inquiring into
certain expenditures, alleged to have been
improperly and irregularly made, and in
which a minister of the Crown was charged
with being interested. All these matters

58

I ask hon. gentlemen is this House con-
stitutionally competent to make that in-
quiry? And I say without hesitation that
it is not; that it is no part of its function,
and that you cannot legally summon a party
before you, or undertake to punish him for
contempt of your summons, if you call him
for any such purpose. Look at what was
done in England in the case of the inquiry
into the financial expenditure of India in
1871. Mr. Gladstone proposed a joint com-
mittee of the two Houses for the purpose of
making that inquiry. Mr. Disraeli, then a
member of the House of Commons, pointed
out that such an inquiry ought to be made
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by a committee of the House of Commons two very prominent members of the ROUse

alone, because the House of Lords ought of Lords, men of long experience, men of
not to be a party to inquire into jointly the great parlianentary distinction, Lord LyVe
expenditure of public moneys, even in India, den and the Duke of Argyle, ail four of whom
because the financial condition of India night entirely agreed in the proposition that it
be one which ultimately wouldindirectly affect regard to the expenditure of publie moneys
the financial condition of the mother coun- the buse of Lords cannot charge a con'-
try. But while Mr. Gladstone conceded ihe mittee to make an inquiry. That heing S0,
proposition that the House of Lords could I think it is perfectly obvious that the
not appoint a committee, nor could any motion before us, though 1 think it iS 8
of the peers be members of a committee proper one, and one which ought to be made,
to inquire into the expenditure of money of should be made in the buse of Commofl5

the mother country, he contended that they and not elsewhere, by the majority of the
might be appointed on a committîee to House that control the public finances and
inquire into the finances of India, because are responsible to the people of the country
the finances were charged upon the people of for the use which t hey make of the publi
India, and the Duse of Commons had no moneys.
more special control over that than had p
members of th.1 second chamber. When that' Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I shiould like tO

question was discussed in the bouse of ask a quesrion of the lon. gentleman Who

Lords, Lord Lyvedeii and the Duke of AHrgyle ho Is it not the privilege o

took exactly the same position as was taken this House to make an inquiry upon g sY

in the Iouse of Commons by Mr. Glad- subject upon which it is called to vote o hs
ston. bre re to geatleadrsmento post itself on ahl circumstances and tO

Who wore thoroughly conversant with give an intelligent vote ?

Engish parliamentary law and practice, i h t

.Mr. Disraeli on the one side and Mr. Clad- on. onste
stone on the other, and they both admitted ot the ma jt of

t which think they are not entitled to make

aret resonsbl toar the peopl ofthecountry

n aoneys of the United Kingdo n thefor thesewtk hp
bouse of Commons alone had charge, and Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

the House of Comnions alone could make think the House will concur in the opii
inquiry. Hon gentlemen will see that that which I expressed that this motion, as pro
is the necessary outcome of the exclusive posed by the l hon. gentleman f ro h Rih-
jurisdiction of the bouse of Commons over mond was couched in language ohich
questions of suppy. It is the s t ouse of lis oueo m an in quir upon any
Commons by Mr. Gld sunobjectionable. I was glad the, M in-
We have the power to reject or to ac- ister of Justice male the satement toigt
quisce in their expenditures. But t e hle as in favour of the investigtion
question whether those expenditures have thoug lie thoucht that the investigatio

been regixlarly or irregularly made, whether coc o ecnhdd uigtepeei
the money ofas been used for the purpose for e o n; b e reasons wich le ga ewere

w h ic s it w a s v o te d , o r n s a p p lie d to t h e r e io n . S i M A C t h e ir N Z B OWch e a L L e -

purposes is a oatter with whicl the o ouse of t in the i concur in the

Commonsalone arecharged. We are barred manner in which h e placed toin, before
the bouse. In the first place, he

by the fact that we are precluded f rom initia- found fault with the composition of the
ting appropriations, and so, not being able to committee, inferring or insinuating that
initiate on to control them, we cannot follow there were on that committee members
them and see ow they are used. That is a who would not do justice in the premises
part of the functin of the other chamber. but would be actuated, guided and controlled
While I think this inquiry ougt to be made, by party feelings.
I think it should be made by the body which
is authorized to make it by the constitution, o ion. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-1 did not

-and most assuredly it is not by this House or mean to say that.
by any committee of thais House. In the
case to which I cave referred, there were two Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
great leaders in the bouse of Commons, and The on. gentleman spoke of the committee,
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and spoke of the partisan witnesses, and the
partisan character of the Senate as consti-
tuted at the present moment.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
think I said that. I do not think I said
partisan.

Hon. Sir IACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman said the witnesses who
would be subpænaed to give evidence would
be of a violent partisan character.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I said
that they might be.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, they might be. I will change the
expression-that they might be of a violent
partisan character. I do not think it re-
quires a very great degree of penetration to
understand what was meant by that ex-
pression, and I give the hon. gentleman the
fullest possible credit for his attempt at
showing the difference between "there
would be " and " there might be; " because
he followed it up by adding that one
or two of these witnesses might be examin-
ed who miglit be of a violent partisan
character, that their evidence would go
to the people, and it would be unfair and
unjust to those who were accused, because
parliament in all probability would be
prorogued imnediately after these partisan
witnesses had given their evidence. That
might or might not occur, and could only
occur if the government took the position
that this question was not of sufficient im-
portance to keep parliament in session until
after the investigation had taken place. To
that mode of argument I decidedly object.
The hon. gentleman also said that this com-
mittee ought to be of a judicial character.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - Hear,
hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What does that mean ? Are we to infer from
that language that because the gentlemen
who are to form that committee, or a maj-
ority of them, do not hold political views
in accord with his own, therefore they could
not be judicial in any decision to which they
would come, in a matter affecting the charac-
ter and reputation of those who might
differ from them; or perhaps who were in
accord with them in their political view or
political sentiments? I have heard it inti-
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mated that one of the ministers in the House
of Commons, in discussing this matter last
night, intimated that if this investigation
took place, some of the members of the
opposition party would be implicated. For
one I say that I care not who the man
is that is implicated in any transaction
of a boodling character, you shall have not
only my consent but you shall have all the
energy that I can infuse into the investiga-
tion to expose it. It is quite time that this
kind of charge should cease in Canada, and
it is time that our public men should be in
such a position as not to be exposed to char-
ges such as appear in the extracts from
newspapers which have been read by my
hon. friend from Richmond. If they do that
which they should not do, let them be ex-
posed and punished and driven into private
life, as many of them have been in the past.
I shall refer to this in a few moments after
having made some remarks in reference to
the position taken by the hon. inember f rom
Bothwell. I think I can show that the
action of this Senate did more to expose
boodling operations and the misapplication
of public moneys for improper purposes than
ever the House of Commons did since I
have been a member of it, and that is since
confederation. and I should hope that they
will continue it as long as they have any
power or any voice in the matter. The hon.
gentleman said it was unfortunate that the
majority in this House are opposed to the
government. I think it is exceedingly fortu-
nate for the country. Itis a matter of opinion,
and a difference of opinion which I hope
the hon. gentleman will allow me to indulge
in. I fully concur with him that unless the
House was kept in session for five or six
weeks it would be utterly impossible to do
justice to this subject, and that a proper in-
vestigation could not by any possibility take
place. I further state that, on behalf of
myself and those with whom I act in this
House, I believe they are just as capable of
coming to an equitable decision upon a ques-
tion of this kind as those who differ from us
in polities. My hon. friend behind me (Mr.
Sullivan) puts the question in a nutshell: is
this a conflict between the representatives
direct of the people in the House of Com-
mons and this House? The House of Com-
mons came to a decision, by a majority, that
a certain policy was in the interests of the
country, and affirmed as a justification for
their stand tnat they represent the people,

--------------
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and therefore their will should be paramount railway would be no test upon which atY
in the administration of public affairs in this government could cone to a decision as
country. The hon. member for Bothwell what their policy should be in regard to
(Mr. Mills) says that the appropriation must making a permanent arrangement in the
be made by parliament. I have always been future. Any one who knows anything of
under the impression that the Senate was business will know that. In order to show
just as much a part of the parlia- that some members of the government wbo
ment of Canada as the House of Com- advocate this policy in the fouse of CoU-
mons is, and it is a new theory to lay down mous do not look upon it iii the light the
that because the House of Commons, being Minister of Justice does, perhaps it is just
the representative of the people and the as well that 1 should read a portion of the
only ones who can initiate appropriations- utterances of the Minister of Railways and
though the Senate bas a right to reject the Canais on this subject. He lays down the
Supply Bill, and thereby express its opinion principle distinctly, that they and theY
on the expenditure of money that it has alone have the right to deal with a question
no right whatever to make any investigation of this kind, and that any interference with
or to inqu ire into the manner in which that their policy is an infîingement of their
money has been expended. This House rights as the representatives of the people-
took exception to the terms proposed for the More than that, lie makes the statement
extension of the Intercolonial Railway to that this policy, to use bis own expressiofl
Montreal for two or three reasons. One has core to stay, and they intend to carry
was pointed out by the hon. gentleman from it out. In order that I may not misrepre
Prince Edward Island, that he was sent Mr. Blair, will read what he said:
opposed to this expenditure altogether, not 1While we are notpretending to dispute the right
deeming it necessary, believing that the of any other branch of parliament to take any view
objects which the government had in view of the subject that may seen best to it with regard
can be accomplished without the expenditure to the condition upon which we hope to carry out
of so much mone , and that the money might the arrangement, we do insist upon the right Ofy .the people of the country and upon the right of this
better be expended in those sections of the House to put us in possession of the funds to en-
Dominion which have not the railway able us to put the plan into, at all events, experi-
accommodation to which he contends they mental operations. I have no doubt in my own'

are entitled. Other members took excemtion mind, and I nay say that the government had no
. p doubt whatever as to the ultimate success of tlhi

to it because they thought it an improvident policy. It is a policy that is bound to be adopted.
and improper bargain to make under the The Intercolonial Railway is boulnd to find its ter-
circumstances imposing an additional debt minus in the city of Montreal. That is fixed and

on the country which was not justifiable determined and nothing is going to stay or alter.n thatntywie a ntjstfal olic
and from which no adequate return could'
be made to the revenue. Those were the
different positions. The House of Com-
mons took exception to that, and tried not
only to destroy the influence of this House,
but to set it at defiance by adopting another
mode of obtaining money for the accomplish-
ment of the same purpose. There is where
the conflict arises. In looking at the
debate in the House of Commons last night
and the declaration of the leader of the
House to-day, I find there is some little
conflict. The hon. Minister of Justice
stated that this appropriation which they
are asking for is only of a tentative
.character and to try for a short timé
whether the policy of the government was
right or wrong. The hon. gentleman from
Charlottetown put the question very fairly
that nine months of the receipts and expen-
ditures connected with the running of the

With this declaration, that nothing is go-
ing to stay or alter that policy, I cannot
conceive for the life of me why the Senate
should be asked to approve or disapprove of
any proposition that they make to this House.
Then the hon. gentleman says further:

This idea that the arrangement which we pro-
pose with the Grand Trunk Railway and the
Drummond County Railway was a job will 'have
been fully exploded by the investigation which is
going to take place in the other chamber.

He recognized in that declaration the right
of the Senate to make an investigation, and
it must be the wish, not only of every par-
liamentarian, but of every public man, that
if an investigation is made, based upon the
charges which have been published i'
the newspapers, no evidence can be
produced to implicate any man in wrong-
doing. I am sure that every public man il
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the country would be delighted to know placing a sufficient sum in the estimates to
that there is no truth in the charges which enable them to frustrate the action of the
have been made. But denials were made Senate on this subject. My view is con-
just as strongly and vigorously and vehe- firmed by the following language:
mently when the Senate entered upon the And it will take more than the opposition which
Baie des Chaleurs mvestigation, and had it has so far developed to it to occasion any pernian-
not been for the courage and perseverance ent delay.
of some members of this House, the expos-
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ure of rascalities and the misappropria- In order that he may not be misunder-
tions of public money on that occasion stood, he was a little more explicit as he
would never have taken place, because they warmed up to his subject. Mr. Blair, con-
failed to do it in the House of Commons for cluded with the declaration that the govern-
many and various reasons. If I were toi ment were absolutely committed to this
adopt the same argument that my hon. policy and would persist in it to the end.
friend opposite adopted, I should say at once The proper deduction to be drawn f rom
that any cominittee appointed in the House that last declaration would be that, being
of Commons would be of such a partisan committed to it, they will persist to the end,
character, the government having such a and if they cannot obtain it by one means,
large majority there, that no good result they will obtain it by the mode i have sug-
would follov from the investigation. Now gested and go to the people and ask them
that is the inference which every one must whether they approve of it or not. In
draw from the remarks of the Minister of another portion of this speech the hon.
Justice as applicable to this House, and if gentleman says the action of the represen-
applicable to this House, composed as it is tatives of the people should not be frustrated.
of gentlemen independent of party and In that I am fully in accord with him, and
independent of constituencies, surely the had this qurýstion been submitted to the
desire to hide and becloud an investigation people at the last election and had the
by a partisan committee, whose members people given a verdict upon the question, no
have to go back to their constituents and matter what we as an independent body-
who have an ardent desire to cover up any they having furnished the money in
little piccadilloes of those they support, order to carry it out-might think of
would be niuch stronger than in this House. the proposition, it would be a grave question
Mr. Blair continues: whether we should interfere with them. I

'e invite the investigation ; we (Io more than can only repeat what I have already said on

invite it, we defy it. We challenge those hion. that subjrct, that this question wvas not
gentlemen who have been building their oppositione submitted to the people, and the Senate bas
and their obstruction to this ineasure ppon the no right to assume that the people approved
ground that it bias its base in johbery-we defy of it simply because the ministry of the day
then to proceed with their investigation and ee e a t te etion
earth the transactions that have taken place in

connection with the I)runiniond County Railway people upon issues altogether different and
from its inception and their (lealings with this apart from this. I sha l ot wast the time
goverBirent. of the use by referring to the speech of

That is froc the beginning of the con- that genial member of the cabinet, Mr.
struction of the road until the present time Tarte. ubn. gentlemencan read it at their
and the subsidies which have been given leisure when it is published. I will not
by the two governments to aid in its con- refer to it further than to say this: he
struction. o e continues: charges, in the most explicit manner, the

ground hae ithasg it beaoase n y-h inest majority in the Senate with having entered
gtihem to prce with their investi- into a conspiracy with a ean nained Arm-

gation.strong, who seems to haunt the dreams and
That is the policy of the government (to the day life in fact of some of the ministers

lease the Drummon d County Railway and of the day. I can speak for mysef, and
the portion of the Grand Trunk Railway with every degree of safety for those who
necessary to get into Montreal) that bas core vote for me on this question, that we had
here to stay, and if they cannot do it by the no more to do with Armstrong in consider-
measure first proposed and which was re- ing this question than with Mr. Tarte him-
jected by the Senate, they will do it by self, and if Mr. Armstrong and Mr. Tate
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have any quarrel, we will let them fight it Lhat was the reason for it, the governfeft
out. He also says that those newspapers would be quite justifled in making the ap-
which condemn the Drummond County propriation. whether the amount was $100,
deal are subsidised, and that Mr. Armstrong 000 or $200,000. What ry lion. friend
has given them a large amount of railway objected to was that any portion of that
stock. That may or may not be; it is a money should he applied to the purchase 0f
matter between thenselves. It is a matter the rolling stock of the Drummond CountY
that could be brought out very fairly when Railway. Now, if tbey lease the road and
the investigation takes place, but I have a run it for six months, tley must of necessitY
better opinion of the standing of the gentle- have additional rolling stock, unless we
men who control the press of Montreal than are to core to this conclusion, that the
to believe for a moment that they could be Intercolonial Raîlway at the present
influenced by any action on the part of Mr. time bas more stock than is required
Armstrong. It is absurd to say that the for the business of the road. if the
Montreal Gazette and the Montreal Star, Intercotonial Railway is not properly
with the great influence which they possess, stocked-and the very fact that a portion Of
with the character they have as public this appropriation to be voted is for the pur-
journalists, would take a lot of stock in a pose of buying additional stock for that road
bridge or a railway which, like many others, is an evidence that it is not-the balance
may never pay one cent of dividend, and will have to be used for the nine monthS'
that such considerations influenced them in extension. What necessity, let me ask the
discussing a question of such vital interest Minister of Justice in all seriousness, i> there
to the people of the country. It is a little I for asking for an appropriation to run anY
too absurd, and I resent it, as an old news- of those roads for nine ronths? We are now
paper man, as being unfair and discourteous. in the ronth of June, very near the end of
I can only account for it by saying that the it. Under the conditions of that contracte
Minister of Public Works, who is a news had it been confirred and ratified by the
paper man himself, is judging other people by Senate, it would not have been ready even
himself, and measuring their corn in his own to put an engine upon it, either for freight
half bushel. The Secretary of State, as is his or passengers, until late in the faîl, and is it
wont on all occasions, tried to draw a herring to be supposed that, with the negotiations
across the trail, to lead off the scent, while which would have to take place in the rais-
he read us something in the appropria- ing of inoney in order to coniplete that road
tions in reference to the purchase of rolling -the forty odd miles-and to put the other
stock for the Intercolonial Railway. H1e road in the condition they say it must 1)
was very virtuous in saying that they did put to bring it up to the standard of the
not oppose such appropriations when they Intercolonial Railway, that that could be
were in opposition. I am not aware that done within the next nine months? Is it
any one opposed the purchasing of rolling as a basis to enable the Drurnond CountY
stock required to carry the ·traffic on the Railway directors, managers and manipu
Intercolonial Railway, and as the business lators to raise money Vo go on with the work
increases, just so in proportion must the that the $157,000 and the $6;400 per mile
rolling stock be increased, and just in pro- is Vo be paid Vo Vhs company for tle
portion as it wears'out and becomes useless, purpose of completing this road-for yO'-
must it be replaced. But Mr. Blair said must rerember that the appropriation iS
distinctly, in his statement in the House of $3,200 with Vhe riglt to increase it Vo
Commons, that the purpose for which this: $6,400 under certain contingencies and
$10U,000 was to be applied was the purchas- under certain circumstances. I should be
ing of rolling stock for the Intercolonial very much mistaken, and the country Will
Railway and the running of the Druirnmond be very much mistaken, if you do not flnd
Counties Railway and the Grand Trunk that when this subsidy is voted, they will
Railway when they got it in their possession. get the full amount instead of the sraller
I paid particular attention to that part of amount, particularly as they say the road
his speech asking for an appropriation for will cost over $15,000 per mile, an estimate
additional rolling stock necessary for the whicl is very doubtful, if tle road is
Intercolonial Railway to accommodate in- properly built and the enterprise properly
creased traffic and increased business; if managed. I slould like to ask my hon
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friend opposite, and this is merely for infor- cratically too fast, as shown by the verdict
mation, whether the government have made of the people, they have yielded, and 1 have
any advances to this company, or whether no doubt if the people of Canada expressed
they are aware that negotiations for the an opinion on any great subjeet, whether it
raising of money have been entered into was a question of policy or the expenditure
between the company and the banks, and of money which tbey would have to pay,
noney advanced on the strength of an 1 that this liuse would yield at once. Be-
Order in Council which was passed on the yond that I do not intend to go further tlan
2Oth March last ? If there bas been, then to say that, as an integral branch of the
the advance was made on the assumption parliament of Canada, the Senate have as
that parliament would confirm the agree- goodaright to inquire into and investigate
ment into which the government has entered, the expenditure of money which they have
and parliament iot having confirmed that voted as the other branch itself. Past exper-
agreement, it puts them in the financial ience has proved the advantages arising from
difficulty in which the conpany find thein- a policy of that kind, and instead of belittling
selves, and it is necessary-at least so those the powers and narrewing the functions of
who entered into i he bargain I have no doubt the Senate, we should try rather to extend
think--that a scheme should be devised the powers of this chamber and show thdt
by which they can be relieved. I do not we are of some use as a legisiative and
desire to enter into the c ther questions which revising body in the body politic of this
have been raised during this discussion, but country. It has been charged in the past,
I want to say one word in reference to the as it is at the present, that the Senate lias
statement made across the House in regard neyer done anything but approve the action
to the action of the late government, more of the buse of Commons while a certain
particularly in connection with the New party was in power. That statement has been
Glasgow branch. There is this to be borne sufficiently answered by the hon. gentleman
in mind, this purchasing of rolling stock, who spoke a few moments before me, as it
this building of branches of the Intercolonial has been in the past, and I hope the members
Railway, whether it was the eastern exten- of the Senate will, in approaching a subjeut
sion or the New Glasgow branch or bridges of so much importance as this, pursue the
-they were all brought before parliainent. sane course precisely as they did in the in-
The initiation of the appropriations was vestigaton of te Baie des Chaleurs matter,
made in the House of Conmons and con- and show the world that they can act im-
firmed by the House of Commons and by the partially no matter what their political
Senate, before a dollar was spent, or a con- predilections may be. 1 frankly con.
tract was entered into with any p-rson, so fess I do oot think that a comrittee
that there is no analogy whatever between should be appointed at the present time,
those cases and the present one. The con- unless parliament is prepared to sit for fi'e
stitutional proposition laid down by the or six weeks longer to a complish the object
hon. gentletnan fron Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that the hon. hon. gentleman from Richmond
is theoretically, perhaps, correct, and that had in moving the resolution for a commit-
only to a certain extent. Either the Senate tee of investigation. I must dissent f rom
is part and parcel of the parliament of Can- the position taken by the hon. leader
ada, with cert'in rights and privileges, or of the bouse, that the committee should
it is not. If it is merely the recorder in any way be considered a political
and approver of the action of the House one or that any retiection should be cast
of Coimmons, then the sooner it is on those who compose it. I have
abolished the better. It is an independent sufficient confidence in the meinbers of
body, irrespective of the popular will, as is the bouse te believe that if a wrong is
the House of Lords in England, and we'shown, whether it be perpetrated by a
know that the action of the House of Lords Liberal or a Conservative, the Liberal men-
when they have thrown out bills from the bers of the conmittee will be just as ready
House of Commons has been afterwards te report to tle bouse not only the evidence,
approved by the people. On the other but their own conviction of the wrong, if a
hand, when the Lords have found that the wrong is done, as if they were Conservatives.
action of the Commons was not too precipi- I would feel just as safe, if my own reputa-
tate, that they were not advancing demo- tion were at stake, in the hands cf hon.
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gentlemen opposite, as 1 would in the hands
of those who act with me in ail questions
affecting the management, control and gov-
ernment of the country, and I hope that
every member of the Senate will in the
future look at this subject from the same
standpoint. It is for the hon. member for
Richmond (Mr. Miller) to state what lie
thinks best to do under the circumstances.
If lie thinks it is better to go on, I shall stop
here until next fail, if need be, to assist in
the work of this investigation, and endeavour
if possible to do justice to ail parties who
may come before the committee.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon.
friend has asked one or two questions which
I shall answer. The hon. leader of the
opposition asked whether advances have
actually been made by the government to
the company, either upon a former agreement
or upon any agreement now in contemplation.
I have to say, in reply, that not one dollar
has been so advanced, nor has there been
any promise of one dollar. The hon. member
asks whether the company have not made
arrangements with some bank upon the
faith of this agreement. I can say nothing
on that subject. I do not know of the
arrangement, if any has been made. It bas
been stated, and J suppose truly stated, that
the company has commenced the work of
construction on the 42½ miles of section, but
as to that I have no information beyond
what other hon. members have. The hon.
gentleman read extracts from the spe ech of
the Minister of Railways in the other House
in which Mr. Blair stated, with considerable
emphasis, his opinion that this policy was
going to stay, but the meaning of the whole
of that is very obvious. The minister and
his colleagues have confidence that this is a
very good bargain, and that as the country
get more and more information they will be
ahl the more satisfied that it is a good bargain,
and therefore will insist upon iLs being
carried out. The various expressions used
by Mr. Blair were merely indications of the
great confidence lie has of the wisdom of
his policy and its practicability and there-
fore its ultimately receiving favour. When
a period of nine months has been
spoken of for the experiment, it must
be remembered the nine months will
begin when the road is opened. Accord-.
ing to the original agreement we were not
to take possession until the unconstructed

part was built and taken over. Of course,
in the new bargain the same conditions will
be exacted. There may be no new bargain.
There have been no negotiations yet on the
subject, and we may fail to get a bargain
which will be satisfactory for the purpose
and for the country; in that case no bargain
will be made. In the observations which I
made-courteously made I thouglit, with ail
respect to the members of the House and the
committee-as to the desire of our agreeing
on a committee instead of my hon. friend,
who made the motion, selecting the members
of it, I had in my mind the fact which every-
one knows, that some hon. members are
more suited for one committee and others
for other committees. There are some com-
mittees of this House onwhichIthinkIshould
be of service, and others on which I think I
should be less useful. I still think it would
be a desirable thing, in the common interest,
and for the common purpose, that we should
agree upon the members forming the com-
mittee. As the notice was printed, there
were nine of the party of the opposition and
four members of the government party. This
I understand now is altered, so that there
are ten members of the opposition and five
members supporting the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It represents the
House.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The mem-
b-rs of this House are not elected by the
people. The Senate has come to what it is
by circumstances which I need not further
allude to, but I do not think it is a fair
way to take the House, as it is constituted
now, and say that all committees shall be
constituted that way, and especially coin-
mittees of a judicial character.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
fully concur in the hon. gentleman's opinion,
provided this is a political committee for
political purposes. If not, the argument has
no force.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Quite the
other way: it is a judicial committee. If
it were a strictly political committee, I
would expect the committee to have the
proportions which prevail in the House, but
as it is not a political committee I urge it
should be differently constituted. There
should not be such a large preponderance of
the members on the other side of this House.
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I intend to go on in this matter in the most
friendly spirit possible, and I have no doubt
whatever that next session we shall agree to
the terms of the motion, when it is made, as
to the composition of the committee, and
then as to the work to be done, and I hope
my hon. friend will yield to that.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-With regard to the
request of the leader of the House that I
should withdraw my motion, I may say to
him at once that I do not feel myself in a
position to do so. It bas been stated in some
journals of this country that I have acted on
my own responsibility in bringing this mo-
tion before the bouse. I wish to give that
statement a flat contradiction. I was re-
quested by members of the House to make
this motion, and I was approached by other
leading members of the House, after the
motion was made, with a request that I
would not withdraw it, but thiat I would push
this investigation along. Therefore, I am
not in a position to withdraw the motion-
at all e vents until I have had time to consuit
with the lion. gentlemen at whose request I
have acted. I should, therefore, say that at
the present time although 1 shall not press
the motion to a division to-night, I shall ask
that it be postponed until Monday, when I
will have an opportunity of seeing those
gentlemen with whom I have been in con-
sultation with regard to the motion, and
coming to a conclusion with them. I was
surprised to find the unanimity that prevailed
amongst the hon. gentlemen who spoke to
me with regard to the desire, the necessity, in
fact the logical necessity, after our action
the other night, of having an investigation
of the charges which were current in the
press with regard to the Drummond County
Railway. Several members, in fact, every
gentleman who spoke to me on the subject,
expressed a willingness to stay here for
another month, if it should be necessary to
occupy that time in having a satisfactory
and exhaustive investigation into these
charges. I do not intend to make another
speech on the question, but some extraor-
dinary ideas have been propounded from a
source I did not expect them from in this
House, with regard to the power (f the
Senate to deal with a question of this kind.
The hon. member from Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
who has the reputation of being a great
constitutional lawyer-and I have no doubt
he deserves the reputation-tells us that we

have no power to deal with a question of this
kind, and as he always has precedents at
his command, be cited some musty precedent
from the journals of the House of Lords to
sustain his position. I desire to tell my
hon. friend that these precedents have no
application whatever to the question he
was discussing-not any more applica-
tion than the precedent of the cele-
brated papers duty bill which he cited on
another occasion in this House not long
ago, and which had no bearing and was
not a precedent at all in support of his views,
but was, in fact, in direct contradiction of
those views. I may say further that when
I want to find out what the powers of this
House are, I do not go for precedents to the
House of Lords. We have a rule which
says that when in matters of practice our
rules are silent, we are to follow the pre.
cedents and practice of the House of Lords,
but when I desire to know what are the
powers, privileges and rights of this body, I
do not go for precedents to the House of
Lords, because the House of Lords is an
institution of long growth. Its character
bas been moulded by centuries of precedent
down to the present day, and within the last
quarter of a century at any rate-at any rate
within the last century-the power and in-
fluence of the House of Lords lias been
greatly modified by precedent. But I tell
my hon. friend where I go when I want to
find out what the powers and privileges of
this House are. This House was created by
the British North America Act, and the rights
powers and privileges of the Senate are de-
fined in that Act. I am sure my hon.
friend heard of that Act before. I doubt
if many people have studied it more closely
than he has himself. In that Act there is
a clause which was certainly placed there
after due deliberation-I assume that, be-
cause after it was passed it required amend-
ment and it was amended at the insti
gation of the Minister of Justice-I mean
the 18th clause, which was replaced by the
Imperial parliament some years afterwards
in consequence of the necessity of an amend-
ment in it. What does that section say
about the privileges, powers and immunities
of this House ? Clause 18 says:

The privileges, imnunities and powers to be held
enjoyed and exercised by the Senate and by the
House of Commons and by the members thereof
respectively shall be such as are from timne to time
defined by Act of the parliament of Canada, but
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so that the saine shall never exceed those at the three or four weeks doing so, the country
passing of this Act held, enjoyed and exercised by has the right to expect that sacrifice from usthe Conimons House of Parliament of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and by the and it would be our duty as members of this
members thereof. House to willingly consent to that course.

Therefore, I desire to say that I am willing
Now, here are the powers, privileges and that this motion shall stand over until Mon-

immunities of the House clearly defined. day, and after consultation with my friends
We have, under that section, all the powers, with whom I am acting, I shall be prepared
privileges and immunities of the House of to say whether or not I shall proceed with
Commons, excepting where they are restricted it. My action will then possibly depend
by express reservation. We have express upon circuinstances which may develop them-
restrictions to the effect that we cannot selves between now and then, because cir-
initiate a money vote; we cannot amend cumstances are developing theinselves in
money bills, but we can reject them, and another place with regard to the policy of
therefore, apart from these two exceptions, the government on this question every hour
we have the sanie powers, privileges and of the day. Therefore, I move that the
immunities that exist in the House of motion stand adjourned until Monday.
Commons to-day. Otherwise, would it not
be absurd to suppose for a moment that this Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I should suggest to
House, clothed with power to concur in my hon. friend to move the adjournment of

money votes, had not the power to investi- the debate.
gate as to a misappropriation afterwards of lon. Mr. MILLER-If that course
those money votes ? Would any one suppose would be more acceptable to the House I
a constitution to be framed with such an move that the debate be adjourned.
idea in it? I am sorry that my hon. friend The motion was agreed to.
represents a class in this House who, when- Ta
ever it clashes with their party interests,
are prepared to abandon all its privileges. BILL INTRODUCED.
To-day it may be the fiscal policy; to-morrow Bill (149) "An Act to provide for Boun-
the Franchise Act-you will be told that it ties on Iron and Steel made in Canada. -
is a matter or donestic economy of the (Mr. Scott).
House of Commons, and that we have
nothing to do with it. J hope this House COLD STORAGE BILL.
will never surrender the privileges which it
possesses herein under the constitution, THIRD READING.
because if it did, it would be bet- The bouse resolved itself into a Con-
ter to sweep it out of existec Th Hos1eovdisl noaCmter ti wee itoutof xisence Imittee of the \Vhole on Bill (141), "An Act
immediately. I do not intend to follow the i

hon. gentlemen who have spoken on the respecting Cold Storage on Steanships fron
question of the merits of the bill we were Canada to the United Kingdom and in
discussing the other evening. I think these certain Cities in Canada."
arguments are somewhat irrelevant to the (In the Committee.)
matter before the House, but I do contend
that the Senate has power to institute such Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We discussed this
an investigation as contemplated in the mo- measure very fully when it was up for the
tion I have placed on the order paper, and second reading. There was some informa-
having assumed the responsibilitiesof putting tion, however, which w as not then available,
it there, and beingsatisfied thatthe exigencies which I promised the House to obtain before
of the public service at the present timue the bill went to the next stage. It will be
demand that this investigation should take noticed that the agreements ratified refer to
place, because it may possibly prevent the those vessels which sail from the St. Law
government f rom committing the country to rence. With respect to the maritime pro-
a policy which will entail an expenditure vinces, I am advised by the Minister of
which we are now told will be $7,000,OGO,- Agriculture that agreements have been
perhaps a much larger sum-I think if by entered into, but will not be ratified in time
any investigation we can make at the present for parliament tQ act on them. Mr. Fisher
day, even though we should be kept here has entered into negotiations for the purpose
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of procuring the service of a steamship to some suggestion, I have no doubt the min-
run direct from Prince Edward Island to ister will be glad to consider it. Prince
England proposing to have cold storage in Edward Island, in proportion to area and
the summer. He was asked by the people population, would probably be able to fur-
down at Prince Edward Island to make it nNh a larger amount of perishable products
independent of the service between St. John than any other part of Canada, and I think
and Halifax and England. He therefore Mr. Fisher quite appreciates that.
entered into communication with the Elder- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I regret very
Denipster Company in Montreal, with whom much to find that this matter stands in the
he was discussing other cold storage arrange-
inents. He had hoped up to a week or psition ic the hon gnlemn ingadms
two ago that they would put on such a us that t sand bt o in regard to
vessel, and the only reason they did- not Prin ad Ha bu lie d
do so was that the probable amount of and i
freight offering on the island did not seemn Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have explained, as
to justify it. le also had a communication far as St. John and Halifax are concerned,
with Carvenl Bros., of Prince Edward that the arrangements are completed,
Island, who had suggested that they might although the agreement is not signed.
be abMe to do it: and it was only Thursday
he received an officiai letter f rom them say- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-They are far
ing that they coud ot do anything. Mr.'! f rom being in as satisfactory a state at St.
Hugili, of the Furness Comnpany, in Halitax, John and Halifax as they ougt to be, conm-
had aiso suggested that they migit do soune- pared to Montreal. There are two clauses
thing of this kind, but in consequence of the in this bi, one of which relates to cold
representations f rom the people in Prince storage on steamers, and the other to cold
Edward Island, Mr. Fiser thought tliey storage premises at the principal points,
preferred having an independent vesse], and Toronto, Montreal, St. John, Halifax and
therefore, as long as there was a possibility Charlottetown, and they depend upon each
of such independent vessel being provided, other for success. You cannot cal cold
he did not encourage Mr. hugill's proposais. storage premises at any point into existence
The Minister stili has the subject under unless cold storage ships are provided for a
consideration, hoping that he will be able term of years. At i nontre it is ail right.
to accomplish soiuething to provide cold They provide for a three years' contract for
storage communicatioa between Charlotte- those steamers, an the consequence will be
town and alifax which woud temporarily that from al points from which Nlontrea
secure some accommodation. If not, pos- can be served as the shpping point, cold
sibly arrangements might be made for cod storage wili corne into existence, because
storage vessels to connect wth Charlotte- there is ot only a bonus, but the assurance
town, Halifax and St. John, which would be that it will extend for a period. of three
better than not havin a vessel direct froin years, and tat shipping facilities vith coid
Charlottetown. I arn advised by Mr. storage connected with it wili continue for
Fisher that Mr. ugil Mnight do something three years. The position in which St.
of the kind. They mi ght possibly be able to John, alifax and Charlottetown wiii stand
make some arrangement by which they when this bil is passed will be this, there
would carry the storae articles f rom Halifax will be no contract-the government will
or St. John, but when the negotiations were 1not be in a position to make a contract ex-
under way the minister thought that he tending beyond one year, and it is not
wouid be able to perfect some arrangement Iik.ely in any one of those three pnrts com-
by which Charlottetown would be provided panies will be got to undertake the expense
with cold storage accommodation running of providing cold storage premises unles
directly fromn Charlottetown to Liverpool or ithey have the assurance. that they will be
some other British port. t stands in tbhatl t in permanent connection, for a period
position at the present time. The minister of years, as in Montreal, with cold storage
tas not been able to make any arrangement steamers which wil carry perishable pro-
there, fearing the parties would not provide ducts to the markets to which they are
enough freight. If the hon. gentleman who ultimately destined to go. As it stands
represents Prince Edward Island will nake now, my hon. friend may be able to make
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arrangements with steamers with cold stor-
age apartments at St. John and Halifax,
but I fear very much that the want of i
contracts based upon a period of years will
stand in the way of cold storage premises
being provided either at Halifax or St.
John.

Hion. Mr. SCOTT-No, that is al arrang-
ed. They have agreed to put on the three
steamers from St. John and Halifax, and two
more if necessary.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why was not a
contract made'

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There bas not been
time. They have faith enough in the gov-
ernment carrying it on'and they will go on.
It will go into operation immediately.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Perhaps I am
wrong. The point I make is this, that the
companies that propose to rent cold storage
premises.in Halifax and St. John will not
have that assurance which they ought to
have and which they have in Montreal, that
this contract will extend for a period of years,
and consequently there will be a difficulty in
getting capitalists to erect premises.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The agreement with
the steamship companies is made for three
years, and with the assurance that the gov-
ernment will ratify it next session.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There are no
contracts attached to this bill, or being rati-
fied and confirmed by it, excepting those
relating to the port of Montreal. As far as
Charlottetown is concerned, I fear that the
lack of an arrangement such as has been
made in this bill for the port of Montreal
will be fatal to the erection of cold storage
premises there. I know a little about it,
and those who subscribed stock for the erec-
tion of cold storage premises in Charlotte-
town did so on the understanding that a
contract for a boat to call there for three
years would be made, and further that a
bonus would be provided by the government
of Canada. That bonus is provided in the
second clause of this bill; but I fear it will
be perfectly useless, because capitalists will
not erect cold storage premises in Charlotte-
town unless they also know that facilities
for transporting the perishable products from
these premises to the markets they are ulti-
mately designed to go to is also assured.

Hon. gentlemen know very well that, after
articles of this kind have once been placed
n cold storage, they perish very rapidly
when exposed to transportation in the ordi-
nary way, and that unless you have cold
storage continuously from the refrigerator
to the market you might as well not have 16
at all. The point I am making-and I wish
to call the attention of the hon. gentleman
to it-is that I doubt whether the govern-
ment can make the contract for three years
without the sanction of parliament.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They would sanction
it at the next session.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But we are
dealing with the question now, and I think
it is very much to be regretted that the
government did not exercise diligence and
act with more promptness in this matter,
and have the whole inatter completed, so
that one bill would have assured this very
important service with the lower provinces
at the saine time as they are dealing with
the port of Montreal. I know I am speak-
ing of a subject which, with the people of
my own province, is second in importance
to nothing discussed in this House. The
people have their minds upon it: they
know the progress that has been made, and
820,000 has been subscribed : but the sub-
scriptions have been given with the under-
standing that they were to have a guaran-
tee of a three years' service to take the pro-
ducts away, and with that assurance the
subscribers were prepared to go on, and I
fear that if the government are not able to
make a contract for a term of years my
province will be deprived of all the ad-
vantages arising from this movement on the
part of the government, which is very
creditable to them as far as they have gone,
and which J regret very much they
have not made general. The late govern-
ment took very great care in dealing with
matters of this kind that the smaller out-
lying provinces were treated better than
the great centres, which were able to take
care of themselves. I regret very much
that the House is going to rise and leave
the cold storage in such a way that: as far
as Prince Edward Island and Charlottetown
are concerned, it is put over for another
year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not propose to
discuss what the preceding Minister of Agri-
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culture or the present one has done. No
one could be more anxious to push it forward
than Mr. Fisher. But he was dealing with
matters he could not control. If he could
not get steamers to take it at the high rate
we are offering, he could do norhing. He
corresponded with all parties with whom
he supposed we would make an agreement.
The government bonus was offered, and
every possible inducement was held out to
them ; but the argument with regard to
Charlottetown was that they could not get
freight enough to make it pay. He thought
he would have succeeded in it, and corre§-
pondence took place with shipowners, but
finally they declined to enter into any
arrangement. I suggested to him whether
it would not be possible to have a vessel
fitted up with cold storage that would con-
nect with Charlottetown and Halifax. That
would not be as satisfactory as the other
plan, but it would meet the exigencies of
the case in the meantime. So far as the
service between Halifax and St. John is
concerned, that is completed. It has not
been completed in time to have it ratified by
parliament, but the parties have sufficient
confidence that it will be carried out, and
the contracts with them are of an equally
binding character with those laid on the
table; but they cannot be ratified this year,
because they have not been able to lay theni
on the table. They would not enter into a
final agreement until they saw they were
able to carry it out.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Would not it
be possible to insert a provision in the bill
authorizing the government to enter into
contracts for three years with steamers
f rom these ports?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I asked Mr. Fisher,
and he said no. I think it is the Furness
Co. that took the contract. They had no
hesitation in closing the matter. I made
that suggestion to him, and he thought it
was quite unnecessary.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot speak
for Halifax or St. John, but I am quite sure
that for Charlottetown it is very necessary ;
and if my lion. friend could amend the bill
by adding a clause that would empower the
government to make contracts for the other
port, I think it would be very desirable.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD(P.E.I.)--There
are a number of steamers calling at the
ports there, and I think there would be no
difficulty in naking a contract with them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That might be done
this year, and next year we miglit get a
steamer direct. I spoke to the minister
about it, and I said that Prince Edward
Island would be able to send to market, in
proportion to population, a much larger
quantity of products than any other part of
Canada. He was most anxious about it,
because he takes a very great personal
interest in it, wholly apart from the political
situation, and is most anxious to have it
carried out.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I hope the hon.
Secretary of State will call the attention of
the minister to this point that, without a
contrct for three years, the cold storage
premises will not be erected in Charlotte-
town, because it was on that understanding
the shares were subscribed to the company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the minister is able'
to make public the fact that he has made
arrangements with a local vessel leaving
Charlottetown and connecting with the
vessels from Halifax and St. John, I think
that would be sutlicient to justify thein in
making the contracts.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I should like to
know why Ottawa is not included in this?
I do not see why Ottawa should be left out.
There are a great number of creameries in
this neighbourhood.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-There is no danger
of Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-On every occasion
we are victimized-this Washington of the
north. A very large part of the products of
the creaineries must find their way to the
markets, and Ottawa should have the same
privileges as the rest.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are twenty or
thirty other places where they are asking
cold storage, and the products would be
taken up in refrigerator cars. Toronto is
the only point in Ontario where arrangements
have been made.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If we can get such Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Why should Tor-
contracts we will make them. onto be the only place?
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Hon. Mr. COX, from the committee, re- it, and I have brought all I could get, and
ported the bill without amendment. will now lay it on the table.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

CATARACT POWER COMPANY'S
BILL.

MOTION WITHDRAWN.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a notice
under my name on the order paper, that I
will move:

That the thirteenth and seventieth rules of the
Senate be suspended as far as regards the Bill en-
titled : " An Act incorporating the Cataract
Power Company of Hamilton, Limnited."

When I put that notice on the paper it
was with the expectation that that bill
would be reported from the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours at to-
day's meeting, and it was with a view of
securing the passage of the bill through this
House, if the commiittee so reported. The
committee have met, and have failed to
deal with the bill. I understand there is
not to be any further meeting of the coin-
mittee, and I therefore ask that this notice
be dropped.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps you will have it complete next
seFsion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman promised to have a full
and elaborate report next session.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will do the best I
can.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
will be understood that the clerk will refer
it to the Printing Committee next session.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 28th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven
o'clock a.m.

P d --ryr iuruieroean.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am very glad
my hon. friend has dropped the motion, be- MONTREAL AND SOUTHERN COUS-
cause it was out of order. . TIES RAILWAY CO'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In order that the THIRD READING.

promoter of the bill should get the fee in lon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE moved
the House of Commons, they require to have the third reading of Bil (110) "An Act W
some evidence that it has been brought to
this chamber, and the chairman . of the Counties Railway Company."
committee should make some statement in
reference to it, otherwise they would not Hon. Mr. POWER-This bil is one
have any evidence of what became of the which I do not think that we should pass.
bill. Hon gentlemen remember during ail the

Hùn. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-There are years that I have been on the Railway Coin-
other bills in the saeneer passed a bi ofothe bui in he ame ositon.this character in this forin. The objections

The notice was allowed to be dropped. to the bil are many. I ar not going to
detain the Huse by discussing them. now,

DISMISSALS. but I will cali attention to some of them.
INQUIRY. In the tirst place, this is a local ineasure.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- do not think that by any straining of the
Might I ask the hon. Secretary of State constitution it can be held to be a Dominion
whether it is likely we will have that report measure. This is a bil to incorporate a
moved for by Mr. Kirchhoffer in reference t company to build tramways in a section of
dismissals ? the province of Quebec, and consequently

it is a billI which should not have corne here.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman Then the notice was insufficient, and a great

from Brandon said I could bring on part of many parties were interested who apparent-
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ly did not receive sufficient notice. The except just to make one last remark. It is
chairman of the committee received a tele- a matter of common observation that the
gram from the mayor of St. Hyacinthe most objectionable private bis generally
indicating that he was opposed to the pass- reach us in the last days of the session.
ing of the bill, and that there were Hon Mr. CLEMOW-Public bis too.
grave doubts as to the wisdom of pass-
ing it. The company under this bill Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps publie bis
take power to carry their liae all over the too, but at any rate that is the case with
most populous portion of the province of private bis, and if the Railway Committee
Quebec. They ask power to go into thir- iad not feit that amending this bil would
teen counties lying to the south and south- have meant its defeat, it would certainly
east of the River St. Lawrence, and there have been amended in severai important par-
is no prot etion whatever to the companies ticulars. Now that the bil has core before
which nov have rights in that district. ,
There is nothing in the b to indicatewil establish a very bad precedent
where the line is to begin, or which way it such as we have not now on our statute-book.
is to go, or where it is to end. That is con- I is the duty of this buse to postpone it,
trary to the uniform practice of this House. and 1, therefore, move that this bil be not
Every bill should indicate where the railway'read the third time now but that it be read
is to begin, the direction in which it is to a third time this day three months.
run, and where it is to terminate.
There is nothing of that sort in this bon. Mr. DEBOUCIERVILLE-The
bill. Furthier, there is no protection hon. gentleman who opposes this bil says,
whatever for the rights of munici- in the first instance, that the notices were
palities. la every case where we have not given properly. The Committee on
allowed companies to erect even tele- Standing Orders, to whom this bil was
graph poles, we have inserted provisions to referred, reportod that the bouse might dis-
protect the interests of the municipalities. pense with the ruhes, and that suggestion
In this bill it proposes to give power to was adopted by the bouse. The hon. gen-
erect trolley lines anywhere the company tleman says that the hon. member from
pleases over these thirteen counties : there Sorel, who bas been remaining here for
is not a single provision to safeguard the months, is obliged to absent himself. The
interests of the municipalities. That, I hon. member from Sorel is the senator from
think, is a most serious objection to the bill Montreal who opposed this bil beause he
and one which, of itslf, should condemn it. thought it would give them a right to go
Then hon. gentlemen will see that on into the city of Montreal, which they do not
account of the indefiniteness of this bill the ask. They did ask that right at first, but
promoters of it, after it becomes law, will this clause was thrown out by the House of
be in a position to dictate to a certain Cormons. TUe lon. gentleman says that
extent tenns to the companies which now this bil ought to be purely a local bill, but
have railway lines in that section of the by clause eleven it cores under The Rail-
country. It is only necessary to threaten way Act, by which it is provided that if a
to parallel the line of a railway and the railway crosses or touches a federal rail-
owners of the railway may be induced to way, then it comes under the federal iaw.
pay a ransom. The hon. gentleman from The lon. gentleman says this bill does not
Sorel waited here for a whole week, I be- describe, or does not say where it will start
lieve, for the purpose of opposing this bill in from and where it will end. If he reads
the Railway Committee and was at last tUe fourth clause he will see that it starts
obliged, by stress of business, to go away, and from the northern limit or north-west limit
he probably will be here this afternoon, but of the county of Chambly, and of course it
is not here now, to express his views on the must start from a bridge. If it were mot
subject. known whether there was anything in the

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Who railway subsidies permitting or assistimg tUeconstruction of the bridge at Longueuil, it
is that gentleman? might be different, because there would

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Hon. Mr. For- have to be two bridges, but as this is mot
get. 1 do not propose to say anything more the case, there ls only one road remaining-
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that is the Grand Trunk Railway. There'
is not a great distance between the two,
only about three miles. Then it is said that
the road shall end in or near the city of
Sherbrooke. That is enough to show where
it starts from and where it goes. The hon.
gentleman says that the bill should indicate
the different places it will pass through.
Hon. gentlemen in this House know that in
giving a charter for a road we generally say
the railway starts from such a place and
ends such a place, naming the particular
cities it will pass. But this is not a steami
railway. It is an electric railway, and its
cars, if asked to stop, will stop in a hundred
places, nay more, will stop at every man's
house. This cannot be done with a steam
railway. Therefore, if we had to mention
every place where it is going to stop it
would be impossible. We would have to
name every house by which it passed. I*
think I have answered about all the ob-
jections of the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What about pro-
tecting the rights of municipalities?

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It is
well known that these electric railways
generally pass on the public road and it can-
not use the public road if the municipalities
object. This bill has passed through the
committee and is on the paper for third
reading to-day.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-En-
tertaining the opinions I do respecting this
bill, I must support the motion of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax. This road, as
stated, starts from the northern limit of the
county of Chambly and ends somewhere
near Sherbrooke. I believe that, according
to the evidence that was given before the
committee, it is about one hundred and ten
miles long, whereas the distance between
these two points is somewhere about half of
that, as J have been given to understand.
I do not say so of my own knowledge, but
merely f rom what I have heard from others.
This bill states that it is a railway for the
general benefit of Canada, and that, there-
fore, it will be entitled to a considerable
subsidy f rom the government if it is carried
out. It is not an ordinary railroad, but an
electric road, and J am not aware that we
have up to the present time declared other
electric roads, of any extent at any rate, to

be works for the general benefit of Canada,
and where they pass only through a limited
section of one province I do not see that the
people of the Dominion should be taxed to
incorporate or bonus a local road of that
kind. The bill sets out that the capital
stock is to be $500,000 and that the cou'-
pany may issue bonds, debentures or other
securities to the extent of $20,000 a mile on
its railway and branches in proportion as
the road is constructed. I do not think
these are at all prudent precautions to be
taken respecting a railroad of this kind, nor
do I think it is a road that should be bonused
by the Dominion and governed by the rules
relating to steam railways. For these, and
for other reasons which I could enumerate,
if it were desirable to go into the matter
fully and take up the time of the House il
discussing it at very great length, J au'
opposed to the bill and will support the
motion of the hon. gentleman from Halifax.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-At first blush,
before hearing the explanations on the bill,

felt opposed to it, but now, as I understand
the matter, I intend to vote against the
motion of the hon. gentleman f rom Halifax.
I understand the intention is to allow the
farmers to go to market with the products of
their farms, and I do not see that it is going
to interfere with anything. My hon. friend
talks about subsidy, but when the question
comes up the company would have to satisfy
me pretty well before I would support such
a claim. I would oppose them on the
question of subsidy, but that is not before
us now. If the people desire a railway
built in order to obtain access to the markets,
I say that we should not stop it at all.
After considering the whole question, I do
not think we should throw out this bill, now
that it bas passed through committee.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I opposed the bill
in committee and J oppose it now, on the
ground that sufficient notice was not given
to these parties who will be seriously
affected by the passing of the bill. That
is one very serious objection, to my mind at
any rate. In all cases of this kind the
people interested should have due notice.
Our rules are explicit on that point. It is
true the Standing OrdersCommittee reported
in favour of the suspension of the rules, but
still it was open to the Committee on Rail-
ways, Telegraphs and Harbours to inquire
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into that and they did inquire, and I think
the conclusion was that there was not
sufficient notice given. There were other
things not mentioned in that bill which are
very important. I refer to the matter of
electric poles. In all charters granted
hitherto there have been express conditions
as to their powers with respect to the location
of poles on the highway. In this bill there is
no limitation, and they can erect poles
twenty, thirty or fifty feet high anywhere
they like, and there is no power in this Act
whereby they are limited in any way.

Hon. Mr. DFBOUCHERVILLE-Is not
that provided in the Railway Act I

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, it does not
provide with respect to electric roads at all..
I have always thought there should be a gen-
eral act for electric roads, and then we would
know what we were doing, but all roads we
have chartered in the past have contained
these provision 4. I think hon. gentlemen
will find that if these people are allowed to
erect trolley poles fifty feet in height, it will
be very objectionable to the community.
The bonding of that road at $20,000 a mile
is extreme and out of all proportion to its
cost. I happen to know something about
the cost of electric roads, and I say that the
figure of $20,000 a mile, in a country
tike that where the ]and damages will not
be very great, is excessive. I am told they
can go through farms as they like. This
roaming charter gives them that privilege,
and if you are going to allow this company
to bond its property at $20,000 a mile, I
think it will not be safe. Then on this ques-
tion of the farmers getting to market, the
farmers have now, I believe, communication
with a good many roads and this road will
take the business away from the other roads.
Is that in the general interest of the country ?
These roads have been subsidized and are
running, and now you are going to place this
road in competition with them. The people in-
terested have not had notice of it. J believe
several gentlemen have already expressed
their dissent from the passage of this bill,
and we will have more I think. The mayor
of St. Hyacinthe sent in a telegram and
other parties have objected. These people
should have had sufficient notice in order to
give them the information that it was intend-
ed to pass such a bill. That is the reason why
I support the motion of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax.

59

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-My
hon. friend forgets that an electric railway
and a steam railway are two different things.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I know that.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE.-An
electric railway car can stop at every man's
house; the hon. gentleman knows it would
be impossible for a steam railway to do that.
Would not it be a great advantage, if it
were possible in Upper Canada, to have an
electric railway on every road in the coun-
try ? Of course f know it is impossible to ex-
pect that, but it would be an ideal state of
affairs if we could have an electric railway
at every man's door. We have not that.
The hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island says we have not given those powers
to every electric railway. There are not
many other electric railways that I know of
which go into the country and which cross
or connect with the steam railways; but
this one must pass over certain railways. It
will have to pass over the Grand Trunk
Railway, and the Chambly, and the Vermont
Central; and the 1 lth clause says that the
Railway Act shall apply in every case. As
to the erection of poles, they will either
erect the poles on the farms or on the public
roads. The public road belongs to the
municipality, and the farms belong to the
proprietors. What danger is there in erect-
ing poles fifty feet high? It is not in a city.
If it were in a city I could understand it.
In the country, if a farmer will allow thein
to erect a pole five feet in diameter it doesnot
matter; there is no danger to anybody ; but
you are refusing this great advantage, if you
vote against this bill, to all the farms in
twelve or thirteen counties, and on what
ground I On the demand in a telegram
sent by the mayor of St. Hyacinthe. It
has been stated, here and elsewhere, that
it might hurt a road called the United
Counties Railway. This United Counties
Railway is a very near relative of the
Drummond County Railway, a road of the
same sort. Should we deprive the farmers
of these counties of such a great advantage
as having an electric railway, merely for the
pleasure of listening to a telegram? Are
we to be stopped by the absence of the hon.
gentleman from Sorel (Mr. Forget), who
could be here if he liked 1 Is there any
danger, because they take the right of
borrowing $20,000 per mile, of capitalists
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advancing that sum to theni? This is not ment to be for the benefit of the Dominion,
an immense undertaking like the Canadian when se declaring is reaily a perversion of
Pacific Railway or the Grand Trunk Rail- the provision of the constitution for the
way; it is nerely a common electric railway purpose. It was intended by the British
which will probably not be completed for North America Act that local matters should
many years. It will be constructed as the be disposed of by the provincial legislatures.
advantages of it are better known. Then, naturally, it occurred to these con-

Thecerned in preparing the Act that a questionTheSentedivde onth moio, wic miglit arise in regard to a particular werk
was rejected by the following vote:- whethr it was really fo the common interest

CONTENTS: or not, and how is that to be disposed f?
-Tt was tbought not to be desirable that the

The Honourable Messieurs question should go te court, and therefore
Clemow, McKay, our parliarnent itself received authority te
Dever, Power, declare when a work was a matter of cer-
Dickey, Primrose. -7. mon interest, but parliament ought te exer-
Macdonald (P.E.I.), cise this authority in a judicial spirit-they

NON-CONTENTS ought not te do it merely t get over a tech-
nical difficulty. That is very often done.

The Honourable Messieurs My attention was called te it very much,
Arnmaid, McInnes (N. Westn'tr), when iii another position and viewing things
Arsenault, Miller, from another standpoint. I think both
Baird, Mills, buses of parliament eught te consider
Bernier, Montplaisir,
Boucherville, de Mowat (Sir Oliver), whether it is proper te put that statement
Carling (Sir John), Poirier, into a bil in unless there is solid ground
De Blois, Prowse, for it, and whether it is preper te insert it
Ferguson, Vidal, in regard te local matters which in the
Mcallumspirit of the constitution ought t be dis-
MN cD)onaldl ('.B.),~v1c)oiald (.1.>,posed of by the local legisiature.

lon. Mr. MILLS-I do not object to the
bill on the grounds which have been stated, n
but it has always seemed to me very glad that this point bas been brought
that projects of this sort, lying wholly
within a province, should not come
here for incorporation. There have been so n. inebrfo Bthe. are nof
many bil of this sort carried through par-the stean
liament to which that objection might be railroads of the country, and I have been
taken, that I thought in this case it was not unable u') te the
proper for me to make a distinction between present time eind any
this and other measures on that groud, by leislation t be a work for the eneral
but looking at those provisions of the benefit of Canada vhen it only ,,oes through
British North American Act which give a very limited section of une province and
jurisdiction over certain work and under- dees net touch any other province directly
takings to the local legislatures-subsections o Ibis road is brought within
A, B, and C of subsection 10 of section 92, t of this parliament merely
when read together it is clear that measures of because it happens te cross the track of the
this sort were never intended to cone before
the Parliament cf Canada.Grand Trunk Railway or some other rod in

thePariamnt anaa.that section. It is very objectionable,

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I had indeed, te initiate this new principle iii our
some hesitation in voting, for the reasons n
which my hon. friend has stated, though
ultinmately I carne to the conclusion that [ Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I would
should vote for the bill. What strikes me ask the hon. gentleman if the Montreal Beit
as particularly objectionable in this bill, and Line Bil which we passed last session was
a great many other bills, is that the works net declared te be in the public interest of
mentioned here are declared by parliat the Dominion?
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-As for the
electric railways, if science advances in the
future as it has advanced in the past, we
will soon have all our railways run by
electricity, and do away with steam entirely,
and I do not see why we should stop this
railway from being built, giving the farmers
of that section of the country the advantage
of it. They say this interferes with other
railways.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-As long as it does
not tap the Welland Canal it is all right.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The lion.
gentleman has the same interest in the
Welland Canal that I have. I have just
the sane interest in that canal as the other
five millions of the people of Canada. If the
hon. gentleman will look into the canal
matter when it comes up again, I think I
shall have his support to preserve the navi-
gation.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-As there appears
to be a general discussion on the bill before
it passes, I might muake one remark in
reference to bills of this kind. I quite
agree with those who object to the great
bonding privilege connected with this enter-
prise, and I think the time has come in the
history of Canada, when this privilege
should be curtailed to a very great extent.
It appears to mie that these enter-
prises are started by mere penniless
speculators, who, in the first instance, come
to parliament and get a charter and ask for
extraordinary bonding privileges. They
iloat their bonds, then they come to the
Dominion government and get subsidies, and
to the local government and municipalities
and get subsidies, and they are in a position
to control a large amount of the stock with-
out putting one dollar of their own money
into it. That is all wrong. We should not
grant charters to men of straw. They
should be men of means who would put
their own money into it and would see that
the enterprise is conducted on business
principles. If we go on in this way, grant-
ing almost unlimited powers to such cor-
porations to issue bonds and sell them in
foreign countries, where they do not know
the circumstances, we deceive the public and
injure the reputation of our own country.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the third time and passed on a division.

59j

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EX-
TEINSION.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day having oeen called:
Resuning the adjourned Debate on the motion

of the Honourable Mr. Miller, that a Special Com-
mittee of the Senate be appointed to inquire into
the expenditure of the subsidies granted by the
parliaient of Canada to the Drunmmond County
Railway Company, in the Province of Quebec ; the
present financial position of the said conpany, its
liabilities of every description, whether matured or
accruing ; the condition and classification of the
said railway, as well as its equipnent, and also,
all other matters and things relating to the said
subjects or any of then, as wellas all other matters
and things relating to the said railway ; with power
to send for papers, persons and records, and to
report froin timne to tinte, and that the said com-
inittee consist of the Honourable Sir Mackenzie
Bowell, Messieus Ferguson, Power, Scott, Mac-
donald (P.E.I.) Mclnnes (New Westminster), De
Boucherville, Primrose, Cox, Clenow, Landry,
Prowse, Wood, Thibaudeau (de la Vallière), and
the nover.

Hon. Mr. MILLER said :-I moved the
adjournment of the debate at the last sit-
ting of the House in order to give hon.
gentlemen an opportunity of speaking on it
who might desire to do so. I have nothing
further to say myself on the subject than
that events have occurred in another place
since the last meeting of this House which
compel me to press this motion. J believe
it is in the interest of the country that
this investigation should be granted, and
that it should proceed at once. I believe
that it will not occupy as long a time as
many hon. gentlemen fear. J think before
a couple of weeks we could get to the con-
clusion of the investigation. Therefore I can-
not comply with the request which bas
been made to withdraw the motion. I
inust take the sense of the House upon it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
wish to say a word in justification of the
course which the hon. member from
Richmond is pursuing. On Friday or Sat-
urday, when the hon. leader of the govern-
ment in this House intimated a desire that
this question should be postponed, I was
somewhat inclined to agree with him, for the
reasons which he then advanced. and that
was the difficulty in proceeding with a
question of this kind at such a late period
of the session : but after whatt took place in
the House of Commons and what has been
stated in the public press representing the
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hon. gentlemen opposite, there is the best
possible justification for the course which
the hon. gentleman from Richmond bas
pursued, in persisting in moving his resolu-
tion. I notice in the Montreal Herald,
which is the mouthpiece of the government
in the province of Quebec, and if report
be correct, is owned princip illy by one of
the parties interested in this railway deal,
an article, in which the following language
is used :

If the Senate, by a non-partizan vote, had post-
poned the bill for further consideration, had made
amendments to it, or hiad deemed itself justified in
asking for an investigation into charges of wrong-
doing, which senators and others have hinted at,
then the country mnight have withheld judgment
on its action.

I admit there is a good deal of force in
the remark in the first part of the argument.
If information had been given to the House
as to the details of the bargain, and the gov-
ernment had waited until they received the
report of their engineers to justify the bar-
gain into which they had entered, there
miight be some force in those remarks. What
I desire to call attention to is what follows:

Having the power to convey an impression to
the country that the new government has been
guilty of jobbery, it conveyed the impression with-
out daring to crystallizethe innuendo into an official
inquiry. Having the power to embarrass the ad-
ninistration in respect to an important inatter of
public concern, on which immediate action is in-
perative, it emnbarrassed it when it miglit by amend-
ing the measure, have made it possible for the
necessary legislation to be passed at this session.
The Senate in times past has not been chary about
appointing committees of investigation. In 1891
it went ont of its way to order an inquiry into
matters concerning the governnent of this province.
Why does it hesitate now ?

I was not in the Senate then, but they
did not appoint a committee for that pur-
pose. That matter was investigated in the
railway committee, to which certain bills
had been referred, and they proceeded
with the inquiry with the result which is
well known in this country. The lerald's
article continues :

Why does it hesitate now ? It pretends that it
believes that there bas been wrong-doing in con-
nection with the Druinnond County arrangement.
Why does it not investigate the matter ? Is it
because it knows that to investigate would be to
destroy the fabric of suspicion that it has sought
to weave and to reinove every objection to the
ratification of the contract.

I do not hesitate to say for myself, and I
believe I speak for those with whom I act,

that if that would be the result of the in-
vestigation, it would be a source of gratifi-
cation to every public man in Canada to
know that no improper expenditure of
public money had been made in connection
with this or any other undertaking. The
course that the Senate is pursuing is not
followed because they desire to make politi-
cal capital, but to put a stop to what
they believe lias existed in the past,
that is, the misappropriation of money, no
matter by whom or by what party. So
much for the Montreal Herald. Then we
have the Toronto Globe of Saturday, which
comes out with an advertising head, about
what we would call in printers' phraseology
"a six line pica heading." It says:

Storm signals. Down. A peaceful atmosphere
at Ottawa and the Drumnond Railway figlit post-
poued. No investigation wanted.

Whether that last sentence, " No investi-
gation wanted," is intended for Mr. Tarte, I
know not, nor should I have known,
had I not read in the article the following:

There is an atnosphere of peace and amity
around the parliament buildings to-day, strangely
in contrast with the air of exciteient observable
earlier in the week. It seems to be agreed that
the session is to be closed up as early as possible,
that the Senate will not again display bad tenhper,
and that if there is to be a row over the Drummond
County Railway, it shall be held over until niext
year. This understanding is believed to be the
more acceptable to the Conservatives because of
the very evident desire of the Liberals to have the
question of the disposal of the subsidies granted to
the Drummond County Railway investigated. It
is not forgotten that a number of prominent Con-
servatives were rather intimnately connected with
the road at the time it secured the Diominion sub-
sidy. If the Senate Conmittee should be appoint-
ed to look into the question next session the
discovery mnay be made that the thing was loaded
up wrong way and that instead of Liberals being
involved in improper proceedings, soine of the most
prominent Conservatives in parlianient will be
driven from public life by the anticipated revela-
tions. The peaceful fashion in which the Senate
is at work to-day and the lamb-like air of the
Opposition in the Coimimons can be accounted for
in no other way than by the supposition that .a
hint of what may happen has reached the party
leader. It would be a most ludicrous ending to
the war talk of the Tory senators and the hints
that corruption was attendant on the Intercolonial
extension, to discover that the corruption was
Tory corruption and the culprits leaders in the
Tory party.

I have only to repeat what I said a few
moments ago, that if there are those con-
nected with the Tory party, as they are des-
ignated by the correspondent of the
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Toronto Globe, guilty of wrong doing,
the sooner we know it the better, and
I hesitate not to say more, that if there are
those belonging to the party with which I
have acted who are in the position indicated
by this article, the sooner they are driven
from public life the better it will be for the
country, and infinitely better for the
party to which they have attached
theinselves. With these statements and
the efforts made to intimidate those who
desire to do what they believe to be right
in the matter, there should not be any delay
in the appointment of the committee. I
have one more remark to make, and
that is in reference to the position which I
occupy in this House, and the interpretation
which has been put upon it by the leaders
of the party as expressed through their news-
paper organs. I know my hon. friend the
leader of the government in the Senate said
the other day that lie did not think we should
take notice of all newspaper articles.
I quite agree with him upon that
point, but there are occasions in our
political lives, and there are events and
utterances which are made by those who
lea I a party, and by those who direct
to a certain extent its policy and its
course upon public matters as expressed
through the pfess, of which we must take
notice. The Globe on a former occasion in
its leading article, double-leaded, says :

It is to be presuned that the plan has the appro-
val of Sir Charles Tupper, and Nfessrs. Foster and
Haggart, and Sir Mackenzie Bowell has been chosen
to lead the attack in the Senate. The point need
not be dwelt upon.

And then it winds up by saying that " Sir
Mackenzie Bowell knows best what consorts
best with his own respect." I trust I do. I
wish to say, as far as I am concerned, and
as far as I know the views of the other
senators who have taken action in this mat-
ter, that they have done so wholly and
solely on their own responsibility, and not
at the dictation of Sir Charles Tupper or
Mr. Foster, or Mr. Haggart. For myself, I
have never interchanged an opinion with
either of them on this question, and with
only one, Sir Charles Tupper, have I even
passed the time of day since I have been in
the city. As to what comports with my
own self respect, I propose to be the
judge of that. I acknowledge no leader in
the House of Commons at present, more
particularly the gentleman who is now

leading the opposition in the House of Com-
mons. I wish to be distinctly and posi-
tively understood on this question, that
whatever I do on this or any other matter
will be from a sense of what I conceive to
be my duty as a public man; and while I
shall not, at least intentionally, lose my
personal self-respect, I shall at the same
time not forget the duty which I owe to
my country in exposing any wrong-doing
which I believe to exist in connection with
the Drummond County Railway or any
other matter.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Since my
hon. friend has determined to go on with his
motion, and my hon. friend opposite con-
curs with him, I, for one, shall not vote
against it. I take it for granted, also, that
I need not say anything again in regard to
the composition of the cominittee, because I
perceive that what I said before did not
receive the concurrence of my hon. friend
from Richmond. I should like to have my
hon. friend from Bothwell added to this
committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have no objection

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a very un-
usual proceeding to be instituted. I am not
aware of any precedent for it. It is
peculiarly a fishing committee, to endeavour
to find out something that will damage po-
litical opponents. The practice of Parlia-
ment in the past has been not to notice
newspaper reports, or to be governed by
street reports, but to hold any senator or
any member of the House of Commons,
responsible for any position he may take on
a charge of this kind. Otherwise, I sup-
pose both Houses of Parliament would be
pretty well occupied with making inquiries
into various charges against one side or the
other. We know very well that newspaper
men write under very severe tension, and
that they write exaggerated articles, and if
gentlemen in public life were to notice
newspaper articles, their time would be
pretty well occupied. And therefore,
the rule in the past has prevailed-
and it is the rule more particularly
in the House of Commons-that if a
charge of political corruption or any other
charge is to be laid, some gentleman in par-
liament rises and makes the statement on
his responsibility, and the investigation is
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ordered. That is the way that several com- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was the attempt,
missions of inquiry have been inaugurated. and there was a reflection on the late Alex-
I need not renind hon. gentlemen that in ander Mackenzie, who is now so much lauded
that most important investigation, the Paci- as a far-seeing statesman and an honest man
fic scandai, the Hon. Mr. Huntington had and one who had the interests of bis country
to take the responsibility of rnaking the at heart. At that tine lie was said to be a
stateraents, and stating that he was prepared traitor to the people of Canada, that lhe did
to go before the committee and prove them. not possess that perception necessary for a
In the present case there is aot an lion. minister leading the government of this cou-
gentleman who even states that he believes try, and ail manner of unfriendly criticisns
those reports. I have not heard a single were hurled at him. Yet to-day, when poli-
member ise and say ie placed any confidence tical feeling has passed away, it is found that
in themn. At the time of the Pacific scandai the verdict would be the other way. I am
there were ugly ruinours relecting on the inot opposing ay investiration in this case.
honour and character and integrity of the On the contrary, an quite ready to go intoit.
members of the governaient. Articles ap I know nothing, nor have I heard anything
peared day by day in all the papers all over to justify the formation of this committee.
the country reflecting on the members of the Hon. gentlemen who are moving in this mat-
government. These papers were dissatisfied ter have their judgments based entirely upon
with their policy, and were making various newspaper reports in papers that are un-
charges. Surely in laying a charge of this friendly to the administration. That is
kind somebody ought to be responsible for where the charge cones f rom. It is a very
it, and we should not act on mere newspaper unfortunate precedent. It is a precedent of
reports. Therefore, I say it is a very extraor- course that only prevails where one side is
dinary step to be taken, and no one can doubt so very nuch stronger than the other that
that it is intended that this committee shail the minority are completely overruled. That
be a political machine to damage the present is practically the position we are in to-day ;
adminiistration. And yet you propose to no one can deny it. It is all very well to
try the government by a jury of nine put on an air of indignation and be so exclu-
to four. That is practically what it sively pure that the honour and credit of the
amounts to. I have been on juries of that government must not even be touched upon
kind in this House before on several by the public press of the country without
occasions. One of the first we had was an inquiry being made into the facts. Of course,
attempt on the part of this House to con- hon. gentlemen, this comnmittee can do what
demn the government, of which I was tien it thiuks proper This committee can begin
a member, because they saw proper to make its inquiry, and I hope they will push it to
Fort William the terminus of the Canadian the end. I appeal to the comimittee that in
Pacific Railway on Lake Superior. It was this inquiry at all events ample time shall
declared to be a blunder and a inistake, and be given for a full investigation, and that
that we should have gone to Port Arthur. all parties who desire to be heard before
A committee of this House was solemnly that committee will be heard.
chosen, and they sat for months and months,
and proved to their satisfaction that Port Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Arthur was the proper place for the outlet should like to ask the hon. gentleman one
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and that question. Is he not rather at fault in his
Fort William should not have been chosen. memory, when he speaks of the great op-
They made a report to the country, and yet position being given to Fort William as the
we find to-day they were wrong in their eastern terminus of the Canadian Pacific
conclusions. Fort William is the outlet of Railway, and declaring that the terminus
the Canadian Pacific Railway, and Port should be Port Arthur?
Arthur has been entirely abandoned, not- Ho-n. Mr. SCOTT-No. Port Arthur
withstanding inembers of this House declared was the port which the committee held to
Port Arthur was the proper outlet. They be the proper place, and as soon as the
did it because they were going to damage change of government took place, this gov-
the government by it. ernment voted some millions of money to

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- make a harbour. They tried to make a
Oh, no. harbour there and failed.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest to the hon. gentleman not to
lose his temuper.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not losing my
temper.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The great objection made to the terminus of
the Canadian Pacific Railway was not to
Fort William, but to what was terined the
town plot, some miles above Fort William. I
have a distinct recollection of taking part
in that discussion. The objection was to
running up a narrow river to what they
termed the town plot wherethe famous Neeb-
bing hotel was built. The objection was not
to Fort William. The contention was that
had Fort William been selected, which. was
just round the corner of the river, the
objection would not have been so great.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not at all.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is only a matter of recollection between the
hon. gentleman and mvself, and there need
be no difficultv in settling that point. We
can turn up the record and it will be seen
which is correct.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I was going to
suggest that if the naine of the Hon. Mr.
Mills is added to the committee, I should
like also to have that of Mr. McCallum
added.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The hon. Secretary
of State says this is an extraordinary motion
to make. It nay be an extraordinary motion
but it is in response to an extraordinary
proposition submitted to this House. A few
days ago a proposition was placed before us
within a few hours of the closing of the ses-
sion-a proposition of the most important
nature ever submitted to this House or any
other parliament-and we are told now, be-
cause we desire that further and more com
plete information should be obtained respect-
ing this matter, that we are doing what we
should not do. How is it possible for gentle-
men to enter into an arrangement of this
kind with such short notice? I was very glad
to hear the hon. leader of the House say that
this matter would be settled upon purely
business and commercial principles. I wish
it had been so. I wish the government had
taken the same method of obtaining infor-
mation as commercial men would have pur-

sued had they undertaken a matter of such
gigantic proportions as the measure now
under consideration. What would commer-
cial far-seeing men have done under circum-
stances of this kind? They would have taken,
in the first instance, an opportunity of ascer-
taining the amount of business that had been
carried on between these two centres for
some years past. Then they would have come
to a determination whether a shorter line
could be had. They would also have taken
into consideration the amount of business
that belonged properly to the Intercolonial
Railway and found out by actual calculation
whether that would be sufticient to support
this additional line of railway between Lévis
and Montreal. J am not pretending to say
that this line should not be extended to
Montreal, but I want to know, in the first
instance, whether it is going to le a paying or
losing speculation, and J contend, from the
information we have before us at the present
tine, that it is utterly impossible for any man
to corne to a conclusion one way or the other,
and J think that would be the true business
line to have proceeded on. If commercial inen
had the same undertaking in their hands,
they would proceed in that way. But in
place of that, the government of this country
propose a scheme by which we would be
bound for ninety-nine vears, making no
provision for a break in the arrangements.
Changes will take place, I have no doubt,
and are taking place every day, that inay
very seriously affect the carrying out of this
proposition. The commerce of the country
is undergoing great changes, and J think it
is a mistake to enter into an arrangement
for ninety-nine years. J do not recollect a
similar arrangement being entered into, and
yet when the Senate ask for time to investi-
gate and inquire, their acts are characterized
in all manner of ways, and it is said they are
acting from political and improper motives.
For my part, J repel insinuations of that kind.
I am, and I have always been, inclined to
listen to any argument that is brought
under our consideration since rny advent to
the Senate, and I have not been influenced
one way or the other by political considera-
tions. Hon. gentlemen in the Senate have
just as much right, on a question of this sort,
a purely business matter, to express their
own opinion as the Commons havo. It is
true we differ. Is not that reasonable ? Is
not that logical ? Are we to assume,
because the Commons agree to this measure,
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that we must holus bolus acquiesce in it ?
If that is so, we are of no further use to the
country, and the sooner we are disposed of
the better. We are capable of forming an
independent opinion of this project. It is a
purely commercial matter, and I think I am
quite capable of finding out whether this
bargain, or pretended bargain, is to be of
advantage to the country. This important
bill has come down to us very late in the
session. I have always opposed the practice
of bringing measures down to us at the
close of the session, and I think we should
make up our minds that we will not con
sider bills that are of such an important
character, unless we are given an oppor
tunity to study them and make necessary
inquiries. In the present case we have iiot
been given that opportunity.

Hon. Alr. POWER-There is no such
bill before the House.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But it was before
the House, and, therefore, I think we have
a right to discuss it on this motion. If it
had not been for the action of this House,
the bill would have passed and the people of
this country would have been bound for
ninety-nine years to a most improvident
contract. Therefore, I think the Senate has
done a service to the country in throwing
out the bill, and you will find, before the
next session of parliament, that the whole
country will uphold them. I want time to
examine into this matter. My hon. friend
from Richmond has moved for a committee,
it is true. I think the committee is needed,
and if the government had taken the proper
course in the first instance, they would have
adopted the means we are taking now. But
no, they would not do that. They try in
somne other legerdemain way to get over the
difficulty. We want full time to inquire into
it. If it is inadvisable, after all the circum-
stances are known, af ter the country has been
given an opportunity to understand it, then
we will be in a position to judge of its merits
and demerits. The hon. leader of the govern-
ment said there was no intention to spend any
money this year. If that is the case

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I did not
say that.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It will take some
time to put the road in proper condition.

All I want to know, as a commercial man,
is whether, when this road is built, it is going
to be a paying road or going to increase the
expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway.
Those are points I want to know. I desire
a full inquiry before being in a position to
judge. Whether the measure be Grit or
Conservative, I want the full facts established
for the satisfaction of the Senate and for the
satisfaction of the people of this country.
When that is done we will be in a position
to judge, and we are not in a position to do
so at the present time. At leas4 I am not.
I may be very ignorant and obtuse. I can-
not understand those questions as well as
other gentlemen, but still those are my views
and my ideas, and J am not af raid to express
them. I am not influenced by political or
other improper motives, I am merely advo-
cating wvhat J consider in the interest of the
great masses of the country. That is the
course I have taken in the past and the
course I intend to take in the future.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This, I think, is a
very important matter, and I say to-day
what I said when the hon. member for
Richmond first introduced this motion, that
it is a mitter, after what has been said, that
ought to be investigated ; but it ough t to be
investigated by that body which, under our
constitution, has the power to investigate it,
and to whom that power bas been com-
mitted by the constitution. One extraor-
dinary thing about the whole affair is this :
hon. gentlemen are constantly asserting
that they are not actuated by any political
consideration. I do not know that they
have been so charged.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Not here.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not in this
House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, in this House, by inference.

Hon. M r. MILLS-Yet it is a very extra-
ordinary thing that hon. gentlemen should
constantly reiterate this statement and in-
sist upon a committee after they have
defeated the bill. What was the proposition
made by the government? To grant an
appropriation for railway purposes, to acquire
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certain lines so as to extend the Intercolonial
Railway f rom Quebec to Montreal. That
was the proposition embodied in the bill that
came up to this House. The vast majority
of the House rejected that bill ; and now it
is dead. After rejecting the bill, hon. gentle-
men propose an investigation to see whether
they were right or wrong in what they did.
If hon. gentlemen wanted an investigation
in this matter, that bill ought to have been
kept alive and they should have proposed
the postponement of the bill until after the
investigation, but that is not what they pro-
posed. After the whole matter is dead,
they propose an investigation. I say again,
what I said before, that questions of finance
are not directly under the supervision of
this House. We do not make the appro-
priations. Hon. gentlemen know right well
that when His Excellency will take his seat
on the Throne, and the Speaker of the
House of Commons appears at our Bar, the
appropriation bill will be presented by the
Speaker of the House of Commons. That
bill, when carried through the House of Com-
mans cones here. It is passed by this
House, and this House does not present it to
His Excellency for His Excellency's sanction
as they do any other bill, and why not?
Because the appropriation of public money
is the sole act of the House of Commons.
The money is under their supervision. They
speak for the people, and state for what
purpose that money shall be applied, and
after they have made that appropriation, it
is the business of the House of Commoris to
see that the advisers of the Crown apply
that money in accordance with the Supply Bill.
They are entitled to make an inquiry, but I
should like ta know on what grounds this
House has any jurisdiction in the matter
whatever. I called the attention of the
House, when the subject was under discussion
before, to the opinions of two of the greatest
parliamentary leaders who ever sat in the
House of Commons, Mr. Gladstone and Mr.
Disraeli, and in discussing the India Bill
they both admitted that inquiries into the
financial transactions of the United Kingdom
Sere not matters which could be made by
tle House of Lords, nor could the members
of the House of Lords be members of a
committee by which such inquiry was made.
That is the view taken in the United King-
dom, and Mr. Gladstone maintained that
the proposition he had made did not come
under that rule, because the moneys as to

the expenditure of which they were to
make inquiry, were moneys voted by the
government of India, and not by the parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom. They were not
expenditures of the United Kingdom, and
so under the statutes, both the House of
Commons and the House of Lords had an
equal right to make inquiry. The hon.
gentleman from Richmond (Mr. Miller),
who made this motion, told the House that
those were old musty precedents; that they
had no application to this House ; that this
House is governed by the provisions of the
British North America Act; and that we
enjoy in this House exactly the same rights,
privileges and immunities as are enjoyed by
the House of Commons in England. As
far as our power stands, that is true. If the
hon. gentleman's contention is right, this
House would have a right to amend a
money bill. In the British North America
Act it is stated that financial legislation
shall be initiated in the other House. There
is not a single provision in the British
North America Act with regard to supply
beyond that, but we were given a consti-
tution similar in principle-it is expressed
in the preamble that that was the inten-
tion-to that of the United Kingdom, and
we look to the constitutional usages of the
United Kingdom to see what our powers
are, and our powers with regard to financial
matters, are in this respect exactly the
same as they are in the House of Lords.
There never has been a demand made by
the Ilouse of Lords that they may even
initiate a money bill. There has never been
a demand that they may anend a money
bill. The law of England, as to these things,
is a matter of usage, and those usages and
functions are, as they are settled by the
constitution, as much a part of the law for
our guidance, as are those contained in the
Act itself. It is a maxim of law that the
law itself is abrogated by usage. A few
years ago, when it was proposed to establish
life peerages, when Baron Parke was made
a life peer, the House of Lords took excep-
tion. It was shown clearly that that was
anciently a prerogative of the Crown, but
Lord Lyndhurst, in rejecting the proposi-
tion, said it was wholly contrary and irre-
concilable to the usages which had long
existed, and the prerogative having re-
mained in abeyance, although strictly it
was still law, it was not a law that could
be complied with in consequence of the
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usage which had grown up, and he points of serious detrinent to iL 1 ar astonished,
out this difference : he says, that if the I must say, at the leader of the opposition
Crown chose to make one hundred peers suddenly acquiting such great confidence in
a day, the Crown would have the power to in an inquiry by this buse. It was pro-
make those hundred peers, it would be posed some tire ago that an inquiry should
strictly legaL, but it would be a most uncon- be had by the fouse of Commons into a
stitutional proceeding, because it would charge made specifical]y against a minister
practically swamp and render useless the of the Crown with regard to the expenditure
second chamber of the British parliament. of money that liad been appropriated by the
I admit that a great portion of this resolu- fouse of Coinmons and plaoed at the dis-
tion might corne within our jurisdiction, and posai of the Crown, and that hon. gentle
it has been admitted over and over again in man voted against an inquiry by the House
England that the House of Lords may inquire -an inquiry by the only body, under the
into matters where questions of finance may constitution, that had the authority to make
be incidentally invo1hed, but that they have that inquiry and he put it into the hands of
no p>wer to inquire into a direct question a commission. Does the hon. gentleman
of public expenditure and that is the objec- ask for a commission to-day? He bas not
tion 1 make, and the objectionable words the same confidence in a commission to-day
stand in the first sentence of this resolu- that he had wten that inquiry was proposed.
tion. 1 sh-ould like to see this Ho-use Not atl ail. The uon. gentleman is in favour
maintain its usefulness in our constitu- of an inquiry by this House. I very nuch
tional systern. 1 should like to see if, pie- regret that the Senate propose to undertake
serve its dignity and make sope effort to an investigation in this aouse when it be-
obtain public confidence, but if the fouse longs wholly to another chamber. If we
undertakes to set itself up against the can maintan our own ight we shan do
House of Commons, and to daimo powers well, but if we unden-take to invade the
tbat belong to the House of Commons, and rights of otbers, we are likely in the end to
that ar-e incident to the special power which, find that our constitutiona g powers are
is possessed by the other House, and the dirinished.
other flouse oone, then I say that the Sen-me
ate is entering upon a confiict out of whcch bon.mo. DGtsoe the hon. gente-
Ti flnnousce wi h unde nto usurp ht Y. Justly regarded as an eminent authority on
fTncins thae biers ton te popts the consttutiona wnatters, and wen poy hon.

funcionsthatbelng t thepe l ouse. fî-iend is in a thoroughly judicial mmnd we
The people's flouse must vote public moneys. listen to bis utterances with a great deal of
These public moneys are an appropriation an;eeeca D aegnral
put into tbe custody of tbe Crown, controlled rospe t quiy his Hiews, but on this
b y the advisers of "the Crown. Tbose ad- dîpedtoacpoe issionr question re y hon. f rend is rather actn theers binie it to maont part of a special pleaer than Hisewussing the

ersto nqure ntotbeconuctof he ubo-!inatter in a very judicial fraîne of inmd.
dinate officers, and to see whether the lw fe cornes to the conclusion, and asserts with
has been cosplied witl in carrying it into great positiveness and emphasis, that tbe
effect, if sucb a commission is necessary Seat of we unort er o i t t
in their opinion. But this fouse has no rights of oanyrw ar like in th to

jurisdiction in the matter whatever. That fire nciasttrnactions ore
approp-iation is the appropriation of tbe expenditure of money wbatever.
louse of Commons, and the expenditure of d on. Mr. MJLLS-I did not say that.

that appropriation is under theirjurisdicteon Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-- think the on.
and the i inisters are responsible to the if gentleman took that ground.
they have inisapplied the money. They have
the rigbt to inquire, and it is tbeir dn-ty Hon. Mr. MJLLS-J said we could not
to inquire, but it is not the right or use. re directly into a special appropriation.
duty of tbis House to make any such Tere toay be an expenditure of money
inquiry wbhatever, and a trust hpon. gente- incident to the construction f a railway, in
men will not proceed in a course wbich o r the manner of its construction, hich might
tainl cannot lead to the advantage of this properly be investigated by the Senate, but
bouse, but on the contrary, wil e a source that is not what is propose here.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, exactly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is an inquiry into
the subsidies granted by the parliament of
Canada to the Drummond County Railway.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And other
things.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is a direct pro-
position to inquire into the expenditure of
the subsidy granted to the railway company.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You cannot
interpret the whole resolution by reading a
small fragment of a sentence. The motion
says:

The present financial position of the said con-
pany, its liabilities of every description whether
rnatured or accruing, the condition and extension
of the said railway as well as its equipuient, &c.

It is not confined to this. This is nerely
incidental to the general scope of the inouirv

that we have only the powers in regard to
this matter that the House of Lords
possesses. He may be right and he may be
wrong. But certainly, in taking that posi-
tion, he cannot dispute our having the
powers of the House of Lords:

The Lords nay also express their opinion upon
the public expenditure or method of taxation and
to financial administration, both in debate and by
legislation, and they investigate those matters by
the select connittees. Nor do the Comnnons, as
formerly, attempt to exclude the Lords fromu
inquiries of this nature by not transmitting to them
reports and papers relating to taxation, or by
declining to permit the attendance of a member to
give evidence on this subject before a select con-
nittee of the Lords.

Here we have these two eminent authori-
ties in the most express mianner against the
contention of my hon. friend from Bothwell.

Hou. Mr. MILLS-No, not against-
they are precisely the saine.

that is proposed. In Bourinot, on pages 471 Hon. 1Mr. FERGUSON-If they are not
and 472, after discussing the question of a diametricaHy opposite to the view My hon.
supply bill, the author goes on to say : friend has submitted, 1 fail to understand

the imnport of the English language. _My
As an illustration of the desire of the Senate to hon. friend has instanced another case, the

keep closely within their constitutional functions, Lqy into the financiai state of India,
we may refer to the fact that that House has
declined to appoint a conmittee to examine and where the buse of Conions declined to
report on the public accounts, on the ground that core forward and appoint a general com-
while the Senate could properly appoint a con- mittee with the House of Lords to enter into
mittee for a specific purpose--that is. to inquire these inquiries. Tbat is altogether a diflèr-into particular itemas of expenditure-they could
not nomsinate a connittee like that of the Com- ent mtter. The House of Conmons, we
mons to deal with the general accounts and expen- know, bas always been very jealous of its
ditures of the Dominion. privileges, and in ail ages it has gone per-

They have the power to inquire into any haps further than the fouse of Lords would
specific item in the expenditures of the allow that it had a right to go in excluding
country, but they have not the right to deal the Lords from giving an opinion on the
with the general expenditures of the Do- administration of the public moneys. That
mlinion: is the rosition the House of Conons took

A subject is within the jurisdiction of the lower in 1871. They were jealous of tisir rights,
House where all expenditures are initiated. It i, as I think the buse of Lords and this
legitimate, however, for the Senate to institute Senate of Canada 8houid be jealous of their
inquiries, by their own conmnittees, into certain rights They ought to assert al] the powers
matters or questions which involve the expendi-
ture of public money. But the conmittee should ey possess under the constitution. I have
not report reconmending the payment of a specific the authority under ny hand, and whiie I
sum of noney, but should confine theinselves to a lean to the view expressed by the menibers
general expression of opinion on the subject of the House of Comnons in declining to
referred to then. have a general comnittee with the buse of

There can be no question, therefore, Lords to inquire into the financial adminis-
where Bourinot stands with regard to such tration of India they do not dispute that
a matter as that which we are now consider- the House of Lords had a right to make such
ing, and what the views are in regard to it. inquiry on their own account. The follow-
I turn to May, and I find in the tenth ing is frons Todd's ParlianentaryGovern-
edition of May, on page 541, he speaks of ment in England:
the power of the House of Lords. My hon. In 1871 Mr. Gladstone 'daimed for the House of
frie nd has been very strong in the statement Lords an equal right with the House of Commons

inur.notefnnca0tt fIda
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to inquire into the finance and financial adminis- buse of Lords has not a right to direct an
tration of India, and though lie abandoned his n
purpose for a joint committee of both Houses on'
the subject because it diid not imeet with general Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As against that
acquiescence with the House of Commons, yet heg
protested against any attempt to narrow the deli- vîew I will read again to the House the
berative functions of the Lords except on grounds oinion of May which I read a moment or
of broad constitutional principle. And subse- two ago, and my hon. friend may or may not
quently the Duke of Argyll declared that "should accept him as the hioest authority but
any suggestion emanate from the Comnimons Coin-
mittee of which the Governmnent or the House of think the House wil accept May as a high
Lords mnight doubt the propricty, it would be their authority.
Lordships' duty t6 institute a full inquiry before
pressing any measure founded upon it." Hon. Mr. vILLS-1 accept May, but

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Mr. Gladstone con- o
tended that the House of Lords had the Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will read it
same jurisdiction as the House of Commons without comments. 1 think it strong
with regard ta India finances, but both 'Mr. enoui to carry conviction without the
Gladstone and Disraeli and every one who
discussed the question admitted that, so far
as the expenditure of the United Kingdom
was concerned, the House of Lords could
not compose a comnittee to make an inquiry,
nor could they be members of a joint
comnittee.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is not neces-
sarv for us to discuss that question at any
length, because we have no such difficulty in
Canadian policics, and therefore it bas noth-
ing to do with the question we are discussing
at the present moment. We are not asking
for a joint committee. If we did, very likely
the House of Commons would not agree, but
we are not proposing anything of that kind.
I am very well pleased to find that my hon.
friend admits the force and correctness of
what I have said as to the conduct and duty
of the House of Lords with regard to the
administration of the revenues of the Colo-
nies or of India. As far as that is con-
cerned, lie is quite prepared to admit, and
has admitted, that Mr. ]Disraeli and Mr.
Gladstone and the others whom he has
named quite sanctioned and approved of the
claim on the part of the House of Lords to
enter into an examination of these affairs.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh no.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am sorry I
can not understand my hon. friend the way
he wishes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
proposes to inquire into the expenditure of
the moneys voted by the parliament of this
country for the public purposes of this coun-
try, and those cases which I refer to show
that, so far as the appropriations of the
treasury of England are concerned, the

necessity of any comments:

The Lords may also express their opinion upon
the public expenditure or mnethod of taxation and
to financial administration, both in debate and by
legislation, and they investigate those matters by
the select conmittees. Nor do the (ommons as
formerly attempt to exclude the Lords from in-
quiries of this nature, by not transmitting to them
reports and papers relating to taxation, or by de-
clining to permit the attendance of a member to
give evidence on this subject before a select con-
mittee of the Lords.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-That, then, is
May vs. Mills.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man nay put it that way if he likes. I have
subnitted these authorities, and I think
they will be admitted as strong authorities
in the minds of hon. gentlemen in this
House. Notwithstanding all the deference
we have for the views and experience of the
hon. gentleman from Bothwell, we will
neertheless come to the conclusion that we
are quite safe in this chamber in following
such eminent authorities as May and Bouri-
not. As a committee is to be struck, and I
observe that my nane is suggested as one of
that committee, it is not perhaps the best
thing in the world that I should discuss, at
any great length at all events or very
minutely, the matters that it is proposed to
investigate. I may say this much, however,
that notwithstanding the observations that
have fallen from hon. gentlemen in this
House and also in another House, I take it
that the main object of this committee will
be to inquire into the financial standing of a
particular railway with which it is proposed
that the government of Canada shall enter
into a partnership, or something nearly like
a partnership. I assume that that is the
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main object of the inquiry that is proposed rejecting the bil, or whether we did right
to be made, and if it should incidentally or wrong in not having a committee of in-
come out in the work of that committee and vestigation before the bil was rejected.
appear that all the public men of Canada Apart altogether from the charges of corrup-
who have anything to do with the enterprise tion which have been made in connection
in one way or another have conducted with the Drummond County Railway, which
themselves honourably, no one will be I hope are not welI founded. and which are
more delighted than I shall be, and I not the principal objects to be reached by this
may say hon. gentlemen in this House Cormittee, we have at the present moment
will feel the same. But if infor- this question coming before us in another
mation should cone out of a different shape. We have the statement made in a
character, which we must ail hope wili not rather definite manner by the ministers that
be the case, it cannpot possibly be helped. that plan was going to be acolished. They
My hon. friend from Bothwell takes the were not to be put off the track by anyimpedi-
ground that we are proceeding wrong end ments which inight be thrown in their way,
foremost in this question. We have defeated in this r in any other quarter, and that
the bil that was sent up to us, and now we this plan was going to be carried out, and in
propose to investigate witlI regard to the the fulfilment of this threat we have sare
subject of'that bill. t right or might not seven different measures, believe, under-
have been proper and neceCsary, if the sug- going consideration in the House of Comen
gestion ha 1 been made wlen this bill came tons at the present time. One of these is
before us, to have a committee of inquiry to subsidize the unbuit portion of the
such as is now asked for. It mighit or might Drummond County Railway, as ta which, as
not have been necessary, in order to arrive I said before and( I have no hesitation in
at a proper conclusion as to whether that saying again, there can he no further reason-
bill should be passed or rejected, to have a ahe objection. There is another proposition
commission of this kind. la the estimation to vote a suai of rnoney, $100,00), ta pur-
of many ion. merbers there were bold, chtse rolling stock which woud only be
leading, features on the face of the bili-that necessary, as I take it, or the greater part
gr which could be ascertained and discovered of which would only be necessary i the
by an ordinary exasination such as members event of the permanent acquisitin of the
of this House could give to it-whicus caled tDruminond County Railway, and getting
for its rejection. Lt had been prepared and running powers over the Grand Trunk Pail
brought before the country with a great dea way. In addition to that there is a pro-
of haste, without being eanvassed by people position to vote a sum of money sufficient
either at public meetings or through the for the rentaI f the Druimond County
press in any way or to any extent, and it Iiailway, and portions of the Grand Trunk
had been delayed and not brought before Raiway which were included in the measure
this House until a very late period of the before us a few days ago, the rent of these
session, and 1 think the general opinion of roads and the bridge and everything else,
this country is-and that opinion extends te for nine ronths. We have this action on
a very large number of peope even among the part of the government, although it is
those who support the Liberal party in Can- not, in proportion, nearly s alarming in the
ada-that there are things in cnnection with public mmd as the proposition te enter into
the bill which are objectionable, indeed a permanent arrangement for a century to,
the hon. gentleman sitting, opposite me (M\r. corne, involving a payrnent of enormous
Cox who is as good an authority on cor- annuities t these companies, but we have
mercial matters, as any gentleman in Canada, the fact stated by the Minister of Railways
adritteda in the course of the debate that that the rentai of this road, with the other
there was one very important feature in the steps that are taken, are with a view
bill of which he did net approve and whieh to carry eut that deal and which I
he thought should be arnended in this Huse, suppose impies the bih in its entrety.
but we were toid by the government that From these statements it becomes a question
arnendrnents te the bil were impossible. Lt whether we ought net, in the public inter-
is net necessary for me te diseuss, notwith- est, te get every possible information about
standing what y hon. friend from Bothwe this Drummond County Raiway. i think
has said, whether we were right or wrong in that that is ail the more necessary fro this
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fact, that two sets of figures, with regard to
the probable earnings or advantages to arise
to Canada from the proposed acquisition or
renting of the Drummond County Rail-
way and the Grand Trunk Railway were
submitted to parliament. In the House of
Commons, the hon. Minister of Railways
put certain statements of information based,
as he said, upon the authority of the chief
engineer of railways, Mr. Schreiber, in which
lie asserted that there was to be an increase
in the tonnage carried over that railway of
500,000 tons a year, and in the same state-
ment he also put before the House of Com-
mons information, on the same authority, that
there would be an increase of 632,000 in the
number of passengers that would be carried.
The statement submitted by my hon. friend,
the leader of the bouse, was very different
from that.' It shows that in place of 500,000
additional tonnage to be carried by the rail-
way, the additional tonnage to be carried
dropped to about 200,000 tons.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, 320,000 and
something.

H , SirTOLIVE MOWAIXVT-T did1 not

leader of the House subnitted a statement
signed by both Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Pot-
tinger, which differed materially from that.
It differed in the matter of carrying pas-
sengers, and very much in the freight. In
the one the alleged increase in the passen-
gers to be carried was 630,000 while in the
other it was 230,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-228,000.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
is giving me the exact figures. The Minister
of Railways went before•the House of Corn-
mons supplying them with what he said was
thoroughly reliable information, based on
the authority of the chief engineer of rail-
ways, that there would be an increase in
passengers to be carried over that road in
the first year of 630,000; my hon. friend
the Secretary of State on the saine authority,
Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Pottinger's name added,
submitted that the increase would only be
228,000. In view of this serious discrepancy
I think we have a right to know more about
this Drummond County Railway --

Hon. Mr. POWER-We are all agreedaboutthat
ljil.about that.mention the number.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1,698,000. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-and all the
transactions connected with the railway be-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-At all events, fore we are a party to committing the coun-
the estimate fell and both these estimates try to any very large expenditure in connec-
were alleged to have been made on the tion with it. As far as I am concerned-
authority of the chief engineer of railways, and I think I am speaking the sentiments
Mr. Schreiber. of my friends as well--the principal object

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was one from in view in this inquiry is to find out the

Mr. Pottinger in addition. facts of the case. In view of the discrepancy
M between the information which was supplied

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The fact never- the House of Commons and that which has
theless remains, explain it as you will, that been supplied the Senate, we want to get
when the hon. Minister of Railways came the best possible information in order that
down to the House of Commons with this
bill, and when he was asked to give reliable
information to that House as to what the
incre'ised earnings of the Intercolonial Rail-
way would be under the plan which lie was
proposing, the information which he gave,
and which lie stated in his place in parlia-
ment was made on the authority of the chief
engineer of railways, Mr. Schreiber, that he
estimated there would be over 500,000 tons
of freight carried in addition to what had
been carried in the past, and that there
would be an increase of 630,000 in the
number of passengers. When the matter
came before the bouse my hon. friend the

we may not be making a leap in the dark
with regard to it. I think hon. gentlemen
will say this much, thab there lias been no
intemperate discussion in this House upon
this question. I know that on Saturday
last the remarks of hon. gentlemen were
studiously moderate on both sides. There
were no immoderate statements made here
which could excite gentlemen in any other
place, or provoke any retaliatory expressions.
That such expressions have been made in
other places is very unfortunate, but that
should not influence our action in the slight-
est degree. I think we should approach this
question carefully, and it is a matter for the
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government seriously to consider whether the House of Commons and to this House,
this whole matter should not lie over till and in view of the agitation all over Canada
another session, and then we could take it with regard to the mnerits of the question,
up. What is the need for hurry ? and the fact that it has not been well con-

sidered, the government not having
Hon. Mr. POWER-Oh, we will taken the time necessary for the consider-

here and finsh it. ation of the matter this year-whether

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot say under all the circumstances it would not be

that I speak for my hon. friend who has necessary and better in the publie interest
that these contentieus votes should be

made this motion, but I conceive that there
is no public interest which would be allowed to drop for the present, and if they

are brogi paohrssinad nimperilled if the propositions of my hon. ar ought up another session and an
friend and the government with regard to mquiry is made, it can be undertaken at the

acquiring this railway and buying rolling begmng of the session, when they could
stock were allowed to lie over till next ses- take time to consider it. I am, therefore,
sion, and my hon. friends might take ad- favourable to the appointment of a commit-

vantage of the intervening period to prepare tee. I do not see how any other step can
a far better measure. Although I have not be taken by this House, unless it be that

a great amount of confidence in my hon. the action of the government which necessi-

friends as a ministry, I think if they take tates the appointinent of that committee

time they mnay be able to submit a measure would be such as would warrant us in let-

which will meet the approval of all parties. ting it stand for the present.

My bon. friend, the leader of the House, has Hon. Mr. POWER moved the adjourn-
great experience in publie affairs, and isal ways ment of the debate.
noted for the care with which he deals with
public matters, and I think we might appeal The motion was agreed to.
to him for a reasonable amount of delay in
order that this matter might be brought be- CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
fore the House in a proper form, and if it BILL.
were still desirable that the Intercolonial
Railway should get into Montreal, they FIRST READING.

might be able to initiate a scheme which A message was received fnom the Flouse
would meet with the approval of the House. A esg a eevdfo9h os

of Commons with Bill (136) " An Act fur-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)- ther to amend the Civil Service Superannua-
Would the hon. gentleman explain to the tion Act."
House whether he means the delay of the The bill was read the first time.
committee or the appropriation for the road ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am referring
to the delay of the appropriation for the
road. I cannot speak for ny bon. friend
from Richmond, but if that delay were
given, I think there would be probably no
necessity for holding this parliament to-
gether for a month or more for the purpose
of making an inquiry at the present time.
I hope hon. gentlemen have fairly under-
stood my remnarks. I am not suggesting
that my hon. friend should drop his motion
by any means, for I am quite agreed with
him that if parliament is asked to pledge it-
self to a partnership with the Drummond
County Railway and vote certain sums of
money for the purpose of consummating that
partnership, it is necessary for us, in view
of the difference in information submitted to

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a bill author-
izing the government to pay any officials,
who have been dismissed f rom the service,
what they have deposited with interest. I
inove the second reading of the bill pre-
sently.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I oppcse any sus-
pension of the rules in regard to any mea-
sure the government may bring down.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then I move that the
bill be read the second time at the next
sitting of the House.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.
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SECOND SITTING. between the Senate and fouse of Commons
are somewhat strained. It may be that
language has beèn used in both places which

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three r
o'clock. was a litte stronger or warmer than could

o'ciock.have been desired. This subject is one

Routine proceedings. which sbould be discussed in the caimest
and best tempered way. The Senate should

THE CATARACT POWER COMPANY'S not desire to do anything which would
BILL. place it in a false position before the country,

BILL WITHDRAWN. and I think that where political action iS
inoveri-ed in any degree by temper or pas-

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved that the peti- sionmistakes are very likely to be made. I re
tioners for the passage of Bill (124) gret, consequently, that there bas been to-day
intituled " An Act to incorporate the a certain exhibition of something other than
Cataract Power Company," be permitted to cahu and deliberate argument and consider-
withdraw the said bill. He said :-It is not ation of the question before us. There -vas
any fault of the promoters or petitioners for a bil before the Senate which had passed
this bill that the bill has not been reported the other House. That bil contains a por-
to the House. It has been postponed from tion of the government policy with respect
time to time and for want of a quorum it to railway extension in this country. Tt
could not be proceeded with. The only set out an agreement for doing part of the
opportunity they have to apply to the House work which the goverument thoughit ought
of Commons to have the money refunded, to be done. The bil with respect to the
which has not been expended on the bill, other portion of the government policy is
depends on our allowing the bill to be with- not yet before this fouse. At first blush,
drawn. does it fot seem that the government

The motion was agreed to and the bill of the country, who are responsible to
was withdrawn. the peuple, are the parties who,,e policy

in connection with the expenditure of the
THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY finances of the country should govern, and

EXTENSION. above ail, when that policy is endorsed by a

DEBATElarge majority of the other chaber, does it
DEBAE cNcLUED.not seemn th&t that miatter was one which

The order of the day being called, was peculiarly for the governinent, and for
Resuming the adjourned debate on the motion the (ther fouse of parliament? However, I

of the Hon. Mr. Miller, that a special comnittee of am not going to insist on that point, I
the Senate be appointed to inquire into the expen- only mention that en passant. The Senate
diture of the subsidies granted by the parliament e
of Canada to the Druminond County Railway xercised its undoubted right-I mean its
Company, in the province of Quebee; the present legal right. I think the hon gentleman
financial position of the said company. its liabilities from Bothwell showed that, according to
of every description, whether matured or accrning; 
the condition and classification of the said railway, h
as well as its equipment, and also, all other matters w
and things relating to the said subjects or any of from the procedure and functions which
theni, as well as all other matters and things relat- govern parliament. Without going into the
ing to the said railway; with power to send for authority I should like to call the attention
papers, persons and records, and to report from
tine to time, and that the said cominittee consist of the fouse to the fact that at page 471
of the Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell, Messrs. Fergu-i Bourinot lays down the general principle.
son, Power, Scott, Macdonald (P.E.I.), McInnes He says:
(New Westminster), De Boucherville, Primrose,
Cox, Clemow, Landry, Prowse, Wood, Thibaudeau Since 1870 no attenpt has been made in the
(de la Vallière), and the mover. Senate to throw out a tax or money bill. The

princii)ie appears to be weli uuderstood aDi
Hon. Mr. POWER said: I do not pro- acknowledged on ail sides that the upper chamber

pose to make a speech on this subject. I has no right to make any nateriai amendment in
propose simply to make a few observations, such a bil but should confine itself to mere verbe
of, I hope, a very moderate character. What or literai corrections. Without abandoning their
is the position of the Senate at the present abstract daim to reject a money or tax bil, whenthey feel they are warranted by the public

necessities in rsorting to io extreme and hazard-
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ous a neasure. The senalors are now practically bas to a certain extent, I presume, been
guided by the saine principle which obtains with sowed in the public mind, it is necessary, in
the House of Lords and acquiesce in all those inea- the interests of the ersons who overn the
sures of taxation and supply which the majority P o
iii the House of Coinmions have sent up to themn for country and of those who are connected
their assent as a co-ordinate branch of the legis- with the Drummond County Railway, that
latire. The Coiimîons, on the other hand, there should be an inquiry. I have not

ack-ioý-lei<rethe constitutiomial ih of the senateacknCowlege th natter right ohnate heard any dissent from that position in thisto l>e conisulted on all inatters of publie qjuality.
House. Then the lion. gentleman from

Then at page 591 I find the following lan- Bothwell (Mr. Mills), recognizes the fact
guage, and this was referred to by the that the inquiry was necessary, but took the
hon. gentleman from Bothwell :ground thatthatinquiry should more properly

In the speech with whîich the Goverinor General take place in the other chamber. I think
opens and closes ev-ery session of parliament lie that, strictly speaking, the hon. gentleman
reofnizes the constitutional privileges of the House is right, but I do not think he went so far as
Of Coninons withi respect to the estimbates and to state positively his opinion that there
supply; for lhe adIresses its memubers only withi should not be an inquiry by this House. Therespect to tiese matters. lhon. leader of the government assented

Tien he goes on to state that the Supply most readily and cheerfully to the proposi-
Bill can only be prespnted for the assent of tion that there should he an inquiry, and lie
the sovereign by the Speaker of the House urged that that inquiry should be of the
of Conimons. On the following page you find most thorough character. No one has ob-
the same principle laid down, and all our jected to an inquiry : we are all agreed upon
reading is to the sanie effect, that the House that point. As I have said, the hon. gen-
of Comumnons is the chamber which lias to deal tleman f rom Bothwell took the ground that
with money niatters. However, we acted on there should be an inquiry in the House of
our strict legal right, although we are not Commons. I think, myself, that probably
acting according to the practice under the that is the more proper place-in fact, I an
British constitution, and threw out this satisfied it is, but if it was ap-
bill. What is the result ? That this mea- parent that no inquiry was to be
sure, which would have obliged the coun- made by the House of Commons,
try to pay a certain rental for 99 years, then the Senate would not only be justified,
is not operative. 'lhere is an end to that but it would be the duty of the Senate to
agreemnent, and that agreemnent cannot be- make an inquiry, and if the Ilouse of Com-
come law until it bas received the assent of mons were not prepared to make the inquiry,
this House. The agreement itself contains we should not be going beyond our duty in
that provision, and if the Senate is not doing it. Such inquiries have been made in
satisfied next session, or the year after, that the Senate. I cannot say that the result bas
the neasure is not one which should pass, always been nost satisfactory, looked at
the Senate can prevent it fron passing. fron the public point of view, not a party
It cannot becoie law without being sub- point of view. There was a case given by
nitted to us. As I hav - said, if there are the Secretary of State before one o'clock.

objectionable features in the bill-I did As J sav, we have all agreed that there
not mnyself observe any of any conse- should be an inquiry, and a tborough inquiry,
quence-if these are not removed we have and the onl: question which was to be
it always in our power to prevent that mea- considered was when that inquiry should be
sure becoming law. The hon. gentleman made. On Saturday last the sentiment of
fron Bothwell was right also in contend- this House, as far as J could gather, was
ing that, as we had thrown out the bill, that the inquiry had better be postponed
there was nothing before us to justify the until next session. The bill could not pass
appointment of the committee. According without our concurrence ; we would have
to strict practice there should have been ample time at our disposition. The inquiry
some formal charge stated in the House, but could be made without any inconvenience to
even though, as in the present case, the the members of this House or of the other
charges which are made by persons who do House, while if the inquiry is to take place
not pledge their standing or their veracity now, it means just this, that when the usual
to the truth of these charges, still, as these business of parliament is about at an end,
charges have been made, and as suspicion we begin an inquiry which may extend very
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possibly over six weeks or two months, and for the change were two : one that the hon.
the members of both Bouses are to be kept Minister of Railways had said something i,
here attending to this work. I had hoped another place who indicated an intention on
myself, as I suppose other, hon. gentlemen the part of the House of Commons to persist
had, to spend the months of .J uly and in putting this item in the estiniates. That
August at home, and naturally I feel some- was about the substance of it ; another
what disappointed that that is not to be the reason which operated most with the hon.
case, but one has to accept the situation and gentleman was an article which he read
suffer for his country. I have this feeling from the Toronto Globe. It strikes me tliat
that, as regards this House, if a certain that was not a sufficient reason for such a
numiber of Liberals are suffering for their hody as the Senate changing its opinion ol
country, a much larger nuimber of Conserva- an important question. The Globe, as every
tives have to suffer with them. lion. gentleman knows, lias, as far as my

recollection extends, never been friendly to
lon. Sir MACKENZfE BOWELL the Senate, and has, in fact, never failed to

Tlat is a consolation. take every reasonable opportunity of making

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is, that we should an attack on the Senate. The Globe is taking
have companions in misery. As I say, the its old policy. In 1878 I felt myself called

consensus of opinion on Saturday appeared upon to write two letters to the G/obe in

to be that, as a matter of convenience, reply to attacks on the Senate.
iin fact in every way, it was more desirable Hon. Mr. MILLEII-And very able let-
that this inquiry should be postponed until 1 ters they were too.
next session. Sunday intervened, and Sun
day is a day wlen one would suppose the Hon. Mr. POWEI{ I am glad mv lion.
sentiment of love to our fellows would be friend appreciated themî. I felt it was mylY
strenthlined and increased, and a peaceful duty to do it, but to-day I do net thixk it is
sentiment would be much stronger in the my duty to take notice of its utterances, be-
minds of hon. gentlemen than it was on cause the Globe is sonething like Ephr aim,
Saturday when the discussion lad been going " joined to its idols " and it is just as well
on, but it is regrettable to state that, after to let it be.
passing over the Sunday, lion, gentlemen
camne bere on Monday morning with senti- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
nients muchi more bellicose than on Satur- The Hon. George Brown made the most
day. powerful speeches in favour of an appointed

Senate, I know my hon. friend opposite took
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- a different view.

Moral: (o not read Grit papers.
Hlon Sir OLI VER M-NOWAT- I was in

Hon. Mr. POWER-The lion. leader of favour of an elective instead of an appointed
the opposition has, to a certain extent, Senate.
shown that it would have been better for.
him to have attended to his prayers yester- Hon. Mr. POWER-There is another
day tlîan te hîave read the liapers.MrPO E-Ileeiantecircunmstance, the Globe does not claim to be

,Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELIL_ I the organ of the government. The Globe

1 quite agree with the hon. gentleman. lias said on several occasions that it is nut
the organ of the Liberal party, and, to say the

Ho. Mr. POWER-That is what we find. least, it is not at all a dignified proceeding
What are the reasons for this change. Sonie- on the part of this House to be governed in
thing was said about an item which appeared its actions, on a solenn occasion like this, by
in the estimiates, but that item was in the what happens to appear in a newspaper be-
estimates on Saturday. It was known that longing to the other party. I cannot con-
that item was to be in the estimates on ceive, if a great constitutional difficulty arose
Saturday as well as to-day, so it is not the between the House of Lords and the House
appearance of that item of $157,500 which of Commons, the leaders in the House o'
has made the change. As far as I could Lords basing their proposed action upon a
gather f rom the speech made by the question of this kind upon what had appear-
hon, leader of the opposition, the reasons ed in the newspapers of the day before or
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two days before. We ought to do what we items are to be in the Supply Bill. I can
think on the whole is right, and follow the only add that, as this investigation is to take
course which we believe to be convenient place, and it apparently is to take place
without regard to hat is said in other forthwith, I trust, as was stated by the
places, or what is written in party news- lion. leader of this House, that the investi-
papers. Anything that has been said in the gation shall be of the most thorough and
Globe or the Montreal Herald-although I searching character. I heard a rumour
did not think there was anything out of the to-day, which I trust is not well founded,
way in what the Herald said-aiything that that an hon. gentleman who is now a member
may have been stated in the newspapers or of this louse and who would very probably
in another place does not change the posi- be an important witness before this com-
tion. The position is exactly the same to-day mittee, is about taking ship for Europe, so
as it was on Saturday; consequently, although that it will be necessary for this committee to
I prenume the decision of the majority is move very rapidly wvhen it is appointed and
final, I regret that that decision should have to see that no oe who would be in a position
been arrived at, but anything i could say to give important evidence gets out cf the

would not change thbat diecision. It is only jurisdiction of the Speaker's warrant. I
right to put the thing as a matter of busi- have nothing further to sav on the matter.
ness, and point out why, as a matter of

opinion, we would have done better to have Hon. M r. PRt I M ROSE-J wish to take
adhered to the conclusions at which the exception both to the words which were
House had apparently arrived on Saturday. used and to the manner of using those words
The hon. gentle ai froin Marshtieli held of the bon. Secretary of State. The bon.
out the olive branch and felt that possibly leader of the opposition admonished him, so
even yet if the government would consent to speak, not to get into a passion, as lie was
to withdraw the item in the estimates which discussing these niatters, but that admon
concerned the extension of the Intercolon- etion seemied to fall on dull ea's in a mea-
ial Rlailway, the Senate might consent to sure, because J did not observe any very
postpone the conmittee until next session. nark(td change in the method of the address
Hon. gentlemen who are so vigorous and of the lion. Secretary of State. At tirst J
resolute in defending the rights and privil- could scarcely blieve that I had hardc the
eges of this House must expect that the hon. gentleman correctly, until I Iad asked
other House will be pretty resolute in de- the question of some of my fellow senators
fending the privileges of that House. We who were opposite him, and therefore in a
have no right to expeet it, and this House position to hear more correctly than I, that
would be going altogether out of its consti- he had characterized this committee as a
tutional position if it undertook to dictate fishing committee, and that the investigation
to the louse of Commons what items should whi2h they would hold would in ail human
be put in the estimates. If there was any probability be a purely political investiga-
item in, the estiniates which interfered tion. Now, I wish on my own behalf,
directly with the rights and privileges of personally, to repudiate utterly either and
this House, it would be a different both of these charges, and I think that I
thing. For instance if the House of mnay very fairly take upon me to repudiate
Commons struck out the provision. them also on behalf of my colleagues, who
for the indemnity of senators from the have been naîned to act on this committee.
Supply Bill, then the Senate might have After all, there was a certain appropriate-
some ground for undertaking to give advice ness in the simile whiclh the bon. Secretary
as to what was to be in the Supply Bill, but of State used in referring to this committee.
we have no right whatever to undertake to H1e called them a fishing committee. I
tel! the representatives of the people what aîn something of a fisherman mnyself
items they are to put in the Supply Bill. J have spent some happy hours fish-
When the Supply Bill comes up here, then ing, and J have realized an experience
it will be our right to discuss it and if we which I think is very common to fisher-
think fit, reject it ; but J do not think that men, and that is that they do not
we have any right w*hatever at this stage to always know the manner of fish that they
persist, or to undertake to dictate to the are going to take when they let their lines
other chamber and to the government what down. Some of them may be the choicest
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tish of the water : others of them mav be
like Pharaoh's lean kine, " evil, exceedingly
evil." It was appropriate for the Secretary
of State to characterize the members of this
comnittee as a fishing committee, because, if
mv opinion is worth anything, J gather very'
decidedly that there is a strong consensus'
of opinion throughout the Dominion of
Canada that this transaction is something
of a fishy transaction-that is from what
has been presented. J speak now without
any personal feeling whatever, but from
what I have seen in the newspapers and
heard, and apart fron any political bias,
this transaction might, without any great,
unrighteousness, be characterized as a fishy!
transaction. Apart from that altogether, I
think the style and the language of the
hon. Secretary of State were very far, in my
estimation at least, beneath the plane of a
person occupying the high and responsible'
and honourable position of Secretary of
Si f hl D% f4 C d Wh-il

strongly, that the policy of the government
should govern, supported as it is by a large
mnajority in the other chamber. If the hon.
gentleman can make me well assured of the
fact that that large najority were perfectly
unanimous in support of this measure, then
I could see sone force in this argument, but
I amn constrained to believe that there was
verv far f rom being unanimitv amnongst those
who support the government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The-vote on this par-
ticular question was about two to one.

Hon. Mr. PRJIROSE-I an aware of
that. Cai not the hon. gentleman imagine
a man voting with his party and against his
own conviction?

Hion. Mr. POWER-Some Conservatives
voted for it too.

Hon. Mr. PRIM ROSE-I suppose soie
Conservatives are no better thai Liberals.

t I absolutely demur to the position taken by
he was speaking, and under the admonition the bon. inember from Halifax (Mr. Power),
of my hon. friend, the leader of the oppo- that it is the duty of the Senate to pass billssition, J couc 1 not but cail to mmnd an old tedt fteSnt ops iî
csio Iculd not repeaal to mmdef, anod coinng up to this honourable House f rom the
classie which I repeated to anyself, ", a lower chamber, making provision for an ex-
haveens s uh apenditure of money, even though they mnay
pears so. most conscientiously disapprove of the pro-

visions they contain. The quotations given
this moring by the hon. gentleman from'

Terrestrial.Marshfield, I think clearly demonstratcd
thasltiedi

Hon. -Mr. PRIMROSE-J do not knov la , an vval JLtU a cs0 y
if that was low enough, but J cannot under- Bourinot against the authorities on the gov-
stand the need for the ange. The hon. ment side of the House.
gentleman professes, as do his colleagues, Hon.Mr.POWER-But J citedBourinot.
that they are perfectly willing to have this
investigation go on at once and sift it to the Hon. Mr. PRIM ROSE-I do not think
bottom, and yet witness the style of the the arguments which the hon. gentleman
Secretary of State in addressing the Senate cited from Bourinot had the cogency of
this norning. He was so angry that his i those cited by my bon. friend f rom Marsh-
words rolled together. J have this much to field. He takes the position also that it is
say in regard to the matter; I wisb on my unbecoming and unsuitable, ultra vires in
own behalf decidedly and most emphatically fact, for this House to dictate to the House
to repudiate the charges of the Secretary of of Commons wvhat items are to be in the
State, as I was appointed on this committee Supply Bill. Does not the hon. gentleman
without any desire of my own and without recognize a difference between the position I
any knowledge of it. I wish to state that have described in this House of bills coming
any business ability J may have, or any to the Senate with money appropriations in
mental power I may possess, is perfectly at them, and the position which he talks of
the service of my country in this matter, ir- when he says we dictate to the House of
respective of political bias or influence in Commons what items are in the Supply
any degree whatever. I shall not be influ- Bill ? To my mind, there is a great differ-
enced in that way in regard to this matter. ence. I have become possessed of some
The hon. gentleman from Halifax (Mr. information contained in a telegram which I
Power) takes the position, and takes it very desire to submit to this House for their
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information. Some lion. gentlemen may not am not prepared to say that it does. I am
he aware of the fact which this telegram not prepared to sav that the statute em-
states. IL is a telegrai which may be braces offences committed before the party
considered, in a certain sense, official as was made a judge-that the purpose of it
coming to one of our local papers. It is to is not conflned to cases where the misbe-
the Courier du Canada. It is a special haviour-that is the word in the statute,
from St. Hyacinthe, and is as follows: " misbehaviour "-took place after the

judge's appointment. If that is the propetAt 10 o'clock this miorning fire broke out in the contuto-ftesauede o pl
office of the I)runiiiond (Couinty Railway. construction-if the statute does not apply
inside of the office lias been destroyed and also to an offence committed before the appoint-
several accouit books the property of Mr. Fee; ment, then the course would be an address
loss under $1,500. from the two Houses to the Governor Gen-

This, hon. entlemen, is purely an acci- eral, asking him to renove the judge.
dent, but none the less regrettable. Originallv, we all know, the removal of a

judge was a matter for the inere discretion of
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the Crown-that was the law and the pract-

Under the circunstances. ice until the Act of settlemnent in 1700, which

provided that ro judge could be removed
Hon. Mr. COX-It appears to me neither except on an address of the two Houses.

necessary nor desirable to prolong the dis- Thepu o a t l the cuses
cussion. So far as I understand the feeling Th hsarevld nTh House were lestýfor bis remuval. The Houses were lef t to
of this Ilouse, ail are agreed as to the desi- their own sense of w-hat was just and proper
rabilitx- of proceeding at once witli the and necessary as to the reason why they
investigation, and personally 1 should lke dg

toseit proceeded witîî at once. 1desired the removal of a judge. ()ur statute
to see iis for the Governor in Council to act with-

The motion was agreed to. out any action on the part of the two
Houses. It is quite intelligible why there

JI A. Cshould be a limited authority where the
BILL. 'Governor is acting without an address of the

TITIRD READING. parlianent,

The House resolved itself into a Com- authority where he is acting on the address
iittee of the Whole on Bill (140) " An Act of the two Houses of parliament In the
further to amend the Act respecting the one case, where lie bas to act without
Judges of Provincial Courts." the action of the two Houses, bis autho-

(In the Committee). rity is Iimited to certain specified parti-culars, very ofvide particulars but stil to
Hon. M.Nr. FERGI'USON-When this bill certain particulars, wvhile in cases for which

wvas read the second time, it was understood the proper renhedy is an addrss of the two
in the House that an opportunity would be huses there is no restriction at aIl.
allowed oy hon. friend, the leader of the The effect of that will have to be thoroughly
Senate, to consider the suggestion to insti- considered. Then, if any further proceed-
tute an inquiry into the conduct of Judge ings are taken in this matter, several other
Prendergast. Perhaps my hon. friend is in things would have to be considered. 0f
a position to make a statement regarding it. course it is quite clear that action for a

judge's removal is not to be taken for
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The early every violation of the law which had

adjournment of the House on Saturday taken place before the judge's appointment.
enabled nie to look into the matter and into 1 There are many violations of law which
the various points suggested during the dis- common sense indicates would be quite out
cussion. The desire of my hon. friend was of the question as grounds for his removal.
that steps should be taken under the Revised He may have assaulted somebody, or pub-
Statute, chapter 13S, section 2, for bringing lished a libel about sonebody ; he may have
this matter before the Governor in Council 1 bought a lottery ticket, for that is a viola-
with a view to the removal of the judge for tion of the law. He may have allowed a
the reasons mentioned. The first thing nuisance on his property under circum-
that I looked into was whether the case as stances which made it a criminal offence to do
stated comes within that authority, and I so; but these would certainly not be grounds
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for his removal, and where is the line to be know it is unfortunately a very commonl
drawn ? It is very diflicult to draw it ; it thing, notwithstanding the law. It is not
is very difficult to know, when you go back so common as it once was, because it lias tO
of the appointinent, what acts in a man's be done with a certain amount of secrecy.
previous life would have the effect of justify- But still it is very common, as I an afraid
ing his removal. In Mr. Todd's book he we all know. I am afraid there are countY
lays this down as a definition court judges, and superior court judges

Constitutional usage forbids either House of too, who in their political days have been
parlianent from entertaining any question which charged with some violation of the political
coiniiissioners with the juris<iction of the court of law in this respect as well as in other re-
law should determinîe, or fromi instituting investi- spects. It does not prevent their being good
gations into the conduet of tie judiciary except in faithful and true judges.extremne cases of gross imiscoiidict or preversion of
the law. That might require the intervention of~Hon. Mr.DEBOI'CIIER VILLE-Would
paili<aumient to obtaim the renoval of a corrupt or
incompetent judge. the judge be disqualified if he was proved to

These observations are used with reference have committed the offence ?

to the conduct of a judge after his appoint- Hon. Sir OLIVER NOWAT-Froir
ment, but of course they apply a fortiori t o
offences previous to his appointment. in C j
have studied more closely than I did Hon. Nr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Frow
before what the evidence is of the twol
offences with which the Judge Prendergast
is charged. One is testified to by one Ber- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The Mani-
thiaume, and I think, when my hon. friend' toba law does not govern us in this matter.
investigates that case, taking the evidence I rather tlink there is some provision in the
just as the witness gave it, he will see that Manitoba Act. But this is an oflicer of the
it is defective in this respect, it does not say Dominion goverrnent and appointed by
that the promise to help him. was in order to them, and therefore the law of Manitoba
induce him to vote. He does not state that. coes not govern. I ar suggesting ail these
It does not appear from the conversation things for further consideration. They oc-
any reference was made to the election or to curred to ry mmd, and I vhoughv they
voting, and I daresay when my hon. friend might assist any hon. gentleman to core to
observes that, he will see that there is not a conclusion as to what should be done and
much to be made on the evilence as it as vo the proper course to pursue. Most

holding an offtie ue h, rw

stands now. Then, in the otter case, tere mse probably were
is the evidence of the cabmaii Roy that lie politicians and party men iefore hey be-
had been empDoyed during an election for a came senators, and a good many of ny
(lay in l)ringing voters to the poil. 0f course friends disclaitn being party men now, and I
that is illegal, but wvhether a single instance arn very glad to accept that disclairner. In
of employing a man to bring voters to the this House we should not be party men, o
poil and paying five dollars is such a far as it is possible vo be otherwise. But
serious matter as to cause the removal of there was a tioe when we were ail party
ajdge is worthofnyhon.friend's furthernien, if we are not party men now, and
consideration. ahis matter of paying for I doubt very much whether some of my hon.
bringing voters to the poil has not always friends ci say that they were not guilty of
been considered an objectionabe hing. It siilar violations, or perhaps they did some-
was practised by everybody until quite a thing in their time which would noy be legai
recent period. I think the first English stat- now vPerhaps the sa e thing can be aid
ute on the subject was in 1854. Until that of ministers of the Crown on both sides.
time it was a perfecty legal hing to do. laI mention ail thaese things to be considered
Then in 1854 it was rendered illegal in soer when we are taking into account how hein-
cases but not in others, and it was not until ous it is for a nan vo be proved-asqumind
1883 that in England it was forbidden in al, it is proved-to have been guiity of one act
cases. In Engiand it is not cailed a corrupt of paying a cabman $5 for a days work in
act, and by our own Canadian statute drawing voters o the poils. Judge Prender-
it is rot caied a corrupt act. It is gasv does not admit that the statement of
called an illegal or unlawfui act. We Roy gives an accurate account of what took
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place. I am considering the case just as if it having been sworn in on Saturday. As the senior
were not contradicted. I think it is fair iemiber of the bar present in court and on beialf

to so 'e(rard it, because Judge Prendergast of the bar Mr. Munson, Q.C., stated that he
t r desired to express the great pleasure with which

had an opportunity o appearing before the the appointient of his honour had been received,
judge and disputing these allegations, but he not only by the bar, but hy the commîîunity at
did not think it necessary to do so. It is large. It was satisfactory also to think that the

uite fair therefore to assume that Roy's position bad been filled by a member of the Mani-
uite ir, href re,. to s 1)e -lad iftoba bar. The increased juris<litioii in the couity

statemnts are true. I should be glad if court deimanded an increased responsibility in the
lion. gentleien would cunsider wha. course position of a judge. one thing was certain that
has been adopted with regard to county court all suitors alike would receive at the bands of his

d honour that saine courteous treatient that his lion-
judges wbo have been kinown to, have tak-en'nvIîd1teinîe 'o ina h i ,ai i

juf our hiadt been noted for, whien at the bar, and hie
part in election natters. Take the case of sincerely hoped he would be spared for naiv vears
Judge Fitzgerald--he was found guilty, at to fill the new position to which he had been ap-
an election c ,urt, of corrupt practice in get- poimted.

tin an alien to vote, a man who knew be Mr. Theo. Bertrand followed in a spee-h in
French wbich lie stated how glaI M r. Prender-

had no right to vote, and this occurred under gast's friends were to hear of his appointmnent. He
the law of Ontario, which expre.sly declares spoke very highly of the known courtesy, integrity
that an act of that kind is corrupt. That and ability of his lionour and that there vas but

happened two or three years ago, and not- one opinion that his lionour woull iiake a good
CP . judge.witbstanding that lewsappointed. I do;juiew he wasa His honour replied to Mr. Nlunson in English and

not say anything against that. Though he Mr. Bertrand iii French. Hie thanked theim both
was carried away, as mnany men are in elec- for their remnarks and the kindly expressions they
tions, to do things he should not have done, had uttered ; he was well aware of the onerous

. duties of the office of a judge and however un-
I think he has proved a very good judge, worthy lie niglt be to fil it lie woutld endeavour to
and it would not be rigit to move that he do so with satisfaction to tlhe menhbers of thle bar
should be deprived of his office. I would not and the coiunity at large. He lopeil ttat Élie
think of doing so. I believe my hon. friendhirn-thik o dong o. belev myhon* fien;1self and the <tler ineners of thle bar whtiie at the
does not intend to press the objection he bar înight le always continuet.
made the other day. It would be satisfac-
tory to the House generally to know that if Hon Mr. DEBOUCIIERVILLE-er
Mr. Prendergast is left on the bench, there trand 's'as the candidate who was defeated
is evera reason to believe and know tndat we the election by Mr. Lauzon.

are leaving there a verv able rnan and a very Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-This
active judge. The day after he was sworn in, BrrnIa od saCnevtv.I
he took is seat in the court and was ad dress-ete i
ed bv two nieibers of the bar on bebasf of cannot be the saine person. The othier was

bar igbealwascniud

the bai., l)oth gentlemen who addressed bim a ibr.
bein- prominent Cinsrvatives, and one of Hon. Mr. BERNIER-VThere are tro
the ineui who addressed bitn is perhaps the nMr. Bertrands. The candidate was r.
irs t an in the Manitoba bar. They spoke S. A. D. Bertrand : the other, Mr. T. O.
of bis abitity, courtesy and integrity, anti in Bertrand, is an attorne.
fact attt ibuted to him the possession of ahle
the qualifications necessary to nake a good Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is it.
judge. The Mr. Bertrand named is, as I have said,

Hon. mmbFErG ObN-Who were those a Conservative. tink it fair to add a word

gentlemen? or wo in regard to the judge's career and
qualifications. He is a mar of education.

Hou. sIr OLIVER MOWAT-M-Nr. Mun- He was educated at tbe Quebec seuinary
son mas one, and hMr. Bertrand the other. and Lavai University, where he graduated

fion. mr. D BO CHERVILLE-Is he in arts and law with high honours. THe
o hiabid in settled in Manitoba in 1881 and bas been

a la~vye1 there for sixteen years. He bas been six

Hon. Sir OIVER ees WAT-Yes. And times elected to the Manitoba legislature.
tjgis is the newspaper account published next 1 He was president of the St. Jean Baptiste
day of MFat took place Society of Manitoba from 1885 to 1896.

qifi ats. He iucsivma of eucton

His Hon. Jdge Prendergast took bis seat in the Hwas focted a he eas sem
ctinty court for tbe first bine this morning, i unanrously as mayor of St. Boniface, and
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was a niember of the provincial Board of
Education for six years, until its abolition
in 1890; and for thelast ten years lie has been
a member of the Council of the University
of Manitoba, whicl office he still holds. If
lie is to renain a judge, an sure it will be a
satisfaction to ny hon. friend to know that
there is every reas n to believe lie is an able
and cultured man, well known to the people
and acceptable to theni. I an glad to be-
lieve that my hon. friend does not intend
to press his objection to the clause.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I ain very much
pleased to hear ny hon. friend say these
things about Mr. Prendergast, and read
sone complimentary tlhings that were said
to him and about hini on the occasion of his
being sworn in. It is gratifving to tind that
lie is not altogether fitted out with a pair of
horns, and that there are somew who tsteem
him--at all events that he lias friends who
esteen him, and that he is not in al] respects
an unfit man to be appointed to that posi-
tion. I have listened very carefully to the
remarks which my hon. friend the Minister
of -Justice lias made, and I think i would
not he inclined to agree with hii as to the
power of the government in dealing with a
judge in such a case as this. Under our
Act of 1882, the Governor General in Coun-
cil lias very extensive powers, and consider-
ing the words "any other cause" in that
section, it could be made to apply to such
cases as the one we have now under consid-
eration.

Hon Sir OLIVER M(OWAT-The words
are incapacity or inability to perform his
duties properly, on account of old age, ill-
health or any other cause.

Hon Mr. FERGUSON-I think it is a
little wider than that, and that the word
" incapacity " is scarcely connected with it
in the way which ny lion. friend thinks it
is. However, I ani not going to press that
inatter further that to say this, that while
it may be true that that Act only
iconteiplated an investigation into the
zonduct of a judge after his appointment,
while that certainly appears on the face of
it to be the meaning and intention of the
Act, imy lion. friend will not deny, I think,
that if the consequences of an illegal act'
committed before his elevation should corne
home afterwards by a transaction, such as

might be done in this case, or by a trial
which miglit result in bis disqualification,
whiclh I do not thlîink would strictlY legally
apply to such an office under the Dominion
government, but to an appointnent under
the Crown as represented by the Governor
of Manitoba-but eveni if he were subject,
as lie miglit be should thiis offence be brouglt
home to him, to tine or imprisonient,
after his elevation to the bench, altlhoughdx
the offence w ere coumitted before it, a
very serious case would arise whicli would
probably call for action on the part of the
Governor General in Council. It is not,
necessary that I should again discuss this
iatter. It has perhaps receivtd all the ds-
cussion in this louse that t ought to receive.
I ai still of opinion that the actions of MIr.
Prendergast were of a very questionable
character, and that it is a very great nis-
fortune for the administration of justice
that these tbings should have been con-
nected with his nane just at the very
time ve may say when he was being
elevated to the bench. Tiere is a difference
between that case and the case of Judge Fitz-
gerald. I do not renuember verv closelv ail
the matters in connection with Judge Fitzre-
raid, but I think, whatever it was that
occurred in his case, it was something that
happened very many years ago, and the con-
sequences of a pros< cution could not possibly
be brought home to him at the time he was
appointed to the bench. That is correct at
ail events as far as the date of the offence. It
was an offence that had happened so long
ago, if it were one at all, that the man might
fairly be held to have lived it down, and
as the legal consequences could not be
brought home to himîî. it could not lie urged
against his appointnment. In this case
the strong feature about it is that the
time had not elapsed which would sup-
port a prosecution in bringing the charge
home to Judge Prendergast. and the conse-
quences might follow. However, I am not
going to object any further to the couise
which mv on. friend proposes to pur-
sue. He bas not, as I understand it, come ex-
actly to the conclusion that the Act does not
ineet such a case. At ail events, lie is in a
judicial frame of mind upon the subject, and
that being so, I ani disposed to leave the
matter in the hiands of myîv hon. friend with
the wislh that lie nay in the future do a
little better than lie lias done in the past.
This bill involves an increase of 91OO in the
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salaries of all the judges of Manitoba. The that time was over 850,000,000. Since that
estimates only provide for the $2,400 to time there have been a number of loans
each. made. In 1888, a loan was made for $21,-

500,000 ; in 1892, $18,000,000 ; in 1894,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE B L -$10,950,000. In addition to that, the Sav-

That is after three years' service. ings Banks deposits increased 85,669,000.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-That is a Su that at present the borrowing power is

printer's error. I did not observe it until reduced to $8,000,000. Of course, the Gov-

the matter came here, and it was not obser- ernor in Council taking pow er to borrow

ved by my hon. friend who had charge of the mlloney, it does not follow that the monev
bill in the other House. I propose to bring will be borrowed except as necessity arises.

in a short bill to make that $2,400. I would Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
move this as an amendment now, but I think No troub:e about spending it.
it is a matter which we have no jurisdictionto
amend. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are outstanding

BOWELL- now temporary loans about $5,000,000, and
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- two or three millions of that was outstand-

I do not think it is too much- ing at tl:e time the government assumed

Hon. )Ir FERGUSON--No, I do not office, and the balance of it is due to the

think it is. present government. Then the capital ap-
propriations in the estimates this year,

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-No, but , chiefly for the finishing of the canals, which
could not.justify giving the Manitoba judges itwas understood wereto becompletedwithin
82,500 and the judges of the other pro- the next eighteen months to the fourteen
vinces 82,400 ; but if I can prevail to make feet, would be $7,154,000, Crow's Nest
them all 82,500 I would agree to it. Pass, 84,300,000. Those eere the im-

mediate items the necessities of which
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- required this bill. With this 815,000,-

I have always thought, considering the posi- 000 it would leave the borrowing powers at
tion of our judges and the way they have the present moment $20,613,000 as the
to live, that their salaries are too small : I $8,613,000 is the exact amount which the
amn speaking as the salaries simply, and Governor in Council is now authorized to
have no reference to Mr. Prendergast. borrow.

Hon. Mr. BAIRD, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

PUBLIC SERVICE LOAN BILL.

SECOND READING.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr- SCOTT-I move that the bill
be read the third time to-morrow. It is not
usual tu refer money bills to a committee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ld lik b:1 i- l h

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read- i e W e postve y sur n,

in- of bill (148) "An Act to authorize the point. Are there any money bills not

raising, by way of loan, of certain sums of referred to the Committee of the Whole?

money for the public service." He said :-- on. Mr. SCOTT-No, no money bib.
The bill now before us authorizes the Gov-
ernor in Council to raise, by way of loan, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the sum of 815,000,000. The necessity for Yes; wlien you introduce the estimates
it arises fron the fact that the borrowing you dispense with all rules, you move
power is reduced lower to-day than it has that the rules be rescinded for the
been for very many years. In 1888, which time being, that course has been adopted
was the last occasion when parliament was by all governments for the reason that
asked to authorize the Governor in Council the Senate has no power other than to
t'O borrow, the amount of the borrowing reject, and that extreme step has not been
powers that had then not been exhausted taken or suggested in the past; but I know
was $26,000,000, and authority was asked of no rule which says that money bills shall
at that time to raise, by way of loan, not go to Committee of the Whole, because
$25,000,000, so that the borrowing power at it is there that the discussions can f reely
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take place. We are very loose in discussing in regard to these bounties. Tt is very
questions here. The object of the Committee able that tbey should know for certain
of the Whole is to enable an iiterchange hefore they niake arrangements to carry on
of opini"n, either in debating or in conver- their business, that they are assured to a
sational tone. certain extent of getting the bounties ien-

tiofle( in the bill. The way the bill is word-Hon. M r. MI1LL S - -You caninot amiend th eHon Mr MLLS--Youcanot innd ueed they are flot by any ineans certain of it.
bill. What do you go to comittee for ?1" i Tbey inay inake large preparations, andi the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- overnment bas the power to withhold any
That is quite true, but that does not prevent bounties.
discussion with a view to other action, if Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I wish to reas-
such be deemned adivisable.suchbe (eeln(l avisale.sert the position which I took in regard to

Hon. Mr. POWER-We have never this matter the other day, that these pro-
gone into Commnittee on tý,e Supply Bill. posA bounties (10 fot counterlalance the

cliaie in the dunies. 1 read froin a paperHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But this is not the Supply Bill. It is a bil pulihd in our country that the mana
to authorize the borrowing of 15000,000. of the Nova Scotia Steel Co. in Newc 1,OOOO Glasgow, to which reference bas been made

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You cannot alter a. in te House as a very large industry, have
concluded to reduce the salaries pai 1 hyý themiHon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It isten pr cent. That ix 1dicates tha the

certainly a money bill. managers of the concern, who know what is

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suppose it can be!for its interests and otherwise regard the
discussed at length at the third reading, as operation of this change as prejudicial to

it cntais ony ~thein to, the extent that t.hey are called up-it contains only one clause.
clase.on to redluce the wagres ten per cent.

The m)tion was agreed to.
Hon. 'Mr. SCOTT-The words used here

IRON AND STEEL BOUNTIES BILL. are the words used upon ail occasions. In
the Act of 1894 to provie for the payment
tiCned in t . t-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of bill (145) "An Act to provide for
bounties on iron and steel made in Canada."

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I wish to call the
attention of the government to the first
clause. It appears that the manufacturers
of iron have been struck hard by the present
governnent in the great reduction of duties
upon iron manufactures of all kinds, and
they are to be compensated to some extent
for the losses which they will sustain, and
in order that they nay be able to carry on
their business it is proposed now to give
them a bounty for the manufacture of iron
in Canada. It is a pity-and I wish to call
the attention of the government to the fact
-that they have not made it positive in
place of leaving it optional with the govern-
ment whether they shall be paid or not. It
says :

The Governor in Cotuncil nay authorize the pay-
ment of the following bounties.

and it Icaves the manufacturers in doubt
as to what course the government will take

o ount es on ron and steel manufactures,
it says :

The governmnent mway authorize the payment
of $2 per ton on all pig iton, &c.

Those are the words that are ordinarily
used. They are the parliamentary phrase, I
take it, and I think there can be no doubt
about it. It would be highly inproper to
give authority, unless it , as intended
to exercise the authority, where the Act was
specified to define what can be done. To
the extent of that, I presume the government
will be bound. It would be a departure
from well recognized principles if the
government were to exercise any discretion
at all on that point. There was somé
discussion in the other chamber as to
whether it would apply on iron muade for
export. I do not know what the conclusion
of the House of Commons was, but I
recollect there was a debate on that part of
it, but the Finance Minister, in noving the
resolutions in the other chamber, gave an
estimate of the quantity of steel ingots and
pig iron that would be manufactured and
made now in Canada, and he estimated the
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amount paid for that would be $45,000.
On another class of iron he estimates that
the bounty would be $13,500. Of pig iron
manufactured from ore, which is the largest
quantity, he estimated there would be
$175,000 paid, making a total charge on the
revenue of $233,500 and you will observe
the bill says:

The said bounties shall be applicable only to
steel ingots, puddled iron bars and pig iron made
in Canada prior to the 23rd day of April, 1902.

That limits it to five years. In the other
Act it was limited to a period between
March, 1894, and March, 1899, both days
included, a period of five years from the
date of commencing operations. This Act
follows on that line and proposes that the
bounty shall be paid for a period of five
years.

extent in accord with the provisions of
this Act. Under the old Acts if they
mixed ores, which it is necessary to do in
order to produce a certain kind and quality
of pig iron, the bounty could not be paid.
My recollection leads me to this conclu-
sion at the present moment, that we passed
an Order in Council-I know I recommended
it, but I cannot say positively whether it was
passed-allowing the mixture of foreign
ores with the CanadiaLi ores, but only pay-
ing the bounty proportionate to the amount
of pig that was made f rom the Canadian
ore, and that I think should have been the
principle adopted. But a, my hon. friend
and the governmient do not base the prin-
ciples inlvolved in this resolution upon the
question of protection, I suppose my hon.
friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) will justify
it upon the principle of expediency; per-
ha s thlat miuht be correct from their stand-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1M
There is a marked distinction and difference
between the provisions of this bill and that upon iron manufactured from foreign ore

which stands upon the statute-book at the why it sho retIced t therotput
present moment. First, it is an increase of of i funacesvic is cse o n
the bounty. Secondly, it provides for the Can AsI have r s bin
payment of S3 per ton for all pig iron hastil *ust now I think the have
manufactured fron Canadian ore, and 82 u
per ton for that which is inanufacturedlornitte(l bhlt ause wi parinte
from foreign ore. Under the old law and orgnl ih a s se te as iamert
regulations the bounty could only be, paid tIn many others, the hon. gentlemen have
upon pig iron and ingots manufactured from
Can.adian ore; so that it will be seen that coneo i oon f sol J ope
the principle is extended to that of foreign
ore, allowing the manufacturer of pig iron r
to import from any foreign country the rawf
material-that is the ore-manufacture and n j i 180 wen he ropsitonwas made I)y
smelt into pig iron, and then pay him a
bounty upon that portion of the pig iron i
produced from the ore.iprodced ro the<> ~opposition in this lise, said in discussing

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But the old Act con-the question:
templated foreign ingredients-" such other It bas not proved suffcient. So we enter upon
ingredients as are necessary."ýingrdiets a ar necssay."the inail career of paying the inantifactîmrers for

rnaking iron in this country taxing people in order
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- that an establishment existing in one province

Yes; but it was confined exclusively to the nîay nmke money. This bil preposes to again
product of the Canadian mines. I desire increase it toS82: not onl' that bat to tie up tbe

the~~~~~~~~~ ho.Sceaylitaesol ne ands of parliainent, so th'at this large bounty sliailthe hon. Secretary of State should under-19
stand my position. I am not now complain- continue to the year 7.
ing of the extension of the principle. I I could quote haif a dozen sentences of
know that a difficulty aroqe under the old that kind, but 1 do not -deem it necessary
regulations in paying the bounty, because to do so. I merely wish to call the atten-
the bounty was claimed by the manufac- tion of the House to the expression of opi-
turers when they mixed Nova Scotia with nions but a few years ago of the hon. Secre-
Spanish ores, or other ores which were tary of State, and to ask him, for the benefit
imported. My own view is to a great of those who hold the same opinions that he
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did, for the reasons why he has changed bis nake any engagement which wvill interfere with
opinions expressed so late as 1894. I will its authority. Here is a question of public policy.

It is open to every ian in this ncuntry to invest
not waste the tunse of the House by quoting his monley in whbatever lie pleases. It nay be a
from his remarks, but I want to give the fariming operation, or it imay be a nianufacturing
opinion of what I may consider high autbo- operation ; but you cannot tie the hands of parlia-

rities upon the principle of bounties gene- ment by enabling him to say, "I am carrying on a
rally. Sir Richard Cartwright now the private business in nullig or manufacturmg, and

you cannot alter Vour legislation, because it will be
leader of the governmnent in the lower House, a breach of faith 'with one in carrying on important
when the question of bounties caine up in private business. The whole thing is monstrous,

1894 two or three years ago, oosed and I hope the govermnent will not persist in a
1he e t o of thoye >r b teae <leclaration of that sort. 'here is no contract
tbe extension of the incie y the late teen those parties and the governnent, there is
government in language of this character :no service being rendered : and that being so, I

hop)e the hion. iniister will agree to abandon the
The concluding paragraph here is especially proposition.

objec tionabile. pooiin
I shouid like to ask my hon. friend if be

That is the sane paragraph tiat is in this has changed bis opinion upon these questions?
clause, which binds parlianî,ent for five years.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
'he concluding paragrapi here is especially

objectionable. Nothing can be more oppbsed to lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
all sounud Principles thian an attenpt to tie the
lands of parlianent for a period of ten years. For Then be may make another quotation from
nyself I utterly refuse to be bound bv it, and I say Holv Writ to prove that expediency is

so expressly for the beiefit of those tmtanufacturers justifiable. The justification in this case
that I for one will utterly refuse to be bound by would be that there are different people
any such proposition. I do not recognize the .
authority of this parliamtent to tie the hands of our governing the country. I congratulate the
successors for any detinite term of years. country on the advance which the Liberal

Then my hon. friend who sits before ne party are rapidly making.

just now (Mr. Mills) lad very strong princi- Hon. Mr. MILLS-Advancé-that is
ples upon econonic questions of this kind, Irish.
and he gave utterance to the following lan-
ouage: i Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

.If the.hon. gentleman would let me finish
It seemis to mte that the governmnent im mtaking t

this proposition lias confused two things that are my sentence, it unight not be Irish. I was

wholly different. The government is entering into going to say I congratulate the government
a contract from which the publie receive sone on the advance which they are rapidly
benefit or advantage in returnt for somne service ciples and policy of thoseinaking to the princpean oiyfths
rendered, and nay ask parlianient to mttake a con-
tract or engagement that will be binding for a cer- whom they denoun:ed so vehemently a year
tain period of tite, but as a mnatter of policy where or two ago, in this as in other matters. I
there is no contract between the governtent and hope they will go on advancing, reforming
the party, whtere there is no service rendered by and improving. It may be, however-and
the party to the state for whicli a consideration is erhaps tbere is some force in what tbe hon.
bemng given, the goveronient have no power and P P
this parliaineit lias no auithority whatever to fix a gentleman from Prince Edward Island bas
intie. There is nothing better settled than tiat said-that this government in this propo-

one parlianent cannot bind its successors, ior mîake sition are only pledging in part, for the five
a mnatter of public policy an engagement that wil -
pledge the public faith. I could in hialf an ur years, durmg the existing of parliament,
turn up a dozen cases in hviich mttinisters in Eiglaind and therefore they are not inconsistent in
have expressly laid it down- that suchi an experi- the course they have pursued as indicated by
ment to plge parliament is a most unconstitu- the extracts which I have read. That kind
tional proceedimg. of sophistry I have no doubt may possibly

This is so well put fron the lion. be induliged in ;' I do not think it was in-
gentleman's standpoint that I will, even at dulged in by my bon. friend from Bothwell.
the risk of being a little tedious, read a little But if the principle is applicable to, and if
more: it is enforced in its application to a parlia-

ment, it lias just as much application to a
You have no authority whatever to put the party session of a parliament, because there is no

im the position of saying, " The public faith is
pleged to us.' No rule is better settled than thlat guarantee-although I know muy hon. friends
one parliamient catnnot bind anotier parlianient, or expect it-that they will remain in power
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for five years, nor is there any guarantee that
there mav not be a change in the opinions
of the House of Commons and the Senate in
reference to bounties, before the five years
expire. But unider the conditions of this law
they are morally bound to carry out the
guarantee which is given to the investors
of money for five years fron the passage of
this Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS---Does the honi. 4entle-
man contend that every government now,
supposing there were a change of govern-
ment, would be bound to give effect to t bat ?

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say they would be morally bound. I do not
sav that an incoming government ight not
repeal it : they have full power to repeal it,
and the parliament would have full power
to repeal it, but I say it would be a gross
injustice to men who have invested their
money in that enterprise, for any parliaient
or class of politicians to change the law
until the expiration of that tine.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Supposing it became
clear that it was for the public interest to
make a change, does the lion. gentleman say
that c ntracts of that sort, entered into by
governments relating solely to public policy,
and not to the service to be performed bvothepart, ae bidiy

gives them ihree dollars, and it gives them
two dollars for the production of an article
for which, under the old law, they could not
receive onie cent. So that this does not
stand in the position of a total repeal. I
do not propose to discuss constitutional
questions, but I krow that to common
sense men, who have any regard for the
rights of investors of money under a
promise of the government, they should be
indemnified if such promise be violated.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing the parlia-
ment should declare that a certain rate of
taxation should exist for five years, and par-
ties invest under that, would a new govern-
ment not be morally bound to adhere to
that rate of taxation ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
do hot think it is worth w-hile discussing
supposititious questions of that kind. There
is no tariff ever placed on the statute-book
of which I have any knowledge--perhaps
nmy lion. friend can correct me if I am wrong
-in which there has been any declaration
in the clauses continuing a tax of that kind
any length of time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where is the differ-
ence?

the otherparty, are binding upon the coun- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
try, and that they should submit 7 There is this difference: when a tax is

placed upon the statute-book every one
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I knows that that is subject to a change at

say nothing of the knd. any moment, and if an investor puts money
in anv enterprise, or buys goods with that

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I think the hon. gen- tariff upon the statute-book, he knows he
tieman did. runs the risk at the next session of Parlia-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I ment of having that tax raised or decreased,
say that if it was found in the interest of but in this case he enters into an arrange-
public policy and in the interest of the ment in which lie invests his noney with
country, that this clause should be repealed the positive declaration on the part of par-
two years hence, after men had invested a liament that that shall continue for five
large sum of money in it, parliament would years. The hon. gentleman siakes his head.

not only be justified, but equitably they It says it shall continue for fivé years, and
would be bound to indemnify those who if my hon. friend can see no distinction

had invested money under the law. I con_ between the two
sider that to be a moral and equitable Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing it said one
obligation devolving upon the government. hundred years
I can understand this proposition very well
coming within that category, because, Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
under the law as it stands, it is only two The hon. gentleman may suppose until
dollars that is given for the production of doomsday. I do not propose answering ail
iron, but this goes further, and must there- bis suppositions. I will let hir put bis case
fore injure the investors of money in as he pleases when he rises. 1 want to hear
this enterprise to a greater extent. It my hon. friend justify the vote he is about
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giving, because if he acquiesces in it without which we were not responsible? Our views
a vote being taken, he is just as responsible are unchanged. If we were creating this
as if he voted for it. It might be well to call for for the first time, then we would be open to
a vote and place the hon. gentléman in the the censure and ridicule the hon. gentleman
position of voting against the government.
I congratulate my hon. f riend, the Secretary would be liable to se'ere censure if we
of State, on ais conversion and hope lie will refused to recognize the conditions uder
continue to improve, and lie will be a good whic those industries were brouht into
politician by and by. existence, and supported by the people of

ithe country for so many years. If we
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no conver- entirely ignored that -and proposed to abo-

sion, I hold the saie views now as then, lislh ail protection, I think we would be
oilv we are under artificial conditions creat- liable to severe condemnation. There is no
ed by the late governnent. It should not inan in this country w'ho wvould be so unfair,
require any explanation. We are takingno inatter how extreme a view he might
away fron the manufacturers a large amount take of the folly of protection, as to reject
of protection. The protection they pre- this proposition. I think we would not be
viouslv had was fouir dollars. They had two justitied ii sweeping away industries which
dollars a ton bounty. We are cuttg it have grown up, and it is for that reason the
down to a dollar and a half and two dollars. governnent feel bound to bring in the bill

now before us. We have modified it, and
Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWVELL '--- S the wvorld knows our views. Men have

Apply that principlc to the proposition of to rearrange their business and to recognize
my hon. friend from Bothwell. that a period is coming when protection, we

Hon. Mr.SCOTT-We are in this position : hope, will be swept away. It will take a

under Acts of parliament which have h een nc tinte to do it. \e cannot do it by a
revived from year to year, industries have i Act of parliament. It would be

sprung up, and large bodies of men have monstrous if we were to do it. My views

interests invested : many claim that we are not changed on the subject, but I have

should say to the eighit or ten thousand peo- to recognize present conditions and act

pie whose interests are involved: "You had accordigly.
no right to be in this business, you should Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
have gone into some other." There is just this difference between the

arguments-if I nay so term theni-of ny
Hon. Sr MACK ENZIE LOWELL-I lion. friend and the facts. He refers to Sir

did not say so. Robert Peel. Sir Robert Peel reduced the

Hon. M31r. SCOTT-]n that event we duties until they were wiped out, but ny
would be liable to be condemned even by our hon. friend has mcreased the duties.
own friends. The hon. entlnan says thiere Hon. Mr. SCOTT--We have reduced the
was an assurance given to capitalists to go customs duties.
into this industry. Acts of parlianent were
passed upon it. We have to recognize that. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is just one of the fearful effects of You have done that which you condemned
protection, that once vou fasten it on the velemently when in opposition; you have
country there is no getting away from it. reduced the customns duty, but you more
When Sir Robert Peel, in 1841, turned from than compensate by the bounty duty, which
one side to the other, being a protectionist .you said was robbery of the farmers.
to a free trader, did be sweep away the tariff
at once ? He did nothing of the kind. IHe Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
took many years to do it. We have in this Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Ilouse taken away, on the average, about say you have reduced the customs duty, but
one dollar of the protection they hîad. ou have more than compensated the manu-Supposvou hav more than ooensee thel manu-eý
Supposing we had done more, would not the facturers by the bounty which you have
hon. gentleman be the first one-and pro- given.
perly so-to condemn the government for
not recognizing a condition of things for Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have not.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.J.)---I am
You have given thein two dollars bounty on glad the government have agreed to increase
pig iron manufactured from foreign ore, on the bounty, and in that manner offset, to
which they received not a cent under the some extent, the reduction they have made
old Act ; therefore you have not acted upon in the duty on imports of those materials.
the policy of Sir Robert Peel, nor of Mr. These industries are very important in the
Reid who introduced the-free trade theory maritime provinces, especially the province
in New South Wales a year or two ago, by of Nova Scotia. We all know that there
graduallv reducing duties. There would be are large numbers of persons engaged
some force in the lion. gentleman's arguments in the production of iron and steel at New
if he had continued the bounty and taken a Glasgow and several other places in that
certain amount of that protection fron thei province, and the fact of these persons being
with the ultimate intention of depriving engaged in that business puts a large amount
thein of the whole. But wvhat have they of money in circulation. I believe it is
done? They have decreased the customs asserted, and has been proved, that 80 per
duty, whiclh enables the agricultural imple- cent of the whole amount expended in the
ment manufacturer to obtain his raw ma- production of ion and steel, is expended in
terial cheaper than he did under the old law ; labour, and in that way is a benefit 'to a
but they have not reduced the duty upon the great number of persons. We find in the
ianufactured article, which they said was section in which this business is carried on
robbing the fariner, and they have compen that towns which a short time ago were hut
sated the pig iron manufacturer by increas- small villages are inicreasing rapidly in
i-ng the bounty. Now everybody knows i extent and population, and that the people
that a dollar bounty to the producer is who live there are in very comfortable
better than a dollar pro:ection. circumistances financially, because they have

Lad steady eniploynient and good wages, and

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a less charge on it is gratifying to find that the government
is keeping up tliis bounity, enabiing, the

the public. ý
die pblic.industry to be carried on l)etter than it 'vas

before. It is true that, owving to the redue-
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 5 tion in dutv, he pesons employed in these

it a less charge on the public ? The manufactures of iron and steel have given
argument of my lion. friend who is con- teir employés notice that there wouldbe a
stantly interrupting nie, is this, that you reduction of 10 per cent made in their
are putting your hand into the pockets of vages ; it is possible that, after this bil
people who do not use iron at al, to keep passes, they may not enforce that reduction
up this industry. You have extended that and tlîat they may still pay tue former rate
principle. I am not finding fault with it of ageS. The fact of tliis îiioney being
I an only compliimenting the lion. gentle- circulated ii tlat provipce, and 80 many
iman, but I (o hope when he rises to niake persons being engaged in that manufacture,
an explanation in the future, he will iiiae makes a large and convenient market for the
it so plain that it is understandable, and so agricultural production of our province, and
that it may not be considered fallaceous and although many years ago, when the recipro-
absurd ; or inake it in such a manner city treaty was in force, we were able to ex-
as to leave the impression on the port very large quantities of our produets
ninds of those who hear him that his to the United States, stili since that treaty
hearers know nothing of what he is talking bas been abrogated and various industries
about. I find that my hon. friend proposed, have sprung up in the neighbouring province,
wlien the late government introduced a we find there a market wlich is almost suf-
bill to continue bounties upon iron that he ficient for the productions of Our province,
suggested a bounty upon exports of wheat. not entirehy in Nova Scotia but there bas
Why bas he not carried that out? I do been also a very large portion of our produe-
hot object to it, although he does not now con- tions rnarketed in Newfoundland. The
siderit necessary to do it for the benefit of the mines at Sydney, Cape Breton and other
farmers for whom he expressed so much places have a great number of sniali vessels
solicitude when in opposition, and whom he employed in carrying coal from those mines
ias forgotten since hib advent to office. to our province, where there is no coal. It
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enables them to get return freights from Hon. Mr. SCOTT--No restriction. 1
Prince Edward Island to the mines. When notice when the other bil was introduced it
they go back they carry our hay, pork, beef did not go to committee. It was read the
and vegetables of all kinds, and many things three times at once. A message was brought
that the miners require, preserved fruits, for froi the buse of Common the hst day and
the productionof which there is an establish- the bi p;ssed through ail its stages under
ment in the island. It is of great imnport- a suspension of the rules. It didfot go to
ance t- ceotain of these industries that they a conmittee.
should know in what position the export
duties are to stand under this bill. There
is a certain kind of iron made, called charcoal
iron, for which there is a great demand for
export, and which brings a much higher price
abroad than it commands in Canada, and it
is essential that those people should know

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

nerr uev are uo receive Fle lJouiy o>n Hon. Mr. SCOTT noved the second read-
exports of that kind of iron. This bill should ing of Bill (136) " An Act further to amend
go further than it does and declare that this the Civil Service Superannuation Act." He
bounty should be paid on iron exported as said -This is a very short bill and applies
well as on that which is used for consumnp- only to per-ons who have been in the Civil
tion in Canada. Service and have been dismissed. The object

i of the bill is to enable the Governor inHoni. NIMr. S,'COTT-I amn unable to grive a ,
positive answer to my hon. friend. The Council, under a recommendation from the

claus~e provides that the Governor in Council Treasury Board. to pay to parties dismissed
mav make regulations to carry out the in- from the service the mioneys they had paid
tention of the Act. There is no restriction towards the superannuation fund before the
whatever in the Act, so far as the export smissal, and interest threon not exceeding
goes; nor, from a hasty reading of the Act five per cent per annum. It was felt the

of 1894, do I find there is any mention of the government had not power to pay back
export. I arn not aware whether any' those moneys unless there was other than a
eprtu a u n political reason for dismuissal. It would bepremniurn was put on ore exported.

highly unfair that they should be deprived
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We of the money and the interest upon it. This

never inquired what becamue of it. bill is to enable the governient to recoup
their advances to the superannuation fund.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite unable to
say what the policy of the government would
be on that subject. It follows simply the
same lines as the Act of 1,S94 did, leaving it
to the Governor in Council to make regula-
tions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think we may fairly infer, fromn the reading
of this bill, that the bounty is payable on all
pig iron mîanufactured in Canada in the pro-
portions stated. I come to that conclusion
froi reading the debate in the House of
Common , where I think it was Mr. Foster,
who called attention to what he thought
were restrictions contained in the original
proposition to prevent a bounty being paid
upon exports, and Mr. Fielding, the Minister
of Finance, said he would consider the
question if it were laid over. This bill, I
take to be the result of that consultation, be
cause there is no restriction in it.

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not fully understand the meaning of the
last expression of the hon. gentleman wlen
he said that for purposes other than for po-
litical reasons. Are we to understand that,
if an officer is dismissed for political reasons
he is to be deprived of the advantages
which would accrue from the passage of
this bill?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it is to enable
the government to repay him his money.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend said dismissal for other than po-
litical reasons.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If a person is dis-
missed for crime, the praceice of the govern-
ment has been not to repay him the amount
of his contribution to the superannuatiol
fund.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I effecting a saving, promoting the eficiency
am aware of that fact. If an officer is dis- of the service, to remove a man who is totally
missed for misbehaviouý he would not be unfit for the position, though he May not
entitled to anything, but the reason I asked have served the full terr of years, you can
for information was from the expression of add to the number of years which he las
the hon. gentleman when he said it was in served, and that entitled him to superannua-
cases of dismissals for other than political tion. That is provided for. The practice
reasons, that they wanted the power to re- has been, although there is no law for it,
pay them. that if an officer is serving the country and

Hon.l'U. SCTT-he hn. entlmanyou want to abolish the office and he is not
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman ette osprnutoyucngv i

misunderstood me. It is quite the reverse. atity; s a mie rau are m

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is conmended to parliament. This bil, as I
not the word "dismissed " a rather harsh understand it, is to give power to the gov-
term under the circumstances ? Is it pro- ernment, without the intervention of parlia-
posed, that if an officer is removed under ment, to give a gratuity to a man whom
the provisions of the Civil Service Act, they have dismissed or removed froin Dffice.
which provides for cases where an office is Would it not be botter if ou said Iany
abolished for the purpose of effecting person dismissed or removed" you miglt
etliciency and economy in the service that remove a man for certain causes, which does
this Act is to apply not coe within the meaning of the Act,

and then you take power to grant the gra-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It does not apply tuity. I do not like the word dismised.

he would not be entitled to receive the Hon. Mr. POWER-Section Il of the
money. money.Civil Service Superatinuation Act says that

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I if any person to whon this Act applies is
cannot understand what the word "dis- removed from office in consequence of the
missed " meanse What are to be the reasons abolition of the office for the purpose of im-
for dismissa ? If a man is to be disïnissed for proving the organization of the department
fraud, he should receive no benefit. That is to which he belongs, or is removed or retired
quite right. If he is to ie dismissed because fhrom office to promote efflciency or economy
of the abolition of his office, what then? in the public service, the Governor in Couneil

may grant hit such a gratuity as wil fairly
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He gets his super- compensate him. The man who is dismissed

annuation, or the amount that he bas ad- for any other reason is not entitled appar
vanced, repaid with five per cent interest. ently to any alowance, and this bi em-
The law provides for that. This bil doe1 powers the govelnment to repay the amount
apply in cases of that kind. contributed under the superannuation fund,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- with interest, to persons dismissed for offen-
h sive partisanship. I presume that is the

I be thehon genlemas prdon T commiended of paIamtehn. getslm, aosI

is no such provision in the law. Therete go
is no provision in the law for paying anmnot think such a paymeen siould be made,
officer who is disitissed. If he is removed we should throw out the bifi.

to effect effWciency in the service, or on Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
account of the abolition of office, before he In the first lace I do not think any one
bas served the time which justifies thev ashould be dismised for the cause the ion.

puttng im n te spernntot li te agertlman mentioned, unless it is a case of
lie can be superannuated, ntohriea ry aggravated character. You had
I understand the object of the governmente ra-

is tistha whre heyareremvin 80tisan conduct": thon the public would un-
many officers who do not coe within the t d t i e
meaning of the superannuation law, that er i ean

they shall be entitied to be paid back a cer- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-
tain amount of money from the superannua- Would not those parties be entited to their
tion fund. The law makes this provision, superannuaton allowance although they
that if it j f necessary for the purpose of were dimsedrc Those persons whom un il
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proposed to benefit under this bill have not
committed any fraud, so far as we know.
They are persons, I believe, who have taken
an active part in the elections and voted
for the government which was defeated at
the polls. Now, it is within my recollection,
at the time responsible government was
granted to the provinces, that this question
came up in the legislatures of the different
provinces-at any rate in some of them-as
to whether the new government coming in
should have the right which they claim of
dismissing those who were office holders
under the former government because they
had voted against the Reform government
which came in. If my memory is right, a
despatch was received from the hon. Secre-
tary of State setting forth that, as these
people had committed no offence known to
the law, having only voted in favour of the
government they were serving, as it was
their duty to do, that therefore they should
not be dismissed. Now, that principle is
being reversed, and because people have
voted for the government which was de-
feated at the polls, they are dismissed from
office.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am surprised that
the hon. gentleman should make such ,
statement. There has not been a single
instance given of a man being dismissed for
simply voting.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-
There are instances-not a single instance,
but several within my own knowledge and
recollection and I can name the parties here
if necessary.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-You could name
them by dozens if it was necessary.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
could name dozens from common report,
but I could name some of my own know-
ledge.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We will hear of
them next session probably.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We have heard
enough of them this session.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-If
there was no other charge against them but
that of being active partisans, and if they
were entitled to their superannuation under
the Superannuation Act, why should they

now be sent off and merely refunded the
money they had paid into that fund which
should entitle them to certain moneys for
life? I do not see that there is any justice
or fair play in taking that course. If they
were entitled, before losing office, to super-
annuation then they should receive it. •

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-The bill
repeals no part of the existing law. It takes
away from no one any right which he has
now, But it is found in the cases of some
of those persons dismissed for political
partizanship that the minister did not feel
at liberty to say that they should have the
superannuation allowance, and that was all
that the present law provided for.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You could not, under the present law, grant
the superannuation allowance unless the
party had served ten years.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I an
speaking of those who, if the Governor
in Council chose, would be entitled to
superannuation. The minister does not
think, under the circumstances, that the
dismissed officiais should get that advantage,
but is willing that they should be repaid what
they contributed to the superannuation fund,
with interest. We could not do that under
the law as it stands now, so we ask this
power in order to do something for the
men to whom I have referred. With regard
to persons having been dismissed merely for
voting, that was never intended. No min-
ister ever intended to dismiss any one for
merely voting. If it has been done, it was
done contrary to our policy and intention.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-The leader of the
government has informed us what the gov-
ernment do not intend to do, but will he
inform us what the government intend to do
in the case of employés of over ten years
standing? Take the case of a foreman, or a
lockmaster, who had been contributing to
the superannuation fund for twenty-nine
years; he and others in a similar position on
the canals have been disnissed. Since that
date, also, the collector on the saine canal
has been dismissed. Now, those gentlemen
have not been political partizans-have not
taken part in elections further than voting.
The hon. gentleman from Halifax (Mr.
Power) says that not one official has been
dismissed for simply voting; what action do
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the government intend to take in cases of
that kind i Do they intend to pay those
men the amount they are entitled to under
the Superannuation Act, or do they intend
to take advantage of this measure to refund
them simply what they have paid into the
superannuation fund with interest at five
per cent ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-They
have committed no offence against the law.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I have
merely stated the general policy adopted, and
the general intention of the government with
regard to these matters.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-The government
have stated what they did not intend
to do in certain cases. I am asking what
they intend to do in special cases such as I
have mentioned. I am sure the House
would like clearly to have that information
before them before adopting this bill.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am
afraid I cannot give my hon. friend any
information on that point beyond what he
has.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-In case any one of
those parties is dissatisfied and declines to
take the money which he has paid into the
superannuation fund, with interest on it, and
desires to sue the government, are the govern-
ment willing to allow an opportunity of
testing the matter in the courts ?

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I do not
think there is anything to contest in the
courts. The statute does not give an abso-
lute right to the superannuation allowance.
It only gives power to the Governor in Coun-
cil to grant it, but it is generally granted,
under ordinary circumstances, as a matter of
course, not because the party is intitled to
it as a matter of law, but because the Gov-
ernor in Council, exercising the power he
has, chooses to give the superannuation
allowance.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-But surely there is
some principle on which the government
act. If the man has committed no fault or
offence, surely no government would deny
him the right that the law gives ? In that
case the government could not possibly deny
him the right, and I think he would be
entitled te have the matter fairly tested to
see if there has been any just or sufficient
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cause for his dismissal. The hon. gentleman
from Stadacona (Mr. Landry), for instance,
has cited several cases where people had
been dismissed who had not even voted,
merely on the complaint of Mr. Choquette,
or a member of the Local House. If that is
to be the case, we do not know where this
matter will stop. We know that one of the
officials of this House, the door keeper,
demanded the dismissal of the deputy
ininisters. If that principle is going to pre-
vail, what is to be done ? Surely if the
government take that course they ought to
have some consideration.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Minister of Justice is quite right.
There is no power given to the government.
While superannuation is permissive, the rule
has been always to grant it unless there has
been cause not to do it. If a man has not
behaved himself and the government dismiss
him, the power is given to the Governor in
Council to reduce the number of years on
which the superannuation should be made.
I can scarcely conceive it possible, in the
cases stated by the hon. gentleman from
Argenteuil (Mr. Owens), that superannua-
tion should be withheld from that lock-
master. There is no crime charged against
the man. Unfortunately for himself and
his family, he happened to be a Conserva-
tive, but we are assured that he was not a
violent partizan. He had served twenty-
nine years as lockmaster, and yet he has
been dismissed without the slightest consid-
eration. I should think any one having any
regard at all for right would place that man
upon the superannuation list. There may
be this difficulty: he may not be of suffi-
cient age to be superannuated, and then un-
less they have the plea that it is done for
the sake of efficiency and the improvement
of the service, the government cannot, under
the law, put him on the superannuation list,
and hence they should have come to parlia-
ment to ask for an appropriation to pay him
back his money with interest. Is this man
sixty years of age?

Hon. Mr. OWENS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then I çan understand where the difficulty
arises. It is a gross, palpable injustice. I
know a case in Manitoba which, to my mind,
is exceedingly hard: that of a man with a
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family of seven or eight children. Because punish officiais. It leaves the discretion with
he went into a political meeting at the local them to say whether a dismissed servant
elections and defended himself against a sbould have the full amount, or a certain
charge of disloyalty, be is denounced by the amount of that wbich he bas contributed to
present Attorney General of Manitoba and the superannuation fund. This should be so
the gentleman who represents that constitu- amended as to compel the payment of a
ency as a violent partisan, and has been certain sum except where dismissed for mis-
turned outon the world. Thoseof his religious conduct.
creed had been attacked as disloyal, and
when his name was mentioned he rose Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.L)---An-
in defence of himself as being of that creed, other clause should be added to the bill to
and gave as a proof of bis loyaltythat he went provide that where persons have been a
to Manitoba with Lord Wokeley to assist in sufficient time in the Civil Service to entitle
putting down the rebellion, and was in the them to superannuation, the government
service of the government for a long time, he should have the power and right to pay
was dismissed as a violent partizan. He them the sperannuation to which they were
used to represent a constituency in Manitoba entitled, if they have only been guilty of a
for several years in the local legislature. He political offence.
was a strong politician, I suppose. He was
accused of having left his office as sub-collec- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I think
tor of customs to attend political meetings, my hon. fSriend, in making that suggestion
and put the United States collector in charge as an gmendment to the bill, did not
of his office during his absence. The United
States collector made an affidavit that the remember for the moment what House he

statement was absolutely untrue, and that was in. The bill affects the revenue and we

this man had always attended to his own have no power to amend.

business. That charge having failed, the
next charge was that he went to a political Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
meeting, and his own statement is, that he Then I should be inclined to reject the bill
having been attacked, and those belonging altogether.
to his faith attacked as disloyal, be arose
and defended himself. That is his explana- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT - That
tion. I have read all the correspondence would be against the interest of those per-
which has taken place between him and the sons who have been dismissed. I know that
Controller and can find no other evidence, some hard cases have occurred. I feel sorry
yet that man is deprived of his office without for them and should be glad to see them
a single cent gratuity. He is not put on remedied.
the superannuation list. He cannot be,
because be has not been long enough in
the office, and be is thrown out on the world They can be remedied if the hon. gentleman
with a family of seven or eight children. I puts down bis foot and says, justice must be
intend to bring the matter up next session done. I cannot conceive it possible, that li
and ask for papers. is a man of so little influence in the govern-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What is his name h

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
is the sub-collector at Gretna. His name is
Tennant. I made the appointment myself.
The man is well fitted for the office. He is
an educated man who does his work well,
and to the satisfaction of the country. I
would suggest, in order that there may be
more positiveness about this bill, when we go
into committee to add a few remarks to make
its provisions clear, and not leave it so much
to the option of the government of the day to

ment that be could not do it. Let him
prove the sincerity of his sorrow by seeing
that justice is done.

The motion was agreed
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

to and the bill
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 29th June, 1897.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven
o'clock a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (148) "An Act to authorize the
raising by way of loan, of certain sums of
money for the public service."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (149) "An Act to provide for Boun-
ties on Iron and Steel made in Canada."-
(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (140) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting Judges of Provincial Courts."-
-(Sir Oliver Mowat.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the Orders of
the Day are disposed of, I may be allowed
to do what I have never done in the House
before : that is, to call attention to a para-
graph in a newspaper. In the Citizen this
morning, I find the following paragraph in
what purports to be a summary of the re-
port of our proceedings yesterday afternoon:

If the Senate was going to iiivestigate, said
Senator Power, the sooner it got to work the
the better, for he had heard that one public inan
likely to be required (probably meaning Mr. Tarte)
was about to sail soon for Europe.

I do not wish to have any misapprehen-
sion on that subject. I was not dreaming
of the hon. Minister of Public Works; the
gentleman whom I had in my mind was a
gentleman who was a member of the late
administration, whose connection with rail-
way subsidies was known to be of a very
interesting character. I may say, since I
made those observations, I have learned
that that gentleman who, it was understood,
was to sail for England on Saturday has
determined to accelerate his departure and
sail from New York to-morrow, leaving this
city to-day.

An Hon. MEMBER-What is the name?

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is not necessary
to give the name, and I refrain f rom giving
it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-We ought to have it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is another
circumstance to which I would bring the
attention of the leader of the opposition.
The Citizen newspaper is regarded as being
the organ of the Conservative party in this
city. It has never stated it was not the
organ, as the Globe has done with reference
to the Liberal party, and it is generally
assumed to be the organ of the Conservative
party in this city. Now, in this morning's
Citizen there is an article under the heading
" The Job explained " which I take to be a
gross contempt of parliament. It is very
well known, hon. gentlemen, that if a matter
which is before a county court is discussed
in the press and conclusions drawn about it
and language used calculated in any way to
influence the mind of the judge or the minds
of the public or the jurors, if there are any,
that that is a contempt of court which can,
be punished by the judge; and here we have
a matter before the high court of parliament,
and have a newspaper undertaking to pre-
judge the case and to tell what the evidence
will show when no one knows what the evi-
dence is going to show. I do not ask that
any summary steps should be taken by this
House for the purpose of enforcing its author-
ity and protecting its dignity, but hon.
gentlemen opposite should see that their
organs are not guilty of contempt of this
House. Hon. gentlemen appear to be- and
properly so-very anxious respecting the
privileges and dignity of the Senate; to my
mind, nothing is a more gross infringement
of our privileges and dignity than the pub-
lication of this article respecting the investi-
gation going on before a committee of this
House.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You did not
read the statement.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not propose
to read the whole article.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have not read
it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to know why my hon. friend
called my attention to this article I

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is particularly fond of calling the attention
of this House to newspaper articles.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When I do that I generally gave the
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reasons for doing so, and I would like the
hon. gentleman to understand that the cus-
todian of the honour of this House is the
leader of the House, and not myself. If
the rules of the House had been infringed,
if a contempt of the Senate exists in this
article, it is the duty of the leader of the
House to take cognizance of it and to bring
the party to punishment if lie deems it
worthy of punishment. If I occupied my
hon. friend's position, and I thought that
the dignity of the House had been infringed
-if there had been a gross infringement of
the rules and privilege of the House, I
should net hesitate a moment to take cogni-
zance of it and bring the party to punish-
ment. Not being in that position, it does
not fall upon me to take action, any more
than it does on the hon. gentleman who has.
spoken. If the statements made by the
senior member for Halifax (Mr. Power) be
correct-and I presume they are correct or
he would not have made the statement-
that some person who is well known to have
had something to do with railway subsidies,
and, as lie insinuates, not very creditably, is
about leaving the country, his duty was to
have called the attention of the committee
to that fact this morning so that he could
have been served with a subpena, and
detained here in order to obtain from him
such information as the hon. gentleman in-
timates he could give in connection with
this and other matters with which he has
been connected. I am not aware of any
member of the late administration who
occupies the position that the lion. gentle-
man says lie does, more particularly in refer-
ance to the investigation going on at
present. If lie is going away for the pur-
pose of evading a summons--

Hon. Mr. POWER- did not say that
he was.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
but the lion. niember intimated it. The hon.
gentleman said distinctly that there was a
member of the late administration who had
been connected with these railway subsidies,
and that he was about going to England, and'
that he had facilitated his movenients by
arranging to leave to-morrow. That would
imply that this gentleman, whoever is
meant, is going to leave the country for the
purpose of evading the service of a summons
and giving evidence, or it means nothing.

That is the language the hon. gentleman
used, and I repeat, that if he had done
his duty this morning before the committee,
he would have given that information to us
in order that a summons might have been
issued forthwith to detain him in this
country, for the purpose of divulging any
secrets that lie may have, or for the pu pose
of extracting from him an admission of any
misconduct on his part. It is extremely
unfair that while he speaks of a newspaper
being guilty of contempt of this House, he
at the same time throws out insinuations
against a gentleman-we do not know who
it is, or who h'e means-leaving the im-
pression upon the House, and when re-
ported to the world, leaving the impression
upon the public mind, that some member
of the late administration is culpable in con-
nection with this railway deal, and that he
is leaving the country for the purpose of
preventing the truth being elicited from him
in connection with it. It certainly bears no
other construction. If my hon. friend has
any other construction to put upon it I
should like to hear him give it. In all
cases I think the hon. gentleman will give
me credit for this, that if I have called
attention to newspaper articles, I have
given my reasons for it, and I have either
given them a flat.contradiction, or made an
explanation as to why I brought the matter
up. The hon. gentleman might just as well
have called attention to an article in the
Citizen in which Mr. Bertrand, one of the
proprietors of La Presse gives the lie-that is
the Anglo Saxon word lie uses- direct to a
Minister, Mr. Tarte, who charges him

Hon. Mr. POWER-That has nothing to
do with this House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, but it has to do with this investigation.
He might just as well have referred to the
other article in which Mr. Bertrand gives
the lie direct to the statement made by the
minister that he had an interest in the
bridge scheme in connection with the South
Shore Railway.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) and the hon.
leader of the opposition appear to be anxious
to know the language used in this article.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was not anxious. I read it this morning.
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member froi Prince Edward Island, who is
about to leave immediately. He cannot be
subject to any charge of this kind, and it
could not have been intended for him. It
would be only right that the hon. member
should name the party for whom it was
intended.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is nothing
before the Heuse.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
ACT AMENDMENT BlLL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of bill (136) ^l An Act to further amend
the Civil Service Superannuation Act."

grant, you can discuss in the committee the
propriety of making the grant, and you
might point out reasons which would induce
the government to change it, while if you
adhere strictly to the rules of the House
you can speak but once. The object of the
committee is in order that you can discuss
calmly, and in a conversational manner
across the floor of the House, the different
clauses. I am also informed that this sys-
tein of reading a bill at length at the table
is obsolete. It was the practice a great
many years ago in the Imperial parliament,
and though in this House very often short
bills are read at table by the clerk, it is not
practised in the Imperial parliament at the

967

Hon. Mr. POWER-The whole article Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
is of the character I indicated, but I wish, do not propose raking any objection to the
in order that there may be no mistake about bil further than to point out the right of
the matter and in order that the hon. gen- the Senate to amend this ll if it is thought
tlemen may feel that my language has been proper te do 80. I have taken some trouble
perfectly justified, to read the last two sen- during the recess to make inquiry from the
tences in the article. They read as follows :- est parliaentarians that we have upon

In the light of the above facts is any investiga- this eubject, and there is no doubt wlat-
tion needed, and what is it needed for? Are not ever, that we have the right to change and
the facts themnselves damning proof of a gigantic anend bis of this character, so long as we
act of public robbery? do not make any proposition by which a

Is not that prejudging the case? tax would le levied upon the people. We

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- have the right to say how, and why, the
That is very strong language. muney should le paid, and we can direct

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, it is very strong themanner in whih it is to le paid other

language. Itlan that which is provided for in the bi.

man would have expressed his intentioe In looking at Todd and Bourinot, I find

that his organ should not use such language i w ha a bsotet Vo hg
as that in the future with respect to the
matter which is before the committee. its wording so long as we keep within the

Hon.liits I have already indicated. There is

If I had any control of the newspapers I atetino th ne 1 w s argue
might. atnino h eae twsagernight.yesterday that it was noV necessary to go

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The into cormittee upon the bil. Now, the
senior member for Halifax(Mr. Power)should authorities lay down this rule, that any ll,
give us further informationas tothe identityof whether it le the Supply Bil or any other,
the memberof thegoveinnienthe referstowho which cou-es frorn the House of Commons,
is leaving for England to evade the investi- should receive not only its three read-
gation. It is a matter that may reflect upon ings, but should le referred to cominittee,
people who should not be reflected upon in particularly public bis. I think you wil
this way at al], and it is only right and just find that laid down very clearly, but as
that the name should be given, and not ren- Bourinot las said, and very properly, we
der liable to suspicion those who may not have fallen into the habit of noV sending
deserve to have any such reflection cast bis of a certain character to a commit-
upon them. The only parties whose names tee of the Whole House, but it is an
I have seen in the papers as about to depart improper procedure. In ail cases, al
to Great Britain are members of the present bis, no natter of wlat claracter, shouid
governmtnt. I am sure lie did not intend go to a cornittee and for this reason,
to reflect on any of those ; there is no rea- that though you ray not have the power
son Vo reflect on one of them at any rate, the Vo change any clause affecting a money
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present day. It -as been done I know in
the House of Commons, as well as in this
House, but not so often as here. It is a
very rare occurrence in the House of Con-
mons. That practice Bourinot describes as
obsolete, and one which should not be fol-
lowed, because it prevents due discussion
and consideration of the question before
the House. I bring this under the notice of
the House, more particularly, in order that if
the question should arise next session the
Speaker may have an opportunity of looking
into and making himself acquainted with
the authorities-if he is not already
acquainted with them-so that in case a
point of order on that question should be
raised, he may be in a better position to
give a matured decision. The House will
understand that I have not made these
remarks in a captious spirit, but in order
that we should get into a correct mode of
procedure. The moment we depart from it,
as we have done in this House, we discuss

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I have had no
opportunity.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
have been looking at the bill as introduced
in the House of Commons, and I find that
there was a special clause giving power to
the Governor in Council to impose an export
duty upon all pig iron exported equal to the
amount of the bounty which you pay. That
being struck out, I presume the government
intends, in order to encourage the industry,
to pay the bounty on all pig iron.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I noticed the same
myself, and it was froin that fact that I
suggested yesterday that probably it was
intended to pay it indiscriminately. That
is what I thought. I could not explain the
dropping of the clause in any other way.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

FIRST READING.

questions nearly all the time as if we were A message was received from the bouse
in committee, which I think is highly ob- of Commons with Bil (150) "An Act for
jectionable. granting to Her Majesty certain suns of

apprciat themoney required for def rayi ng certain expenses
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I fully appreciate of the publi service for the financial vears

object of the hon. gentleman in bringing this ending respectively 3Oth June, 1897, and
matter under the notice of the Senate. I 3Cth June, 1898, and for other purposes
spoke fron my experience in the Senate, but relating Vo the public service."
of course I pointed out that bills of this The bil was read the êrst tue.
character had in the past invariably been
read the first, second and third times and Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bil be
not referred to committee. In twenty-five read the second time at the next sitting of
years I have never known a supply bill Vo the ouse.
be treated in any other way in this House. rq ur for efriT certi T T

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
do not think it ever has been in the Senate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in my recollection,
nor any of that class of bills, such as loan
bills, bounty bills, &c.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

THE BOUNTIES ON IRON.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
may be a little out of order, but perhaps
the hon. gentleman will allow me to ask a

oni. r-
notice that this is only for -26,000,00 odd-
where is the balance? We shall be very much
pleased to know that this is the total
ainount. Might I ask, before we discuss
this question, whether it is the intention of
the government to bring down the Crow's
Nest Pass Bill and the bill before the other
House for subsidies to railways; and also, to
my mind, the very important bill diverting
some $300,000 of the educational fund to
the Manitoba Legislature, or, in other
words, relieving this government of the
responsibility of dispensing that money of
which they are the custodians, for educational
purposes in Manitoba. I do not know that
that would interfere with this, and I shall

question about the bill relating to the not oh
bounties on iron. Did he make any inquiry
as to the payment of bounties on iron ex- Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-It is in-
ported ? tended to pass the Crow's Nest Pass Bill
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and bring it to this House. It will probably I state it now; and if any expressions have
be here to-day. The same with regard to falien from any of ther which may seem to
the Railway Subsidies Bill. With reference have indicated anything different, those ex-
to the Educational Fund Bill, I shall be able pressions are not to be taken as conveying
to answer probably when we meet this anything different from what I state now and
afternoon. I have had no recent conversa- whatIstatedbefore. With regardto the
tion about it. The Minister of Railways committee which has been appointed, I hold
yesterday made a statement about anothr the same views that I expressed before. 
matter as to which this House has take think it important that the matters which we
considerable interest. I dare say hon. gen- have been talkingaboutshould be thoroughly
tleman have seen it, but I read it now for the investigated. They have indeed been brought
purpose of endorsing it as government leader forward in newspapers, and I quite admit
of the Senate. that we are not to investigate every-

. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-s thing that newspapersaystatebutthereare
that n th Citzencircumstances connected with this particular

thatmatter which make it quite proper that an

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-Yes. The investigation should take place, and as soon
statement has reference to the vote for as it can be done, effectually and consistentiy
$100,000 for purchasing rolling stock for the' with considerations which ought to weigh
Intercolonial Railway. Mr. Blair said: with us in such a matter. The object of the

Since the item passed the committee he had gone investigation I cannot but think would be
over the matter again, and as the original pro- accomplished quite as effectualiy if we go
gramme for a 99 years' lease had fallen through, into it thoroughly next session instead of
and the estimate of $100,000 was based on that going into it now at the end of the present
proposal, aocording to the estimate furnished him session when nembers are tired, when they
by his officers lie had concluded to reduce the vote
for additional rolling stock by $50,000, making the want to get home, when a long session has
vote $-0,000. He assured the House that no por- aiready been had and whiie the weather is
tion of the money would be used in purchasing the quite unsuitable for reraining longer here,
rolling stock of the Drummond County railway. on a work of that kind. I am sorry for that

Representing the government here, I en- deiay. 1 shouid be glad if we could investi-
dorse that statement. J should like to say gate it now as etficiently, but 1 stili think
further, though it is only repeating in sub- we cannot do it, and that nothing would be
stance what I said a few days ago, with lest to either side, politicaily speaking, or
regard to the $157,500 asked for the rentai lost to individuals either, if we shouid take
of the two pieces of road belonging respec- up the matter eariy next session instead of
tively to thé Grand Trunk Railway Company attempting to take it up now. I thought it
and the Drummond County Railway Com- due to the Senate that I should make these
pany, that this amount is only wanted for a observations, so that there couid be no
tentative purpose, to ascertain by experi- mistake with regard to my position or the
ment the effect of nine months operating the position of the governrent generaily. We
road as part of theIntercolonialRailway,and do not object to the investigation-i fact
with a view to be in a situation to consider we shah be giad of an investigation in order
more satisfactorily a permanent connection to remove doubts, so far as we are concerned,
with Montreal by some means, whether and so far as others are concerned too. We
those spoken of heretofore or some other. ail consider, and I ar quite sure a great
The purpose, therefore, of what is to be done many members of this buse who are not
is temporary only, and is not to be of such supporters of the government consider, that
a character as to bind the action of parlia- the work couid be as effecuaily done and
ment next session. Parliament next session accomplish every purpose if we take it up
will be entirely free to accept or reject the eariy next session instead of going on with it
or any other proposal that, may be made by now.
the government. Hon. gentlemen will
remember that J made a statement to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
that effect before, but I repeat it after After the staterent made by the Minister
having had several interviews with my col- of Justice in reference to the action of the
leagues on the subject. They understand government in asking for this appropriation,
the matter just as I stated it before, and as and the purposes for which it is to be ap-
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plied, I may say, on behalf of the gentlemen members of this House, having taken the
who are quite anxious to have this whole view of the action of government that 1
matter thoroughly investigated, that they have already expressed, to take the ful re-
to a certain extent, agree with the opinions sponsibility of stopping the Supply Bil if it
which have been expressed by the hon. gen- contained any sum for the purpose of secur
tleman, that the investigation can be much ing that road. I recognize, and so do al
better held at the beginningof another session those with whom I act, the grave responsi-
than at the present moment, when it would bility that would devolve on those who
be necessary to keep the members of both would take 80 extreme a measure, and it
Houses here for probably five or six weeks. would only be justifiable under circumstances
I must, at the saine time, frankly admit, in which the government of the day had
that many of us-I am among the number- et at detiance the will of one branch of
think it was somewhat cool on the part of 1 parliament. But with the explanation which
the government in asking parliament to has been given by the hon. leader of
make an appropriation to rent the Drum- the government, I can safely say that no
mond County Railway line and a portion of attempt of that kind will be made, and that
the Grand Trunk Railway, even if it be for while those of us who take the view that I
only nine months, after the decision of this have expressed in reference to this whole
House in reference to the policy involved scheme, will allow the Supply Bill to pass
therein. Whether the policy of extending without a division, it is understood distinct-
the road to Montreal be advisable or not, is ly that it is done under a solemn protest
not a question that I desire to discuss now. against any act which may be taken under
The principal reason that induced the Senate the authority implied or acquired by the pas-
to reject the Drummond County Railway sage of the Supply Bil to pledge the House
bill was, that they thought the bargain an orthe country through, parliament to
improvident one, and that they were placing any action in connection with the
too much money in the hands of private acquisition of the Drummond County Rail-
speculators at the expense of the country. way, or with a view to making the temporary
Now that the hon. gentleman has given us arrangement to which they have referred, a
distinctly to understand that no portion permanent one. We may safely accept the
of the Drummond County Railway property assurance of the hon. gentleman, but at the
will be purchased, out of the amount of same time I must add my own opinion and
money which they have asked for the pur- that, I think, of those for whom 1 speak, as
pose of acquiring additional rolling stock. J being in accord with the leader of the gov-
take it for granted that the $50,000 is to be ernient when he says that this is a matter,
applied, more particularly as it is charged to from the length to which it bas gone,
capital, to the purchase of additional rolling that should be, in the interest of the
stock for the Intercolonial Railwiy proper, country and of the government, and of
and it is to meet the requirements of that those who are connected with railways,
road owing to increased traffic. thoruughly and fully investigated. And

that unless circumstances transpire which
Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-My hon. would justify another course, J think J can

friend does not mean that it should not be say to the minister that at the beginning of
used for the other bit of road too, that is another session of Parlianient steps vill be
to Montreal? taken similar to those which have been

taken already, to have a thorough and full
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- investigation intoah mattersconnected with

No, but it cannot be for the purpose of re- the Drummond CountiesIaîlway matter;
placing rolling stock which is worn out,ltirstwith the object of ascertainingwhat
because in all cas s of that kind the amount the road has cost, so that if the government
should be charged, and bas been charged in desire to purchase they wiIl not be paying
the past, to the current expenses of the road. too much for it., and to see whether there
It is only when additional rolling stock, bas been any improper conduct on the part
engines, cars, &c., are added to the stock of those connected with it, in order that the
already on hand that it is permissible to political atmosphere May he purified to as
charge it to capital account. Now, there great an extent as possible. J have con-
was a strong feeling in the minds of many sulted with my friends who have taken the
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matter of the investigation in hand, and
I can predict that the matter will
not go any further at the present session,
for the reasons given by the hon. Minister
of Justice.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (146) " An Act to authorize a sub-
sidy for a railway through Crow's Nest
Pass."-(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

The Senate adjourned.

Second Sitting.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Routine proceedings.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (150) "An Act for granting to
Her Majesty certain sums of money requir-
ed for defraying certain expenses of the
public service, for the financial years ending
respectively the 30th June, 1897, and the
30th June, 1898, and for other purposes re-
lating to the public service."

He said: The Supply Bill now before
the House asks for a vote altogether of
$26,552,226. Of that amount $19,860,530.-
85 is chargeable to what is called the con-
solidated fund, the balance amounting to
$6,691,696, is chargeable to capital account.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How much do you make it altogether ?

in the Supply Bill, make a total of $6,800,-
575.68. Probably the most intelligent way
of getting at it would be by a comparison
with last year's expenditure, because of
course unless hon. gentlemen had before
them the estimates that are voted by
statute, the Supply Bill does not really give
you very much information. What are
known as the main estimates last year-
that is including what is provided by statute
and what is provided for by the annual
vote-amounted to $39,698,000. This year
it is $38,111,000. Supplementary estimates
last year, $510,897; supplementary esti-
mates this year, $1,655,215, and the further
supplementary estimates this year are
$157,800, making a total vote chargeable to
consolidated fund account last year $40,-
539,822; this year $39,824,378.62 The
amount chargeable to capital last year in
the main estimates was $5,832,102; this
year, $6,594,575. Supplementary estimates
last year, chargeable to capital account,
$460,518; supplementary estimates charge-
able to capital account, this year, $305,000.
The grand total, adding the items charge-
able to capital account and the items
chargeable to consolidated account, last
year, $46,132,442 ; this year, $46,124,954.32.
On looking over the estimates, I find there
bas been struck out altogether since they
were submitted to parliament, the sum of
$92,447. This includes $50,000 for pur-
chase of rolling stock for the Intercolonial
extension to Montreal, struck out last
evening, and several post office items
which were struck out during last evening
also.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B C.).-What was
that $50,uu 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-$19,860,530.85 is the
amount contained in the Supply Bill that is Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In connection with
chargeable to the consolidatad revenue fund the Intercolonial Railway stock. If hon.
and the amount authorized by statute, gentlemen had the items before them they
is $19,320,700.27, making altogether the could see what was struck out. The prin-
charges on the year, wholly irrespective cipal items struck out were what I have
of capital account, $39,181,231.12. Then, given the House. The p st office items
as I explained before, the amount, charge- struck out in the House of Commons were
able to capital, which bas been voted New Brunswick, St. Martin's Custom House,
this year is $6,691,696. In addition $5,000. At page 4 of the supplementary
to that there is an annual charge that is estimates, 97A, there was an item struck
made which is known as the sum authorized out, Quebec Military Building improvements,
for the redemption of public debts, which repairs, &c., $7,500. The total items struck
amounts this year to $108,879.68. The two out amount to ninety odd thousand dollars,
items together, representing the amount as I have stated. There was an item struck
chargeable to capital which is being voted out on page 2 of the supplementary esti-
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mates, 97A, " Civil government, amount re- is very much larger than last year and these
quired to enable certain increases of salary figures also, as explained by my hon. friend,
payable under the Civil Service Act accru- the Secretary of State, do not include the
ing on the lst of January, 1897, which were very large amount that we are called upon
temporarily suspended to continue during to vote for the Crow's Nest Pass RailwaY.
the year 1897." The amount struck out That also has to be taken into consideratiol
altogether, not voted in Schedule A, and to be added to the obligations or the
the supplementary estimates for the cur- burdens that we are in this parliament in-
rent year, was $6,000. In Schedule B, posing on the country. However, my object
that is the main estimates, the amount not in making these observations is not so much
voted and struck out of the estimates as to institute comparisons between the estiin-
they went through committee was $92,- ates of this year and the estimates of last
447.50. year as to compare the financial operations,

the estimates of the two years together,
Hon. Mr. FERGJSON-Before the mo- judging and reviewing the whole two years

tion is put I think we might spend a few at length with the professions and promises
minutes very profitably in looking at these that the gentlemen in the present govern-
figures which we are called upon to assent to ment made when they were in opposition.
in the :otion now before the House. Our There was a convention held in Ottawa in
friends in the government have been in 1893 at which my hon. friend the Minister
power for about a year and it has been their of Justice presided, and they solemnlY
good fortune to have to vote two sets of came to this resolution amongst others:
estimates during that period, and the manner We cannot but view with alarin the large increase
in which they have discharged this duty can f the public debt, au the controllable annua

.o 8e coiae oft thei pubhson debt, an0h otolbeananow be compared with their professions upon expenditure of the Dominion and the consequent-
these matters before they assumed the reins undue taxation of the people under the govern-
of power. I have some very interesting nients that have been contiiiuously in power since

information on this point in my hands. I 1878, and we denand strict economy in the admin-

find now, by the statement which my hon. istration of the government of the country.

friend the Secretary of State has made to The figures that my hon. friend has just
us, that the estimates for the fiscal year submitted to the House as the estimates for
which is now about ended or will end in two the fiscal year, showing over forty-si%
or three days, amount to over $46,180,000. millions dollars voted, without including the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is including
capital.

Hon.Mr. FERGUSON-Including capital
expenditure and that for this year it is nearly
the same amount including capital expendi-
ture; it is a little less on consolidated fund
and a little more on capital account. I take
it, however, that capital account for the pre-
sent year does not include the railway sub-
sidies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. The comparisons
do not include railway subsidies.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The bill before
the House does not include the railway sub-
sidies and the comparison is scarcely fair, as
we have the estimates before the House,
comparing them with the same votes of last
year, but a complete comparison of the two
years' operations including the railway sub-
sidies that are voted this year shows that the
expenditure of this year on capital account

railway subsidies which amount to sonle
millions more, and without including nearly
four million dollars for the Crow's Nest
Pass, show how beautifully our friends in
the government are carrying out their
promises when in opposition. This resolution
was not merely the speech of some one
gentleman of the party, but it was the
solemn deliverance of the party as a whole,
comprising at that convention I think every
gentleman who is now in the Liberal
administration, and they were all bound by
it. J pass now to quote some individual
opinions of members, individual promises
made by members of the government uponi
this subject. The premier, Sir Wilfred
Laurier, speaking in Toronto in 1894 on the
23rd August, used these words :

Has the expenditure gone down ? No, it has
gone up. It went up two, thiee, five, ten millions
and more until it is now $38,000,000. And the
Conservatives do not shrink from it, but swallow
it all. If we come intO power we will follow the
example of Mr. Mackenzie, and I say that although
we may not be able to bring the expenditures back
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to what they were we can reduce the amount two, the particular departments of the service in which
yea, three million dollars a year. (Applause.) money can be saved and those are all upon record.

1 quote these speeches to show that it is
nlot merely in one place, not merely a slip
of the tongue on the part of the hon. gen-
tleman, but that this was a matter that he,
was promising in nearly all his public
speeches and promising on behalf of his
party. The saine gentleman, Sir Wilfred
Laurier, speaking in Brantford the same
year, spoke as follows:

Do you imagine there is any justification for
this increase of expenditure? The Conservatives
tell us that there is a justification. The popula-
tion has increased they say. Oh ! yes, it has
increased 9 per cent, but the expenditure has
increased 100 per cent. There can be no justifica-
tion for such an expenditure (the increased debt)
when as lias been stated the great bulk is a
corrupt expenditure. Moreover, they tell us that
if we were in power w e could not retrench and
economize. But, I do not believe that it will be a
very difficult task. (Hear, hear). It would not
be a very difficult task to the extent of one, two,
three, and Mr. Mills told his constituents a few
days ago that it was possible to retrench to the
extent of four millions a year.

Sir Richard Cartwright made a speech
very much later than that, in February,
1896, addressing the House on the estimates
which the Conservative party brought down.
This is what he said in the other House on
that occasion :

I say it is a disgrace and a shame to the govern-
ment that have been entrusted with our affairs
that they come down to us and ask for an expendi-
ture of $.38,300,000 a year for federal purposes.
Sir, the thing is utterly unjustificable !

If I am not mistaken Sir Richard Cart-
wright is a prominent member of this
administration which has brought down these
immensely swollen estimates including sub-
sidies to railways, Crow's Nest Pass Rail-
way, &c., amounting to over fifty millions
of dollars, which would be nearly, if not
altogether, sixty millions of dollars, had not
this House clipped its wings in the matter
of the Drummond County Railway deal.
Then another gentleman in this government,
Sir Louis Davies, in Februaay, 1896, made
these remarks in the House of Commons :

Now, what is the policy of the Liberal party ?
Summned up in a few words, it is to reduce the
expenditure of the country to the lowest possible
point consistent with an efficient service. You
tell us that that cannot be done. We have spent
hour after hour on this side, going into details and
showing how it can be done. In reply to chal-
lenges which came from the other side, gentlemen
on this side undlertook the labour of pointing out

It is a pity that these hon. gentlemen lost
the result of all these researches when they
got into the government. In some unac-
countable way they lost every memorandum
and lost the secret which they knew so well
while they were in opposition. He con-
tinues:

We are ready to go to the country with that
statement on which we pledge ourselves that very
large and important reductions can be made in the
expenditure of the country without impairing the
efficient administration of its affairs.

Now, last year when the Liberal govern-
ment brought down their estimates in the
September session, they were criticised for
bringing down estimates in excess of those
of former years instead of carrving out their
promises of reduction and for that the
Finance Minister and Sir Louis Davies made
explanations. Sir Louis Davies spoke
in the House of Commons only as late as
September last, the substance of his expla-
nations was this, these estimates we have
brought down now are not our estimates ;
they were prepared for us by the govern-
ment which preceded us ; we had not time
to go into the details of the administration
to find out what should be put in practice
now, but at the conclusion of another session,
when we have time to prepare our estimates
we can. He says:

That the facts are serious, disgraceful I acknow.
ledge but every atoni of responsibility is charge-
able upon 'the hon. gentlemen for the reckless
manner in which they managed the finances * *

* * The people are willing to wait for the
development of my hon. friend's policy which will
take place next session and they will judge the
Finance Minister by the policy which he then
proposes.

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries as-
ked the public to suspend criticism until they
had an opportunity of going into the affairs
of the country-until they had an opportu.
nity of bringing down estimates of their own
and when that was done they were prepared
to stand or fall by the result. -The result is
in the figures which have been brought before
the House this afternoon, partially, by the
Secretary of State, but we will have the
whole of them before we rise. The Minister
of Finance also made some explanations on
the 5th of October last:

We had to say in the beginning that we accepted
the estimates of the hon. gentleman opposite with
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a full and clear understanding that we had not an
opportunity of inquiring elaborately into the de-
tails of the organization of public affairs ; but that
our hope and expectation was that we would be
able to niake some reductions in the expenditure.
I have a strong hope that before the end of the
fiscal year we nay be able to effect sonie changes
in fulfilment of our promises in that direction to
show the public that we are able to effect 'econo-
inies which have been spoken of by hon. gentlemen
opposite. But it will not be until this first year is
completed and until we have paid the debts of
hon. gentlemen opposite and entered upon a new
year for which we shall prepare the estimates our-
selves and have full and complete control of them
that we shall be in a position to iake comparisons.
I have iiot the slightest doubt that when that time
comes a comparison of the records of the Liberal
party and the Conservative party will show that
the Liberal party is one of economy.

We have these declarations by these hon.
gentlemen ; we have their assurances on the
public platform and in parliament when in
opposition that their policy was one of
retrenchment-that such an expenditure as
$38,000,000 a year was disgraceful. We
have their promise at the close of last session
that when they caine to frame estimates of
their own for which they would be responsible
that we would see there would be a new era,
and that there would be large economies in
the administration of public affairs. We
have arrived at the time when we can judge
their promises and their perfor'mances as
well, and I say we stand faced by pro-
positions propounded by the present govern-
ment unheard of in Canada for their volume
and extent. For a government that made
such strong professions of economy when in
opposition, having' renewed those promises
last year that when they came to frame
estimates of their own they would have
some regard for their professions, we find
estimates submitted to us larger and more
extravagant than ever submitted to parlia-
ment before except one of the years when
the great Canadian Pacific Railway had to
be built. Certainly with that single excep-
tion we have the estimates swollen beyond
comparison with any ever before submitted
to the people of Canada. I feel that we
would not be doing our duty if we did not,
in discussing these estimates, realize what we
are doing. It is not the place of this House
to change these estimates; we need not dis-
cuss that, but it is our duty, as representing
the people, to put on record our opinions of
the state of things which exist at this
moment. The action of this House has
saved the country from one very large

expenditure indeed, and probably other
expenditures which were in contemplation,
which have not reached this House. The
fact that they have not been put on the
statute-book may have arisen from the halt
which this House called in connection with
the enormous burden proposed to be put on
the country in connection with the extension
of the Intercolonial Railway to Montreal,
but even without that, putting all that aside,
we have in the estimates submitted to us, in
the estimates that we know are on their way
to us, one for the Crow's Nest Pass RailwaY
which is coming to us, and the railway
subsidies-we have in all these very large
and extravagant estimates and I submit
that the gentlemen composing the present
administration have a very serious responsi-
bility attached tc them and will have some-
thing serious to answer for before the people
of this country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-lI
regret that it is so near the close of the
session that we have not had a fair oppor-
tunity of examining the various amounts
that are proposed to be expended under this
bill. HIad we further time to go into it
thoroughly, there are many amounts in it
that senators could urge various strong
objections to. The total expenditure, as
proposed under this bill, and as stated by
the hon. Secretary of State, comes to a very
large sum indeed-a sum I believe which
has never been exceeded in the history of the
Dominion excepting on two occasions, one
during the suppression of the rebellion in the
North-west, and one during the time parlia-
ment was assisting the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. It is not to be
wondered at that we feel that the expendi-
tures of the country are being increased at
a rate that is not warranted by the circum-
stances of the Dominion. That view has
been drilled into the people of the country in
the last fifteen years by those who were in
opposition during that period. They have
impressed upon the people of the Dominion
at every gathering where they could get the
people together, that the debt of this
country when it amounted to two hundred
and forty millions of dollars was greater
than the resources of the country could hear
-was more than we were warranted in
endeavouring to pay taxes to meet, and they
were continually finding fault with the
government then in power for the expendi-
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ture which they had made. When they got
into power, what course did they pursue ?
They have not onlyemulated the expenditures
of the former government with which they.
had found fault, but have surpassed them,
and voted a larger sum than has been voted
for many years past for the public service.
There are very many items included in that
expenditure which I myself do not approve
of, but not having seen the details of this
bill, the bill not having yet been laid on our
table so that we could see the various
items, we have to take it as a whole and
cannot criticise the different items in it.
because we only know it from hearsay or
from the debates in another place.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They were all in the
estimates which were distributed long ago.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.1.)-It
is true that these amounts were in the esti-
mates, but one of those estimates has never
been submitted to this House. There have
been three or four estimates submitted to
the House of Commons, but one .has never
come to us. Besides the amounts which are
included in the appropriation bill before us,
I understand there is another bill to come
here in which a large amount of money is
being voted as subsidies to various railways
throughout different sections of the country.
Some of those railways the people have never
asked for; there has been no petition before
parliament or before the railway committee
asking for any grant f rom the government
of the Dominion in support of those rail-
ways, and even when the question was asked
in the other House as to where some of
those railways began and where they ended
the information was not authentic. No
member of the government, or of the House,
was able to tell the exact termini of those
roads. There was a general appropriation
for a railway across the country. This is
not the way in which we should vote away
the hard-earned taxes of the people. We
should be more careful than to grant subsi-
dies in this way to every railway that is
asked for throughout the country. I know
in the province from which I come we have
been for years asking for certain railway
accommodation in order to complete the
line of railway which runs throughout the
greater part of the Island. There are sections
of that province which are fifty miles f rom the
nearest point on the railway, and when our

people havepaid their share of the taxesof the
Dominion, they feel that they have a right
to expect that their claim for railway accom-
modation should be acceded to, and that the
Dominion would assist in completing the
government road which extends throughout
the greater part of the province. They
have claims which no other province can
set up, because they have a claim for a large
amount due them by the Dominion on ac-
count of railroads that have been undertaken
and canals that have been built or are being
built throughout the Dominion by which our
province benefits to no extent whatever.
And when the province of Prince Edward
Island went into confederation a part of the
agreement then set forth was that the public
works of the Dominion amounted to a cer-
tain sum of money and upon that claim the
debt of Prince Edward Island was fixed,
and we find now that the expenditure for
canals and for railways throughout the larger
provinces of the Dominion amounts to a very
much larger sum than was at that time
estimated would be required to complete the
railway and canal systems of the Dominion.
Therefore the province from which I come
has a claim which no other province can set
up on that account, because it was a part of
the terms under which we became a member
of confederation. I fear that if we go on as
we are doing at present, increasing the ex-
penditure of the Dominion year by year and
granting such subsidies as are now proposed
to railways, many of which will be of no great
public utility, we will be increasing the debt
of the Dominion at a rate which we cannot
justify, nor will the people of the Dominion
be satisfied that their representatives should
go on increasing it in such a ratio as we
are doing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I do not think it is necessary to discuss this
question at any great length particularly
after the remarks which have been made by
my hon. friend on my right (Mr. Ferguson,)
though we have good cause to complain that
within two or three hours of prorogation we
should have not only the supply bill, that very
often comes down at a late period, but also a
bill also involving the expenditure of three
or four millions of dollars for subsidies to
railways, because of the terms and con-
ditions on which these subsidies are to be
paid, will in all probability amount to seven
millions of dollars. In addition to these
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we have the Crow'sNest Pass railway scheme true to a certain extent, but not wholly.
involving an expenditure of over three and a The excess over the estimates of the old
half millions of dollars. Then we have government is very large, and although not
another bill which has come to ua-the a member of the government, or responsible
Civil Service Superannuation Bill, a very for those estimates, the criticisms that
prolific subject, although the bill is not a were made upon them were unfair,
long one. In addition we have a bill for because the new government took the
the re-organization of the Post Office sheets-as I understand their argument
Department. Let me ask, in all sincerity, if before the country-that were sent from
the ministers think they are treating this each departnent to the Privy Council, and
House with respect in asking the Senate to exhibited them to the world as being the
swallow downall those bills in one gulp, with- estimates that were proposed to lay before
out even making a wry face ? Former gov- parliament. Any one who has had experience
ernments were bad enough in this respect, I of the government knows that the depart-
admit, but this government was to reform ments make estimates beyond what are pre-
all these abuses. sented to parliament, and that they are cut

down to what is supposed to be absolutely
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are following necessary; consequently thesheetsfromwhich

your bad example. I these gentlemen made their estimates do not

represent what is fair and honest to their
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- opponents. The only estimates that they

And very apt pupils you are. You have should consider are those which they laid
become so much worse than the late gov- before parliament. Take the figures pre-
ernment that the people will never recog- sented to parliament for the year 1896-97--
nize you in your present clothing, especially I am giving the statement from the esti-
when they contemplate what you looked like matesas theywerelaid before thelHouse; they
formerly. It may be said that these bills amount to $46,608,000, and for this year,
though of an important character, have been including everything, they amount to about
thoroughly discussed in thelower House. I $47,744,000, and there must be added to
admit that, but if we are to have any voice that the liability of the Crow's Nest Pas
in the legislation of this country, it is quite Railway, amounting to $3,6*OOOO; the
time that the ministers should learn that railway subsidies amounting to $3,520,00,
they must bring down important bills at an with a provision that they can be doubled
earlier period than this, or expect to have in case any - road costs 15,o per mile.
the bouse sit three or four days until we can Now we were told when we were discussing
thoroughly discuss them I throw out that the railway question the other day that no
hint as to what may be expected in the railway in Canada bas been built for as
future, as, considering the youth of my hon. small a su as $15,o a mile, ergo yoU
friend opposite (Sir Oliver Mowat) and my may double the $3,520,000. The hon. gen-
own, we will be able to discuss questions of tleman no doubt will say that a large nu-
this kind for many years to coe-at least I ber of these revotes are appropriations male
hope so. Afster al, my on. friend (Mr. Fergu- by the late govern ent. Admitting that to
son)has exposedin such a clear manner the ex- be correct, hey denounced the policy of
travagance of the economists that it is un- jgranting subsiJies to railways. They said
necessary to repeat hi arguments. I had a it was vicious in principle, that it was
littue table prepared on that ubject. 0f a bribe to the people. Coming in as
course the figures would have to be varied a reformers, they had the opportunity, i
litt e froi the speech made by the hon. these subsidies had lapsed, to have struck
Secretary of State, but taking the estimates them out of the estimates. But instead of
ao they were brought down, we find that the doing that they revote the whole, and
hon. gentlemen opposite have in one year's add another million dollars to the sums
duration in office, including two years' ex- which had been voted before. Then
penditure, run up $1i6, Og-unot a bad there was the Drummond County Railway
showing I confess, and the people, when they deal, which, had thi bouse not defeated
core to understand it, will reach the same it, would have added another seven million
conclusion. They ay they are not respon- dollars. And they have also added the five
sible for the estimates of last year-that is million dollars for the faet ane, making a
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total of $117,023,464. I will accept the
reductions made by my hon. friend to strike
out a million and a half-millions do not
amount to much in the minds of the Liberal
government-I would not mind taking a
couple of millions off, and then you will
have an addition to the debt of the country
and an actual expenditure in the country
for two years of over one hundred and fif-
teen millions. If you take an estimate of
the value of that five hundred thousand
dollars a year, which is tantamount to five
million dollars, you will find capitalized that
is an addition to the debt of about eighteen
million dollars. I do not find fault
with the addition to the debt which
is being incurred in connection with the
fast line, but I may ask why the
hon. gentleman who sits opposite me,
the Secretary of State, who contended so
earnestly a short tinie ago that none of
these contracts should be entered into unless
they were laid before the Senate, has
not asked us to consider them. This is a
question in which the whole country has
taken a very deep interest, and if the
governnient can succeed in establishing the
fast line upon the basis that the debates
led us to suppose the contract provides, I
think the country will be well served, and it
will be money well expended. It is very
problematical, however-it is experimental.
The new vessels are not of the character of
those which have been plying the ocean.
They may be better. They may succeed.
Whether they will be able to succeed in
obtaining money for the purpose of estab-
lishing that line is a question that is in the
future. I have noticed that the first
brokers who took it up, men who stand
high in their profession and business in
London, have had to abandon it-perhaps I
am misinformed in that respect-and that
the attempt to float this scheme has been
transferred to another establishment, or
another banking institution, who are
brokers. Perhaps my lion. friend, the
Secretary of State, could tell us whether
that is correct. If it is not correct I shall
be so nuch bett0r pleased.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-I did not catch the
point of that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I understand the brokers, into whose hands

62

the scheme for raising the money for the
construction of the steamers for the fast
line was placed, have given it up-have
failed-and has been transferred to another
broking firm. If that be true it indicates a
difficulty in raising the mîoney, and the pro-
bability of failure. I would not be at all
surprised that a scheme of that kind should
fail in England at the present moment and
for many years. We know that the Allan
Line, the Dominion Line, the Beaver Line
and every line of steanships plying between
England and Canada would try their utmost
to destroy an enterprise of that kind, because
it would cone in competition with then in
the carrying trade ;ior is the influence
which is brought to bear upon the money
market in England confined to Canadian
interests. It will be a competing line to
the Cunard and the White Star Lines, and
all lines plying between England and this
continent ; consequently you must expect
that difficulties will be thrown in the way
of any firm in England which undertakes
the establishment of a fast line, or " grey-
hound " line, as it is terued, between England
and Canada. All their interests will be
affected directly pecuniarily by it, and hence
that is one reason, and a very powerful
reason, why the terns offered to establish
this line of steamers would h ive to be nuch
larger than under other circumstances. I
know my hon. friends, the government, have
reduced that subsidy by $25 0,000per annum,
fron what was offered by the late govern-
ment, and then tfere was a diflicu'ty in
getting it established. I sincerely hope, in
the interests of the country, and in the
interest of the trade, that Canada will be
placed in as favourable position in ber passen-
ger tratlic between Canada and Europe as any
of the United States lines, and therefore it
is with some degree of anxiety that every
public man must watch the result of the
new contract. There are many items in the
tariff that I think we might fairly criticise
with advantage to the country. I would
like to ask my hon. friend what he thinks
the result of what is termed the vigorous
immigration policy is to be. There is a
large amount-I think it is double if not
more-asked in the estimates for immigra-
tion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think it is less
than $200,000, which has been about the
normal sum voted for the last few years.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It and his colleague, MIr. O'Kelly, have been landed
is very nearly double. I suppose the hon. on our shores to work out, there is really nothing

in the letter save idle declaination relative to the
gentleman has watched with no little degree condition of Canada as a whole, which has no
of anxiety the result of sending the agents bearing on the point w hici is of momtent. We are
of the government to Ireland. Weknow that lot now concerned witl the question as to the
Mr. Devlin, who was a member of the Lower extent of the political fîeedoti enjoyed by the

HouHe resigned his seat people of the Doninon, although we can hardly
Hbuse, was selected. Headvise Mr. Devlin to seek a declaration upon this
and was appointed as immigrant agent to point from the Catholics of Manitoba. Neither do
that country. We know, froni the Irish we need to be informed that there are portions of
newspapers, that instead of his having the the country which are not cov ered with ice and

effect that was anticipated, and which he snow for nine months out of the twelve. The
effct hatwasantcipted an whch equestion upoîn which we want to be infrmed~ and

FlJ8

boasted would Le the result of his mission, upon which we invite himn to place a detinite state-
has utterly failed. He told the electors ment before the Irish public, is as to the nature of
at Aylmer, after his appointment, that he the so-called 'mission' which bas brought himi to

was going home to Ireland to point out the Irelaave already been informed, as we have told
advantages which Canada presented to the our readers, that one object of Mr. Devlin and Mr.
over population of that country, and as the O'Kelly's visit is to promnote Irish enigration to
late government had neglected his country the generally ice-bound and always dreary and
men and his co-religionists, he was going inhospitable plains of Manitoba.

over to do away with the evil influence of Then further on it says:
the liorrid Tory government which had pre- Writing ii tlis regard it iswurth wliile pointing
vented his co-religionists in Ireland froni ri
coming to this country. My hon. friend is that lately proposed by Mr. Laurier, 'l0o seeks
says lie does not read the newspapers as to weaken tle (11irotetie systen of Canada hy
much as he thinks I do. I will, therefore, admittiig Eiglish iiaiifacturei goods at a rate of
read him a few extracts from Irish news- teveiîtually oiie-fotîrîlî less titan tlîat levied ou
papers to show the effect that the sending otier foreigu iiifactures. Mr. Laurier is a
of this gentleman to Ireland has had upon Il He slould le a (atlolic, and
that class he was supposed to be able to lie ougit ti le a iatriot, yet ie tind liîîî on one
influence and bring bere to settle in the lani sacrificiiig the niterests ant (letiiig tle

I woud 1- 'Il hlion riglits of religion, and on tîte otlier lîoastinig iii thecountry. I would like to also call the Caiaian Hotse of Coîumons that lie is a
gentleman's attention to the fact that Mr. Britiser" Mr. Deliji talks of the freedîni of
Devlin lias been writing letters to the news- 1 Can.ada, but tiere are sote despî4îsins inre con-
papers, commending the governnent that geiial tlai tîat lierty wliclî lie invites our
appointed him. Whether that would be peole to enj,' iiie %vilis of Manitoba.
considered, under the circumstances, of- The Kilkenny Journal not to be out-
fensive partisanship, I am not prepared to done by the Dublin holds forth as
say it is; but if they put the saine interpreta- follows
tion upon his letters that they have put upon To waru the Irish people against this sinister
utterances of their political opponents, they design of iriving tlieni to a place that is worse
should have recalled hiim long ago ; and if tlan Connauglt, ant a little lit better than liell.
they had recalled hini, perhaps we would '[lie naine of the Canadiai coiîîutissioier bas rather
have been saved the mortification of havingir orreitoetioii witb t t te paue
ourthat tle cliate is nîost inlospitable, and tdie
newspapers in different sections of Ireland. people wlîo go there fron Ireland will have the
If ny Lon. friend bas not read of them, I have happy altei native of starviig if tley do iot freeze.
one or two extracts which I shall read for This is the country where mv hon. friend
his special edification, and J am sure after b-hind me (Mr. Perley) liveq; ho does not
he bas heard them, and ascertained the look much like a starved animal. To sbow
papers fron which they are clipped, he will
come to the conclusion that his vigorous
immigration policy bas resulted simply in a f
useless expenditure of money in sending a
gentleman to Ireland to bring out immi- if our people înust leave otîr shores let tlen seek
grants. The Dublin Nation says sone chime wlîere tley cati exist, aid sowe ople

amnoig.st whoîn tlîey cati live. * * * We are
Onr effort to protect ouir poorer countrymen told that Ireland is l>iig diainei of ber population

against tlîe effects of the sclieie îîiclî Mr. 1 oevlin by "A Millioth a Decade. " Unftrîately th e tale
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is too true, but then many of our exiled fellow try. The hon. gentleman from Kingston, as
countrymen were forced to leave their homes and an Irishman, will recognize no doubt the
their native land were afforded a chance of ghainruthnof all ecogntaeno adot t
a livelihood in soe friendly sphere.stateents, and so will

those who have been listening to themn. I
Then the Munster Neies, published in an- apologize for reading them, but I do it to

other province, holds forth as follows: show the effect of what has been termed a

As a mnatter of fact, transportation to Siberia vigorous immigration policy-as the result
would be preferable to the lot of unfortunate Irish- of sending demagogues and men who had
men who nay be entrapped into this Nlanitoban not the confidence of these people among an
sohieme. The country is îlot alone without the least
prospects fro an agricultural or industrial point excitable class of oui countrymen, prevent-

of view, but the mnajority of the inhabitants are ing them from coming to a country where

rampant and intolerant Protestants, and Catholics every one knows there is a home for all of
find the greatest difficulty in practising their reli- them, and a good one at that where they
gion, being as often as six months without hearing
Mass. The clergy, and all w bo are concernedin can obtain for themseves and their wi'es
the fate of poor Catholic emigrants, are asked to and families a comfortable sustenance. Yet
use their infinence to prevent such an atrocity of our these gentlemen who were the most biatent
religion and our people, as is about to be attemnpted when they were in Canada, denouncing the
by the Freemnasons who mnanipulate the Canadian late government for what they had done,
government. and in defending what they termed the

I do not know whether the hon. Secretary rights of their co-religionists, have gone all
of State is a Freemason or not. over Ireland for the purpose of inducing

them to come to this country. The result is
Hon. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gen- just what I have read to you. There are

tlenan excuse me if I say one word? Does not plenty of otier instances to which attention
the hon. gentleman feel that it is not a could be called in connection with the ad-
patriotic thing to (o, giving publicity to ministration of the affairs of the country,
these libels on our country ? which seemus particularly, in this branch of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the public service, to find places and offices
.shoud consider it a greater' and emoluments for a lot of hangers-on of

e a greater disgrace, and a much the governnient, instead of spending it in a
shamagreater disgfs orae alder adc manner which would be an advantage to
greater load of sin upon our shoulders, had I the country. I say more, that the policy of
been the party to send such emigration the government in the appointment of a
agents to Ireland, because that has been the the ornfeno i ntheNof-a
cause of all these utterances in these papers. dozen or f mfteen officers in the North-west,
J have another short extract. The Nation n

becoines fearful that ia system that was exploded years and years
evidentlyt has all been tried before, and
and -Munster confrères wouid carry off the: ago.Ithsalbe trdbeoean

and unstr cnfrees ouldcary of th proved an utter failure, and I can see no
palmn in (lenunciati>n of Canada, hence it 1 nutrfiueadJcnsen

palmin enuniaton o Caadahene i reasons for the course they have adopted,
returns to the fight and belches forth after e

te fother than to find places for those who aided
the following style : them in getting into power. I am not

Canada bas no practical history unless the lives going to waste time now, as we have these
of the indi(vidual hunters, squatters, cut throats, very important bills to deal with, therefore I
)rigaLndls, bla'ckguards, and the rest of the motley will not pursue this subject further at this
crew bwhich throng to a new country, could be re- .
garded as history. Celts can afford to be a trifle period of the session, but I think the country
exacting when history is in demnand. Our» own is will learn, before five years roll around, what
certainly a very troubled one, but it is ol( enough, an economical reform government means
not alone to be respectable, but to entitle us to when they have the resources of the country
hold our heads pretty high. to they hae ther fres.

tdispose of aniong their friends.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Are those edito-
rials?

Hon. Sir N ACKENZIE BOWELL--
Tbey are editorials f rom the paper from
which they have been clipped, and they are,
recommendations which have been given to
the Irish people not to come to this coun-

624

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I only wish to
make a remark with regard to the last
expressions which have been used by the
hon. leader of the opposition, and it is sim-

ply an explanation. I do not differ fron
him as to his opinions about encouraging
immigration to this country-whether it is
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good or not I am not prepared to say. We ials in the Irish press. Whether they
have not given the subject the investigation were misled by parties in this country or not,
which its importance deserves, but it bas I cannot say.
been the practice in this country for some
years, and in sending this young gentleman Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-They have been.
to Ireland they could not have selected a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
more eloquent man nor a more enthusiastic have taken the newspapers contain-
man, nor a man more desirous of helping ing articles inflaming the minds of their
this country and of helping his own country readers against this countrv and denouncing
than Mr. Devlin. With regard to what bas the country in terms whicb my lion. friend
been written about him by the press in the knows, as well as I (10, are not correct. Had
old country, it just shows how easy it is to Mr. Devlin not been sent there, these
excite animosity in Ireland, how ripe that editorials would not have appeared, whoever
country is for differences of any kind. I am instigated them.
told on the best authority-and that is the
reason why I rise on this question-that lion. _Mr. SULLIVAN-lt was through
those letters have been written in this animosity.
country

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Written in Ottawa. The editors of the papers couild have had no

animosity against Devlin. They did not
Hon. 'Mr. SULLIVAN-That men who .an'know hin. They might have been intlamned

have been bitter enemies of this young man from some other cause; I do not know.
have sent these letters and imformation
to the old country, and I would be very Hon. M. SCOTT-I am glad that the
wanting in generosity and charity if I did not, hon. gentleman (Mr. Sullivan) bas spoken as
on this occasion, rise to defend this gentle- he has done to-day, and the friends of Mr.
man, because I think he would have done it Devlin will be grateful to him. These
for me if the occasion arose. There are ques- articles have all been traced up. They
tions that rise beyond politics and this is one, were inspired by letters written in Canada
of them. I am sorry that the press of Ireland by political opponents of Mr. Devlin.
should have been so sensitive and so easily Hon SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-But
impressed as to publish such articles. There Ho. i CEZ BOe lL-But
is no doubt, whatever, in my mind that all the fact remains that the articles were
this bad feeling bas come from this country published.

and bas been excited by men who live here Hon. iMr. SCOTT-Those editorials were
and who ought to be the friends of this due to letters sent from Canada, written in
gentleman. This is one of the causes which order to induce editorials in the papers.
have made Ireland what it is to-day, and I Thev came from such a source that it was
arn glad that the occasion presents itself to quite natural the Irish editors would have
me to express my opinion of the gentleman been deceived. I do not care now to
who bas been sent to Ireland as an agent disclose the source of thtni, but it is very
there. No one could have better fulfilled well known where they came from by those
the duties than Mr. Devlin. He was met by who will take the trouble to inquire. The
the hostility, not of the Irish people, or of writing is known.
the press, but of opponents in this country,
and if he bas suffered he bas suffered unjust- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ly as might have been the case with any of Supposing what the hon. gentleman savs is
us. true-l am not going to deny it because I

H know nothing about it-the effect is theHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I know nothing about any information that rne euon the readers ofre papers, no
have been sent from this country. matter how the articles were inspired.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-No, but I do. Hon. Mr. POWER-I understand the
logical position of my hon. friend to be this :

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I if you send a Liberal emigration agent to
was not dealing with letters sent from this Ireland, some one here will send abominable
country. I dealt simply with the editor- letters about him, and the Irish press will
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publish articles unfavourable to him, there. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is more than
fore you must not send a Liberal agent, you it was last year and perhaps the year
must send a Conservative agent. That is the before, but 1 took the average for a
logical result of the hon. gentleman's state- number of years. If you go back eight or
ment. ten years, you will find it was between

$1 80,000 and $200,000, and sometimes it
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I went over that. That was the average vote.

have no doubt that would be the correct I quite agree that there is a difficulty in re-
result, although I dispute the lion. gentle- ference to the immigration question, parti-
man's argument, or the correctness of his cularly now as they are more prosperous on
deductions froin wbat I have said. the other side of the Atlantic, perhaps,

than we are. As to the matter of bringing
Hon. Mr. SCOTT -A question was asked down measures at a late period of the ses-

mie hy the hon. leader of the opposition in; sion1, I quite agree with ail that has been said.
reference to the brokers who were tint e have complained of it mysef in former
eniploed in connection with the fast tne; yeaTurning up the journfn s, I find on

Jan not able to rie hlm. any information, the last day, when the use was eing
as I am not aware of the fact that there qas prorogued, we received the usual supply bi,
been any failure. f have not heard of any. rand this huse had to dispose of it. I can
A,, far as J have understood, it was consi-only express my regret that these measures
deredc that it was going to be a tinancial are hrought here at this late period, and J
success. The hion, gentleman spoke also hope there Asil be an improvement in the
about the contracts not being brougit down ifuture, and that this huse will receive
to this bouse. be had for many years a those bils at an earlier period in order that
etatute in force which required that con- they may be fairly discussed.
tracts of this kind, extending over a long The mtion whe the bin

as ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ITmntaae ftefc taehr a pro ogued, w received t usad suppl bill,

period of fears, should be brought dofhn toderentat a wlas thin bose a Comon was read the second and third times, and

sucess. Te hon gen astema s oke almso oeteewl eanipoeeti h

But almost the last act of t e on. gente passed.
ntan s government the first session of 1896
was to introduce and to place on the statute- CROW'S NEST PASS RAILWAY
book a bil whic dispensed with the neces- SUBSIDY BLL.
sity of producing these contracts before the ThSECOND AND THIRD READINGS.
Senate :

The governor in Couicil n nty enter into a con- Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
tract for a tern not expee'ling ten years with ay ing of Bis u (146) C W An Act to authorize a
CookabN for the purpose of a fast steanship Une subsidy for a railway through the Crows
for te s of etc , potire s'cl con- Nest Pa - ie said :-For the last eight
tract shall not be hinding on Canada until it has
been laid on the table of the House of Conunon and or ten years public attention has been
approved by that House. directed to the district called Southern

Kootenay, and to *the development of the
I had been asking to have that contract mines in that section of British Columbia.

brought down to the Senate, and I was re- The country immediately contiguous, the
ferred to the statute passed by the late state of Washington, was the first to send
government, which I thought was rather out miners to work the mines in British
unfortunate, more particularly as for the Columbia, and the centre of operation
last twenty-five years those contracts have was Spokane. Spokane has grown rapidly
been laid before the Senate. As to the under the advantages it has derived from
matter of immigration, J have turned up being the centre of the mining induStry
the vote in the present year and tind it is located in the Kootenay district. A railway
$175,000. It is in excess of what was voted was bult from Spokane up to the boundary
last year, but the normal vote for a great and extended on to Nelson, which was the
many years has been $200,000, principal town in Southern Kootenay. The

mines were chiefly developed by United
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-. States capital. Up to about eighteen months

Then according to the hon. gentleman's ago the mines in that country were almost
statement it is less this year. etirely in the hands of United States
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capitalists, and claims were taken up by character. I believe an examination had
United States citizens. It had a very great been nade into the tous charged by the
effect upon Spokane, which ten years ago company, and it was found that tbey reaily
had rather been set back by a land boom were fot in excess of the toUs charged by
that burst. However, in the last five or six the Northern Pacifie, or the Great Northern,
years it has been making material progress, or the Union Pacifie, while they were fet
due almost entirely to the wealth that came to be a hea'y burden on the settiers in the
from the Kootenay district in British Co- North-west, and under the charter granted to
lumbia. The trade of that country has gone the Canadian Pacifie Raiiway Company
almost ýexclusively to the state of Washing- in 1881, it becare one of the terms of the
ton. About eighteen months ago our eontract that the tous vere fot subject to
predecessors had under consideration the the ractification of parliament. A contract
propriety of subsidizing a railway through was made by which those tous should not
what is known as the Crow's Nest Pass, in be reduced until they ieached a sum exceed-
order torecover, if possible, a part of thetrade ing ten per cent on the capital actuaily ex-
that had gone south, and negotiations took pended in the construction of the une. That
place, but they resulted in nothing. The wastheirposition. The governmenthowever,
legislature of British Columbia had chartered regarded it as extremely important that this
a railway as far back as 1888, and had richcountryshould bepenetratedbyarailway,
largely subsidized that road, giving it a sub- more particulariy as it was said to contain
sidy of 20,000 acres per mile, a portion of coal and that this coal would be a very
the subsidy lying in a district which is valuable element in the deveiopment of the
known to contain large deposits of coal. mines in Southern Kootenay. I am toid at
Yet with all that assistance, and with the the present time that coke costs about
fact that it was intended to penetrate a very sixteen dollars per ton, vhereas if access
rich district, they were unable to float the were had to the mines just west of
scheme. In January last, as I am advised, the Crows Nest Pass that coke couid
some gentlemen, who wvere aso interested in be delivered at the mines for about 5 a
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, acquired ton. So that there is a very wide ynargin,
stock in the road wwich was then known as enabling mies that are considered very
the British Columbia Southern, and propos- lean and poor to be worked. As hon. gente-
ais were made to the present government to men will see, the company agreed also that
construct a tne if a sufficient subsidy were this railway and al the lnes belonging to
granted. As for very many years there had the Company in British Columbia that are
been great complaints against the toils south of the main line should corne under
charged by the Canadian Pacifie Railway the operation of tie Railway Act. They
Company, and it, iad been urged that it was were not under the operation of the Railway
due to the high tolls prevailing in the Act before, because the C.P.R. charter pro-
North-west that the country had not been tected thea fro any intrusion by the Rail-
developed to a greater degree, and ailega- way Committee or the parliament of Canada.
tions were made fro tiwe to time that the The company consented, however, that al
settiers there were charged more than they! their nes, south of the main line in British
were south of the une, the goernment Coumbia-and aiso the steamboat ulnes on
thought it was a favourable opportunity if te lakes should come under the operation
the Canadian Pacifie R.ailway Companiy of the Railway Committee or any commission
were willing to revise their toits and to offer that may be appointed biereafter to supervise
substantiaw advantages to the people of the them or control then. The agreegeent
North-west, to entertain the matter of a embodied in this paper gives the govern-
subsidy. For some three months negotia- ment, or gives the railway commission if such
tions passed between the members of the 1should be appointed hereafter, control over
goverrnent and the Company, to ascer-! ail freights from other parts of Canada in
tain what deductions they were ready to the east that ro over the Canadian Pacifie
submit to. t resulted in the bill Railway ne and are intended for what is
which is now submitted to this Huse known as the Crow's Nest Pass ne. The
for its approva. It will be seen that the rates on alil freights that originate on that
reductions of freigt rates contemplated raitway and that are intended for other
in this bull aie of a very important parts of Canada going over the Canadian
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Pacifie Railway line are also subject to the Hon. Mr. PEILEY-You sa the saving
control of the Governor in Council and the of $100,000 a year is on wheat?
commission, when appointed, in reference to
the rates. Special articles are mentioned Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On the crop of last

as t whc t isagred hat thetariff year on grain and flour coming east, theas to whichi it is agreed that the taif
~ow'wetshH ereucd acor- savingr woutd have ainounted to that sumn. Igoing west shall be reduced accord- c

ing ,t a scale whicbi is given in the bill. have not made any calculation of what the
Then, again, on grain coming out of the
North-wet, there is to be a reduction, when
the Act goes into operation, of three cents t

per 00 ound. Te rte nw fr.,m'X~~- luction is 331~ per cent on the present rates.per 100 pounds. The rate now f rom Win-
nipeg, 17 cents per 100 pounds, will Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What would that
be reduced to 14 cents. Taking last likely amount to?
year's crop, the reduction would amount
to nearly 8400,000, which the conpany are Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot tell, because
virtually giving up by this bill. In that 1 understand those rates change from time
one item alone of grain and flour going east to tine. The rates were not as high as the
they are reliuquishing in the neighbourhood company were authorized to charge, and
of 8400,000 a year. that reduction is taken on the lower scale of

rates, so it will make a very marked redue-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I would like to ask tion in the chare.

the hon. gentleman if that is in considera-
tion of the bonus of $11,000 per mile which Hon. Mr. PEILEY-What is the whole
the government are giving them arount of the concession that the Canadian

c n ;Pacifie Ilailway Company are supposed to
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was one of the be givingy You say $100,000 on wheat

elements in the consideration. and lour what is the additional concession i

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Is that at three cents
pern 100 pounds or a cent and a haf.a

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Three cents per 100 great many articles which are mentioned in
pounds on grain and flour coming east. the bil. Some of those articles were very

c low before.
lion. NIMr. PERPLEY-That is ts400,e0

on that item alone ?
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. On a bushel of

wheat the present rate would be 10 .
The reduced rate would be 6i, so that it
amounts to a very considerable item. That
is a very large item which goes directly to
the farmers of Manitoba and the North-
west.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Do I understand
the hon. gentleman to say now that they
wouId not have given l1,000 a mile subsidy
if it had not been for this reduction i

Hon. Mr. SC'OTT--Oh, no. The nego-
tintions occupied at least a month or six
weeks. The company were pressed. They
represented that it was a very serious matter
and required a great deal of consideration.,
and the bill before the House now is a com-
promise. The government asked reductions
on a number of other items. The bill now
is the result of the agreement between the
company and the government.

Hon Mr. PERLEY-You would require
to have an estimate on these articles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was no estimate
that I have been able to arrive at in refer-
ence to these articles, but it must amount
to a very considerable sum.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-When does this
reduction first take place ? It says on the
lst September, 1898.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On the articles going
west the reduction takes place on the first
January next. On the other it takes place
one-half in one year and the other half in
the second year-that is a cent and a half
on 100 pounds on the first September, 1898,
and the additionat cent and a half on the
first September, 1899.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-There will be no
reduction this year I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it will not begin
until the first September next year. I have
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placed on the table a plan showing the line
of railway. It extends froni Letibridge
through to Nelson. A portion of it is to be
built before the end of next year-that por-
tion of it down to the lake shown on the
plan, and the other portion of it will be built
the tollowing year to Nelson.

Hon. Mr. WOO D-Has the hon. gentle-
man the length of the British Columbia
Southern Railway?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The whole distance to
the British Columbia boundary is 113 miles,
and in British Columbia 217 miles-330
miles altogether.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Does the plan cover
the route of the British Columbia Southern
Railway ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Can the hon. gentle-
man give us any idea of the cost of this
railway ?

Hon Mr. SCOTT-No, I cannot. Its
estimated cost is 25,000 to 830,000 a mile.
Some parts of it of course vill cost more, as
it is through a very rough country.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Can the hon. gentle-
man say how much of ii is difficult construc-
tion and how much is prairie?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The 113 miles will ie
through-a country that is not so dificult.
The longer distance, froi Crow's Nest
through to the Lake and on to Nelson, will
be in a very expensive country as you will
see by the nap. It has to wind in and out

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it follows it according to the to)ographv of tliý country.
closely. In addition to the very large con- The British Coluinihia Soutîern hac a right
cessions that the Company have agreed to to a subsidy of 20,0)0 acres per mile. A
make, there is also this important one : just gool deal of that land bas tiniber on it, and
west of the pass there is supposed to be a one of the conditions is that the timber land
rich coal district. It is said the area of the and the land fit for agricultural purposes
coal lands is 250,000 acres. Of that I can- must be disposed of at such prices.as the
not speak positively. It was feared at one government will approve of, so that practi-
tiie that, if those lands fell into the hands cally the British Columbia Southern Com-
of a coinpany there might be a muonopoly of pany are deprived of any opportunity to
the coal. The Canadian Pacific Railway exact extreme prices-that is, they must
Company were themselves anxious to avoid put it on the market at reasonable rates
the possibility of those lands being possessed approved by the governments of British
by a monopoly. What they desired was the Columbia and Canada.
development of the country. So they have Hon. Mr. WOOD-I arn sony the lion.
agreed that in their arrangement with the
British Columbia Southern, a portion the cost of building, the road. 1 think we
amounting to 50,000 acres of the average ht
value of the coal lands in that section should sro ve bfr teig a contc
be transferred by the Crown in British

Colmbi tothe Crwiîat ttaa i orerof this kînd, wvould have a careful estimateColumbia to the-Crown at Ottawa in ordercopetent ngineer of the cost of
to be a check on anything like a monopo:y building the road. I do not see how they
or an excess of prices in the charge for coal.
The bill provides that the charge shall note
exceed $2 per ton on the car, and as the
Crown has the control of the rates, hon. soine idea of what the road would cost when
gentlemen will probably appreciate best wiî aoun The subsidy of SI1,000 a mile
the low prices at whic3,630000, and, if I under-

delivered at the important points where it is rtly, the CaninPais ilaila cor-
now sold at so high a figure. The effect rclteCnda aii iiwvCmno 51( t o i~ fïue.Te ffc pany wîîî be entitled to some 4,00,000
will be to encourage largely the develop- acres of tinber land vhich they get from
ment of mines that cannot now be worked the British Columbia government.
-lean mines that it would not pay to
develop under present circumstances. The Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, those lands belong
fact of their being able to get coal and to the British Columbia Southern and the
coke at so low a rate, will so stimulate those Canadian Pacific Railway Company, or some
mines that hundreds of mines which to-day of its stockholders, have acquired an option
are abandoned will spring into life and he on the charter, but not on ail the adjuncts
of great value to the counatry. of the charter, as o understand.
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Hon. Mr. WOOD--It certainly was acquire, exclusive of the coal lands, some
stated that the British Columbia Southern 4,000,000 acres of lands which are supposed
transferred to the Canadian Pacific Railway to Le timber lands. I should incline to the
Company all the lands that they acquired opinion, if we attach any value at all to the
fron the British Columbia government lands, that these two anounts, the subsidy
except the coal lands, wxhich were estimated and the value of these lands, would build
at 250,000 acres, and 50,000 acres of these the entire railway. No doubt the conces-
are to be transferred to the Canadian sions in the freight rates are very important,
Pacific Railway Company, and by them to and possibly they are suifficient to offset the
the government, so that if I have made the whole ainount of the subsidy paid by the
calculation riaht, there would be about Dominion governme:.t. The point that I
4,000,000 acres (exclusive of thia 2500000) am trying to get at is what the views of the
of timuber and other lands which the Cana- govern ment are; what is the basis on which
dian Pacific Railway Company will be they entered into this arrangement?
entitled to when this road is completed. I
should like to know if I ani right as to that. Hon. Mir. SCOTT-For the last eight or

te ersince this landl grant wvas donated
Hon. Mr SCOTT-The lands in British by the British Columbia legislature, the

Columbia, when acquired by purchasers, do holders have been trying to float the ent r-
noit incilurde the1 reciou"s metl and th rise Ua t Ih Ill th A d hl

pail ,t, lLI tantJ i ey

only lands that are really valuable for any vere unable to accomplish anything. Last
purpose are the coal lands. The other lands January some parties interested in the
are only valuable so far as there is timber Canadian Pacific Railway louglt soine of
on them. Other hon. gentlemen can speak the stock, but until then thev found it im-
more authoritatively than I can on that sub- possible to iloat th, scheme. It bas been
ject. The bill provides that the land shall olered ove' and over again in the tinancial
be sold on such conditions as may be im- world and nobody would take it up.
posed by the government, so no excessive Hon Mr. WOOD-Can the hon. gentle-
charge can be made. The lands in British
Columbia that we give the Canadian Pacific n o
Railway Company in the twenty mile beattsouth to Spokane?
have not any special value. As a rule they Hon. M. SCOTT-It was Austin Corbin,
are not fit for agricultural purposes. the capitalist, of New York.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mi,. WOOD-Was any bonus given?
That twenty mile beJt was not given to the Hon Mr. SCO T-No, that is a road
Canadian Pacific ICailway Company; iR was ruseoinf
given to the Canadian Governsment. It nar

worl aextended to Nelson.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was set apart as a Hon. Mr. WOOD-Thath os buit as a

reserve for the building of the railway. Ther
goverment have neve been able to realize n e ?
much out of the lands in British Columbia. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. I do flot think
The highest price I have tever known any tey got anything fron the State of
lands to be sold for was S5 per acre. I do Washington. That road has been doing a
fot think any special value was attacled to very paving busies antias beein carryig
those lands. off e wholte tnrade of that section to Spokane.

If the o Caaentldan Governmenlon. Mr. WOOD-I can hardly under- t
resereio te bdhè wil flnd that provision is

stand how that can possibly be if there made there foi' the lans
goc tinber on the land.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is very little
timber on it.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The point that occurs
to me is this-perhaps the hon. gentleman
can tell me whether I ain rizht or not-the
subsidy anounts to S3,630,000, and besides
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company

(h) That if the compainy or any other company
with wlhoim it shall have any arrangement on the
subject shall, by constructing the said railway or
any part of it, as stipulatetd for in the said agree-
ment, become entitled to and shall get any land as
a subsidy from the government of British Colm.-
bia, then such lands, excepting therefron those
whicli iii the opinion of the Director of the Geolo-
gical Suirvey of Canada (expressed ini writing) are
coal-bearing lands, shaIl be disposed of by the coin-
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pany or by su' h other company to the public good timber, but there is no gi eat quantity
according to regulations aiid at prices not exceed- of land after you leave Pincher Creek until
ing these prescribed fron tinte to time by the o stri te Cow Nest Pass tro h to
Governor in (ouncil, hiaving regard to the then vou strike the Craws Nest Pass throngh to
existing provincial regulations ap~plicable thereto the Columbia except when you reach the
the expression - lands - incluling all minerai anti lower Kootenay. There is sone good land
timuber thereon which shall be disposed of as afore- at Carnbroke, where Col. Baker has his ranch,
said, cither with or without the lanild, as the a

( ovruoriii('oueil mavthiret.anti 'vhere there i-s an industrial school.G.overnior in ( ouncil mnay direct.
There is very little timber land in that por-

So it is practicallv under the control of the tion of the country. The reason I speak so
Governor in Couneil. positively about it is, I rode on horse-back

Hon. Mr. WOOD-That very clause that from Fort McLeod to the Columbia through
the hon. gentleman has just now read is one the Crow's Nest Pass for my own personal

that iMpressed upon my mid the idea that instruction, ana to ascertain what there was
thatimpessd uon ny indtheide ththtere. If I under stand this bargamn with

this 4,000,000 acres of land must be valu-t
a the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, theyable, otherwise it would be unniecessary to .av .eue h httro h rts ohave secured the charter of the British Co-

have any restriction uponi then. lumbia Southern Railway Company. They

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was put as a pre- paid themn so much conditionally, that they
caution that the company could iot hold were to have 5,000 acres of coal land only, for
ther and prevent purchasers going in if it their own use and purposes so as to prevent
was thought desirable to buy. -a very wise precaution on the part of the

Canadian Pacifie Railway Company-there
Hon. Mr. WOOD--That must he based being extortionate rates charged to them or

on the idea that there is some considerable to others, and to prevent a monopoly. The
value in these lands. I really think the goovernment in making their bargain with
government, in entering upon an enterprise the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, if
of this kini, should ascertain whether there I understand it correctly, exacted in addi-
was any value in these lands, and also what tion to other conditions, 50,000 acres of
the cost of constructing a railway in thatîte coal lands. If I have arrived at a cor-
section of the country would amount to. rect conclusion from reading the debates, if
Otherwise it is verv difficult for imembers of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company do
this House, or anybody who has not had an not secure those 50,000 acres of land from
opportunity to investigate for hiiself, to tish Columbia Southern Railwaythe B3ritihClmi otiriRala
judge of the mnerits of an arrangement of Company, who hold the charter, then the
this kind. If these lands have any value- government is not to pay any of the subsidv.
if they are worth even one dollar per acre, Is that the case ?
hon. gentlemen will perceive that the whole
subsidy is ample to build that road, even if
it is an expensive road to build.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are a number
of roads in British Columbia that have
similar subsidies, and 1 have yet to learn
that any of thei have been able to use their
lands. Land is abundant there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not understand that the minerals in this
land granted as a subsidy have been reserved
by the Crown.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, all the lanIs in
British Columbia.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
all the minerals have been reserved by the
Crown, there is no value in the coal lands.
There are small areas, in portions of the
country which are very well wooded with

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir .MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Then that land will have to be procured.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is part of the
conditions, that they acquire fron the
British Columbia Southern Company the
50,000 acres. The 50,000 acres are now in
the Crown, represented by British Columbia,
and will remain there until the lands are
earned.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I understand, it is in this position : the
Canadian Pacifie Rtailway Company have
made a bargain with the British Columbia
Southern County Railway Company for
their charter. They have a certain time,
after the passage of this bill, to complete
that bargain. If the British Columbia
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Southern Railway Company refuse 'to make dian Pacifie Railway Company were going
a concession in the bargain which the Cana-, on with the construction of that road before
dian Pacifie Railway Company has made there was any grant by the goverument.
with them, then the bargain between the It vas onl the other day 1 sawa statement
British Columbia Southern and the Canadian mace in the Montreal Witness to the eflèct
Pacific Railway fails; and it follows that, tlîat the government subsidy was not neces-
notwithstanding any expenditure that sarv to secure the construction of the road.
the Canadian Pacific Rtailway Company may That is confirried y the fact that at the
have made, the governrment is not bound- last meeting of te shareholders the directors
and, as I understood Mr. Blair to say, he declared that they had determined to con-
made it part of the contract that they should'struct the une as a profitable undertaking.
not receive any portion of the government The article T refer too is as foflows
subsidy Is that the fact?subidy Istha th fat ?That the governinent stibsýidy was not necessary

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Tbat is the condition, t secure the construction of the road is provel by
that they are to hand over 50,000 acres to oholders the (lirect>Is 'leclare<l tbat they hiad dleter-
the government. mmcd to construet the line as a profitable unler-

takinu. The comnpany bad alrea(ly begun operations
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- to that end, and slortly afterward bought the

I am not going to oppose this scheme. inaterial for the roai. \Nleu those opposed to the
think it is imuprovident. I think you are (aîîadian Pacific Railway Cuîupanys taking pusses-
paying too nuch, but at the same time m yion f the only p tlrougb the Rockies south of

pain '.Dm the pass already l)ossessc(l ly the comipany, raised
principal reason for not objecting to it is a protest, tley were toil tlat the company could
that it is an undertaking which may, and not be restrained, as their charter empowered
probably will, prove profitable to the com- thein to construct branch unes anywhere in the
pany, because if it proves profitable to the So it cane to this, that tbe govern-

pany, nment w-as then l)eing iirge(l to grant, and bas nom-
company it will be beneficial to the country, granted, a subsidy of three ani a third million
and we can afford to be liberal in order to dollars to a company to build a road which the
retain within our own country the trade of company bad alrca(y declaied its intention of
that section of the Dominion, whatever it build te radan Pai Caapay nd
may be, rather than let it go to the United i i tri

States ; therefore, from a national point of le coninercially profitable fron the late of its
view I am quite willing, speaking for myself, completion. Moreover, the company hsd already

and thnk i istheinteest ofthiscout 'possession of a charter for the construction of that
and I think it is the interests of this countryportion of the ne i Bitsh Columbia whi
that we should deal liberally with those who carrieî with it enornious grants of valuable coal
undertake enterprises of this kind. If that areas.
land were such as my hon. friend f rom West- Now that is the opinion of a newspaper
morland (Mr. Wood) intimates it is, the
subsidies wouild be enormous, and if the in
lands are as valuable f rom a mineral stand- and which is stili supporting the govern-
point, as we hope they are, then it will be an
enormous subsidy, but even if it is an enor- possibly, and probably will, be a benefit to
mous subsidy, if we can drain the trade of British Columbia, and to that portion west,
that section and of the United States south but it will be of no benefit whatever to this
of the line through Canada, we will reap an section o? the Dominion. The principal
ample reward for the expenditure, and froin
a national standpoint, I am quite willing to'Rossland, in British Columbia, are in the
give my support to a scheme of this kind, hands of citizens of the United States, and

althugh I epet, Ithik yu ae 'it is in that way going to benefit those whoalthough, I repeat, I think you are paying ar9 looated there more than it will benefit
a little too much for the whistle.

Canadians, because there are very few
Hon. Mr. -MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-If Canadian interests in the vicinity of Ross-

this road is such a one as is likely to pay land. 1 consider, myself, that the grant
from its inception, as many believe, I think given by the government to this road for
the government should have built it as a the purpose of extending the line, lias been
government undertaking, from first to last. a very extravagant one, and that the propo-
We are granting a pretty liberal subsidy, and sition made by the late government to
it is stated in the public press that the Cana d bonus the road to the extent of $5,000 a
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mile and to lend the company $20,000 a present government. I do not oppose this
mile for the purpose of construction, bill. I agree with the hon. leader of the op-
would have been a much better one for the position that the bargain night have been a
country. With the interests that are now better one in the interests of Canada, but I
being developed in British Columbia, if think, as I have thought for some years, that
that course had been persisted in, there is it is the duty of the government of Canada
no doubt that the road would have been to open up that valuable mining, and to some
constructed by the Canadian Pacific Rail- extent grazing, country of Southern British
way Company, and the Dominion would Columbia and on that account I am not
have saved a large amount of money. opposed to the bill.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second time. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

This is the age of conversions.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT inoved the third read- The motion was agreed to and the bill was

ing of the bil. read the third tine and passed.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It might not be'

amiss to put on record at this stage the
recorded opinion of a very prominent min-
ister of the government with regard to the
Crow's Nest Pass Railway : J refer to Sir
Richard Cartwright. He said :

Why, he asked, should ve be called upon to
tax the ratel)ayeis of (Ciîanla 8108,000 for the
developnent of soime valuable coal mine, whether
it beloings to the British Columubia goverinent or
to somue private individuals ? What justification
is there for leaping on this overburdened people
expenditures for enterprises of the mierits of which
we know nothimg at all, and w hich, if they he one-
quarter as valuable or one-teuth as valuable as
they have been represented by the hon. gentileman,
ought to be able to pay their. own way ? I object
to the whole system, for the imatter of that. But
particularly, it seenis to me, that going into the
wilderness in this fashion on the vague statement
tiat there are valuable coal mines in whiclh, even
though they are as valuable as they are represented,
the people of Canada have no interest, is sonething
worse than throwing away our nmoney. The
pratical result of all this is that these gentlemen
whon the hon. gentleman has just named, these
capitalists, as I believe somte of them are, not
content witlh having got very cheaply, an extreiely
valuable deposit, inust needs cone to the parlia-
ment of Canada and demand that the ratepayers
he obliged to contribute $108,0(00 for the purpose
of iakirg their individual fortunes.

I do not know what the 8108,000 refers
to.

H on. Sir MACKENZIE -BOWELL--It
refers to the bonus of 83,200 per mile, offered
by the late government, amounting to
$180,000.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Sir Richard
Cartwright came to the conclusion that the
government should leave the affair severely
alone. I have just read this as another
illustration of the extraordinary swallowing
capacity of the gentlemen comprising the

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (151) "An Act to
authorize the granting of subsidies in aid of
the construction of the lines of railway there-
in mentioned."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon.Mr.SCOTT moved thesecond reading
of the bill. He said :-This is known as the
Railway Subsidies Bill. The only material
point about it is in reference to the grading
of the subsidy where the cost of construc-
tion is in excess of $15,000 a mile. I
might say here that the larger number-
nearly all of the railways that are being
aided by this bill, have already been before
parliament, and subsidies voted to them.
They have not been built, and probably a
great many of thein will never be built. In
answer to the observations made by the hon.
member from Prince Edward Island in
which he said that petitions had not been
presented to parliament, the practice in the
past has been, I believe, that the railway
conpanies apply always to the Minister of
Railways, and he submitted the list of ap-
plications to the Governor in Council, and
the selection was there made of those
that would be submitted to parliament for
the approval of subsidies. The last Subsidy
Bill was submitted in 1894. It embraced
sixty railways. This is in one respect more
modest, as the number is less than fifty-
some forty odd railways.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to ask
one or two questions of the hon. gentleman
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in regard to this proposed grading of sub- gentleman, and that is with regard to town
sidies, about this 83,200 per mile-what the and municipal grants. Do the government
government include in the cost of construc- deduct them in estimatino-
tion ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh no, they have
lon. Mr. SCOTT-In the past, in special neyer b-en deducted in the past.

cases where the country was known to be Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
very diticult to build a road in, subsidies to Has that bill been circulated?
the amount of 86,400 have been given, and
it was thought that it would be fairer to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it bas oniy been
,grade the amount wlere it was over 815 000! printed. bis bi and the supply l
per mile. Perhaps in one case the road might have neyer been printed as a rule.
cost $20,000 per mile and another $25,000, bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
and in those cases they would receive the
sane subsidy of 86,400. It was considered'Oh, yes.
the experiment should be tried to grade i lon. Mr. POWER-These subsidies are
them. Attention was called to the fact in set out*in the minutes of the House of Com-
the bouse of Cominons that where a road inons. The resolutions are set out in the
was built into a town or city it might enable iminutes of the House of Comnions.
a road, which otherwise might not be e!îti-;HnSrXAKNI O EL

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

tled to $6,400, to obtain that subsidy, and i areere
so an ameuldment wvas mae is anothe veyipratpitt
bill, that it should not include the cost w ete hon. gentleman has not called at-
of equipping the railway, nor the cost of u ontiofC.

termina s of the railway in any city or m-on. T re re ere nth
corporated toawn so that it would only r made in the ouse of Commons this morn-
apply on the oidinary line, and not be due ing.
to caues which owould of course increase
the cost of ah railways-that is the entry Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
into towns. T e practice bas been to give to understand that. I was going to point
bridges fifteen per cent of the cost. There out that thoug they may be in the minutes
is no statute on the subject, but it bas been of the ouse of Con.ons, we do not see
a settled practice that railway bridge, as a the amendments and consequently cannot
rule, receive that subsidy. I do not know of speak intelligently upon them. If the hon.
any case where it was; refused. It is hiere rgentleman wbo bias just spoken hiad seen the
provided that wvbere the bridge formns part amendinent, he would have beeil saved the
of. the railway line, and the cost of the trouble of asking the question.
bridge does not exceed $25,000, it counts in
as part of the rine. Where the cost is Hon. Mr. SCOTT- must apologize of
greater than that, it is entitled to the usual u erst The practice has been an o pjection-
bonus of fifteen per cent on the cost. Ther out , and shah do my best to have it

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Do I understand that
these clauses are added in the bill?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--These amendments
are made in the bill.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-We have not seen
them here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, they were made
in the House of Commons this morning.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Those amendments
do certainly remove what appeared to me
to be the chief objection to that feature
of the bill. There is only one other ques-
tion which I would like to ask the hon.

changed. If you look over une journais you
will see that in former sessions the House of
Commons has sent down a number of bills on
the last day when it was impossible for us to
give them proper consideration. We have
often protested, and I think we will insist
another year that this shall not be aliowed
to continue. It is not justifiable. I can only
throw myself on the kindness of the House
on the present occasion and apologize for
what I think is an improper treatment of
this House.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-We are not in a posi-
tion to consider those bills intelligently
without having them before us a little
earlier, and having some time to give thought
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and attention to them. If I have correctly way, and a good deal of information which
understood the amendments which the hon. it would be desirable for us to have, we
gentleman has just read, they certainly do have to take on trust, not having a copy of
remove the objection which I had to the bill the bill before us and knowing nothing of
as it stood before. It was objectionable as the various anounts it is proposed to grant
it first came in. under this bill. On some other occasions

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--May I ask the similar bis have been brouht down very
Hon.Mr. ERGVON-My ~ atein the session, and these objections

hon. gentleman in charge of this bill how engn
the cost of the railways which exceed w t t

.S15000is t beascetaiedchange in the administration that ail these
$15,000 is to be ascertained litte matters, which those in opposition had

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The government engi- occasion to find fault with in other years,
neer is to inquire into it. wsould bave been amended, but it is the

samie now as it was before. I hiad occasion
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-- -Is that in the once, wben I was present near the close of

bil i? the session before, to urge the sanie objec-
ere tion against votes of this kind, and I believe

Thon.ctual c s r. SO -e s I tink i ha one or two of us here present on that occa-
sion voted against the bil altogether, and I

1-on. Mr. MACDOINALD (P.E..)4T hope this will be the hast time that sirnilar
r to ask the hon. Secretar of bills wil1 come in at such a late period of

wouud have the session.
state if there is a provision in this bion

which I have seen referred to as being a very Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
desirable one to put into bis of this nature
providing th-it if the government require at o eodm rts gis h ute

The acua costr has toos bean ascertained.

av tiike to take over one of these rairoydso subsidizing of raifways in the manner in
the subsidy which was paid by the which they are presented to us here to-night.
government would be taken into considera- In the past, hon. gentlemen opposite could
tion in payment for the road? Is there d tn
such a provision in this bill ?'c i

sucha povison n ths bh? the policy of subsidizing railways in different

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think not. I parts of the country; now, they are propos-
haveneyr knwn lîatto e ina blî. ing to extend that principle. I was in hropes,haveifter reading a very able article a few months

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It ago in the columns of the heading organ of
would be a very proper precaution to take the gentlemen who now rule the destinies of
I think, in granting bonuses of this kind to this country, that the system, as it has been
railroads. Not having seen a copy of the in vogue for a number of years, was going
bill, and knowing very little about it, I to cease. The bad effects that it pointed out,
should like to ascertain whether there is a if correct, which have justified the present
vote there of $114,270 for the Pontiac Paci- government in putting a stop to these sub-
fie Junction Railway Company for 85 miles sidies, until the revenues of the country at

of î~h. east, would have wvarranted further expendi-of roadi.
ture. When the late governmenit flrst

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think that is adopted the system of subsidizing railways,
in. it was out of surplus revenues, and it is wehh

iknown that in countries whiere there is' self-,
Hon. Mlr. MNACDO--NALD (P.E.I.)-AndHon.Mr.MACD )NLD (.E..>-Ad 'overrnment, the principle is that just as soon

is there a vote to the Grand Trunk for a as the revenues of the country exceed the
subsidy towards the building of the enlarge-i annual requirements, the taxation should be
ment of the Victoria bridge at Montreal- reduced. In England we know that is done
fifteen per cent on the amnounit expended,tiften er enton he anout epenedalmost every year, but their system of hevy-
$300,000. ing taxes is so different fron that which

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, that is in. prevails in this country, that that system
could not weih be adopted in Canada, hecause

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-We it would be disarranging the whole tarif
have these explanations in a round about reguations and the whole fiscal pohicy of
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the country. In England, where you less under the new economic arrangements
have an income tax and various other of our tarif you are going to get an im-
means of raising money, you can easily take mense surplus. Then you can spend it, and
a penny off the income tax or add a penny to I do not know that you can spend it in a
it, and thereby increase or diminish the better way. But what 1 object to in this
revenue some millions a year. Instead bil more dian anything else is the p]acing
of the government acting upon the prin- in the hands of any party-and more parti-
ciple which they had laid down for cuhrly an unscrupulous party, if there be
so many years, ihat it was vicious in prin- any such thing in the person of the Min-
ciple to continue a practice of this kind, ister of Railways-the power to hold out to
they are not only satisfied with adopting the railway builders or speculators the induce-
policy of the old government, but they have ment of 86,400 a mile under certain circum-
duplicated it by taking the power to them- stances. Lt has been deciared in this
selves to increase the subsidy to any of these buse over and over again within the iast
railways just one hundred per cent. Why few days that there is no road that does not
should we have adopted that course, parti- cost $15,000 and more per mile. If that is
cularly when we know that for two or three so, they will get the increased subsidy.
years past, there bas been a falling off of the The question put by the lon. gentleman
revenue, and a deficit, with a prospect of a fron Prince Edward Island (Mr. Macdon-
deficit this year, and perhaps for one or two aid) was a very pertinent one, and more par-
years to come, and we can only supply that ticularly in the light of events which have
deficit by borrowing, thereby increasing the occurred in connection witb railways. The
public debt and the annual interest which government have tried to purchase the
we have to pay, which will either have to Druinmond County Iailway, which bas
be raised by direct taxation, or by indirect been subsidized by the Dominion govern-
taxation or by borrowing money. I was ment, by the local government, and hy mun-
sincerely inL hopes-because I have bad my' icipalities to the extent of six or seven
doubts of the propriety of continuing a sys- thousand per mile ail through-soine six
tern of this kind for a long, time-that the thousand odd dollars per mile. Now we
organ of the party to which I refer was are going to add $3,200 per mile to the
speaking the sentiments of the goveriment, regular subsidy granted to the eonpany
but unfortunately the organ bas changed as that is to build the balance of that
rapidly as the government bbas, and we have road of some forty two miles. The subsid
now before us a systemi whicb gives the! will be doubled in that case beyond a doubt.

linister of Raiiways and Canais and bis col- The question asked by the hon. meniber froi
leagues the power to increase by one hundred Prince Edward Island, supposing the expe-
per cent the subsidies to ail these raiiways riment tihat you are to try with the $157,500,
wbenever an opportunity presents itself. that you bave taken for the purpose should
Dos any body suppose for a momtent that prove to be of suc a character as to justify
there is a single railway to be subsidised to- your buying that road, are you then going
day, that wili not ,-et 86,400 instead of $3,-: to give tbem, the full value of the road, or
200? will you deduct this additional subsidy

Hon.Mr. COTTOh, es.which you are now giving the cornpaty ? If
Hon Mr SCTT-h, es.you decide liereaf ter to purchase, and can

induce parliaent to purchase, you are
Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-The assisting the sane gentlemen to the tune of

original basis upon which the $3,200 was $6,400 per mile to, complete the road to the
cgiven, was that it was then calculated that' Chaudière, and then you turn round and pay
that amount would purchase the rails for' them at the rate of $17,000 per mile for the
the railing of ail these roads. At that time road that you bave belped to build. t is
the rails were f rom twenty-fve to tbirty or about time the whoie of us went into railway
thirty-three and a third, and in some cases building, if we can get the goverment to
forty per cent dearer than they are at pra purchasé roads fro us at that rate, or, in
sent. So you not only rail the road for the other words, get the government t pay
$3,200, but you add to that by direct sub- nabout $17,000 per mile for a road which
sidy for the grading and so on, and now you cist the xte six or sevendoublet. f hopretys is coning a un- thosan t prmoe i a te I-etaixn

toem of p this kin fo oing timetate th-1 ouand a od dolar pverla tme. No weta
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would move to add a clause to the bill, What is being done with the road now I do
making two provisions, one that in case of not know. I make these renarks to place
a purchase of any road by the government, myself upon record as opposed to the prin-
whether for a branch of the Intercolonial ciple of the distributing of subsidies in the
Railwav or any other purpose, the amount reckless manner we have been in the past
of subsidy grante~d by the government should idulging in, and more particularly against
be deducted from the purchase money. I that clause which duplicates the amount to
would go further-I call the attention of the be paid, leaving it to the discretion of the
hon. Minister of Justice to this point, that we Minister of Railways and his colleagues to
grant a large subsidy for the construction say whether they shall advance it or not.
of a road : we afterwards find that the road, If there has been corruption in the past, we
so far as its paying properties are concerned, are placing it in the hands of the govern-
is useless, and it fails. There is no redress ment to perpetuate that system, and to in-
at all. You cannot take it. I think the gov- crease it to an enormous extent.
ernment should be enabled, under those cir-
cuinstances, to take possession of the road Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a point in
and, if necessary, to sel it and recoup connection with the extra subsidy to which
themselv es for the amount of money which I should have called the attention of the
lias been expended upon it. I have heard House:
no explanation on these railway subsidies Any company receiving a subsidy in excess of
yet, nor have I read of any in the lower c3,20X shall be bound to carry Her Majesty's mail
Ilouse, or the reasons which induced them free of charge for a pe iod of ten years.
to take the Baie des Chaleurs road to expe- That applies to ail railways where the
riment with at the expense of the country, Tidt a ie to hal ri l wr t
and whatever reasons there nay be for it I ubsidy is more than It was not

should ike to understand what authority supposed that it was going to increase the

the government bas to take anv railwav amount at al.
under its control, run it at the expense of Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
the country and lose a lot of money without course that is no security where the road
the sanction and authority of parliament. I fails to run, as happened with the Baie des
an not aware that the government has one Chaleurs Railway, and I think one railway
tittle ofauthority by law to take possession in the county of Albert, N.B.
of any railway and run it for the advantage
of the people who live along the road, at the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If they earn more
expense of the country. If they have, per- than S3,200 they are bound to carry the
haps thte Minister of Justice could inform mails free for ten years.
us of it ; and if they have not, they should
inform the House, if they, have not already Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
informed the coun ry, the reasons why thev you purchase that Drumnnmond County Rail-
take that in hand, and by what authority it way will the subsidy be refunded?
was done, and whether they have asked an
indemnification f rom parliament for spend- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh yes, I announced
ing the public money without the authority that. There is no mistake about it. It was
of parliament. It is a very grave question.
I may have overlooked the debates in the
House of Commons, and consequently may
be speaking not by the book, but I have
failed to hear or to read of any explanations
why the government did what I have indi-
cated they have done. We know that they
did take it in hand at a time when it was
thought it was going to pass into the hands
of the Quebec government. They might
better have left it to the Quebec governnient
to operate. As I understand, it proved a
failure and caused a large loss to the revenue
of the country, and then they gave it up.

announced in the House of Commons. We
would not be likely to overlook that.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (129), "An Act fur-
ther to amend the Post Office Act."

The bill was read the first time.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of the bill.

Lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Where is this
bill? Can we see it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill is limited to
placing the mail clerks under one superin-
tendent. The mail clerks are now under
the inspector of each locality, and it was
thought that considerable improvement
coild be made in the service if they, instead
of running short routes, ran longer routes
under the direction of the chief inspector.
It is recominended by Mr. Sweetman, the
head of the branch. It was at his sugges-
tion entirely that the bill was introduced.
There is no principle involved in the bill.
It is simply placing the mail clerks under
one chief, who has been in the department
for the last thirty years, and who thinks
both economy and efficiency will be secured
if the control is removed from the local
inspector to one general inspector who will
define the longer routes. As it is at present,
the mail clerk enters upon the car, and he
goes perhaps fifty or sixty miles. He might
just as well finish the route to some ter minal
point, one hundred or one hundred and
twenty-five miles, instead of having a
change. The bill does not disturb any
other portion of the administration of that
department than the mail clerks, placing
them under one chief, and it is recommended
by the gentleman who has been for the last
thirty years in charge of that department.

Hôn. Mr. POWER-I may mention that
the bill is not now in the form in which it
was printed. There was a clause in the
bill which authorized the Postmaster Gen-
eral to make contracts, and that met with
considerable opposition in the House of
Commons, and was omitted from the bill.
As it comes now, the bill met with the
unanimous approval of the House of
Commons.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-hen the bill,
as I have it in my hand, is not the bill now
introduced?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, the objection-
able clause has been struck out.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It may be a very
good bill, but we know nothing about it. I
did not understand from the hon. Secretary
of State what the advantages are going to
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be. Is it going to curtail the expense in
any way?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
it will not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At present a mail
clerk runs thirty or forty miles, according
to the instructions of the local inspector
under whom the clerks are supposed to be.
Under this bill he may have to run a hun-
dred miles, according to the instructions of
the general inspector, and that will be his
particular beat, and he will distribute the
letters over that whole line. At present
they are limited to local divisions, and when
a man reaches the end of his division, some-
body else has to come into the car and take
up the work of distributing the letters, and
that requires two or three servants where
the work might be done by one.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would you kindly repeat that last state-
ment 7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At present, as I am
advised, the railway mail clerks are under
the control of the local inspector, and it is
proposed in this bill to place them under
the control of one officer, who can direct
themn to extend their beat say for a hundred
miles instead of fifty miles, and in that way
it is believed a less number of officials will
be able to perform the work in a more satis-
factory manner than at present.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I do
not agree with the view taken of this mea-
sure by the hon. Secretary of State. It
seems absurd for any gentleman to state
that the route of a mail clerk may
be extended by an3ther officer. There is no
province in which a railway mail clerk, who
is under the control of the inspector of that
province, can have a longer route than
he can reasonably be expected to run over
and return in one day, and I can see, there-
fore, no object in appointing a superinten-
dent of railway mail clerks. The post-
master of the particular province in which
these mail clerks are stationed is the proper
officer to have control of them. The post-
master at St. John, or some great mail
centre, from which these mail clerks are
sent out, is the proper officer to have sole
control under the post office inspector of
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that division, and there is no reason in the
world why the post office inspectors of the
different divisions should not continue to do
as they have done in the past, to regulate
the mail clerks who may now run from the
province of Quebec right througrh to Vancou-
ver and back again under the contr 1 of the
different inspectors that are over the route
from one province of the Dominion to
the other. I mean to say that there is no
e onomy at al] in the appointment of new
officers as proposed under this bill. It will
not lezsen the pav of the mail clerks if they
get mileage. They will travel more imiles
and their cost to the country will be increas-
ed without any advantage to the public
service. I understood, until I heard the
hon. Secretary of State explain the bill,
that this bill contemplated the appointnent
of several superintendents. I gathered from
what the hon. Secretary of State said in his
remarks that it only contemplated the
appointment of one superintendent for the
whole Dominion. How is that going to be
regulatedi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh there will be
others. I will read the report of Mr.
Sweetman.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-If
we had the bill before us we could gather
f rom it what was intended : but a bill cornes
up at the last hours of the session, and it is
only laid on the desk of the Minister who is
leading the House. We cannot be expected
to know what the provisions of such a bill
may be, or to deal with it in such an intelli-

.gent manner as we might be expected to,
deal with it if we had the bill before us and
had studied its provisions.

Hon. Sir MAC KENZIE BOWELL-
If the hon. Secretary of State said there was
only one superintendent to be appointed-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh no, I think there
are nuie superintendents over the whole
Dominion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
'es. The bill is for the purpose of reorgan-

izing the department under different heads.
They are to appoint a controller who is to be
the head of the whole mail service, and then
in addition to that they are to have super-
intendents in different provinces and in dif-
ferent parts of the provinces, who communi-

cate directly with the controller, and the
operations of that branch of the service are
to be carried on from the central point here.
They have adopted, so far as I can ascertain,
the system which prevails in the United
States at the present moment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And in England, so I
am told.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps so, but I know in the United States
everything is operated from Washingtoin. It
is therefore a centralization of the whole sys-
tein under one management in Ottawa. I feel
quite confident, from the limited study I
have been able to give this bill, that the sys-
tem is not a bad one; I think it will work
very well. I do not, however, believe that
it is going to be an economical system,
unless they can so reform the service as to
dispense with a number of officers. In the
other House the Postmaster General said :

I amgoing to appoint from the experienced officers
in the service a controller. We will have to in-
crease his salary, but the office will be at head-
quarters here, at the departmient. They will ap-
point a certain number of superintendents also
among the mail service.

Supposing it is eight or nine, as the hon.
Secretary of State says, they will have to
increase their salaries, because they are
holding a superior position, being like a fore-
man in an establishment to guide and direct
the others. What I would like to know is,
who is to fill the position vacated by the
controller and by the superintendents i If
there be additional appointments, then cer-
tainly you have to adopt some other system
by which you will carry out your idea of
economy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The old system of
inspectors, as far as regards the mail service,
is to be discontinued. The local post office
inspectors are not to deal with the mail
service in the future. That I believe is the
feeling of all the practical men in the Post
Office Department-the postmasters and
inspectors and the officers here at Ottawa.
I do not know what is to be done with respect
to the chief controller, but I know that in
the provinces the intention is that, other
things being equal, the government take the
senior mail clerk.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They may or may not.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I am only speaking
of what has been actually intimated to the
officers in my own province. The senior
mail clerk is taken, provided lie is qualified,
and made deputy or local head of the mail
service, and there is no increase to the staff.
It is not proposed that there shall be any
increase to the staff in Nova Scotia ; whether
the controller is to be an additional officer
or not I do not know, but the local super-
intendents are not, I understand. This is
introducing the system which exists in the
United States and which the permanent
officers of the department think is the better
system.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-No.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand it,
the bill, as we have it now, met with no
opposition in the House of Commons. There
was opposition to a clause which undertook
to authorize the Postmaster General to make
contracts without asking for tenders for the
carriage of the mails. That clause was
dropped by the Postmaster Genetal, and the
bill was then allowed to pass.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. gentleman tell me whether the
position vacated by the officer who is appoint-
ed controller is to be filled or not? I under-
stand the gentleman has already been
selected f rom the service in Toronto, and from
what I can learn he is a very good officer.
But if his position in Toronto is to be filled,
it is one addition to the staff. Are the places
of the superintendents who are selected from
the mail service to be filled?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then that is an evidence that there are too
many in the service now, because they per-
form certain duties. I am only discussing
the economic part. I asked ny hon. friend
the former Postmaster General, from Lon-
don (Sir John Carling), his opinion as to
this bill, and he thinks it is a good thing
that an organization will be effected under
this bill by which you can direct from head-
quarters the operations all over the county,
without that friction which arises from the
constant bickerings which take place in the
different sections. If the Postmaster Gen-
eral can carry out the provisions of that
bill without adding to the staff, then I think
he will have effected a good reform.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.L)-But
it must be the duty of the Postmaster Gen-
eral now to direct all these officers of the
department. It is just taking a certain duty
away from the Postmaster General, and
appointing other officers to assist in carry-
ing it out.

Hon. Mr. COX-I am authorized by the
Postmaster General to say that there will be
no new appointments at all, and there will
be a very substantial saving under this
bill, besides much greater efficiency in the
service.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-I think that is
all it is for, to create greater efficiency. The
main provisions of the bill are in operation
at the present time, and are working very
well, and I do not think it is intended to
cause any increase in the civil service what-
ever.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Does not the
inspector now control all these subordinate
inspectors ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think it is his
duty to control them. He is a very efficient
man, and I have great confidence in him. I
think he is the man before all others who
would perform that duty remarkably well.
That duty might rest in his hands al-
together.

Hon. Sir WACKENZIE BOWELL-I
hope the Minister of Justice will inform the
Postmaster General that if he brings down
an important bill of this kind at so late
period, next session, that we will throw it
out.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRsT, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (130) " An Act fur-
ther to amend the Civil Service Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read.
ing of the bill. He said :-The bill reads:

1. The paragraph substituted by section one of
chapter fifteen of the statutes of 1895, for para-
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graph (b) of section ten of The Civil Service Act,
chapter seventeen of the Revised Statutes, is
hereby repealed and the following substituted
therefor :-

" b. No person shall.be appointed to any place
in the first or inside departmental division of the
Civil Service-other than that of a deputy head,
or controller of railway mail service or superinten-
dent of railway mail service, or other officer or
eniployee transferred from the outside service to
the railway mail service branch-on probation or
otherwise, whose age exceeds thirty-five years, or
who has not attained the full age of fifteen years,
in the case of a porter, Inessenger, or sorter, or the
full age of eighteen years, in other cases."

2. Schedule B to the said Act is hereby amended
by inserting before the words " railway mail
clerks," the following words -

" Controller of the rail mail service, salary not
exceeding $2,500 ;

" Superintendents of railway mail service, salary
not exceeding $1,500; "

2. The said schedule B is hereby further
amended by inserting, under the sub-heading
" clerks in city post office," between the words
" letter-carriers' and " messengers " the words

Sorters and Stampers."

Mr. Mulock says that as the Civil Service
Act now stands, there is no medium grade
between $400 and $1,100, and he wants to
provide that men who are simply engaged in
sorting and stamping letters might be paid
at a grade between those two, according to
what they are now. The clause providing
for the second class clerks has been repeal-
ed, and there are no second class clerks now.
There is no provision made for officers who
might earn a sum between $400 and $1,100,
and what he says is there are a number of
persons appointed from time to time as
sorters and stampers, and it seems unreason-
able .to give them $1,100.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman tell us there is no
power in the Postmaster General or the
government to regulate the salaries between
$400 and $1,100 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the second class
clerk is abolished.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But a man is appointed third class clerk at
$400, and under the system he receives his
$50 increment every year until he reaches
$1,000. Are these a different class, or are
these men appointed to do work, who have
passed no exainination i Who are they ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Sorters and stampers,
who do no other work but sort and stamp.

There are a large number of them, and they
are appointed from time to time, and the
Postmaster General was quite anxious they
should be classed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Are they subject to examinatioa ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think they are. Do I understand that this
is to give power to the Post master General
for the raising of a man's salary who gets
only $400 at present I The Secretary of
State does not seem to understand that
because that is wlat he implied.

Hon. Mr. COX-It classifies the sorters,
stampers and letter carriers all together.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Do they pass
the examinations ?

Hon. Mr. COX-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the maximum salary they are to be
paid, or does this bill give any further power
to increase it?

Hon. Mr. COX-$600.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I do
not see that we require to make any change
in the present law under those circumstan-
ces. If those persons now enter the service
and their salary can 'go up to $600, why
should a man, whose duty is only mechanical,
stamping letters or anything of that kind,
go on having his salary increased and be
promoted from third class clerk and so
on to a first class clerk, when his work
can be performed by any person who
receives an ordinary day's pay, and who
is not really of any higher qualification
than a day labourer ? I think there is
a very great injustice in the provisions
of the Civil Service Act as it has been
administered for some time past, and we
can go into any of the departmental offices
here and find persons receiving a salary
over $1,000 whose work is merely clerk's
work, mechanical work, which might be done
by a young man or by an old man who would
be very glad to get that work to perforn for
one-third of the salary some of these people
are receiving. On the other hand, there may
be persons who are qualified to fill a much
higher office receiving only the salary that a
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third class clerk is entitled to. These are
discrepencies, if I may so term them, in the
Civil Service administration, which I think
might very well be remedied. I cannot see
that there is any benefit, or any beneficial
reformation whatever in the bill which is
now before us. This is a bill which comes to
this House at a time when we have no oppor-
tunity of considering its terms properly, or
going into its merits ; and it is one which, to
my mind, it is our duty to oppose at this
stage of the session. It would be the duty
of every member who stands up for the
dignity of the Senate to oppose such a bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill is just to
accomplish what it proposes. The present
Civil Service Act, which I hold in my hand,
is amended by inserting after the words
" clerks of the post office " the words
" sorters and stampers." It is to bring the
sorters and stampers under this clause.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-But % sorter is
a higher official than a stamper, because he
bas to look at the letter, and see where it is
going.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But the letter carrier
must do the same thing.

The motion was agreed to and the bill was
read the second and third time and passed.

THE PROROGATION.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I may
inform the House that the business before
us is now completed and arrangements have
been made that prorogation should take
place to-night at eight o'clock.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. gentleman should have
thanked the House for the assiduity with
which we have attended to the public busi-
ness. We will promise him, if we are all
here next session, to give just as much
attention to the business brought before us.
If the hon. gentleman thinks we have not
paid sufficient attention during the present
session, we will promise him to pay little
more attention next session. Possibly there
may have been some hard expressions ; I
never use any myself, but the hon. gentleman
who sits opposite me (Sir O. Mowat) often
loses his temper, and says that which, upon
reflection and in sober moments, he regrets

exceedingly, and I would suggest to him the
propriety-being about his own age, perhaps
a little older, or little whiter-and the
necessity of trying to cultivate a feeling of
good-will between himself and those who
differ from him, and if he will only cultivate
those lamb-like propensities which character-
ize the -bon. gentleman, particularly when
discussing with one like myself, who bas no
temper at all, never exhibits any, always
mild on every occasion, and fearful of
expressing any opinion-if he adopts that
lanb-like manner we will get along well
next session. This is the end of the session.
Perhaps some of us have said harsh things
in speaking of each other, but as we are
about to part we will try and forget them,
and study to be a little more amiable in our
dispositions in the future, providing the
hon. gentleman does not rile us, and if he
does, on occasions of that kind lie must
expect to get a Roland for an Oliver, and if
the Olive is not too green, we will try to
digest it in the best possible manner.

Hon. Sir OLIVER MOWAT-I am glad
to know that emy hon. friend regrets any
hard words that he used during the session,
and means not to do the same sort of thing
in future sessions. I have done my best to
have the proceedings of this House con-
ducted with amity and good feeling, and I
think to a large extent I have succeeded in
that. I do not think any assembly such as
this is has ever manifested less bad feeling
than the Senate has done during this
session. Occasionally some things passed
which were not of the most pleasant char-
acter, but you cannot expect to be
entirely free from that sort of thing
in such an assembly, and those occasions
were very few. I do not think any of us
will leave here with any enmity towards one
another. I think we shall all leave here
friends, with our friendship strengthened,
and if we had any uncomfortable feeling, I
think the tendency has been for it to pass
away. Next session we hope to have a bill
of fare that even hon. gentlemen opposite
will be obliged to accept without saying one
word against it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-May I ask what
has become of that committee that was
appointed to investigate matters connected
with the Intercolonial Railway and Drum-
mond County Railway Bill? I received a
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notice to attend to-morrow morning, at half-
past ten. Are we dissolved i Am I
obliged to obey that summons for to-morrow
morning i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the Minister of Justice will tell you
that once parliament is prorogued that dis-
solves the committee, and of course the gov-
ernment take the responsibility.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

After Recess.

7.30 P.M.
His Honour the Speaker informed the

House that he had received the following
communication

GOVERNOR GENERAL'S OFFICE,
OTTAwA, 29th June, 1897.

Si,-I have the honour to inform you that His
Excellency the Governor General will proceed to
the Senate Chamber to prorogue the session of the
Dominion Parliament on Tuesday, the 29th in-
stant, at 8 o'clock P.M.

I have the honour to be.sir,
Your obedient servant,

DAVID ERSKINE,
Governor Generat's Secretary.

The Honourable
The Speaker of the Senate,

&c., &c., &c.

The House adjourned during pleasure.

After some time the House was resumed.

His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir
John CampbeN Hamilton Gordon, Earl of
Aberdeen ; Viscount Formartine, Baron
Haddo, Methlic, Tarves and Kellie, in the
Peerage of -Scotland ; Viscount Gordon of
Aberdeen, County of Aberdeen, in the Peer-
age of the United Kingdom; Baronet of
Nova Scotia, Knight Grand Cross of Our
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael
and Saint George, &c., &c., Governo'r General
of Canada, being seated in the Chair on the
Throne.

The Honourable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons, and ac
quaint that House-" It is His Excellency'
pleasure they attend him immediately in
this House."

Who, being come with their Speaker.

The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery read
the titles of the bills to be passed severally,
as follow:-

An Act to confirm an Agreement made between
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the
Hull Electric Company.

An Act to incorporate the National Life
Assurance Company of Canada.

An Act respecting the Ontario Accident
Insurance Company.

An Act to incorporate Les Cisterciens Réformés.
An Act to confer on the Commissioner of Patents

certain powers for the relief of the Mycenian
Marble Company of Canada, Limited.

An Act respecting the Sun Life Assurance Com-
pany of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Continental Reat and
Light Company.

An Act to incorporate the Maritime Milling
Company.

An Act respecting the Langenburg and Southern
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the James Bay Railway Com-
pany.

An Act respecting the St. Lawrence and Adiron-
dack Railway Company.

An Act respecting the North American Life
Assurance Cmnpany.

An Act further to amend the law respecting
Building Societies and Loan and Savings Coi-
panies.

An Act respecting the Lake Manitoba Railway
and Canal Company.

An Act to incorporate the Minden and Muskoka
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Canada Southern Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Témiscouata Railway
Company.

An Act to incorporate the Kaslo and Lardo-
Duncan Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Great North-west
Central Railway Company.

An Act respecting La Banque du Peuple.
An Act respecting the Manitoba and South-

eastern Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Ottawa and Gatineau

Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Columbia River

Bridge Company.
An Act respecting the Richelieu and Lake

Memphremagog Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Dominion Portland

Cenient Company.
An Act respecting the Canadian Fire Insurance

Company.
An Act respecting the Lindsay, Haliburton and

Mattawa Railway Company.
An Act respecting Forged or Unauthorized

Indorsements of Bills.
An Act to incorporate the Canadian Securities

Company of Montreal.
An Act to incorporate the Medicine Hat Rail-

way and Coal Conmpany.
A Act respecting the Central Counties Railway

Company.
An Act to incorporate the Manitoba and Pacifie

Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Ottawa Gaa Company.
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An Act to incorporate the Mining, Development
and Advisory Corporation of British America,
Limited.

An Act to incorporate the British Yukon Mining,
Trading and Transportation Company.

An Act further to amend the Steamboat Inspec-
tion Act.

An Act further to amend the Patent Act.
An Act respecting the Voters' List of 1897.
An Act to amend the Land Titles Act, 1894.
An Act to provide for the Registration of Cheese

Factories and Creanieries, and the branding of
Dairy Products, and to prohibit Misrepresentation
as to the dates of Manufacture of such Products.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the Protec-
tion of Navigable Waters.

An Act relating to the Canadian Investnent and
Agency Company, Limited.

An Ace further to amend the Fisheries Act.
An Act respecting the Dominion Safe Ueposit,

Warehousing and Loan Company (Limited), and
to change the name of the company to the Dom-
inion Safe Deposit and Trusts Company (Limited).

An Act to incorporate La Mutuelle Générale
Canadienne.

An Act respecting the Quebec, Montmorency
and Charlevoix Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Montreal Bridge Company.
An Act respecting the Quebec Bridge Company.
An Act respecting the Great Northern Railway

Company.
An Act to amend the Acts relating to the Red

Deer Valley Railway and Coal Company.
An Act respecting Interest.
An Act to amend the Companies Act.
An Act respecting the Great Eastern Railway

Company.
An Act respecting the Departments of Customs

and Inland Revenue.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting the

Senate and House of Commons.
An Act further to amend the Acts respecting the

North-west Territories.
An Act to incorporate the Hudson's Bay and

Yukon Railway and Navigation Company.
An Act respecting the Columbia and Kootenay

Railway and Navigation Company.
An Act respecting the Trail Creek and Columbia

Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Trans-Canadian Railway

Company, and to change the naine of the company
to the Trans-Canada Railway Company.

An Act respecting the British Columbia South-
ern Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Ainerican Bank Note
Company (Foreign).

An Act respecting the Supreme Court of Ontario
and the judges thereof.

A Act respecting trials by jury in certain cases
in the North-west Territories.

An Act to restrict the importation and employ-
nient of aliens.

An Act to consolidate and amend the Acts
respecting the duties of customs.

An Act further to amend the Inland Revenue
Act.

An Act respecting Export Duties.
An Act further to amend the Petroleumi Inspec-

tion Act.
An Act respecting the Yukon Mining and Trans-

portation Company (Foreign).

An Act respecting Cold Storage on Steamships
from Canada to the United Kingdom and in certain
Cities in Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Montreal and
Southern Counties Railway Company.

An Act to amend " An Act respecting certain
Savings Banks in the Province of Quel>ec."

An Act further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting the
Judges of Provincial Courts.

An Act to authorize the raising by way of loan,
of certain sums of money for the Public Service.

An Act to provide for Bounties on Iron and
Steel made in Canada.

An Act further to amend the Civil Service
Superannuation Act.

An Act to authorize a subsidy for a railway
through the Crow's Nest Pass.

An Act to authorize the granting of subsidies in
aid of the construction of the lines of railways
therein mentioned.

An Act further to amend the Post Office Act.
An Act further to amend the Civil Service Act.

To these bills the Royal Assent was pro-
nounced by the Clerk of the Senate in the
words following :-

In Her Majesty's naine, His Excellency the
Governor General dbth assent to these bills.

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the
House of Commons addressed His Excel-
lency the Governor General as follows

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

The Commons of Canada have voted certain
supplies required to enable the government to
defray the expenses of the public service.

In the name of the Commons, I present to
Your Excellency the following bill :-

" ' An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying certain
expenses of the Public Service, for the financial
years ending respectively the 30th June, 1897, and
the 30th June, 1898, and for other purposes relating
to the Public Service.'

To which bill I humbly request Your Excel-
lency's assent.

To this bill the Clerk of the Senate, by
His Excellency's command, did thereupon
say:

In Her Majesty's naine, His Excellency the
Governor General thanks Her Loyal Subjects,
accepts their benevolence, and assents to this bill.

After which His Excellency the Governor
General was pleased to close the Second
Session of the Eighth Parliament of the
Dominion with the following Speech:-

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the FIouse of Commons:

In relieving you from further attendance in
parliament, I desire to thank you for the assiduity
with which you have discharged the duties of a
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fatiguing session, and I congratulate you on the
very important legislation which has been the
outcome of your deliberations.

The revision of the tariff, which occupied a large
part of the session, has been completed in a manner
which, I trust, will prove effective in promoting
the trade and commerce of the Dominion. It is
gratifying to know that this measure has been
recognized as one of Imperial importance, and that
it has already had a marked effect in strengthening
the bonds which unite Canada to the motherland.

The arrangements for establishing a fast steam-
ship line of the highest class between Great Britain
and Canada, with the co-operation and assistance
of the Imperial and Canadian governments,
encourage me to hope that at no distant day we
shall see the accomplishment of that very impor-
tant project.

I am pleased to observe that you have made
provision for extending substantial aid to various
important railway enterprises, which are designed
to develop the vast mineral wealth of Canada, and
to improve the facilities for transportation and
travel.

The bill to provide an effective system of cold
storage on land and sea will promote the interests
of our agriculturists by affording means for the
transportation of perishable food products and
placing them in the best condition in the great
markets of the world. ,

Gentlemen of the House of Commons,

I thank you for the liberal provision which you
have made for the public services.

Hionourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons

The session now closing will be memorable not
only on account of the important measures which
have been passed, but also because it has been held
during the year of Her Majesty's Diamond Jubilee,
in which the people of all parts of the empire
united in celebrating the sixtieth anniversary of
the reign of Her Magesty Queen Victoria.
The splendid demonstrations which have taken
place throughout the Queen's Dominions testify at
once the loyalty and affection of the people towards
their sovereign and the unity of the British Empire.
I know that you rejoice with me that Canada has
worthily performied lier part in these great events.

In now taking leave of you, I desire Io express
my best wishes for your personal happiness and
my earnest hope that the work of the session may
prove useful in advancing the prosperity of the
people whom you represent.

Then the Hlonourable the Speaker of the
Senate said:

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate, and
Gentlemen of the House of Comimons,

It is His Excellency the Governor Genera's will
and pleasure that this parliament be prorogued
until Wednesday, the eleventh day of August next,
to be here holden, and this parliament is accord
ingly prorogued until Wednesday, the eleventh
day of August next.
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B. (12): Introduced*, 296; 2nd R.*, 322; 3rd
R.*, 369.

Order, Ques. of : General Debate on an Inq., 306.
Order Paper: re I.C.R. Extension Bill, 733.
Pacific Cable Conference: Inq. if Reps. will be

submitted to Parlt., 527.
Patent Act Amt. B. (120): on 2nd R., 578.
Petroleumn Inspection Act Aint. B. (139): on 2nd

R., 876, 881.
Plebiscite Bill: re par. in Ulobe, 488.
Poitras, Xavier: on Inq. as to dismissal, 452.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (129): on 2nd R., 994.
Preferential Duties: on M. for Cor., 471.
Prendergast (Judge) appointment: on Inq., 713.
Printing Com. : Calls attention to additional

members, 369.
P.E.I. Financial claims: on M. (Mr. Ferguson)

for Cor. since 13th July, 1896, 277.
Privilege, Ques. of : Calls attention to interview

of Minister of Militia respecting tariff, 59.
Calls attention to statements made by

Whip in Lower House, 848.
Prohibitory Legislation: Inq. for Bill, 322.
Prohibition and the Plebiscite: in Deb. on Ad-

dress, 23.
Provincial Courts Judges' B. (140): on 2nd R.,

892; in Coni., 953.
Queen's Counsel: Inq. re appointment, 470.
Railway Subsidies B. (151): on 2nd R., 989.
Railway Act Amt. B. (16): on M. for 2nd R.,

551; on M. to adopt Rep. of Com., 647.
Railways Com.: on M. re calling of meetings,

887.
Ry. Debts in Exchequer Court Jurisdiction B.

(G): on M. to fix date for 2nd R., 370.
Rattey, Pierre: on Inq. re alleged partisanship,

573.
Saturday Sittings : on M. for, 613.
Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): on

2nd R., 674; in Com., 879.
Senate and H. of C. Amt. B. (132): on 3rd R., 670.
Sessional indemnity of Mr. McKeen: on Ques.

of Privilege, 127.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.C.M.G.-Con.
Songhees Indian Reserve : on prop. Res. to re-

move from Victoxia, 373.
St. Boniface Election: on Inq. re appt. of Mr.

Prendergast, 601..
Subsidies to Provs.: Inq. re statements by Que-

bec Govt. re Federal Subsidy, 615.
Supply B. (150): on M. for 2nd R., 968; 2nd R.,

975.
Tariff, prop. revision of : in Deb. on Address, 18.
Taxation of C. P. R. Lands: on Inq., 425.
Terrebonne Election : Inq. re Mr. Petit's letter,

297, 342.
Treaty with Japan : on Inq. (Mr. Boulton) for

papers, 270.
Trial by Jury in N.W.T. B. (D): on lst R., 127.
Windsor Deputy Postmaster, dismissal: on Inq.

(Mr. Casgrain), 228.
Witton, H. B. : on Inq. (Mr. McCallum) as to

superannuation, 289.
Yukon District mining rights: on Inq., 295.

CARLING, Hon. Sir J., K.C.M.G. (London)
American Bank Note Co.'s petition: on M. to

ref. to Coi., 532.

CASGRAIN, Hon. Chas. E. (Windsor).

Alien Labour B. (5): M. 2nd R., 655; in Coin.,
691.

Criminal Code Act Amt. B. (H): in Com., cl.
203a, 553.

Patent Act Amt. B. (120): Rep. fron Com., 595.
Windsor deputy postinaster, dismissal: Inq., 228.

CLEMOW, Hon Francis (Rideau).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : on M.

for, 202.
Alien Labour B. (5): in Com., 698.
American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): Introduced*,

509; on Rep. of Com. that 49th rule not com-
plied with, 509; 2nd R.*, 552; 3rd R. m., 620.

Petition: M. to refer to Com., 529, 546;
ruled out of order, 539. ,

Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (35): Introduced*,
297 ; 2nd R. *, 322 ; 3rd R.*, 389.

Central Counties Ry. Co.'s B. (30): Introduced,*
509 ; 2nd R.*, 526 ; 3rd R.*, 574.

Cold Storage B. (141): in Com., 925.
in Deb..on Address, 207.

Contingent Accts. Com. : on M. for adopt'on of
Rep., 281.

Dom. Portland Cement Co.'s Incorp. B. (79):
Introduced*, 353; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 496.

Drummond County Ry. : on M. for Special Coin.,
935.

Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127): on 2nd R., 579;
in Con., 595.

Franchise Act: in Deb. on Address, 206.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (26): on M. to ref. to

Com., 335.
Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B. (70): In-

troduced*, 407; 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 527.
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CLEMOW, Hon. Francis--Continued.
Interest B. (1) : in Coin., 463, 524.
Jubilee, Diamond : in Deb. on Address, 202.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38); M.

for 2nd R., 527 ; M. for 2nd R.*, 574 ; 2nd R.,
594.

Lawry Relief B. (E) : Introduced*, 228; 2nd
R.*, 229; 3rd R.*, 276.

Manitoba Schools: on Deb. on Address, 203.
Montreal Bridge Co.'s B. (90): Introduced*, 509;

2nd R.*, 526; 3rd R.*, 610.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (110): on 3rd R., 928.
National Museum at Ottawa: in Deb. on

Address, 203.
Ottawa Canal: in Deb. on Address, 206.
Ottawa G(as Co.'s B. (104): Introduced*, 407;

2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 574.
Ottawa and Gatineau Ry. Co.'s B. (109): In-

troduced*, 407, 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 551.
Petroleui Inspection Act Amt. B. (139): in

Comn., 885.
Post Ôffice Act Aint. B. (129): on 2nd R., 993.
Quebec, Montnmorency and Charlevoix Ry. Co.'s

B. (69): Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 526; 3rd
R.*, 610.

Richelieu and Lake Memuphremagog Ry. Co.'s
B. (49): Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd
R.', 520.

Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): on
2nd R., 675; in Coin., 676.

Senate and H. of C. Amt. B. (132): on 3rd R.,
669.

Tariff Revision: in deb. on Address, 205.
Trans-Can. Ry. Co.'s B. (22): Introduced*, 597.

2nd R.*, 611; 3rd R.*, 690.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118) on 2nd R., 665.

COCHRANE, Hon. M. H. (Wellington.)

Criminal Code Act B. (H): in Coin., cl, 331a,
557.

COX, Hon. Geo. A.
Address in reply to Speech from Throne: M.

for, 7.
Amnerican Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R.,

632.
Can. General Electrie Co.'s B. (39): 2nd R.*,

322; 3rd R.*, 369.
Civil Service Act Ant. B. (130): on 2nd R., 996.
Cold Storage B. (141): Rep. from Com., 926.
Drummond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Com,

949.
Hudson Bay and Yukon Ry. and Nav. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (77): Introduced*, 561.
Interest B. (1): in Coin., 464, 522.
Introduced, 5.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 792.
Jubilee, Diamond : in Deb. on Address, 7.
Manitoba Schools: in Deb. on Address. 7.

COX, Hon. George A.-Continued.
Order Paper: re . C. Ry. Extension B. (734).
Prohibition: in Deb. on Speech froni Throne, 8,
Post Office Acet. Amt. B. (129): ni. 2nd R, 995.
Safe Deposit Warehousing and Loan Co.'s B.

(106): 2nd R.*, 543.
Savings Banks ia Prov. of Quebec B. (N): in

Coin., 678.
Tariff Measure: in Deb. on Address, 8.

DeBOUCHERVILLE, Hon. C. E. Bou-
cher, C.M.G. (Montarville.)

Criminal Code Act Ant. B. (H): In Com., cl. 92,
442.

Druinmond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Coin., 910.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 791.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s

Incorp. B. (110): m. suspension rules, 901 ; 3rd
R., 926.

Provincial Courts Judges' B. (140): in Coin., 950.
Supreme Court of Ont. .Judges' B. (J.): Rep.

fron Con., 465.

Dever, Hon. James (St. John.)
Criminal Code Act Ant. B. (H.): in Com. cl. 92,

446; cl. 181, 483; el. 331a, 558; cl. 520, 559;
cl. 762, 588.

Interest B. (I.): in Coi., 462, 521.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 794.
Jubilee, Diamond: in Deb. on Address, 124.
Manitoba Schools: in Deb. on Address,-124.
St. Boniface Election: on Inq. re par. in Oazette,

496.
Victoria Day Commemoration B. (C.): in Com.,252.

DICKEY, Hon. Robert B. (Amherst.)
Drummond County Ry. : on M. for Sp. Com., 922.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (105):

Rep. from Com., 515.
Sun Life Insurance Co.'s B. (91): 3rd R.*, 474.

DOBSON, Hon. John (Lindsay).
Lindsay, Haliburton and Mattawa Ry. Co.'s B.

(98): Introduced*, 427 ; 2nd R.*, 474 ; 3rd R.*,
564.

Minden and Muskoka Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (55):
Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 527.

DRUMMOND, Hon. George A. (Kennebec.)
American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68) : on 3rd R., 620.
Can. Investment and Agency Co.'s B. (L.): 2nd

R.*, 428; M. cone. Amts. froin Coms., 603.
Companies Act Amt. B. (M.): Rep. from Com.,

552.
Criminal Code Act Amt. B. (H.): in Coin. cl.

180, 476 ; cl. 181, 479 ; cl. 182, 483; cl. 183, 485;
cl. 205, 555; el. 274a, 556.

Interest B. (I): in Con, 463, 523.
Mint, establishment of: On M. (Mr. Innes, B.C.)

favouring, 416.
Navigable Waters protection Amt. B. (105): Re-

ported froin Com., 429.
Pilots Incorp. B. (67): re Rep. fromn Coin., 656.
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FERGUSON, Hon. D. (Queen's).
Address in Reply to speech from Throne: on M.

for, 32, 35.
Anerican Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R.,

622.
Petition : on M. to refer to Coin., 546.

Annapolis Postmastership: on Inq., 319.
Appointments to Senate: in Deb. on Address, 32.
Coal Duty: in Deb. on Address, 39.
Cold Storage B. (141): on 2nd R., 898; in Coin.,

923.
in Deb. on Address, 52.

Contingencies Acct. Coin.: on 3rd Rep., 643.
Criminal Code Act Ant. B. (H): in Coin., cl.

186b, 502 ; cl. 187, 505 ; cl. 520, 560 ; on M. to
g , in Coin., 565: cl. 762, 587.

Crow's Nest Pass Ry. B. (146): on 3rd R., 988.
Custois Tariff Act Ant. B. (143): on 2nd R.,

859.
Dairy Products Registration and Branding B.

(117): on 2nd R., 584.
Delayed Returns, 366.
Drummond County Ry: on M. for Sp. Coin., 905,

938.
Export Duties B. (145): on 2nd R., 875.
Fisheries Inspector, P. E. I.: Inq. re James Yeo,

375.
Fishery Bounty Claims : M. for naines of persons

entitled in West Prince, 381.
Forged Endorseinents of Bills B. (F): in Con.,

467.
Grants to Public Works (P.E.I.): Inq. respect-

ing proposed, 310.
Hillsboro' River Ry. Bridge: Inq. as to aid in

building, 276.
Incomplete Returns : Inq. re "Petrel," 459, 610.
Interest B. (1): in Coin., 542.
I. C. Ry. Exten-ion B. (142): 2nd R., 731.

Sup. Estimates: on Inq. re item, 811.
Manitoba Schools: in Deb. on Address, 42.
McDonald, Chas. E.: Inq. re dismissal from

Fish Island Lightship, 381.
McDonald, J. N.: M. for Cor. relating to dis-

missal, 376.
Palmer, Mr. H. J.. Investigation of partizan-

ship charges in P.E.I., 296.
"Petrel," Str. : M. for contract, &c., 277.
Letroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (139): on 2nd

R., 878.
Poitras, Xavier: on Inq. as to dismissal, 458.
Pren,:ergast, Charges against Judge : Inq., 659,

699, 949.
P. E. Island Financial claims: M. for Cor. since

13th July, 1896, 276.
Inq. re Cor. relating to finances, 590.

Provincial Courts Judges' B. (140): on 2nd R.,
893; in Coin., 949.

Railway Subsidies B. (151): on 2nd R., 931.

Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): in
Coin., 680.

FERGUSON, Hon. D.-Continued.
Subsidies to Prov. : on Inq., 618.
Supply B. (150): on 2nd H., 973.
St. Bonifaice Election : Inq. re par. in Gazette, 495.

Inq. re appt. of Mr. Prendergast, 599.
Tariff revision: in Deb. on Address, 39.
Terrebonne Election : on Inq. re Mr. Petit's

letter, 342.
Warburten, A. B., law agent: Offensive partisan-

ship, 309.
White, J ames F., bounty officer : Offensive parti-

sanship, 309.

FORGET, Hon. Louis J. (Sorel).
Banque du Peuple B. (86): Introduced*, 407;

3rd R., 539.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (116): in Coin., 674.
Interest B (I) : in Coin., 523.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (110); on Rep. of S. O. Coin., 656.
Royal Victoria Life Insurance Co.'s Incorp. B.

(27): Introduced*, 279.

GOWAN, Hon. James R., C.M.G. (Barrie).
Criminal Code, 1892, Act Aint. B. (H): on 2nd

R., 345.
Victoria Day Cominemoration B. (C): Reports

B. f rom Com., 260.

HINGSTON, Hon. Sir Wm. H., O.O.M.G.
(Rougemont).

Address in Reply to Speech from the Throne:
on M. for, 79.

Amuerican Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R.,
635.

Cold Storage: in Deb. on Address, 79.
Criminal Code Act Amt. B. (H): in Coin., cl.

181, 481.
Jubilee, Dianond: in Deb. on Address, 79.
Manitoba Schools : in Deb. on Address, 79.
N.W. T. Act Amt. B. (114): in Coin., 671.
Savings Banks in the Prov. of Quebec B. (N):

Lt R., 645; 2nd R., 674; M. to go into Coin.,
676; 3rd., 698.

Tariff revision : in Deb. on Address, 79.

KING, Hon. George G.
Address in reply to Speech from Throne : Seconds

M. for, 9.
Introduced, 5.

KIROHHOFFER, Hon. John N. (Selkirk).
Civil Servants: M. for statement respecting

salaries, age, &c., since 13th July, 1896, 226,
288, 324.

Contingent Acets. Coin. : Presents 1st Rep., 296.
2nd Rep. re appointments: M. for adop-

tion, 346, 348.
on 3rd Rep., 636.

Delayed Returns : Inq., 288, 324.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (116): in Coin., 673.
Galicians: Inq. as to emigration to Dakota, 661.
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KIRCHHOFFER, Hon. John N.-Cnt.
I. C. R., Sup. Estimates: on Inq. re item, 811.
Manitoba Schools: on Inq. whether Laurier-

Greenway compromise had been accepted, 688.
Manitoba and South-eastern Ry. B. (19): on M.

for 3rd R., 518.
Prendergast's (Judge) appointment: on Inq., 723.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118): 2nd R., 663; on Rep. of Com., 819.

LANDRY, Hon. A. C. P. (Stadacona.)

Adjournment: M. for, 294.
Bossinette, Jos., postmaster, Cap St. Ignace:

Inq. as to dismissal, 451.
Contingent Accounts Com. : on 3rd R., 642.
Dionne, Louis, harbour master at St. Thomas:

Inq., 561, 571.
Dismissals of Govt. Employees: M. for Cor. re,

614.
Calls attention to answers given by Govt.,

610.
- I. C. R. Employees: Inq. as to Policy of
Dept., 658.

Dubé, Alfred, I. C. R. Employee: Inq. as to
Dismissal, 344.

Dug t, Nap., postmaster, Beaubien: Inq. respect-
ing dismissal, 494.

French Treaty: M. for Cor., 474.
Fortin, S., I. C. R. Employee: Inq. as to Dis-

inissal, 514.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 792.

Sup. Estimates: on Inq. re item, 812.
Jubilee Regiment: Inq. re formation, 548.
Laberge, Alphonse: Inq. re employment, 548.
Lamonde, Xavier: Inq. re employment, 548.
lanitoba Schools: Conference with Papal Dele-
gate, 388, 548.

Grant to Prov. Govt.: Inq., 590.
[nq. as to Govt. seeking aid of Apostolic

Delegate, 343, 407.
on Inq. if Laurier-Greenway compromise

had been accepted, 470.
Inq. re Mr. Sifton's visit to Winnipeg,

724, 733, 807.
lMercier, Mrs. Ignace: Inq. re dismissal, 573.
Poitras, X., I. C. R. Employee: Inq. as to dis-

missal, 452, 456, 574, 614.
Pieferential Duties : M. for Cor., &c., 471.
Prendergast's (Judge) appointment: on Inq., 722.
Proulx, J. B., I. C. R. Employee: Inq. as to dis-

missal, 353, 614, 656.
Quebec Bridge: Inq. re par. in Patrie respecting

subsidy, 598.
Quebec Bridge Co.'s Amt. B. (80): Introduced*,

397; m. A mts., 586.
Rattey, Pierre: Inq. re alleged partisanship, 572.

Routhier, Judge: Inq. re appointment, leave of
absence, &c., 238 ; further Inqs., 313, 451, 513.

Royal Military College Club: Inq. re brevet pro-
motion, 561.

LANDRY, Hon. A. C. P.-Continued.

Simoneau, Xavier, I. C. R. employee: Inq. as
to dismissal, 392, 614.

St. Pierre, Michel, postmaster at St. Paul du
Buton: Inq. as to dismissal, 392.

Supreme Court of Ont., Judges' B. (J): on 1st
R., 351.

Sutton, Lt. F. H. C. : Inqs. as to leave of absence,
313, 615, 661.

Tobacco: M. fôr Pets. from cultivators, re duty,
807.

LOUGHEED, Hon. J. H. (Calgary).
Address in reply to Speech f rom Throne: on M.

for, 209.
American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R.,

632.
Petition : on M to refer to Com., E30, 547.

Annapolis postmastership : on Inq., 319.
B. C. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (65): Introduced*,

597; 2nd R.*, 611.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): In-

troduced*, 397; 2nd R., 409: on Rep. from
Com., 469; M. to wthd. B., 526.

Can. Fire Insurance Co.'s B. (103): Introduced*,
398; 3rd R.*, 513.

Cataract Power Co.'s (Hamilton) Incorp. B.
(124): on Rep. from Com., 613.

Columbia and Kootenay Ry. and Nav. Co.'s B.
(32): Introduced*, 590; 2nd R.*, 594.

Companies Act Aint. B. (M): on 2nd R., 497.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. for Senators to

serve on, 233.
on 3rd R., 638.

Criminal Code Act. Amt. B. (H): on M. to print
additional copies, 367; in Com., cl. 92, 433;
cl. 180, 475 ; cl. 181, 480 ; cl. 183, 485 ; el. 186b,
499; cl. 179c, 548; cl. 261, 555; cl. 274a, 556;
cl. 306, 557 ; cl. 331a, 480, 558; cl. 410, 561 ;
cl. 680, 568 ; cl. 702, 569 ; cl. 707, 570 ; cl. 971,
571.

Dismissals for partisanship: on Inq., 307.
Forged Endorsements of Bills B. (F): in Coin.,

465.
Grenville Canal: on Inq., re Mr. Labelle's rep.

363.
Interest B. (1): in Com., 462, 542.
Man. and Pacific Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (24): In-

troduced*, 509; 2nd R., 526; 3rd R.*, 574.
Man. Schools: in Deb. on Speech from Throne,

216.
Mining Development and Advisory Corporation

Incorp. B. (82): Introduced*, 407.
Order, Ques. of : General Deb. on Inq., 307.
Pilots Incorp. B. (67): on 2nd R., 594.
Railway Act Amt. B. (19): Introduced*, 527;

2nd R., m., 581; 2nd R., 564. M. to ref. to
Rys. Com., 565; on Inq. when Rep., will be
presented, 597, 602. On M. for adoption of
Rep. of Com., 645.
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LOUGHEED, Hon. J. H.-Continued.
St. Boniface Election : on Inq., re appt. of Wm.

Prendergast, 602.
Tariff revision: in Deb. on Address, 222.
Trail Creek and Columbia Ry. Co.'s B. (31):

Introduced*, 590; 2nd R.*, 594.
Treaty with Japan: on Inq. (Mr. Boulton) for

papers, 275.
Trial by Jury in N.W.T. B. (D): on 2nd R.,

390.
Victoria Day Commeinoration B. (C): in Coin.,

250, 257.
Yukon District Mining rights : on Inq., 295.
Yukon Mining and Transportation Co.'s B. (118):

M. suspension of rules, 603, 611 ; m. 2nd R.,
649.

MACDONALD, Hon Andrew A. (Char-
lottetown).

Alien Labour B. (5) : in Com., 695; 3rd R., 726.
American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on Rep. that

49th Rule not complied with, 512.
Banque du Peuple B. (86): on 3rd R., 540.
Bounties on Iron and Steel B. (149): on 2nd R.,

959.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. (130): on 2nd R., 996.

Superannuation Act Amt. B. (136): on
2nd R., 962.

Cold Storage B. (141) : on 2nd R., 900 ; in Con.,
925.

Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. for adoption of
Rep., 287.

on 3rd Rep., 642.
Criminal Code Act Amt. B. (H): In Com., cl.

92, 442 ; cl. 92, 96, 589.
Crow's Nest Pass Ry. B. (146): on 2nd R., 987.
Custons Tariff Act Amt. B. (143): on 2nd R,

829.
Drummond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Com.,

907, 943.
Privilege, Ques. of: re par in Citizen re Sp.

Com., 967.
Interest B. (I): in Com., 521.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (110): on 3rd R., 928.
McDonald, J. N., on M. for Cor. relating to

dismissal, 380.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (139): on 2nd
R., 877. In Com., 884.

Post Office Act Amt. B. (129): on 2nd R., 993.

Ry. Act Amt. B. (16): on M. for adoption of
Rep. of Coin., 649.

Railways Com.: on M re calling of meetings, 891.
Railway Subsidies, B. (151): on 2nd R., 991.

Restigouche and Victoria Ry. Co.'s B. (99): on
2nd R., 654.

Supply B (150): on 2nd R., 974.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118): on Rep. from Coin., 815.

MACDONALD, Hon. W. J. (Victoria, B.C.)
Address in reply to Speech from Throne : on M.

for 77.
Alaàkan Boundary : on Inq. 550.
Alien Labour B. (5): in Com. 694.
American Bank Note Co's B. (68): Rep. from

Com., that 49th rule not complied with 509 on
3rd R. 624.

Petition: on M. to ref. to Coin., 529, 546.
British Yukon Mining, Trading, &c., Co.'s In-

corp. B. (64): 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 527.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in

Com., 470.
Cataract Power Co.'s (Hamilton) Incorp. B (124):

on Rep. from Coin., 612; 2nd R. postponed,
649.

Com. of Selection : on M. for 223.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. for adoption of

Rep., 280.
Crininal Code Act Amt. B. (H): in Com., cl.

92, 435; el. 203a, 553.
Custorms Tariff Act Amt. 13. (143): on 2nd R.,

822.
Dismissals for partisanship: Inq. if employees

will be entitled to appear before Commissioners,
300.

Export Duties B. (145): on 2nd R., 873.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127): in Com., 595.
Franchise Act: in Deb. on Address, 78.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (26): on M. to refer

back to Coin., 341.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 729, 763.
-- Supp. Estimates: on Inq. re item, 809.
James's Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (52): Introduced*, 396;

2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 496.
Jubilee Address to H. M. : Remarks, 407.

Diamond: in Deb. on Address, 77.
Man. Schools: in Deb. on Address, 77.
Man. and South-eastern Ry. B. (19): on M. for

3rd R., 515.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co. 's Incorp.

B. (110): presents Rep. of S. O. Com., 656.
Order paper: re I. C. Ry. Extension B., 734.
Order, Ques. of : General Debate on Inq., 307.
Pacific Cable Conference: on Inq. for Reps., 528.
Pcitras, X. : on Inq. as to dismissal, 455.
Prendergast, Charges against Judge : on Inq.,661.
Prohibition and the Plebiscite: in Deb. on Ad-

dress, 79.
Queen's Birthday Holiday B. (C.): Introduced*,

85; 2nd R. me., 238; in Com., 246.
Railway Act Anit. B. (16): on consdn. of Rep.,

603.
Reciprocity negotiations with the U. S. : M.

(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) withdn., 244.
Restaurant: on Mr. Perley's renarks re order

restricting use of, 150.
Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N.): in

Com., 680.
Senate and H. of Coms. Amt. B. (132): on 3rd

R., 669.
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Songhees Indian Reserve ; Res. to remove from
Victoria, 370.

Suspension of rules generally, 398.
Tariff revision : in Deb. on Address, 78.
Treaty with Japan : on Inq. (Mr. Boulton) for

papers, 275.
Williams Head Quarantine: tn. Res. re improve-

ment, 488.
Yukon I)istrict mining rights : Ing., 294.
Yukon Mining and Transportation Co. 's B. (118):

on suspension of Rule, 604, 611: on 2nd R.,
665; on Rep. from Com., 815.

MacINNES, Hon. Donald (Burlington).
Archives, preservation of Can. : on Inq., 546.
Atikokan Iron Range Ry. Co.'s B. (50): Intro-

duced*, 297; 2nd R., 341 ; 3rd R.*, 389.
B.C. Souithern Ry. Co.'s B. (65): 3rd R.*, 690.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in

Con., 470.
Cai. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (43): Introduced*,

398; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 527.
C.P.R. and Hull Electric Co. 's Agreement B.

(25): Introduced*, 296; 2nd R.*, 322; 3rd R.*,
389.

Cataract Power Co. 's (Hamilton) Ineorp. B. (124):
Introduced*, 604; 111. suspension of rules, 612;
M., 2nd R., 649; 2nd R.*, 666.

Columbia and Kootenay Ry. and Nav. Co.'s B.
(32): 3rd R.*, 690.

Don. Safe Deposit and Trusts Co.'s B. (106):
3rd R.*, 610.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (72):
Introduced*, 397 ; 2nd R.*, 409 ; 3rd R.*, 526.

Langenburg and Southern Ry, Co.'s B. (51):
Introduced*, 396 ; 2nd R.*, 409 ; 3rd R.*, 496.

Medicine Hat Ry. and Coal Co. 's B. (56): Intro-
duced*, 396; 3rd R.*, 574.

Mining Deoelopmient Incorp. B. (82): M. to
adopt Amts. from Con., 514; 3rd R.*, 527.

Niagara, Grand Island Bridge Co.'s B. (37):
Introduced*, 297; 2nd R., 342; 3rd R.*, 389.

North Amiierican Life Ass. Co.'s B. (154): Intro-
duced*, 397 ; 3rd R., 446.

Restigouche and Victoria Ry. Co.'s B. (99):
Introduced*, 604; 2nd R., 651.

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.'s B. (71):
Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 409.

Trail Creek and Columbia Ry. Co.'s B. (31): 3rd
R.*, 690.

MACKEEN, Hon. David (Cape Breton.)

Pri vilege, Ques. of: Sessional indemnity, 125.

MASSON, Hon. Louis F. R. (Mille Isles.)

American Bank Note Co.'s petition: on M. to

ref. to Coin., 534.

Jubilee Address: Remarks, 404.

Poitras, Xavier: on Inq. as to dismissal, 458.
64
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MILLER, Hon. William (Richnond.)
Boulton, Senator, leave of absence granted, 470.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in

Coin., 469.
Cataract Power Co.'s (Hamilton) Inîcorp. B. (124):

on Rej. fron Coin., 612.
Contingent Acets. Coni.: on 3rd Rep., 636.

2nd Rep. re appointinents : on M. for
adoption, .347.

Criminal Code Act Ant. B. (H): in Coin., cl.
92, 435; c. 181, 479; cl. 187, 504.

Drummond County Ry. : M. for Special Coni.,
901, 921, 931.

Franchise Act: in Deb. on Address, 148.
1. C. Ry. Extension B. (112): on 2nd R., 804.

Sup. Estimates: on Inq. re item, 809.
Tubilee Address to H. M. : renarks, 407.
Order Paper: re I. C. Ry. Extension B., 734.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118): on suspension of rules, 612; on 2nd R.,
649, 665.

MILLS, Hon. David (Bothwell).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on M.
for, 209.

Alaskan Boundary: Inq., 549.
American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on Rep. that

49th Rule not complied with, 510 ; on 3rd R.,
625.

petition: on M. to ref. to Con., 533.
Archives, preservation of Can. : on Inq., 546
Bounties on Iron and Steel B. (149): on 2nd R.,

957.
Criminral Code Act Ant. B. (H) : in Con., cl. 92,

442 ; cl. 186b, 498; cl. 190a, 508; cl. 702, 569.
Custons and Inland Revenue Depts. B. (125):

on lst R., 606.
Custons Tariff Act Ait. B. (143): on 2nd R.,

836, 845, 8-3.
Disnissals for partisanship : on Inq., 301.
Drummond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Com.,

913, 936.
Export 1)uties B. (145); on 2nd R., 876.
Franchise Act: in answer to Mr. Miller's

remarks, 148, 213.
Grenville Canal : on Ing. re Rep. of Mr. Labelle,

361.
Interest B. (1): in Coin., 522.
Introduced, 5.
I. C. Ry.:'Sup. Estimates: on Inq. re item, 810.
Kingston and Pemobroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on

M. for 2n1d R., 577.
Loan B. (148): on 2n1d R., 954.
Manitoba Schools: in Deb. on Speech from

Throne, 209.
Mint, Establishment of: on M., 421.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s In.

corp. B. (110): on 3rd R., 930.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (139): on 2nd

R., 880.
Poitras, X.: on Inq. as to disnissal, 454.
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Preferential Duties: on M. for Cor., 474.
Printing Coin. on Inq. re additional iemobers,

369.
'Queen's Birthday Holiday B. (C): on 2nd R.,

242.
Railway Coin.: on M. re calling of meetings,

889.
Safe Deposit Warehousing& Loan Co.'s B. (106):

Introduced*, 507.
St. Boniface Election : on Inq. re appt. of Mr.

Prendergast, 602.
Tariff revision : in Deb. on Address, 215.
Victoria Day Comnemoration B. (C): in Coin.,

256.

MONTPLAISIR, Hon. H. (Shawinegan.)

Pilots Incorp. B. (67): Introduced*, 561 ; 2nd

R., 594.

MOWAT, Hon. Sir. O., C.C.M.G.

Address in reply to Speech froi Throne , on M.
(Sir M. Bowell) to adjn. Deb., 12.

Addre.s in reply to Speech froin Throne: on M.
for, 24.

Adjourunient : vi to adjn. House, 724.
Alien Labour B (8): in Coi., 697.
Aierican Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd B..

621.

p etition : on M. to ref. to Con., 539.
Annapolis Postntstership : on Inq. (Sir M.

Bowell) 318.
Banque du Peuple B. (86): on 3rd R., 540.

Boulton, Senator, granted leave of absence, 470.
Calgary and Edmnonton Ry. Co's B. (33): in

Conm., 469.
Can. Investnent and Agency Co.'s B. (L): 3rd

R.*, 513.
Canal enlargenent: in Deb. on Speech fron

Throne, 30.
Cape Tormentine Ilarbour: on M. for regulations

respecting, 237.
Children Employnent B. (A): Introduced*, 13

2nd R. discharged, 389.
Civil Servants : on M. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) for state-

ment showing salaries, acets., &c., since 13th
July, 1896, 226.

Civil Service Superannuation Act Ait. B. (136):
on 2nîd B., 962.

Closer Relations between Colonies and Mother
Country : on prop. Res., 450.

Coal, duty on : in Deb. on Speech froin Throne,
29.

Companies Act Amt. B. (M.): Introduced*, 409;

2nd R. 11., 496; in Coni., 552; 3rd R.*, 564.

Coin. of Selection : M. to noiminate Senators %o

serve on, 223.

-Contingent Acets. Coin. : on M. for Senators to

compose, 234 M. to ref. back to Selection

Coi., 236.

MOWAT, Hon. Sir O., C.O.M.G.-Contiaed.
Criminal Code, 1892, Aint. B. (B.) : Introduced*,

131 ; 2nd R. postpoiled, 229.
B. (H.): Introduced, 297: 2nd R., 345;

M. to print additional c pies, 367; on M. to
defer 2nd R., 408. In Com. : cl. 2, 430; el. 92,
431, 444 ; el. 179, 475 ; cl. 180, 495 ; cl. 181,
478; el. 182, 483; cl. 183, 485; cl. 1861,, 498; cl.
187, 504; cl. 1901, 507 ; el. 203a, 553 ; cl. 205,
555; el. 261, 555; cl. 274a, 555;,cl. 306, 557;
cls. 410, 479, 480, 520, 558 ; cls. 540, 550, 560;
on M. to go into Coin., 565; el. 553, 568: el.
680, 568; cl. 702, 568; cl. 707, 570 ; cis. 748, 971,
570; eL. 967, 571 ; cl. 762, 586; 3rd R.*, 589.

Cu>tons and Inland Revenue Depts. B. (125): on
1st R. 604.

Custoims Tariff Act Aint. B. (143): on 2nd R.,
839, 845, 868.

Dismissal of I. C. R. Enployees: on Inq. as to

policy of Dept., 59.
Dismtîissal of Govt. Employees: on M. (Sir M.

Bowell) for commissions, &c., to inquire into
charges of offensive partisanship, 225.

Drmmnuîtond County Ry. : on M. for Special Coin.,
903, 920, 933.

Forge(d Endorsemients of Bills B. (F.): Intro-
duced*, 297 ; 2nd R. mt., 394 ; in com., 465; 3rd
R.*-, 474.

Franchise Aet: in Deb. on Speech from Thione, 30.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (26): on 3rd R., 321.
Hardy (Judge): re petition, 597.
I. C. R. Extenision : on Ing. re par. in Patrie, 598.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): M. fixing tine for

2nd R., 685; 2nd R. m., 735.
Sup. Estimates : on Inq. re item, 808.

Iinterest B. (I.): 1st R., 344: 2nd R.*, 391; in
Coin., 460, 520, 541 ; 3rd L*, 551.

,Joint Coin. 's of Parlt. : on M. to increase number
of Senators, 408.

Jubilee Address to Her Majesty: M. for, 398.
Jubilee Regiment: par. in Chronicle, 427.
Jones' (Judge) resignation : on Inq, 662, 664.
Kintgstoni and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on M.

for 2nd R., 577.

Lafortune, Mr. : on Inq. as to appointnent on
Prison Coin., 351, 368.

Loan B. (148): on 2nd R., 94.
Man. Schools: on the Address, 25.

Grant to Prov. G(ovt., 590.
on Ing. re Mr. Sifton'ýs visit to Winnipeg,

733, 807.
Mint, establishment of : on M., 420.
Montreal and Southern Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (110):

on 3rd R., 930.
N. W. T. Act Amt. B. (114): in Coin., 671.

Order paper: re I. C. Ry. Extension B., 734.
Plebiscite Bill : on Inq., 324.

re par. in Globe, 488.
Plebiscite, The: in Deb. on Speeéh froi Throne,
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Poitras, X. : on Inq. as to dismissal, 456. Contingent Accts. Coi.: on M. for Senator
Preferential Duties : on M. for Cor., 473. serve on, 231; on M. for adoption of Rep.,
Prendergast, Charges against Judge: on Inq., Dismissals for partisanship: on Inq., 300.

660, 710, 719. Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127): on 2nd R., 582.
P.E.I. : on Inq. re Cor. relating to financial Grand Trunk Ry. Co.s B (26): on M. to r

claims, 593. back to Coi., 341.
Privilege, Ques. of : on interview of Minister of 1. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R.,

Militia respecting tariff,.60. 794.
Provincial Courts' .Tudges' B. (140) : Introduced*, Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38):

724 ; 2id R. ni., 891 ; in Coin., 949; 3rd R.*, M. for 2nd R., 578.
965. Manitoba and South-eastern Ry. B. (19): on

Quebec Bridge: on Inq. re par. in Patrie re sub- for 3rd R., 515; withdraws Ait., 541.
sidy, 599. Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s

Queen's Counsel : on Inq. re appointment, 470. (110). on 3rd R., 928.
Railway Act (pro forma) B. : Introduced*, 6. Prendergast's (Judge) appointient: on Inq.,
Railways Coin. : on M. re calling of meetings, 888. Railway Act Amt. B. (16): on M. for 2nd
Railway Debts in Exehequer Court Jurisdiction 551; on 2nd R., 564; m. adoption of Rep

B. (C) : Intooduced*, 297o M. to fix date for Coin., 645.
2nd R., 370. Railways Co : on M. re calling of meet

Railway Tickets and Insurance Polpcies: on M. 887.
(M Nr. Boniton) for Return showing No. issued, St. Clair River Ry. Bridge and Tunnel Co.'
227. (41): I1troduced*, 297; 2nd R.*, 322;

Routhier, JGger: on Inq. (Trny. Landry) re ap- R.on, 353.
pointixient, leave of absence, &c., 238; Further Welland Canal Emplovees: Sec dismissals
Inqs., 315, 513. bartisanship, 301.

.Saturday Sitting: 'M. for, 613. WVelland Power and Snpply Canal Co. 's B.(
Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): on Introduced*, 297; 2nd R.*, 322, rd R.*, 3

2nd R., 674 ; in Coin., 679. Wilton, H. B., superannuiation: Rernarks,
Solicitor CGeneral's speech in Star on mesuit of In1q., 289.

elections in Que., 393. Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Tncorp.
St. Boniface Election CaseM: on Inq. re appt. of (118) : on 2nd R., 649, 666 ; o5 Re7. froin C

MMr. a Su-enderganst, 599. 815.
St. B3oniface Election: on inq. re par in Gazelle,MD NA D Ho. m.(aeBtn.

496. e NA D o. m.(aeBeo)
,ub)sidieýs to 1rovs. : on Inq., 617. Montreal and Southern Ry. Ce.s Incorp.

Suiiily B. >150) : on 'M. for Cid R., 968. (110): Introduced*, 604.
Supreme Court of Ont. Judges' Ji. (J): 11. P Steanmboat Inspection Act Aint. B. (113) :

3.51 ; 2îl I1, 393;; in Coin., 49; 31d R. 513. foni Coin., 595.
Tarif revisiod * : in 2)eb. i; Speech froin Throne,- - Co

28.
Terrebonne Election: Reply to Inq. re Ir.

Petit's letter, 298, 342.
Trial by Jury in N.W.T. B. (D): lst R., 127;

2nd R. m., 389 ; 3rd E.*, 574.
Usury in Quebec : Explanation, 368.
Windsor Deput.y Postmaster, Disnissal : on Inq.

(Mr. Casgrain) 228.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118): on 2nid R., 663.

McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan (Monck.)

Adjournment : on M. to adjn. House, 724.
American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on Rep. that

49th rule not complied with, 513.
Annapolis Postiaster : on Inq., 319.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in

Coin., 468.
Cataract Power Co.'s (Hamilton) Incorp. B.

(124): on Rep. from Coin., 612; 2nd R. post-

poned, 649; on M. for suspension of rules, 926.
64ý

s to
280.

efer

728,

on

M.

B.

721.
R.,
.of

ing,

s B.
3rd

for

44):
53.
278;

B.
omi.,

B.

Rep.

McINNES, Hon. T. R. (New Westminster).
Address in R eply to Speech froim Throne : on M.

for, 183.
British Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp.

B. (64): Introduced*, 407.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in

Coni., 469.
Cataract Power Co.'s Incorp. B. (124): on M. to

withdraw notice re suspension rules, 926.
Coal in B.C. : in Deb. on Address, 184.
Colnnbia River Bridge Co.'s B. (87): Intro-

duced*, 407; 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 551.
Contingent Acets. Coin.: on M. for Senators to

compose, 232.
on M. for adoption of Rep. 284.

Crow's Nest Pass Ry.: in Deb. on Address, 183.
Export Duties B. (145): on 2nd R., 875.
Hudson Bay and Yukon Ry. and Nav. Co.'-

Incorp. B. (77): Rep. from Coin., 655.
Kalso and Lardo Duncan Ry. o. 's Incorp. B.

(73) : Introduced*, 398 ; 3rd R. *, 527.
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Kingston and Penibroke Ry. Co. s B. (38) : on Forged Endorseients of Bills B. (F) : in Coin.,
M. for 2nd R., 576. 467.

Mint : on the Address, 186. Manitoba Schools : in Deb. on Address
M. favouring the establishaent of, 409, Manitoba and South-eastern Ry. B. (1

.421.for 3rd R., 519.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s B. Meenian Marble Co.'s Patent Relie

(110) : on 3rd R., 930. Introduced*, 353 ; 2fl R., 394 ; 3rd
National Life Assurance Co.'s Incorp. B. (74): Ottawa and New York Ry. Co.'s B. (2

Introduced*, 353 ; 2nd R., 394. duced*, 296; 2nd R., 321; 3rd R.
Railways Coin.: on M. re calling of meetings, Royal Victoria Life Insurance Co. s 1

888. (27): M. for 3rd R., 297.
Sectarian Schools : in DIeb. on Address, 191. Téniiscouata Ry. Co. s B. (58): bit
Songhees Indian Reserve : on prop. Res. to re- 397; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 527.

Maitb Scol :_ in De. ndde

, 178.
9): on M.

f B. (83):
R.*, 460.

8): Intro-
ý89.
Incorp. B.

roduced

mor e rom ctor a, é.
Williams' Head Quarantine Regulations : on

Ques. of Privilege, 245.

Williams' Head Quarantine : on Res. re Ine

provemnent of station, 492.
Yukon Mining and Transportation Co. 's B. (118):

on suspension of rules, 603, 611 ; on 2nd R.,
663; on Rep. f roi Con., 813.

McKAY, Hon. Thos. (Truro).

Ainerican Bank Note Co.'s petition : on M. to
ref. to Con., 536.

Can. Fire Insurance Co.'s B. (103) : 2nd R.*, 428.
Contingent Acets. Com.: in M. for adoption of

Rep., 282.
on 3rd Rep., 636.

Crimiinal Code Act Amnt. B. (H): in Com., cl.
182, 484.

Fisheries Act Amnt. B. (127): on 2nd R., 582.
Mining Developient and Advisory Corporation

Incorp. B. (84): 2nd R., 428.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s In

corp. B. (110): on 3rd R., 931.
Petroleum Inspection Act Aint. B. (139): on

21d R., 877.
Voters List B. (126): Rep. from Com)., 595.
Yukon Mining and Transportation Co. 's Incorp.

B. (118): on suspension of rules, 612.

McKINDSEY, Hon. George C. (Milton).
Savings Banks in Prov. of (2uebec B. (N) : in

Con., 684.

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald (Alexandria).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : on M.

for, 178.
Amnerican Bank Note Co.'s Petition : on M. to

ref. to Coin., 531.
Continental Heat and Light Co. 's Incorp. B. (84):

Introduced*, 389 ; 2nd R.*, 428 ; 3rd R.*, 496.
Contingent Acets. Con. : on 3rd Rep., 636.
Crimninal Code Act Ant. B. (H): in Com., cl.

187, 505; cl. 179v, 543; cl. 274a, 556; el. 410,
558 ; cl. 520, 559.

Dairy Products Registration and Branding B.

(117): on 2nd R., 584; in Com., 596.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. (127): on 2nd R., 582.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John (Erie.)
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 750.

OGILVIE, Hon. Alex. W. (Alma.)

American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R., 632.
Petition : on M. to refer to Con., 531, 548.

Contingent Acets. Con.: on M. for Senators to
serve on, 235.

Crininal Code Act Amt. B. (H): in Com., cl.
187, 505; cl. 190a., 508.

Interest B. (1): in Com., 521.
Railway Act Aint. B. (16): on M. for 2nd R., 552.
Restaurant : on Mr. Perley's remarks re order

restricting use of, 150.
Sun Life Insurance Co.'s B. (91): Introduced*,

397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 474.

OWENS, Hon. Wm. (Inkerman.)
Civil Service Superannuation Act Amt. B. (136):

on 2nd R., 962.
Gienville Canal Locknasters: Inq. as to dis-'

missals, 355.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 770.
Labelle, Mr. : M. for Rejp. re Grenville Canal

enployees, 355, 365.

PELLETIER, Hon. 0. A. P., O. M. G.,
Speaker (Grand ville.)

American Bank Note Co.-s B. (68),: Puts Amt.,
635.

petition: on M. to ref. to Coi., 538, 547
Contingent Accts. Com. : on 3rd Rep., 644.
)ismissals for partisanship: on Inq., 306.

Order Paper: re I. C. Ry. Extension B., 734.
Order, Ques. of : General Debate on an Inq.,

306: gives decision, 322.
Railways Con. : on M. re calling of meetings, 891.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118); on Rep. froni Com., 819.

PERLEY, Hon. Wm. D. (Wolseley).

Calgary and Ednonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in
Coni., 469.

Contingent Accts. Com.: on M. for Senators to
serve on, 232; on M. for adoption of Rep., 280.

Crow's Nest Pass Ry. B. (146): on 2nd R., 983.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. B. (125):

on 3rd R., 666.
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Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (143): on 2nd R.'

829, 865.
Dont. Lands Act Ant. B. (116): in Con., 672.
Drummond County Ry. : on M. for Sp. Con., 912.
Hudson Bay Navigation Expedition: Inq. as to

vessel, 288.
N. W. T. Act Amt. B. (111) : in Coin., 671.
Restaurant, calls attention to order restricting

use of, 149.
Senate and H. of C. Aint. B. (132): on 3rd R., 669.

POIRIER, Hon. Pascal (Acadie).
Aimerican Banik Note Co.'s petition: ont M. to

ref. to Com., 538.
Contingent Acets. Com. : on M. for Senators to

serve oi. 232.
Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (143): on 2nd R., 838.
Dismissals for partisanship : on Inq., 308.
Druimimond County Ry. : on M. for Sp. Coi., 911.
I. C. R. Extension : Inq. re par. in Patrie re-

specting Senators' actions, 598.
B. (142): on 2nd R., 774.

Order, Ques. of : General Delb. on Ing., 308.
Victoria Day Cominmeioration B. (C.): in Coi.,

253.

POWER, Hon. Laurence G. (Halifax).
Address in reply to Speech froin Throne : oi M.

for, 85.
Alien Labour B. (5): on 2nd R., 655. In Coin.,

698.
Anerican Bank Note Co's B. (68): on Rep, of

Con., 49th Rule not complied with, 512; on
3rd R., 628.

petition : on M. te. ref. to Coin., 529.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): in

Coin., 468; on wthdl. of B., 526.
Canal enlargement: in Delb. on Address, 96.
Cataract Power Co's (Hamilton) Incorp. B. (124):

on Rep. from Con., 612. M. for withdrawing
notice suspension rules, 926.

Civil Service Superannuation Act Amt. B. (136):
on 2nd R., 961.

Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. for Senators to
compose, 231.

on M. for adoption of Rep. of Coin., 284.
2nd Rep. re appointments : on M. for

adoption, 346.
on 3rd Rep., 636.

Criminal Code, 1892, Ant. B. (B): oit 2nd R.,
229.

B. (H): on 2nd R., 345. On M. to print
additional copies. 367. In Con. on cl. 92, 431,
436, 444; cl. 180, 475; cl. 181, 481 ; cl. 182,
484; cl. 183, 486; cl. 186b, 500 ; cl. 187, 505 ;
cl. 190a, 508; cl. 331a, 557 ; cl. 410, 558; cl.
520, 559; on M. to go in Com., 565 : cl. 553,
567 ; cl. 702, 567; cl. 762, 586.

Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. B. (125):
on 2nd R., 651 ; on 3rd R,, 666.
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.
Custoins Tariff Act Amt. B. (143): on 2nd R.,

823.
Dismissals for partisanship; on Inq., 306.
Don.inion Building and Loan Association B.

(48): Indroduced*, 296; 2nd R., 341; 3rd R.*,
369.

Don. Lands Act Aint. B. (116): in Coin., 673.
Drumnmond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Com.,

944.
Privilege, Ques. of : re par in Citizen re

Sp. Coi., 965.
Fisheries Act Ant. B. (127): on 2nd R., 582.
Forged Endorseiment of Bills B. (F): in Coin.,

466.
Franchise Act : iii Deb. on Address, 95.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (26): on M. for 3rd

R., 321.
Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (81): in Coin., 561;

3rd R.*, 574.

Hudson Bay and Yukon Ry. and Nav. Co.'s In-
corpe. B. (77): on 2nd R., 585.

Interest B. (I): in Coin, 464, 524, 542.
I. C. Ry. Extension B (142): 2nd R. postponed,

728- 796.

Sup. Estiiate : on Inq. re item 809.
Kaslo and Lardo-Duncan Ry. Co. , B. (73): 2nd

R., 428.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on

M. for 2n1d R.. 527, 578 ; on Rep. front Coin.,
684.

Library of Parlt. : M. adoption of 2nd Rep., 611.
Loan B. (148): on 2nd R., 954.
Loyalty of Canadians: in Deb. on Address, 86.
Manitoba and Pacific Ry. Co. 's B. f24): on 2nd

R., 526.
Manitoba Schools : in Deb. on Address, 88.
Maritime Milling Co.'s Incorp. B. (40): Intro-

duced*, 397 : 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 496.
Medicine Hat Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (56): on

2nd R.*, 428.
Montreal and Southern Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(110): objects to suspension of rules oit 3rd R.,
901: on 3rd R. m. Amt., 926.

Mutuelle (La) Générale Canadienne Incorp. B.
(119): on 2nd R., 543.

McDonald, J. N.: on M. for Cor. relating to
Dismissal, 379.

National Life Ass. Co.'s B. (74): 3rd R., 428.
Ont. Accident Insurance Co.'s B. (78): Intro-

duced*, 353.
Order Paper: re I. C. Extension B.. 734.
Order, Ques. of: objects to general debate on an

Inq., 306.
Ottawa and New York Ry. Co.'s B. (28): objects

to suspension of rule, 322.
Petroleun Inspection Act Anit. B. (139): on 2nd

R., 882; in Con., 885.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (129): on 2nd R., 993.
Provincial Courts Judges' B. (140): oit 2nd R.,

896.
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POWER, Hon Laurence G.-Concluded.
Railway Act Ait. B. (16): on 2nd R., 564; as

to when Rep. will be presented, 597.
Railways Com.: on M. re calling of meetings,

888.
Railway Suibsidies B. (151): on 2nd R., 989.
Railways, Telegraph and Harbours: on M. (Mr.

Scott) to noninate Senators to serve on, 231.
Rattey, Pierre : on Inq. re alleged partisanship,

572.
Restigouche and Victoria Ry. Co.'s B. (99): on

2nd R., 653.
Saturday Sittings: on M. for, 613.
Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): on

2nd R., 674; in Coin., 676.
Senate and H. of C. Ant. B. (132): on 3rd R., 669.
Subsidies to Provs. : on Inq., 619.
Supply B. (150): on 2nd R., 979.
Tariff revision: in Deb. on Speech froi Throne,

95.
Witton, H. B.: on Inq. (Mr. McCalluim) as to

superannuation. 293.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118): on Rep. fron Coni., 817.

PRIMROSE, Hon. C. (Pictou).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on M.
for, 96.

Bounties on Iron and Steel B. (149): on 2nd R.,
954.

Coal, Duty on: in Deb. on Address, 97.
Contingents Acets. Com.: on . for Senators to

compose, 233.
On M. for adoption of Rep., 286.

Customs Tariff Act Ait. B. (143), 827.
Dismissals (Montniagny Co.): on Inq., 659.
Drummond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Coin.,

910, 947.
Fisheries Act Ant. B. (127: on 2nd R., 581.
Franchise Act: in Deb. on Address, 98.
Grenville Canal: on Inq., rc Mr. Labelle's Rep.,

262, 364.
Interest B. (1): In Com., 525.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on

M. for 2nd R., 578.
Jubilee, Diainond : in Deb. on Address, 101.
Loyalty of Canadians: in Deb. on Address, 100.
McKenzie, dismissal of Capt.: Inq., 310.
Petroleuin Inspection Act Aint. B. (139): on 2nd

R., 879; in Coin., 886.
Poitias, X.: on Inq. as to disinissal, 454.
Prohibition and the Plebiscite: in Deb. on Ad-

dress, 100.
Tariff measure : in Ieb. on Speech from Throne,

98.

PROWSE, Hon. Samuel (King's).

Alien Labour B. (5): in Coin., 698.
Ainerican Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R., 630.

petition: on M. to ref. to Com., 535.

?ROWSE, Hon. Samuel-Continu4ed.
Bounties on Iron -nd Steel B. (149): on 2nd R.,

954.
Civil Service Superannuation Act Ant. B. (136):

on 2nd R., 963.
Cold Storage B. (141): on 2nd R., 898; in Coni.,

925.
Contingent Accts. Coin. : on M. for Senators to

serve on, 233.
on M. for adoption of Rep., 281.
on 1st R1>., 296.
2nd Rep). ii appointnents : on M. for

adoption, 350.
on 3rd Rep., 644.

Cuistons Tariff Act Ait. B. (143): on 2nd R.,
827, 871.

Dismîîissals for partisanship: on Inq., 306.
Druimiinond County Ry. : on M. for Sp. Com., 908.
Fisheries Act Ait. B. (127): in Coin., 595.
Interest B. (I.): in Coin., 521.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): 2nd R., 729, 771.
Lafortine, Mr. : Inq. as to appointment on

Prison Coin., 351.
Montreal and Soithern Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (110):

2nd R.*, 690; 3rd R., 931.
Order, Ques. of: General deb. on an Inq., 306.
Petroleui Inspection Act Ait. B. (139) : in

Coin., 886.
Poitras, N. : on Inq. as to disnissal, 453.

Queen's Birthday Holding B. (C.): on 2nd R., 242.
Railways Coin. : on M. re calling of meetings,

891.
Victoria Day Cominemoration B. (C): in Com.,

255.

REESOR, Hon. David (King's).
Petroleuin Inspection Act Ait. B. (139) on 2nd

R., 879.

SANFORD, Hon..William E. (Hamilton).
Crininal Code Act. Aint. B. (H): in Coin., cl.

186b, 503; el. 187, 504.
Jubilee Reginent : re par in Ch roi icr, 427.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard W. (Ottawa).
Address: M. for consdn. on March, 29, 6.
Address in Reply to Speech fron Throne: on M.

for, 128-149.
Alaskan Boundary: on Inq., 550.
Alien Labour B. (5): on 2nd R., 655; in Coin.,

693, 3rd R., 726.
Amnerican Bank Note Co.'s B. (68): on 3rd R.,

634.
-- Petition: on M. to ref. to Coin., 531.
Archives, Preservation of Canu.: on Inq., 545.
Béchard, Senator : Renarks on death of, 230.
Bossinette, Jos., postmaster at Cap. St. Ingace:

on Inq. as to disnissal, 451.
Bounties on Iron and Steel B. (149): Introduced*,

922; 2nd R., 954; 2rd R.*, 965.
Bounties: on Inq., re iron exported, 968.
Canal enlargement: in Deb. on Address, 129.
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard W.--Continued.
Cape Tornentine Harbour: on M. (Mr. Wood)

for regulations, 260.
Cataract Power Co.'s Incorp. B. 124): on M. to

withd. notice re suspension of ries, 926.

Civil Service Act Aint. B. (130): 2nd R. M. 955.

Superannuation Act Aint. B. (136) : 2nd

R., 960; on 3rd R., 968.
Coal, Duty on: in Deb. on Address, 132.

Cold Storage B. (141): Introduced*, 724; 2nd R.

897 ; in Con., 922.
Con. of Selection : on M- for, 224.

Comnpanies Act Amt. B. (N): on 2nd R., 497.

Contingent Accts. Com.: Meinbers to compose,
231, 232.

-i. adoption of Rep., 279.
2nd Rep., re appointments: on M. for

adoption, 347.
on 3rd Rep., 6 3.

Criminal Code Act Amt. B. (H): on M. to print

additional copies, 367; in Com., cl. 180, 477;
cl. 182, 484; cl. 190t. 509; cl. 203a, 553; el.

274a, 556.
Crow's Nest Pass Ry. B. (146): Introduced*,

971; 2nd R., 981 ; 3rd R., 988.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. B. (125):

lst. R., 604; on 2nd R., 650; 3rd R., e66.

Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (143): Introduced,
724 ; 2nd R. in, 819.

Dairy Products Registration and Branding B.

(117): Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 584. In

Coin., 596.
Delayed Returns: Reply to Ings., 288, 294, 320,

324, 366, 408, 563, 926.
Dionne, Louis, Harbour Master at St. Thomas.

on Inq.: 561, 572.
Dismissal of Employees: on answers given by

Gov't respecting, 610.
Dismissals in 1878, 383.
)ismissails for partisanship : Reply to Mr. Mac-
donald's (B.C.) Inq., 300, 305.

Dom. Lands Act Aint. B. (116): Introduced*,

604 ; 2nd R. m, 655. In Coin., 672, 691.

Drummnond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Con.,
909, 933.

Dubé, Alfred, I.C.R. employee: reply to Inq.
as to dismissal, 344.

Dugal, Nap., postmaster Beaubien: on Inq. as
to disissal, 494.

Export Duties B. (145): Introduced*, 724: 2nd
R., S72; 3rd R., 876.

Exports to France : on M. for statement, 528.

Fisheries Act Aint. B. (127): Introduced*, 561;
2nd R., 579. In Com., 595.

Fisheries Inspector P.E.I.: reply to Inq. re

James Yeo, 376.

Fortin, S., I.C.R. employee : on Inq. as to dis-

imissal, 514.

Franchise Act: in Deb. on Speech from Throne,
129.
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard W.--Continued.

French Treaty: Reply to Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)

asking for statement showing effect, 355.
on M. for Cor., 474.

Galicians: on Inq. as to emigration to Dakota,
662.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co's B. (26): on 3rd R., 321.
Grants to Public Works in P.E.I. ; Reply to

Inq. respecting proposed, 310.
Grenville Canal Lockwaters: Reply to Inq. (Mr.

Owens) as to disnissals, 355.
Hillsboro' River Ry. Bridge: on Inq. (Mr.

Ferguson), 277.
Hudson Bay Navigation Expedition: on Inq.

(Mr. Perley) as to vessel, 289.
Incoiplete returns re " Petrel," 459, 610.
Inland Revenue Act Anmt. B. (144): Introduced*,

724: 2nd R. )à., 872.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): 2nd R. postponed,

727, 760.
Jones' (Judge) resignation : brings down returns.

427.
Jubilee Commemoration Corps: on Inq. (Mr.

Boulton) as to composition, 261.
Jubilee, Diamond: in Deb. on Address, 129.
Jubilee Regiment: on Inq. re formation, 548.

Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on
M. for 2nd R., 577.

Labelle, Mr. : on M. for report re Grenville
Canal employees, 358.

Laberge, Alphonse: on Inq. re employment, 548,
Lanionde, Xavier: on Inq. as to employment, 548
Land Titles Act Ant. B. (115): Introduced*,

561 ; 2nd R., 584; in Coin., 596.
Loan B. (148): Introduced*, 891; 2nd R., 953.
Loyalty of Canadians: on Deb. on Speech from

Throne, 128.
Manitoba Schools: on the Address, 133.

on Inq. as to production of terms of settle-

ment, 6.
conference with Papal delegate, 389, 549.

on Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to Govt. seeking

aid of Apostolic Delegate, 344, 407.
- on Inq. whether Laurier-Greenway com-

promise had been accepted, 470, 663, 685.
on Inq. re Mr. Sifton's visit to Winnipeg.

724.
Mercier, Mrs. Ignace: on Inq., re disnissal, 574.

Militia Contingent B. (111): M. suspension of

rules. 396.
McDonald, Chas. E. : on Inq. as to dismissal, 

3 83 .

McDonald, J. N. : on M. for Cor. relating to dis-

iiissal, 377.
McKenzie, dismissal of Capt.: Reply to Inq.

(Mr. Primrose), 312.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (105): In-

trotuced, 397 ; 2nd R., 408 ; in Coin., 429; 3rd

R. m., 514 ; 3rd R.*, 527.

N.W.T. Act Ant. B. (114): Introduced*, 604;

2nd R., 654; in Com., 670.
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard W.-Conutnued.
Order Paper : re I. C. Ry. Extension B., 735.
Order, Ques. of : General Debate on an Inq., 307.
Pacific Cable Conference: on Inq. re Reps., 528.
Palier, Mr. H. J.: Reply to Inq., 29.
Patent Act Ait. B. (120): Introduced*, 561

2nd R., 578; in Con., 595.
"Petrel," Str. : M. for contract, 278.
Petroleuin Inspection Act Aint. B. (139): Intro-

duced*, 724; 2nd R., 876, 881 ; in Coi., 885.
Poitras, X., I.C.R. Employee : on Inq. as to dis-

missal, 452, 514, 614, 657.
Post Office Act Ant. B. (129): 2nd R. w., 993.
Preferential Duties : on M. for Cor., &c., 471.
Prendergast (.Judge) appointient : on Inq., 720.
Printing Con. : )i Inq. r( additional iembers,

369.
P. E. Island Financial claims : on M. (Mr.

Ferguson) for Cor. since 13th .July, 1896, 277.
Privilege, Ques. of : on Senator 31cKeen's Ses-

sional indennity, 127.
Prohibitory Legislation: on Inq., 322.
Proulx, J. B., I.C.R. Employee: Reply to Inq.

as to dismissal, 353, 614, 657.
Railway Act Aint. B. (16): on M. for 2nd R., 552.
Railway Subsidies B. (151): 2n1d R., 988.
Rattey, Pierre: on Inq. re par. in Star, 572.
Reciprocity : in 1)ebate on Address, 129.
Routhier's (Judge) absence, 451.
Royal Military College Club : on Inq. re Brevet

promotion, 562.
Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): on

2nd R., 674.
Saturday Sittings: on M. for, 614.

• Senate and H. of C. B. 132: Introduced*, 620;
2nd and 3rd R., 669.

Sessional Indeniity (Senator Boulton), 690.
Simoneau, Xavier, I.C.R. Enployee: Reply to

Inq. as to dismissal, 392, 614.
Songhees Indian Reserve: on prop. Res. to re-

inove to Victoria, 371.
Steamboat Inspection Act Ant. B. (113): Intro-

duced*, 561; 2nd R., 578; in Coin. and 3rd
R.*, 595.

St. Boniface Election : on Inq. re par. in Gazette,
495.

St. Pierre, Michel, Postinaster at St. Paul du
Buton : on Inq. as to disnissal, 392.

Supply B. (150): 2nd R., 968, 971.
Suspension of rules generally, on introduction of

Bills, 398.
Sutton, Lieut.: on Ing., as to qualifications, 661.
Sutton, Lieut. F. H. C.: Reply to Inq. (Mr.

Landry) as to leave of absence, 313.
Taxation of C. P. R. land: on Inq., 426.
Treaty with Japan: on Inq., for papers, 261, 268,

273.
Victoria Day Commemoration B. (C): in Con.,

248.
Voters' List of 1897 B. (126): Introduced*, 561;

2nd R., 579; in Con., and 3rd R.*, 595.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard W-Concluded.
Williaîms' Head Quarantine: on Res. se improve-

ment of station, 492.
Regulations, On Ques. of Privilege (Mr.

McInnes, B.C.), 246.
Witton, H. B , superannuation: Reply to Inq.

(Mr. McCallum) 289.
Yukon District Mininîg Riglts: on Inq. (Mr.

Macdonald, B.C.), 295.

SNOWBALL, Hon. J. B. (Chatham).

Interest B. (I): in Coim., 526.
I.C.Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 787.

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael (Kingston).

Civil Service Act Ait. B. (130) : on 2nd R., 997.
Contingent Acets. Coin.: on M. to noninate

Senators to serve on. 235.
Crimiail Code Act Aint. B. (H.): In Comi., cl.

92, 443; cl. 181, 479; cl. 18615., 504.
Drummnond County Ry.: on M. for Sp. Coi., 912.
Kingston and Penmbroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on

M. for 2nd R., 527, 574.
Petroleun Inspection Act Ant. B. (139): on2nd

R., 884; in Coin., 886.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (129): on 2nd R., 995.
Supply Bill (150): on 2nd R., 979.
Williams' Head Quarantine: on Res. re improve-

ment, 490.

TEMPLE, Hon. Thomas (York).
Contingent Acets. Coin.: on M. for adoption of

Rep., 287.
Navigable Waters Protection Amut. B. (105): on

3rd R., 515.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander (Sarnia).
American Bank Note Co.'s Petition : on M. to

refer to Coin., 529.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33): Rep.

467.
C.P.R. and Hull Electric Co.'s Agreenient B.

(25): in Coin., 352.
Cataract Power Co.'s Incorp. B. (124): M. to

withdraw B., 944.
Contingent Acets. Coin.: on M. for adoption of

Rep., 279.
2nd Rep. re Appointmnents : on M. for

adoption, 350.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (26): Reported fromt

Coin., 294. On M. to refer to Coin., 338.
Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (81): Rep. from

Con., 561.
Hudson Bay and Yukon Ry. and Nav. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (77): 2nd R., 585. Rep. fron Coin.,
655.

Kingston and Peinbroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38): on
M. for second R., 527, 576. Rep. fron Coin.,
684.

Montreal and Southern Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.
(110): in Coin., 901.
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VIDAL, Hon Alexander-Continued.
Ont. Accident Insurance Co.'s B. (78): 3rd R.,

428.
Pilots Incorp. B. (67): on Rep. of Cotn., 656.
Presbyterian Temporalities Fund Board B. (18):

Introduced*, 296: 2nd R.*, 322.
Quebec Bridge Co.'s Atmt. B. (80): Rep. froi

Com., 585.
Railway Act Amt. B. (16): as to Rep. of Com.,

597, 602.
Railways Cotn.: M. re calling of meetings, 887.
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s Amt. B.

(K): Reported, 409.
Restigouche and Victoria Ry. Co.'s B. (99): on

M. to adopt Rep. of Coin., 699.
Victoria Day Commemoration B. (C): in Com.,

255.
Yukon Mining and Transp. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(118): on Rep. fron Com., 813.

VILLENEUVE, Hon. Jos. O. (De Salaberry).
Banque du Peuple B. (86): 2nd R.*, 428.
Dairy Products Registration and Branding B.

(117): Rep. from Com., 599.
Savings Banks in Prov. of Quebec B. (N): in

Com., 682.

WARK, Hon. David. (Fredericton.)
Closer Relations between Colonies and Mother

Country: Prop. Res., 446.

WARK, Hon. David-Continued.
Order : Calls Senator to order, interrupting

Speaker, 138.

WOOD, Hon. Josiah (Westmorland).

Address in Reply to Speech fron Throne: on M.
for, 194.

American Bank Note Co.'s petition - on M. to
ref. to Com., 547.

Banque du Peuple B. (86): on 3rd R., 540.

Cape Tormentine Harbour: M. for regulations
respecting, 237; order discharged, 260.

Crow's Nest Pass Ry. B. (146): on 2nd R., 984.

Drummtoond Countty Ry. : on M. for Sp. Com., 904.

Export Duties B. (145): on 2nd R., 873.

Interest B. (I.): in Com., 525.
I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142): on 2nd R., 772.
Manitoba Schools : in Deb. on Address, 194.

Petroleutn Inspection Act Amt. B. (139) : in
Coin., 885.

Railway Subsidies B. (151): on 2nd R., 988.
Restigouche and Victoria Ry. Co.'s B. (99): on

2nd R., 653.
Savings Banks in Prov. of Que. B. (N.): on 2nd

R., 674; in Com., 674.
Tariff Measure: in Deb. on Address, 201.
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PART II.-SUBJEOTS.

ADDRESS IN REiîY TO SPEECH FROM rHE THRoNE: Atikokan Iron Range Ry. Co."s B.(50)-Mr.
Speech reported in extenso, 5. MacInnes (Burlington). Introduced*, 297; 2nd
M. (Mr. Scott) for consdn. on 29th March. 6. R., 341 3rd R.*, 389. R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c.
M. (Mr. Cox) for Address, 7; seconded (Mr. 35.)

King), 9. M. (Sir M. Bowell) to adjournî de-
Banque du Peuple B. (86)-Mr. Forget. In-

bed, 1 Si _M. Bowk 13Sir ir 0. Mow , 12 De- troduced*, 407 ; 2nd R.*, 428 ; 3rd R., 539. (60-61
bated :Sir M. Bowell, 13 ; Sir O. Mowat, 24;

V., c. 75o.)
Mr. Ferguson, 32, 35; Mr. Eculton, 53: M.
adjn. debate. 58. Deh. contnued : Mr. Boulton, BEAUBIEN POSTMASTERSHIP. Set " Dugal, Nap."

61-77; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 77; SirWilliamu BÉCHARD, SFNATOR Benarks on death of: Mr-
Hingston, 79 ; Mr. Power, 85; Mr. Prinirose, Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 230.
96 ; Mr. Bernier, 101 -125 ; Mr. Scott, 128-149 ; R S

Mr. Bellerose, 150-178 ; Mr. MeMillan, 178 HR Ne Sîr M. Bowelli D;lr. ngStnh 79.
Mr MrcInnes (B.C.) 183: Mr. Wood. 194

Mr. Clemow, 202 ; Mr. Mills, 209 ; Mr. Loug-
heed, 216.

ADJOURNMENT: M. (Mr. Landry), 294.
Inq. (Sir M. Bowell), 352.
M. (Sir O. Mowat) to adjn. Remiarks :Messrs.

McCallumî, Almon, 724. Division, 721.

ALASKA : Mr. Mills calls attention to boundary laid
down by geographers, 549. Reimarks : Mr. Scott,
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), Sir M. Bowell, 550.

Alien Labour B. -5).-Introduced*, 527 ; 2nd
R.. 655 : in Coim., 691 ; 3rd R., 726. (60-61 V.,
c. 11.)

American Bank Note Co.'s B. (68)--Mr.
Clenow. Introduced*, 509. Rep. of Coim. that
49th Rule had not been complied with, .509. 2nd
R.*, 552; 3rd R., 620. (64-61 V., c. 88.)

Petition : M. (Mr. Clemow) to refer to Stand-
ing Orders Coin., 529, 546. )ebated: Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 529, 546; Messrs. Vidal, Power,
529; Messrs. Bellerose, L: ugheod. 530, 547;
Mr. Ogilvie. 531, 548 ; Messrs. McMillan, Scott,
531 ; Sir John Carling, 532 ; Mr. Mills, 533 ; Mr.
Masson, 534 ; Mr. Prowse, 535 ; Messrs. Abnon,
McKay, 536 ; The Speaker, 538, 547 ; Messrs.
Poirier, Allan, 538; Sir '. Mowat, 539; Mr.
Ferguson, 546.

ANNAPou.s PoSTMASTERsHIPRî : M. (Sir M. Bowell)
for papers re resignation and appointnent, 316.
Reply (Sir O. Mowat), 318. Remarks : Messrs.
Lousgheed, McCallum, Ferguson, 319.

APPOINTRNTS To SENATE: in Deb. on AddIess (Mr.
Ferguson), 32.

ARcHIVEs, PHESERVATION OF CANADiAN : Inq. (Mr.
Almond), 544. Renarks: Mr. Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, 545; Messrs. Macdonali (Burlington),
Mills, 546.

AsHE, EnwAn. &c "Contingent Acets. Con."
ASSENT TO BILLS, 397, 999.

BERTHIER Ce bas POSTMASTERSHIP: Inq. (Mr. Lan-
dry) as to dismissal, 354. Reply (Mr. Scott),
35-t. Remarks: Messrs. Ferguson, Macdonald,
B.C., Sir M. Bowell, 354.

BÉRi-n, ERNEAT: Set "Contingent Acets. Coin."

BICYCLE BILL. Sce B. 16. Railway Act.

BILLS-Seriatint.
An Act relating to Railways.-(Sir O. Mowat).

Introluced*, 6.

(A) Respecting the employient of Children.-(Sir
O. Mowat). Introduced*, 13; 2nd R.* dis-
charged, 389. Renarks, Sir O. Mowat, Sir M.
Bowell, 389.

(B) To anend the Criiiinal Code, 1892.-(Sir O.
Mowat). Introduced*, 13; 2nsd R. postponed.
Remarks, Sir O. Mowat, Messrs. Allan, Power,

229; w'thd'n, 297. Sce B. (H).

(C) To coninenorate the reign of Her Majesty
Queen Victoria by mraking her birthday a holi-
day for ever.-(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.). Intro-
diced*, 85; 2nîd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
238. Debated : Messrs. Prowse and Mills, 242.
In Com., 246. Debated : Messrs. Macdonald
(B.C.) and Alinon, 246 ; Mr. Scott, 248 ; Mr.
Allain, 249: Mr. Lougheed, 250 ; Messrs.
Dever and Clemow, 252; Mr. Poirier, 253;
Messrs. Vidal and Prowse, 255; Mr. Mills,
256; Mr. Louglheed, 257; Mr. Boulton, 259 ;
Mr. Gowan reports B., 3rd R*, 260.

(D) Respecting Trial bsy Jury in certain cases in
the N.W.T.-(Sir O. Mowat). lst R., 127.
Renarks: Sir M, Bowell, Sir O. Mowat, 127.
2nd R. in., Sir O. Mowat, 389. Debated : Mr.
Lougheed, 390. Agreed te, 391. lin Com.,
571; 3rd R.*, 574. (60-61 V., c. 32).

(E) For the relief of Adeline Myrtle Tuckett
Lawry. -(Mr. Clenow). Introduced*, 228;
2nd R.*, 229; 3rd R.*, 276. R. A., 397. (60-
61 V., c. 97).
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(F) Respecting forged or unauthorized endorse-
inents of Bills.-(Sir O. Mowat). Introduced*,
297; 2nd R., 394. In Coin.: Sir O. Mowat,
Mr. Lougheed, 465; Mr. Power, Sir M.
Bowell. 466; Messrs. Ferguson and McMillan,
467; 3rd R.*, 474. (60-61 V., c. 10.)

(G) Respecting the Jurisdiction of the Exchequer
Court with respect to Railway Debts.-(Sir O.
Mowat). Introduced*, 297 ; in., 69 (Sir O.
Mowat) for 2nd R. at some future date, 396.
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 370.

(H) To amîend the Criminal Code--(Sir O. Mowat).
Introduced, 297. Remîîarks (Sir M. Bowell),
297 ; 2nd R. ii. (Sir O. Mowat), 345. Renarks :
Messrs. Gowan, Power, 345. Sir O. Mowat
asks for additional copies, 367. Remarks: Sir
M. Bowell, Messrs. Mills, Lougheed, Scott,
Power, 367 ; 2nd R. postponxed. Remarks :
Sir O. Mowat, Sir M. Bowell, 408. In Com.,
cl. 2: Sir O. Mowat, 430, 431, 436, 444 ; Mr.
Adams, 430. Cl. 92: Mr. Power, Sir O.
Mowat, 431, 444; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Miller, 435; Mr. Allan, 437; Mr. Boulton,
438 ; Mr. Adams, 440 ; Sir M. Bowell, 441, 445;
Messrs. Macdonald (P.E..), DeBoucherville.
Mills, 442; Messrs. Sullivan, Lougheed, 443;
Mr. Dever, 446. CI. 179, Sir O. Mowat, 475.
Cl. 180: Sir O. Mowat, Messrs. Power, Loug-
heed, Almon, 475; Mr. Drunmond, Sir M.
Bowell, 476; Messrs. Allan, Scott, 477. Cl.
181: Sir O. Mowat, 478; Messrs. Sullivan,
Drummond, Miller, 479; Mr. Lougheed, 480 ;
Sir Wm. Hingston, Mr. Power, 481; Messrs.
Almon, Dever, Miller, 483. Cl. 182: Sir O.
Mowat, Messrs. Power, Drummond, Allan, 483;
Messrs. McKay, Scott, Lougheed, 484. Cl.
183: Sir O. Mowat, Messrs. Drunnond, Loug-
heed, 485 ; Mr. Power, 486. Cl. 1866 : Sir O.
Mowat, Mr. Mills, 498 ; Mr. Lougheed, 499 ;
Mr. Power, 500; Sir M. Bowell, 501; Mr.
Ferguson, 502; Mr. Sanford, 503; Mr. Sullivan,
504. Cl. 187: Sir O. Mowat, Mesers. Sanford,
Miller, Sir M. Bowell, 504; Messrs. Power,
McMillan, Ferguson, Almon, Ogilvie, 505;
Mr. Lougheed, 506. CI. 190a: Sir O. Mowat,
507; Messrs. Ogilvie, Power, Mills, 508; Mr,
Scott, 509. Cl. 179c, Mr. McMillan, 543. Re-
marks, Mr. Lougheed, 544. Cl. 203a: Sir O.
Mowat, 553; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), AI-
mon, Casgrain, Scott, 553; Sir M. Bowell, 554.
Cl. 205: Sir O. Mowat, Mr. Druimond, Sir
M. Bowell, 555. Cl. 261: Sir O. Mowat, Mr.
Lougheed, 555. Cl. 2741 : Sir O. Mowat,
Mr. Lougheed, Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Drum-
mond, Allan, Scott, McMillan, 556. Cl. 306:
Sir. O. Mowat, Mr. Lougheed, 557. CL 331a:
Sir O. Mowat, Messrs. Cochrane, Lougheed,
Dever, Power, 558. Cl. 410: Sir O. Mowat,
Messrs. Lougheed, McMillan, Power, 558. Cl.

BILLS-Seriati-Continued.

479, Sir O. Mowat, 558. CI. 480 Sir O.
Mowat, Messrs. Almon, Lougheed, 558. Cl.
520: Sir O. Mowat, 558 ; Sir M. Bovell, Messrs.
McMillan, Power, Dever, 559; Mr. Ferguson,
560. Cls. 540, 550, Sir O. Mowat, 560. On M.
to go into Coin.: Mr. Ferguson, Sir O. Mowat,
Mr. Power, 565; Sir M. Bowell, 566. CL. 553:
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Power, 567; Sir O. Mowat,
568. Cl. 680: Sir O. Mowat, Mr. Lougheed,
568. Cl. 702: Sir O. Mowat, 568; Messrs.
Lougheed, Milis, Power, 569. Cl. 707: Mr.
Lougleed, Sir O. Mowat, 570. Cis. 748, 971:
Sir O. Mowat, Mr. Lougheed, 570. CI. 967,
Sir O. Mowat, 571. CI. 553, Sir M. Bowell,
571. Cl. 762: Sir O. Mowat, Mr. Power, 586;
Messrs. Aliion, Ferguson, 587; Mr. Dever,
588. Cis. 92 and 97 wthdn., Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 589. 3rd R.*, 586.

(I) Respecting Interest (Sir O. Mowat.-lst R.,
344. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 345; 2nd R.*,
391. In Coin., Sir O. Mowat, 460; Messrs.
Lougheed, Dever, 462; Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.
Clemow, Drummond, 463; Messrs. Power,
Cox, 464. Again in Coin., (Sir O. Mowat)520.
Messrs. Ogilvie, Prowse, Allai, Macdonald,
P.E.I., Dever, 521; Messrs. Mills, Cox.522;
Messrs. Forget, Drummond, Sir M. Bowell,
523; Messrs. Porier, Clemow, 524; Messrs.
Primrose, Wood, 525; Mr. Snowball, 526.
Again in Coin. (Sir O. Mowat) 541. Remarks,
Messrs. Ferguson, Lougheed, Power, 542. 3rd
R.*, 551. (60-61 V., c. b).

(J) Respecting the Supreme Court of Ontario and
the Judges thereof.-(Sir O. Mowat). lst R.,
351. Remarks (Mr. Landry) 352, 2nd R., ri.
(Sir O. Mowat) 393. In Coin. (Sir O. Mowat)
465. 3rd R.*, 513. (60-61 V., c. 34).

(K) To anend the Act relating to the Red Deer
Valley Railway and Coal Conpany.--(Mr.
Boulton). Introduced*, 389; 2nd R., 396. Re-
ported (Mr. Vidal) 409 ; 3rd R. (Mr. Boulton),
409. (60-61 V., c. 60).

(L) Relating to the Canada Investient and Agency
Company, Limited.-(Mr. Drummond). 2nd
R.*, 428. 3rd R,*, 513. Com's Aint. agreed
to, 603. (60-61 V. c. 83).

(.M) To amend the Companies Act.-(Sir O. Mowat)
Introduced*, 409. 2nd R. in. (Sir O. Mowat),
496. Debatedî Mr. Loigheed, Mr. Scott, 497;
Sir M. Bowell, 498. lin Coin.: Sir O. Mowat,
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Drummond, 552. 3rd R.*,
564. (60-61 V., c. 27.

(N) To amend the Act respecting Savings Banks
in the Province of Quebec-(Sir W. Hingston).
1st R., 645. 2nd R., Messrs. Sir Win. Hing-
ston, Power, Allan, Scott, Sir M. Bowell, Sir
O. Mowat, Wood, 674; Mr. Clemow, 675. In
Com.: Messrs. Allan, Clenow, Sir W. Hingston,
Power, 676; Mr. Wood, 677; Mr. Cox, 678;
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Sir O. Mowat, Sir M. Bowell, 679; Messrs.
FergusoS, Macdonald (B. C.), 680. Mr. Ville-
neuve, 682; Mr. McKindsey, 684. 3rd R., ni.
(Sir Wn. Kingston), 698. (60-61 V., c. 9).

(5) To restrict the importation and employient of
Aliens. Introduced*, 527. 2nd R., i. (Mr.
Casgrain), Remarks: Messrs. Power, Scott,
655. In Com., Mr. Casgrain, 691; Mr. Scott,
693; Messrs. MacDonald, B.C.), Almon, 694;
Mr. Macdonald, (P. E. I), 695 ; Sir M. Bowell,
696; Sir O. Mowat, 697 ; Messrs. Cleimow,
Power, Prowse, 698. 3rd R., m. (Mr. Mac-
donali, (P.E.I.), 726. Renarks: Mr. Scott,
726. (60-61 V., c. 11).

(12) Further to anwnd the Law respecting Building
Societies and Loan and Savings Companies
carrying on business in the Province of Ontario

-(Sir M. Bowell). Introduced*, 296. 2nd
R.*, 322. Rep. (Mr. Allan) froni Com., 351.
3rd R.*, 369. (60-61V., c. 31).

(16) To amiend the Railway Act-(Mr. Lougheed).
Introduced*, 527. 2nd R., ni.; Remarks: Mr.
Lougheed, McCallum, Sir M. Bowell, 551;
Messrs. Scott, Ogilvie, 552. 2nd R., ni. (Mr.
Lcugheed). Remarks: Messrs. McCallum,
Power, 564; Mr. Ahnon, 565. M. to ref. to
Rys. Coin., 565. Inq. (Mr. Power) when Rep.
will be presented: Messrs. Vidal, Lougheed,
Consdn. of Rep. postponed : Mr. Vidal, 602;
Messrs. Lougheed, Macdonald, (B.C.), 603.
Mr. McCalluni moves adoption of Rep. of
Con., 645. Remnarks: Mr. Lougheed, 645;
Sir M. Bowell, 647; Mr. Macdorgld, (P.E.I.),
649.

(17) To incorporate the Winnipeg, Duluth and
Northern Railway Company-(1Mr. Boulton'.
Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 428.

(18) To confer certain pover on the Board for the
Temiporalities Fund of the Presbyterian Church
of Canada in connection with the Church .of
Scotland-(Mr. Vidal). Introdued*, 296.
2nd R.*. 322. 3rd R.*, 389, R. A., 397. (60-61
V., c. 94).

(19) Respecting the Manitoba and South-Eastern
Railway-(Mr Bernier). Introduced*, 397 ;
2nd R.*, 409. M. (Mr. Bernier) for 3rd R.,
515. Debated: Messrs. Macdonald, B.C.,
McCallum, 515; Messrs. Kirchhoffer, Aikins,
518; Mr. McMillan, Sir M. Bowell, 519; Mr.
Allan, 520. 3rd R. in. (Mr. Bernier). Re-
marks: Mr. McCallui ; agreed to, 541. (60-61
V., c. 53.)

(22) Respecting the Trans-Canadian Railway Con-
pany and to change the name of the Company
to the Trans-Canada Railway Company-(Mr.
Clemow). Introduced*, 597. 2nd R.*, 611;
3rd R.*, 690. (60-61 V., c. 65.)

(29) To incorporate the Methodist Trust Fire In-
surance Company--(Mr. Aikins). Introduced*,

BILLS-Seriatim--Continued.
279; 2nd R., 293. Reported (Mr. Allan), 297.
3rd R. ii. (Sir M. Bowell), 297. R. A., 397.
(60-61 V., c. 77.)

(24) To incorporate the Manitoba and Pacifie Rail-
way Comepany-(Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
509; 2nd R., 526; 3rd R.*, 574. (60-61 V., c.
52.)

(5) To confirm an agreement inade between the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the
Hull Electric Comupany--(Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington). Introduced*, 296; 2nd R.*, 322. In
Coim. (Mr. Vidal), 352; 3rd R.*, 389. (60-61
V., c. 39.)

(26) Respecting the Grand Trunk Railway of Can-
ada-(Sir M. Bowell). Introduced*, 244; 2nd
R.*, 276. Rep. (Mr. Vidal) from Coin., 297.
Debatei: Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Boulton, 294.
3rd R. ii. (Sir M. Bowell), 321. Mr. Boulton
gives notice of Aint., 32*. M. (Sir M. Bowell)
for 3rd R., 324. M. (Mr. Boulton) to refer to
Coin., 324, 340. Debated : Sir M. Bowell, 336;
Mr. Vidal, 338 ; Messrs. McCallumu, Macdon-
ald, B.C., 341. Amt. withdrawn and 3rd R.,
341. R. A. 397. (60-61 V., c. 42.)

(27) To incorporate the Royal Victoria Life Insur-
ance Company-(Mr. Forget). Iintroduced*,
279; 2nd R. in. (Mr. Bernier), 295; 3rd R.*,
(Mr. McMillan), 297. R. A., 396. (60-61 V.,
c. 81).

(28) Respecting the Ontario Pacifie Railway Coin-

pany, and to change the name to the Ottawa
and New York Railway Company- (Mr. Mc-
Millan). Introduced*, 296; 2nd R., 321. M.
to refer to Com. dropped, 322. 3rd R.*, 389.
R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 57.)

(30) Respecting the Central Counties Railway-
(Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*,
526; 3rd R.*, 574. (60-61 V., c. 40.)

(31) Respecting the Trail Creek and Columbia
Railway Conpany-(Mr. Lougheed). Intro-
duced*, 590 ; 2nd R.*, 594 ; 3rd R.*, 690. (60-61
V., c. 64.)

(32) Respecting the Columbia and Kootenay Rail-
way and Navigation Company-(Mr. Loug-
heed). Introduced*, 590; 2nd R.*, 594; 3rd
R.*, 690. (60-61 V., c. 41.)

(33) Respecting the Calgary and Edmonton Rail-
way Cormpany.--(Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
397: 2nd R.*, 409. Reported (Mr. Vidal),
467. Debated: Messrs. Boulton, Power and
McCallum, 468; Messrs. Miller, Perley, Loug-
heed, McInnes (B.C.) and Sir O. Mowat, 469 ;
Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.) and MacInnes (Bur-
lington), 470. M. (Mr. Lougheed) to w'thd. B.
526. Remarks: Mr. Power, Sir M. Bowell,
526.

(34) To incorporate the Canadian Securities Com-

pany of Montreal.-(Mr. Bernier). Intro-
duced*, 353; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 564. (60-
61 V., c. 84).
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(35) Respecting theCanada Atlantic Railway Coin-

pany.-Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 297; 2nd

R.*, 322; 3rd R.*, 389. R. A., 397. (60-61

V. c. 37).
(37) Respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge

Companîy.--( Mr. MacInnes, Burlington). In-

troduced*, 297 ; 2nd R., 342; 3rd R.*, 389. R.

A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 68).
(38) Respecting the Kingston and Penbroke Rail-

way Comîpany.-(Mr. Clenow). Introduced.
M. for 2nd R. to-moorrow-Remtiarks: Messrs.

Sullivan and Power, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Vidal,
527; 2nd R. m. (Mc. Clenow), 574. Debated:

Mr. Sulliaan, 574 ; Messrs. Meliies, B.C.,
Vidal, 576 ; Messrs. Scott, Mills, Mowat, Sir

M. Bowell, 577; Messrs Power, Scott, Mc-
Calhni, Primîrose, 578 ; 2nd R., 594. Rep. of

Coin. (Mr. Vidal) Mr. Power, 684.
(39) Respecting the Canadian General Electric

Company, Limited.-(Mr. Cox): 2nd R. *, 322 ;
3rd R.*, 396. R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 71).

(40) To incorporate the Maritime Milling Company,
Limited (Mr. Power) Introduced, 397; 2nd

R.*, 428 ; 3rd R. *, 496. (6-61 V., c. 92).
(41) Respecting the River St. Clair Railway Bridge

and Tunnel Company (Mr. McCallum). In-
troduced*, 297; 2nd R *, 322; 3rd R.*, 353.
R.A., 397 (60-61V., c.70).

(43) Respecting the Canada Southern Railway

Company.-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington). In-

troduced*, 398; 2nd R., 409: 3rd R. *, 527.
(60-61 V., c. 38).

(48) Respecting the Dominion Building and Loan
Association.-(Mr. Power). Introdueed*, 296;
2nd R., 341 ; 3rd R.*, 369; R. A., 397. (60-61
V., c. 85).

(44) Respecting the Welland Power and Supply

Canal Company, Limited.-(Mr. McCallurm).

Introduced*, 297; 2nd R.*, 322; 3rd R *, 353.
R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 73).

(49) Respecting the Richelieu and Lake Menphre-
magog Railway Company. (Mr. Clenow).
Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 520.
(60-61 V., c. 61).

(50) Respecting the Atikokan Iron Range Railway
Company.--(Mr. MaclInness, Burlington). In-
troduced*, 297; 2n1d R., 341 ; 3rd R.*, 389;
R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 35).

(51) Respecting the Langenburg and Southern Rail-
way Coimpany.-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington).
Introduced*, 396; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 496.

(60- 61 V., c. 50).
(42) Respecting the James's Bay Railway Com-

pany.-(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.). Introdoced*,
396; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 496. (60-61 V.,
c. 47).

(54) Respecting the North American Life Assur-

ance Company.--(Mr. MaclInnes, Burlington).
Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R., 446.

(60-61 V., c. 79).

BILLS-Seriaitiimi-Continued.
(55) To incorporate the Minden and Muskoka Rail-

way Coipany.--(Mr. Dobson). Introduced*,
397; 2nd R.*, 409 ; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V.,
c. 55).

(56) Respecting the Medicine Hat Railway and
Coal Company.-(Mr. Macinnes, Burlington).
Introduced*, 396; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 574.
(60-61 V., c. 54).

(58) Respecting the Teniscouata Railwvav Company.
-Mr. McMillan). Introduced*, 397 ; 2iid R.*,
428 ; 3rd R.*, 527. (60- 61 V., c. 63).

(64) To incorporate the British Yukon Mining,
Trading and Transportation Conipîany.--(Mi.
McInnes, B.C.). Introduced*, 407; 2nd R.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 460 ; 3rd R.*, 527.
(60-61 V., c. 89).

(65) Respecting the British Columîbia Southern
Railway Conpany.- (Mr. Lougheed). Intro-
duced*,597 ; 2idR.*,611;3irdR.*,;90. (60-61
V., c. 36).

(67) To incorporate the Pilots serving between
Quebec and Montreal.-(Mr. Montlaisir).
Introduced*, 561 ; 2nd R., 594 ; Rep. from
Com. adopted, 656.

(68) Respecting the Anerican Bank Note Com-
pîany.-(Mr. Cleiow). Introduced*, 509; Rep.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) that 49th Rule not
complied with, 509; Renarks: Mr. Cleiow,
509; Mr. Mills, 510; Mr. Bellerose, 511; Mr.
Macdonald (P.E..), Mr. Power, 512; Mr.
McCalluii, 513; 2nd R.*, 552; 3rd R. nt. (Mr.
Clemow), 620; Debated: Mr. Drummiiond, 620;
Sir O. Mowat, Mr. Allan, 621; Messrs. Almon,
Ferguson, 622; Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 624;
Mr. Mills, 625 ; Sir M. Bowell, 627 ; Mr.
Power, 628; Mr. Prowse, 630; Mr. Ogilvie,
Messrs. Cox, Lougheed, 632; Mr. Scott, 634 ;
Sir Wm. Hingston, 635; The Speaker, 635;
3rd R.*, 635. (60-61 V., c. 88).

(69) Respecting the Quebec, Montmorency and
Charlevoix Railway Company-(Mr. Clenow).
Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 526; 3rd R.*, 610.
(60-61 V., c. 59.)

(70) Respecting the North-west Central Railway
Company-(Mr. Clernow). Introduced*, 407;
2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 45.)

(71). Respecting the St. Lawrence and Adirondack
Railway Coipany-( Mr. MacInnes, Burling-
ton).l Introduced*, 397. ; 2nd R.*, 409
3rd R.* (Mr. Baker), 496. (60-61 V., c. 62.)

(72) Respecting the Lake Mai1itoba Railway and
Canal Company-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington).
Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 526.
(60-61 V., c. 49.)

(73) To incorporate the Kaslo and Lardo-Duncan
Railway Company-(Mr. McInnes, B.C.) In-
troduced*, 398; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 527.
(60-61 V., c. 48.)
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(74) To incorporate the National Life Assurance

Company of Canada-(Mr. McInnes, B.C.)
Introduced*, 353; 2nd R., 394; 3rd R.*, 428.
(60-61 V., c. 78.)

(77) To incorporate the Hudson Bay and Yukon
Railway and Navigation Company-(Mr. Cox.)
Introciuced*, 561. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal).
Remarks: Mr. Power, 585. Rep. fromt Com.
Renarks: Messrs. Vidal, Allan, McInnes,
B.C., 655; 3rd R., 690. (60-61 V., c. 46.)

(78) Respecting the Ontario Accident Insurance
Company-(Mr. Powei). Introduced*, 353;
2nd R. m. (Mr. Allan), 394; 3rd R.* (Mr.
Vidal, 428. (60-61 V., c. 80.)

(79) To incorporate the Dominion Portland Cenent
Comnpany-(Mr. Clenow). Introduced*, 353;
2nd R.*, 428 ; 3rd R.*, 496. (60-61 V., c. 93.)

(80) To receive and anend the Act iespecting the
Quebec Bridge Conpany-(Mr. Landry). In-
troduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 428. In Coin.: Mr.
Vidal, 58; 3rd R., 586. (60-61 V, c., 69.)

(81) Respecting the Great Northern Railway Coin-

ptany--(Mr. Bellerose). Introduced*, 427; 2nd
R.*, 474. Rep. fron Coi. (Mr. Vidal), Mr.
Power ni. Amt., 561; 3rd R.*, 574. (60-61 V.,
c. 44.)

(82) To incorporate the Mining, Developinent and
Advisory Corporation of British America,
Linited.- (Mr. Louglheed). Introduced*, 407;
2nd R.*, 428; Rep. (Mr. Allan) from Com.,
514; 3rd R.*, 524. (60-61 V., c. 90).

(83) To confer on the Contunissioner of Patents cer-
tain povers for the relief of the Mycenian
Marble Company of Canada, Linited.--( Mr.
McMillan). Introduced*, 353; 2nd R., 394;
3rd R.*, 460. (60-61 V., c. 96).

(84) To incorporate the Continental Heat and Light
Company.-(Mr. McMillan). Introduced*, 389;
2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 496. (60 61 V., c. 72).

(86) Respecting La Banque du Peuple (Mr. Forget).
Introduced*, 407; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Forget), 539; Debated: Mr. Bellerose,
539: Messrs. Macdonald (P.E.I.), Wood, Sir
O. Mowat, 540. (60-61 V., c. 75).

(87) To incorporate the Columbia River Bridge
Conpany. -(Mr. McInnes, B. C.). Introduced*,
407; 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 551. (60-61 V.,
c. 66).

(88) To incorporate Les Cisterciens Réformés. -(Mr.
Bernier). Introduced*, 353; 2nd R., 394; 3rd
R.*, 460. (60-61 V., c. 95).

90) Respecting-the Montreal Bridge Company.-
(Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 509 ; 2nd R.*,
526 ; 3rd R.*, 610. (60 61 V., c. 67).

(91) Respecting the Sun Life Insurance Company
of Canada. -(Mr. Ogilvie). Introduced*, 397;
2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 474. (60-61 V., c. 82).

(92) Respecting the Great Eastern Railway Coin-
pany.-(Mr. Bellerose). Introduced*, 590; 2nd
R.*, 594; 3rd R.*, 635. (60-61 V., c. 43).

BILLS-Seriatit--Continued.
(98) Respecting the Lindsay, Haliburton and Mat-

tawa Railway Company.-(Mr. Dobson). In-
troduced*, 427; 2nd R.*, 474; 3rd R.*, 564.
(60-61 V., c. 51).

(99) Respecting the Restigouche and Victoria Rail-
way Comnpany.-(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington).
Introduced*, 604; 2nd R. m. (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington), 651; Remarks: Mr. Baird, 652;
Messrs. Power, Allan, Wood, 653; Mr. Mac-
donald (P.E.I.), 654; Rep). of Coin. adopted:
Mr. Vidal, Mr. Baird, 699.

(103) Respecting the Canadian Fire Insurance Com-

pany.-(Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*, 398;
2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 513. (60-61 V., c. 76).

(104) Respecting the Ottawa Gas Company.-(Mr.
Clenow). Introduced*, 407; 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd
R.*, 594. (60-61 V., c. 74).

(105) To amend the Act respecting the protection
of navigable waters.-(Mr. Scott). Intro-
duced*, 397; 2nd R. et. 408; in Coin., 428.
Debated: Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 429.
Reported (Mr. Drunmond), 429; 3rd R. ii.,
514; Debated : Mr. Temple, Sir M. Bowell,
515; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 23).

(106) Respecting the Safe )eposit Warehousing and
Loan Company.--( Mr. Mills). Introduced*,
509; 2nd R.* (Mr. Cox), 543; 3rd R.*, 610.
(6061 V., c. 86).

(109) Respecting the Ottawa and Gatineau Railway
Company.- (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 407;
2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 551. (60- 61 V.. c. 58).

(110) To incorporate the Montreal and Southern
Counties Ra ilway Comnpany- (Mr. Macdonald,
C.B.) Inittroduced*, 604. Rep. of Standing
Orders Coin., presented (Mr. Macdonald, B.C).
Messrs. Forget, Baker, 656; 2nd R.*, 690. On
Rep. (MIr. Vidal) of Con.: Mr. deBoucherville
it. suspension rules, Mr. Power objects, 901.
3rd R., m. (Mr. deBouckerville), 926. De-
bated : Mr. Power, 926; Mess-s. Macdonald,
(P.E.I.), McCallui, Clemow, 928. Division
on Mr. Power's Aint., 930; Mr. Mills, Sir
O. Mowat, Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 930; Messrs.
McKay, Prowse, 931. (60-61 V. c. 56).

(111) For granting to Her Majesty the sum of $26,-
000 required for defraying certain expenses in
connection with the Militia Contingent to be
sent to England for the Jubilee of Her Majesty
in June, 1897. Introduced, Mr. Scott. m.
suspension of rules, 2nd R., 3rd R., 396.
R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 1).

(113) Further to antend the Steamboat Inspection
Act.-(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 561 ; 2nd R.,
578; In Coin., 594; 3rd R.*, 595. (60-61 V.,
c. 22).

(114) Further to anend the Acts respecting the
North-west Territories.-(Mr. Scott). Intro-
duced*, 604; 2nd R. (Mr. Scott). Remarks:
Sir M. Bowell, 654 ; in Com., Mr. Scott, 670;
Mr. Perley, Sir M. Bowell, Sir O. Mowat, Sir
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Wm. Hingston, 671. 3rd R., 672. (60-61 V.,
c. 28).

(115) To ainend the Land Titles Act of 1894.- (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 584. In

Com. and 3rd R., 596. (60-61 V., c. 30).
(116) Further to ainend the Dominion Lands Act.-

(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 604; 2nd R., 655.
In Com.: Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Perley.
672; Messrs. Kirchhoffer, Power, 673; Mr.
Forget, 674. Again in Coin., Messrs. Scott,
Aikins, Dever, 691. 3rd R.*, 691. (60-61 V.,
c. 29).

(117) To provide for the Registration of Cheese
Factories and Creaineries, the branding of
Dairy products and prohibit inisrepresentation
as to the dates of manufacture of such products
-(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., m.
(Mr. Scott). Debated: Messrs. Ferguson, Mc-
Millan, Sir M. Bowell, 584. In Coin.: Mr.
Scott, 596: Mr. McMillan, 597; 3rd R.*, 597.
(60-61 V., c. 21,.

(118) To incorporate the Yukon Mining and Trans-

portation Companv. 1st R.*, 603. Mr. Loug-
heed inoves suspension of Rule 51 ; Remarks:
Mr. MclInnes, (B.C.), 603: Mr. Macdonald,
604 ; Rep. of Standing Orders Com., coud.,
611 ; Messrs. Macdonald, (B. C.), Loigheed,
McInnes, (B.C.), 611 ; Messrs. Miller, McKay,
612; 3nd R., postponed. Remarks: Messr,.
Lougheed, McCallun, Miller, 649; 2nd R., ,o.
(Mr. Kirchihoffer). Remarks : Sir 0. Mowat,
Mr. Mclnies, (B.C.), 663; Messrs. Macdonald,
(B.C.), Miller, Clemow, 665; Mr. McCalluim,
666. Mr. Vidal noves conc., Amts. by Coin.,
813. Debated: Mr. McIînnes, (B.C.), 813;
Messrs. McCalluin, Macdonald, (B.C.), Mac-
donald, (P. E .1.), 815; Messrs. Alimon, Power,
817 ; Mr. Kirchhoffer, The Speaker, 819; 3rd
R.*, 819. (60-61 V., c. 8).

(119) To incorporate La Mutuelle Générale Cana.
dieinne,-(Mr. Bllerose). Introduced*, 514;
2n1d R., 543; Renarks: Mir. Power, 543; 3rd
R.*, 610. (60-61 V., c. 87).

(120) Further to anend the Patent Act.-(Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 578. In
Com., and 3rd R.*, 595. (60-61 V., c. 25.)

(124) Incorporating the Cataract Power Company of
Hamilton, Ltd.--(Mr. Maclnnies, Burlington).
Introduced*, 604. Reported (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), 612. Debated : Messrs. McCallun.
Miller, Power, 612; Mr. Lougheed. 613. 2nd
R. postponed. Renarks : Mr. Maclnnîes, 649;
Mr. McCallum, 650. 2nd R.*, 666. M. (Mr.
Power) wthdng. B., Messrs. McCalliim, Scott,
McInnes (B.C.), 926. B. wthdun., 944.

(125) Respecting the Departinents of Customs and
Inland Revenue.--(Mr. Scott). 1st R., 604.
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 604, 608; Sir O.
Mowat, 604; Mr. Mills, 606. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
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Scott), 650. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Power, 651. 3rd R. Pt. (Mr. Scott), 666. Re-
marks : Mr. Power, 666 ; Sir M. Bowell, 668;
Mr. Almon, 669. (60-61 V., c. 18.)

(126) Respecting the Voters' List of 1897.--(Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 579. In
Coin. and 3rd R.*, 595. (60-61 V., c. 12.

(127) Further to amend the Fisheries Act.-(Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 561. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Scott)-Debated: Mr. Clemow, 579; Messrs.
Priirose, Allan, 581; Messrs. McKay, Power,
McCallum, McMillan, 582; Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Bellerose, 583. In. Com. : Messrs. Scott,
Clemow, Macdonald (B.C.), Prowse, 395; 3rd
R.*, 596. (60-61 V., c. 24.)

(129) Further to amend the Post Office Act.--(Mr.
Scott). 1st R., 992; 2nd R. m., 993. Re-
marks: Messrs. Power, Ferguson, Scott,
Cleinow, Macdonald (P.E.I.), 993 ; Sir M.
Bowell, 994 ; Messrs. Cox, Sullivan, 995 ; 3rd
R., 995. (60-61 V., c. 26.)

(130) Further to aiend the Civil Service Act.-
(Mr. Scott). Tst R., 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott),
995. Reinarks: Sir M. 13owell, Messrs. Mac-
donald (P.E.I.), Cox, 996 ; Mr. Sullivan, 997
3rd R., 997. (60-61 V., c. 26.)

(132) Further to amend the Act respecting the
Senate and the House of Coîninons. -(Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 620; 2nd R., 669 ; 3rd
R. îo. (Mr. Scott), 669. Debated : Messrs.
Clemîow, Power, 669; Sir M. Bowsell, M'r.
Allan, 670. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 669. 3rd
R. iii. (Mr. Scott). Remarks : Messrs. Clemow,
Power, Macdonald (B.C.), 669; Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Allaii, 670. (60-61 V., c. 13.)

(136) Further to ainend the Civil Service Superan-
umation Act. Iintroduced*, 943; 2nd R., 960.
Debated : Mr. Scott, 960; Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Power, 961; Messrs. Macdonald (P.E.I.), SirO.
Mowat, Owens, 962; 'Mr. Power, 963; 3rd R.,
remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 967; Mr. Scott, 968.
(60-61 V., c. 15.)

(139) Further to amnend the Petroleum Inspection
Act.-(Mr. Scott). Introduced*. 724; 2nd R.
it. (Mr. Scott), 876, 881. Debated: Sir M.
Bowell, 876, 881 ; Messr'. McKay, Aikins,
Macdonald (P. E. I.), 877 ; Mr. Ferguson, 878 ;
Messis. Reesor, Primrose, 879; Mr. Mills, 880;
Mur. Power, 882; Mr. Sullivan, 884. In Coni:
Mr. Macdonald (P.E.1.), 884 ; Messrs. Clemow,
Scott, Wood, Power, 8&5; Messrs. Primrose,
Provse, Sullivan, 886 ; 3rd R., 886. (60-61 V.,
c. 2o.)

(140) Further to amend the Acts respecting the
Judges of the Provincial Courts.-(Sir O.
Mowat). Introduced*, 724 ; 2nd R. ri. (Sir O.
Mowat), 891; Sir M. Bowell, 892; Mr. Fergu-
son, 893; Mr. Power, 896. In Com. : Mr.
Ferguson, Sir O. Mowat, 949 ; Mr. De Boucher-
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ville, 950; Mr. Bernier, 951; Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Baird, 953 ; 3rd R.*, 965. (60-61 V., c. 33.)

(141) Respecting cold storage on steanships from

Canada to the United Kingdon, and to certain

Cities in Canada.-(Mr. Scott). Introduced*,

724. 2nd R. in. (Mr. Scott), 8:'7 ; Messrs.

Prowse, Ferguson, 898; Sir M. Bowell, 899;
Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 90M ; Mr. Aikins, 901.
In Coin. : Mr. Scott, 922; Mr. Ferguson, 923;

Messrs. Macdonald (P.E.I.), Clemow, Prowse,
925; Mr. Cox reports B., 926; 3rd R.*, 926.
(60-61 V., c. 7.)

(142) An Act to contirn certain agreements entered

into by ler Majesty with the Grand Trunk

Railway Company of Canada and the Drum-

mond County Railway Company for the pur-

pose of securing the extension of the Inter-

colonial Railway system to the City of Mon-

treal.-lst R.*, 685. M. (Sir O. Mowat) tixing

time of 2nd R., 685; 2nd R. postponed, re-

marks: Messrs. Scott, Alnion, Sir M. Bowell,
727; Messrs. Bernier, Aikins, Power, Mc-
Callum, 728 ; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Prowse, 729; Mr. Ferguson, 731 ; 2nd R. ri.

(Sir O. Mowat), 735. Debated : Sir M. Bowell,
743; Mr. O'Donohoe, 750; Mr. Scott, 760;

Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 763; Mr. Owens, 770;
Mr. Prowse, 771; Messrs. Almon, Wood, 772;

Mr. Poirier, 774; Mr. Snowball, 787; Mr. De

Boucherville, 791; Messrs. Landry, Cox, 792;

MUr. Allan, 793; Messrs. McCallum, Dever,
794; Mr. Power, 796; Mr. Miller, 804.

(143) To consolidate and amend the Acts with

respect to the Duties of Customs-(Mr. Scott).

Introduced*, 724; 2nd R. w. (Mr. Scott),
819-840. Debated: Mr. Atkins, 820; Mr.
Allan, 821; Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 822; Mr.
Power, 823; Mr. Primrose, 827; Mr. Prowse,

827, 871; Mr. Macdonald, P E.l., 829; Mr.
Perley, 829, 865 ; Mr. Mills, 836, 845, 853 ;
Mr. Poirier, 838; Mr. Ahnon, 839; Sir O.
Mowat, 839, 845, 868; Sir M. Bowell, 821-
853; Mr. Ferguson, 859-865; 3rd R .*, 872.
(60-61 V., c. 18).

(144) Further to amend the Inland Revenue Act-

(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 724; 2nd R. in.

(Mr. Scott), 872; 3rd R.*, 872. (60-61V.,

c. 19).

(145) Respecting Export Duties-(Mr. Scott). In-
troduced*, 721; 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 872.

Debated: Messrs. Macdonald, B.C., Bolduc,
Wood, 873; Sir M. Bowell, 874; Messrs. Mc-

Innes, B. C., Ferguson, 875 ; Mr. Mills, 876;
3rd R. m. (Mr. Scott). Reniarks: Sir M.
Bowell, 876. (60-61 V., c. 17).

(146) To authorize a subsidy for a railway through
Crow's Neat Pass.--(Mr. Scott). Introduced*

971 ; 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 981. Renarks:

Mr. Perley, 983; Mr. Wood, 984; Sir M.
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Bowell, 986; Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I., 987;
3rd R. in. (Mr. Scott). Remarks: Mr. Fer-
guson, Sir M. Bowell, 988. (60-61 V., c. 5).

(148) To authorize the Raising by way of Loan of
Certain Sums of Money for the Public Service
-(Mr. Scott). Introduced, 891; 2nd R., 953;
on M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R. to-morrow, 953;
Sir M. Bowell, 953; Messrs. Mills, Power,
Sir O. Mowat, 954; 3rd R.*, 965. (60-61 V.,
c. 3.)

(149) To provide for Bounties on Iron and Steel
made in Canada-(Mr. Scott). Introduced*,
922; 2nd R. Debated: Messrs. Prowse,
Primrose, Scott, 954; Sir M. Bowell, 955; Mr.
Mills, 957 ; Mr. Macdonald, P. E.., 959; 3rd
R.*, 965. (60-61 V., c. 6.)

(150) An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of mîoney required for defraying certain
expenses of the public service for the financial
years ending respectively 30th June, 1897,
and 30th June, 1898, and for other purposes
relating to the public service; lst R., 968 ; im.
(Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. next sitting. Remarks:
Sir M. Bowell, Sir O. Mowat, 968; 2nd R.,
in. (Mr. Scott) 971. Remarks; Mr. Ferguson,
973; Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I., 974; Sir M.
Bowell. 975; Messrs. Power, Sullivan, 979;
3rd R., 981. (60-61 V., c. 2.)

(151) To authorize the granting of subsidies in aid
of the construction of the lines of railway there-
in mnentioned; 1st R., 998; 2nd R., ni. (Mr.
Scott), 988. Remarks: Mr. Wood, 988; Sir
M. Bowell, Mr. Power, 989; Messrs. Ferguson,
Macdonald, P.E.I., 991. (60-61 V., c. 4.)

BOsSINETTE, JOSEPH, POSTMASTER CAP ST. IGNACE:
lnq. (Mr. Laundry) as to dismissal, 451. Reply
(Mr. Scott) 451.

BOUFFARD, CHAS., DISSMISSAL. See Berthier (en bas)
Postmastership.

BOULTON, SENATOR: Sessional indemnity omitted in
estimates, 690.

attached to Jubilee contingent, granted leave
of absence, 470.

Bounties on Iron and Steel B. (149)-Mr.
Scott. Introduced*, 922; 2nd R., 954; 3rd R.,
956. (60-61 V., c. 6.)

BOUNTIES: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re iron exported..
Reply (Mr. Scott) 968.

BRANDING OF CATTLE. See Deb. on cl. 331a, Crim.
Code, 557.

BRANDING OF DAIRY PRODUCTS. See "B. 117."

BRANT COUNTY COURT JUDGE's RESIGNATION. Sec
" Judge Jones."

BREVET PROMOTION. Sec "Royal Military College."

B. C. Southaern Ry. Co.'s B. (65)-Mr.
Lougheed. Introduced*, 597; 2nd R.*, 611;
3rd R.*, 690. (60-61 V., c. 36.)
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British Yukon Mining, Trading and
Transportation Co.'s Incorp. B. (64)-
Mr. McInnes (B.C.). Introduced*, 407; 2nd
R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 89.)

Building Societies. See "Ontario."

CHANG, Hs EXCELLENCY: (~n Ques. Of Privilege (Mr.
McInnes, B.C.), 245.

CHEESE FACTORIES. Sec B. (117).

Chicago and Grand Trunk. See B. 26.

BY-ELECrîoNS; in Deb. on Swech f rom Throne(Mýr. Children Employment B. (A). -Sir O. Mowat.
Ferguson), 32. Introduced*, 13; 2nd R., discharged, 389.

Calgary and Edmonton Ry. Co.'s B. (33).
-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.,
409. Rep., 467. B. wthdn., 526.

"CANAIDA," DREDGE. See "McKenzie, dismissalof."
C. P. R. LANDS. See "Taxation."

Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (35)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 297; 2nd R.*, 322; 3rd
R.*, 389. R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 37.)

Can. Fire Insurance Co.'s B. (103)-Mr.
Lougheed. Introduced*, 398; 2nd R., 428; 3rd
R.*, 513. (60-61 V., e. 76.)

Can. General Electric Co.'s B. (39)-Mr.
Cox. 2nd R.*, 322; 3rd R.*, 369. R. A., 397.
(60-61 V., c. 71.)

Can. Investment and Agency Co. 's B.
(L)-Mr. Drummond, 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*
(Sir O. Mowat), 513. Coms. Amt. agreed to,
603. (60-61 V., c. 83.)

C.P.R. and Hull Electric Co.'s Agreement
B. (25)-Mr. MacInnes (Burlington). Intro-
duced*, 296; 2nd R.*, 322; in Coni., 352; 3rd
R.*, 389. (60-61 V., c. 39).

Can. Securities Co.'s Incorp. B. (34)-Mr.
Bernier. Introduced*, 353; 2nd R.*, 428; 2rd
R.*, 564. (60.61 V., c. 84.)

Can. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (43)-Mr. Mac-
Ines (Burlington). Introduced*, 398; 2nd R.*,

409; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 38).

CANAL ENLARGEMENT: In Deb. on Speech from
Throne (Mr. King) 11; Sir M. Bowell, 22; Sir
O. Mowat, 30; Mr. Boulton, 71; Sir Wm. Hing-
t.ton, 79; Mr. Power, 96; Mr. Scott, 129; Mr.
Clemow, 206.

CANALM, INSPECTOR. Sec Witton, H. B.

CAP Sr. IGNACE: Dismissal of Postnaster. Sec
Bossinette, Jos.

CAPE TORMENTINE HARBOUR : M. (Mr. Wood) for
regulations respecting, 237. Reply (Sir O. Mowat)
237. Order discharged (Mr. Scott), 260.

Cataract Power Co.'s (Hamilton) Incorp.
B. (124)-Mr. Macdonald (Burlington). In-
troduced*, 604. Reported, 612. 2nd R. post-

poned, 640. M. for suspension of rules dropped,
926. B. wthdn., 944.

Central Counties Ry. Co.'s B. (30)-Mr.
Clkmow. Introduced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 526; 3rd
R.*, 574. (60-61 V., c. 40).

65

Cisterciens Réformés Incorp. B. (88)-Mr.
Bernier. Introduced*, 353; 2nd R., 394; 3rd
R.*, 460. (60-61V., c. 95.)

CIvIL SERVANTs: M. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) for statement
respecting salaries, age, &c., since 13th July,
1896, 226; Sir 0. Mowat, 226; Sir M. Bowell
calls attention to delay, 276.

Civil Service Act Amt. B. (130).--lst R., 2nd
R. m. (Mr. Scott), 995; 3rd R., 997. (60-61 V.,
c. 26.)

--- Superannuation Act Amt. B. (136).-
Introduced, 943 ; 2nd R., 960 ; 3rd R., 967.
(60-61 V., c. 15.)

CLOSER RELATIONS BETwEEN COLONIES AND MOTHER
COUNTRY : M. for Address (Mr. Wark), 446;
Reply (Sir 0. Mowat), 450.

COAL INDUSTRY: in Deb. on Speech from Throne
(Sir M. Bowell), 21 ; Sir 0. Mowat, 29; Mr.
Ferguson, 39; Mr. Primrose, 97; Mr. Scott, 132;
Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 184.

Cold Storage B., (141)-Mr. Scott. Intro-
duced*, 724; 2nd R., 897; in Com., 922; 3rd R.*,
926. (60 61 V., c. 7.)

in Deb. on Address (Mr. Ferguson) 52; Sir W.
Hingston, 79; Mr. Clemow, 207.

Columbia and Kootenay Ry. and Nav.
Co.'s B. (32)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*,
590; 2nd R.*, 591; 3rd R.*,690. (60-61V., c. 41.)
Sce " Trail Creek."

Columbia River Bridge Co.'s B. (87)-
Mr. McInnes, B. C.- Introduced*, 407; 2nd
R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 551. (60-61 V., c. 66.)

COMBINES. Sec " Criminal Code," " Customs Tariff."

Companies Act Amt. B. (M.)-Sir 0. Mowat.
Introduced*, 409; 2nd R., 496; in Com., 552;
3rd R.*, 564. (60-61 V., c. 27.)

Continental Heat and Light Co.'s Incorp.
B., (84)-Mr. McMillan. Introduced*, 389;
2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 496. (60-61 V., c. 72.)

CORBETr, A. W. Sce "Annapolis Postmastership."

COMMIrrES:
M. (Sir O. Mowat) for Com. of Selection to

nominate Standing Coms., 223. Remarks on
omission of certain names, Sir M. Bowell, Mr.

Macdonald (B.C.), 223; Mr. Scott, 224; M,
(Mr. Scott) that report ks adopted, 230,
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Contingent Accts. and Internal Economy

Com. : M. (Mr. Scott) to nominate postponed,
231; Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Mc-
Callum, Power, 231; Messrs. Perley, McInnes
(B.C.), Scott, Poirier, 232; Messrs. Lougheed,
Primrose, Prowse, 233; Sir 0. Mowat, 234;
Messrs. Sullivan. Ogilvie, 235; Sir M. Bowell,
236; M. (Sir O. Mowat) to ref." Rep. back to
Com. of Selection, 236; M. (Mr. Scott) to adopt
Rep., 279; Debated: Mr. Vidal, 279; Messrs.
Perley, McCallum, Macdonald (B.C.), 280;
Messrs. Prowse, Clemow, 281; Messrs. Mc-
Kay, Almon, Sir M. Bowell, 282; Messrs. Mc-
Innes (B.C.), Power, 284; Mr. Bellerose, 285;
Messrs. Boulton, Bernier, Primrose, 286;
Messrs. Temple, Macdonald (P.E.I.), 287;
Division, 288.

2nd Rep. re appointments : M. (Mr. Kirch-
hoffer) for, 346,348; Remarks: Mr. Power, 346;
Messrs. Miller, Scott, 347; Mr. Bernier, 349;
Messrs. Prowse, Vidal, 350; M. (Mr. Kirch-
hoffer) for adoption of 3rd Rep., Remarks:
Messrs. McKay, Power, Miller, MeMillan,
636; Sir M. Bowell, 637; Messrs. Lougheed,
Scott, 638; Messrs. Landry, Allan, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 642; Messrs. Bellerose, Ferguson,
643; Mr. Prowse, The Speaker, 644.

Debates and Reporting-
1st Rep. re Holland Bros. account for extra

session, 369.
2nd Rep. adopted (paying daily issue), 551.

Divorce Com. appointed, 224.

Drumnond County Railway: M. (Mr. Miller)
for Sp. Com. to investigate, 901, 921, 931.
Remarks: Sir O. Mowat, 903, 920, 933; Mr.
Wood, 904; Mr. Ferguson, 905, 938; Mr.
Macdonald, P.E.I., 907, 943; Mr. Prowse,
908; Mr. Scott, 909, 933; Messrs. DeBoucher-
ville, 910, Prinrose, 910,947; Mr. Poirier, 911 ;
Messrs, Perley, Sullivan, 912; Mr. Mills, 913,
936; Mr. Bernier, Sir M. Bowell, 914, 931;
Mr. Dickey, 922; Mr. Clemow, 935; Mr.
Power, 944; Mr. Cox, 949.

Library of Parlt.: 2nd Rep. adopted, 611.

Printing-
M. (Mr. Scott) to appoint joint, 228, 230.

Sir M. Bowell re additional inembers, 369.
Remarks : Messrs. Scott, Mills, 369.

Additional menibers of Joint : Sir M. Bowell
calls attention to message from Hl. of C.
Remaaks: Messrs. Scott, Mills, 369. M.
(Sir M. Bowell), 407. Remarks: Sir O.
Mowat, 408.

Railways : M. (Mr. Vidal) re calling of nettings.
Remarks: Messrs. McCallmum, Sir M. Bowell,
887; Messrs. Bellerose, Sir O. Mowat, Power,
McInnes, B.C., 888; Mr. Mills, 889; Messrs.
Prowse, Macdonald, P. E .1.; the Speaker, 891.

COMPANIES. Sec
American Bank Note.
Atikokan Iron Range.
Banque du Peuple.
B.C. Southern.
British Yukon Mining, Trading.
Calgary and Edmonton.
Canada Atlantic.
Cataract Power Co. of Hamilton.
Canadian Fire Insurance.
Canadian General Electric.
Canada Investment and Agency.
Canadian Pacific.
Canada Southern.
Canadian Securities of Montreal.
Central Counties.
Cisterciens Réformés, Les.
Columbia and Kootenay.
Columbia River Bridge.
Continental Heat and Light.
Dominion Building and Loan Association.
Dominion Portland Cement.
Dominion Safe Deposit and Trusts.
Grand Trunk.
Great Eastern.
Great Northern.
Great North-west Central.
Hudson's Bay and Yukon.
Hull Electric.
James Bay.
Kaslo and Lardo-Duncan.
Kingston and Peibroke.
Lake Manitoba.
Langenburg and Southern.
Lindsay, Haliburton and Mattawa.
Manitoba and Pacific.
Manitoba and South-eastern.
Maritime Milling.
Medicine Hat.
Methodist Trust Fire Insurance.
Minden and Muskoka.
Mining, Developmnent, &c.. of British America.
Montreal Bridge.
Montreal and Southern Counties.
Mutuelle (La) Générale Canadienne.
Mycenian Marble.
National Life Assurance.
North American Life Assurance.
Niagara Grand Island Bridge.
Ontario Accident Insurance.
Ontario Pacific.
Ottawa Gas Co.
Ottawa and Gatineau.
Ottawa and New York.
Quebec Bridge.
Quebec, Montmorency and Charlevoix.
Red Deer Valley.
Restigouche and Victoria.
Richelieu and Lake Memphremagog.
Royal Victoria Life Insurance.
Sun Life Assurance.
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COMPANIES. Sec

St. Clair River Bridge.
St. Lawrence and Adirondack.
Temiscouata.
Temporalities Board Fund.
Trail Creek and Columbia.
Trans-Canada.
Welland Power Supply Canal.
Winnijpeg, Duluth and Northern.
Yukon (Foreign) Mining and Developinent.

CONTINGENT ACCTS. CoU.: lst Rep. adopted, 296.

2nd Rep. re appointients: M. (Mr. Kirch-
hoffer) for, 346, 348. Remarks: Mr. Power, 346;
Messrs. Miller, Scott, 347; Mr. Bernier, 349;
Messrs. Prowse, Vidal, 350.

M. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) for adoption of 3rd Rep.;

Remarks: Mr. McKay, Power, Miller, McMillan,
636; Sir M. Bowell, 637; Messrs. Lougheed,
Scott, 638; Messrs. Landry, Allan, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 642; Messrs. Bellerose, Ferguson, 643;
Mr. Prowse, The Speaker, 644.

CREAMERIES. See B. 117. Dairy Products.

Criminal Code, 1892, Amt. B. (B)-Sir 0.
Mowat. Introduced*, 13.

B. (H)-Sir 0. Mowat. Introduced, 297;
2nd R., 345. Additional copies to be printed,
367; 2nd R. postponed, 408. In Com., 430 446,
475-488, 498-509, 543-544, 553-561, 565-571, 586-
589; grd R.*, 589.

Crow's Nest Paso Ry. B. (146)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 971; 2nd R., 981; 3rd R., 988. (60-
61 V., c. 5.)

in Deb. on Address (Mr. Boulton), 73; Mr.
McInnes (B.C.), 183; Mr. Lougheed, 223.

Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. B
(125)-Mr. Scott. Ist R., 604; 2nd R., 650;
3rd R., 666. (60-61 V., c. 18.)

Customs Tariff Act Amt. B. (143)-Mr.
Scott. Introduced*, 724; 2nd R., 819-872; 3rd
R.*, 872. (60-61 V., c. 18.)

Dairy Products Registration and Brand-
ing B. (117)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 561;
2nd R., 584. In Com., 596; 3rd R*, 597. (60-61
V., c. 21.)

DEBATES ANI) REPORTING COM.:
lst Rep. (Remuneration of Reporters), 369.
2nd Rep. adopted (paging daily issue), 551.

DELAYED RETURNS: Appointment of Commissioners
re offensive partisanship: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Scott, 276, 294, 320, 408.

Civil Servants: Delay in bringing down Re-
turns, 276, 288, 320, 324, 563, 926.

Judge Jones' resignation, 597.
" Petrel ": Cor. re contract, 366.

DIONNE, Louis: Harbour Master, St. Thomas: Inq.
(Mr. Landry) as to appointment, 561, 571. Re-
ply, Mr. Scott, 561, 572.
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1isnrssAL OF GOVT. EmPLoYEEs: M. (Sir M. Bowell)
for copies of Commissions, &c., to inquire into
charges of offensive partizanship, 224. Reply
(Sir O. Mowat), 225. Further inq. (Sir M.
Bowell), 320. Reply (Mr. Scott), 320.

Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) re commissioners,
300. Reply (Mr. Scott) 300. Renmarks: Mr.
McCallum, 300; Mr. Mills, 301; Sir M. Bowell,
303; Mr. Scott, 305; Messrs. Power, Prowse,
The Speaker, 306. Messrs. Allan, Almon, Loug-
heed, 307. Mr. Poirier, 308.

Mr. Landry calls attention to answers given by
Govt.- Reply (Mr. Scott) 610; M. (Mr. Landry),
for Cor., 614.

1. C. R. employees: Inq. (Mr. Landry)
as to policy of Govt., 658. Reply (Sir O. Mowat),
659. Remarks (Mr. Primrose), 659.

DISMISSALS:
Bossinette, Jas., Postmaster Cap St. Ignace:

Inq. (Mr. Landry), reply (Mr. Scott), 451.
Bouffard, Chas. : Inq. (Mr. Landry) 354.
Dubé, Alfred, I. C. R. Employee: Inq. (Mr.

Landry) 344. Reply (Mr. Scott) 344.
Dugal, Nap., Postmaster at Beaubien: Inq.

(Mr. Landry), 494. Reply (Mr. Scott), 494.
Fortin, S., I. C. R. Employees: Inq. (Mr. Lan-

dry) as to dismissal; Repfy (Mr. Scott), 514.
Grenville Canal Lockmaster: Inq. (Mr. Owens),

355. Reply (Mr. Scott), 355. Remarks (Sir
M. Bowell), 355.

Meloche, F. X.: Inq. (Mr. Casgrain), 228.
Mercier, Mrs. Ignace, postmnaster at Mercier :

Inq. (Mr. Landry) re dismissal, 573. Reply
(Mr. Scott), 574.

McDonald, Chas. E.: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) as to
dismissal, 381. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 383; Mr.
Arsenault, 386; Sir M. Bowell, 387.

McDonald, Capt. J. N.: M. (Mr. Ferguson) for
Cor. relating to, 376. Reply (Mr. Scott), 377.
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 378; Mr. Power,
379; Mr. Macdonal P.E.I., 380.

McKenzie, Capt. : Inq. (Mr. Primrose), 310.
Poitras, Xavier, I. C. R. Employee, 574, 614, 656.
Proulx, J. B., I. C. R. Employee: Inq. (Mr.

Landry), 353, 514, 656.
Simoneau, X., I. C. R. Employee: Inq., 392, 614.
St. Pierre, Michel, postmaster at St. Paul du

Buton: Inq. (Mr. Landry), 392. Reply (Mr.
Scott), 392.

DIVISIONS:
Adjournment: M., 724.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. for adoption of

Rep. of Com. of Selection, 288.
3rd Rep., 644.

I. C. Ry. Extension B. (142), 807.
Montreal and Southern Counties Ry. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (110), 930.
Savings Banks B. in Prov. of Quebec, 681.
Yukon (Foreign) Mining and Transp. Co.'s In-

corp. B. (118), 819.
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DIVoRcE COM. APPOINTED, 224.

Dom. Building and Loan Association B.
(48)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 296; 2nd R.,
341; 3rd R.*, 369. R. A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 85.)

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (116)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 604; 2nd R., 655. In Com., 672,
691. 3rd. R.*, 691. (60-61 V., c. 29.)

Dom. Portland Cement Co.s Incorp. B.
(79)-Mr. Clenow. Introduced*, 353; 2nd
R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 496. (60-61 V., c. 93.)

DOMINION. Sec "Safe Deposit."

DOORKEEPER OF SENATE, CHARGES AGAINST. Sec
Rattey, Pierre.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY.: M. (Mr. Miller) for Special
Com. to investigate, 901, 921, 931. Remarks:
Sir O. Mowat, 903, 920, 933; Mr. Wood, 904 ; Mr.
Ferguson, 905, 938; Mr. Macdonald. (P.E.I.),
907, 943 ; Mr. Prowse, 908 ; Mr. Scott, 909, 933;
Mr. De Boucherville, 910; Mr. Primrose, 910,
947 ; Mr. Poirier, 911 ; Messrs. Perley, Sullivan,
912; Mr. Mills, 913, 936; Mr. Bernier, Sir M.
Bowell, 914, 931; Mr. Dickey, 922; Mr. Clenow,
933; Mr. Cox, 949.

[Sec "Privilege, Ques. of."]
See I. C. Ry. Extension B., 142.

DUB, ALFRED. See " Dismissals."

DUGAL, NAP., POSTMASTER, BEAUBIEN: Inq. (Mr.
Landry) as to dismissal, 494. Reply (Mr. Scott),
494.

Export Duties B. (145)-Mr. Scott. Intro-
duced*, 724; 2nd R. in., 872; 3rd R., 876. (60-
61 V., c. 17.)

EXPORTS TO FRANCE : M. for Statement (Sir M.
Bowell). Reply (Mr. Scott), 528.

FAST LINE OF STEAMERS: in Deb. on Speech from
Throne (Sir M. Bowell), 24; Mr. Clenow, 207.

Fisheries Act Amt. B.' (127)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 579. In Coin., 595;
3rd R*, 596. ,(60-61 V., c. 24.)

FISHERY BOUNTY CLAIMS: M. (Mr. Ferguson) fo
names of persons entitled in Prince West, 381.

FISHERIES INSPECTOR, P.E.I.: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson)
as to appointment of James Yeo, 375. Reply
(Mr. Scott), 376. Remarks (Sir M. Bowell), 376.

FISH ISLANI) LIGHTKEEPER: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) as
to disnissal, 381. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 383;
Mr. Arsenault, 386; Sir M. Bowell, 387.

FINANCIAL CLAIMs. See "P.E.I."
FOREMAN, MR., GRENVILLE: Inq. (Mr. Owens) as to

disnissal, 355.

Forged Endorsements of Bills B. (F)-Sir
O. Mowat. Introduced*, 297; 2nd R., 394. In
Com., 465; 3rd R.*, 474. (60-61 V., c. 10.)

FORTIN, SIFROID, I.C.R. EMPLOYEE : Inq. (Mr.
Landry) as to dismissal. Reply (Mr. Scott), 514.

FRANCHISE ACT: in Deb. on Speech from Throne
(Sir M. Bowell), 21; Sir O. Mowat, 30; Mr.
Ferguson, 51; Mr. Boulton, 71; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 78; Mr. Power, 95; Mr. Primrose, 98;
Mr. Scott, 129; Mr. Miller, 148; Mr. Mills, 148,
213; Mr. Clenow, 206.

FRENCH TREATY: M. (Sir M. Bowell) for Statement
showing effect, 355.

M. (Mr. Landry) for Cor., 474. Reply, Mr.
Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 474.

GAGNON, MOISE. See "Contingent Accounts Com."
GALICIANS: Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) as to emigration to

Dakota, 661; Messrs. Scott, Almon, 662.

Gatineau Valley. See "Ottawa." Bil 109.
GOVERNOR GENERAL : Assents to Bills, 397, 998.

Opens the Session with Speech, 5.
Prorogues Parlianent, 1000.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (26)-Sir M.
Bowell. Introduced*, 244; 2nd R.*, 276. Re-
ported, 294; 3rd R. ni. and postponed, 321. M.
(Mr. Boulton) to ref. to Coin., 324; 3rd R.*, 341.
R.A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 42.)

See "I. C. Ry. Extension B."
GRANTS FOR PUBLIC WORKs (P. E. I.): M. (Mr. Fergu-

son) for papers, &c., respecting, 310. Reply (Mr.
Scott) 310.

Great Eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (92)-Mr. Belle-
rose. Introduced*, 590; 2nd R., 594; 3rd R.*,
635. (60-61 V., c. 43.)

Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (81)-Mr.
Bellerose. Introduced*, 427; 2nd R.*, 474. In
Coi., 561; 3rd R.*, 574. (60-61 V., c. 44.)

Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B.
(70)-Mr. Clenow. Introduced*, 407; 2nd
R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 45.)

GRENVILLE CANAL LOCKMASTER: Inq. (M. Owens)
as to dismissal, 355. Reply (Mr. Scott) 355;
Renarks (Sir M. Bowell) 355.

M. (Mr. Owens) for Mr. Labelle's Rep., 355,
365. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 358; Sir M. Bowell,
359; Mr. Mills, 361; Mr. Primrose, 362, 364;
Mr. Lougheed, 363.

HARDY (JUDGE). Sec ".Jones, Judge."

HILLSBORo' RIVER RAILWAY BRIDGE : Inq. (Mr.
Ferguson) as to prop. aid, 276 ; Reply (Mr.
Scott), 277; Remarks : Sir M. Bowell, 277.

HORsE RACING. See Deb. on ei. 203A, Crin. Code,
553.

HUDSON BAY NAVIGATION EXPEDITION: Inq. (Mr.

Perley) 288; Reply (Mr. Scott), 289.

Hudson Bay and Yukon Ry. and Nav.
Co.'s Incorp. B. (77)-Mr. Cox. Intro-
duced*, 561; 2nd R., 585; Rep. from Com., 65F
3rd R.*, 690. (60-61 V., c. 46.)
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Hull Electric Company. See " C.P.R."
IMMIGRATION VOTE. Sec "Supply B. (150)."

INCOMPLETE RETURNS rc " PETREL ": Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 459; Mr. Ferguson,
610.

INDEMNITY (SESSIONAL). Sec " B. 132, Senate."
INDIAN FAMINE FUND: in Deb. on Speech from

Throne (Sir M. Bowell) 23; Mr. Boulton, 73;
Sir W. Hingston, 79.

INDIAN RESERVE, VICTORIA: prop. Res. (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.) to reinove Songhees Indians, 370;
Reply (Mr. Scott) 371; Remarks: Sir M. Bowell,
373; Mr. McInnes (B.C.) 374; Wthdn., 375.

INFANTILE INSURANCE. See "Railway Tickets, &c."

Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (144)-Mr.
Scott. Introduced*, 724; 2nd and 3rd R.. 872.
(60-61 V., c. 19.)

INSURANCE POLICIES: M. (Mr. Boulton) for statement

showing number of life policies in force, 226.

Interest B. (I.)-Sir O. Mowat. lst R., 344; 2nd
R.*, 391; in Con., 460; again in Coin., 520-526;
again in Con., 541; 3rd R.*, 551. (60-61 V., c. 8.)

I. 0. Ry. Extension B. (142). 1st R.*, 685;
2nd R. postponed, 727; 2nd R. m., 735; Six m.
h., 807.

Inq. (Mr. Poirier) re par. in Patrie respecting
Senators' acions; Reply (Sir O. Mowat), 598.

in Deb. on Address, 129, 184, 207.

Sup. Estimates: I,nq. (Sir M. Bowell) re item,
807 ; Remarks : Sir O. Mowat, 808 ; Messrs.
Miller, Power, Macdonald (B.C.), 809; Mr. Mills,
810; Messrs. Ferguson, Kirchhoffer, 811; Mr.
Landry, 812.

Sec "2nd R. Supply B. 971."

James's Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (52)-Mr. Mac-
donald, (B.C.). Introduced*, 396; 2nd R.*, 409;
3rd R.*, 496. (60-61 V., c. 47.)

JAPAN. See " Treaty with Japan."

JOINT COMS. OF PARLT.: Sir M. Bowell m. that rule
80 be amended, 407; Renarks, Sir O. Mowat, 408.

JOINT COM. ON PRINTING : M. (Mr. Scott) to nominate
Senators to compose, 228.

JONES' (JUDGE) RESIGNATION : M. (Sir M. Bowell) for
copy of Cor. and Petitions, 391; Mr. Scott brings
down papers, 427; Sir M. Bowell calls attention
to Petition not yet brought down, 597, 662;
Reply, Sir O. Mowat, 597, 662.

JUBILEE ADDRESS TO H. M. : Sir O. Mowat moves,
398, seconded by Sir M. Bowell, 405; Remarks:
Mr. Bernier, 406; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Miller, 407.

JUBILEE COMMEMORATION CORPS : Inq. (Mr. Boulton),
261; Reply (Mr. Scott) 261.

JUBILEE, DIAMOND: in Deb. on Speech from Throne
(Mr. Cox) 7 ; Mr. King. 10; Sir M. Bowell, 14 ;
Mr. Boulton, 53; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) 77; Sir
W. Hingston, 79; Mr. Primrose, 101; Mr.
Bernier, 101; Mr. Dever, 124; Mr. Scott, 129;
Mr. Clemow, 202; Mr. Mills, 215.

JUBILEE REGIMENT: Inq. (Mr. Landry) re formation,
548. Reply (Mr. Scott) 548,

JUBILEE REGIMENT, PAR. IN Chronicle: Remarks: Sir
M. Bowell, Sir O. Mowat, Mr. Sanford, 427;
Mr. Boulton, 428.

JURIEs. See Deb. on cl., 762; Crim. Code, 586.

Kaslo and Lardo-Duncan Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. B. (73)-Mr. McInnes (B.C.) Intro-
duced*, 398; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd È.*, 527. (60-61
V., c. 48.)

Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. (38)
-Mr. Clemow. Introduced, 527. M. for 2nd
R., 527 ; 2nd R., 594; Rep. from Com., 684.

LABELLE, MR.: M. (Mr. Owens) for Report re Gren-
ville Canal employees, 355, 365. Remarks: Mr.
Scott, 358: Sir M. Bowell, 359; Mr. Mills, 361;
Mr. Prinrose, 362, 364; Mr. Lougheed, 363.

LABERGE, ALPHONSE: Inq. (Mr. Landry) re employ-
ment, 548; reply (Mr. Scott) 548.

LAFORTUNE, Mr.: Inq. (Mr. Prowse) as to appoint-
ment on the Prison Com., 351. Renarks: Sir
M. Bowell, Sir O. Mowat, 351. Reply (Sir O.
Mowat) 368.

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Coal Co.'s B.
(72)-Mr. MacInnes (Burlington). Ihtroduced*,
397; 2nd R.*, 109; 3rd R.*, 526. (60-61 V.,
c. 49.)

LAMONDE, XAVIER: Inq. (Mr. Landry) re Employ-

ment of; reply (Mr. Scott) 548.

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (115).-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 561: 2nd R., 584: in Com., and
3rd R.*, 595. (60-61 V., c. 30.)

Langenburg and Southern Railway Co.'s
B. (51)-Mr. MacInnes (Burlington). Intro-
duced*, 396: 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 496, (60-61
V., c. 50.)

Lawry Relief B. (E).-Mr. Clemow. Intro-
duced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 229; 3rd R.*, 276. R.A.,
397. (60-61 V., c. 97.)

LIBRARY OF PARLT.: M. (Mr. Power) to adopt 2nd
Rep., 611.

Lindsay, Haliburton and Mattawa Ry.
Co.'s B. (98)--Mr. Dobson. Introduced*, 427;
2nd R.*, 474; 3rd R.*, 564. (60-61 V., c. 51.)

Loan B. (148)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 891;
2nd R., 953; 3rd R., 965. (60-61 V., c. 3.)

Loan and Savings Cos. See Ontario.
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LOYALTY OF CANADIANS: in Deb. on Speech from
Throne (Mr. King) 9; Sir O. Mowat, 31 ; Mr.
Ferguson, 33; Mr. Power, 88; Mr. Prinrose,
100; Mr. Scott, 128.

MANITOBA SCHOOLS: on the Address: Mr. Cox, 7.
Mr. King, 10; Sir M. Bowell, 14 ; Sir O. Mowat,
25; Mr. Ferguson, 42; Mr. Boulton, 53; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.) 77; Sir W. Hingston, 79; Mr.
Power, 88; Mr. Bernier, 102; Mr. Dever, 125;
Mr. Scott, 133; Mr. Bellerose, 150; Mr. Mc-
Millan, 178; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 190; Mr.
Wood, 194; Mr. Clenow, 203; Mr. Mills, 209;
Mr. Lougheed, 216.

Conference with Papal Delegate: Inq. (Mr.
Landry) 380, 548; reply (Mr. Scott) 389; Sir O.
Mowat, 449.

Grant to Prov. Govt. in aid of: Inq. (Mr.
Landry); reply (Sir O. Mowat) 590.

Inq. (Mr. Landry) re Mr. Sifton's journey.
724. 733. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 724; Sir M.
Bowell, 726; Sir O. Mowat, 733, 807.

-- Inq. (Mr. Bernier) whether Laurier-Greenway
compromise had been accepted, 470, 662, 685.
Remarks: Mr. Scott, 663 685; Sir M. Bowell,
686; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 688.

- Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re papers respecting
ternis of settlenient, 6, 11; reply (Mr. Scott) 5,
11.
- Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to sending for Apostolic
Delegate, 342, 407; reply (Mr. Scott) 344, 401,
407.

-- Solicitor General's speech in Star on the result
of Quebec elections: Inq. (Mr. Bernier); reply
(Sir O. Mowat) 393.

Terms of Settlement (printed at length) 181.

Manitoba and Pacific Ry. Co.'s Incorp.
B. (24)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 509;
2nd R., 526 ; 3rd R.*, 594. (60-61 V., 3. 52.)

Manitoba and South-eastern Ry. Co.'s
B. (19)-Mr. Bernier. Introduced*, 397; 2nd
R.*. 409; M. for 3rd R, 515; 3rd R., 541. (60-61
V., c. 53.)

Maritime Milling Co.'s Incorp. B. (40)-Mr.
Power. Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd
R.*, 496. (60-61 Vic., c. 92.)

Medicine Hat Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (56).-
Mr. MacInnes (Bûrlington.) Introduced*, 396;
2nd R.*, 428; 3rd R.*, 574. (60-61 V., c. 54.)

MELOCHE, F. X., DEPUTY POSTMASTER, WINîSOR,
DisMISSAL: Inq. (Mr. Casgrain). Reply (Sir O.
Mowat). Remarks (Sir M. Bowell) 228.

MERCIER, MRS. IGNACE, POSTMASTER AT MERCIER:

Inq. (Mr. Landry) re dismissal, 573. Reply (Mr.
Scott), 574.

MEssENGERs. See Contingent Acets. Com.

Methodist Trust Fire Insurance Co.'s
Incorp. B. (23) -Mr. Aikins. Introduced*
279; 2n1d R., 293. Reported, 3rd R.*, 297. R.
A., 397. (60-61 V., c. 77.)

Militia Contingent B. (II1)-Introduced*.-
(Mr. Scott) m. suspension of rules, 2nd and 3rd
R., 396. R.A., 397. (60- 61 V.. c. 1.)

Minden and Muskoka Ry. Co.'s Incorp.
B. (55) -Mr. Dobson. Introduced*, 397 ; 2nd
R*, 409 ; 3rd R.*, 527. (60 61 V., c. 55.)

Mining Development and Advisory Cor-
poration Incorp. B. (82)-Mr. Lougheed.
Intrduced*, 407; 2nd R., 428. Rep. fron Com.
514; 3rd R.*, 527. (60 61 V., c. 90.)

MINT, ESTABLISHMENT OF: M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.),
409, 421. Renarks : Mr. Drunnond, 416, Sir
O. Mowat, 420, Mr. Mills, 421. In debate on
Address (Mr. Melnnes, 1-.C.), 168.

Montreal Bridge Co.'s B. (90) -Mr. Clenow.
Introduced*, 509; 2nd R., 526; 3rd R*, 610.
(60 61 V., c. 67.)

Montreal and Southern Counties Ry.
Co.'s Incorp. B. (110)-Mr. McDoniald,
C.B.) Introduced*, 604. Rep. of Standing
Orders Com., presented, 656; 2nd R.*, 690. Rep.
of Coim., 901; 3rd R., m. 926. (60-61 V., c. 56.)

Mutuelle (La) Générale Canadienne In-
corp. B. (119).-Mr. Bellerose. Introduced*,
514 ; 2nd R., 543 ; 3rd R.*, 610. (60 -61 V., e 87.)

Mycenian Marble Co.'s Patent Relief B.
(83)-Mr. MlcMillan. Introduced*, 353; 2nd
R., 394; 3rd R.*, 460. (60-61 V., c. 96.)

McDONALD, CHAS. E.: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) as to
dismissal from Fish Island Lightship, 381. Re-
marks: Mr. Scott, 383; Mr. Arsenault, 386;
Sir M. Bowell. 387.

MCDONALD, CA rr. J. N.: M. (Mr. Ferguson) for Cor.
relating to disnissal, 376. Reply (Mr. Scott),
377. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 378; Mr. Power,
379; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 380.

MCKENziE, DISMISAL OF CAPT.: Inq. (Mr. Primrose)
310. Reply (Mr. Scott), 312.

National Life Assurance Co.'s Incorp. B.
(74)-Mr. McInnes, (B.C.). Introduced*, 33;
2nd R., 394; 3rd R., 428. (60-61 V., c. 78.)

NATIONAL MUSEUM: Mr. Clemow advocates build-
ing at Capital, 203.

Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B.
(105)- Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.,
408. In Com., 429; 3rd R., ni., 514; 3rd R. *, 527.
R.A. (60-61 V., c. 23.)

N. B. SCHOOL ACT: in deb. on Address, 151.

Niagara Grand IslandBridgeCo.'s B. (37)
-Mr. MacInnes, Burlington). Introduced*. 297;
2nd R., 342; 3rd R.*, 389. R.A., 397. (60-61
V. c., 68.)
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North American Life Ass. Co.'s B. (64).-

Mo. MacInnes (Burlington). Introduced*, 397;
2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R., 446. (60-61 V., c. 79.)

N. W. T. Act Amt. B. (114)-Mr. Scott. In-
troduced*, 604; 2nd R., 654. In Coin., 671; 3rd
R.*, 672. (60-61 V., c. 28.)

OFFENSIVE PARTISANSHIP: Sec "Dismissals."

Ont. Accident Insurance Co.'s B. (78)-
Mr. Power. Introduced*, 353; 2nd R. in. (Mr.
Allan), 394; 3rd R., 428. R. A. (60-61 V., c.
80.

Ont. Building and Loan and Savings
Co.'s Amt. B. (1 2)-Sir M. Bowell. Intro-
duced*, 296; 2nd R.*, 322. Rep. fron Coin.,
351 ; 3rd R., 369. (60-61 V., c. 31.)

Ont. Pacific Ry. Co. See Ottawa and New York
Ry. Co.

ORDER PAPER: Sir M. Bowell calls attention to plac-
ing I. C. R. Extension B. at foot of list in
"Minutes", 733. Remarks: Messrs. Power,
Miller, Macdonald, B.C., Cox, the Spwaker, Sir
O. Mowat, 734; Mr. Scott, 735.

ORDER, QUES. OF:

American Bank Note Co.'s Petition: on M. to
ref. to Coin., 529. The Speaker rules it out of
order, 538.

Second Reading of B. not to proceed before
rep. of Coin. on Standing Orders, 611.

Mr. Power raises objection to general Deb. on
an Inq., 306.

Ottawa Gas Co.'s B. (104) -Mr. Clenow.
Introduced*, 407; 2nd R.*, 460; 3rd R.*, 574.
(60-61 V., c. 74.)

Ottawa and
Mr. Clenow.
3id R.*, 551.

Gatineau Ry. Co.'s B. (109)
Introduced*, 407; 2nd R.*, 460.

(60-61 V., c. 58.)

Ottawa and New York Ry. Co.'s B. (28)
Mr. McMillan. Introduced*, 296; 2nd R., 321.
M. to refer to Coin., 322. 3rd R.*, 389. R. A.,
397. (60-61 V., c. 57.)

PAcIFIc CABLE CONFERENCE: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)
if Reports will be laid before Parlt., 527. Reply
(Mr. Scott), 528. Remarks (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), 528.

PALMER, MR. H. J.: Comnmissioner to investigate
charges of partisanship in P. E. 1. Inq. (Mr.
Ferguson), 296.

Patent Act Amt. B. (120)-Mr. Scott. In-
troduced*, 561; 2nd R., 578. In Com. and 3rd
R.*, 595. (60-61 V., c. 25).

PETIT, MR., LETrER. Sec "Terrebonne Election."

"PETREL," STR.: M. for Contract, &r. (Mr. Ferguson),
277. Reply (Mr. Scott), 278.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. (139)
-Mr. Scott. Introduced* 724; 2nd R., 876.
In Coin., 884. 3rd R., 886. (60-61 V., c. 20).

Pilots Incorp. B. (67)-Mr. Montplaiser. In-
troduced*, 561; 2nd R., 594. Coni. Rep., 656.

PLEBISCITE BILL: Sir M. Bowell calls attention to
par. in ulobe. Remarks, Sir O. Mowat, 488.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell), 324. Reply (Sir O.
Mowat), 324.

POITRAS, XAVIER, I. C. R. EMîPLoyrE: Inq. (Mr.
Landry) as to dismissal, 452, 574, 614. Reply
(Mr. Scott), 452. Remarks: Mr. Almon, Sir M.
Bowell, 452; Mr. Power, 453; Messrs. Prinrose,
Mills, 454; Mr. McDonald, B.C., 455; Mr.
Landry, 456; Sir O. Mowat, 456; Messrs. Fer-
guson, Masson, 458.

Post Office Act Amt. B. (129)- Mr. Scott.
Introduced, 992; 2nd R., 993; 3rd R., 995. (60-61
V., c. 26.)

PRFFERENTIAL DUTIES IN FAVOUR
(Mr. Landry) for Cor., 471.
Scott, Sir M: Bowell, 471; Sir
Mr. Mills, 474.

op G. B. : M.
Renarks: Mr.
O. Mowat, 473;

PRENV>ERGAST'S (,JCDGEî) APPOINTMENT: Inq. (Mr.
Ferguson), 659, 699. Remarks: Sir O. Mowat,
660, 710, 710; Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 661; Sir
M. Bowell, 713; Mr. Scott, 720; Mr. McCallun,
721; Mr. Landry, 722; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 723.

See St. Boniface Election. B. (140).

Presbyterian Temporalities Fund Board
B. (18)-Mr. Vidal. Introduced*, 296; 2nd
R.*, 322; 3rd R.*, 389. R. A., 397. (60-61 V.,
c. 94.)

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND: Grants for Public Works:
Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) respecting promises, 310.

- CLAIMS: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re Cor. relating
to finances, 590. Sir O. Mowat, 593.

M. (Mr. Ferguson) for Cor. since 13th July,
1896, 276. Reply, Mr. Scott, 277. Remnarks, Sir
M. Bowell, 277.

"PRINCE EoWARÙ," DRiEnGE. Sec " Disimissals."
PRINTING: Members to compose Coin. on Joint, 228.
PRINTING COMMITTEE: Additional Members of Joint:

Sir M. Bowell calls attentiVn to Message fron
Coins. Remarks: Messrs. Scott, Mills, 369.

PRIVILEGE, QUES. o': Sir M. Bowell calls attention
to interview of Minister of Militia respecting
Tariff, 59. Remarks (Sir O. Mowat), 60.

Jubilee Regiment: Par. in Chronicle. Re-
marks: Sir M. Bowell, Sir 0. Mowat, Mr. San-
ford, 427 ; Mr. Boulton, 428.

Mr. McInnes (B.C.) calls attention to Quaran-
tine Regulations at William's Head, 245; Mr.
Scott, 246.
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PRIVILEGE. QuES. OF: Sessional Indemnity (Mr.
MeKeen) 126; Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 127.

Sir M. Bowell calls attention t- statements
mnade by Whip in Lower House, 848.

Mr. Power calls attention to par, in Citizen re
Ing. of Sp. Coin. on Drummond County Ry.,
965; Sir M. Bowell, 966; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.),
967.

PRIZE FIGHTS. Sec Crininal Code, " B. (11), cl. 92."

PROHIBITION ANI) THE PLEBISCITE: in Deb. on Speech
from Throne (Mr. Cox) 8; Sir M. Bowell, 23;
Sir O. Mowat, 31; Mr. Boulton, 72; Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 79; Mr. Primnrose, 100.

PRoHIBToaY LEGISLATION : Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re

Bill, 322; further Inq., 324.

PRouLx, J. B., 1. C. R. EMPLOYEE : Inq. (Mr. Lan-

dry) as to dismissal, 353, 614, 656; Reply (Mr.
Scott) 353, 614, 657.

PROROGATION : Remarks, Sir O. Mowat, Sir M.

Bowell, Mr. Clemow, 997.

Provincial Courts' Judges B. (140)-Sir 0.
Mowat. Introduced*, 724 ; 2nd R., 891 ; in
Com>., 949; 3rd R.*, 965. (60 4>1 V., c. 33.)

PULPwsoo. Sec " Export Duties B. 145."

QuEBEC BRIJE : Inq. (Mr. Landry) re par. in Patrie

re subsidy, 598; Reply (Sir O. Mowat) 599.

Quebec Bridge Co.'s Amt. B. (80)-Mr.
Landry. Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 428; in
Com., 585; 3rd R., 586. (60-61 V., c. 69.)

Quebec, Montmorency and Charlevoix
Ry. Co.'s B. (69)-Mr. Clemow. Intro-
duced*, 509; 2nd R.*, 526; 3rd R.*, 610. (60 -61
V., c. 59.)

Queen's Birthday Holiday B. (C)-Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.). Introduced*, 85; 2n1d R. mî.,
238; in Com., 246; 3rd R.*, 260.

QUEEN's COUNSEL: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re appoint-

ment; Reply (Sir O. Mowat), 470.

QUARANTINE. See "William's Head."

Railway Act (pro forma) B.-(Sir 0. Mowat).
Introduced*, 6.

Railway Act Amt. B. (16).-Mr. Lougheed.
Inîtroduced*, 527 ; 2nd R. in. and order dis-

charged, 551; 2nd R., 564; M. to ref. to Rys.
Coin., 565; Inq. (Mr. Power) when Com. will
report, 597 ; Consdn. of Rep. postponed, 602;
Rep. of Com. adopted, 645.

RAILwAYs COMMITTEE: M. (Mr. Vidal) re calling of

meetings, Remarks: Messrs. McCallum, Sir M.
Bowell, 887; Mesbrs. Bellerose, Sir O. Mowat,
Power, Mclnnes (B.C.), 888; Mr. Mills, 889;
Messrs. Prowse, Macdonald (P.E.I.), The
Speaker, 891.

Railway Debte in Exchequer Court Jur-
iediction B. (G)-Sir O. Mowat. Intro-
duced*, 297; M. to fix date for 2nd R., 369.

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS. Sce " Post Office Act. B.
129."

Railway Subsidies B. (151)-Mr. Scott. 1st
R.*, 988; 2nd R., 988; 3rd R., 992. (60-61 V.,
c. 4.)

RAILwAY TICKETS ANI) INSURANCE POLICIES: M. (Mr.
Boulton) for Return showing number issued by
Ry. Co.'s, &c., 226; Reply (Sir O. Mowat) 227.

RATTET, PIERRE, 1)OORKEEPER : Inq. (Mr. Landry)
re par. in Star re partisanship, 572 ; Messrs.
Scott, Power, 572; Sir M. Bowell, 573.

REHIRocITYv: in Deb. on Address (Mr. Ferguson)
38; Mr. Scott, 129; Mr. Lougheed, 222.

RECIPRoCITY NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE UNITED
STATEs : M. wthdn., 243.

Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s Amt.
B. (K)-Mr. Boulton. Introduced*, 389; 2nd
R., 396; Reported and 3rd R.*, 409. (60-61 V.,
c. 60.)

Restigouche and Victoria Ry. Co.'s B.
(99)--Mr. Maci nues (Burlington). Introduced*,
604; 2nd R., 651 ; Rep. of Coin. adopted, 699.

Richelieu and Lake Memphremagog Ry.
Co.'s B. (49) -Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
397; 2nd R.*, 409; 3rd R.*, 520. (60-61 V., c. 61.)

RiVIRE DU SUI BREAKwATER: Inq. (Mr. Landry)
re emplovment of foreinan, 548.

RoUTHIER (JUîoE): Appointment, leave of absence,
&c. : Inq. (Mr. Landry), 238 ; Reply (Sir O.
Mowat), 238 ; further Inq. (Mr. Landry), 313;
Reply (Sir O. Mowat) 315; Inq. (Mr. Landry),
451.; Reply (Mr. Scott) 451; Inq. (Mr. Landry),
513; Reply (Sir O. Mowat) 513.

ROYAL MILITARY CO:LEGE CLUB: Inq. (Mr. Landry)
re Brevet promotion, 561 ; reply (Mr. Scott) 562.

Royal Victoria Life Insurance Co.'s In-
corp. B. (27)--Mr. Forget. Introduced*, 279;
2id R., nt. (Mr. Bernier) 295; 3rd R.*, 297.
R. A., 396. (60-61 V., c. 31.)

Safe Deposit Warehousing and Loan
Co.'s B. (106) --Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 509;
2nd R.*, 543; 3rd R.*, 610.

SATURI>AY SrrTIN(..: M. (Sir O. Mowat) for, Re-
marks: Mr. Power, Sir M. Bowell. 613; Mr.
Scott, 614.

Savings Banks in the Province ofQuebec
B. (N)-Sir W. Hingston. lst R., 645. M. to
go in Com., 674; division, 681; 3rd R., 698.
(60-61 V., c. 9.)

SAw-DUsT: Sec Fisheries Act B. 126.

Senate and House of Commons A.mt. B.
(132)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 620; 2nd R.,
669; 3rd R., 670; 2nd and 3rd R, 669. (60-61
V., c. 13.)
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SENATE RESTAURANT: Mr. Perley calls attention to
order restricting use of, 149; remarks: Messrs.
Ogilvie, Almon, Macdonald (B.C.), 150.

SENATORS, NAMES AND ADDRESSES, 3.
SENATORS, NEW, INTRODUCEI):

Cox, Hon. George A., 5.
King, Hon. George Gerald, 5.
Lovitt, Hon. John.
Mills, Hon. David, 5.

SENATORS, DECEASED (Mr. Béchard): .Remnarks: Mr.
Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 230.

SENATE, ADJOURNMENT: M. (Sir O. Mowat) to adjn.
Remarks: Messrs. McCallum, Almcn, 724;
division, 724.

- -SATURDAY SITTINGS: M. (Sir O. Mowat) for,
Remarks; Mr. Power, Sir M. Bowell, 613; Mr.
Scott, 614.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY : Ques. of Privilege (Mr. Mc-
Keen) 126; Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 127.

Sir M. Bowell calls attention to omission re
Senator Boulton, 690.

SONGHEES INDIAN RESERVE: Res. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) to remove from Victoria, 370. Reply
(Mr. Scott) 371. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 373;
Mr. McInnes, (B.C.), 374; wthdn, 375.

SIMONEAU, XAVIER, I. C. R. EMPLOYEE: Inq. (Mr.
Laondry) as to dismissal, 392. Reply (Mr. Scott),
392, 614.

SOUTrER, MR. See Contingent Acets. Com.

SPEAKER'S MESSENGER. Sec Contingent Accts. Com.

Star INDIAN FAMINE FUND, 24, 73.

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt B. (115)-
Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 578; in
Com., 594; 3rd R.*, 595. (60-61 V., c. 22.)

STEWART RIVER, LEASE OF, FOR MINING: See Yukon.

SUBSIDIES TO PROVS.: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re state-
ments by Quebec Govt. re Federal Subsidy, 615.
Reply (Sir O. Mowat) 617; Mr. Ferguson, 618;
Mr. Power, 619.

Sun Life
Ogilvie.
R.*, 474.

Insurance Co.'s
Introduced*, 397; 2nd
(60-61 V., c. 82.,)

B. (91)-Mr.
R.*, 409; 3rd

SUPERANNUATION OF INSPECTOR OF CANALS: See
Witton, H. B.

Supreme Court of Ontario Judges' B. (J).
-Sir O. Mowat. lst R.*, 351; 2nd R., 393;
in Com., 465; 3rd R.*, 513. R. A. (60-61 V.,
c. 34.)

Sur. ESTIMATES. Sec I.C.Ry.

Supply Bill No 1. See Militia Contingent B. 111.

Supply B. (150). 1st R., 968; M. (Mr. Scott) for
2nd R., next sitting, 968; 2nd R., 971; 3rd R.,
981. (60-61 V., c. 2.)
66

SUPPLY BILL: Mr. Scott announces that Jubilee
Contingent Supply B. will be brought down im-
mediately, 393.

SUSPENsION OF RULES ON INTRODUCTION OF BILLS:

Messrs. Macdonald, B.C., Scott, 398.

SUTTON, LT. F. H. C.: Inquiry (Mr. Landry) as to
leave of absence, 313. Reply (Mr. Scott), 313,
615.

Inq. Mr. Laundry), 661. Reply (Mr. Scott),
661.

ST BONIFACE ELECTION CASE: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson)
re Mr. Prendergast, 599. Reply (Sir 0. Mowat),
.'99; Sir M. Bowell, 601 ; Messrs. Lougheed,
Mills, 602. See Provincial Counts.

ST. BONIFACE ELECTION : Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re par.
in Gazctte, Mr. Scott, 495; Sir O. Mowat, Mr.
Dever, 496.

St. Clair River Ry. Bridge and Tunnel
Co.'s B. (41)-Mr. McCallun. Introduced*
297 ; 2nd R.*, 322; 3rd R.*, 353. R. A., 397.
(60-61 V., c. 70.)

St. Lawrence and Adirondaok Ry. Co.'s
B. (71)-Mr. MacInnes, (Burlington). Intro-
duced*, 397 ; 2nd R.*, 409 ; 3rd R.*, 496. (60-61
V., c., 62.)

ST. PIERRE, MICHEL, POSTMASTER, ST. PAUL DU
BUToN: Inq. (Mr. Landry) as to dismissal, 292.
Reply (Mr. Scott), 392.

ST. THOMAS WHARF ; Inq. (Mr. Landry) re employ-
ment of foreman, 548.

TARIFF MEASURE: in deb. in Speech from Throne

(Mr. Cox), 8; Mr. King, 10; Sir M. Bowell,
18; Sir O. Mowat, 28; Mr. Ferguson, 39; Mr.
Boulton, 61; Mr. Macdonald, (B. C.), 78; Sir
W. Hingston, 79; Mr. Power, 95; Mr. Prim-
rose, 98; Mr. Wood, 201; Mr. Clemow, 205;
Mr. Mills, 215; Mr. Lougheed, 222.

TARIFF, THE. See Customs.

TARIFF DUTIES: Par. in Free Press re Minister of
Militia, 59.

TAXATION OF C.P.R. LAws: Inq. (Mr. Boulton),
422. Remarks : Sir M. Bowell, 425; Mr. Scott,
426.

Temiscouata Ry. Co.'s B. (58)-Mr. Mc-
Millan. Introduced*, 397; 2nd R.*, 428; 3rd
R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 63.)

TERREBONNE ELECTION: Mr. Petit's Letter (Sir M.
Bowell), 297. Reply (Sir O. Mowat), 298. Fur-
ther Inq. (Sir M. Bowell), 342. Reply (Sir O.
Mowat), 342.

TOBACcO: M. (Mr. Landry) for Pets. re Duty, 807.

Trail Oreek and Columbia Ry. Co's. B. (31)
Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 'b590; 2nd R.*,
594; 3rd R.*, 690. (60-61 V., c. 64.)

Trans-Canada Ry. Co.'s B. (22)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 597; 2nd R.*, 611; 3rd
R.*, 690. (60-61 V , c. 65.)
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Trappists. See B. 88. Cisterciens Réformés.

TREATY WITH elAPAN : Inq. (Mr. Boulton) for papers,
261. Reply (Mr. Scott), 261, 268, 273. Debated :
Sir M. Bowell, 270; Messrs. Lougheed and
Macdonald(B.C.), 275.

Trial by Jury in N. W. T. B. (D)-Sir O.
Mowat. lst R., 127; 2nd R., 391. In Com.,
571; 3rd R. *, 574. (60-61 V., c. 32.)

USURY IN QUEBEc : Explanation (Sir O. Mowat), 368.
- See Lafortune, Mr. Interest B. (I).

Victoria Day Commemoration B. See B.
(C).

VICTORIA HARBOUR: Removal of wreck. See 105.

Voters' List, 1897, B. (126)-Mr, Seott.
Introduced*, 561; 2nd R., 574. In Com. aid
3rd R.*, 595. (60-61 V., c. 12. )

WARBURTON, A. B., LAw AGENT: Offensive parti-
sanship (Mr. Ferguson), 309. Reply (Mr. Scott),
310.

WELLAND CANAL EMPLOYEES. Sec Dismissals for
partisanship, 300.

Welland Power and Supply Canal Co.'s
B. (44)-Mr. McCallum. Introduced*, 297;
2nd R. *, 322 ; 3rd R. , 353. R. A., 397. (60-61
V., c. 73.)

WEST, H. A. See Annapolis postmastership.
WEST PRINCE BY-ELECTION: Offensive partisanship,

309.
WHITE, JAMES F., BOUNTY OFFICER: Offensive parti-

sanship (Mr. Ferguson), 309. Reply (Mr. Scott),
310.

WILLIAM's HEAD QUARANTINE STATION: on Ques. of

Privilege (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 245; Mr. Scott,
246.

Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) moves Res. re improve-
ment, 488. Remarks: Mr. Sullivan, 490; Messrs.
McInnes (B.C.). Scott, 492.

WINDSOR DEPUTY POSTMASTER, DISMISSAL: Inq.

(Mr. Casgrain), 228. Reply (Sir O. Mowat).
Remarks (Sir M. Bowell), 228.

Winnipeg, Duluth and Northern Ry. Co.'s
Incorp. B. (17).-(Mr. Boulton). Introduced*,
397; 2nd R.*, 428.

WINTER NAviÂATIoN. See " Petrel."

WIrrON, H. B., SUPERANNUATION: Remarks: Mr.

McCallum, 278. Inq. as to superannuation, 289.

WURTELE, E. F. See "Royal Military College."

YEo, .JAMEs. See "Fisheries Inspector, P.E.I."

Yukon (British) Mining, Trading and
Transportation Co.'s Incorp. B. (64)-
Mr. McInnes (B.C.). Introduced*, 407; 2nd R.*,
460; 3rd R.*, 527. (60-61 V., c. 89.)

YUKON DISTRICT MININO RIGHTS: Inq. (Mr. Mac-

donald, B.C.) Remarks: Mr. Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, Messrs. Lougheed, Boulton, 295.

Yukon (Foreign) Mining and Transporta-
tion Co.'s Incorp. B. (111). lst R.*, 603;
Rules suspended, 604, 611; 2nd R. postponed,
649; 2nd R. agreed to, 663; Rep. from Com.,
813; 3rd R.*, 819. (60-61 V., c. 91.)
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